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PREFACE

For several reasons, the history of Arizona and New-

Mexico, particularly in the early times, is not surpassed

in interest by that of any portion of the Pacific United

States, or perhaps of the whole republic. Notable

among these reasons are the antiquity of these terri-

tories as Spanish provinces—for they were the first to

be occupied by Europeans, and ten years before the

Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock, a Historia de la

Nv£va Mexico was published; the peculiar Pueblo

civilization, second only to that of the Aztecs and

Mayas in the south, found among the aborigines of

this land, and maintaining itself more nearly in its

original conditions than elsewhere down to the present

day; the air of romance pervading the country's early

annals in connection with the Northern Mystery,

quaint cosmographic theories, and the search for fabu-

lous empires in Cibola, Teguayo, and Quivira; the

ancient belief in the existence of immense mineral

treasures as supplemented by the actual discovery of

such treasures in modern times; the long and bloody

struggle against raiding Apaches, the Ishmaelites of

American aborigines ; the peculiar circumstances under

which this broad region fell into the hands ofthe ITnited

States; the fact that the eastern portion, unlike any
fv)
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other territory of the repubhc, is still inhabited mainly

by a Spanish-speaking people; its position on the

national frontier; its peculiarities of physical config-

uration and climate ; and finally, the marvellous strides

towards prosperity in the last decade, of a country

formerly regarded as an unpromising section of the

Great American Desert.

That the annals of these countries, so extensive both

chronologically and territorially, are compressed into

one volume of this History of the Pacific States, while

seven volumes are devoted to the record of a sister

province, California, is a fact that may seem to require

a word of explanation, though it is in accordance with

a plan deliberately formed and announced at the out-

set. All Spanish-American provinces are in certain

respects so similar in their annals one to another that

it was and is believed sufficient and best in a compre-

hensive work like this to present the minutiae of local

and personal happenings of but one. California was

chosen for this purpose, not only because of its modern

prominence, but because its records are remarkably

perfect, and because its position on the coast, facilitat-

ing intercourse with Mexico and foreign nations, its

mission system, its trading and smuggling experience,

its Russian complications, its political vicissitudes, and

its immigrant and other foreign elements gave to its

history, as compared with that of interior provinces, a

notable variety, tending greatly to mitigate the inevi-

table monotony of all provincial annals, even before

the knowledge of its golden treasure came to startle

the world. The history of New Mexico written on the

same scale as that of the Pacific province would not

only fill many volumes, but from the lack of con-

tinuous archive evidence, and from the fact that the
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story goes back beyond the aid of memory, it would be

at the best fragmentary and irregular ; and by reason

of the country's isolation and non-intercourse with the

outer world, as well as on account of the peculiar

nature of its petty events, it would also be most tedious

reading. Not only is this true of the first and most im-

portant period of the country's history—that of Span-

ish rule to 1821—but of the second period, embracing

the Mexican rule of 1822-46, the growth of the Santa

Fd trade, the change of flag, the Indian wars, and the

early territorial days down to 1875 or later. The
Mexican archive record is more meagre even than the

Spanish, the early enthusiasm of conquest and explora-

tion had died out, nothing more monotonous in detail

than the endless succession of Indian wars can be im-

agined, and of the more important events and develop-

ments several are more conveniently and satisfactorily

treated in the annals of other adjoining regions. And
as to the third and last period, that of railroads, Indian

reservations, mining development, industrial progress,

and American immigration, a valid reason for conden-

sation is found in the fact that this grand unfolding of

resources has but just begun, that all is in a transitory,

changeable condition, so that the result of the most

minute treatment would probably become antiquated

and of comparatively little value within a few years.

Thus there are good reasons for the plan and scale I

have adopted. The omission of personal and local

details, moreover, adds greatly to the interest of this.

volume; and so far as the general course of events and

developments is concerned, no volume of the series

has been founded on more careful or exhaustive re-

search.

My sources of information for this volume are shown
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in the list of autliorlties prefixed, in the fine-print

appendix to the first chapter, and in the notes scattered

profusely throughout the work. In no section of the

field have my resources of original data been richer or

more varied. Besides many rare works in print con-

sulted only imperfectly or not at all by previous writers,

I have consulted the Santa Fe archives, and have had

access to rich stores of the most important documentary

records from Spain and Mexico in my own and other

private collections; and I have been especially fortu-

nate in being able to utilize, practically for the first time,

the work of Villagra and several important documents

bearing on Onate's conquest, never before correctly

recorded. For later events of territorial history I

have studied all the publications extant, including

government reports and newspapers; and have besides,

here as in the other parts of my field, taken the testi-

mony of many prominent citizens and officials who
have thrown new light on many phases of the subject.

Here as elsewhere I give full credit to the sources

on every point.

Several praiseworthy works on the history of these

territories have been published; but they are of very

uneven quality, with not a few errors, and more omis-

sions—defects due in most cases not so much to the

incompetence of the author as to the inaccessibility of

original authorities. Nowhere in my work haVe I

been able to correct more erroneous statements, fill

more historical gaps, or, except in the matter of minute

details as already explained, to supply in comparison

with preceding writers more new matter. Yet experi-

ence leads me to expect that the old inaccurate and

thread-bare sources will still be consulted to a consid-

erable extent in preference to better and original
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authorities at second-hand. Doubtless writers will

continue to give inaccurate dates and details for Onate's

conquest; to seek new locations for Coronado's Cibola

and Tiguex ; to name Cabeza de Vaca as the discov-

erer of New Mexico, and speak of his descendants as

still living in the country ; to talk of the Aztecs and of

Montezuma in this northern region ; to describe Santa

Fe as the oldest town in the United States, dating its

foundation back to the sixteenth or fifteenth century,

or that of Tucson to the sixteenth ; to chronicle the

expedition of Penalosa to Quivira; to name the duke

of Alburquerque and other viceroys among the gov-

ernors of New Mexico ; to derive the name of Arizona

from 'arid zone,' or 'narizona,' the big-nosed woman;

to accept the current traditions of rich mines of gold

and silver discovered and worked by the Jesuits and

conquerors, or by enslaved Indians under their cruel

direction ; and to repeat various other errors that have

found place in the legendary annals of these provinces.

However, I have presented the facts and the evidence

on which they rest. My statements should be accepted

or disproved.

Arizona and N"ew Mexico are properly presented

together in one volume, as they have historically and

physically much in common. In Spanish and Mexican

times they were practically or to a great extent one

country, and their annals are accordingly somewhat

intermingled; but the chapters devoted to each, though

mixed in the order of presentment, are kept distinct

in substance, so that the record of each province may

be read continuously. Since their organization as

territories of the United States the history of each

is given separately in consecutive chapters. As be-

tween the two there is no difference in scale or treat-
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merit, though I have been able slightly to condense

the earlier Arizona record because of Pimeria having

been covered by the history of Sonora in another

volume, and though ISTew Mexican history is much

more voluminous in the aggregate by reason of its

greater chronologic extent.

Though first among the Pacific States to be settled

by Europeans, Arizona and New Mexico have been

last to feel the impulse of progressive civilization ; yet

they have felt it, and as a result must assume good

rank among their sister states. In natural conditions

of healthful climate, fertile soil, and mineral wealth,

the two territories closely resemble each other; and

while Arizona has the advantage of a less apathetic

and ignorant population, and thus far takes the lead in

mining and agricultural industry, their aspirations and

possibilities are similar, and ultimate precedence is by

no means assured to the western territory. Both, as

it has proved, are fortunate in their mid-continental

position, which has given them railroad communication

with the east and west and south long before they

could have expected it otherwise. Both have made a

good start in the race, and in each the spirit of pro-

gress is actively working. Ultimate success is not

doubtful. The danger of serious Indian troubles is

believed to be past; the old and absurdly inaccurate

ideas of the east respecting this country and its people

are rapidly disappearing ; and the present invasion of

the farther west by climate-seekers cannot fail to bene-

fit the interior. When the mining industry shall have

been more fully systematized, workings being directed

somewhat more to mineral lodes and somewhat less to

the pockets of outside speculators; when the senseless

national raid against bimetallic currency shall be at
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an end; when systematic irrigation works shall make
available the water resources ; when the government

shall provide for the sale of the mesa lands in tracts of

convenient size for stock-raising; when the popula-

tion of Mexican race shall adopt improved methods of

tillage or make way for others who have adopted them

;

when the immense deposits of iron and coal shall be

utilized—^tlien will come the day of great and perma-

nent prosperity for this land of old-time mystery. All

this will not be done in a year or in ten ; but it will be

done. Then the historic records of this volume will

have a new and ever-increasing interest.
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It was in the sixteenth century that the Spaniards

first explored the region that forms the territorial

basis of this volume. The discoverers and early-

explorers found there the home, not only of several

wild and roving tribes of the class generally denomi-

nated savages, but of an aboriginal people much further

advanced in progress toward civilization than any other

north of Anahuac, or the region of Central Mexico.

This people, though composed of nations, or tribes,

speaking distinct languages, was practically one in the

arts and institutions constituting the general features

of its emergence from savagism. It was an agricul-

UlsT. Abiz. and N. Mex. 1
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tural people, dwelling in several-storied buildings of

stone or adobes. All that pertains to this most inter-

esting people, or to the other native inhabitants of

Arizona and New Mexico, has been put before the

reader in an earlier work of this series. My present

purpose requires but the briefest repetition or resume
of matters thus presented in their proper place, and
even that only in certain peculiar phases.^

This region oft'ers for antiquarian research a field

not surpassed, in several respects, by any in America

;

for here only we find a people, far in advance of the

savage tribes if far behind the highest types, retaining

many of their original characteristics, and living on
the same sites, in buildings similar to, or in several

instances perhaps identical with, those occupied by
their ancestors at the coming of the Europeans, and
for centuries before. These are the oldest continu-

ously inhabited structures on the continent ; and these

Pueblo Indians—so called from the Spanish term
applied to their community-houses, or towns, in the

absence of any general aboriginal name—are probably
more nearly in their original condition than any other
American tribes. It is therefore hardly possible to

overestimate the importance of these tribes for ethno-
logic study, unless, indeed, we adopt the extreme
views of those who refuse to credit testimony to the
effect that the most advanced Nahua and ]\Iaya na-

tions possessed any trait or custom or institution or
degree of culture different from or superior to those
found among these Pueblos, or even inferior tribes of

the north.

In my Native Races, after describing the monuments
of this peculiar people, I expressed a hope that the
work might encourage further research and the pub-
lication of much additional information on the subject,

' See Native Races of the Pacific States; tribal relations, manners and cus-
toms, institutions, general description, etc., vol. i., p. 422, 465-6, 471-556;
mythology or religious customs, iii. 75-83, 1.3o-6, 170-5, 521-8; language, iii.

568 9, 593-603, 671-4, 680-6; antiquities, ruins, relics, and historic traditions,
iv. 015-86; V. 537-8.
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at the same time predicting with confidence—founded
on the uniformity of data already accessible—that
newly discovered relics would not differ materially in

type from those I was able to study, and that they
would require no essential modification of my con-

clusions respecting the primitive New Mexicans. This
hope and prediction have proved well founded. Dur-
ing the decade and more that has passed since my
work appeared, able investigators have directed their

efforts to this field, with results in the form of accurate

knowledge of the people, and their traditions, lan-

guages, and material relics that probably surpass in

many respects all that was known before
;
yet these

results, so far as I am familiar with them, are con-

firmatory of the general views which had been taken

by me, and which it seems proper to embody briefly

here, aboriginal annals being a fitting preface to the

record of foreign invaders' deeds to follow.

In their sixteenth-century explorations, the Span-
iards found from seventy to a hundred of the Pueblo Y
towns still inhabited, there being much confusion of

names in the different narratives of successive visits.

Most of the towns cannot be definitely identified or

located; but as groups they present but slight diffi-

culties ; and they covered substantially the same ter-

ritory then as now. South of this territory, in

southern Arizona and northern Chihuahua, and prob-

ably north of it, in southern Colorado and Utah,

though there may have been exceptions, similar wide-

spread structures were then as now in ruins. In the

next century, chiefly during the wars following suc-

cessful revolt against the Spaniards, many of the

towns were destroyed or abandoned, the number being

reduced in that period or a little later to about twenty-

five, the dates and circumstances of the few later

changes being for the most part known.

It is only in the broadest outline that the history

of this people is known by their material relics, tradi-

tion' affording but slight aid. Clearly the whole region,
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extending somewhat farther north and south than the

bounds of Arizona and New Mexico, was in the past

occupied by serai-civilized tribes, not differing among
themselves or from the Pueblos more than do the lat-

ter as known since the sixteenth century, and occupy-

ing the most fertile valleys with their stone and adobe

town houses, similar, but often vastly superior, to the

later well-known dwellings of the Pueblos. Long,

perhaps centuries, before the Spaniards came, began

the decline of this numerous and powerful people. The
cause of their misfortunes must be traced to wars with

savage predatory tribes like the Apaches, and with

each oth'efTdfoughrand pestilenceTontfiBuling to the

same end. All the ruined structures and other relics

of the long past were so evidently the work of the

Pueblos or cognate tribes that there exists no plausi-

ble reason for indulging in conjectural theories re-

specting the agency of extinct races. Yet nothing is

more common than to read of the discovery of prehis-

toric relics of the long-lost race that once peopled

this land. My work has had but slight effect to check

this popular tendency to the marvellous.

It is also still the custom of most writers to refer to

the ruins and relics of this region as undoubtedly of

Aztec origin, and to adopt more or less fully the the-

ory that the ancestors of the Pueblo tribes were

Aztecs left in Arizona during the famous migration

from the north-west to Mexico. As the reader of

my Native Races is aware, it is my belief that no such

general migration occurred, at least not within any
period reached by tradition ; but whether this belief

is well founded or not, I have found no reason to mod-
ify my position that the New Mexican people and
culture were not Aztec.^ The Montezuma myth of

" ' I can hardly conceive of stmcturea reared by human hands differing

more essentially thau the two classes in question ' (New Mexican and those
of Cent. Am. and Mex. )

' In the common use of adobes for building material;
in the plain walls rising to a height of several stories; in the terrace struc-

ture, absence of doors in the lower story, and the entrance by ladders; in the
absence of arched ceilings of overlapping blocks, of all pyramidal structures.
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the Pueblo communities, so far at least as the name is

concerned if not altogether, was certainly of Spanish
origin. Monumental and institutional resemblances
are hardly sufficient to suggest even contact with the
Nahua nations, yet such contact at one time or an-
other is not improbable, and is indeed indicated by
the dialects of some of the tribes. Linguistic affini-

ties, however, like institutional and architectural re-

semblances, if any exist, do not indicate an Aztec base
for the New Mexican culture at the beginning, but
rather a superstructural element of later introduction.

I offer no positive assertion that the northern advance-
ment was indigenous or independent of the spirit that
actuated the mound-builders or the architects of Pa-
lenque and Uxmal; but I claim that any possible con-
nection is but vaguely supported by the evidence, and
may at least be regarded as antedating the period of

traditional annals. The origin of tliis most interest-

ing aboriginal people is a legitimate subject of inves-

tigation, and there are many more competent than
myself to form an opinion

;
yet I feel justified in pro-

testing against the too prevalent tendency of most
writers to accept in this matter as fact what is at the

best but vague conjecture.

This chapter is intended to include all that it is

necessary to say in a preliminary way, respecting the
history of this territory, before beginning the chrono-
logic narrative with the first coming of the Spaniards.

An obviously important and necessary feature of this

introductory matter is the annals of Spanish orogress

of sculptured Mocks, of all architectural decorations, of idols, temples, and
every trace of buildings evidently designed for religious rite, of burial-mounds
and human remains; and in the character of the rock-inscriptions and mij-

cellaneons relics, not to go further into details—the N. Mex. monuments pre-

sent no analogies to any of the southern remains. I do not mean to express

a. decided opinion that the Aztecs were not, some hundreds or thousands of

centuries ago, or even at a somewhat less remote period, identical with the

natives of N. Mex., for I have great faith in the power of time and environ-

ment to work unlimited changes in any people; I simply claim that it is a
manifest absurdity to suppose that the monuments described were the work
of the Aztecs during a migration southward since the 11th century, or of any
people nearly allied in blood and institutions to the Aztecs aa they were found

inAndhuac' ^at. Races, iv. 683.
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from Mexico northward, of the successive steps by
which the broad regions south of this distant province

were discovered, explored, and to some extent settled

before the army of invasion secured a foothold in Ari-

zona and New Mexico. But this is a subject that has

been presented with all desirable detail in the first

volume of my History of the North Mexican States, to

which the reader is referred, not only for events pre-

ceding the discovery of New Mexico, but for later hap-

penings in the southern regions, an acquaintance with

which will greatly stimulate interest in and facilitate the

study of theaccompanying northern developments. Be-

cause this matter is fully treated in the volume alluded

to, and because it is also presented in various outline-

combinations as a necessary introduction to volumes on

other northern Pacific states, I may properly restrict

its treatment here to narrow limits; but cannot, con-

sistently with my general plan of making each work
of the series complete in itself, omit it altogether.^

As soon as the Spaniards had made themselves

masters of the valley of Mexico, their attention was
attracted in large degree to the north as presenting

new and promising fields for conquest. This was nat-

ural from their comparatively complete knowledge of

southern geography and ignorance of the nortli, with

its probably vast extent, its prospectively rich and
powerful nations of aborigines, and its correspondingly

attractive mysteries. But there was another and
more potent incentive in the current theories respect-

ing geographical relations of the new regions to Asia
and the Indies. These theories, legitimately founded
on the slight data accessible, furnish the key to all

that might otherwise be mysterious in the annals of

* In like manner the record in hist. North Hex. States, i. , is made complete
l)y brief resumes, in the proper places, of northern events. Thus not only
are the successive expeditions tliat extended beyond Sonora and Chihuahua
into Ariz, and N. Mex. recorded in outline, but on pp. 127-9, 373-5, 642-4, is

a sketch of N. Mex. history in 1540-1800; and in the chapters devoted to

Ronora may be found the annals of Pimeria Alta, which included southern
Arizona. Chap. 1 of Hist. Cat, i., is a, resume of the North J/ex. Stales, in-

cluding New Mexico.
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north-western exploration. So fully have they been
explained by me elsewhere in various connections that
mere mention may suffice here. At first it was sup-
posed that Columbus had reached the main Asiatic
coast, which might be followed south-westward to the
Indies. Then a great island—really South America

—

was found, which did not seriously conflict with the
original idea, but was of course separated from the
main by a strait, through which voyagers to and from
India by the new route must pass. Further explora-

tion failed to find this strait, but revealed instead an
isthmus effectually impeding south-western progress in

ships; and when Balboa in 1513 crossed the Isthmus
to find a broad expanse of ocean beyond, and others a

little later explored the western coast for many leagues

northward, it became apparent that the old geographic
idea must be modified, that the new regions, instead

of being the Asiatic main, were a great south-eastern

projection of that main. The idea of the 'strait,' how-
ever, had become too deeply rooted to be easily aban-

doned ; accordingly, it was located in the north, always

to be sought just beyond the limit of actual explora-

tion in that direction. Of course, this cosmographic
ignis fatuus did not obstruct but rather stimulated the

quest for new kingdoms to conquer, new riches for

Spanish coffers, and new souls to be saved by spiritual

conquest.

Fully imbued, not only with the desire to extend
his fame as a conqueror, but with the prevalent geo-

graphic theories, Hernan Cortes, within a year or two
after the fall of Andhuac, convinced himself, through
reports of the natives and of his lieutenants sent to

plant the Spanish flag on South Sea shores, that the

great westwai'd trend of the Pacific coast that was to

connect the new regions with Asia must be sought

farther north than the latitude of Tenochtitlan. The
plan conceived by him was to build ships on the Pa-

cific, and in them to follow the coast northward, then

westward, and finally southward to India. In this
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voyage, he would either discover the 'strait,' or prove

all to be one continent; discover for his sovereign rich

coast and island regions; perhajjs find great kingdoms

to conquer; and at the least explore a new route ta

the famous Spice Islands. His ship-yard was estab-

lished at Zacatula in 1522, but through a series of

misfortunes, which need not be catalogued here, his

maritime exploration in 1530 had not extended above

Colima. Meanwhile, however, various land expedi-

tions had explored the regions of Michoacan and

southern Jalisco up to the latitude of San Bias, or

about 21° 30'. In the interior at the same date the

advance of northern exploration had reached Quere-

taro, and possibly San Luis Potosi, in latitude

22°. On the east a settlement had been founded at

Pd,nuco, and the gulf coast vaguely outlined by sev-

eral expeditions, the last of which was that of Pdnfilo

de Narvaez, whose large force landed in 1828 in

Florida, and with few exceptions perished in the

attempt to coast the gulf by land and water to

Pdnuco.
In 1531 the first great movement northward was

made, not by Cortes, but by his rival Nuno de Guz-

man, who, with a large army of Spaniards and Indians,

marched from Mexico up the west coast to Sinaloa.

His northern limit was the Yaqui River in about

latitude 28 °
; and branches of his expedition also

crossed th^ mountains eastward into Durango, and
perhaps Chihuahua; but the only practical result of

this grand expedition, except a most diabolic oppres-

sion and slaughter of the natives, was the founding of

the little villa of San Miguel in about latitude 25°,

corresponding nearly with Culiacan, an establishment

which was permanent, and for many a long year main-

tained a precarious existence as the isolated frontier

of Spanish settlement. Guzman returned to Jalisco,

whose permanent occupation dates from this period;

and the province or 'kingdom' of Nueva Galicia was
ushered into existence with jurisdiction extending
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over all the far north, and with its capital soon fixed

at Guadalajara.

But Cortds, though opposed at every step by his

enemy, Guzman, and involved in other vexatious dif-

ficulties, continued his efibrts, and despatched several

expeditions by water, one of which was wrecked on
the Sinaloa coast in latitude 26°, and another in 1533
discovered what was supposed to be an island in about
latitude 24°. Here, in 1535, Cortes in person at-

tempted to found a colony, but the enterprise was a

disastrous failure; the settlement at Santa Cruz

—

really on the peninsula—was abandoned the next
year, and the place was named, probably by the set-

tlers in their disgust, California, from an Amazon isle

"on the right hand of the Indies very near the terres-

trial paradise," as described in a popular novel.

Meanwhile nothing had been accomplished farther

east that demands notice in this connection; and the

great northern bubble seemed to have burst.

Yet little was needed to renew the old excitement,

and the incentive was supplied even before Cortds' ill-

fated colony had left California. In April 1536, there

arrived at San Miguel de Culiacan Alvar Nunez and
three companions, survivors of Narvaez' expedition of

1528, who had wandered across the continent through
Texas, Chihuahua, and Sonora, and who brought re-

ports of rich towns situated north of their route.

They carried the news to Mexico, and the result was
a series of more brilliant and far-reaching explorations

by sea and land than any that had been undertaken

before. Soto's wanderings of 1538-43 in the Missis-

sippi Valley may be connected, chronologically at

least, with this revival of interest. Cortds despatched

a fleet under Ulloa, who in 1539 explored the gulf

to its head, and followed the outer coast of the penin-

sula up to Cedros Island in latitude 28°. Viceroy

Mendoza took the fever, and not only sent Alarcon to

the head of the gulf and up the Rio Colorado, and a

little later Cabrillo to the region of Cape Mendocino
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on the outer coast, but also despatched Niza as a

pioneer, and presently Vasquez de Coronado with his

gra.nd__arnxy-Q£. explorers, who in 1540-2 traversed

Sonora, Arizona, New Mexico7"and~the"plalns north-

ea¥tward to perhaps latitude 40°, and whose adven-

tures will be narrated in tlie following chapters. The
explorers, however, returned without having achieved

any final conquest, or established any permanent set-

tlement; and again interest in the far north died out

—

a result partly due, however, to the great revolt of

native tribes in Nueva Galicia, known as the Mixton
war of 1540-2.

Witli the suppression of this revolt, the final con-

quest of Nueva Galicia was effected; and before 1550
the rich mines of Zacatecas were discovered, and the

town of that name founded. Exploration of the north-

ern interior was mainly the work of miners, though
the missionaries were always in the front rank. Fran-
cisco de Ibarra was the great military explorer from
1554, his entradas covering the region corresponding

to the Durango, Sinaloa, and southern Chihuahua of

modern maps, besides one vaguely recorded expedition

that may have extended into Arizona or New Mexico.
About 1562 the new province of Nueva Vizcaya, with
Ibarra as governor and capital at Durango, was
created, to include all territory above what is now the
line of Jalisco and Zacatecas, theoretically restricted to
the region east of the mountains, but practically in-

cluding the coast provinces as well; yet the audiencia
of Guadalajara retained its judicial jurisdiction over
all the north. Before 1565 there were mining settle-

ments in the San Bartolom^ Yalley of southern Chi-
huahua, corresponding to the region of the later

Parral, Allende, and Jimenez. These settlements on
the east, with San Felipe de Sinaloa o'l the west, may
be regarded as the frontier of Spanish occupation in

1600; yet, as we sliall presently see, several expedi-
tions had penetrated the country north-eastward even
to New Mexico, the conquest of which province at
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this date was thus far in advance of the general pro-

gress northward. South of the frontier line as noted,

the regions of Sinaloa, Durango, and southern Coa-
huila were occupied by many flourishing missions

under the Jesuits and Franciscans; and there were
numerous mining settlements, with a few military

posts ; though the general Spanish population was yet

very small.

Seventeenth-century annals of the north may be
briefly outlined for present purposes. In the begin-

ning, Vizcaino, on the outer coast, repeated Cabrillo's

explorations to or beyond the 40th parallel ; while pearl-

fishers and others made many trips to the gulf waters.

In Sinaloa, the Jesuits prospered; in Sonora, begin-

ning with the Yaqui treaty of 1610, and the conver-

sion of the Mayos in 1613, the missionaries made
constant progress until a large part of the province

was occupied; and in the last decade, not only did

Baja California become a mission field, but Pimeria
Alta, where Padre Kino pushed forward his explora-

tions northward to the Gila. East of the mountains,

ISTueva Vizcaya was for the most part a land of war
during this century; eight Jesuits and two hundred
Spaniards lost their lives in the Tepehuane revolt of

1616 in Durango; but the missionaries not only re-

gained lost ground, but pushed forward their work
among the Tarahumares of Chihuahua, where also

there were many revolts. North-eastern Durango
and eastern and northern Chihuahua formed the mis-

sion field of the Franciscans, whose establishments,

exposed to the frequent raids of savage foes, main-

tained but a precarious existence, yet were extended

before 1700 to the Casas Grandes, to the site of the

later city of Chihuahua, and to El Paso on the Rio

Grande. Meanwhile the mines in all directions yielded

rich results; and a small military force under the gov-

ernor's management strove more or Jess ineffectually to

protect missions and mining camps, and to repel the

endless and ubiquitous incursions of marauding tribes.
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Northern Coahuila was occupied by the Franciscans,

and several settlements were founded in the last quar-

ter of this century. Texan annals of the period are

divided into three distinct parts : first, the various ex-

peditions from Now Mexico to the east in 1601-80;

second, the disastrous attempts at colonization by the

French under La Salle in 1682-7; and tliird, efforts

of the Spaniards from 1G86, resulting in several ex-

ploring expeditions from Coahuila, and in the founda-

tion of several Franciscan missions on the branches

of the rivers Trinidad and Neches, which were aban-

doned in 1693.

In the eighteenth century, but for the conquest of

Nayarit in 1721-2, the provinces of Sinaloa and Du-
rango relapsed into the monotonous, uneventful con-

dition of Nueva Galicia, that of a tierra de paz; but

Sonora and Chihuahua were more than ever a tierra

de guerra, the victim of murderous raids of Apaches and
other warlike and predatory tribes. A line of pre-

sidios was early established along the northern frontier,

which, with occasional changes of site as demanded
by circumstances, served to prevent the abandonment
of the whole region. There was hardly a settlement

of any kind that was not more than once abandoned
temporarily. New mines were constantly discovered

and worked under occasional military protection ; the
famous mining excitement of the Bolas de Plata, at

Arizonac, occurred in 1737-41 ; rich placers of gold
were found in Sonora; and the Real de San Felipe,

or city of Chihuahua, sprang into existence near the
mines of Santa Eulalia early in the centur}'. The
missions showed a constant decline, which was not
materially affected by the expulsion of the Jesuits and
substitution of the Franciscans in 1767. Many new
missions were founded, but more were abandoned, and
most became but petty communities of women, chil-

dren, and invalids, or convenient resorts of the able-

bodied from time to time, the friars retaining no
practical control. There was but slight gain of new
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territory, though in Pimerfa Alta the missions and
presidios were extended northward to San Javier del

Bac and Tubac, in what was later Arizona. On the
west coast, however, in 1769-1800, the Spanish occu-

pation was extended to latitude 37°, and exploration

to the 60th parallel, while the Franciscans founded a
series of nineteen new and flourishing missions in Alta
California; and in the extreme east Texas was reoc-

cupied in 1716-22 with missions and presidios, the

country remaining permanently under Spanish domin-
ion, though the establishments were never prosperous.

There is yet another introduction or accompaniment,
pertaining appropriately enough to the early history

of New Mexico, to which I may call attention here,

at the same time suggesting that a perusal of its de-

tails as recorded in another volume of this series may
yield more of pleasure and profit if undertaken a little

later, after the reader shall have made himself famil-

iar with the record of the earliest expeditions as pre-

sented in the opening chapters of this volume. I

allude to the mass of more or less absurd conjectural

theories respecting northern geography, which, plen-

tifully leavened with falsehood, were dominant among
writers and map-makers for two centuries, and which
—belonging as much and as little to New Mexico as

to any part of my territory—under the title of the

Northern Mystery I have chosen to treat in my His-

tory of the Northwest Coast} The earliest theories

respecting the geographic relations of America to Asia

were in a sense, as we have seen, reasonable and con-

sistent; but after the explorations of 1539-43, this

element of consistency for the most part disappeared,

as the Spanish government lost much of its interest

in the far north, with its faith in the existence of new
and wealthy realms to be conquered there. There

remained, however, a firm belief in the interoceanic

strait, and an ever-present fear that some other nation

* Vol. i., chap, i.-iv., with copies of many old maps.
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would find and utilize it to the disadvantage of Spain.

Meanwhile, there were many explorers legitimately-

desirous of clearing up all that was mysterious in the

nortli, conquerors bent on emulating in that direction

the grand achievements of Cortes and Pizart-o, friars

eager to undertake as missionaries the spiritual con-

quest of new realms for God and their king; and their

only ditficulty was to gain access to the royal treasury

in behalf of" their respective schemes. The fear of

foreign encroachment was a strong basis of argument,

and in their memorials they did not hesitate to sup-

plement this basis with anything that might tend

to reawaken the old faith in northern wealth and

wonders. These interested parties, and the host of

theorists who embraced and exaggerated their views,

generally succeeded in convincing themselves that

their views were for the most part founded in fact.

The old theories were brought to light, and variously

distorted; the actual discoveries of 1539-43, as the

years passed on, became semi-mythical, and were

located anywhere to suit the writer's views, Indian

villages being magnified without scruple into great

cities; each new discovery on the frontier was de-

scribed to meet requirements, and located where it

would do the most good; and even the aborigines, as

soon as they learned what kind of traditions pleased

the white men most, did excellent service for the

cause. It must be understood that much of all this

was honest conjecture respecting a region of which
little or nothing was known ;^ but theory became

*A late writer says, somewhat in this connection: 'It is difficult for per-

sons in our generation to realize the circumstances under which the various
expeditions connected with N. Mex. were made during the 16th, and indeed
the 17th, century. We have been so accustomed to the general geog. contour
of the Amer. continent from our earliest youth, we know so well the distance

from ocean to ocean, and from the gulf to the Artie region, that it seems dif-

ficult to remember that the intrepid explorers who penetrated to the north
after the fall of the Montezumas had no idea at all of the extent of the main-
land, and were never sure as they ascended a mountain but that its summit
would bring to view the South Sea to the west, the Nortli Sea, or Atlantic,

to the east, or the great Arctic Ocean toward the pole The explorer of

those days was travelling entirely in the dark. Nothing in more modern
times has been similar to, or can again resemble, the uncertainty and romance
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rapidly and inextricably mingled with pure fiction;

and there were few of the reported wonders of the
north that had not been actually seen by some bold
navigator, some ship-wrecked mariner wandering in-

land, or some imaginative prospector or Indiati-fighter.

Not only did the strait exist, but many voyagers had
found its entrance on the east or west, and not a few
had either sailed through it from ocean to ocean, or

reached it from the interior by land. The kingdoms
and cities on its banks were described, though with
discrepancies, which, indeed, threw no doubt on its

existence, but rather suggested that the whole north-
ern interior might be a great network of canals, among
which the adventurer—would the king but fit out a
fleet for him—might choose his route. Only a small

portion of the current speculations and falsehoods

found their way into print, or have been preserved

for our reading; but quite enough to show the spirit

of the time. The resulting complication of geographic

absurdities, known as the Northern Mystery, has had
a strange fascination for me, and its close connection

with the early annals of New Mexico, as with those

of the other Pacific United States, will doubtless be

apparent to all.

of those early expeditions. For the recent explorers of Africa, for example, had
a perfect knowledge of the shape of the exterior of the continent, and knew ex-

actly what tribes lived on each shore, and what rivers emptied into each ocean.

All that was left as a terra incognita was a certain area in the centre, and that

of known length and breadth. But the early explorers of America literally

knew nothing of the land they entered. It was absolutely virgin soil.

They might find impas.iable mountains or enormous lakes; they might have
to traverse almost interminable deserts, or discover rivers whose width would
forbid their crossing; they might chance upon gigantic volcanoes, or find

themselves on the shore of the ultimate ocean. And as to the inhabitants

and products, they were equally ignorant. We are sometimes induced to

smile at the marvellous stories related by some of the older explorers, at their

still more extravagant expectations, and the credulity with which everything

(however exaggerated or unnatural) relating to the new continent was be-

lieved. But we must remember that it was a day of real marvels, and that

nothing could well be imagined more extraordinary and unexpected than

those things which had already been discovered as realities. An entire new
world had been opened to the enterprise, the curiosity, the cupidity, and the

benevolence of mankind. It is as if to-day a ready mode of access to the

moon were discovered, and the first adventurers to the lunar regions had re-

turned laden with diamonds, and bearing tidings of riches and wonders far

beyond the wildest imagination of former generations. ' Primes Hist. Sketches

ofNew Mexico, 16-18,
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The wanderings of Cabeza de Vaca, including, as

most or all writers on the subject have agreed, the

first visit of Europeans to New Mexico, have been

recorded somewhat in detail in another volume of this

series.^ 'For that reason, but chiefly because it is my
opinion that Cabeza de Vaca never entered New
Mexico, I devote in this volume comparatively little

space to the subject; and for the latter reason, what I

have to say is given in this introductory chapter in-

stead of being attached to the record of actual explora-

tions in the next. Alvar Nunez, or Cabeza de Vaca,

Andres Dorantes, Alonso del Castillo Maldonado, and
a negro slave called Estevanico were the only known
survivors of the expedition of Narvaez to the gulf

coast in 1528. After years of captivity among different

native tribes, they finally escaped from servitude on the

Texas coast, crossed the continent in a journey that

lasted nearly a year, and arrived at San Miguel de
Culiacan in April 1536. The success of so remark-
able a trip resulted from the leader's wonderful good
luck in establishing his reputation as a great medicine-

man among the natives, who escorted the strangers

from tribe to tribe along the way with full faith in

their supernatural powers ; or perchance the wanderers
were, as they believed, under the miraculous protection

of their god.

Naturally no journal was kept; but a report was
made on arrival in Mexico, and a narrative was written
by Alvar Nunez after he went to Spain in 1537.'

There is no reason to question the good faith of either

report or narrative as written from memory; but
there is much discrepancy and confusion, not only
between the two versions, but between different state-

ments in each. Moreover the narrative informs us

° See Hist. North Mex. States, i. 60-70.
'' Reladon que did Alvar Nunez, etc., 1st pub. in 1542, with later ed. as

Helacion y Conientarios and as Navfragios, also Italian and French translations.
The report made in Mex. 1536 is known only by the version in Ovledo, Hist.
Ind., iii. 582. Buckingham Smith, in his carefully annotated Caftesa rfe Vani's
Rflatinn, a translation of the narrative, made use also of the report through
Oviedo. For further bibliog. details, see ref. of note 6.
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that they passed through so many peoples that "the
memory fails to recall them," and the report disposes of

an important part of the journey by the remark that

they went forward " many days. " There are, however,

allusions to two or three large rivers, which, if ths

record has any significance, can hardly have been other

than the Pecos, Rio Grande, and Conchos; and the

route—shown on the annexed map without any at-

tempt to give details—may be plausibly traced in

general terms from the Texan coast near Galveston

~} ? C:^...'^'>..„N.MEXICO

Cabeza de Vaoa's Route.

north-westward, following the course of the rivers,

then south-west to the region of the Conchos junction,

then westward to the upper Sonora and Yaqui valleys

in Sonora, and finally south to San Miguel in Sinaloa.^

The belief that Cabeza de Vaca passed through

New Mexico and visited the Pueblo towns is not sup-

ported by the general purport of the narrative, or

of what followed. Not only is it wellnigh certain

^ ' It ia not possible to follow, and to trace geographically, the erratic course

of Cabeza de Vaca with any degree of certainty. His own tale, however

authentic, is so confused that it becomes utterly impossible to establish any

details of location.' Bandelier's Hist. Introd., 6. This writer of 1881 seems

tp imply at least a doubt that N. Mex. was^liscovered at this time. Prince,

however, in '83, Hist. Sh, 80, 91-2, has no doubt of the discovery.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 2
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that had he seen those wonderful structures, they
would have figured largely in his reports in Mexico,
but we know that the effective part of his statement
was the report, obtained from Indians, of populous
towns with large houses and plenty of turquoises and
emeralds, situated to the north of his route. There
are but two bits of testimony that might seem to con-

flict with my conclusion, and both, when examined,
seem rather to confirm it. One of the relations of

Coronado's later expedition indicated that traces of
Cabeza de Vaca's presence were found on the plains

far to the north-east of the Santa F6 region ; but in

another it is explained that they simply met an old

Indian, who said he had seen four Spaniards in the
direction of New Spain, that is, in the south. Again,
according to the narrative, the wanderers, long before

they heard of the great houses of the north, came to

"fixed dwellings of civilization;" and indeed, it is im-
plied that they travelled for long distances in the re-

gions of such dwellings; but that these were not the
Pueblo structures is clear, not only from the lack of
description, but from the fact that the natives built

new houses for the accommodation of their guests. I
suppose these fixed dwellings were simply rancherfa
huts of a somewhat more permanent nature than those
that had been seen farther east on the plains ; and in-

deed, the Jumanas were found before the end of the
century living in such houses, some of them built of
stone. Again, it is to be noted that Espejo in 1582
found among the Jumanas, not far above the Conchos
junction, a tradition that the Spaniards had passed
that way. Even Davis, who has no doubt that the
party visited New Mexico, has to suggest that that
country then extended much farther south than now,
thus somewhat plausibly proving that if Alvar Nunez
did not come to New Mexico, a convenient lack of
boundaries enabled the province to go to Cabeza de
Vaea. It seems to me that the most positive asser-
tion that can be made in connection with the whole
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matter, except that the wanderers arrived at San
Miguel, is that they did not see the Pueblo towns;
yet it can never be quite definitely proved that their

route did not cut off a small south-eastern corner of

what is now New Mexico. While Cabeza de Vaca is

not to be credited with the discovery of the country,

he was the first to approach and hear of it; his re-

ports were the direct incentive to its discovery and ex-

ploration ; and thus, after all, his wonderful journey

may still be regarded as the beginning of New Mexi-
can annals.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OT EAKLY NEW MEXICAN HISTORY.

An alphabetic list of works consulted in the preparation of this volume is

given as usual at its beginning. By far the most important authorities for

the Spanish and Mexican periods are of a documentary nature; but docu-
ments and hooks relating to special events, topics, or epochs of the history
will be noticed bibliographically, as my custom is, when their subjects in

succession present themselves for treatment. Besides these, there are, however,
some archive collections and general works in manuscript and print covering

the whole ground of Spanish and Mexican annals, or a considerable portion

of it, which, having no specially appropriate chronologic place, may be most
conveniently noticed here. This note may also properly include a mention,

not only of general works on the history of Arizona and New Mexico, but of

others devoted mainly to other subjects, yet containing scattered information

on points treated in this volume, and also of various collections of voyages or

documents rich in New Mexican matter, the separate items of which will

require more detailed attention elsewhere. Mention of works devoted to the

modern history of these countries as territories of the United States, even if

they include a superficial outline of earlier events, will, as a rule, be reserved

for later chapters.

Naturally, archive records are here as elsewhere to be regarded as the

foundation of history; but in this case these records must be sought from a
variety of sources, of which the archives proper— that is, the documents pre-

served in government keeping at Santa Fe, and cited by me as Arckivo de

Sta Fe, MS.—are not the most fruitful or important. The earliest records,

those preceding 1680, were almost entirely destroyed in the revolt of that

and the following years. The bulky accumulations of 160 later years, never

adequately cared for in Spanish and Mexican times, were most shamefully

neglected under U. S. rule. Hundreds of documents were lost or destroyed

from time to time, until about 1870, during the rule of Governor Pile, when
the remaining archives were removed from the palacio and sold for wrapping-

paper, only about one fourth being recovered. See N. Mex. newspapers of

1870, extracts from which were published in pamphlet form as If. Mex.,

Destruction of Spanish and Mexican Archives in New Mexico, by United States

O^cials, n. p. (1870), 8vo, 4 p. After several years more of neglect and
ruin, the fragments were at last gathered up, properly cared for, and roughly

classified in 135 pasteboard boxes, by Judge Samuel Ellison, who has been

their keeper as territorial librarian since 1881, and who has kindly afforded

me every facility for consulting the treasures in his care. Thus it will be

seen that the Arch. Sta Fi, though immensely valuable in the aggregate,

and containing many important documents, is very imperfect, fragmentary,

and utterly inadequate to the forming of a complete record of the country's

annals in any phase. It is vastly inferior to the ArcUvo de California, so ex-
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tenaively cited in another work of this aeries; and it should also be noted
that the scale on which this volume is written by no means calls for or per-
mits so detailed a reproduction of the archive record as is given in my work
on California. In the papers at Sta Fe, the fragmentary mission books and
Other documents preserved at some of the old pueblos, and the private ar-
chives of New Mexican families, there is still ample field for the research of

historical societies or individuals who may delve for data on local and personal
minutias of the old times. Many documents of the A rch. Sta Pi are given
separate titles in my list, and are noticed under their proper dates iu these
pages. It should also be noted that a few documents of the archives before
their destruction were consulted by different writers, who have thus preserved
matter not without value.

Fortunately, a formal search of the Sta Fe archives for historical purposes
was made in the 18th century, while the records were still comparatively in-

tact. This search, made in part by Padre Escalante in 1778, and completed
by him or some other Franciscan in the following years, covered the period
from 1681 to 1717; the result, very much more complete than any that could
be reached by an examination of the original records in their present condi-
tion—though I have found many of the fragments by which to test parts of
the work—-was sent to Mexico and Spain, and it is still extant, though I be-
lieve I am the first in modem times to consult it. It is cited by me under
two titles: 1st, Escalante, Carta del P. Fr. Silvestre Velez de Escalante, Escrita
en S de Abril de 1778 anos (Sta F6), fol., p. 113-26. The author had, it seems,
been requested by his superior, P. Juan A. Morfi, to search the N. Mex. ar-
chives. This letter contains an epitome of such information as he has found
from 1680 to 1692, all papers of earlier date than 1680 having been lost in the
revolts of '80 or '97. He hopes to complete the search in a month or two;
therefore he was probably the author of the following: 2d, Arc/uvo de Nuem
Mexico, fob, p. 127-208, which is a continuation of the preceding, covering
the period of 1692-1717. It contains many copies or extracts of original
papers, some of which still exist with the paging as here given. At the be-
ginning it is divided into cuademos, and later into paragraphs corresponding
to the administrations of successive governors. Its value as an historical
authority of course requires no explanation. These invaluable records are
found in MS., in the ArcMvo General de Mexico, tomo ii.-iii., the Andrade-
Maximilian copies of which are in my Library; and they were also printed,
1856, in the Doc. Hist. Mex., 3d series, pt iv. p. 113-208, which is the form
in which I cite the Escalante, Carta, and the Arch. N. Mex., though I have
introduced some corrections from the MSS.

There are several other valuable collections of archive material, each con-
taining important papers not found in any other, and all constituting for some
periods a very perfect record. Vol. xxv. of the Arch. Oen. Mex., MS., is en-
titled Documentos para la Historia de Nuevo Memco, of which a copy in my
Library filling 1,756 pages is cited in this volume as N. Mex. Doc., MS. These
documents are official reports of friars and secular authorities covering a large
part of the 18th century, but also including some very important papers of
the 17th. The original copies seem to have been made both at Sta Fe and in
Mexico, and very few of tlie records have been consulted by any earlier
writer. M. Alphonse Pinart has a Coleccion de Documentos sobre Nuevo Mex-
ico, composed of a large number of unbound original MSS., collected by him-
self from various sources and kindly furnished for my use. It is particularly
rich in oflScial communications between the rulers of N. Mex. and the su-
perior authorities in Chihuahua and Mexico; and it has enabled me to fill

many a gap in the country's annals. Still another collection of original and
not previously used matter in my Library is the Nuem Mexico, Cedalas, MS.,
60 fob, which contains 18th-century copies of some 35 royal orders, of various
dates from 1631 to 1762, selected for their importance in connection with New
Mexican events. I think this collection was also made by or for Padre Morfi.
It is preceded by Bonilla (Antonio), Apuntes sohre Nuevo Mexico, 1776, MS., 31
fob, a valuable outline of provincial annals to date; and is followed by col-
lections of Cidulas on Baja Cal., and other provinces.
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The 32 volumes of MSS. which make up the Archivo General of Mexico, or
which rather form an introduction or beginning for the hundreds of volumes
of records preserved there—collected from all parts of the country by order
of Cirlos IV., dated Feb. 21, 1790, are rich in matter on our present subject.
In tom. ii.-iii., printed in Doc. Hist. Mex., 3d series, pt iv., p. 1-225—besides
the Escalante, Carta, and the Arch. N'. Mex., already noted, are found three
other important documents as follows: (Ist) Saimeron, Reladoues de todas las
foeas que en el Nuevo-Meoaco se han visto y Sabido, aM por mar coma por tierra,
desde el aflo de 1538 hasta el de 1GS6, por el Padre Oeriinimo de Zdrate Saimeron,
predlcador de la 6rden de los menores de la provinda del Santo Evanrjelio. Diri-
gidas a N. Hmo P. Fr. Francisco de Apodaca, padre de la provincia de Cantabrin
y comisario general de todas las de esia Nueva-&paila (printed in 1856), fol., p.
1-55. For more about the author, see chap. viii. of this vol. The work was
approved by Fr. Francisco Velasco of the Franciscan convent in Mexico on
Aug. 18, 1629. It is a very interesting and complete resume—the best extant,
when taken in connection with the following work—of the earliest northern
explorations, being by no means confined to N. Mex. ; yet the writer is so
fuUy imbued with the spirit of his time, and so eager to promote new eutradas,
that he considerably exaggerates reports of gold, silver, great cities, and other
northern wonders, and somewhat to the neglect unfortunately of events of his
own time on which he might have thrown much light. (2d) Niel, Apuntami-
entosqued lasmemorias del P. Fr. Gertinimo de Zdrate lazo el P. Juan Amando
Niel de la Gompailia de Jesus, no tan solo estando prdctico del terreno que se cita, si

no es que llevaba en la mano las memoriaa para cotejar las con dl, p. 56-1 12. The
author was a missionary in Sin., Son., and Chih. from 1697 to 1710, and was
evidently well acquainted with all that had been accomplished, in the north,
though it does not appear that he ever visited N. Mex. His work is more
valuable in a sense than that of Saimeron, since it includes literally or in sub'
stance all the latter's statements, corrects many of his errors, and makes con-
siderable additions from the author's more extended knowledge. Niel wrote a
century later than Saimeron, but knowledge of northern geography had in
the mean time made but little progress. I have used both works extensively
in my study of the Northern Mystery in another work of this series. (3d)

Paredes, Ukles y curiosas iwticias del Nuevo-Mexico; Cibola, y otras naciones conr

Jinantes; La antiijua tradicion de Copala, cuna no solo de los Indios Mexicanos,
sino generahmnte de todas las naciones indianas que en diversos tiempos salieron A
poblar los vastos paises de este Nuevo-ilundo, p. 211-25. This title, cited by
me in earlier volumes as Paredes, Notidas, was probably intended to include

other documents besides this, the special title of which is Copia de un inform^
heclio d Su Magestad sohre las tierras del Nuem Mexico (por el P. Fr. A lonso de

Paredes). But the author's name, though written and printed Paredes, and
so used by me as above stated in earlier volumes, was really Posadas; and
the report has been recently republished from a MS. of the Acad, de Hist, as

Posadas {Fr. Alonso), Informe d S. M. sobre las tierras de Nuevo Mejico, Qiiivira

y Teguayo, in Fernamdez Duro, Don Diego de Pefla loza, 53-67. Therefore, I cor-

rect the error (not mine), and cite it in this vol. as Posadas, Informe. The
writer was custodio of N. Mex. in 1660-4:, and a missionary there for 10 years

before. Tliis report was written about 1686, in reply to a royal order of 1678.

It refers more to the regions north and east than to N. Mex. proper, but is

immensely important on a few points of N. Mex. history, as will be noted

later. It is most unfortunate that Posadas, like Saimeron, did not write

more fully of his own observations.

Of the old standard chronicles in Spanish, relating for the most part to

the country's earliest annals down to 1700, by far the most important for pur-

poses of this volume are Torquemada, Monarquia Indiana, bringing the record

down to 1608, and Vetancurt, Crdnica and Menolorjio, of 1691; but some valu-

able matter is also found in Mendieta, Historia Edesidstica; Oviedo, ifist. Gen.;

Herrera, Hist. Gen.; Gomara, Hist. Ind.; Medina, Chrdnica; Beaumont, Cron.

de Miclioacan; Mota Padilla, Conq. N. Galicia; and especially Villaseilor,

Tlieatro, of 1748. Other useful Spanish works of similar nature are Calle,

Hoticias; Cam, Tres Sighs; Eevilla Gigedo, Carta de 1793; Alegre, Hist. Comp,
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Jesus; Frejes, Hist. Breve; Aparicio, Conventos; Velaaco, Not. Sonora; and
Escudero, Not. Chihvakua. All the works of thia paragraph relate mainly to
other regions, but contain more or less original and nseful material on our
territory.

Collections of manuscript or archive material have been named; but there

are equally important collections of original documents in print. Of these,

two are especially valuable: 1st, the Documentos para la Hintwia de Mexico,

Mex., 1853-7, 20 vol. in 4 series, of which the 8 volumes of the 3d and 4th series

relate particularly to northern regions, and contain vast quantities of indis-

pensable matter on N. Mexico and Arizona, a large portion of the documents
being from the Arch. Gen. de Mex. already mentioned; and 2d, the Cokccion

de Documentos Indditos relatives al descubriTmeTito, conquista, y coUmizacion de las

posesiones Espaflolas en America y Oceania, sacados, en su mayor parte, del Real
Archivo de Indias. Madrid, 1864^80, 8vo, 35 vol. This collection, from the
name of its first editor, I have cited as Pacheco, Col. Doc. Vols, xv., xvi., are

of greatest value as containing original records of Onate's conquest; but vols,

ii., iii., iv., and xix. also contain useful documents. Temaux-Compans, Voy-
ages, Relations et Miriioires Onginaux pour servir A I'histoire de la decouverte de
lAmii-iqtie, Paris, 1837-41, serie i. tom. ix.-x., is a collection containing trans-

lations of the chief original authorities on the expeditions of Niza and Coro-
nado; while the old standard voyage collections, Hakluyt's Voyages, Raraasio,

Navigati-oni, and Purclms his Pilgmmes, contain documents whose value was
originally very great, though somewhat impaired now by their appearance
elsewhere in better form. See also Florida, Col. Doc.; Navarreix., Cd. Viajes;

and Burney's Chron. Hist. Voy.
Of the MSS. contained in the collections cited, or existing separately ia

my Library, each of which is duly noticed in its place in the following chap-
ters, there may be named here the following: Oterniin, Extractos, YSSO-i; Ayeta,
Memorial, 1676; Vargas, Reconquista, 1692; Id., Gampafias de '94; Moqui, NoH-
cias; Id., Juntas de Guerra, 1713-15; Id., Providencias, 1779; Hurtado, Cam-
pafba, 1715; Bustamante, Residencia, 1731; Oiavidey Michelena, Autos, 1738-9;
Mendom, Residencia, 1744; Delgado, Relacion de la Sierra Azvl, 1743; Id.,

Noticias del gran Teguayo, 1743; Id., Informe, 1750; Menchero, Declaracion,

1744; Id., Peticion sdre Navaj6es, 1749; Id., Informs, 1749; C'odallos y Rabat,
Reduccion del Navajd, 1745; Id., Testimonio sobre Comanches, 1718; Trigo, In-

forriie, 1750; Id., Informe, 1754; Giiemes y Horcasitas, Medios, 1745; N. Mex.,
Informe del P. Provincial, 1750; Id., Defensas de Misioneros, 1818; Rodriguez de
la Torre, Entrada, 1755; Tamaron, Visita del Obispo, 1760; Lafora, Viaje a Sta
Fi, 1766; Sta Fi, Inmidaciones de 1767; Crespo, Informe (1776); Escalante, In-
forme y Diario, 1775; Id., Carta de 1776; Anza, Diarios, 1779-80; Moiji,
Des6rdenes en N. Mex. (1792); Ruiz, Gohierno de Misiones, 1773; Serrano, In-

forme, 1761; Ilzarbe, Informe, 1787; Id., Estado de Misiones, 1788; Durango,
Informe del Obispo, 1789; Lezaun, Notidas, 1760; Chacon, Informe sotn'e In-
dustrias, 1803.

And among the most important of similar documents in print the follow-
ing: Niza, Descubrimiento, 1539; Castaileda, Relacion, 1540-2; Coronado, Rela-
cion del Sticeso, 1540-2; Jaramillo, Relacion, 1540-2; Espyo, Relacion, 1582; Id.,

Expediente, 1582; N. Mex., Testimonio, 1582-3; Id., Memorial, 1595-1602; Id.,

Ytinerario, 1547-9; Id., Traslado de Posesion, 1598; Id., Discurso y Proposi-
cion, 1602; Martin, Asiento, 1583; Lomas, Asiento, 1589; Castailo de Sosa,
Memoria, 1590; Onate, Copia de Carta, 1599; Freytas, Relacion, 1661; Domin-
guez and Escalante, Diario, 1776; Oarc6s, Diario, 1776; Melgares, Dmnostra-
dones, 1822.

Of separately printed books on special topics, incomparably the most note-
worthy is yiUai/ru, Hist. JV. Me.e.; but there may also be mentioned Benavi-
des. Memorial and Requeste, 1630-1; Sigiienza y Otinyora, Mercin-io Volants,
1693; Crespo, Memorial Aju.itado, 1738; Presidios, Reglamento, 1772-3; Pino,
E.rposk-mii and NoUcias Hintdriais, 1812; Pile's Acct. of Exped., 1806-7;
Coyner's host Trappers, 1807-10; Sta Fc, Mess, of President, 1818.

Most of the matter cited relates to the Spanish period. For the Mexican
annals the records are not ouly much less complete, bat of a different nature
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in some respects; that is, the narrative has to be eked out with fragments
from many sources, which are indicated in my notes, and need not be cata-
logued here. Among the chief sources of information, however, may be
mentioned the Mexico, Memorias, of the diflferent departments; the U. S. Omt
Doc; various Mexican newspapers; Niks' Register; Arrillaga, Mecop., and
other collections of laws; fragments from the Arch. Sta Fi, MS. ; Barreiro;
Ojeada; Abert's Report; San Miguel, Repub. Mex.; Bttstamante, Oabinete Mex.

;

Id., Apuntes; Gregg's Commerce of the Prairies; Kendall's Narr. of the Texan
Sta Fe Exped.; Falconer's Notes; Prieto, Renias; Storrs' Sta F4 Trade; Wil-
lard's Inland Trade; Rilet/'s Report; Patiie's Narr.; Wilson's Observ., MS.

Much of what precedes relates mainly to New Mexico, but also in part to
Arizona. Standard authorities for the early annals of Arizona proper, or

Piraeria Alta, include ApostOlicoa Afanes de la Comp. de Jesus; Sonora, Ma^
teriales, MS. (torn, xvi.-ii. of the Arch. Gen., and printed in Doc. Hist. Mex.,
3d series, torn. iv. pp. 489-520, 4th series, torn. i. pp. 1-408, which is the most
valuable of all, separate titles being given to many documents as mentioned
in chap. xv. et seq.); Mange, Historia de la Pimeria; Velarde, Descripcion;

Alegre, Hist. Comp. Jesus; Venegas, Noticias de Cal.; Salvatierra, Relaciones:

Pinart, Coleccion de Pimeria Alta, MS.; Tam/iron, Visita, MS.; Arricimtat

Grdnica Serdfica; Reyes, Noiicia.

Thus formidable being the array of original authorities, it becomes necessary
to consider the use of them that has been made by modem writers. The first

place among such writers belongs without question to W. W. H. Davis, who
was U. S. attorney in New Mexico in 1853-5, and whose work was The Span-
ish Comjuest of New Mexico, by W. W. H. Davis, A. M., member of the 'His-

torical Society of Pennsylvania, ' and the ' New York Genealogical and Biographi-

cal Society, ' author of ' El Gringo, or New Mexico and her People, '
' History of

the 104th Penn. Regiment,' 'History of the Hart Family,' and 'The Life of
General John Lacey.' Doylestown, Pa., 1869, 8vo, 425 p., portrait and mapi
This work is little more than a slightly condensed version or translation from
the English, French, and Spanish, of the narratives of successive expeditions,

from that of Cabeza de Vaca down nearly to 1700. The author writes in a
clear and pleasing style, and has added to his work not only a map, but some
useful notes drawn from his own knowledge of the country. His translations

from the French are better than those from the Spanish. Down to the end
of Ooronado's expedition, his work, from the well-known printed narratives,

is careful and accurate enough, but after that period irregular and sometimes
inexplicably careless. This, however, doubtless results to a large extent from
the condition in which he found his origiaals. His authorities for the later

chapters were MSS. of the Arch. Sta Fi, or fragments of a few of the docu-

ments that I have cited from the same and other sources. He also obtained

from Texas a copy of a portion of what he calls Onate's journal, perhaps «,

fragment of Salmeron; and he attaches more importance than they deserve

to the works of Frejes and Larenaudifere. Mr Davis falls into some radical

errors; notwithstanding the title of his book, he really knows very little of

th3 ' conquest ' proper, even putting its date seven years too early; and he

has the faulty method of not clearly indicating his sources for many points

—

apparently sometimes with a view of concealing their poverty. Yet the work
has received and merits high praise, indicating much intelligence, and con-

siderable research under unfavorable circumstances on the part of the writer.

His earlier book, Bl Gringo (N. Y., 1856), contained also much historical

information, with a narrative of personal adventure and a description of the

country and its people.

There has been but one other formal attempt to write the history of New
Mexico, and that has resulted in the work called Historical Sketches of New
Mexico from the Earliest Records to the American Occupation, by L. Bradfoi-d_

Pnnce, President of the Historical Society of New Mexico, Late Chief Justice of

New Mexico, etc. Second edition. N. Y. and Kansas City, 1883, 12mo, 330 p.

This unpretentious and excellent little work covers the same ground as that

of Davis, but continues the story to 1847. So far as the Spanish period is.

concerned, it is not a work of original research, but for the most part a con-
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densation of the story as told by Davis, though some of the well-known
printed originals are named in the preface; the Peflalosa hoax is accepted as

authority for a chapter, and a few of Davis' errors are corrected, while others

—like the introduction of several viceroys in the list of governors—are re-

peated. The fact that in so small a volume 40 pages are devoted to the wan-
derings of ^Ivar Nufiez in Florida and Texas, and 20 pages to those of Niza
in Sonora and Arizona, while six pages suffice for Ouate's conquest, illustrates

probably not so much the author's idea of symmetry as the nature of his au-

thorities. Indeed, wellnigh all the faults of the book are attributable to the

authorities rather than to the author. He gives an excellent introduction,

nowhere makes an effort to conceal the paucity of his sources, and writes

throughout in an admirable and interesting style. His conclusions always

command respect; his narrative of 19th-century annals could hardly be im-

proved in matter or manner; and the work as a whole merits higher praise

than the preceding remarks might seem to indicate.

In this connection should be noticed the Historical Introduction to studies

among the Sedentary Indians ofNew Mexico, Part i., by Ad. F. Bandelier. Bos-

ton, 1881, 8vo, 33 p. This is an introduction to the Papers ofi/ie Archmologi-

cal Institute of America, American Series i., and relates mainly to Coronado's

expedition, with particular reference to the original pueblo sites, but with
notes bearing on later entradas. A continuation, bringing the annals of ex-

ploration down to 1605, is promised, but so far as I know has not appeared.

Bandelier, a writer of high standing on archaeological topics, shows an acquaint-

ance with the most important of the original authorities; namely, the Col.

Doc. Ined., and the Doc. Hist. Mex.; and within the narrow limits which he
has thus far assigned himself in history proper, his work merits nothing but
the highest praise. John Gilmary Shea's Tlie Expedition of Don Diego Dio-
nisio de Penalosa, etc., N". Y., 1882, including Freytas, Belctcion del deseubrimi-

ento del pais y ciudad de Quivira edio por D. Diego Dionisio de Peflalosa, and an
English translation of the same, Freytas, Relation, etc., merits mention here,

by reason of its introductory and supplementary notes, though the main nar-

rative relates to a single expedition, and one that in reality was never made.
Much more important—though perhaps it should be properly named earlier

in this note as a collection of original material—is the Don Diego de Penalosa

y su descubrimiento del reino de Quivira. Informe presentado d la Seal Acade-
mia de Historia por el capitan de navio Cesdreo Fernandez Duro, individuo de
numero. Madrid, 1882, large 8v(>, 160 p. Fernandez Duro not only presents
the Freytas, Relation, and all other matter given by Shea, but in his comments
proving that narration to be a hoax he introduces much original information,
including the N. Mex., Discurso y Proposicion; Posadas, Informe; and Lopez,

Memorial, entire. He also appends a Noticia de algunas expediciones organka-
das en H aeva Espana para descubrir los terriiorios del Norte y senaladamente los

reinos de Cibola, Quivira y Teguayo, arranged chronologically from 1523 to 1783;
and concludes with a resume of Villagri's history of the conquest. Thus the
vvliole work is one of the most valuable of modern times on our subject.

Miller's Historical Sketch of Santa Ft formed a part of the Sta FA Centennial

Celebration of 1776, and deserves mention from the fact that the author, David
J. Miller, was translator and chief clerk in the U. S. surveyor-general's office,

being well acquainted with the archives. Wm G. Ritch, for many years
territorial secretary and sometime governor, and president of the Historical

Society, has given much attention to the early as weU as modern history of

the country, as shown in his Aztlan., Tlte History, Resources, and Attractions of
New Mexico, 6th ed., Boston, 1885; and by the Chronological Annuls of New
Mexico, at the end of Bitch's Legislative Bltie-boolc of the Territoiy qfNew Mex-
ico, Sta Fc, 1887. It may be added that Gregg, Commerce of the Praiiies, and
Meline, Two Thousand Miles on Horseback, iucluded in their works a sketch of

early history; and quite a number of modern books, pamphlets, and news-
paper and magazine articles might be named as containing similar and more
or less accurate resumes not resulting from actual research. So far as Ari-
zona proper is concerned, there are no modern works which merit notice so far

a3 early history is concerned. I should not, however, forget to aUude to a
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large number of valuable antiquarian essays on the location of Cibola, Tiguex,
Chichilticale, etc., containing a considerable amount of geographic and his-

toric data. Simpson's Coronado's March is one of the best of these.

Just as these pages go into print, I have received 2'he Narratvoe and Criti-

cal History of America, edited hy Justin Winsor, librarian of Harvard Univer-
sity, etc. Vol. ii., Boston and N. Y., large 8vo, 640 p., with many maps,
portraits, and other illustrations. Volumes i. and iii.-viii. are to be pub-
lished later. Mr Winsor's volume covers a considerable part of the field,

both geographic and chronologic, that I have treated in this and earlier works
of the present series; the author has honored my work by citing it constantly
with occasional comments of praise or condemnation, but always in a spirit

of fairness; and with his treatment of my researches, on the whole, I am con-
tent. Had I occasion to go over the field again with Winsor's work before me,
I should find it helpful, cite it often with commendation, and doubtless have
occasion to criticise some of its details. The latest writer in the light of new
evidence and special research on certain points has and always will have this

advantage. This is obviously not the place for a critical estimate of the new
work, even if I had the time for such a study as its claims and merits deserve.

Mr Winsor as editor employs a corps of authors, who write under their own
names; and an eflbrt is made to drL,w a sharp distinction for the benefit of difi'er-

ent classes of readers between the narrative, critical, and bibliographic portions

of the work. This plan has its obvious advantages, and probably its defects as

well. Whether Mr Winsor's system of cooperation is or not on the whole supe-
rior to my own for the production of a continuous, symmetrical, and accurate
historic record of a broad territory, with all its geographic and chronologic
complications, it is yet too early to decide. When the work is completed, we
may see if all the gaps have been filled. In this volume the editor is also to

a. great extent the author; he is an expert in bibliography, with exceptional

resources; and in the result the bibliographic element predominates in space
and in value. Occasionally, it I mistake not, this predominance is somewhat
too marked, as where in the case of radically opposing views and arguments
on the part of different authorities, the aubhor is content to simply note the
conflict without so clear an opinion of his own as a ' critical history ' should
contain. Sometimes, indeed, the author implies a preference for the view that

apparently ia not supported by the critical notes. As a rule, the various nar-

ratives show a high order of literary merit, notable fairness of treatment, and
as much unity as could be expected in the productions of dififerent writers.

The work is a noble contribution to American history, a monument of con-

scientious and laborious research, as well as of great literary skill on the part

of editor and authors, and mechanically a magnificent specimen of book-
making.

One chapter of Winsor's work demands particular notice here, as being

devoted to a subject treated in this volume. This is chapter vii., p. 473-504,

on Early Explorations of New Mexico. By Henry W. Baynes, Archceoloyical

Institute of America. The author has also written on the same subject in the

A'mer. Antlq. Soc, Proceedings, Oct. 1881, and cites also some writings of Hale
and Savage in the same publication on the identity of Cibola, Quivira, etc.,

which have not been used by me. Mr Haynes' treatise should be classed

with those of Simpson, Davis, Prince, Bandelier, and others, as mentioned in

this note. It is a clear statement of the earlier expeditions, with pertinent

and judicious if not very elaborate notes. If it adds nothing important in

the way of theory or evidence, it is because Simpson and Davis and the rest had
left little to be added either by Haynes or myself. I think the author has not

sufficiently considered my argument to the effect that Cabeza de Vaca did not

enter New Mexico (p. 474); while agreeing for the most part with his praise

of Davis, I cannot accept his conclusion that Davis is 'likely to remain

always the leading authority ' on Coronado's route (p. 402), in view of the

fact that the author in question has fallen into several radical errors; I know
not why ' Tiguex should be placed west of the Rio Grande, between Aconia

and Quirex (p. 485), when the writer seems to favor Bandelier 'a view; and
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1 deem it not hypercritical to object, in a -work of this character, to the use
of antiquated forms, confusion of Spanish, Italian, English, and French
forms, and the careless use and non-use of accents, as exemplified in the
following names: Compostella, Guadalaxara, Pamphilo, Nizza, New Gallicia,

Melchior, d'Arellano, d'Alvarado, Roderigo, Garcia, Garcia Lopez de Car-
denas, Ciouye, and Cibola (for Compostela, Guadalajara, P^nfilo, Niza, Nueva
Galioia or New Galicia, Melchor, Arellano or de Arellano, Alvarado, liodrigo,

Garcia, Garcia Lopez de Cirdenas, Cicuye, and Cibola). The author's con-

clusions agree for the most part with my own, which is not a radical defect, in

my opinion. It is noticeable that the record extends only to Coronado's
expedition, or 1542, except that the editor adds a note on the late works of

Fernandez Duro and Shea, giving a list of the later expeditions mentioned
by the former, very brieily noting without comment his exposure of the
Penalosa hoax, not noticing my own remarks on the same subject, and rather
strangely ignoring the most important work of Villagrti. It would naturally
be expected that the later explorations, conquest, and settlement of New
Mexico should find place in a volume entitled Spanish Explorations and
Settlements in ATnericafrom ilie Fifteenth to the Seventeenth Century. Presum-
bly, however, this record will be given in another volume; in which case,

time of publication permitting, I hope Mr Winsor may find these chapters of
mine helpful.



CHAPTER II.

NIZA AND CORONADO IN ARIZONA.

1539-1540.

The Discovekers—Vicekot Mendoza's Plans—Fray Marcos de Niza and
THE Negro—Journey to the North—Wondeeedl Reports of the
Seven Cities—Fate op Estbvanico, the First Pioneer of Arizona
—Fray Marcos in Sight of Cibola—^New Kingdom of San Francisco
—Niza's Report—Discussion of the Rottte from Sinaloa to Zuni—A
New Furor—Cortes and (Jlloa—Alarcon on the Rio Colorado, or
BuENA GuiA

—

Francisco Vasquez de Coronado—A Grand Army
—Diaz and Zaldivar—Bibliography of the Expedition—The So-

NORA Settlement—Melchor Diaz—From Sonora to Cibola—The
Route—Chichilticale—Map—Identity of Cibola and Zuni—Con-

quest OF Granada—The Friar Cursed and Sent Home—Tobar's Ex-

pedition TO TUSAYAN, OR THE MoQUI PUEBLOS

—

CARDENAS ViSITS THE

Canon of the Colorado.

The glory of discovering this territory must be given

to a negro and a Franciscan friar, .who crossed the

line into Arizona in 1539. So great was the interest

taken by Viceroy Mendoza in the statements of Ca-

beza de Vaca respecting the populous towns ofwhich he

had heard on his way across the continent, that he at

once planned an expedition, in 1537, buying the slave

Estevanico and obtaining the services of his master

Dorantes, as guides; but the project was temporarily

abandoned, and no more is heard of Dorantes or Mal-

donado, Alvar Nunez having gone to Europe.^

Late in 1538, however, with a view to exploration

and conquest on a grander scale, and under a new pol-

icy, so far as treatment of the natives was concerned,

it was arranged that Erancisco Yasquez de Coronado,

'Mendoza's letters to the king, 1537-40, in Packeco, Col. Doc., ii. 206-7;

Florida, Col. Doc, 136, 139; Temmao-Com.'pam, Voy., serie i. torn. ix. p. 287.

(27)
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the newlj appointed governor of Nueva Galicia, should

make a tour of inspection to the northern parts of his

province, and there set on foot certain preliminary in-

vestigations by the aid of friars and liberated Indian

slaves, subsequently devoting himself, should the re-

sults prove satisfactory, to the organization of a force

for the proposed military expedition. Not much is

known of several preparatory tours, intended mainly

to inspire confidence in Spanish good faith and reform

among the natives of northern Sinaloa;^ but one had

a broader scope, and is fully recorded, being the one

that involves the discovery of Arizona.

Fray Marcos de Niza, chief of the Franciscan band

destined for the northern field, was an Italian, who had

come to America in 1531, had gone with Pizarro to

Peru in 1532, served in Nicaragua, and come north

with Pedro de Alvarado, being a man of prominence

in his order, of ardent zeal for all new enterprises, and
withal of lively imagination.^ Having received spe-

cial instructions from the viceroy through Coronado
in November 1538, Fray Marcos set out from San
Miguel on the 7th of March, 1539, accompanied by
another friar named Onorato, the negro Estevanico,

and a band of natives from Culiacan. On the Peta-

tlan* Onorato fell ill, and was left behind; but Niza
went on "as the holy spirit did guide" him, always

kindly welcomed by the natives, but with no notable

occurrence for some 25 or 30 leagues, except that he
met Indians from the island where Cortes had been

—

2 See Hist. North Mex. St., i. 72-3, note 3, for a few details.

'For biog., see Vetaneurt, Menologio Franciscano, 37 (p. 117-19 of ed. of

1871); Mcndieta, Hkt. Ecles., 674; Torquemada, Monarq. ImL, iii. 499-500;
and Fi'jin'roa, Becerro General, MS., 41, where Fr. Marcos is said to have been
the founder of the Fran, provincia of Lima. In the introd. to Velasco, Hist.

Eoyamiie de Quito, as pub. by Teniaux, also preface to Cajstaueda, Rel, v., he
is said to have been tlie author of several works on the conquest and native
races of Quito and Peru. In '40-3 he was provincial of his order in Mexico,
thougli most of the time absent in the north, where he lost his health. He
lived later in Jalapa, and died at Mexico in 1558. Niza is the proper Span,
form of his name, that of the town Nice, the Italian form being Nizza. For a
portrait—not stated to have been taken from an Arizona photograph of 1539

—

see Frost's J'iit. Hist. Mex., 135.
' Puublo de Petatean in the original, as printed; possibly not on the Rio

Fetatlan (the Sinaloa).
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The Nokthwest in 1539.
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California—half a league from the main, and they

told him of 30 other inhabited islands beyond, and of

pearls. Then after four days' journey through an un-

inhabited tract, he came to a people who had never

heard of Christians, who called him Sayota, or 'man

from heaven,' and who knew of large settlements in a

valley four or five days inland, where cotton was used

for clothing, and gold for implements and ornaments.

For three days his way led him through the country

of this people, till he came to Vacapa, a settlement of

good size and plenty of food, 40 leagues from the sea.

At Vacapa Niza remained some nine days, sending

messengers to the coast, who brought back tidings of

the pearl islands—now 34 in number—and cowhide

shields. Here he met natives from the east, known as

'pintados,' who had something to say of the 'seven

cities.' And from here he sent the negro ahead to

explore the way, and after four days Estevanico sent

back such glowing reports of what he had heard about

Cibola, with its seven great towns and stone buildings

and turquoises, that even the credulous fraile hesitated

to credit them. About the 6th of April, with two
islanders and three 'pintados' added to his company,
he left Vacapa, and in three days came to the people

who had given the negro his information about Cibola,

and who now gave the good friar his fill of marvels.

Pressing on for five days—possibly including the pre-

vious three—through a well-settled country, they came
to a pleasant and well-watered settlement near the
borders of a desert. Between Vacapa and this place

without much doubt they had crossed what is now the

southern bound of Arizona.^

* Vacapa, or S. Luis, was a ranoherla from 12 to 19 1. southward of Sonoita,
or S. Maroelo, visited by Kino and Mange in 1699-1701, and shown on Kino's
map. See Hist. North Mex. St., i. 72-5, 271, 495, 499; Mange, Hist. Pimeria,
327; Apost. A/nnes, 273-i, 282-5. Mange notes the place as the one passed
by Coronado's (Niza's) exped., as described by Herrera. Padre Garces, Diario

y Derrotero, 365, in 1777 says: 'El pueblo de Bacap^ que cita se halla hoy en la

Papagueria con nombre de Quitolmpcapa, en lenqua piina qniere decir; en Bac
quiere decir iule, conque en Quitobapc dice tnk chiquito.' Evidently there is

typographic confusion here; but Vacapa may have been Quitobac. This name
of Vacapa is, of course, an important point in following Niza's route. The
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,
The desert having been crossed in four days, the

route lay for five days through a fertile, irrigated val-

ley, with many settlements of superior and friendly

Indians. This may be reasonably regarded as the
Gila valley in the region of tlie Pima villages. Here
the friar understood that the coast turned abruptly
westward, which means simply that the natives de-

scribed the ocean as much farther off than the gulf coast
had been in the south; but he says he went in person
and saw that such was the case, which was hardly
possible.® These people knew of Cfbola, wore tur-

quoises, and in some cases cotton, and they told of

woollen garments woven in Totonteac from the fur of a
small animal. In one of the rancherlas was met a
native of Cibola, who gave much information about its

seven towns. Abacus being the largest—exaggerated
though in a sense tolerably accurate descriptions of the

since well-known Pueblo towns. He also told of other

towns and provinces.^ Many others confirmed and
supplemented the reports all along the way ; turquoises

and hides and other articles from Cibola were plenti-

ful ; and the negro, whose zeal kept him far in advance
with his native attendants, sent back the most encour-

aging messages. For three days more they travelled

in this valley or a similar one ; and then, on the 9th

identity is not certain, as these rancherfas were sometimes moved long dis-

tances. If Niza went so far west he must have turned eastward later, for

from that Vacapa he could not have travelled 5 or 8 days northward in a
settled country to the borders of a desert. Whipple's location, Pac. R. B.
Eepts, iii. 104, of V. in the region of Magdalena, as hitherto favored by me.
Hist. North Mex. St., i. 72-5, making the pleasant, well-watered settlement

near the desert in the Tucson region, would be much more convenient; but
the general features are clear enough, and nothing more can be hoped for.

^ ' Y as£ fui en demanda della y vl claramente que en los 35° vuelve al

Oueste, de que no menos alegrla tuve que de la buena nueva de la tierra.

'

Niza, Desmh., 339. Of course the lat. 35° was all wrong. We shall find a
similar statement about the westward trend in Coronado's narrative, but more
clearly explained by the statement that here the gulf ended. If Niza continued

N. w. from the Sonoita region to the Gila, and thence up that river, a visit to

the head of the gulf, if possible, must still be regarded as very improbable.
' South-east of Cibola was the kingdom of Marata, with many large towns,

though weakened by wars with Cibola; another in the same direction was To-

tonteac, the most populous and richest of all; and another, Aous (distinct

from Ahacus, which was only a town), in a direction not stated. These refer-

ences were clearly to the N. Mex. Pueblo towns toward or on the Bio Grande.
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of May, they entered the final despoblado; that is, from

the region of the modern Phoenix or Florence they

entered the mountainous uninhabited tract, their course

lying north-eastward, toward Zufii.

For twelve days Fray Marcos pressed on, following

the negro's route, and well supplied with food by the

natives accompanying him, until, on the 21st of May,
he met one of Estevanico's men returning with the

worst of news. On reaching Cibola, instead of the

usual welcome, the negro had received an order not

to enter the town, on pain of death, being forced to

remain with his company in a house outside, without

food, and being deprived of all the presents he had
received on the journey. Next day, one of the men,

going to a stream for water, looked back, and saw the

negro running away from pursuers, who killed some of

his companions. Then he made haste to inform the

friar. Niza's companions were greatly terrified, but

went forward at his solicitation ; and one day's jour-

ney before reaching Cibola, two more of Estevanico's

men were met, wounded, and stating that the negro

had been killed.^ Thus perished black Stephen, the

discoverer of Arizona.

There were threats among Niza's followers of hold-

ing him responsible for the killing of their friends, and
the friar said he was willing to die: but through the

agency of gifts and threats the excitement was calmed.

He then went forward with two chiefs, and from a

hill got a glimpse of Cibola, on a plain at the foot of

a round hill, just as the natives had described it, and
apparently more populous than Mexico, though said

' Castafieda, Relation, 12-13, tells ua tliat Stephen had a weakness for rich

gifts, including handsome women; that he made a demand on the Cibolan3

for their wealth and women; that his claim of being the predecessor of white
men who were coming to teach them seemed suspicious, on account of his color;

and that they put him to death as a spy sent by enemies coming to subjugate
them, releasing his GO companions, though retaining a few boys. Corouado,
JIaklui/t, iii. 380, says the Clbolans claimed to have killed him because he
killed and violated their women, and was reported to be a 'wicked villain.'

One of his comrades, a boy from Petatlan, remained at Cibola, and was found
by Coronado. News of Est^van's death was also given to Alarcon, on the
Colorado.
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to be the smallest of the seven in a province far ex-

celled by others beyond. A cross being erected on a
heap of stones, formal possession was taken in Men-
doza's name, for the king, of all that region, as the
new kingdom of San Francisco. Then Fray Marcos
hastened homeward, "con harto mas temor que comi-

da," at the rate of eight or ten leagues per day. In
a valley stretching eastward below Vacapa, he saw far

off seven ' poblaciones razonables,' and heard that gold

was plentiful there, but deemed it best to postpone a

closer examination. At Compostela, perhaps in June
or July, he reported to the governor, to whom he had
before sent messengers from various points; and in

August went with Coronado to Mexico, where, on the

2d of September, he formally certified the accuracy

of his report.'

Cortes claimed that Niza's narrative was fiction,

his pretended discoveries resting only on reports of

the natives and information derived from Cortds

himself; but Don Hernan was not in this instance an

impartial critic.^" Coronado and his companions, in

their expedition of the next year, disappointed in

their expectations, applied some plain terms to certain

phases of the friar's misrepresentations. Padre Kino
seems to have thought that the Gila ruins might have

been Niza's seven cities, and Humboldt partially

' Niza, DescubrimierUo de las Siete Ciudades, in Pacheco, Doc, iii. 325-51,

including Mendoza's instructions of Nov. '38, and a certificate of P. Ciudad-
Rodrigo, the provincial, dated Aug. 26, '39; Ital. transl. in Ramusio, Navig.y

iii. 356-9; Engl., in Hakluyt's Voy., iii. 366-73; French, in 7'ernaux-Oom'panii,.

Voy. , serie i. torn. ix. 256-84. For a long list of additional references, see

Hia. North Mex. St., i. 74-5. A few others are Peralta, Not. Hist, 143-5„

148-9, 341-3; Mendieta, Hist. Ecles., 398-400; Remesal, Hist. Ckyapa, 160-1 „

Purchas Ms Pilgrimes, iv. 1560-1; Bcmdetier's Hist. Ivtrod., 7-9; PHnce's Hist.

Sk., 96-115; Zamacois, Hist. Mej., iv. 606-9, 652-9; Liceo Mex., ii. 153-6;

Burney's Ohron. Hist., i. 189-92; Hintons Handbook, 385-6; Magliano's St

Francis, 573-4; Hittell, in CaU/ornian, i. 130-5; Pomsin, Puissmice Amir., i.

340-1; Id., Question de VOrigon, 18; Id., The. U. S., 234; Voyages, Selection,

43; Graham's Discov., 207; Lafond, Voy., i. bk i. 200-1; Cozzens' Marvellous

Country, 32; Anzona Hist. (Elliott & Co.), 35-6.

^' Icazbalceta, Col. Doc, ii. xxviii.-ix.; Cortis, Escritos, 299-304; Navarrete,

Col. Viages, iv. 209. Cortes says he had tried to enlist the friar's services,

imparting with that view what he had learned in the north. He also accused

N. of similar treachery in Central and South America.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 3
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accepts that view." And most later writers have

had occasion to dwell on his gross exaggerations,

sometimes indulging in harsher terms. Yet the fact

that Coronado, accompanied by Niza to Cibola in

1540, with all his criticism does not seem to doubt

that the friar actually made the trip as he claimed, is,

of course, the best possible evidence against the theory

that he visited northern Sonora, and imagined the rest.

A close examination shows that nearly all the state-

ments most liable to criticism rest solely on the

reports of the natives, and only a few, like the visit

to the coast, and the actual view of a great city at

Cibola, can be properly regarded as worse than exag-

geration. My space does not permit the reproduction

of descriptive matter with sufficient fulness to illus-

trate the author's inaccuracies. Fray Marcos was
an imaginative and credulous man, full of faith in

northern wonders, zealous for spiritual conquest in a

new field, fearful that the great enterprise might be
abandoned; hence the general couleur de rose of his

statements; hence perhaps a few close approximations
to falsehood; but there is no good reason to doubt
that he really crossed Sonora and Arizona to the
region of Zuni.

As to his route, so far as details are concerned, the
narrative furnishes no foundation for positive theories,

though possibly by a reproduction of all the data with
carefully prepared topographic maps, obviously im-
practicable here, approximately accurate results might
be reached. As far as the Gila valley, Niza's route
was possibly farther west, in part at least, than that
of Coronado, to be noticed presently ; I have no doubt
that it crossed the region between the Pima villages

and Florence ; and beyond that point the two routes
were perhaps nearly identical. I refer the reader also

to the map given later in this chapter.

" Apost. A/anes, 253. ' On est tonte de croire que les mines des Casas
Grandes du Gila, . . .pourraient avoir donne occasion aux contes debitees par
le bon p6re Marcos de Nizza.' Essai Pol., 310. Heylyn, Cosmog., 967-8, says,
' so disguised in Lyes and wrapped up in fictions that the light was little

more than Darkness. ' Coronado ' found the Fryer to be a Fryer; nothing of
momant true ia all his Belations.

'
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Preliminary reports of Niza's progress, sent south
by the friar and reaching Mexico before July 1539

—

possibly including an outline of what he said of his

discoveries after his return to San Miguel or Compos-
tela—moved Cortes to renewed effort, lest perchance
the great northern prize should elude his grasp ; for

he claimed the exclusive right of conquest in that

direction, and had strenuously but vainly opposed
Mendoza's act in preparing for an expedition ; though
he denied that the friar's pretended discoveries had
any foundation in truth. He had a fleet ready, and
he made haste to despatch three vessels, under the

command of Francisco de UUoa, from Acapulco in

July. As this expedition did not reach the territory

now under consideration, its results being confined to

a survey of the gulf and peninsula coasts, and espe-

cially as the voyage has been fully recorded in another

volume,^^ I do not deem it necessary to say more on
the subject here. The viceroy also entered into a

contract with Pedro de Alvarado, with a view to noi'th-

ern exploration, but the Mixton war and Alvarado's

death prevented any practical results. After protest-

ing and struggling against the new expeditions of

1540, Cortes went to Spain, and appears no more in

northern annals.

Another expedition by sea, fitted out by Mendoza
to cooperate with that of Coronado on the land, was

that of Hernando de Alarcon. This also has been

described elsewhere,^^ and as an exploration of the

gulf requires no further notice in this connection ; but

in August and September Alarcon made two trips in

boats up the Colorado River, which he named the

Buena Guia. He possibly passed the mouth of the

Gila, though he mentions no such branch; and it may
be regarded as probable that he at least passed the

Arizona line. This party also heard reports of Cibola,

and of Niza's adventures ; and near the mouth of the

" See Hist. Nm-tli Mex. St., i. 77-82; and on the Alvarado contract, p. 96.

^^Id., i. 90-5.
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Colorado they left letters, found a little later by a

•branch of Coronado's expedition under Melchor Diaz.

Governor Coronado, as we have seen, came to

Mexico with Niza, to consult the viceroy and make
ifinal arrangements for the conquest of Cibola and its

seven cities. The conditions were most favorable;

Mendoza was an enthusiastic supporter of the scheme

;

the friar's tales were eagerly listened to, and often

repeated with the usual distortions; an air of secrecy

and mystery on the part of Coronado served still

further to excite the popular interest; and never since

the time of Nuno de Guzman had the response to a

call for volunteers been so satisfactory. There was a

•fever of exploring zeal, and it seemed as if the whole

population of Mexico might be easih^ induced to

^migrate northward.^* Niza was made provincial of

his order, and the Franciscans became zealous in the

cause. A force of 300 Spaniards and 800 Indian

allies was easily enlisted. Many of the former were

gentlemen of good family and high rank, some of them
bound to serve Coronado, who was made captain-gen-

eral of the expedition, only by their promises as

gentlemen. The names of those bearing by actual

rank or courtesy the title of captain are given in the

appended note.^* In February 1540, the army was at

" Says Suarez de Peralta, in his Noticias, 143, 148-9: ' Fue de manera la

grita, que no se trataba ya de otra coaa. . .Era teinta la cndifia que a todos

puso la nueva de las Siete Ciudades que no solo el virrey y marques levantaroa

los pies para yr 4 ella, sino 4 toda la tierra, y tanto, que por favor se nego-
ciaba el yr los soldados, y sacar lifeufia; y era de manera que se vendiaa, y
no pensaba el que la tenia, sino que ya era titulo por lo menos, porque lo en-

care9ia el frayle que habia venido de alld, de suerte, que dezia ser la mejor
cosa que habia en el mundo . . . Segun el lo pintaba, debia ser el peirayso ter-

renal. . .En todo esto dijo verdad.'
'^ Peih-o de Tobar, standard bearer; Lope de Samanieeo, maestro de

campo (killed at Chametla); Tristan de Arellano, Pedro de Qnevara, Garci-

'Lopez do Cardenas, Juan de Zaldivar, Francisco de Obando, Alonso Manrique
de Lara, Gomez Suarez de Sigueroa, Juan de Sotomayor, Juan de Jaramillo,

'Rodrigo Maldonado, Diego Lopez, Diego Gutierrez; Pablo Melgosa de Biirgos,

com. of the infantry; Hernando de Alvarado, com. of th« artillery; Francisco
de Barrio-nuevo, Melchor Diaz, Juan Gallegos, Lope de Urrea, Luis Ramirez
de Vargas, Francisco Garbolan; Ribero, factor; Viliega. Castaneda gives

some information respecting the family and rank of several of these officers.
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Compostela, whither went Viceroy Mendoza to deliver
a parting address of encouragement; and in April the
general with an advance party set out from San
Miguel de Culiacan.

Before leaving the north for Mexico, Coronado had|

despatched Diaz and Zaldivar, with fifteen men, to

verify as far as possible Niza's reports. This party
started in November 1539, and perhaps reached the
Gila valley, but on account of the excessive cold

decided not to attempt a crossing of the country
beyond. From the natives they obtained information
about Cfbola and the other provinces, similar to that
given by the friar, but considerably less attractive

and highly colored ; and they also learned that the
Cibolans had requested the south-western tribes not
to permit the Christians to pass, but to kill them.
This report was brought south by Zaldivar and three
men, who met Coronado at Chametla; and while the
news was kept secret, it was generally understood to

be bad, and Fray Marcos had to exert his eloquence

to the utmost to prevent discouragement.^®

I append a note on the bibliography of Coronado's
expedition.^' As I have said, the general left San

•'Mendoza's letter to the king, of April 17, 1.540, with quotations from
Diaz' report. Paclieco, Doc, ii. 356-62; Castafteda, Rel, 29-30.

" The most complete narrative is that of Pedro Castaneda de Nigera,
knowu to the world only through the French translation, Casiafledn, Reliition

du Voi/ar/e de Cibola, in Ternaux-Compans, Voy., serie i. torn. ix. 246 p., with
an appendix of various doo. pertaining to the subject. The author accom-
panied the expedition in a capacity not stated; wrote about 20 years after

the occurrence of the events described, and aco. to M. Ternaux was a resi-

dent of Culiacan. He was a man of ability and education, being a most
entertaining chronicler, and apparently a faithful historian. There is a de-

gree of inaccuracy in dates, but otherwise the record is remarkably clear and
satisfactory. Fernandez Duro, in his Noticias de Ali/unas Expedicionej, 125,

represents the Spanish original as pub. in Paclieco, Doc, ix. or xiv. 373; but

this is an error. If it is pub. in some other vol. or p. of that col. , I have

not found it. A copy of the Span, original is said to have existed in the

Lenox collection in 54, when an effort was made to have it printed by the

Smithsonian Inst.

There are two other accounts written by officers connected with the expe-

dition. The first is the Eelacion del Sucem de la Jornada que Fran. Vasquez

de, Gorcmado liizo en el Descubrimicnto de Cibola, in FloHda, Col. Doc, i. 147-.54;

also in Pacheco, Doc, xiv. 318-29, from an original at Simancas. The writ-

er's name is unknown. The second is the lielacion que diii el CcpJ-'r 'uan

JaramiUo, in Florida, Col. Doc, i. 154r-63; Pacheco, Doc, xix. 3C4-1?.: i-id
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Miguel about the middle of April, taking with him 50
horsemen, a few foot-soldiers, a body of native allies,

transl. in Temaux, i. ix. 364-82. These narratives, thongh less extensive

than that of Castafieda, are hardly less important in several respects, both
authors having accompanied Coronado throughout the march to Quivira. A
letter of Coronado to the viceroy, dated Aug. 3, 1540, and describing the
events of the campaign down to date, is found translated in Ramusio, Navig.,

iii. 359-63; and BaUuyt's Voy., iii. 373-9. His letter of April 20, '41,_ to the
emperor is not, so far as I know, extant; but a later letter, of Oct. 20, '41, de-

scribing the exped. to Quivira, is found in PacJieco, Doc., iii. 362-9; repeated
in xiii. 261-8; and in Temaux, i. ix. 355-63. In Pacliero, Doc, xix. 529-32,

is the Traslado de las Nuevas, a letter or report from Cibola, dated July 20,

'40, giving an account of the march and of the taking of Cibola, the writer's

name not appearing.

Among the early standard writers, Mota Padilla, Conq. N. Gal., iii. 14,

158-69, seems to be the only one giving details not apparently not drawn from
the originals named above; but his additions are for the most part of slight

importance and of unknown origin. Other references to authorities of this

class are as follows; Torquemada, Monarq. Ind., i. 609-10; iii. 358-9, 610-12;

Herrera, Hist. Gen., dec. vi. lib. ix. cap. 11-12; Oviedo, Hist. Gen., iii. 168;

iv. 19; Gomara, Hist. Ind., ^1^2rA; Mendieta, Hist. Ecles., 400; Beaumont, Cron.

Mich., iv. 213-34, 378-86; Benzoni, Hist. Morula Nwyoo, 107; Bemal Diaz,

Hist. Gonq. Mex., 235; Las Casas, Hist. Apol, nos. 32-7, 127-9; Bihas, Trium-
phos, 26-7; Venegae, Not. Cat, i. 167-9; Clavigero, Star. CaL, 153; Alegre,

Hist. Camp. J., i. 237-8; Salmeron, Beladones, 7-9; Cava, Tres Siglos, L 127-9;

Loreraano, in Cortes, Hist. Mex., 325; Galvanos Discos., 226-7; Noticias de
Exped., MS., 241-2; Sinaloa, Mem. Hist, MS., 10-12.

Among modern writers who have added to their version of the narrative

useful comments on the route, etc., the first place should be given to G«n. J.

H. Simpson, Goronados March, in Smiilisonian Repi, '69, p. 308-40, who has
discussed the question of route, localities, etc. , in a manner that k-ft little or
nothing to be desired. Davis, Span. Cong, of N. Mex., 141-233, has given a
condensed translation of Castaueda, with notes and remarks from his own
knowledge of the country. The results of Bandelier's, Hist. Introd., 9-29,

investigations on the identity of the pueblo groups visited by Coronado have
been most satisfactory, this writer having access to documents and books not
known to the others. In the same connection may be named the following
works: Prince's Hist. Sk., 116-48; Gallatin, in Amer. Etimol. Hoc, Trans., ii.;

Squier, in Amer. Review, Nov. '48; Whipple, in Pac. R. R. Repts, iii. 108-12;

Morgan, in N. Am. Rev., April '69; Mollhausen, Reisen, ii. 211-12, 403; Emory's
Notes, 139, 134; Ahert's Rept, 30th Cong. 1st Sess., Ex. Doc. 41; Ices' Col.

Riv., 19-20; Davis' El Gringo, 61-70; Sclioolcraft's Arch., iv. 23-39; vL 67-71;
Millers Centen. Sk., 13.

See also the following general references: Payno, in Soc. Mex. Geog., 2d
ep., ii. 138^0; Escudero, Not. Son., 9, 27-9; Gottfriedt, N. Welt, 560-1; Laet,

Novus Orbis, 299-305; Magin, Hist. Univ. Ind., 91-2; Bumey's Chron. Hist.,

i. 216-17; Gil, in Soc. Mex. Geog., viii. 481-2; Montanu-i, N. Weercld, 209-15;
Purchas his Pilgrimes, v. 853; Gallatin, in Amer. Ethnog. Soc., i. 201; Id., in
Nouv. An. Voy., cxxxi. 247-74; Ruxton, in Id., cxxvi. 44; De Courcy's Cath.

Ch., 14; Mayer's Mex. Aztec, i. 145; Domenech's Deserts, i. 174-9, 182; Green-
how's Or. and Cat, 60-1; Ind. Aff. Rcpt, '63, p. 388; Murray's Hist. Trav.,

ii. 73-9; Brackenhridge's Mex. Letters, 81; Id., Earli/ Discov., 7-15; Dobb's Acct
Hud. Bay, 162; Fedix, VOregon, 68-9; Lardner's Hist. Mar. Discov., ii. 98-9;

Cronise's Nat. Wealth, 31; Browne's L. Cai, 16-17; Glee-'ion's Hist. Cath. Ch.,

i. 66-8; Tuthill's Ilist.^ Cal., 10-11; FHgnet, La Gal, 7; Marchand, Vay., i.

viii.; Barber's Hist. West. St., 547; Farnlianis Life in Cal., 125-6; Larenau-
diire, Mex. GuaL, 145; Taylor, in Cal. Farmer, Feb. 21, Mar. 14, Aug. 25,
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and all the friars, including Marcos de Niza. His
route was across the Yaqui to Corazones and the
Sonora valley, thence continuing his way northward.
At the end of April the main army under Arellano
also left San Miguel for Sonora, where the Spaniards
founded a settlement at San Geronirao and remained
till October, then joining the general in the far north,

except a garrison left at the new town. With the
fortunes of this Sonora settlement of San Gerdnimo,
abandoned after a change of site before the return

of Coronado, we are not directly concerned here. It

should be stated, however, that Melchor Diaz, sent

back from Cibola to command the garrison of 80 men,
made, in 1540, an expedition to the gulf shore, and
thence up the Colorado, which he crossed to make
explorations southward on the western bank. He
did not, apparently, reach the Gila, but he may pos-

sibly have passed the Arizona line. He gave the

name Rio del Tizon, from the fire-brands with which
the natives warmed themselves, to the Colorado,

which Alarcon had called Buena Guia; and in this

enterprise he lost his life.^^

The march of Coronado's party from Sonora to

Cibola in June and July, and that of the main army
under Arellano in November and December, presented

nothing of special importance or interest for the chron-

iclers, who have given us but few particulars of adven-

ture or hardship. For us the chief interest centres

upon the route followed, which, in its general features,

is by no means so vaguely recorded as has often been

supposed, though in the absence of the original diary

the narratives are naturally confusing, incomplete, or

'62; Hinton's Handbook, 386-91; Hittell, in Oali/ornian, i. 130-6; Poussin, Puix-

sance AnUr., i. .340-3; Id., Question de VOrigon, 18-20; Id., The U. S., 234^5;

Voyages, Selection of Curious, 46-8; Frejes, Hist. Breve, 191-5; Arizona Hist.

(Elliott), 37-42; McKenny's Direct, 307; Zamacoix, Hist. Mej., iv. 605, 654^7;

Mofras, Exjilm:, i. 95; Bancroft's Hist. U. S., i. 40; Marcy's Thirty Years,

78-9; Kerr's Col. Voy., ii. 110-11; Buelna, Compendio, 10-11; Johnson's Hist.

Ariz., 6; Hodges' Ariz., 17.

" For Diaz' exped. and the annals of S. Gerdnimo, see Hist. North Mex^

St., i. 87-90.
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perhaps erroneous as to details, for some of which I
refer the reader to the appended note.^^

'' Jaramillo, Rel. , who was with Corouado's advance, gives most details.

The route to Sonora was as follows; Culiacan; 4 days to Rio Petatlan; 3 days
to Rio Sinaloa; 5 days to Arroyo de Cedros; 3 days to Rio Yaqui; 3 days to
an arroyo where were straw huts; 2 days to the village of Corazones; time
not given, distance perhaps 6 or 7 1. (10 1. ace. to Rel. del Suceso, 318), appar-

ently on the same stream, to Sonora; and 1 day crossing the stream to a vil-

lage' called (doubtfully) lapa (clearly regarded as in the Sonora valley). From
Sonora about 4 days over the desert (or unoccupied country), to the arroyo
called Nexpa (probably the Sta Cruz, but possibly the S. Pedro); 2 days down
this stream ; thence turning to the right at (or to) the foot of a mountain
range, which was followed for 2 days, and which was said to be called Chichil-

tic-calli, crossing which range they came to a deep stream, with steep banks
(Gila or S. Pedro?). How much they turned to the right (perhaps only keep-
ing on N. while, the stream turned to the left) of the Nexpa, or how near their

route was to the mts followed, is not shown; but that they were between the
Sta Cruz and S. Pedro seems clear enough. Elsewhere J. says they gave the
name Chichilte Calli to the place where they passed, because they had learned

from Ind. farther back that they called it so. What precedes is from the
French version; the Span, original (which may be imperfectly printed) differs

Somewhat, as follows: 2 days down the Nexpa, then leaving the stream, ' we
went to the right to the foot of the cordillera in a journey of 2 days, where
we learned that it was called Chichiltie. There (clearly " Chichiltie Alii " is a
mispriut for Chichilte Calli) the cordillera being peissed, we went to a deep
arroyo and Canada, where we found water and grass for the horses; ' or else-

where, 'which (the cordillera de sierras 300 1. from Mex., correcting an evi-

dent error of punctuation) we named Chichitte Calli, etc' J. says that from
this place they turned to the N. E., thus implying that the previous course
had been N., which, with the general tenor of all the narratives, is fatal to the
theory—slightly favored by Bandelier—^that Coronado may have crossed the
main sierra to the Chihuahua Casas Grandes, and then turned jr. (or s. w.

)

to Zuni. J. does not mention any ruin.

Castaneda, p. 40-1 (who was with the main army), tells us simply that
Coronado crossed the inhabited country till he came to Chichilticale, ' where
the desert begins. '

' He was especially afflicted to see that this Chichilticale,

of which so much had been said, was reduced to a house in ruins, and with-
out roof, but which, nevertheless, seemed to have been fortified. It was
clearly seen that this house, built of red earth, was the work of civilized

.people come from afar. They left this place and entered the desert. ' The
last village toward the desert, visited by Niza (p. 12). Beginning of the
,desert, 200 1. from Culiacan, reached by Diaz and ZaldJlvar (p. 29). The main
army passed a province called Nacapan, where grew tunas, or Ind. figs, and
reached Chichilticale, near which they saw a flock of horned sheep, and then
entered the desert (p. 53-4). Name of Chichilticale given formerly to the
place, because the friars fouud in that region a house which had long been
mhabited by a people from Cibola. Here the country ceases to be covered
with arbres ip'meux, and changes its aspect; here the gulf ends and the coast
turns. (This identifies the place with Niza's fertile valley, supposed by him
to be in 35°.) The mts follow the same direction (that is, they trend west-
ward), and must be crossed in order to enter again into the plains (p. 160-1 ).

The rat chain is that of the South Sea (that is, the main sierra and its

branches), and from Chichilticale, where the mts begin, to Cibola is SO leagues
(p. 188). The general course from Culiacan to Cibola is a little E. of N. (p.

181).

Says Coronado, Hakluyt, iii. 375: 'I departed from the Caracones, and
always kept by the Sea coast, as neere as I could iudge, and in very deed I
still found my selfe the farther off; in such sort, that when I arrived at Chi-
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' In the map the reader will find the general limits
of the route indicated, with no attempt to show de-
tails, by the dotted lines on the right, and Niza's
route by those on the left. The location of Sonora,
in the region of Arizpe, though there are difficulties

respecting the exact sites of Corazones, San Gerdnimo,
and the village of Sonora, may be regarded as unques-
tionable. That Coronado's route was via the Santa
Cruz, and the site of the later Tucson, or that Chichil-
ticale, the place where he changed his course to the
north-east, was in the region where the Gila emerges
from the mountains, is hardly less certain. Chichil-

chilticale I found myselfe tenne dayes ioumey from the Sea; and the father
provinciall sayd that it was onely but fireieagues distance, and that he had
seene the same. Wee all conceived great griefe, and were not a little con-
founded when we saw that wee found euery thing contrary to the information
which he had given your Lordship,' and more to the same purport. He says
that the coast turns west opposite Corazones 10 or 12 1., and he had heard of
the ships passing. He remained 2 days at Chichilticale, and on June 21st
entered the desert or mts beyond. In the Relacioii del Suceso there is no in-
formation about the route from Sonora to Cibola; and the same is true of the
anon, letter in Pacheco, Doc. , xix. 529.

On the route beyond Chichilticale, Jaramillo says: 3 days N. E. (from the
Canada reached by crossing the mts) to a river named S. Juan, from the day;
2 days more to N., to river called Balsas, because it had to be crossed on
rafts; 2 short days to Arroyo de la Barranca, nearly N. B. ; 1 day to Rio Frio;
1 day through a pine wood to an arroyo, where 3 men died of poison; 2 days
to the Arroyo Vermejo, K. E.; and 2 days to the first town of Cibola. James
A. Reavis, a man well acquainted with this region, where he has a large land
claim, in Corcmado's Boute, a MS. kindly furnished for my use, identifies the
streams as follows: the deep arroyo, perhaps Pinal Creek; S. Juan, south
fork of the Rio Salado; Rio de las Balsas, White Mt River; Arroyo de la

Barranca, Summit Spring; Rio Frio, Colorado Chiquito; next arroyo, Carrizo;
and Rio Vermejo, Zuui River. Castaneda (p. 41) says that in 15 days they
arrived within 8 1. of Cibola, on a river called Vermejo (red), on account of

its soily and red waters; and (p. 55) that the main army, 3 days into the
desert, on a river in a deep ravine found a large horn that Coronado had seen
and left as a guide. One day before reaching Cibola they had a gale and snow
storm. From Chichilticale to Cibola 80 1. (p. 162). Cibola was in a narrow-

valley between steep mts. The largest town was called Muzaque (p. 163-i).

Coronado (Hakluyt, iii. 375) says that after 30 1. they found fresh rivers and
grass; also flax, especially on a river called Rio del Lino (prob. Colorado Chi-

quito); then they came to the city of Granada; and (p. 377) there were 7

towns within 41., all called Cibola, but no one of them so named. Only one
was larger than that called by C. Granada, which had some 200 houses within

the walls, and perhaps 300 others. Jaramillo says there were 5 towns within

6 1. Castaneda (p. 42) says that Cibola was the village called Granada. In
the Relacion del Suceso, 319-20, the author says that Niza had understood all

the 7 towns—which really had from 150 to 300 houses each—to be one city,

called Cibola. The route from Culiacan is 240 1. N. to 34° 30' (at Chichilti-

cale), and thence K. E. to Cibola in about 36° (really about 35°). Niza had
understood the largest town to be called Abacus, as will be remembered.
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ticale, the 'red house,' a ruin which gave name to the

place, has been generally identified with the famous
Casa Grande of the Gila, and I find no reason to ques-

tion the identity. The ruin in itself would not suffice

to fix the route, but it goes far to confirm the general

purport of all the evidence. It is not necessary to

suppose that Coronado's Chichilticale was the casa

grande itself, but rather a place named for that re-

markable structure, not far away. Niza had probably

received his impressions of the Gila valley from the

Pima villages; Diaz had noted rather the adobe ruin;

and Coronado may have passed to the right of it, or

merely gone with a small party westward to examine
it. Nothing short of a minute diary of each day's

journey could be expected to give a clearer idea of

the course followed. I make no attempt to identify

the streams crossed on the march north-eastward

from the Gila between Florence and the San Pedro
mouth to Cibola.

The identity of Cibola and the Pueblo towns of

Zimi is so clearly established by all the evidence, and
has been so generally confirmed by such investigators

as Simpson, Davis, Prince, Bandelier, and others, that

I do not deem it necessary even to fully recapitulate

the proofs. No other group of towns will at all meet
the requirements of the narratives. The difficulties

and objections hardly merit notice. The few who
have favored other groups have been led mainly by a

desire to justify some exaggerations of the discoverers,

by finding ruins to represent a grander Cibola; and in

support of their conclusions have found little more
than the presence of ruins in most directions from
most groups. The position of Cibola as the first Pue-
blo province found in coming north-east, or left on
going south-west; its geographical relations to Moqui
in the north-west and Acoma on the east; the definite

statement of Castaheda that as far as Cibola, and a
day or two beyond, the streams flowed into the South
Sea, but later into the North Sea; the correspondence
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of one of its towns on a rock to the ruins of Old Zuni,

and of the rest to the still existing town and ruins in

the vicinity; and the agreement from the time of Es-

pejo of all the early Spanish authorities who wrote

intelligently on the subject—appear to me conclusive.^"

Thus about the 10th of July—I give only approxi-

mate dates, without pointing out minor discrepancies

in the different narratives—Coronado and his men
came in sight of the famous Cibola. The town first

approached, and named by the Spaniards Granada,

stood on a rocky mesa corresponding to the ruins of

Old Zuhi ; the one seen by Niza, if he saw any, was
in the valley, like the pueblo still standing but per-

haps built later ; while the others are still represented

by heaps of ruins.^^ The people of Granada, not

appreciating the benefits to be gained by submission

to the Spaniards' king and Christians' God, came out

in warlike array to annihilate the little band of invad-

ers, their arrows killing a horse and piercing a friar's

gown; but with the battle-cry of 'Santiago' the sol-

^®A resume of reasons for the identity is given in my Native Jioces, iv.

673-4. Bandelier, Hht. Introd., 12-16, gives an excellent analysis of the evi-

dence. Espejo, Belacion, 117-20, 180, found at Zuni some Mex. Ind. whom
Coronado left at Cibola, and therefore his testimony to the identity should
be in itself conclusive. True, there are two copies of E. 's Reladon, one of

which gives the name Ame or Ami instead of Zuni, thus suggesting the sus-

picion that the latter name in the other, and Hakluyt's version from it, may
possibly have been an interpolation; but I think it more likely that Ame is

a misprint; at any rate, the proof is more than sufficient without this. Sal-

meron, Relaciones, 7-9, writing in 1628, speaks of Cibola as the capital of the
Zuni province. Davis, Span. Conq., 120, found in a MS. of 1688 a reference
to Zuni as the buffalo province, which he regards as conclusive.

About the origin of the word Cibola there seems to be no certainty. It is

the Spanish name in modem dictionaries of the American bison, or baffalo

(feminine of ciholo), and was, I suppose, of American origin. I learn from
Gatschet, through Bandelier, Hi^t. Introd., 9, that Sihulodd in the Isleta dia-

lect means 'buijalo.' We may suppose either that the Spaniards, finding a
stran!,'e animal during their trip to the much talked of seven cities of Cibola,

formed a needed name from that of the towns; or that the towns had previ-

ously received the native name of the buflfalo. I think it not unlikely, how-
ever, that the name was never applied to the towns till after the Spaniards
came; but that the latter, far in the s. w., hearing the name—that of the
buffalo or buffalo country—often used by the natives, took it for granted
that it belonged to the cities or province, the Ind. gradually adopting the
usage. But all is mere conjecture, so far as I am concerned. In a note to a
doe. in Parhcrn, Doc, iv. 299, Cibola is said to be the name of a province or
its capital in Peru, noted for its hides.

'" See descrip. of these and other ruins in Xat. Races, iv. 641-74.
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dlers charged, and drove them within the walls, kill-

ing several. The town was taken by assault, after a
struggle in which the general was knocked down by
stones thrown from the roofs, and had his foot pierced

by an arrow.^^ Submitting, the natives forthwith

abandoned their town. A few days later the other

villages sent in their formal submission, with some
gifts; but on being urged to become Christians and
Spanish subjects, they Hed to the hills. Some of them
came back as the weeks passed by ; and relations be-

tween the two races during the conqueror's stay were
friendly, though marked by caution on the part of the

natives.

And now that Coronado was at last master of the

famous 'seven cities,' both he and his companions were
grievously disappointed. They had found, indeed, an
agricultural people, living in stone and adobe houses

of several stories, dressed to some extent in cotton,

skilled in the preparation of buffalo hides, and various

other petty arts, and even having a few turquoises.

Yet the kingdom of rich cities had dwindled to a

small province of small and poor villages, and the

conquest seemed a small achievement for so grand and

costly an expedition. Doubtless, however, the Pueblo

towns as they were found would have excited much
admiration but for the contrast between the reality

and the brilliant magnificence of the invaders' expecta-

tions. On making inquiries respecting Niza's three

grand kingdoms outside of Cfbola, they learned that of

Marata the natives had no knowledge whatever ; that

Totonteac was said to be a hot lake, with four or five

houses and other ruined ones on its shores ; and that

Acus, a name that had no existence ' with an aspira-

tion nor without,' was probably Acuco, a small town

and not a province. Eight heartily was the padre

provincial cursed by the army for his gross exaggera-

tions, to which a much harsher term was freely applied.

22 According to the Rd. del Suceso, the Spaniards were repulsed in the

assault, and had to withdraw to a short distance and use their fire-arms.
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What Fray Marcos had to say in his own defence

does not appear ; but Cibola was soon made too hot
for the good friar, who was sent back to Sonora, and
thence farther south, to appear no more in northern
annals. ^^ He probably departed with captains Diaz
and G-allego, who in August were despatched with
orders for the main army under Arellano, who was to

join the general, leaving Diaz in command at Sonora,

while Gallego should go on to Mexico, carrying Coro-
nado's report of August 3d, as already cited.

Coronado remained at Zuni from July to Novem-
ber. Notwithstanding his disappointment, he had no
thought of returning without making additional ex-

plorations; and, indeed, there were reports of more
distant provinces, where fame and wealth might yet
be successfuUj'' sought. The most brilliant indica-

tions pointed to the east, whither we shall follow the
invaders in the next chapter; but information was
also obtained about a province of Tusayan, with seven
towns, situated some 25 leagues toward the north-

west, doubtless the Moqui villages.^* Before August
3d Captain Tobar, with a small force including seven-

teen horsemen and Fray Juan Padilla, was sent to

explore. Marching for five days through an unin-

habited country, this party entered the province by
stealth, and approached one of the towns at night.

In the morning the surprised inhabitants came out,

and after listening to what the strangers had to say,

they drew on the ground a line which must not be
passed. Then Fray Juan, who had been a soldier in

his youth, lost his patience, and said to the captain,

"Indeed, I know not for what we have come here."

The Spaniards made a charge ; and the natives after

'^ Castafleda, Eel, 48. .

'''The name is also written Tucayan, Tuzan, Tusan, Tuoano, and in Cas-
tafieda's chapter-heading Tutaliaco. Castafleda in one place (p. 165) gives
the distance as 20 1. In the Rel. del Suceso the distance is given as 35 1.

westward; Jaramillo says it was 5 days. The real distance to Moqui in a
straight line is over 40 1. Whipple, Pac. R. R. RepU, iii. 108-12, thinks
Tusayan was not Moqui, hut perhaps identical with the Rio Verde ruins;
which, however, are still farther from Zufli.
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losing many lives were defeated, and sued for peace,
bringing gifts of food, cotton stuffs, leather, and a
few turquoises. They, too, admitted the invaders to

their towns, similar to those of Cibola but somewhat
larger, and became for the time submissive vassals

of the king of Spain. They had their tales to tell

of marvellous things beyond, and mentioned a great
river, several days' journey down the course of which
lived a nation of very tall men. Thereupon Don
Pedro returned and reported to the general.

Then Captain Cardenas, who had succeeded Sa-

maniego as maestro de campo, was sent, with twelve
men, to seek the great river and the tall men. Being
kindly received by the people of Tusayan, who fur-

nished guides, Cdrdenas marched for twenty days, or

fifty leagues as one narrative has it, westward over a
desert country, and at last reached the river. But so

high were its banks, that though deemed as large as

the river that flows past Seville in Spain, and said by
the Indians to be over half a league wide, it looked

like a mere rivulet flowing three or four leagues below;

and so precipitous that in five or six days' journey the

Spaniards could find no place where they could get to

the water. At the most favorable spot, three men spent

a day in the attempt, but only succeeded in descend-

ing about one third of the distance. Being advised

by the guides that it would be impossible to penetrate

farther for want of water, Cdrdenas returned to Cibola.

This was the first visit of Europeans to the great

canon of the Colorado, a region but rarely penetrated

even in modern times. It was clearly understood by
the chroniclers of the expedition that this river, flow-

ing from the north-east to south-south-west, was the

Rio del Tizon, discovered by Melchor Diaz near its

mouth. No further explorations were attempted in

this direction, and the Moqui towns were not revis-

ited by Europeans for more than forty years.""

® Pedro de Sotomayor was the chronicler of this branch expedition, accord-

ing to Cistafleda; and the three men who tried to reach the bottom of the great
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cailon were Capt. Melgosa, Juan Galeras, and an unnamed soldier. On the way
back, at a cascade, they found crystals of salt. A westward course from Moqui
would have led to the Colorado at the junction of the Colorado Chiquito,

where the main river turns abruptly to N. of w. As no crossing of the'

branch is mentioned, and as the course of the river is given as N. E. to s. s.

w., it would be much more convenient to suppose that Cirdenas went N. w.
to the river, and followed it southward, but not much importance can be at-

tached to this matter. Gomara, Hist. Ind., 272, and some other writers,

speak of Cardenas' trip as having extended to the sea, perhaps confounding
it with that of Diaz to the gulf. This may partially account for the subse-

quent curious transfer of Coronado's discoveries from the N. E. interior to the
N. w. coast on many early maps.
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—

The
Name of New Mexico.

The discovery of New Mexico dates from the 7tli

to the 10th of July, 1540, when General Francisco

Vasquez de Coronado arrived from the south-west at

the province of Cibola, or the Zuni towns, as related

in the last chapter. On the 14th the general visited

a penol four leagues distant, where the natives were

said to be fortifying their position, and returned the

same day.^ During the absence of Cfirdenas on his

trip to the Moqui towns and Rio Colorado, there came

to Cibola a party of natives from the eastern province

of Cicuye, with gifts of various leathern articles and

offers of tribal friendship and alliance. Their chief

and spokesman was Bigotes, so named by the Span-

iards for his long mustaches, and he had much to say

of the ' cows,' that is, the lauflEaloes, of his country.

1 Coronado, Traslado de las Nuevas, 532. Nothing is said of results or of

the directioa. The fortified peflol suggests the well-known Inscription Rook

east of Zufii, though the distance as given is too small.

Hist. Ariz. AND N. Mex. 4 (49)
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Accordingly, Captain Alvarado was ordered with

twenty men to accompany the natives on their return,

and to report within eighty days respecting their coun-

try and its wonderful animals.

In a journey of five days^ Alvarado came to a town
named Acuco, supposed to be Niza's Acus, built like

Granada of Cibola on a rock, and accessible only by a

narrow stairway, terminating in mere holes for the

hands and feet. The inhabitants were hostile at first,

but on threats of battle made peace and furnished

food. Three days more brought the party, in a dis-

tance of twenty leagues toward the east, according to

one of the narratives, to the province of Tiguex, with

its twelve towns in a broad valley, on a large river

flowing from north to south, said to be well settled

for fifty leagues or more, and to have villages for fif-

teen or twenty leagues from the river on either side.

This province became the centre of subsequent opera-

tions; and indeed, Alvarado at this time recognized

its advantages, sending back a recommendation to the

general to come on and establish here hjs winter quar-

ters, Then he went on with Bigotes for five days to

Cicuye, on the border of the plains. The natives in

respect of friendliness fulfilled the promises that had
been made by their ambassadors, and, besides their

specialty of hides, their gifts included some cloth and

^ Thirty leagues aco. to Coronado, Eel. del Snceso. In the Florida Col. Doc.,
65-6, is found the Retadon de lo que Heniando de Aivurado y Frai/ Juan de
Padilla desculnieron en demanda de la mar del Siir (Norte?), of which the sub-
stance is as follows: Left Granada Aug. 29, 1540, toward Coco (Acuco); 2 1. to

an old edifice like a fort; 1 1. to another, and a little farther to a third; then a
pretty large city, all in ruins 6 stories high; 11. to another city in ruins.

Here is the separation of two roads, one to Chia (to left or N.), and the other
(to s. aad right) to Coco (Acoma), which town is briefly described; thence to

a ' very good laguna ' (perhaps that where the pueblo of Laguua stands in

modern times); and thence to a river called Nuestra Seiiora, from the
day (Sept. 8th, the arrival being on the 7th, making the whole journey 9 d.

instead of 8, as in Castafleda). Then follows a description of the 12 puebloa
«rf this prov. (Tiguex, not named) in the broad valley. It is also stated that

there are 7 pueblos abandoned and destroyed by the wild tribes of the plains,

prob. referring to those in the direction of Pecos; also, that in the whole coun-
try are 80 towns. There is no record of the journey beyond the river. Some
descriptive matter on a large town, 3 stories of tapia and 3 of wood, with
15,000 inhab., apparently Taos. As we shall see, Castafleda states later that

Alvarado had visited Braba (Taos) on his journey to Cicuye.
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even turquoises. But what particularly attracted the
captain's attention here was the statements of an In-

dian, who claimed to be a native of Hurall, or Harale,

some 300 leagues farther east toward Florida. From
something in his appearance this man was named by
the Spaniards El Turco, or the Turk. He spoke, 'tout

aufcrement qu'il n'aurait dli le faire,' of great cities in

his country, and of what was yet more enticing, gold

and silver in large quantities; and his tales were sent

back by special messengers to the general. After such
news, bufialoes seemed of slight importance; yet Alva-
rado, in compliance with his instructions, made a trip

out into the plains in search of them, with the Turk
as a guide, and he found the animals in great numbers.

In this tour he followed a river for some 100
leagues south-eastward. Then he returned to Tiguex,

where he found that Cdrdenas had arrived from Cibola

to prepare winter quarters for the army, and where
Alvarado now remained to await the general.

From the preceding narrative of Alvarado's expedi-

tion, the reader familiar with the country, or having a

map before him, will naturally identify Acuco with

the since famous and still existing pueblo of Acoma,
the province and river of Tiguex with the valley of

New Mexico's 'great river,' the Rio Grande del

Norte, and Cicuye at the edge of the buffalo plains,

from the vicinity of which a river flowed south-east-

ward, with the now ruined pueblo of Pecos. The
record of subsequent happenings will, I think, confirm

these first conclusions beyond all doubt ; and I append

some descriptive and other matter from the different

narratives which point irresistibly in the same direc-

tion.* So far as Acuco is concerned, the identity has

^ Acuco 5 days E. of Cibola and 3 days w. of Tiguex, Oastafleda, 69, 71;

30 1. and 20 1. substituted for the 5 and 3 days in Eel. del Suceso. On the

march of the main army, Acuco was passed, but no distances are given by

Oastafleda, 82. Jaramillo, 309, places this village about midway—1 day more

or less— of the 9 days' journey from Cibola to Tiguex; but this author, by an

evident l)lunder, calls the village Tutahaco, which, as will be seen, was an-

other place. Eaton, as cited by Schoolcraft, Simpson, and others, gives

Hah-koo-kee-ah as the Zufli name of Acoma. Bandelier, 14, gives the Queres

name as Ago,
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never been questioned, I believe
;
yet there will be

found in most of the early narratives, indications that

Tiguex—also printed Tihuex and Tihueq—is 40 1. N. (E.?) of Cibola. C'jMa-

deda, 165-6. 3 d. (eastward) of Acueo. Id., 71. It has 12 vil. on a great
river; the val. is about 2 1. wide, and bounded on the w. by high snowy mts;
4 vil. at the foot of the mts; 3 others on the heights. Id., 167-8. Tiguex is

the central point of all the pueblos; 4 vil. on the river below T. are s. E., be-

cause the river makes a bend to the E. (no such bend appears on modem
maps); up and down the val. the region explored extends about 130 1., all

inhabited. Id., 182. 20 1. E. of the penol of Acuoo, a river flowing from n. to

8., well settled, with 70 pueblos, large and small, in its whole extent (and
branches ?); the settled region extends 50 1. N. and s., and there are some vil.

15 or 20 1. away on either side. Ret del Suceso, 323. On the river are 15 vil.

within 20 1., and others on the branches. Jaramillo, 309. Coronado, Pacheco,

Doc, iii. 368, says T. was the best province found; yet not desirable for Span,

occupation. Gallatin, 73, followed by Davis, 185, and Prince, 128, put Tiguex
on the Puerco. The reasons are the N. E. direction of Jemez from T., and the
great river crossed after passing Cicuye, which these authors identify with
the Rio Grande. In my opinion, these points are of slight weight in opposi-

tion to the general tenor of all the narratives. It seems incredible that the
Spaniards should have described the valley of the Puerco as the broad valley

of a large river on which and on its branches for over 100 1. on the right and
left were situated most of the pueblos. Davis admits that the Puerco was
but a small stream, but suggests that it may have been full or flooded at the
time; yet in a year and more the Span, had ample time to learn its compara-
tive size. They went in their explorations far below the junction, and if the
Rio Tiguex had been the Puerco, its junction with a larger river would nat-

urally have been noted. See also what is said below on Cicuye. If, how-
ever, any further proof is needed, we have the fact that Espejo, ascending the
Rio Grande 40 years later, found the province of Tiguas with reports of Coro-
nado's visit and fights with the natives. Espejo, Eel., 112-13. This province
of the Tiguas, distinct from the Teguas, or Tehuas, was well known at the
end of the 16th and in the 17th centuries, being on the Rio Grande and
almost certainly in the region of Sandla. Bandelier, Hist. Introd., 18-20,

after a study of documentary evidence which he cites, and which I shall have
occasion to use later, has no hesitation in locating Tiguex at or near Barna-
liUo. Squier, Kern, and Morgan had previously located Tiguex or the Rio
Grande, above the Puerco junction. Simpson, Corotiado's March, 334^,
while admitting that some of the evidence points to the northern location,

yet chooses to find Tiguex below the mouth of the Puerco, because only there
is the valley bounded on the W3st by snowy mts, the Socorro Range, citing

also Jeffei-y's Atlas of 1773, which puts Tigua at the foot of those mts.

Simpson's view of this matter would remove some of the difficulties in con-

nection with Espejo's trip, as we shall see; but it would also create other and
greater difficulties.

Cicuye (printed also Cicuic, Cicuique, Ticuique, Tienique, and Acuique),
reported to be about 70 1. east of Cibola, Vastaneda, (i7, 5 d. from Tiguex,
strongly fortified, with houses of 4 stories. Id., 71. On the way back from
Quivira, Coronado reached the Rio de Cicuye 30 1. below where he crossed it

on the way from C. , and followed it up to 0. The Ind. said it flowed into
the Rio Tiguex 20 d. below. Id., 134. Built on the summit of a rock, form-
ing a sqviare, with houses of 4 stories; 500 warriors. Id., 176. In a narrow
valley between pine-covered mts, on a little river, Id., 179 70 1. from Cibola
and 30 1. from the edge of the plains; the last village toward the east. Id.,

188. Between Cicuye and Quirix there is a small, well -fortified village called

by the Span. Ximera or Ximena (S. Cristobal ace. to Bandelier), and another
larger one, nearly abandoned, called by the Span. Silos, and a 3d, entirely

ruined, as was said, by an irruption of the Teyas savages 5 or 6 years before.
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the original Acoma may have been farther north than
the modern pehol pueblo, and more nearly in a line

between Zuhi and Tiguex. As to Tiguex and Cicuye,
Gallatin, followed by Davis and Prince, has located

the former on the Rio Puerco, and the latter west of

the Rio Grande. These authors thus escape from a
few slight difficulties, to become involved, as it seems
to me, in many greater ones, ignoring several clear

points in the testimony and the general tenor of the

records. While Tiguex, however, was certainly in the

Rio Grande valley, there remains a slight doubt as to

its latitude, such excellent authorities as Simpson and
Bandelier diifering in their conclusions. The latter

puts the pueblo and province in the region of Berna-
lillo and Sandfa, while the former prefers a site below
the mouth of the Puerco. Although Simpson makes
one or two strong points in favor of his position, yet

the preponderance of evidence is overwhelming

—

amounting, I think, to proof—in support of the

northern site of Tiguex. Much that may seem vague

they having attacked Cicuye, but without success. There are 7 vil. bet. C
and the Sierra Nevada, one of them subject to C. and half destroyed by the

savages (possibly the one called Silos above). Id., 177-9. The largest of the'

ordinary pueblos, with houses 4 and 5 stories high; 15 1. east of the Rio de
Tiguex, on the border of the buffalo plains. Hel. del Suceso. Four days (east-

ward) from Tiguex, past 2 vil. not named; then 3 d. a little more N. E. to

the Rio de Ticuique (Cicuye); then N. E. into the plains. Jaramilio, 309.

Simpson, 336, shows that the way from Pecos to the Rio Gallinas (the main
branch of the R. Pecos) leads N. B. about 50 miles over rough mts, and may
have taken 4 days (only 3 ace. to Jaramilio); also that the Gallinas, being

flooded, might require a bridge and be called a large river in May and June.

He might have added that Alvarado's earlier trip down what may have been

this stream for 100 1. may have had something to do with its being called a

large stream. S. also notes the place called Sayaque, resembling Cicuye, on

Jeffrey's atlas. It must, however, be admitted that if the great river was the

Gallinas, the omission of any mention of the Canadian, so large and so near,

is remarkable. Davis, 198-9, and Prince, 128, put Cicuye on the Rio Jemes

or on or near the Rio Grande and west of that river, in the region of Sta Ana.

This is to fit the location of Tiguex on the Puerco, and the only merit of this

theory, so far as I can see, is to provide a great river to be bridged—though

hardly three days from Cicuye—and D. has even heard of some traces of a

bridge in this region! The theory of D. and the others would completely

ignore all the pueblos E. of the Rio Grande. Bandelier's confirmation of the

identity of Pecos and Cicuye derives especial weight from his personal exam-

ination of Pecos and the adjoining region. 111-17. He tells us that the abo-

riginal name of Pecos was Aqui or Agin (Agiu?), 20; and he suggests that

the original Spanish of Castaneda may possibly have been Acuye instea,d of

Cicuye, especially as the name is in one narrative (Rel. del Suceso) written

Acuique.
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to the reader of this chapter will become perfectly

clear from later records.

Meanwhile Coronado, having despatched Alvarado
to the east, and having sent Cdrdenas, after his return

from the north-west, to prepare winter quarters at Ti-

guex as already related, awaited at Cibola the arrival

of the main army under Arellano, who came late in

Coronado in New Mexico.

November or early in December, without having had
any noteworthy adventures on the inarch from So-

nora.* Then the general, ordering the army to rest

for twenty days before following him, started for Ti-

guex with thirty men. Instead of the direct route by
way of Acuco, or Acoma, he went farther to the right,

or south, bent on new discoveries, as he had heard of

' Castafleda is clearly in error when he says tlie army left Sonora in the
middle of Sept., and that Arellano remained behind.
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other towns in that direction. His party suffered se-,

verely on the way for want of water, which had to be
sought in the mountains, where the intense cold was
as oppressive as the thirst had been before; yet in

eleven days they reached the Rio Grande at the prov-
ince of Tutahaco with its eight villages,^ hearing of
others farther south, and then following the river for

four leagues up to Tiguex.

Here Coronado found Cdrdenas and Alvarado await-

ing him, together with the Turk, to whose tales of
eastern wealth he listened with the greatest pleasure
and credulity, all his companions becoming presently
most enthusiastic in their hopes of a grand conquest
in the near future.* These hopes doubtless made them
less careful than they might otherwise have been to,

conciliate the natives of Tiguex. Unmindful of tha
viceroy's instructions, and of the new Indian policy of

which Coronado was to be the exponent, the invaders
did not hesitate to take such houses as they desired

for their own uses, turning out the inhabitants with-

out ceremony, and otherwise disregarding the property
rights of the people who had given them so kind a re-

ception. The friendly folks of Cicuye received nq
better treatment, except that as yet they had not the
army to support. Alvarado, being sent to obtain cer^

tain golden bracelets which the Turk falsely claimed

to have left at that pueblo, arrested Bigotes and an-

* Tutahaco with 8 vil. 4 1. down the river s. i,. from Tiguex. Castafleda,

76, 168, 182. Not named in the Bel. del Suceso. By Jaramillo, 309, it ia

confounded with Acuco. Simpson does not attempt to identify it. Davis,

180-1, and Prince, 130, entirely misunderstand the route, and mistranslate
the original of Castafieda to identify this province with the Laguna group N.

of Acoma. Bandelier, 21-3, identifies Tutahaco with the region of Isleta, a
comparatively modern pueblo (that ia, modern in its actual site; the origi-

nal Isleta was, however, as we shall see, in the same region, though possi-

bly a little farther south). This conclusion, which of course cannot be
questioned in view of the distance from Tiguex, makes Tutahaco practically

one of the '1 igua towns. There is something suggestive of possible error in

the existence of a province of 8 towns only 4 1. below the other 12, and about-

which so little is said; still the record is clear enough.
'^By Mota Padilla, C'onq, N. Gal, 160 et seq., and by some other writers,

Copala Lake ia mentioned as one of the regions respecting which tlie Span-
iards at this time heard from El Turco and others. The same author states

on authority not known that the town where the Spaniards were lodged wa»
called Coofer.
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other chief because the ornaments were not produced,

and brought his prisoners in chains back to Tiguex.

The general called upon the natives for a large quan-
tity of clothing for the army soon expected to arrive,

refused them time to call a council to apportion the
tax among the towns as was their custom, and sent

soldiers to take the clothing by force, the Indians
being obliged in many cases to take the garments off

their backs. A Spanish officer, coolly calling to an
Indian to hold his horse, ascended by a ladder to an
upper apartment, where he violated the Indian's wife,

and the wronged husband could get no justice. One
pueblo was burned for some offence of the inhabitants

not clearly specified; and many other outrages were
committed. It is fair, however, to state that Casta-
neda, on whom we have to depend for particulars of

this winter's bloody deeds, was not very friendly to

Coronado; and in the other brief narrative it is

implied that the troubles began with the killing of

horses by the natives. Whatever may have been the

truth—and I have no doubt that these haughty caba-

lleros were as usual utterly disregardful of the In-

dians' rights—the result was, that civilization and
Christianity were soon in bad odor; and when Are-
llano arrived with the main army from Cibola in

December/ the whole province was in open revolt.

The winter was spent, so far as the heavy snow-
fall and intense cold—to which neither men nor ani-

mals were accustomed—would permit, in efforts to

conquer or conciliate the revolted pueblos. Captain
Cdrdenas marched against the town where the woman
had been outraged, gained the roofs by assault, and
there fought constantly for two days and one night.

Meanwhile the Mexican allies, by introducing inflam-

mable material through subterranean passages, forced

the defenders to sue for peace. Captains Melgosa and

' The Ist night out from Cibola the army was lodged at the largest town
of the province, named Muzaque, some of whose houses are said to have heen 7
stories liigh. Their later route was via Aouoo, where they were kindly received,
and where many climbed to the top of that famous penol. Casianeda, 79-83,
163.
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Lopez responded to their signs by crossing their arms,
whereupon the Indians threw down their arms and
surrendered. Being conducted to the tent of Captain
Cardenas, the latter ordered them to be burned aUve

;

and on seeing the preparations the prisoners, about
100 in number, resisted desperately and were slaugh-

tered. Cdrdenas alleged that he had no knowledge
of the capitulation, and had followed his general's

orders.^ A few escaped to tell their countrymen how
the Spaniards kept their promises; and from this time

to the final departure of the army the people of this

province refused to listen to any propositions of peace

from a race they could not trust. They defended

themselves by barricading their towns, or ran away
to the mountains, but to every offer of pardon and
conciliation they simply pointed to past acts of bad

faith. Captain Cdrdenas going with thirty men to

the pueblo of Tiguex to propose terms was required

to advance alone and unarmed; and being knocked

down, was with difficulty rescued, several others being

seriously wounded. Nearly all the natives of the

province had taken refuge in this pueblo and an-

other three or four miles distant.

Then Coronado advanced with his army to attack

Tiguex, but was repulsed in the first assault by the

stones and arrows of the defenders with twenty men
wounded, several of them fatally. Then followed

a siege of 50 days, with many assaults and sorties, in

which were killed some 200 of the natives and a num-

ber of Spaniards, including Captain Obando and a

gentleman nanled Francisco de Pobares.^ The be-

sieged, suffering for want of water, dug a well inside

the town, which caved in and buried thirty of their

* Mota Paclilla, Hist. Conq. N. Gal, 161, says that Cardenas was afterward

imprisoned in Spain for this act. Frejes, ace. to Escvdero, Not. Son., 27-9,

says C. was sentenced and imprisoned in Mex. Bustauiaute, in Goniara, Hist.

Max. (ed. 1826), 184, says that C. died at Chametla. As we shall see pres-

ently, C. left N. Mex. for Spain via Mex., in advance of the army.
' CastaiSeda, 97-8, says that Obando or CSrdenas—it is not clear which—

was captured and carried alive into a pueblo during one of the expeditions;

perhapii C, smce it is said that 0. was maestro de campo in C.'s absence.
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number. A little later they were allowed to send

away women and children, about 100 of whom de-

parted; and after two weeks more of resistance they

all attempted to escape by night. The movement
being discovered, the fugitives bravely attacked the

foe, and were either cut down or driven to perish in

the icy waters of the Rio Grande. A similar fate

befell those who had taken refuge in the other town;

and all the villages were taken and plundered, the

inhabitants being killed, enslaved, or driven from

the province. Not one submitted, or would accept

the conquerors' permission to return to his home.
The natives of some of the other provinces, how-

ever, proved more tractable. The pueblo of Chia,

a large and populous one, four leagues west of the

river, ^° sent in its submission voluntarily, and was
visited by a captain, the inhabitants being intrusted

as a mark of especial coniSidence with the care of four

useless bronze cannon. Another party was sent to

the province of Quirix, or of the Queres, situated north

of Tiguex, and including seven pueblos." The people of

the first were timid and ran away, but being overtaken

and reassured as to the strangers' intentions, they not

only became friendly, but aided in tranquillizing the

whole province. During the winter, also, Coronado
found occasion to visit Cicuye, or Pecos, where, to con-

ciliate the people with a view to his proposed expedition

eastward, he liberated one of the captive chieftains, and
promised the early release of the other.

'^The pueblo of Cia, Zia, or Silla still stands in about the place indicated.

It is mentioned by Castaueda and without location or description in Bel. del

Suceso. The name Silla is probably a corruption, as the Mexicans pronounce it

Siya or Ciya. This direction of Cia is of course a point in favor of the northern
location of Tiguex, and against that on the Puerco, though there is no certainty

that the modern site corresponds exactly to the ancient. This is a pueblo,

however, which we shall find often mentioned in the 17th-century annals.

Davis, 202, mistranslates ' i 1. distant on the river ' to suit his theory.
"Tlie province was later called S. Felipe de Queres. Its pueblos of S.

Felipe, Sto Domingo, Sta Ana, Cochiti, and Cia still stand in the same region,

though as we have seen Cia in 1540 was named by CastaQeda as a distinct

pueblo. Quirix is also printed Quivix. There seems to be no reason to doubt
its identity with Queres, a well-known name of later annals.
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It was not until May ]541 that the ice in the Rio
Grande was sufficiently thawed to make the stream
fordable;^^ and on the 5th of that month the general

marched with his entire force in search of the reported

wealth of the regions beyond Tiguex, having previously

sent Captain Tobar back to Sonora to bring up half

the force left there. At Cicuye, Bigotes having been
released in accordance with an earlier promise, the

Spaniards were received as friends, and a guide was
obtained, who claimed to be a native of Quivira. The
Turk had before this time rendered himself liable to

suspicion in respect of his veracity, being also detected

in divers conversations with the devil; but as the new
guide, named Xabe, confirmed to some extent his re-

ports of gold and silver, the Spaniards were much
elated at their prospective conquest. A march of three

or four days over a mountainous country brought

them to "a great and very deep river which flows

also near Cicuye, and was therefore named Rio de

Cicuye," where it took them four days to construct

a bridge. This river would seem to have been the

Gallinas, the eastern and larger brancli of the Pecos.^^

A little later they entered the great buffalo plains,

and in ten days came to the first habitations of the

wandering tribes. Details of Coronado's long march

over these vast plains have but little intrinsic interest,

and still less importance so far as the history of New
Mexico is concerned; moreover the records, as might

naturally be expected, are far from being sufficiently

'2 It miist have been a most extraordinary winter; but probably the floods

following the breaking-up of the ice may have been as formidable obstacles

to fording as the ice, aud a month of floods should perhaps be included in the

delay. Ooronado, however, gives the date of starting as April 23d.

"As we have seen, the size of this stream has to be explained by the sea-

son of flood, with the possible addition of earlier exploration by Alvarado.^

To thus explain away the difiiculty is a very different matter from Davis

similar theory about the Rio Puerco, because on the Puerco the army spent,

if D. and the others are right, two winters, and had ample time to learn its

size and its connection with the Rio Grande; while the Cicuye wag merely

crossed at this point once in May, and was once or twice explored below ajid

shown to be really a large river. D.'s position that the Cicuye was the Rio

Grande is wholly untenable. Yet, as I have said, it is strange that the

Canadian fails to figure in these narratives.
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minute to enable us to fix the exact route followed.

About the expedition in general, however, there is

little or nothing of mystery or confusion. According

to Castaneda, the army marched in 37 days to a point

250 leagues from Tiguex, on a north-north-east course

for the larger part of the way, and perhaps all, though
the most enticing reports pointed to the east, and the

statements respecting the direction are at the last not

quite clear." Jaramillo implies that more than half

the journey was directed eastward. I think it clear

that east-north-east is nearer the general route fol-

lowed than north-east. Two tribes of Indians, the

Querechos and Teyas, both migratory, dwelling in

skin tents and living chiefly on buffalo meat, were

passed on the way; and their reports, though contra-

dictory, seemed to confirm the idea of a rich country

farther on. The explorers also visited a rancheria,

where an old native explained by signs that he had
seen Cabeza de Yaca's party in the south.

Besides Xabe, there was another Quivira Indian

named Sopete or Isopete, accompanying the army,

who had declared the Turk a liar, without gaining

much credit, as the Querechos had partially confirmed

the latter's testimony; but what the Teyas said fa-

vored Sopete's version, and indicated that the Turk,

perhaps from a desire to reach his own country, had

led the Spaniards much too far east, Quivira being in

the north. Finally, in a valley which formed the

extreme eastern limit of the exploration, it was decided

at a council of war held about the middle of June
that the general should go with thirty-six picked men

" Castaneda's statements from time to time seem to foot up 23 days from
Cicuye, exclusive of the 4 d. detention in bridge-buildiug and others, IG d.

at least being N. N. E. ; then in summarizing he says they had marched 37 d.

at the rate of U or 7 1. per day, or a total of 250 1. from Tiguex. The Hd. del

Suceso, on tlie contrary, gives the march as 150 1. E. and then 50 1. s. Jara-

millo agrees with Uastafieda that the route was N. N. E. for about 10 d. from
the crossing of the (.'iouye to the country of the Querechos; but he says that
for 20 d. or more from that point they turned east, or at least more toward
the east. Coronado in his letter says the march was 9 d. to the great plains

(from Tiguex), then 17 d. to the Querechos, and 5 d. to the Tey;is without
any definite indication of the direction.
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in search of Quivira, while the main army under
Arellano should return to Tiguex. The chief reason
for this decision was the lack of other food than buf-
falo meat ; but Coronado states also that the guides
had already confessed that they had deceived him
respecting the buildings of Quivira, which were really
of straw. ^^ Arellano's force, after remaining fifteen

days to hunt buffalo, returned in twenty-five days by
a shorter and more southern route—in itself a proof
that they had gone far to the east rather than the
north—to Tiguex. On the way they passed many salt-

marshes, noticed multitudes of prairie-dogs, reached
the Rio Cicuye, or Pecos, thirty leagues below the
former crossing, following it up to the pueblo, and
learning that that river flowed into the Tiguex, or
Rio Grande, some twenty days' journey below. The
arrival at Tiguex was before the end of July.^*

After leaving the main army Coronado went north-
ward for about forty days, over the plains till he
reached Quivira late in July, remained there twenty-
five days, and arrived at Tiguex on his return in

August or September. ^^ Quivira proved to be one of
several Indian villages of straw huts, or wigwams, on
or near a large river. The inhabitants resembled the
roving Querechos and Teyas in most respects, but
were somewhat superior, raising a small quantity of

maize. The country was an excellent one in respect

'^Paclieco, Doc, iii. 365.
'*On this return an Ind. woman, slave of Zaldlvar, escaped, and afterward

within 9 days she fell into the hands of Spaniards in Florida, who, however,
claimed to have been at the time over 200 1. in the interior. So Castaneda,
13S, heard from these Span, in Mexico.

'' Coronado, in his letter of Oct. 20th, says he travelled 42 d. , making 67
in all from Tiguex (apparently 73 by computation), or over 300 1. , to Quivira
950 1. from Mex., and in 40°. Castafleda, who was not with the general, says
the journey out was 48 days, and the return 40 d.; and that all was over
the plains, though at Quivira some mts began to be in sight. The author of the

Rel. del Suceso, who accompanied the party, says they travelled 30 d. N. to the
Rio de Quivira, and 33 1. more to the settlements, 330 1. out (from Tiguex),

and 200 back; also putting Q. in 40°. Jaramillo, also with Coronado, says

about 30 d. N. (short days and irregular ace. to the water); named the Rio
de S. Pedro y S. Pablo for the day of arrival (June 29th); then to R. Quivira

(possibly the same, as the text is not clear), and down that river N. E., 7 or 8

d. to Q., where they were after the middle of Aug. (?). A cross was set up
bearing the general's name at Q.
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of soil, climate, and natural productions; but the peo-

ple had no knowledge of the precious metals; and
even in their reports of large tribes beyond, there was
but slight indication of either wealth or civilization.

Moreover, El Turco now confessed that all his tales

had been lies; but he claimed to have told them at

the instigation of the people of Cicuye that the Span-
iards might be led far out into the plains, to perish or

to be so reduced in strength that on their return they

might be easily vanquished. Having put the Turk
to death, the general returned by a more direct route

to Cicuye, where Arellano came to meet him, and
thence to Tiguex.

Coronado and his associates believed Quivira to be
in latitude 40°, and about 200 leagues north-east of

Tiguex. There is nothing in the Spaniards' descrip-

tions of the region, or of the journey, to shake con-

fidence in Simpson's conclusion that it was in the

modern Kansas, between the Arkansas and Missouri

rivers; yet on tiie other hand, it is quite possible that,

as Bandelier is inclined to think, Coronado travelled

more in a circle, and did not go so far to the north;

and elsewhere in recording Texan annals of the next
century, I have said that "it is to the east and south-

east of Santa Fe, to the Indian Territory and Texas
of modern maps, that we must look for the scene of

Spanish explorations in this century, and that there

is no need of placing Quivira in the far north-east or

beyond the Missouri, as many writers are fond of

doing."^* It is not, however, of much importance in

connection with the history of New Mexico to fix

definitely the location of this wigwam province, even
if it were possible. Several writers, misled by the

name—including rather strangely Davis, who was

^^ Hist. North Mex. St., i. 391, and preceding pages. In the earliest edi-

tions of the Native Races, iv. 672, I carelessly said, ' Quivira, if not one of the
Pueblo towns of the Rio Grande, was at least not more distant than the
region of the S. Juan or its tributaries, ' having then in mind the popular idea
of Q. as a great town, and not the statements of the original records. In
later issues the statement has been changed.
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well acquainted with the geography of the country

—

have fallen into the blunder of identifying Quivira
with the ruins of Gran Quivira of mixed Spanish and
native origin at a much later date, and situated only
two or three days' journey south of east from Tiguex/'

Meanwhile Captain Arellano made preparations for

passing a second winter at Tiguex, meeting with many
difficulties on account of the continued hostility of the
people, who still refused to occupy their towns. Are-
llano also caused some further explorations to be made.
Captain Barrio-nuevo was sent up the valley north-
ward. First he visited the province of Hemes, or

Jemes, with seven towns, one of which in the same
region still retains the name.^" The inhabitants of

this province submitted, and furnished supplies; but
not so those of another province of Yuque-Yunque,
who abandoned their two fine towns on the river and
fled to the mountains, where they had four others

strongly fortified in places difficult of access ;^'^ yet a
store of food was left in the deserted villages, with
fine earthen-ware, and glazing that indicated the prob-

able existence of silver mines. Twenty leagues farther

up the river this party came to a large town built on
both banks of the stream, with wooden bridges con-

necting the two parts, and with the largest estnfas yet

seen. Its name was Braba; the Spaniards called it

"Prince, 138-40, does not follow Davis in this instance, believing that the
army reached the canons of the Canadian branches, and that Coronado reached
Kansas.

'"' Castaneda, 138, says that B. went up the river northward and visited

Hemes; but on p. 168 he says that Hemes was 7 1. N. E. of Tiguex (or per-

haps from Quirix). This ia the chief support of those who put Tiguex on the

Puerco, but I have no doubt it is an error for N. w. According to Bandelier,

23, 109-10, the Pecos language was spoken at Jemes, and the original pueblo
was at the S. Diego ruins, 13 miles N. of the present site. This author also

includes in this Jemes group the prov. of Aguas Calientes, with 3 pueblos

mentioned but not located by Castaneda, 182. I know of no special reason

for or against this latter identification, except that Ojos Calientes, or Aguas
Gal., is applied on some modern maps to ruins N. of Jemes.

^' Yuque-Yunque is identified by Bandelier, 18, 23^, with the Tehua group

N. of Sta Fe, including S. Ildefonso, S. Juan, Sta Clara, Pujuaque, Nambe,
and Tesuque. In strong confirmation of this, I note that S. Juan, or S.

Gabriel, the capital of N. Mex. in the early years of the 17th century, is called

in Escalante, Carta, 116, S. Gabriel del Yunque. The later Cuyamunque may
aUo have some connection with this name.
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Valladolid; and its identity with Taos can hardly be
questioned. ^^ Leaving the northern country in peace,

Barrio-nuevo returned down the valley to Tiguex.

Another officer was despatched down the river to ex-

plore its lower branches, as mentioned by the people

of Tutahaco. He advanced eighty leagues southward,

to a place where the river disappeared underground,
to appear again below, as the natives said, larger than
ever.^^ Somewhere on the way, but not necessarily at

the southern limit of the exploration, they found four

large villages, whose people offered no resistance.

These were the southernmost pueblos, and may be iden-

tified with those of the Piros in the Socorro region,

abandoned during the wars of the next century.

This concludes the list of the New Mexican pueblos
visited by Coronado or his officers, most of which, as

we have seen, can be identified, in groups at least,

with reasonable accuracy. It is noticeable, however,
that the group between Zuni and Tiguex, represented

by Laguna, CeboUeta, Moquino, and Pujuaque, is not
mentioned,^"" and as a matter of fact, these pueblos did

not exist till much later.

After these explorations had been accomplished,

"' Braba is written also Yuraba. Castaueda, 139, says that Alvarado had
visited this town on his 1st trip to Cicuye, which hardly seems probable. On
p. 182 he says Braba was the last province toward the N. £., up the valley,

and had but one town. In the Sel. del Suceso, Yuraba is mentioned as the
northern limit of exploration, the largest pueblo in the country, with some
15,000 inhab., and differing somewhat from the others in its construction. The
distance of 20 1. from the Tehua towns is sufficiently accurate. Castaneda,
168, mentions a province of Acha, 40 1. N. E. of Tiguex; but in his summary,
182, this prov. is not named. This leaves us to suppose either that Acha and
Braba were the same, or to follow Bandelier, 23, in identifying Acha with
Picuries. B. also notes, 109-10, 120, that from Taos in the N. to Isleta in the
south, including Picuries, S. Cristdbal, Sandia, and Galisteo, the same lan-

guage was spoken, that of the Tanos.
"'The distance would carry the party nearly down to lat. 33°, and below

the limit of the pueblo-town region. Of course this distance would be absurd
if applied to the Puerco. The sinking of the river has not been very satis-

factorily explained, except as nearly all streams in this region are swaillowed
up in the sand at certain dry seasons. See Simpson's Coronado's March, 323,
with quot. from Gallatin and Humboldt on this subject.

'"Bandelier, 24, who notes that SenecU, farther s., was a Piros pueblo
founded under Span, auspices in 1630.

'^'Iii his summary, Castafleda, 179-82, mentions 6 pueblos in the snowy
mountains; but the refereroe would seem to be to the Cicuye, or Pecos, re-

gion.
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Captain Arellano set out with forty horsemen to meet
the general on his return from Quivira, having a fight

with the natives of Cicuye, where Coronado soon
joined him. The report from Quivira was a bitter

disappointment. For some unexplained reason, the

guide Xabe had remained with the army, and he
maintained to the last the truth of what had been
said of gold and silver in his country, rejoicing at the

approach of Coronado to confirm his statements,

and correspondingly disappointed at the actual result.

His words and manner had great influence on the

army, which had unwillingly parted from the general

in the east. Many of the officers and soldiers did not

believe that he had made so long a march, or so

thorough a search as he pretended; even the com-
mander and his companions evidently still retained

some hope of eventual success in the north-east; and
these circumstances partially account for the grand
r61e subsequently played by Quivira in the imagina-

tion of explorers, writers, and map-makers. The plan

was to undertake a new expedition out into the plains

in the spring of 1542, as the rainy season had already

begun. Just as the army was going into winter quar-

ters at Tiguex, Captain Tobar returned from Sonora

with half the force that had been stationed at San
Geronimo. By this party Captain Cd,rdenas, who
had broken an arm, received news that called him to

Spain, and soon started with a few others, carrying

Coronado's letter of October 20th to the king.

The winter was for the most part an uneventful

one ; but there was considerable suffering, especially for

want of clothing, as the natives were still hostile and

refused to reoccupy their towns or to furnish supplies.

Therefore the soldiers became discontented, and there

was much disagreement between the general, officers,

and gentlemen about the distribution of such food and

clothing as remained. At the approach of spring';

when preparations for a new expedition had been far

advanced, Coronado, while engaged in a tournament
Hist. Ariz, and N. Mex. 5 '
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on a day of festival, was thrown by the breaking of a
girth, and received from Maldonado's horse a kick on
the head. He was seriously injured and long confined

to his bed. After partial recovery he had a dangerous

relapse, caused by the return of Cdrdenas with news
that the Sonora colonists had been massacred by
Indians. Superstition also had its influence on his

weakened mind ; for a necromancer in Spain had long

ago predicted for him a brilliant career in a distant

land, to be terminated by a fall that would cause his

death. The prevailing discontent among officers and
men tended greatly to increase the leader's despon-

dency and his desire to return that he might die near

his wife and children.^* The soldiers at last presented,

or were induced to present, a petition for return; it

was decided in a council of officers to grant the peti-

tion, abandoning further attemps at conquest; and
the corresponding orders were issued; some of the

gentlemen officers opposed this resolution, and others

soon repented of their vote ; but apparently a majority,

including the general, though willing to shirk respon-

sibility, were not really desirous of remaining; and
notwithstanding the alleged protests of many, and
their demands to be allowed to continue the enterprise

with a part of the army, Coronado refused to modify
his plans, and even remained in his tent, pretending

to be in worse health than he really was, in order to

escape the importunities of his associates.

Fray Juan de Padilla and Padre Luis, a lay brother,

resolved to remain in the country and make an attempt
to convert the natives of Cicuye and Quivira. An
escort was furnished as far as Cicuye, where Padre
Luis remained; while Fray Juan, accompanied by a
Portuguese named Campo, a negro, a mestizo, and a

few Mexican Indians, pressed on to Quivira. Subse-
quently some sheep were sent to Brother Luis, and
the messengers reported him as saying that he had

"" He had shortly before married a daughter of the treasurer, Alonso de
Eitrada. Mendoza's letter of '37 in Florida, Col. Doc, i. 128-9; Beriial Diaz,
Hist. Conq. Mex., 235.
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been well received by the masses, though the old men
hated him, and would probably bring about his death.
After the departure of the army nothing was ever
known respecting the fate of this pioneer missionary
of Pecos. But the Portuguese, with some of his

companions, is said to have found his way later by the
gulf coast to Mexico, bringing the report that Padilla
had received the crown of martyrdom at the hands of
the Quivirans, who killed him because he insisted on
going to attempt the conversion of a hostile tribe.

This is substantially the version of Castaneda; but
there are several others ; and respecting the number,
names, and nationality of the padres and their attend-

ants, the place and manner of their death, or the cir-

cumstances of their escape, hardly two writers agree.

This shows that little was really known on the sub-

ject.^

" JaramiDo, 316-17, says that he left with P. Lnis de Escalona a dave boy
named Cristobal; also that several Indians, one of them a Tarascan named
Andres, and two negroes, one named Sebastian belonging to J. and another
the Blave of Melchor Perez, remained behind; also that P. Padilla took to
Qnivira a Portuguese, a negro who was a kind of subordinate friar, a mestizo,
and 2 Ind. of Zapotlan, all dressed as friars, taking also sheep, mules, and a
horsa. After Padilla weis killed, the Portuguese and Sebastian the Indian (?)

escaped to Piuuco. J. suggests that Sebastian might give useful information
about the route to Q. from the east. Torquemada, Mona/rq. Ind., iii. 610-12,
tells us that Padilla was an Andalusian who had been guardian at Tulancingo
and Zapotlan. He was one of 5 friars who went with Corouado, another
being Fr. Juan de la Cruz, and the two remaining in the far north with Andres
del Campo, the Portuguese, and 2 Ind. of Michoacan. P. went with the 3 at-

tendants in quest of new tribes to convert. Seeing that he was to be killed

he sent the Portuguese away; and the two lud. , Liioas and Sebastian, managed
by the aid of miracles to escape, though the latter soon died. Fr. Juan de la

Cruz remained at Tiguex, and nothing was ever known of his fate. Same
version in Mendieta, Hist. Edes., 742-5, and Vetancurt, Menologio, 121-2.

Gomara, liist. Ind., 274, calls Padilla's companion Fr. Francisco (or prob.

Franciscan), and there were 12 Michoacan Ind. Both friars were killed.

Beaumont, Cron. de Midi., iv. 378-86, represents Fr. Marcos de Niza and Fr.

Daniel as having returned with the army, leaving in the N. Fr. Juan de Pa-
dilla, Fr. Luis de Escalona, and the lay brothers Fr. Luis de Ubeda and Fr.

Juan de la Cruz, with the two Michoacan dimadoa, Lticas and Sebastian, be-

sides some other Ind. and the Portuguese and negro (who later became a friar

in Mich. ). It is stated that Padilla and Cruz were killed, and implied that

the others were also; but the Portuguese and 2 Mich, donados crossed the

Missouri and reached P^uco, and later Mich. Herrera, dec. vi. lib. ix. cap.

12, seems to follow Jaramillo. Mota Padilla, Hist. Conq. 21. Gal., 167-9,

gives about the same version as Beaumont, but does not name Escalona; and
he adds that Fr. Juan de la Cruz and Fr. Luis de Ubeda remained at Coquite

(Cicnye ?), while Padilla went to Quivira and was killed. Cruz was shot soon,

but Ubeda lived in a hut and did good deeds, and nothing was known of his

death. 'The first martyrs of the ohvirch in the U. S.' De Courcey'a Cath. Ch.,

14.
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The return march of Coronado's array was begun in

April 1542. All natives of Tiguex and other provinces

of the north who had been enslaved were now released,

for fear that if they were carried to Mexico their fate

would be avenged on the friars who remained; but a
number of Mexican Indians, besides those who went
with the missionaries to Cicuye and Qaivira, remained
at Cibola, where they were found, as we shall see,

many years later. Between Tiguex and Cibola over
thirty horses died, though apparently in good condi-

tion. It should be noted that from horses left in the

country during this expedition may have originated

the immense droves that in later times ranged the

plains northward, though I have found no positive

evidence of so early an origin ; also that sheep were
introduced by Coronado. The march from Cibola

south-eastward was uneventful. At Chichilticale, on
the Gila, they met Captain Gallegos with reenforce-

ments and supplies. The members of this party were
greatly disappointed at meeting a retreating army,
instead of joining the conquerors in the enjoyment of

Quiviran spoils. The gentlemen officers thus reen-

forced renewed their efforts for a renewal of the con-

quest, or at least for a halt until the viceroy could be
consulted; but the soldiers would listen to nothing of

the kind. Gallegos' men and others were insubordi-

nate, but Coronado had lost all control, his authority

both as general and governor being disregarded. INIost

of the force disbanded at Culiacan in June; and Coro-
nado finally reached Mexico with barely 100 men.
Though at first coldly received by Mendoza, he gave
explanations which were satisfactory, was honorably
relieved of his command, and as soon as his health

was restored resumed his duties as governor of Nueva
'Galicia.

Thus ended the grandest exploring expedition of

the period, in which the Spani?rds learned in a sense

all that was to be known of Arizona and New Mexico,
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tiliough tliey did not find the wonders they had sought,

and though they neither remembered nor made any
use of their discoveries. The great Mixton revolt

prevented any immediate resumption of northern
enterprises, which, however, would very likely not

have been prosecuted in any event. Castafieda, writ-

ing twenty years later, expresses the opinion that in

order to find any of the great things believed to be
connected in some way with the Indies, they should

have directed their course to the north-west instead

of the north-east; and he suggests that Quivira and

tlie adjoining regions might be reached by a better

route through the interior, or from the gulf coast,

with aid of the guides who had escaped in that

direction after the friar's death.

The narratives of Coronado's expedition we have
found remarkably accurate in a general sense, and

quite as satisfactory as any records except an original

detailed diary with maps could be expected to be.

The general route has been easily traced, and several

principal points on the journey have been identified

with reasonable accuracy. There is a notable absence

of exaggeration and mystery ; indeed, the country, its

people and its towns, are represented as they actually

existed. Yet it is no less remarkable, after making

allowance for the stories scattered broadcast in Mex-
ico and Spain by the returning soldiers of Coronado's

army, how little effect this exploration had on geo-

graphical knowledge. For two centuries, though

the narratives were extant and occasionally repeated

with approximate accuracy, and though now and then

an official report showed a fair knowledge of the facts

in certain circles, no map within my knowledge—ex-

cept Padre Kino's and a few others on the regions of

Pimen'a Alta up to the Gila—throws any light on

the geography of Arizona and New Mexico, or makes

any considerable approach to the general cartographic

results that might have been reached by a fairly in-

telligent use of the Coronado narratives alone.
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The historian Gomara before 1554 represented!

Coronado as having reached the coast, where he
saw sliips from Cathay with decorations in gold and
silver; thus laying the foundation for endless confu-

sion.^ Espejo, visiting New Mexico in 1582, as will

be related in the next chapter, while he found traces

of Coronado's visit, had no definite idea of that officer's

explorations. Benavides, writing in 1630, though cus-

todian ofthe Franciscans in New Mexico for years, giv-

ing a good account of the country, and even describing

Coronado's journey, seems not to have had the slight-

est idea that New Mexico had been the region ex-

plored. ^^ Mota Padilla about 1740 gravely tells us

that if Coronado had gone farther north and some-
what westwardly he would probably have discovered

what is now New Mexico.^" Many more accounts

might be cited of similiar nature, with others much
more and much less inaccurate ; and I may add that

most modern writers—that is, those who allude in a
general way without special investigation to this ex-

pedition—have evidently regarded it as mysterious
in most of its geographic phases, and have had a vague
idea that almost any place from California across to

Florida may have been visited by Coronado, if indeed

the exploration was not altogether mythical. I think

it time that the mysterious elements of the subject

should be eliminated.

And here I may suggest to the reader a perusal of

the chapters devoted to the Northern Mystery, as

already referred to.^^ There will be found, besides

the curious complication of inaccuracies, exaggera-

tions, and falsehoods, current for two centuries or

more and resting on the expeditions of Niza and
Coronado as well as on others real and fictitious, a
reproduction of many old maps, which, while includ-

•^ Gomara, Hist. Ind., 274.
"° Benavides, Reqveste Semonstraiive, 108-17.
™ Mota Padilla, Gonq. N. Oalicia, 169.
"' See Hist. Northwest Coast, i., chap, i.-iv., this series, especially maps on

p. 49, 54, 65, 68, 82-4, 104, 108, 110, 114, 128, 131.
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ing in a sense the territory now under consideration,
cannot be repeated conveniently here, except one of
1597, which explains itself. On the others will be
seen on the South Sea coast, or on tributaries of the
gulf of California, between latitudes 35° and 45° for
the most part, scattered with but slight regard to any
kind of order, the names, variously spelled, of Seven
Cities, Quivira, Sierra Nevada, Cicuic, Axa, Tiguex,
Cucho, Cibola, Tuchano, Totonteac, Granada, Marata,
Chichuco, Rio Tizon, Laguna de Oro, N"ew Mexico,

Wytflibt-Ptolemy Map of 1597.

Rio del Norte, Rio Bravo, Rio Buena Guia, Moqui,
Ameies, Zuny, and finally after 1700 Santa F^ on a

river flowing into the Mexican gulf Of these, Qui-

vira, Marata, New Mexico, and Granada transformed

into New Granada are made prominent often as prov-

inces, while the province or kingdom of Tolm is added.

At last in 1752-68 the maps of De L'Isle and Jefferys,

with all their absurdities in other parts, give a tolera-

bly accurate idea of Arizona and New Mexico in their
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rivers and other general features, details being largely

and wisely omitted.

While Coronado's was the last of the grand mili-

tary expeditions for half a century, and while for

much longer the far north was left almost exclu-

sively to the theorists, yet toward the north there

was a constant progress in the interior through the

efforts of miners and missionaries in Nueva Galicia

and Nueva Vizcaya, destined in time to cross the line

of our territory. It was forty years before the line

was again passed, unless there may have been one
exception in the expeditions of Francisco de Ibarra

in 1563-5. From a point not very definitelyfixed

tn"TETie~Sferra between Sinaloa and Durango, Ibarra

marched for eight days to a point from which he
saw a large town of several-storied buildings; and
later, having gone to Sinaloa, he says he " went 300
leagues from Chametla, in which entrada he found
large settlements of natives clothed and well provided
with maize and other things for their support; and
they also had many houses of several stories. But
because it was so far from New Spain and the Span-
ish settlements, and because the governor had not
people enough for settlement, and the natives were
hostile, using poisoned arrows, he was obliged to re-

turn." " Beaumont, deriving his information from un-

known sources," as I have written elsewhere,^^ "adds
that Ibarra was accompanied by fifty soldiers, by
Pedro de Tobar"—of Coronado's expedition—"and
by Padre Acebedo and other friars. His course was
to the right of that followed by Coronado and nearer
New Mexico. He reached some great plains adjoin-

ing those of the vacas—the buffalo plains—and there
found an abandoned pueblo whose houses were of sev-

eral stories, which was called Paguemi, and where
there were traces of metals having been smelted. A

^'' See IIM. North Mex. St., i. i05-10; also Ibarra, Jielacioii, 482-3; Vela.tco,

lielacion, 553-61; Beaumont, Cron. J/ieh., v. 538-41. Vargas, iV. Mex. TeMim.,
129 (about 1583), tells us that Ibarra 'revolvid sobre la parte del norte hasta
que did en los Valles de las Vacas.

'
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few days later, as this wiiter seems to say, Ibarra
reached the great city of Pagme, a most beautiful

city adorned with very sumptuous edifices, extending
over three leagues, with houses of three stories, very
grand, with various and extensive plazas, and the
houses surrounded with walls that appear to be of

masonry." This town was also abandoned, and the

people were said to have gone eastward. It is diffi-

cult to determine what reliance should be placed on
Beaumont's narrative; and there appear to be no
grounds for more than the vaguest conjecture as to

what region was thus explored by Ibarra. He may
have visited some of the abandoned pueblos of the

Gila valley; or may, as Beaumont seems to think,

have gone farther to the region of the Moqui towns;

or perhaps he went more to the east and reached the

Casas Grandes of Chihuahua.
There is nothing that can be added to throw new

light' on this subject, and I simply leave the record of

what was possibly a new crossing of the Arizona line.

It is perhaps worthy of notice, however, that in con-

nection with Ibarra's entrada of 1563 the province

of Copala is mentioned, a name that—though here

applied apparently to Topia or an adjoining region

in the sierra—figured later in the mythic northern

geography; and especially that on his return Gov-
ernor Ibarra boasted that he had discovered a 'new
Mexico ' as well as a new Vizcaya. It is not unlikely

that from this circumstance the name New Mexico

came to be applied in later years to a country that

Don Francisco had probably never seen. Another

noteworthy circumstance in this connection was the

discovery in 1568 by a party of mining prospectors

from Mazapil, in northern Zacatecas, of a lake which

was formally named Laguna del Nuevo Mexico. This

lake was apparently one of those in the modern Coa-

huila, but the tendency to find a ' new Mexico ' in the

north is noticeable.
^^

'** Testimonio del descuh. y posesion de la Laguna del Ntievo Mexico, hediopor

Fran. Cano, ten. de alcalde rnayor de las Minos de Mascipil en la Nueva OaUcia,

in Padieco, Doc, xix. 535.
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ENTBADAS OF RODRIGUEZ AND ESPEJO.

1581-1583.

The Franciscans in Nueva Vizcaya—Fray Agtjstin Rodriguez—Province

OF San Felipe—Details op Wandering,'?—ChamusCado's Return—
Testimony in Mexico—Bibliography of the Entrada—The Friars

Killed—Antonio Espejo and Fray Bernardino Beltran—Up the

Rio del Norte—The Jumanas—Traces of Cabbza de Vaca—^Tke

Pueblos—News of Coronado—Map—To Acoma and Zuni—MoQui

Towns—Silver Mines—Return of Beltran and Part of the Com-

pany— Espejo Visits the Quires, Ubates, and Tanos—Pecos or

CicuiQUE—A Hostile Province—^Down the Rio db Vacas ajd Home
—The Name New Mexico.

Forty years had passed away, and in tliat time the

achievements of Fray Marcos and Francisco Vasquez
had been wellnigh forgotten, or at least had taken

the form of vague and semi-mythic traditions, so min-

gled with baseless geographic conjectures as to retain

but the frailest foundation of historic fact. But in

those years Spanish occupation had gradually -extended

over a broad field northward from Nueva Galicia to

the latitude of southern Chihuahua. Here, in the

region corresponding to the later Allende and Jimenez,

known then by the various names of San Bartolome,

Santa Bdrbara, Santa Bdrbola, and San Gregorio, rich

mines had been discovered, a flourishing settlement

had sprung into existence, the Franciscan friars were

striving with their accustomed zeal, and a small mili-

tary force was maintained for the protection of miners,

missionaries, and a few settlers from the ever-impend-

ing raids of savage tribes of the north and east.^

' For the annals of this region in the 16th and 17th centuries, see HisU

North Mex. States.
(74)
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One of the missionary band stationed at this fron-

tier outpost of the San Bartolom^ valley was Fray
Agustin Rodriguez.* In the wanderings to which
he was called by duty and by his ardent desire for

martyrdom, the good friar came in contact with the

Conchos, who lived on the river so called, and from
them he heard rumors of a superior people dressed in

cotton, whose home was in the north. Padre Agus-
tin chanced to have read Cabeza de Vaca's narrative,

and this gave the new reports additional interest in

his eyes, though he appears to have known nothing of

Coronado's entrada. If, while winning his coveted

crown of martyrdom, he could also achieve the glory

of a new conquista espiritual, so much the better for

himself and his order. Therefore, in November 1580,

he applied to Viceroy Coruha for a license to under-

take the enterprise, apparently visiting Mexico for

that purpose. The king had forbidden new entradas

except with royal license; yet the viceroy took the

liberty of authorizing the organization of a volunteer

escort not exceeding twenty men, who might also

carry along some articles for barter ; the padre pro-

vincial gave the required permission; and the friar re-

turned to San Bartolomd to fit out his party.

Two other Franciscans, padres Juan de Santa Maria
and Francisco Lopez, were assigned by the provincial

to the new field; eight or nine soldiers of the twenty

allowed were induced, in the hope of finding mines, to

volunteer their services, one of the number, Francisco

Sanchez Chamuscado, being made their leader;^ and

from eight to fifteen Indian servants, besides a mes-

tizo named Juan Bautista, were engaged for the trip.

•' In the narrative attached to Bspejo'a relation, more widely circulated

than any other, he is called Agustin Ruiz, and by this name he is known to

modern writers; but the original records to be cited presently leave no doubt

on the matter; and lie is also called Rodriguez by Torquemada, Arlegui, Mota

Padilla, Aparicio, and others. Vargas, in Paclmco, Voc, xv. 131, calls him

Ayamonte.
^ Their names were Pedro Bustamante, Hernan Gallegos, Felipe Escalante,

Hernando Barrundo, and (according to Villagrd) Pedro Sanchez de Chavez,

Juan Sanchez, Herrera, and Fuensalida. There were perhaps 8 men besides

the leader.
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This party, some twenty strong, set out from San
Bartolome on the 6th of June, 1581, and followed the

Rio Concha, or Conchos, down to its junction with a

very large river which they named the Guadalquivir,

really the Rio Grande, or Bravo del Norte. Up this

Eaely Routes to New Mexico.

river they marched for 20 days, or 80 leagues, as they

overestimated the distance, to the first group of pue-

blos, to which province, or rather to the whole region

of the pueblos, they gave the name of San Felipe,
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arriving in August.* This first group was in the
Socorro region, being the same visited by Coronado's
officers. From this point they continued their jour-

ney up the valley, and visited most of the groups on
the main river and its branches. I append an outline

cf their movements/ from which it will be apparent
that the towns visited cannot be accurately identified

from the meagre details of the testimony, the good
faith of which, however, there is no reason to ques-

tion. A pueblo of Puaray was made the centre of

operations, and from later records it is reasonably

clear that this place was in the Tigua province, or

Coronado's Tiguex. Here the friars remained while

the soldiers made all or part of their exploring trips;

and here they were finally left with their Indian
attendants and the mestizo, by Chamuscado and his

men, who set out on their return in December or

*Barrundo and Escalante in their Belacion state that /rom S. Bartolome
they travelled 31 days among tribes of wild Ind., theu 19 days through a
desert, uninhabited country, and on Aug. 15th found an Ind. who told of a
maize-producing people ahead, the pueblos being reached on Aug. 21st; but
there is some confusion, as 31 and 19 d. from June 6th would not be Aug.
15th.

^The statement of B. and E. as cited in note 4 is that the 1st pueblo had
45 houses, and half a league farther were found 5 more towns; and in all the
province for a space of 50 1. there were 61 towns with a pop. of over 130,000.

The following is the narrative of Bustamante and Gallegos : Heard of many
pueblos on both sides of the river; went on up the river, visiting many and
seeing more; reached a province of different language and dress; and still

another with better houses, a good descrip. of the towns being given. (This

may be supposed to have been the Tigua prov., or Coronado's Tiguex.) Then
they left the river, but still went N. one day to a large pueblo of 400 or 500
houses of 4 or 5 stories, which they called Tlascala (possibly Cia) ; and heard
of a large settlement 10 d. farther N. ; but turned back, and from one of the

pueblos previously visited and named Castildavid crossed the river to the

s. (?), and by a. small branch river went to 3 fine pueblos, where they
heard of 1 1 more of a different nation farther up not visited, this valley (not

clear if it was the one with 3 or that with 11) being named Valleviciosa.

Then they went 30 1. in dif. directions in quest of buffalo, finding many, es-

pecially at certain springs and plains which they called Llanos de S. Fran-

cisco y Aguas Zarcas ; saw also a rancherla of wild Ind. with dogs carrying

burdens. Thence they returned to the pueblo (one of the 3), and from that

point went down the river to a pueblo called Puaray, or Puara (near Tiguex).

Here they heard of a valley of Came in the s., which they visited, finding G

pueblos of a dif. nation, hearing also of a valley of Asay, or C^ay, with 5

pueblos and much cotton, but the snow prevented their going farther. Back
at Puaray they went 14 1. across the Sierra Morena to visit some fine salinas,

where they obtained specimens of salt for Mexico, and where they saw and
heard of other, towns. Returning again to Puaray, where the friars had
remained, Chamuscado and his soldiers started back for S. Bartolome.
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January. The natives had been everywhere friendly,

and no trouble was anticipated; or at least there is

no evidence that the missionaries objected to the de-

parture of the escort.

On his return to San Bartolom^, Chaniuscado and
some of his men started for Mexico to report, particu-

larly on some mining prospects they had found in the

far north; but the leader died on the way. In May
1582 the testimony of two of the men was taken before

the viceroy, and this, as supplemented by other evi-

dence a little later, constitutes our best authority on
the expedition of Padre Rodriguez.^ This supple-

mentary investigation was occasioned by rumors that

the friars left in the north had been killed; and Bar-

rundo, one of Chamuscado's men, testified that among
the southern Indians who had voluntarily remained
at Puaray were three named Andres, Francisco, and
Gerdnimo, the latter a servant of the witness. Fran-
cisco had made his appearance at San Bartolomd, and
had stated that Padre Lopez, the guardian or chief of

the friars, had been kiUed by the natives of Puaray,
whereupon the three Indians had taken flight, believ-

^ (Nuem Mexico), Teatimonio dado en Mijico sobre el Descvbrimiento de dos-

cientas legaas adelante de las minas de Santa Bdrbola, gdbernadon de Diego de
Inrra; cuyo descubrimienio se hizo en virtud de cierta licencia que pidid Fr. Agtis-

tln Rodriguez y otros religiosos Franciscanos. AcompafUm reladones de este des-

cubrimienio y ot)-os docttmentos. Anos 1S8S-3. In Pacheco, Doc., xv. 80-150.

First we have the testimony of Bustamante and Gallegos, given May 16th,

the day after their arrival, pp. 80-95; 2d, testimony of Hem. Barrxmdo, taken
Oct. 20th, pp. 95-7; 3d, report of the viceroy to king, Nov. 1st, with other
corresp. of later date, pp. 97-101; ith, Espejo, Selacion, as noted elsewhere,
including a brief preliminary account of Rodriguez' trip, pp. 101-26; 5th, an
undated resume of the N. Mex. expeditions, including those of Rodriguez and
Espejo, by Francisco Diaz de Vargas, pp. 126-37; 6th, views of Rodrigo Rio
de Losa on the preparations necessary for a new entrada, resulting in that of

Espejo, pp. 137-46; 7th (Escalante and Bamindo), Selacion Breve y verdadera
del descubrimienio del Nuevo Mexico, a statement by two of Chamuscado's men,
made after the return of part of Bspejo's force, pp. 146-50. (Also given in
Cartas de Indias, 230-3.) A repetition of Espejo's relation follows in another
expediente. For other authorities, see the following note.

All the witnesses speak of the discovery of mines, and E. and B., Rel, 149,

give the following details: ' Asl mismo descubrimos en la dicha tierra once
descubrimientos de minas con vetas muy poderosas, todas ellas de metales de
plata, que de los tres dellos se truxo el metal i, esta ciudad, y se di6 a Su
Exceiencia; el lo maudd ensayar al ensayador de la casa de la moneda, el cual

los ensayd y les hall<5, al un metal dellos i, la mitad de plata; al otro hallo &
veinte marcoa por quintal, y al otro ciaco marcos.

'
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ing. from the tumult they heard that Rodriguez and
Santa Marfa were also killed. Andrds was killed on
the return, but Ger6nimo was found in the Zacatecas
mines, and confirmed what Francisco had said, coming
to Mexico with the witness, but subsequently disap-
pearing. This may be regarded as practically all that
was ever known respecting the circumstances of the
friars' death. It would appear, however, that Santa
Marfa was the first to die instead of Lopez, and that
he was killed at some distance from Puaray, where
the others met their fate. Some variations of the
story, possibly resting to a slight extent on additional
information, are appended.

'^

'Eapejo, Rd., 164, 175-7 (112-15), represents Sta Maria as the first victim
at a distance from Puaray, and even states that he was killed before Chamus-
cado's departure; but this last would seem unlikely, since it would involve
the witnesses in direct falsehood. E. may have confounded 0. 's return with
that of the 3 Indians a little later. In Hakluyt's Voy., iii. 383, 389-90, is

given a version of Rodriguez' (called Ruiz, as already noted) expedition with
that of Espejo, in Span, and Engl., taken from Gonzalez de Mendoza's Hist.
CUna, ed. of Madrid, 1586, which I have not seen. Laet, Nmus OrUs, 309,
took the account from the ed. of 1589. I have the Ital ed. of '86 and the
Span, of '96, neither of which contains this matter. Neither does Brunei or
any other bibliographer that I have consulted note any such dififereuce in edi-
tions; though of course I do not doubt that such a curious difference exists.

This version is the one followed by most modern writers, as Whipple, in Pac.
R. R. Repts, iii. 113-15. It is given substantially in Montanua, N. Weereld,
215-16; and Dapper, iV". Welt, 242-3; Ogilby's Amer., 292-5; Holmes' Annals
o/Amer., i. 95.

P. Zarate de Salmeron, Relaciones, 9-10, and P. Niel, Apunt., 87-8, fol-

lowed by Davis, Span. Conq., 234^9, Prince, Hist. SL, 149-52, and others,
teU us that at Puara (located by Davis 8 miles above Alburquerque) the
soldiers refused to go on, and in spite of the friars' persuasions abandoned
them and returned to the south. The padres went on to Galisteo, of the
Tanos nation, where P. Sta Maria volunteered to go on to Mexico for a mis-

sionary reenforcement, while the others returned to Puara. Sta Maria
crossed the Sandia Mts, and on the 3d day at S. Pablo (S. Pedro ace. to Niel,

perhaps S. Pedro y S. Pablo), of the Teguas (Tiguas) nation, when he stopped
to rest under a tree, the natives killed him and burned his remains. After a
season of spiritual prosperity at Puara, P. Lopez, while engaged in his devo-

tions about a league from the pueblo, was killed by an Ind., and his body
was brought for burial to the town. P. Ruiz (Rodriguez) was now alone, but
even the protection of the Tigua chief, who removed him to Santiago a league

and a half up the river, could not save his life; and his dead body was soon

thrown into the river. The remains of Lopez were disinterred in 1614, and
reburied in the church at Sandia. Of course the statements of Salmeron and
Niel command respect, even though the source of their information is not

definitely known. Davis seems to have translated Salmeron's text—which on

p. 278 he says he was unable to find—without knowing it, having probably

seen a MS. copy which he may have mistaken for an original doc. in the

archives.

Torquemada's version, Monarq. Ind., iii. 459, 626-8, is similar to that just
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It seemed to the viceroy and his advisers in Mex-
ico altogether proper and even necessary that some-

thing should be done, not only to ascertain the fate of

the two friars, and succor them if still alive, but to

investigate the truth of Chamuscado's reports respect-

ing silver mines, and the general desirability of the

northern province for Spanish occupation. But long

before the red-tape processes in vogue at the capital

could be concluded, the expediente completed, the

king consulted, and any practical result reached, a

new expedition was planned and carried out indepen-

dently of the national authorities.

The Franciscans of Nueva Vizcaya were naturally

much troubled about the fate of Padre Rodriguez and
his companion, after the return of their native attend-

ants with reports that one of the three friars had been
killed; and Padre Bernardino Beltran was eager to

represent his order in a new entrada. "Hnn Anfonm
Espejo, a rich citizen of Mexico who chanced to be
sojournhrg temporarily at the Santa Bdrbara mines,

and who had a taste for adventure, was willing to pay
the expenses of the expedition, and serve as com-
mander. There was no time to consult the viceroy,

but the alcalde mayor of Cuatro Cienegas took it upon

noticed. He gives some biographic matter about the three martyrs. Rodi-
guez was a lay friar, a native of Niebla in Spain, "who had penetrated some
distance northward before he went to Mex. to get a license for the expedition.
Lopez was an Andalusian, and superior of the band. Sta Maria was a Cata-
lan, versed in astrology, which peculiarity led him to try a new route of re-

turn. The friars went on 150 1. after the soldiers left them, to N. Mex.—so
named by this party. His meaning is perhaps that the escort turned back
somewhere in the El Paso region, and did not reach the pueblos. This author
is followed literally or in substance by Yetancur, Cror , 95; fd., Menologio,
57-8, 130; Mendieta, Hist. Edes., 7o2-5; and Fernandez, Hilt. Edes., 57-8.
Arlegui, Chron. de Znc, 227-32, gives a similar version, but tells ns that the
soldiers turned back at S. Bartolome, and the friars kept on to a spring called
Sta Maria de las Canetas {in northern Chihuahua), where two were killed,

after the other had started to return, by a tribe hostile to the one with whom
they worked. Aparicio. ConoeidoK, 281, makes the date 1551, and the distance
to the Tiguas 400 1. Mota Padilla, Conq. X. Gal., 107-9, tells us they went
beyond the Tiguas and were killed in the prov. of Marata! Alegre, Hist.
C'omp. Jesus, i. 32G-7, seems to have no idea that they went so far north as
N. Mex. Alcedo, Vice, iii. 183-4, implies that Ruiz accompanied Espejo.
Villagra, Hint. N. Mex., 35, gives a poetical version, and, as we have seen,
names the members of Chamuscado's party. See also Calle, Notiaas, 101-2:
Salc.zar, Moimiyuia de EspaAa, ii. 258-9; Frejes, Hist. Breve, 145; Pino, iV.

Mex., 5; St Frauds' Life, 575.
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himself to issue the needed license and commission;
fourteen soldiers volunteered for the service;^ a num-
ber of native servants were obtained ; Espejo fitted

out the party with the necessary arras and supplies,

including 115 horses and mules; and the start was
made from San Bartolom^ on the 10th of November,
1582. The route as before was down the Rio Conchos
to the junction of the Bravo, a distance of 59 leagues,

accomplished in fifteen days, as is somewhat vaguely
indicated in the narrative.* On the way Espejo found

^The soldiers were Juan Lopez de Ibarra, Diego Perez de Lujan, Gaspar
de Lujan, Cristobal Sanchez, Gregorio Hernandez, Juan Hernandez, Miguel
Sanchez Valenciauo, with wife and two sons, LAzaro Sanchez and Miguel San-
chez Nevado, Pedro Hernandez de Almansa, Francisco Barreto (Barrero or
Barroto), Bernardo de Luna (or Cuna), Juan de Frias, and Alonso Miranda.
The Hakluyt version does not give the force. Aparicio says there were 100
horsemen. Vargas, 131-2, says there were 17 men and a woman; and he
names the padre Pedro de Heredia. Espejo, himself, in one letter, Expediente,
151, says he had 15 men. Arlegui and Mota Padilla tell us there were two
friars, the latter naming the 2d Juan de la Cruz.

' Espejo, Melacion del Viage que yo A ntoiiio Espejo, dudadano de la ciudad de
Mexico, Tiatural de la ciudad de Cdrdoba, kize con catorce soldados y un religioso

de la orden de San Francisco, d las provincias y poblaciones de la Nueva Mexico,
d quien piise por nombre la Nueva Andalucia, d contemplacion de mi patria, en

Jin del ano 1582, iu N. Mex. Testim., 101-26; repeated with a few verbal
variations on pp. 163 et seq. of the same vol. Paclteco, Doc., xv. This is of

course the best authority for the expedition, being written at S. Bartolome in

Get. 1583, just after the author's return. There are also some items of infor-

mation in Espejo's letters and other doc., in the JV. Mex. Testim., and Espejo,

Expediente, in the same vol.

The best known authority, and indeed iu substance the only one consulted
by modern writers, is that in Hakluyt's Voy. , iii. 383-96, in Spanish and Eng-
lish, under the following title: El Viaie que hizo Antonio de Espeio en el anno de

ochenta y ires; el qual con sus companneros desubrieron vna tierra en que luillaron

quinne Profuincias todas llenas de pueblos, y de casas de quatro y cinco altos, d
quien pusieron por nombre El nueuo Mexico, por parecerse en mv^has cosas al viejo,

etc., taken from Gonzalez Mendoza's Hist. China, as mentioned in note 7 of

this chap. This narrative, written in the third person, is iu parts identical

with the Relacum, but in other parts dififers widely; and it does not appear on
what the variations rest. The original Pelacion clears up some of the difficul-

ties found in connection with the Viaje, but also creates some new ones. I

shall follow the former, but indicate the principal variations in my notes.

Salmeron, lieladones, 11, Niel, Apuntadones, 88, and VillagrS, Hist. Jf.

Mex., 35, barely mention Espejo's entrada; Davis, Span. Conq., 240-61, fol-

lows mainly Hakluyt's translation, introducing a few verbal and other changes

from a source not mentioned, some of them being evidently errors; and noth-

ing is added to the Hakluyt version by any of the following: Torquemada,

Monarq. Ind., iii. 359; Mendieta, Hist. Ecles., 400-1; Descrip. de America,

113-16; Morelli, Fast. Nov. Orbis, 28; Purchas his Pilgrimes, iv. 1561-2; Ale-

gre. Hist. Comp. J., i. 327; Oalle, Noticias, 102; Aparicio, Conventos, 281-2;

Mota Padilla, Conq. JV. Gal, 167-9; Laet, Nov. Orbis, 309-14; Montanus, N.
Weereld, 243-6; Gotffriedt, N. Welt, 561-5; Otermin, in N. Mex. Doc, ii. 1135-

43; Prince's Hist. St, 153-60; Whipple, in Pac. R. B. Pepts, iii. 113-15;

Brackenridge's Early Discov., 17-21; Ariz. Hist. (Elliott), 43: Hinton's Hand-
book, 387-8.

Hist. Ariz, and N. Mex. 6
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silver prospects, and passed through the country of

the Conchos, Pazaguates, and Tobosos successively,

all being friendly, though the Tobosos—in later years

rivalling the Apaches in their savage raids—at first

fled, because, as they said, they had formerly been ill

treated by a party of Spaniards.

About the junction of the rivers, and extending

twelve days' journey up the Rio Grande, were the

Jumanas—the name being written also Jumanos and

Humanos—or Patarabueyes, who like the Tobosos

were hostile at first, attacking the camp at night, kill-

ing a few horses, and fleeing to the mountains; but

like the rest they finally listened to explanations, gave

and took gifts, furnished guides and escorts, and be-

came altogether friendly. These Jumanas in several

respects were superior to the southern tribes, and
especially in their buildings, many of which were flat-

roofed, and probably built of stone or adobes,^" being

doubtless Cabeza de Vaca's "fixed dwellings of civili-

zation;" for indeed, these natives had a smattering of

Christianity, obtained, as they explained, from "three

christians and a negro" who had passed that way in

former years.^^

From the Jumana province, which must have ter-

minated I think some distance below the modern
boundary of New Mexico, the Spaniards went on up
the river, but nothing definite is recorded of time or

distance. Two populous provinces of inferior but
friendly natives were traversed, eight days' journey

apart, about which little could be learned for want of

an interpreter, not even the names of these nations. In
the first the people had some cotton cloth and feather-

work, which they were understood to have obtained

by bartering buffalo and deer skins with a western

'"
' Casas de Azotea, bajas y con buena traza de pueblos. ' The Hakluyt ver-

sion has it de calicanto, that is, of masonry, but this is not in the original.

Many of the dwellings, however, were mere straw huts. There were 5
towns and 10,000 inhabitants.

" See p. 18 of this vol. This is almost positive proof that Cabeza de Vaea
4iid not enter N. Mex.
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people; and they also on being shown samples of silver
indicated that plenty of that metal could be found five
days westward. In the second province, where the
rancherias were near lagoons on both sides of the Rio
del Norte—so called here probably for the first time

—

was found a Concho who told of a large lake fifteen
days westward, on the borders of which were many
towns of houses several stories high.^^ He offered
to guide the Spaniards thither, but their duty called
them to the north.

Still up the valley of the Rio Grande, through for-

ests of mezquite, pine, cottonwood, and other trees,

journeyed Espejo's company for fifteen days, or 80
leagues, without meeting any inhabitants ; and then,
twelve leagues beyond a rancheria of straw huts, they
reached the first group, or province, of the pueblos,
where the houses were from two to four stories high,
and where ten towns were visited on both banks of
the river in two days' journey, and apparently others
were seen in the distance, all containing a population
of some 12,000 friendly natives, whose manners and
customs are described with tolerable accuracy. This
southernmost group must be identified with those
visited by Coronado and Rodriguez, beginning appar-
ently in the region of latitude 34°, and certainly be-

tween Fra Crist6bal and the mouth of the Puerco.^^

Half a league beyond the limits of this first district

they entered another, that of the Tiguas, or Coro-
nado's Tiguex, and soon came to the pueblo of Puara

—

also written Puala, Pualas, and Poala—near the site of

the modern Bernalillo, as we have seen, and one of 16

towns constituting the province. It was at Puara, as

^' It is idle to speculate on the possible meaning of these reports. There
was no such lake with its towns, unless possibly the reference was to Laguna
and its adjoining group in the u. w.—which group almost certainly was not
in existence at that time.

'* Davis and Prince •fcink it was in the region of Isleta; and indeed, the two
days' journey from Socorro might well include Isleta, or Coronado's Tutahaco.
In the N. Mex., Traslcido de Pos, 116, the southernmost pueblo is named Tre-

naquil. The 4 days spent in this prov. may or may not have included the two
days mentioned as the extent of the prov.
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was now definitely ascertained, that padres Rodriguez

and Lopez with their attendants had been killed;^* and
the natives, fearing that vengeance was Espejo's object,

fled to the mountains, and nothing could induce them to

return ; but fortunately they left in the towns—or pos-

sibly the town, for it is not quite clear that any but

Puara was abandoned—a plentiful store of food/^ Not
only was information here obtained about the friars,

but, writes Espejo, "we found very truthful statements

that Francisco Vasquez Coronado was in this province,

and that they killed here nine of his soldiers and forty

horses, and that for that reason he had destroyed a

pueblo of the province ; and of this the natives of these

pueblos gave us an account." This clear statement,

omitted in the Hakluyt version of the narrative hith-

erto followed, would have saved Gallatin, Davis, and
others from the error of locating Coronado's Tiguex
on the Rio Puerco.

The main object of the entrada had now been ac-

complished, and the return was talked of; but it

seemed to the leader that as there were reports of

other friendly provinces farther on, especially in the

east and not far off, the opportunity was good to do
his Majesty good service at comparatively slight cost

by additional exploration ; and this view, being dis-

cussed in council at Puara, was approved by Padre
Beltran and the rest. Accordingly, with two com-
panions, the captain went in two days eastward to a

province of tlie Maguas, or Magrias, on the borders

of the buffalo plains, where he found eleven pueblos

of some 40,000 inhabitants, and where, as he learned.

Padre Santa Maria had been killed. It was a country

of pine woods, without running streams, and with

good indications of metals in the mountains on the

'* There is nothing to show that the remains were found eis Davis states.

'^Salmeron, Hel, 11, says the town was sacked by Espejo ia vengeance;
Niel, Apunt., 88, that the guilty ones were brought to justice; and Arlegui,
Cron. Zac, 221, that several thousand Ind. were killed; but nothing of this is

in the original, and it is improbable, considering E. 's small force and his am-
bitious views for the future. Yet it is stated by Zaldlvar, in N. Mex.
Memorial, that E. on his return burned Puara and garroted 16 Ind.
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•way/"

Norte.

Thence he returned to Puara on the Rio del

The next move, and of the whole company, was one
day's journey of about six leagues up the river to the
province of the Quires, or Coronado's Quirix, with

EsPEJO IN New Mexico.

its five pueblos, and 15,000 people, where the stran-

gers were given a most friendly reception, and where
observations showed a latitude of 37° 30', at least two
degrees too far north. Then they went two days, or

i^In Espejo, Exped., 156, theprov. of Magriaa is said to adjoin that of the

Tiguaa on the n. e. Thus it would seem to have been in the Galisteo region

though I know of no ruins to indicate so large a prov., and some other difficul-

ties will appear in connection with later wanderings. Davis and Prince, mis-

led probably by the word cibola ('esta provincia oonfiua con las vacas que
Uaman de Civola') or ' buffalo, ' represent this exped. as having been directed to

the west.
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fiome 14 leagues, to a province of the Punames—also

written Pumames and Cunames—with five towns,

the capital being Sia, or Siay, of eight plazas, and

houses plastered and painted. This pueblo was on a

small tributary of the Rio Grande flowing from the

north; but clearly the distance is much exaggerated

if it is to be in any way identified with the Cia of

modern times.^^ The next province, six leagues to

the north-west, and doubtless up the branch river, was
that of the Emexes—Emeges or Amejes—clearly

that of Jemes, with seven pueblos and some 30,000

souls, one of the towns, a large one in the mountains,

not being visited. From Jemes Espejo gives hia

course as to the west for 15 leagues—really over 20

leagues south-west—to Acoma, on a penol 50 yards

high, accessible only by steps cut in the solid rock.

Its population was estimated at over 6,000.^* The
next stage of the journey was four days, or 24 leagues,

westward to Zuhi, or Cibola," with its six pueblos,

and over 20,000 people.

At Zuni the Spaniards found, not only crosses

standing near the towns, but three christian Indians

still living, who had come with Coronado 40 years

before. These were Andres, Gaspar, and Anton,
natives of Culiacan, Mexico, and Guadalajara, respect-

" There were over 20,000 inhab. in the province; mines were reported ia

the sierra, and even rich ores were shown. In the Hakluyt version the
pueblo is called Cia. There can be no doubt of the general identity of this

region with the valley of Cia and Jemes, though besides Espejo's careless

distances, both pueblo sites have probably been changed in later times.
'* Ace. to N. Mex. , Memorial, 206-7, crosses were found here as at other

points in the west. Espejo tells us that the Acomans had their cultivated and
irrigated fields 2 1. from the penol, where the stream was dammed. The
mountain tribes are numerous and warlike; they are called Querechos (the

name, it will be noted, that Coronado applies to a nation on the eastern plains),

and work for the pueblo, besides bringing salt, game, and skins to trade for

Cotton and other articles. It is noticeable that Espejo elsewhere, Expediente,

157, puts Acoma N. w. of Quires. Here, as in other earlier narratives, it

would be more convenient to locate Acoma farther north than the penol
pueblo of later years.

'^ The Hakluyt version has it, ' que se nombra en lengua de los naturales
Zuny, y la Uaman los Espanuoles Cibola;' but the original reads, ' que la pro-
vincia Uaman Zuni, y por otro nombre Cibola,' or in the other copy, 'y le

Uaman Ame (or Ami) y por otro nombre Cibola. ' One of the 6 pueblos is called

Aquico, p. lis.
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ively; and they told of the explorations in the west
made by Coronado's captains, Don Pedro de Tobar
being named. What was still more interesting, they
asserted that 60 days' journey in the west, far beyond
where Coronado's men had been forced to turn back
for want of water, there was a great lake with many
settlements on its banks, where- the people had gold
in abundance, wearing that metal in the form of
bracelets and ear-rings. This fabulous lake, as we
have seen, was destined to play an important r61e in

annals of the Northern Mystery. Here at Zuni,
Padre Beltran and four or five of the soldiers an-
nounced their desire to return to Nueva Vizcaya,
believing it useless to search for gold and silver where
Coronado had failed to find them, and also that their

force was too small for a further advance. These
men were accordingly left at Zuni with permission to

return ; but the leader resolved to visit another prov-
ince reported to be not far distant.

With nine soldiers, the three Mexican Indians, and
150 friendly Cibolans, Espejo marched westward from
Zuni, and in a journey of four days, or 28 leagues,

reached the province of Mohoce, or Mohace, with five

large pueblos and over 50,000 inhabitants. One of

the towns was Aguato, or Zaguato.^" There can be
little doubt that the Mohoce province was identical

with the Moqui towns. The people, though they
sent messengers to warn the strangers not to approach
on pain of death, were easily convinced of the visitor's

friendly intentions, and gave them a most enthusias-

tic welcome, loading them with cotton manias and
food, besides delighting their ears with confirmation

of the tales respecting wealth in the far west. The
horses inspired more fear than the men, and Espejo

humored the terror of the natives by admitting the

animals' ferocity, thus inducing the chief to build a

2° The name Mohoce, suggestive of Moqui, is not given in the Hakluyt
version, only the pueblo Zagnato being named. In the later N. Mex., Memo-
rial, 206-7, the following pueblos, in connection with E.'s trip, are named
as being apparently in the western region: Deziaquabos, Gaspe, Comupavi,
Majanani, and Olalla.
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kind of stone fort to hold the monsters—a fort which,

in case of trouble, might be useful to the small Span-
ish force. Hakluyt notes this as "a witty policie to

be used by the English in like cases." Here they
remained six days, visiting all the pueblos, and be-

coming so firmly convinced of the natives' friendship

that the leader left in the province five of his men to

return to Zuni with the luggage.

With four of his soldiers and some Moqui guides,

Espejo set out to find rich mines reported in the west;

and after a journey of 45 leagues over a mountainous
country he found the mines, and with his own hands
obtained rich samples of silver ore. On the streams

he found large quantities of wild grapes, walnut-trees,

flax, magueyes, and Indian figs. Several settlements

of mountain tribes were visited, where the people

raised maize and were uniformly friendly. These
natives also told of a great river beyond the moun-
tains—clearly the Colorado; and drew liberally on
their imagination for the additional information that

the river was eight leagues wide, with great towns on
its banks, in comparison with which towns all the other
provinces were nothing. The river flowed into the
north sea, and the natives used canoes to cross it.

Prom the mines the explorers returned by a more
direct route of 60 leagues to Zuni. It will be remem-
bered that Coronado had reached the Colorado by a
westerly or north-westwardly course from Moqui; and
it is probable that Espejo's route was rather to the
south-west, as he only heard of the great river beyoad
the mountains. Taking his distances of 45 leagues

from Moqui and 60 leagues from Zuni, we might
locate his mine in the region of Bill Williams Moun-
tain 40 or 50 miles north of Prescott. The record
hardly justifies any more definite location.^^

'"The Hakluyt version speaks more definitely of 'dos rios razonables,' on
the banks of which was found flax, etc. One of these streams was doubtless
the Colorado Chiquito, sometimes called Rio de Lino from the flax. Davis
on his map locates the mines in about lat. 36°, long. 112°, or considerably far-

ther north than the site I have indicated; but between the two I venture no
positive opinion, the data being too meagre. The origin of Davis' name
Tubiraua, applied to the western tribes, I do not know.
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Back at Zuni Espejo found not only the five men
he had left at Moqui, but Padre Beltran and his com-
panions, who had not yet started on their return, but
soon did so, by the same route, perhaps, that they had
come, or more likely crossing directly from Acoma
south-eastward to the Rio Grande, and thence down
the river. ^^ The commander with his eight remaining
companions, with a view of making further explora-

tions up the Rio del Norte, marched in ten days, or
about 60 leagues, to the Quires province,^^ and thence
eastward in two days, or 12 leagues, to the province

of the Ubates, or Hubates, with some 20,000 people

in five pueblos. From this province, having spent
two days in visiting some mines, they went in one
day to the province of Tamos with its three large

pueblos and 40,000 inhabitants. One of these pueblos
was Cicuique, that is, Pecos, situated half a league

from the Rio de las Vacas. I think it most likely

that Espejo on quitting the Quires went up the river

as he had intended—north-east instead of east, as his

relation has it—and that the Ubates were the Tehua
pueblos north of Santa Pe. The name Tamos, or

Tanos, as applied to pueblos in the Galisteo region,

was well known in later years; and Pecos is clearly

indicated by Espejo as one of the three towns, though
we are left in doubt as to the other two, as we were
before respecting the province of Maguas between
this group and the Tiguas.^*

^^In the statement of Escalante and Barruudo in N. Mex. Testim., 148-9,

made before Bspejo's return, but at a date not given, allusion is made to the

return of Beltran, leaving E. in the north. B. 's report, if he made any, I have

not found. The returning party at first consisted of Miguel Sanchez and his

two sons, G-reg. Hernandez, Oris. Sanchez, and Frias, or 6 in all, leaving Es-

pejo 9 for the Moqui trip; later, on E.'s return, the alferez Gregorio Hernan-
dez, or Fernandez, is said to have joined Beltran 's party, leaving E. 8 men.

There is some confusion in these names and numbers.
'''' Not ' towards ' the Quires, as in the Hakluyt version.

2*Bandelier, Bht. Introd., 116, thinks there can be no doubt that Pecos

was one of the Ubates towns; but he seems not to have noticed Espejo's

direct statement, or the name Cicuique, not ocourriug in the Hakluyt ver-

sion. In the A". Mex. Ytinerario, 258, it is positively stated that Pecos was

ideatical with Espejo's Tamos. 1 here can be no foundation for Davis' iden-

tification of Tamos and Taos on his map.
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The Tanos, unlike the other nations visited, were
not friendly to the Spaniards, refusing admission to

their towns and furnishing no food. It was therefore

deemed unwise to remain longer in the country with

so small a company, some of the soldiers being also

ill. It was now July 1583. A Pecos Indian was
employed to show a shorter route for departure than

that by which they had entered the country. In half

a league they reached the Rio de las Vacas, or Cow
River, later known as the Pecos; and down this

river, seeing many buffaloes in the first part of the

journey, they travelled 120 leagues, eastward as the

narrative has it—but Espejo's directions are often

inaccurate—until they found three natives of the

Jumana nation, who directed them across to the Rio
Concho in 12 days, or some 40 leagues. Thence
Espejo went to San Bartolome, where he arrived on
the 20th of September, and where he dated his report

at the end of October. Padre Beltran and his party

had arrived long before, and had gone to Duraugo.
A map accompanied Espejo's report, but is not known
to be extant.

Thus Espejo, a private citizen, accompanied by only

a friar and fourteen soldiers, peacefully wandering
from province to province, had accomplished substan-

tially as great results as had Coronado with his grand
army, his winter's warfare on the Rio Grande, and
his barbarous oppression of -the unoffending natives.

Espejo visited 74 pueblos, the population of which,
exclusive of the Tiguas, he estimated at 253,000 souls,

doubtless a gross exaggeration. It is evident also

that he overrated, from motives that will presently

appear, the general resources and advantages of the
country as a field for Spanish enterprise. Yet there
is no reason to question the truthfulness of his nar-

rative, nor is there much difficulty in satisfactorily

tracing his route or identifying most of the pueblo
groups visited. The expeditions of Rodriguez and
Espejo must be regarded as most remarkable ones.
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modestly and accurately recorded, and in their prac-
tical results vastly more important than the earlier

efforts which gave such fame to Niza and Coronado.
At the end of the last chapter I have shown how the

name Nuevo Mexico—in the early times as often Nueva
Mexico, in the feminine—^had been in a sense invented
and held in readiness for future grand discoveries.

The application of the name to the country that was
to bear it permanently has been attributed by good
authorities, early and modern, both to Rodriguez and
to Espejo, though the former really called it San
Felipe and the latter Nueva Andalucia. The truth
would seem to be, that the name was applied in

Mexico, under circumstances not fully recorded, after

Chamuscado's return, and during Espejo's absence.

Its first occurrence, as far as I know, is in Rio de
Losa's essay written about this time. San Felipe de
Nuevo Mexico appears occasionally in early docu-
ments. It was obviously natural that such a name
should have suggested itself as appropriate for any
newly discovered province whose people and buildings

resembled in a general way—that is, in comparison
with the wild tribes and their huts—those of the val-

ley of Mexico.^*

^^ Espejo, Bel., 101, 164; iV. Mex. Tesiimomo, 83, 90, 137, 142; M. Mex.,
Memorial, 204. Name applied by the early Span, to all their possessions
along the N. w. coast (!), but later referred to the intendency on the Rio
Grande. Ciitts' Conq. Cat., 28; name prob. derived from the resemblance of

its inhab. to those of the city of Mex. and its environs. Oreiji/s Com. of tlie

Prairies, i. 116. Because of the great number of inhab. Arler/ui, 229. At
first called Nueva Granada (!). Barreiro, Ojeada, 7; Davis' El Oringo, 74.

Bartlett, Pers. Narr., i. 184, incorrectly says there was a mission at El Paso
before 1600. Davis, El Qi-ingo, 79-1, speaks of a P. Marcos de Niza, not the

original, but perhaps his son (!), who penetrated to Zufli before 1598. Hosta,
native governor of Jemes, related to Simpson, Journal, 22, the tradition of a
priest who mysteriously appeared before the conquest. His custom of tak-

ing anything he wanted at last enraged the Ind., who planned to kill him;
but he disappeared as mysteifiously as he had come.
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It was in November 1582, before anything was
known in Mexico of Espejo's proposed expedition from
Nueva Vizcaya, that Viceroy Corufia reported to the

king the result of his investigation respecting the en-

trada and probable fate of Rodriguez and his compan-
ion friars.^ In this report he enclosed for the royal

guidance a communication from Don Rodrigo del Rio
de Losa, lieutenant captain-general of Nueva Galicia,

who had been consulted as a man "de mucha e.xpe-

riencia en entradas," having served with Arellano in

Florida and with Ibarra in Nueva Vizcaya. Don
Rodrigo wrote on the supposition that the people of

New Mexico were now hostile, and urged that a suffi-

cient force should be sent to punish the murderers of

the friars, and to inspire such respect for Spanish
arms as would prevent future outrages and revolts.

The number of soldiers should not be less than 300,

'Nov. 1, '82, viceroy to king. N. Mex. Testim., 97-9.

(92)
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' witli seven mules and horses for each man. For after

the recent murders had been avenged, and the coun-
try reduced to a state of peace, a few settlers being
left, it should be the main object of the expedition to

continue its march across the buffalo plains to Quivira
and beyond, even to the shores of the north or south
sea, or to the "strait which is near China, in latitude
57°," the occupation of which by the French or Eng-
lish might thus be prevented. With this view, mate-
rial for building two small ships should be carried, for

the crossing of rivers or straits, or perhaps the send-

ing back of news respecting any great discovery.

Details of the necessary outfit are suggested; friars

must of course be sent with the explorers; and it

would be well to encourage the officers and men by
release from taxation, offers of titles, and liberal enco-

miendas of New Mexican Indians.^ The result was a

royal order of March 1583, in which the viceroy was
instructed to make a contract with some suitable per-

son to undertake the expedition in accordance with

the laws and regulations, without cost to the royal

treasury ; but the contract must be submitted to the

consejo for approval before anything was actually

done.^

Then came Beltran and Espejo, bringing reports

calculated to increase the growing interest in New
Mexico and the regions beyond. The people were not

hostile, but well disposed to welcome Spanish visitors

;

the country in its climate and products presented many
attractions for settlers from the south; though the

natives made no use of the precious metals, ores rich

in silver had been found at several points, and the

development of profitable mines might with confidence

be hoped for. The spiritual prospects were even more

brilliant than the mineral, for 250,000 natives of supe-

rior intelligence were awaiting conversion; and es-

'No date. Rio de Losa to viceroy. N. Mex. Testim., 137^6.

'March 29 and April 19, '83. Paclieco, roc, xv. 100; xvi. 297. The

order was received in Mex. in August.
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pecially, to say nothing of the long-coveted wealth of

Quivira in the north-east easily accessible from New
Mexico as a base, a great lake and broad river, with

populous towns and plenty of gold, afforded a new
incentive to exploring effort in the , north-west. And
moreover, it would seem to have been about this time

that fears of foreign encroachment in these regions

were renewed by the statement of Padre Diego Mar-
quez, who had fallen into the hands of 'gente lute-

rana,' and had been closely questioned at the English

court respecting his knowledge of the north. This he
made known to the authorities in Mexico, who felt

that something must be done to prevent this fair land

from falling into the hands of impious Lutherans.*

The first to take advantage of the king's order was
Crist6bal Martin, a vecino of Mexico, who in October

1583, probably with knowledge of Padre Beltran's

return, applied to the audiencia for a contract to under-
take the conquest and settlement of New Mexico in

accordance with the late cedula and earlier ordinances.

He was willing to fit out an expedition of 200 or 300
men, and to spend $50,000 in the enterprise. He
desired a missionary force of six Franciscans, besides

two secular clergymen ; and asked to be supplied with
certain arms and ammunition; but otherwise the en-

trada was to be at his own cost. There was, however,
nothing small about Don Crist6bars demands. Though
full of faith and loyalty, he could not afford to save
souls and win for his king new provinces at his own
cost for nothing. He must have the position of cap-

tain-general and governor of the new reino for himself
and family during three lives ; the right to distribute

as encomiendas to his men all the natives of the con-

quered towns and provinces for ten lives ; the authority

to appoint and remove all officials, and to grant lands;

a reduction of the king's fifth to one twentieth of the

* Villagrd, Hist. N. Mex., 36. Rio de Loza, 139, had declared the im-
portance of occupying N. Mex., to prevent ' que otraa naoiones de framceses
6 ingleses luteranos no la ocupen.

'
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product of mines for 100 years; the privileges of hijos-

dalgo for the conquistadores and their descendants;
exemption from taxation on all products for 100 years;

free use of the Salinas for the three lives; the chief

judicial authority as governor; the right to discover

and settle for 1,000 leagues beyond the first New
Mexican towns, to occupy ports on either ocean, and
to trade with two ships from one of these ports with-

out paying duties ; the right to call on the viceroy for

additional men and supplies by paying the costs; the

right to found a mayorazgo, or entail, for his heirs,

with sufficient revenue to perpetuate the family name
and glory; and many other things which need not be

catalogued here. These conquerors of the sixteenth

century took great risks, regulating their demands
accordingly; and as the burden was to fall on the

Indians mainly, the king was often most liberal in his

concessions. From October to December, Martin
several times renewed his petition, and it would ap-

pear that his contract was finally approved by the

Mexican authorities and sent to the consejo de Indias

for confirmation.^

Espejo himself was next in the field as an aspirant

for New Mexican glory, plausibly claiming that his

recent service, experience, and success clearly pointed

to him as above all others entitled to preference. But
Don Antonio proposed no contract with the Mexican
authorities. From motives of pride or policy^ he

chose to apply directly to the king ; indeed, he urged

most earnestly that the viceroy should have nothing

' Martin, Asiento con Cripstohal Martin por el que se qfrece d ir en persona al

desciibrimiento, padficacion, y poblacion del Nuem Mexico, bajo las condkiones que

expone.— Mexico a 26 de Octubre de 1683. In Pacheco, Doc, xvi. 277-301.

This is the testimonio, or expediente, of the Mexican proceedings sent to

Spain at a date not given, but soon after Dec. 24th, when the transcript is

certified. It does not appear in these doc. that the contract was signed; but

at the beginning M. says that ' el fue el primero que capituld & asentd en vir-

tud de una Real Cedula de V. A., el negocio de la poblacion y descobrimiento

del N. Mex., y fue remitido a Vuestra Real Consejo de Yndias.'
° Perhaps he had reason to suppose that the viceroy would not favor him.

Indeed, there is a slight reference in one of his letters to a part of his estate

as emhargada, or attached, which may indicate troubles with the authorities

of Kueva EspaQa.
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to do with the enterprise. This, in the empresario's

opinion, was absolutely essential to prevent ruinous

wrangles and delays, wars and outrages on the natives,

or dissensions and desertions among officers and naen;

and to insure the safe, speedy, and economical

transformation of New Mexico into a flourishing

community of tribute-paying subjects of Spain. In
his original report of October 1583, summing up
what he had accomplished, Espejo expressed his de-

sire to spend his life and fortune in the king's service,

at the same time announcing that he had brought
from the north a native of Mohoce, and another of

the Tanos, who might be trained for useful service as

interpreters. In a letter to the archbishop he also

made known his intention to apply for a royal com-
mission to conquer and settle the country he had
visited, and to explore the regions beyond, even to

the ocean coasts on either side.' Accordingly in

April 1584, he authorized his son-in-law, Pedro Gon-
zalez de Mendoza, about to start for Spain, with

Bonilla and Barbadillo already at Madrid, to repre-

sent him at court, and obtain in his name the "con-

quista y pacificacion y gobernacion" of the provinces

of New Mexico, or Nueva Andalucia, " which prov-

inces I have discovered and taken possession of in the

name of his Majesty." At the same time were for-

warded a copy of his Relacion, and his formal petition,

including a plan of his proposed operations. The
expedition was to consist of 400 men, for the most
part recruited in Spain, 100 of them with wives and
children, to be organized in four companies. The
men were to be well supplied with all they could need,

'' Kipejo, Relacion, 124-6; Id., Expedicnte y Relacion, 162-3, 186-9. This
latter collection, in Paclieco, Doc, xv. 151-1)1, is a continuation of the JV. Mex.,
Tcstimonio, and might as well be included in it, though in print it has a separate
title—indeed, two of them, the first being Expediente sobre el ofrecirmento que
liace Fran. Diaz de Vargas, etc., though it contains nothing about V. The
contents are: 1st, three undated conmiunications (1584) of Espejo to the
king, the last being his formal petition, p. 151-63; 2d, a copy of the Espejo,

Relacion (as sent to the king with the petition), p. 163-89; 3d, April 23, '84,

appointment of an agent, p. 189-91. There is another letter of E. to the
king (April 23, '89), in N. Mex., Testim., 100-1.
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either as soldiers or settlers; and besides the cavalry
horses required, large droves of mares, cattle, and
sheep were to be provided. Spiritual interests of the
new reino would be intrusted to twenty-four Fran-
ciscans. The entry would be made in two divisions,

one going by the Rio del Norte, and the other, with
the live-stock and wagons, by the Rio de Vacas. The
garrison and families would at first be stationed in the
vicinity of Acoma. In dealing with the natives, a
conciliatory policy of justice and peace was to be
strictly followed. In carrying out the scheme, Es-
pejo was ready to expend over 100,000 ducats, be-

sides the 10,000 he had already spent ; he had twenty
associates of considerable wealth ; and he would give

bonds in the sum of $200,000. The reward claimed

for his devotion to the royal interests-
—"much less

than what your Majesty promises in the ordenanzas,"

yet doubtless including the capitanfa general and
governorship, with privileges, titles, land-grants, en-

comiendas, and other emoluments for himself and
associates—was to be made known in a supplemen-

tary memorial, which, as far as I know, is not extant.

There are some indications that Don Antonio went in

person to Spain to urge his claims.*

It does not clearly appear that anything was known
in Mexico of Espejo's proposed conquest; but it is

probable that respecting this project or that of Martin,

some additional investigation was ordered, and Fran-

cisco Diaz de Vargas—alguacil mayor and regidor of

Puebla—called upon for his views. At any rate, Don
Francisco found occasion about this time to address

the king on this subject.^ He began by presenting a

brief r^sum^ of northern exploration from the time

of Cortes down to the date of writing; and from

that rdsumd he concluded that where so many able

explorers had failed to find anything worth retaining,

* (April 1584.) Espejo's petition to the king, in Espejo, Exped. y Rel,

152-63.
' No date (1584^5). Vargas to king, in N. Men. Testim., 126-37. Espejo'a

entrada is mentioned, but not his new project. '

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 7
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the presumption was, that the country was poor and
undesirable. Doubtless the New Mexicans were a

superior people; yet notwithstanding their agricul-

ture, cotton, buffalo-skins, and many-storied stone and
adobe dwellings, they were a distant, isolated commu-
nity, surrounded for hundreds of leagues by wild and

warlike tribes, and their country therefore offered at

present but slight inducements for Spanish settlers.

As the latest reports, however, were more favorable

than earlier ones, as there was a prospect of rich

.mines, and since it was desirable to learn what foun-

dation there might be for the reports of wealth be-

yond New Mexico, and especially what connection the

great lake and river might have with the strait of

Anian, it seemed advisable to send out an expedition

—not of colonization and conquest, but simply of ex-

ploration. For this purpose a force of 50 or 60 men
would suffice to verify the recent reports, push inves-

tigation 200 leagues farther north, and report results.

These were sensible views, and Diaz de Vargas had
the courage of his convictions; for in his patriotic

zeal, mindful, not only of his own past services in high

positions, but of those of his father, who was one of

the old conquistadores, he even offered—and here we
have at last the true inwardness of the document—to

command the exploring party in person ! And later,

should the preliminary survey prove satisfactory, Don
Francisco, accepting the titles and emoluments in such

cases provided, would himself take charge of the great

work of conquering and colonizing New Mexico.
Thus we have three empresarios in the field; and

it is not unlikely that there were others. But respect-

ing the fate of the different projects, or rather the

circumstances that prevented their acceptance and
execution, we know absolutely nothing ; or at least I

have found no document relating to either of the

propositions after they were sent to the king and
council. Perhaps the empresarios' demands were
deemed excessive, or they could give no satisfactory
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assurances of their ability to comply with the condi-

tions of the contracts, or were not willing to accept
the conditions, or perhaps died; at any rate, noth-
ing more is heard of Martin, or Espejo, or Diaz de
Vargas; and for five years nothing is heard of New
Mexico.

At the beginning of 1589 Juan Bautista de Lomas
y Colmenares, resident at the Nieves mines, and re-

puted to be the richest man in Nueva Galicia, pre-

sented to Viceroy Villamanrique a memorial of 37

articles, in which he proposed to undertake the con-

quest of New Mexico. He was much more exacting

in his conditions than even Martin had been, demand-
ing, besides all that the latter had claimed and much
more that cannot be specified in the space at my
command, the office of captain-general and governor,

with almost unlimited authority for six lives, at a sal-

ary of 8,000 ducats; jurisdiction over all territory

beyond the Rio Conchos, with the exclusion of all

other conquerors from the territory beyond what he
might choose to conquer; the title of count or marquds
for himself and descendants, with 40,000 vassals; the

privilege of granting three pueblos as an entailed en-

comienda, and another for the descendants of conquis-

tadores not otherwise provided for ; and the right to

fortify ports and build ships on either ocean. His
sons were associated with him in the enterprise, and
Don Juan Bautista evidently had no intention of sac-

rificing the family prestige and wealth. He claimed

to have rendered most important services at his own
expense on the northern frontier.^"

Lomas' contract was approved by the viceroy on

the nth of March, 1589; but the latter, though it

appears that by a cedula of 1586 he had full powers to

authorize entradas, deemed it best to consult the king

'• Lmrms, Asknto y capitulaciones que el virey de. la Nueva Espaila, marquis

de Villamanrique, hizo con Joan Bautista de Lomas Colmenares, solrre el descuhri-

rrdento y Poblacion de las provindas del Nuevo Mixico d 15 de Febrero de 1689, in

Pacheco, Doc., xv. 54-80. This is a copy of the expediente sent from Mexico

in 1592, and attached to Lomas' renewed petition of 1595.
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in so important a matter; and at court the project re-

ceived no attention whatever, or at least it drew out

from the king no order or response. In 1592, Velasco,

having succeeded Villamanrique as viceroy, Lcmias

attempted to revive the matter, but could obtain noth-

ing more than a certified copy of the preceding docu-

ments. For it seems that Velasco favored another

claimant, and made a new contract with Francisco de

Urdinola." Before the latter could begin operations,

however, he was arrested by order of the audiencia of

Guadalajara on a charge of poisoning his wife—

a

charge which Villagrd in a burst of poetic indignation

declares to have been founded only on invidia venenosa

;

and during subsequent legal complications New Mex-
ican affairs were naturally neglected. Once more in

1595 Don Juan Bautista made an effort to obtain

from the king an order to Viceroy Monterey to renew
his contract with such modifications as might be

deemed desirable; but nothing more is heard of his

project or its author. ^^

While the several empresarios named were vainly

striving to obtain from the king legal authority to

win fame and wealth in the north, another deter-

mined to take a short cut to glory by undertaking an
entrada without the royal license. This was_ija!apar

Castano jlp, iSosa, who had been alcalde mayor at San
Luis Potosf in 1575, and in 1590 was acting as lieu-

tenant-governor of Nuevo Leon. He claimed some
kind of authority for his expedition ; but it is evident

from subsequent events that his acts were regarded
as irregular and illegal. I suspect that he may have
been duly authorized to explore and colonize the
Nuevo Leon region, and that he was led by Espejo's

" About this time UrdiHola seems to have been sent with a Tlascaltec
colony to Ooahuila. Hist. North Mex. St., i. 126-7. He was later gov. of N.
Galioia, according to Villagril.

'' Villagri, Hist. N. Mex., 36-8, briefly mentions Lomas' project and Ur-
difiola's contract. Modern writers do not mention this or the preceding ones
of Vargas, Espejo, and Martin.
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I'eports to transfer, without special license from king
or viceroy, his efforts to a more promising field. The
name of Crist6bal Martin among his associates is also

suggestive. Respecting the preliminaries of the ex-

pedition, little or nothing is known ; but the original

diary has fortunately been preserved.^*

The start was on the 27th of July, 1590, from the
villa de Almaden, wherever that may have been

—

probably somewhere in Nuevo Leon—and the force

was over 170 persons including women and children.^*

A wagon train was laden with supplies deemed need-

ful for a new settlement. In two days the company
reached the Rio de Nadadores, remaining ten days

;

and, mentioning also the Sabinas and several streams
not found on any modern map, they arrived on the

9th of September at the Rio Bravo, where they spent

the rest of the month, awaiting the return of messen-

" OastaHo de Sosa, Memoria del descubrimiento que Gaspar Castaflo de Sosa,

tenknte de gohernador y capitan general del nuevo reino de Leon por el rey D.
Felipe nuestro seflor, va a liacer, al cumplimiento de las provisiones qiie el dicho

gohernador les han concedido, yd 61 como su lugar teniente, como mas largamente se

verd por la dicha provision 4 cidulas reales y libro de nuevas leyes de pobladores

concedidas d todos los vecinos del dicho reino, etc., etc., in Pacheco, Doc, iv.

283-354; Id., xv. 191-261. From the Mufloz collection, and at the end, was a
note as follows: 'Hizose relacion dello, y vidse por los SeOores del Consejo
eu 10 de Noviembre de 1592—Sant Andres.' It would seem to be a copy of

the original diary made in some official book of records, probably in connec-
tion with legal difficulties in which the leader became involved.

It is a somewhat perplexing narrative; long, verbose, and complicated; re-

quiring close study, but rewarding that study with only the most meagre
general results. If a man lost his way, we have all the details of his wander-
ing back to camp; we know exactly the day and hour when the dog of Juan
Perez was killed by the kick of an ox; we have all the discussions and diplo-

matic manoeuvres resulting from a difference of opinion as to whether a bushel
of corn might safely be distributed as rations; but we rarely find the course

or distance of a day's journey. Were it not for the vicinity of two great

rivers, the reader might be in doubt whether the travellers were going north-

west in Guatemala or south-east in New England.
'* The following names appear scattered in the narrative, evidently those

of leading men in the company: Oris, de Heredia (captain and maestro de
campo), Andres Perez (secretary), Manuel de Medreras, Fran. Lopez de Re-
calde, Juan de Carbajal, Juan de Contreras, Domingo de Santistevan, Diego
Diaz de Verlanda, Alonso Jaimes y Ponce, Fran, de Manoha, Fran. Salado,

Juan Perez de los Rios, Martin de Salazar, Juan Rodriguez de Nieto, Pedro
Flores, Bias Martinez de Mederos, Oris. Martin, Jusepe Rodriguez, Juan de

Estrada, Gonzalo de Lares, Diego de Biruega, Oris, de Biruega, Pedro de

Inigo, Juan Rodriguez de Avalos, Hernan Ponce de Leon, Pedro Pinto, Juan
de Vega, Alonso Lilcas, Domingo Hernandez, Fran, de Bascones, and Juan
Sanchez.
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gers who had been sent to Mexico/^ and making some
explorations for a later advance. It was decided to

go forward by way of the Rio Salado, a stream whose
existence seems to have been known, though just how
it was known or what was the origin of the name does

not appear.

Here on the Rio Bravo their troubles began. After

receiving conflicting reports from several exploring

parties they started on the 1st of October for the Rio
Salado. To find a way for the wagons over a rough
country and across intermediate streams—the princi-

pal one being called the Rio de Lajas—to the river

which was the object of their search, and to get out

of the mountains into the plains, consumed most of

the month ; and only at the end of October did they

start up the valley of the Salado to their land of

promise. I make no attempt to trace their wander-
ings of this month in Coahuila and Texas, or even

to determine where they crossed the Bravo, or Rio
Grande ; but content myself with the conclusion that

the Salado was without doubt Espejo's Cow River, or

the Pecos.'*

Slowly the caravan crept up the valley and over

'* They were sent about Aug. 21st with letters to the viceroy, but they did
not return. Probably this corresp. with the viceroy would throw much light

on Oastano'a enterprise. Possibly he wrote to obtain authority for a change
of plans involving the trip to N. Mex.

'^ The narrative is too long and complicated for a study of details here,

especially as the travellers were not yet in N. Mex. territory. The most
definite statement is on p. 289, while they were on the Bravo. One explor.

party had found a stream which it could not cross; then Capt. Heredia was
sent out ' el cual salid en demanda del dicho rio Salado, y llegd al rio que
estaba descubierto [that is, by the earlier party] y hallo paso en el dicho rio

para poder pasar las carretas, porque hasta entonces no se habia hallado. Y
descubierto el dicho paso, fue atravesando aquella lomeria que habia hasta el

rio Bravo, y llegd al dicho rio Bravo; y se volvid al dicho real, diciendo que
por alii podiamos pasar y ir atravesando al rio Salado.' But they found
many difficulties in following this road; the fording the Bravo is not clearly

recorded; and after they reached the region of the Salado it took many days
to get down to its banks. The Sabinas of Coahuila is called the Salado on
many maps, but of course the idea of following this river up to N. Mex. is

absurd. That Castaflo did not go up the Bravo is shown by his efforts while
on that river to find the other; by the broad sabanas, or plains, over which
the route lay; and by the statement that a spring far up the Salado, p. 306,
was the first since leaving the Bravo. Perhaps they crossed in the region of

Fort Duncan, and the Lajas was the S. Pedro in Texas.
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the broad Texan plains, at first on the eastern bank of

the river, but later crossing and recrossing it often,

with no incident calling for mention, meeting a few
roaming Indians, and passing no settlements. The
1st of December an unfordable branch stream forced

them to cross to the eastern bank of the main river.

On the 7th was noticed the first grove of cottonwoods.

On the 23d a small advance party returned to meet
the main body with exciting news. They had entered

a pueblo farther up the river, eastward, where they
had been kindly received, and had spent the night

there; but the next morning while engaged in peace-

ful efforts—if we take their word for it—to collect a

supply of maize, they were suddenly attacked and
driven away, losing a part of their arms and luggage,

and having three of their number wounded.
Leaving the women and children with the wagons

properly guarded at a place called Urraca, Castano

set out on the 27th with the larger part of his force,

and on the last day of the month and year arrived at

the pueblo, which was situated about half a league

from the river, being a large town with buildings of

four and five stories—evidently identical with Pecos.

The inhabitants were on the roofs in hostile attitude,

armed with stones-and bows and slings. After a great

part of the day had been spent in vain attempts to

conciliate them, an attack was made late in the after-

noon, and the town was taken after a fight which seems

to have been attended with no very serious casualties

on either side. Great care was taken to prevent

outrages, and to gain the people's confidence; but

though they submitted, it was impossible to overcome

their suspicion and timidity. During the second night

they all left the pueblo and fled. The Spaniards re-

mained five or six days, admiring the many-storied

houses, the five plazas, the sixteen estufas, the im-

mense stores of maize, amounting to 30,000 fanegas,

the garments of the men and women, the beautiful

pottery, and many other curious things.
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Having sent back much needed supplies of food to

the camp at Urraca, the teniente de gobernador started

on the 6th of January, 1591, in quest of new discov-

eries. Two days over a mountainous snow-covered

country and across a frozen stream brought him to

the second pueblo, a small one whose inhabitants

were well disposed, and readily submitted to the

appointment of governor, alcaldes, and other officials,

thus rendering allegiance to the Spanish crown.

Four other pueblos, all of the same type, differing

only in size, and apparently not far apart or far from

the second, were now visited successively, submitting

without resistance or serious objection to the required

formalities. In each a cross was set up with all pos-

sible ceremony and solemnity. ^^ The seventh pueblo

was a large one in another valley two leagues distant,

with adobe houses of two and three stories, and in the

plaza a large structure half under ground which seemed
to serve as a kind of temple. The eighth and ninth

pueblos were a day's march up a large river northward;

but the tenth, a very large one with buildings from
seven to nine stories high, situated five leagues beyond
the last, where the inhabitants wore chalchihuites for

ornaments, though seen was not entered, because the

people were not altogether friendly, and on account of

the cold, and lack of forage for the horses, the neces-

sary time for conciliation could not now be spared.^*

Returning through the snow to the southern towns,

Castano next received the submission of pueblos eleven

and twelve across the river westward, a league apart,

and then of number thirteen after recrossing to the

eastern bank. The next move was over a snowy
route to another valley in two days; and here

were found, all in sight of each, four towns of the

" It would seem that Castafio continued his journey N. vr. from Pecos, and
reached the Tehua pueblos N. of Sta Fe. The next 3 towns may have been
of the same group, or farther up the river, possibly to Picuries; but all is

mere conjecture.
'* Though the distance given is too small, this pueblo from its size and de-

scription should be Taos in the extreme north.
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Quereses, the only aboriginal name applied in this

narrative, apparently identical with Coronado's Qui-
rix, Espejo's Quires, and the later well-known Queres
about the junction of the Galisteo and Rio Grande.
The eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth pueblos,

about a league apart, the first and perhaps the others
being also of the Queres nation, graciously submitting
to the strangers' god and king, were named respect-

ively San Mdrcos, San Lijcas, and San Crist6bal.^^

On the 24th of January, after a heavy fall of snow,
the little army started eastward from San Crist6bal

with native guides to bring up the rest of the colony,

and the wagon-train from Urraca. Passing through
pine forests and melting snow to get water for men
and horses, they crossed the Rio Salado, or Pecos, on
the 26th, and next day reached the camp at Urraca,
most opportunely, for the store of food was wellnigh
exhausted. Four days later the whole company started

on the return ; but progress being slow, on account of

excessive cold and occasional accidents to the wagons,
it was not till February 8th that they left the Pecos,

reaching San Cristobal on the 15th, and San Md.rcos

on the 1 8th. This town for a time was made a centre

of operations. A few days after the return a new
pueblo, the twenty-first, two leagues away, was visited

and peaceably reduced to Spanish allegiance. In the

first days of March Castano with a small party made
a trip apparently to pueblo number one, or Pecos, but

possibly to number ten, finding the people recovered

from their fears, and ready for the formalities of sub-

mission. Next he went by way of a place and stream

named Ihigo to the twenty-second pueblo, named
Santo Domingo, on a 'rio caudaloso' called also Rio

" These names are not mentioned in the diary till a little later on the re-

turn from the east. There is little probability that these names or that of

Sto Domingo, given later, were permanent; nor is it possible to identify them
accurately; still there is little doubt that they were in the region of Sta Ana,
S. Felipe, and Sto Domingo. Near S. Marcos promising mines were discov-

ered. It is somewhat remarkable that saints' names are not applied to the

other pueblos.
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Grande, to which point the main camp was soon trans-

ferred.^"

In these days was brought to Ught a plot of certain

men to desert their leader, perhaps even to kill him,

and to quit the country. Their cause of complaint, if

we may credit the perhaps not impartial chronicler,

was the kindness shown the natives by the teniente de

gobernador, and the consequent lack of opportunities

for plunder. All implicated, however, were pardoned
by the kind-hearted Castano at the intercession of all

the camp; and the only punishment inflicted was on
Alonso Jaimez whose commission to go to Zacatecas

for reenforcements was revoked. Permission was even
given to such as might desire it to abandon the enter-

prise and go home, but none took advantage of the

offer. This was about the 11th of March; and in his

search for mines Castano found in the mountains two
pueblos, twenty-three and twenty-four, which had been
abandoned recently because of Indian wars. No more
dates are given ; but the final tour of exploration was
to the province where the padres were said to have been
killed years before. This is the only allusion in the

diary to any knowledge on Castano's part that New
Mexico had ever been visited before. lu this province

there were fourteen pueblos in sight on the river bank,

nine of which—numbers twenty-five to thirty-three

—

were visited. Most of them were temporarily deserted

by the inhabitants, in the fear that the invaders came to

avenge the death of the friars ; but the rest submitted
without resistance. We must suppose that in this last

expedition Don Gaspar went from Santo Domingo
down the Rio Grande to the province of the Tiguas.^^

On his return from this tour, with a few men Cas-
tano met Indians who reported the arrival of a new
party of Spaniards. A little later he met some of his

" It seems most likely that this was not the Sto Domingo of later years,
but a pueblo farther south, or down the river.

''' There is nothing to show the direction, and that little is confusing, aa,

for instance, the statement that he went ' up the river ' in visiting the towns.
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own men, who said that Captain Juan Morlete^^ had
arrived from the south with 50 men. Hoping to learn

that reenforcements had been sent to him, though the
names were not familiar, the teniente de gobernador
hastened to the camp, only to learn that Morlete had
come with orders from the king and viceroy for his

arrest. He quietly submitted, and here the diary

ends abruptly, after Don Gaspar had been put in

shackles. Apparently the whole company returned
south with their unfortunate chief. Lomas in 1592
tells us that Morlete was accompanied by Padre Juan
Gomez, and arrested Castano "for having entered the
said country without license from Vuestra Senoria."

Onate in 1598 found traces of the wagons, showing
the return route to have been down the Rio Grande.
Salmeron says of this expedition "and those of Captain
Nemorcete and of Humana I do not write, because

they all saw the same things, and one telling suffices"

—

an unfortunate resolution of the venerable Franciscan,

since he probably had at his command information

that would have thrown desirable light on all these

entradas. Father Niel adds nothing to the statement

of his predecessor except in correcting Nemorcete's
name to Morlete; and the poet Villagrd, supplies no
details.^

Of the expedition attributed by Salmeron and
other writers to Humafia, as it was an illegal one

—

contra bando, as the Spaniards put it—no diary could

'^ The diary has it Morlote, which may be correct.

''^ Lomas, Asiente, 58; N. Mex., Ytinerario, 245; Salmeron, Eel., 11; Niel,

Apunt., 88. Villagri's version, Hist. N. Mex., 36-7, is as follows:
' Y por el de nouenta entrd Castafio,

Por ser alii teniente mas antiguo,

Del Reyno de Leon i quien siguieron

MuchOS nobles soldados valerosos,

Cuio Maese de campo se Uamaua
Christoual de heredia bien prouado
En cosas de la guerra y de buen tino.

Para correr muy grandes despoblados,

A los quales mandd el Virey prendiese

El Capitan Morlete, y sin tardarse,

Socorrido de mucha soldadesca;

Braba, diapuesta, y bien exercitada,

A todos los prendid, y bolvio del puesto.'
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have been expected to be written, even had the unfor-

tunate adventurers lived to return and report their

discoveries. Francisco Leiva Bonilla, a Portuguese,

was the veritable chief, and Juan de Humana one of

his companions. The party was sent out on a raid

against rebellious Indians by the governor of Nueva
Vizcaya at a date not exactly known, but apparently

in 1594-6. Captain Bonilla, moved by the current

reports of north-eastern wealth, determined to extend
his operations to New Mexico and Quivira. The gov-
ernor sent Pedro de Cazorla to overtake the party and
forbid such an expedition, declaring Bonilla a traitor

if he disobeyed; but all in vain, though six of the

party refused to follow the leader, and returned. The
adventurers' progress to and through New Mexico has
no record. They are next heard from far out on the

buffalo plains in search of Quivira. Here in a quarrel

Humana killed his chief and assumed command. A
little later, when the party had passed through an
immense settlement and reached a broad river which
was to be crossed on balsas, three Mexican Indians

deserted, one of whom, Jose, survived to tell the tale

to Onate in 1598. Once more we hear of the gold-

seekers. Farther toward Quivira, or Tindan, or per-

haps returning gold-laden from those fabulous lands,

they encamp on the plain at the place since called

Matanza. The Indians set fire to the grass, and rush,

thousands strong, upon the Spaniards just before

dawn. Only Alonso Sanchez and a mulatto girl

escape the massacre. Sanchez became a great chief

among the natives, and from him comes the story,

just how is not very clear, since there is no definite

record that he was ever seen later by any white man.
When we take into consideration their sources, it is

not surprising that the records of Humana's achieve-

ments are not very complete.^*

2*Villagr4, Hist. N. Mex., 37, 142, is the authority for the first part of

this expedition; and he also as an eye-witness speaks of the Ind. deserter

Jose, or Jusepe, at S. Juan. Oflate, Carta de 1599, 303, 309, says that he
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was instructed to free the province from traitors by arresting Humafla and
his men; also that one of H. 's Indians (Jose) joined his force. Gregg, Ccnrn.

Prairies, i. 117, seems to have seen a copy of this communication or another
containing similar statements at Sta Fe. Niel, Apunt. , 89-95, calls Huinana
adelantado and governor; says that he killed Capt. Leiva, his bravest officer,

and that the Indian Jos6 was found by Oiiate among the Picurfes. Davis,

Span. Conq., 260, seems to follow Niel for the most part, without naming
that author. He says Huma&a was killed three days after leaving Quivira,

which D. , as before stated, persists in identifying with the ruins of that name
far south of Sta Fe.
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Having chronicled in the preceding chapters all the

various explorations of New Mexican territory from
1540 to 1596, together with several unsuccessful pro-

jects of colonization, I now come to the final success

of another similar undertaking, to the actual conquest

and. occupation of the country accomplished by Don
J]jan_deOnate for the king of Spain, in r59H^
While this~achievement may^roperly be regarded as

the most important in New Mexican annals, the cor-

ner-stone of the historic structure, its record has
hitherto been left almost a blank. The early standard

writers somewhat unaccountably gave but a brief and
generally inaccurate outline of the conquest. Nearly
all gave the date as 1595-6, fixing it by that of Onate's

preparations, and greatly underestimating the delays

that ensued ; and only Mariana, the historian of Spain,

seems to have given a correct date. The sum and
substance of all these versions, rejecting errors, would

(110)
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be hardly more than a statement that in 1595 Onate
undertook the enterprise, and soon with the aid of
Franciscan friars succeeded in occupying the province,

and even made a tour to the Quivira region in the
north-eastern plains.'

That later writers, consulting only a part of these

earlier authorities, should not have materially improved
the accuracy and completeness of the record is not
surprising. They have made a few slight additions

from documentary sources; but they have retained

for the most part the erroneous dates, and have intro-

duced some new errors, the latest and best of them,
Davis and Prince, having copied the blunder of some
faulty document consulted, and moved the conquest
backward to 1591.^ The real and original authorities

^ Torquemada, Monarq. Ind., i. 670 et seq., mentions the confirmations of

O.'s contract in 1595 by Viceroy Monterey, the enlistment of men in Mex.,
and the appointment of a comisario of the Franciscan band; but gives no
further details or dates until after N. Mex. was occupied, that is, after 1600.
' Pasarou todos, hasta Uegar i, las poblaciones que llaman N. Mexico, y alK
asentaron Real, y oi Dia permanece, y de la que ha ido sucediendo se dir^ en
BUS lugares. ' This is virtually Torquemada's history of the conquest. Men-
dieta, Hist. Mcles., 402, writing in 1596, merely notes that the viceroy is now
fitting out 0. 's expedition. Vetanour, Chr6nica, 95, notes the contract made
by Velasco and confirmed by Monterey, the appointment of friars, as in Tor-
quemada, and then says: ' Llegaron con faeilidad, y entre los dos rios fundarou
una Villa & S. Gabriel dedicada. ' Calle, Noticias, 102, after noting the con-

tract ratified Sept. 30, 1595, the Franciscans, etc., like the rest, thus records

the conquest: ' Llegd al Nuevo Mexico y hizo asiento, tomo possession del por
la Magestad Catdlica del Rey N. Senor, y puso su Real en el pueblo que se

intituld San Gabriel cuyo sitio esta en 37° de altura al Norte, situado entre

dos rios, donde fundaron Convento luego los Religiosos, y hasta el ano de 1608
bautizaron 8,000 almas.' Salmeron, Relaciones, 23-4, recording the start in

1596, the names of friars, number of soldiers, etc., tells us, ' dejadas largas

historias, que no hacen ami intento, ' that Onate with over 400 men went
400 miles N., pitched his camp in lat. 37° 30', and went on to make
further entradas and explorations. But he adds an account of the Quivira

exped., pp. 28 et seq. Niel, Apunt., 89-94, cannot be said to add anything to

Salmeron 's version, and neither implies that the entrada was delayed more
than d, few months, in 1596. Ludovicus Tribaldus, in a letter to Richard
Hakluyt, printed in Purchaa his Pilgrimes, iv. 1565-6 (see also descrip., v.

853-6), and in La«t, Novus Orbis, 314, mentions certain early troubles at

Aooma. Alegre, Hist. Comp. J., i. 310-11, mentions the exped. as of 1596.

See also Mariana, Hist. Espafla, ii. 527; Morelli, Fast. Nov. Orb., 31; Thesau-

rus, Geoij; ii. 252-3; Cava, Tres Sighs, i. 225-9; Arkgui, Cron. Zac., 56-7;

Aparicio, Conventos, 282; Alcedo, Dice, iii. 189; Bernardez, Zac, 31-4; Be-

villa Oigedo, in Dice. Univ., v. 441, who makes the date 1600.

'Barreiro, Ojeada, 5, thus records the conquest, writing before 1832:

'Pero lo cierto es que en el ano de 1595 con cedula de Felipe segundo dirigida

al Virrey de Mexico Zufliga y Acevedo, conde de Monterey, entro al Nueyo-
Mexico Juan de Onate con los primeros espanoles que lo poblaron, trayendo
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—a book published in 1610, and documents obtained

in modern times from the Spanish archives—are now
utiUzed practically for the first time in writing the

history of New Mexico. I say practically, because in

the long interval between the writing and final revision

of this chapter, a Spanish investigator has given to

the public a resumd of the book refeired to, and an-

other in America has made known his acquaintance

with the volumes containing the confirmatory docu-

ments.^

The veritable authority for the events presented in

this chapter is to be found in the shape of an epic poem,
written by Captain Gaspar de Villagrd, one of Onate's

companion conquistadores, and published only eleven

years after the occurrence of the events narrated.*

consijo 65 religiosos frauciscanos.' Pino, Exposickm, 35-6, of 1812, and Id.,

Noticias, 2-8, a new ed. ot '49, gives the king's cedula of July 8, 1602, in

Onate's favor, which is copied by Davis and others. The latter edition also

contains Barreiro's statement and that of Calle as already quoted, and in

addition that of Frejes, Hist. Brew., 243, which is to the effect that Espejo
having been sent by the viceroy to protect the missions of N. Mex., and
some trouble having arisen with adjoining tribes, presidios were needed and
Oiiate was therefore sent, arriving in 1595! Zamacois, I{ist. Mtj., v. 208-10,
implies that the conquest was effected in 1596-7, and teUs us that two years
later was founded the 1st city named Monterey. Rivera, Gobernanteg de Mex.

,

i. 71-2, gives no exact dates and few details, but he adds a little genuine in-

formation about the troubles before N. Mex. was reached. Gregg, Com. of
the Prairies, i. 117 et seq., found at Sta Fe a very important document, the
memorial of Ouate dated Sept. 21, 1595, which is not known to have been
seen since, and of which the author gives a resume. Davis, Span. Cotiq.,

263-78, as I have stated, gives the date as 1591, but adds anote on the confus-

ion of dates. He seems to have used a MS. copy of part of Salmeron's
work, regarding it as Onate's diary. He also copies the cedula of 1602 as

given by Barreiro, has evidently consulted Gregg, and also cites Larenau-
diire [Mexique, 147, who gives the date as 1600, not 1599). See also—none of

them containing original or additional material

—

Prince's Hist. Sk. , 161-6;
Viagero Univ, xxvii. 144-5; Mayer's Mex. Aztec, i. 174; Meline's 2,000 Miles,

135-6; Domenech's Deserts, 185; Murray's Cath. Oh., 74-6; .Xouv. Ann. loy.,

cxxxi. 255; Farnham's Mex., 23; Modern Traveller, ii. 71-2; Hinton's Hand-
hook, 388-9; Muller, Reisen, iii. 188; Magliano's St. Francis, 575-7; Davis'

El Gringo, 73.

^I allude to Fernandez Duro (1882) and Bandelier (1881), whose works are
elsewhere noticed. In the same interval, 1877-86, I have also discovered
that the book was used in 1619 in a blundering sketch by Cordoba. My sur-

prise in this matter has been for 10 years that the Doc. Hist. Mex., the Col.

Doc. Ined., and the work of Villagri have not been utilized by historical

students.
* Villagrd, Historia de la Nueva Mexico, del Capitan Gaspar de Villagrd.

Diriijidci al Rey D. Felipe nuestro seilor Tercero deste nombre. Ana 1610. Con
privilegio, en Alcala, por Luys Martinez Graiiile. A costa de Bap/ista Lopez
mercader de lihros. 16mo, 24, 287 leaves. The preliminary leaves contain a
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This work, though by no means unknown to bibliog-

raphers, is very rare ; and its historic value seems to

quaint wood-cut portrait of the author; the usual certificates of secular license

and ecclesiastic approval; dedication to the king; prologue; a series of numer-
ous short candones and aonetos by different writers, full of flattery addressed
for the most part to Villagra or Oaate, the longest being by Luis Tribaldos,
the same who wrote to Hakluyt on the conquest; and finally a table of con-
tents of ths 33 cantos which make up the book. The 1st begins as follows:

HiSTOKIA DB LA NUEVA MEXICO.

DEL CAPITAN CASPAR DE VILLAGrI.

Canto Primero.

Que declara el argumento
de la historia, y sitio de la nueva Mexico, y noticia

q della se tuvo, en quanto la antigualla de
los Indies, y de la salida y decen-

dencia de log verdaderos
Mexicanos.

Las armas y el varon heroico canto,

El ser, valor, prudencia, y alto esfueryo,

De aquel cuya paciencia no rendida,
Por un mar de disgustos arrojada,
A pesar de la inuidia ponifonosa,

liOS hechos y prohesas va encumbrando.
De aquellos Espanoles valerosos,

Que en la Occidental India remontados,
Descubriendo del mundo lo que esconde.
Plus vltra con braueza van diziendo,

A fuer9a de valor y brakes fuertes,

En armas y quebrantos tan sufridos,

Quanto de tosca pluma celebrados;

Sjiplicoos Christianissimo Filipo,

Que pues de nueva Mexico soys fenix,

Nueuamente salido y producido,
De aquellas viuas llamas y cenizas,

De ardentfsima fee, en cuyag brasas,

A vuestro sacro Padre, y senor nuestro,

Todo deshecho y abrasado vimos,
Suspendais algun tanto de los hombres (hombros),

El grande y graue peso que os impide,

De aquese inmenso globo que en justicia,

Por solo vuestro bra9o se sustenta,

Y prestando gran Rey atento oido,

Vereis aqui la fuerfa de trabajos,

Calumnias y afliociones con que planta,

El Euangelio santo y F^ de Christo,

Aquel Christiauo Achiles que quisistes.

Que en obra tan heroica se ocupase,

Y si por qual que buena suerte alcanfoy

A teneros Monarca por oiente,

Quien duda que con admirable espautt^

La redondez del mundo todo escuohe,

Lo que a tan alto Rey atento tieue,

Pues siendo assi de vos fauorecido.

No siendo menos escriuir los heehos,
Dignos de que la pluma los leuante,

Que empreder los q no son menos dignoa.

De que la misma pluma los escriua,

Hist. Akiz. and N. Mex. 8
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have been concealed from the pubHc until 1883. When
I had occasion to consult its pages in 1877, I did so

Solo resta que aquellos valerosos,

Por quien eate cuydado yo he tornado,

Alienten con su gran valor heroioo,

El atreuido buelo de mi pluma,
Porque desta vez pienso que veremos,
Ygualea lag palabras con las obras.

Escuchadme gran Rey que soi testigo,

De todo quanto aqui seflor 03 digo.

Or, rendering the same in English as literally as possible, with an exact re-

production of the measure, and with a remarkably Bucoessful effort not to be
a better poet than Don Gaspar, we have:

History or New Mexico.

BY CAPTAIN GASPAB DE VILLAGE!.

First Canto.

Which makes known the argument
of the history, and the situation of New Mexico, and

knowledge had of it from ancient monuments
of the Indians, and of the departure

and origin of the
Mexicans.

Of arms I sing and of the man heroic;

The being, valor, prudence, and high effort

Of hijn whose endless, never-tiring patience.

Over an ocean of annoyance stretching.

Despite the fangs of foul, envenomed envy
Brave deeds of prowess ever is achieving;
Of those brave men of Spain, conquistadores.

Who, in the Western India nobly striving.

And searching out all of the world yet hidden.
Still onward press their glorious achievements,
By their strong arms and deeds of daring valor.

In strife of arms and hardships as enduring
Aa, with rude pen, worthy of being honored.
And thee I supplicate, most Christian Philip,

Since of New Mexico thou art the Phosnix
Of late sprung forth and in thy grandeur riseu
Prom out the mass of living flame and ashes
Of faith most ardent, in whose glowing embers
Thy own most holy father and our master
We saw inwrapped, devoured by sacred fervor

—

To move some little time from off tliy shoulders
The great and heavy weight, that thee oppresses.
Of that terrestrial globe which in all justice

la by thine own strong arm alone supported;
And giving, gracious king, attentive hearing.
Thou here wilt see the weight of weary labors.

And grievous calumnies with which is planted
The holy gospel and the faith of Jesus
By that Achilles who by royal order
Devotes himself to such heroic service.

And if I may by rare access of fortune
Have thee, most noble Philip, for a hearer,

Who doubts that with a universal impulse
The whole wide world will hold its breath to listen

To that which holds so great a king's attention?
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wltli an idea that it might furnish material for a brief

note as a Hterary curiosity; but I found it a most com-
plete narrative, very little if at all the less useful for

being in verse. The subject is well enough adapted
to epic narration, and in the generally smooth-flowing
endecasyllabic lines of Villagrd, loses nothing of its

intrinsic fascination. Occasionally the author quits
the realm of poesy to give us a document in plain prose;
and while enthusiastic in praise of his leader and his

companions, our New Mexican Homer is modest in

recounting his own exploits. Of all the territories of

America—or of the world, so far as my knowledge
goes—New Mexico alone may point to a poem as the
original authority for its early annals. Not less re-

markable is the historic accuracy of the muse in this

production, or the long concealment of the book from
the eye of students.*

Then, being thus by thee so highly favored,
Since it is nothing less to write the story
Of deeds that worthy are of the pen's record,

Than to achieve deeds that no less are worthy
Of being put by the same pen in writing,

Nothing remains but that those men heroic,

For whose sake I this task have undertaken.
Should still encourage by their acts of valor
The flight ambitious of a pen so humble.
For in this case I think we shall see equalled
Deeds by the words in which they are recorded.
Listen to me, great king, for I was witness
Of all that here, my lord, I have to tell thee.

'In the prose documents V.'s name is generally written Villagran and
sometimes Perez de V. He was procurador general in the expedition, as well
as captain. Cesireo Fernandez Dure, Don Dhgo de Peilalosa, 148-60, gives
in 1883 an excellent summary of V.'s work, which is as I have said the first

announcement to the world in modern times of its historic value. He quotes
from Lopez de Haro, Nobilario, some slight biog. matter, from which it appears
that Don Gaspar was of the illustrious family of the Perez of VillagrS, a
town in the province of Campos, Spain, a family which included several val-

iant captains, among them Don Francisco de Villagri, well known in connec-
tion with the conquest of the Araucanos in S. America. Luia Cabrera de
Cordoba, Historia de Felipe, ii., Madrid, 1619, gave a trashy account of the

early explorations of N. Mex., and also a brief account of the conquest, in

which he follows Villagr^. This is the only instance known to me in which
V. 's work has been consulted. The extract on N. Mex. is translated in Ter-

naux-Compans, Voyages, ser. i. torn. x. p. 429-50.
Fernandez Duro, Noticia de Exped., 131, part of the work noticed above,

cites under date of 1604 Figueredo, Reladon del viaje dl Nuevo Mijico que hizo

el CapUan general D. Juan de OfuUe, par Fr. Roque Figueredo, misionerofrancia-

cano en la expedkion, as a MS. mentioned by Beristain; also Oaate, Diario y re-

ladon de la evtrada que hizo D. Juan de Otlate en el Nuevo Mixico, haeia el reino

de Tolan, enviada dl Rey, MS., cited by Barcia. From the date those MSS.
may refer exclusively to 0. 's expeditions from rather than to N. Mex.
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Viceroy Velasco on the failure of Urdiilola's project,

not favoring as we have seen that of Lomas, accepted

the propositions of Juan de Onate in the autumn of

1595.® Don Juan was a rich and prominent resident

of Zacatecas, son of the brave and popular conquista-

dor Don Cristobal ; married to Dona Isabel, daughter

of Juan de Tolosa, granddaughter of Hernan Cortes,

and great-granddaughter of Montezuma;' and was
backed by the wealth, nobility, and power of Nueva
Galicia. Onate's petition and contract are not ex-

tant; but the former with marginal notes of approval

and dissent was seen by Gregg at Santa Pe; and his

brief resumd, confirmed by incidental allusions in other

documents, shows that the contract did not differ

materially from the earlier ones that have been de-

scribed. The empresario agreed to raise a force of 200

men or more at his own expense ; but seems to have

been furnished by the king with a considerable quan-

tity of arms and ammunition, and even a sum of money,
being also authorized to confiscate the property of Bo-
nilla and other adventurers if he could catch them.

He was made governor, adelantado, and captain-general

of the territories to be colonized ; and his somewhat ex-

travagant claims for honors, titles, lands, and other

emoluments were freely granted by Velasco so far as

the royal instructions would permit.^

*ViUagrii. says the capitulations were concluded on Aug. 24th. In the N.
Mex., Mem., 188-9, it is stated that O.'s petition was dated Sept. 25th, and
the contract approved Dec. (clearly a misprint for Oct. ) 15th. Gregg saw the

memorial at Sta Fe, and gives the date as Sept. 21st, which may be an error

for 25th, or vice versa. Villagr^'s Aug. 24th may be the date of some pre-

liminary agreement. I have no doubt the final approval by Velasco was in

Oct. It was at least before the new viceroy's arrival on Nov. 5th. Torque-

mada, i. 670-3, makes the date Sept. 30th; and Alaman, Disert., iii. apen. 18,

says it was in '94. Velasco's instructions were issued Oct. 21, '95.

' Fernandez Duro, 133, says Don Juan married Doua Isabel Cortes Monte-
zuma, daughter of Cortes. Arlegui, Citron. Zac., 5o-7, makes Doiia Isabel

the wife of Cristdbal de Ouate and the mother of Don Juan. Bernardez, Zac.,

31-4, confirms the statement of VillagrS as in my text. The S. Luis Potost,

Relacion Circuns., 1, calls 0. ' descubridor, conquistador, y poblador ' of S. Luis

1583, and son of Dofia Isabel ace. to Haro's NoUlano.
' According to Gregg's resume of the memorial, 0. offered to raise 200 men,

and to supply at his own expense live-stock, implements, merchandise, and
one year's provisions for the colony. In return, he asked for himself the

titles of gov., etc., for 5 lives; 30 leagues of land with all the vassals thereon;
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The contract once signed, Don Juan, securing the

support of the highest officials and most influential

men of Mexico, Nueva Gahcia, and Nueva Vizcaya,

invoking the aid of his four brothers, and the four

brothers Zaldivar, his nephews, and of other active

friends,^ set about the task of recruiting an army, by
no means a long or difficult one. The sargento mayor.
Captain Vicente Zaldivar, unfurled his enlistment ban-

ner in the grand plaza of Mexico with a salute of artil-

lery; the scenes of '30 and '40 under Guzman and
Coronado were repeated; recruits came in from all

directions, attracted by the favorable terms oflered

and the hope of wealth and fame in the north, and
the ranks were soon full."

All was enthusiasm; success seemed assured; and
preparations for an early departure were wcllnigh

completed, when a change of viceroys occurred in

November, the count of Monterey succeeding Velasco.

This in itself naturally caused some delay; but more
serious causes were at work. Onate's brilliant pros-

si, salary of 8,000 ducats, and exemption from the crown tax for working
mines; for his family; hereditary nobility and liberal encomiendas; for his

array, arms and ammunition; for his officers, repartimientos of native laborers;

for his colony, a loan of 20,000 pesos from the royal treasury; and for the

spiritual well-being of all, 6 friars and the fitting church accoutrements. He
also asked for instructions respecting the forcible conversion of gentiles and
the collection of tribute. Gregg does not indicate what demands were
granted or declined in the marginal notes; nor is it apparent whether this

was the original arrangement or the final one as modified by a new viceroy.

It is stated in the N. Mex., Mem., 188-9, that Velasco accepted the offer by
indorsing the several articles of the petition in marginal notes. VillagrS says

0. got .$4,000 in money; Torquemada and Calle add also $3,000 as a loan.

In Pino, Not. Hist., 2-3, and more complete in Davis, Span. Conq., 264-5,

is the royal order of Jtily 8, 1G02, confirming the title of hijosdalgo to Ofiate^'a

associates for 5 years in the conquest, according to an article of the original

contract.
' There are named Gov. Diego Velasco of N. Vizcaya, Rodrigo del Rio de

Loza, Santiago del Riego and Maldonado of the audiencia, Lequetio, Antonio
de Figueroa^ the Bauuelos, Ruy Bias de Mendoza, Juan Cortes—great-grand-

son of Hernan—Juan de Guevara, and Salas, the alcalde of Zacatecas. Oflato's

brothers were Fernando, Cristobal, Alonso, and Luis Nunez Perez. Tlie Zal-

divar brothers, whose mother seems to have an Onate, were Crist(Jbal, Fran-

cisco, Juan, and Vicente, who were apparently the sons of the Juan Z. who
was a captain of Coronado'a army in '40. VillagrS and some others imply

that the Zaldlvars were O.'s cousins; but 0. calls them aohrinos. Vicente

also married a daughter of Juan Ofiate.
'* Salmeron and Niel say that 600 or 700 men were enlisted, though this

seems doubtful, as there was no known authority to enlist more than 200.
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pects, and the unusual prerogatives granted him, had
created jealousy; and his rivals and foes appear to

have had more influence with the new viceroy than
with the old one. Even before he reached the capi-

tal, Monterey asked for a delay ; but after Velasco had
explained the matter by letter, he consented to a com-
pletion of the arrangements. Arriving the 5th of

November and taking possession of his office, he pro-

ceeded to investigate somewhat at his leisure the ade-

lantado's fitness for his position, and the truth of

certain charges against him. The exact nature of

the accusations is not revealed; but soon everybody
seems to have had something to say against Don Juan
and his enterprise ; virtue, if we may credit the poet

companion and eulogist, being in this instance well-

nigh overpowered by calumny. A prominent ele-

ment, however, in the new viceroy's policy was his

favor to one Pedro Ponce de Leon, who wished to

undertake the conquista himself; at any rate, he wrote
to the king on December 20th, asking that ratification

of Ohate's project be delayed until new information

could be obtained. The poet's narrative of these and
latter complications is confirmed by documents from
the Spanish archives."

'• These documenta on Oiiate's conquest are published in the Pacheco, Doc.
xvi., and are of the greatest importauce, as follows: N. Mex., jremorial sobre

el Nuevo Mixico y stis acontecimientos, 1595-1602, p. 188-227. This is a docu-
mentary resume of Oiiate's negotiations, contracts, and acts, made by or for
Vicente Zaldivar in 1602, in connection with his efforts to obtain further aid
from the govt. It contains not only a resume of documents, corresp., etc.,

but much testimony taken in Mexico on 0. 's achievements and the importance
of continuing the conquest, alluding incidentally to the results of earlier

explorations. Ytinerario de las mlnas del Gaxco, de la gobemacion de la A'ueva
Vizcai/a . . . con los aguaijes y ler/uas de su distancia, camiiio todo de can-etas

. . . Feclio pm- testi'jo de vista y experiencia, y que frati verdad, y es sacerdote.
Another title of the same is Discurso de las Jornnd is i/ue hizo el campo de su
Magestad desde la Nueva Bspaila d hi provincia de la Altera Mexico. Afio de
1526 (1597-9), p. 228-76. This is a diary, or derrotero from the Caxco mines
Aug. 1, '97, to the fall of Acoma, Jan. 24, '99. It bears indications, how-
ever, of having been prepared in iSIex. from memory, notes, doc, etc.,

and not a copy of an original diary as written from day to day. It, like all

the other doc, is a part of the Zaldivar expedients of 1602. Traslado de la

posesion que en nombre de su Maijextad tom6 Don Joan de Onatr, de Ls Jieynos y
Provincias de la Ntieva Mexico: y de las ohediencias y vasallaje que los Jwiios de
algunos piiehlos de los dichos Reynos y provincias le ilieron en el dicho nombre.
Ano de 150S, p. 98-141. The formal acts of taking possession of N. Mex.
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At last the viceroy was induced to approve his
predecessor's contract with certain modifications, in-

sisting particularly that Onate should not, as ho
demanded, be independent of the audiencia in the
administration of justice, or of the viceroy in war and
finance. Preparations were now actively renewed for
the march; but when the modifications alluded to

became known to some members of the colony, whose
privileges were more or less curtailed, a new storm of
complaints and curses burst upon the leader's head; and
his foes took advantage of the occasion to renew their
attacks. Oiiate deemed it wiser to flee from than
resist such fo^s; accordingly he made haste to begin
his march northward.^^ In Zacatecas a halt was made
for final preparations. In June 1596, Lope de UUoa
y Lemos was commissioned by Monterey to make a
visita general, or inspection and inventory. Ulloa was
also instructed to remove the army from the settle-

ments on account of certain complaints of disorderly

conduct; and he began his inspection in July, appoint-
ing Francisco de Esquivel as assistant or comisario.'"

This caused an annoying and seemingly needless delay
from the poet's point of view; but as the viceroy

for Spain followed by the acts of submission of the pueblos and native chief-

tains, with dates and witnesses, especially valuable by reason of the many
pueblo names. OUate, Gopia de Carta escHpta al Virrey Gonde de Monterrey
(por) Don Joan de Oflate, de la Mueva Mexico, d dos de Marzo de 1599 aflos,

p. 302-15. A letter written at S. Juan, describing briefly what has been
done, and dwelling particularly on the brilliant prospects—all to solicit fur-

ther aid. N. Mex. , Discurso y Proposicion que se hace a Vuestra Magestad de
10 tocanie d los Descubrimientos del Nuevo Mexico por sus capituloa de pantos
diferenies, p. 38-66. A letter of Viceroy Monterey to the king, probably of

1302, containing a rejum^ of what had been done in the OBate matter, and
the viceroy's ideas of what more should be done. It is also given in Fernan-
dez Duro, Don Diego de Peftalosa, 13-27. Oflate [Alonso de), Pide se confirme
1

1

capitnladon que !dzo el Virey con Don Juan de Oiiate, p. 316-22. Dated
May i, 1600, at Madrid, and addressed to the king. There follows a letter

of May 5th of like purport and addressed to the consejo.
'^ With him at this time went several Franciscans under P. Rodrigo Duran

as comisario. Those named are Baltasar,* Cristobal de Salazar, and Diego
Marquez, or Martinez—he who had formerly been captured by ' gente lute-

rana '—who went as confessor or representative of the Inquisition.

'^^ N. Mex., Mem., 191; Id., Dis. y Prop., 43-4. Villagri says nothing of

any complaint of disorders. Rivera, Ooh. de Mex., tells us that O.'s men
mutinied at Taxco, refusing to go on unless the force was increased, and cer-

tain promises were fulfilled. The viceroy sent Ulloa to punish the malecoa-
teuts and make them go on!
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had already sent a friendly letter, assuring the governor

that the visita was a mere formality, not based on any
suspicion, no serious discontent resulted at this time,

and soon the force moved on, a part to the Caxco,

or Taxco, mines in Durango,^* and the rest still farther

to the San Bartolomd valley.

About a year had now passed since the contract was
signed, and the military colony had been considerably

reduced during the delay. ^'^ A courier was daily

expected with marching orders, and at last he came,

the 9th of September, with a sealed packet for UUoa,
which contained, as the general and all the army
thought, the welcome order. Bitter was Onate's dis-

appointment when the packet was found to be, instead,

a royal order of May 8th, directing a suspension of the

ontrada until the receipt of further instructions, in con-

sequence of the viceroy's letter of the past December
and the pending negotiations with Ponce de Leon.

Enclosed was the viceroy's letter of August 12th to

Ulloa, instructing that officer to make known the

king's will, and to order Onate, under the severest

penalties, including a revocation of all past concessions,

to make no further advance.^® In October came from

" I do not find this place on the maps, but I have a note, of forgotten ori-

gin, to the effect that it was on the Rio Nazas in central Durango. This is

confirmed by the later route which led through Zarca and Cerro Gordo, and
is probably correct. They reached Caxco, via Avino and S. Juan del Rio, on
Nov. 1, '96. N. Mex., Ytm., 229.

'* Villagr^ says reduced to 500 men; and we have noted that some authori-

ties give the original force as 600 or 700; but only about 200 besides negroes,

|.ndians, etc., are mentioned in any of the original doc. or corresp.
'^ Llegd luego un correo con gran priessa

Pidiendo albricias por el buen despacho,
De las nueuas alegres que traia,

De Vuestro Visorey, ea 'que mandana,
Que luego todo el campo se aprestase,

Y que la noble entrada prosiguiesse,

Y como estd ma^ cerca del engaiio,

Aquel que esta mas fuera de sospecha,
AasI fue que el correo assegurado,
Con gran contento entrd y dio su pliego,

El qxial se abrio en secreto, y con recato.

Que ninguno supiease ni entendiesse,

Lo que el cerrado pliego alK traia,

Y como no ay secreto tan ooulto.

Que al tin no se reuele y se nos muestre,
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Mexico a repetition of the order. The governor with
a heavy heart thought of his past efforts, and of the
500,000 ducats already spent; but kissed the unwel-
come pliego and promised to obey. He concealed the
bad news from his army for a time, and joined in their

festivities. He had no thought of giving up his enter-

prise; and Juan Guerra generously offered to bear a
portion of the heavy expense to be entailed by this

new delay, which was destined to last over a year.

It seems unnecessary to narrate in detail the history

of this gloomy period. Soldiers were constantly

deserting, and more than once utter failure seemed
inevitable. One visita after another was ordered;

but Onate was able on each occasion to keep his force

and supplies up to the standard of his contract."

To his protests against the delay, and those of his

brothers and friends, the viceroy, although professing

the most friendly disposition, replied always that he
could not act without royal orders. The adelantado's

foes wished of course to break up the expedition alto-

gether, and at times such was the policy of the gov-

ernment as well ; but at other times there seemed to

be a desire to keep the force together until Ponce de

Leon or some other royally favored individual could

be in some way given the command. Padre Duran
became discouraged and left the company with most
of his friars in spite of all remonstrances.^* But amid
all troubles. Onate, if we may credit his somewhat

El que en aqueste pliego se encerraua,

Contra las bueuas nueuas que el correo.

Con iuocencia a todos quiso darnos.

Sin quitar una letra ni aiiidirla,

Quiero con atencion aqui escriuirla.

And accordingly the poeb dismounts from Pegasus and gives us these doc. in

prose. Villagrd, 54-CO. They are reproduced in Fernandez Duro's summary;
and the dates of reception are found in N. Mex., Mem., 192.

^' From Nov. '96 to Feb. '97 many communications between UUoa and
Onate, in relation to the visitas, are given in N. Mex., Mem., 192-7. Part of

the force at this period was at Caxco and the rest at Sta Barbara. There

were a few over 200 soldier-colonists, besides negro slaves and Indians. It is

implied that 0. had contracted to pay expenses of his colony only until N.

Mex. was reached, so that the delay was ruinous. 0. seems to have visited

Mex. in the interval.
1* Torquemada and others also mention this fact.
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partial biographer, stood firm as a rock, sustained by
his friends, and by the influence of Dona Eufemia,
the beautiful wife of Alferez Penalosa, who publicly

harangued the men, urging them to imitate the forti-

tude of their leader. Some were mutinous, and bent

on going to New Mexico in spite of the king's pro-

hibition ; but cutting off the head of their leader

checked the ardor of this party.

Late in 1597 came orders to get ready, to submit
to a final visita, and to start. The royal cedula of

April 2d, on which these orders were founded, I have
not seen. In September Juan Frias de Salazar was
commissioned as visitador, Esquivel retaining his

position as comisario, and in December, when the

army had been reunited at the Santa Bdrbara mines,

the final inspection began. '* If we follow Villagrd's

version, the expectation was that Onate could not pass

the inspection; and the viceroy even advised him not

to attempt it but to disband his force. The general's

reply was that he would submit, nOt only to this vi.sita,

but to as many more as the government might choose

to order; and he did submit, and successfully passed

the ordeal. The viceroy states, however, that Sala-

zar was secretly instructed to deal as leniently as pos-

sible with Onate, disregarding small deficiencies; and
the records show that there was a deficiency in both

'' Villagrd does not name Salazar, but calls the successor of Ulloa—who
was sent to China—Capt Guerrero, with Jaime Fernandez as secretary. This
may be an error, or Guerrero may have been intermediate between Ulloa and
Salazar. The new visitador ace. to V. was a bitter foe of Oiiate, and the
quarrel between the two waxed very hot. As a sample of the obstacles

thrown in the way of the colony, I note the following: Instead of permitting
a halt while the inspection was being conducted, as was usual and expected,
the visitador ordered an immediate march. Then in some most unsuitable
place he would order a halt, forbid the men for several days to leave their

tents to look after the live-stock, forbid the purchase of any animals, and
then suddenly order the goats or some other class to be presented immediately
at his oflEice for inspection! Villagrd, Hist. N. Mex., 72-4.

The rear division of the army had left Caxco Aug. 1st, and marched via

Carrizal, Zarca, Los Patos, Cerro Gordo, La Parida, Bauz, Rio Florido, and
Rio Bunuelos to Sta Barbara in S. Bartolome valley, where they arrived Aug.
Itlth, and remained till Dec. 17th. Then they pitched the camp a few leagues
farther on, at the arroyo de S. Gerdnimo, where the visita began Dec. 22d,

and where they remained a mouth. 2^. Mex., Ytinerajio, 229-32; Id., Mem.,
197-5; id., Discurso, 44.
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supplies and men, of whom only 130 remained. It

was decided that the viceroy should raise 80 men at

Onate's expense—Juan Guerra and his wife, Ana de

Mendoza, becoming sureties—and about this number
were indeed sent north the next year.^°

Onate's Route, 1598.

2»iV Mex., Mem., 197-8; Id., Diacurso, 44. As we have seen, most au-

thorities speak of only short delays, and imply that the exped. started for

N. Mex. in the summer of '96. The delays are attributed by Salmeron and

Niel to the devil, who trembled at the prospect of losing his grasp on so

many thousands of souls. Cavo, Tres Sighs, i. 225-9, like Rivera, tells us

the delay was caused by a mutiny at Caxco, which Ulloa succeeded m quellmg.
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The final inspection having been concluded the 20th

of January, 1598, the army started northward six days
later, and on the 30th reached the Conchos. Spanish

travellers in America never encamped if it were pos-

sible to avoid it, on tlie near, but always on the far-

ther, side of a stream; therefore haste was made to

cross; and the bustle and incidents of bridging and
fording the river are vividly portrayed by our poet

chronicler. They remained in camp on the Conchos
for a week, getting rid of the visitador, who is said to

have departed without bidding the colonists good-by,

but also having to part with Padre Marquez, their

confessor. Arrangements had, however, been made
for a new band of ten Franciscans ; and these friars,

under Padre Alonso Martinez, as comisario, came north

with Captain Farfan and his party, who had escorted

Padre Marquez on his return, and joined the army
soon after the start.

^^

The force that left the Conchos on the 7th of Feb-
ruary is given by Salmeron and Niel, and implied by
Villagrd, as 400 men, 130 of whom were accompanied
by their families. The documentary records indicate

only the 130 soldier colonists, besides a large number
of servants and Indians; and it is difficult to under-

stand how there could have been more whom Ouate
could not utilize to make up the 200 of his contract.

Don Crist6bal de Onate, son ofDon Juan, accompanied
the expedition as teniente de gobernador y capitan

general, at the age of ten years ! Juan de Zaldivar

was maestro de campo; Don Vicente, his brother, sar-

gento mayor ; Captain Villagrd, procurador general

;

Captain Bartolomd Romeros, contador; Zubia, or

Cubia, proveedor; and Juan Velarde and Juan Perez
Donis, secretaries. I append a list of such names as

''^ They arrived March 3d. Their names were Alonso Martinez, Francisco
de Zamora, Juan Rosas, Alonso Lugo, Francisco de San Miguel, Andres Cor-
chado, Cristobal Salazar(a cousin of Oiiate), Juan Clai'os, Pedro Vergara, and
Jum de Saa Buenaventura—the last 2 lay friars; also brothers Martin, Fran-
cisco, and Juan de Dios are named. Barreiro, Ojeada, 5, says Oflate had 05
Franciscans with him !
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I have found in the various records, well worth pre-

serving, as including the first settlers of New Mexico

;

though unfortunately the full names and titles of all

could not be made to fit the metre of the jJoetic ver-

sion.^^ There were 83 wagons in the train, and 7,000
head of cattle.

"' Alphabetic list of Onate's associates iu

Capt. Pablo de Aguilar
Araujo
Ascencio de Archuleta
Ayarde
Alf. Dionisio de Banuelos
Bartol
Juan Benitez
Bibero
Capt. Juan Gutierrez de Bocanegra
Juau Perez de Bustillo

Cesar Ortiz Cadimo
Juan Camacho
Estevan Carabajal
Carrera
Juan de Caso
Alf. (Capt. ) Bernab^ de las Casas
Castillo

Juan Catalan
Cavanillas

Capt. Gregorio Cesar
Cordero
Alf. Juan Cortes
Marcos Cortes
Pedro Sanchez Damiero
Juan Diaz
Sec. Juan Perez de Donis
Capt. Felipe Escalante
Juan Eicarramal
Capt. Marcelo de Espinosa
Capt. Marcos Farfan de los Godos
Juan Fernandez
Manuel Francisco
.^Ivaro Garcia
Francisco Garcia
Marcos Garcia
Simon Garcia
Luis Gascon
Bartolome Gonzalez
Juan Gonzalez
Juan Griego
Guevara
Fraiicisco Guillen

Antonio Gutierrez '

Alf. Gerdn. de Heredia
Antonio Hernandez
Francisco Hernandez
Gonzalo Hernandez
Pedro Hernandez

the conquest of N. Mex.

Antonio Conde de Herrera
Cristobal de Herrera
Juan de Herrera
Alonzo Nunez de Hinojosa
Leon de Isasti

Jimenez
Capt. Diego Landin
Francisco de Ledesma
Alf. Juan de Leon
Domingo de Lizana
Cristobal Lopez
Juan Lopez
Alonso Liicas

Lucio
Mallea
Francisco Marquez
Capt. Gerdnimo Marquez
Hernan Martin
Juan Martinez
Juan Medel

'

Medina
Monroi
Alonso Gomez Montesinos
Baltasar de Monzon
Morales
Juan Moran
Munuera
Naranjo
Capt. Diego Nunez
Juau de Olague
Ten. Gen. Cristobal de Onate
Capt. Gen. Juan de Onate
Juan de Ortega
Ortiz

Regundo Paladin
Simon de Paz
Juan de Pedraza
Alf. Pereyra
Simon Perez
Capt. Juan Pinero
Alf. Fran, de Posa y Pefialosa

Capt. Alonso de Quesada
Fran. Guillen de Quesada
Martin Ramirez
Juan Rangel
Rasoon
Pedro de los Reyes
Pedro de Ribera
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Instead of descending the Conches as earlier ex-

plorers had done, Onate seems to have taken a north-

ward course to the Rio Bravo. Two exploring par-

ties were sent out in advance to find a way for the

wagons, and Villagrd, who accompanied the sargento

mayor, devotes more than two cantos of his work to a

description of their adventures ; and in the Ytinerario

the dates, distances, and names of successive points

reached by the main army are given ; but though this

was the first exploration of northern Chihuahua, the

details have no special interest in connection with our

present subject except as appended in a note.^' Pro-

gress with the wagons was naturally slow, but there

Alonso del Rio Sosa
Diego Robledo Capt. Tabora
Francisco Robledo Capt. Francisco Vaca
Pedro Robledo Varela
Pedro Rodriguez Francisco Vaaqnez
Sebastian Rodriguez Jorge de la Vega
Bartolome Romeros Sec. Juan Velarde
Capt. Moreno de la Rua Francisco Vido
Capt. Riiiz Juan de Victoria Vido
Juan Ruiz Capt. Caspar de VillagrS

Lorenzo Salado Villalba

Juan de Salas Vniaviciosa

Alonso Sanchez Capt. Juan de Zaldlvar

Cristobal Sanchez Capt. Vicente de Zaldlvar

Francisco Sanchez Alf. Leon Zapata
Antonio Sarinana Prov. Zubia
Juan de Segura Zumaia.
Serrano

'2 Feb. 7th, left the Conchos; 3 1. to La Tentacion. 8th, 2 1. to Agua del In-

cendio. 9th, 3 1. to barrancas. 10th, 3 1. to Rio S. Pedro, forded in 28° 45',

remaining a month, and the padres arriving March 3d. March 11th, 3 1. to

Charcos. 12th, 5 1. to Rio de Nombre de Dios. 14th, back to S. Buena-
ventura a short distance, whence Landin started for Mex. 18th, 3 1. to

Sierrazuela de las Hogueras. 19th, 1 1. to S. Jose, or Sacramento, -where

holy Thursday was celebrated with great ceremonies. 20th, 3 1. to Sta Cruz.

22d, 3 1. to Enciuar de la Resurreccion. 24th, 2 1. to Alameda de la Asump-
cion. 25th, 1 1. to Laguna de S. Benito y Ojuelos del Norte, a lake 2 1. in

circum. 26th, 3 1. to Aguage de la Cruz. 27th, 1 1. to Peflol de Velez ui lat.

30°. 30th, 2 1. to Ancon del Recelo. 31st, 2 1. to fuente de S. Fran, de
Paula. April lst-2d, 3 1. to Socorro del Cielo. 3d-oth, 6 1. to Rio de la Men-
tira and Cienega de S. Isidro in about 30° 30'. 7th, 2 1. to Alchicubite de S.

Vicente. 8th-9th, 3 1. to Cienega de la Concepcion, and beginning of the

sand dunes. 10th, IJ 1. to fuente de S. Leon in lat. 31°. 11th, spring of S.

Emenegildo. 12th, 3 1. to Bocas de los Mt^danos. 19th-20th. 6 1. to the Rio
del Norte in 31° 30', river called Rio Bravo farther s. B. April 28th-May 3d,

8J 1. up the river. May 4th, forded the river in exactly 31° (not a typog.

error, for the writer notes that they had lost 30* in going 8J 1.!); they called

the ford Vado de los Puertos; in many leagues there is no o£her way for

wagons.
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were no adventures or calamities. Captain Landin
was despatched for Mexico with letters in the middle
of March. On the 20th of April they reached the

Rio Grande. On the last day of the month, a few
leagues up the river on the western bank, Onate pro-

ceeded with all the complicated and curious cere-

monial deemed essential in such cases, to take formal

possession for God, the king, and himself, of New
Mexico "and all the adjoining provinces," as appears

from the long and verbose act of possession duly cer-

tified by Juan Perez, the royal escribano, in the pres-

ence of the friars and all the army.^* There were also

imposing religious ceremonies, including mass in a

chapel built for the occasion, and a sermon by the

padre comisario; and finally in the evening the per-

formance of an original comedy written by Captain

Farfan on a subject connected with the conquest of

New Mexico—early days of the drama, indeed.^^

^^ This acta is given in full by Villagr^, p. 129-32; and also in N. Mex.
Traslado, 88-101. In this doc. Onate alludes to the king's order of April 2,

"97, approving his appointment; and also names all the friars of his company.
Space does not permit the translation of this paper as a curiosity.

2^ 'Hobo sermon, gran solemnidad eclesiSstica y seglar, gran salva y alegrfa,

y a la tarde comedia.' N. Mex., Ytin., 242.



CHAPTER VII.

ONATE'S CONQUEST CONTINfJED.

1598-1599.

St Paso del Norte—Up the Rio Gkande—The Eikst Pueblo GROtrp at

SoooRBO—A Miracle at Puarai—From Pueblo to Pueblo—Obedi-

ence AND Vassalage—San Juan de los Caballekos, San Gabriel,

AND City oe San Francisco—Universal Junta—Distribution of

Missionaries—List of Towns—Zaldivar's Trip to the Plains—
Onatb's South-eastern Tour—The Captain-general Starts for the
Mar del Sur—Submission of Acoma, Zuni, and the Moqui Towns—
Visit to Mines in Arizona—Villagba's Adventures, Acoma to

Zuni—Revolt of Acoma—Death of Zaldivar and Fifteen Compan-

ions—Vengeance of the Spaniards—Battle of the Penol—Destruc-

tion OF Acoma and Slaughter of the Natives—End of the Epic

AND Other Records.

On the 4th of May, ] 598, only twenty-five miles

above the point where they first reached the Rio
Grande, the Spaniards were shown by natives a con-

venient ford, and the army crossed to the eastern

bank. The latitude is confusedly given as 31° or 31°

30'; and I have no doubt that this "ford of the river

/ of the north " was the original El Paso del Norte, a

Y name that has been retained ever since for the locality

where the river leaves the territory which is now
New Mexico. From the 5th to the 20th the army
marched slowly, up the river on the eastern side for

fifteen and a half leagues, with none but trivial inci-

dents, if we except the death of several persons of the

colony, and without applying names to localities.

Here Captain Aguilar returned from an advance ex-

ploration, having reached the first pueblos and entered

one of them against the orders of his chief, who, how-
(128)
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ever, pardoned him at the intercession of his men.
Fearing 'that the natives might be alarmed and run
away with their food supplies, Oiiate with the Zaldi-

vars, Villagrd,, padres Salazar and Martinez, and fifty

men,^ started on the 2 2d, and in six days, 26 or 22

leagues, reached the first group of pueblos, a storm

with thunder, lightning, and perhaps an earthquake

marking the approach, and drawing from the padres

all the prayers of the litany.

It is noticeable that the distance of 41 or 38 leagues

from El Paso confirms our identification, from the re-

ports of earlier explorers, of the southernmost group
of pueblos with the Socorro region in latitude 34°;

and indeed, the pueblo of Teipana, three leagues above
Qualacii of the first two, was now named Socorro.

Besides these three which are mentioned as occupied,

there were others abandoned, but only these two
names are given. The natives gave a kind welcome
to the strangers, entertained the governor in their

towns, and furnished supplies of maize, which desirable

' Socorro' was sent back to the main camp. It was
the middle of June when Onate and his advance party

left what may be regarded as the first group of towns.*

The next advance up the river was to a small pueblo

named Nueva Sevilla, seven leagues above Socorro,

the first in which the soldiers slept, and where they

remained a week while the Zaldivars went to explore

the Ab6 pueblos,^ and Villagrd made a tour in search

of maize. Then on the 22d of June they went on for

four leagues to a new but abandoned pueblo, which they

' Ofiate, Cop. de Carta, 303, says there were 70 men; and that one of his

objects was to find and arrest Humafia. The force is not given in the Ytine-

rario.
2 The purport of Ofiate's narrative, however, indicates less clearly than

those of earlier explorers a grouping of the towns; but rather makes a con-

tinuous line of pueblos at intervals of 3 or 4 1. The text of the Ytinerario

leaves it slightly doubtful whether the next town was not four instead of 7 1.

above Socorro.
* This is the first mention of this name. The ruins of Ab(5 are in about

lat. 34° 30', 25 or 30 miles east of the river, and agreeing very well with the

indications of this record. Sevilla was not far from the junction of the Rio

Puerco. The Ytinerario, 242-53, is chiefly followed for this part of the jour-

ney, as Villagrd. disposes of it somewhat briefly.

Hist. Akiz. and N. Mex. 9
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named San Juan Bautista, as they were there on the

24th, or Saint John's day.* Here the general heard

of two Mexican Indians left by Castano, and started

northward on the 25th in search of them, reaching

Puruai, named San Antonio, in a journey of sixteen

leagues. Here the friars were lodged in a newly
painted room, and in the morning they beheld on the

walls life-like portraits of the martyred Rodriguez

and Lopez of seventeen years ago, which the natives

had vainly tried to conceal with the paint! The two
Mexicans, Tomd,s and Crist6bal, were presently brought

in from another pueblo, and they proved as interpreters

a most valuable acquisition to the Spaniards. Before

the end of June they visited the pueblo of Tria—pos-

sibly Cia—^which they named San Pedro y San Pablo

;

and moved on three leagues from Puruai to San
Felipe, and thence four leagues to Guipui, or Santo

Domingo.® This town was made a kind of headquar-

ters or capital for a time, all of Onate's advance party

coming up apparently; and in this province we are

told was chosen* a convent named Asumpcion, though
nothing appears later about such an institution. On
the 4th of July Captain Juan de Zaldivar was sent

back to bring up the rest of the wagons and colonists

who had reached the first pueblos on June 26th, but

who did not join the advance army till August.

At Santo Domingo on the 7th of July seven chief-

tains representing some thirty-four pueblos assembled

to acknowledge the supremacy of new masters tem-
poral and spiritual. Tomd,s and Crist6bal, serving as

interpreters, explained at great length the material

.prosperity and eternal happiness that must result from

* S. Juan must have been some distance below Isleta, and must not be con-

founded with S. Juan de los Caballeros.
* Perhaps S. Felipe was 3 1. beyond S. Pedro y S. Pablo instead of Puruai;

or Sto Domingo 4 1. from P. instead of from S. Felipe. Elsewhere in the
Ytinerario Sto Domingo is said to be 6 1. from P. Not much importance can
be attached to exact distances in these records. Clearly S. Felipe and Sto
Domingo correspond with those still so called, though it is not certain that

the sites were not slightly changed in the next century.
* ' Se elixid convento de la advocacion de Nra Sra de la Asumpcion.' Ytin.,

264, Perhaps it should bs ' se erigid, ' or was built instead of chosen.
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being 'good,' and submitting cheerfully to Felipe II.

and God, as contrasted with present disaster and fu-

ture damnation inseparably connected with refusal;

and the chiefs, disposed to be friendly or fearing the
strangers' guns and horses, even if they had some lin-

gering doubts respecting the political and doctrinal

theories presented, humbly kneeled and swore the re-

quired allegiance, as was duly recorded in a ponderous
document/ On July 9th the army left the pueblo of

Bove, or San Ildefonso,* and in two days, or ten
leagues—-the wagons going by a longer route of six-

teen leagues via San Md,rcos—to Caypa, or San Juan,
doubtless identical, or nearly so, with the pueblo still

bearing the name near the junction of the Rio Grande
and Rio Chama just above latitude 36°. From the

courtesy of the people—especially after much-needed
rain had been produced by the padres' prayers—this

town was soon called San Juan de los Caballeros, and
for several years was the Spanish capital, or centre of

operations. The name San Gabriel was also applied

by the friars to their establishment here, or more prob-

ably to another pueblo not far distant.®

' Ohedieneia y VasaUaje d 8u Magestad por los indios de Santo Domingo (July

7, 1598), in Jf. Mex. 2\aslado, 101-8. As there were several similar acts a
little later, it will be more convenient to name the pueblos together in a sub-

sequent note.
^ Of their going from Sto Dom. to S. lid. nothing is said, nor is the dis-

tance mentioned; but it would seem that S. lid. may have been much nearer
to Sto Dom. than the pueblo now called S. lid., else the distance of 10 1. to
S. Juan would be inexplicable.

' Both in the Ytinerario and in Ofiate, Cop. de Carta, 304, the distance is

given as 61 1. from the point where O. originally left the wagons far south of

Socorro, and this corresponds nearly enough with the actual distance from a
point just above lat. 33° to one just above 36°. The place is often called S.

Juan Bautista, but must be distinct from the southern pueblo originally so

named. Davis' statement, Span. Conq., 289, that the name ' de los Caballeros

'

originated from the gentlemanly conduct of the natives during the great re-

volt of the next century, though founded on several early statements, is an
error. Several early writers speak of the vUla de San Gabriel, and indeed
Zaldtvar so calls the Span, headquarters in 1602. N. Mex., Mem., 198. Tor-

quemada and others cited earlier in this chapter state that the Spaniards es-

tablished themselves at S. Gabriel between the Rio Grande and a smaller

stream. Salmeron and Niel locate it between the Zama, or Chama, and Rio
Grande. In the Arch. N. Mex., 158, the ruins of S. Gabriel are mentioned
as on the Chama 6 1. above its mouth. S. Gabriel del Yunque, in Escalante

Carta, 116, recalls Corouado's Yunque Yunque. It will be noted that in the

subsequent distrib. of friars in Sept., S. Gabriel is named as distinct from S.

Juan.
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From San Juan on the 13th On ate went to Picu-

ries, or San Buenaventura, six leagues; and thence

six leagues farther to Taos, or San Miguel, or Tay-
beron, the northern limit. Returning to San Juan
he went to San Ildefonso on the 20th, and thence five

leagues east to San Mdrcos next day, and the next to

San Cristdbal.'" On the 24th and 26th he went to

Pecos, or Santiago,^^ by way of Glisteo, or Santa Ana;
returning to San Crist6bal and San Mdrcos on the

26th, and next day going down to Santo Domingo,
where the main company from below under Saldivar

arrived the same day. From the 2d to the 7th of

August Onate made a tour by way of the great pueblo

of Tria—probably Cia—to the great one ofthe Emenes
or Jemes, visiting also some others of the eleven

pueblos in that province, and finding some hot sulphur

springs. Having returned to Santo Domingo, he

went up to San Ildefonso on the 9th, and next day
probably arrived at San Juan.^^

It was the next day after this arrival, or the 11th

of August, that work was begun on the ditches re-

quired to bring water for the city of San Francisco

which it was determined to found, some 1,500 Indians

assembling to aid in the labor. I believe that the site

of this intended city was at or in the immediate vicin-

ity of San Juan, and not at Santa Fe, where the city

was really built in later years. For a long time

nothing more is heard of it, and it is probable that

the progress of the work was soon interrupted by
troubles presently to be noticed; or the water-works

'" S. Cristobal and S. Marcos belonged apparently to the Nambe and Tesu-
que group north of Sta Fe, yet in later years they seem to have been south
and again north of Sta Fe. They may be the pueblos so named by Castano,
as Oiiate had an Ind. girl of S. Cristobal carried away by C. ; and near S.

Marcos certain mines, called de Esoalante, are mentioned as by C.
" Pedro Orez, a native of Pecos carried away by Espejo, had died; but

Brother Juan de Dios of 0. 's band hatl learned the language, and he later

settled here.
'^ The diary is not clear for the 10th, there being apparently an omission

of th? doings of that day. Except for what follows about the new city this

would have no importance, and I think there can be no doubt that they went
to S. Juau.
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may have been completed for San Juan, and the build-

ing of the city postponed to a more convenient season
when a change of site was found desirable. I find

not the slightest reason to date the founding of Santa
Fe from 1598." While San Francisco was to be the
name of the new city, San Pablo was chosen by
the Indians as the general patron of the territory.

The last of the colonists and wagons arrived on the
18th, and thus all were reunited at San Juan de los

Caballeros. A few days later a mutinous plot of cer-

tain soldiers, including apparently Captain Aguilar,

was revealed, but the governor was moved by tears

and supplications to grant a general pardon." From
August 23d to September 7th a church was built, and
dedicated on the 8th with great ceremonies termi-

nating with a sham battle between Christians and
Moors. There was a week of general sports at this

time which brought in a large number of natives from
all directions, some of them coming, as the poet tells

us, as spies to study the invaders' strength.

A 'universal junta de toda la tierra' was held at

San Juan on the 9th of September, on which occasion

the native chiefs, including representatives of pueblos

'^
' Se empezd la saca del agua para la ciudacl de nuestro Padre Sant Fran-

ciaco.' N. Mex., Ytin., 262. In Id., Traslado, 116, 'la cibdad de Sant Fran-
cisco de los Espanoles que al presents se edifican ' is included with S. Juan in
the missionary field of P. Salazar in the distribution of Sept. 9fch; and this is

cited by Bandelier, Hist. Introd., 19, as 'documentary evidence regarding the
establishment of Sta Fe, ' though it does not follow that B. really opposes my
view of the matter. That the writer of the Ytinerario, after carefully noting
Ouate's tour through the Sta Fe region and return to S. Juan, should have re-

ferred to the beginning of work on the new city the next day, having in mind a
site 25 or 30 miles away, with no preliminary record of choosing the site, etc.,

is as improbable as that a city at Sta Fe in process of construction should have
escaped all mention for 10 years or more; but there is nothing at all strange
in the record if the meaning is that the city was to be at S. Juan, since tlie

work may have gone on slowly for years or its suspension during the later

troubles have left no record. Since writing what precedes I find in Vetancur,

Chron., 101, the following, which settles the question; From S. Juan de los

Caballeros are in sigiit (1680-91) the 'edificios de la villa de S. Gabriel,

primera fundacion que se pasd a Sta Fe i la otra parte del rio.

'

"Over 45 men were concerned, ace. to OilcUe, Oop. Carta, 304. Four men
subsequently ran away for the 'tierra de paz,'with a-band of horses; but
Villagri and Marquez went in pursuit, hanged two of the men, and recovered

the animals, going as V. claims in 14 days to Sta Barbara; and indeed Otiate,

305, says that they wrote to the viceroy from Sta B. They started Sept. 12th,

and returned early in Nov.
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and provinces that had before submitted and many
others, renewed their formal submission, after listen-

ing to a new explanation of the system by which
the Almighty was represented in New Mexico en lo

temporal through the king by Onate, and en lo espiri-

tual through the pope by the padre comisario Martinez.

They also expressed the joy with which they would
receive the friars at their pueblos as spiritual teachers

and masters, after listening to the cheering assurance

that if they refused or disobeyed the padres they
would all be burned alive, besides burning later in

hell. Villagra tells us, however, that while they
readily submitted to the king, they very sensibly told

the padre comisario that so far as the new faith was
concerned they had no objection to adopting it, if after

proper instruction they found it desirable, adding
naively that of course he would not wish them to em-
brace a faith they did not fully understand ! There-
upon Martinez proceeded to apportion the pueblos
among his co-laborers.*^

In my narrative of earlier entradas I have given in

text or notes all the pueblo names mentioned by the
successive explorers, with such comments as seemed
necessary to show their identity. In the records of

Onate's conquest, and especially in the acts of obedien-

cia y vasallaje and distribution of friars, these names
are very numerous, and doubtless in many instances

very iaaccurate as written or printed; yet I have
deemed it desirable to preserve them ; and for the con-

venience of reader and student I append them in com-
pact form, adding all the names that appear in earlier

narratives. Identification is in most cases, so far as

individual pueblos are concerned, impossible; indeed,

there is nothing left with which to identify them, and
I make no attempt at arbitrary location on my maps,
though all existing data of distance, direction, etc.,

will be found in these chapters. Fortunately, the

'* Obedienda y Vasallaje d Su Mage-itad por hs indios del Pueblo de San Jvam
Bautista (Sept. 9, '98), in N. Mex., Traslado, 108-17, including the distribu-

tion of the missionaries. Also Villagra, Hist. N. Mex., 152-5, with less details.
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identity by groups or leading pueblos presents few
diflficulties, and in nearly every group a few names
have survived to modern times. The towns in the

sixteenth century occupied the same genera] range of

territory as in the nineteenth ; but most of them were
destroyed in the seventeenth, and many of those re-

maining were moved from their original sites. ^* I

^^ The body of what follows is from the Obediendas of the N. Mex., Tras-
lado, items in parentheses being from the Ytinerario, Villagr^'s narrative,

and other doc. relating to Onate's expedition; while notes from earlier expedi-
tions and comments are enclosed in brackets.

Under care of Fr. Francisco de S. Miguel, prov. of the Pecos (Santiago)

with the 7 pueblos of the eastern Cienega, and the Vaquero, or wild tribes, of

that region to the Sierra Nevada, and the pueblos of the 'gran salina' behind
the sierra of Puruay; and besides the pueblos of Quanquiz, Hohoti, Xonallis,

Xatol, Xaimela, Aggey, Cuzi, Cizentetpi, Acoli, Abbo (Abo), Apena, Axauti,
Amaxa, Couna, Dhiu, Alle, Atuyama, and Chein; and the 3 great pueblos of

the Jumanas, or ' rayados ' called in their language Atripuy, Genobey, Que-
lotetrey, and Pataotrey. In the Obediencia of Oct. 12th we have also in this

S. E. region the prov. of Cheilo with the pueblos of Acolocil, Cuzaya [Cuza
above], Jnnetre, and Paaco; and in the Obed. of Oct. 17th those of Cueldce,

Xenopue, Patasce, and Abo. [Coronado calls Pecos Cicuye, Cicuio, Cicuique,

Ticuique, Tienique, or Acuique, not naming others in the region. Rodriguez
mentions prov., or valleys, of Came with 6 pueblos, and Asay, or Osay, with
5, somewhere in the s. E. Espejo names the prov. of Tamos—Tanos—one of

its pueblos being called Ciquique, or Pecos; and also the prov. of Maguas, or

Magrias, of 11 pueblos N. E. of the Tiguas. Sayeujue appears on Jeffery's

atlas.] Glisteo, or Sta Ana, is named in the Ttin. [In all this eastern region

of about 40 pueblos alluded to we have in modern times only the,ruins Pecos,

Galisteo, Abo, Gran Quivira, and various scattered heaps of nameless ruins. ]

Fr. Juan Claros, prov. of the Chiguas, or Tiguas, and pueblos of Napeya
and Tuchiamas, and that of Pura with the 4 ' consecutive ' down the river,

that of Poxen, Puariy (S. Antonio), Trimati, Guayotrl, Acacafui, Henicohio,

Vareato 'with aU its subjects to PuarSy up and down the Rio del Norte '(?);

also the prov. of Xalay, the prov. of Mohoqui (?), and the prov. of the Atripuy
down the river with its pueblos which are Preguey, Tuzahe, Aponitre, Vu-
mahein, Quiapo, Trelaquepri, Cunquilipinoy, Calciati, Aquicato, Encaquiagual-

caca, Quialpo, Trelagil, Pesquis, AyquI, Yancomo, Teyaxa, Qualacti (2d

pueblo coming from s., ace. to Ttin.), Texa, Amo, on 'this side' [west?] of

the river; and on the other, Pencoana, Quiomaqui, Peixolde, Zumaque, Teey-
traan, Preguey [see above, repeated], Canocan, Peytre, Qui-Ubaco, Tohol,

Cantensapu^, Tercao, Poloocd, Treyey, QueelqueW, Atepira, Trula, Treypual,

Tecahanqualahd,mo, Pilopue, Penjeacil, Teypami (Teipana, or Socorro, 3 1.

above Qualacti), and Trenaquel ' de la mesilla ' which is the 1st pueblo coming
from Mexico. (Which of these were the ones called Nueva Sevilla and S.

Juan Bautista in the Yiin. does not appear. ) In the Obed. of July 7th the

Chigua pueblos named are Paniete, Piaqui, Axoytre, Piamato, Quioyaco, and

Camitre, or at least these were under the captain of the Chiguas. [Niza's

Totonteac may possibly have been the Tigua prov. Coronado wintered in

Tiguex, Tihuex, or Tihueq, a prov. of 12 or 15 pueblos; and visited Tutahaoo,

a prov. of 8 pueblos down the river in the Isleta region; also 4 towns in the

Socorro region not named, which were also mentioned without being named
by Rodriguez and Espejo. R.'s visit 1st shows the name Puaray or Puara;

and E. names the pueblo of Puara, Puala, or Poalas, one of 16 in the prov. of

Tiguas. It is not probable that a single one of these 60 pueblos of the south-

em section of the Rio Grande valley is stUl standing, though there are a few

of later origin].
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have no doubt that the number of pueblos, about 170,

is greatly exaggerated through a confounding of

names pertaining to towns, tribes, and chieftains.

Fr. Juan de Rosas, prov. of the Cheres, or Cherechos (Hores) [Queres.
The name Querechoa is applied by Coronado and Espejo to wild trilje? in the
east and west] with the pueblos of the Castixes, or S. Felipe and Coniitre,

Sto Domingo or Guipui, Alipoti, ChoohitI or Cochiti; that of the Cienega de
Carabajal; S. Marcos, S. Cristobal, Sta Ana, Ojana, Quipana, del Puerto, and
Pueblo Quemado. In the Obed. of July 7tli are also named Tamy, Aoogiya,
Cachichi, Yates, and Tipoti. (Villagra gives the Queres prov. to P. Zamora,
omitting Rosas. ) [Coronado names Quirix, or Quivix, a prov. of 7 pueblos.

Espejo calls it Quires with 5 pueblos Castafio called it Quereses, naming
one of the towns Sto Domingo, perhaps the same so called by Onate, and also

S. MSrcos, S. LiScas, and S. Cristobal. Pueblos still standing in this region,

the Rio Grande valley, in about lat. 35° 30', retain the names of Sta Ana, S.

Felipe, Sto Domingo, and Cochiti, some of them perhaps identical WI& those
of the 16th century.]

Fr. Cristobal de Salazar, prov. of the Tepiias (Teguas, ace. to Villagra)

[Tehuas], with the pueblos of Triapi, Triaque, S. lldefonso or Bove, Sta
Clara, San Juan [de lbs Caballeros] or Caypa, S. Gabriel, Trovmaxiaquino,
Xiomato, Axol, Camitria, Quiotraco, and the city of S. Francisco 'que se

edifioan.' [Corollado calls the prov. Yuque-Yunque with 6 towns; and his

Ximera, or Ximena, with Silos and other abandoned villages may have been
in this region. Espejo calls the province or the eastern part of it Ubates or
Hubates. Of the 10 or 11 Tehua pueblos, the names of S. .Juan, Sta Clara,

and S. lldefonso still remain in this district, and of the same prov. are the
towns of Nambe, Pujuaque, and Tesuque.]

Fr. Francisco de Zamora, prov. of the Picurles, with all the Apaches N.
and w. of the Sierra Nevada; also prov. of the Taos with pueblos in that
region and upper valley of the Rio Grande. Taos was also called Tayberon
and S. Miguel; and Picurles was S. Buenaventura. [Coronado called Taos
Braba," Uraba, or Yuraba; and his Acha prov. in this region was possibly
Picurles.]

Fr. Alonso de Lugo, prov. of the Emmes (Bmes) [Jemes], and the pueblos
of Yjar, Guayoguia, Mecastria, Quiusta, Ceca, Potre, Trea [Cia?], Guatitruti,

Catrdo; and the Apades [Apaches] and Cocoyes of the sierra and region. In
the Obed. of July 7th, the Emmes pueblos are called Yxcaguayo, Quiamera,
Fla, Quinsta, Leeca, IPoze, Fiapuze, Friyti, and Caatri. [If, as seems likely,

these are different spellings of the same 9 pueblos, our confidence in the
accuracy of these doc. is considerably shaken. Coronado mentions the prov.
of Hemes with 7 towns, and that of Aguas Calientes with 3. Espejo calls

the prov. that of the Emexes, Emeges, or Amejes. The pueblo of Jemes
still stands, but not on its original site.]

Fr. Andres Corchado, prov. of Trias, or Trios, with pueblos of Tamaya,
Yacco, Toajgua, and Pelchin. In the Obed. of July 7th are named Comitre
and Ayquiyu, with Triati and Pequen, perhaps in this region. Corchado 's

district lay westward from the ' gran pueblo ' of Tria or S. ]?edro y S. Pablo
(Zia, Villagra.) [Cia, called Chia by Coronado. Perhaps the Tlascala of Rod-
riguez. Sia, or Siay, of Espejo, the capital of the prov. of Punames, Pu-
mames, or Cunames of 5 pueblos.] Also Acoma, Obed. of Oct. 27th. [Possibly
Niza's prov. of Aous or Marata. Coronado's Acuco, or Coco. Es^jejo's

Acoma. If this pueblo could be located in the early times farther N. than its

present site, say on the Puerco about lat. 35° 30', it would agree better with
the records; but I find no evidence of a change, and the peculiarities of the
peBol site render a change improbable, though not impossible.] Also Zuni,
or Truni

—

Ohed. of Nov. 9th—a prov. of 6 pueblos, Aguicobi or Aguscobi,
Canabi, Coaqueria, Halonagu, Macaqui, and Aguinsa. Ohed. of Nov. 9th.

piiza's prov. of Cibola with 7 pueblos, one of them Abacus. Coronado's
Cibola, with 2 of the 7 towns named Granada and Muzaque, perhaps the
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After the general assembly and its attendant fes-

tivities, Vicente Zaldivar was sent with fifty men to

New Mexico in the Sixteenth Centuky.

Macaqui above. Espejo's Ziini, Zuny, Am^, or Ami, one of the towns being

Aquico.] Also the prov. of Mohoce or Mohoqui

—

Ohed. of Nov. 15th—with its

pueblos of Molioqui, Naybe, Xumupaml, Ouanrabi, and Esperiez; the captains

of which, perhaps confused with the pueblo names, were Pananmd, Hoynigua,
Xuynuxl, Patigua, and AguatuybS. Obed. of Nov. 15th. [The modern
names of the 7 Moqui towns

—

Nat. Races, i. 528—are Oraibe, Shumuthpa,
Mushaiina, Ailela, Gualpi, Siwinna, and Tegna; or aoc. to Garces in the 18th

century, Sesepaulab^ Masagneve, Janogualpa, Muqui, Concabe, and Muca
or Oraive. Coronado's Tusayan, Tucayan, Tuzan, Tusan, or Tucauo with 7

towns. Espejo's Mohoce, or Mohace, with 5 towns, one of them Aguato, or

Zaguato; other pueblos of Deziagnabos, Gaspe, Comupavi, Majanani, and
Olalla being mentioned in connection with his exped.]

Other pueblos named in the Ohed. of July 7th with no indication of locality,

and not named in the distribution of friars, are Ayohini, Baguaoat, Xutis,

Yucaopi, Acacagua, Ytriza, and Atioa.
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explore the buflPalo plains of the east, with no results

of a geographic or historic nature worth noticing here.

Some petty adventures among the roving bands of

natives, the shooting of the first bull by the valiant

major, and a grand buffalo hunt with brilliant but not

very successful efforts to capture some of the cibolos

alive, claim, however, at the hands of our poet chron-

icler more space than the annalist can devote to them.

Zaldivar's absence was from September 10th to Xo-
vember 8th, and he found traces of the expedition of

Bonilla and Humana, His course was probably north-

east. In October Onate made a tour to the salinas

eastward of Pecos, and thence south to Ab6 and
the Jumana territory, the formal submission of the

pueblo groups being on the 12th and 17th, and he
returned about the 20th to the Rio Grande.

On the 23d of October the general started from
Puarai on a western tour, accompanied by Padre
Martinez; and four days later received the obediencia

of Acoma. Here according to Villagrd he had a nar-

row escape without knowing it at the time. Zutuca-

pan, a chief who had not been invited to the conference

at San Juan, had harangued the people from the house-

tops, and urged them not to yield to the haughty
Castillos.'-'' He had some success at first, but wiser

counsels prevailed when his son Zutancalpo and the

venerable Chumpo—120 years of age—had made the

people understand how very diflBcult it would be to

defeat the valiant strangers, and the utter ruin that

must result to Acoma in the case of failure. Still

Zutucapan gained a following, and a secret plan was
made by twelve conspirators to kill Onate in an estufa,

which on one pretence or another he was to be induced

to visit. The adelantado with his small force arrived,

was satisfied with his friendly reception, and was
filled with admiration at sight of the penol town with

its wonderful natural strength and defensive works.

" So the Span, were generally called by the N. Mexicans. The name is a
corruption of Castellanos.
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One of the twelve invited Onate to see something
very curious, but he cautiously and fortunately de-

clined to enter the fatal estufa. The formal submis-
sion of the pueblo having been received, the little

army continued its march westward to Zuni and to

Mohoqui, where formal submission was rendered by the
native chieftains on the 9th and 15th of November. ^^

Of Onate's western explorations in what is now
Arizona we know but little. He was everywhere
hospitably entertained by the natives, who held grand
hunts to furnish diversion and game for their guests.

A party under captains Farfan and Quesada were
sent out from Moqui in search of mines, which were
found in a pleasant, well-watered country some thirty

leagues westward, perhaps in the same region pre-

viously explored by Espejo.^^ There were also salt

deposits, and according to Villagrd, pearl-oyster shells,

which caused a belief that the coast was not far dis-

tant. The general had intended to reach the ocean on
this tour, and soon after starting had sent orders to

Juan Zaldivar to turn over the command at San Juan
to his brother Vicente as soon as the latter should
arrive from the plains, and to join his general in the

'* N. Mex., Traslado, 132-41. In the Tlin. it is stated that O. like Espejo
found at the Zuni towns, not only crosses, but Mex. Ind. left by Ooronado.

'' It may be well to give the Ytin. from Puarai (near Bernalillo or Sandia)
to Acoma, Zufli, Moqui, and the mines as follows : w. 4 1. to Torrente de los

Alamos, half-way between being the Arroyo de los Mimbres; 7 1. to Manan-
tial de la Barranca, and 2 1. (apparently, for the text is confusing) to Acoma.
(It is difficult to make this agree with the present location of Acoma with re-

spect to Sandia; and here, as in many earlier statements, we are tempted to

locate A. much farther north.

From the Penol de Acoma 4 1. to source of the Rio de Mala Nueva; 8 1. to

Agua de la Pefla; 4 1. to ' agua que va a Juni ' (source of Zuiii River ?), where
are 3 ruined pueblos; 3 1. to 1st Zuni pueblo, there being 6 within a space of

3 1., and a famous Salina de Grano 9 1. east (?).

From Zuni, 6 1. to Cienguilla; 6 1. to Manantialejos; 5 1. to 1st Moqui
town; 3 1. to 2d pueblo; 4 1. to 4th, via 3d. These towns are the eastern

(western ?) limit of settlements found down to Dec. 20, '98 (which may mean
that 0. remained here till that date, or some of his party).

From Moqui, 6 1. w. to Fueutecilla de los Medanos; 3 1. to Rio de la Ala-

meda; 3 1. to foot of the Sierra sin Agua; 2 1. to Estauque del Pinal; 2rj 1. to

rancheria de los Gandules; 6 1. in the mts to Agua del Valle; 2 1. to ran-

cherla de los Cruzados; 3 1. to the valley of partridges, magueys, with a fine

river; 4 1. to 3d river, and 2 1. to 4th, both large streams; thence to the

mines and hot springs, no distance given. Here the Ylin. terminates

abruptly with p. 276; but later events at Acoma are given on previous

pages. This western derrotero is an addition without dates.
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west with thirty men. But trouble occurred, as we
shall see, in connection with tlie carrying-out of these

orders, and the Mar del Sur had to wait.

We have seen that captains Villagrd and Marquez
had in September been sent south in pursuit of de-

serters. They returned at the beginning of Novem-
ber, and the former started alone with his horse and

dog to join his leader and report the success of his

mission. At Acoma he was so closely questioned by
Zutucapan that his suspicions were aroused, and he

refused to dismount. Stating that a large Spanish

force was not far behind, and pleading urgent haste to

overtake the general, he hurried on ; and sleeping that

night by the wayside he awoke in a snow-storm. Soon
he fell into a pitfall that the, treacherous natives had
prepared for him, left his horse dead therein,^" and
plodded on through the snow on foot, taking the pre-

caution to reverse his boots, with a view to mislead

pursuers. After suffering intensely from hunger for

several days, at last he killed his dog for food, but as

the faithful animal with the life-torrent pouring from
his side turned to lick the hand of his slayer, Villagrd,

had no heart to eat the food obtained at such a cost.^^

Soon after, when just ready to perish, he was rescued

by three of Onate's men who were searching for lost

horses in the Zuhi reoion. At the same time his

pursuers—possibly imaginary—came up, but thinking

the main force near at hand dared not attack.^^

2° The best of historians, even poets, leave now and then a point obscure.
Perhaps the author, if he were still living, might reconcile the death of his

horse in the pitfall with an earlier statement that at the time of writing he
still had the noble charger that bore him on this journey ! A small woodcut
in connection with V.'s portrait on the frontispiece is intended, as close ex-

amination leads me to believe, to represent this adventure in the pit. It cer-

tainly represents nothing else.

^' In the interests of history, and to the sacrifice of sentiment, I must add
that the want of a fire to cook the dog was not without influence on the poet's

decision. He had not thought of this when he did the cruel deed !

2' It must be noted that aoc. to the Ytinerario, 267, 275, Capt. Marquez
was the man who made this trip, leaving Puarai Nov. 4th, and reaching Zuni
half dead with cold and hunger; but I think it more likely that this is a slip

of the pen than that Don Gaspar should have appropriated the achievements
of another; especially as V. was at Ziifli on Nov. 9th, as is shown in the Obe-
diencia.
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Don Vicente Zaldivar returned from the plains on
the 8th of November, and on the 18th Don Juan set

out as ordered to join Oiiate. Meanwhile the wily

and patriot Zutucapan—if we are to credit the poet
chronicler, who may have drawn on his imagination

largely for his facts, or may on the other hand have
obtained accurate information from the natives later

—

had renewed his efforts at Acoma, and this time suc-

cessfully; for after the orators of the former occasion

had spoken and others had added their eloquence on
both sides, it was determined to test the boasted in-

vulnerability of the Spaniards by attacking them on
their arrival, having first taken the precaution to scatter

them where they would fall an easy prey. Such was
the situation when Zaldivar and his companions ap-

proached the peiiol. The natives came out to meet
them with gifts and every demonstration of friendly feel-

ing. They offered all the supplies that were needed, and
next day the soldiers, no treachery being suspected,

were sent in small parties to bring the provisions from
different parts of the pueblo. A loud shout from the

Indians first warned the maestro de campo of his peril;

he wished to order a retreat, and thus in his leader's

absence avoid the responsibility of open war; but an-

other oflScer not named—severely blamed by Villagrd

and accused of subsequent cowardice—opposed him
until it was too late, and retreat was impossible.

A desperate hand-to-hand fight of three hours en-

sued; Zutucapan, Pilco, Anmlco, Cotumbo, and Tem-
pol were the native chieftains most prominent in the

battle; the Spaniards performed prodigies of valor in

single combats; but the odds w^ere too great, and one

by one the little force melted away. At last the brave

Zaldivar fell under the club of Zutucapan ; the native

warriors set up a cry of victory; five surviving Span-

iards fled to the edge of the mesa and leaped down
the cliff, four of them reaching the plain alive. Three

others had escaped from the penol, and all joined

Alf^rez Casas, who was guarding the horses. Captain
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Tabora was sent to overtake Onate ; others went to

warn the padres at their different stations, while the

rest bore the sad tidings back to San Juan.^^

The scene in camp when the disaster was announced
to the wives, children, and friends of the slaughtered

company may be left to the imagination of the reader.

Solemn funeral rites for the dead were hardly com-
pleted when Tabora returned, saying that he had not

been able to find the governor; whereupon Alferez

Casas with three companions volunteered for the ser-

vice; and after many difficulties met Onate bej'^ond

Acoma, near where Villagrd, had been succored a

month before. The adelantado retired to his tent and
spent the night in prayer before a rude cross, if we
may believe his eulogist, and in the morning made a

speech of consolation to his men. Having with the

least possible delay called in the several bands of

explorers, he marched his army carefully and sadly

back to San Juan, where his safe arrival on December
21st was celebrated by a te deum.
Formal proceedings were now instituted before

Juan Gutierrez Bocanegra, appointed alcalde for the

occasion, against the rebels; and after the friars had
given a written opinion respecting the elements of a

just war and the rights of victors over a vanquished
people, it was decided that Captain Vicente de Zal-

dfvar be sent against Acoma; that the inhabitants of

that town must be forced to give up the arms of the

murdered soldiers, to leave their penol, and to settle

on the plains; that the fortress must be burned; and
that all who might resist must be captured and en-

slaved. Seventy brave men were selected for the

^'The fight took place on Dec. 4th. Aco. to Villagri and N. Mex., Mem.,
213, 223, the killed were 11, but only Spaniards were included. The list as
given in the Ytin,, 268, is as follows: Captains Diego NuQez and Felipe de
Escalante, Alf. Pereyra, Araujo, Juan Camacho, Martin Ramirez, Juan de
Segura, Pedro Robledo, Martin de Riveros, Sebastian Rodriguez, two mozos,
a mulatto, and an Indian, besides Capt. Juan de Zaldivar. The wounded
were Leon Zapata, Juan de Olagne, CavaniUas, and the alguacil real, Laa
Caaas, who was struck twice with stones. If the no. of survivors is correctly
indicated, Z. could not have taken 30 men as ordered.
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service, under officers including captains Zubia, Ro-
mero, Aguilar, Farfan, Villagrd, and Marquez, Alferez
Juan Cortes, and Juan Velarde as secretary. This
army started on the 12th of January, 1599, and on
the 21st arrived at Acoma, Villagrd, with twelve men
visiting Cia on the way for supplies. After Zaldivar's

departure there seems to have been an alarm of threat-

ened attack on San Juan, which, although it proved
unfounded, gave our chronicler an opportunity to

describe the preparations for defence, and to record

the heroic offer of Dona Eufemia to lead the women
to combat.

At Acoma the followers of Zutucapan were exult-

ant, and succeeded in creating a popular belief that

their past victory was but the prelude to a greater

success which was to annihilate the invaders and free

the whole country. Gicombo, a prominent chieftain

who had neither taken part in nor approved the first

attack, and had many misgivings for the future, called

a general assembly of chiefs, to which were invited

certain leaders not belonging to Acoma. It seems to

have been tacitly understood that after what had
happened war could not be averted, and all were
ready for the struggle ; but Gicombo, Zutancalpo, and
Chumpo urged the necessity of removing women and
children, and of other extraordinary precautions. Zu-

tucapan and his party, however, ridiculed all fears, and

boastingly proclaimed their ability to hold the penol

against the armies of the universe. When Zaldivar

drew near, crowds of men and women were seen upon

the walls dancing stark naked in an orgy of defiance

and insult.

The sargento mayor, through Tomas the inter-

preter, sent the rulers of Acoma a summons to come

down and answer for the murder they had done; but

they only replied with taunts, while the Spaniards

pitched their tents on the plain and prepared for an

assault. There were two points at which the ascent

could be effected; and the summit plateau was divided
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by a ravine into two parts connected by a narrow pass.

Zaldivar's strategy was to assault one of the penoles

with his main force, while a small and chosen party

should hold themselves in readiness to scale the other.

The night was spent in revelry by the natives; by the

Spaniards in preparations and rest. On the morning
of San Vicente, the 22d of January, the Indian i began

the battle by a discharge of arrows, and the Spanish

leader sent what seemed to be his entire army to as-

sault one of the entrances, where he soon concentrated

the whole strength of the foe to oppose his ascent.

Meanwhile, with twelve chosen men who had been

concealed during tlie night, he mounted the other

penol, and gained the summit without serious resist-

ance. The twelve were speedily reenforced, and all

day long the battle raged fiercely, both at the pass

between the two plateaux and at the entrance to that

not yet gained.

For two days, and perhaps part of the third, the

battle raged, and in five cantos of our epic are the

details recounted of personal combats, desperate

charges, individual acts of prowess on the part of

Castilians and natives, religious services in the Chris-

tian camp, juntas and discussions and dissensions in

the fortress on the cliff, the death-struggles of nearly

all the Acoma chieftains and of several of Onate's

men, hair-breadth escapes of Villagrd, and his com-
rades— details which may not be followed here, but

in which the poet fairly revels. The Spanish loss

seems to have been very small—perhaps only one

man—and that of the natives very large, as was natu-

ral considering the difference in weapons and armor.

Zutucapan's only chance of a successful resistance was
lost when the invaders gained a footing on the plateau.

It was only by desperate valor, by immense superior-

ity of numbers, and by the advantages of defence

offered by the summit pass, that the fated people

were able to prolong the combat for three days. Dur-
ing the last day's battle the buildings of the pueblo
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were in flames, and hundreds killed each other in their

desperation, or threw themselves down the clifF and
perished rather than yield. Santiago or San Pablo
was clearly seen by tha natives during the conflict

fighting for the Christians.

Finally, on the 24th the Spaniards gained full

possession of the pefiol pueblo, which they proceeded
to destroy, at the same time slaughtering tlie in-

habitants as a punishment for their sin of rebel-

lion; though a remnant—600 in number, out of an
estimated population of 6,000, under the venerable
Chumpo, according to Villagrd,—was permitted to

surrender, and came down to settle on the plain.
^*

The pride and strength of the valiant Acomenses
wei'e broken forever; and it must have seemed hope-
less for the other New Mexican communities to

attempt what this cliff" town, with all its natural ad-

vantages, had failed to accomplish.
,
There is no record

that any other pueblo became involved in open hostil-

ity to the Spaniards; indeed, of definite events for

the rest of 1599 we have no record at all. With the
fall of Acoma all the regular chronologic records end,

including the Ytinerario and Villagrd's epic. The
poet promised his sovereign to continue the narration

of New Woi'ld adventures when the duties of his

lance should give leisure to his pen; but so far as I

know the opportunity never came.

'' The two authorities do not agree about the termination of the battle.

ViUagri implies that it lasted three days, when. Chumpo and his 600 survivors
surrendered, after which the town was burned. The Ytin. seems to say that
the fight lasted from the evening (prob. a misprint for morning) of the 22d to

the evening of the 23d, when the foe surrendered; but the Span, did not
occupy the pueblo till the 24th, when the surviving inhabitants made fur-

ther resistance in their estufas and minas; whereupon ' hizose la matanza y
castigo de los mas dellos, & fuego y sangre; y de todo punto se asolo y quemo
el pueblo.' Onate, Cop. Carta, 309, says Acoma had about 3,000 Indians 'a.'.

qual en castigo de su maldad y traicion y para escarmiento i, los demas,
lo asole y abrase todo.' The description of Acoma, with its plateau divided
by a ravine into two parts, does not agree with the present pueblo site, and
adds to our doubt about the identity. It agrees much better with El Moro,
or Inscription Rock; but the distance of 6 1. E. from the head of Zuni Cr. in

the Ytinerario, as well as the distances given in earlier narrative?, seem to

make this identification difficult. There may be a similar cliil farther east,

than El Moro and farther north than Acoma.
Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 10
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The history of this province, from the fall of Acoma
in 1599 to the great revolt of 1680, can never be made
complete, for lack of data. The home archives were
destroyed in the revolt, and we must depend on such
fragments as found their way out into the world before

that outbreak. I can do no more than simply bring
together in this chapter more of these fragments than
have ever been presented before. There were several

writers of the period—notably Salmeron, Benavides,
and Posadas—who might have left a satisfactorj^

record, at least in the aggregate; but unfortunately
the past and future had more charms for them than
the present, and New Mexico less than the half-

mythic regions beyond.

On the 2d of March, 1599, the governor wrote to the

viceroy an outline record of what he had accomplished,
painting in bright colors the land he had conquered,

(U6)
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and sending samples of its products. The western
region since known as Arizona was most highly praised

by him in respect of fertility and mineral promise ; but
perhaps the idea of South Sea glories in that direction

was prominent in his mind. What he wanted was an
increase of force with which to win for Spain the rich

realms that must lie just beyond; and the couleur de
rose of his epistle, so far as New Mexico was concerned,

was intended for effect on the viceroy and king, since

ultimate success began to seem dependent on an in-

crease of resources.^ Captains Villagrd,, Farfan, and
Pinero were sent to Mexico to carry this letter and
make personal explanations ; while at the same time,

with an escort under Alferez Casas, padres Mar-
tinez, Salazar, and Vergara went south to obtain a
reenforcement of friars. Both missions were mod-
erately successful. Salazar died on the journey,
Martinez was retained in Mexico, but Padre Juan de
Escalona as comisario was sent to the north with Ver-
gara and six or eight friars not named. Casas also

returned with the 71 men who, as will be remem-
bered, had been provided for to complete Onate's force

of 200 in 1598.^ The viceroy wrote to the king, who
by a cedula of May 31, 1600, ordered him to render
all possible support and encouragement to the New
Mexican enterprise. It is possible that some addi-

tional reenforcement was sent in consequence of this

order, but there is no positive evidence to that effect.^

' Oflate, Cop. de Carta, 302-15. Five hundred men would not be too many to
send to such a country, where he is sure to gain for his Majesty ' nuevos mundos
pacfficos, mayores que el buen Marques le did. ' He alludes to his past mis-
fortunes, and most earnestly entreats that aid be not withheld now when
success is almost within his grasp. He wishes his daughter Mariqnita to coine
to N. Mex. I

^ See p. 123, this volume.
'Torquemada, Monarq. Ind., i. 671-3, is the best authority on movements

of the friars; see also Vetancur, Chron., 95; Aparido, Ctmventos, 282. On the
sending of the 71 men under Casas at Juan Guerra's expense—to inspect

which force Juan Gordejuela was appointed Oct. 1, 1599—seeiV. Mex., Mem.,
197-8; Id., Dlscurso, 38-9.

In May 1600, before the date of the cedula of May 31st (which is copied
\i N. Mex., Doc. Hist., MS., 492-4), we have two petitions of Don Alonso de
Oflate in Madrid in behalf of Don Juan, directed to the king and council, in

Which he demands a ratification of the original contract with Velasco, on the
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After the lesson tauglit at Acoma, the natives were
riot likely to attempt further resistance; and Onate in

his capital at San Juan was left in undisputed posses-

sion of New Mexico. The colonists were well content

with the country as a home, and the friars as a field

of missionary labor. Don Juan was also satisfied in

a sense with his achievement ; that is, as a basis for

other and greater ones. True, the pueblo province

was but a small affair in the conquistador's eyes ; it

did not once occur to him that it was in itself his final

possession, the goal of all his efforts, the best the

north had to offer ; but it would serve as a convenient

base of supplies for further conquests, and its posses-

sion would give weight to his demands for aid from
the king. At present his force of little more than

100 men was insufficient for the realization of his

schemes; and for some two years he contented him-
self with preparations, witli th'3 search for mines, and
with minor explorations of regions near at hand, re-

specting which no record remains. The reenforce-

ment of soldiers and friars may be supposed to have
arrived early in 1600, but possibly later.

Trouble was soon developed between the two oppos-

ing elements in the Spanish camp. The colonists

favored the most conciliatory measures toward the

natives, and the encouragement of agriculture and
stock-raising with a view to permanent residence;

they were in favor of letting well enough alone.

Onate on the other hand, with such of the soldiers as

had not brought their families, thought mainly of

holding the natives in subjection, of reducing new
pueblos, of collecting the largest possible amount of

food and clothing, and of preparing for new entradas.

The friars regarded tlie conversion of gentiles as tlie

f
round that the modifications introduced by Monterey were accepted only

y Don Cristobal, who had no such authority from his brother. He asks
that the title of adelantado, now fully earned, be given at once; and he wishes
that other orders as well as the Franciscans be allowed a share in the spiritual

conquest. Pacheco, Doc, xv. 31G-22. The immediate result, as we have seen,

was merely a royal order of encouragement, the main issues being held in

abeyauje. More of this in 1602.
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great object oi the occupation, and were disposed to
think the mihtary element desirable or useful only as

a protection to the missions. Of course the governor
had his way, and how bitter became the quarrel will

presently appear. It was unfortunate for the country,
especially as no golden empire was ever found in the
north—at least not by Spanish conquerors.

In June 1601, the general was ready for active

operations. Accompanied by padres Velasco and Ver-
gara, and guided by the Mexican survivor of Hu mafia's

band, he left San Juan with 80 men and marched
north-eastward over the plains.* The route in general

terms, no details being known, was similar to that of

Coronado in 1541, for 200 leagues in a winding course

to an estimated latitude of 39° or 40°. Probably the
northern trend is greatly exaggerated.^ The Span-
iards had a battle with the Escanjaques, and killed &
thousand of them on the Matanza plain, scene of
Humana's defeat. The battle was caused by Padre
Velasco's efforts to prevent the Escanjaques from
destroying the property of the Quiviras who had fled

from their towns at the approach of the Spaniards

*0n Onate's exped. to Quivira, see N. Mex., Mem., 198-8, 209-25; Id., Dis-
curso, 53-8; Salmeron, Eel., 26-.30; Niel, Apunt., 91-4; Torquemmla, Monarq.
Ind., i. 671-3; Purdias his Pilgrimea, iv. 1565-6; Posadas, Notidas, 216-17;
Davii S'p%n. Conq., 273-5; Prince's Hist. Sh., 165-6. Salmeron and most
other authorities give the date erroneously as 1599; and S. speaks of a fight

on May 8th. Posadas says O. marched from Sta Fe in 1606; and Salmeron,
folloved by Davis, calls the place Villa de N. Mexico. The viceroy says
half the 80 men were not gente de servicio, and were of no use. Don Diego de
Peualosa, as we shall see later in this chapter, fitted the narrative of this

exped. to a fictitious one of his own in 1662 for use in France.
' Posadas, a good authority, says that 0. went nearly 300 1. east in search

of the ocean, reaching the country of the Aijados s. of Quivira and w. of the
Tejas. The natives guided him to Quivira, but knew nothing of the ocean.

Tribaldo, in Purchas—also quoted in a fragment, chap. 22-6, of a MS. history,

vaguely accredited to Otermin in 1680, iniV. Mex., Doc. Hist, iii. 1145-7, of

no apparent value—says they went to the River of the North and to the
great lake of Conibas (which figures in mythic geog. of the northern region),

on the bank of which was seen " afarre off a city 7 1. long and above 2 1. broad,

'

the market-place being so strongly fortified that the Span, dared not attack.

Salmeron says the way wa3 winding, 203 1. N. B. to a fertile land of fruits:;

the natives saying that a shorter way was N. by Taos and the land of Capt.

Quivira. The viceroy says it was estimated by able men at over 40° and
about 330 1. from either ocean. 0. went N. E., while Coronado had' gone
m. w.(!) 39° or 40°. JSf. Mex., Mem. See Hist. NoHli Mex. St., i. 383. Detail's

concern the history of Texas more than that of N. Mex.
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and their allies. Large villages were seen, and ad-

vance parties claimed to liave found utensils of gold,

which was said to be plentiful in the country of the

Aijados not far away; and a native captive sent south

is said to have caused a sensation in Mexico and Spain

by his skill in detecting the presence of gold. It is

not quite clear that Quivira was actually visited, but

ambassadors from that people—also called Tindanes

—

were met, who wished to join the Spaniards in a raid

on the gold country. Onate, however, deemed it

unwise to go on with so small a force, or perhaps was
forced to turn back by the clamors of his men. He
returned to San Juan probably in October.*

Back at the pueblos Onate found New Mexico
almost deserted. Colonists and friars with few excep-

tions had gone south to Santa Bdrbara, on the plea

of absolute destitution, leaving them only a choice

between death and desertion. Padre Escalona, who
remained with Alfdrez Casas to await the governor's

return, explained the situation in a letter to the

comisario general, dated October 1st, and carried

south by the fugitives. In this letter he stated that

Onate and his captains had sacked the towns, taking

the whole reserve store of six years' crops saved by
the natives, as was their custom for a possible year of

famine. He had not allowed any community planting

for the support of the garrison; the season had been
one of drought; and the Indians were forced to live

on wild seeds. Fortunately, several settlers had
planted and irrigated corn-fields on their own account,

thus saving the colony from starvation. Therefore
they decided to retire to Nueva Vizcaya, report to the
viceroy, and await orders whether to settle in the
south or return with a new outfit to New Mexico.
The friars went with them at their earnest request and
the order of the padre comisario, who deemed it his

° Davia' narrative of O.'s exped. ends abruptly with the arrival at Quivira,
the author not finding the rest of Salmerou's relation, which he calls O.'s
diary.
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own duty to remain at the risk of his hfe, but who
begged for a speedy decision. There were said to be
good spots for settlement in Nueva Vizcaya, he -wrote,

but it seemed a pity to abandon New Mexico after
such efforts, expense, and something of success.'

Don Juan, returning from an unsuccessful tour,
with much discontent in his own ranks, was naturally
furious on learning the state of affairs at San Juan.
Finding men to testify against their absent comrades^
he at once began legal proceedings against the so-

called traitors, condemned some of them to death, pre^
pared reports to the viceroy and king to offset those
of the friars, who now and later reiterated their
charges, and sent Vicente de Zaldivar to carry his

reports to Mexico and Spain, to arrest and send back
the recalcitrant colonists, and to urge the importance
of completing the conquest. A little later Padre
Escalona wrote to his provincial that he and Padre
Velasco, Onate's cousin, were resolved to quit the
country; that they were of no use as missionaries,

serving merely as chaplains to the raiders; that the
governor's charges were false; and that no real pro-

gress could be hoped for until the king should take the
government from Onate's hands.*

Zaldivar seems to have forced the colonists to ref

turn, acting with great cruelty, if the friars may be
credited. Early in 1602 he appeared before the au-

diencia in Mexico to urge the importance of continue

ing the conquest from New Mexico as a base. The
expediente of papers presented by him related wholly
to past achievements, and has been one of our main
authorities for the two preceding chapters.' The

' Escdhna, Carta de Eelacion 1601, in Torquemada, i. 673^. Written at S.

Gabriel. The retiring padres included San Miguel and Zamora of the origir

nal party; and Lope Izquierdo and Gaston de Peralta, presumably, of the

new. Velasco and Vergara were with Onate; the others, Rosas, Lugo, Cbr-
chado, Claros, and San Buenaventura are not named, but maybe supposed to

have gone to Sta B. and returned later. The last appears again in N. Mex,
* Torquemada, i. 675-7. P. San Miguel wrote from Sta B. on Feb. 2, 1602;

protesting still more bitterly against 0. 's tyranny, falsehood, and general uht

fitness for his position. , ,

^In Pacluxo, Doc, xvi. See p. 118 of this vol. '

'
'
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quarrel with friars and settlers did not figure at all in

these proceedings ; and the documents bearing on that

matter are not extant. The fiscal in May threw cold

water on the scheme by an opinion that the encour-

agement to spend money was much less, now that the

country's poverty was known, than formerly when
New Mexico was reputed rich.

From Mexico Zaldivar went to Spain to lay the

matter before the king. The viceroy also wrote the

king a long letter, giving an outline of Onate's enter-

prise from the beginning. Respecting the merits of

the recent controversy, he and the audiencia had not

been able to decide from the various memorials of in-

terested and prejudiced parties on both sides, all of

which documents had been forwarded to Spain ; but
it is clear that he was not friendly to Onate. He
strongly urged that his amendments to the original

contract should be enforced, and that Don Juan's ex-

travagant demands, especially that of independence

from the audiencia, should not be granted. While
the new province had been overpraised, yet it had
many attractions in the way of climate, soil, products,

and docile inhabitants; and it should not be abandoned.
The number of settlers should be increased to at least

100, to live in one or two small villas so as to protect

the padres and not annoy the Indians. The natives

naight be 'encommended' as tribute-payers among the

settlers by the governor and comisario acting together

This report includes a somewhat extended, and in

epraparison with other documents of the time sensible,

view of the Northern Mystery ; and the writer, after

exploding many of the absurd theories of northern
wonders, and showing that there was small hope of

finding great and wealthy kingdoms for conquests, ad-

mits that further exploration toward Anian and Labra-
dor is desirable, and thinks that if the king is willing

tp pay the cost it might be well to furnish a force

of 100 men and six officers for a year and a half.

Onate might properly be put in command and re-
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quired to help support the men; but he would have
no claim whatever to authority over the regions dis-

covered. The animus of this report is evident, though
the wisdom of many of the views expressed cannot be
questioned/"

Such records as are extant fail to show exactly the
results of Zaldivar's efforts in his uncle's behalf/'

Calle tells us that Onate was made adelantado by
cedula of February 7, 1602, the title being extended
to his son. We have also a cedula of July 8th, con-

firming the hidalguia, or nobility, originally conferred

on conquistadores to Onate's associates, and overruling

some of the modifications introduced by Monterey. ^^

Salmeron states that the king authorized the raising

of 1,000 men if Zaldivar could raise half of them for

the northern conquest, but on Zaldivar's failure noth-

ing was accomplished.'^ The truth would seem to be,

though the evidence is meagre, that while Onate was
confirmed in his office and prerogatives so far as New
Mexico was concerned, receiving some aid from the

king, with reenforcements of colonists and mission-

aries, he had not the means himself, nor could he in-

'"N^. Mex., Discurso, 38-66; not dated, but evidently of 1602, correspond-
ing to Z. 'a departure for Spain.

1' Fernandez Duro, Don Dierjo de Pena losa, 145, cites a MS. Relacion diri-

gida al Bey Nro 8r. de la expedicion y pacijicacion del Nuevo Mijico, por D.
Vicente de Zaldivar, as cited by Barcia and Beristain; and also the following

MSS. which I have not seen: Noticias del N. Mijico por el P. Rodrigo Virero;

Viario de las exped. al N. Mejico por El Capitan D. Fernando Rivera; Hist, de la

introd. del Evanrjelio desde el Parral hasta el N. Mij. por Fr. Juan Espinosa;

Relacion de lo que hdbian visto y oido de la tierra adentro de Mex. las relifjiosos

miiioneros /ranciscanos. Por D. Fran. Nieto de Silva, gob. delN. Mej.; and
Diario de la entrada en el N. Mij., dirigido d los prelados de su drden, por Fr.

Pedro Salmeron. None have dates; and some prob. never existed; but the

last is mentioned also in Vetamcur, Chron., 118, and apparently belongs to

1604.
^'^ Calle, Not, 103; Pino, Expos., 35-6; td., Not, 2-3; Davi^' Span. Cong.,

264-5. The audiencia acquiesced in this order by act of June 20, 1 604, on
Zaldivar's return to Mex. It appears that O.'s original demand for the gov-

ernorship, etc. , for four lives instead of two was not finally granted; and as

we shall see, he did not transmit it even to his son.
'^

' Como no cumplid, porque no pudo, tampoco el rey. ' Salmeron, Rel. , 28;

Davis' Span. Conq., 276. Cavo, Tras Sigtos, i. 229, tells us that 0. took the

country without resistance, asked for more men, who were sent with permis-

sion for the discontented to return, as they did, abusing a country that had
yielded no treasure.
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duce the gON^erninent to furnish men and suppHes for

northern conquests on a scale commensurate with his

ambitious views. Zaldivar returned from Spain in or

before 1604, and perhaps to New Mexico.

Though he had failed in his north-eastern expedi-

tion, there remained the Mar del Sur, which Onate
was determined to reach; and as soon as he had re-

covered from the troubles just recorded, having most
of his original 200 men reunited at San Juan, with

possibly a small reeuforcement brought by Zaldivar,

the governor started on October 7, 1604, for the west

with thirty men, accompanied by padres Francisco

Escobar and San Buenaventura, the former the new
comisario.'* Visiting the Zufii province "more thickly

settled by hares and rabbits than by Indians," where
the chief town of the six is now called Cibola, or in

the native tongue Havico, or Ha Huico, the explorers

went on to the five Moqui towns with their 450 houses

and people clad in cotton. Ten leagues to the west-

ward they crossed a river flowing from the south-east

to the north-west, named Rio Colorado from the color

of its water, and said to flow into the sea of Califor-

nia after a turn to the west, and a course of 200
leagues through a country of pines. This was the

stream still known as the Colorado Chiquito, and it

is not unlikely that this was the origin of the name
Colorado applied later to the main river. The place

of crossing was named San Josd, and farther west, or

south-west, they crossed two other rivers flowing south

and south-east, and named San Antonio and Sacra-

mento—really branches of the Rio Verde in the

region north of Prescott, near where Espejo had been

^* According to Torquemada, i. 678, Padre Velasoo was comisario after

Escalona and before Escobar. Both the E.'s died in N. Mex. Id., iii. 598.

Vetaucur, C'hron., 95-6, as well as Torquemada, says that Escobar brought 6
friars, though his statement about tlie date is confusing. Among Escobar's

Earty were perhaps PP. Pedro Salmeron and Pedro Carrascal, the latter

eing later guardian in Mex. and dying in 1022. Id., Menol, 92. Escalona
died at Sto Domingo in 1607. P. Cristobal Quinones, skilled in the language
of the Queres, estab. cliurch, convent, and hospital at S. Felipe, where ha
died in 1609. P. Vergara of the original band died in Mex. 1646.
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twenty-three years before. ^^ It was a fertile, attract-

ive country, whose people wore little crosses hanging
from the hair on the forehead, and were therefore

called Cruzados.^*

The Cruzados said the sea was 20 days or 100
leagues distant, and was reached by going in two
days to a small river flowing into a larger one, which
itself flowed into the sea. And indeed, fifteen leagues

brought them to the small stream, named San Andres,
where the tierra caliente began to produce the pita-

haya; and twenty-four leagues down its course the

general came to the large stream, and named it Rio
Grande de Buena Esperanza; that is, he followed the

Santa Maria, or Bill Williams fork, down to its junc-

tion with the Colorado. The explorers seem to have
had no idea that there was any connection between
this great river of Good Hope and the one they had
named Rio Colorado; but they knew it was the one
long ago named Rio del Tizon farther down; indeed,

one of the men had been with Vizcaino in the gulf,

and said this was the stream for which his commander
had searched."

For some distance above and below the junction

lived the Amacava nation, or Mojaves.^* Captain

Marquez went up the river a short distance; then the

'' One version reads, ' from this stream [the Col. Chiquito] they went w.

,

crossing a piny range 8 1. wide, at whose southern base runs the river S.

Antonio; it is 17 1. from S. Jose, which is the Colorado, runs N. to s. through
a mountain region, has little water but much good fish. From this river it

is a tierra templada. 5 1. w. is Rio Sacramento, like the S. Ant. in water
and fish, rising 111. farther w., runs N. w. to s. E. at foot of lofty sierras,

where the Span, got good metals.' The other speaks of the S. Antonio as

being ' 17 1. from the Colorado, here called S. Jose.'

'"It was afterwards learned, so say the chroniclers, that a Franciscan had
visited this people before, and taught them the efficacy of the cross in mak-
ing friends, not only of God, but of white and bearded men who might one

day appear.
" This is not the place to go into details of Cal. geography as represented

or thought to be represented by the Indians. The ocean was near, in all

directions from w. to N. E., the brazo de mar extending round to Florida;

Aztec was still spoken, and gold bracelets were worn at Lake Copala; and the

island with giant queen was not wanting. Information here obtained had

considerable influence indirectly on the Northern Mystery from this time.

'^The form in the 18th century as occurring in Cal. annals was Amajavra,

which later became Mojave. Possibly in this narrative it should also be

Amajava, the ' c ' being a misprint.
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whole party followed its banks southward, the natives

being friendly, and interviews respecting the Northern
Mystery taking the place of adventures. Below the

Araacavas were the Bahacechas, and next the Ozaras,

a somewhat ruder people living on a large river flowing

from the south-east, and named the Rio del Nombre
de Jesus. This was the Gila, and the valley was said

to be occupied by the same nation in twenty towns.

Below the junction for twenty leagues to the sea the

country was thickly inhabited by tribes similar in

manners and language to the Bahacechas. First were
the Halchedumas in eight towns or rancherias; then
nine settlements of the Coahuanas, five of the Tlaglli,

or Haglli, six of the Tlalliguamayas, and nine of the

Cocapas at the head of tide-water, five leagues from
the river's mouth. The population on the eastern

bank alone was not less than 20,000.^'

Onate reached tide-water on January 23, 1605, and
on the 25th, with tlie friars and nine men, went down
to the mouth. Here he found a fine harbor, formed
by an island in the centre, in which he thought 1,000

ships might ride at anchor. That the sea extended
indefinitely north-westward behind a range of hills, the
Spaniards believed on the authority of the Indians;

and this belief had much to do later with the opinion

that California was an island. The port was formally

christened, from the day, Puerto de la Conversion de
San Pablo. The rest of the company came down to

see the port, and then the explorers began their returu
march by the same route to New Mexico. There
were ten different languages spoken on the way, and
Padre Escobar on the return could speak them all (!),

thus gathering new items of fable respecting western
and northern wonders. They had to eat their horses,

but arrived safe and sound at San Gabriel on the 25thi

"Vetanciir, Citron., 95-6, says he has seen the doc. dated Jan. 15, 1605,
by which Oflate in the king's name gave to Escobar, or to the faith in his
person, possession (assignment as a future missionary held?) of the region from
the Kio del Norte 200 1. o. to the Puerto (Rio ?) de Buena lisperanza.
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of April; This important exploration of Arizona has
been entirely unknown to modern writers.^" There
seems to have been a preceding expedition in 1604,
directed to the north, with padres Velasco and Sal-

meron as chaplains. ^"^ The expedition accredited by
Penalosa to Zaldivar in 1618—with forty-seven sol-

diers and Padre Ld,zaro Jimenez, who went fifteen

leagues from Moq to the Rio de Buena Esperanza,
but were driven back by tales of giants—is merely, as

I suppose, a confused reference to that of Onate just

described.
^^

Nothing is definitely known of Onate's acts in New
Mexico after his return from the west in 1605; nor
have I seen any record of his later career, '^^ except
that a new expedition out into the eastern plains

is rather doubtfully attributed to him in 1611.^* He
may indeed have been still in the country at that date

and later, engaged as captain of explorers in a vain
search for northern wealth ; but there is evidence that

he ceased to rule as governor in 1608, and was per-

'"'Salrmron, Eel, 30-8; Niel, Apunt, 81-6. Cardona, Relacion, 32-3, had
heard from capt. Marquez and Vaca that they struck the Tizon in 36° 30';

that the famous port was in 35°; that the giant queen took powdered pearls

in her drink; and that south of the Tizon was a large Rio del Coral. Casauate,
Mem., 24, gives a similar report with less of detail. P. Garces, Diano, 364,
in 1776, says that Ofiate heard of a Rio Turon, probably identical with one of

which he himself heard while crossing from Cal. to the Colorado, and with
that mentioned by P. Escalante in 1775. The fact that Davis does not men-
tion this exped. shows that he had but a fragment of Salmerou.

*' Vetaneur, Chron., 118. The author has seen P. Pedro Salmeron's report
of the entrada; and the same doc. is cited in Fernandez Duro, 145, witllout

date.
'^'' The story is given in the works of Shea and Fernandez Duro; also from

Shea, in Pnmx's Hist. Sk., 176-8.
'''' Lopez de Haro, Nobilario, as cited by Fernandez Duro, 130, implies that

O. was still serving the king in 1620, but says nothing of his having left N.
Mex.

^'Barreiro, Ojeada, 7, says 0. went E. in 1611, and discovered the Canibar
lakes and a Rio Colorado, or Palizade, prob. Los Cadauchos, thus gaining a

right to the eastern country. Davis, HI Orimjo, IZ-i, Span. Coiiq., 276-7,

tells the same story, taking it perhaps from Barreiro, changing Canihares to
' Cannibal, ' and giving the opinion that the Rio Pallzada was prob. the Cana-
dian. He credits the exped. to 0. in 1611, though by his own reckoning 0.

must have ceased to rule some years before. Posadas, as we have seen, dates

O.'s exped. to Quivira in 1606, doubtless by error. Zaldi'var's exped. of 1618,

as wo have also seen, is only a confused ref. to that of 1604.
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haps succeeded by Don Pedro de Peralta.^* About
the same time, when 8,000 natives had been converted,

Padre Alonso Peinado came to succeed Escobar as

comisario, accompanied by eight or nine friars, being

in turn succeeded by Padre Estevan Perea in 1614.^*

The names of Governor Peralta's successors for a

dozen years or more are not known, and the history

of the whole period is wellnigh a blank.

Yet within this period, or rather between 1605 and

1616, was founded the villa of Santa Fe, or San Fran-

cisco de la Santa Fd. The modern claim that this is

the oldest town in the United States rests entirely on

its imaginary annals as an Indian pueblo before the

Spanish conquest. There are but slight indications,

if any, that Santa Fe was built on the site of a pueblo

;

and its identification with Cicuye, Tiguex, or any other

particular or prominent pueblo, has no foundation what-

ever.'^'' We have seen that San Juan was Oriate's

'^Calle, Not., 103, a good authority, says a new gov. was appointed in

1608 with a salary of $2,000. Vetancur, Chron., 96, says that in 1608 the

king assumed the support of both soldiers and padres; that it probably put
an end to the Onate contract. Davis, Span. Conq., 420, or Miller, found evi-

dence in the archives at Sta Fe that Peralta ruled 9 years after Onate 's com-
ing, that is, in 1607 or 1608, and not 1600 as D. makes it by dating O.'s entry
in I59I. Prince suggests that P. ruled in 1600, but O. was reinstated later !

^^ Vetancur, Chron., 96; Id., Meiiol., 60; Torquemada, ii. 678. V. says P.

succeeded Escalona, clearly a slip of the pen. See also Barrkro, Ojeada, 7;

Villaqrd, Hist, 177; and Salmeron, Eel., 11. The latter says that in 1614 the
remains of the martyred Padre Lopez of 1581 were found by P. Perea, the
com., and buried at Sandia. Yet Vetancur implies that Perea came in '28.

'" In the pamphlet Sta F6, Centennial Sketcli, of 1876, the title bears the
inscription ' Santa Fe, the oldest city in North America ' ! Ex-gov. Arny in

his address. Id. , pp. 6-8, informs us that Cabeza de Vaca and Coronado found
the Indians living in cities, and ' especially the pueblo city, with its many
thousand inhab., where we now stand

'
; that the governor's palace in full

view of the audience was built before 1581, from the material of the old In-

dian town; that the Indians revolted before 1583, driving out the settlers and
priests; but that Espejo reconquered the province and forced the natives to

toil in the mines ! Fortunately, the imaginative orator committed the prepa-
ration of his historic sketch proper to David J. Miller, who knew more of his

subject; yet even M. thinks Sta Fe identical with Cicuye. Bandolier, Hist.

Introd., 19, to correct the popular impression at Sta Fe, notes that the town
stood on the site of Tiguex. But in Bitch's Aztlan, 201, the same writer

seems to think there was at Sta Fe a pueblo whose aboriginal name was
Po-o-ge. A few years ago, since 18S0, a grand celebration was held of the
300th (or 350th or 400th, it matters not which) anniversary of the founding !

Similar errors might be cited in no end of newspaper and pamphlet sketches.

Prince, Hist. St, 168, thinks Sta Fe may have been built at El Teguayo,
one of the chief pueblos, where the first missionary station after S. Ildefonao
was established.
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capital from 1598, and that preparations were made
for building a city of San Francisco in that vicinity.

Naturally, in the troubles that ensued, little if any
progress was made; and after the controversies were
past—not during Onate's rule, I think^—it was
deemed best to build the new villa on another site.

I have been able to find no record of the date; but
the first definite mention is in 1617, on January 3d of
which year the cabildo of Santa ¥6 petitioned the
king to aid the "nueva poblacion."^^

In 1617, as appears from the document just cited,

though the friars had built eleven churches, converted
14,000 natives, and prepared as many more for con-

version, there were only forty-eight soldiers and set-

tlers in the province. Among the inscriptions copied

by Simpson from El Moro is one to the effect that the

governor passed that way on July 29, 1620, returning

from a successful tour of pacification to Zuni.^" In
1620, or possibly a little earlier, controversies arose

between the political and ecclesiastical authorities, the

custodio assuming the right to issue excomnmnication
against the governor, the latter claiming authority to

appoint petty Indian officials at the missions, and both
being charged with oppressive exactions of labor and
tribute from the natives. This matter was referred to

the audiencia, and drew out reprimand and warning
against both parties.**^

It was about this time that Padre Ger6nimo de

Zdrate Salmeron entered this missionary field, where
28 See p. 132-3 of this vol. Calls, Not., 103, says that the new gov. in 1608

was ordered to live at Sta Fe; and one or two authorities say that Oiiate left

Sta Fe for his western tour of 1604-5; but I suppose these are careless refer-

ences to what was the capital at the time of writing.

''^N. Mex., Doc, MS., i. 494^-6. In reply, the king, by cedula of May 20,

1620, ordered the viceroy to render all possible aid to the cabildo and settlers.

^"Simpson's Jour., 105, pi. 67. Under the inscription are the names of

Difigo Nunez Bellido, Joseph Ramos (?) Diego, Zapata, and Bartolome Naranjo,

or Narrso; one of which may be that of the gov. Domenech, Deserts, i. 416-17,

makes Naranjo the gov.; and Prince, Hist. Sk., 174, misquotes the inscription

to add Narrso to his list of governors. It will be noticed that Capt. Diego
Nuflez, Alf. Leon Zapata, and Naranjo are among the names in the list of

Oflate's original company of 1598.
21 N. Mex. Traslado de una Cidula, Jan. 9, 1621, in Arch. Sta Fi, MS. The

Zunis and Moquis were exempt from tribute.
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for eight years he "sacrificed himself to the Lord
among the pagans," toihng chiefly among the Jemes,
of whom he baptized 6,566, and in whose language he
wrote a dodrina. He also served a,t Cia and Sandia
among the Queres, and once pacified Acoma after a
revolt. ^^ Above all things he was eager to convert

new tribes; and it was with a view to overcome ob-

stacles in this direction that in 1626 he came to Mex-
ico with his Relaciones. In this most valuable work,

elsewhere fully noticed, he unfortunately for our pres-

ent purpose dealt chiefly with the past and future,

saying little of events in his own time, partly perhaps

because tliere was not much to say. The padre was
delighted with the country, its climate, people, and
products, agricultural and mineral ;^^ but disgusted

with the apathy of the Spaniards "content if they have
a good crop of tobacco to smoke, caring for no more
riches, apparently under a vow of poverty, which is

saying much for men who in their thirst for gold

would enter hell itself to get it."

In 1621 the missions, with over 16,000 converts,

were formed into a 'custodia de la conversion de San
Pablo.' ^* Padre Alonso Benavides came as the first

custodio, and brought with him twenty-seven friars.^

Yet in 1626, when according to Salmeron and Bena-

'' It did not remain pacified, since in '29 Acoma was again reduced to

peace and Christianity by the miraculgug recovery on baptism of a dying
child. Benavides, Reqveste, 39. Also in Laet, Novus Orbis, 361.

^"He is careful to note the existence of rich mines, many of them dis-

covered by himself. When Oflate had passed through Tula on his way n.

Padre Diego had prophesied, ' By the life of Fray Diego there are great riches

in the remote parts of N. Mex. ; but by the life of Fray Diego it is not for the
present settler that God holds them in reserve.' Gregg, Com. Prarries, i. 121,

162-3, speaks of many rich mines having been worked traditionally before

1680, later lost or concealed by the natives to prevent a repetition of brutal
outrages, the elders still lecturing the young men on the danger of divulging
the secret. Yet I have no faith in extensive mining operations in N. Mex.
during this century, or anything more than prospecting.

'^*Reoilla Oipedo, Carta de 1793, p. 441; Calle, Not., 103. Yet Vetancur
often speaks of the chief of the friars as custodio as well as comisario in the
earlier years. Aparicio, Conventos, 282, says tliere were seven monasteries
in '23.

"^ P. Martin de Arvide seems to have been one of them. He served at

Picurles and at Zuiii, but was killed by the Ziryias in '32. Vetancur, Menol.,

16, 24.
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vides over 34,0D0 Indians had been baptized and forty-

three churches built—so effectually had the soil been
fructified by the early martyrs' blood—only sixteen

friars and three laymen were left in tlie field, the cause
of the decrease not being explained.'* The lack of

workmen and the promise of the field having been
reported by the custodio to the comisario general, the
king in 1627 ordered thirty new friars and a number
of laymen to be sent immediately, and all needed aid

to be rendered in future. This reenforcement came
from the provincia del Santo Evangelio in Mexico in

1628-9.''

In these years we have the names of two governors,

Felipe Zotylo at some time during Benavides' term as v

custodio, that is, 1621-9, and Manuel de Silva in \

1629. '^ In 1630 the Franciscan comisario general

represented to the king the necessity of erecting a

bishopric in New Mexico, where 500,000 gentiles had
been converted and 86,000 baptized, where over 100

i'nars were at work in 150 pueblos, where there were

'^Salmerou gives the no. of baptisms as .34,650; Benavides as 34,320,

from a royal cedula of '26. Ace. to St Francis' Life, 575, the Socorro mission

estab. 30 years after the 1st was the 37th. Laet, }fov. Orb., 315, says three

churches were built in the Socorro district, at Senecli, Pilabo, and Sevilleta

in 1626.
^' Under P. Estevan de Perea—already mentioned, perhaps erroneously, as

comisario in '14. Vetarumr, Chron., 96. The same writer names P. Tom4s
Manso as custodio in 1629, possession being given by a doc. of March 6th, of

the region from Rio Sacramento N. toward Quivira. This P. Manso was
procurador of N. Mex. for 25 years; provincial in Hex. '55; and later bishop

of Nicaragua, where he died. Id., Menol., 135. Other friars apparently of

this party were Garcia de San Francisco y Ziiniga, who founded Socorro and
a pueblo of Mansos in '59, died '73, buried at Senecli; Antonio de Arteaga,

companion of Garcia and founder of Senecli' 30; Fran. Letrado, who toiled

among the Jumanas and later at Zuni, killed by gentiles in '32; Fran. Ace-

bedo, who built churches at S. Greg, de Abd, Tenabo, and Tabira, dying in

'44; Fran. Porras, who with PP. Andres Gutierrez and Oris, de la Concepcion

went to Moqui, where God worked many miracles through him, but he was

poisoned on June 28, '33; Gerdn. de la Liana, who died at Quarac pueblo in

%9; Tomfe de S. Diego, who died in Oajaca '59; Juan Ramirez, who went to

Aooma, where the arrows failed to touch him, and he worked many years,

dying in Mex. '64; and Juan de la Torre, who become comisario gen. of New
Spain, and bishop of Nicaragua, where he died in '63. Vetancur, Menol., 7-8,

16, 66, 75, 77, 82, 135-6; Medina, Vhron., 162-3, 168-70, 175-6.

** Incidentally mentioned'in Vetancur, Menol, 24; Id., Chron., 96. Fer-

nandez Duro, 146, cites an undated MS. report by Francisco Nieto de Silva,

gov. of N. Mex. He also cites under date of 1628 an Ex/pedicion del P. Fr.

Antonio (Alomof) Peinado d la provincia de Moqui, a MS. in the Acad, de Hist,

Hist. Akiz. and N. Mex. U
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no clergymen and none authorized to administer the

right of confirmation. A bishop would save much
expense, and would easily be supported by tithes, es-

pecially as rich mines had been found and the popula-

tion was rapidly increasing. The viceroy was ordered

to investigate and report on the desirability of this

change ; bjat long delays ensued and nothing was ac-

complished.^'

Padre Benavides went in person to Spain, and his

report to the king, dated Madrid, 1630, although

meagre and superficial in comparison with what it

might have been, is the most important authority ex-

tant on these times.*" It shows that there were about

50 friars, serving over 60,000 christianized natives in

over 90 pueblos, grouped in 25 missions, or conventos,

as they were called, each pueblo having its own church.

The Indians as a rule were easily controlled, and paid

tribute in corn and cotton to support the garrison zi

250 Spaniards at Santa Fe, where a church had re-

cently been completed. The outlying gentile tribes

—

all known as Apaches and classified as Apaches de

Xila, Apaches de Navaj6, and Apaches Vaqueros

—

had as yet caused no serious troubles ; in fact, in the

Xila province and among the Navajos peace had been

™ Royal order of May 19, '31, citing the demand of Com. Gen. Sosa. N'.

Mem., Gidulas, MS., 1-2; also order of Jane 23, '36, on the same subject, and
adds that the pope has been asked to grant to some friar authority to confirm
pending the election of a bishop. Id., 3-6; see also Bonilla, Apuntes, MS., 1;

Bevilla Gigedo, Carta de 1793, MS.; Calk, Not., 103. As early as 1596 the
bishop of Guadalajara set up a claim to N. Mex. as within his bishopric. N.
Mex. , Mem. , 227. The statistics of the com. gen. eis given in my text would
seem to be greatly exaggerated.

" Benavides, Memorial que Fray Jvan de Santander . . .preserUti d Felipe IV.
Madrid, 1630, 4°, 109 p. P. Santander was the Franciscan com. gen. , and pre-

sented B. 's memorial with some introd. remarks of his own. I have not seen
the original, but use Benavides, Reqveste remonstrative av Roy d'Espagne svr la

jmwersion du Nouoeau Mexico. Bruxelles, 1631, 16mo, 10 1., 120 p., in the
library of M. Alphonse Pinart. I regard this as a translation of the Memmial.
Fernandez Duro, 132-3, says 'P. Benavides published in 1632 another memo-
rial, proposing the opening of the rivers of the bay of Espiritu Santo, ace. to

a reference of P. Posadas. Juan Laet made an extract of the DescHp. Novi-
eima of N. Mex. in his work, the Navus Orbis. Fr. Juan Gravenden trans-
ited it (the original Mem., I suppose) into Latin; and in French it was
'pub: in 1631.' Extracts in J^^. Mex. Doc., MS., iii. 1147-52; Naav. Ann.
Voy., cxxxi. .303-9. P. Benavides did not return to N. Mex., but became
airchbishop of Goa in Asia.
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made ; and ia the former, where Benavides had been,

a missionary was now working with much success."

The author recounts the miraculous conversion of the
Jumanas, living 112 leagues east of Santa Fe, through
the supernatural visits of Sister Luisa de la Ascen-
sion, an old nun of Carrion, Spain, who had the power
of becoming young and beautiful, and of transporting

herself in a state of trance to any part of the world
where were souls to be saved.*^ The padre has some-

thing to say of Quivira and the Aijaos east of the

Jumanas; and concludes with a brief account of Coro-

nado's expedition and the countries by him discovered,

without suspicion that those countries were identical

with his own custodia of New Mexico. The work is

mainly descriptive, and has some special value as giving

more definitely than any other authority the territorial

locations of the pueblo groups in the 17th century,

and thus throwing light on earlier explorations. It is

to be regretted that the writer did not, as he might
easily have done, give more fully the pueblo names
and locations, and thus clear up a subject which it is

to be feared must always remain in confusion and ob-

scurity.*^

*^The Xila proT. was 30 1. from SeneotI, and I suppose this to be the

^st use of the name later applied to the Rio Gila, which rises in this region.

Navajo is said to mean grande semaille or ' great sowing. ' The author has

much to say of the manners and customs of these wild tribes.

" DetaiU pertain to Texas rather than N. Mex. In Spain B. learned that

he was wrong about the woman; for he had an interview with Maria de Jesus;

abbess of the convent of Agreda, who often since 1620 had been carried by
the heavenly hosts to N. Mex. to preach the faith. Sometimes she made the

round trip several times in 24 hours. She described events that had oc-

curred in B.'s presence when she had been invisible to all but Ind. eyes. She

spoke of the kingdoms of Chillesoas, Cambitjos, and Titlaa east of Quivira.

She could easily speak the native dialects when on the ground, but not in

Spain! She enclosed a letter of encouragement to the padres in 1631. Palou,

Vida de Jump. Serra, 331^1. The conversion of the Jumanas in 1629 is also

noted by Vetcmcur, Chron., 96, who says that P. Juan de Salas and Diego

Lopez went from S. Antonio Isleta after the miraculous operations of the lady.
*'' Benavides' classification and statistics are as follows : See also Vetancur's

at end of this chap.

Piros, or Picos, nation, southernmost of N. Mex. , on both sides the Rio

Grande for 151., from Senecd to Sevilleta; 13 pueblos, 6,000 Ind., all bap-

tized; 3 missions, Nra Sra del Socorro at Pilabo, S. Ant. Senecii, and S. Luis

Obispo Sevilleta.

Toas (doubtless Tiguas), nation 71. above FiroS, 15 or 16 pueblos, 7,000
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A half-century's history from 1630 is made up of a
probably incomplete list of governors, a few references

to explorations on the eastern or Texan frontier, a few
uncertain records of troubles with the Indians, and an
occasional item of mission progress or politico-ecclesi-

astical controversy. While making considerable ad-

ditions in every phase of the subject to the results of

previous investigations, I can present nothing like a
continuous and complete narrative; and I do not pro-

pose to waste space by a pretence of so doing.

Fernando de Argiiello is named as governor in

1640.** Luis de Rosas next held the oiEce, being

murdered in 1641 or 1642, and succeeded by Valdes,

and he by Alonzo Pacheco de Heredia.*^ Argtiello

Ind., all baptized; 2 missions, S. Antonio Sandfa and S. Antonio Isleta. (It

will be remembered that Puruai had also been called S. Antonio.

}

Queres nation, 4 1. above Tigaas, extending 10 1. from S. Felipe and includ-
ing Sta Ana on the w. ; 7 pueblos, 4,000 Ind., all bapt.; 3 missions.

Tompiros nation, 10 1. E. of Queres (prob. should be Tiguas and Piros),

extending 15 1. from Chilili; 14 or 15 pueblos, over 10,000 Ind., all converted
and most baptized; 6 missions, one called S. Isidoro Numanas (Jumanas?);
Ind. also called Salmeros (Salineros) living near the Salinas.

Tanos nation, 10 1. N. of Tompiros, extending 10 1. ; 5 pueblos; one mission;

4,000 Ind., all baptized.

Pecos, pueblo of Jemes nation and lang., 4 1. N. of Tauos; 2,000 Ind.;
mission.

Sta Fe, villa; 7 1. w. of Pecos; capital; 250 Span, and 700 Ind.; mission
church nearly completed.

Toas or Tevas (Tehuas) nation, w. of Sta Fe toward the river, extending
10 or 12 1.; 8 pueblos, including Sta Clara; 6,000 Ind.; 3 missions, including

S. Ikletonso. These were the farst natives baptized.

Picuries pueblo of Toas (Tehuas) nation, 10 1. up the river from S. Ildefonso;

2,000 Ind. baptized, the most savage in the province, and often miraculously
restrained from killing the jjadres.

Taos pueblo of same nation as Picuries, but differing a little in language;
7 1. N. of P. ; 1,500 Ind. converted to Christian ideas of marriage by lightning
sent to kill a woman who opposed it; mission and 2 padres.

Aooma pueblo, 12 1. w. of Sta Ana (same discrepancy as so often noted be-
fore); 2,000 Ind., reduced in 1629; one friar.

Zufli nation, 30 1. w. of Acoma, extending 9 or 10 1.; 11 or 12 pueblos-
10,000 converted Ind.; 2 missions.

Moqui nation, 30 1. w. of Zuili; 10,000 Ind., who are being rapidly con-
verted.

''* Davis' list, originally prepared by Miller for the surv. -gen.
( U. S. Land

Off. Ee-pt, '62, p. 102), completed by D. and revised by M. The orig. had but
one gov. before '80. The names and dates are taken from ref. in later doc.

of the Arch. Sta F4. I shall make important additions of names and dates
from various sources. I think Argiiello's rule of '40 may be doubtful.
Davis' list to '80 is Peralta 1603 (lUOS et seq.), Argiiello '40, Concha '50,

Avila y Pacheco '56, ViUaiiueva, Frecinio '75, Otermin '80-3.

^^ Valdes is named in a royal order, la '81 Capt. Juan Dominguez de Men-
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is named again in 1645/* Luis de Guzman held the

office before 1650,*^ and Hernando de Ugarte y la

Concha in 1650. Juan de Samaniego was the newly
appointed ruler in 1653.** In 1656 Enrique de Avila

y Pacheco had succeeded to the place.** Bernardo
Lopez de MendizAbal is named as having become in-

volved in troubles with the inquisition, and surrendered

his office in 1660 or the next year; while the more or

less famous Don Diego de Penalosa Briceho ruled

in 1661-4.^" Next came Fernando de Villanueva,"

Juan de Medrano, and Juan de Miranda, the dates

of whose rule are not known. Juan Francisco Trevino

seems to have ruled in 1675;°^ and Antonio Otermin
was governor in 1679-83. Captain Dominguez testi-

fied in 1681 that he had known fourteen governors,

from Pacheco to Otermin, in the past thirty-eight

years, and my list with thirteen names may therefore

be regarded as nearly complete for that period.
^^

The eastern entradas, as far as their meagre results

are concerned, belong to the annals of Texas rather

than ofNew Mexico, and have been noticed elsewhere.'^*

They include missionary tours of padres Salas, Perea,

Lopez, and Diego Ortega to the country of the Ju-

manas, in the far east or south-east, on a river named
the Nueces, in 1629-32; an expedition of Captain

doza testified that, being now 50 years old, he had come at the age of 12 with
Gov. Pacheco (that is, in '43); and Gov. Otermiu in '82 stated that Gov. P.

punished the murderers of Gov. Rosas; this is soon after '41-2. Otermin, Ex-
tractoK, MS., 1395-6, 1600.

*^ Escalante's list: Arguello '45, Concha '50, Villanueva, Medrano, Mi-
randa, Trevino, and Otermin. The 3 names preceding 0. rest on a statement

of P. Farfan that they ruled successively before 0. Carta, 115-16.

*' At least such a man, called ex-gov. of N. Mex., was killed in a duel at

Mex. in Nov. '50. Guijo, Diario, 154-5.
^8 Viceroy's letter to king, March 20, '53, in A" Mex., Cidulas, MS., 8-9.

Posadas, Not., 211-16, calls him Samiego, in ruling '54.

*^ Miller's list; name found in a doc. of '83.

'^ More of his rule later in this chapter. Mendizibal is barely mentioned

in the Penalosa papers. Sliea's Hxped., 10-11.
" Perhaps earlier. He was between Concha and Treviflo. Davis' list.

^•' Callecl Frecenio by Davis and Frenio by Miller. Sta FiVent., 14.

*^ Most authors begin Otermin's rule in '80; but Escalante says the great

revolt was in the 2d year of his rule. Dominguez' testimony is found in

Otermin, Extractos, MS., 1395-6. Davis and Mifler found the allusion to 14

rulers, but make the date '40 instead of '43.

**See Hist. North Mex. St., i. 382-7.
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Alonso Vaca in 1634, eastward 300 leagues to the

great river across which was Quivira; another of

captains Hernan, Martin, and Diego del Castillo in

1650 to the Nueces, and far beyond to the country of

the Tejas, where they found pearls; another similar

one of Diego de Guadalajara in 1654, resulting in a

fight with the Cuitoas ; a backsliding about the mid-

dle of the century of certain families of Taos, who
went out into the eastern plains, fortified a place

called Cuartalejo, and remained there until the gov-

ernor sent Juan de Archuleta to bring them back;^*

and finally the fictitious entrada of Governor Penalosa

to Quivira in 1662, of which I shall have more to say

a little later. A royal order of 1678 alluded to pro-

jects of exploring Quivira and Teguayo, and to con-

flicting reports on the geography and wealth of these

and other distant provinces, caUing for an investiga-

tion ; -and it was in reply that Padre Posadas made
his later report, which is the best authority on the

outside regions, but contains very little on the history

proper of New Mexico, of which the author was cus-

todio in 1660-4, and a missionary from 1650.

, In February 1632, padres Arvide and Letrado
were killed by the gentile Zipias somewhere beyond
the Zuni region; and the next year Padre Porras
was poisoned by the Moquis.*^ In 1640-2 there were
serious difficulties between the governor and the

friars, the latter being accused of assuming, as jueces

eclesid^sticos and officials of the inquisition, extraordi-

nary and absolute powers, and of having even gone so

far as to encourage a revolt, in connection with which
Governor Rosas lost his life. We know but little of

the controversy, which was deemed in Mexico very

''^Posadas, Not, 214-18; Escalante, Carta, 125. Simpson, Jour., pi. 65-70,
reproduces inscriptions on El Moro, including the names of Oapt. Juan Archu-
leta in 1636, Agustin Hinojos and Bartolome Romelo in '41, and Ant. Gonza-
lez in '67. This was, however, in the wfest.

'^ Vetancur, Menol, 16, 24, 66. Fernandez Duro, 133, cites the Verdadej-a

relacion de la grandiosa convei'sion que ha hdbido en el N. Mex., enmada por el

P. Fr, Estevan de Perea, cusfodio de Ids provimtas .... daudole cuenia del estado de
'

aquellas conversiones, etc. Sevilla, 1632, fol., 4 1. This report I have not seen.
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serious, and which seems to have been the beginning
of a series of troubles that terminated in the great
revolt of 1680. The padres were blamed, and special

efforts were ordered to avoid a costly war, which it

was thought could not be afforded in a province that
yielded no return for an annual expenditure of 60,000
pesos."

Several writers mention a revolt of 1644, in which
the governor and many friars were killed; ^^ but I sup-

pose this is but a confused reference to the troubles of
1642 and 1680. In the time of Governor Argiiello!,

probably about 1645 or later, there was a rising in

consequence of the flogging, imprisonment, and hang-
ing of 40 natives who refused to give up their faith.;

but the rebels were easily overpowered. In another
revolt of the demes, aided by Apaches, a Spaniard
named Naranjo fell, and in return the governor
hanged 29, imprisoning many more for idolatry.^" In
1650 or thereabouts it is evident that, partly as a re-

sult of the preceding quarrels, troubles with both con-

verts and gentiles began to assume a serious aspect.

At the same time complaints of oppression on the
governor's part were sent to Mexico and Spain.*

During Concha's rule, or in 1650, there was a plot

^'' Palafox, Informe al Conde de Salvatierra, 1642, MS.; letter of same to

king, July 25, '42, and royal order of July 14, '43, in iV. Mex., Ced. MS. 7-8;

Bonilla, Apuntes, MS., 1; Revilla Crigedo, Carta de 1793, p. 441. The latter

says the matter was reported to the king in 1640, including an Ind. revolt,

as well as scandalous quarrels between the friars and secular authorities. It

appears that Rosas was stabbed—perhaps while under arrest awaiting his

residencia—by a man who accused him of intimacy with his wife; but the
woman had been put in his way that an excuse for killing him might be found.

Antonio Vaea is named as a leader in this movement.
^^Calle, Not., 103; Pitio, Expos., 5; Id., Not., 2; Akedo, Dice, iii. 184;

Barreiro, Ojeada, 5-6; Alerjre, Hist. Gorrvp. J., i. 327. In the general chapter
of the Franciscans at Toledo, 1645, the plan of changing the New Mex. cus-

todia to a provincia independent of the Sto Evangelio in Mex. was discussed,

but abandoned. Ylzarbe, Informe., in Pinart, Col. Doc. Mex. , 347.

^Otermin, Extractos, MS., 1301, 1395-6. This is the testimony of Domin-
guez in '81 ; consulted also by Davis, 279 et seq. D. says the 29 were only

imprisoned.
'^Bonilla, Apuntea', MS., 1; N. Mex., Cid., MS., 6, 8-9. The king' in his

cedula of Sept. 22, '50, notes these complaints and the popular discontent and
strife leading to raids by the gentiles, and orders viceroy to investigate and
remedy. The viceroy replied March 20, '53, that he had given strict orders to

the new gov. ; the king approves and orders continued vigilance June 20, '54.
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of the Teliuas and Apiaches to kill the soldiers and
friars on"^rhura3aynight of passion week, when all

would be in church ; but by chance the plot was dis-

covered by Captain Vaca, nine leaders were hanged,
and many more were sold into slavery for ten years.

A like result followed an uprising of the Piros, who
ran away during Governor Villanueva's time and
joined the Apaches, killing five Spaniards before they
doiil'd' bB-Trverpo'W^Ted^ Several of the same nation

now or a little later were put to death for sorcery.

Est^van Clemente, governor of the Salineros towns,

was at the head of the next conspiracy for killing the

tyrants, after stealing their horses to prevent escape;

but Don Est^van was hanged. The Taos drew up
on two deer-skins a plan for a general movement, but
it was abandoned because the Moquis refused their

aid. No dates are given for these happenings.^^

Diego Dionisio de Penalosa y Briceno ruled New
Mexico in 1661-4, having been appointed in 1660.

He was a native of Peru, an adventurer and embustero,

bent on achieving fame and fortune with the aid of

his unlimited assurance and his attractive person and
manners, by which alone presumably he obtained his

appointment from the viceroy. Of Don Diego's rule

and acts, as in the case of other rulers of the period,

almost nothing is known. It appears, however, that

he visited Zuhi and the Moqui towns, heard of the

great kingdom of Teguay through a Jemes Indian
who had been captive there, and also of Quivira and
Tejas, and the Cerro Azul, rich in gold and silver ores

;

and that he planned an expedition to some of these

wonderful regions.*^ I liave seen an order dated at

Santa F6 in 1664 whicii bears his autograph.^^ Like

'^Otermin, Extractos, MS., followed by Davis. Zamacois, Hist. Hcj., v. 376,
says that Alburquerque was fouadedin 1G58, whicli is eiu error. The 1st duke
of A. was viceroy in 1C53-60; but the 2d duke of A. , for whom the town was
named, ruled in 1701-10. In the Arch. Sta Fi, MS., it is stated that the
Pueblo del Paso del Bio del Norte was founded in 1659. The allusion i3 to
the mission of Guadalupe del Paso, not to town or presidio.

"^ Juan Dominguez do Mendoza, maestre de campo i:i Peflalosa's time, re-

port of later years as cited by Fernandez Duro, 49, 75.
"^ Jan. 20, '64, order that the Indians be not employed in spinning and
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his predecessor, Mendiztlbal, he became involved in

troubles with the padre custodio representing the

inquisition; or more probably, as I think, he went to

Mexico in 1664 or later to urge his scheme of north-

ern conquest, and there came in conflict with the holy

tribunal, by which he was perhaps kept long in prison

;

and at any rate, in February 1668 he was forced to

march bareheaded through the streets carrying a
green candle, for having talked against the santo oficio

and said things bordering on blasphemy.^* Unable to

interest the viceroy and king in his project, he went
to London and Paris in 1671-3, and there attempted
to organize a grand filibustering enterprise of con-

quest against his former sovereign, freely resorting to

falsehood, and claiming for himself the title of Conde
de Santa Fe, with half a dozen others to which he had
no claim. He died in 1687, and his efforts are closely

connected with the expedition of La Salle of 1682-7;
but these matters pertain to the annals of Texas, and
not of New Mexico.^"

In France Penalosa presented to the government
what purported to be a narrative of an expedition to

Quivira made by himself in 1662, written by Padre
Freitas, one of the friars of his company, and sent to

the Spanish king. He never made any such entrada

or rendered any such report. The narrative was that

of Onate's expedition of 1601, slightly changed to suit

his purposes in Paris. I made known this fraud in

an earlier volume of this series, but have since received

the work of Fernandez Duro, published two years

before my volume, in which that investigator, by

weaving without the gov. 's license; that friendly Indians be well treated,

but that wild tribes coming to trade be not admitted to the towns, but obliged

to lodge outside. Signed Diego de Penalosa Briceno. Arch. Sta Fi, MS.
This is the only orig. doc. I have seen at Sta Pe that dates back of the revolt

of '80.

^ Rohks, Diario, 56-7; Alaman, Disert., iii. appen. 35-6; Zamacois, Hist

Mej., V. 412-13. Z. tells us, p. 387, that 24 missions or pueblos were estab-

liahed in 1663-4.
^ See Hist. North Mex. St., i. In N. Mex., Cid., MS^ 56-60, are two royal

orders, of 1675 and 1678, on tlie conq. of Quivira, growing out of P.'s efforts.

Padre Posadas' report of about 1680 was also drawn out in the same ooimec-

tioa.
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similar arguments, reached the same conclusions.**

I suppose that it is to Don Diego's statements in

Europe that we must look for the origin of the famous
hoax of Admiral Fonte's voyage on the north-west
coast in 1640, the story having first appeared in 1708,
and Penalosa being represented as vice-admiral of the
fleet.«^

From about 1672 the various Apache tribes became
troublesome, destroying in their raids one of the Zuni
towns and six of the pueblos farther east.^ Several
friars lost their lives. In 1675 we are told that four

natives were hanged, 43 or 47 whipped and enslaved,

and many more imprisoned for having killed several

missionaries and other Spaniards, besides bewitching
the padre visitador, Andres Duran; whereupon a
force of warriors marched to Governor Trevino's house
to demand the release of the prisoners for a ransom,
retiring on a favorable promise, but declaring they
Would kill all the Spaniards or flee to the sierra and
risk annihilation at the hands of Apaches rather than
Bee their sorcerers punished. Pope, prominent in a

"« See Bist. North Mex. St., i. 386, pub. in 1884. The fictitious narrative,

IFreytas, Relacion del Descub. del Pais y Ciudad de Quivira, given to the French
minister in 1675, and claimed to have been sent to the king of Spain in 1663,
was printed in Shea's Exped. of Don Diego de Penalosa, N. Y., 1882, with
Span, and Engl, text, and valuable notes and extracts from Margry and other
authors respecting Penalosa. Later in 1882 appeared Fernandez Duro, Don
Diego de Penalosa y su descub. del reino de Quivira, a report to the Royal Acad,
of Hist. This author reproduces all of Shea's matter and adds much more on
the same and kindred subjects. For his conclusion that the story was a
fraud he relies largely, as I did, on the report of Padre Posadas (erroneously
called Paredes by me from the printed ed. , apparently not known to F. D. ),

who was custodio during Peiialosa's term of office and who mentions no such
expedition. I did not see the Madrid work of '82 or know of its existence tiU

after the publication of my volume. Prince devotes a chapter to this exped.,
not recognizing its fictitious character.

" See Hist. N. W. Coast, i. 115 et seq.
** Escalante, Carta, 115-16. The Zuni town was Jahuicu (or Ajuico, where,

aco. to N. Mex., Doc, MS., i. 502, P. Pedro de Ayala was killed by the
gentiles on Oct. 7, 1672); those of the Tchuas were Chilili (which Benavides
represents as a Tompiro town), Tafique, and Quarac; and those of the Tom-
piros, Abo, Jumaneas, and Tabira. One of these was very likely the famous
Gran Quivira. Escalante says that before '80 there were 46 pueblos of

Christian Ind., one Span, villa, and several small Span, settlements. Calle,

Not. , 103—4, says that in '45 there were 25 doctrinas, with 60 friars, receiving

from the king 42,000 pesos per year. Cavo, Tres Sighs, ii. 42, 46, tells us
that 24 Ind. towns were formed by the Span, in (before?) 1660; and that
Alburquerque was founded earlier with 100 Span, families. See note 61.
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later trouble, was now a leader either of the imprisoned
offenders or of the band of rescuers/^ All the tribes

were known as Apaches, except the Yutas, occupying
a part of the northern plains, and with whom Governor
Otermin was the first to open communication. The
Comauches did not make their appearance in the rec-

ords of this century; but the Apaches del Navajo are

mentioned. In 1676 the condition of affairs was re-

ported to be serious. Towns and churches had been
destroyed and many Christians killed by the Apache
raiders; while the defensive force was only five men
for each frontier station, and these were sadly in lack

of arms and horses. A reenforcement of 40 or 50 men
was needed at once if the province was to be saved.

Padre Francisco Ayeta, the custodio, having come
from New Mexico for succor, was preparing to start

with a wagon train of supplies for the missionaries;

and he made an earnest appeal for the 50 men and
1,000 horses to accompany the train, at an expense of

14,700 pesos to the royal treasury. The junta ap-

proved the measure on September 9th, perhaps of

1677; the viceroy reported to the king his resolution

to send succor on January 13, 1678; the king approved
on June 18th ; and finally, after an unaccountable delay,

the train started from the city of Mexico on the 29th
or 30th of September, 1679. The relief arrived too

late, as we shall see, to prevent the abandonment of

the province; but it prevented still more serious dis-

aster among the fugitive settlers and missionaries.™

«' Otermin, Extractos, MS., 1441-3, 1459-66, 1480-1, being the testimony
in '81 of Dominguez, Lopez, Quintana, and P. Ayeta. Escalante, Carta, 116,

says nothing of this affair, but states that Pope and 4G others were arrested
ior various crimes. On March 28, 74, there died at S ta F6 Dona Juaua Arias,

wife of the visitador G-onzalo Suarez. Sobles, Diario, 159. On Jan 23, '75, P.

Alonso Gil de ^vila, minister of Renecuey (Senecii ?), was killed by the Ind.

N. Mex., Doc, MS., i. 502. Otherfriars named in different records as serving

in '80 or earlier are Antonio Acebedo, Lorenzo Analiza, Francisco de Ayeta,
Antonio de Aranda (apparently custodio in '50), Juan Bernal (cuat. in '80),

Pran Gomez de la Cadena, Sebastian Calzada, Andres Duran, Juan de Jesus

Espinosa, Fran. Farfan, Oris. Figueroa, Alonso Gil, Ant. Guerra, Juan de
Jesus, Simon de Jesus, Jesus de Lombarde, Albino Maldonado, Juan Mora,
Jesus Morador, Juan de Vallada, Fernando de Velasco, and Juan Zavaleta.

''"Ayeta, Memorial al Virey, 1676, including various docs, on the subject,

in N. Mex., Doc, MS., i. 481-513. Viceroy's rept to king and royal order
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I close this chapter with a note from Vetancur's
standard chronicle of the Franciscans, written about

1691, but showing the missions as they existed just

before the great revolt of 1680. A padron of 1660 is

said by this author to have shown a population of

24,000 Spaniards and Christian Indians, of whom it

would seem the former must have numbered about

2,400 in 1680. Padre Francisco de Ayeta came as

custodio, with a reenforcement of friars, in 1674, but,

as we have seen, went back to Mexico for succor two
years later.

^^

in reply, 167S, in M. Mex., Ctdulas, MS., 9-10. Starting o£ the train and
troopa, the viceroy going to Guadalupe to see them oflf, Sept. 29 or .30, '79.

Jiobks, Diario, 290; Rivera, Diario, 14.
" Vetancur, Chron., 98 et seq. Missions of N. Mex. in 1680. See similar

statement for 1630, p. 164 of this chapter.

Senecii (S. Antonio), 70 1. above Guadalupe del Paso, founded in 1630 by
P. Ant. Arteaga, sue. by P. Garcia de ZiiSiga, or San Francisco, who is buried
there; Piros nation; convento of S. Antonio; vineyard; fish-stream.

Socorro (Nra Sra), 7 1. above Senecil, of Piros nation; 600 inliab. ; foundfd
by P. Garcia.

Alamillo (Sta Ana), 3 1. above Socorro; 300 Piros.

Sevilleta, 5 1. from Alamillo across river; Pirns.

Isleta (S. Antonio), no distance given; where a small stream with the Rio
del Norte encloses a fertile tract with 7 Span, ranches; convent built by P.
Juan de Salas; 2,000 inhab. of Tiguas nation. Here is the paso for Acoma,
Zufli, etc.

Alameda (Sta Ana), 8 1. above Isleta; 300 inhab. of Tiguas nation; named
for the alamos which shade the road for 4 1.

Puray, or Puruay (S. Bartolome), 1 1. from Sandia (Alameda ?); 200 Tiguas;
the name means ' gusanos, ' or worms.

Sandia (S. Francisco), 1 1. (from Puaray); 3,000 Tiguas; convent, where
P. Estevan de Perea, the founder, is buried; also the skull of P. Rodriguez,
the 1st martyr, is venerated.

S. Felipe, on the river on a height (apparently on E. bank) ; 600 inhab.
with the little pileblo of Sta Ana; of Zures (Queres) nation; convent founded
by P. Oris. Quiiiones, who, with P. Gerdn. Pedraza, is buried here.

Sto Domingo, 2 1. above S. Felipe; 150 inhab.; one of the best convents,
where the archives are kept, and where, in '61, was celebrated an auto-de-fd,

by order of the inquisition; P. Juan de Esoalona buried here; padres in '80,

Talaban (once custodio), Lorenzana, and Montesdeoca.
Sta Fe, villa, 8 1. from Sto Domingo; residence of the gov. and soldiers,

with 4 padres.

Tesuque (S. Lorenzo), 2 1. from Sta Fe, in a forest; 200 Tiguas (Tehuas);
P. Juan Bautista Pio.

Nambe (S. Francisco), 3 1. E. of Tesuquo, 5 1. from Rio del Norte; 2 little

settlements of Jacona and Cuya Mangue; 600 inhab.; P. Tom& de Torres.
S. Ildefonso, near the river, and 2 1. from Jacona, in a fertile tract, with

20 farms; 830 inhab. ; PP. Morales, Sanchez de Pro, and Fr. Luis.
Sta Clara, convento, on a height by the river J 300 inhab.; a visita of S.

Ildefonso.

S. Juan de los Caballeros, 300 inhab. ; visita of S. Ildefonso. In sight are
the buildings of the villa de S. Gabriel, the 1st Span, capital.
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Picurfea (S. Lorenzo), 61. (from S. Juan), on a height; 3,000 inhab.; Fr.
Ascensio de Z^rate served and ia buried here; P. Matias Rendoii in '80.

Tahos (S. Gerdnimo de Taos), 3 1. (?) from Picuries and 5 1. from the river,
in a fine valley; 2,000 inhab. and some Spaniards; in 1631, P, Pedro Mi-
randa de Avila was killed here; PP. Juan de Pedrosa and Antonio de Mora
in '80.

Aooma (S. Estevau), east (?) of Cia on a pefiol 1 1. in circum. and 30 estados
high; 1,500 inhab., converted by P. Juan Ramirez; in '80, P. Lticas Maldo-
nado.

Hemes (S. Diego de Jemes), a large pueblo formed of 5 smaller ones, with
5,000 inhab. ; in charge of P. Juan de Jesus.

Alona (Purisima), 24 1. from Acoma, with 2 visitas, called Mazquia and
Caquima; 1,500 inhab.; P. Juan de Bal. (Zufliprov.)

Aguico (Conoepcion), 3 1. W. of Alona, with other small pueblos; 1,000
inhab; they revolted in '32, and killed P. Fran. Letrado; in '80 the padre
escaped.

Aguatobi (S. Bernardino), in Moqui prov., 26 1. from Zuni; 800 inhab.
converted by P. Fran, de Porras; much pumice stone; P. Jose de Figueroa,
or Conoepcion, in '80.

Xongo pabi (S. Bartolome), 7 1. from A., with a visita called Moxainabi;
500 inhab.; P. Jose Trujillo in '80.

Oraybi (S. Fran. ; others say S. Miguel), farthest W. of the Moqui towns,
over 70 1. from Sta Fe; had 14,000 gentiles, but a pestilence consumed them;
1,200 in a visita called Gualpi; PP. Jose de Espeleta and Agustin de Sta
Maria.

Cochitf, 3 1. from Sto Domingo; 300 inhab. of Queres nation; the padre
escaped in '80.

Galisteo (Sta Cruz), 6 1. (from Cochiti ?), with S. Cristdbal as a visita; 800
inhab. of Tanos nation; here once served P. Antonio de Aranda; in '80 PP.
Juan Bernal, custodio, and Domingo de Vera.

Pecos (Porcitlucula), on the eastern or Quivira frontier, in a finely wooded
country; has a magnificent church with six towers; pop. not given; P. Fern,
de Velasco.

S. Mircos, 'on the right toward the N., 5 1. from Sto Domingo;" 600
inhab. of Queres nation; 2 visitas, S. LSzaro and Cienega; P. Manuel Tinoco.

Chilili (Natividad), 3 1. from S. L&zaro; 500 Piros, converted by P. Alonso
Pfeinado, who is buried here; this is the 1st pueblo of the Salinas valley.

Quarac (Concepoion), 3 1. from Chilili; 600 Tiguas speaking Piros lang.;

•converted by P. Perea; here is buried P. Gerdnimo de la Liana.
Taxique (S. Miguel), 2 1. from Quarao; 300 inhab, ; the padre escaped in

'80.

Abbo (S. Gregorio), in the Salinas valley, which is 10 1. in circum., and
produces much excellent salt; 800 inhab. ; 2 visitas, Tenabo and Tabira (Gran
Quivira ? ); 15 1. farther east are some Christian Jumanas served by the padre
of Quarac; P. Fran, de Aoebedo is buried at Abbo.

All the padres named above as serving in '80 were killed in the revolt of

that year; the survivors are named in note 5 of the next chapter. See also

map in next chapter.



CHAPTER IX.

A DECADE OF FREEDOM.

1680-1691.

Causes of the Revolt—Religious Tyrannt—The Patriot Leaders-
Pope, CaTTTI, TUPATtJ, AND JaOA—ThE KNOTTED CORD

—

THE PlOT
Revealed— Massacre of 400 Spaniards— Twenty-one Martyr
Friars—Names—Siege of Santa FA—The Governor's Victory and
Retreat—Down the Rio del Norte to El Paso—Presidio del
Paso del Norte—Pope's Rule in New Mexico—Liberty and Air-

archy—Fruitless Entrada of 1681

—

Destruction of the Pue-

blos— The Faithful Tiguas of Isleta— Otermin Censured—
Events at El Paso—Mission Items—Rule of Cruzat and Reneros
—Huerta's Protect—Battle at Cia—A New Governor.

The pueblo communities were now to rid themselves
for a time of their Spanish masters, whom they re-

garded as tyrants. Past efforts to shake off their

fetters had only shown how tightly they were riveted.

They were required to render implicit obedience, and
to pay heavy tribute of pueblo products and personal

service. Their complaints, however, in this direction

are not definitely known. The Spaniards in their

later gathering of testimony ignored this element of

secular oppression, if, as can hardly be doubted, it ex-

isted, and represented the revolt to be founded exclu-

sively, as it was indeed largely, on religious grounds.

The New Mexicans seem to have been more strongly

attached than most American tribes to their aborigi-

nal faith, and they had secretly continued so far as

possible the practice of the old forms of worship. The
friars had worked zealously to stamp out every vestige

of the native rites; and the authorities had enforced

the strictest compliance with Christian regulations, not
(174)
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hesitating to punish the slightest neglect, unbelief,

relapse into paganism, so-called witchcraft, or chafing

under missionary rule, with flogging, imprisonment,
slavery, or even death. During the past thirty years
lar^e numbers of natives had been hanged for alleged

sorcery, or communion with the devil, though gen-
erally accused also of projected rebellion or plotting

"with the Apaches, The influence of the native old

men, or priests—sorcerers, the Spaniards called them
—was still potent; the very superiority of the pueblo

organization gave the patriotic conspirators an advan-
tage; past failures had taught caution; and so skil-

fully was the movement managed that the premature
outbreak a few days before the time agreed upon was
hardly less successful and deadly than would have
been the revolt as planned.^

Pope, connected with a former disturbance and ac-

cused of many crimes, was the moving spirit now. He
was a San Juan Indian, but made Taos the centre of

his eflbrts. Appealing to the popular superstition as

well as patriotism, he claimed to have formed an alli-

ance with the Great Spirit, or El Demonio of the

Spaniards; and personally or through his agents and
associates —chief among whom were Catiti of Santo
Domingo, Tupatii of Picurf, and Jaca of Taos—Pope
brought into his scheme all the pueblos except those

of the Piros in the south, who for home unexplained
reason were not invited. The Tanos and the Queres
of Cienega are doubtfully said to have shown some re-

luctance. A knotted cord was the mysterious calen-

' Testimony on the causes and methods of the plot was taken from many
natives in the next 15 years, and is somewhat voluminously recorded; but I
shall make no attempt to present details. There is a general agreement in

the evidence, whether it comes from secular or ecclesiastical sources. Notwith-
standing past quarrels, the friars seem to have had no charges to make against
the gov. and his officers in this matter, all attributing the revolt to demoniac
iafluences on a superstitious and idolatrous people. SigUenza, Mercmio Vo-
latUe, 589, tells us that the plot had been brewing for fourteen years. Vetan-
cur, Chron., 103-4, Id., Menol., 119, says it was foretold C years in advance
by a girl miraculously raised from the dead, who said it was to be due to

prevalent lack of respect for the padres. All suits against the friars were
thereupon dropped in terror, but it was too late. A friar abroad also fore-

told the event.
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dar sent by swift runners to all the pueblos to make
known the date of rising, which seems to have been
fixed for the 13th of August, 1680.'

Despite the utmost precautions, however—no
woman being intrusted with the secret, and Pope
killing his own son-in-law on suspicion of treachery

—

New Mexico in the Seventeenth Century.

'Escalante in print makes the date the 18th, but my MS. copy has it 13th,

as does Gregg. Davis and Miller, and some of the orig. corresp., make it

Aug. 10th, the plot being revealed on the 8th. Otermin's narrative begins

abruptly with the 10th, and says nothing of preceding revelations. The
knotted cord is mentioned by the original authorities. Davis' explanation,

that the knots represented days before the rising, and that each pueblo con-

senting untied one knot, is not very clear.
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the influence of the friars over certain converts was
so strong that the plot was revealed, perhaps as early

as the 9th, frona several different sources.^

The Tanos of San Ldzaro and San Cristobal revealed

Pope's plot to Padre Bernal, the custodio. Padre
Velasco of Pecos received a like confession from one

of his neophytes. The alcalde of Taos sent a warning
which caused the governor to arrest two Tesuquo
Indians who had been sent by the Tehuas to consult

with the Tanos and Queres. Otermin sent messen-

gers in all haste to warn padres and settlers south of

San Felipe to flee to Isleta, while those of the north

^ The original authority on the revolt of 1680 is Otermin, Extracios de Doc.

Hist. N. Mex., sacados de los autos existenfes en el ofido del Supremo gobierno de

esta carte, que sohreel Levantamiento del afio de 1680formd Don Antonio de Oter-

imiti, goherTiador y capitan general del mismo reina, copy from the Mexican ar-

chives, in N. Mex., Doc. Hist., MS., 1153-1728. This record, equivalent to a
journal of the governor's movements, expanded by various corresp. and autos,

extends from Aug. 10, 1G80, to the spring of 1682. It is very voluminous, and
tediously verbose, most of the record being repeated several times in various
forms, and a report by the fiscal in Mex. being a resume that is more satisfac-

tory to the reader than the bulky original. In the same col. of N. Mix., Dv.,
MS., 514r-81, are several important letters written at El Paso in Aug. -Dec.
1680 by the friars. In Vetancnr, Chronica, 94-104, and Id., Mcnoloyio, passim,

the standard chronicle of the Franciscan provincia del Santo Evangelio, pub.

in 1697, but written about 1691, before the reconquest of N. Mex., we find

much valuable information about the missions just before the revolt, and the

friars who lost their lives. Escalante, Carta, 116 et seq., is also one of the

best authorities on the subject, the author having searched the archives by
order of his superior in 1778, and thus consulted doubtless much missionary
corresp. in addition to Otermin 's record. Davis, Span. Cong., 287-3S5, gives

a very satisfactory narrative from the archives—that is, following Otermin, u,

copy of whose Extractos was found at Sta F^. The same authority was con-

sulted by Gregg, Corn. Prairies, i. 121-7, and Miller, in Sta Fi Centennial.

Otermin, Vetanciir, and Escalante may be regarded as the standard authori-

ties on this subject. Other works, to some of which I shall have occasion to

refer on special points, are as follows: Niel, Apunt., 103 et seq.; Villagutiem,

Hist. Conq. Itza, 204-9; Ddvila, Mem. Hist., pt ii. 1-2; Cava, Tres Sighs, ii.

57-60; Villasefior, Teatro, ii. 419; Mange, Hist. Pimeria, 227-8; Arch. N.
Mex., 129; Lezaun, Noticias, MS., 129 et seq.; Arricivita, Cron. Sera/., 199; Ar-
legui, Cron. Zac., 249-50; Rivera, Oob. de Mex., i. 252-3; Id., Hist. Jalapa, i.

98, 102; Siguenza y GCngora, Mercurio Volante, MS., 589 et seq.; Zaniacois,

Hist. Mej., V. 429-37; Bustamante, Gabinete Mex., i. 35-6; Alvarez, Estudios,

iii. 224-6, 264^5; Lacunza, Discursos, no. xxxv. 503; Escudero, Not. Chili.,

231; Espinosa, Cron., 35; Prince's Hist. Sic., 190-205; Carleton, in Smith. Inst.

Rept, 1854; Breooort'sN. Mex., 83; Dumpier s Voy., i. 272; Mayer's Mex. Aztec,

i. 213-14; St Frands, Life, 557; Davis' El C/rinr/o, 75-80, 134-7; Meline's gOOO
Miles, 136; BeUrami, Mex., i. 280-1; Nouv. Ann. Voy., cxxxi. 255; Domenech's

Des., 180-3; Modern Trav., Mex., ii. 72; Hinton's Handbook, 388. The matter

thus referred to varies from accurate narrative to worthless mention, but con-

tains no original information of value. The pages cited or the following ones

in most cases include the reconquest in 1692.

Hist. Ariz, and N. Mex. 12
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were to start for the capital or Santa Cruz de la

Canada. Pope saw that his only hope of success

was in immediate action, and by his orders the Taos,

Picuries, and Tehuas attacked the missions and farms

of the northern pueblos before dawn on the 10th,

"Uevandolo todo d sangre y fuego." Apparently,

hostilities had been committed at Santa Clara a day
or two earlier, and some of the more distant pueblos

rose a day or two later, as soon as they heard of the

premature outbreak. I follow Escalante's version for

what is not found in Otermin's journal; but little reli-

ance can be put in the accuracy of details. All agree

that the outbreak was on the 10th, day of San Lo-
renzo, and that it was premature. On that day Al-

ferez Lucero and a soldier arrived at Santa Fe with

news of the rising of the Tehuas, reporting that the

alcalde mayor had collected the people at La Canada,

and that the rebels were in force at Santa Clara.

Captain Francisco Gomez was sent out to recon-

noitre, and returned on the 12th with confirmation

and a few details of the disaster. The governor on
the 13th ordered the alcalde and sargento mayor, Luis
Quintana, to bring in the people from La Canada to

Santa Fe, which was probably accomplished.* He
sent out native scouts, despatched an order to Lieuten-

ant-general Alonso Garcia to send aid from Isleta,

and prepared to defend the capital.

It was the plan of the New Mexicans to utterly ex-

terminate the Spaniards; and in the massacre none
was spared—neither soldier, priest, or settler, personal

friend or foe, young or old, man or woman—except that

a few beautiful women and girls were kept as captives.

From San Felipe south all were warned in time
to make their escape. Many settlers of the valley

farther north took refuge at La Caiiada and were
saved; but in all the missions of the north and east

* Otermin is not clear about this, but I find no foundation for Davis' inter-

pretation to the effect that all at La Canada perished. Escalante says they
reached Sta P^ .safely; and it is certain that Quintana himself did so.
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and west only the friar at Cochiti, those at Santa F:^,

and one in the Zuni province—who was perhaps ab-

sent—-escaped death. The number of victims was
slightly over 400, including 21 missionaries and 73
men capable of bearing arms; those who escaped

were about 1,950, including 11 missionaries and 156

capable of bearing arms.^ It will be noticed that the

friars with few exceptions were new-comers, and that

the whole number in the province was less than might
have been expected from preceding annals.

On August 14th the scouts returned and reported

that 500 Indians from Pecos and the eastern pueblos

were approaching ; and next morning the foe appeared

at San Miguel in the suburbs of the villa.* One of

the number was induced to enter the town and hold

a conference; but he said that nothing could change
the determination of his countrymen, who had brought
two crosses, one red, as a token of war, the other white,

indicating peace ; but if the Spaniards should choose

the white flag they must immediately quit the coun-

try. They said they had killed God and Santa
Maria, and the king must yield. The governor sent

out a force to attack the enemy before reenforcements

could arrive, and soon went out in person. The battle

lasted nearly all day, but when the Spaniards seemed

* The friars who perished are named, with some biog. information, by P.

Ayeta in a letter of Sept. 11th, and also by Vetanour as follows: P. Juan de
Bal, Spaniard, came to N. Mex. in 71; Juan Bernal, custodio, Mexican, came
in 74; Jose Espeleta, Span., before '50; Jos6 Figueroa, Mex., 74; Juan Bau-
tista. Span., 77; Juan de Jesus, Span., '67; Fran. Ant. Lorenzana, Span., '74;

Liicas Maldonado, Span., '67; Juan Montesdeoca, Mex., '67; Ant. Mora, Mex.,
'71; Luis Morales, Mex., '64; Juan Pedrosa, Mex., '64; Matias Rendon, Mex.,
'74; Antonio Sanchez, Mex., '77; Agust. Sta Maria, Mex., '74; Juan Talaban,

Span., '62; Manuel Tinoco, , '74; Tomis Torres, Mex., '77; Jose Trujillo,

Span., '67; Fern. Velasoo, Span., before '50; Juan Dom. Vera, Mex., '74.

For distribution, see end of the preceding chapter. The surviving friars

named in a letter of P. Sierra of Sept. 4th were PP. Jose {or Ant. ) Bonilla,

Fran. Gomez de la Cadena, Andres Duran, Fran. Farfan, NicoUs Hurtado,
Diego Mendoza, Fran. Muiloz, Diego Parraga, Ant. Sierra, TomSs Tobalina,

and Juan Zavaleta. Five captains are named as having been killed: Fran.

Jimenez, Agustin Carbajal, Cris. de Anaya, Jose Nieto, and Andres Gomez.
^Davis, Miller, and Gregg imply that it was on the 12th or 13th; but

Otermin's record is clear. Escalante speaks of the Tlasoaltec suburb or ward
of Analoo, which is not unlikely, though I have found io earlier mention, pf

such a Tlasoaltec colony in N. Mex.
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on the point of. victory, the northern army of Taos,

Picuries, and Tehuas appeared on the field, and Oter-

•min was obliged to retire with his men to protect the

palacio, where women and children had taken refuge.

The siege of Santa ¥6 lasted five days/ The natives

were about 3,000 strong. They soon took and de-

stroyed the suburbs, and indeed all but the plaza and
casas reales. The church and convent were burned,

and the water supply was cut off. Out of a popula-

tion of 1,000, Otermin had less than 150 men, many
of them servants utterly unfit for military service;

but the situation was critical, and finally on the 20th

with 100 men ho made a desperate sortie. Invoking
"the sweet name of Maria," this forlorn hope threw

'itself against the besiegers and drove them back,

killing 300 and bringing 47 captives into the villa,

who, after their testimony had been taken, were shot

in the plaza.^ During the whole siege and battles

only five Spaniards were killed, though the governor
and many others were wounded.

It was decided on the 21st to abandon Santa Fe,

or, as the original record puts it, to march to the relief

of Isleta; clothing to the value of $8,000 was dis-

tributed ; and the governor, garrison, women and
and children, and three friars—Cadena, Duran, and
Farfan—about 1,000 persons in all, began their march
on foot, each carrying his own luggage, as the horses

were barely sufficient for the sick and wounded. The
natives, though watching the fugitives from the hills

and sometimes being seen at a distance, made no
attack. Perhaps they had not yet the courage to

face the desperate valor of Otermin's little band, or

'From the 16th to 19th, or 7 days, 15th to 20th. Most writers make it

9 days, that is, from the 1st alarm on the 10th to the 19th.
8 Miller says nothing of this affair, representing the Spaniards as having

cut their way out. Cavo-saya they escaped by stealth when hunger and the
stench of dead bodies became intolerable. Villagutierre tells us that Gov.
0. cut off the water to drive the Indians out of the fort they had seized.

The captives said the plot had been made long ago at Tesuque; but that the
' real leader was a man in the north whom Montezuma had left behind as
lieatenant on his departure for Mexico.
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they waited for the hardships of the march to render

their deadly task less difficult; but it is more likely

that they were content to avoid further bloodshed, now
that their chief object had been effected in the invad-

ers' retreat.

The route was by Santo Domingo, where were
found the bodies of three padres and five other Span-

iards who had been murdered, and thence to San
Felipe and Sandia, whose Spanish inhabitants had
escaped, though all these pueblos had been sacked and
partially ruined, all vestiges of Christianity having

been destroyed. Several haciendas on the way were

found in ruins, with evidence that the occupants had
been killed. Isleta was reached on the 27th; but the

refugees under Captain Garcia had left this pueblo

thirteen days before and gone south to Fra Cristobal.^

At Alamillo, in the I'egion of Socorro, the governor

met Garcia, who had been overtaken by his messen-

gers and returned. Legal proceedings were begun
against him for having left Isleta without orders;

but he claimed to have acted from necessity, having

neither force nor supplies, and believing that all in

the north were dead. Here also, on September 6th,

was met Pedro de Leiva with thirty men, part of the

escort of Padre Ayeta's supply train, sent up from

El Paso by the procurador to aid the fugitives. All

went south to Fra Crist6bal, where on the 16th a

council determined that under the circumstances it

^ Sept. 4th Garcfa writes from Fra Cristol)al to P. Ayeta at El Paso, having
just received news from the gov. N. Mex., Doc, MS., 514-20; also P. Sierra

to same on same date, giving names of surviving padres. Id., 570-5. It

appears that capt. Seb. Herrera and Fern. Chavez, returning from the Yuta
country, were at Taos when the revolt occurred, but escaped, reached Sta Fe
while the siege was in progress, and passed on to join Garcia at Iblcta. Aug.
31st, letter of Ayeta to viceroy when he had heard of the revolt, but sup-

posed Otermin and all in the N. to have perished. Id., 559-81. He says

Leiva has started N. on the .SOth with 27 men and supplies; thinks a stand

must be made at El Paso or all the north will be lost to Spain; urges that

Leiva be made gov. if Otermin is dead; thinks 27 padres have perished. It

is a long, rambling letter, showing the writer's natural anxiety at such a time,

and referring to the ai/tos for more details. On Sept. 11th he writes again,

when he has heard of succor having reached both parties of fugitives. He
gives names and brief biog. of the murdered friars. Id., 525-41.
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was impracticable to return to Santa Fe ; and before

the end of September the whole force was encamped
in the region of El Paso del Norte, where for twenty
years or more the Franciscans had had a mission of

Guadalupe.^"

" Sept. 18th, Otennin writes from Salineta, 4 1. from Guadalupe, and speaks

of a great flood which makes it difficult to cross the river; but he apparently

crosses on the 22d to inspect Ayeta's supplies. Oterrnm, Ej:trartos, 1183-^.

Dec. 20th, P. Ayeta writes to the com. gen. , chiefly on details of supplies. He
says the army is now encamped in tliree divisions on the river, 2 1. apart; 1st

the gov., cabildo, and 5 friars at S. Lorenzo, so named for the day of the

great revolt; 2d, the camp of S. Pedro de Alcantara with 4 padres; and 3d,

the camp of Sacramento, under P. Alvaro Zavaleta as prelate. The rest of

the padres are at the convent of Guadalupe, P. Nicolas Hurtado having been
appointed custodio. N. Mex., Doc., MS., 541-58. "Vetancur, Chron., 98, tells

u;s that Guadalupe was founded by P. Garcia de Ziiniga among the ilansos

in 1659, and the church was dedicated in '68 by P. Juan Talaban. In about
1691 it has 1,000 neophytes, or 2,000 with the fugitives from N. Mex. Twelve
1. away is a mission station of S. Francisco, with one padre; and IJ 1. from
here (S. Fran, or Guadalupe ?) is the Real de S. Lorenzo.

The following items about the revolt, collected by Davis and others, but
liot noted by Escalante, may in a few instances have some slight foundation

in fact. P. Jesus Morador, of Jemes, was taken from bed, bound naked oq a
hog's back, and thus with blows and yells paraded through the town, being
afterwards himself ridden and spurred till he fell dead. (Gregg t^Us the

same story, but of a padre at Cia, on the authority of a captive named Ojeda.

Vetancur says there was a dispute at Jemes, some of the people wishing to

save Padre Juan de Jesus, who was finally killed kneeling in the plaza and
einbracing the Christ.) At Acoma PP. Maldonado, Figueroa, and Jlora

(only Maldonado was really at Acoma) were tied together and marched naked
through the streets with abuse and insult of every kind, till Figneroa, by
open defiance and predicting the tormentors' downfall in 3 years, provoked
them to kill all three with clubs and stones. At Zuui PP. Analiza, Espinosa,

.jtud Calzada (no such padres were in the country at tliis date) were shot by
A.'s servant, who was forced to do the deed. Here the victims were buried
in the church, but elsewhere thrown outside the pueblo limits. (There may
be some vague ref. to an earlier event. D., in El Gringo, 75-9, mentions a
trad, that the Zuiii padre was not killed—which was true—^but abjured his

faith.) The Moqui padres Vallada and Lombarde (names incorrect) were
stoned to deatli after the usual insults; and the P. proourador on his way
from Acoma to Zuni was lulled while kneeling in prayer. Gregg preserves

the tradition that S. Felipe remained faithful and saved also the patlre of

another pueblo, who when water failed and all were about to perish, prayer-
fully opened a vein in each arm, from which flowed water in copious streams.

Arlegui, Cron. Zar., 249-50, mentions a P. Alonzo Gil who, in this revolt of

some other, appeared at the wiudow of the church where the Christians had
taken refuge, and was shot while trying to appease the rebels. At S. Juan,
ace. to Arch. .N. Mex., 129, three Span, women were kept alive and bora
children during their captivity. Villaseiior and others state that S. Juan de
lOs Caballeros was so named for the gentlemanly conduct of its people in this

revolt, but the name had really been given 81 years b:;fore. Pino, Expos., 5,

and Frejes say that S. Juan and Pecos remained faithful to the Span. ; and
Bandelier thinks this may be true of Pecos, but it does not agree with the
origiial records. Carleton, Smitlis. Inst., '54, p. 313, preserves the story that

the 70 padres of Quivira, only 2 of whom escaped, buried immense treasure,

the existence of which was revealed later by one of the last survivors of the
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Father Ayeta's wagon-train of supplies, the depar-

ture of which from Mexico has been noted in the

preceding chapter, was a veritable godsend to the

refugees, without which many must have perishedi

and no stand could have been made at El Paso. As it

was, with all the padre procurador's energy and liber-

ality, distributing from his store—most of which had
been sent for the friars-—ten head of cattle and ten

fanegas of corn daily, and with some aid from the

Nueva Vizcayan authorities at Parral and Casas

Grandes, there was much suffering among the exiles.

Many abandoned the company and were scattered

in the Chihuahua settlements. At the end of the

year Ayeta went to Mexico with a full report of mis-

fortunes and a petition for relief, and bis mission was
successful;" for the viceroy not only took steps to re-

lieve present necessities, but ordered preparations to:

be made for the reconquest ofthe lost province. Ayeta
came back early in 1681, still in charge of the royal

interests, bringing cheering news, supplies, and reen-

forcements. Then—or possibly not till 1682—El

Paso was founded, at or near the temporary camp of

San Lorenzo, as a kind of presidio and supply station

for the reconquest and protection of New Mexico.^^

extinct race; hence the holes made by treasure-seekers among the ruins. Dam*
pier, Voy., 1. 272, who heard of the revolt when cruising off the Jalisco coast

in 1686, learned that some of the Span, from N. Max. had fled to the gulf of

Cal. and escaped in canoes.

"In Otermin, Extractos, MS., 1185-1205, is a documentary record of

Ayeta's proceedings, largely filled with unimportant details. He had spent

$29,250, of which |9,625 was from the royal coffers. He had an appointment

as procurador gen. of New Spain, and was ordered to Spain; but the audiencia

in Feb. '81 authorized him to suspend his departure in order to go on with
his N. Mex. enterprise. On March 20th there was a religious service at the

convent of S. Francisco in memory of the 21 martyrs. Dr Sarifiana preached.

Eobles, Diario, 319.
'^ Davis and others seem to labor under the impression that El Paso was

already an old and flourishing town, which idea leads them into sorie con-

fusion. As to exact localities I make no attempt to clear up the matter. As
we have seen, there was an old mission of Guadalupe in the vicinity. El Paso

was 'the ford' of Ouate's men in 1598, and not, as Gregg suggests, 'the pas-

sage from the north ' of the fugitive Spaniards, or as others have thought,
' the passage ' of the river from the ints into the broad valley. Niel, Apunt.,

103, tells us that Otermin having crossed the river a flood occurred that pre-

vented the pursuing Ind. from crossing, and as for two years the river did not

euajar (that is, I suppose, return to its normal condition) the gov. had time to

fortify El Paso!
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The New Mexicans were again masters in their

own country, free to use or abuse the Hberty they had
won. Unfortunately, they had a leader who, like the

governor he had deposed, claimed supreme authority.

Willing to restore the old faith, or estufa-sorcery,

Pope had no idea of surrendering his newly acquired

power or of granting independent government to the

pueblos. Therefore, or because of other remnants of

Spanish influence, perhaps from the wrath of native

dieties or retribution sent by the Christian god, abo-

riginal prosperity was at an end. Civil war, drought,

famine, and pestilence devastated tlie province for a

decade. Naturally, we know but little of what hap-

pened during this period save the final result; and to

the reconquest itself must be attributed a large share

of the devastation. Moreover, the Spaniards, who
tell the story, are disposed to exaggerate the ruin

that followed apostasy from the faith.

Pope's first task was to obliterate Christianity with

all its tokens. He ordered the destruction of all

crosses and church implements; forbade the naming
of Jesus or Maria; decreed that men should put away
their wives and take others to their liking; that all be

cleansed of baptism by water and soap-weed, baptis-

mal names being dropped ; that churches be destroyed

and estufas reopened; that the Spanish language be
abandoned for native dialects; and that none but native

crops be raised. The new sovereign travelled from pue-

blo to pueblo to superintend the execution of his de-

crees. Assuming supernatural powers, he proclaimed

that the Christian god was dead, having been made of

rotten wood, and powerless, while the native gods
were still potent to make the New Mexicans a pros-

perous people. The Castillos were not to be feared,

for he had built walls up to the skies to keep them
away. On his tour Pope dressed in full Indian cos-

tume, and wore a bull's horn on his forehead. Every-
where he was received with honors similar to those

formei'ly exacted by the governor and custodio, scat-
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tering corn-meal upon. the people as a token of his

blessing. The destruction of Christian relics was at-

tended by noisy demonstrations, processions, dances,

offerings to heathen deities, and every conceivable

profanation of all that the missionaries had held most
sacred.

All this was good fun during the insane excitement

of victory and freedom from restraint; but Pope's rule

became oppressive. He not only threatened ven-

geance of the gods on all who refused to obey his

orders, but proceeded to execute that vengeance, often

inflicting the death penalty. The most beautiful

women were taken for himself and his captains. Ex-
cessive tribute was imposed for the support of the

central government. Civil discords and wars followed,

supplemented by drought, which was less adequately

provided against than of old. The pagan deities seem
to have abandoned their worshippers, and caused some
very strange phenomena. The Apaches and Yutas
took advantage of the situation to renew their raids

for plunder. Many pueblos were abandoned, sites of

others were changed, and tribes were scattered. Bar-

barism darker than that of aboriginal times settled

down upon this northern land.^^

i^Says Esoalante, Carta, 122-3: 'The rebel pueblos began to quarrel and
wage bitter war. The Queres, Taos, and Pecos fought against the Tehuaa
and Tanos; and the latter deposed Pops—on account of his despotism, etc.--

electing Luis Tupatii in his place. He ruled the Tehuas and Tanos till

1688, when Pope was again elected; but died soon, and Tupatii was again

chosen. Alonso Catiti died earlier; entering an estufa to sacrifice, he sud-

denly burst, all his intestines coming out in sight of many Ind. Later

each pueblo of the Queres governed itself. The Apaches were at peace

with some of the pueblos, but in others did all the damage they could. The
Yutas, as soon as they learned the misfortune of the Span., waged ceaseless

war on the Jemes, Taos, and Picurles, and especially on the Tehuas, on whom
they committed great ravages. Not only thus and with civil wars were the

apostates afflicted, but also with hunger and pestilence. The Queres and Jemes
destroyed the Tiguas and Piros remaining after Otermin's entraili (of '81, to

be described presently), because they deemed them inclined to favor the Span.

Of the Tiguas only a few families escaped and retired to the province of Aloqui

(Moqui?); of the Piros none escaped. Davis and Prince give a good account

of the developments of this period. Niel, Apunt., 103-6, says that for seven

years it ' rained ashes, ' while for nine years no water fell, and the streams all

dried up. The Tompiros were exterminated; very few Tiguas aad Jemes
survived; somewhat more of the Tehuas, Taos, and Pecos were left; and the

Queres, protected by the walls of Sta Pe, suffered least of all. Finally, by
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It was not until the autumn of 1681 that Governor
Otermin was ready ; or, if not ready, was required by
the viceroy's orders to attempt the recovery of the

lost province. While the record is meagre, it is clear

enough that there was much opposition to this at-

tempt, there being two parties among the soldiers,

officers, colonists, and even the friars. Many be-

lieved that the opportunities for missionary work and
colonization were better in the south than in the north

;

they had lost their property and their families or

friends, and had not yet recovered from the terror of

the massacre; they were in favor of utilizing the

funds and forces lately received to strengthen their

position at El Paso, and of putting off the conquest

to a more convenient season. Otermin himself may
have been lukewarm in the cause, but if so the vice-

roy's instructions left him no choice. Captain Juan
Dominguez de Mendoza, who had served in New
Mexico from his boyhood, had retreated from Isleta

with Garcia, and had succeeded the latter as lieu-

tenant-general, was leader of the opposition, and legal

proceedings had on that account been begun against

him and others." Most if not all the friars favored an
experimental entrada at least, hoping that the natives,

the sacrifice of a virgin, water was restored to the bed of the Rio Grande, and
thus life was saved, and their ' stubborn, insolent apostasy ' was confirmed.
Niel also tells a curious story to the eifect that of the Tanos after the r^jvolt

only half remained to quarrel with otlier nations for supremacy, while the
rest—4,000 men, women, and cliildren—went away with their Spanish plun-
der to preserve themselves and let their cattle increase. They went via Zuni
to Moqui, and having induced that people to give them a home, gradually
gained possession of the country and towns, reducing the original Moquis to
complete subjection, extending their conquests far to the s. w., and seating
their young king, Trasquillo, on the throne at Oraibe. They brought with
them many who had served the Span., and learned from them all they could,
instead of avoiding everything Spanish like the other nations. Certain lin-

guistic and otlier peculiarities of the different pueblos are sufficient, if not to
give plausibility to this story, at least to make it worth preserving here.

Arricivita, Cron. Serdf., 199, tells us that the Tanos of Galisteo intrenched
themselves at Sta Fe. Ace. to Arch. N. Mex., 129, a good authority, the
Tanoa of S. Cristobal and S. Lizaro, south of Sta Fe, were forced by hostili-

ties of Apaches, Queres, and Pecos to transfer their pueblos to the region of
S. Juan, where the towns were rebuilt under the same names.

'''This is shown in the fiscal's report of '82. N. Mex., Doc, MS., 1023-
1704. Most writers say nothing of these troubles. Escalante says 'bubo
algunas diiicultades que causaron una dHacion muy nociva.

'
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prompted to revolt and apostasy by the devil and a few
sorcerers, had now seen the error of their wavs, and
would be eager for peace and pardon.

Otermin's army consisted of 146 soldiers, with 112
Indian allies, 975 horses, and a supply train of ox-
carts and pack-mules. ^^ Juan Dominguez de Mendoza
was lieutenant-general and maestre de campo; Fran-
cisco Javier was civil and military secretary; and
Padre Ayeta, the procurador general, accompanied
the expedition with Padre Antonio Guerra, and per-

haps one or two' other friars.'^

The start from Paso del Norte was on the 5th of
ISTovember, and the march up the river past Estero
Largo, Robledo, Perrillo, Cruz de Anaya, Fra Cris-

tobal, and Contadero, presents nothing of interest ex-

cept these names." From November 26th to the 4th
of December, Otermin visited the southern group of

pueblos, Senecu, San Pascual, Socorro, Alamillo, and
Sevilleta. All these towns had been abandoned by
the native Piros, and all ranches along the route

had been pillaged. Everywhere there were clear

traces ofrevolt against Christianity in burned churches
and broken images, of a revival of pagan rites in re-

built estufas, and of later devastation, perhaps by

'^ Davis, 308, notes a petition of the old residents of Sta Fe that during
their absence on the campaign their families be supported with the garrison
at S. Lorenzo. This was dated Sept. 18th and was granted. An original MS.
of the Pinart collection shows that on March 9, 1081, at 'Paso del Rio del
Norte, conversion de Nra Sra de Guadalupe, ' Gov. 0. took testimony of 4
Ind. lately arrived from N. Mex., who said the Tiguas, Piros, and Apaches
had formed a plot to attack EI Paso. In an orig. doc. of the Arch. Sta F6,
the ayuntamiento of Paso del Rio del Norte is named, consisting of Fran, de
Anaya Almazan, Oris. B. de Villanueva, .J. Javier de Noriega, Fran. Romero
de Pedraza, and Ant. de Monroy; escribano mayor. Ant. Lucero de Godoy.

'^The sargentos mayores amd captains named in N. Mex., Doc, MS.,
1500, are Juan Dominguez, Pedro Leiva, Nicolis Rodriguez, Juan and Diego
Lucero Ai Godoy, Luis de Granillo, Alonso del Rio, Sebastian de Herrera,
Diego Lopez Zambrano, Luis de Quiutana, Pedro de Marquez, Roque de
Madrid, Diego Dominguez, Ignacio and Cristobal Vaca, Felipe Romero, Jose
Narvaez, Fran. Anaya, Fran. Madrid, Antonio Marquez, Gonzalo Paredes,
Salvador Olguin, Antonio Dominguez, Ant. de .^valos, Don Joss Chavez, and
Jose Padilla. Escalante is the only authority for the exact force.

" Diary in Otermin, Extractos, 1207 etseq., followed by Davis, Span. Conq.,

308 et seq., with some slight errors. Escalante, 120, gives but a brief out-

line. The stretch of 32 1. without water, from Robledo to Fra Cristobal, is

noted; since known as La Jornada del Musrto.
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northern rebels but probably by Apache raiders. The
Spaniards completely destroyed all that was left.

Isleta, in the Tiguas province, was the first pueblo
whose inhabitants had remained, and it was taken by
assault on the 6th of December, after a slight resist-

ance. Next day, the 1,511 inhabitants formally re-

newed their allegiance, received pardon with much
advice, and offered many children for baptism. Here
the walls of the burned church served as a corral for

cattle ; but the people had plenty of excuses to offer,

attributing all that was unchristian to the northern

apostates, who had come to attack their town and force

these faithful subjects of the Spanish king to feign a

relapse to idolatry. Indeed, they regarded Otermin's

arrival as a most fortunate event, for they had plenty

of corn, and were expecting an attack from the famine-

stricken rebels of the north. A few Indians had es-

caped before the town was taken, and had gone north
with news of the Spaniards' arrival; and now others

were sent out by the governor to notify the rebels of

his friendly intentions if they would return to their

allegiance.

From Isleta on the 8th, Dominguez was despatched

with seventy men to make a reconnoissance of the

northern pueblos; and a few days later the governor
and his army followed up the river, in a snow-storm,

encamping from the 16th to the 23d at a point in sight

of Alameda, Puaray, and Sandi'a.^^ These pueblos,

whose inhabitants had fled, were found in the same
condition as those below Isleta, except that they con-

tained large stores of maize, all of which, with the
towns themselves, was burned by the governor's

orders. Dominguez rejoined Otermin on the 18th,

^^ Alameda seems to be represented as 6 1. above Isleta, \vith the Etsancia
de Dominguez (not far from Albiirquerque) half-way between. The 3 pueblos
in the order named were near together, ihis is the best possible proof that
Coronado's Tiguex, Rodriguez' Puara, and Espejo's Tiguas prov. have been
correctly located in the region of the still standing Sandia, and Alameda above
Alljurquerque, though of course it is not certain that either Isleta, Alameda,
or Sandia stands exactly ou its original site. Everything indicates, however,
that they all stood ia the same district as now.
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having visited San Felipe, Santo Domingo, and Co-
chiti, which he had found abandoned, like the rest

with stores of maize, but which he had not burned.

At Cochiti he met a large force of Indians, who ap-

proached in hostile array, but finally consented to

parley. Catiti, their chief, professed deep penitence

for his sins, shedding tears, and promising in a day
and a half to bring in all the rebels of the three

towns to accept pardon and renew their allegiance.

He failed to keep his agreement; the hostages held

were strangely allowed to depart ; and much evidence

was obtained to show that Catiti's penitence was but
a ruse, to gain time for the Moquis and other distant

tribes to join the rebel force at Cieneguilla for a com-
bined attack on the Spaniards. Accordingly, Domin-
guez returned south to rejoin the governor, who
severely criticised his management of the expedition,

blaming him for not having burned the pueblos, for

not having sent reports, and for various other short-

comings.

Otermin spent the week of his stay near Sandia,

chiefly in examining witnesses on the details of Do-
minguez' expedition, and on the causes of the original

revolt, the acts of the Indians during the past year,

and their present disposition. Among the witnesses

were two half-breeds, who claimed to have been forced

into the rebellion, and who gave themselves up volun-

tarily. The record is very voluminous,^' and many
pages might be filled with details that would have

more interest than real importance. On the 23d a

junta de guerra was held, and radical differences of

opinion were expressed; but the decision was that in

view of the natives' bitter hostility, the inadequacy of

the force for a military conquest, the bad condition of

the men, and especially of the horses, the snow and

intense cold of midwinter, and finally the news that

the hostile natives under Tupatii were threatening

^^Olermin, Extractos, MS., 1227-1580. Davis, Spcm. Conq., 31S-35, re-

produces many particulars
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the faithful Tiguas—it was best to retire to a point

opposite Isleta, which was done on the 24th or 25th.

Here other witnesses were examined, and evidence

accumulated to the effect that the rebels were
preparing to run off the horses and massacre the en-

feebled Spaniards. Matters were still further com-
plicated by the defection of a large part of the Isletas,

who fled to join the rebel army. Though some were
nominally in favor of remaining, it is clear that none,

not even Otermin or Ayeta, was zealous in the cause;

and that the chief anxiety was to fill the autos with

evidence that should justify a retreat. Yet it must
be admitted that this evidence, if somewhat highly

colored, had much real force.

The final junta began on the last day of the year,

and on January 1, 1682, it was decided to march
southward. There were 385 Indians at Isleta who
still remained faithful, and who could not fairly be left

to the vengeance of the apostates; therefore they
accompanied the army. The pueblo having been
burned, with all the grain and other property that

could not be carried, the retreat down the valley began
on the 2d; and on the 11th of February Otermin
reached Estero Largo, only a few leagues from El
Paso.^" From this point the governor sent a general

report to the viceroy, accompanied by the autos, to

which he referred for details. In this document he
made known his plans for settlement and missionary
work in the El Paso region, asked for more stringent

regulations to keep the colony together and bring back
fugitives of the past few years, and also for leave of

absence to visit Parral for medical treatment. ^^ On
the 25th of June the fiscal of the audiencia in Mexico

2° On Jan. 15th they were opposite Socorro; on the 18th at Qualaou
(one of Oflate's names, as will be remembered) and S. Pasoual; 19th, Senecil;
21st, Fra Cristdbal; Feb. 1st, Robledo; 4th, Dofla Ana; 11th, Estero Largo.
Otermin, Extractos, MS., 1596-1612.

''^Otermin, OonmUaat Virey, 11 deFeb., 1682, in Id., Extractos, MS., 1612-
23.
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made a report, in which, after a careful resume of the
entrada from the autos, he commented in severe terms
on the acts of Dominguez de Mendoza, reconunetiding
criminal prosecution of that officer; and he also blamed
Otermin for not having made a stand at Sandia or
some other convenient point, since the large stores of

maize destroyed in the southern pueblos and left un-
destroyed in the north would have sufficed to restore

the horses and support the army until help or new
orders could be received. The fiscal favored, however,
the proposed settlement and presidio at El Paso,
though the New Mexican soldiers should not be
permitted to enlist in the southern presidial company

;

and he also approved strict measures to collect and
keep together all fugitives of the colony, whether
Spaniards or Indians. The governor's leave of absence
was not granted. ^^

With the termination of Otermin's journal in the

spring of 1682, the record again becomes fragmentary
and meagre. We have, however, some items of mis-

sion work in the El Paso region, the succession of

governors, and a few attempts to regain lost ground
in the north."^ With the 385 natives that had come
with Otermin from Isleta, a few who had accompanied
the original refugees of 1680, and some who came
later, the padres proceeded to found three new mis-

sion pueblos in the south. These were Senecii, So-

corro, and Isleta.^* Not much is known of what was

^^Fiscal's report of June 25, 1682, in Otermin, Extractoa, MS., ] 623-1704.

The copy consulted by Davis did not apparently include the two final docu-
ments. On Jan. 1, 1682, news had reached Mex. that a civil war had broken
out among the troops in N. Mex., the commander being killed, but P. Ayeta
escaping. Rabies, Diario, 334.

^^Brevoort, N. Mex., 83, adds a discovery by the Franciscans of the Mina
de los Padres, all traces of which they obliterated later when forced to give

way to the Jesuits!
'" S. Ant. de SenecU, of Piros and Tompiros, 2 1. below El Paso (or Guada-

lupe) ; Corpus Christi de Isleta (Bonilla, Apuntes, MS. , 2, calls it S. Lorenzo
del Realito), of Tiguas 1^ 1. E. of Senecd; and Nra del Socorro, of Piros, Tanos,

and Jemes, on the Rio del Norte 7 1. from Isleta and 12 1. from El Paso. In
'83 the Ind. of Socorro attempted to kill P. Antonio Guerra and a few Span,

families. The plot was discovered, and those involved fled to N. Mex., the
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accomplished in the following years, and that little

belongs mainly to the annals of Chihuahua and Texas;

but there were many troubles with converts and gen-

tiles, and most of those who came from New Mexico

gradually disappeared from their new homes. During

most of the decade Padre Nicolds Lopez, perhaps the

same as Hurtado, held the ofBce of custodio and pro-

curador general. ^'^ In 1687 there was a royal order

that twenty new missionaries should be sent to the

Rio del Norte.'«

The rule of Governor Otermin ended in 1683, and

he was succeeded the same year by Domingo Jironza

Petriz Cruzat, though Bartolome de Estrada Ramirez

is named as an intermediate ruler. ^' Cruzat, or Cru-

zate as the name is also written, held the office four

years, though involved in controversies with the gov-

ernor of Nueva Vizcaya, and perhaps temporarily

suspended in 1684-5.^* Captain Mange, the explorer

others being moved to a site nearer Isleta, where the pueblo stiU stood in

1778. In '83 also a mission of the Sumas was estab. at Ojito de Samalayuca,

8 1. below El P"So, but next year the converts apostatized and fled, the re-

volt including Sumas, Janos, and the Mansos of Guadalupe, who killed P.

Manuel Beltran and were not reduced till '86. It was also in '83-4 that the

padres made a visit to the Tejas, and also founded the ill-fated mission at the

junction of the Conohos. Escalante, Carta, 120-2. See also Hist. Korth Mex.

St., i. 364-6.

^^N. Mex., Ced., MS., 14; Fernandez Duro, 48, 67-74. In '85 the vice-

custudio and juez ecles. was P. Juan Muiloz de Castro, and the guardian of

the convent of Guadalupe del Paso was P. Fran, de Vargas. Arch. Sta Fc,

MS. Papers of indulgence for N. Mex. friars in '85. Robertson's UM. Amer.,

ii. 1017. The Jumanas ask for padres in '84. Vetancur, Cliron., 96-7. By
Fernandez Duro, 134, is cited from Barcia a MS. Reladon que envi6 el gobr. de

N. Mex. al vlrey de N. Espaiki de lox Iiid. Xumanas que pedian religiosoa, ia

'84. The same year, ace. to Espinosa, Chrdn., 92, the friars of the college of

Sta Cruz de Queretaro wished to enter the N. Mex. field but did not succeed.

s^Cedula of Sept. 26, '87, in N. Mex., Ced., MS., 14^16. It was in reply

to a request from P. Lopez.
*' Davis' list. ' Knight of the order of Santiago, gov. and capt. gen. of N.

Mex.' 1683. Estrada may have ruled for a short time ad int., or may have
been appointed and never have come. I am not certain that Otermin ruled

after '82.

^'Escalante, Carta, 115, 121, says that Cruzat succeeded in Aug. '83. In
the col. of M. Piiiart is an original order signed by Gov. C. on Nov. 29th,

giving instructions for an entrada about to be undertaken among the Juma-
nas and adjoining nations. Davis' earliest date is '84. Vigil, in Simpson's

Jour., 108, tells us that Garbaoeo de Cruzat y Gdngora succeeded Otermin in

'81, retook Sta Fc the next year, extended his conquest till '83, and then re-

turned to Sta Fe ! The troubles with the gov. of N. Vizcaya are indicated

by an original order of the viceroy on Nov. 28, '85, that Cruzat be restored
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and writer, nephew and eulogist of Don Domingo,
tells us that he ruled con aplauso, chastised the apos-
tates, routed a combination of ten nations, reduced
some of them to pueblo life, made fifteen campaigns,
ruled more as a father than as a governor, and in his

final residencia was pronounced a " bueno, recto, y limpio
juez," and thanked in the king's name;^* and indeed,

much of this praise seems to have been well deserved.
In September 1683 the king approved all that had

been done by the viceroy, including the establishment
of a presidio of 50 men at El Paso; and he ordered
that every effort should be made, with the slightest

possible expense, to regain the lost province.^" In
August 1684 a force of 50 Spaniards and 100 Indians
was sent against a rancheria of apostate and gentile

Apaches to kill the men and capture the women and
children.^^ In September 1685 the governor issued

strict orders for the arrest and return of all fugitives.

It was perhaps in connection with this order that the

troubles with Governor Jose de Neiva of Nueva Viz-

caya occurred; and it is to be noted that in the same
month the maestro de campo, Juan Dominguez de
Mendoza—befoi'e involved, as will be remembered, in

serious charges—ran away from El Paso with the in-

tention of going to Mexico, accompanied by several

other officers. ^^ Alonso Garcia succeeded Dominguez
as maestro de campo and lieutenant-governor.

£ind maintained in hia oflSoe, with all its titles as held by his predecessor;

while the gov. of N. Vizcaya must keep within the bounds of his own govt
and not interfere with the gov. of N. Mex. Doc. , in Pinart Col.

'^ Manrje, Hist. Pimeria, 228. Jironza had been sent by Carlos 11. from
C£diz in '80 as visitador of the Leaward Isles, with a force of 50 men, rank of

infantry capt. , and instruc. to the viceroy to give him an office in reward for

his services in the wars against Portugal. He was made alcalde mayor of

Mestitlan, and soon promoted to be gov. of N. Mex.
^oN'. Mex.,C4dulas,M8.,U-U. Orders of Sept. 4th. There had been a

junta in Mex. on July 28, '82, and the viceroy had reported to king on Dec. 22d.

"Aug. 16th. Arch. Sta Fe, MS. Sargt. Mayor Roque de Madrid was in

com. Other officers named are Luis Granillo, Diego Copoz, Ign. Vaca, Felipe

Romero, Sebastian Gonzalez, H. Dominguez, Alonso Garcia, and Fran, de

Anaya. Pedro Ladron de Guevara is named as sec. in '84-7, at dif. times.
''' Arch. Sta Fi, MS. The proceso shows many charges against Dominguez,

but no result. The others were Sargt. Mayor Juan Lucero de Godoy, Regidor

L4za.o de Mirquia, Baltasar Dominguez, Juan de Anaya, and the govt sec,.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 13
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In 1686, under circumstances that are not explained,

but on which the despatches carried by Dominguez and
his companions to Mexico would probably throw much
light, Cruzat was succeeded by Don Pedro Reneros
de Posada, who ruled till 1689.^' Of his rule noth-

ing appears except that he seems to have made an en-

trada to the towns of the Queres, and that according

to Mange there were complaints of his inefficiency,

resulting in the reappointment of Jironza de Cruzat.^*

The latter in 1688 or 1689 renewed the entrada and
fought the Queres, with other tribes fortified at Cia,

killing 600 of the apostates and capturing over 70,

who, except a few old men who were shot in the

plaza, were with the king's license sold into slavery

for 10 years, many of the natives having been burned
to death in their dwellings rather than submit to cap-

ture. ^^ Next year, or in 1690, the governor had his

Alfonso Rael de Aguilar. As the latter was again sec. in '94, it seems that

the consequences of the desertion were not very serious. The deserters are

said to have carried despatches from the padres, which may indicate a con-

troversy between them and the gov. Davis, 337, found a doc. showing the

presence of Gov. C. at S. Ant. Siuolu (SenecvS) on Nov. 26, '85.

^^ In Arch. Sta Fi, MS., is an order signed by Reneros on Sept. 17, '86;

also in the Pinart Col. a doc. showing Cruzat to be gov. in '86. Escalaute,

Carta, 115, says that R. succeeded in '88. Davis does not include R. in his

list of gov., though he names him as having come to N. Mex. with Cruzat.

There is another order signed by him on Feb. 11, '87, in the Ardi. Sta Fi.
^ Mrnvge, Hist. Pirn., 228. On Oct. 8, '87, a town of the Queres (perhaps

Cia) was attacked and fire set to the huts, many perishing in the flames; 10
were captured and sentenced to 10 years in the mines of N. Viz. Arch. Sta
F(, MS. Escalaute, Carta, 123, says R.'s entrada was to Cia in '88, nothing
being accomplished except the taking of a few horses and cattle. R. 's exped.
to Sta Ana and Cia is also noted in Sigiienza, Mercurio Volatile, MS., 595. In
1695 Reneros was alguacil mayor of the inquisition in Mex. Arc/i. Sta Fi,

MS.
^* Davis and others give the date as '88, as do apparently certain doc. in

the Arch. Sta Fe. Mange, who says that 90 captives were formed into a new
pueblo, gives no date. Escalaute says it was in Sept. '89. Sigiienza, Mei--

curio, MS. , 595-6, says the battle was on Aug. 29, '89. The viceroy reported
the entrada to the king Feb. 9, '90, and the king's cedulas of July 16 and
21, '91, expressed thanks, etc., also permitting the enslavement of the 70
Ci^ptives, but not their children or any Ind. under 14 years of age; also other
ma.tters, as in my text. N. Mex., Cidulas, MS., 23-8.

In the (/. S. Land Off. Rept, '56, p. 307-26, is printed a series of doc. from
the arch., with translations, which are regarded as the original titles to the
pueblo lands of several pueblos, the others having lost their papers. The
.papers are dated Sept. 20-5, '89. Each one consists of the formal statement
under oath of Bartolome Ojeda, one of the Ind. captured at Cia, and who had
.taken a prominent part in the fight, to the effect that the natives of Jemes

—

also.S. Juan, Picurles, S. Felipe, Pecos, CoohitI, and Sto Domingo—were so ter-
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preparations made for another effort in the north ; but
a revolt of the Sumas demanded his attention.

In 1689 Toribio de Huerta, claiming to have been
one of the original conquerors of New Mexico, applied
to the king for authority to undertake the reconquest,
with the title of marques, and other emoluments as

usually demanded for such service. Of course, his

chief aim was the saving of apostate souls; but he
also reminded the monarch that between Zuni and
Moqui was the Sierra Azul, a region immensely rich

in silver, and made all the more desirable by the well-

known existence of a quicksilver mine near at hand.
This picture seems to have struck the fancy of the
king and his counsellors, for he instructed the viceroy

to give the subject particular attention, investigating

the feasibility of the scheme, and Don Toribio's means
for accomplishing it. As we hear no more of the mat-
ter, we may suspect that the empresario could not

support all his allegations about northern wealth.^®

rifled by the event of ' last year,' that is, the defeat at Cia, that they would not
revolt again or refuse to render allegiance; whereupon the gov. proceeds to
assign the pueblo boundaries, generally 4 sq. 1., with the church in the centre,

bat sometimes by fixed landmarks. In the case of Acoma and Laguna,
Ojeda's testimony is as to tbe bounds of the pueblos, and the reasons why
Acoma has moved to the penol (from which it had been removed in 1599),

and why Laguna had moved near to Acoma. It also is implied that the gov.

had in his entrada visited other pueblos besides Cia. I confess that these doc.

are very mysterious to me ; and I cannot imagine why the gov. on such an occa-

sion at El Paso, on the testimony of a captive that the rebels were disposed
to submit, should have troubled himself to fix the town limits.

Davis, 336, found in the archives the foundation for a very unintelligible

story, to the eSect that Cruzat waa accompanied by Reneros and Juan de
Onate- ' 0. took with him 70 Franciscan friars, among whom waa one Mar-
cos de Niza ( !), a native of the province. The latter said he had made a visit

to Zuui, called the buflfalo prov., during the reign of Philip II. At the first

arrival of himself and people in N. Mex. the inhab. were much surprised,

being astonished at seeing white men, and at first believed them to be gods,

and reported them as such. After the surprise had worn oflf, a cruel war
broke out, the gov. and most of the priests being killed, a few only escaping

to the pueblo of El Paso. Among those who escaped was a Fran, friar, who
went to Mex. and carried with him an image of our lady of Macana, which
was preserved for a long time in the convent of that city.' On this image of

Nra Sra de la Macana we have a MS. in Papeks de Jesuitas, no. 10, written

in 1754, which tells us that in the great N. Mex. revolt of '83 ('80) a chief

raised liis macana and cut off the head of an image of Our Lady. Blood

flowed from the wound; the devil (?) hanged the impious wretch to a tree;

but the image was venerated in Mex. for many years.
ssj*;. Mex., C6d., MS., 16-23. Order of Sept. 13, '89.
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Before the king heard of Cruzat's zeal and success,

he had appointed as his successor Diego de Vargas
Zapata Lujan Ponce de Leon. In later orders of

July 1691, he instructed the viceroy that if Vargas
had not taken possession of the office, or if he was not

ruling successfully, he was to be given another good
place and Cruzat retained as governor; but Vargas
had begun to rule early in 1691, and Cruzat was a few
years later made governor of Sonora.*' In the orders

to which I have alluded, the king consented to raise

the pay of the presidio soldiers from 315 to 450 pesos

per year, declined to sanction the abandonment of the

El Paso garrison, and suggested that Cia might be a
better site than Santa Fe for the proposed restoration

of the Spanish villa.

"A^. Mex., Cidulas, MS., 23-8; Mange, Hist. Pirn., 228-9.
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Records of the reconquest, with its various entradas

and complications down to the end of the century, are

comparatively complete and satisfactory, containing

naturally a large mass of petty though not uninter-

esting detail that cannot be compressed within the

limits of a chapter.* The new governor and captain-

'The printed Archivo de N. Mex. (see bibliog. note on p. 20 of this vol.)

is the most complete authority; but of the MS. Arc/iivo de Sta Fi, from which
the former wm drawn in the last century, large fragments still exist and
have been consulted by me. They were also consulted, when probably less

imperfect thaa now, but with too little care in some matters, by Davis< Span.

Conq., 336 et seq., whose record ends practically with '96, and who has been
followed more or less closely by Prince and other late writers. Another
excellent and contemporary version, founded of course on the same doc,

or Vargas' reports to Mexico, is Sigiienza y Gdngora, Mercurio Volante, con la

de la recuperacion de las provincias del Nuevo Mexico, conaeguida par Don Diego

de Vargas, etc., written by order of the viceroy Coude de Galve, and printed

at Mexico 1693. It contains a brief summary, of no special value, of the

discovery, conquest, and revolt of N. Mex. I have not seen the original

print, but have a MS. copy in N. Mex., Doc. Hkt., 581-661. Escalante, in

his Cai-ta, 123^, brings the record, with few details, down to the end of Sept.

1692. Siguenza, Carta al AlmirarOe, MS., 6-7, mentions the subject. As to

miscellaneous references on the reconquest, except such as I may have occa-

(197)
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general had been selected with special reference to the

regaining of New Mexico ; but on account of troubles

with the Sumas and other tribes nearer El Paso, over

a year passed away before Vargas could give his

attention to the far north. Then so great was his

impatience that he did not await the arrival of a

reenforcement of fifty men from Parral assigned to

this campaign by the viceroy, but leaving a note, in

which he informed the conde de Galve that he pre-

ferred "antes incurrir en la nota de osado que en la

de receloso," he set out from El Paso on August 21,

1692, with a force of 60 soldiers and 100 Indian

auxiliaries, accompanied also by padres Francisco Cor-

vera, Miguel Muniz, and Cristobal Alonso Barroso.^

The march up the valley of the Rio Grande was

uneventful; all the pueblos up to Sandfa, as we have

seen, had been destroyed years before ; and no Indians

were seen. On the 9th of September the baggage

was left at the Hacienda de Mejia ,with a small guard

under Captain Rafael Tellez; Santo Domingo and
Cochiti were found entirely abandoned; and at dawn
on the 13th Don Diego's little army appeared before

Santa Fe, surrounding the town and cutting off both

the water supply and all communication with the out-

side. Here the Tanos of Galisteo were strongly

fortified, but were apparently taken by surprise. At
first they were defiant, and declared they would per-

ish rather than yield to the invaders, or rather, that

they would kill all the Spaniards, with any cow-

ardly natives who might join their country's foes.

But Vargas and the friars, while preparing "like

brave men and zealous Christians for battle," also re-

newed their offers of pardon for past offences and their

entreaties for peaceful submission ; and before night

gion to cite on special topics in the following pages, there is no occasion to

say more than that many of the works cited in the preceding chapter on the

revolt contain also brief mention of succeeding events to 1700.
'' Vargas in a letter says he started Aug. 21st, his force at Sta Fe being

40 Span, and 50 Ind. ; while Sigilenza notes that 14 Span, and 50 Ind. were
left with the baggage at MejIa. Davia says the force was 200 Span, and
less than 100 Ind.
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the natives yielded without a blow. Next day they
were properly lectured and formally absolved froni

their apostasy; children were presented for baptism;
and thus Santa Fe became once more a loyal Spanish
viUa.^

Don Luis Tupatii, the most powerful of the rebel

chieftains since the death of Pope and Catiti, pres-

ently made his appearance on horseback, clad in Span-
ish costume, to tender his allegiance and that of the

Tehuas. He said the Pecos, Queres, Jemes, and
Taos had refused to recognize his authority and might
resist the Spaniards ; but he offered to accompany the
governor on his tour, and aid him to the best of his

ability. The fifty soldiers from Parral arrived on
the 21st, and joined Vargas at Galisteo. Pecos was
abandoned by the inhabitants, who in five days could

not be induced to return, though a few were captured,

and released bearing offers of peace and pardon.

Returning to Santa Fe, Vargas started for the north

on the 29th, visiting all the pueblos in that direction.*

The people took their dose of absolution with a good
grace. Those of Taos ran away at first, but were
soon induced by Tupatii to return; and they soon

revealed a plot of the hostile nations to attack the

Spaniards from an ambush; but also joined the gov-

ernor's force in considerable numbers, as did those of

other pueblos, to act as warriors or messengers of

peace, as occasion might demand. Returning to Santa

F^ on October 15th, Vargas wrote next day a report

to the viceroy, announcing that he had "conquered

for the human and divine majesties " all the pueblos

for 36 leagues, baptizing nearly 1,000 children born

2 There ig no foundation whatever for the bloody battle lasting all day,

or the allied rebels gathering for the defence of Sta Fe, as narrated by Davis

and Prince. There was no blood shed during all this campaign of 1692.

*S. Cristobal, S. LAzaro, Tesuque, Nambe, Cuyammique (?), Jacona,

Pujuaque, S. Ildefonso, Sta Clara, S. Juan, Picuries, and Taos are named.

A fragment of the original MS., Vargas, Reconquista de N. Mex., 118-34, in

the Arch. Sta Fi, records this northern tour, and on following pages later

developments are recorded. As a rule I shall not refer to these original frag-

ments unless they contain something not in the printed version.
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in rebellion. To hold the province for the king he
must have 100 soldiers and 50 families; and he recom-
mended the sending of convict mechanics from Mexi-
can jails to serve as teachers and search for metals

'

Next Pecos submitted on the 17th; but Galisteo

aind San Mdrcos were found deserted. The people of

Cochiti, San Felipe, and San Mdrcos* were found
together, and persuaded on the 20th to reoccupy their

pueblos. Those of Cia and Santa Ana had built a
new pueblo on the Cerro Colorado four leagues from
tbe old Cia; and those of Jemes and Santo Domingo,
with a few Apaches, were in another three leagues

from the old Jemes. All submitted after some slight

hostile demonstrations on the part of the Jemes.
Cold weather and snow had now become troublesome;

and on the 27th, from the Hacienda de Mejia, Vargas
despatched for El Paso his artillery, disabled horses,

Indian auxiliaries, ten settlers, and a party of rescued
captives,'^ with an escort of soldiers. A junta voted
to postpone the completion of the campaign to another
year, but the leader refused his assent.

Marching on the 30th the army of 89 men reached
Acoma on November 3d.^ The people were ready
for defence, slow to believe they would be pardoned,

"Vargas' letter of Oct. 16, 1892, ia Arch. N. Hex., 129; also in Arch. Sta
Fi. The gov. is about to start to conquer the remaining pueblos and to

look after the quicksilver mine. The messenger bearing the letter reached
Mex. Nov. 21st, and next day there was a great celebration of the victory,
the cathedral being illuminated by the viceroy's order. Sobles, Diario, 117;
Zamacois, Hist. Mej., v. 468; Sigiiema, Merc. Vol., MS., 631. Davis says
that 500 famiUes were demanded.

^ S. Marcos was 3 1. from Galisteo.

?Acc. to Arch. N'. Mex., 132, there were 43 of these captives. In the
Arch. Sta Pi it ia stated that they numbered 17 males and 40 females. Si-

gttenza gives the number as 66 at this time, but in all 77. They were per-
sons— mostly half-breed or Ind. servants, and including no Span, except a
few women, with the children they had borne in captivity—that had been
held by the rebels since 1680. Davis gives a list of some of the women and
children, 28 in all, whom he calls prisoners, but cannot understand for what
oflfence.

^ Route from Hac. de Mejia: Isleta 5 1.; Rio Puerco (perhaps the earliest

mention of this name in Arch Sta Fi, MS.); the Laguna and Arroyo de S.

Felipe are named between the Puerco and El Pozo) 7 1. ; El Pozo 111.; Acoma
11.; R. Nacimiento or Cubero 5 1. ; Ojo del Naoimiento 31.; El Morro 14 1.

;

Ojito de Zufli 6 1.; Mesa de Galisteo 4 1. (Zuii). Siguenza calls the cliff

Caquima.
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and fearful of being killed for past offences; they
wished Vargas to pass on to Zuni, and give them time
for deliberation ; but finally they yielded to persuasion,

and the governor, padres, and fifteen men were ad-

mitted to the penol summit, where the ceremonies
of submission were performed, and 87 children bap-
tized on the 4th. At Zuni the inhabitants were
found to have left their old pueblo and built a new
one on a lofty mesa." Here the Apaches made a
dash, and drove off a band of the Spaniards' cattle;

but Zuni was restored to loyalty and faith on the
11th, about 300 children being baptized. Here the
sacred vessels and all the property of the martyr mis-

sionaries had been carefully preserved, and in one
room were found candles burning on a kind of altar,

this being the only pueblo that for the past twelve
years had shown the slightest respect for Christianity.

Finally, having left a guard at Zuni, Vargas went
on to the Moqui towns, arriving at Aguatuvi on the

IQth.^" The Moquis, having been advised by the

Navajos not to trust the Spaniards, came out in hos-

tile attitude 700 or 800 strong, but the chief Miguel
was well disposed, his people required but little per-

suasion, and the invaders were ceremoniously wel-

comed on the 20th. Miguel said the other pueblos

were hostile, yet they all submitted without resistance

except Oraibe, which was not visited. These people

had a kind of metallic substance, which was said to

come from a Cerro Colorado across the great river.

The indications seemed to point to a quicksilver mine,

and specimens were brought away for the viceroy.

' This may throw some doubt on the antiquity of the ruins known as Old
Zuni. On the Morro, or Inscription Kook, is inscribed: ' Here was Gen. D.

Diego de Vargas, who conquered for our Holy Faith and for the royal crown
all New Mexico at his own cost in the year 1 692. ' Copied in Simpson's Jour.

,

pi. 71; but S. 's translation is inaccurate, and that of Domenech, Deserts, i.

416, is still more so.

" Route: Zufli, Flia Hinin, to a waterless monte, 6 1., 15th; Aguage del En-

tretenimiento, 6 1., 16th; Chupaderos, 9 1., 17th; Magdalena (only in MS.),

18th; S. Bernardo de Aguatuvi, 10 1., 19th; S. Bernardino Gualpi, 22d; S.

Buen. de Mossaquavi (or Moxionavi), 22d; S. Bernabe Jongopavi (or Xom-
mapavi), 23d.
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The horses were in bad condition, some alarming re-

ports of Apache raids came from Captain Tellez, and
Vargas returned to Zuni, whence the whole army
soon started for the east and south." On the way-

there occurred two attacks by Apaches, who wounded
a soldier and secured some horses; but one of the gen-

tiles was caught, exhorted, baptized, and shot; Var-
gas reached El Paso on December 20th; and Captain
Roque de Madrid two days later with the rear-guard

of the army. Thus ended Vargas' first entrada, in

which, without shedding a drop of blood except in

conflicts with Apaches, he had received the nominal

submission of all the rebel pueblos, while the friars

had baptized 2,214 children.
^^

New Mexican submission was as yet but a formality,

as no Spaniards had remained in the north. On
receipt of Vargas' letter of October 1692, the viceroy

and his advisers decided to supply the soldiers and
families asked for;'^ but a little time was required to

fit out the colony, and the governor, as before, started

before the reenforcement came. With about 100
soldiers, having collected all the volunteer settlers and
families he could at El Paso and in Nueva Vizcaya

—

70 families with over 800 persons in all—he set out on
the 13th of October, 1693," accompanied by seventeen

•' The deserted pueblo of Alona was left on Nov. 29th. The route from
the Morro to Socorro seems to have been a new and direct one to the s.

of Acoma. The itinerary is given. On the Sierra de Magdalena the ruins of

an ancient pueblo were found. The sierras of Sandfa, Salinas, and Ladroues
are named as seen. Ihe whole distance was 156 1. This ends the 2d cua-
derno of Vargas in the Arch. N. Mrj-., l.ST. Of the original in the Arc/t. Sta
F6 there is fol. 118-238 of the Reconqimta de Vanjas, with some gaps.

'^Simpson, Jour., 22, gives a tradition of the Jemes about a fight with the
Span. , an apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe and a dispersion of the tribe.

Frejes, Hist. Breve, 146, and Pino, Expos., 5, Noticia.<!, 2, 6, relate that S.

Juan and Pecos remained faithful and greatly aided Vargas. This idea re-

appears in various forms and places, but has apparently no foundation in fact.

On Dec. 27th Gov. V. formally delivered to the president of the missionaries
the Christian relics found at Zufli. Arch. Sia Fi, MS. P. Joaquin de Hino-
josa was now vice-eustodio.

"Letter of viceroy to Gov. V. Sept. 4, 1693, stating that he had obtained

66J families, aggregating 235 persons, whom well suppUed for the journey, he
had sent to El Paso. Orig. MS. of the Pinart Col.

" Sept. 20th V. issues a bando, making known the viceroy's order that
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friars under Padre Salvador de San Antonio as cus-

todio. Preparations being inadequate, progress was
slow, and 30 persons died on the way from hunger
and exposure. The start was in three divisions.

Lieutenant-general Luis Granillo was second in com-
mand, and Captain Juan Paez Hurtado had special

charge of the colonists." From the deserted hacienda
of Lopez, near Socorro, Vargas had to press on in ad-
vance with his soldiers, leaving the colonists to strug-

gle forward as best they could. Details of the march
present little of interest. ^^ At the pueblos the Span-
iards were received without opposition, but with more
or less coolness. Some leading men said the people
were afraid of being killed, founding their fears on a
pretended statement of an interpreter during the pre-

ceding visit. There were signs of trouble,^'' but the
army was joined by the lagging immigrants, and on
December 16th, under Onate's original banner, made
a triumphal entry into Santa F6.

The Tanos inhabitants of the villa were polite but
not enthusiastic; and the army encamped outside to

avoid a rupture. San Felipe, Santa Ana, and Cla
were reported friendly, but the rest only awaited an
opportunity for hostility—except Pecos, which kept
its promise of the year before, revealed the plans of

the malecontents, and even offered aid. Vargas sent

the 100 soldiers recruited by V. for the Sta Fe presidio, and all the original

vecinos of Sta Fe now at El Paso, shonld go to the north. A rch. Sta Fe, MS.
In the later proceedings against V. in 1698 in the same Aixh., it appears that he
enlisted the men without expense to the treasury, by advancing JSl 50 to each,

to be deducted from his later pay. It is also stated that he obtained at Zaca-

tecas, Sombrerete, and Fresnillo about 27 families of ' viudas viejas, negras,

coyotas, y lobas.' Ace. to the Arch. iV". Mex., 13, Davis, 373-85, makes the

start on Oct. 11th, and the force 1,300.
'* Other prominent officers were captains Roque de Madrid, Jose Arias,

Antonio Jorge, Lazaro de Misquia, Rafael Tellez Jiron, Juan de Dios Lucero

de Oodoy, Fernando Duran y (/havez. Adj. -gen. Diego Varela, Adj. Fran, de

Anaya Almazan, sergt. and sec. Juan Ruiz. Alfonso Rael de Aguilar and
Antonio Valverde figure as civil and mil. sec. in 1693.

'^The authority is the 3d and following cuadernos of Vargas in the Arch.

N. Mex.; also fragments of each cuaderno and a few detached doc. in the

Arch. Sta Fi, MS., the latter followed as before, sometimes closely and ac-

burately, sometimes carelesslj', by Davis.
" There was also some discontent in the ranks. A corporal and several

soldiers deserted and started for El Paso on Dec. 3d. Arch. Sta F6, MS.
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out many parties to reconnoitre, but the Indians,

though not very liberal with their corn, professed

friendship, and in turn sent their chiefs to Santa ¥6.

During their visit, Captain Arias of the rear-guard

arriving, the governor announced the receipt of news

that 200 soldiers were on the way to New Mexico.

This made a good impression, and a quantity of food

was obtained. But the Tanos soon began to show
their independence by declining to furnish corn or to

bring timber with which to repair the San Miguel

chapel. They offered, however, an estufa—quite

good enough they said for divine service until warm
weather should come.

Then the Picurfes and others bethought them of a

device to scatter the Spanish force, becoming much
concerned for their own spiritual welfare, and asking

for an immediate distribution of the padres. On
December 18th, Padre San Antonio and his compan-

ions presented a formal protest against the distribu-

tion. While ready to sacrifice their lives for the faith,

they were not willing to go rashly and needlessly to

sure death.^'^ The governor acceded to their views.

Another petition of the colonists, through their cabildo,

represented that they were suffering from cold by
reason of insufficient shelter, twenty-two children

having died within a few days, and asked that the

Tanos be persuaded or forced to vacate the casas reales

and dwellings of the villa in favor of the rightful own-
ers. Though dreading a conflict, the governor was

IS Deo. 18th, petition of the friars in Arch. Jf. Mex., 142-3. It is fol. 87

of the original MS. ; but only fol. 37-79 of this ouaderno still exist in the

Arch. Sta Fe, MS. The friars who signed were a.s follows: Salv. de S. Antonio,

Juan Zivaleta, Francisco Corvera (the name seems to be Cervera in MS. rec-

ords of the entrada of '92), Juan Alpuente, Juan Ant. del Corral, Juan Muiioz
de Castro, Antonio Obregon, Juan Daza, Buenaventura Coutreras, Antonio
Carbonel, Jose Narvaez Valverde, Diego Zeinos (sec. ), Fran, de Jesus Maria
Casatles, Gerdnimo Prieto, Antonio Bahamonde, Domingo de Jesus Maria,

and Jose Diez. Tlie last 5—with 3 otliers, Miguel Tricio (or Tirso), Jose
Garcia, and Bias Navarro, who perhaps arrived a little later—were from the

college of Sta Cruz de Queretaro (the rest being of the Prov. del Sto Evan-
gelic, Mex.), who came to N. Mex. in '93 and departed about '96, all but one,

who ' rubricd con su sangre la fe que predicaba. Espinosa, Ghron., 92, 282-4;

ArricivUa, Cron. Serd/., 176, 199-200.
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obliged to call a junta de guerra, which decided that

the Tanos must be transferred to their old pueblo of

Galisteo. The natives had attributed Spanish for-

bearance to fear; speakers in their juntas had urged
war, claiming that the invaders were few and weak,
their governor an embustero, and the story of approach-

ing reenforcements a lie. The order to quit the villa

brought matters to a crisis. On December 28th the

Tanos closed the entrance to the plaza and prepared

for defence. Summoned to surrender, they demanded
a day for deliberation, and then, with shouts of insult,

proclaimed their purpose to resist. El Demonio they
said could do more for them than God or Marfa ; the

Christians would be defeated, reduced to servitude,

and finally kUled.

Don Diego caused prayers to be read for his kneel-

ing soldiers, raised the virgin's picture on the battle

flag, and then the army, shouting praises to the Santo
Sacramento, rushed in two divisions upon the capital.

This was on the 29th, and the conflict lasted all day.

Arrows, stones, and boiling water rained upon the

assailants from defensive works erected by the Span-

iards years ago. At last the plaza gate was burned

and the new estufa captured; but Tehua reenforce-

ments appeared. Twice did the cavalry charge and

scatter this new foe, but night had come and Vargas
could do no more than prevent the interference of the

enemy from abroad. Next morning the besieged sur-

rendered, their losses being severe and their wounded
governor having hanged himself Seventy surviving

warriors—only nine having been killed in the fight

—

including Antonio Bolsas, their leading spirit, were

immediately shot, after an exhortation to penitence

by Father Alpuente. The women and children, 400

in number, were distributed as 'hostages,' to serve

until the viceroy should decide their fate—that is,

they were made slaves.-'^ This ended the year 1693

in New Mexico.

" The Pecos aided the Spaniards, having 5 killed, and this is the founda-

tion of the current rumor that they were faithful from '80. Davis saya noth-
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The Spaniards had now better protection from the

cold and from the foe in the dwellings and fortifica-

tions of the villa; moreover, they had acquired slaves

and a large quantity of corn
;
yet their prospects as

colonists were gloomy, as their occupation was limited

to Santa F^; all beyond was hostile, raids on the

cattle were frequent, arms were broken, and ammuni-
tion was scarce. The season was not favorable for

offensive operations with so small a force. Pecos,

Cia, Santa Ana, and San Felipe remained friendly,

but had all they could do to defend themselves against

their angry neighbors. Early in January Juan Ye,
chief of the Pecos, applied for aid against the rebels

and Apaches, and Captain Madrid was sent out with

thirty men; but it proved to be a false alarm invented

to test the sincerity of Spanish promises. On the 9th

Vargas marched with ninety men to the abandoned

pueblos of Tesuque and Namb^, and thence to the

mesa of San Ildefonso, where the Tehuas of these

three towns and of Pujuaque, Cuyamanque, Santa

Clara, and Jacona, with the Tanos of San Crist6bal

and San Ldzaro, were encamped. They promised to

come to the villa and make peace, but this was only

a device to gain time for a junction with the Jemes,

Picurles, Taos, and others.

On the 23d there came the viceroy's letter, already

mentioned, sent from Cerro Gordo by Padre Farfan,

the procurador, who asked for an escort under which
to send up his colony of seventy families from El Paso.

Vargas in reply explained the impossibility of sparing

an escort, and urged Farfan to come on to Santa F6
with the party, at the same time sending for ammuni-
tion.^" On the 28th he marched again to the mesa
with offers of peace and pardon. The natives professed

ing of the friars' petition, gives the date of assault as Dec. 26th, says the native

gov. was hanged by the Ind., and puts the loss at 160. Arricivita, Gron.,

199-200, gives 60 as the no. executed, and says that 60 of the women ajid

children died a little later from ah epidemic.
'" In an orig. MS. of the Pinart Col. , V. seems to say that he did send a

guard, and that they had a fight with the Apaches, killing two and captut-

ing three, who were shot.
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repentance, but wished the governor and padre to come
aJone and receive tlieir submission, believing that if

they could kill the leader the rest of the Spaniards
would leave the country. Failing in this, they paid

no heed to entreaties or threats, and Vargas returned
to Santa F^. Captain Madrid attempted to get mate-
rial for balls from a lead mine that had been worked
by his father near San Marcos ; but the Indians had
filled it up. Hostilities now became frequent, and
through messengers sent from the friendly pueblos, as

from occasional captives, always questioned and shot,

news was often received of what the rebels were doing.

It seems there was a small element among the enemy
favoring surrender, but their arguments were always
answered by a reference to the seventy Tanos shot

after the taking of Santa Fd. Meanwhile, efforts were
made by the hostiles to get aid from Acoma, Zuni,

and Moqui, and to form alliances with Apache bands.

Raids on the Spaniards' live-stock were frequent, and
sometimes slightly successful in February ; while Var-
gas, on the other hand, had sent out various raiding

parties, taking a few captives and obtaining large quan-

tities of maize before the 24th, when the natives be-

gan to destroy all the supplies they could not remove. ^^

Late in February the governor, resolving on a vig-

orous offensive policy, marched with about 100 sol-

diers and many settlers and Indians for the mesa of

San Ildefonso.^'^ Encamping at the pueblo of that

name, he sent Captain Madrid across to the west bank

of the Rio Grande to reconnoitre and recover stolen

animals, and finally began the attack on the 4th of

March, his two pieces of artillery bursting at the first

discharge. Charging up the hill in two divisions, the

^^Arch. J^. Mex., 149-52; Vargas, OampaOas de '94, MS.; Arch. Sta Fi,

MS. Davis has nothing of events in Jan.-Feb.
22 Ace. to Ardi. N. Mex., 152, and Arch. Sta. Fi (a fragment of 64 ^ of a

kind of diary of events), the start was on the 27th, and the force 110 bpan.,

besides Ind. In his Campanas de '94—aa orig. MS. report to the viceroy of

events from Feb. 15th, dated June 2d in the Pinart Vol.—the date is Feb.

25th and the force 90. Davis, 386 et seq., makes the start in March, and is

iiiaocurate in what follows. Most details are omitted by me.
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Spaniards were met and repulsed in a fight of five

hours, fifteen Indians being killed and twenty Span-
iards wounded, eight of them seriously. Obtaining
reenforcements and sending his disabled back to the

villa, Vargas repeated the assault on the 11th, fight-

ing six hours, without gaining any advantage. Next
night the Indians came down and made an attack, but
were repulsed. The siege was continued till the 19th,

and then abandoned on account of bad weather, dis-

abled horses, and lack of ammunition. The army re-

turned to Santa ¥6, having killed about thirty Indians,

recovered 100 horses and mules, and taken a large

store of maize, of which 100 fanegas were sent south

for the approaching families.^^

The friendly Queres now asked for help against the

rebels of Cochiti, who were said to be intrenched with

others on the mesa of Cieneguilla, and to be plotting

an attack on the Spaniards and their allies. Accord-
ingly, Vargas marched on April 12th, joined the

Queres under Ojeda of Santa Ana—the man already

named as one of Governor Cruzat's captives of 1689,

now a firm friend of the invaders^*—and on the 17tb

defeated the foe at their new pueblo, capturing and
shooting thirteen warriors, besides the seven killed in

battle, taking 342 women and children, with 70 horses

and 900 sheep, and next day sending a provision train

with a guard of twenty soldiers to the villa, where on
the 17th a band of raiding Tehuas had been repulsed

by Lieutenant-general Granillo. The governor re-

mained at Cieneguilla with 36 men; and the natives

were now very penitent, desiring the release of their

women and children ; but Vargas insisted on their burn-

ing the new pueblo, and returning to their old home

^ March 30th, V. rec'd a letter from Farfan, and the supplies started April
3d. On April 3d F. wrote again from Los Patos, not apparently having
reached El Paso. P. Buen. Contreras was with F. Aixh. Sta Fe.

2*A Zufli chief also joined V. at S. Felipe on the 15th, and served in the
exped. He was friendly, and desired aid for his people against their foes.

V. wished the Zuiiis to move to some of the abandoned pueblos on the Rio
Grande, and the chief promised to consult his people on this change. Arcli.

Sta Fi, MS.
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at Cochiti. On the 20th or 21st the Spanish camp was
suddenly attacked, and 150 of the captives were lost,

two soldiers being killed, one of them accidentally,

and Adjutant Francisco de Anaya Almazan being

drowned a few days later in crossing the river. The
mesa pueblo was burned, and the army returned to

Santa Fe in two divisions on the 25th and 27th.^^

Back at the capital, Don Diego gave his attention

to the distribution of slaves and live-stock, to the ap-

portionment of lands, and to the posting of guards, and
other measures to protect the settlers and friendly

natives while putting in their crops.-°

On the 21st of May the hostiles of fourteen towns,

or six nations, made a raid on the real de caballada,

or grazing camp, but were repulsed by the guard ;"^

whereupon Vargas marched to the mesa of San II-

defonso, where he had several skirmishes, taking 48

animals and a few captives, and returning to Santa Fe.

The Queres had also sent in five Jemes prisoners, two
of whom were not shot—one because he promised to

show the grave of a martyred friar, and the other at

the intercession of the Pecos chief Juan Ye.^ The
families from Mexico under Padre Farfan arrived on

June 23d, and were lodged in the villa until on the

close of the war lands could be assigned elsewhere.

With the colonists or a little later came new stores of

ammunition and other needed articles.

The Queres had again applied for aid, but the river

was so high it could not be crossed. On June 30th

^^ The three original authorities are clear enough on this campaign, b>tt

Davis, 389 et seq. , confuses it most inextricably.
2" April 28th, Gov. V. gives 200 sheep to the vice-custodio for the two mis-

sions (proposed) at Pecos and Cia; also 100 to the padres for their support.

Same date, V. sends a letter to the Zunis and Moquis, urging the people to

submit and resume friendly relations. The letters were sent by the Zuai

chief already mentioned. Arch. Sta Fe, MS. Davis mentions the coming of

a party of Apaches from the eastern plains, with tales of silver to be found m
their country.

2' It is not quite clear whether this was at Sta Fe, or durmg an exped. of

the gov. to Tesuque and beyond.

^One of our authorities, Vargas, Campafias de '94, ends with June 2d,

when V. was confident of breaking up the alliance of rebel pueblos, which,

with the coming of reenforcements, would end the war.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 14
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Vargas marched northward, killing eleven Tehuas of

Cuyamanque the first day, finding Picuri abandoned,

and reaching Taos on the 3d of July. This pueblo

was also deserted, but the people had left their prop-

erty protected by crosses, which they supposed the

Spaniards would respect, as they did for a time. The
Taos were in a canon not far off, but after a compli-

cated series of negotiations, carried on chiefly through

Juan Ye and a band of friendly Apaches, nothing

could be effected, and the pueblo was sacked, a large

amount of maize being taken. To reach Santa F^ the

governor took a roundabout way northward into the

Yuta country, across the river, and thence southward

to Ojo Caliente, Rio Chama, and San Juan. On the

way he had several skirmishes, and spent some days

hunting buffalo for meat. In the night of the 12th

he was attacked by the Yutas on a stream called San
Antonio, losing eight soldiers killed. The savages

were repulsed, pardoned on the plea that they mistook

the Spaniards for hostile Indians who had often in-

vaded their country in Spanish dress, and became
very friendly. Finally, having reconnoitred the mesa
of San Ildefonso, where the rebels were still strongly

posted, he returned by way of Pujuaque and Tesuque

to Santa Fd, arriving on July 16th.^'

Governor Vargas marched on July 21st with 120

men to join the Queres under Ojeda in an attack on

the Jemes, who after his start assaulted Cia and killed

five men, but whose new pueblo on the mesa Don
Diego carried by assault on the 24th, after a hard fight,

in which the allies of Santa Ana and Cia fought

bravely, Don Eusebio de Vargas—perhaps a brother

of the governor—greatly distinguished himself, and
the enemy lost 84 killed and 361 or 371 prisoners.

The pueblo was sacked and burned, after 300 fanegas

'' There is much confusion in details, both in the printed arcMvo, which is

most complete, and in the MS. , which contains two separate but similar re-

ports, as also of the following campaign. V. visited what were supposed to

be the ruins of Dilate s S. Gabriel, near the stream of Ojo Caliente and 6 1. N.

of the mouth of the Rio Chama, which is not very intelligible.
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of maize had been sent to the villa, the rest of the
plunder being distributed among the native allies, ex-
cept 106 animals given to Padre Alpuente for his pro-
posed mission at Cia. Before returning, Vargas went
to the old pueblo of Jemes, where he recovered the
remains of Padre Juan de Jesus, killed in the revolt of
1680, deposited with appropriate ceremonies in the
chapel at Santa Fe on the 11th of August.^" Six
days later messengers came in to ask pardon for the
Jemes, attributing all their bad actions to the influ-

ence of the chief Diego, whom they were willing to
give up; also promising to return to their old pueblo
and to render aid against the common foe. Their
offer was accepted, and Diego was brought in on the
26th to be sentenced to death—a sentence which at

the last moment, on the intercession of his people, was
commuted to ten years' labor in the mines of Nueva
Vizcaya. The Jemes were given some implements,
promised their chusma when they should have proven
their good faith, ordered to be ready for a march
against the mesa, and sent home to rebuild their old

town.

Vargas now felt the importance of striking a deci-

sive blow against the Tehuas and Tanos before the
winter should set in. With all his available force, in-

cluding 150 Queres and Jemes, he marched on the 4th
of September, assaulted the mesa of San Ildefonso,

and was driven back with a loss of 11 men wounded,
including Captain Antonio Jorge of the Santa Fd
presidio. On the 5th the native allies with three

soldiers and an arriero marched up the slope, chal-

lenged the foe and were put to flight, the muleteer and

^Ar'ch. N. Mex., 158-62, inclnd. V.'s letter describing the finding of the

padre's remains; also two records in Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Many details of the

battle are given. With this campaign Davis' record practically ends, though,

as the Sta F^ documents show many later details, it is not easy to understand
why. The Jemes campaign is also mentioned in a brief report in the Pinart

Col. In the Arch. Sta Fi, MS., Fr. Francisco Farfan is named as procurador
general, Diego Varela as adjutant-gen., Fr. Juan Mufloz de Castro as vice-

custodio; and Vargas signs as New Mexico's ' nuevo restaurador, conquistador

& su costa, y reconquistador y poblador en el, y castellano de aus fuerzas y
presidios por su majestad, ' besides being gov. and capt. -gen. ^
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one soldier being killed. For several days Vargas
now gave his attention to the cutting-off of supplies.

At sight, however, of their fields of corn in the milk

trampled by the Spaniards, and of their native foes

dancing round the scalp of a fallen warrior, the Tehuas
several times came down and engaged in desperate

conflict; but they were repulsed, soon became dis-

couraged, and on the 8th began to treat for peace,

sending trifling gifts to appease the governor's wrath.

Peace and pardon were granted on condition of return

to their pueblos. Thus New Mexico at last, except

the towns of the extreme north and west—^those of

the south being annihilated—became once more a

Spanish province.^^

The Jemes, having proved faithful allies in the last

campaign, were now given their women and children

at the politic intercession of their destined missionary.

On the 13th of September the chiefs of San Juan,
San Crist6bal, San Ldzaro, and Santa Clara came in

with some mules which they had taken from the
Apaches, reporting that all the Tehuas and Tanos
were hard at work rebuilding their pueblos. Vargas
now appointed the regular pueblo officials, and on tlie

iTth he started on a tour of ifigpection, which satisfied

him that the natives had submitted in good faith.

Other tours followed, during which occurred the formal
submission and pardon of other pueblos. The vice-

custodio was notified that the missions were ready for

their respective padres, and by the end of 1694 the
friars were distributed and at work, though obliged to

content themselves with very humble quarters while
the Indians were rebuilding churches and houses.^^

"The Arch. N. Mex., 162 et seq., is the only authority for this final cam-
paign, and for what followed to the end of 1694. Davis has nothing on this
period; nor for the rest of 1694 is there anything left in the Arch. Sta Fe,

"2 The distribution was as follows: P. Fran. Corvera at S. Ildefonso aud
.facona; P. Gerdn. Prieto at S. Juan and (temporarily) Sta Clara; P. Ant.
Obregon at S. Cristdbal and S. Lorenzo (Ltoro?); P. Diego Zeinos at Pecos;
B. Juan Alpuente at Cia; P. Fran. J. M. Casafles at Jemes; P. Juan Muuoz
de Castro, vice-custodio and com, de la inquisicion, at Sta Fe; P. Jose Diez
at Tesuque; P. Jose Garcia Marin at Sta Clara; P. Ant. Carbonel at S. Felipe,
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TJhe several tours of the governor and custodian to

inspect the pueblos and settle the missionaries need
not be described, though some particulars are preserved

in the records. The natives had made up their minds

to submit to the inevitable, and not to revolt again

until a favorable opportunity should present itself.

The women and children taken from the different towns
and distributed as servants among the colonists and
soldiers were now gradually given up, not without

much regret and opposition on the part of their masters.

Of tlie Tanos chusma taken at Santa Fe 45 ran away,
whereat the vecinos complained bitterly; but the

chieftains were ordered to bring back the fugitives,

and did so, which so pleased Vargas that he released

the 45 and promised to free the rest soon, proposing

to settle with them the village of Cieneguilla, five

leagues west of the capital. This policy naturally

pleased the natives, but it made for the governor

many bitter foes among the colonists. Padre San
Antonio, who had gone to El Paso, resigned his office,

and Padre Francisco Vargas arrived as custodio on

the 1st of November with four new friars. Mean-
while the governor sent south an order to a friend to

purchase and forward 3,000 fanegas of maize, wishing

to relieve the Indians of excessive taxation for a time

until the old prosperity should return.^*

In 1695 the seventy Mexican families who had

come up with Padre Farfan were settled in the new
villa of Santa Cruz de la Canada, founded on the 12th

of April,^* under an alcalde mayor and capitan &

Coohitf, and later Taos: P. Miguel Tirso at Sto Domingo; P. Jose Arbizu at

S. Cristobal; P. Ant. Moreno at Sta Fe (temporarily), La CaOada, and later

Nambe; P. Ant. Acebedoat Nambe; P. Fran. Vargas, custodio. This leaves

some of the original friars unaccounted for, and also one of the 4 who came

in Nov.
''Arch. iV^. Mex., 162-7. On Jan. 10, '95, V. wrote to the viceroy, thank-

ing him for the provision made of 3,000 fan. of corn; and again. May 9th, on the

trouble he had had in transporting that corn. Arch. Sta Fi, MS. This, how-

ever, may not indicate that it was not purchased on V. 's account. It was

charged later that only about 580 fan. ever reached N. Mex. , and much of that

was wasted in the distribution.
^* Yet we have seen indications that already in 1680 there was a- settle-
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guerra, sergeant, four corporals, and alguacil, with

Padre Moreno as the first minister. The new villa

and the lands assigned to the vecinos included the

sites of San Crist6bal and San Ld,zaro, the Tanos of

those pueblos being deprived of their homes and
lands, very injudiciously as the friars claimed later

and perhaps now. Some of the exiles were attached

to San Juan, and others, after being scattered in dif-

ferent Tehua pueblos, were later united and sent to

repeople Galisteo. This year the Picuries and Taos
were peaceably reduced to submission and put in

charge of missionaries; but hardly had the friars

begun work when rumors of new troubles began to

circulate. The Indians had lost little of their hatred

for the invaders, and now that the padres were again

at their stations and the military force somewhat scat-

tered, there were chiefs, especially among the implac-

able Tehuas, who began to dream of a new revolt and
massacre like those of 1680, by which once more to rid

their country of the tyrant foreigners. The threat-

ened dangers, however, took no definite shape this year

;

although the natives of San Crist6bal and San Ldzaro,

chafing under the loss of their lands, ran away to the

sierra in December. As the other pueblos did not

join the movement, the Tanos were persuaded without
much difficulty to come back and be pardoned. ^^

It appears that in 1695-6 there was a failure of

crops, resulting in serious privations,^® or even in a

ment at La Canada under an alcalde mayor, Luis Quintama. At this found-
ing of 169.0 this villa was given the ' preeminenoia de antiguedad ' over all the
settlements of N. Mex. except Sta Fe. The poblaoiones of Carrillo and Ber-
nalillo are also mentioned in records of this year.

^''Anh. N. Mex., 168-9. May 31st, the settlers had been selling arms to
the Ind., vrhich Vargas forbids by a bando of this date. Padre Zainos shot and
killed an Ind. at Pecos; but it was accidental and he was not blamed. The
padre's full name was Diego de la Cassa Zeinos, and he was sec. of tlie cus-
todia, deflnidor, com. del santo oficio, and guardian. Luis Granillo was stiU
lieut. -general. Arch. Sta Fi, MS.

5° In Nov. 1695, Gov. V. sent to the viceroy a petition of the cabildo and
vecinoa for relief, as all that they had sown had been consumed by the worms.
The viceroy and junta in Feb. 1696 decided to send them 203 cattle from
("arral, with some arms and ammunition, at the same time warning them that
they must learn to rely on themselves and not on the govt for succor. Arch,
^la Ft, MS.
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terrible famine, if we credit the highly colored and
partisan statement made in later legal proceedings
against Vargas. According to this authority, the
people were forced to live on dogs, cats, horses, mules,
bull-hides, 'foul herbs,' and old bones; finally roaming-
over the fields like wild animals, and many of them
hiring themselves to the Indians to carry wood and
water, and grind corn, over 200 dying from the effects,

of insufficient and noxious food. Of course, the gov-
ernor's failure to distribute properly the stores of

maize was noted as one cause of the famihe; and it is

also stated that four settlers, driven by their sufferings

to desert, were brought back and hanged without the
last consolations of religion. To what extent these

statements were founded in fact it is difficult to deter-

mine, but though doubtless exaggerated, they were
supported by the sworn testimony of many a few
years later, as we shall see.^'^

In the spring of 1696 the missionaries, who had
the best opportunities for knowing the real sentiments

of the natives, found the indications so alarming in

various quarters that the custodio on March 7th made
known to Vargas in writing the imminent danger of

a revolt, the defenceless condition of the missions, the

risks taken by the padres, and the incalculable damage
that must result from a new disaster like that of 1680.

He concluded by begging for a guard of soldiers for

eacli mission. Two other petitions of like tenor were
written on the 13th and 22d, and from different

directions came reports that the Indians had already

committed outrages in the new temples; but the gov-

ernor, believing that the natives had submitted in

good faith, and that the complaints and fears had no

better foundation than idle rumor, either would not

or could not furnish the desired escoltas. He per-

mitted the friars, if they were afraid, to retire to Santa.

^' Vciri/an, Acusacian del Cahildo de Sta Fi contra el ex-rjohernador, in Arch.

Sta Fi, JViS.; followeJ by Davis, Span. Gonq., 412-13. Tlie padre cronistawhp

prepared the printed Arch. N. Mex. rather strangely says nothing of Uiia

famine.
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F^, as some of them did. In his report of March
!i8th to the viceroy he not only stated that all was
quiet, and the danger imaginary, but used language
which the padres regarded as an imputation of cow-
ardice. Their pride was touched, and they returned

to their stations quietly to await the crisis. It came
on the 4th of June, when the Taos, Picuries, Tehuas,

Queres of Santo Domingo and Cochitf, and the Jemes
rose, killed five missionaries and 21 other Spaniards,

in most cases immediately abandoning their pueblos

and fleeing to the mountains.^^

The governor started on the 7th for a tour among
the deserted towns, and "saw to regret what he ought
to have believed to remedy." Pecos, Tesuque, San
Felipe, Santa Ana, and Cia had remained faithful,

but the Acomas, Zunis, and Moquis liad aided the

rebels, or at least were sheltering the fugitives, and
were said to be planning new attacks. The chief of

Santo Domingo, a leading spirit in the revolt, was
captured and shot on the 14th; and several revolu-

tionary agents were also put to death at Pecos, with
the governor's consent. On the 23d of July, a body
of rebels was attacked and 10 of the number killed.^*

^^Ardi. N. Mex., 168-71, and several records in the Arch. Sta Fi, MS.,
including the gov. 's report of July 27th. In the A cusacion already referred
to, followed by Davis, the no. of killed is given as 34 instead of 21, and the
famine is given as one of the chief causes of the revolt; that is, the Ind. took
advantage of the enfeebled and scattered condition of the Span.

The padres killed were Arbizu of S. Cristobal, Carbonel of Taos, Corvera
of S. Ildefonso, Moreno of Nambe, and Casanes of Jemes. Corvera and
Moreno were shut up in a cell at S. Ildefonso, and burned with the convent.
P. Cisneros of Cochitl had a narrow escape. P. Navarro of S. Juan succeeded
in escaping to La Caflada with the sacred vessels, etc. Ace. to K-'pinosa,

(Jron. Serdf. , 260-86, P. Casafles at Jemes had foreseen his fate, aud asked
the Ind. to let him die at the foot of a certain cross. Summoned to attend a
sick person, he was led into an ambush of Apaches, who killed him with clubs
and stones at the chosen spot. He was the first martyr of the Queretaro col-

lege, and Espinosa gives an account of his life, including his miraculous
transportation by an angel on mule-back to visit unknown Texan tribes.

Capt LSzaro Mizquia, with Alf. Jose Dominguez and 12 soldiers, escaped from
Taos and reached Sta Fe in 9 days after in a sorry condition. Gregg, Com.
Prairies, i. 128, dates this revolt in '98.

'' July 27th the cabildo asked for an escort for a bearer of despatches to
El Paso aud Mex. , to ask the viceroy for aid. V. replied that he was expect-
ing 200 cattle to arrive shortly. On Sept. 24th the viceroy replied to V.'s
letter of July 27th, promising aid aud his influence in obtaining rewards from
the king. Arch. Sta Fi, MS.
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At the beginning of August an expedition was made
to Cia, with a view to operate either against the
Acomas or Jemes; but Don Diego was recalled to the
capital to distribute 200 cattle, which now arrived

from the south.*" On the 8th he marched for Acoma,
and attacked that pueblo on the 15th, capturing five

natives, one of them the chief, but failing to reach the

penol summit. Then he released the chief and re-

sorted to persuasion, without success, finally shooting

the captives, ravaging the corn-fields, and retiring.*'

Subsequently, Adjutant Juan Ruiz was sent against

the Jemes. In September Don Diego attacked the

Taos in a canon not far from their town, and after

several skirmishes they surrendered on the 8th of

October, returning to live in the pueblo. The Picuries

and the Tehuas of San Juan feigned a desire for peace

in order to save their crops; but Vargas discovered

their plans, and attacked them on October 26th, captur-

ing 84 of their women and children, to be distributed as

servants among the soldiers on his return to the capi-

tal, early in November. There were other campaigns,

productive of but slight results, as it was difiicult to

find any considerable number of the rebels together.

On the 24th of November, the date of the governor's

report to the viceroy, all had been reduced to nominal

submission except those of Acoma and the west,

Pujuaque, Cuyamanque, and Santa Clara, with per-

haps Santo Domingo and Cochiti. Yet many of the

pueblos contained but a few families each. The rest of

the population was scattered in the mountains, among
the gentile tribes, or in the western pueblos.*^ The
surviving Queretaro Franciscans left the country in

1696. A few officials of the year are named in a note."

*» Arch Sta Fi, MS.
*' Padres Juan de Mata and Diego Chavarrfa, new names, are mentioned

as chaplains o£ this expedition.

"Arch. N. Mex., lll-i; gov.'s report of Nov. 24th, in Arch. Sta Fi, MS.
The alcalde of La Canada in an inspection found at S. Ildefonso 17 men and

36 women and children; at Jacona 10 and 19; at Nambe 4 and 10. Davis

says that 'during the rebellion more than 2,000 Ind. perished in the moun-
tains, while as many more deserted their villages and joined the wild tribes.'

^Enpinosa, Cr6u. Apostdl., 92, 284-6; Mscudero, Not. Sou., 43-7. Capt.
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The governor's term of five years expired in 1696,
and Pedro Rodriguez Cubero had been appointed by
the king to succeed him. Vargas had asked for re-

appointment, but though the king was favorably dis-

posed, the application came too late. Overruling Don
Diego's objections, the viceroy sustained Cubero, who
came to New Mexico and took possession of the office

on the 2d of July, 1697." The king approved when
after long delay the matter reached him in 1699, but

at the same time he thanked Vargas for his services,

gave him the choice of titles between marques and
conde, and granted a reappointment, to take efi"ect

on the expiration of Cubero's term in 1702, or sooner

if tlie office should become vacant." In the same
cedula was approved all that the viceroy had done in

connection with the reconquest; and it was ordered

that the presidial force of Santa F6 should be raised

to 100 men, the Parral force retiring; that the force

at El Paso should not be reduced, as had been pro-

posed;*^ and that additional families should be sent,

not from Nueva Vizcaya, but from Mexico.
Meanwhile Vargas was involved in serious troubles

;

and indeed, at the date of being thus highly honored
by the king he had been two years in the Santa Fe
prison. There had been more or less misunderstand-
ing between him and the cabildo from the first. En-

Feru. Duran de Chavez was alcalde mayor of S. Felipe and the ' puesto de Es-
panolea de Bernalillo;' Capt. Roque Madrid, lieut.-gen. of cavalry and alcalde
mayor of 'la villa nueva de los Mexicanos de Sta Cruz (de la Canada);' Do-
mingo de la Barreda, sec. de gobierno y guerra; Capt. Alonso Rael de Agui-
lar, lieut. -gov. and capt. -gen. in place of Granillo. The cabildo of Sta Fe was
Alcalde Lorenzo de Madrid, Fran. Romero de Pedraja, Lizaro de Mizqula,
Diego Montoya, Jose Garcia Jurado; clerk, Capt. Lucero de Godoy. Arch.
Sta Ff., MS.

**This date from a royal cedula of Jan. 26th, approving the viceroy's act,

as it preceded the reappointment which it had been intended to grant to V.,

and V. therefore had no right to object. N. Mex. Cedillas, MS., 28-9. Ace.
to Arch. N. Mex., 174, the date was July 4th. Cubero's accession had been
made known in the viceroy's letter of April 18, 1698.

^'June 15, 1699, iu N. Mex. Cedul.is, MS., 29-33. I find no foundation for

Davis' statement that Vargas was removed from office in consequencas of

complaint from the cabildo. These complaints and charges were of later date.

^''In March 1699, Don Antonio de Valverde y Cosio, later gov., was ap-
pointed capt. of the El Paso presidio, fd. , 34.
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joying the confidence of the viceroy, he had been given
entire control of the expedition, and attending in per-
son or through his agents to all details financial as
well as military, he had ignored and offended the
colony officials. Moreover, there had been much dis-

satisfaction, as we have seen, at his policy in depriving
the settlers of their Indian slaves by restoring these
captives to their pueblos as a means of gaining the
good-will of the natives. Cubero had a commission
as juez de residencia, and though Vargas is under-
stood to have passed the ordeal successfully, he gave
up his office unwillingly and made of his successor a
bitter foe; and the cabildo, with the additional incen-

tive of gaining favor with the new ruler, renewed the
quarrel in earnest.

Formal charges were presented before the governor,
whose authority to consider them was very doubtful.

The ex-governor was accused of having embezzled
large sums of money furnished him for the recruiting

and support of the colonists; of having provoked, by
shooting the Tanos captives at Santa Fe, and by other

oppressive acts, all the hostilities of 1694-6 ; of having
caused, by his mismanagement and failure to properly

distribute the small remaining portion of the food

supply, which had been paid for by the king but sold

by Vargas in the south for his own profit, the deadly

famine of 1695-6 ; and of having driven away by his

oppression the families likely to testify against him in

his residencia. Juan Paez Hurtado was also involved

in the accusations, as Vargas' accomplice, and as prin-

cipal in other serious charges.*^ Cubero gratified his

*' The charges in detail are recited in the original documents, still pre-

served, though not complete, in the Arch. Sta Fe. The accusation of the

•^abildo is not dated, but was apparentlywritten in Oct. 1G97. Oct. 20, 1C97,

Gov. 0. orders Capt. Granillo at El Paso to arrest Paez Hurtado and send
him to Sta Fe. At the same time Capt. Ant. Valverde, Alf. Martin Uriosto,

and Adj. Felix Martinez were exiled from N. Mex., probably in connection

with the same affair. Hurtado was accused of having defrauded the colonists

of half the allowance by the crown, of collecting $100 each for 38 settlers who
did not come; of hiring vicious persons for |4 or $6 each to personate colo-

nists, for each of whoin he collected $100, subsequently filling their places in

paj:t with negro and mixed-breed tramps; of collecting the $100 several times
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personal enmity and that of the cabildo by treating

Vargas in a most harsh and unjust manner. He was
fined 4,000 pesos for costs of the suit, all his property

was confiscated, and he was kept in prison for nearly

three years. Few even of his own family Avere al-

lowed to see him, and every precaution was taken to

prevent the sending of any written communication to

Mexico or Spain. Padre Vargas, the custodian, vis-

ited Mexico and obtained an order for the prisoner's

release under bonds to defend himself before the vice-

roy ; but Don Diego refused to accept liberty on such

conditions, claiming that to give bonds would be de-

grading to a man of his rank and services, especially

in view of the king's recent orders in his favor. At
last came an order for his release without conditions,

and he started for Mexico in July 1700. Here the

charges against him are said to have been fully inves-

tigated by royal order; at any rate, he was exonerated

from all blame, and his reappointment as governor, as

we shall see, remained valid. As we have no original

records in the case except the partisan charges, it would
perhaps be going too far to declare Don Diego en-

tirely innocent; the cabildo, however, later retracted

its accusations, attributing all the blame to Cubero;
and the chronicler, a Franciscan who can hardly be
suspected of prejudice in Vargas' favor, states—doubt-

less reflecting the views of his order—that Don Diego,
while somewhat over-enthusiastic, disposed to promise
more than he could perform, and to ignore in his re-

ports many of the difficulties and dangers in New
Mexico, never gave the Spaniards any just cause of

enmity, but rather merited their love as a protector.*^

of one person under different names; of stealing a box containing S7,000; of

aiding Gov. V. in liis rascalities, etc. All his property was couliscated, but
the arresting officers seem not to have found him, at least not at first. H.
was later gov. ad. int.

*'Are/i. N. Mex., 174-7. The cabildo, hearing of V. 's reappointment on
Dec. 16, 1700, petitioned the king against permitting him to return and
avenge himself; butthe king, by a cSdula of Oct. 10, 1701, ordered an investi-

gation; and the cabildo soon began to make excuses, etc. Davis in his list,

like Meline, Prince, and others, names several viceroys of Mex. as governors
of N. Mex. ! Viceroy Mendoza, conde do Galve, figures in 1694-5 and in 1722.
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Of Cubero's rule, within and beyond the limits of
this chapter, there is little to be said. Father Vargas
resigning the office of custodio was succeeded by
padres Diego de Chavarrfa, Juan Munoz de Castro,

and Antonio Giierra. A document of May 1697
indicates that the number of settlers, heads of families,

in the province, including new-comers, was 313. This
did not include the soldiers; and the total of so-called

Spanish population was probably not less than 1,500.*^

Early in the same year Santa Cruz de Galisteo was
resettled with Tanos; and later the rebel Queres of

Cieneguilla, Santo Domingo, and Cochiti formed a
new pueblo four leagues north of Acoma, on the stream
called Cubero.^" In July 1698, it was decided in a

junta de hacienda at Mexico that the New Mexican
colonists must in future depend on their own exertions,

since the aid then furnished would be the last; yet

this regulation was not strictly enforced, as agricultural

implements at least were afterward supplied. In
July 1699, the governor Cubero made a tour in the

west. On the 4th the new pueblo of the Queres sub-

mitted, being named San Josd de la Laguna; two
days later Acoma, now called San Pedro instead of

San Estevan, renewed its allegiance; and on the 12th

La Purisima de Zuni, formerly Asuncion and later

Guadalupe, followed the example of its eastern neigh-

bors.°^

The Moquis, noting the submission of other nations,

and dreading war more than they feared or loved

Christians, sent ambassadors in May 1700 to treat

with the governor, professing their readiness to rebuild

churches and receive missionaries. At the same time

^^Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Distrib. on May 1st of a large quantity of cloth and
live-stock, including 600 cows, 260 bulls, 3,300 sheep and rams, 2,200 goats;

some of which, however, had been left at El Paso. On Dec. lObh Gov. C.

orders the auth. of El Paso to permit no maize or other grain to be carried

out of the province, as there had been a failure of crops.

^* Named for the gov., probably; and this may be the origin of the name
Covero still applied to a pueblo in that vicinity.

''Niel, Apmit., 108-9, says that Moqui was also visited at this time. A
doc. in the ^ rch. Sta Fe, MS. , shows that during the gov. 's absence the friends

of Vargas made an effort to cause a disturbance and make V. gov. No details.
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Espeleta, chief of Oraibe, sent for Padre Juan Garai-

coecliea to come and baptize children. The friar set

out at once with Alcalde Josd Lopez Naranjo/^ and

went to Aguatuvi, where he baptized 73 young Mo-
quis. On account of a pretended rumor that the

messengers to Santa F^ had been killed, he was not

permitted to visit Oraibe or the other pueblos at this

time; but Espeleta promised to notify him soon when
they were ready for another visit, Garaicoechea re-

turning to Zuni and reporting to the governor on

June 9th.'*^ In October the Moquis were again heard

from, when Espeleta came in person to Santa Fe with

20 companions, and with somewhat modified views.

He now proposed a simple treaty of peace, his nation,

like Spain, to retain its own religion! Cubero could

offer peace only on condition of conversion to Chris-

tianity. Then the Moqui chief proposed as an ulti-

matum that the padres should visit one pueblo each

year for six years to baptize, but postponed perma-

nent residence till the end of that period. This scheme
was likewise rejected, and Espeleta went home for

further deliberation.^*

There were in those days fears of French invasion.

Padre Niel tells us that among the captives whom
the Navajos were accustomed to bring to New Mexico
each year for Christian ransom, he rescued two little

French girls. In 1698 the French had almost annihi-

lated a Navajo force of 4,000 men; and in 1700 the

Apaches reported that a town of the Jumanas had
been destroyed by the same foe. Toward the Span-
iards the Navajos w.ere friendly down to 1700, but in

'" p. Antonio Miranda is also named as his companion in Fernandez Duro,
Notkias, 137.

^"In the Moqui, Notkias, MS., CG9, it is stated that the other Moquis,
angry that Aguatuvi had received the padres, came and attacked the pueblo,

killed all the men, and carried o£f all the women and children, leaving the

place for many years deserted. I think this must be an error.

^''Arch. N. Mex., 177-9; Moqui, Noticias, MS., 664-70. P. Garaicoechea

was in charge of Zufli and P. Miranda of Acoma and Laguna. In June 1700
one Miguel Gutierrez was sentenced, to be shot and his head stuck on a pole,

to show the Jicarillas and other gentile nations that they must not harbor
fugitive Span. Arclu Sta Fi, MS.
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that year they committed some depredations, and the
governor started on an expedition against them, mak-
ing peace, however, with the Navajo chief at Taos.

There was also a campaign against the Faraon
Apaches, but of it we know only that nothing was
accomplished. This same year there was trouble at

Pecos, resulting from the execution by Don Felipe,

the chief, of five rebels in the war of 1596. There
was an attempt to raise a revolt against that chief,

but the ringleaders were imprisoned at Santa Fe until

they escaped and joined the Jicarilla Apaches. The
pueblo became divided into two factions, which often

came to blows, until at last, Don Felipe's party hav-

ing the best of it, the other asked permission to live

at Pujuaque. It is not recorded that the change was
actually made.
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The submission of New Mexico in the last years of

the seventeenth century may be regarded as perma-
nent; the natives were now too few and weak, and
the Spanish power too firmly established, for any
general movement of revolt. Petty local troubles or

rumors of troubles in the different pueblos were of

not infrequent occurrence, some of which will be
noted in these pages, as will occasional raids of the

gentile tribes. These, with the succession of gover-

nors, now and then a political controversy, periodical

renewals of efforts to make Christians of the Moquis,
a few reports of mission progress or decadence, some
not very important expeditions out into the plains or

mountains, feeble revivals of the old interest in mys-
terious regions of the north, rare intercourse with,

the Texan establishments, fears of French and Eng-
lish encroachment—make up the annals of the eigh-

teenth century. The archive record is meagre and
fragmentary, yet in respect of local and personal de-

(224)
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tails much too bulky to be fully utilized within the

scope of my work. From 1700 New Mexico settled

down into that monotonously uneventful career of

inert and non-progl-essive existence, which sooner or

later is to be noted in the history of every Hispano-
American province. The necessity of extreme con-

densation may not, therefore, prove an unmixed evil.

The Moqui chief did not decide to accept the Span-

iards' terms ; and it appears that the people ofAguatuvi
were even punished for past kindness shown to visit-

ing friars. Governor Cubero therefore marched in

1701 to the province, killing a few Moquis and cap-

turing many ; bijt it was deemed good policy to release

the captives, and Cubero returned without having
accomplished anything, unless to make the natives

more obstinate in their apostasy, as the not impartial

Vargas declared later.^ In the spring of 1702 there

were alarming rumors from various quarters, resting

largely on statements of Apaches, who seem in these

times to have been willing witnesses against the town
Indians. Cubero made a tour among the pueblos to

investigate and administer warnings, but he found

slight ground for alarm. It appeared, however, that

the Moquis, or perhaps Tehua fugitives in the Moqui
towns, were trying to incite the Zunis and others to

revolt; and it was decided to send Captain Juan de

Uribarri with a force to make investigations, and to

leave Captain Medina and nineteen men as a garrison

at Zuni.^ This was probably done, but, all being

^Arch. JV. Mex., 179; Moqui, Not., MS., 669. In Arch. Sta Fi, MS., is

a petition of the cabildo to Gov. C. when about to start on this exped. , ask-

ing him not to go, referring to the affair of '99, and expressing fears that in

his absence Vargas' friends would succeed in creating a revolt; or perhaps
would go to El Paso en masse to represent that by C. 's harsh treatment they
had been forced to flee. In Heylin'i Coarmog., 1701-2, is a mention of N.
Mex. and its supposed boundaries in 1701.

'Full record of investigations, etc., in Feb.-Mar. 1702, an orig. MS.
of 74 p. in the Pinart collection. P. Ant. Guerra is named as custodio; P.

Martin Hnrtado took part in the councils; also Adj. Jose Dominguez. Uri-

barri was eapt. of the Sta Fe company. Among the measures ordered waS
the transfer of the Sta Clara Ind. to S. lldefoiiso, where lands confiscated

from former rebels were assigned thelo.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 15
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quiet, the escolta was soon reduced. The remaining
soldiers behaved badly, and three Spanish exiles from
Santa Fe much worse, treating the Indians harshlj',

and living publicly with native women. The padre
complained; the governor failed to provide any rem-
edy; and on March 4, 1703, the Indians killed the

three Spaniards, Valdds, Palomino, and Lucero, flee-

ing, some to the penol, others to Moqui. The soldiers

seem to have run away. Padre G-araicoechea was
not molested, and wrote that only seven Indians were
concerned in the affair; but evidently in his mission-

ary zeal and sympathy for the natives he underrated

the danger. The governor, justifying his course by
the viceroy's orders to use gentle means, sent Captain

Madrid to bring away the friar, arfd Zuni, like the

Moqui towns, was left to the aborigines.^

In August 1703, Cubero, learning that Vargas

—

whose exoneration and reappointment have been re-

corded—was on the way to succeed him, and fearing

retaliation for past acts, though as a matter of fact

Vargas brought no authority to investigate his acts,

left the country without waiting to meet his rival.

He claimed to have retired by permission of the vice-

roy; it was said he feigned an Indian campaign as an
excuse for quitting the capital; and his successor

charged that he ran away for fear of the natives,

whose hatred he had excited. Cubero was appointed
governor of Maracaibo and given other honors, but
died in Mexico in 1704. Don Diego, now marques
de la Nava de Brazinas, assumed the office of governor
and captain-general at Santa F6, on November 10,

1703.* He was urged by Padre Garaicoechea to re-

'Arch. N. Mex., 180-6, with letters of P. Garaicoechea and Miranda. The
latter wrote from Acoma that all the Zuni property had been stolen, the
missionary's life in danger, and that the Ind. of Acoma and Cia wished
to go to the padre's rescue, which he did not permit, fearing that the
hostUes on hearing of the approach of a force would kill the padre. He
thought the Zufiis might be easily subdued, having no water on the penol;
but if they were not conquered the whole western country was lost, as the
MoQuis were at the bottom of the movement.

^Davis, Prince, and others name the duke of Alburquerque as gov. in

1703-10, another viceroy of Mexico!
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establish a mission among the Zunis, with whom the
padre had kept in communication; but the governor
lacked faith in the good-will of that people, or at least

found no time to attend to the matter during his brief

rule, and that of Padre Juan Alvarez as custodio.

At the beginning of 1704 there were more rumors of

revolt, but nothing could be proved except against the

ever-hostile Moquis. In March Vargas started on a
campaign against the Apaches, but was taken sud-

denly ill in the sierra of Sandfa, died at Bernalillo on
the 4th of April, and was buried at Santa Fe in the

parish church.^

Juan Paez Hurtado, lieutenant-general of the prov-

ince and an old friend of Don Diego, served as acting

governor till the 10th of March, 1705, when Don
Francisco Cuervo y Valdes assumed the office of

governor ad interim, that is, by the viceroy's appoint-

ment.* The condition of affairs was not very encour-

aging. Depredations by Apaches and Navajos were
frequent, the Moquis were defiant, the Zuni rebels

still on their penol, and the presidial soldiers in great

need of clothing, arms, and horses, their pay having
been cut down about five per cent in support of the

Chihuahua mission of Junta de los Rios. Cuervo's
rule was marked by a series of appeals for aid ; but
except a few arms and implements—and plenty of

censure for complaining that his predecessors had
given more attention to their quarrels than to the

country's needs—nothing was obtained. On his way
north he had to stop at El Paso to fight Apaches;
and on arrival at the capital he stationed his garrison

in seven detachments at exposed points.^ Early in

^Arch. N.Mex., 187.
* In a letter of Oct. 11, 1704, the viceroy notified the king of Cuervo's ap-

pointment on account of his distinguished services and merits. On June 25,

1705, the king acknowledges receipt of the letter, and announces the appoint-
ment of Chacon as proprietary gov. N. Mex., Cidulas, MS., 35. The mouth
of Cuervo's arrival is omitted in the printed Arch. N. Mex., 188, but given in

my MS. copy, p. 345. It is noticeable that he is here called Cubero, and
that Cubero in the royal cedulas (or at least in my copies) is called Cuervo.
C. was a knight of Santiago, and had been a treasury official at Guadalajara.
His rule was fron March 10, 1705, to July 31, 1707.

' The veciuos by order of the gov. presented themselves for inspection of
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1705 Padre Garaicoechea went back to Zuni, and
brought the rebels do:^n to the plain to submit on
April 6th to Captain Madrid. In July Don Roque
marched against the Navajos, who were incited and
aided by refugee Jemes. During this campaign the

horses' thirst was miraculously assuaged in answer to

the chaplain's prayers, whereupon the foe was so ter-

rified as to surrender, and the army turned back to

Cia in August. In September the finding of a knotted

cord at Zuni recalled the dread days of 1680, but noth-

ing came of it.

In 1706 Governo Cuervo informed the viceroy that

he had founded with 30 families the new villa of Al-
burquerque, named in honor of the viceroy;* with 18

Tanos families from Tesuque, he had resettled Santa
Maria—formerly Santa Cruz—de Galisteo; trans-

ferred some Tehua families to the old pueblo of Pu-
juaque, now called Guadalupe; and refounded with 29

families the old villa of old La Canada, long aban-

doned, renaming it Santa Maria de Grado, a name
that did not last. He asked for church ornaments,

which were supplied ; but he was blamed for founding

the new villa without authority, and its name was
changed from San Francisco to San Felipe de Albur-
querque, in honor of the king. It was ascertained

later that in all these reports Cuervo had considerably

overstated his own achievements. Captain Uribarri

arms in April—74 at Sta Fe, 37 at Bernalillo, and 82 at La Canada. Arch.
iSta FS, MS. Sta Clara, Cochiti, Jemes, and Lagnna were among the points
where guards were stationed. It was decided to bring up the cavalry at El
Paso to Sta Fi. P. Juan Alvarez was still custodio; P. Juan de Zavaleta
com. del sto oficio. Capt. Valverde was lieut.-gen. and com. at El Paso;
Juan Paez Hurtado and Juan de Uribarri are named as generals; Lorenzo
de Madrid maestro de campo; captains Felix Martinez, Juan Lucero tJodoy,
Diego de Medina, and Alf. Juan Roque Gutierrez; alcalde Capt. Diego Arias
de Quirds; alguacil mayor Ant. Aguilar; regidores Capt. Antonio Montoya,
Capt. Ant. Lucero, Fran. Romero de Pedraza, Alf. Martin Hurtado; es-

cribano Cristobal Gdngora, all at Sta F(5. At Bernalillo, captains Fern.
Chavez, Diego Montoya, Manuel Vaca, Alf. Cris. JaramiUo, sergt Juan Gon-
zalez. At Villanueva de Sta Cruz (La Caflada), captains Silvestre Pacheco,
Miguel Tenorio, Jose de Atienzia, Nic. Ortiz, and sergt Bartolo Melabato.

"The name is commonly but inaccurately written Albuquerque in N.
Mex. Davis and others erroneously derive the name from a governor.
Some authors have dated the founding back to the time of the 1st duke of A.
who served as Viceroy.
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marclied this year out into the Cibolo plains ; and at

Jicarilla, 37 leagues north-east of Taos, was kindly-

received by the Apaches, who conducted him to Cuar-

talejo, of which he took possession, naming the province

San Luis and the Indian rancheria Santo Domingo.
The Moquis often attsicked the Zunis, who were

now for the time good Christians, and to protect whom
Captain Juan Roque Gutierrez was sent in April 1706

with eight men. With this aid the Zunis went to

Moqui in May, killed two of the foe, and recovered

70 animals. Captain Tomds Holguin was sent with

a new reenforcement, and in September surrounded

the Tehua pueblo between Gualpi and Oraibe, forcing

the Indians after a fight to sue for peace and give hos-

tages; but the Tanos and other reenforcements ar-

rived, attacked the Spaniards and allies as they

retired, and drove them back to Zuni, the hostages

being shot. Presently the Zunis—now under Padre
Miranda, who came occasionally from Acoma—asked

to have their escolta removed, a request which aroused

fears of a general rising in the west. A junta at Cia

in April 1707 resolved to withdraw the frontier es-

coltas to Santa F^ for recuperation of the horses, and
thus the west was again abandoned.^

It was on the 1st of August, 1707, that the gov-

ernor ad interim was succeeded by the admiral Don
Jose Chacon Medina Salazar y Villasehor, marques de

la Peiiuela, who had been appointed by the king in

1705, and who ruled till 1712. The new ruler turned
his attention like others to the Moquis, toward whom
his predecessors, according to his theory, had acted

harshly, shooting captives and exasperating the na-

tives. He sent an embassy of Zunis *" with an exhor-

tation to peace and submission; but the only reply

^ Arch. N. Hex., 194-5. There is some confusion of dates. P. Juan Min-
guez is named as a member of these exped. Moqui, Not. , 670 ; Fernandez Duro,

Not., 137.
'" Notwithstanding the abandonment before noted, P. Fran, de IrazSbal

seems to have been now in charge of Alona, one of the Zuai pueblos.
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was a raid of refugee Tanos and Tehuas on ZufiL

Nothing more important is recorded in 1708 than the

building of a parish church on the site of the one
destroyed in 1680. It was built by the marques gov-
ernor at his own cost, though permission was obtained

to employ Indians on the work, and was completed
within two years." The year 1709 was marked by a

war with the Navajos, who had become very bold in

their depredations, sacking the pueblos of Jeraes in

June, but who were defeated by the governor in a
vigorous campaign, and forced to make a treaty of

peace. This year, also, the custodio, Padre Juan de
la Pena, collected some scattered families of Tiguas,^'^

and with them refounded the old pueblo of San Agus-
tin Isleta. Padre Pena engaged moreover in a spir-

itual campaign against estufa-rites and scalp-dances;

and complaints sent to Mexico of abuses on the part

of the governor and alcaldes brought from the viceroy

stringent orders against forcing the Indians to work
without compensation.^^

Padre Pena died, and was succeeded as custodio by
Padre Juan de Tagle, after Padre Lopez de Haro as

vice-president had been for a time in charge of the

office. There was a quarrel in progress, of which we
know little or nothing, between the marques and his

predecessor Cuervo; and Tagle with other friars fa-

vored the latter, and were the objects of Penuela's

complaints in Mexico.^* In 1711 and the two foliow-

•' Prince, Hist. Sh., 223-4, notes an inscription on the church, 'El senor
marques de la Pefluela hizo esta fabrica; el alf^rez real Don Agustin Flores

Vergara su criado ano de 1710.' Pe&uela was not, as Prince says, later vice-

roy of N. Spain.

'^Called Tehuas in Arch. N. Mex., 197-8; bat they were more likely, I

think, Tiguas, the original occupants of the town, some of whom, it will be
remembered, had been settled by Gov. Otermin near El Paso. The P. Cronista
seems confused himself on the subject.

'^Revilla Gigedo, Carta de 1793, 441, says there were 20,110 tax-payers

registered in 1710, the garrison of Sta Fe being 120. Events of these years

in Arch. N. Mex., 197-9.
^^ Arch. N. Mex., 198-9.. The gov. not only complained of Tagle's being

kept in office through Cuervo's influence, but that he had done great harm by
removing P. Jose Lopez Tello from his ministry. He also charged that P.

Fran. Brotoui of Taos had ordered his Ind. to rebuild their estufas. His
complaining report was on May 20, '12, and it was referred on Aug. 13th to

the com. gen. of the Franciscans.
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ing years, we find several royal orders on New Mexi-
can affairs; but none of them has any historic

importance. The soldiers had asked for an increase

of pay, the friars for reenforcements, and Governor
Cuervo had reported his great achievements in town
founding; the c^dulas were routine replies, ordering

the viceroy to investigate and report, but always to

look out for the welfare of the northern province.

The sum total of information seems to be that there

were 34 padres in the field, which number the viceroy

deemed sufiicient, though he was authorized by the

king to increase the missionary force whenever it

might be deemed best."

Juan Ignacio Flores Mogollon, formerly governor

of Nuevo Leon, had the royal appointment as gov-

ernor and captain-general; and the marques de la

Penuela retiring at the expiration of his term of five

years. Governor Flores assumed the office on October

5, 1712, ruling until 1715.'* The Sumas of the south

revolted in 1712, but were reduced by Captain Val-

verde, and settled at Realito de San Lorenzo, a league

and a half from El Paso, probably at Otermin's old

camp of 1681. In May 1713 the natives of Acoma
and Laguna, offended by the anti-pagan zeal of Padre
Cd.rlos Delgado, thought favorably of a proposition to

kill him at the instigation of a Zuni Indian—at least

so Padre Irazdbal reported; but nothing could be

i*iV. Mex., Cidulas, MS., 35-42, orders of Feb. 9, 13, Jau. 17, March 2,

1711; Dec. 10, 1712; Aug. 4, Sept. 27, 1713. Gov. Penuela had written
direct to the king, Oct. 28, 1707, on Apache troubles; on Nov. 25th, had for-

warded a petition of the soldiers for a restoration of the old pay, and that it

might be paid at Mex. instead of Guadalajara. Gov. Cuervo, on April 15,

1706, had forwarded a complaint of P. Alvarez on neglect of the missions; on
Aug, 18, 1706, had asked for more friars; and on June 13, 18, 23, 1706, had
reported his founding of Alburquerque, etc. The cedula of Dec. 10, '12, asks

for information on the pay of Capt. Felix Martinez of the Sta Fe company.
The order of Aug. 4, '13, relates to the soldiers' petition, but does not clearly

show whether it was granted or not.

^^Arch. N. Mex., 199. Davis, Prince, and the rest find room for another

viceroy, the duke of Linares, as gov. in 1712. Prince, Hist. Sk., 224, tells us,

and accurately so far as I know, that Flores was commissioned at Madrid
Sept. 27, 1707, for 5 years; qualified Oct. 9th; did not come to Mex. for along
time; was recommissioned (?) by the viceroy Feb. 9, '12; and installed at Sta
Fe Oct. 5th. His salary was |2,000.
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proved. In Octobe]: of the same year Captain Serna
toth 400 soldiers and allies defeated the Navajos in

their own country; and besides this achievement the

Faraon Apaches were warned to desist from their dep-

redations! In 1714 the Yutas and Taos had many
fights, but the governor restored harmony by an en-

forced restitution of stolen property. Navajo raids on
the Jemes had again to be checked by a campaign of

Captain Madrid, while Captain Valverde marched
against the Apache hoards of Pharaoh, as did also the

Frpnch from Louisiana.

A junta of civil, military, and missionary authori-

ties was held to deliberate on two questions deemed
momentous: First, should the Christian Indians be
deprived of fire-arms ? The military favored such a
policy, but the friars opposed it, both to avoid offence

and afford the converts protection; and the governor
at last ordered the arms taken away except in the case

of natives especially trustworthy. Second, should

the converts be allowed to paint themselves and wear
skin caps, thus causing themselves to be suspected of

crimes committed by gentiles, or enabling them to

cpmmit offences attributed to gentiles? Governor
Flores and his officers, with some of the padres, were in

fayor of forbidding the custom ; but the rest of the friars

took an opposite view, holding that no Christian Indian

had ever been known to use his paint for a disguise to

cover crime, that it was impolitic to accuse them of

so doing, that painting was the native idea of adorn-

ment, and in that light no worse than Spanish methods

;

and finally, that the custom was objectionable only in

connection with superstition, in which respect it must
be removed gradually by Christian teachings. The
decision is not recorded. ''^ Like other years of this

" A rch. N. Mex. ,201-4, including a letter of P. Miranda, who made himself
the champion of the Ind. On the other side are named PP. Llicas Arevalo
of Taos and Jose Ant. Guerrero of Sta Fe. The junta was on July 6, 1714.

In M. Pinart's col. is an original order of Gov. F. this year, that a new estufa

at Pecos be suppressed and great care taken by all alcaldes to prevent any-
.thing of the lund.
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and most other periods, 1715 had its vague rumors of

an impending revolt, ever dreaded by the New Mexi-
cans, not traceable to any definite foundation. I find

also the record of one of the typical campaigns against

Apaches on or toward the Colorado River, made by
Juan Paez Hurtado, with no results of importance. ^^

It must not be supposed that nothing was heard
from the Moquis, for I find original records of five

juntas de guerra at Santa Fe on their account. ^^ In

June 1713 an Indian named Naranjo was refused per-

mission to visit the Moquis, but in December two
natives of Zuni, through Padre Irazdbal, obtained

the license and were given letters. They found the

Moquis eager for peace and alliance with the Zuhis,

but the controlling element under the chief of Oraibe

had no desire for the Spaniards' friendship. In March
1715 a Moqui appeared at the capital with favorable

reports, and was sent back with assurances of good-

will. Next, in May a chief from Oraibe came to make
further investigations, reporting that a grand junta of

all the towns had decided on peace and Christianity.

This chief was sent back with gifts, and in July eight

Moquis came to announce that after harvest the for-

mal arrangements for submission would be completed.

Thus all went well so long as the Moquis were the

ambassadors; but when the governor sent messengers
of his own choosing, the truth came out that the pre-

tended ambassadors were traders, who had invented

all their reports to account for their visits and insure

their own safety, the Moqui authorities being as hos-

tile as ever!

Governor Flores was an old man in feeble health,

who resigned on account of his infirmities. He was
succeeded by Captain Felix Martinez, who assumed

^^ Hurtado, CampaHa contra los Apaches Agoato-Set. 1715, MS., in Pinart
Col., including diario, junta de guerra, correap., etc. The force was 250 sol-

diers and allies.

^^ Moqui, JuntoH de Guerra, 1713-15, orig. MS. of the PinaH Col. The
jnntaB were on Dec. 26, '13, March 12, May 3, July 6, Nov. 2, 15.
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the office as acting governor, or perhaps governor ad
interim by the viceroy's appointment, on October 30,

1715, and who, instead of permitting his predecessor

to depart with an escort for Mexico as ordered,

engaged in quarrels and lawsuits with him, keeping
him under arrest for two years.^" During Martinez'

rule of two years two campaigns are recorded. In
August 1716 the governor marched in person against

the Moquis with 68 soldiers, accompanied by the cus-

todio, Padre Antonio Camargo, the cabildo of Santa

Fe, and a force of vecinos from Alburquerque and
La Canada. Commissioners were sent forward from
Alona, and some of the Moquis seemed willing to

submit, but the people of Gualpi and the Tanos pueblo

refused. Two fights occurred in September, the In-

dians being defeated, if we may credit the diary, with

many killed and wounded; but the army, after de-

stroying corn-fields, retreated to Santa Fe, and the

pretended victories may be regarded as very doubtful.^^

""^ Arch. N. Mex., 105-6. Martinez had come with Vargas, enlisted as a
soldier, became capt. of the Sta Fe company in Penuela's time, was forced to

resign on account of his somewhat quarrelsome character in '12, but in '15

had got a new appointment from the king as captain for life and regidor per-

petuo of the villa. Flores MogoUon was a native of Sevilla. A sierra in N.
Mex. preserves his name. Davis, Prince, and others make Capt. Valverde
gov. in '14, and so he may have been acting gov. at some time during Flores*

illaess. These writers also state, to quote from Prince, that Flores ' was ac-

cused of malefeasance in oflSce, but the case did not com3 on for trial until

after a delay of some years. By the king's command he was relieved from
his position Oct. 5, 1715, after serving exactly 3 years. His trial was had at

Sta Fe in 1721, long after he had left N. Mex.; and his sentence was sent to
the viceroy for confirmation, the costs being adjudged against him. The of-

ficer reported that neither the accused nor any of his property could be
found.' I suppose that these statements rest on some doc. of 1721 in the
Arch. Sta Fi, MS., which I have not found.

'"Certified copy of Martinez' diary, in Arch. Sta Fi, MS., the original

having been carried by M. to Mex. The return to Sta Fe was on Oct. 8th.

Ace. to Arch. N. Mex., 206-7, the gov. accomplished nothing, and the truth
which he concealed in his diary came out in his later residencia. The padre
cronista is apparently wrong in naming P. Jose Lopez Telle as custodio at this

time and P. Miranda as his predecessor. He also tells us that the gov.

decided to wage war on the Moquis after consulting the viceroy, but before
awaiting his reply. In Moqiti, Notkkw, MS., 671^, P. Domingo Araos is

named as a companion of P. Camargo; and an account is given of the pre-
liminary negotiations, but not of the fights that followed. It seems that the
Moquis at first pretended to be well disposed but required time to deliber-

ate, spending the 5 days allowed in preparations for war. The exped. is

mentioned in Fernandez Duro, NoUdas, 137. On this trip Gov. M. left his

name inscribed on El Morro, Aug. 26th, with a record that he was on the
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During the governor's absence in the west the
Yutas and Comanches—perhaps the first definite ap-

pearance in history of the latter nation—attacked

Taos, the Tehua towns, and even some of the Spanish
settlements. On his return Martinez sent Captain
Serna, who attacked the foe at the Cerro de San
Antonio, thirty leagues north of Santa ¥6, killing

many Indians and capturing their chusma. It sub-

sequently came out in the governor's residencia that

the captives were divided between Don Felix and his

brother, and sold on joint account in Nueva Vizcaya,

the Yutas being told later that their chusma had died

of small-pox !^^

In September 1716, the new viceroy, marques de
Valero, informed secretly of how things were going in

New Mexico, ordered Governor Martinez to present

himself in Mexico, at the same time directing Captain
Antonio Valverde y Coslo to go up from El Paso, as-

sume the governorship ad interim, and investigate

certain charges. Valverde arrived at Santa F6 the 9th

of December; but Martinez, supported by the cabildo,

refused to give up the office or presidio books. He
could not, however, disobey the viceroy's summons,
and having appointed Juan Paez Hurtado to act as

governor in his absence, he started on the 20th of

January, 1717, taking with him apparently Flores

MogoUon, his predecessor. Valverde was ordered to

accompany him to El Paso, but feigned illness, and
took refuge with his friend. Padre Tagle, at the con-

vent of San Ildefonso. As to resulting complications

between Hurtado and Valverde, I have found no rec-

ord, but suppose that the former ruled but a few
months, and that before the end of 1717, as soon as

orders could be returned from Mexico, Valverde

way to reduce the Moquia with the custodio, P. Camargo, and Juan Garcia
de Rivas, alcalde of Sta Fe. Simpson's Jour. , 104-5, pi. 65, 67.

''^In a memorial of 1722, Arch. Sta Fi, MS., all the officers and soldiers

stated that N. Mex. was in great peril during M. 's rule. ' Con su insaciable

y voraz oodicia, robos y engaflos manifiestos, estuvo peudiente de un cabello

para una total asolaciou.

'
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assumed the office, which he held for four or five

years.^^

A leading event of Valverde's rule was his expedi-

tion of 1719, with 105 Spaniards and 30 Indians, being

joined also on the way by the Apaches under Captain
Carlarua, against the Yutas and Comanches, who had
been committing many depredations. His route was
north, east, south-east, and finally south-west back to

Santa ¥4. He thus explored the regions since known
as Colorado and Kansas, going farther north, as he
believed, than any of his predecessors. He did not

overtake the foe, encountering nothing more formida-

ble than poison-oak, which attacked the officers as

well as the privates of his command.^* On the Rio
Napestle, apparently the Arkansas, Valverde met the

Apaches of Cuartelejo, and found men with gunshot
wounds received from the French and their allies, the

Pananas and Jumanas.^" An order came from the

'^Arch. N. Mex., 207-8. This invaluable authority comes to an end here,

and its absence will be felt in the remainder of this chapter. Davis and the

others name no ruler in 19-20. The Arch. Sla, Fi, MS., shows V. as gov. in

'18-20, and he probably held the ofiSce in '17-21. I find no original record
of how the troubles of Martinez and Flores were settled in Mexico, but there

are some indications that a juezde residencia was sent to Sta Fe in '21 to take
testimony.

''^P. Juan Pino was the chaplain, and the start was on Sept. 15th. The
men, suffering terribly from poison-oak, found the best remedy to be chewing
chocolate and applying the saliva to the parts affected. The route was N.

with the sierra on the left to Oct. 10th, the names given being Rio S. Jose
at Rosario, Rio Colorado (an arroyo) or Soledad, Sacramento, Rio S. Miguel
(poison-oak experience), Rio Sto Domingo, S. Lorenzo at junction of two
streams, Rio S. Antonio, Rio S. Francisco 4 1., S. Onofre, Dolores Spr. 4 1.,

Carmen Spr. 6 1., Sta Rosa in sand dunes, S. Ignacio more eastward, Sta
Etigenia 5 1., S. Felipe de Jesus Cr. 61. Thence Oct. llth-20thdown the river

Sta Maria Magdalena E. and s. E. to S. NicolSs Obispo 4 1., Pilar 6 1., La
Cruz 4 1., Sta Teresa, Rio Napestle 10 1. Here they met the Apaches Cal-

chufines, and sent P. Pino and a party to Taos for supplies. Soon they met
the Apaches of Cuartelejo. The diary ends abruptly when they started back
for Sta Fe. Valverde y Cosio {Antonio), Diario y Derrotero, J719; orig. MS.
written by Sec. Alonso Rael de Aguilar, in the Pinart Col.

'" It was said the French had given these Ind. fire-arms, and that they
had formed two large towns. I suppose the Pananas may have been Pananas,
or Pawnees. Esoalante, Carta, 125, tells us that in this year, 1719, a com-
pany under Capt. Villasur was sent (perhaps after the gov.'s return) to find

the Pananas, 300 1. N. E. of Sta Fe. He reached the river on which their

towns stood, but the Pananas—who, he thinks, may have been the Quiviras

—

attacked Villasur in the night with guns, killing V. , P. Juan Mingiies, and
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Viceroy to establish a presidio of 25 men at Cuartelejo,

soine 130 leagues from Santa F^, in the heart of the

Apache region ; but a council of war decided this to

be impossible, believing the viceroy had meant Jica-

rilla, some 40 leagues from the capital, as the site, and
that even there 25 men would not suffice. In 1719-
20 the governor made a tour of inspection, visiting

every pueblo and settlement in the province.^^ He
also sent information on the Moquis for which he was
thanked by the viceroy; and the same persistent

apostates were mentioned in a royal order, from which
it appears that the Jesuits were trying to be put in

charge of the Moqui conversion, a phase of the matter

that belongs to the annals of Arizona in another chap-

ter of this volume.^' From the same document it

appears that there was a dispute between the bishop

most of the party, including the French guide. Ritoh, Aztlan, 244, mentions
this Pawnee massacre as having been on the Missouri.

In a letter of Feb. 1886, X)r J. F. Snyder of Virginia, Cass Co., 111.,

informs me that a massacre of Spaniards by the Missouris, mistaken for

Pawnees by the victims, in 1720, is mentioned in all the early histories of the
region. He cites the narrative as given in Reynolds' Pioneer Hist, of Illinois,

34, and also cites Oharleooix, Journal, that author having obtained some Span-
ish relies in the north, said to have been obtained at a great massacre of the
New Mexicans. There is much variation as to details, but the general ver-

sion is that the Spaniards came to drive out the French and met disaster by
confiding their hostile plans to a tribe that was friendly to the French and
led them into an ambush. Dr S. has been shown the spot in Saline Co., Mo.,
where the affair occurred. It would seem that the expedition must have been
that of Villasur, or one sent out after Valverde's return, and in consequence
of his reports about the French. It is unfortunate that no original records
have been found. It is possible that Villasur reached the Missouri; but it

is strange that such a disaster has left no more definite trace in the archivesl
''^ Arch. Sta Fi, MS. In these years Mig. Teuorio de Alba, Mig. Enriqiiez

de Cabrera, and Alonso Rael de Aguilar appear as govt secretary. Capt.
Pedro de Villasur was lieut.-gen. The alcaldes mayores were Alf. Cris.

Torres, Sta Cruz de la Caflada; Capt. Luis Garcia, Alburquerque, Bernalillo,

Sta Ana, Cia, and Jemes; Capt. Alonso Garcia, Isleta; Capt. Ant. de Uri-
barri, Laguna, Aeoma, Alona, or the Zufli region; Capt. Alonso Rael de
Aguilar, Pecos and Galisteo; and Capt. Mig. Teuorio de Alba at S. Gerdn.
de Taos. In 1718 there were complaints from Cochiti against the alcalde

mayor, Miguel de Vaca, for beating and otherwise abusing the Ind. They
led to an investigation and an order of the gov. for more care in Ind. treat-

ment. The bulky record is in Arch. Sta Fi, MS.
2' AT". Mex., Cedulas, MS., 42-i, order of Feb. 11, '19. Arch. Sta Fe, MS.

At the end of '18 Gov. V. sent some Tanos to assure the fugitive Tanos,
Tehuas, and Tiguas of Moqui that they might return without fear to their

pueblos. He was ordered by the viceroy to use only gentle measures. A
royal cedula of March 7, '19, ordered investigation of past management of

Oapt. Felix Martinez and other presidio com., especially in financial matters.

JV. Mex., ad., MS., 44-5.
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of Durango and the archbishop of Mexico on the

ecclesiastic jurisdiction of New Mexico.

Don Juan de Estrada y Austria seems to have
come in l721 as juez de residencia to investigate the

still pending charges against and controversies between

ex-governors Flores and Martinez; and he may have

held, as was sometimes customary, the position of

acting governor during the performance of his duties

as judge ;^^ if so, he turned over the office before the

end of the year or early in the next; and on March 2,

1722, the regularly appointed governor, Don Juan
Domingo de Bustamante, succeeded ;

^^ ruling two full

terms, or until 1731. A visitador general, in the per-

son of Captain Antonio Cobian Busto, came in 1722

to investigate the condition of provincial afiairs.^

Some Spaniards engaged in illicit trade with the

French inhabitants of Louisiana, which brought out

2' Davia, Prince, and others represent him as ' his Majesty's residuary ( !)

judge, acting gov., etc.,' in 1721. I have seen no original record of his pres-

ence.
^' The date of B. 'a assuming office at Sta Fe is given in a, doc. of '22 in

Arch. Sta Fi, MS. On March 15, '22, the officers and soldiers of Sta Fe sign

a memorial of praise in favor of ex. -gov. V., who had been relieved by B. (no

ref. to Estrada). They accredit V. with all kinds of good conduct. He
had built at his own cost a church and chapel at the capital, and a chapel at

S. Ildefonso; paid his men regularly and treated them well. V. was capitaa

vitalicio of the presidio of EI Paso, and now returned to hia post.

^Arch. Sta Fi, MS. In Oct. a junta was held at Sta Fe to explain to

Buato for the king's edification why the country from Chihuahua up to N.
Mex. was not fully settled by prosperous and tribute-paying Spaniards. The
reason was found in the small number and poverty of the settlers, and the
fear of gentile raiders. The remedies proposed were a presidio of 50 men and
a settlement of 200 families at Socorro, and another presidio of 50 men at

Aguatuvi. The country was rich in metals and well adapted to agriculture

and stock-raising; and any expenditure of money by the govt would be a
good investment.

Mig. Enriquez was now sec. Paez Hurtado and Ant. Becerro Nieto are
named as generals, the latter of Janos, in N. Mex. temporarily. Capt. Fran.
Bueno de Bohorques y Corcuera was alcalde mayor of Sta Fe; Aguilar was a
saxgento mayor. Captains Ignaoio de Roybal and Diego Arias de Quir<5s and
Lieut. Frsm. Montes Vijil are named. Hurtado was lieut. -gen. in '24.

Padres named in '22 are: Juan de Tagle, coniisario del sto ofioio and visita-

dor, Juan de la Cruz, custodio and juez ecles., Juan Sanchez, Diago E3pinosa
de Ids Monteros, Juan de Mirabal, Juan Ant. de Celi, Manuel do Sopena,
Carlos Delgado, Juan del Pino, Fran. Iraz^bal, Domingo de Araos, Fran. Ant.
Perez, com. sto oficio, Jose Ant. Guerrero, guardian of the Sta Fe convent.

These were all at the Sta Fe junta. P. Jos6 Diez, who left N. Mex. in 1696,

died at Queretajo in '22, age 65. Arricivita, Cron. Sera/., i. 189-206.
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proliibitory orders from the king in 1T23; and orders

regulating the trade with gentile tribes were issued

by Governor Bustamante the same year.^^ Early in

1724 the Yutas committed depredations at Jemes;
and the Comanches attacked the Apaches at Jicarilla,

forced them to give up half their women and children

to save their lives and town, burned the place, and
killed all but 69 men, two women, and three boys

—

all mortally wounded. ^^ In 1727 Bustamante notified

the viceroy that the French had settled at Cuartelejo

and Chinali, 160 leagues from Santa Fd, proposing an

expedition to find out what was being done, and asking

for troops for that purpose; but it was decided that

such an entrada was not necessary, though all possible

information should be obtained from the Indians.^*

The Jesuits still desired to convert the Moquis, and

obtained in 1726 favorable orders from king and vice-

roy, of which they made no practical use. Padres
Miranda and Irazdbal visited the province in 1724,

obtaining what they considered favorable assurances

-for the future; and in 1730-1 padres Francisco Ar-
chundi and Jose N^arvaez Yalverde seem to have had
a like experience. The Moquis had no objections

to an occasional interview so long as they could put

off their submission to a convenient time not the

present.^*

" N. Mex., Cid., MS., 45-6, orders of March 10, '23, and March 7, '24. It

was charged that N. Mex. traders went to La and bought $12,000 worth of

goods. Gov. B.'s order about trade with gentiles, Apr. 3, '23, in Arch. Sta
Fi, MS. The people were allowed to trade with gentiles who came to Taos
and Pecos, but some were accustomed to go out in the plains to meet them.

22 Letters of PP. Mirabal and Irazd,bal, in Arch. Sta Fi, MS. The padres
thought as the Jicarillas were Christians and the Comanches had boon noti-

fied of it war on the latter was justifiable aco. to scripture. Paez Hurtado
was ordered in Feb. to make an exped. with 103 men, out I have not found
any report of results. In '23, Rivera, Diario y Dcrrotero, 23-9, mentions
Alburquerque as a villa of mixed Span., mestizos, and mulattoes, mostly scat-

tered on the ranches. Bonilla, Apuntes, MS., says th:it in '26 a reenforce-

ment of troops was ordered; also that Brig. Pedro de Rivera visitsd N. Mex.
to reorganize the presidio, the force being consequently fixed at 80 mon with"

$400 each. P. Niol, Apuyil., 96-100, gives soine geograp'-iio notes of '29 for

the N. Mex. settlements that seem to ba confused references to earlier records,

and are so faulty that I do not deem them worth reproduction.
'^ Grig. MS. in Pinart collection.

"iV. Mex., Cid., MS., 43-8, order of March 23, '23, and viceroy's report

of May 14, '25. See later chap, on Ariz.; N. Mer., Doc, MQ., G74-8, state-
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There was a complicated controversy in these and
later years between the missionary and episcopal

authorities. The bishop of Durango claimed New
Mexico as part of his bishopric, insisting on his right

to appoint a vicar and control ecclesiastic matters in

the province, which the friars refused to recognize.

Bishop Crespo, in his visita of 1725, reached El Paso,

and exercised his functions without much opposition;

but in August 1730, when he extended his tour to

Santa Fd, though he administered the rite of confir-

mation there and at a few other towns, at some of the

missions he was not permitted to do so, the friars ob-

jecting by instruction of the custodio, Padre Andres
Varo, and he, of course, obeying the instructions of

his superior in Mexico. The bishop also appointed

Don Santiago Roybal as juez eclesidstico, whose au-

thority was only partially recognized. Crespo began

legal proceedings against the Franciscan authorities

in Mexico, and besides demanding recognition of his

episcopal rights, he made serious charges against the

New Mexican friars, alleging that they did not prop-

erly administer the sacraments; that they did not

learn the native language; that the neophytes, rather

than confess through an interpreter, who might reveal

their secrets, did not confess at all, except i7i articulo

mortis; that of 30 padres provided for, only 24 were
serving; that the failure to reduce the Moquis was
their fault; that some of them neglected their duties,

and others by their conduct caused scandal ; and that

tithes were not properly collected or expended. These
charges, especially those connected with ignorance of

the native language, were supported by the formal

testimony of 24 prominent officials and residents,

taken by the governor at Santa F6 in June 1731.

ments of PP. Miranda, IrazSbal, Archvmdi, and Valverde. The latter had
served in N. Mex. since '92. It does not clearly appear here that he had vis-

ited Moqui; but Fernandez Uuro, Notidas, 137, cites a MS. of 120 pp. in the
Acad, de Hist., entitled Valverde, JSxped. d laprov. de Mogul, 1730. On Ar-
chundi's entrada, see also Crespo, Mem. Ajust., 51, where it is said that in an.

entrada of '31 a parlre sacrificed his life (?). Some time before Nov. '32, P,
Fran. lechungui entered Mociui and brought away 5 Tiguas to Isleta. Id., 54.
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Details of the suit are too bulky and complicated for

notice here. There was a royal order of 1729 favor-

able to the bishop, and another of 1731 to some extent

sustaining the position of the Franciscans; but the

decision in 1733 was in substance that, pending a final

decision on the great principles involved, the bishop

had, and might exercise, jurisdiction in New Mexico;
and as we shall see, he did make avisita in 1737. In
Spain, the case came up on appeal in 1736, and amain
feature of the friars' plea was the claim that the testi-

mony against them was false, having been given by
bad men, moved by prejudice against the padres, who
had opposed their sinful customs. To prove this, they
produced the evidence, taken by the vice-custodio,

Padre Josd Antonio Guerrero, in July 1731, of an-

other set of officials and citizens, to the effect that the

missionaries had performed every duty in the most
exemplary and zealous manner, though it was not pre-

tended that they knew the native dialects. Counter-

charges were also made that the governor and his

oflBcials abused the Indians, forcing them to work
without pay. The record from which I take this in-

formation was printed in 1738, when no permanent
decision had been reached.^^

'* Crespo, Memorial ajustado que de drden del coiisejo supremo de Indias se ha,

hecho del pleyto, que siyuid el Illmo. Sor Don Benito Orespo, obispo que fue de

Durango, y lo conlinua el Illmo. Sor Don Martin de Elimcoechea, su successor en

dicho obispado. Con la relvjion de N. P. S. Francisco, de la Regular Observencia,,

y mi procurador general de las Tndias. Sobre visitar, y exercer hs actos de la

jurisdiccion diocesana en la custodia del Nuevo Mexico en la Nueva EspafiJ, poner
vicario Jbraneo, y olras cosas. Madrid, 1738, fol., 64 1. The padres accused
of neglect, so far as named, were PP. Ant. Gabaldon of Nambe, Juan de la

Cruz of S. Juan, Carlos Delgado of Isleta, Manuel Sopena of Sta Clara, Jose

Yrigoyen of S. Ildefouso, Domingo Araos of Sta Ana, Ant. Miranda of Cia,

Pedro Montano of Jemes, Juan Mirabal of Taos, and Juan Ant. Hereiza of

Picuries. Some of the witnesses against the padres were Capt. Juan Gonza-
lez, ale. mayor of Alburquerque; Diego de Torres, lieut.-alc. ni. of Sta Clara;

Juan Paez Hurtado; Ramon Garcia, ale. m. of Bernalillo; and Miguel Vega,
ale. m. of Taos-. Witnesses in favor of the padres included Capt. Tomds
Nunsz de Haro, Capt. Ant. de Uribarri, Capt. Sebastian Martin, Capt. Alonso
Rael de Aguilar, Andres Moutoya, ale. m. of S. Felipe, Capt. Nicolas Ortiz

Nino, and some of the opposing witnesses on certain points. P. Juan Mig.
Mencbero was in N. Mex. as visitador, and took some part in this affair.

The bishop's visits, both in '25 and '30, are said to have produced copious

rains, and thus greatly benefited the province. The marriage of Manuel
Arraijo and Maria Francisca Vaca, which the juez eclea. tried to prevent,

figured largely in the testimony.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 16
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Governor Bustamante's rule ended in 1731, and the

result of his residencia was favorable, though on one
charge—that of illegal trade, admitted to be for the

benefit of the country—he was found guilty and forced

to pay the costs of trial. ^^ His successor M^as Gervasio
Cruzat y G6ngora, who ruled for a full term of five

years. The period was a most uneventful one so far

as we may judge by the meagre record in the shape of

detached items. A mission of Jicarilla Apaches was
founded on the Rio Trampas, three or five leagues from
Taos, in 1733, prospering for a time under Padre Mi-
rabal; no Indian campaigns or troubles are recorded,

and nothing is heard even of the apostate Moquis.^'

From the governor's part in taking evidence for the
bishop in the great controversy already noticed, it may
be presumed that he was not regarded as a friend by
the friars.

A successor was appointed—ad interim, by the
viceroy—on May 17, 1736, in the person of Enrique
de Olavide y Michelena, who, however, may not have
assumed the office till 1737. This year Bishop Eliza-

coechea visited the province, without opposition so far

as is known, and extended his tour to the Zuni towns.

In 1738 Governor Olavide visited all the pueblos, at

each publicly announcing his presence and calling upon
all who had grievances against the alcaldes or indi-

viduals to make them known; but nothing more serious

was submitted than a few petty debts of a horse, cow,

'^ Bustamante (Jtuxn Dom. ), Residencia del gobernador y Capitan general que
fui de, N. Mexico. Tomada por D. Fran, de la Sierra y Castillo, J7J1. Orig.
MS. of 177 1., in Pinart col. One witness for making malicious charges was
fined $100.

2' Founding of the Apache mission. Villaseftor, Teatro, ii. iiO; Crespo,
Mem. Ajust., HI. There were 130 Ind. at this mission in '34; but few or none
were left in '48. In '33 an Ind. greatly excited the wrath of P. Montano at
Alburquerque by presenting himself during service without a cloak and with
braided hair, being sustained in the ensuing quarrel by his grandfather.
The padre complained through the custodio, P. Jos6 Ant. Guerrero, to the gov.,
and declared that the grandfather should be shut up in a duugeon with
shackles for his Impious conduct. Arch. Sta Fi, MS. May 20, '35, Gov. C.
strictly forbids the sale of arms to gentiles, under severe penalties—a fine of

10,000 maravedls for Span., and 100 lashes and 50 days in prison for Ind.
]d. July 14, '36, Gen. Juan Paez Hurtado, inspector, left his name on El
Morro. Simpson's Jour., pi. 67. P. Jose Ortiz Velasco was custodio in '33-5.
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or pair of drawers. Let us hope that Don Enrique's

orders for payment were promptly obeyed. The
governor's residencia was prosecuted in January 1739,

by Juan Jos4 Moreno as juez; and as the answers to

the twenty-eight routine questions by twenty-four

witnesses, half of them Indians, were uniformly favor-

able, the decision was most flattering to a ruler re-

specting the occurrences of whose rule little is known.^^

The new governor, appointed by the king on Maj^
12, 1737, and assuming office in January 1739, was
Gaspar Domingo de Mendoza, who ruled till 1743.

About 1740 a small party of Frenchmen came by
way of Jicarilla and Taos, two of them remaining, and
the rest departing by another route; and this occur-

rence is rather vaguely connected by certain writers

with a plan of the French to take possession of the

Rio Colorado region. ^^ In 1742 padres Delgado and
Ignacio Pino went to the Moqui towns and succeeded

in bringing away 441 Tiguas, who before the great

revolt had lived in the pueblos of Sandia, Alameda,
and Pajarito, which the friars now wished to rees-

tablish, though the governor declined to act without

special instructions. Meanwhile the recovered neo-

^^ Feb. 1, '37, gov. issues a bando forbidding trade with the Ind. except by
permission of the proper authority, under penalty of fine, forfeiture of goods,

and flogging in the case of a native offender. Arch. StaFi, MS. On the governor's

tour of inspection, Ulavide y Michelena {Henrique), Autos de visita Jiechos por
el gobr, 1738, MS., 38 1., in the Pinart col. The bishop's visita is recorded in

an inscription on El Morro of Dec. 28-9th, when he started for Zuni. Simpson's

Jour. Prince, Hist. Sk., 226, is in error when he says this was the 1st episcopal

visit. On the final trial of Gov. 0., I have Olavide y Miclielena, Autos de
residencia, 1730, an orig. MS. of 178 1. in the Pinart col.

^^ Mention of the arrival of 9 Frenchmen, in Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Of the 2
who remained, one, Jean d' Alay, married and became a good citizen (and bar-

ber) of Sta Fe; the other, Louis Marie, became involved in troubles, and was
shot in the plaza in Mendoza's time. Godalhs y Sdhal, 7'estimonio, etc. , in Id.

The French criminal sentenced to death, ' sacado el corazon por las espaldas,

'

is mentioned by the gov. in a letter of '43. N. Mex., Doc, MS., C91. Ace.
to this, the Frenchmen came in '39. They are also mentioned in Menchero,

Declaracion,.MB., 726, who says that for their country a settlement near
Isleta was named Canada. Salvador, CoiisuUa, 662-3, says they were on the

way to settle in the west; and Villasenor, Teatro, ii. 416, tells us that they
settled at a place near Alburquerque called Canada, and later Limpia Con-
cepcion, or Fuenclara. Ace. to records of land grants, published with transl.

in U. S. Land Off. Eepts, '56, p. 291-8, it appears that the settlement of

Tome Dominguez was founded in 1739, by some 30 settlers who received

lands.
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phytes were distributed in different missions/" Mota
Padilla, the historian of Nueva Galicia, devotes some
attention to New Mexico, and gives its population of

Spaniards in 1742, not including the soldiers and their

families, as 9,747, living in 24 towns/' Mendoza's rule

ended late in 1743, and his residencia, conducted by
his successor, brought to light no complaints or un-

favorable testimony/^

Joaquin Codallos y Rabal was the next governor,

ruling for a little more than a full term, from the end

of 1743 to 1749.*^ Colonel Francisco de la Eocha
was appointed in 1747 or earlier to succeed Codallos

on the expiration of his term; but Rocha declined on

account of his age and infirmities. The viceroy wished

to appoint a substitute, but the king would not permit

it, appointing to the office Tomd,s Velez Cachupin, who
took command as early as May 1749, and ruled to and
beyond the end of the half-century covered by this

chapter. New Mexican affairs in these years, some-

what more fully recorded than for the preceding, may
be most conveniently grouped—except a few detached

items given in a note**—in four or five topics, to each

of which I devote a paragraph.

*" Letters of gov. M., and PP. Delgado, Pino, and Cris. Yraeta (at El
Paso) in '42-3. Mocjui, Noticias, MS., 678-92. P. G-abriel Hoyuela is named
as custodio (still holding the office in '45 with P. Juan (rarcia as sec), and P.

Fran. Bruno de la Pefia is mentioned, and P. Jose M. Lopez. P. Yraeta
blames the gov. for not aiding the missionary projects, and says twice as

many might have been rescued from Moqui with proper aid. It was pro-
posed to try again the next year. The gov. unintelligibly mentions missions

. called VinS and Sargarria. Villaseiior, Teatro, ii. 416, mentions the entry of

the 2 padres, and notes that in Oct. 440 Moquis came to Sta Fe to ask for

protection and friars. Tliey were settled in different pueblos and given
|2,000 in live-stock, etc.

" Mota Padilla, Conq. N. Gal, 319, 515-16. He calls Alburquerque the
capital, with a garrison of 80 men. The Apaches and Comanches are constant
in their raids; the presidios are expensive and of little use. The estimate of

pop. is more than twice too large.

"Mendoza {Gaxpnr Domingo), Residencia. . . .contra el teniente coronel. . . .del

tiempo que/u6gobr y cap. -gen. deestereino. . . .1744y MS. of 133 1., in the Pinart
col.

*' That is of course excepting 1747, when ace. to Davis, Prince, and others
another viceroy, GUemes y Horcasitas ruled ad interim! G«v. C. was a
major in the army.

*'The viceroy in a report of Nov. 8, '47, notified the king of Rocha's in-

ability to serve, and the king in an order of Jan. 20, '49, forbids the appoint-
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But for the route from El Paso up the Rio del

Norte, the region between Santa Fe' and Zuni on the
north and the frontier presidios of Janos, Corodegua-
chi, and Guevavi on the south was a tierra incognita

occupied by savage tribes. In 1747 the viceroy or-

dered a combined movement or campaign in this

country. Thirty soldiers and as many settlers and
friendly Indians were to march north by separate

routes from each of the four southern presidios to

meet a corresponding force sent south-westward from
Santa ¥6. They executed the movement and reached
the Acoma region late in the year; but Governor
Codallos was unable to cooperate, on account of a

Comanche raid, not reaching Cubero until the others

had departed. Therefore nothing was effected against

tlie Indians, at which the viceroy was angry, and de-

ducted $8,000 from the New Mexican situado, though
he later accepted the governor's excuses. We have,

unfortunately, no details of the explorations, except

that Padre Menchero was with the El Paso company,
turning to the west from the Jornada del Muerto,
reached the upper Gila, and thence went north to

Acoma through an entirely new region."

The prospect of having to surrender the Moqui field

ment of a substitute. N. Mex. , Cid. , MS. , .54-5. The king in this oedula says
nothing of a new appointment, and if at that time he had appointed Cachupin
the latter could not have been at Sta Fe so early as May '49; so that after all

C. may have been the substitute confirmed by the king.
Dec. 24, '44, order of the viceroy to suppress 5 plazas of the Sta Fe presi-

dio, reducing the force to 80 men, its former number. MS. of Pinart col.

In '44 a Frenchman named Velo arrived at Pecos. He was arrested and sent
to Mex. A rch. Sta Fi, MS. In Id. , for this and following years there are va-

rious orders of the gov. against gambling, maltreating Ind., etc.; also appeals
to Mex. for arms, etc. In '47 P. Mig. Menchero made another tour as visi-

tador; and coming from El Paso with a large party, they turned west from
the Jornada del Muerto, reached the upper Gda, and thence went N. to

Acoma, thus exploring a new region. Tamaron, F(^i<t, MS, 97-8. In '48 cit-

izens called to serve against gentiles and failing to obey had to pay a fine.

Arch. St I Fe, MS. This year 33 Frenchmen visited the Comanches at the
Rio de Jicarilla and sold them muskets. The gov. thought that in this party
must have been some of those who visited N. Mex. before, and that the

French had hostile designs. Id. Tlie gov. recotnmended a presidio of 50 men
at J., but the viceroy declined to authorize it now. Id. Taking of a census
ordered by viceroy. Id. Royal order against gambling and other excesses

pub. by Gov. C. in '49. MS. of Pinart col.

"Original corresp. of gov., viceroy, etc., in Arch. Sla Fd, MS.; Tamaron,
Visita, MS., 97-8.
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to the Jesuits was a thorn in the flesh of the Francis-

cans. Their great achievement to prevent the change
was the entrada of 1742, in which 441 apostates were
recovered, as already related ; but they continued their

efforts, mainly with the pen, the venerable Delgado
being the leading spirit. In 1743, and again in 1744,

they wished to make a new entrada, but, as they

claimed, could not get the governor's permission and
aid. In 1745, however, padres Delgado, Irigoyen,

and Juan Jose Toledo got the required license, with

an escort of 80 Indians under an ex-soldier, and vis-

ited all the Moqui towns, counting 10,846 Indians,

who listened gladly to their preaching. Of course

they made the most of their success, ridiculed the

idea that the natives had expressed a preference for

the padres prietos instead of the padres azides, and they

even sent in glowing reports on the wealth of the

Sierra Azul and grandeur of the great city or empire

of Teguayo, with a view to reawaken interest in the

Northern Mystery. Meanwhile the king was induced

to change his mind and to believe that he had been
grossly deceived respecting the geographical situation

of Moqui, the hostility and power of its people, and
the vain efforts of the soldiers and friars to reduce

them. Surely, if two missionaries could go alone, with-

out a cent of expense to the royal treasury, and bring

out 441 converts, the Moquinos could neither be so

far off from New Mexico, nor so confirmed in their

apostasy, as had been represented. So reasoned the
king; and in a royal c^dula of November 23, 1745, he
explained his views, took back all he had said in favor

of the Jesuits, and ordered the viceroy to support the
Franciscans in every possible way. Thus the azules

won the fight, though the Moquis were not much
nearer salvation than before. In 1748, however, the
rescued Tiguas of 1742, or some of them, were united

at Sandia, and their old pueblo was rebuilt at or near
its original site.*^

"In '43 P. Delgado not allowed to visit Moqui; sends a JReladon de la

Sierra Azul, as gathered from 4 lud. Menchero, Declaracion, MS., 769-73.
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The Navajos attracted still more attention than

the Moquinos. Padres Delgado and Irigoyen started

in March 1744 by way of Jemes for the Navajo
country, and found the Indians apparently eager

to become Christians and receive missionaries, 4,0OQ

of them being ' interviewed.' They promised to

come the next full moon to see the governor, and did

so, being received with flattery, gifts, and promises of

protection, as well as salvation. The padres wrote of

this in June; the governor advised the sending of sev-

eral new missionaries, and prospects were deemed ex-

cellent, though as usual there were vexatious delays.

The viceroy ordered a complete investigation ; and in

1745 a dozen witnesses formally told the governor all

they knew about the Navajos, which was not much.

The king heard of the 'conversion' of 5,000 gentiles,

and ordered the viceroy to sustain the friars and help

along the good work. The viceroy authorized the

founding of four missions in the Navajo country, with

a garrison of thirty men for their protection. This

was in 1746, and Padre Menchero, the visitador, took

up the enterprise with much zeal, visiting the gentiles

in person, and inducing some 500 or 600 to return with

him and settle temporarily at Cebolleta in the Acoraa
region. The hostile Apache bands in various direc-

tions made it impossible, in Governor Codallos' opin-

ion, to spare the mission guard required ; and a year

or two later a bitter war between the Navajos and

'44, D. intends to go in July to bring out the remains of the martyred
padres. Moqai, Jfoticias, MS., 700. June 18, D. writes to his sui^erior on
the risks the .Jesuits will run in enteriag Moqui. If they go with soldiers and
bluster, all will be lost. N. Mex., Doc, MS., 779-83. Sept. 14, '45, Gov.
Codallos at Zu&i permits an entrada, but has no soldiers to spare. Arch. Sti

Fe, JNIS. Visit of the 3 padres in Sept. '45. The Ind. told of Jesuit eflforts

from Sonora, in which they had been driven back by another tribe (see later

chap, on Ariz.). N. Mex., Doc, MS., 786-90. P. Delgado's Noticia del Oran
Teguayo, 200 1. N. w. of N. Mex., where the padre proposes to go the next

year. Id., 790-5. Royal cedula of Nov. 23, '45, in N. Mex., Cid., MS., 49-

54. It is a long doc, in which the king gives a long account of preceding or-

ders, etc. Ksfounding of Sandia (Dolores) in '48, at the petition of P. Men-
chero. Anh. StaFi, MS.; Prime's Hist. Sk., 38; Meline's S, 000 Miles, 214-20.

In Mcnrhero, Informe 1749, MS. , the writer says he had not yet been able to

visit Moqui, as he had intended; but that the natives had 3 timej come to

Sandia to ask him when he was coming to bring them away from their apos-

tasy.
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their foes, the Yutas and Chaguaguas, interfered

with the conversion of the former. Accordingly,
in 1749, in response to Menchero's petitions, a new-

governor advised, what a new viceroy approved, the

founding of the missions, not in the far north or

Navajo country proper, but in the Acoma district;

and this was done, some additions being made to the

converts already there, and two missions of CeboUeta
and Encinal being established, under padres Juan de

Lezaun and Manuel Bermejo. All went well for a

very brief time; but in the spring of 1750 there was
trouble, which Lieutenant-governor Bernardo An-
tonio de Bustamante, with the vice-custodio, Padre
Manuel de San Juan JSTepomuceno de Trigo, went to

investigate. Then the real state of affairs became
apparent. Padre Menchero had been liberal with
his gifts, and still more so with promises of more;
hence his success in bringing the Navajos to Cebo-
Ueta. But they said they had not received half the

gifts promised, and their present padres—against whom
they had no other complaint—were too poor to make
any gifts at all. What, then, had they gained by the

change 1 At any rate, pueblo life and Christianity

had no charms for them, and they were determined
not to remain. They would still be friends of the
Spaniards and trade with them, and would always
welcome the friars, who might even baptize and teach

their children; perhaps the little ones might grow up
to like a different life, but as for themselves, they had
been born free, like the deer, to go where they pleased,

and they were too old to learn new ways. Indeed,
they took a very sensible view of the situation. Thus
stood the matter in 1750, and the Navajo conversion
was a failure.*'

•" In '43 a Christian Apache reported a mountain of silver in the Navajo
country, and u, large party went to find it, virithout success; indeed, the
Navajos had never heard of it. Codallos, Reduccion, MS. Entrada of '44.

Arch. Sta Ft, MS. ; also letters of PP. Delgado and Irigoyen, in S. Mex. , Doc.

,

MS., 692-704, 777, etc. Delgado gavo away his clothes, and begs his supe-
rior for more—old ones, not new—so that he may with decency meet people.

He thinks his late achievements will shut the mouths of the bishop aad Jesuits
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Of the Yutas and Apaches during this period we
know nothing definitely, except that in most years

they gave trouble in one way or another ; but respect-

ing the Comanches our information is somewhat less

incomplete. In June 1746 they made a raid on
Pecos, killing 12 inhabitants of that pueblo, and also

committed hostilities at Galisteo and elsewhere. The
popular clamor for a campaign against them was
great, and the governor asked for increased powers.

The auditor in Mexico made a long report in October
on the preliminary efforts that must be made before

war could be legally waged, and corresponding in-

structions were sent by the viceroy. In October

1747 Codallos, with over 500 soldiers and allies, over-

took the Comanches with some Yuta allies beyond
Abiquiii, and killed 107 of them, capturing 206, with
nearly 1,000 horses. Four Yuta captives were shot.

In January 1748, with a smaller force, he repulsed

the foe at Pecos, though with some loss of Indian
allies; yet a month or two later he gave a friendly

reception to 600 Comanches at Taos, on their assur-

ance that they had taken no part in the war. Later
in the year, by the viceroy's orders, a junta was held

at Santa Fe to determine whether the Comanches
should be permitted to attend the fairs at Taos for

purposes of trade. All admitted the unreliable and
treacherous character of the tribe; but a majority

favored a continuance of trade because the skins,

meats, and horses they brought for sale were much
needed in the province ; and moreover, their presence

at the fairs would bring them within Christian in-

at least. Taking of testimony in '45. Codallos y Rdbal [Joaquin), Redticcion

de los Indies gentiles d-e la Provincia de Navajo, 1745. Testirnonio d li letra de
los Autos, etc., MS., in the Pinart col. Royal order of Nov. 23, '45, in N.
Mex., Ced., MS., 48-9. Viceroy's order of June 28, '46, and record of later

developments, in Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Letters of PP. Mirabal, Irigoyen, and
Toledo to their superior on Menchero's efforts. N. Mex., Doc, MS., 795-802,
Record of '49, petition of P. Menchero, and orders of gov. and viceroy. Men-
diero (Juan Miguel], Peticion sohre Conversion de las Navajdes, con otros papeles,

MSS., in the Pinart col. Troubles of '50, with official record of the investiga-
tions and report of P. Trigo to Mex. 7'rigo {Manuel de S. J. iV.), Informe
sobi-e las Misiones de la Cebolleia y JUncinal y sus acaecimientos en este Atlo de
1750, MS., in N. Mex., Doc., 1090-1134.
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fluences, especially the captives they brought for sale,

who might otherwise be killed. The governor decided

accordingly, against the views of the padre custodio.**

The bishop, who had practically won his case, does

not appear to have attempted in these years any exer-

cise of his episcopal authority; but the quarrel started

by Crespo's charges was still in progress, as appears

from two long reports of 1750. Juan Antonio de

Ordenal y Maza in some secular capacity visited New
Mexico in 1748-9, and made a report to the viceroy,

in which in a general way he represented the padres

as neglectful of their duties, oppressive to the Indians,

often absent from their posts to engage in trade,

neither learning the native dialects nor teaching

Spanish to the natives. Don Juan advised that the

number of missions should be reduced by consolida-

tion, and that some of the Spanish settlements should

be put under curates. This being referred to the

Franciscan provincial brought out from him a long

reply, in which he denies the truth of all the charges,

defends his friars, and impugns Ordenal's motives,

accusing him of being merely the mouth-piece through

which Governor Cachupin expressed his well-known

hatred of the padres.*^ The other report was one

written by Padre Delgado, who had served 40 j-ears

at Isleta, and was now in Mexico, being called upon

probably to write something that would counterbal-

ance current charges against the friars; and the

veteran missionary did so with a vengeance. He
^^Oilemes y HorcaxUa.i, iledios jnra la pacijicacion de los gentiles Cumanches.

Decreto del vlrey 26 de Get. 1746, M.S., in the Pinart col. Codallosy Babal,

Testimonio a la letra sohre Oamanches, 1748, MS., in Arch. Sta Fi.
'"' N. Mex. , In/orme del JR. P. Provineial al virey imjmgnando el que did cen-

tra los misioneros de N. Mex. Don Juan de Ordenal y Jlazi, 1750, in j\'. JJex.,

Doc., MS., 1-99. I have not seen Ordenal's report, but its substance is given

in this. There is not much of value in the reply; indeed, the writer's main
position is that 0. 's charges are general, vague, unsupported by evidence, and
evidently the work of a man who had no authority, facilities, or abdity to
make an investigation—in fact, a superficial partisan report worthy of no
reply, though he writes a long one. It appears that there had been a contro-

versy with the gov., who had claimed the right as vice-patrono to dii-ect

charjges of friars from mission to mission. Later, in the California missions,

the right was recognized, and changes could not be made without the gover-

nor's consent.
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represented the governors and alcaldes mayores of

New Mexico as brutal tyrants, who treated the natives

as slaves, forcing them to work without compensation,

or accomplishing the same result by appropriating the

products of their corn-fields, obliging the friars to keep
silent by refusing otherwise to sign the warrants by
which their sinodos were collected, and thus driving

the converts into apostasy, and effectually preventing

the conversion of gentiles. There are indications in

other correspondence that Delgado was more or less a

'crank'; and it is certain that in this instance he
overshot the mark; for, if true, his charges were in

reality almost as damning to the padres who sub-

mitted to these atrocities as to the officials who com-
mitted them. I have no doubt that the natives here

as elsewhere, and to a greater extent than in many
provinces, were the victims of oppression from Span-
ish officials, many of whom were bent on pecuniary

gain, and were favored by their isolated position ; but

I find in the records nothing to support, and much to

contradict, the supposition that the rulers were for the

most part blood-thirsty brutes, practically sustained in

their rascalities by the Franciscans.^"

^"Delgado (Cdrlm), Informeque him el R, P. a N. R. P. Jimeno sobre las

execrdbles Jiostilidades y tiranias de los gohernadores y alcaldes mayores contra los

indios en consteriiaaon de la custodia, ano de 1750, in N. Mex., Doc, MS.,
99-128, dated March 27, '50, at Tlateloloo. The alcaldes are creatures of the

gov. , appointed on condition of making all they can and dividing with the

gov. from each pueblo they take a squad of 30 or 40 Ind. to do all their

work of tilling the soil, making adobes, building, etc. ; otliera are employed
to trade with gentiles ajid drive live-stock to Chihuahua, none receiving other

pay than an occasional handful of tobacco or glass beads. Those left at the

pueblos have to weave each year for their oppressors 400 mantas and 400
sdbanas, besides tilling their own milpas. When harvest time comes they are

forced to transport nearly all their maize to the villas and sell it on credit,

the payment of worthless trinkets being in three instalments tarde, mal, y
nunca. Tlie Ind. women are used for the gratification of lust. Once, in the

padre's presence, a woman came to upbraid the gov. for taking her daughter,

whereupon he gave her a buffalo-skin to make it all right. Any slight dis-

obedience is punished by the stocks and flogging. In his visits to the gentiles

the padre has found apostates generally covered with scars and refusing to be

Christiana again at such cost. On an unsupported charge of stealing .3 ears of

corn an Ind. was shot by orders of a capt. On a march 3 Ind. who were
footsore and could not keep up were killed and their children sold as slaves

for the commander's profit. For a somewhat similar and famous report from
Cal. in 1796, see Hist. Cat, i. 587-97. P. Andres Varo, who had been twice

custodio, came to 'Mex. in '49 and made a report. He was sent back for a 3d
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The standard work of Villasenor, published in 1748,

and the manuscript report of Padre Menchero in 1744,

contain some statistics and other general information

on the condition of New Mexico about the middle of

the century. Descriptive matter cannot be presented

in the space at my command, but I append a statistical

note. On population Villasenor and Menchero agree

in some points, but differ widely in others. Bonilla,

however, gives a table of 1749 which agrees tolerably

well with the general conclusions of the others. The
Spanish population was 3,779—too small a figure, I

think—and the number of Christian Indians 12,142,

besides about 1,400 Spaniards and the same number
of Indians at El Paso. This is Bonilla's statement.

Villasenor and Menchero give the population as 536

to 660 families of Spaniards, and 1,428 to 1,570 fami-

lies of neophytes, besides 220 and 330 families in the

district of El Paso. Mota Padilla's estimate of about

9,500 Spaniards in 1742 was an exaggeration. Of
course, many of the so-called Spaniards were of mixed
breed. I attach to the statistical note a chronologic

list of governors from the beginning down to 1846.®^

term, and was still living in '61, having come from Spain in '18. Serrano,

Informe, MS., 170-7.
^'^ Menchero (Juan Miguel), Declaracion, 174^, iaN. Mex., Doc, MS., 704r-73;

Bonilla, Apuntes, MS., 376-81; Villasefwr, Teatro, ii. 409-23. In Span.
Empire in America, 89-94, is a slight descrip. of N. Mex. in '47. In what
follows the figures in brackets are from Bonilla; those in parentheses from
Menchero; the rest chiefly from Villaseflor.

Sta Fe, villa [965 Span., 570 Ind.], 300 (127) Span. fam. and a few Ind.
under a curate (2 PP., M.). Sta Cruz de la Oanatla, villa [1,205 Span., 580
Ind., including mission and ranches], 260 (100) fam.; 1 padre; new church
being built in '44. Alburquerque, villa, with suburb of Atrisco and mission
[500 Span., 200 Ind.], 100 fam.; 1 padre. Concepciou, or Fueuclara, Span,
settlement of 50 fam., under padre of Isleta. M. calls it Gracia Real or later

Canada, from the Canadians who settled here in '40; not mentioned by B. It
was prob. the Tome of '39. The following rancho3 are named by M. and V.,
their pop. being included in B.'s figures: Chama, 17 fam., and Sta Rosa Abi-
quiii, or Rosa Hawicuii, 20 fam., under padre of S. IlJefonso; Ojo Caliente, 46
fam., and 4 other ranches 10 fam., undjr padre of Taos; Soldedad, 40 fam.,
under padre of S. Juan, 7 1.; Embudo, 8 fam., under padre of Picuries; Bocas,
10 fam., under padre of Sta Ana; and Alameda, 8 fam., under padre of Albur-
querque. Few of these are named by V.

Missions, each with one padre, including some ranchos of Span.: Taos
[125 Span., 541 Ind.], 80 (170) fam.; with an alcalde mayor; the mission of
Jicarilla, 5 1. N., being abandoned in '44. Picuries [64, 322], 80 fam. ti. Juan
[346, 404], 60 fam. Sta Cruz, included in La Cafiada. S. Ildefonso and ita
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visita, Sta Clara [89, 631], 100 fam. Teauque and Pujuaqne [507 Ind.], 50 and
18 (30) fam., both visitas of Sta Fe. Nambe [100, 350], 50 fam. Pecos (1,000
Ind.), 125 fam.; curate, V.; 2 padres, M.; fine church and convent. Galisteo

[350 Ind.], 50 fam.; ranches. Cechiti [25, 400], 85 (80) fam.; ranches. Sto
I)omin!;o [303 Ind.], 50 (40) fam. S. Felipe [70, 400]. 60 (70) fam. ; ranches.
Jemes [574 Ind.], 100 fam. Sta Ana [100, 606], 50 fam.; en Rio Bernalillo.

Cia [100, 636], 50 fam.; 2 ranches. Laguna [401 lud.], 60 fam.; 3 ranches.

Acoma [750 Ind.], 110 fam. Zufii [2,000 Ind.], 150 fam.; 2 padres. Isleta

[100, 250], 80 fam. Sandia, not founded till '48, and net mentioned by M. or

N. B. gives it a pop. of 400 Ind. in '49.

Tom6, or Valencia—called by V. Genizares, made up of ill-treated neo-
phytes—is mentioned by M. as a settlement of 40 Ind. fam., who were cap-

tives of the Apaclies and Comanches, sold to the Span., and released from
servitude by the gov. in '40 to form tliis visita of Isleta, being 2 1. s. of tliat

mission. Soe note 39 of this chap, for origin of another Tome. The El Paso
establishments, presidio, and 5 missions, not included in the figures of my
text, included about 220 Spaa. fam. and 330 Ind. fam. [1,428 Span., 1,431

Ind. in '49. Bonilld]. Villasenor tells us there were a few unprotitable and
abandoned mines in the country; the Ind. rode horseback and saluted the
Span, with ' Ave Maria '; the route up the river to Alburquerque was infested

with savages; and there was seme trade via El Paso, where fairs were held.

In '48 P. Juan Jose Perez Mirabal was custodio; Man. Zambrano vice-cus-

todio and ex-visitader; Man. Sopefla discrete and min. of Sta Clara; Ant.
Gabaldou ex-visitador, discrete, and min. of Sta Cruz; Juan Ant. Ereiza

ex-vioe-cust. at S. Ildefonso; Ant. Zamora at Nambe; Juan Martinez, see.

;

Toledo at Zuni; Irigoyen at Alburquerque; and Delgado at Isleta. Arch.
Sta Fi. Additional padres named by Menchero in tlie reports of '50, seme
of them doubtful, were Andre's Varo, cust., Pedro Pino, Man. Bermeje, Mig.
Colluela, Jose Urquiros, Jose Telle, Marcelino Alburn, Ant. Roa, Fran. Con-
cepcion Gonzalez, Trigo, Guzman.

List of Span, and Mex. governors and captain-generals of N. Mex.

:

Juan de Oflate, 1598-1608. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, 1697-1703.

Pedro de Peralta, 1608- Diego de Vargas, etc., marques de la

Felipe Zetyle, (1621-8). Nava de Brazinas, 1703-4.

Manviel de Silva, 1629. Juan Paez Hurtado, aotinp;, 1704-5.

Fern, de Argiielle, 1640 (?). Francisco Cuervo y Valdes, ad int.,

Luis de Rosas, 1641. 1705-7.

-Valdes, (1642). Jose Claacon Medina Salazar y Villa-

Alonso Pacheoo de Heredia, 1643. senor, marques de la Peuuela, 1707
Fern, de Arguello, 1645. -12.

Luis de Guzman, (1647). Juan Ignacio Flores MogoUen, 1712-
Hemando de Ugarte y la Concha, 15.

1650. Felix Martinez, ad int., 1715-17.

Juan de Samaniego, 1653-4. Juan Paez Hurtado, acting, 1717.

Enrique de Avila y Pacheco, 1656. Antonio Valverde y Cesio, ad int.,

Bernardo Lcpez de Mendizibal, to 1717-22.

1661. Juan de Estrada y Austria (?), ad int.,

Diego de Pefialosa Briceno, 1661^. 1721 (?).

Fern, de ViUanueva. Juan Domingo de Bustamante, 1722-

Juan de Medrano. 31.

Juan de Miranda. Gervasio Cruzat y Gdngora, 1731-6.

Juan Francisco de Trevino, 1675. Enrique de Olavide y Miclielena, ad
Antonio Otermin, 1679-83. int., 1736-9.

Domingo Jironza Petriz Cruzat, 1683 Gaspar Domingo de Mendoza, 1739-

-6. 43.

Pedro Reneros de Posada, 1686-9. Joaquin Codallos y Rabal, 1743-9.

Domingo Jironza Petriz Cruzat, 1689 Francisco de la Rocha (appt'd), 1747.

-91. Tomds Velez Cachupin, 1749-54.

Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan Ponce Francisco Antonio Marin del Valle,

de Leon, 1691-7. 1754-60.
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Mateo Antonio de Mendoza, acting,

1760.

Manuel Portillo Urrisola, acting, 1761
-2.

Tom£3 Velez Caohupin, 1762-7.
Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta, 1767-78.
Francisco Trebol Navarro, acting,

1778.

Juan Bautista de Anza, 1778-89.
Manuel Flon (appt'd), 1785.

Fernando de la Concha, 1789-94.
Fernando Chacon, 1794-1805.
Joaquin del Real Alencaster, 1 805-8.

Alberto Mainez, acting, 1807-8.

Jose Manrique, 1810-14.

Alberto Mainez, 1815-17.

Pedro Maria de AUande, 1816-18.
Facundo Melgares, 1818-22.

Francisco Javier Chavez, 1822-3.

Antonio Vizcarra, 1822-3.

Bartolome Vaca, 1823-5.

Antonio Narbona, 1825-7.

Manuel Armijo, 1827-8.

Antonio Vizcarra, acting, 1828.

Jose Ant. Chavez, 1828-31.

Santiago Abreu, 1831-3.

Francisco Sarracino, 1833-5.

Juan Rafael Ortiz, acting, 1834.

Mariano Clhavez, acting, 1835.

Albino Perez, 1835-7.

Pedro Muiloz, acting, 1837-8.

Jose Gonzalez, revolutionary gov.,

1837-8.

Manuel Armijo, 1838-46.

Antonio Sandoval, acting, 1841.

Mariano Martinez de Lejanza, acting,

1844-5.

Jose Chavez, acting, 1845.

Juan Bautista VigU y Alaxid, acting,

1846.



CHAPTER XII.

LAST HALF OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

1751-1800.

Sequence of Events—Rule oi' Cachupin and Marin del Valle—Indian
Campaigns—Mendoza and Urrisola—Comanches—Cachupin again—
Visit of Rubi—Flood at Santa Ft—Reglamento de Presidios—
MoQuis

—

Escalante's Writings and Explorations—Tour op Padre
Garces—Bonilla's Report—Provincias Internas—Governor Anza
—Comanche Campaign op '79

—

The Moq'.'I Famine and Pestilencb^
Flon, Concha, and Chacon—Morfi on Reform—Fbiars versus
Governor—The Mission System—Consolidation of Missions—Secp-

LARIZATION—COLLEGE— LiST OF PaDRES—INDUSTRIES OF THE PROV-

INCE

—

Agriculture— Stock-raising— Trade or Barter— Annual
Fairs at Taos and Chihuahua—Imaginary Money—Commercial
Evils^Statistics of Population and Local Items.

Existing records for these fifty years are much
more voluminous, and in several important respects

more satisfactory, than for the preceding half-century.

They include several general reports of secular and
missionary authorities, with statistical information
that is comparatively complete. They throw much
light on the mission system, on the condition of the
pueblo Indians, on the Franciscan friars and their con-

troversy with governor and alcaldes mayores, on the
commerce and other industries of the province ; but
these and other general topics will be detached from
the chronologic narrative and presented in a later part

of this chapter. As to the series of happenings from
year to year—the succession of rulers, campaigns
against the various gentile tribes, the never-ending

question of Moqui conversion, and occasional com-
plaints of impending ruin, with corresponding projects

(255)
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by which it might be averted—both events and the

record are as before somewhat fragmentary and
meagre, though there is little reason to fear that any
momentous occurrence has been buried in oblivion.

Governor Cachupin marched against the Coman-
ches in 1751, setting fire to a tular into which he had
driven 145 of the foe, killing 101 and capturing the

rest.^ This elicited commendation from the viceroy

and was reported to tlie king. It may be well, how-
ever, to bear in mind that according to the friars, who
were particularly bitter against Cachupin, the gov-

ernor's reports of Indian campaigns had often no
foundation in fact. At the end of his five years' term
in 1754, Don Tomds was succeeded by Don Francisco

Antonio Marin del Valle, who perhaps served ad in-

terim by the viceroy's appointment,^ and who was also

cordially hated by the padres. In 1755 Padre Rodri-

guez de la Torre, with a small party of neophytes,

visited the Moqui towns, being well received and per-

mitted to preach ; but whenever the masses showed
any sign of yielding to his persuasions a 'cacique ende-

moniado' would rise to talk on the other side. The
padres were good men, he said, but his people were too

sensible and strong to become slaves of the alcaldes.^

^ Arch. Sta Fd, MS. The Comanches had raided Galisteo. Gov. C. had
164 men, ot whom only one was killed. Forty of the captives were released
with the women and children, but 4 were held as hostages for the return of
earlier prisoners. In 1752 the Cosninas, 30 1. from Moqui, 10,000 souls in 11

rancherias are said to have asked through P. Menchero for Christian instruc-

tion. Id.
2 He signs a doc. as ' gobernador politico y militar ' on Nov. 26, 1 754. Arch.

Sta Fi. I think he was regularly appointed 1)\' the king. ' Davis and Prince
name him as acting gov. in 1761-2, which I think is an error. Ace. to Prince,
Gov. Marin and wife presented the great carved stone reredos, or altar
screen, in the Sta Fe cathedral.

^ Rodnguez de la Torre (Mariano), Entrada en la prov. de las Moqidnos
1765, MS., written in 70. In N. Mex., Doc, MS., 842-53. He remained 14
days. A curious story heard by him was that the Moquis had a board on
which they had made one mark each year since the revolt of 1680; when the
board was covered with marks, then would they submit to Christianity. A
MS., Dominrinez (Atananio), Exped. Id u. Prov. de Moqui in '55 is cited in Fer-
nandez Duro, Not., 138, as in the Acad, de Hist.; but I suppose the date
should be '75. In '56-7 Bernardo Mi.;ra y Pacheco obtained permission to
remelt the old useless cannon and make new ones. It was not his trade, but
he thought he could do no harm by trying. He was then alcalde mayor of

Pecos and Galisteo. The result is not recorded. MS. in Pinart col.
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The leading event of Valle's rule was the visit of

Bishop Tamaron of Durango, who at the different;

settlements confirmed 11,271 persons, besides 2,973 in

the district of El Paso. The visita was from April to

July of 1760, and met no opposition on the part of thb
missionaries.* Later in the same year Mateo Antonio
de Mendoza acted as governor for a few months, and
in 1761-2 the position was held by Manuel Portillo

Urrisola.^ Don Manuel distinguished himself, if we
take his word for it, by killing 400 Comanches in a
fight at Taos in December 1761.* The governor had
hoped that this victory would settle the Comanche
question and strike terror to all gentile raiders; but
was disappointed at finding his successor averse to en-

ergetic and warlike methods, and the country conse-

quently not yet saved.

That successor, who took command on the 1st of

February, 1762, was no other that Cachupin, who,
despite the bitter opposition of the Franciscans, had
been appointed by the king for a new term.'^ During

* Tamaron {Pedro), Visita del Obispo de Durango 1759-63, MS., p. 123-53,
160-1. There were 64 in the party from EI Paso in Apr., including the P.
custodio and a guard of 22 men. The bishop's carriage was once overturned,
but he fell on top of the custodio and was not hurt ! At Pecos, as elsewhere,
there was a grand ceremonial reception, which an Indian a. little later pro-
ceeded to burlesque, playing himself the part of bishop; whereupon to punish
his impious conduct a bear came down from the mountains and chewed up
his head in a fatally effective manner. On the return the season was so wet
that water was found even in the Jornarda del Muerto.

* Mendoza is named only by P. Serrano, Informe, MS., 266, 269, writing in

'61, who says he ceased to rule in Dec. '60 or Jan. '61. His successor in a
MS. of the Pinart col. is called Francisco Portilla. Serrano, 276, notes the
almost complete dispersion of mission Ind. of the El Paso estab. in '60-1.

* In Aug. '60 the Comanches made a raid on Taos, and attacking the people
who had taken refuge in the house of one Villalpando, killed all the men
and carried off 50 women, though losing 49 of their own force. Gov. Valle

pursued them 200 1. in 40 days, but accomplished nothing. Tamaron, Visita,

MS., 141. The sequel is told in a letter of Urrisola to the bishop, dated Feb.

24, '62, in Id., 141^. In Aug. '61 the Ind. came back to trade as if nothing
unusual had occurred, but were not admitted. They returned again in Dec.

in large force to insist on the privilege of trading, even offering to give up 7

of their captives. Gov. XJ. with 80 men hastened to Taos, and engaged in

complicated negotiations and wrangles with the warlike traders, whose inde-

pendence and insolence soon resulted in a fight, with the result as given in my
text. During the battle, however, the Yutas took advantage of the opportu-

nity to drive off 1,000 horses ! I have not much faith in the accuracy of thig

report, and suspect that the gov. may have been an embustero.
'Appointment March 5, 1761, with orders to the viceroy to put C. in pes-

Hist. Ariz, and N. Mex. 17
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this second rule of five years Don Tomds sent a party

to search for mines in the San Juan and Gunnison
regions of what was later Colorado,* attended to the

routine duties of his position,* and waged legal war-

fare on certain Indians accused of witchcraft at Abi-
quiii, the whole affair presenting a striking picture of

silly superstition—on the part of the Spaniards.^" In
1766 the Marques de Rubl visited New Mexico in his

tour as inspector of frontier presidios.^'

Colonel Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta succeeded

Cachupin as governor and captain-general—being the

last to hold the latter title—in 1767.^^ In that year

session of the office without delay, ' con pretexto ni motivo alguno. ' On Aug.
30, '62, the king has ree'd viceroy's report of Dec. 17, '61, with copy of secret

instructions to Gov. C. M. Mex., did., MS., 56. At the time of Urrisola's

Comanche campaign an escort of 22 soldiers had been sent to El Paso for the
new gov. Tamaron, Visita, MS., 141-4.

^ Dominguez and Escalante, Diario, 388-9, 409-10. Ace. to this printed diary
of an entrada of 1776, Juan Maria Rivera visited the region (about the junction
flf the Gunnison and Uncompahgre) in 1761; it was visited by a party sent by
Gov. C, and the name of La Plata given to a sierra and river, from silver dis-

covered at that time; and perhaps a 3d visit made in 1775. But Fernandez
Duro, Noticias, 139, 142, who consulted a MS. copy of the diary in the Acad.
Hist. , makes the date of Rivera's tour 1765. Dominguez saw Rivera's derro-
tero.

'In '62 some 50 citizens of Alburquerque protest their inability to com-
ply with the gov.'s orders to keep horses, etc., in readiness for Ini service;

and in May are chided by the gov. for their lack of patriotism. They must
obey and stop selling their arms and animals to avoid service. In 1763, 40
citizens of the same town petitioned for the removal of their alcalde mayor.
Ant. Vaca, and 33 other citizens protested that V. was a good official, though
the object of the enmity of a few. To keep the peace Mig. Lucero was
appointed temporarily to fill the office. MSS. of Pinart col.

^^Autos coTitra unos Indios Jenizaros del pudflo de Abiquiu sobre ser acusados
de hecMceroa malijicos pm- su ministro el R. P. Fr. Juan Joseph de Toledo y el

indio Juachinillo. MS. of the Pinart col. The case dated in 1760-6, but tlie

trial was chiefly in 1763. One effect of the alleged sorcery was a sad condi-
tion of the padre's stomach. The trial was before the ale. mayor of La Ca-
nada, Carlos Fernandez, and over 100 pp. are filled with testimony. The re-
sult was that 7 or 8 Ind. were condemned to * become the servants ' of certain
Span, families. A detachment of troops was sent to AbiquiiS to destroy relics

of supposed idolatrous worship, including a stone with hieroglyphics, etc.
" Lafora (Nicolas), Viage del ingeniero a Sta Fi, 1766. MS. in Pinart col.

L. accompanied Rubl and kept the diary, which contains little or nothing
of interest except statistics utilized later. L. also made a map, which so far
as I know is not extant.

'^Morfi, Desdrdenes, MS., 407, writes the full name Lara y Mendinueta,
and calls him brigadier. Davis and Prince represent him as ruling also in
1759 and 1762, and Cachupin in 1773, all of which must, I think, be wrong.
They mention the fact of his being the last capt.-gen. ; and certainly no one
had that title after him; but I am not quite sure that all his predecessors
held it, and I have seen no doc. in which he uses that title. M. was a knight
of Santiago.
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there was a great flood at Santa F6 in October, the

course of the river being turned into the Rio Chi-

quito and threatening the safety of the public build-

ings.*^ Against this ruler and his successors I have
found no complaints from the missionaries. In 1771
he announced the conclusion of a treaty with the Co-
manches on the 3d of February;" and the viceroy,

replying with thanks, called for a report on the condi-

tion and needs of the province, which was furnished

in March 1772. Mendinueta declared that the force

of 80 soldiers at Santa F^ was not sufficient to protect

so broad a territory, raided by savage foes from every

side. True, there were about 250 men capable of

beariQg arms among the settlers, besides the pueblo

Indians; but these were poorly supplied with weap-
ons, and could not leave their homes unprotected to

engage in distant campaigns. The governor's pro-

posed remedy was a new presidio at Taos, and an en-

forced law requiring the Spaniards to live in compact
pueblos like the Indians.'*

The subject of northern frontier defences received

much attention in these years, and in 1772-3 the new
reglamento de presidios was published. The only

change ordered in New Mexico proper was the de-

tachment of thirty soldiers from Santa Fd to join

thirty citizen auxiliaries from El Paso, forming a gar-

rison at Robledo, which was to protect the route up
the river and serve as a base for reestablishing the

ruined pueblos of Senecii, Socorro, Alamillo, and
Sevilleta. For the protection of El Paso the militia

was to be organized, the presidial company being

transferred to Carrizal on the frontier of Nueva Viz-

'^ Sta Fi, Inundaciomt de 1767. MS. of Pinart col. The gov. in decree of

Nov. 7th orders all citizens to turn out by list under certain superintendents

and work to restore the river to its original bed. Fran. Guerrero was alcalde

mayor. July 15, '69, orders of viceroy to gov. M. about a projected cam-
paigia against the Apaches. MS. in Id.

•* April 25, 71, Gov. M. to the people, announcing the treaty, and urg-

ing all to use the utmost care to treat the Ind. in exact conformity with the

conditions. MS. in Pinart col.

'* March 26, 1772, Gov. M. to Viceroy Buoareli, in Doe. Hist. Mex., 3d
ser., iv. 720-3; Bomlla, Apuntes, MS., 352-6.
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caya.^* Nothing of all this was carried into effect, ex-

cept the transfer of the presidio—or of the main force,

a detachment being always or generally stationed at El
Paso—the governor very properly protesting against

the division of the force at Santa Fe, and some con-

venient excuse being always ready for failure to or-

ganize the militia.

The conquest or conversion of the Moquis was a

matter still kept in view, though for about twenty
years no practical efforts in that direction are recorded,

down to 1774-6, when the project was revived in con-

nection with the California expeditions from Sonora.

Captain Juan Bautista de Anza made an experimental

or exploring trip by way of the Gila to California in

1774; and it was desired that in connection with his

second expedition the region between the Gila and
Moqui towns should be explored. This region had
not been traversed since the time of Coronado in

1540-3, except by Onate, whose journey was practi-

cally forgotten. The country and its people were
wrapped in mystery, and were the objects of much
curiosity and theorizing. To find a way to INIoqui

was deemed important, especially as it was proposed,

if possible, to occupy the Gila valley and some of its

branches." The New Mexican friars were called

^^ Presidio/!, Beglamento i Insti-uccion 1772-3, p. 11, 16-18, 118-22; given
also in whole or in part in several works. See Hist. North Mex. St., i. iHd, 6GS.

The Sta Fe presidio as reorganized was to have 1 capt. (the gov.) at a salary
of 84,003, 2 lieut. at $700, 2 sergt. at $350, 6 Corp. at $300, and 68 sold, at

$290; there was to be a lieut. -gov. at EI Paso, with a salary of ^1,000, and the
30 vecinos auxiliaries at Robledo were to receive $15 per month for 10 years,

to be armed like soldiers, to be free from cuartel duty, and finally to have
land-grants. Bonilla, Apuntes, MS., gives some particulars about the non-exe-
cution of the reglamento and the orders following it. Antonio Mari'a Daroca
was made lieut. -gov., but died soon from wounds received iii an Apache cam-
paign; and was succeeded by Manuel Arrieta, and he by Narciso Mufliz.

" Crespo { Fran. Ant. ), Informe que hizo al inrey el gobr. de Sonora acerca del
descuhri iiiento de N. Mex. para Hontereij, iu N. Me.r.. Doe., MS., 802-23.
The details pertain to Ariz, rather than N. Mex. The writer proposes «,

branch exped., after Auza's return from Cal. , totlie Colorado, that is, from the
Mojave region to Moqui and N. Mex. This doo. is cited under a different

title by Fernandez Duro, Not., 141, as in the Acad. Hist. He also cites Gar-
ris, Diiri.o desde N. Mej., d la. Cat., which may be a ref. to Garces' journal of

Anzis 1st trip, or of G.'s trip of '7B to N. Mex., to be noticed later. On
Anza'a exped. of '74 and '76, see Hint. Cal., i. 220-4, 257-78.
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npon for their views, and Padre Escalante developed
much enthusiasm on the subject. In June 1775, or

possibly 1774, he spent eight days in the Moqui towns,

trying in vain to reach the Rio Grande de Cosninas

beyond. In a report to the governor he gave a de-

scription of the pueblos—where he found 7,494 souls,

two thirds of them at Oraibe, in seven pueblos on three

separate mesas—and his ideas of what should be done.

He earnestly recommended—subsequently writing to

his superior a long argument in support of his position

—that the Moquis should be reduced by force of arms

and a presidio established there. The Moquinos, he

said, were well disposed, but their chiefs had deter-

mined not to give up their power, not only keeping

their own people from submission, but the Cosninas as

well, who were eager to be Christians. As to the

routes, Escalante thought from what he could learn

by Indian reports that the way from Terrenate by
the Gila and thence north to Zuni would not be very

difficult ; that the central route from the Colorado to

Moqui would probably be found impracticable; but

that the best of all was one leading from Monterey
eastward in a nearly direct line to Santa Ft^.^^

Alas for the good padre's geographic theories! In

1776, with a party of nine, including Padre Francisco

Atanasio Dominguez, he attempted to reach Monterey
from Santa Fe by the northern route. This tour be-

longs mainly to the annals of Utah and Colorado, as

recorded in other volumes. The explorers reached

Utah Lake and thus accomplished results that should

make their names famous; but fortunately—else they

would not have lived to tell the story—when on the

approach of winter provisions became scarce and the

^^ Escalante (Silvestre Velez), Ivfortne y Viario de la Entrada que enjumo de

1775 Ilka en laprov. de Moqui. MS., in N. Mex., Doc, 1022-57; also without

title iu Id., 951-84. It is dated Oct. 28, 1775. The author has heard of

some white men in the west before the founding of Monterey, and thus intro-

duces the Northern Mystery, shipwrecked Spaniards, etc. Garces, Diario,

362-4, alludes to a similar report—perhaps the same—written by Escalante

on Ang. 18, 1775. Escalante, Carta de '76 aobre Moqvi, in JV, M'-x., Doc, MS.,

985-1013, is the argument alluded to in my text to prove the justice and
policy of using force.
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natives showed no knowledge of Spaniards in the

west, lots were cast, and fate decided that the journey-

to Monterey should be postponed. Accordingly, they

returned south-eastward, forded the Colorado, came
to the Moqui towns, and returned to Santa Fe. The
Moquinos, though furnishing food and shelter, would

not receive presents. A meeting was held to discuss

submission, but while willing to be friends of the

Spaniards, the people proudly refused to be subjects

or Christians, preferring to 'go with the majority'

and be gentiles, as the traditions of their fathers

directed them.^^ Not only did Escalante fail to

demonstrate the merits of his favorite northern route,

but earlier in the same year the central one was

proved to be practicable; and this, so far as the

Moqui question was concerned, was the only result

of Anza's California expedition. Padre Francisco

Garces, leaving Anza at the Gila junction, went up
the Colorado to the Mojave region with a few Indian

servants, and after making important explorations in

California started eastward for Moqui, which he
reached without any special difficulty in July. The
Moquis, however, would not admit him to their

houses or receive his gifts, cared not for his painting

of heaven and hell, and refused to kiss the image of

Christ. After passing two nights in the court-yard

he wrote a letter for the padre at Zuni, returned in

sorrow to the Yamajabs, or Mojaves, and went down
the Colorado, finding his way to Bac in September.

His was a wonderful trip, though not very effective

in respect of Moqui salvation.^

^^Dominguez and Escalante, Diario y Derrotero,m6; also incomplete MS.
copy iniV. Mex., Doc, 1729-5(5; and in Id., 831-42, a letter of Dominguez in

'80, giving a resume of the trip. See also HiM. Utah and Hist. Colorado, this

peries, with map. The start was on July 29th, the arrival at Moqui Nov.
IGth, and the return to Sta Fe Jan. 3, 77. The Coloiado was forded about
on the Utah and Ariz, line, or at the corner of the four territories.

'^•' OarcSs {Francisco), Diario y Derrotero que siguid . . .d los pueblos del Moqui
de N. Ma., 1776. In Doc. Hist. Mex., 2d ser., i. 225 et seq., the Moqui trip

being described on pp. 309-37. For some additional details, see chap. xvi. of

this vol. on Ariz, history. The padre visited Oraibe, or Muca, and one other
pueblo, and he gives a good descrip. of the towns and people. He found a
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It was in 1776 that Lieutenant-colonel Antonio
Bonilla, of Coahuila, embodied in a formal report, not
only a resum^ of New Mexico's past history, but his
views as to what should be done to avert impending
ruin. He believed that as a frontier outpost among
gentile tribes who had now lost all the fear and respect
inspired by the first conquerors, and who themselves
used fire-arms and horses, the holding of the province
had an importance far beyond its direct value as a
Spanish possession, since if it were lost the savage
hordes would direct their whole force against Nueva
Vizcaya and Sonora. Therefore a vigorous warfare
should be waged by veteran troops from New Mexico
as a centre.^*

It was also in 1776-7 that the northern provinces
of Mexico were organized as the Provincias Internas,
under the Caballero de Croix as comandante general,

independent of the viceroy. This change and the fol-

lowing complications of the military and civil status
of the various districts have but slight direct bearing
on New Mexico, simply depriving the governor of his

title of captain-general, and making him subordinate at

times to the comandante general instead of the vice-

roy, and they cannot be properly presented here in the

Zuiii Ind. who could speak Spanish, as could some of the Moquis. His letter
to the Zufii padre of July 3d is copied in N. Mex., Doc, MS., 828-30. It
does not appear that Esealante received it before starting on his northern
trip. In Fernandez Duro, Not., HI, is cited a letter. Oarcis, Exiped. desde
Sta Fi d Cal., etc., in the Acad. Hist.

''^ Bonilla [Antonio), Apuntea Htet&ricos sobre el N. Mex., 1776, MS. in JV^

Mex., Doc., 327-81; also as a preface to N. Mex., Cidulas, MS. Besides the
sending of veteran troops, B. recommends as necessary measures the reformar
tion of Span, settlements in compact form, the organization of the militia, a
garrison at Kobledo without reducitig the Sta F^ force, the execution of ex-

isting orders respecting the Paso del Norte district, and more careful treat-

ment of the Christian Ind., perhaps including measures of secularization to
get rid of the friars. B. did not favor the presidio at Taos, beoaiise he
thought it better to spend mo.iey at present on active measures rather than
on permanent establishments.

Morfi, Viaje de Indies y Diario del N. Mex., is misleading in its title. It

is a diary of the visita of the Caballero de Croix in '77, but does not include N.
Mex., at least as printed in Doc. Hist. Mex., 3d ser., iv. 305. In Nov. '77

there was a fight with the Comanches and Apaches, who in one of their

raids had killed 11 persons, and who now lost 30 killed and 40 horses. The
gov. was ordered to make peace, if possible, with the Comanches, so as to use

them against the Apaches. Arch. Sta FS, MS.; MSS. in Pinart col.
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.space at my command; yet, as they are in a general

sense an essential part of the history of all the northern

regions, I refer the reader to the annals of Nueva Viz-

caya and Sonora in the last quarter of the century, as

compactly presented in another volume of this series.^^

Governor Mendinueta retired in March 1778, leav-

ing Francisco Trebol Navarro in command as acting

governor ;^^ but before the end of the year a successor

• came, in the person of Lieutenant-colonel Juan Bautista

de Anza, as political and military governor.^* Anza,

whose Californian expeditions have been noticed, was

a native of Sonora, a man of excellent ability and

character, and of wide experience in Indian warfare.

He seems to have proved in every way worthy of the

Caballero de Croix's high esteem; yet with all his

energy he effected but slight change for the better in

. New Mexican affairs. His first recorded enterprise

was a campaign against the Comanche's with a force

of 645 men, including 85 soldiers and 259 Indians.

His course was north and north-east for some 95

leagues, and the result was the killing of Cuerno Verde,

the famous Comanche chieftain, with four of his lead-

ing sub-chiefs, his high-priest, his eldest son and heir,

and 32 of his warriors.^^

22 See HiM. North Mex. States, i. 636-91.
'^ March 14, '78, Gov. Mendinueta's instruc. to his successor. MS. in the

Pinart col. Ind. affairs and care of the presidio horses demand chief atten-

tion. There is no use in pursuing Ind., unless there is a possibility of catch-

ing them. Pecos and Galisteo as frontier posts require special care. The
Yutas have been at peace, and pains should be taken to keep them so, no at-

tention being paid to petty offences. The Navajos are at peace, but are said

to join the Gileuo Apaches in raids. No peace should be made with the

Apaches, but always war. The Comanches should be drawn to peace, but
never trusted, for their custom is to be at peace with Taos and at war with
other parts. In the Arch. Sta F4, MS., and Pinart col. are several minor
icommun. of Oroix and Kubio to the gov. on details of Ind. policy. In the

same year P. Escalante writes very sensibly on Teguayo, which is the Yuta
country, shown by ruins and pottery to have been once the home of pueblo
Ind. , the stories of white bearded men in the N. w. being proven false by E. 's

flate trip; also on Quivira, which is nothing more wonderful than the Panana,
or Pawnee villages. Doc. Hist.. Mex., 3d ser., iv. 124-6; Fernandez Dura, Not.,

146-7.

2'Anza was appointed in June '77. Cidulario, MS., iii. 9. The date of his

arrival does not appear; but he signs orders in Jan. and Feb. '79. Arch. Sta
I'V, MS. One doc. seems to show him in com. in June '78. Davis and Prince
make his rule begin in '80.

''^ Atiza {Juan B.), Diario de la Expedicion que sale d praj:ttcar contra la na-
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Back from this campaign, Governor Anza gave his

attention to the Moquis. A failure of crops had re-

duced that people to such straits that the time was
deemed most favorable for their conversion, even

Christianity being perhaps preferable to starvation.

Many of them were said to have abandoned their

towns to seek food in the mountains and among the

Navajos, and these fugitives were reported as disposed

to submit, though the others still preferred death. It

was feared that if something were not done now all

the Moquis might quit pueblo life and join the hostile

gentiles. Anza wrote repeatedly to Croix on the

prospects, enclosing letters from the padres, and ad-

vising that an effort should be made either to establish

missionaries at the towns, which would require some
additional force, or to induce the natives to migrate

en masse and settle in new pueblos nearer the Spanish

centres. "^^ In reply, the comandante general did not

favor the use of force, but advised that Anza on some
pretext, as of an Apache campaign, should visit the

Moquis, give them some food, and persuade them, if

possible, to settle in New Mexico; otherwise the foun-

dation might be laid for future conversion. The gov-

ernor continued his efforts, and in 'August 1780 a

message came that 40 families were ready to migrate

if he would come in person to bring them. He started

in September with padres Fernandez and Garcia, vis-

cion ComancJia, 1779, MS. In V. Mex., Doc, 8S1-922, preceded by Anza's

letter of Nov. 1st and Croix's letter of thanks Jan. 1, '80. The campaign

was in Aug.-Sept. '79; 200 Yutas and Apaches joined the army as allies on
the way; 30 women and children wibh 500 horses were captured. Names on

tlie way and return above Taos, are Paso de S. Bartolome on the Rio del

Norte, 15 1. from its source, Cienega de S. Luis, Arroyo de S. Gines, Aguage
de Yutas, Rio S. Agustin, Lomas Perdidas, Rio Sta Rosa, Sierra de Almagre,

Arr. de Cristo, Rio Dolores, Rio Culebra, and Rio Ductil.
^^ Moqui, Promdencias tonuxdas d consecuencia de los avisos comunicados por

A nza, 1779, in N. Mex. , Doc. , MS. , 922-1022. Letters of Anza to Croix, Nov.

1st, 13th, with a letter of P. Andres Garcia, who had made some vain eflForts to

find the Moqui fugitives among the Navajos; also Esoalante's letters, already

noticed, and Croix's reply of Dec. 31st.

In connection with Anza's operations, Bernardo Miera y Pacheco, the same

who had tried to manufacture cannon, and a member of the exploring party

of Dominguez and Escalaute, made two maps, covering all the settlements of

N. Mex. in '79, which are preserved in the Acad. Hist, at Madrid, but which

I have not seen. Fernandez Duro, Not., 143.
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iting all the towns, two of which were completely

abandoned. The 40 families had been forced by hun-
ger 15 days agp to go to the Navajo country, where
the men had been killed and the women and children

seized as slaves. Moqui aifairs were indeed in a sad

condition. Escalante in 1775 had found 7,494 souls;

now there were but 798; no rain had fallen in three

years, and in that time deaths had numbered 6,698.

Of 30,000 sheep 300 remained, and there were but
five horses and no cattle. Only 500 fanegas of maize

and beans could be expected from the coming crop.

Pestilence had aided famine in the deadly work; raids

from the Yutas and Navajos had never ceased. There
were those who believed their misfortunes a judgment
for their treatment of Padre Garces in 1776. The
chief at Oraibe was offered a load of provisions to re-

lieve immediate wants, but he proudly declined the

gift, as he had nothing to offer in return. He refused

to listen to the friars, and in reply to Anza's exhorta-

tions declared that as his nation was apparently

doomed to annihilation, the few who remained were
resolved to die in their homes and in their own faith.

Yet his subjects were free to go and become Chris-

tians if they chose to do so; and finally 30 families

were induced to depart with the Spaniards, including

the chief of Gualpi.^' I find no record as to what
became of these converts, but I have an idea that

with them and others, a little later, the pueblo of

Moquino, in the Laguna region, may have been
founded.

Not only among the Moquis did pestilence rage,

but small-pox carried off 5,025 Indians of the mission

pueblos in 1780-1; and in consequence of this loss of

population, Governor Anza, by consolidation, reduced
the number of missions, or of sinodos, to 20, a change
which for the next decade provoked much protest on

'' Anzn, Diario de la expedicion que hace a la provincia de Moqui, 17S0. Grig.

MS. in the Pinart col. The start was on Sept. 10th from Sta Fe, Zufli 17th,
Moqui 20-4th, back at Sta Fe Oct. Ist.
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the part of the friars.^ Pino, followed by other

authors, gives 1783 as the date of a long eifective

treaty with the Comanches ; but as he mentions the
defeat of Cuerno Verde in the same connection, this

may be a reference to an earlier event.^ In 1786
Viceroy Galvez, in his instructions to General Ugarte,
introduced a new Indian policy in the north, a policy

of extermination, the main features of which were to

be unrelenting warfare on all tribes to secure treaties,

free trade and gifts to tribes at peace, the creation

among the savages of needs that could be supplied only

by the Spaniards, the distribution of guns and powder
of inferior quality, the liberal use of spirituous liquors

to demoralize the Apaches, and constant efforts to

promote a war of extermination between the different

tribes. Little or nothing appears respecting the
carrying-out of this policy in New Mexico ; but the

instructions in some parts had special reference to

that province.^"

"^ Anna's report of May 6, '81. Arch. Sta Fi, MS.; Remlla Gigedo, Carta de
1793, p. 443.

'^ Pino, Exposicion, 39, 43; Id., Noticias, 87-8; Velasco, Not. Estad. de Son.,

262; Davis' El Gringo, 82. Yet a mention of the campaign appears in the
Gaceta de Mex., i. 131-2. It may be that a treaty was made in '83 in conse-
quence of the victory of '79. Davis, El Gringo, 82-3, also describes a later

battle of '85 with the Comanches at Rabbit Ear, the Span, leader being Lieut.
Guerrero, and the foe being so eflfectually defeated that they sued for peace
and made a permanent treaty. I have found no original record of this affair.

^" Instrucdonformada en virtud dereal drden, 1788. See also HiKt. North
Mex. States, i. 648. The N. Mex. troops were to be aided by settlers and
Ind. ; movements were to be made, when possible, in conjunction with forces of

N. Viz. and Sonora; aU to be directed by the gov. ; hostilities between Apaches
and Navajos to be promoted; the peace with Yutas to be scrupulously
observed, and they to be used against the others; also peace with the Jica-

rUlas; Comanche offers of peace at Taos not to be rejected, but encouraged
by trade; a report on the Moqui condition to be made. Oct. 6th, Gen. Ugarte
to Anza, will devote $6,000 a year to the task of defeating the Gilenos and
keeping peace with the Comanches, Yutas, and Navajoa. Four hundred
horses aud a large amount of stores were sent at the beginning of the year.

A salary to be paid the Com. chiefs for their services. Oct. 25th, he com-
plains that certain Navajos aided the Gilenos in an attack on Arizpe. Jan.

17, 1787, Anza says that gentle measures with the Moquis have been successful

and should be continued. Over 200 are content in their new homes. June
13, 1789, Ugarte orders active operations against the Apaches during the rest

of the year, with Comanche aid. July 4th, gov. reports a campaign in May,
in which he killed 6 Apaches. Against orders he has consented to a truce
with the Apaches at Teoolote who promise well, and will be watched,
MSS. in Pinart col. Navajos reduced to peace in '88. Escudero, Not. Ohih.,

227. Ind. of N. Mex. at peace June '88, ace. to viceroy's report. Vavo.
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Lieutenant-colonel Manuel Flon came from Spain
in 1785 with a commission as governor, and started

for New Mexico; but there are no indications that he
ever assumed the office.^^ Anza's successor was Fer-
nando de la Concha, who arrived after the middle of

1789, and ruled for a full term of five years. '^ Concha
was succeeded in 1794 by Lieutenant-colonel Fernando
Chacon, whose rule continued to the end of the cen-

tury and later. ^^ For the last years of the period I

find many items in the archives; but nearly all are of

so trivial and unimportant a nature that they are not
worth reproduction. They relate almost exclusively to

Indian affairs, and seem to indicate that all the tribes

were behaving tolerably well, except the Apaches,
against whom constant warfare was waged, with re-

sults not clearly shown by the records.^

Evidently not much had been effected in the way
of general reform ; for in the last decade we have from
the pen of Padre Juan Agustin Morfi, not one of the

Tres Sirjlos, iii. 77. About '90 a Comanche chief, Maya, put liis son at
school in Sta Fe under Lieut. Troncoso. The sou later became chief and a
firm friend of the Spans. Pino, Expo., 38.

^'Oomez, Diario, 214^16; Ardi. Cat, Prm. St. Pap., MS., v. ISl. Flou's
wife was a sister of the vireina; and he was later prominent in Mex.

*" Aug. 10, '89, Gen. Rengel notifies Anza from El Paso that Concha is on
the way to succeed him. Arch. Sta Fe, MS. Davis and Prince make his rule
'88-93, and again in 1800. He was prob. appointed in '88.

^^ July 21, 1794, Gen. Nava notified the lieut.-gov. at El Paso of Chacon's
appointment and coming. Arch. Sta Fi, MS.

"^In May 1793 there was a suspicious meeting of the Ind. at S. Ildefonso,
leading to some arrests and long investigations. Nothing definite was proven,
though half a dozen Ind. were flogged or condemned to several mouths in
chains. Arch. St% Fi, MS. Lieut. Fran. Javier de Uranga is named as lieut.-
gov. at El Paso in 1794. Id. In Aug. 1795 Gen. Nava ordered a gen. move-
ment from Chih., Coahuila, and N. Mex. against the Apaches, to be made in
Sept.-Nov. and again in the spring; no gandulex to be spared. MS. of Pinart
col. In July 1795 Gov. Chacon reports the Navajos as friendly to Span.,
foes to the Apaches, occupied in agric, fond of wearing jewelry and speaking
Span.—yet a spy is always kept among them to watch and report their plans.
Arch. Sta Fi, MS. In Aug. Gen. Nava complains that of five Ind. killed
the ears were not brought in as proofs, ' que 63 la prictica que se observa en
esta provincia. ' Id. Lieut. Cafmelas sent with 160 men against Apaches, who
had raided Alburquerque. Id. In '96 the gov. 's inspection of Abiquid and
Sandfa is preserved, mere formality, nothing of importance. Id. In May
1800 the gov. and 500 men made a campaign against the Apaches Navajos (?),

20 chiefs appearing to make peace, giving up 28 animals. Another exped. of
Lieut. Jose Manrique with 250 men to the sierras of S. Mateo and Magdalena
recovered two animals. Gen. Nava in July complains that so little has been
effected. MS. of Pinart col.
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New Mexican friars, an able presentment of the coun-
try's ills similar to those alluded to by earlier writers.

Chief among the evils to be remedied were the lack

of order in Spanish settlements, the houses being

scattered, and the settlers beyond the reach of law
and religion, besides being exposed to Indian raids ; a

vicious system of trade, and absence of money, of which
more will be said presently; the free admission of

Spaniards and castas to live in the Indian pueblos,

these penniless intruders generally succeeding in mak-
ing the industrious native proprietors practically slaves

through debt, or in driving them away to live among
the gentiles, the remedy being to forbid the Spaniards

to live in the pueblos or own property in them except

by marriage;*^ the oppressive tyranny of the alcaldes

mayores, more fully noticed elsewhere in this chapter;

and finally the unsettled and unfortunate status of

the Genizaros, or rescued Indian captives.^^

Before 1750, as recorded in the preceding chapter,

the padres were charged by secular and ecclesiastic

authorities with culpable neglect of their duties as

missionaries, notably in their failure to acquire the

native languages, or to speak Spanish to the Indians,

the result being that their preaching and religious in-

struction had no real effect, that the neophytes were
Christians only in name, and that confession of sins

through interpreters was generally postponed until

the approach of death. While this matter did not in

this half-century assume a controversial aspect, yet

the charges are sustained by such evidence as exists.

Bishop Tamaron in his visit of 1760 had occasion at

many points to administer severe reproof; and the

^^A mulatto felt insulted because a pueblo Ind. wished to marry his

daughter! This absurd pride of the castas and their assumed superiority

over the natives should be discouraged. Ind. should not be allowed to sell or

mortgage their lands. The laws on these matters are not observed.
^* Movji (Juan Agustin), Denirdenes que se advierten en el N. Mex. y medios

que sejuzrjanoportunos para mejorarsuconstitvA:ion (179^). MS. iniV. Mex., Doc,
.381-450. P. Morfi declares that the New Mexicans are much worse off tha,a

before the coming of the Span, or than the Moquis who have retained their

independence.
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friars, while making various excuses for their remiss-

ness, denying some of its worst results, and even
promising reforms, did not claim the ability to com-
municate with their neophytes, except through inter-

preters. Charges of neglect in other matters, of

oppressing the natives, of being frequently absent

from their posts, and of undue fondness for trade are

not supported by any evidence of this period.*'

It should be noted that the New Mexican missions

were radically different from the Californian estab-

lishments of later years. Practically, except in being

subject to their provincial and paid by the king, in-

stead of being under the bishop and supported by
parochial fees, these friars were mere parish priests in

charge of Indian pueblos. There were no mission

estates, no temporalities managed by the padres, and
except in petty matters of religious observance the

latter had no authority over the neophytes. At each

pueblo the padre had a church, where he preached,

and taught, and said mass. With the performance of

these routine duties, end of those connected with bap-

tism, marriage, and burials, he was generally content.

The Indians, for the most part willingly, tilled a little

piece of land for him, furnishing also a few servants

from week to week for his household service and that

of the church. He was in most instances a kind-

hearted man, a friend of his Indians, spending much
of his salary on them or on the church. If sometimes
reproved by conscience for having lost something of

the true Franciscan spirit, he redoubled his zeal in

petty parish duties for a time, bethought him of a,d-

'^ Tamaron, Fisj'to, MS., passim. The bishop offered to print con/esKmario*
in native lang. if the friars would write thein. Some promises were made,
and some later corresp. had, hut nothing effected down to 1763. Nov. 13,

1764, the viceroy orders Gov. Cachupin to see to it that the Ind. learn Span.,
and that the padres attend zealously to their duties. Recent reports indi-

cated that the friars were not careful enough to destroy idols and heathen
temples, or to study the native character. MS. of Pinart col. Bonilla,

Apuntes, MS., 368-9, in 1776 advises a careful investigation of the friars'

treatment of Ind., with a view to learn if the missions should not he secular-
ized. In 17S4 Gov. Anza was ordered to see to it that the Ind. were pro-
tected in all their rights. Arch. Sta F6, MS.
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verse circumstances and of the 'custumbre del pafs,'

and relapsed into the customary inertia. If reproved
by tlie governor or bishop or provincial—for even the
latter occasionally complained that the New Mexican
friars were beyond his control—he had stored up in

his memory no end of plausible excuses and counter-

charges. The Indians were in no sense Cliristians,

but they liked the padres in comparison with other

Spaniards, and were willing to comply with certain

harmless church formalities, which they neither under-

stood nor cared to understand. They had lost all

hope of successful revolt, but were devotedly attached

to their homes and their ancestral ways of pueblo life;

dreaded apostasy, because it involved a precarious

existence among hostile tribes of savages; and thus, as

a choice of evils, they lived and died as nominal Chris-

tians and Spanish subjects, or perhaps more properly
slaves.

^^

'' Trigo {Manuel de S. J. N.), In/orme sohre las Misiones del N". Mex., 1754,
MS., in N. Mex. Doc, 283-326, is devoted mainly to unimportant descrip.

matter on each mission, with particular ref. to the personal service rendered
by the Ind. to the padres instead of obvenciones, fees, or taxes. Many details

of the mission routine are found in Ruiz (Joaquin de J. ), Gobierno de las Mi-
siones, 1773, MS., in A^. AJex., Doc, 1059-76; and also in Serrano, Informe, of
'61. Humboldt, Ess. Pol., 305-6, gives some attention to the condition of

the N. Mex. missions. Davis, Span. Gonq., 416, notes a decree of the audien-
cia of Mex in '81, prohibiting the Ind. from selling or otherwise disposing of

their lands. Hzarbe, Informe del P. Provincial, 178/', MS., in Pmart col.,

complains somewhat of the difficulty of getting reports from the N. Mex.
friars, but praises the efficiency with which they perform their duties as mis-
sionaries and teachers. At Sta F6 the padre was supported by fees, elsewhere
by the sinodos of $330 per year. I. says the reduction of the number of mis-

sions or of salaries is a wrong to the friars, and interferes considerably with
mission discipline. His complaints are more strongly urged in his Estado of

1788; and the bishop, Durango, Informe del Obispo sobre Misiones, 1789, MS.
of Pinart col., declares it has been impossible to get satisfactory reports from
the N. Mex. custodio. Viceroy Revilla Gigedo, in his Carta de 1793, 443, etc.

,

gives much information on the condition and management of the missions.

The pueblo is ruled in local matters by a native gov., or alcalde, war captain,

and various subordinates elected each year under the supervision of the
alcalde mayor, with approval of the gov. These officials also render aid

against the gentile foe. In internal affairs they often act arbitrarily. There
is no community property or formal distribution of lands, each fam. regarding

as its own the land held by its ancestors, cultivating it aco. to needs or fancies;

yet as the pueblo lands are the best, the Ind. got aliving more easily than the

Span. , the latter having sometimes to rent land of the Ind. , or even to worli

for them in bad years. Good crops and much live-stock. The Ind. do not
generally dress in Span, style or speak Spanish, though many of them under-

stand it. They hunt deer and buffalo, or barter for them with the gentiles.

No brotherhoods or cofradias; churches generally in a, state of decadence;
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Countercharges of the friars against the governors

and alcaldes mayores, as embodied in Padre Delgado's

letter of 1750, were repeated in this period, especially

in an exhaustive report of the provincial. Padre Pedro
.

Serrano, in 1761, which included long quotations from

a letter of Padre Varo, the custodio, and from state-

ments of other friars. The last governors, Cachupin,

Marin del Valle, and Mendoza, are represented as the

worst, but all as speculating tyrants, without skill or

experience in matters of Indian warfare or government,

habitually sending to Mexico reports of campaigns

never perforuied, bent only on enriching themselves,

treating the pueblo Indians most inhumanly as slaves,

using their women and all female captives for the

gratification of their lusts, cheating the gentiles, and

by outrageous treatment keeping alive their hostility.

The alcaldes are mere tools or accomplices of the gov-

ernors, and jueces de residencia are also in the ring of

oppressors. The Indians are the chief victims of these

rascals; but the Spanish settlers are hardly less unfor-

tunate, and even the soldiers are cheated out of half

their pay. The padres are the objects of hatred, and

if they open their mouths in protest are by perjured

and suborned testimony made the victims of outra-

geous calumnies, their reports to Mexico being inter-

cepted on the w^ay. The partisan bitterness and

prejudice of the writers, with their allusions to offences^

terrible only in the eyes of friars, and the sicken-

ing cant and priestly verbiage in which they clothe

their charges, indicate clearly enough that the accusa-

tions are too sweeping, and often grossly over-colored

;

yet enough of candor and honest evidence remains to

Ind. ignorant of the faith. The child is baptized, but does not keep his bap-

tismal name; he attends doctrina from the age of 6 or 7 years, but soon for-

gets after marriage the little he has learned, and dies for the most part like

the pagans. The Span, are but little better. The Arch. Sta Fe, MS., contains

records of various iormal inspections of the missions by the gov. , who finds

affairs in tolerable condition, though the Ind. are much too fond of their old

ways. Gov. Chacon, in his report of '99, says each pueblo has 1 league of

land assigned, though at some pueblos more is cultivated. We have seen,

however, that in the preceding century 4 aq. I. had been sissignedi to some of

the pueblos.
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justify the conclusion that New Mexican affairs were

in a sad plight, and that the pueblo Indians were little

better than slaves. With all their shortcomings, the

padres were better men than their enemies. After

1761 not much is heard against the governors, though

the friars were not able to prevent the reappointment

of Cachupin. Probably there were reforms in some
directions under the later rulers; but if we may credit

Padre Morfi's statements, the condition of the Indians

was but slightly bettered, since the alcaldes mayores,

through the creation of debts, a vicious commercial

system, and various abuses of their official authority,

still kept the natives in their power as before.^^

''Serrano (Pedro), Informe del P. Provincial sdbre los males de N. Mex.,

1761, MS., in N. Mex., Doc., 173-283, addressed to the viceroy and founded
on various reports in the archives. One of these reports is Lezaun (Juan Sans),

Noticias lamentahles acaecidas en la N. Mex.
, y atrasos que cada dia se experi-

mentan asi en lo espiritual como en lo temporal, 1760, MS. in /(/., 128-73. A
somewhat more temperate and later statement of the case is Morji (Juan

Agusiin), Desdrdenes que. se admerten en el N. Mex., 1792, MS. in Id., 381-450.

I give a few details of the accusations, but have no space for most. Eighty
padres have lost their lives in N. Mex. ; yet, by the governor's fault, little haa

been accomplished. At Zuni 4,000 Ind. live without religion, the single padre

expecting death, and the gov. refuses an escort. The gov. and his frienili

interrupt padres during divine service, declaring the king to be the pope's

equal, entering church on horseback, after accused persons or even friars,

often threatening to put padres in chains. In '50 the gov. forbade the issu-

ance of any certificates to friars, so that they can send no reports; before that

time reports were doubtless stolen on the way, except a few sent by returning

padres. The gov. had threatened to turn out all the padres and substitute

Jesuits or Franciscans of Zacatecas. The gov. collects all the wool he can,

and divides it among the pueblos for spinning and weaving, and the Ind. have

to transport the product to Sta Fe. All agric. work, shelling and grinding

corn, building, tending stock, etc., must be done by the Ind. without pay;

and the slight product of his own fields must be sold on credit, to be paid for

at half-price in gimcracks. The cream of all barter with the gentiles is taken

by the goV. , and the people have to live on what is left. Girl captives are

resold after a time, with the recommendation, ' que ya estan buenas; the best-

looking women are selected for service at the palacio, and usually return to

their pueblo enceinte. Many Ind. refuse to marry because ashamed of their

wives having children of light color. When anything is accomplished against

the gentiles it is by vecinos, not the soldiers. Militiamen are selected, not for

military service, but as cheap servants of the gov. Once the gov. sold all the

powder and left the militia without any. The artillery at Galistoo was dis-

mounted, and the iron made into implements for trade with the Ind. Morfi

tells us that the alcaldes mayores are rarely of Span, blood, the most ignorant

and vicious of all the inhabitants. They rarely visit the towns under their

charge, requiring all they need to be brought to them. They are the only

ones who trade with the pueblo Ind. , and get all their property for little or

nothing. Few girls escape infamy. The worst of the gang have been Clc-

mente Gutierrez, Fran. Trebol (once acting gov.), Baltasar Vaca, Pedro Pino,

Nerio Montoya, Manuel Vigil, Cris. Vigil, and Jos6 Mig. de la Peiia. Mar-

HiST. Ariz, and N. Mex. 18
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The population of pueblo Indians decreased by
about 2,400 during these 50 years, local particulars

and approximately exact figures being presented in

the final note of this chapter. Of mission history

proper in addition to what has been given in other

connections, there is little to be said. In 1767 the

four establishments of Santa Fe, La Canada, Albur-

querque, and El Paso were ordered to be put under

secular curates, and this was perhaps done, though
later records seem to indicate that friars were still

stationed at those places. The founding of a mission-

ary college was ordered by the king and pope in

1777-9, but nothing was accomplished. In conse-

quence of the small-pox epidemic of 1780-1, as we
have seen, the number of missions was reduced

by consolidation in 1782, Jemes, Santa Ana, Acoma,
Namb^, Tesuque, Pecos, San Felipe, and San Ilde-

fonso being reduced to the condition of visitas, a

saving of about $4,000 in sinodos being thus effected.

The friars were naturally displeased, and down to the

end of the century were constant in their efforts to

obtain an increase of missionaries, or of salaries, or

the privilege of collecting parochial taxes, but without

success. In addition to some references and particu-

lars of these and other matters, I give in the ap-

pended note a list of friars serving in 1751-1800,
including all the names I have found in the various

documents consulted, but doubtless far from being

complete.*"

tinex {Damian), Carta al P. Morfi, 1792, MS., in N. Mex., Doc, 450-83, con-

tains many of the items on whicli Mortis report rests, and also considerable
information on minerals, etc., of the province.

*^ Santiago Roybal was still vicar and juez ecles. in '56, and apparently in

'GO. MS. of Pinart col. ; Tamaron Visita, MS. Aco. to an article in the Soc.

iltx. Oeog., Boletin, 2da ep., i. 571-2, the 6 doctrinas of the El Paso district

v/ere secularized in '5G, but the curates were replaced by friars again in '71.

The secularization orders of '67 for the 3 villas and El Paso appear in original

communications of the viceroy and com. gen. de Indias in July of that year.

MS. of Pinart col. Tlie expense of supporting the friars in '76 was 10,473
pesos per year. Jievilla Gigedo, Carta, 442. Pino, Exposicion, 35-6, cites a
royal order of June 30, '77, and a pope's brief of Nov. 17, '79, for the mission-

ary college. He says a convent was built and lands were assigned, but noth-

ing more done down to 1812. Croix in '77 or '78 asked the king to employ
Zacatecan friars in N. M3X., ace. to the bishop's statement of '91. MS. of
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New Mexican industries were agriculture, stock-

raising, and barter. There was no mining, though
occasional indications of mineral wealth were found.

Manufactures, beyond the preparation of skins for

home use or a southern market, the weaving of cot-

ton in small quantities at a few pueblos, and the
making of pottery at others, were confined to the
fabrication of coarse woollen blankets by the pueblo
Indians. Agricultural products, chiefly from irrigated

Pinart col. In '81 Gov. Anza by Croix's order distributed to the other estab.

the sacred vessels, etc., that had been provided for the Navajo missions.
Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Revilla Gigedo, Carta de '93, p. 44.S, gives most particu-
lars about the dissatisfaction of the padres with the reduction of missions
•for '82; but in the ^ rdt. Sia Fi, MS. , is a record of troubles at Sta Clara and
S. Ildefonso, where the padre objected to serving both places because the river
flowing between them was often not fordable, and because Sto Domingo and
Cochiti, though nearer together and on the same side of the river, had not
been united, on account of the gov. 's unfair favoritism to the padre there.

There was more controversy in '86. 1790, petition for a vicario castrense and
juez ecles. in N. Mex. Id. In '91 there was an order for an examin. of all

doctrineros for the position of curate; but the bishop writes that in N. Mex.
there are no examiners but the padres to be examined; besides, the order is

contrary to law. MS. of Pinart col.

Alphabetical list of friars serving in N. Mex. in 1750-1800; PP. Manuel
Isidore Abadiano before '61. Rafael Benavides at Zuni '88. Bias Benitez at
Alburquerque '88. Juan Bermejo Nunez, chaplain at Sta Fe and oust, from
'82. (Andres B. before '61 and Jose B. at Abiquiii in '88 may be different

men. ) Cayetano 3os6 Ign. Bernal at Isleta '82, at Senecii '88. Jos^ Bilchis

at Taos '88. Francisco Bueno at Cafiada '88. Fran, de Biirgos at Sandia '88.

(Manuel de B. of '65-70, perhaps the same.) Ant. Caballero at Cochiti '82,

Alburquerque '88. Cris. Calvo before '61. Ant. Campos at El Paso '88.

Jacobo Castro, custodio '55. Ant. Cenizo at Cochiti 88. Jos6 Corral at

Laguna '88. Patricio Cuellar '65-70. Fran. Javier Ddvila at Picuries '82.

Fran. Atanasio Dominguez, visitador '70-6, at Cia '88. Fran. Duenas at Sta
Clara '88. Silvestre Velez Escalante at Zuni '74-8. Ign. Estarrona before
'61. Sebastian Fernandez '80, at Cochiti '88. Tomis Salv. Fernandez at

Acoma '82. Ant. Galfarzozo at Sta Fe '88. Andres Garcia '65-70, at Zufii

'79-80. (Angel Garcia perhaps the same. ) Fernando Ant. Gomez, sec. '75.

Ramon Ant. Gonzalez at Sta Clara '82, at S. Juan '88. Ambrosio Guerra
at Pujuaque '88. Juan Jos6 Hernandez before '61. Hezio, see 'Osio.

'

Agustin Ant. Iniestra '65-70. Juan Jose Inojosa, cust. '71. Joaquin Jerez.

Jose Junguera at S. Juan '62. Diego MuBoz Jurado at Abiquiii' 82, at Sta
Clara '88. Juan Labora before '61. Gabriel Lago at Pujuaque '88. Juan
Sans de Lezaun '61. Fran. Marino. Dan. Martinez at Zuni and El Paso
before '92. Jose Medrano at Sto Domingo '82. Juan Miguel Menchero
'52-71. Diego Munoz at Picuries '88. Tom£s Murciano. Fran. Osio at Sta

Fe '82, Taos '88, custodio '98. Juan Jose Oronzo from '32, at Laguna '60

(called also Orontaro). Jose Paez before '61. Jose Palacios at Laguna '82.

Pedro Ign. Pino at Acoma '60. Jose Prado El Paso dist. '88. Gabriel

Quintana '65-70. Manuel Rojo at Alburquerque '60. Joaquin Rodriguez.

Mariano Rosete at Isleta '88. Fran. Sanchez before '61. Santiago Fernan-

dez de la Sierra at Sta Clara and S. Juan '82-8. Juan Jose Toledo at Abiquiti

'60-6. Mariano Rodriguez de la Torre '55-70, vice-cust. '70-1, '76, cust.

'75. Manuel de S. Juan N. Trigo, vice-cust. '51-61. Tomda Valencia at

S. Felipe '60. Manuel Vega at Zufii '88.
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lands, were maize, wheat, and beana in the north, or

New Mexico proper, with a little cotton, fruits for

home consumption, and an inferior species of tobacco

known as punche; while the southern district of El

Paso was famous for its fruit orchards, vineyards,

wine, and aguardiente. Of live-stock, sheep formed

the chief element, these animals being raised in large

numbers, both for their wool and meat, though there

are no reliable statistics extant. Horses and cattle

were also raised, but the former were always scarce

in the province on account of the numbers sold to

and stolen by the wild Indians. I find no definite

indications that cattle were raised to any great extent

for their hides and tallow.

But all was subordinate to the commercial indus-

try,*^ and all trade was cambalache, or barter. Each

"Nov. '54, Gov. Valle orders that the price of a horse he fixed at 12 to

15 skins; or a piece of cotton cloth weighing 10 arrohas for 2 pack-horses, or

an iron knife for a skin. Arch. Sta Fe; MS. No mares, mules, asses, or offens-

ive weapons to be sold the Ind. Id. Bishop Tamaron, VitUa, MS., 99-100,

151, gives some account of the annual caravans, and notes that the one of '60

was attacked by Ind. between El Paso and Chih., losing their horses. Mar-
tinez, Carta, MS., 473-7, gives many details of trade. He notes that in Gov.
Cachupin's time fine gold was assayed, but no mines worked; also silver, cop-

per, and quicksilver. In Gov. Mendinueta's time a ball of fine silver Avas

found. In '67 the gov. objected to the viceroy's proposition to enforce the
,

tobacco entanco, as very little real tobacco was used in N. Mex., only punche,

and by the Ind. a leaf called mata; yet in '76 the estanco was ordered to be
enforced, and the planting of punche prohibited. MS. of Pinart col. In
D'omenech's Deserti, i. 1S2-3, Wizlizenus Tour, 25, are found more or less

absurd rumors of an earlier exportation of gold and silver to Spain, with re-

ports that the Gran Quivira ruins represented a former mining city, where
the people, being attacked by Ind., buried an immense amount of treasure,

to find which some expeditions were made later. This is all humbug. Oct.

14, '75, gov. forbids citizens of any class to visit the Yutas for trade. MS. in

Pinart col. Bonilla, Apuntes, MS., contains some commercial matter. Sept.
'77, Gen. Croix refuses to abolish the 2 per cent tax on exports, on the ground
that it is simply added to prices, and is therefore borne by the Chih. traders.

Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Oct. 25, '88, Gen. Ugarte makes a long report on N. Mex.
trade, recommending the encouragement of Chih. industries, now being
abandoned on account of the decadence of mining; also the sending of artisan
instructors to N. Mex., exemption from taxes, etc., so as to increase manuf.
and give the prov. a balance of money. Id. In Aug. '89 M. Louis Blanc, com.
at Natchidoches, writes to Gen. Ugarte, urging the opening of trade bet. N.
Mex. and Louisiana, by establishing a presidio among the Jumanas. This
would prevent smuggling and tend to keep the peace with Ind. tribes like

the Osages. The journey with freight was only 40 days, through a fertile

country. Pierre Vial ami a party had recently made the trip. Gen. U. sends
the letter to Gov. Concha for his consideration and report. Id. A little

money after '98. P'vm, Not., 04. Slight ment. of N. Mex. resources in

Anquetil's Univ. Hist., ix. 566. Morf., Desdrdenes, MS., contains the best
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year in July or August the people met the Cqmanches
and other tribes of the plains at Taos, where a grand
fair was held. Some trade was done at other frontier

points, and also by citizens and pueblo Indians, who
went out in various directions to meet customers, but
this was discouraged and at times forbidden. To this

fair the wandering gentiles brought skins of deer and
buffalo, with Indian captives to barter for knives and
other iron implements, horses, beads, and trinkets,

and to some extent blankets. At the end ofthe year the
New Mexicans went in caravans, sometimes of 500
men, to attend tlie January fair at Chihuahua, where
they exchanged the skins, Indian servants, blankets,

and to slight extent other products of the province for

cloths, groceries, and various articles for the year's

Indian trade. The value of each year's exports was
estimated by the comandante general in 1788 at

$30,000. The departure and return of the caravan
were the great events of the year. In 1776 the gov-
ernor delayed the publication of an important bando
till the people had returned from their 'ordinaria an-

ual salida;' and the provincial in 1788 explains the,

impossibility of obtaining reports from New Mexico"
until the people come down to the January fair.

There was no trade as yet with the French in Louis-

iana, or with the Spaniards in Texas. There was no
coin or other money in New Mexico, but the trader^

for their accounts invented a system of imaginary cur-

rency, including four kinds of dollars

—

pesos de plata,

worth eight reales; pesos de proyedo, six reales; pesos

antiguos, four reales ; and pesos de la tierra, two reales.

general presentment of the country's commercial condition and needs, ex-

plaining the system of imaginary money, and giving instances of enormous
profits. Kevilla Gigedo, Carta de '93, 444, gives this picture of the general

condition: 'No eon mejores [in comp. with the Ind.] respectivamente las cos-

tumbres de los vecinos espafloles y demas castas, cuyas poblaciones consisten

en casas d ranches disperses, donde no tienen testigos que descubran los vieios

y la disolucion en que se prostituyeu, imitandoi los indios enlavida ociosa, y
reduciendose todo3 sus afanes y comercio a la permuta usuraria de semillas

y frutos, y i la venta que hacen ellos en la villa de Chihuahua, adonde bajan

en cordon cada aiio y se proveeu de los generos, efectos, y utensilios para sus

vestuarios, atenciones domisticas, y labores del campo.

'
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The beauty of this system was that the traders al-

ways bought for the cheap pesos and sold for the

dearer kinds, all being 'dollars' to the Indians.

Profits were enormous, a trader by two or three bar-

ters in a year often getting $64 for a piece of cloth

which cost him six. Advantage was also taken of the

Indians' weakness for baubles and ignorance of their

real value. Senior Trebol bought a guacamaya, or

macaw, for eight dollars, and sold the gay feathers for

$492. Another system of swindling commerce was the

habitual selling of goods to be paid for in future pro-

ducts. Thus, for a little seed grain six fanegas at har-

vest were promised ; or for a bottle of brandy in holy

week a barrel was exacted. The natives through
debt became practically slaves, besides losing their

land, and the poor settlers were hardly less the vic-

tims of commercial oppression. While the settlers and

f)ueblo Indians were always in debt to the traders, the

atter in turn were debtors to or agents for Chihua-
hua merchants, who thus monopolized all the profits,

and nothing was left for New Mexico, except for cer-

tain traders, who as alcaldes mayores utilized their

political authority for private gain. Padre Morfi's

proposed remedy for these evils was the encourage-

ment of home manufactures by sending artisan teachers

and machinery to the province, with a view to render
the inhabitants independent of Chihuahua. His plan

was to send criminals of the better class, whose offences

were chiefly due to drink and the temptations of a

city, from Mexico to the far north, and through them
to reform the New Mexican industrial system. This
expedient was tried in Cahfornia later without any
brilliant success.

The population in 1750 has been given as 3,779
Spaniards and 12,142 pueblo Indians, a total of

15,921 in New Mexico proper, or 18,721 including

the district of El Paso. In 1760 official reports show
that the number of Spaniards had increased to 7,666,
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that of Indians decreased to 9,104, and the total was
16,770, or 21,752 including El Paso. Down to 1788
there was slight change in the figures, but in the final

decade there was an inexplicable doubling of the
Spanish population; and at the end of the century
the figures stood as follows: Spaniards, including of
course the castas or negroes and mixed breeds, 18,826,
Indians 9,732, total 28,558, or, including El Paso,
34,138. Details are shown to best advantage in the
appended table, though some of the figures are con-

fusing, in consequence of varied groupings of the

pueblos in the different reports. I also add some
local items not given in the table.*^

" Table of population in N. Max.

,

1750-1800:

1760. 1788. 1793. 1798. 1799.

Settlements.

Span. Ind. Total. Span. Ind. Span. Ind. Span. Ind.

Alburquerque.. . .

Santa Fi
1,814
1,285
1,515
617
160
208
575
277
30

lis

'

' 140

222
620

83

'sie

166
.505

328
316
257
484
99

204
232
599
450
424
458
373
568
404
291
304

1,052
600
664

2,146
2,244
1,076

1,181
578
212

1,566
452

368

m
1,035

'

' 696
2,103

i,'368

1,617

1,650
2,419

1,650
1,147
403

1,310
2,173
685

'308

' '266

'466

'

375

' 810
2,680

10
6

10

216
518
254
260
139
240
53
155
J38
152
720
650
532
485
275
356
304
410
820
668

1,935

2,279

2,594
1,573
789
566

1,971
1,840
225
223
20
148
150
425
257
424
314

'84

384
1,771

15
7

'

176
531
251
202
1S3
251
79

178
155
189
6u5

1,488
282
272
262
634
236
603
757
802

2,716

4,020
4,194
7,351

1,351

393

1,490

15
7

60S
314

1,079

782
Abiquia
Taos
Pieuries
San Juan
Santa Clara
San Ildefonso
Puiuaque
Nambe
Tesuque
Pecos and Galisteo.
Cochitl
Santo Domingo
San Felipe
Jemes
Cla
Santa Ana
Sandia (Alameda).

.

Isleta, Tom«, Belen.
Acoma
Laguna
Zuiii

1,166

1,513

1,559
2,716

Total
El Paso district. .

.

7,666
3,588

9,104
1,334

17,153
4,927

16,1.56

3,622
9,275
1,900

16,065 10,762 18,826
4,'.43

9,732
6.37

Grand Total 11,254 10,498 22,080 19,778 11,175 23,769
j
10.369

The 5 reports embodied in the table are as follows: Tamaron, Vmta, 1760,

MS., in which the bishop expresses the opinion that the padron of Sta Fe does

not show more than half the real pop. ; Jlzarbe (Joanuin), Estado de lis Mi-
siones, 1788, MS., in Pinart col., the writer—provincial of the Sto Evangeli»
province—stating that there were 18 missions (the omissions in his list as per

table showing the consolidation effected by Anza), 11 annexes, 24 padres (who-

are named), 5,508 fam., and for the year 1,254 baptisms, 4.38 marriages, and
647 deaths, this author making no distinction of races; Revilla Oiijedo, Carta
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de 1793, sdbre misiones, 441-2, also MS., the viceroy giving the latitude of

each settlement and the tribe inhabiting it, and being followed in his statis-

tics by Humboldt, Essai Pol., 57, and through H. by several others; the
report of the custodio, P. Fran. Osio (called Hezio), for '98, as given in

Meline's 2,000 Miles, 208-9, the totals as printed and followed by Prince, Hiist.

Sk. , 227, being apparently erroneous, the report including also the totals for

'96, Span. 14,167, Ind. 9,453; also baptisms for '96-8, Ind. 708, Span. 1,283;

marriages, Ind. 170, Span. 226; deaths, Ind. 469, Span. 522; and finally, Gov.
Chacon's report of '99, in Meline's S,000 Miles, 220, this doc. giving only the

totals for each jurisdiction.

A doc. of '90, Arch. Sta Fi, MS., gives the total pop. as 30,955, and adds
',que por los enlaces que han tenido unos con otros, a penas se hallan indivi-

duos que no scan parientes.' In '94 Gov. Chacon gave the pop. as follows:

Men. Women. Boys. Girls. TotaL

Span 7,502 5,912 2,153 1,763 17,330
Ind 4,343 4,267 1,539 1,219 11,368

1,941 1,601 792 1,224 5,558

13,786 11,780 4,484 4,206 34,256

In '93 a similar statement is given, the figures varying but slightly from the
above, and the grand total being 34,201. The castas, I think, cannot here

include the mixed Span, and Ind., but perhaps negro mixtures. There were
but very few full-blooded Span. Arch. Sta Fi, MS. In Lafora, Viage, the

fop.
for '66 in 37 settlements of 15 nations is given as 10,524 Span, and 9,580

nd., including El Paso. The extent of N. Mex. is given by Lafora as lat.

32° to 38°; long. 258° to 264° from Teneriffe; and by Revilla Gigedo as lat. 34°

to 37^°; long. 268° to 274°. The jurisdictions, or districts, as given in the
Arch. Sta Fi, MS., in '93^, were Sta Fe, CaiSada, Alburquerque, Queres;
Zuni, Laguna, and Acoma; and El Paso. No. 1, 2, 3, and 6 are the same va.

all reports, but the others vary. Revilla Gigedo gives Taos, S. Felipe, Queres,
Sandia, Laguna, and Zuni. Gov. Chacon in '99 gives Alameda (Sandia), Tao^,

Jemes (Queres?), Laguna, and Zuiii. In A^. Etpana, Breve Eesumen, ilS., ii.

321-2; and in Viagero Urdu., xxvii. 144-52, are brief descrip. and historic

sketches of N. Mex. for '67 and '99 respectively.

Local items in addition to pop. as given in the table: Abiquiil (Sto Tomas),
a pueblo of genizaros, or rescued captives, yet having a large Span. pop. It
was in the jurisd. of La Canada. In 1771 the citizens wished to abandon the
place, but Gov. Mendinueta, through the alcalde mayor, Marcos Sanchez, for-

bade it, as all danger from the Comanches was past. The pop. of this and
other settlements includes tliat of scattered ranches in the vicinity. In '88

there were 54 baptisms, 10 marriages, and 17 deaths.

Acoma (S. Estevan), pueblo of Queres Ind., but with a few Span, in the
last decade; a visita of Laguna in '88, and prob. had no padre later.

Alburquerque (S. Felipe Neri), villa of Span., with a friar acting as curate,

and a vicar appointed by the bishop in '60. Militia force SO in '66. Though
nominally a villa, it was scattered many leagues up and down the valley, the
people living on their ranches, chiefly at the Alameda, and only coming to the
town on Sundays. Two padres in '88; bapt. 89, marr. 21, deaths 26. In '60

the bishop confirmed 732.

Belen, Span, settlement of 38 fam. in '66, included in pop. witli Isleta. A
considerable number of geuizaro fam. lived here also, and at the settlement of

Tome, near by, 60 in all in '92, having much trouble with the Span., who, like

the Christian Ind., looked down upon these sons of gentiles. They wished to
form a pueblo at Sabinal, but did not succeed.

Cafiada (Sta Cruz de la), largest of the Span, villas, 1,517 confirmations in
'60, and a vicar appointed; 97 bapt., 23 marr., 35 deaths in 'SS, when P.

Fran. Bueno was in charge.

CeboUeta, in the Laguna region, abandoned Navajo mission; a few Nava-
joa and Apaches were still living in a rauoheria in the vicinity.
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Asuncion), mission of Queres, with Jeuies acd Sta Ana as visitas
; 99 bapt., 32 marr., 56 deaths in '88.

CoehitI (S. Buenaventura), pueblo of Queres, visita of Sto Domingo after
'82.

Cubero, or Covero, pueblo in the Laguna region, not mentioned in this half-
century; prob. abandoned.

Galisteo, visita of Pecos, with 255 Ind. in '60; not mentioned in later re-
ports; prob. abandoned.

Isleta (S. Agustin), mission pueblo of Tehuas(?), whose padre had charge
of Belen and Tome; bapt. 74, marr. 25, deaths 31 in '88.

Jemes (S. Diego), pueblo of Jemes, Peco3 lang., a visita of Cia after '82.

Laguna (S. Jose), mission of Queres, with some fam. of half- nonverted Na-
vajos and Apaches in vicinity; had Acoma as a visita after '82; bapt. 33,
marr. 24, deaths 12 in '88.

Moquino, pueblo of the Laguna region, not mentioned in this period, but
perhaps estab. with Moqui fam. now or a little later.

Nambe (S. Fran.), pueblo of Tehuas, visita of Pujuaque after '82.

Pecos (Los Angeles), visita of Sta Fe, and rapidly declining in pop.
Picurles (S. Lorenzo), mission with many Span, settlers in the vicinity;

bapt. 15, marr. 6, deaths 8 in '88.

Pujuaque (Guadalupe), pueblo of Tehuas, visita of Nambe in '60, but
after '82 mission with visitas of N. and Tesuque; 2 padres in '88; bapt. 42,
marr. 13, deaths 14.

S. Felipe, mission of Queres; visita of Sto Domingo after '82.

S. ndefonso, mission of Tehuas; visita of Sta Ana after '82.

S. Juan de los Caballeros, mission of Tehuas, with many Span, in the vi-
CLuity; 2 padres in '88; bapt. 16, marr. 19, deaths 25.

S. Rafael de los G-entiles, 15 settlers of this place, location not given, pe-
titioned for and obtained in '65 arms to defend themselves.

Sandia (Asumpcion or Dolores), mission of 96 Tehuas (?) and 196 Moquis
in '60; bapt. 57, marr. 27, deaths 18 in '88.

Sta Ana, pueblo of Queres, had a padre in '60; visita of Cix after '82.

Sta Clara, mission of Tehuas, with S. Ildefonso as visita after '82; bapt.
66, marr. 22, deaths 98 in '88.

Sto Domingo, mission of Queres, called Sto Dom. de Cochiti after '82; with
S. Felipe and S. Buen. (Cochiti) as visitas; bapt. 124, marr. 25, deaths 31
in '88, having 2 padres.

Sta Fe, capital villa, with garrison of 80 soldiers, but no fortifications; 2
padres, 1 acting ag vice-custodio (the custodio generally living at El Paso), and
a secular priest paid by tithes; 2 churches and another almost completed in
'60, built by Gov. Marin del Valle. Pop. 2,324 in '66. Lafm-a. In '88 Gen.
Ugarte approved Gov. Concha's project of reforming the villa and building a
cuartel, or presidio, $2,000 being assigned for the work. There had been some
talk of building the cuartel at the suburb of Analco, and even of moving the
villa to Sto Domingo, though both vecinos and Ind. objected. The gov. was
authorized to use his judgment, and the villa was not moved. Arch. Sta Fi,

MS.
Taos (S. Gerdnimo), mission pueblo, with a large Span. pop. on ranches in

the vicinity; 2 padres in '88; bapt. 65, marr. 43, deaths 41. Taos was the
great trading rendezvous for the tribes of the plains; and, as we have seen,

several bloody fights took place in that region during the half-century.

Tesuque (S. Diego), pueblo of Tehuas; visita of Sta Fe in '60, and of Pu-
juaque after '82.

'Tome (Concepcion), settlement of Span, and genizaros; 70 vecinos in '66;

402 confirm, in '60; had a good church under padre of Isleta or Alburquerque.
Zufti (Guadalupe), mission pueblo of many Ind., though a large part of the

pop. was usually scattered; 2 padres in '88, bapt. 35, marr. 23, deaths 47.

In '90, with its 5 ranches, had a pop. of 1,121. Arch. Sta Fi, MS.
El Paso (Nra Sra del Pilar y S. Jose), presidio and later town, with 2

friars and 2 priests; captain and alcalde mayor, later lieut.-g»v. El Paso was
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famous for its vineyards and orchards; and except the raids of hostile gen-

tiles, its chief concern was about its irrigating ditches and the dam of the Ei(»

del Norte, which supplied them. This dam was usually carried away by the

floods of May-July. A doc. in the Pinart col. shows the constant but futile

efforts of the authorities in '54-62 to collect a special tax of 50 cents on each

100 vines to build a solid dam. There were 250,000 vines, but the owners de-

clared they were too poor to pay the tax either in money or work. In this

district were S. Lorenzo, Senecii, Isleta, and Socorro, respectively 1, 3, 5, and

6 1. eastward down the river; also Carrizal, 36 1. toward Chihuahua, founded

in '58; pop. 161 Span, in '60, with a guard of 20 soldiers from El Paso; later

site of the presidio.



CHAPTEE XIII.

LAST YEARS OF SPANISH RULE.

1801-1822.

Two Books—Succession of Governoks—Chacon, Albncastek, Mainez,

Maneique, Allande, Melgares, Chavez, and Vizcabra—Indian

Affairs—Comanches, Navajos, and Moquis—Melgares in the

North-east—Election of a Delegate to the C6rtes—Pedro Bautista

Pino Goes to Spain—The Lopisiana Purchase and Boundary Ques-

tion—Lalande and Pursely—Zebulon il. Pike—Attempts at Trade
—McKnight—ChoteauandDeMun—Glenn, Bucksell, and Cooper—
Population—Local Items—Trade—Agriculture—Manufactures—
Mining—Institutions—Government—Military—Missions and Bish-

opric—Charges against the Friars—War of Independence—Viva

Iturbide!

The same kind providence that causes rivers to flow

near large towns, the moon and stars to shine at night,

when their feeble light is of some use, sends snow only

in the winter, when there is no hot sun to melt it, and

performs other beneficent acts, is not always unmind-

ful of the annalist's needs. Thus, when the history of

the last years of Spanish rule in New Mexico seemed

likely to resemble the famous chapter on snakes in

Ireland, not only was it put into the head of the

United States government to send an explorer to this

far-off province, and of the people to send a delegate

to the cortes of Spain, but both explorer and delegate

were inspired with the idea of writing a book, as the

friar Benavides and the conqueror Villagrd had been

in earlier times; and the result was a mass of infor-

mation which goes far to make this chapter as long

and as interesting as those that have preceded it.

(283)
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For this, as for earlier periods, I do not deem it

necessary to consider here the complications of mili-

tary and civil government in the Provincias Internas

of northern Mexico, a subject that is as fully treated

as the meagre records permit in another work of this

series.^ There was always a governor or acting gov-

ernor in New Mexico, subordinate to the comandante
general of the Provincias, a state of tilings which has

led modern writers into some confusion, causing them
to include some of the southern officials in their lists

of governors, just as they brought several viceroys of

New Spain to rule the province in earlier times.

Governor Chacon ruled until the spring of 1805, when
he was succeeded by Colonel Joaquin del Real Alen-

caster.^ The latter's name does not appear after 1808,

and Alberto Mainez is named as acting governor in

1807-8, and next in the list is Lieutenant-colonel Jose

Manrique, ruling in 1810-14, perhaps ad interim for

part of that period. Mainez ruled again in 1815-17,''

Pedro Maria de AUande in 1816-18, and Facundo
Melgares—who as a lieutenant serving in Chihuahua
had visited New Mexico before—in 1818-22. Mel-
gares was the last governor under Spain, and was
succeeded on July 5, 1822, by Francisco Javier Chavez
as jefe politico, ruling in 1822-3, though Antonio Viz-

carra also held the office for a time in 1822.*

' Hist. North Mex. States, i. , ii.

'I find in the Arch. Sta Fi, MS., an order of Cliacon in March, and of

Alencaster in May 1805. The latter name is a form of tlie Euglisli Lancas-
ter, more often written, e.Kcept in N. Max., Alencastre, as in the case of the
viceroy of that name. Pino, E-cpns., 40, seems to say that A. was gov. from
1805 to 1812, and this may indicate that his successor in 1808-12 was only
acting gov.

"Also in '14, aoo. to Davis, Et Grhigo, 83, wjio says that in thit year a
conspiracy was formed by Corp. Antonio Armijo and Dionisio Valdes, who
were exiled for 10 years to Chihuahua.

"In the Oaceti de Me.c. of March 7, '19, the governorship of N. Mex. is

declared vacant, and aspirants are notified to send in their petitions. Mel-
gares, in the documents of '19-20, is calleil gov. ad interim. I regret that I

am not able in this period, as I have baen in earlier ones, to correct from
original sources the list of governors, and am obliged to follow Davis, Meline,
Ritoh, Prince, etc., thoagh there is evidently a little confusion of dates.

They take their information from land-grants, etc., in the archives, and in

the U. S. Land Reports, and my original notes add nothing of importance.
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Troubles with the Indians were much less serious
and constant than in former years, the combined
efforts of the frontier garrisons, with a consistent sys-

tem of treaties and gifts, producing apparently excel-

lent results. The Comanches, in particular, were
friendly, being zealous in bringing information and
rumors respecting the movements of Americans in

the north-east, and even eager to aid Spain in crush-
ing the insurgents under Hidalgo; and the other
tribes were often in the same mood/ The Navajos
were hostile, however, in 1803-5, having intrenched
themselves in the canon de Chelly—since famous for

its ruined pueblos—where they deemed their position

impregnable. Governor Chacon led several expedi-

tions against them, as did Lieutenant Antonio Nar-
bona after Alencaster's accession, and in 1805 they
were reduced to submission and friendship.* In 1806
Lieutenant Melgares was sent up from Chihuahua
with 100 dragoons to join a force of 500 militia in an

''Pino, Expos., 4S.-A. This author says the Ind., by gifts, etc., had been
kept friendly for the most part since Anza's time down to 1811.

° Jan. 25, 1805, Narbona to gov. reports from Zuni a fight in Chelly canon,
where he killed 90 bucks, with 25 women and children, besides capturing 36,

-with 30 women and children; also 30 horses and 350 sheep. He had only one
Ind. chief killed and 64 wounded. Chelly is a very strong position, and a
larger force will be required for further movements. Arch. Stj, Fe, MS. In
1804 the com. gen. refuses to grant a request of the Navajos to settle at Cebo-
Ueta. MS. of Pinart col. March 25, 1805, Gov. C. announces the terms to

be granted the Navajos. They shall have no claim to CeboUeta or to live-

stock in possession of the Span.; for their 2 captives 4 women might be re-

leased; they must not go with their live-stock beyond the canon de Juan
Tafoya, Rio del Oso, and S. Mateo; whenever they commit any robbery or

aggression they are to be punished by force of arms, unless they return stolen

property and surrender the aggressors; when visiting Sta Fe they must ex-

pect no gifts except sustenance; and they must give up 4,000 sheep, 150 cat-

tle, and 60 horses which they have stolea. Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Pino, Expos.,

40-1, Not., 85-6, narrates in general terms the final efforts and success, the

fall of Chelly, and the treaty of 1805. It seems that Lieut. Narbona was
sent vip from Chih. to join Gutierrez, Vaoa, and others. Lieut. Vicente

Lopez also defeated the foe at ChacS, but was suspended for some intrigue in

1808. April 1808 the Navajo chief complains that he receives no gifts from

the king, as do other friendly tribes; but is informed by Gen. Salcedo that

they must depend on their own industries for sustenance, though later, when
they shall have shown their good faith by abstaining from petty robberies,

etc., they may obtain some gifts. Arch. Sta Fe, MS. I think that Prince,

Hist. Sh, 232, exaggerates the magnitude and constancy of Navajo troubles

in this and later periods, though they doubtless gave more trouble than other

tribes.
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expedition out into the north-eastern plains. This was
not a campaign agauist the Indians, but a tour of ex-

ploration, undertaken with a view to conciliate the

natives and to look out for American explorers and
filibusters; for the intention of the United States to ex-

plore their newly acquired Louisiana territory had been

announced, and there were also reports of Burr's con-

spiracy as likely to affect the Spanish frontier. Mel-
gares went down the Red River, held a council with

the Comanches, crossed northward to tlie Arkansas,

made a visit to the Pawnee nation on the Kansas,

distributing medals and flags, and thence perhaps

went up the Arkansas to the mountains, returning to

Santa Fe in October. He did not find any Ameri-
cans, of whose doings in that region I shall have some-

thing to say presently.^

Pino, in his report of 1812, declares the system of

treaties and gifts as a feature of the new Indian policy

to have been a grand success in every way. He also

relates that in 1811 Jose Rafael Sarracino made an

expedition to the Yuta country to investigate the

truth of their reports respecting a Spanish people

dwelling in the far north-west. In three months he

reached a region where the natives had knives and
other implements of European manufacture, obtained,

as they said, from a people living beyond a great river,

which Sarracino could not or did not cross.* In 1818
-19 the Navajos renewed their hostilities. It was

'Pife'g Acct. of Exped., 142-3, 206; Prince's Hist. Sh., 231, and other
works. I have found no information of this exped. except that originating

from Pike's book. A treaty with the Mescalero and Gileno Apaches is noted
in 1810, no rations being granted, and their hunting-grounds being clearly

designated. MS. of '32 in Pinart col.

^ Pino, Expos., 41-4; Not., 84-8. P. notes that the Comanche chief at this

time was a son of the old chief Maya, educated at Sta Fe, and a firm friend

of the Span. He also says the Americans had established gun factories (?)

among the Jumanas and Cahiguas, and muskets and powder from this source
were obtained for N. Hex. (This is in a note, which may possibly be of later

date. ) In connection with Sarracino's exped. , respecting the date of which
Pino may be in error, it is well to note that in Aug. 1808 an Ind. from the
Tulares arrived at S. Fernando, Cal., with a flag that had been sent through
a Cordillera of 10 tribes by a captain who wished to know if it were true that
there were padres and gente de razon west of the sierra. Hist. Cat, ii. 85. I

may notice also that in 1801 a project for opening commun. bet. Ced. and N.
Mex. by laud was discussed and dismissed in Mex. Id., 3-4.
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reported in Mexico in January 1819, that Governor
Melgares had in December forced them to sue for
peace; but it appears that they had to be defeated
twice more in February and March, and that the
treaty was finally signed on August 21st.^ A notable
feature of this affair is the fact that the Navajos, being
hard pressed, settled near the Moqui towns, and the
Moquis sent five of their number to ask aid from the
Spaniards. This was deemed a most fortunate occur-
rence, opening the way to the submission of this nation
after an apostasy of 139 years. It was resolved to
take advantage of the opportunity, but of the practical

result nothing is known, since this is the only mention
of this remnant of a valiant and independent people
that I have been able to find in the records of the
period.

Under the decree of the 'junta central de las Es-
paiias,' dated February 14, 1810, New Mexico was
entitled to a diputado in the Spanish c6rtes. Ac-
cordingly, on the 11th of August the alcaldes and
leading men of the province—there being no ayunta-
mientos—assembled at Santa F^, Governor Manrique
presiding, to select a delegate.^" From the three can-

^Oaceta de Mex., x. (xxxix.-xl.) 186, 559-62, 1127-30; Notidoso Oen., June
14, Oct. 29, '19. In the 2d exped. 33 were killed and 14 captured, with
480 sheep and 24 horses. The treaty is given in 18 articles, being signed by
5 Navajo chiefs. A native general was to be appointed and to live as near
Jemea as possible, being held responsible for his nation; 4 youths or one chief

were to be held as hostages; the N. were granted all their old territory to

canon Largo, boca del ca&on de Chaca, and Agua Azul; and they bound
themselves to respect the rights of the Moquis. Notwithstanding this treaty,

we are told by Davis and Prince, Hint. St, 2.32, SI Gringo, 83-4, that in 1820
a party of Navajos coming into jemes to make a treaty were foully murdered
by the inhab., under their alcalde, Juan Ant. Vaca. The ringleaders were
arrested, but the proceedings dragged along till '24, when they were released,

only to be killed by the Navajos 10 years later. I am disposed to question

the accuracy of this statement.
'" These representative men were Jose Pino, capt. of militia and ex-alcalde

of Alburquerque; Ant. Ortiz, aUerez real; Diego Montoya 1st ale. of Sta Fe;

Jose Garcia de Mora, retired lieut., representing Sta Cruz de la Caflada; Jose

Miguel Tafoya, 2d ale. of Sta Ve, for 29 years corp. in the compaflia veterana;

Jose Ant. Chavez, 1st ale. of Alburquerque; Manuel Clarcla, for 24 years ale.

of La Caflada and partido; Mig. Ant. Vaca, 2d ale. of Alburquerque; Cleto

Miera y Paoheco, ale. of S. C^los de la Alameda; and Tomds Ortiz, ale. of

Taos.
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didates receiving the higliest number of votes the

delegate was chosen by lot, and the honor fell to Pe-
dro Bautista Pino, an old and influential resident.

Provided with instructions, not only from the junta

that elected him, but from several prominent men,
Don Pedro started on his mission in October 1811,

being, as he believed, the first native-bom New Mexi-
can to visit Spain. He had to pay the expenses of

his journey; but the patriotic people contributed

$9,000 as a donativo to the cause of Fernando VII."
Of Pino's labors in Spain we have no other record

than his report of November 1812 to the cortes, pub-

lished at Cddiz the same year, and 37 years later at

Mexico. This report is by far the best source of in-

formation respecting New Mexico for the perio,''

covered by this chapter, being a very complete de

scription of the province, with its institutions, condi-

tion, and needs. Of course, much of its contents is

only confirmatory of what appears from other original

sources in earlier chapters, but the rest is utilized in

different parts of this chapter. The author was an
enthusiastic admirer of his country and its people,

praising in high terms their purity of blood,^^ their

loyalty to Spain, and their bravery in defending their

homes against the savage tribes. He exaggerated

—

and perhaps intentionally, as the best means of arous-

ing the attention of the government—the danger of
atrcrression from the Americans in union with the In-

dian tribes of the plains.^^ The military defence of the

" The other two candidates were Antonio and Juan Rafael Ortiz. Pino
took with him liia grandson Juan de los Reyes Vaca y Pino, aged ll,Bartolo-
me Fernandez as clerk, who died on the voyage, and the retired soldier Sal-
vador Leiva y Chavez. Padre Fran. Osio (Hocio), for 2(i years chaplain at
Sta Fe, furnished a Prospecto 6 plan sohre diferentes solicitudes; also written
suggestions from Mariano de la Pefla, Ignacio Sanchez Vergara, ale. of Jemes,
Jose Gutierrez, Capt. Bart. Vaca, and Juan Jose Silva. To raise the .>9,000
some of the citizens are said to have 'sacrificed the liberty of their sons.'

"He says there were absolutely no negvo castas in N. Jlex., only Span,
and lud. blood. This, I think, is not strictly true, as in earlier times there
had been complaints of mixed-breed colonists and a vicious mulatto element in
the population.

"Pino states that the Amer., noting how N. Mex is neglected by Spain,
have tried in various ways, by offers of liberal and protecting laws, advan-
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country was naturally held out as the great object to

be kept in view, and accordingly Pino demanded, not
only a reorganization of the military service, including

the payment of citizens doing duty as soldiers, but the
founding of five new presidios, or rather the transfer

to the north of frontier presidios no longer needed in

the Provincias Internas. Other demands were for a
separate bishopric, with a college and system of schools

to be supported by the tithes; and for a civil and
criminal audiencia at Chihuahua, that of Guadalajara
being too distant for any practical benefit to New
Mexico." Except that the establishment of a bishop-

ric was ordered the next year, no special attention was
paid to the delegate's demands. Don Pedro Bautista

came home and was reelected for 1820-1. The sum
of $6,000 was sent to Mexico to pay his expenses, but
on reaching Vera Cruz he could only obtain of this

sum enough to pay for his journey to that point; and
as his arrival in Spain would be late in any event, he

tageous commerce, etc., to attract the people, with a view of joining N. Max.
to their Louisiana purchase; they have also tried with much success to con-
vince the Ind. that the Span, are by no means invincible, but that with Amer.
weapons, etc., they may hope to conquer the province; yet the people of N.
Mex. have never yielded to the temptation.

'* Pino (Pedro Bautista), Exposkkm sucinta y sendHa de la provinda del N.
Mex. ; liecka for su dvputado en c6rtes .

.

. con arreglo d sus imtmcciones. Ciidiz,

1812, 8vo, 48 p., 2 1. Also republished with various additions by Jose Agas-
tin de Escudero, at Mex., 1849, as Notidas histtiricas y estadisticas de la antigua

provincia del Nuevo-Mexico, pyesentadas por su diputado en cdrtes D. Pedro Bau-
tista Pino en Cadiz el ailo de 1812. Adicionadas por el Lie. D. Antonio Barrdro
en 1839; y ultimamente anotadas por el Lie. Don Jose Agustin de Escudero, para
la comision estadistica miUtar de la Repiiblica Mexicana. Mex., 1849, Svo, 98 p.,

2 1. The work of Barreiro alluded to I have not seen, but have his Ojeada
sobre Nttevo-Meodco, of 1832, in which there is no allusion to.Pino, though his

work may have been used as a base. Juan Lopez Cancelada is said to have
been the writer of the Exposidon, using information supplied by Pino; and.

it is to be noticed that in the paragraph entitled Regalon que se hacen d los gen-

tiles (Noticias, p. 87-8), the initial capitals of the sentences spell C. 's name.
The five presidios asked for were to be at El Paso, Rio de Pecos, Socorro,

Taos, and (as a depot of supplies, etc. ) at S, Cristobal. The term of service

for settlers should be reduced. Through Pino the people also asked that the

Erovince should be divided into 3, each with a gov. These positions should

e of 3 grades, in respect of salary and rank, and each gov. should begin with

the lowest grade, being promoted for good conduct and experience. The
salaries should be $25,000, $35,000, and |45,000, respectively, which in the

aggregate would not be much more than the govt now costs, and besides

much larger savings might be effected by suppressing useless positions in

Mexico, such as that of viceroy 1 Clearly Don Pedro was a man o£ some
cheek.

Hist. Ariz, and N. Mex. 19
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decided to return home, 'no obstante sus descos de
servir d la patria.'"

All of the old Louisiana territory west of the Mis-
sissippi, ceded by France to Spain in 1762-3 and re-

turned to France in 1800, was finally ceded to the

United States in 1803. From this date to 1819 the

question of boundary between United States territory

and Spanish possessionswas an open one. Negotiations

on the subject belong properly to the history of Texas,

and are treated in another work of this series.^* Near
the coast the line between Louisiana and Texas had
by long occupation been practically settled for many
years to the satisfaction of all but partisan theorists

;

but in the interior no boundary had ever been fixed or

needed, and indeed, little was known geographically

of that region. An equitable line would have been
one from a point on Red River above the settlements

extending north-westward to the Rocky Mountains at

a long distance from the New Mexican outposts. By
way of bluster, the Americans, without a shadow of

right, sometimes claimed all to the Rio Grande, and
the Spaniards, with but slightly better reasons, all to

the Missouri; but the real ideas of the two nations did

not differ materially. The Americans thought that

Red River might rise in the mountains and flow south-

eastward, so as to constitute in itself the proper boun-
dary;" the Spaniards of New Mexico in a sense

regarded the Arkansas, or Napestle, as the practical

limit of the territory explored by them in their Indian

campaigns ; and thus the territory that might plausibly

^^Diario de Ctirtes Estrnordinarias, Oct. 21, 1821, vol. ii., MS., 10; Arizpe,

Idea general, 50. In Pino's letter to the Cortes explaining his non-attendance,
he complains that the decrees of that body in response to his Mrposicion, though
confirmed by royal order of May 9, '13 (probably on the bishopic, etc.), had
not been carried into effect.

'^See Hist. NoHh Mex. States, ii., with references to the original correspond-

ence.
" Pike's narrative, to be noted presently, shows this general idea; yet some

earlier maps—see, for instance, that of Le Page du Pratz, 1757, in Hist. N. W.
Coast, i. 601—represent, not only the Red River, but the Arkansas, as too far

Bonth in the interior to serve the purpose, having their sources south of Santa
Fe.
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be the subject of dispute was of slight extent and value,

and would disappear when on exploration Ked River
should be found not to have its source in the moun-
tains, but far south of the legitimate Spanish boun-

dary. And indeed, in the final settlement of 1819,

the Spanish proposition was accepted, and the Arkan-
sas from the mountains down to longitude 23° became,
and most equitably, the permanent dividing line.

Between Louisiana and New Mexico there had
been no trade or habitual communication before 1800,

though some slight efforts had been made to open
such intercourse. From both directions, however, a

flourishing trade with the Indians had grown up. In
1804 William Morrison of Kaskaskia, despatching

the Creole trader Baptiste Lalande up the Platte,

instructed him to carry his goods to Santa F^, with a

view to test the commercial prospects in that direction.

Obeying his instructions, Lalande succeeded in being

arrested by the Spaniards and carried to the capital.

The New Mexicans Uked the goods, and Baptiste liked

the country so well that he resolved to settle there,

and even omitted the formality of accounting to Mor-
rison for the consignment.^* In 1805 James Pursley,

a Kentuckian who left St Louis three years before,

after many adventures among the Indians, was sent

by the latter to negotiate for Spanish trade, and after

succeeding in this mission he also settled at Santa Fd,

working as a carpenter.^'

Zebulon M. Pike, a lieutenant of the sixth United

States infantry, after an exploration of the Upper
Mississippi while Lewis and Clarke were engaged in

their famous expedition to the far west, was sent with

twenty-two men in 1806 to explore the country of the

Red and Arkansas rivers, and to establish a good

^'Pike's Acct. of Exped., 195, 210. P. found L. at Sta Fe in reduced

circumstances in 1807. Escudero, in Pino, Not., 74, aaysL. died inN. Mex.,

leaving a large family and great wealth.

^^ P&e's Acct. Ejoped., app. iii. 16-17. Pike seems to be the source of all

that is known of Pursley and Lalande, being followed by Gregg, Prince, and
others who have written on the Sta P6 trade. Prince, however, has a few

elaborations of petty items that may possibly come from other sources.
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understanding with the Indians, especially with the

Comanches. His mission was in many respects simi-

lar to that of Melgares from the opposite direction,

though his force was much less imposing. His pre-

liminary and successful negotiations with the Osages,

Pawnees, and other nations, from the start in July from
the Missouri River at Belle Fontaine, have no special

connection with the annals of New Mexico. In
October he was on the Arkansas, where, as before

reaching that stream, he found frequent traces of the

Spaniards' recent visit. At the end of the month
Lieutenant Wilkinson, with apartofthemen, embarked
in boats on the river to follow it down to the Missouri

junction; while Pike, with the rest of the party, started

up the river for the mountains, intending, according to

his instructions, to return by the Red River to Natchi-

toches.^"

Pike had no serious troubles with the Indians;

neither did he accomplish anything in his mission of

conciliating their good-will. Late in November he
was at the base of the lofty peak which has since borne

his name. Then followed two months of winter

wanderings in the snows and mountains and parks of

what is now Colorado, ^^ marked by the most terrible

sufferings from cold and hunger. The only wonder
is that all did not perish. Crossing the range in the

vicinity of the modern Leadville, Pike thought himself

on the Red River; but after a perilous descent though
the canon, found himself back at his old camp on the
Arkansas. Again he struggled on, over another series

of ranges, and at the end of January 1807 succeeded
with part of his companions—the rest being left behind
with frozen feet—on reaching another large river,

™The company after the separation consisted of Capt. Z. M. Pike, Dr
John H. Robinson, Sergt. Wui E. Meek, * Corp. JeremiaJi Jackson, * private
Henry Kennerman, John Brown, Jacob Carter,* Thos Dougherty,* Wm
Gorden, Theodore Miller,* Hugh Menaugh, Jacob Mountjoy, Alex. Roy,
John Sparks,* Pat. Smith,* Freegift Stoute, and Barouey Vasquez* as
interpreter. Those marked with a star did not reach Sta Fe and Chihuahua
with Pike, as explained later.

*' See Hist. Colorado, this series.
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which must, he thought, be the Red at last. His plan
was to descend the stream in boats or rafts to Natchi-
toches; therefore he sought a suitable spot for a for-

tified camp, where the necessary preparations might
be made, and to which the rest of the party might be
brought, as a few of them soon were.^^ I give a copy
of the western portion of Pike's map, showing his

route in Colorado and New Mexico.
The lieutenant's instructions required him to be

very cautious as he approached the Spanish frontier.^

His idea of the boundary, however, seems to have
been peculiar, for he built his fort, not on the eastern

or American side of his Red River, but five miles up
a western branch! Here he raised the stars and
stripes. He desired to extend his exploration into

Spanish territory, or at least to learn the geographic
relation of his fort to Santa Pd ; and he had a pretext

ready, for he had brought William Morrison's bill

against Lalande, and with this document Dr Robinson
started alone on February 7th for the city of Holy
Faith. Ten days later a Spanish dragoon and an
Indian made their appearance, regarded by Pike as

spies, who said they had come from Santa Fd in four

days, and that Robinson had arrived in safety ; learned

the location of the fort, and Pike's intention to de-

scend the river to Natchitoches ; and departed. An-
other ten days passed, and then came a force of 50

dragoons and 50 militia under lieutenants called in

the narrative Ignacio Saltelo and Bartolome Fernan-

dez. Now Pike was informed that he was not on

^^ The 8 names marked with a star in note 20 are those who did not come
to the camp before Pike's departure. They were brought into Sta Fe a little

later, but 1 find no definite record of what became of them. P. had 8 men
with him. The map is taken from the French edition.

^ 'As your interview with the Comanches will probably lead you to the

head branches of the Arkansaw and Red rivers, you may find yourself approxi-

mated to the settlements of N. Max., and there it will be necessary you
should move with great circumspection, to keep clear ot any hunting or recon-

noitring parties from that province, and to prevent alarm or offence; because

the affairs of Spain and the U. S. appear to be on the point of amicable

adjustment, and moreover it is the desire of the president to cultivate the

friendship and harmonious intercourse of all the nations of the earth, and

particularly our near neighbors, the Spaniards.' Pike's Actt. Bxped., 108.

The instruc. were given by Gen. James Wilkinson.
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Red River, but on the Rio del Norte, his camp being

on the Conejos just above the junction; whereupon
he at once lowered his flag, for he could but admit

—

Pike's Expedition, 1S06-7.

especially in the presence of 100 soldiers—that the
Spaniards might have some legitimate claim to terri-
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tory occupied by them for over two centuries. The
Spaniards were most courteous and kind, supplying

the half-starved and half-naked explorers with food

and blankets ; but the officers presently admitted, what
Pike had supposed from the first, that the Americans
must go to Santa ¥6. Accordingly, they started on
the 27th, part of the Spanish force remaining behind
to bring in the eight explorers who had not yet reached
the fort.'*

The route from the Conejos was across to the

Chama and down that stream past Ojo Caliente and
San Juan. The people were uniformly kind and hos-

pitable in their treatment of the strangers, though
their nondescript and ragged apparel, consisting of

overalls, breech-cloths, and leather coats, without cov-

ering for the head, prompted the inquiry if the Amer-
icans were a tribe living in houses or wearing hats.

Baptiste Lalande and another Frenchman tried to

gain Pike's confidence, but were regarded by him as

spies. Solomon Colly, one of the Nolan party, was liv-

ing in New Mexico, and served as interpreter.'^ The
arrival at Santa F^ was on the 3d of March, and the
adventurers were questioned by Governor Alencaster,

whose conduct was courteous and dignified, but who
said that Pike and his men must appear before Gen-
eral Salcedo at Chihuahua. Pike denied that Dr

'^ Pike accuses the Spanish lieut. of deceiving him, by claiming at first to
have come from Gov. Alencaster simply to aid the unfortunate explorers and
to escort them via Sta Fe to the real Red River. Possibly there was some
foundation for the charge, but it is also probable that Pike, full of the preju-
dices of his time and race, regarding himself as the victim of outrage on ac^

count of an innocent blunder, exaggerates the matter. The fact is, that
orders from the com. gen. of Provincias Internas required the gov., and very
properly, to arrest and send to Chihuahua amy Amer. who might be found in

Span, territory, always avoiding, if possible, any violent measures. Pike's
entry may have been, as he claims, an innocent error, yet the location of his

fort, as already noted, even on the Red River theory, and Robinson's coming
alone to Sta Fe as to a place not far oflf or very difficult to find, were suspi-

cious circumstances strengthened by minor details of Pike's later conduct.

We are told that, while the leader recognized the necessity of submitting,

some of the men were disappointed at not being allowed to test the strength
of their fort against the foe—or having a dmt with the Spaniards. Commu-
nication was chiefly in French, Pike knowing but few words of Spanish.

^^ See Hist. North Mex. States and Texas for Nolan's adventures in Texas
and Chih.
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Robinson was a member of his party; attempted by a
ruse to prevent the examination of his papers, deem-
ing himself sadly 'deceived' when the governor

shrewdly prevented the success of his trick ;^^ and
occasionally deemed it his duty as a free-born Ameri-
can to he suspicious, independent, and disagreeable to

the verge of insolence. It was never quite clear to

any of Anglo-Saxon blood that a Spanish official

might rightfully interfere with his personal freedom

to do as he pleased. Yet Pike frankly admits the

kindness with which he was treated, and says much in

praise of the Spaniards in New Mexico. As men, he
and his party were well treated ; as Americans, they

must needs have a grievance. Though assured he

was not a prisoner. Pike insisted on receiving a cer-

tificate that he was obliged to go to Chihuahua.
They left the capital on March 4th, after a dinner

given hj the governor in their honor, Alencaster tak-

ing Pike in his coach drawn by six mules for three

miles. Captain Antonio Almansa commanded the

escort, and the route was by way of Santo Domingo
and Alburqueique to a point below Isleta,^'^ where

'^Pike distributed the important papers among his men, showing hia

trunk containing the rest to the gov., who seemed satisfied and returned the
truak. Then P. collected the papers, fearing the men, who were drinking
pretty freely, might lose them or give them up. But next morning the gov.
called for the trunk again, and Zebulon was outwitted

!

^' The places named by P. below Alburquerque are Tousac, S. Fernandez,
Sabinez (Sabinal), Jacales, and Sibilleta (Sevilleta, or CeboUeta, aco. to Prince).

These may be supposed to include Isleta, Tome, and Belen, Sabinal being the
only name which may be approximately correct. Sibilleta, on the east side

of the river, is described as a fine and regular village, and such a place is

mentioned in several Span, records as the starting-point of the caravans,
sometimes garrisoned by 7 men. Of its founding I find no record, nor is it

mentioned in statistical lists of '20-1.

At Sto Domingo rich paintings and images were noted in the church; at

S. Felipe a fine bridge across the river. Here Padre Rubi was found to he a
liberal and educated man, showing a valuable statistical table. Sandia is

called St Dies. At Alburquerque P. Ambrosio Guerra was hospitable, though
sadly disappointed that he could not make a Christian of Pike. Here a party
of beautiful girls contributed to the entertainment, including two of English
parentage, who had been rescued from Ind. captivity. Apparently at Isleta

(not named) Dr Robinson was added to the party, and told the story of hia

adventures. They were welcomed with a dance at Tousao (Tome?); and at

S. Fernandez met Melgares, who sent out an order for the handsomest girls

of the region to be sent in for a fandango, ' which portrays more clearly than
a chapter of observations the degraded state of the common people.
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Lieutenant Facundo Melgares, returning southward
with his dragoons, took charge of the party. For
Almansa and Melgares Pike has nothing but words
of praise. Starting on March 11th, they reached El
Paso on the 21st and Chihuahua on April 2d. Here
General Salcedo treated them much as Governor
Alencaster had done, but insisted on I'etaining Pike's

papers. The Americans were finally sent home
through Coahuila and Texas under an escort, leaving

Chihuahua at the end of April, and reaching Natchi-

toches in July. Pike's book was published in 1810;

he was promoted to brigadier-general, and lost his life

at the taking of Toronto in 1813. His narrative was
interesting, and at the time of its publication of much
value. Naturally, it adds but little if anything to in-

formation derived from Pino and the archive records,

yet I shall have occasion to cite it on several points.^

Moved by Pike's account of the New Mexican
country, and entertaining an idea, perhaps, that Hi-
dalgo's revolution had removed the old restrictions on
trade, Robert McKnight, with a party of nine or ten,

crossed the plains in 1812, and reached Santa Fd.

The result was that their goods were confiscated, and
they were arrested, being held in Chihuahua and
Durango as prisoners until 1822, when they were re-

'* Pike (ZebttUm Montgomery). An account of expeditions to the sources of the

Mississippi, and through the western pairts of Louisiana to the sources of the Arkan-
saw, Kans, La Platte, and Pierre Jaun, rivers; jierformed by order of the govern-

ment of the United States, during the years 1805, 1806, and 1807. And a tour

through the interior parts ofNew Spain, when conducted through these provinces,

by order of the captain-general, in the year 1807. By Major Z. M. Pike. Illus-

trated by maps and charts. Phil., 1810, 8vo, with portrait. Parts ii., iii., con-
tain the exped. to N. Mex. and Chih., from p. 107; also descriptive and
documentary appendices to parts ii., iii., separately paged. Also an English
edition, from a copy of the MS., with a few verbal corrections and notes by
the editor, Thomas Rees, under the title Pike's Exploratory Travels, etc., Lon-
don, 1811, 4to; and the French translation of M. Breton, Pike, Voyage au
Nouveau Mexique. Paris, 1812, 8vo, 2 vol. See also Warren's Memoir, 20-1;

Prince's Hat. Sk., 246-65; Pino, Expos., 14-15; Barreiro, Ojeada, 30 (Pike

being 'Paykie' to the Span.); Sta Fi Conquest, 9; instructions in Annals of
Cong., 1808-9, app. 1789-94; Sta Fi, N. Mex. Review, July 29, '8.3; Bingley's

Travels, 228-39; also Meline, Gregg, and aU the well-known writers on N.
Mex. subjects. There is no other source of real inforniation than Pike's origi-

nal narrative.
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leased by Iturbide's order. Efforts had been made in

1817 in their behalf, at the intercession of John Scott,

the Missouri congressman, by Secretary Adams,
through the Spanish minister Onis; but though the

latter wrote on the subject both to king and viceroy

nothing could be effected.
^^

In 1815 Auguste P. Choteau and Julius de Mun
formed a partnership, and went with a large party to

the upper Arkansas to hunt and trade with the In-

dians. They claim to have confined their operations

to American territory, which was perliaps somewhat
elastic in their eyes; at any rate, we have only their

version. Visiting Taos and Santa F6 in 1816 they

were most favorably received by Governor Mainez, a

very polite old gentleman, who said there would be

no objection to their trapping and trading east of the

mountain^ and north of Red River. He even thought

he might get from the general for them a license to

hunt beaver on the branches of the Rio Grande. Re-
tiring to the north to await the desired permission,

they were often visited by parties from the settlements,

who came to trade. But early in 1817, after Gov-
ernor Allande's accession, there was a decided change

of Spanish policy. A force of 200 men under Lieu-

tenant Francisco Salazar, marched out to search for

an American fort, said to exist on the Rio de las

Animas, with cannon and 20,000 men! This fort was
not found, but in June Sergeant Mariano Bernal was
sent out to arrest the Americans, and not only did he
bring in Choteau, De Mun, and 24 men as prisoners,

but opened their caches on the upper Arkansas, and

''^Sta F6, Messagefromthe president of the U. S., transmitting. . .information

relative to the aiTest and impriisonmeTit of certain American citizens at Sta F6.

Wash., April 15, '18, 8vo, 23 p.; also Amer. St. Pap., xii. 435-52; U. S. Govt

Z)oc., 15th Cong. 1st Sess., 319, 471; Id., 18th Cong. 2d Sess., Sen. Doc. 7, p.

3; Annals of Congress, 1817-18, ii. 1954^66; Gregg's Com. (fthe Prairies, i. 19-

20; and other Worka on the Sta Fe trade. The names as given by Scott
were Robert McKnight, Benj. Shrive, James Baird, Alfred AUen, Michael
M'Donough, Wm Mines, Samuel Chambers, Peter Baum, Thomas Cook, and
Miera, an interpreter, with perhaps othera. It is said that 2 of them eaoaped

in a canoe down the Canadian in 21. Foster, Los Ang. in '47, MS., 3-4, says

that in '45 McKnight waa one of the owners of the Sta Rita copper mines.
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took goods to the value of |30,380.74l. At Santa
Fe the prisoners were tried by court-martial, kept for

48 hours in jail, and then dismissed without their

property. In September they were back at St Louis
appealing to congress for relief In 1825-6 their

claim for $50,000 damages was still being urged; and
in 1836 the committee of foreign relations reported
"that the demand ought to be made and pressed with
an earnestness proportionate to the magnitude of the
injury and the unreasonable delay which has arisen in

making satisfaction for it." Ex parte testimony in

such claims for damages must of course be taken with
due allowances.^"

With the independence of 1821-2 the Santa Fd trade

proper—legitimate but for some liberties taken with
Mexican custom-house regulations, and unobstructed
except by difficulties and dangers of the journey across

the plains—may be said to have begun; and it will

be a prominent topic of later annals. Captains Glenn,

Becknell, and Stephen Cooper were the men who in

1821-2 visited Sante ¥6 with small parties, making
large profits on the limited quantities of goods they
succeeded in bringing to market, and laying the foun-

dations of future success. About these earliest trips

we have but little information, except that the traders,

uncertain as to the best route, endured terrible suffer-

ings from thirst. Becknell made two trips. Major
Cooper still lives in California, as I write in 1886;

and from Joel P. Walker, one of his companions, I

have an original narrative of their adventures.^^

^°Sta Fi, Mess., etc., as in note 29, a larger part of the pamphlet being
devoted to the Ohoteau claim than to the MoKnight affair. The doc.

include a long narrative by Julius de Mun, at St Louis, Nov. 25, '17, and a
sworn statement of 11 members of the party—French Canadians all signing

with a 'X'—dated Sept. 25, '17. On the claim in 1825-36, see U. S. Govt

Doc, 24th Cong. 1st Sess., Sen. Doc. nos. 400, 424. Mention in Niles' Reg.,

xiv. 47; xvi. 272; xxvii. 312. There was another claim, for the imprisonment
of J., Parro, but no particulars are given.

*' Walker (J. P.), Narrative of a Pioneer of '41, MS. For details of their

adventures with Ind. and sufferings for want of water, I have no space.

Capt. Joe Walker, brother of Joel, with a, party of trappers, joined Cooper
on the way and accompanied him to Taos. See also, on these exped., Oregg's

Com. Prairies, i. 20-4; Escudero, in Pino, Not., 75; Niles' Seg., xxiii. 16, 177;

xxvii. 315; xxviii. 299; Prince's Hist. Sk., 271-3.
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The general subject of early exploration, hunting

and trapping, and Indian trade and warfare, in the

great interior, though one that is closely connected

with the history of each of these Pacific States, can-

not, of course, be fully treated in any one of my vol-

umes. In each I note those expeditions that directly

concern its territory, and refer the reader to the annals

of other territories, as given in diflferent volumes of

this series. Some chapters on Colorado and the regions

farther north will be found useful in connection with

New Mexican history ; and matter that is especially

interesting may be found in my volumes on the North-

west Coast?^

During these 22 years the population of gevte de

razon may be said to have increased from 19,000 to

30,000 in New Mexico proper, excluding the El Paso
district; wl^ile the number of pueblo Indians remained
practically unchanged, between 9,500 and 10,000. Offi-

cial reports establish these figures with tolerable accu-

racy, but afford no satisfactory basis for more detailed

classification.^* The capital villa of Santa Fe reached,

^''Coyner's Lost Trappers, Cin., 1859, is a little work containing many in-

tere3ting and valuable details of the early trappers' experiences; but in the

part concerning N. Mex. there ia evidently a serious error in dates. Work-
man and Spencer in 1807-9 are represented as having crossed from the upper
Arkansas, south of Pike Peak, to the Colorado, descended that river to the
ford, started on the Span, trail for Sta Fe, met a caravan from that town,
accompanied it to Cal., and returned with it to Sta Fe in 1810, and lived

there for 15 years, until the traders came often from the east. But no cara-

vans crossed from N. Mex. to Cal. in Span, times, or before '22, so that the
date must be wrong, and much doubt is thrown on the general accuracy of

this part of the narrative. The northern Sta Fe trail to Cal. was first fol-

lowed by Wolfi-'ull, in '31, and the trading caravans were of later date.
^^ A report of Gov. Alencaster in 1805, given in Meline's S,000 Miles, 212,

gives a total pop. of 20,626 Span, and 8, 152Ind., besides 6,209 Span, at El
Paso; and reports of Gov. Melgares in '19-20 give Span. 27,214 and 28,436;
Ind. 8,626 and 9,923. Arch. Sta Fd, MS. Reports of the custodio, P. Jose
Pedro Rubin de C^lis, for '20-1 , not including the large towns, gives. Span.
17,401 and 19,174; Ind. 7,840 and 9,034. Id. These are the only exact re

ports that are reliable. There are general estimates, for the most part includ
ing El Paso and Ind., as follows: 1803, pop. 40,200, ace. to Humboldt, £ssai
Pol., 155, and other works, followed by a dozen or more writers; 1804, Gov,
Chacon, in Arch. Sta FS, followed by Pino; 28,798 in 1801. Prince's Hist.

St, 230-1; 39,797. Soc. Mex. Geog., ii. 20. About 30,000, halt Ind. Pike.

34,205 in 1810. Soc. Mex. Oeog., vii. 138; 2da ep., i. 291. 40,000, perhaps
60,000, in 1811. Pino, Expos., 44-5; Not., 14-17. 30,825. Humboldt.
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perhaps, a population of 6,000 in its immediate vicin-

ity; but on account of the meagre records, frequent
discrepancies, and irregular grouping of the settle-

ments in partidos, local items of population have
little significance. In number, location, and in all

respects except an increase of Spanish population at
certain points, the settlements remained as before, and
I refer to the final note of the preceding chapter.^*

Commercial methods continued as before. Pre-
sumably, fairs were still held at Taos for trade with
the Indians, though I find no direct indication of the
fact in this period ;^° each autumn the great caravan
departed for the south; at El Paso, to a greater extent
than before, the company was divided, small parties

seeking different markets; and large flocks of sheep
were now driven from the province. In 1805 the
viceroy decreed that all goods bartered by New Mexi-
cans at the annual fair in San Bartolome valley from
the 18tb to the 23d of December should be free from
the payment of taxes or duties.^* Down to about 1798

^* According to the ofiScial reports cited in note 33, the Span. pop. of the
leading towns, most or all including outlying ranches, in 1805 and 1820 was
as follows: Sta Fe, 3,741, 6,038; La Caaada, 2,188, 2,633; Alburquerque,
4,294, 2,564; S. Juan de los Caballeros, 1,888, 2,125; Abiquiii, 1,218, 2182
(3,029 in '21); Belen, 1,588, 2,103 (1,756 in '21); Taos, 1,337, 1,252; Sta Clara,
967, 1,116; Isleta, 378, 2,324; Picurles, 17, 1,041. In the report of '21 Socorro
is given with a pop. of 1,580. The largest Ind. pueblos in '20-1 were: Taos,
751; S. Ildefonso, 527; Cochiti, 653; Sta Ana, 527; Laguua, 950; Acoma, 829;
Zuai, 1,597; and Isleta, 513. Humboldt for 1803 gives Sta Fe a pop. of 3,600,
Alburquerque, 6,000, 'Taos, 8,903; Pike in 1807, with a good descrip., gives
Sta Fe 4,500 souls, and Pino in 181 1 a pop. of 5,000. Pecos, aco. to Pino, was
on its last legs, having but 30 fighting men in '11, and in '20 its pop. was 58.

An official report of the ayuntamiento gives the pop. of El Paso in '22 as
8,384 souls, of which married couples 161, single men 2,267, single women
3,173, widowers 305, widows 417, farmers 2,072, artisans 681, laborers
269, teachers 8, priests 2, merchants 5, manuf. 6, retired soldiers 6, stu-
dents 3, treasury officials 2; total value of property |234,018. Arch. Sta
F6, MS. Pike describes Ojo Caliente as a town of 500 inhab. and a mill; and
his mention of several unknown names in the south has been noticed.

'•' April 24, 1806, Gen. Salcedo orders the trade with Ind. at the settle-

ments to be encouraged. Arrh. Sta Fi, MS. Possibly the Taos trade declined,
or was more scattered to other points.

''"Deo. 18, 1805, original decree of the viceroy in behalf of N. Mex. trade.
DiapoB. Varias, i. 131; Diario de Mex., i. 353. All duties were paid ij the
south, there being no custom-house in N. Mex. In 1803 Gov. Chacon made
a report on the industries of N. Mex. A rch. Sta Fi, MS. He notes the divis-

ion of the caravans, and the export of 25,000 sheep per year (Pike makes it

30,000). Interior trade is carried on by 12 or 14 merchants, only 2 or 3 of
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no coin was known, but later the salaries of officers and
soldiers were paid in money, famishing a supply by
no means adequate to provincial needs. The govern-

ment estanco on tobacco, powder, and playing-cards,

especially the first, was a great burden for the people.

The total value of imports, as given by Pino from an

official report of the Vera Cruz consulado in 1804, was
$112,000 in a year; while the exports, chiefly wool,

wine, and peltries, were only $60,000, leaving a bal-

ance of trade of $52,000 against New Mexico. Ex-
ports might easily be tripled, as Pino thought, by

proper encouragement, including the opening of ports

on the Texas and Sonora coasts."

There were no new developments in agricultural

industries. Products in New Mexico proper were
wholly consumed at home, and irrigation generally

protected the inhabitants against drought, as in 1803

and 1820-2; and the Indians, as far as possible, tried

to follow their old custom of storing the products of

plentiful harvests, though the improvident settlers

were sometimes caught napping and suffered from
scarcity. All reports praise the agricultural, and
especially the stock-raising, advantages of the prov-

ince, under proper encouragement.*^ Spanish artisans

them using their own capital. Everybody trades in his own way, often »,

very bad way. Pino describes the preparations and outfit of the caravans,

starting 500 strong from La Joya de Sevilleta in Nov. ; and he notes that a
smaller force starting in 1809 was attacked by Ind., losing several killed and
300 horses. For Pike's statement that two caravans left N. Mex. , one in the

spring and the other in autumn, I find no foundation; and the same remark
may be made of his assertion that 33,000 sheep are driven each year from the

province. Pike gives some current prices as follows: flour, $2 per 100 lbs.;

salt, $5 per mule-load; sheep, $1 each; pork, 25 cts per lb. ; beeves, $5 each;

wine del Paso, $15 per bbl. ; horses, $11 each; mules, $30 each; superfine

cloths, $23 per yd; fine do, §20; linen, $4; and other dry goods in proportion.

And Pino: native tobacco, 4 reales per lb.; wheat ajid maize, $1 per fanega;

cotton, |3 per fanega (!).

S' The imports included $61,000 of European goods, $7,000 Asiatic, $34,000
American, and—though N. Mex. was a stock-raising country—§10,000 of

horses and mules. Yet the gov. in 1803 says that 600 horses and mules were
annually sent away.

^^ Chacon (Fernando), Tnforme del gobernador sobre Industrias del N. Mex.,
1803, in Arch. iS'ta Fi, MS., dated Aug. 28th. Tobacco raised for home con-

sumption even by the padres, and but for the estanco on cigars, snuff, etc., the
product might be vastly increased. Books on agric. and stock-raising much
needed. Wool, sheep, and a little cotton exporteX No use made of timber.
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included a few carpenters and blacksmiths, but nearly

all mechanical and other work was done by the In-

dians, who still made pottery for home use, tanned
leather, from which bridles were made, and wove large

quantities of coarse blankets. They also made some
progress in weaving cotton textures of low grade under
an instructor from Mexico.^^ Governor Chacon, in

1803, says that copper is abundant, and apparently

rich, but no mines are worked, though there is much
coal of good quality. Pino, in 1812, also notes the

existence of rich deposits of copper, gold, and silver,

of which no use is made; but Pike, in 1807, states

that a copper mine west of the river, in latitude 34°,

yields 20,000 mule-loads of metal annually, while ves-

sels of wrought copper were among, the country's ex-

ports. Bartlett tells us that the Santa Rita mine

—

really just below 33°—was worked from 1804;' and
Prince gives more details, to the effect that the mine
was discovered in 1800 by Lieutenant-colonel Carrisco,

who sold it in 1804 to Francisco Manuel Elguea of

Chihuahua, by whom work was at once begun, 100

mules being constantly employed to transport the

metal to Mexico for use in the mint.*" I think there

is room for some doubt as to the early working of this

mine, though a beginning was probably made before

1822. Pino says that old silver mines were found

closed up, with the tools inside, and doubtless the

prospect-holes made by the Spaniards before 1680

were thus found occasionally; but there is little or

Pino tells us that maize yields 50 to 100 fold. Tithes amount to about $10,000,

and are distributed as follows, giving an idea of the country's products:

maize 3,000 ianegas, wheat 2,000 fan., vegetables 1,000 fan., wool 1,000 arrobas,

cotton 40 arr., wine 400 arr., sheep 5,000, calves 200, goats 500. As we have
seen, there are some slight indications that eacli pueblo, in earlier times, had
4 sq. leagues of land assigned; but Pino states that in 1811 a pueblo has but

1 league, and for this should properly have 500 Ind. As few have over 300,

there is much land not used, on which Span, should be allowed to settle. See

mention of agric. topics in ^o?«'. Ann. Voy., xxvi. 409; Gordon's Nist. andGeog.

Mem., 85-6; Niles' Reg., xxiii. 16.

^^Pino, Expos., 13; Id., Not., 19-20; Pike's Explor. Trav., 335.

^OBartleU's Pers. Narr., i. 227-9; Prince's Hist. St, 241; Stt Fi, N. Mix.

Beview, July 29, '83. In 1804 a Comanche reported a gold mine in a cerro 15

d. from Pecos, and was ordered to bring in some of the ore. Arch. Sta Fi, MS.
Coal ment. in Soc. Mex. Oeog., ii. 20, in 1805.
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nothing to show that any practical mining was ever

done in New Mexico under Spanisli rule. Stone was
not used for building, but only adobes; yet a semi-

transparent yeso, or gj'psum, was quarried near Santa
F^ and used for window-panes. Pike calls it a flex-

ible talc.*^ Pino tells us that roads in the province

were good, but he did not allude to artificial improve-

ments.

There were no colleges or public schools, and no
professional man—except of the military profession—

-

or priest had been produced in New Mexico. There
were a few private teachers in the larger towns, and
at El Paso from 1806-7 a school seems to have been
maintained.*^ The only medical man in the country

was the presidial surgeon at Santa Fe. Of social

manners and customs we have nothing pertaining es-

pecially to this period, except the somewhat superficial

observations of Pike. He represents the New Mexi-
cans, however, as brave, industrious, and above all

hospitable, but somewhat loose in their ideas of moral-

ity, implying that on this point he could say much
more than would be in good taste, considering the

kindness with which he had been treated. In most
social respects this province closely resembled Cali-

fornia, where the condition of affairs is well known to

readers of other volumes in this series.

The government and administration of justice were
still essentially military, as they had always been, the
governor being also military chief There were no
ayuntamientos or other municipal bodies, no courts,

no taxes, no treasuries or municipal funds. Each of
the eight alcaldes attended to all local matters in his

own alcaldia, being responsible to the governor, from
whose decision the only appeal was to the audiencia
of Guadalajara. An audiencia at Chihuahua was
deemed an urgent necessity. The governor, with a
salary of $4,000, had no legal adviser or notary, but

*' The yeso is mentioned by Chacon and Pino.
"Five hundred and eighty-four children in attendance in 1806; 460 in

1807. Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Pino says there were no beggars or vagrants.
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was aided by two lieutenants and two alfereces. The
alcaldes were vecinos, who got no pay. A lieutenant

of the governor in his military capacity ruled at El
Paso for a salary of $2,000.*^

The regular military force supported by the royal

treasury was 121 men, forming the presidial or veteran
company of Santa Fe.** But Pino states that an av-
erage force of 1,500 men had been required to defend
the province, which the settlers had furnished without
pay, and even armed and equipped at their own cost,

thus saving the king $43,090,000 in the past 118
years.*" There was probably a degree of exaggeration
in this, but the deputy complained, with reason, that

this system was an intolerable burden, urging that

New Mexico should be put in this respect on the same
basis as other provinces; that the militia should be
properly organized, paid, and armed; and that five pre-

sidios should be established or transferred from the

south. In January 1813 Pino urged this part of his

scheme anew in the c6rtes; it was referred to the

comision ultra marina; and in May some kind of an
order had been issued by the regency to the viceroy,

probably one to investigate and report.*^ A year later

Don Simon Elias, being called upon for his opinion, re-

ported against the transfer of the southern presidios

to New Mexico, but favored the establishment of

two new ones on the Rio Grande between Sevilleta

and El Paso.*' So nothing was done. At this time

*' Davis, El Gringo, 83, notes the execution of a soldier in '15 for a pettj-

theft ' as an evidence of the iron rule that prevailed in those days. ' By the

constitution a prov. of less than 60,000 pop. was to be joined to the adjoining

prov. for the election of a diputado. Sto Domingo was an exception, and
5Pino argued that N. Mex. should be another.

;,

"Distrib. as follows, ace. to Pino: 39 in the real de caballada, or movable
detachment, 12 on guard at the capital, 7 at Sevilleta on the southern frontier,

and the rest scattered at various points with the militia. The pay of a sol-

dier was 1240. Pike, Explor. Trav., 344, talks of a force of 1,000 dragoons at

Sta Fe.
*' Pino, Expos., 14-20; Id., Not., 41 4. In 1808, 3 companies of militia were

organized under captains Lorenzo Gutierrez, Jos^ Fran. Pino, and Bartolom'e

Vaca, 61 men in each comp.; but down to 1812 they had received no pay. '

^^Diario de Odrtee, 1813, xvii. 50; xix. 307.
*' May 20, '14, report of EUas, in Pinart, Doc. Hist. Chih., MS., 15-24. Co^t

of Sta Fe comp., 127 men, in '14, $36,644. MS. of Pinart Col.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex . 20
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the presidio of Carrizal, formerly at El Paso, was no

longer considered as belonging to New Mexico.

We have seen that the number of christianized

pueblo Indians neither increased nor diminished per-

ceptibly in these 22 years ; nor were there any changes

in the system of mission management. There were

from 19 to 22 Franciscan friars in charge of the mis-

sions ; but they lived chiefly at the places having a

large Spanish population. Pino states that in 1811

in 19 purely Indian pueblos there were but five mis-

sionaries. There was one secular priest at Santa F^,

and there, as at Alburquerque and Santa Cruz, the

friars were supported by fees; the rest by their sinodos

of $330 from the royal treasury.** On one phase of the

earlier controversy—complaints of the padres against

the governor and alcaldes for ill-treating the Indians

—

I find nothing new, though there is little reason to

suppose that any practical reform had been effected.

Lieutenant Pike found the natives virtually slaves, and
cruelly treated by the Spanish officers. On the other

hand, the friars' shortcomings were still a current topic

of dispute. In consequence of a petition from the

natives, the exact purport of which is unknown to me,

Protector-general Andrade at Guadalajara in 1810
appointed Felipe Sandoval ' protector partidario ' of

the New Mexican Indians. Sandoval in his report

stated that the padres were content with simply saying

mass, and the neophytes were in reality deprived of

spiritual instruction. This brought out a reprimand
from the bishop of Durango; and the vice-custodio,

Padre Sebastian Alvarez, called upon the friars for a

defence in 1818. They indignantly denied the truth

of the charges, declaring that the 'protector' was not

*" Pino, Not., 15-16, 88; Expos., 7-8. He notes that an Ind. woman will

not bear more than 4 children, taking preventive drinks. In '20-1, there
were 19-21 padres, with 11 stnodos, amounting to ^,289 or $3,900. Chacon,

In/orme, MS. I make no attempt to record the names of padres serving dur-

ing this and later periods, though many of them might probably be obtained
from old mission registers and other records still existing.
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only influenced by evil motives but was a thief.*' No
bishop visited the province after 1760, and therefore

there were no confirmations. Delegate Pino, a New
Mexican 50 years of age, had never seen a bishop

until he came to Spain in 1812. He urgently de-

manded the erection of his province into a separate

bishopric, and the carrying-out of the royal order and
papal bull of 1777-9 in favor of a college. His idea

was that the tithes, yielding $9-10,000, as disadvan-

tageously rented, were ample to pay the episcopal

salary and all other necessary expenses; besides, the

sinodos of six missions might justly be added, since the

fees at Belen, Isleta, Abiquiii, Santa Clara, San Juan,

and Taos would suffice for the friars' support. Ac-
cordingly, on January 26, 1813, the erection of a

bishopric and establishment of the college were de-

creed by the c6rtes; and some supplementary instruc-

tions were issued in May; but practically nothing was
done under Spanish rule.^"

It is to be regretted that nothing is known of polit-

ical events and sentiments in New Mexico during the

war of independence in 1811-21. There is no indica-

tion that the great national struggle sent even a ripple

of excitement to the northern interior; and we may
reasonably conclude that officials and people here, as

in California, were content to-await the issue, in which

"Appointment of Sandoval Aug. 20, 1810, in Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Develop-

ments of 1818. N. Mex. , Deftmas de Misioneros, in Id. On March 26, '18, the

gov. and bishop were asked by the audienoia to see that the Ind. of Jemes
should receive proper Christian instruction in Spanish. Id. The friars who
signed the De/emaji were Mariano Peflon, Laguna; Jose Pedro Rubi, Beletf;

Jose Ign. Sanchez, Isleta; Diego Martinez de Arellano, Sandia; Gerdnimo
Riego, S. Felipe. In 1805 Padre Prada asks the gov. for relief for Zufli,

where the position of the padre in time of peace was intolerable, and in war
most perilous. The Zunis have no inclination to Christianity, and only a few

pay any attention to its rites. They were friendly to the hostile Navajos,

who, on their visits to Zuiii, were always furnished women with whom to sleep;

and similar privileges were offered to Lieut. Karbona and his men. Arch. Sta

m, MS.
^Pino, Not., 19, 22, 31-3, 90-2; Id., Expos., 7-8, 25-7; Diario de CdHei,

1812, xvi. 160; 1813, xx. 141-2; Cdrtes, Col. de Decreios, iii. 200; Arrillaga,

Recop., 1830, p. 95-6. In his Adic&mes to Pino, p. 34 of Notidas, Barreiro

speaks of a decree of Jan. 26, '18, in favor of the bishopric and colegio. Some-

fhing was also attempted in '23.
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they took but slight interest, and of which in its de^

tails they were to a great extent kept in ignorance.

In New Mexico, the element of private correspond-

ence, so important an aid in tracing the annals of

this period in California, is entirely lacking in the

records within my reach. We have seen that in 1822
Governor Melgares was succeeded by Chavez, and
also that Vizcarra ruled for a time in the same year.

Besides this brief record, we have one important doc-

ument of 1821, which shows how news of Iturbide's

accession was received, and which may indicate that

New Mexicans were not behind Californians in the ver-

satility displayed in accepting the successive changes
of government, with prodigious and suddenly acquired

enthusiasm for each.

It was on September 11th that the 'dulce voz de

libertad' was first heard, and lovers of tl)e country and
religion swore to the independence at Santa Fe; and on
December 26th— [dia glorioso! jDia de admiracion,

y dia tan eternal para los Nuevos Mdxicos, que de pa-

dres d. hijos se ira trasmitiendo hasta la mas remota
posteridad !—came news of Iturbide's entry into jNIex-

ico. Dozens of citizens received communications in

writing and print by the mail of that day, which they
read aloud to the crowd at the post-office, the gov-
ernor reading a patriotic address from the city of

Tepic, with a poetic effusion of that ' liberalisimo

europeo' Don Pedro Negrete, on listening to which
all, from the 'tierno parvulito' to the 'tremulo an-

ciano,' were beside themselves with joy, and filled the
air with vivas, as Melgares shouted, " New Mexicans,
this is the occasion for showing the heroic patriotism

that inflames you; let your sentiments of liberty and
gratitude be published abroad, and let us show ty-

rants that although we live at the very extremity of

North America we love the holy religion of our
fathers; that we cherish and protect the desired

union between Spaniards of both hemispheres; and
that, with our last drop of blood, we will sustain the
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sacred independence of the Mexican empire!" The
6th of January, 1822, was set apart for a formal cele-

bration, which should, if possible, excel that of Tepic.

At dawn the salutes of artillery and the marching of

processions began; and with dawn of the next day,
ended the grand baile at the palacio. Never did
Santa Fd behold such a splendid display. The inde-

pendientisimo postmaster, Juan Bautista Vigil, ex-

celled himself in painting decorations; the excesivo

independiente alcalde, Pedro Armendaris, led a tri-

umphant paseo; and a grand loa de las tres garantias

was performed, by Alfcrez Santiago Abreu represent-^

ing independence, Curate and Vicar Juan Tomas
Terrazas religion, and Chaplain Francisco Osio the

union. All through the day and night the villa was
painted red with independence or death, and Gov-
ernor Melgares wrote a flamdng account of the whole
affair for the Gaceta Imperial.^^ Doubtless Don Fa-
cundo, realizing the side on which his bread was but-

tered, saw to it that nothing was lost in telling the

etory; and presumably the fall of Iturbide a little

later was celebrated with equal enthusiasm. There
was nothing mean or one-sided in New Mexican
patriotism.

*' Melgares (Facundo), Demostradones qitepara aoleminza/r la rndependencia del

Invperio hizo la ciudad de Sta Fe, 1822. In Gaceta Imp., March 23, 26, '22, ij.

85-93. Proclamation of the plan de Iguala in N. Mex., 1821, mentioned iii

Alaman, Hist. Mej., v. 237-9, from the same source. It is noticeable that in

the celebration the gov. is called jefe polUico, and an ayuntainiento is men-
tioned. Sept. 10, '22, N. Mex. was made one of the 5 Provincias Internes

under a com. gen. at Chih., corres. to the earlier intendencia; that is, there

was practically no change in N. Mex. Mex., Mem. Oiterra, 1823, p. 25.
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The ruler at Santa Fe during the Mexican republi-

can regime of 1823-46 was known as jefe politico

until 1837, and later bore the title of gobernador.

The list, as made up from those of Prince, Meline,

Ritch, and the United States land-office reports, with

flight corrections from original sources, is given in a
pote.^ As a rule, nothing is definitely known respect-

ing the acts of these officials or the circumstances of

their accession to power.

Until 1824 New Mexico was a province, one of the

Provincias Internas, until, by the acta constitutiva of

January 31st, it was joined to the provinces of Chi-

'List of governors of N. Hex., 1823-46: Antonio Vizcarra to June 1823;
Francisco Javier Chavez, June and July, acting; Bartolome Vaca, 1823 to

Sept. 1825; Antonio Narbona, Sept. 1S25 to May 1827; Manuel Armijo,
1827-8; Antonio Vizcarra, acting in 1828; Jos^ Antonio Cliavez, 1828-31;
Santiago Abreu, 1831-2, or perhaps to 1833; Francisco Sarracino, 1833 to May
1835, though Juan Rafael Ortiz seems to be named in the archives in Oct.

1834; Mariano Chavez, acting. May to July 1835; Albino Perez, 1835-7;

Pedro Mufioz, acting, 1837-8; Jose Gonzalez, pretendant or revolutionary

gov., 1837-8; Manuel Armijo, Jan. 1838 to 1846; Antonio Sandoval, acting,

1841; Mariano Martinez de Lejanza, acting, 1844-5; Jos6 Chavez, acting,

Sept. to Dec. 1845; and Juan Bautista Vigu y Alarid, acting, in Aug. 1846.

(310)
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huahua and Durango, to form the Estado Interno del

Norte. Durango, however, protesting against this

arrangement, because the capital was fixed at Chihua-
hua, the two southern provinces were made states, and
from July 6th New Mexico became a territory of th'^

republic. At the same time the El Paso district was
joined to Chihuahua, but no eastern or western
bounds were assigned to New Mexico, it being under-

stood that the territory extended in those directions

far out beyond the settlements, and in the north to

the Arkansas, the limit of Mexican possessions since

1819. Under the new constitution of December 1836
the territory became a department, and was so called

to the end of Mexican rule.^

Under the new forms of the republican regime
there was practically no change in the government, all

tranches being controlled somewhat arbitrarily by the

governor. There was a kind of legislature, or execu-

tive council, of four or six members, known as the

diputacion provincial, or territorial, from 1824, junta

departamental from 1837, and sometimes asamblea in

1844-5; but this body is stated by Barreiro and
others to have been a nullity, and very little is known
of its acts.* Instead of the alcaldes mayores of

Spanish times, there were ayuntamientos at a few of

the larger towns, with ordinary alcaldes at the smaller

settlements.* In 1844, by a decree of the assembly,

^ July 19, 1823, decree alluding to N. Mex. aa one of the Provincias Int.

de Occidente, and providing that the civil and military command be sepa-

rated. Mex., Col. Ord. y Decretm, ii. 147-8. Acta const, of Jan. 1824. Mex.,

Col. Vomtit., i. 3. Decree of Feb. 4, 1824, N. Mex. to send one diputado to

t'.ie diputacion provincial of Chih. Mex., Col. Ord. y Dec, iii. 25. July 6th,

'La prov. de N. Mex. queda de territorio de la federacion.' Id., 55. July

27th, bounds of Chih., including El Paso. Id., 59. Protest of Durango
against estado del norte, with capital at Chih. Pinart, Doc. Hist. CMh., MS.,

ii. 1. Law of Dec. 3D, 1836, 'N. Mex. ser^ departamento. ' Arrillaga, Secop.,

1836, p. 379. Jan. 18, 1845, N. Mex. declared one of the departamentos

fronterizos, as per art. 134, pt 17, of the constitution. Mex., Leyes {Palacio},

1344r-6, p. 81.
' Binviro, Ojeada, 27-8. In 1831 the members are named. Ant. J. Mar-

tinez being the first. ArcL Sta Fi, MS. In 1844 Jesus Maria GaUegos was

pres. and J. B. Vigil sec. Abert's Rept, 479. In 1845 the asamblea had four

members, and one suplente not named. 8. Miguel, Sep. Mex. , 60.

'In 1827-32, ace. to Barreiro, Ojeada, 42, and a table byNarbona, in Pim>,

Not., 27-30, only Sta Fe, Caflada, and Taos had ayuntamientos. The parti-
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jiublished in a bando by the governor, the department;

was divided into three districts and seven partidos •

and presumably prefecturas were organized, since one

6r two prefects are incidentally named. Of New
Mexican representatives in congress, I have found no

record.^

dos were Sta Fe, including S. Miguel del Vado, Coehiti, Jemes, Sandia, and'

Alameda under alcaldes, and abo Tesuque, Pecos, Sto Domingo, C'ia, Sta

Ana, and S. Felipe; Alburquerque, including Isleta, Tome, Belen, Socorro,

and Laguna as alcaldi'as, and also Sabinal, Acoma, and Zufli; and Canada, in-

cluding S. Juan, Taos, and Abiquiri under alcaldes, with Sta Clara, S. Ilde-

fonso, Pujuaque, Nambe, and Picuries. The division into districts and

partidos on June 17, 1844, was as follows: Central district, cabecera Sta Fe,

Which is also capital of the department, with three partidos: 1st, Sta Fe, in-

cluding S. Ildefonso, Pujuaque, Nambe, Cuyamanque, Tesaque, Rio Tesuque,

Cienega, Cieneguilla, Agua Fria, Galisteo, Real del Oro, and Tuerto; 2d,

Algodones, including Rayada, Coehiti, Pena Blanca, Chilili, Sto Domingo,

Cubero, S. Felipe, Jemes, Cia, Sta Ana, and Angostura; 3d, S. Miguel del

yado, including Pecos, Gusano, Rio de la Vaca, Mula, Estramosa, S. Jose,

iPueblo, Puerteoito, Cuesto, Cerrito, Anton Chico, Tecolote, Las Vegas, and

Cepillo. Northern district, cabecera Los Luceros, with two partidos: 1st,

Rio Arriba, capital Luceros, including Sta Cruz de la Canada, Chimayo,

Truchas, Sta Clara, Vegas, Chama, Cuchillo, Abiquiii, Rito, Colorado, Ojo

.Caliente, Ranchitos, Chamita, S. Juan, Rio Arriba, Joya, and Embudo;
'2d, Taos, capital Don Fernandez (S. Fernando de Taos ?), including S.

Francisco, Arroyo Hondo, Arroyo Seco, Desmontes (Dos Montes?), Ciene-

guilla, Picuries, Sta Barbara, Zampas, Chemisal, Llano Penasco, Moro,
Huerfano, and Cimarron. South-eastern district, cabecera Valencia, with

two partidos: 1st, Valencia, including S. Fernando, Tome, Socorro, Limitar,

Polvaderas, Sabinal, Elames, Casa Colorado, Cibolleta (Sevilleta), Sabino,

Parida, Luis Lopez, Belen, Lunas, Lentes, Zufli, Acoma, and Rito; 2.1,

Bernalillo, including Isleta, Padilla, Pajarito, Atrisco, Placeres, Alborquer-
. que, Alameda, Corrales, and Sandia. Doc. from the A rch. Sta Fe, translated

in Abert's liept., 477-9. Abert and Prince choose to call the partidos ' coun-

ties.'

^ Except of Jose A. Chavez, in 1827-8, described in the Semblaraas de IHpu-

tados as ' consigned ' to Francisco Tagle.

Gregg, Com. PrmHes, i. 222, 233-8, and Davis, El Gringo, 105-7, give an
account of the administration of justice by the alcaldes, or through the arbi-

tration of hombres buenos, appeals to the governor, penalties of fine and im-

prisonment, not very impartially awarded, absence of all the legal forms of

'court routine, exemptions under the military and ecclesiastical fueros, the
impossibility of obtaining justice, and the consequent prevalence of thefts emd
'other petty offences. In these matters N. Mexico was like all the distant Mexi-
' can territories, and much light will be thrown on them by a perusal of the an-

nals of California, 'where the records are more complete. In Mex., Mem.
JuKticia, 1 826, p. 6, it is said there was no juez de letras nor lawyer in N. Mex.,
and litigation had to be carried on at enormous cost in Durango, Zacatecas, etc.

In Id., 1828, no. 2, p. 14, there is said to be a juzgado de distrito at Sta Fe;
also that the circuit court of Parral has jurisdiction in N. Mex. In Id.,

1831, p. 7. 18, $3,000 has been assigned for a. lawyer to serve as juez de letras.

Yet in 1832 Barreiro, Ojeada, 38-9, who has served two years as asesor, or

legal adviser, complains that ' jamas se castigan los delitos, porque no hay en
lo absoluto quien sepa formar una sumaria, evacuar una defensa, ni llevar la

.voz fiscal;' that few are able to carry their cases to Mex. ; and that he de-

spairs of being able to introduce order into the administration of justice in
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Down to 1839 the territory was under the military-

rule of a commandant, called militar, principal, or de
armas, who was subordinate to the comandante gen-
eral of Chihuahua. At times the civil and military

commands were held by the same and at others by
different men. In 1824 the presidial company at

Santa Fe had 119 men, including officers, at a total

cost of $35,488. A Mexican law of 1826 provided

for three permanent cavalry companies of 100 rank
and file, each at a cost of $87,882; and for two com-
panies of active militia, each of 100 men. Barreiro,

however, writing in 1832, states that the territory

had still only its one company, urging an increase of

force and a transfer of the presidio to Valverde. In
1835, on the coming of Governor Perez, who was also

comandante principal, some slight effort seems to have
been made to reorganize the forces, without definite

results. In 1839 New Mexico was separated from
Chihuahua, and made a comandancia. Governor Ar-
mijo having later the title of comandante general.

From this time, also, in Mexican reports the existence

of the three companies is noted, though with only

men enough for one. The truth seems to be that

here, as in California during the larger part of Mexi-

can rule, the military organization hardly existed ex-

cept on paper. ^

N. Mex. He urges the ' reestablishtnent ' of a. juzgado de letras. In the

estimates of 1838, Mex., Mem. Hac, 2d pt, the ministros and fiscales are to

receive §4,000 each. Prince, 229, names Ex-gov. Abreu as chief justice down
to 1837. All is very confusing, and it is hard to determine whether the ter-

ritory ever had any courts except those of the ordinary alcaldes.

"Company report of Dec. 1824, showing that the captain was jefe politico,

with i4,000 iJay. MS. of the Pinart Col. Law of March 21, 1826, establish^

ing presidial and militia companies. Arrillaga, Rtcop., Jan-June 1836, p. 193-

204; Riesgo and Valdis, Mem. E-ttad., 26. In 1824 Juan Jose Arocha was
com. de armas. Arch. Sta Fe, MS., 1832; Barreiro, Ojeada, 30-6, on military

matters. He urges the necessity of an increased force to hold the Americans

as well as the Indians in check, separation from the Chihuahua comandancia,

and especially a transfer of the jiresidio to Valverde, it being of no use at

Sta Fe. He advises selling the old wall of the capital for building material;

also the establishing of a military school, and organization of the militia. On
Aug. 1, 1834, Bias Hinojos was capt. of the company and comandante prin-

cipal of N. Mex., signing a proclamation in favor of Sta Anna, which is also

signed by sergeants and corporals of Sta Fe, Taos, and S. Miguel del Vado,

indicating eitlier a distribution of the company at 3 points or an attempt to
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Of events in their order from j^ear to year, there

are but few which require more extended notice than
is given in the appended summary, or chronologic list/

partially organize the three companies. El Tiempo, Sept. 28, 1834. Oov.
Perez, in 1835, brought money and arms. Doc. HiM. Oal., MS., i. 166; Arri-

llaga, Becop., 1835, p. 23-i. Support of powder manufactory in N. Mex. Id.,

Jan.-Jnne 1836, p. 404-5. Law of April 22, 1839, establishing a coman-
dsincia gen. Id., 1839, p. 104-5; Valkjo, Doc. Hint. Mex., i. 179; Mex., Col.

Leyes y Dec, 1839, p. 129. A presidial comp. at Vado in 1841. Arcli. Sta
Fi, MS. Some vague records of the regular and militia companies 1843-5,

in Mex., Mem. Guerra, 1844, docs. 3, 22-3; Id., 1845, docs. 1, 4, 6, 8; Id.,

1846, doc. 11, 15-16. In 1845 Col Kafael Archuleta is named as comandante
militar. 8. Mk/uel, Hep. Mex., 85.

'1823. Vizcarra, Chavez, and Vaca, gov. Treaty of peace -with the
Navajos.

1824. Vaca, gov. N. Mexico a province of the Estado del Norte, and a

territory from July. Beginning of the regular Sta F^ trade and first use of

wagons. XJ. S. overtures to N. Mexico, according to Ritch. Pattie's visit.

1825. Vaca and. Narbona, gov. Survey of a U. S. road for the Sta Fe
trade begun. Navajos again troublesome.

1826. Narbona, gov. Mexican decree for increase of military force.

1827. Narbona and Armijo, gov.

1828. Armijo, Vizcarra, and Chavez, gov. Under the Mex. law expelling

Spaniards, according to Prince, all the friars were forced to depart, except

two. Albino and Castro, who, by reason of their extreme age, and by the

payment of |500 each, were permitted to remain. In Niles' Reg., xxxvii. 230,

it is recorded that many of the expelled Spaniards came to the U. S. with
the Sta Fe caravans of 1828-9. Discovery of the ' old ' gold placers.

1829. Chavez, gov. Proposition of John D. Bradburn to navigate the Rio
Grande and colonize N. Mex. declined by Mex. govt. Bustamaiite, Voz de la

Patria, i. no. 7, p. 9-10. Bent's fort on the Arkansas built.

1830. Chavez, gov. New decree for the establishment of a bishopric, but
nothing done. Communication with California opened by Vaca and Ewing
Young.

1831. Chavez and Abreu, gov. Wolfskill, Jackson, and Young visit Cal.

1832. Abreu, gov. Publication of the Ojeada sohre Nuevo-Mexico. Que
da una idea de sus producdones naturcUes, y de algunns otras cosas que se con-

stderan opoHunas para mejorar su estado, i ir proporcioiiando sufutura feliddad.
Fm'mada por el Lie. Antonio Barreiro, asemr de dicho temtoHo. A petidon del

escmo. seiUyr mnistro qmfui dejusiicia Don Jose Ignacio Espinosa. Y dedirada

al cscmo, senior vice-presidente de los Estados Unidos MexicaTios Don Anastacio
Bustamante. Puebla, 1832, 8vo, 42 p., 2 1., 10 p. This somewhat merito-
rious little work was also embodied in a later edition of Pino's Noticias Uis-
tdiicas. Fr. Juan Felipe Ortiz, vicar-general of N. Mexico.

1833. Sarracino, gov. Visit of the bishop of Duraugo, whose reception is

described by Prince as very enthusiastic.

1834. Sarracino and Ortiz, gov. Grand demonstration of civil and mili-

tary authorities on Aug. 1st in favor of Santa Anna and the prouunciamiento
of Cuernavaca. El Tiempo, Sept. 28, 1834.

1835. Serracino, Chavez, and Perez, gov. First newspaper of N. Mexico,
El Crepiisculo, published at Taos by Padre Martinez for four weeks. Found-
ing of Las Vegas. Mora grant. War with the Navajos.

1836. Perez, gov. Under the new central system N. Mexico was to be a
department, and the ruler a governor instead of political chief.

1837. Perez, Gonzalez, and MuDoz, gov. Revolution, as narrated else-

where in this chapter. Fatal typhoid epidemic, which, with the following
small-pox, according to Gregg, carried off one tenth of the inhabitants in

1840. Custom-house opened at Taos.
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Troubles with the Indians were not very serious or

frequent, so far as can be determined from scanty and
indefinite records, the most startling occurrences in

this connection resting on authority that is somewhat
doubtful. The system of treaties and bribes was still

in vogue, and, as a rule, the tribes found it to their

interest to be nominally at peace. Still, the Navajos
made trouble occasionally, and one band or another of

the Apaches was generally on the war-path. There
are but few items of interest or value in the record of

Indian affairs for this period, though it is probable

that local and personal details, if known, would fur-

nish material for many an episode of adventure.^

1838. Armijo, gov. to 18*44. Trouble between the Americans and gov. in
1838-9 on account of the murder of a man named Daley. Kendall's Nar. , i.

352-3.

1 839. N. Mexico made a separate comandancia general. Discovery of the
' new ' gold placers.

1840. Foreigners in trouble on account of the ' accidental ' murder of a
Mexican. Kendall, i. 353.

1841. Sandoval, acting gov. Texan Santa Fe invasion of 1841-2, as else-

where recorded.
1842. Settlement of La Junta. Treaty with Mescalero Apaches.
1843-5. Continued troubles with the Texans.

• 1844. Martinez, acting gov. Destructive fire at Sta Fe. Defensor de la

Intei/ndad Nacional, Sept. 25th.

1845. Chavez and Aimijo, gov. Pronunciamiento of the gov. in favor of

&nta Anna. Amiga del Pueblo, Aug. 19th, p. 99.

184t5. Armijo and Vigil, gov. Occupation of N. Mexico by the U. S.

* 1823. Indians constantly making raids. Mex., Mem. Bel., 1823, p. 57.

Treaty made by Gov. Vizoarra in Feb. with Navajos, who restored captives,

but claimed to be dying of hunger and unable to pay for past robberies. They
were given 4 months to decide about conversion and settlement. A rch. Sta
Fi, MS. More threatened dangers in Aug. 1825, but averted by the gov-

ernor's activity. Mex., Mem. Ret, 1826, p. 10. Steck, in Ind. Aff. Ilept, l!i63,

p. 109-10, and Thilmmel, Meod&o, 349-50, tell us that with the independence
the Mexicans became cruel and faithless, and the Ind. consequently hostile

after a long peace. Once a party of Navajos invited to Cochiti to make peace

were massacred. Bartlett, Pei's. Narr., i. 174, says that in an amphitheatre

in the Waco mts 150 Apaches were surprised and put to death. Nidever,

Life and Adven., MS., 33, who was in N. Mex. in 1830, says the Arapahoes
made frequent raids and never spared a Mexican. By Cooke, Conq. M. Mex.
and Cal., 48, we are told that Span, protection of the Navajos having ceased

about 1832, they later suffered much from attacks of other tribea. Pattie,

Pers. Narr., passim, has much to say of Ind. hostilities against the Mexicans

during his residence and wanderings of several years in N. Mex. 1832.

Jicarillas peaceful since they were driven by Comanches from their old strong-

holds. Encudero, Not. Chih., 227. Comanches allies of the Mexicans in 1833.

Id., 229-30. Lipanes long friendly, but bitter foes of the Comanches. Id.,

226. 1835. Comanches faithful; Apaches committing murders in the Socorro

region. Arch. Sta Fi, MS. Gregg, Com. Prahies, i. 288-9, and Thuiiimel,

Mex., 350-1, narrate that late in 1835, in a campaign against the Navajos, the
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In 1837-8 New Mexico had its revolutionary move-
ment, corresponding in many respects with Alvarado's

revolt of 1836-7 in California. It was nominally,

and to a slight extent really, a rising against central-

ism and the new constitution of Mexico; that is,

direct taxation—unknown in the territory under the

jefes politlcos, but introduced in the department by
the governor—caused much popular discontent, afford-

ing at least a pretext for revolt. Several other mo-
tives, however, were in the aggregate more potent,

though in the absence of original contemporary evi-

dence it is not possible to ascertain their relative

importance. Thus, there is said to have existed a

prejudice against Governor Perez, an excellent man,
because he was a stranger sent from Mexico, and not

a native or old resident like most rulers of earlier

years. Some of his special acts besides the imposition

of taxes created discontent.' Manuel Armijo, for-

merly governor, moved chiefly by ambition, but also

by dissatisfaction at having been removed from his

place as custom-house officer, is accused by Gregg and
Kendall of having secretly fomented the revolt, whicli

he hoped to control, and which by a counter-pronun-

ciaraiento he finally turned to his own advantage.^"

Mexicans were ambushed and defeated, Capt. Hinojos being one of the killed.

It was one of H. 's sergeants who opened a keg of powder with a red hot
poker. Roberts, With the Invader, 40-1, notes Starvation Peak, between Las
Vegas and Sta Fe, as a spot where the Mexicans in 1837, being invited to a
council without arms, were treacherously attacked, and the survivors starved
to death. In 18.39 an Apache chief came to El Paso to demand the release of
his wife and other captives, which was promised; but the gov. summoned
troops, who killed the chief and 20 of his men, but not before the chief had
slain the gov. Gregg, i. 291-8. 1840-1. Navajos still hostile; two exped. sent
out by the com. gen. Mex., ATeiii. Guerra, 1841, p. 35. iS42. Com. Gen.
Armijo reports the Mescalero Apaches as desiring to make a treaty, on condi-
tion of receiving $3,000 a year and monthly rations. A. approves the terms.
Pinart, Doc. Hist. Ghih., MS., ii. 32; Voto de Sonora, April 15, 1S42.

° According to Davis and Prince the revenue officials were arrested for
peculation in 1836, and brought to trial before the district court. Two of
the judges, Abreu and Nafero, were accused as accomplices, and not allowed
to sit, but the other judge, Juan E^tevan Pino, found the accused guilty,
whereupon Gov. Perez took the case out of court and restored the adminis-
trador de rentas to his place, which had been temporarily filled by Manuel
Armijo.

'' Juan Estevan Pino and Juan Rafael Ortiz were his leading associates in
the plot, as Davis says. Gregg claims to have heard Armijo's own brother
intimate that A. hoped to be made gov. by the rebels.
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Again, It was believed by the Mexicans, and not
altogether without reason, as I suspect, that the re-

volt was 'another Texan aftair,' instigated more or
less directly by the Americans, with a view of foment-
ing, by revolutionary troubles, the discontent already
believed to be prevalent among New Mexicans. ^^

On the 1st of August a mob released an alcalde of

a northern town, who had been imprisoned on some
unpopular charge,^^ this serving as a beginning of the
insurrection; and a great crowd, largely composed of

pueblo Indians, soon assembled at La Canada, where,
on the 3d, the rebel 'plan' was issued, the only tangi-

ble part of which was 'not to admit the departmental
plan,' and 'not to admit any tax,' three out of five

articles being devoted to platitudes on God, country,

and liberty, including, as a matter of course, the resolve

to 'spill every drop of blood' in the sacred cause. ^^

Governor Perez, with all the force he could raise,

about 150 militia, including the friendly warriors of
San Juan and Santo Domingo—the whereabouts of

the presidial company not appearing—-marched north-
ward and met the foe at the mesa of San Ildefonso

;

but most of his men passed over to the rebels, and he
was obliged to flee with about 25 companions, return-

ing first to Santa F^, but soon abandoning the capital.

Within a few days, and at different points, the party

'^Bustamante says: 'La causa de la revolucion la habia dado la eutrada
de una porcion de carros del Norte-Amerioa que trajeroa muchas mercade-
rias, cuyos derecho? no queriau pagar los auglo-americanos, y tratando de
estreoharlos ^ la exhibiciou el gobernador, le su3citaron-el alzamiento. ' This
was probably not true of the traders. Gregg telb us that they even furnished
means for quelling the revolt. He also says: ' Some time before these tragic
events took place, it was prophesied among them [the pueblo Indiansj that a
new race was about to appear from the east, to redeem them from tlie Spanish
yoke. I heard this spoken of several months before the subject of the insur-
rection had been seriously agitated. It is probable that the pueblos built

their hopes upon the Americans, as they seemed as yet to have no knowledge
of the Texans. ' He also says the rebels proposed sending to Texas for pro-
tection, though there had been no previous understanding. Wliile there is no
documentary proof, it is wellnigh impossible, considering the date and cir-

cumstances, to believe that the Texans had no iuiluence directly or indirectly

in the aSair.

'^The alcalde was arrested at the governor's orders by Ramon Abreu, who
is called prefect.

'T)avi3 gives a translation from an original MS. copy in his possession.
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breaking up for self-preservation, the governor and a
dozen or more of his associates were killed, the head
of Perez being carried as a trophy to the insurgent

headquarters, and the bodies of Santiago Abreu and
others being barbarously mutilated."

It was on August 9th or 10th that the rebels took

possession of Santa Fe, where they committed no ex-

cesses beyond confiscating the property of the victims

;

and having elected as governor Josd Gonzalez, a

pueblo Indian of Taos, they for the most part dis-

banded. Gonzalez summoned an assembly of alcaldes

and influential citizens from the north, which body on

the 27th confirmed all that had been done.^^ Now
Manuel Armijo, formerly jefe politico and customs
officer, either as a part of his original plot, or perhaps

disappointed because Gonzalez was preferred to him-

self as rebel governor, or possibly moved by patriotic

devotion to the legitimate government—for the exact

truth eludes all search— ' pronounced ' at Tomd, the

8th of September, raised a force with the aid of Curate
Madariaga, and marched to the capital to 'suflTocate

the rebellion.' Gonzalez retired up the river, and
Armijo had little difficulty in making himself recog-

nized as acting governor and commandant-general.
Possibly, also, he marched north and induced the

rebels to submit to his authority and give up the
leaders of the movement. ^° At any rate, he reported

" Those named as killed, all on or before Aug. 9th, were Col Albino Perez,
gov.; Santiago Abreu, chief justice and ex -gov. ; Jesus Maria Alarid, sec
state; Ramon Abreu, prefect of Rio Arriba; lieut. Miguel Serna, Joaquin
Hurtado, and Madrigal; Sergt. Diego Sais, or Saenz; Marcelino Abreu, Loreto
Romero, Escoto, and Ortega.

'* Ritch tells us that ' according to the original MS. of the proceedings, a
committee was appointed to prepare an address, and to proceed in person to
present the same to the supreme govt. In the mean time, as resolved, all

were to yield obedience to Gov. Gonzalez until such time as the com. could
report. ' Armijo was a member of this committee.

'" So says Bustamante, who seems to follow Arraijo's reports, as published
in the Diario del Oobierno. Thus A. claimed to have prevented the ' perdida
total ' of the country, since the rebels had resolved to join tlie savage tribes
against the province. Most writers imply that he was recognized only at
Sta Fe, the rebels keeping up their organization in the north. Davis, how-
ever, says the rebels were ' kept in a state of comparative peace by the au-
thorities, under the pretext of desiring to treat witli them ' until the troops
arrived; and Miller tells us that A. marched on Sept. 13th against Gonzalez,
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his patriotic achievement to the Mexican government,
and asked for reenforcements. These, to the number
of 300 or more, of the Escuadron de Vera Cruz and
presidial troops of Chihuahua, under Colonel Justini-

ani, arrived before the end of the year. The rebels

had again assembled at or near La Canada, and were
defeated in battle on January 27, 1838. Gonzalez
and several of his associates were captured and shot.

Armijo, in recognition of his services, was given the

rank of colonel, and confirmed for eight years in his

assumed positions of governor and comandante gen-

eral."

Besides the revolution of 1837, the only notable

event of New Mexican history in this period, though
one that in most of its phases belongs properly to the

annals of another territory,^"* was the capture of the

Texan Santa Fe expedition of 1841. Hitherto there

had been little or no direct intercourse between the

New Mexicans and their neighbors of the adjoining

and his lieut.-gov., Antonio Domingo Lopez, at Pujuaque, inducing them
through the influence of a priest to negotiate for peace, but finally insisting

on an unconditional surrender. But Miller speaks of no later troubles.
" Bustamante gives most particulars of the battle, or rather of the two

battles, the first at the Pujuaque pass, and the other nearer Canada. The
troops numbered 582, Justiniani giving the chief command to Armijo. Four
dragoons were killed and others wounded in an ambush. The rebels were
over 1,300, and lost 20 killed, many wounded, and 8 prisoners. Antonio Vigil,

their commander, was killed in the 1st fight. Davis says that Gonzalez, the
brothers Desiderio and Antonio A. Montoya, and Alcalde Esquibel were shot
by sentence of a court-martial at Sta Fe. Others imply that there was no
formal trial. Gregg and others accuse Armijo of cowardice in the fight, at-

tributing the victory to Capt. Munoz, of the Vera Cruz troops. Miller men-
tions no fight; but says Gonzalez, with Lopez, his second in command, was
hanged at Sta Cruz on Jan. 25th. Prince tells us that the Montoyeis, Esqui-
bel, and Gen. 'Chopon'were shot near the garita in Sta Fe; Juan Antonio
Vigil ' executed ' near Cuyamanque; and Gonzalez killed by the immediate
command of Armijo.

Bustamante, OaUnete, Mex., i. 33-6, gives a narrative in 1842, founded
mainly on Armijo's report published in the Diario del Gobiemo, Nov. 30, 1837.

Gregg, Com. of the Prairies, i., writing in 1844, was at Sta Fe during the re-

volt. Kendall, Narr. Texcm Santa Fe Esciped., i. 348-51, also of 1844, includes

an account of the revolt in a, very abusive biog. sketch of Armijo. Davis,

El Gringo, 86-92, as we have seen, claims to have had a copy of the rebel plan,

and his account is as complete as any. Ritoh, Azllan, 248, also alludes to a

MS. record of the assembly at Sta Fe. Later narratives are those of Miller,

Hist. Sketch of Sta F6, 22-4, and Prince, Hist. Sketches, 285-9. There is a
notable absence of original documentary evidence.

^ See Hist. North Mex. St. and Texas, vol. ii.
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but distant Texas; yet the comparative success of the

eastern rebels was not unknown to the less fortunate

agitators of the west. Texan influences, probably not

inactive in the troubles of 1837-8, had certainly been
potent in fomenting later discontent. Santa Fe
traders from the United States seem as a class to have
feared a revolution, which might for a time imperil

their commercial interests ; but among them, especially

those who had become residents, there was an element

fully in sympathy with the filibusters. These sympa-
thizers reported that the New Mexicans awaited only

an opportunity to rise and declare their independence,

and that even the authorities were not disposed to

ofier much resistance.
^^

Besides crediting these exaggerated reports, the

Texans had a theory, without foundation in fact or

justice, that their territory extended to the Rio Grande,

and that it was therefore their duty to release from
tyranny all inhabitants of that territory, including, of

course, the New Mexicans living east of the river.

They had, moreover, a strong desire to divert through
Texan channels the Santa ¥6 trade that had proved
so lucrative to merchants of the United States. Under
these circumstances, in the spring of 1841 President

Lamar fitted out an expedition of about 300 men, in

six companies, under the command of Hugh McLeod
as brevet brigadier-general. Three commissioners

were sent to establish Texan authority in the west,

well provided with proclamations explaining the ad-

vantages of the proffered freedom; and a number of
traders and travellers joined the expedition in quest

of gain or adventure, some of them possibly not fully

understanding its real purpose.^" It was not proposed
'^ In Nilen' Reg., Ixi. 61, 100, is a letter from Sta Fe, which represents all

the pueblo Indians and Americans, with two thirds of the Mexicans, as anxious
for the Texana to come. The gov. tells the writer that he neither can nor
will resist. That such reports were circulated and believed in Texas and the
U. S. is shown by the general tenor of all records of the period.

''"The commissioners were Wm G. Cooke, Jose Antonio Navarro, and
Richard F. Brenham. The captains were ^Vm P. Lewis, J. S. Sutton, W. D.
Houghton, Ratcliff Hudson, Matthew Caldwell, and J. H. Strain. The pur-
port of the proclamation, according to Kendall, was ' that the exped. was sent
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exactly—at least, such was the explanation offered

later—to undertake with 300 men the conquest of

New Mexico against the will of the inhabitants; but

if the people were found not favoring or ready for re-

volt the expedition would be content with trade, and
would retire to await a more favorable opportunity.

This, however, has no real bearing on the character of

the party. They were simply armed invaders, who
might expect to be attacked, and if defeated, to be

treated by the Mexicans as rebels, or at best—since

Texan belligerency and independence had been recog-

nized by several nations—as prisoners of war. They
left Austin in June, and in September, after a tedious

march by the worst routes over an unknown country,

they arrived ragged, worn out, and half starved on

the New Mexican frontier.

Meanwhile, the Mexican authorities had long ex-

pected an invasion from Texas, and special warnings,

with promise of reenforcements, had recently been re-

ceived from the national capital. While there was no

lack of disaffection in certain quarters, the masses of

the people were far from ready to accept the so-called

freedom offered by filibusters, and the rulers still fur-

ther from any intention to permit a change of govern-

ment. Every possible effort, on the contrary, was
made to prepare for defence, and to foment the current

popular idea of the Texans as valiant but reckless des-

peradoes, from whom might be expected, not liberty,

but pillage, murder, and outrage. All foreigners were

closely watched, and several were arrested on suspi-

cion of complicity in schemes of invasion.^^ Satisfied

for the purpose of trading, and that if the inhabitants were not disposed to

join peacefully the Texan standard, the exped. was to retire immediately (!).

These procl. were printed in both Spanish and English, and not a doubt ex-

isted that the liberal terms offered would be at once acceded to by a popula-

tion living within the limits of Texas, and who had long been groaning under

a misrule the most tyrannical.' Narr., 270. See also 365-7.
'' According to an account followed by Bustamante, 'En Julio de 1839 los

estrangeros del Norte en Sta Fe, so pretesto de pedir justicia atentaron des-

caradaraente contra el gobiemo, de quien exigian por la fuerza de las armas
que se fusilaron por el mismo gobemador, 6 se les entregasen unos reos que
en 1837 mataron & un eatrangero, Begentaban este atentado Guillermo

Driden y Santiago Querqug [Jamea Kirker] qua comandaba una gavilla de'

HiBT. Ariz, and N. Mbx. 21
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that danger was near, Governor Armijo sent south-

Ward an appeal for aid, ordered a close watch of for-

eigners, who were forbidden to leave their places of

residence, and sent Captain Ddmaso Salazar to recon-

noitre the eastern frontier. On September 4th Sala-

zar sent in as captives three men, who were regarded

as spies from the invading army. They were forbid-

den to leave the capital, but escaped a week later, and

on being recaptured, were put to death.^^ On the

15th a Mexican named Cdrlos and an Italian, Brig-

noli, who had been with the Texans in August, were

found, and induced to tell what they knew of the inva-

sion. Meanwhile, every effort had been made for ef-

fective defence; the rurales, or mihtia, called into

service and sent to the frontier under Lieutenant-

colonel Juan Andres Archuleta; Prefect Antonio

Sandoval summoned to the capital to act as governor

;

while Armijo set out on the 16th with the presidial

troops. On the same day five men, sent on in advance

of the foremost division of Texans, were captured,

disarmed, and put in jail at San Miguel del Vado.-*

Next day Colonel Cooke and Captain Sutton, with

94 Texans, surrendered to Armijo and Salazar at

Anton Chico. The governor established his head-

quarters at Las Vegas, distributed among the captors

indios sahuanos; mas se resistid ^ ello el gobernador. Desde aquella epoea

hasta filtimo de agosto de 1841 se suseitaron conspiraciones por diferentes

puntos del departamento contra el gobierno, y si en todas no ban sido los es-

trangeros los principales motores, d lo meuos ban tenido parte. La de agosto

la dirigia el Americano Julian Werkeman, & quien los Tejanos tenian apode-

rado en este departamento, con el solo objeto de que formara la revolucion,

para lo que vino desde Taos i, Sta Fe, acompanados de otros paisanos snyos

decididos i, asesinar al gobernador Armijo.' Gregg also mentions the act of

the Americans, though not admitting that it had any political aspect. Ken-
dall notes the arrest of Thomas Rowland. Suspicions against AVorkman and
John Rowland in this connection had something to do with their migration to

Cal. in 1841. Kirker, named above, died in Cal. about 1853. Drydeu was a
prisoner in Chih. in 1841-2. B. D. Wilson, Observations, MS., who had lived

in N. Mex. since 1833, tells us that not only Rowland and Workman, but
about 20 more, including himself, joined the Cal. party because, on account

of Texan complications, they did not deem it sate to remain.
^^ They were Howland, Baker, and Rosenburg. The latter was killed in

resisting recapture, and the others were executed later. This is called mur-
der by Kendall, but the act seems to have been justifiable.

^^ These were Capt. Lewis, Van Ness, Howard, Fitzgerald, and Kendall.

The Spanish account makes the number 6.
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the property taken from the Texans, iriade a bonfire

in the plaza of Lamar's proclamations, sent off Cooke
and his fellow-prisoners under a guard of 200 men for

Mexico, and sent out explorers to find the rest of the
invaders. These, under McLeod, about 200 in num-
ber, finally surrendered to Archuleta, at a place called

Laguna Colorada, on the 5th of October; on the 16th
Armijo was given a public and most enthusiastic re-

ception at the capital, and next day the last of the

prisoners left San Miguel on their tedious march to

Mexico, where they arrived in several divisions at the

beginning of 1842. A few were released in April, or

earlier, at the intercession of foreign ministers, on the

plea that they were not Texans, and had joined the

expedition without knowing its real objects. The rest,

after confinement at different Mexican prisons, some
of them being compelled to work in chains on the

roads, were finally released by President Santa Anna
on his saint's day, the 13th of June. The only excep-

tion was in the case of Navarro, who was at one time
condemned to death, but finally escaped and returned

to Texas.'*

" The best narrative of these events, from a Mexican stand-point, is that

in Bustamaate, OaMnete Mexicano, ii. 216-25, entitled ' E-ipedicion de los Te-
jano3 rendida 4 las fuerzas del General Don Manuel Armijo en 5 de Octubre
de 1841,' or 'una memoria que se me ha remitido de Santa Fe de Nuevo-
Mexico de la que he copiado lo aiguiente.' The writer closes his narrative

with an extract from an address of John Quincy Adams, in which he denounced
this invasion of adventurers, or pirates, from the U. S., rejoicing at their

failure, and ridiculing their pretensions as traders and travellers. In the

Ai-ch. StJ, Fi, MS., ia a fragmentary diary of Lieut. -col Archuleta's operations

from Sept. 30th to Oct. 9th, including the capture of McLeod's party. In
Bustamante, Dimio, MS., xliii. 253-5, 327, is an account of the celebration of

the news in Mex. on Nov. 16th, including an extra of the Fanal, and letters

from Garcia Conde at Chihuahua. The Diario del Oob., Feb. 20, 1842, has a
translation of an article in a N. Orleans paper, ridiculing the idea that the

Texans had been captured by the New Mexicans. In Mex. , Mem. Ouerra,

1844, p. 37-8, is a brief notice of the affair; and in Id., Mem. Eel., 1844,

doc. i.-xl., appears the diplomatic correspondence in Mox. on the case of

Kendall and others, who claimed the protection of the U. S. See also Ce-

balloK, yindie. MeJ., 69-72.

On the other side, the leading authority is the Narrative oftlie Texan Santa

Fi Expedition, comprisinr/ a description of a tour through Teims and across the

great south-western prairies, the Camanche and Cayjila hurUing-groands, with an

account of tlie sufferingsfrom want offood, losses from hostile Indians, and final

ca/pture of the Texans, and their march a,s prisoners to tlie city of Mexico. With

ilbistrations and a map. By Geo. Wtllcins Kendall. N. Y., 1844, 12mo, 2
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There can be no doubt that Governor Armijo was
fully justified in seizing the Texan invaders, disarming

them, confiscating their property, and sending them to

Mexico as prisoners of war. He and his officer.^ are

accused, however, of having induced their victims to

surrender by false assurances of friendship and false

promises of welcome as traders, the giving-up of their

V0I3; also later editions. The author was one of the editors of the New
Orleans Picayune, in quest of adventure and material for a book, both of

which he found. He was one of those who claimed to have joined the expedi-

tion in ignorance of its filibustering purpose, and after much correspondraice

he was liberated at the request of U. S. representatives. His narrative is a

most fascinating one, and is full of valuable information respecting the coun-

tries through which he passed. No effort is made to conceal his inteiisoly

bitter hatred of the New Mexicans, though he speaks well of the women and
of a few men who were kind to the Texans in their misfortunes. Gov.

Armijo is described not only as a tyrant, but as an inhuman and bloodthirsty

wretch, an tinprincipled libertine, and a boastful coward, whose fortune was
founded on early success as a sheep-thief, and whose only good quality was a

fine personal appearance. Captain Salazar and other officers are described as

worthy followers of such a chief. The author's views of Armijo are supported

to a considerable extent by Gregg and other Americans who knew the gov-

ernor, and they have been adopted more or less fully by later writers. Ken-
dall narrates minutely the capture and treatment of his own little party, aud
he gives particular attention to Capt. Lewis, whohad lived in Spanish-Ameri-

can provinces, knew the language, and was implicitly trusted by the Texans.

Lewis is accused of having betrayed his comrades, revealed all their plans,

and induced Cooke and McLeod to surrender, by false assurances of kind
treatment and false representations of the enemy's force. Of course, the .sub-

ject of Lewis' treachery and that of Kendall's wrongs, real or pretended, as

an innocent citizen of the U. S., h.ive very little importance as part of the

annals of N. Mex.
Franklin Combs, another of the prisoners, wrote a Narrative, which was

published in the newspapers, and may be consulted with other matter, includ-

ing a list of the members of the expedition in ileaco in ISl/S, p. 232-50. An
account of some parts of the afifair by Lieut. Lubbock is quoted by Kendall
and others. Thomas Falconer, an Englishman, who was set at liberty imme-
diately on reaching Mexico, wrote Notes of a Journey throtigA Texas and New
Mexico in the years I84I and ISJfi, published in the Lond. Georj. Soc, Jour.,

xiii. 199-226. His notes are chiefly devoted to a description of the country.

He claims to have joined the expedition without any knowledge of its real

character. Of McLeod's capture he says: 'A surrender was agreed upon, and
the terms, securing to the party the treatment of prisoners of war, were
signed by the officers on both sides;' but he confirms Kendall's statement
that on the march several men were shot and their ears cut off. In U. S.

Govt Doc., 27th oong. 2d sess.. Sen. Ex. Doc. 325, H. Ex. Doc. 266, is

found the bulky correspondence between the Mex. and U. S. representatives,

as above referred to in Spanish. See also same sess. House Jour., 183, 2C4,

1480; and Contj. Globe, 1841-2, p. 131, 977-8. Waddy Thompson, U. S. min-
ister in Mex., in his RecoUectiom, 5, 50, 92-3, 155-6, mentions this affair, and
states, what indeed is practically admitted by all, that the prisoners were
well enough treated in Mexico. Gregg, Com. Prairies, i. 227-32, relates some
instances of outrages on Anier. residents in 1841. See also many articles and
items in Niles' Rep., Ixi.-ii., as por index; Prince's Hist. Sk., 236-9; Dewees'
Letters, 238-41; Wilson's Amer. Hist., 665-7; Young's Hist. Mex., 285-6, and
most works relating to the annals of Texas.
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arms being represented as a mere formality imposed on
all visitors to Santa Fe. Their arms once secured, it

is said the lives of one party were saved only by the

intervention and protest of Gregorio Vigil, and of

another by a majority of one in a vote on the propo-

sition to shoot them. And after tlieir surrender, par-

ticularly on the march to El Paso, it is claimed they
were starved and otherwise inhumanly maltreated,

some five or six of their number, because of their ill-

ness and inability to keep up, having been deliber-

ately shot down, and their ears cut off, to be carried to

Chihuahua as proof that they had not escaped. There
is, of course, nothing to be said in justification of such
acts, if the charges are true. My knowledge of Ar-
mijo does not lead me to say in his defence much more
than that he was certainly not so bad a man as he is

represented; nor am I prepared to say that Salazar

was not a brute, or that some barbarous acts may not

have been committed by irresponsible and unmanage-
able subordinates. The Mexicans claim to have
offered but life as a condition of surrender, and to

have treated their captives with all the courtesy due
to prisoners of war. It is well to consider the ex

parte nature of the evidence against them, and the

evident bias, amounting to hatred, of Kendall and
other witnesses, leading to many obvious exaggera-

tions. The Texans, if technically but soldiers of a

belligerent nation, were in Mexican eyes rebel des-

peradoes, entering a peaceful province under false pre-

tences, to stir up bloody strife. Let it be remembered
that the capture and transportation of 300 Texan fili-

busters by the miserably organized soldiery of New
Mexico was no slight undertaking, and small wonder if

in such a struggle some of the kid-glove niceties of regu-

lar warfare were not observed; moreover, the march to

Mexico was necessarily attended with much hardship

and suffering, and some doubt is thrown on the charges

of murder by the statement of Powhatan Ellis to Web-
ster, that one, involving the shooting of three pris-
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oners, was a 'fabrication ' transferred from a northern

newspaper to the columns of the Siglo Diez y Nueve.

Again, if the promises alleged to have been broken
were given in good faith to the Texans as peaceful

traders, Armijo was fully justified in breaking them
on learning, through Lewis' treachery and Lamar's
proclamation, how he had been deceived; if, on the

contrary, the Mexicans, knowing the real character

of the expedition, made the promises, intending to

break them, as a device to get possession of the ene-

my's weapons, the trick was at the least not more dis-

honorable than that attempted by McLeod and Cooke.
The Texan adventurers were, at he':t, engaged in a,

risky invasion of an enemy's territory; fortune was
against them, and disaster resulted, for which they
deserve but little sympathy. Armijo and his men,
on the contrary, had the most wonderful good luck in

defending their country, and merit but little of the

obloquy that has been heaped upon them.^''

Naturally, the Texans were grievously disappointed

at the utter failure of their grand filibustering expedi-

tion, and loud in their threats of vengeance for what
they chose to regard as the treachery'' and barbarity of

the New Mexicans. Active preparations began as

soon as the captives of 1841 had returned. The retali-

atory enterprise, as talked about in advance through
the press and otherwise, had a wide scope. Not only

was New Mexico to be invaded and brought under
Texan sway, but probably the banner of freedom
would be unfurled in Chihuahua, and all of Northern
Mexico revolutionized ; and at the very least, Armijo
and Salazar, with the traitor Lewis, were to be taken,

dead or alive. For these purposes a force of 500 or

2^ There is a notable similarity in several respects between the rule of Ar-
mijo in N. Mex. and that of Alvarado iu Cal.—see Hist. Cat, iii., iv.—the
revolts against centralism in 1836-8, and the following troubles with for-

eigners in 1841, as represented by the Texan expedition and the Grahajn
affair. Both rulers were grossly abused by foreign critics, Kendall's ravings
bearing a marked resemblance to those of Farnham. Charges against Alva-
rado were for the most part false; of Armijo and his acts much less is known.
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800 men, under Colonel Jacob Snively, was to be
raised, the only difficulty being to keep the number
down, such was the popular enthusiasm at home and
across the line in the United States. The project

was made known by traders at Santa Fd—American
spies, the Texans called them—aind considerable alarm
was felt in Mexico, especially because of the belief that

the movement was to be in reality under the auspices

of the northern republic. Accordingly, a large force

was sent north from Chihuahua, under General Jose

M. Monterde, to support Armijo, who, as the result

proved, had little need of reenforcements.

This grand scheme of vengeance, invasion, and revo-

lution reduced itself in the execution to a raid for

plunder on the Santa Fe caravans; for this trade, of

which much more is said in this chapter, was now to

a considerable extent in the hands of Mexicans. First,

John McDaniel, a Texan captain, or calling himself

so, enlisted in Missouri fifteen vagabonds, and with

them in April 1843 attacked and plundered the cara-

van of Jos^ Antonio Chavez on the Little Arkansas,
in United States territory. Seven of the number,
with their share of the booty, at once started back for

the Missouri settlements; and the other eight did

likewise, after murdering Chavez for the gold about
his person. This outrage was a little more than even
the Texan sympathy or anti-Mexican prejudice of the

south-western frontier could justify ; ten of the party

were captured and condemned to death or imprison-

ment, according as their crime was murder or simply

robbery. About the same time. Colonel Warfield,

with a similar party of twenty-four adventurers, at-

tempted a raid on the little New Mexican settlement

of Mora. By a surprise he killed five Mexicans of a

party of hunters, and took a few horses, which he pres-

ently lost, with all his own, when the foe turned on

him, and he was forced to retreat on foot. Warfield,

with a few of the fugitives, succeeded in joining

Snively; another party disbanded and found thei^
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way nortliward; while still another of five men was
captured and apparently taken to Santa Fe.

Meanwhile, Colonel Snively, with his grand array

of not 800 or 500, but about 180 men, reached the

Arkansas late in May, to lie in wait for the traders.

The caravan of the year, composed of both Mexicans
and Americans, bound to Santa F6 from Indepen-
dence, was approaching, escorted by two companies of

United States dragoons under Captain Cook ; and
Governor Armijo, with 500 men or more, marched
out of his capital on May 1st to meet the caravan at

the Arkansas. On June 19th the Texans succeeded in

cutting off an advance party of Armijo's force, about

.100 militiamen and Indians under Ventura Lobato,
killing some twenty, and making prisoners of the rest,

except one or two who escaped to the governor's

camp.^" Ten days later, as the force was deemed too

small to attack Armijo, and as it was thought the
caravan might have turned back through fear, about
80 of the Texans started homeward ; but Captain Cook
soon came up, and forced one detachment of the rest,

greatly to their disgust, to give up their arms, claim-

ing that they were on United States soil. About 50
now started for Missouri, while the remainder—part

of whom, under Captain Chandler, had been absent at

the disarming, and another part are said to have de-

ceived Cook by giving up only captured Mexican
weapons, concealing their own rifles—could not agree
on any course of action until the caravan had crossed

the river and gone on their way unmolested. Then
the renowned 'Texian Invincibles' went home, losing

some men in fights with the Indians on the way.
In July and August the Mexican minister com-

plained to Waddy Thompson that the United States
government was responsible for the so-called Texan

""Bustamante's statement that Snively 'a todos los pasd 6, cuchillas deis
pues de rendidas las armas ' is probably unfounded. Some other authorites
say that the prisoners were released. The Texans and Americans state that
Armijo, on learning of the disaster, retreated in great haste, without waiting
for the caravan.
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invasion ; but the reply denied such responsibility, even
if tliere had been any invasion, which was declared

doubtful. Meanwhile, General Monterde marched
northward to New Mexico with some 700 men; and
he and Arraijo flattered themselves that they had
saved their country. Good luck and a broad desert

frontier had done more to defeat Texan schemes than
the zeal of Mexican patriots.^'

We have noted the adventurous beginnings before

1822 of the trade between Santa F6 and the Missouri

River. With the end of Spanish rule ceased all oppo-

sition to the traffic on the part of Mexican authorities,

and a profitable market was assured for goods from
the United States. The eastern rendezvous was
Franklin, Missouri, down to 1831, and later Indepen-

dence. From this point in May of each year set out

the trains, or caravans, of pack-animals in 1823, but

subsequently of wagons, drawn at first by horses and
mules, but later by mules or oxen, four pairs usually

to each wagon, but sometimes five or six pairs, with

^' In the Arch. Sia Fi, MS. , is Armijo's Lihro de Ordenes, showing something
of his operations from May Ist to July 1st, including the capture of 5 Texans
on June 6fch or 7th. Niks' Reg., Ixiv. 195, 210, 280, 290, 323, 327, 354, and
especially 234^5, 400, contains a large amount of information on details of the

affair. Bustamante, Apuntes Hist. Santa Anna, 206-9, tells ns of the 'nueva
invasion de Nuevo-Mexico por lo3 Anglo-Americanos. ' Ihe diplomatic cor-

respondence in Mex. ia given in Mex., Mem. Sel., 1S44, doc. lxiii.-ix., and the

affair is also noted in Id. , Mem. Guerra, 1844, p. 37-8, where we are told that

on June 17, 1843, the Mex. govt had heen obliged to decree death to all

foreigners entering the country as bandits, or fighting under a flag not recog-

nized by Mex. The Voio de Sonora of Sept. 14, 1843, contains a report of

Armijo, forwarded by Monterde Aug. 9th, on the successful effect of de-

fensive measures. M. was about to return, leaving 30D men under Lieut, -col

Mauricio Ugarte. Gregg, Com. Prairies, ii. 166-77, gives an excellent account

of the expedition, and though his sympathies are not wholly against the

Texans he shows that they acted very unwisely, even from their own point of

view, in killing Chavez, whose family was not friendly to Armijo, and whose
brother and sister-in-law did much in 1841 to aid the Texan prisoners; in

planning to attack a caravan which contained many Americans, who could not

honorably desert their Mex. friends; iu attacking Mora, whose inhabitants

had always been friendly to foreigners; and in butchering the pueblo Indians

of Armijo's vanguard, who had always been bitter against the governor, and
who were now incensed beyond measure at Taos, forcing several naturalized

foreigners to flee for their lives. Scenes in the Rocky Mts, 244-70, aho contains

a good narrative; and .Searf&'s Western Wilds, 60-80, a fantastic one, purporting

to be by one of Warfield's men, and evidently founded on fact in the earlier

parts.
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a load of 5,000 pounds. Cotton goods were the staple

article of trafSc, but there was also carried a, miscel-

laneous assortment of dry goods and hardware. The
route of over 800 miles lay in an almost direct line

west-south-west to San Miguel del Vado, and thence

north-west to Santa Fe ; but this route, with some of

the most common variations, is best shown by the

map. Midway of the journey was the crossing of the

Arkansas, the boundary between United States and
Mexican territory; and the route corresponds nearly,

in a general way, with that of the Atchison, Topeka,

and Santa F6 railroad of later times. The arrival

was generally in July, and the return departure in

August. The selling price of goods was on an aver-

age about double the cost, and at this rate was, for a

time, sufficiently low to control the market as against

foreign goods imported by way of Vera Cruz or Chi-

huahua; and indeed, a large proportion of the Missouri

goods were sent from Santa P^ to the south by the

regular autumn caravans. Duties, after an 'under-

standing' with custom-house officers—for very slight

attention was paid to the national arancel de derechos

—were from 25 to 50 per cent of cost, and the trad-

ers' net profit was as a rule from 20 to 40 per cent,

though some cargoes were sold at a loss. The goods
were paid for mainly in gold and silver coin, though
a considerable quantity of furs and blankets was taken,

and the wagons were sometimes partly laden with

wool, there being no dutjr on exported products.''^ I

'^8 The tax on exports was remitted in favor of N. ^lex, by a decree of July
19, 1823, tor 7 years; and the privilege was renewed in 1830, 1838, and 1845.

ArrUhrja, Recop., 1829-30, p. 100; 1830, p. 131; 1838, p. 143; 1845-6, p. 95-6;
also other collections of laws. The receipts of the N. Mex. custom-house, as

reported to the Mex. govt, were as follows, according to Prieto, Sentas, 204,

doc. 3—the sums in parentheses beiug from the govt memorias, and differing

somewhat: 1825, 8 months, |2,053 (12 mo., $3,595); 1826, 10 mo., §10,391;
1826-7, $8,607; 1827-8, $5,938; 1828-9, $27,008 ($27,907); 1829-30, §12,691;
1830-1, $10,581 ($31,882); 1831-2, $31,314; 1833-4, $29,297; 1836-7, $21,219;
1841, ($1,195); 1842, ($27,921); 1843, ($81,400). Gregg mentions a custom,
said to prevail, of dividing the legal duties into three equal parts, one for the
officers, one for tlie trader, and one for the govt. He also says that of the

$50,000 to .^80,000 annually collected, nearly half has been embezzled. It

was believed at first that the N. Mex. authorities were collecting much
more than the Mex. law permitted; but such was not the case. There was
a prohibitory duty of $4 per pound on tobacco.
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The Santa ¥± Tkail.
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make no attempt here to picture the pleasures and
perils connected with this 'commerce of the prairies/

or to present details of commercial methods, referring

the reader for such matter, to the standard and often-

cited work of Gregg, from which, however, before

proceeding to notice the Santa F6 trade in some of
its chronologic aspects, I append a table showing the
growth of the trade from year to year.^ It should

^ Table showing approximate amounts of merchandise, number of wagons,
hired men, proprietors, and the amount of goods sent south, chiefly to
Chihuahua.

Year.

1822.
1823.
1824.
1825.
1826.
1827.

1828.
1829.

1830.

1831.

1802.
1833

.

1834.
1835.
1836.

1837.
1838.

1839.
1840.

1841.
1842.

1843.

115,000
12,000
35,000
65,000
90,000
85,000
150,000
60,000

123,000
250,000
140,000
183,000
150,000
143,000
133,030
150,000
90,003

253,003
50,000
153,000
160,000
450,003

Wagons. Men. Traders.

70 63
53 30

26 100 80
37 130 90
60 100 70
55 90 50
100 200 83
33 50 20
70 140 63
130 320 83
70 150 40
105 185 60
80 160 53
75 140 43
70 135 35
80 160 3d
50 100 23
130 250 40
30 60 5
60 103 12
70 120 15

230 350 33

ToChih.

$3,000
5,000
7,000
8,000

20,000
5,000

23,000
80,000
53,000
83,000
70,000
70,000
60,000
80,000
40,000
103,000
10,000
83,000
93,000
333,000

In FarnJiams Mex. , 33, is given the estimate of David Waldo, 33 years in
the trade, of the business of 1846, as follows: cost of goods, §937,533; cost of
outfib, insurance, wages, etc., $414,753; profit, $400,003. There were 373
wagons, 1,730 mules, 2,000 oxen, and 500 men.

Commerce of the Prairiex; or the journal of a Santa F6 trader, during dght
expeditions across iJie great western prairies, and a residence of nearly nine years
in Northern Mexico. Illustrated wiih maps and engravings. By Josiah Gregg.
N. Y., 1844. 12mo, 2 vol. Ihave also the4th edition of Phil., 1350; and that
of Phil., 1857, under the title, Scenes and Incidents in the Western Prairies.
Gregg made his first trip with the caravan of 1831. His work is the princi-
pal source of all that has been or can be written about the Sta Yi trade down
to 1843; and it also contains an excellent description of the country, people,
and customs of the northern states of Maxico, with many historic items of
value. After Gregg's work I have found the extracts and correspondence in
NiU'Ji' Register, from year to year, the most useful source of information. I
may also refer to Prince's Hist. SL, 2oG-&t; Hitch's Aztlan, 247; Mayer's
Mec. Aztec, ii. 364; Harper's Mag., July 1883, p. 187-90; Jfouv. Ann. Voy.,
xciii. 308-13; Escudero, in Pino, Nolicias, 75-9; Barreiro, Ojeada, 24-5; Ban-
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also be noted that before many years had passed
Santa Fe merchants of Spanish race fitted out regular
caravans and controlled a large portion of the trade.

Freight was carried by pack-animals till 1824,
when wagons were introduced as an experiment, and
making the trip without difficulty were used exclu-

sively after 1825. These first wagons seem to have
taken the Taos route.^" By the success of this experi-

ment was attracted the attention of wealthier men
than any that had previously engaged in the trade;

and these men lost no time in bringing the matter
before the government. Memorials were sent to con-

gress by the people and authorities of Missouri, de-

manding protection for the new industry, by treaties

with Indian tribes, the marking-out of a road, estab-

lishing of a fort on the Arkansas, and the appointment
of agents at Santa Fd and Chihuahua to prevent
extortion in the collection of duties. Senator Benton
took up the project with his customary zeal, and laid

before the senate the statement of Augustus Storrs

on the history and prospects of the prairie commerce.
Finally, in January 1825, a bill was passed, authorizing

the marking-out of a road, and appropriating $30,000
for this purpose and that of obtaining the Indians'

consent to the road and its unmolested use.^^ The

croft's N. Mex. Miscel, MS., 1-2, 13-17; Hunt's Merch. Mag., xi. 475, 501-17;
Marmier, Voyageura Ncmieaux, ii. 29-64. See also references of the following
notes.

'" Storrs' Santa Fi Trade in I8S4. He gives the route as from Ft Osage
w. s. w. to the Arkansas; up the Ark. N. of w. 240 miles; s. to the Cimarron;
up the C. w. 103 miles; and s. w. to Taos. Gregg, i. 24^5, implies that the
wagons reached Sta Fe, and his map shows no route to Taos. Storrs ac-

companied the caravan, and his narrative, or statement, drawn out in govt
investigations, was published in Niles' Reg., xxvii. 312-16, as also in govt doc,
as cited in the next note. It was the best account extant before that of Gregg,
who consulted it, andwho had also a diary of Marraaduke, later lieut.-gov. of

Mo. The year's caravan consisted of 81 men, 156 horses and mules, and 23
wagons, making the round trip in 4 months and 10 days. Storrs, however,
speaks of 4 parties starting in Feb., May, Aug., and Nov.; and gives the

product of the year's trade as $180,000 in gold and silver, besides §10,000 in

furs.

^'The bill was approved on March 3d. The only objection urged in con-

gress was to tlie survey of a road in Mex. territory. U. S. Govt Doc, 18th

coug. 2d sess., Sen. Doc. 7, p. 1-14; Sen. Jour., same sess.; Cong. Debates,

1824-5, p. 109-10, 342-8, 356-61; Annals of Cong., 1824, p. 2703^; Benton's

Debates, viii. 103, 126-34; Niks' Reg., xxvi. 233-t; xxvii. 250-1, 301, 312-17,

348, 351.
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Kew Mexicans were not less eager than the Americans
for the protection and development of trade; and in

June 1825 Manuel Simon Escudero of Chihuhua was
commissioned by Governor Vaca to visit St Louis

and Washington. ^^ The same year a treaty was made
with the Osages by the payment of a small sum; and
the survey of the road was begun, to be completed

—

that is the route partially marked by a series of

mounds—from Fort Osage to Taos two years later.
^'

It does not appear, however, that the traders ever

made use of the road as surveyed, preferring to follow

the earlier trail, with such modifications as the condi-

tion of grass and water suggested.

Meanwhile, the trade grew in proportions, and the

caravans made their yearly trips ^'^ without notable ad-

ventures, except that the Indians—probably not with-

out fault on the part of the traders—became increas-

^'^ Escudero, in Pino, Not., 76-7. Not much is definitely stated as to the

nature and results of this mission, but the assurances from U. S. authorities

and Mex. minister were encouraging. E. arrived at St Louis in Oct. NiXea'

Reg., xxix. 85. In 1824 the gov. of N. Mex. was said to have announced his

intentioa of marching with ] ,500 men to Council Bluffs to secure trade, pacify

Ind., etc. Id., xxvi. 252.

'^The U. S. commissioners were Benj. Reeves, Geo. C. Sibley, and Thomas
Mather; and the surveyor J. C. Brown. This road struck the Arkansas near
Plum Buttes, and followed it up to Choteau Island; thence s. to the Cimar-
ron; up the 0. 87 miles; thence to Rabbit-Ear Creek, and continuing west-
ward entered the mts near the source of Ocate River, terminating at Taos.

Warrcris ifemoir, 26-7. Gregg and Prince, however, state that the road
was never marked by mounds beyond the Arkansas, and only in part to that
river.

^* In 1825 a party left Sta Fe in June, and arrived at Franklin in Aug., with
500 mules and horses, being attacked by the Osage Ind. A caravan also laft

Franklin in May with 81 men, 200 horses, and $30,000 in goods; much suffer-

ing. There were already complaints that the trade was overdone. Niles'

Reg., xxix. 54, 100. 263. Another, of 105 men, 34 wagons, 240 mules. Money
scarce, but mules and horses to be had for $10-C0 to $2CX-30 cash, for goods at

100 per cent profit. Id., xxviii. 309. In 1825-6, Dr Willard went with a car-

avan from St Charles to Sta Fe, and thence to Chih. ; and his Inland Trade
with Mexico was published in 1833, as an appendix to Pattie's Nan:, 255-300,
being mostly occupied with descriptive matter. In 1827-43, Collins, later

supt Ind. affairs in N. Mex., made several trips. Ind. Aff. Rcpt Joint Corti.,

1867, p. 330. Brief account of caravan of 1827, in Nile-s' Reg., xxxii. 292.

There were 53 wagons, the largest number yet. The return cargo in 1829 weis

$240,030. Id., xxxvii. 230, 274. In 1829, Capt. Austin was to go up the Rio
Grande with a steamer and schooner, to open a new route for trade. Id. , xxxvi.
424. In a later memorial of the Mo. assembly

—

[T. S. Gov. Doc., 26th cong.

1st sess.. Sen. Doc. 472, p. 8—it was stated that 1828, when 2J0 wagons car-

ried $500,030 worth of goods, was the year of greatest prosperity, followed by
a rapid decline; but this does not seem to agree with Gregg's figures. Ace.
to Ritch, Bent's fort on the Arkansas was established in 1829.
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ingly hostile, being ever on the watch for small detached
parties imperfectly armed or not suflSciently vigilant.

Thus a party in 1826 lost 5C0 horses and mules, and
one of 1828 over 1,000 animals, having, besides, three

men shot. This caused a renewal of demands for gov-
ernmental protection; and the committee on military

affairs having reported to congress in favor of a mov-
able escort rather than a fixed garrison, Major Riley
was ordered to escort the caravan of 1829 to and from
the Arkansas, with four companies of the 6th infantry

from Fort Leavenworth. Soon after the traders left

the troops at the Arkansas, they were attacked by the

Indians, losing one man; whereupon, Riley came up
and guarded the caravan for a short distance into Mex-
ican territory. The troops waited at Choteau's island

till October, and the returning caravan was escorted

to this point by a Mexican force under Colonel Vizcarra.

Though there was some further discussion of tlie mat-
ter in congress, the escort was not continued. ^^

In 1830 oxen were first used by the traders, the

experiment having been successfully tried the year
before by Riley's supply train. 1831 was the year of

Gregg's first trip, and of Jedediah Smith's death. ^'

There were also hostilities on the Canadian in 1832-3,

several men being killed; but in 1834 an escort of 60

dragoons under Captain Wharton was again furnished.

The revolt of 1837 did some injury to the American
traders, since the property of their richest customers

was confiscated; but they had no success in obtaining

'^Reptof cong. committee, ia Amer. St. Pap., Mil. Aflf., iii. 615. Riley's

Report of Nov. 22, 1829, in Id., iv. 277-80. See also JViks' Rej., xxxvi. 182,

199-200; xxxvii. 230, 274, 291, 405, 419; xxxviii. 57, 101. There was some
unfavorable criticism of the action of govt in furnishing 4 comp. of troops to

protect a trade of |200,000, as favoring commerce over other industries. In
1830 there was an investigation, and a bill was passed to 3d reading providing

10 comp. for this service. In 1827 there had been an effort to induce Mexico
to pay for robberies by Ind. in Mex. territory. Id., xxxii. 79.

^''See ffkt. Gal., iii., for Smith's Cal. adventures. He joined the caravan

of which Smith, Sublette, and Jackson were chief owners. Ha and a clerk

were shot by the Oomanches, while separated from the main party in search

of water. J. J. Warner, still living in Cal., 1886, was a member of the same
caravan. Remin., MS., 5-11. Chas Bent is named as capt of a caravan of 93

wagons in '33, escorted hj a comp. of rangers; and Kerr as capt in 34, with

$200,000 in specie. Niks' Rcj., xliv. 374; xlxii. 147.
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indemnity from Mexico. In 1837, however, the fron-

tier custom-house of Taos was opened to foreign trade.
*'^

From 1838 the Missouri traders, through their assem-

bly, governor, chambers of commerce, and senator,

made earnest efforts to secure from congress a custom-

house on the Missouri Kiver, with privilege of draw-

back and debenture for foreign goods, claiming that

the trade had constantly diminished since 1828, and

could in no other way be restored. A bill in their

favor was tabled in 1842, but in 1845 another was

finally passed.^^ In 1839 an attempt was made by
Mexicans, with the aid of H. Connelly, an American

merchant, to divert the course of trade from Santa Fe
to Chihuahua direct. A caravan of 100 men made
the trip through Texas, and returned to Chihuahua

in 1840 without any serious casualty ; but the attempt

was not repeated.^'' For a short time in these years

Governor Armijo tried the experiment of collecting

as duties $500 on each wagon-load of goods; but

the size of the wagons that began to be used soon

prompted a return to ad valorem duties.

We have seen that the Texan attempt of 1841 to

wrest the Santa Fe trade from the United States was
not successful;" and the troubles experienced by the

caravans of 1843 at the hands of Texan robbers have

also been recorded. Notwithstanding these outrages,

s' Decree o{ Feb. 17, 1837. Prieto, Beiitas, 204; Arrillaga, Recap., 1S38, p.

187.

^'A memorial of '38 says that only 7 wagons started in '37, and the trade

was surely ruined by competition with goods introduced with drawback priv-

ileges via Matamoro3 and Vera Cruz from U. S. ports. U. S. Govt Doc., 26th

cong. 1st ses3.. Sen. Doc. 472. See aho Id., H. Ex. Doc, 191; Id., H. Jour.,

27th cong. 2d sess., p. 877, 1478; Id., 28th cong. 2i sess., H. Jour., pp.
361, 432, 57G; Conrj. Globe, 1841-2, Index. 'Chih.;^ Id., 1844-5, p. xi.; Ben-

tcm's Debates, xiii. 752; Niles' Iierj.,\xiii. 15; Ixviii. 119. Mention of caravans

of '39 and '41 in Id., Ivii. 133, Ixi. 209, including a letter from one of the Cal.

emigrants, perhaps Toomes or Given.

'">Gre(jfs Com. Praires, ii. 163-4; Niks' Reg., Ivi. 261, 403; Ivii. 216. A
caravan under Pickett and Gregg is also named as leaving Van Buren, Ark.,

in May for Chih., with an escort of 40 U. S. dragoons.
*" See p. 319 et seq. of this volume. The return of the caravan of '41 in Sept.

is noted in Niles' Beg., Ixi. 100. A party of Mexicans came with it, bringing

$80,000 to purchase goods. The caravan of '42, Mex. and Atner., started in

May with 62 wagons, 800 mules, and §150,000 in goods. The expenditure
of $5,000 by the Mex. for wagons and harness at Pittsburg gave the papers
of that town a chance to puff its prospects. Id., Ixii. 19, 192.
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the year's business was very large and profitable;"

yet President Santa Anna, by a decree of August 7,

1843, closing the frontier custom-house of Taos, put
an end to the Santa Fe ti'ade, much to the disgust of

New Mexicans as well as Missourians. "Should the
obnoxious decree be repealed, the trade will doubtless
be prosecuted with renewed vigor and enterprise,"

writes Gregg ; and it was repealed almost before it

had gone into effect, on March 31, 1844, so that the
trade of 1844-6 was as large as ever, though selling

prices, and therefore profits, had been constantly di-

minishing for fifteen years. *^

Besides the regular traders of the caravans, there
were others, who resided permanently or for years in

New Mexico; also many fur-trading trappers and
miscellaneous adventurers, whose experiences would
fill a most fascinating volume, as, indeed, in one case

—that of James O. Pattie—they have done. Pattie
and his father, with others whose aim was Indian
trade and trapping, came to Taos and Santa Fe with
a caravan of 1824, and for four years engaged in a
series of the most remarkable rovings within and be-

yond the limits of Arizona and New Mexico. Fre-
quent encounters with hostile Indians and bears

diversify the story of long journeys and the many
perils of a hunter's life; while the claimed rescue of

Jacoba, daughter of an ex-governor, from the savages,

adds a slender thread of romance. Finally, in 1828,

the Patties arrived in California, the elder to die, the

younger to continue his exploits, as fully recorded in

another work of this series. Probably in the east, as

"Many items in Nilea' Beg., Ixiv.-v. It appears that after the Texan
troubles of May-June, another caravan of Z75 wagons left Independence in

August, still escorted by Capt. Cook. There TTas some complaint against

this use of troops. U. S. Oovt Doc, 28th cong. Ist sess., H. Ex. Doc. 2,

p. 63.

*^Prieto, Bentas, 204; Oreggs' Com., ii. 177; Niles' Beg., Ixv. 166; Ixvi.

281, 352; Ixvii. 133, 385; Ixviii. 31, 148; Ixix. 416. The custom-house
had been only nominally at Taos, goods being really entered at Sta Fe. The
business of '44 was estimated at $750,000, but this year and the next there

was some loss of animals, and traders were also perplexed by rumors of im-

pending war. A caravan left Chih., in Dec. '45, being at Sta Fe in Jan., and
at Independence in Feb. '46.

Hist. Abiz, and N. Hex. 22
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certainly in the west, there is much of exaggeration,

not to say falsehood, in the story of personal ad-

venture; but there is sufficient groundwork of fact

to make the story valuable as well as fascinating.*^

Benjamin D. Wilson was another of the pioneers who
had a varied career as trader and trapper in Arizona,

New Mexico, and Sonora, before coming to settle in

California.**

Communication with California began in 1830,

when Jos^ Antonio Vaca visited that country with a

small party of his countrymen, and Ewing Young,
with a company of foreign trappers, possibly including

Kit Carson, made a fur-hunting tour in the western

valleys.*^ In 1831-2 three trapping and trading

parties made the journey under Wolfskill, Jackson,

and Young, the first-named opening the long-followed

trail from Taos north of the Colorado River. From
this time the route was travelled every year, often by
parties of only a few individuals. Trade between the

two territories consisted of the exchange of New Mex-
ican blankets for Californian mules and horses ; and it

*^ TJie Personal Narrative of James 0. Pattie, of Kentucky, during an ex-

peditionfrom St Louis through the vast regions between tltat place and the Padfic
(>c«ara, etc., etc. Edited by Timothy Flint. Cinciimati, 1833, 12mo. For more
Ijibliographic details, and a full account of Pattie's Cal. adventures, and his

return by sea and land via Mexico, see hist. Cat, iii. 162-72. The following

is a chronologic outline of P.'s movements in 1824-7; July 1824, left Council

Bluffs; Nov., arr. at Sta Fe, via Taos; also engaging in Nov. in an Ind. cam-
paign, for the rescue of Mex. prisoners. From Nov. to April lS2o he

made a trapping trip down the Gila and up its different branches, returning

to the copper mines, where his father remained. In May he made another

trip down the Gila, to bring furs that had been cached; in June-July visited

Sta Fe, and spent the rest of the year at the copper mines, acting as a guard,

his father renting the mine and remaining there. In Jan.-July 1826 he

went down the Gila to the Colorado junction, up the Colorado and across the

Rocky mts, trapped on the Platte, Yellowstone, Clarke's fork of the Colum-
bia, and Arkansas, returning down the Rio Grande to Sta Fe. In Sept. -Nov.

1826 he went to Janos, across Sonora to Guaymas, and back via Chihuahua
and El Paso to tlie mines. From Nov. to April several minor ludian-figliting

and hunting tours were made; and in May-July 1S27 he went to Sta Fe,

EI Paso, and Chili., in a vain pursuit of an agent who had cheated his father

at the mines out of all his wealth. Finally, in Sept. the two Patties organ-

ized another trapping party, and in Dec. were on the Colorado, whence they
presently went west; and falling into the hands of the Mexican authorities,

were carried as prisoners to S. Diego.
** Wilson's Observations, MS. Goyners Lost Trappers probably narrates ad-

ventures of this period chiefly, rather than of the earlier dates given in the book.
'^Ilist. Cal., iii. 173-5.
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must be confessed that the traders soon earned a
most unenviable reputation. There were many hon-
orable exceptions; but most of the trading parties

were composed of New Mexican, foreign, and Indian
vagabonds, whose object was to obtain mules, without
scruple as to methods, often by simple theft, and
oftener by connivance with hostile Californian tribes.

In 1833, especially, they caused a great excitement,

and some of them, including Villapando, their leader,

were arrested at Sta Fe.** In 1835-7 John A. Sutter,

afterward famous in California, was engaged in trade

at Santa Fe; in 1841 the Workman-Rowland party

brought many foreign and native New Mexicans to

California; in 1842 a large trading party under Vigil

included some twenty families in quest of homes,

most of whom came back to settle in the San Bernar-
dino region ; and down to the end of the Mexican rule

the movement of traders and emigrants continued.*'

Among native New Mexican settlers in California

were members of the Vaca, Pena, and Armijo fami-

lies, while many well-known Californian pioneers had
spent some years in New Mexico.*^

Industrially, there was for the most part no change,

except a slight deterioration in some branches, from
the unprosperous conditions of former years. Of
home records on the subject I have found none of any
value ; and while Gregg and his followers, in connection

with commercial annals, give excellent reviews of the

country's industries or lack of them, their remarks

would apply as well to the Spanish as to the Mexican

^^ Hist. Cat., iii. 386-8, 395-6. Charlefonx was a Canadian in command
of 30 or 40 ' Chaguanoso ' or Shawnee ' traders, ' who took some part in the

sectional politics and warfare of Cal. in '37-8. Id., iii. 495, 518-20. About
these matters I find nothing in N. Mex. records.

"Hist. Cal., iv. 124-5, 276-8, 342-3, 387.
*' Among these may be named Cyrus Alexander, D. W. Alexander, F. Z.

Branch, Lewis Burton, Moses and ' Kit ' Caraon, Wm G. Chard, Job F. Dye,

Wm Gordon, Isaac Graham, Wm Knight, J. P. Leese, J. L. Majors, Wm
Pope, Antoine and Louis Robidoux, John Rowland, Isaac Sparks, J. J. War-
ner, Isaac Williams, B. D. Wilson, John R. and Wm Wolfskill, Wm "VS'ork-

man, Ewing Young, and Geo. C. Yount. See Hist. Cal., Pioneer Register,

for biog. sketches of these and many more.
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period, being confirmatory of wliat I have written in

earlier chapters. It is possible, however, that the

decadence noted, as in sheep-raising and the manu-

facture of blankets, was more apparent than real, be-

ing founded on an exaggerated idea of what had been

accomplished in the past.*'

In mining, though nothing appears respecting the

famous copper mine of the south-west, except the

somewhat doubtful statements of the trapper Pattie,^"

some progress was made, since placeres of gold were

successfully worked in two districts some thirty miles

south-west of Santa Fe. The ' Old Placers ' were

discovered in 1828, and the 'New Placers' in 1839.

The former yielded from $60,000 to $80,000 per year

in 1832-5, and later considerably less. At the latter

sprang up the town of Tuerto, with 22 stores in 1845,

when the yield of both districts is given as $250,000.

The metal was very fine and pure, but water was
scarce, the chief reliance being on the artificially melted

snows of winter; apparatus was primitive, consisting of

the batea, or bowl; and prejudice against foreigners

prevented the introduction of improved methods. At
various other points, as near Taos, Abiquiu, and
Sangre de Cristo, gold was found, and mines were
perhaps worked for a short time. No silver mines

were worked in the Mexican period."

•'Gregg, Com. Prairie-i, i. 189, says that 10 or 20 years ago, that is, ia

1824-34, about 200,000 sheep were annually driven to southern markets, and
sometimes, perhaps, as many as 500,000; and sheep were still the principal

article of exportation. Narbona, in Pino, Not. Hist., 24, gives the live-stock

of the country in 1827 as cattle 5,000, sheep and goats 240,000, horses and
mulea 3,000; total value $221,650.

'"Pattie, Narrative, 71-Sl, 112, 115, 123, 129-32, says that the mine was
worked by a Spanish superintendent, Juan Onis, for the Span, owner, Fran-
cisco Pablo Lagera. 'Within the circumference of three miles there is a
mine of copper, gold, and silver, and besides, a cliff of load-stone. The silver

mine is not worked, as not being so profitable as either the copper or gold
mines. ' The Ind. were very troublesome, and the trappers did good service

in keeping them in order, by force and treaties. Finally, the Patties leased

the mines for 5 years, at $1,000 per year, and the elder P. remained there,

established a stock ranch on the Mimbres, and made money. But in 1827,

when he thought of buying the property, a rascally Span, agent, intrusted

with $30,000 in gold, ran away with the money, and ruined Pattie. At the

same time the owner was exiled as a Spaniard, and it is implied that the
mines were abandoned.

"^Gregg's Com. Prairies, i. 162-77; Prince's Hist. SL, 241-3; Meline's 2,000
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In educational matters a slight increase of interest,

is to be noted, though with very meagre results. In
1826 the diputacion territorial was about to establish

some kind of a college at the capital, under the pro-

tectorship of Agustin Fernandez de San Vicente ; and
from 1827 to 1832 archive records show the existence

of primary schools at several of the principal towns;
but in 1834 there was no school at Santa Fe, and
probably none elsewhere, as the diputacion announced
that there were no funds, and called upon the ayun-
tamientos to reopen the schools, if possible, by private

contributions.*^ About 1834 a printing-press was
brought to the country, and with it in 1835 Padre
Martinez issued for four weeks at Taos the Crephculo,

the only New Mexican newspaper of pre-Gringo
times. *^

The missions continued as before, there being no,

formal secularization, but were missions only in name.
The government still paid—or at least made appro-

priations for—the sinodos of from 23 to 2/ Franciscan

Miles, 171-2. These and other writers cannot refrain from comparing th^
poor showing of mining industry at this time, not only with the developments
of later years, but with those of the 17th century. Gregg even attempts to

make of Gran Quivira in the s. E. the ruins of an ancient mining city. I

have already expressed the opinion that nothing more than prospecting was
done by the Spaniards. The salinas of the south-east yielded an unlimited
supply of salt.

^'Arch. Sta Fi, MS., including 'estatutos para el regimen de la eseuels^

general.' Schools opened at 6 A. M. in summer and 7 in winter. 30 scholars

at Canada in 1828. Mareelino Abreu teacher of a Lancasterian school at Sta
Fe in 1829-30. A report of Narboua, 1827, in Pino, Not. Hist., 56-7, indi-

cates 18 schools and 17 teachers at Sta Fe, Vado, Cochiti, Cia, Saudia, Ala^
meda, Alburquerque, Tome, Bslen, Liguna, La Canada, S. Juan, Taos, and
Abiquiti; but very likely only 5 or 6 of these had any real existence; for

Barreiro, Ojeada, 43, names for 1832 only Sta Fe, with $500 assigned for

teachers' salary, S. Miguel, Canada, Taos, Alburquerque, and Beleu with
from $250 to $300 each. Prince, Hkt. Sic, 239, tells us that Gov. Martinez
was a special friend of education, ssnding young men to Durango and Mexico
to be educated, besides establishing govt schools at Sta Fe. Ritch, Aztlaii,

249, speaks of private schools established by Vicar Martinez at Taos, by Padra

Leiva at S. Miguel, and by other priests. All writers note the prevalent ig-

norance of the New Mexicans and the absence of books, also noting the facts,

that there were still no physicians or lawyers in the country.
^^ Gregg's Cam. Prairies, i. 200-1; Prince's Hist. St, 234. Gregg says the

editor's object was to get himself elected to congress, in which effort he suc-

ceeded. He also states that some primers and catechisms were printed on

this press before 1844; but I have never seen any of these early productions.

In the newspapers of 1876 is noted the death of Jesus M. Vaca, who was a.

printer on the Crepuscuh,
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friars ; but these were for the most part acting curates

at the Mexican settlements, making occasional visits

to the Indian pueblos under their spiritual charge.

Only five of the latter had resident missionaries in

1832.^* The Mexican congress in 1823, and again in

1830, decreed the carrying-out of the old Spanish order

for the establishing of a bishopric; but nothing was
effected in this direction. Among the vicars appears

in 1825-6 the name of Agustin Fernandez de San
Vicente, the famous canonigo who had visited Califor-

nia in 1822 as the commissioner of the emperor

Iturbide. In 1833 the bishop of Durango visited this

distant part of his diocese, and his reception is de-

scribed by Gregg and Prince as having been marked
by great enthusiasm.°^

The population has been given as 30,000 whites

and 10,000 pueblo Indians in 1822. In these 24 years

I suppose that the white population was somewhat
more than doubled, and that of Indians slightly dimin-

ished; or that the total in 1845-6 was not far from

80,000, though there is one official report that makes
this total much larger.'"*

''* Barrdro, Ojearia, 15, 39-41; Escudero, Not. Chili., 31. Yearly appro-
priations for the stipends. Correo de la Fed., Oct. 14, '1827; Max., Mem. Mac,
1826, doc. 15; Id., Mem. Just., 1831, annex. 8; Id., Mem. Hoc., 1832, doc. N;
Id., 1837, annex. F; Id,, 1844, presupnesto 7. The no. of friars 27, with
$8,880 in stipends includes El Paso, Narbona in 1827 gives the number of

curates as 17. The statement of Ritch, Aztlan, 249-50, that before 1846 all

the padres from abroad had been supplanted by native-born New Mexicans
seems doubtful. Aug. 26, 1842, order of the president authorizing the gov.

and junta to grant lands of the Ind. pueblos where there were few Ind. and
many vecinos. PiTiart Col.

"Decrees on bishopric. S. Miffuel, Mex., ii. 2; Arrillcuja, Recofp., 1830, p.

94-6; Mex., Col. Ord.yDec., ii. 148. Tithes rented for §10,000 to $12,000 per
year, about one third of their value. Barreiro, 41. Juan Felipe Ortiz is

named as vicar in '32-41 ; and Fr. Jose Pedro Rubin de Celis was custodio of

the missionaries in 1827. Arch. Sta Fi, MS.
^"The census report of 1827 by Narbona, in Pino, Not. Hist., 56-7, is the

only detailed one extant. It makes the total 43,433, about evenly divided
between the sexes. Married couples 7,677. Farmers 6,588, artisans 1,237,

laborers 2,475, traders 93, teachers 17, curates 17, surgeon 1. There is no
separation of whites and Ind. The larger towns, most of them including one
or more small pueblos, are Sta Fe 5,759, S. Miguel del Vado 2,893, Albur-
querque 2,547, Tome 2,043, Caflada 6,508, S. Juan 2,915, Taos 3,606, and
Abiquiti 3,557. Pop. in 1831 estimated at 50,000. ilfex. Mem., Rel, 1832
annex. 1, p. 11; Barreiro, 17. Mayer, Mex. Aztec, ii. 369, gives the pop. of

the missions (?) in 1831 as 23,025. Pop. in 1833 52,360. Wislizemis, Mem.,
26; De Bow'n Ency., 268. Cortina, iyxliwlituto Nac. Bol., no. 1, p. 18, gives a
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pop. of 43,439 in 1829 and 57,176 in 1833. Pop. in '38, '39, or '42, 57,026.

Cortina, iaSoc. Mex. Oeog., Bol, vii. 139; Mex., Mem. Mel., 1847, p. 112; Wlzli-

zenus and De Bow. In 1840 Gov. Armijo, Pino, Not. Hist., 55, gives 28,939
men and 26,464 women, or total 55,403. Pop. in 1841 about 60,000 Span,
aeo. to sec. state, as quoted by Gregg, who also alludes to a census of 32 as

showing 72,000. Gregg, Com. Prairies, i. 148-9, estimates, however, the pop.

in '44 at 70,000, of whom 10,000 Ind. An original report of pop. in connection

with the division into districts, etc. makes a total in '44 of 99,204; or by
partidos—Sta Fe 12,500, Sta Ana 10,500, S. Miguel 18,800, Rio Arriba

15,000, Taos 14,200, Valencia 20,000, and Bernalillo 8,204. The summing
tip of the printed doc. is 100,064; but I suppose the correct total of 99,204 is

an exaggeration, though Hughes, Donivhan's Hxped., 38, gives the pop. as

160,000. Wizlizenus' gives 70,000 as the figure in 1846.
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Now that eastern annals have been brought down
to the end of Mexican rule, it is time to turn again to

the west, to that portion of our territory known later

as Arizona. In Spanish and Mexican times there
was no such province, under that or any other name,
nor was the territory divided by any definite boun-
daries between adjoining provinces. That portion
south of the Gila was part of Pimeria Alta, the north-
ern province of Sonora. Except a small district of
this Pimeria, the whole territory was uninhabited, so
far as any but aborigines were concerned. A small
tract in the north-east was generally regarded as be-
longing to New Mexico, because the Spaniards of that
province sometimes visited, and had once for a brief

period been recognized as masters of, the Moqui
pueblos. Not only were no boundaries ever formally
indicated, but I have found nothing to show how far

in Spanish and Mexican opinion New Mexico was re-
(344)
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garded as extending west or Sonora north. Each was
deemed to stretch indefinitely out into the despoblado.

California, however, while no boundary was ever fixed

officially, was not generally considered to extend east

of the Rio Colorado. The name Moqui province was
sometimes rather vaguely applied to the whole region

north of the Gila valley. Arizona—probably Arizo-

nac in its original form—was the name given by the

natives to a locality on the modern frontier of Sonora,

and was known from just before the middle of the

eighteenth century as the name of the mining camp,
or district, where the famous bolas de plata were
found. It is still applied to a mountain range in that

vicinity.

Nearly all of what we now call Arizona has no
other history before 1846 than the record of explor-

ing entradas from the south and east. The exception

is the small tract, of not more than sixty miles square,

J'rom Tucson southward, mainly in the Santa Cruz
valley, which contained all the Spanish establishments,

and whose annals are an inseparable part of those per-

taining to Pimeria Alta as a whole, or to Sonora,

which included Pimeria. Thus, the only history our

territory has in early times belongs to that of other

provinces, and is given elsewhere in this or other works
of this series. To dispose of the matter here, however,

by a mere reference to scattered material to be found

elsewhere, would be by no means consistent with the

unity I have aimed to give to my work as a whole

and to each part. The story must be told, but it may
be greatly condensed, reference sufficing for many de-

tails. Neither the condensation nor the repetition

involved can properly be regarded as a defect, each

contributing, if I mistake not, to the completeness,

clearness, and interest of the record.

The negro slave Estdvan, closely followed by the

Spanish friar Marcos de Niza, crossed Arizona from

south-west to north-east in 1539; and these earliest
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explorers were followed in 1540 by Vasquez de Coro-

nado, who, with an army of Spaniards, marched from

Sonora to Zuni, extended Lis exploration north-west-

ward to the Moqui towns and the great canon of the

Colorado, and recrossed Arizona in 1542 on his re-

turn from eastern exploits and disasters among the

New Mexican pueblos. These expeditions, the begin-

ning of Arizona annals, are fully recorded in the sec-

mid and third chapters of this volume; and the map,

showing also one or two later entradas, is here repro-

duced. While Coronado's observations were recorded

with tolerable accuracy, no practical use was made of

the information gained, and all that was accurate in

the reports was soon forgotten. A century and a half

was destined to pass before the Arizona line should

again be crossed from the south.

But it was only forty years before the territory was
again entered by Spaniards from the east. Antonio
Espejo, with a few companions, in 1583, coming from
the Rio Grande valley by way of Zuni, marched to

the Moqui towns, and thence penetrated some fifty

leagues farther west or south-west, listening to tales

of great towns said to lie beyond the great river, vis-

iting maize-producing tribes, obtaining samples of rich

silver ore in the region forty or fifty miles north of

the modern Prescott, and returning by a more direct

route to Zuni.^ Fifteen years later the eastern line

was again crossed by Juan de Onate, the conqueror
of New Mexico, who, at the end of 1598, very nearly

repeated Espejo's Arizona exploration, starting out to

reach the South Sea, but called back in haste to

Acoma by news that the penol patriots were in arms
to regain their independence.^ In 1604 Onate re-

sumed his search for the Mar del Sur, and found it.

With thirty men he marched westward, still via Zuni
and Moqui; crossed the Rio Colorado—as he named
the branch since known as the Colorado Chiquito;

' For Espejo's entrada, see p. 38-9 of this vol.

"See p. 139, this volume.
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gave the names San Antonio and Sacramento to two'

branches of the river later called Rio Verde in the

region north of Prescott—a considerable portion of

his route corresponding in a general way with the

line of the Atlantic and Pacific railroad of more mod-
ern centuries; and kept on south-westward to and

down the San Andrds—Santa Maria and Bill Wil-

liams fork—to its junction with the Rio Grande de

Buena Esperanza, that is, the Colorado. One of the

captains went up this river a short distance; and then

all followed its course southward, fully understanding

its identity with the stream called Rio del Tizon in

Coronado's time, to the head of the gulf. The main
eastern branch, or Gila, was named Rio del Nombre
de Jesus. In January 1605, they reached tide-water

and named a fine harbor Puerto de la Conversion de

San Pablo; and then they returned by the same
route to New Mexico. Nearly two centuries passed

before the region between Moqui and Mojave was re-

visited by Spaniards. Onate's expedition to the South
Sea, though of the greatest importance and accurately

narrated, like that of Coronado had slight effect on
real knowledge of geography, its chief effects being to

complicate the vagaries of the Northern Mystery.^

There were no more explorations from any direction

in the seventeenth century, and Arizona annals for

the whole period are confined to a few meagre items

about the Moqui district as gathered from earlier

chapters of this volume. It may be well to state here,

however, that the name of Arizona's chief river is ap-

parently used for the first time in a report of 1630,

being applied to a New Mexican province of Gila, or

'For Oflate's exped. of 1604-5, see p. 154 of this vol. Native tribes on
the Colorado, from north to south, were, above the (xila, the Amacavas (later

Yamajabs, Amajavas, or Mojaves), Bahacechas, and Ozai'as; between the
Gila and tide-water, the Halohedumas, Coahuauas, Tlaglli, Tlalliguauiayas,

and Cocapaa. Among the contributions of this expedition to the Northern
Mystery was the existence, as reported by the natives, of Lake Copila, where
Aztec was spoken and golden bracelets were worn. The Spaniards also con-

cluded, from their observations and statements of the natives, that the gulf
extended indefinitely north-westward behind the mountains from the river's

mouth, thus confirming the idea long entertained that Ual. was an island.
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Xlla, where the river has its source.* At the begin-
ning of the century the Moquis, like the other pueblos,

accepted Christianity, were often visited by the friars

from the first, and probably were under resident mis-

sionaries almost continuously for eighty years; yet of

all this period we know only that Fray Francisco

Porras, who worked long in this field, converting some
800 souls at Aguatuvi, was killed by poison at his

post in 1633; that Governor Penalosa is said to have
visited the pueblos in 1661-4; and that in 1680 four

Franciscans were serving the five towns, or three

missions. These were Jose Figueroa at San Bernar-
dino de Aguatuvi, Jose Trujillo at San Bartolome de

Jougopavi, with the visita of Moxainavi, and Josse

Espeleta, with Agustin de Santa Maria, at San Fran-

cisco de Oraibe and Gualpi, all of whom lost their lives

in the great revolt. From that time the valiant Mo-
quis maintained their independence of all Spanish or

Christian control. It is not clear that theysent their

warriors to take part in the wars of 1680-96 in New
Mexico, but they probably did so, and certainly af-

forded protection to fugitives from the other pueblos,

the Tehuas and others even building a new town ad-

joining those of the Moquis. in which part of the tribe

lived from that period. In 1692 they had, like the

other nations, professed their willingness to submit to

Governor Vargas; but in the following years no at-

tempt to compel their submission is recorded. In.

1700, however, fearing an invasion, they affected peni-

tence, permitted a friar to baptize a few children, and

negotiated in vain with the Spaniards for a treaty that

should permit each nation to retain its own religion !^

Meanwhile, during this century and a half, though,

as I have said, the Arizona line was not crossed from

the south, the Spanish occupation was extended nearly

to that line. In Coronado's time the northern limit

of settlement was San Miguel de Culiacan. The

*Benavides, Reqveste Ramonst. See p. 162-3 of this vol.

'On Moqui items of 1599-1700, see chap, vii.-x., this volume.
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villa of San Felipe de Sinaloa was founded in 1584,

after the failure of several attempts, a little farther

north. It was in 1591 that the Jesuits began their

missionary work in Sinaloa, but they had no perma-

nent establishments north of that province before

1600.^ The Fuerte de Montesclaros, giving name to

the Rio del Fuerte, was built in 1610, and in the same

year Captain Hurdaide, after a series of hard-fought

battles and several reverses, made paace with the Yaqui

Indians. In 1613 and 1617 respectively, missions

were established among the Mayos and Yaquis, and a

beginning was thus made of Jesuit work in Sonora.

From 1621 eleven padres served 60,000 converts in

the northern, or Sonora, mission district, called San
Ignacio; in 1639 the spiritual conquest had extended

to the Sonora valley proper, the region of Ures, among
the 6patas, where the district of San Francisco Javier

was organized; by 1658 this district had been extended

so as to include missions as far north as Arizpe and
Cuquiarachi; and by 1688 these northern missions

—

beyond Batuco and Nacori, in Pimeria Baja, eighteen

pueblos in six missions partidos—-had been formed

into the new district, or rectorado, of Santos Mdrtires

de Japon. The next advance of missionary work
northward will bring us to the subject proper of this

chapter. It should be noted here that in 1640-50

there was a temporary division of the province, north-

ern Sonora above the Yaqui River being called Nueva
Andalucia. In consequence of a quarrel with the

Jesuits, the governor of the new province attempted

to put the missions in charge of Franciscans; but,

though a small party of friars came to the country,

nothing was accomplished; and all trace of the change,

secular and religious, disappeared about the middle of

the century.
'^

*For particulars, see Hist. North Mex. States, i. 107-23. This reference

includes Ibarra's expeditions of 1564-5, which may possibly furnish an excep-

tion to my statement that the Arizona line was not crossed till nearly the

end of the next century.
'See annala of Sinaloa and Sonora, 1600-1700, in Hist. North Mex. St., i.

202-50.
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Pimeria Alta, home of the Pimas, but also includ-

ing that of the Pdpagos, Sobas, and Sobaipuris, be-

sides other tribes in the north, was bounded on the

south by the rivers Altar and San Ignacio with the

latter's southern affluents, on the north in a general

way by the Gila valley, on the west by the gulf and
Rio Colorado, and on the east by the San Pedro, the

country farther east being the home of Apaches and
other savage tribes. This broad region was explored

within a period of twenty years at the close of the

seventeenth century and beginning of the eighteenth

by the famous Jesuit, Father Eusebio Francisco Kino.

Over and over again, often alone, sometimes with
associates, guides, and a guard, this indefatigable mis-

sionary traversed the valleys bounding the region on
the south, east, and north, and more than once crossed

in different directions the comparatively desert inte-

rior, besides giving special attention to the gulf shore

and Colorado mouth, for his original purpose was to

reach and convert the Californians from this direction.

He found the natives, grouped in a hundred or more
rancherlas, most docile and friendly, displaying from
the first a childish eagerness to entertain the padre,

to listen to his teachings, to have their names entered

on his register, and to have their children baptized.

They were, above all, desirous of being formed into

regular mission communities, with resident padres of

their own; and at many rancherias they built rude
but neatly cared for churches, planted fields, and
tended herds of live-stock in patient waiting for mis-

sionaries who, in most cases, never came. Kino's

great work began in 1687, w^hen he founded the

frontier mission of Dolores, his home or headquarters

for the rest of his life. For six years he toiled alone,

till fathers Campos and Januske came in 1693 to take

charge of San Ignacio and Tubutama; and only eight

padres besides Kino worked in this field during the

latter's life, there being rarely, if ever, more than four

at the same time. Missions were, however, estab-
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lished, besides the three named, at Caborca, Suamca,
and Coc6spera, with a dozen or more of the other

rancherias as visitas. Those which became missions

or visitas before 1800, with the presidios and other

settlements, are best indicated on the appended map.

Missions or Pimbkia Alta.

The great difficulty, and one that caused Kino no end
of anxiety and sorrow, but never discouragement, was
that, besides the zealous padre himself, no one seemed
really to believe in the docility and good faith of the

Pimas, who were accused of being treacherous, hos-

tile, and in league with the Apaches. Even Jesuit

visitors, when once they were beyond the reach of

Kino's magnetism and importunity, were disposed to

regard the padre's projects as visionary and danger-
HiST. Ae)z. and N. Mex. 23
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ous, thus furnishing the Spanish authorities a plausi-

ble pretext for withholding pecuniary support. There

were no other establishments in these times except a

garrison, or presidio, at Fronteras, or Corodeguachi;

this and a compania volante being charged with resist-

ing the almost constant raids of savage tribes in the

north-east, and often requiring assistance from other

presidios. All this region was under a comandante de

armas, residing generally at San Juan Bautista, far-

ther south, and there was no other government in the

north. Captain Juan Mateo Mange was detailed with

a part of the flying company from 1694 to protect the

padres in their tours, and his excellent diaries consti-

tute our best authority for events to 1702.® There

was a revolt in 1695, in which Padre Saeta, of Ca-

borca, lost his life, several servants were kiUed, and

many of the churches were sacked or destroyed. Yet
notwithstanding the oppressive acts of military men
and Spanish employees, which, according to the

Jesuits, provoked the revolt, and the murderous

slaughter by which it was avenged and the natives

were forced to sue for peace, the padres seem to have

had no difficulty in regaining all their earlier influence

m a year or two ; and the Pimas and Sobaipuris soon

proved their fidelity by aiding the Spaniards most
effectually in warfare against the Apaches, who in

turn often raided the Pima rancherias, destroying the

mission of Coc6spera in 1698. Still, by a perplexing

combination of satanic influences, missionaries could

not be obtained for the far north; and the old preju-

dice against the Piraas was no sooner partially con-

quered than it was transferred in full force to the Gila

tribes, where Padre Eusebio, with a view to his Cali-

fornian projects, desired to establish missions. Kino
died at his post in 1711.

^ Mange, Historia de la Pimeria AUa. MS. of the Arch. Gen. de Mex.,
printed in Doc. Hist. Mex. Hardly inferior as an avithority, and extending
lOver a longer period, is the A'postdUcos Afanes, made up mainly from Kino's
letters; and A legre, Hist. Comp. Jesus, is another standard work. Full details

in Hist. North Mex. States, i.
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Having thus presented a general view of the Pi-
meria missions, it is necessary to notice somewhat
more in detail explorations north of the Arizona line,

where there was no mission with resident padre dur-

ing Kino's life, though there were churches at several

rancherias in the Santa Cruz valley. Kino may
have crossed the line as far as Tumacdcori with Sal-

vatierra in 1691, and he is said to have reached Bac
in 1692; but the records of these earliest entradas

are vague, and doubtless some of his later tours in the
Santa Cruz valley have left no trace. In 1694, how-
ever, he penetrated alone to the Gila valley in quest
of ruins reported by the Indians, reaching and saying

mass in the Casa Grande, an adobe structure tha-fc

had probably been visited by Niza and Coronado in

1539-40, and still standing as I write in 1886. In
1696 another visit to Bac is mentioned. Thus far,

however, we have no particulars.

In November 1697 was undertaken the first for-

mal exploration in this direction of which any detailed

record has survived. Lieutenant Crist6bal Martin
Bernal, with Alf^rez Francisco Acuna, a sergeant, and
twenty soldiers, marched from Fronteras via Terrenate

and Suamca, while Kino and Mange with ten ser-

vants came from Dolores. The two parties united at

Quiburi, not far from the site of the modern Tomb-
stone; Coro, a Sobaipuri chief, with thirty warriors,

joined the expedition ; and all marched down the Rip
Quiburi, since called the San Pedro, to its junction

with the Gila, now so called in the records for the

first time, though, as we have seen, the Gila province

of New Mexico was named as early as 1630. Down
the main river went the explorers to and a little be-

yond the Casa Grande, which is for the first time

described and pictured by simple drawings in the

diaries. From the Gila they returned southward up
the river, since called the Santa Cruz, by way of Bac
and Guevavi, reaching Dolores at the beginning ,of

Decenaber. They had niarched 260 leagues, had been
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warmly welcomed everywhere, had registered 4,700
natives and baptized 89, besides conferring badges of

office on many chieftains. Some details of this the

first of Arizona explorations definitely recorded are

given in a note."

'Bemal, lielacion, 1697, in Doc. Hist. Mex., 3d series, ptiv., p. 797-809;
Manpe, Hist. Pimeria, 274-91; also both diaries in MS. Bemal left CVirode-

guachi Nov. 5th, and marched to Surratapani de Guachi, 8 1.; 6th, to Terre-

nate, 12 1.; 7th, to Sta Maria (Suamoa), 12 1., where P. Contreras' mission
was in a prosperous condition; 8th, to the valley and rancheria of S. Joaquin,
12 1.; and 9th, to the rancheria de Quiburis, 8 1., where Kino was met.

Meanwhile Kino and Mange, leaving Dolores Nov. 2d, had marched to Reme-
dies, 8 1. N. ; 4th, to Cocdspera, 6 1. N., where was P. Contreras; 5th, to S.

Lazaro, 6 1. N. on another stream, which rises near Suamca and makes a
great circle (the Sta Cruz, see map); thence eastward up the river to Sta
Maria (Suamca), 6 1.; 6th, over plains and rolling hills to S. Joaquin Baso-
suma, 14 1. N. ; 7th, the Sta Cruz de Gaibanipitea, 6 1. B., on a hill on west
bank of a river which rises in the plains of Tcrrenate (that is, the S. Pedro;
there are ruins known as Sta Cruz a few miles w. of Tombstone on the river).

Here they were received in a house of adobes and beams built for the padre.

Here they joined Martin, and went 1 1. N. to Quiburi on the 9th, being enter-

tained by Coro and his warriors, who were dancing round Apj,che scalps.

(There is a slight difference between the two diaries as to date and place of

meeting. Later I use both diaries together.

)

Nov. 11th, from Quiburi down the river to Alamos, 101. N.; 12th, toBaica-
deat, 13 1., passing some abandoned rancherias; 13th, past the farthest point
ever reached by Spaniards—a narrow pass which had been visited by Capt.
Fran. Ramirez—to Causae, 21., and Jiaspi, or Rosario. 21. (Bernal says the
day's journey was 31.); 14th, past Muivaand other rancherias to Aribaiba, or

Aribabia, 6 or 7 1. ; 15th, past Zutoida and Comarsuta to the last rancheria of

the river called Ojio or Victoria, 9 or 11 1. N. Two others, Busac and Tubo,
were on a creek flowing into the river (perhaps the Arivaipa, though said to

flow east). The valley is described as pleasant and fertile, with irrigating

ditches and its rancherias—with 390 houses and 1,853 inhabitants counted

—

prosperous though much harassed by the Jocomes and Apaches of the east.

16th, to the Gila junction, 61., and 2 or 31. down the GUa to a place named
Mange.

Nov. 17th, down the Gila at some distance from the river, to S. Gregorio
spring, 81. w.; and to S. Fernando on the bank, 21.; 18th, over the plaia 91.

w. to Casa Grande, Sergt Escalante swimming the river with two companions
about midway of the journey to examine some ruins oi the north side. Be-
sides describing the Casa Grande and other ruins, Mange gives a tradition

of the natives respecting their origin, 1 1. to a raicheria on the river bink;
19th, to Tusonimon 4 1. w., over sterile plains; 20th, to S. Andres, 7 1. w.,
whose chief had visited Baseraca, and had been baptized at Dolores, where
rumors were heard of quicksilver mines in the N. w. and of white men who
came to the Colorado armed with muskets and swordj—perhaps English or
shipwrecked Spaniards, but probably only the apostate Moquis with stolen
fire-arms (!); 21st, back to Tusonimd, or Sta Isabel, 71. E., and 3 1. s. into the
desert; 22d, to an artificial tank, or pond, 4 or 5 1. s. ; and to rancheria of

Sta Catalina Ouitciabaqui, 14 or 15 1. s. ; 23d, up the dry bed of the river (Sta
Cruz), to ranch, of the valley of Correa, 9 1. ,s.; and to S. Agustiu Oiaur, 6 1.

S. ; 24th, to ranch, of Bic, Batosda, or S. Javier, 6 1. s. This was the largest
rancheria of all Pimeria, 830 persons living in 178 houses; and there was an
adobe house ready for the padrj, with a wheat-field and some live-stock well
tended. 26th, to Tnmacacori, or S. Cayetaao, 18 or 20 1. s. ; 27th, toGuevavi,
6 1. s. ; and 7 1. to Bacuanos (Baoiiancos), or S. Antonio (?); 28th, to S. Lazaio,
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Again, in 1698, Kino returned by way of Bac to the

Gila; and from San Andrds, the limit of the previous

trip, or from the region of the Pima villages of mod-
ern maps, he crossed the country south-westwardly to

Sonoita and the gulf shore ; but unfortunately, Mange's
place was taken by Captain Carrasco, and no particu-

lars affecting Arizona are extant. "" In the next tour

of 1699 with Mange, he went first to Sonoita via Saric;

and thence crossed north-westward to the Gila at a

point about ten miles above the Colorado junction.

The natives refused to guide him down the river where
he had intended to go; therefore he went up the river

eastward, cutting off the big bend, sighting and nam-
ing the Salado and Verde rivers, from a mountain top,

reaching San Andres Coata where he had been before,

and returning home by the old route via Encarnacion,

San Clemente, San Agustin, and Bac. In this trip he

called the Colorado Rio de los Mdrtires, the Gila Rio
de los Ap6stoles, and the four branches of the latter

—that is, the Salado, Verde, Santa Cruz, and San
Pedro—Los Evangelistas.'^ In October of the same

7 1. ; and to Coc<5apera, 6 1. ; 29th, to Remedios; Dec. 1st, to Dolores. Kino's

party left Berual on the 26th, and the latter by the same route arrived at

Dolores Dec. 2d.
" Kino, Carta, in SmoraMat., 817-19; Apost. Afanes, 272-4; Akgre, Hist.,

iii. 203^; Lockman's 7'rav. Jesuits, i. Z55. The details given affect only ob-

servations on the gulf shore, to which sufficient attention is given elsewhere.

^^Maru/e, Hist. Pimeria, 292-310. Route from S. Marcelo Sonoita: Feb.

17th, dow-n the stream w. 10 1. to a carrizal; 18th, 6 1. N. w. and 14 1. N., by
moonlight over sterile plains to the watering-place of La Luna; 19th, 12 1.

N. w., and w. to a small rancheria not named; 20th, 15 1. over barren plains

and past mineral hills to Las 'xinajas; 21st, G 1. N. w. to the Gila, where were
600 Pimas and Yumas, the latter now visited and described for the first time.

Mange from a hill saw the junction of the Colorado, on which river the Alche-

domas were said to live. M. also found some slight tradition of Ofiate'a visit

in 1605, and heard of white men who sometimes came from the north coast to

trade, the reports resembling those heard before at S. Andres and Caaa

Grande. Feb. 23d, 12 1. E. up the river; 24th, 16 1. B. up river; 25th, 4 1. to

ranch. S. Matias Tutum; 4 1. to ranch. S. Mateo Cant; 26th, 14 1. up the

river to ranch. Tddes Vaqui; 27th, 3 1. across a bend to a ranch, on the river;

to another S. Simon Tucaani; and to another of Cocomarioopas, 12 1. in all;

28th, 8 1. s. w. (.s. E. ?), leaving the river on account of the big bend, past 5

rancherfas, to one of Pimas, who welcomed them with triumphal arches, etc.,

a good place for a mission; March 1st, 11 1. E. over a rocky and sterile country

to a spring; 2d, 13 1. B. over a range of hills from which they saw the rivers

Verde and Salado—perhaps flowing from the famous Sierra Azul of N. Mex.

annals—to the river 3 1. below the junction, where was the ranch, of S. Bar-

tolome Comae; 3d, 10 1. up river to S. Andres Coata, where they had been in
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year, with Padres Leal and Gonzalez from abroad,

they went again to Bac. Here the moving of a stone,

thought at first to be an idol, uncovered a hole on the

top of a hill, and produced a hurricane which lasted

till the stone was replaced over the entrance to thia

home of the winds. From Bac, they took a south-

Vest course to Sonoita, registering 1,800 Papabotes.^^

Padre Francisco Gonzalez was delighted with Bac,

declaring it to be fit, not only for a mission of 3,000

converts, but for a city of 30,000 inhabitants; and he
promised to return as a missionary. Mange states

that he did come 'mucho despues,' or much later, but

that he remained only till 1702, being driven away by
the hostilities of two rancherias not far away. It

would seem that this must be an error. In April

and May 1700, Kino went again to Bac and laid the

foundation of a large church, which the natives were
feager to build, but respecting tlie further progress of

which nothing is known. In September he reached
the Gila, by a route for the most part new, striking

1697. They had registered 1,800 men, Yumas and Coeomaricopas; 4tli, E.

past Encarnacion 9 1. to a fertile tract; 5th, s. E. away from river, 9 1. to the
tank or cistern built by the people of Casa Grande, when they went south to
settle Mexico (!); 131. (or 4) s. to Sta Catarina; 6th, s. past S. Clemente td
S. Agustiu Oiaiir; 7th, up the river s. past 4 rancherias, 6 1. to S. Javier del
Bac, where 1,300 natives welcomed them with dances and songs, a magnificent
place for a large mission; 9th-10th, 7 1. s.. Kino being very ill; 11th, 13 1. s.

to opposite S. Cayetano Tumagacori; 12th, 6 1. to Guevavi, 7 1. to Bacuancos;
I3th, 16 1. to Cocdspera which had been destroyed and abandoned; 14th, to
Remedies 6 1., 8 1. to Dolores.

^'^Mamje, Hist. Pirn., 311-20. Route: left Dolores Oct. 24th, 8 1. to Re-
medios, where a fine new church was being built; 25th, 6 1. down one stream
and up another to Cocdspera; 4 1. to Rio Sta Maria at S. Lorenzo (S. LSzaro?);
26th, 111. down river to S. Luis Bacuancos, past Quiquiborica (one of which
may have been the later Buenavista); 27th, 6 1. to Guevavi, or Gusutaqui, at
the junction of a stream from the E. ; 41. to S. Cayetano, Jumagacori (Tumaca-
cori); 28th, 6 1. N. ; 29th, 10 1. to Bac, west of which was a ranch, of Oteau.
iifov. 1st, 2d, Mange and Kino went on down to Oiaur, 6 1., and 15 1. to Sta
Catarina Caituagaba and S. Clemente, and returned; near Bac two ranch, of
Juajona and Junostaca are mentioned as existing later; 5th, 10 1. w. to springs;
6th, 6 1. w. to Tups, where they were shown silver ore; 3 1. w. to Cops, or
Humo, of the nation Pima-Papabotas; 7th, 8 1. w. over plains to S. Serafia
Actum, where they were visited by natives from S. Fran. Ati; 8th, P. Leal
left the party for Tubutama in his carriage; while the rest went on N. w. and
W. 13 1. to S. Rafael; 9th, 9 1. more N., to Baguiburisac, N. 16 1. (or 7), td
Coat and Sibagoida; 10th, 33 1. s. w. and w. to Sonoita; 11th, 12th, 60 1. E.

tmd .s. E, to Basanic, where they joined Leal; and 13-18th returned via Tu-
butama, Magdalena de Buvuibava, S. Ignacio, and Remedioa to Dolores.
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the river east of the bend, following it down to the
Yuma country, thence following the north bank to the
Colorado, and giving the name San Dionisio to a
Yuma rancheria at the junction. The diaries are not
extant, and such details as we have relate mainly to

Californian geography, having little interest for our
present purpose.^^

In 1701 Kino and Salvatierra went by way of
Sonoita to the coast, but could not carry out their in-

tention of reaching the Colorado. On the return, how-
ever, parting from Salvatierra at Sonoita, Kino and
Mange crossed the country to Bac, and returned home
by the old route.^* Later in this year the venerable
explorer crossed from Sonoita to San Pedro on the
Gila, went down to San Dionisio, and thence down
the Colorado past Santa Isabel, the last Yuma ran-

cheria, to the country of the Quiquimas, whence he
crossed into California; and on his return he may be
supposed to have made the map which I append.
Early in 1702, Father Kino made his last trip to the

Gila and Colorado, very nearly repeating the tour of

1701, but reaching the head of the gulf; and it was
also, so far as can be known, the last time he crossed

the Arizona line. The rest of his life was devoted to

constant efforts, with the aid of padres Campos and
Velarde, to prevent the abandonment of the old es-

tablishments, and to obtain missionaries for new ones,

who, though sometimes promised, never came. The
obstacles in his way seem to have been increased by
the unwise policy of a new commander of the flying

company, whose oppressive acts were a severe test,

"See Hist. North Mex. States, i. 270-1. The route was Dolores, Reme-
dios, S. Simon y S. Judas, Busanio, 28 1.; Tueubavia, Sta Eulalia, Merced,
12 1.; S. Gerdnimo, 29 1.; Gila, 5, 12, 101.; down the Gila 50 1.; and return

—

Trinidad, Agua Escondida, 121.; watering-place, 12 1.; creek, 18 1.; Sonoita,

81; S. Luis Bacupa, 12 1.; S. Eduardo, 20 1.; Caborca, 16 1.; Tubutama 12

1.; S. Ignacio, 17 1.

^* Mange, Hist. Pirn., 385-7. The route from Sonoita was, Gubo 13 1. e. ;

Guactum (Actum?), 181. E. past a pool of Vatqui and 5 rancherlas; Tupo, 18

1. E.; 12 1. E. to Bac, the 1st pueblo of Sobaipuris; 201. s. to Tumagacori; 12

1. past Guevavi to Bacuancos, at both of which rancherias was an adobe house

for the padre, with much live-stock; 14 1. to Cocdspera; thence to Dolores.
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Kino's Map of 1701.
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not only of the padre's patience, but of the Pimas'
' good faith and desire for mission life. As I have said,

there is no satisfactory evidence that Arizona had
either a regular mission or a resident Jesuit before

Kino's death in 1711.''

After Kino's death, for more than twenty years no
Spaniard is known to have entered Arizona. It is

not unlikely that a padre may have visited the ran-

cherias of the Santa Cruz valley,'^ or that parties of

soldiers from Fronteras may have crossed the line in

pursuit of Apache foes, but no such entradas are re-

corded. Padres Campos and Velarde were left for

the most part alone in Pimeria Alta, and though zeal-

ous workers, they had all they could do, and more, to

maintain the prosperity of the old missions, without
attempting new enterprises. They could not visit the
northern rancherias, and they could not give much en-

couragement to visitors from distant tribes, who came
to inquire why the padres did not come as promised.

All communication gradually ceased, the G-ila tribes

forgot what Kino had taught them, and even the

nearer Pimas and Sobaipuris lost much of their zeal

for mission life. Only two or three other padres are

known to have worked in the field before 1730. Yet
there were spasms of interest in the north ; the bishop

became interested in the subject; some favorable or-

ders were elicited from the king; a presidio was
talked of on the Gila; and, as we shall presently see,

'*A few rumors of paxires stationed there can be traced to no definite

source; and the whole tenor of such records as exist is against them. On the
annab of Pimerfa down to 1711, see Hist. North Mex. StJ.tes, i., chap, x., xviii.

'"A writer in the Tucson Dos RejmhUcas, Aug. 26, 1877, names padres Ale-
jandro Rapmani and Jose de Torres Perea as having served at B.tc in 1720-1.

This article bears internal evidence of careful preparation and original author-
ities in some parts, and therefore merits notice in this part. Possibly the
-two padres named visited Bao in 1720-1, and left some kind of a record of

their presence; but there are indications that this writer drew his informa-
tion from fragments of mission registers in the south, taking it for granted in

some cases that a padre who served in Pimeria Alta must have served at S.

Javier del Bac. His later list is Ildefonso de la Peili 1744, Jose Garruoho
and Miguel Copetillo 1745, and Bartolome Saeua 1746-50, which names may
be compared With those in my text.
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there was a project for reaching the Moquis from this

direction.

In 1731, however, there came a small reenforcement
of missionaries, and two of them were in 1732 sent to

the north, effecting Avhat may be regarded as the first

Spanish settlement of Arizona. Father Felipe Se-

gesser took charge of San Javier del Bac, and Juan
Bautista G-rashoffer of San Miguel de Guevavi, which
from this time may be regarded as regular missions,

the other rancherias becoming visitas. It is probable

that during the rest of the Jesuit period the two mis-

sions were but rarely without padres, though annals

of the establishments are almost a blank. Grashoffer

soon died; Gaspar Steiger was at Bac in 1733-6, and
in 1750 the missionaries were Padre Jose Garrucho at

Guevavi and Francisco Paver at San Javier. In
1736-7 Padre Ignacio Javier Keller of Suamca made
two trips to the Gila, visiting the Casa Grande, seeing

from a hill the rivers Verde and Salado, which united

to form what he seems to have named the Asuncion,
and finding that many of the rancherias of Kino's time
had been broken up. It was also in 1736-41 that oc-

curred the mining excitement of the famous and won-
derful Bolas de Plata at Arizonac. The site was
between Guevavi and Saric, but apparently just south

of the Arizona line. The unparalleled richness of the

silver deposits brought a crowd of treasure-seekers,

and caused the king to claim it as his own, it being

not a mine, but a criadero de plata; but the supply of

nuggets was soon exhausted, and the place was in a

few years wellnigh forgotten. N^orth of the line I

find no records of mining operations in these early

times, though prospecting may have been prosecuted

to some extent, and though popular but wholly un-

founded traditions have been current of rich mines
worked by the Jesuits. In 1741 the presidio of Ter-

renate was founded, but the site was changed more
than once, and for a time before 1750 the garrison was
apparently stationed at or near Guevavi. In 1750
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occurred the second revolt of the Pima tribes, in which
two missionaries at Caborca and Sonoita were killed,

as were about 100 Spaniards in all. Bac and Gue-
vavi were plundered and abandoned, but the two
padres escaped to Suamca, which, on account of the
nearness of the presidio, was not attacked. Peace
was restored in 1752, and the missions were reoccu-

pied; but a bitter controversy between the Jesuits and
their foes respecting the causes of the trouble did much
to increase the demoralization arising from the revolt

itself, and all semblance of real prosperity in the es-

tablishments of Pimeria Alta was forever at an end.

Meanwhile the Moquis of the north-east maintained

their independence of all Spanish or Christian control.

The proud chieftains of the cliff towns were willing to

make a treaty of peace with the king of Spain, but

they would not become his subjects, and thej'^ would
not give up their aboriginal faith. At intervals of a

few years from 1700 there were visits of Franciscan

friars, to explore the field for a spiritual reconquest,

or of military detachments, with threats of war, but

nothing could be effected. At the first town of Agua-
tuvi, the Spaniards generally received some encour-

agement; but Oraibe, the most distant and largest of

the pueblos, was always closed to them. The refugee

Tehuas, Tanos, and Tiguas of the new pueblo were
even more hostile than the Moquis proper; and by
reason of their intrigues even Zuni had more than

once to be abandoned by the Spaniards. In 1701

Governor Cubero in a raid killed and captured a few

of the Moquis. In 1706 Captain Holguin attacked

and defeated the Tehua pueblo, but was in turn at-

tacked by the Moquis and driven out of the country.

In 1715 several soi-disant ambassadors came to Santa

Fe with offers of submission, and negotiations made
most favorable progress until Spanish messengers

were sent, and then the truth came out—that all had

been a hoax, devised by cunning Moqui traders seek-

ing only a safe pretext for commercial visits to New
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Mexico. The governor thereupon made a campaign,

but ill two battles effected nothing. From about ] 719
the Franciscans understood that the Jesuits were in-

triguing for the Moqui field, but beyond visiting

Aguatuvi and obtaining some favorable assurances for

the future, they did nothing—except, perhaps, with

their pens in Europe—in self-defence until 1742, when,
the danger becoming somewhat more imminent, two
friars went to the far north-west and brought out 441

apostate Tiguas, with whom they shortly reestablished

the old pueblo of Sandia. Again, in 1745, three friars

visited and preached to the Moquis, counting 10,846

natives, obtaining satisfactory indications of aversion

to the Jesuits, and above all, reporting what had been
achieved, with mention of the Sierra Azul and Te-

guayo, and the riches there to be found. Their efforts

were entirely successful ; and the king, convinced that

he had been deceived—that a people from among whom
two lone friars could bring out 441 converts could be

neitlier so far away nor so hostile to the Franciscans

as had been represented—revoked all he had conceded
to the Jesuits. With the danger of rivalry ended the

new-born zeal of the padres azules, and for 30 years

no more attention was given to the Moquis!^'

The project of extending the Jesuit field from
Pimerifa to the Moqui province was perhaps at first

but a device for drawing the attention of the govern-
ment to the northern missions, and securing a presidio

in the Gila valley, with a view to the ultimate occu-

pation of California. Kino and his associates more-
over greatly underrated the distance of the Moquis
from the Gila, and correspondingly distorted their

geographical relations to New Mexico. From about
1711 various reports are said to have been received,

through native messengers across the mountains, and
also from New Mexican sources, that the Moquis de-

sired Jesuit missionaries, and had a horror of the
Franciscans. The project was greatly strengthened

" See chap. xi. of this volume, passim, {or more particulars.
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by the support of the bishop of Durango, whose quar-

rel with the Franciscans of New Mexico is recorded
elsewhere in this volume, and who in 1716, with
authority of the viceroy, attempted to put the Jesuits

in charge, but failed. The king, however, in a cedula

of 1719 approved the bishop's views, and ordered the

viceroy to make the change, the viceregal orders to

that effect being issued in 1725, and approved condi-

tionally by the king the next year. There seems to

be but little truth in the statement of Jesuit writers,

that the company declined to interfere in territory

claimed by another order; but delaj's ensued, which
were largely due to various schemes for conquering
the Moquis by force of arms, and also, perhaps, to a

change of opinion on the bishop's part. The viceroy

having in 1730 reported such conquest to be impracti-

cable, and additional testimony having been obtained

respecting different phases of the subject, the king by
a cddula of 1741 positively repeated his orders of

1719. How this incited the New Mexican friars to

renewed effort I have already told.

The king's order of 1741 also inspired an attempt

on the part of the Jesuits to reach the Moqui towns
from Pimeria. Padre Keller went up to the Gila in

1743, and attempted to penetrate the country north-

ward; but he was attacked by the Apaches, lost most

of his horses and supplies, had one of his nine soldiers

killed, and was forced to return. This disaster was
known to the Moquis, and through them to the New
Mexican friars. In the same year Padre Jacobo

Sedelmair of Tubutama reached the Gila by way of

Sonoita; and in 1744 the same explorer set out to

visit the Moquis. He reached the Gila in the region

of the Casa Grande, but the Indians could not be in-

duced to guide him northward by a direct course, and

therefore he went down the river on the north bank,

for the first time exploring the big bend, and crossed

over some forty leagues to the Colorado. ^^ At the

'^ Unfortunately, the diaries of thia and Keller's expedition are not extant

;

but in his Beladon, 849-50, Sedelmair names the rancherlas, beginning 12 1.
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point of departure from the Gila was a warm spring,

probably that still known as Agua Caliente, and a fine

spring, called San Rafael Otaigui, was found where
the trail struck the Colorado, perhaps near the modern
Ehrenberg. Sedelmair went on up the river to near

the junction of "another rio azul, near the boundaries

of the Moqui province," where the main river seemed
to emerge from an opening in the sierra and turn to

the south-west. The Moquis were understood to live

not more than two or three days' journey away, hay-

ing frequent commercial intercourse with the Colorado

tribes; but for some reason not clearly set forth, per-

haps the refusal of the natives to serve as guides, the

padre had to return without reaching the object of his

tour. His branch river was clearly the Bill Williams

fork of modern maps.^^

In a cddula of 1744, the king called for new infor-

mation, Sedelmair was summoned to Mexico, and
elaborate reports on the northern projects were pre-

pared, both by the Jesuit provincial and the Francis-

can procurador general. Without attaching much
importance to the Jesuit claim that the company had
no intention of interfering with Franciscan missionary

work, I still find in the evidence strong indications

that the principal aim was to secure the establishment

of missions and a presidio in the lower Gila valley,

with a view to a further advance to the north-west or

north-east, as circumstances might decide. But the

argument of Padre Oliva, representing the Francis-

cans, proved, altogether conclusive so far as the Moquis

below the junction of the Salado (where he represents the big bend as begin-

ning ?) as follows: Stue Cabitic, Norohean, Gohate, Noscaric, Uuias, Cocoigui,

Tuesapit, Comarchdut, Yayahaye, Tuburh, Caborh, Pipiaoa, Oxitahibuia,

Aioatum, Pitaya, Soenadut, Aopomue, Atiahigui, Cohate, S. Felipe Uparoh,
Aritutoo, XJrchaoztao, Tubutavia, Tahapit, Amoque, Shobotarcham, Aqui,
Tuburch, Tuosares, Caaburidurch, Oitac, Toa, Caborica, eudurimuitac,
Sudao, Sasabac, Sibrepue, Aycate, Aquimundurech, Toaedut, Tuburch, and
Dueztumao, near whicla is a, warm spring, about 45 1. above the Colorado
junction. Theae rancherlas, all of Cocomarioopas, lie along the river for

about 30 1. The author says the Colorado tribes were also kindred to the
Gila Cocomarioopas. Rio Colorado, that is, ' red river, ' or bu^i aquimuti, was
the original Pima name of the river.

^"Sedelmair, Mehcion, 816-5t; Id., Eiitrada, 20; Apost. A/anes, 351-8;
Veneyas,, Not. Cal., ii. 530-6 j Alegre, Hist. Camp. Jesus, ii. 283-4.
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were concerned; for in a c6dula of November 23, 1745,
the king confessed that he had been decei%'ed by false

testimony rerpecting the geographical position, the
hostile disposition, the strength, and the apostasy of

the Moquis, as well as the lack of zeal and facilities

for their reduction on the part of the friars ; and he
accordingly revoked the order of 1741, thus putting

an end to the company's project.^" As I have said

before, the Moquis were now left to their own salva-

tion by missionary orders for some thirty years. The
Gila and Colorado field still remained open to Jesuit

effort, but various obstacles prevented any notable

success. An effort seems to have been made to reach

Moqui in connection with the mihtary movement of

1747, but nothing was effected. Sedelmair, however,

made two more entradas in 1748 and 1750. In the

first, from Tubutaina, by a route not described, he
reached the Gila at a point near the ranclieria pre-

viously called San Felipe Uparch, and went down the

river, nesting the 'painted rocks,' to the point where
in 1744 he liad turned off to the north-west. Here
he named the warm spring rancheria, in a fine site for

a mission, Santa Maria del Agua Caliente.^'

Thence he went on for the first time on the north-

ern bank to the Yuma country, and finally crossed

over to the Colorado at a point about two leagues

above the junction, subsequently going down to the

last Yuma rancheria below the Gila. But tlie Yumas
were not very friendly, and it had been a year of

drought for all the friendly Cocomaricopa tribes.

The padre's return was by the same route.^" His
second and last tour was made at the end of 1750,

^'iV. Mexico, Cidvlas, MS., 46-55; Hist. North Mex. States, i., chap, xviii.

-xix. The latter version is here somewhat modified and extended by the

iformer documents.
^' He says the spring had never been seen before; but it, or another near

by, is mentioned in his Relacion of 1745 or 1746. Above the ' piedraa escritas
'

is named a sierra of Sibupue.

^'' Hedelmair, ErUradar^ laNacion de bs Yumaa gentiles, 1749 (8), in Sonora,

Mat., 18-25; Apost. Afanes, 300-1. A mis3ion site o:i the Gila was called S.

Jiidas Tadeo; that near where he struck the Colorado, S. Jos^; and that at

the junction Nra Sra de Loreto.
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and about it we known only that he went farther

down the Colorado to the Quiquima or Quimac ran-

cheri'as, found the natives hostile, and returned across

the desert by way of Sonoita.^^

During the remaining years of the Jesuit period,

1751-67, the missions of Pimeri'a Alta barely main-

tained a precarious existence. The Spanish Jesuits

in many cases had been replaced by Germans, and all

were more or less discouraged and disgusted by the

complicated and fruitless controversies of earlier years.

There was no progress, but constant decadence. As
I have said in another volume, "a few neophytes were
induced, by the persuasions of the padres, and by the

hope of occasional protection from the presidios against

the Apaches, to remain faithful ; the missions were,

moreover, convenient places for the Pimas, Sobas,

Pdpagos, and Sobaipuris in which to leave their

/Women, children, old, and infirm, while living them-
selves in the mountains, or, perhaps, aiding the Seris

or Pimas Bajos in their ever-increasing depredations

—

convenient resorts for food when other sources failed,

and even well enough to live in occasionally for brief

periods. The natives lived for the most part as they

pleased, not openly rebellious nor disposed to molest

the padres, so long as the latter attempted no control

of their actions, and were willing to take their part in

quarrels with settlers or soldiers. Missionary work
proper was at a standstill; the Jesuit establishments

had only a nominal existence ; the mission period of

Sonora history was practically ended. But for the

hostility between Pimas and Apaches the Spanish
occupation of Pimeria Alta would probably have been
confined to the four garrisons, with a few bands of

adventurous miners risking an occasional sortie beyond
the protection of the presidios."

These general remarks from the annals of Sonora
may be applied especially to the northern establish-

'^Apost. A/anes, 36!^4.
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ments of the later Arizona; but particulars relating

to the latter, which I would gladly present here in

full, are extremely meagre. A presidio of fifty men
was established in 1752 at Tubac, or San Ignacio;

and under its protection the two missions of Guevavi
and Bac with their half-dozen pueblos de visita were
enabled to exist, as was Suamca, some of whose
visitas were also north of the line. Exactly how long

they had been abandoned after the revolt of 1750 is

not known; but in 1763 Padre Alonso Espinosa was
in charge of Bac, as he was still at the time of the

Jesuit expulsion of 1767. At Guevavi the minister

was Ignacio Pfefferkorn in 1763, Padre Jimeno in

1764, and Pedro Eafael Diez in 1767. At Suamca
Padre Josd Barrera was in charge in 1760-7, while

his predecessors from 1751, according to fragments of

the mission register before me—some of them doubt-

less mere visitors—were Keller, Vega, Nentoig, Diaz,

Alava, and Labora. The rancherfa of Tucson was a
visita of Bac in these years, and a few Spanish set-

tlers seem to have lived there; but in 1763 it was,

like the mission, abandoned by all but a few sick and
infirm Indians. This state of things, especially on
account of the gente de razon at Tucson, called out

much correspondence and several plans for relief which
brought no relief. There were also nearly 200 gente

de razon at Guevavi, Santa Barbara, and Buenavista.

The visitas of Tumacdcori and Calabazas were com-
posed of Pima and Pdpago neophytes, but the latter

had run away in 1763. Respecting the expulsion of

the Jesuits in 1767, nothing is known except the

names of the three padres, Espinosa, Diez, and Bar-
rera. The whole number of Arizona neophytes in

1764-7 seems to have been only about 1,250.^*

'* LizasMm, Informe, 1763, p. 686; Sonora, Materiales, 124-38; Tamaron,
Visita, MS., 112-16; Sonora, Descrip. Geog., 176, p. 566-84; Pinart, Col.

Pimeria Alta, MS., passim; Compaflia de Jesus, Catdhgo; also Hist. North
Mex. States, chap, xx., this series.

Tuscon, 5 1. N. of Bac, was its only visita, and there is no mention of

white population in 1764^7. The visitas of S. Mip^el Guevavi were Cala-

bazas, 1^ 1. N. ; Sonoita, 7 1. E. N. E. (distinct from the western Sonoita); and
Hist. Ariz, and N. Hex. 24
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Venei_;as' Map of 1757.
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The Apaches were continuously troublesome, and
many campaigns were undertaken against them by
forces from the presidios of Fronteras, Terrenate, and
Tubac. One of these expeditions seems to have been
almost exactly like another, but only a few are re-

corded at all, and those very meagrely. The only

success achieved was the killing of a few warriors,

and the capture of their women and children; but
often while one band of savages ran away from the

soldiers another band attacked some point near the

presidios; and it finally came to be seriously ques-

tioned by many whether these campaigns were of the

slightest advantage. If the diaries were extant, they
would furnish some interesting items of early geo-

graphic knowledge and nomenclature; but as it is,

the mere mention in fragmentary reports is of slight

value. Several of these entradas in 1756-8 and
1765-6, directed to the upper Gila in the regions

about the later boundary between New Mexico and
Arizona, are somewhat fully reported, but so con-

fusedly as to yield nothing more satisfactory than a

mere list of names. These campaigns were made by
forces under the captains of Fronteras and Janos,

Captain Anza of Tubac, and Governor Mendoza.
They had some success in killing and capturing

Apaches, found several groups of ruins, and satisfied

themselves that the Moqui towns might conveniently

be reached by that route if deemed desirable.^^

Tumao^ori, 8 1. N. u. w. The visitas of Sta Maria Suamca, some of them
north of the line, were: S. Juan Quiburi, Santiago Optuabo, S. Andres Bsqug-
baag or Badz, S. Pablo Eaibcat, S. Pedro Turisai, and Sta Cruz Babisi. The
presidio of S. Felipe Gracia^Real de Terrenate is described as 4 1. N. (e. ?) from
Suamca, pop. 411 gente de razou, including the garrison of 50 men under
Capt. Francisco Elias Gonzalez. The presidio of S. Ignacio de Tubac was
4 1. N. of Guevavi, pop. de razon 421, including 50 soldiers under Capt. Juan
B. Anza, chaplain Jose Manuel Diaz del Carpio. Arizona is named as a
visita of Sarie, 5 1. N. B., wliere were the 'Bolas de Plata de Agua Caliente,'

pop. 45 gente de razon.
^ Hist. North Mex. States, i. chap, xx.; Sanchez, Carta, 1757, in Sorurra

Mat., i. 88-94; Id., Carta de 17S8, in Id., 94r-7; Mendoza {Juan), Carta del

Oohernador de Son., 1757, in Id., 84-8; Vildjosola, Cartds, 186-206; Arm,
(Carta de 1766, in Sin. y Son,, Cartas, 108-12. Tlie places nanjed seem to be

chiefly in south-western N. Mexico.



CHAPTEK XVI.

PIMERIA ALTA, OR ARIZONA.

1768-1845.

A Meagre Record—Errors of Modern Works—Exaggerations or Early
Prosperity—Coming of the Franciscans—State of the Missions—
Military and Presidio Annals—A New Apache Policy—San Javter

DEL Bac—Presidio of Tucson—Tueac—Pima Company—Gitevavi and
TuMAcXcoRi

—

Calaeazas—Aribac — Explorations in the North—
GARcis, the Franciscan Kino—Tours to the Gila and Colorado—
Anza's Trips— Crespo's Views— Escalante—Font's Map—GARcis
Visits the Moquis—Colorado River Missions—The Moquis Perish—
The Peralta Land Grant—Mining Operations—Later Annals—Era
OF Prosperity—Final Ruin—Apache Wars—End of the Missions—
American Trappers.

No chronologic narrative of early Arizona annals

can ever be formed with even approximate accuracy
and completeness, for lack of data. As already ex-

plained, the country so far as occupied by Spaniards
was but a small part of Pimeria Alta, which in turn
was but a part of Sonora, the annals of which province

as a whole are but imperfectly recorded. From So-
nora history we may get a general idea of progress in

Pimeria, and on Pimeria annals we must depend for

a similar general idea of events in Arizona, to which
may be added only a few scattered items of local hap-
penings. It is not strange, then, that nothing like a
consecutive record can be presented ; nor can anything
be reasonably expected from future research beyond
the bringing to light of new items. As we advance
from the Jesuit to the Franciscan period, and from
Spanish to Mexican rule, the state of things, from a
historic point of view, becomes worse rather than bet-

(372)
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ter. There is much reason, however, to believe that

complete original records, could they be restored,

would affect only local, personal, and chronologic

minutias, and would hardly modify the general pur-

port of these chapters.

In this connection, also, it is proper to note that

the few and brief presentments of early Arizona annals

which are extant, as prefatory matter to modern works

devoted chiefly to later history, and to a description,

of the country and its resources, are not only meagre
and fragmentary in detail, as they like my own must
necessarily be, but full of errors, and almost wholly

misleading in their general scope; though it should,

be added that the works in question often merit high

praise for their accurate treatment of the later topics

that come more properly within their field.^ In these,

works the tendency is to regard Padre Kino's wander-

ings as mission-founding expeditions, though, as a

matter of fact, there were no missions in Arizona till

long after his death. From the Spanish names on

early maps—identical with or corresponding to those

of Kino and Venegas, as presented in the preceding

chapter—the conclusion has been drawn that up to

the Gila valley Arizona was covered with prosperous

Spanish missions and settlements, which had to be

abandoned later in consequence of Apache raids
;
yet

in truth, as the reader knows, there was no Spanish

occupation beyond a narrow region of the Santa Cruz;

valley, and even there only two missions, Bac and

^Such works are Silvester Mowry's Ariama and Sonora, N. Y., 1864, 3d
ed., in its original form an address delivered in 1359 before the Amer. Geog.

and Stat. Soc. ; Hiram C. Hodge's Arizona as It is, N. Y., 1877; Richard J.'

Kintoa'a Hand-book to A rimna, S. F., 1878; the History of Arizona Territory,

published by EUiott & Co., S. F., 1884; Samuel W. Cozzens' The Marvellous

Country, Boston, etc. (1874); Edwards Roberts' With the Invader, S. F., 1885;

and Patrick Hamilton's The Resources ofArizona, S. F., 3d ed., 1884. Perhaps,

some injustice is done by naming these books in a group, since they differ

greatly in their value so far as modem Arizona is concern ed; but these differ-

ences to some extent will appear in later chapters. From all a very good
sketch of modern condition and progress may be formed. In their treatment

of early times they vary also—from bad to very bad. They contain some
accurate statements drawn from well-known authorities on Niza's and Coro-

nado's expeditions; and it should be added that Hinton reproduces for the

first time a valuable early map.
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Cruevavi, with a few rancherfas de visita, under resi-

dent padres from 1732, or possibly 1720, and protected
iin their precarious existence by the Tubac presidio

from 1752. The misleading Spanish saint names were
simply those applied by Kino and his associates to the
rancherias visited on their exploring tours, whose in-

habitants, in some instances, were induced to make
preparations for the reception of missionaries promised,

Ibut who never came. The Arizona missions were
ttever more than two, and they were never prosperous.

So, also, the rich mines and prosperous haciendas,

"^ith which the country is pictured as having been
dotted, are purely imaginary, resting only on vague
traditions of the Planchas de Plata excitement, and
©n the well-known mineral wealth of later times. The
Jesuits of course—though the contrary is often alleged

—worked no mines, nor is there any evidence that in

Jesuit times there were any mining operations in Ari-
zona beyond an occasional prospecting raid; and even
lfe.ter, down to the end of the century, such operations

Were, on a small scale, confined to the vicinity of the

presidios;, and the same remark maybe made of agri-

cultural operations, all establishments being often

abandoned, and oftener plundered by the savages.

And finally, it has been the fashion to regard Tucson
as a more or less prosperous town from a very early

time. Some writers even date its foundation in the

sixteenth century; though, as a matter of fact, it is

ftot heard of even as an Indian rancheria till the mid-

dle of the eighteenth, and was not properly a Spanish
settlement till the presidio was moved there in later

years.
^

^ ' For extreme mstauces, ' says Roberts, With tlie Invader, 116, 'Tucson is

an ancient city. Antedating Jamestown and Plymoutli, it was visited by
©oronado in 1540, liv^ed in by Europeans in 1563, and had its first mission-

aries in 1581. But long before 1540 there yraa an Indian village existing on
Wie site of the present city, so that Tucsonians can, if they please, claim an
age for their town as great as the Santa Feans claim for theirs. But for all

practical purposes 1340 ia a sufficiently early date.' And Hodge, Anzana,
17-18: ' About the year 1563 a permanent settlement was made by the Spau-
feh explorers and Jesuit (!) fathers near where Tucson now is. It may be
mentioned in this connection that Santa Fe was supposed to have been set-
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On the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767, all missionj

property, being regarded as belonging to the Jesuit^

and not to the natives, was confiscated by the Spanish
government, and its care was intrusted temporarily,

to royal comisarios. Respecting the definite acts oC

these officials in Pimeria Alta we have no informa-

tion; but respecting the whole province, the viceroy

wrote in 1793: "There is no reason to doubt that

tJiey either wasted or embezzled the rich temporalities

of all or most of the missions, and that these fund^

being lost, decadence or ruin could not be prevented."^

The southern Sonora establishments were secularized,

but those of the Pimerfas were put in charge of four-

teen Franciscans of the college of Santa Cruz de

Quer^taro, who arrived and were distributed to their

destinations in June 1768. Our chief authority for

the ensuing period of mission history, though meagre
in respect of most details, is the standard chronicle of

the Santa Cruz college and the operations of its

friars.* On the condition of affairs during the few

following years, I quote from another volume of thi^

series.

" The missions were found by the Franciscans in a

sad state. Some of the establishments had been plun-

dered by the Apaches, and were again plundered, as

at Suanica and Bac, during the first year of Francis-

can occupation. In some cases the comisarios had
grossly neglected their duties. Everywhere the neo-

phytes had been for a year free from all control, and
had not been improved by their freedom. Not only

had they relapsed to a great extent into their roving

and improvident habits, but they had imbibed new
ideas of independence, fostered largely by settlers and
soldiers. They regarded themselves as entirely free

tied in 1555 ' (really about 1615), ' Tucson in 1560, and San Augustine, Fla,

in 1565, thus making Sfca F6 the first, Tucson the second, and San Augustine
the third settled town within the present domain of the U. S.

'

^Revilla Gigedo, Carlo, de 1793, p. 435.
* Arridvita, Crdnica Serdfica y Apostdlica del Colerjio de Propaganda Fide de

l-t Santa Cruz de Queritaro. Mexico, 1692, pp. 394 et seq. See also Hist,.

Norili Mex. States, i., chap, xxiv., this series.
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from all control by the missionaries, whose whole duty
in these later times was to attend to religious matters.

The padres might not, so these independent aborigines

thought, give orders, but must prefer requests to

native officials; if they required work done for them
they must pay for it. The friars at first had nothing

to do with the temporalities, but Galvez in 1770"—it

was really in June 1769—"ordered the property

returned to their control, and the slight remnants

were thus restored. They received a stipend of $300
each from the royal treasury, and spent it on their

churches and neophytes. They worked faithfully,

though often discouraged, and presently the state of

affairs became, in all essential respects, similar to that

in Chihuahua, the padres keeping together the skele-

ton communities, instructing the children, caring for

the sick, and by gifts and persuasion exercising slight

and varying control over the masses of the Indians,

who were Christians only in name." ' All this applies

to Arizona as well as other parts of Pimeria, and is all

that can be said on the subject. Notwithstanding

these obstacles, and the martyrdom of some of their

number, the Queretaranos made some progress, es-

pecially in the building of churches; and they even

TXiade some extensive explorations in the north with a

^And to continue: 'Officers intrusted with the expulsion of the Jesuits,

in order to reconcile the Indians to the change and prevent disturbances, had
taken pains to make them regard the measure as a release from bondage.
This had much to do with the independent spirit that proved so troublesome
to the new missionaries. Yet it is to be noted that the Franciscans joined
more readily than was warranted by justice or good taste in the prevalent
habit of decrying the Jesuits and their system, as is shown in the correspond-

ence cited, where it is often implied that the difficulties encountered were
largely due to the oppression and neglect of missionaries in former years.

Naturally, the friars were disposed to magnify their troubles and throw the
blame on others; but the only charge that was to some extent well founded
was that the natives had not been taught to speak Spanish; the systems fol-

lowed by the two orders did not differ in any important respect, and the
Jesuits were by no means responsible for the evils that now beset the mis-

sions. ' ' By no means all existing troubles, ' however, ' arose from the natives'

new-born independence of missionary control. Each establishment had a
large number of native officials Tvho quarrelled among themselves; aiid the

few settlers of Spanish or mixed blood had their separate jueces reales, who
were not slow to interfere in matters that did not concern them. There was
likewise confusion in ecclesiastical affairs, for the friars were forbidden to

exercise control over any but Indians.

'
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yiew to extend the mission field, as we shall presently
see. In 1769 the eight missions and sixteen visitas*

of Pimeria Alta had 2,018 neophytes and 178 gente
de razon; in 1772 the two missions and three visitas

of Arizona had 607 neophytes ; but all other statistics

of the later part of the century pertain to all the
Sonora establishments as a whole, and throw no light

on the north. It is probable, however, that there was
a marked gain before 1800; and Pimeria Alta is also

said to have been somewhat less unprosperous than
more southern districts. It should be noted moreover
that from 1783 the Sonora missions were organized as

a cubstodia of San Carlos, and thus removed from con-

trol of the college. The change seems to have had no
important bearing on our present subject; at any rate,

the friars were not pleased with it, and in 1791 the

old order of things was restored. Besides the work
of Arricivita, and the viceroy's report of 1793 already

cited, a leading authority for developments of the period,

is a report of the Padre Antonio de los Reyes in 1772.'^

Military annals, so far as our special territory is con-

cerned, are no more fully recorded than those of the

missions; yet in this case, as in the other, the general

situation of affairs is clear. The coast and island

tribes of Sonora had become even more troublesome
than the Apaches, and in 1767-71, while these tribes

were being reduced to submission, campaigns on the

northen frontier were for the most part suspended,

and attention was confined mainly, without notable

success, to the protection of the presidios and missions.

Then aggressive campaigns were resumed, though we
have no particulars. By the reglamento of 1772-3,

the service against Apaches was rendered more effect-

ive by certain reforms in military discipline and
Indian policy; and at the same time changes in

^ Arricivita, 402, has it 8 visitas, but the larger number would seem more
likely to be correct.

''Reyes, Notidas del eslado actual de las rnisiones, in Doc. HUt. Mex., 3d
ser., pt iv., p. 724-65. Other references in Hist. North Mex. States. The
viceroy's report was founded largely on one by Bishop Reyes in 1784, not

extant.
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the sites of the four frontier presidios at Altar, Tu-

bac, Terrenate, and Fronteras were ordered.* These

changes, except at Altar, were made, including a
transfer of Tubac to Tucson, but the exact dates and.

other details are not known.^ In 1774, or a little

later, Hugo Oconor came as inspector to see that

the reglamento had been properly enforced ; General

Croix from 1779 is credited with having effected

useful reforms in the military service; before 1780 the

garrison at each presidio was increased from fifty to

seventy-five men; and in 1784 a company of Opata

allies was organized, which rendered efficient aid to

the Spanish soldiers.^" In the records which show

these facts there is much information respecting the

Apaches and their methods of warfare ; and all records

of the time contain a general complaint of never-end-

ing depredations; but of campaigns, disasters, and

other events from year to year, practically nothing is

known. In 1786 General Ugarte, by the viceroy's

order, introduced all along the frontier line of the Pro-

vincias Internas some radical changes in Indian policy.

The Apaches were to be forced by unceasing cam-

paigns, with the aid of friendly Pimas and Opatas, to

make treaties of peace, never before permitted with

that nation ; and so long as they observed such trea-

ties, though closely watched, they were to be kindly

treated, furnished with supplies, encouraged to form

settlements near the presidios, taught to drink intoxi-

cating liquors, and to depend as much as possible on
Spanish friendship for the gratification of their needs.

Hitherto war had been the business, as easier than

'Presidios, Eeglamenioi Itistracciones.

"A report of Gen. Elias ia 1G14 contains most that we kno^r of these

changes. Pinart, Doc. Hist, diih., MS., 17-19. The idea vas to locate the

presidios in a line, at intervals of about 40 leagues. Terrenate was to be
moved to one of the valleys of S. Pedro, Nutrias, Guachuca, or Terrenate,

and nearer Fronteras. It was moved to Sta Cruz, 40 1. from Tucson, then to

Nutrias, and finally to the abandoned mission of Sta Maria (Suamca). Fron-
teras was moved, as ordered, to the valley of San Bernardino> nearer Janos,

but was later restored to the former site, 35 1. from Terrenate.
^'Sonora, ResrAmm, 224; Arch. Cal., Prov. St. Pap., MS., iv. 1-9, 12-14;

Pueblo de Somra, Feb. 4, 1868; Pinart, Doc Hist. Son., MS., i. 1-5; Velasco,

Not. Son., 152; Zuillija, Pdpida Ojeada, 4.
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hunting, by wliicli they had lived ; now they were to

be made to dread war, as sure to cut off their suppHes.

The plan seems to have been remarkably successful;

at least for twenty years or more there are but sliglat

indications of Apache depredations. They were still

regarded as hostile and treacherous at heart, but they
were gradually forced to form treaties, which in many
instances it was made their interest to keep for years,

many of them settling near the Spanish establish-

ments, and being supported by the government at a

cost of $18,000 to $30,000 a year. Detached bands
sometimes made trouble, as did gentile and renegade
Pimas and Pdpagos, requiring constant vigilance 'knd

bloody chastisement; but in comparison with its con-

dition in earlier and later times, the country in the

last decade of the century and first of the next was at

peace. Then it was that the Arizona establishments

had their nearest approximation to prosperity, that

new churches were built, that mines were worked to

some extent, and haciendas. Unfortunately, we may
not know the particulars.^^

San Javier del Bac, known as a rancheria since the

seventeenth century, and as a mission since 1732 or

1720, was, in June 1768, committed to the care ofPadre
Francisco Garcds, who was its minister for eight or

ten years, but whose successors are not named in any
record that I have seen.^^ The neophytes were scat-

^^Oalvez, Inatrucckmes d Urjarte, 1786; Mscudero, Not. Son., 69-70; Soc.

2Tex. Geog., Bol., v. 312-13; xi. 89; Revilla Giyedo, Carta, 4D6; Velasco, Not.

Son., 2-10^1; Monieros, Bxposicion de Son., 21, 26; Arricivita, Cron. Serdf.,

457, 483-8, 524-9; Ilustracion Mex., iv. 418; Oacela de Mex., i. 85.

'^P. Jose del Bio is named by Arricivita, 417-18, as a compaRero of Garces,

sent to Mex. on a mission in 1770-1, and he may have served at Ban, though
his mission in 17G8-9 was Tubutama. Pr. Pedro Arriqutbar was ^jrobably

the minister in 1019, as he appears on the Tubao register as chaplain of Tucson.

A writer in the Tucson, Dos BepiiUicas, of Sept. 16, 1877, who has apparently

examined some of the mission registers, names the following padres as having
served in Arizona between 1768 and 1828: Prancisoo G-arces, Juan Diaz, Jose
Jlatlas Moreno, Juan Antonio Barreneche, *Bartolome Jimenez, *Gaspar de
Clemente, *Juan CarzoU, *Clemente Moreno, *Clemente Rijaroh, Pedro Arri-

quibar, *Juan B. Nelderrain, Joaquin Antonio VolarJe, Baltasar Carrillo,

Narciso Gutierrez, Mariano Bordoy, Ramon Lopez, r>,amou Llberds, Juan
MalJonado, and Rafael Diaz, who was in charge of S. Ajustin del Pueblito

de Tucson in 1023. It is to be noted that this list does not include P. GU de
Bemave, the original minister of Guevavi. The 2J, 3d, and 4ih on the list
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tered and bad forgotten their doctrina, so it is said,'

but they consented to return if not compelled to work.

Before the end of the year the mission was destroyed

by Apaches, who killed the native governor and cap-

tured two soldiers, the padre and most of the neo-

phytes being absent at the time. In several subsequent

raids the mission live-stock disappeared, but after 1772
lost ground was more than regained, though Padre
Garces, as we shall see, was for a large part of the

time engaged in northern explorations.^^ The official

report of 1772 shows a population of 270 on the regis-

ters, and describes the church as moderately capacious,

but poorly supplied with furniture and vestments.

All the churches of Piineria Alta at this period are

described as of adobes, covered with wood, grass, and
earth." Arricivita, writing in 1791, mentions on one

page that the Franciscans have built here adobe houses

for the natives and walls for defence against the Apa-
ches; but though specifying somewhat minutely the

various churches that had been built or repaired, he

says nothing of such work at Bac. In a similar state-

ment on another page, however, he includes Bac, as

well as Tucson, among the places where churches of

brick had been built.^° Yet I think the chronicler

would not have dismissed with so slight a notice the

magnificent structure still standing at San Javier,

which has elicited many a description from modern
visitors. The church is said to bear the date of 1797,

which is presumably tliat of its completion.^® The

were the padres killed at the Colorado missions iu Cal., never serving in the

Arizona establishments, where it is probable that their names and others of

the lijt appear only as visitors. The 6 marked with a * I have not found
elsewhere; but the rest appear on books of the Pimeria Alta missions, south

of Arizona. 0-ily Garci^s, Arriquibar, G-utierrez, Liberds, au.l Fr. Juan B.

Estelric—the latter not named in the D.w Re-puhlicas—have 1 found in Ari-

zona proper; but I have not seen the original registers, except a fragment at

'iubac.
^^ Arriciviti, passim.

^'Ileyea, Noiicia, 754-6. Anza, Descub., MS., found 74 Pima families at

Bac. in 1774.
^^ An'idvita, 448, 488-9. 'Todas de ladrillo y bdvedas.'
^^ Las Dos Repii'iUms, Sept. 18, 1377, as already cited. Tlie author men-

tions traditions that it was built on the site of the old Jesuit church, that

its construction occupied 14 years, and that two brothers Gaona were tha
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building, or rebuilding, was probably begun soon after

the date of the reports on which Arricivita based his

work, and completed in the final decade of the century,

during the epoch of comparative peace and prosperity

to which I have alluded. Neither church nor mission

has any later recorded history. The establishment

seems to have had no minister, and to have been
practically abandoned from about 1828, though the

Pdpago ex-neophytes are said to have cared for the

building to some extent in later years."

Tucson, as we have s.een, is first mentioned in 1763
as a rancheria visita of Bac, which had been for the

most part abandoned. In the last years of Jesuit con-

trol, however, it had 331 Indians, more or less, under
control of the missionaries. Reyes, in his report of

1772, describes San Jos^ de Tucson as a visita of Bac,

without church or padre's house, on a fertile site where
a large number of gentile and Christian Indians—not

registered, but estimated at over 200 families—had
congregated. Many of these seem to have been sub-

sequently scattered; at least Anza found only eighty

families of Pimas in 1774. Says Arricivita, the

Apaches "have always sought to destroy a small ran-

cheria at Tugson, it being the point of entry for their

irruptions; but by the efforts of Padre Garc^s, there

was built a pueblo, with a church, house for the padre,

and a wall for defence ; and it is to-day a presidio of

Spaniards." As we have seen, the presidio was trans-

ferred from Tubac, in accordance with the reglamento

and instructions of 1772. The change was made in or

builders. He thinks it was built during the ministry of PP. Carrillo and
Gutierrez. It would serve no good purpose to refer to the many descriptions

extant, each with a few words of most inaccurate history. Many writers re-

gard the church as having been built by the Jesuits; and one tells us it was
built by the Spanish govt, under Jesuit direction, at a cost of $.S,S,300! An
original report of 1842 shows the friendly Pipagoa to have been living at Bac
in considerable numbers.

"Brackett, in Western Monthly, 1869, p. 170, says the property was sec-

ularised in 1824; but there are no definite records on the subject. In Riesgo

and Valdes, Mtmoria Estad. (Pinart, Doc. Bkt., MS., i. 107), Bac is named
as a pueblo belonging to the presidio of Tucson. In 1834, Bac is also named
as a pueblo, in a decree forming a partido to which it belonged. Pinart, Col.

Doc, print, no. 302.
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before 1777, and probably by order of Inspector Hugo
Oconor, given during his visit of about 1775, so that

the date of the founding of Tucson as a Spanish set-

tlement may be set down as probably 1776.^ The In-

dians were quartered in a little pueblo adjoining the

presidio, called from this time San Agustin del pue-

blito de Tucson, the presidio also being sometimes
called San Agustin.'" Annals of this place are a

blank for many years, and practically so down to

1846, since we know only by occasional mention that

the presidio maintained its existence; that the garri-

son numbered, in officers and men, about 106 men,
though the ranks were often not full ; and that there

was frequent complaint of inadequate arms, ammuni-
tion, and other supplies. We have no statistics, but

the population of Tucson and the adjoining districts,

in the last years of the period covered by this chapter,

may have been about 2,000, including the families of

the soldiers.^"

Tubac is a name that first appears in 1752, when a
presidio was established there. In 1764-7, and for

some years later, it was under the command of Captain
Juan B. Anza, and had a population of nearly 500.

Under orders following the reglamento of 1772, the

^'Arricimta, 448, 449. On the latter page he says the Tucson chnrch,
like that of Bac, was of brick and ' de bdvedas. ' This writer proves that the
presidio change was before 1791; but that it was before 1777 is shown by
a petition, dated S. Agustin de Tuson, Nov. 24, 1777, written in the interest

of Tubac, and asking for a restoration of the fort to the south. Translation
in the Yuma Sentinel, April 13, 1878. The change had not yet been made
in Oct. 1775, when Tuison, or Tuguison, is named as a pueblo by Anza.
Diario, MS., 9, and Font, Journal, 6.

" Some modern writers say that S. Agustin was founded in 1769; but the
rancherla, before 1772, was called S. Jose.

™F. Pedro Arriquibar, chaplain in 1819. Tubac, Lib. Mis., MS. Cost of

the garrison of 4 officers and 101 men in 1824, $29,744. Pinart, Doc. Hist.

Son., MS., i. 36. Six officers and 94 men in 1828 cost 827,854. Alcaldes
de poliola. Fine climate, but cold winters. Ricigo and Valdis, Mem. Estad.

In 1838 the comandante was Jose M. Martinez. He had so few men and
horses that he had to hire Apaches to go and look after a party of Americans
25 1. away. Restaurador Federal (Arizpe), Jan. 16, 1838. In 1842-3 Antonio
Comaduran was comandante. The comp. had 89 men, or 11 less than re-

quired by the reglamento of 1826. He writes complaining letters. Pinart,

Col. Doc, MS., no. 40-1. Velasco, Not. Son., 113-14, tells us that Tucson
had but 60 cavalry, and the district had become so dangerous that the popu-
lation was reduced to less than 1,000 men.
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presidio was transferred, in 1776-7, to a site farther

north, at Tucson. This left the few settlers of the
region more exposed to the depredations of the
Apaches, and they wished to quit the country, but
were prevented from doing so by orders from the gov-
ernment to be enforced by severe penalties. They
sent in, however, many petitions for a restoration of

the presidio, or for an increase of troops ;^^ and at a
date not exactly recorded, but before 1784, a company
of Pima allies was organized and stationed here. Sub-
sequently Spanish soldiers seem to have been added
to the garrison; and the law of 1826 provided for a

presidial company at Tubac as well as Tucson, though
in later years the company seems to have been one of

infantry. The post has no other annals than an occa-

sional mention of its existence and force. In 1828 a

silver mine is spoken of as having been worked for

several years. In 1834 all the Arizona establishments

were organized as a partido with Tubac, or San Igna-
cio, as Cabecera. In 1842-3 a rancheria of friendly

Apaches lived here. Spiritual interests were attended
to by the padre of the adjoining mission.

^^

''The document of 1777 already cited. Yuma Sentinel contains the follow-
ing: 'Daily experiencing more violence from the enemy because he is aware
of the few troops that we possess, we have desired to break up our homes and
sell our effects. . . .And now, finally, the last month the Apaches finished with
the entire herd of horses and cattle which we guarded; and at the same time
with boldness destroyed the fields and carried away as much corn as they were
able. Since the fort was removed to Tucson these towns and missions have
experienced some casualties; so much so that they have been obliged to burn
the town of Calabazas—a calamity it never before experienced.- Also, but
few days ago the cavalcade, which the Apaches brought from the west, was
grazing for three days in the vicinity, falling every day upon the fields to load
with com, and to run away with those whom they found there; and lastly,

they not leaving the neighborhood, we momentarily expect that they may
serve us and our families as they have served our property. ' The document
gives some description of the Tubac region, where over 600 fanegas of wheat
and maize were produced each year, not one third of the land being occupied-

'2 For 1814-24 I have some fragments of the Tubac Lib. Mis., MS. The
place is denominated both presidio and 'pueblo y mision, ' Capt. Nioolis
Herrera is named in 1819; Alf. Juan B. Romero in 1821; and Lieut. Ignacio
Elias Gonzalez as comandante in 1821. This same year the books were in-

spected by the bishop. The law of March 21, 1826, providing for two pre-
sidios, is mentioned in Rieago and Valdis, Mem. Estad., 26. In 1828 the Pima
comp., called 'de Buenavista,' had 3 officers and 81 men, cost $13,.373; silver

mine worked. PinaH, Doc. Hist. Son., MS., i. 37, 60^, 109. July 1, 1834,

order of Son. congress, organizing the partido of S. Ignacio. Id., Col. Doc,
print, no. 302. Nov. 1, 1842, the company, apparently regulars and not
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Guevavi, in Jesuit times called San Miguel and
also for a time San Rafael, but by the Franciscans
termed Santos Angeles, was a mission which, like

Bac, dated back to 1732, or perhaps 1720, and in

1764-7 had 111 neophytes, or with its three visitas,

517. Padre Juan Cris6stomo Gil de Bernave was
its minister for several years from 1768. He became
president of the missions, and in 1773 was killed by
the Indians of his new mission of Carrizal, Sonora.

Missions of Arizona, 1768-1846.

Pimas, had 33 men, rank and file, under Lieut. Roque Ibarra of Pitio since

1840, when Lieut. Salvador Moraga had been retired. There was a capitan
de indios, Jose Roaario. About half the garrison were absent at Cucurpe
and Rayon. One soldier was a prisoner of the Apaches. A rancheria of

Apaches, 169 souls under Francisco Coyotero, as chief, lived near the presidio.

Id., MS., no. 2. In 1843 the force remained as before. Id., passim. In Dec.
1844, Jose Roaario, the captain of Indians, joined the pronuijciamiento of the
garrison at Urea in favor of Paredes. Id., Doc. Hist. Son., MS., iii. 223-4.
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In 1772 Guevavi had 86 Indians, and with its visitas,

337. The church was a poor affair, and the establish-

ment was often raided by Apaches. Before 1784 it

was abandoned, and Tumac^cori became head of the

mission. The visita of San Ignacio Sonoita, or Sono-
itac, seems also to have been deserted before 1784.^*

The name of the latter is still retained, but that of
Guevavi seems to have disappeared from modern maps.

Tumacdcori, or San Jose, a visita of Guevavi from
Jesuit times, with 199 Indians in 1764-7, and 39 in

1772, was almost in ruins in the latter year, having
been attacked in 1769 by the Apaches at midday.

But before 1791 a new roof had been put on the

church, and from 1784, or earlier, San Jos^ had be-

come a mission instead of a visita. Adobe houses for

the neophytes and a wall for their protection were
also built. After Padre Gil de Bernave, I have no
records of missionaries in charge of this mission and
the adjoining presidio in early times ; but Fray Nar-
ciso Gutierrez was the minister in 1814-20, Juan B.

Estelric in 1821-2, and Ramon Liberds in 1822-4.'*

The ruins of Tumac^cori are still to be seen near

Tubac, on the west bank of the river. San Cayetano
de Calabazas, the only pueblo de visita that seems^

to have survived 1784, had 64 neophytes in 1772, but
no church or house for the padre, though these were
supplied before 1791. In 1828 Calabazas is men-
tioned as a rancho near which some poor people

worked a gold mine.^' Aribac, or Arivaca, in the

west, appears on a doubtful map of 1733 as a pueblo.

Anza, in 1774, says it had been deserted since the

''' Arriciviia, 518-22; Reyes, Noticias, 757; ReviUa Oigedo, Carta.
^* Tuhac, Lib. Mis., MS. In 1822 a new church was in process of construc-

tion or extension, but work weis for a time suspended on account of trouble
about the pay for 4,000 cattle that P. Estelric had sold to obtain funds.
Pinart, Doc. Hisl. Son., MS., i, 30-1. In 1844, by a padre who admits he
knows very little about it, Tuma,c4cori is described as having an elegant
church and being a visita of Bao ! Id., iii. 182. In the Aritxma Hist. (ElliotV

& Co.), 52, the first church is described as having been built by the Jesuits in

1752, and destroyed by Apaches in 1820. Ihe ruins are described here and
in the 8. F. Bulletin, March 19, 1879.

'^ Eiesgo and V'aldis, Mem.Estddy, M.S., 60'-4.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 25
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Pima revolt of 1751, though mines were worked until

1767. In 1777 it is noted as a place rich in mines,

and one Ortiz is said to have applied about this time
for a grant of the rancho. Zuniga, in 1835, mentions
it as a ' rancho despoblado.' ^^ It may also be noted
here that in the early part of the present century, if

Hot before, the old Terrenate presidio was located at

or near the abandoned mission of Suamca, just south
of the Arizona line, and was known as Santa Cruz.

The coming of a new order of missionaries to take

the place of the Jesuits, the natural desire of the friars

to do something more than simply fill the places of

their predecessors, their success, on the coast in effect-

ing the spiritual conquest of Alta California, and
above all the indefatigable zeal of Father Francisco

Garc^s, the Kino of the Franciscans, caused renewed
interest to be felt in the northern interior, in the con-

version of the Gila tribes, and of the apostate Moquis.
The result was a series of somewhat extensive explora-

tions which must be recorded here, but with compara-
tive brevity, because they were for the most part but
reexplorations, and because, in certain phases, they are

presented elsewhere in this series of works.

As early as August 1768, Padre Garces, moved by
lavorable reports from visiting natives at Bac, set out
with one Indian of his mission and four Pdpagos from
abroad and crossed the country west and north-west to

the Gila, visiting many rancherias, and explaining the

mysteries of the faith and the grand achievements of

the Spanish king. The natives behaved much as in

Kino's time, eager to be converted, to have padres,

and to have their children baptized. The friar could

do nothing but promise great things for the future,

and on his return a severe illness interfered, for a time,

with his plans. In 1770, however, a year in which
the measles raged among the northern tribes, he was

''^Map in Sonora Materiaks, MS.; Anza, Descub. de 1774, MS.; Yuma Sen-
tinel, April 13, 1878, Oct. 18, 1879; ZiiMf/a, Sdpida Ojeada, 33.
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sent for by some of the sufferers, set out " equipped
only with, charity and apostolic zeal," and again reached
the Gila, where he was as warmly welcomed as before,

and from this time the project of founding missions in

this region took firm possession of his mind.''^

The project was approved in Mexico, both by Fran-
ciscan and secular authorities; five additional friars

were sent to Sonora to be in readiness; and the early

founding of the missions was regarded as a certainty,

though a change of viceroys and of presidents caused

some annoying delays. Meanwhile, Garc^s deemed
it necessary to make additional explorations for mis-

sion sites as well as to explain to the natives the slight

delay, thus preventing dissatisfaction ; and accordingly

he started August 8, 1771, on a new tour, accompanied
only by a single Pdpago, with a horse to carry the

apparatus for saying mass. He reached the Gila on
the 22d by way of Papaguerla, and for about two
months he wandered in various directions over the

region of the lower Colorado, possibly crossing that

river to the California side. Though Arricivita gives

a somewhat minute narrative with extracts from the
explorer's diary, it is not possible for me to trace his

route, though I attempt a r^sumd in the appended
note.^

" Arricivita, Crtin. Sera/., 403-4, 416-17. There ig nothing to indicate his

exact route or even the region where he struck the Gila. A diary of the 2d
trip was written but is not published. In the 1st he say he went west, north,

and south-west through the country of the Papagos. Of the 2d, more details

are given. He left Bac Oct. 18th, through a new valley past the rancherlas
of Guitoat, Oapars, and Tubasa; 19fch, west, seeingrancheriaof Aquitun; 20th,

reached the ranch, of Pitao on the Gila; 2l3t, to the place where he had been
in 1738, where he had to baptize 22 persons, the Indians almost detaining
him by force. But he went down the river, saw many ranch., especially one
very large one called Napeut on the other bank; thence past Sutaquisou he
went to a Salina and N. w. to the country of the Opas on the 23d. The Opas
could speak Pima, had never seen padres, and desired to know if he was man
or woman 'y otras impertineneias iguJes «i su rudeza.' At one ranch, they
had seen white traders from Moqni. Here he turned south; on the 28th saw
six Ind. from the Colorado; turned east and in three days across the desert
reached the PApago rancherlas.

''^ Arricimta, 418-26. Aug. 8, 1771, west past several rancherlas, includ-

ing Atl, to Cubac on the l!5th, and perhaps Sonoi (Sonoita?) on the 16th.

Thence his course was by the sierra, or volcano, of Sta Clara and broad sand
plains to the Gila at an unoccupied well-wooded spot, where he arrived on
the 22d. Soon was seen a branch river conjectured to be the Rio Azul.
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In this tour the padre was always well treated,

though he had much difficulty in obtaining guides,

each tribe being anxious that he should not risk his

life in the territory of their foes. But the prospects

for an early founding of the missions, deemed so

encouraging just before, had now mysteriously disap-

peared, and no further movement was made for three

years. In 1774, however, Captain Juan B. Anza

Indians came from across the Gila, some of them called Noraguas. 23d,

among many others came the gov. of the Pimas from helow and Tolun-
teered as a guide; biit all refused to guide him to the Colorado and made
every possible effort to prevent his going in that direction. At last he started

apparently from Pima rancheriaa, went 2 days s. w. , but had to return. On
Sept. 8th he started again, waa soon deserted by his guides, but kept oa alone.

At one rancheria he found houses burned and many wounded ia a recent

attack of the Quiquimas. His course was down the Gila to near the Colorado
junction, thence turning south on Sept. 14th. This day and the next he
wandered s., E., N., and w. among marshes, pools, lagunas, and tulares to

the bank of a river which seemed larger than the Gila, but smaller than the
Colorado. (Of course it was one of the two.) 16th, started s. to reach
the mouth and see the Quiquimas, but turned back with some Ind. he met
to Yuma rancherlas, where he was well treated, but the best he could do was
to persuade an old Ind. to go with him to the 'junction of the rivers;' but
this old man soon left him, and the padre going on alone became involved in

such a network of mud-holes that he returned to the Yuma town. ' Sieiag
himself on the other bank of the river {?), it seemed hard to return without
seeing all he could;' so he went with some Ind. from the w. on the 20th, and
on the 21st, still w., past well-peopled ranches to a laguna many leagues long,

which he crossed on a balsa, and came soon to anoUier very large body of

water which seemed to be the Colorado, whence he turned back to the ran-

cherlas. 22d, followed the ' current of that large laguna ' past rancherlas where
there was some knowledge of Christianity, to some poor raachos. He declined
to cross (recross ?) the la^na as the Ind. wished; and the Ind. refused to
accompany him west, but he went on alone on the 23il to the N. w., and 24th,

N. B. and B. 25th, to west past a large pueblo and to the sierra, wilhout
finding the Colorado, and back to the pueblo, when he heard much of the
padros in S. Diego and N. Mexico. 23th, N. w. all day and night to where he
could see the Sierra Madre, and what seemed the pass or opening where the
Colorado entered the sea. From this point he seems to have desired to ta'.ie

an eastern course (homeward ?); but the Piraas sent messengers, urging his
return to their rancherias, else he would be lost and they would be blamed
by the Spaniards. So oa Oct. 3d he set out with the lad. south (?), and
presently north, and then eastwaruly in quest of the Gila; thence up the
rivor to the place where the Yumaa had fought with Cocomaricopas, Opas,
and Gilenos, arriving on the lOfch. Oa the 11th and 12th mourning cere-

monies of the Yumas. 12 th, the Yumas offered to guide the padre to t!ie

Ind. of CuJ9,nt or to Ziiuiga in four days. He chose the former ia order to
go direct to Sonoitae; aad so turned back and recrossed (?) the Cila oa the
13th; aad on tlie 15th started by the ' customary route ' for Caborca, where
he arrived oa the 27th.

I aia aware that this resume is very unsatisfactory, but space does not
permit the reproduction of the full narrative, which is cvea more coafusing.
Oa p. 453, 454, 439, Arricivita states that oa this trip Garces had crossed the
Colorado aad visited the rancherlas farther west; from the narrative I am
unable to determine whether such was the fact or not.
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obtained permission to explore a route by land to

California, being influenced largely, as the Franciscan

chronicler states, by the arguments and diaries of

Garcds, who, still bent on carrying into execution his

mission project, was glad to serve as guide or chaplain

for the new expedition, being also accompanied by
Padre Juan Diaz. Anza's party of thirty-four men
left Tubac on January 8th, and marched by way of

Caborca and Sonoita to the junction of the Gila and
Colorado, fording the latter river the 9th of February.

Returning from California, this party went up the

Gila, and by way of Tucson and Bac to Tubac in

May.^' The Yumas at the junction, under the chief

CaDtain Palma, whose residence was on the island of

Trinidad, formed by the two rivers, gave the Span-
iards a most friendly reception ; and thus, not only was
the practicability of this route to California demon-
strated, but new interest was awakened in the pro-

posed missions. Garces had instructions to investigate

the possibility of communicating with New Mexico,

^Anza, Descubrimhnto de Sonora d Califorrdas en el afio de 1774, MS., in

the collsctioa of M. Pinart; Arricivita, Crtin. Sera/., 450-6; see also JJUst.

Col., i. 221-4, thia series.

The route waa as follows: Jan. 8, 1774, from Tubac 1 1, to ford of S. Ig-

nacio; 9;.h, s. w. to Arivac ralley; 10l,h, s. s. w. to Ajua Escondida, 7 1.;

11th, 12th, ditto (?); 13th, to Saric, 7 1. 'From this mission it is 81. N. to

Arizona. The mother vein has not been found.' 14bh, to Li Estancia, 41.;
15th, s. w. to Ati, 5.2 1.; 16th, w. to Oquitoa, 6 1.; 17th, to Altar presidio, 2
1.; 13th, w. N. w. to Pitic, 5 1.; 20th, to Caborca, 2 1.; 22d, N. w. to S.

Ildefonso, a new name, 4 1.; 23d, to Aribaipia or S. Eduardo, 9 1. in the

Papagueria, which extends G3 or 70 1. N. and s. by 30 or 40 1. E. and w., and
•has 2,500 soub; ^ith, to pool of S. Juan de Mata, 4 1.; 25th, 6 1.; 26fch, w. N.

W. to raucheria of Quitobao or S. Luis Bacapa, 61.; 27th, N. to foot of a liill,

5J 1.; 2Gih, N. N. E. to Sonoita, 5 1.; 29th, W. to Carrizal, 9 1.; 30fch, N. N. w.,

6 1.; Slst, w. N. w., 9 1.; Feb. Ist, N. w. to Purificacion, 3 1.; 4ih, to springs,

5 1.; 5:h, to Agua Ejcondida, 7 1.; 6th, s. w., 6.i 1.; 7th, to Trinidad isl. and
Pdma's rancheria, lOJ 1., called lay the Jesuits S. Dionisio; 8th, forded the

Gila; 9 th, forded the Colorado.
Iletum, May 10th, to the junction at S. Dionisio, lat. 32° 44'; 15th, up

the S- bank of the G'Aa., 3 1.; 16th, ditto, 9 1.; 17th, ditto, past the watering-

place of S. Pascual, 8 1.; 18th, to 1st, Cooomarioopa ranohsria or S. Bernar-

dino, 4 1.; 19th, up N. bank of Gila, 8 1.; 30th, up s. bank, 5 1. to withia one

1. of Simon y Judas de Upasoitac; 21st, through Upasoitac, leaving river,

where it turns N., 8 1. ; 22d, to the Pima rancheria of Sutaquisoa, where are

some oil ruins at casas grandes, 61.; 23d, to Tutiritucar, or S. Juan Capis-

trano, a rancheria of 300 souls, 2 1.; 24th, along the GUa, 2 1. to within 2 1.

of tho Casa Grande, thence s.; 25lh, s. to Tucson, 24 1. from the Gila; 23th,

5 1. to Bac and 15 1. to Tubac, 103 1. from S. Dionisio.
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and with this in view he remained behind at San
Simon y Judds on the Gila, attempting to penetrate

the northern region, and send a letter to the New
Mexican friars; but he was unable to reach the

Moqui towns as he wished, and returned by a differ-

ent route from that followed by Anza and the rest,

arriving at his mission of Bac in July.^

About this time Apache depredations were more
frequent and deadly than usual; and the friars, count-

ing on the renewed interest felt in northern affairs,

deemed the opportunity favorable for securing some
needed reforms—such as an escolta and a second mis-

sionary for each mission—in Pimeria Alta as a neces-

sary preliminary to the proposed advance ; but though
the viceroy issued a favorable preparatory decree,

nothing was effected in the direction of increased pro-

tection for the southern establishments. As to the

new ones proposed, Captain Anza, having gone to

Mexico, and being called on for a report, advised that

they should be founded, not on the Gila, where they
would be exposed to Apache raids, but on the Colo-

rado, and there only after new explorations and under
the protection of a strong presidio to furnish a guard
for each mission. At the same time came orders from
Spain to send reenforcements to California. It was
therefore decided that Anza should conduct the Cali-

fornian expedition by the Colorado route, and that in

connection with his expedition the required explora-

tions should be made. A letter of Inspector Oconor
to Father Garc^s also shows that the proposition to

transfer the presidios of Horcasitas and Buenavista to

the Gila and Colorado, respectively, had been ap-

^° Arridvila, 455-6. At S. Simon or Oparsoitao (called Upasoitac by Anza,
38 1. above the junction, and below the big bend) Garces proposed to visit

the Yavipais and Niforas, but the Ind. would not guide him nor carry the
letter. Then he travelled 30 I. to a large laguna of the Jalchedunes, and
thence to another, seeing farther up many people, and large fields; but hav-
ing reached the frontier of the Quilnmrs, a hostile tribe, said to be 5 or 7
days from the people who made the 'mantas prietas,' he deemed it uusafe to
go farther up the river (Colorado or Sta Maria) for lack of water, left the let-

ter, and was guided by a Jalchednn, back to the Cocomaricopas, who escorted
him in turn to the GileQos, and thence he went by a new route to Bac, arriv*

ing July 10th.
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proved. At the same time the Quer^taro college

resolved to turn over the missions of Pimeri'a Baja to

the bishop, in order to have missionaries to spare for

the new service. Thus the prospects seemed bright

agam.
I have before me a report of December 1774, ad-

dressed to the viceroy by Governor Crespo of Sonora,

who had been requested to give his views on the pro-

posed expedition. His chief recommendations were,

that Anza should march, not through Papagueria, but

by way of Bac, or better still, down the San Pedro and
Gila; that instead of going down to the Colorado

junction he should cross over to the Jalchedunes coun-

try, crossing the river there, and proceeding directly

to Monterey, thus avoiding the southern California

desert; and above all, that in connection with this

expedition, steps should be taken to explore a way to

New Mexico and the Moqui towns, which the writer

believed to be easily accessible from the south-w est.
^^

It was in this connection, also, that the government
called upon the New Mexican authorities and friars

for their views on the best way of reaching the Mo-
quis from Sonora or California. This phase of the

subject has been presented earlier in this volume as a

part of New Mexican annals.^^ Father Escalante was
the leading spirit in resulting efforts. He not only

visited the Moquis, counting 7,494 souls, and earnestly

advocated their subjection by force of arms, but he
gave in detail his views as to the best routes of ap-

proach. He thought the way from the south and the

Gila would present no very serious difficulties, but was
sure that from the west and Colorado would be found

impracticable, and had no doubt that the best route

^^ ArricivUa, 456-61.
^^ Crespo (Francisco Antonio), Informe que hho al Virrey el gohernador de So-

nora acerca del descuhrimienio de N. Mexico para Monterey. MS., in iV Mex.,
Doc Hist., 802-28. The writer favors a presidio at the mouth of the S. Pedro,

and a mission among the Gilefib Pimas. He also encloses a letter of Inspector
Oconor, who recommends as sites for the three frontier presidios S. Bernardo
Xaguionar, Sta Cruz, and Junta de los Rios. As we have seen, the onljr

change made was that of Tubac to Tucson a little later.
^' See chap, xii., this volume.
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of all was one from Monterey, directly east and then
south-east to Santa Fe. The zealous padre had the

courage of his convictions, and soon started with Padre
Doininguez on an exploring tour to the north-west,

bent on reaching Monterey; but he had to turn back
from Utah Lake, returning by way of Moqui, only to

learn that another Franciscan had successfully trav-

ersed the central route which he had declared the

most difficult of all.

Anza, now lieutenant-colonel, left Tubac on his sec-

ond expedition the 23d of October, 1775. Besides

the California party of 207, he had twenty-five men

—

including ten soldiers and Padre Pedro Font as chap-

lain—who were to return to Sonora, and also two
friars, Garc^s and Tomd,s Eixarch, with six servants

and interpreters, who were to be left on the Colorado.

His route was by Tucson to the Gila, and down that

river to the Colorado, which he forded at the end of

November; and early in December, leaving the two
friars, he went on to California.^* On the return, Anza
crossed the river on May 14, 1776. Padre Eixarch,

whose experience among the Yumas had been most
satisfactory, here, rejoined the party, but Garc^s had

'*See Hist. Cat, chap, xii., this series. The original authorities are .4nzT,

Diario, MS., Font's Journal, MS., and GarciK, Diario; with also an extended
account in Arndvita, 461 et seq. The diary through Arizona was as follows:

Oct. 23d, Tubac to La Canoa, 4 1. ; 24th, to Llano Grande or Punta de los

Llanos, 4 1. ; 2oth, to Bac, 5 1. ; 26th, to a point 1 1. past Tucson, Tuison, or
Tuquison, 5 1. ; 27th, to Tutuetac, or Frente Negra Mts, or Llano del Azo-
tado, 5 1. ; 28th, to Ditt-pax, pueblo viejo, or Oytapayts, or Oitapars, 6 1.

;

29th, to Bajio de Aquituno, Quitoac, Ttacoa, or Mt Taceo, 5 1.; 30th, to Ca-
niani, or La Laguna, on the Gila, 10 1.; 31st, devoted to rest and to an exam-
ination of the Casa Grande; Nov. 1st, down the riv..,r to Tutunitucan, or S.

Juan Capistrano de Ulurituc, or Utilltuc, 4 1. ; 2d, to Encamacion Sutaquison,
last of the Pimas (other Pima rancherias were S. Andres, Tubuscabors, Atison,
and S. Serafino del Napoub), 2 or 4 1. ; 3d, to Laguna del Hospital, not far

above the junction of the Asuncion, 2 1.; 4th, 6th, detained by illness of a
woman; 7th, s. w., to cut off the bend, to Puerto de los Cocomaricopas, 6 1.;

8th, to S. Simon y Judfe de Opasoitac, or Uparsoitac, or Posociom, 7 1. ; 1 1th,

to rancherias de S. Martin of the Opas, \\ 1. ; 12th, to S. Diego on the river,

4 1. ; 13th, to Rinconada, or Aritoac, across the river, 4 1. ; 14th, to Agua Ca-
liente, 4 1. ; 16th, to S. Bernardino, 7 1. ; 17th, to El Pescadero, in Yuma
country, 1^ 1. ; 18th, to S. Pascual, recrossing the river, 3 I. ; 22d, to hill of

Sta Cecilia, or Metate, 5 1. ; 25th, to Laguna Salada, 4 1. ; 26th, to cerros del

Cajon, 4 1.; 27th, to Los Cerritos, 3 1.; 28th, to junction of the Gila (which
was crossed) and Colorado, 4 1. The distaucea are from Anza; Font often
makes them greater.
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gone up the Colorado and could not be found. Palma,

the Yuma chief, also joined the Spaniards for a trip

to Mexico; and the return march was through Papa-
gueria to Caborca and Altar, where they arrived on
the 1st of June.*^ Though the diaries of Anza and

Padre Font's Map of 1777.

'^May 14th, ford of the Colorado below the Gila; 15th, up the Gila to

Cerro8 del Oajon, 5 1. (or 7); 16th, ditto to Laguna Salada. 7 1. (or 4); 17th,

leaving the river tor the S- E., to Pozos de Enmedio, or Zacatal Duro, 8 1. (or

11); ] 8th, E. s. E. past Tinajas de Candelaria, to Puerto Blanco, or Llano del

Fuzal, 9 1. (or 18); 19th, s. B. to Arroyo del Sonoitac, or Carrizal, 81. (or 10);

20th, past the ruined mission of S. Marcelo de Sonoitac, 12 1.; 2l8t, past S.

Luis Quitobac to S. Juan de Mata, 14 1. (or 17); 22d, past S. Eduardo de
Aribacpla, to S. Ildefonso, Hi 1. (or lH); 23d, to Caborca, 9 1.
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Font, and doubtless the report of Eixarch, contained

much information about the Yumas and other tribes,

there was no real exploration, such as had been sug-

gested in the preliminary correspondence, except that

accomplished by Garc^s.

Left by Anza on the Colorado, Father Garcds im-

mediately set out on his exploring tours, leaving his

companion at Palma's ranch eria to prepare the Yumas
for mission life. In December he went down to the

mouth of the Colorado, and in February 1776, up the

river to the country of the Yamajabes, or Mojaves;

crossed the country westward to San Gabriel in March,

explored the great Tulares valley in April and May,
and returned to the Colorado. Details of these Cali-

fornian wanderings do not belong here.^ Though in

receipt of Anza's letter, the explorer resolved to visit

the Moqui towns, and set out from the Mojave region

on the 4tii of June. This journey, as the second

through this region, and the first of which we have a

detailed account, is a most interesting and important

one, to which nothing like justice can be done in the

appended resume of the diary, which, however, as a

record cannot be omitted.^"^ The starting-point was

^^Oarcis, Diario y Derrotero, 244^309; see ako Hist. Cal., i. 273-7. Padre
Font's map I take from Hinton's Hand-book, -with some changes of names to

correct blunders.
'' Oarcis, Diario y Derrotero, 309-48. June 4th (104th day's journey), 2 1.

N. w. up the Colorado to place in lat. 34° 1'; 5th, 1. 1. N., \ 1. s., 3 1. E. x. E.

;

6th, E. N. E. over Sierra de Santiago, IJ 1. E. a. s. E. to Aguage de S. Pacifico,

2 1. s. s. E., 1 1. E. ; 7th, 4 1. E. to the Jaquallapais (Hualapais), on a little

stream; 8th, 3J 1. N. E. by the skirt of the Sierra Morena, 2\ 1. N. E. to a ran-

cheria; 9th, 5 1. E. to Arroyo de S. Bernabe, 1 1. on the stream to an aban-
doned rancherla, where many Ind. soon gathered £und new guides were
obtained; 15th, up the arroyo N. E. and N. past Pozos de S. Basilio to a ran-

cherla, 4| 1. ; 16th, 4 1. N. E. and N. over pine hills, 5 1. N. to a sierra of red
earth, said to be near the Colorado, deep cajones; 17th, 2.^ 1. N. E. over a
rough sierra to a ranoheria, where there was a junta of Ind. and much festiv-

ity. From here he might have gone more directly to Moqui, but turned ofiF

to see more people; 19th, 1 1. E. to Pozo de la Rosa, 2 1. N.; 20th, 5 1. E., 2
1. N. E., over a bad wooded country, with deep caflons, to a r. on the Rio
Cabezua, or Jabezua, named S. Antonio, through a deep canon pass. Here
were a few cattle and horses from Moqui, also iron implements. This seems
the largest i. of the Yavipais. The river runs w., u. w., and N. into the
Colorado near by, water used for irrigation; 25th, 21. s. to summit of a sierra,

3 1. s. E. and N., through forest, to a Cabezua r. ; 26th, 4 1. s. E. and s. to a
place in sight of the deep gorges, through which flows the Colorado, through
a cut in the blue sierra named Bucareli Pass, toward the B. N. E. , but difficult
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|)robably in the region of the later Fort Mojave, or

latitude 35°, and the winding and complicated route

corresponded in a general sense with that of Onate in

1604-5, and the line of the modern Atlantic and Pa-
cific railroad. Garcds was most kindly treated every-

where on the way, but on the Moquis even he could

make no impression. They would have nothing to do

with him, and took no interest in his picture of hell

and heaven. Some visiting Zunis offered to guide

to reach; also saw in N. smoke of the Paynchas N. of the river. From the

sierra stretching w. the Rio Asuncion is thought to rise, 4 1. s. E. to a pinal;

27th, 4 1. s. E. and B.; 28th, 3^ 1. s. E., s., and E. to Rio Jaquevila, or S.

Pedro, which runs w. N. w. into the Colorado a little above the Puerto de
Bucareli, through a deep canon cut in living rock, 8 1. N. by another cajon to

a r. of Yavipais, where two Moquis were seen.

July 1st, li^ 1. E. s. B. to a river that seemed to be the S. Pedro de Jaque-
sua, and a ruined pueblo said to be of the Moquis, 6 1. across treeless plains; 2d,

3 1. E. s. E. , 3 1. E. and s. to the Moqui town of Oraive, called by the Yavi-

pais Muca; much descriptive matter; 3d, 3 1. toward another pueblo, but
returned; 4th, started on return, 12 1. E. N. w. to Rio S. Pedro Jaquecila.

The names of the Moqui towns in Yavipais language are Sesepaulaba, Masa-
queve, Janogualpa, Muqui, Concabe, and Muca, called Oraive by the Zunis;

5th, 1^ 1. E. N. w. to Yavipais r.; heard of the Guamua, Guafiavepe, Gualliba,

and Aguachacha, also different tribes of Yavipais, including the Yavipaistejua

in the sierras of the Rio Asuncion; also on the Colorado the Yutas, Cheme-
gnabas, Payuchas, Japul, Gualta, and Baquiyoba, probably only r. of one
nation; 6th, 4 1. s. w. to Rio S. Pedro again; 7th, 2 1. N. w. and w. to near
a cave; 8th, over the Sierra and past the Bajlo, 4 1. w. and s. w. to Pozo de
Sta Isabel; 9th, 5 1. N. w., 3 1. E. N. w. to r. in the cajones of the Jabesua,
staying 6 days; 15th, 5 1. w. and s. by the new Canfran, though the natives

wished him to go by the Escalera route; 16th, 6 1. w. to Pozo de las Rosas;
17th, s. w. past Sierra de Piuales and S. Diego to Arroyo de S. Alejo at a

Yavipais r., leaving the former route; 18th, IJ 1. down the arroyo N. w. over
hills to valley of Lino with much wild flax, 3^ 1. w. to a r.; 19th, J !• N- to

Aguage de Sta Margarita, over the Sierra Morena, 2 1. w. to Pozo de Avis-

pas into a valley 4 1. wide, and 4 1. more to a r. ; 23d, 2 1. s. w. to a pozo and
r.; 44th, up the Sierra E. 2 1., 1 1. N. to r. with 2 pozos, in sight of a valley

near tlie river, 4 1. to a r. of the Cueromaches. 25th, 2 1. s. w. to Sierra of

Santiago, w. to Aguage de Sta Ana, 1 J 1. s. w. to Rio Colorado, 2 1. s. down
the river to Punta de los Jamajabs; 26th, 2^ 1. s. downriver to r. of S. Pedro;
27th, 1 1. s. to another r. ; 28th, 3 1. s. B. to r. de la Pasion. The Ind. here

said he could safely go through the country of the Yavipaistejua to the Co-
comaricopas, but he preferred to keep on; 31st, 2 1. s. s. w. to r.

Aug. 1st, 2 1. s. to Sierra de S-. Ildefonso, at end of the Jamajab country,

a good place for 2 missions; 2d-5th, down the river s. 14 1. to Rio Sta Maria
(now so named. Bill Williams Fork); 6-8th, 14 1. s. to r. of the Jalchedumes,
before named S. Antonio; 11th, 2 1. w. s. w. to r. Sta Coleta near the river;

12th, 21 1. s. w. to r. near laguna de Trinidad; 14th, crossed the Colorado
on a balsa to r. de Asuncion (on the California side); 16th-21st, 7 1. down
river; 22d, recrossed the river and went 11. s. ; 23d, 1^ 1. S. to last r. of the

Jalchedumes; 24th, 4 1. s. s. w. ; 26th, crossed the river, 1 J 1. s. w. to a great

pool, 5 1. s.; 4 1. s. E. to Puerte de la Conoepcion. Returned to Bao by the

same route Anza's exped, had come, ajriviug Sept. 17th. Diary dated Tu-
butama Jan. 30, 1777.
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him to New Mexico, but he deemed it unsafe to make
the trip, fearing also that his coming might be deemed
by tlie authorities an intrusion; and so, having passed

two nights in a corner of the court-yard at Oraibe, and
having written a letter to the padre at Zuni, he left

this inhospitable tribe, and found his way back to the

Colorado, down that river to the Yumas, and thence

back to his mission of San Javier del Bac in Sep-

tember.

Padre Garces supplemented his diary with extensive

information respecting the geography of the country

and the disposition of the different native tribes, add-

ing also his views as to the methods by which the new
spiritual conquest might best be effected. Though
differing on some details, Anza and all the friars

agreed that missions should be established on the

California side of the Colorado, under the protection

of a strong presidio. The natives were eager for such

establishments, Palma, the Yuma chief, visiting Mex-
ico to advance the cause ; the government was favor-

ably disposed ; promises were freely made ; and it was
supposed there would now be no delay. Yet for various

reasons, including the departure of Anza for New
Mexico, the Apache warfare and consequent difficulty

of obtaining men and money, and divers controversies

in Mexico, nothing whatever was done for three years.

Then Garces went again to the Colorado in 1779, and
was soon joined by another friar and a guard of twelve
soldiers. Meanwhile the Yumas had become tired of

waiting and were disgusted by the petty nature of the

mission enterprise in comparison with promises of the

past; other tribes were hostile to the Yumas; and
Palma had lost something of his authority. In 1780
the formal founding of two mission pueblos was
ordered; but the idea of a presidio was abandoned,

and a new system was devised, under which each mis-

sion was to have ten soldiers and ten settlers. Friars

and officials qualified to judge in the matter protested

against the system as suicidal, and the result fully
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justified their fears. In July 1781, the two missions

of San Pedro j San Pablo and Concepcion were de-

stroj'^ed and about fifty Spaniards were killed, includ-

ing Padre Garces with three other friars, and Captain
Fernando Javier Rivera y Moncada, on his way to

California with reenforcements and supplies. The
missions were on the California side of the river, and
all needful details of this disaster, with its causes and
results, have been presented in another part of my
work.^**

After the military expeditions sent from Sonora to

avenge this massacre, expeditions which practically

accomplished nothing, there were no further definite

efforts to found Spanish establishments on the Gila

and Colorado; the wiiole region was left to the ab-

origines; indeed, the viceroy's instructions of 1786
required that the Yumas should be let alone until the

Apaches were conquered, no attempt to be made
meanwhile to open communication with California by
land. A project for such communication with the

peninsula, to be protected by one or more presidios

near the head of the gulf, was indeed discussed in

1796-7, but nothing more.^^ Lieutenant-colonel Jose

ZMiga is said to have explored in 1794 a route from
Sonora to New Mexico by way of Tucson and Zufii,

but of particulars nothing is known.*" The meagre
record of developments at the Moqui towns after the

visit of Garces has already been presented. In 1779-

80, Anza, now governor of New Mexico, learning that

the Moquis were in great trouble, made an earnest

effort to effect their submission. Visiting the pueblos

he learned that by drought, resulting in famine and
pestilence, supplemented by raids of Navajos and
Yutas, this brave people had been almost annihilated,

only 800 surviving of the 7,500 counted in 1775. The

'*See Hist. Cal, i., chap, xvii., for 'pueblo misaiona on the Colorado,'
Arricivita, 491-514, being the chief authority, with many additiona from
divers original aourcea on aeveral phaaea of the subject.

*'Seo Ifiiit. North Mex. States, i., chap, xxvi., this series.
** Ziiliga, (Ignacio), Sapida Ojeada, 16.
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proud chief at Oraibe still declined to submit to the

Spanish king or a foreign god, or to accept aid for his

afflicted subjects; but he permitted such as might
desire it to depart, and thirty families were brought

out to be settled in New Mexico. Nothing more is

known of the Moquis in Spanish or Mexican times."

Another matter demanding brief mention here, as

pertaining to Arizona annals of the century, is the

Peralta grant of Gila lands. It is claimed that by
c^dula of December 20, 1748, the king, Fernando "VI.,

in reward for services to the crown conferred on Don
Miguel Peralta de C6rdoba the title Baron de los

Colorados, and ordered the viceroy to grant him 300
leagues of land in the northern regions. On October

10, 1757, officials of the inquisition recommended the

grant, and certified on the testimony of Padre Paver
of Bac, of Padre Garcia, and of Bishop Tamaron, that

to the lands selected in Pimeria Alta, the missions

had no conflicting claims. On Junuary 3, 1758, Vice-

roy Amarillas accordingly granted the tract north of

San Javier mission, including the Gila River, and ex-

tending ten leagues north and south by thirty leagues

east and west. In a document dated 'El Caudal de

Hidalgo, Pimeria Alta,' May 13, 1758, Peralta, Ca-
ballero de los Colorados certifies that he has surveyed

the grant and formed the required map. The docu-

ments were recorded in the audiencia office at Gua-
dalajara, as shown by a certificate of June 23, 1768.

On August 1st of the same year, Peralta applied to

Cd,rlos III. for a confirmation granted by indorsement
December 2, 1772, and by a formal approval of Janu-
ary 22, 1776. By his will of 1788, Peralta bequeathed
the estate to his son Miguel Peralta, who in 1853, re-

siding at San Diego, California, obtained from Presi-

dent Santa Anna a certified title, that is, copies of all

records in the case from the Mexican archives, with
the president's assurance of its validity and sufficiency.

From the younger Peralta, the title passed in 1864 to

" See chap. xii. of this volume.
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Creorge M. Willing, Jr, and from the latter in 1867
to James Addison Reavis, the present owner.*^ This
immense grant of over 2,000 square miles extends from
the region of the Pima villages eastward, for some
seventy-five miles up the Gila valley, including valu-

able portions of three counties. Respecting its va-

lidity, depending on the genuineness of the documents
and on various legal technicalities, I have of course no
opinion to express. In a sense the title is plausible

enough on its face; but it is somewhat remarkable

that the annals of the province, as recorded, contain no
allusion to Peralta, to the caballero de los Colorados,

or to the Caudal de Hidalgo.

Of mining operations in Arizona, during any portion

of the Spanish or Mexican period, nothing is practi-

cally or definitely known. The records are barely

sufficient to show that a few mines were worked, and
that the country was believed to be rich in silver and
gold. In several districts have been found traces of

these early workings; and these, with traditions aris-

ing from the Planchas de Plata find at Arizona proper

just south of the line, are for the most part the only

foundation for the many 'lost mines' of which much
has been vaguely written, and more said. I have al-

ready remarked that modern writers have greatly

exaggerated the country's former prosperity in mining

and other industries, and it may be added that they
have as a rule given the wrong date to such prosperity

*^Eeavis, 'El Caudal de Hidalgo' {Peralta Grant), Be/ore IT. S. Surveyor-

general of Ariama, etc. Brief and argument of petitioner. S. F., 1S84. Mr
Reavis has also showa me his MS. documents in the case, including photo-

graphic copies of the original papers, diseno, etc., from the Mex. archives,

furnished by authority of the governor of Jalisco and a Guadalajara court in

1881 and 1883; also photographs of doc. from the archives of S. Javier del Bac.

According to the original survey of 1758, the initial point or centre of the west-

ern boundary line was fixed in the current of the Gila, the line extending

thence south by the base of the Maricopa mountain on the east of the Sierra

Estrella, bearing to the west of the Sta Oruz valley, a distance of 5 leagues to

a point in the south boundary line; and from the same initial point north,

across the Gila and Salt rivers, 5 1. north to a point in the north boundary
line. I understand Mr R. to say that artificial corner marks have also been
found.
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as did exist, by assigning it to the earlier years of the

Jesuit period. Contrary to what has be«n a some-
what prevalent impression, there are no clear indica-

tions of prehistoric mining, that is, by the Pueblo In-

dians, when their towns extended over a large part of

the territory ; and there is no proof either that the

Jesuits ever worked any mines, or that in their time
there were carried on any mining operations except on
a very limited scale near the Tubac presidio, though
in occasional prospecting tours it is probable that some
discoveries were iifiade. In Franciscan times for over

two decades the same state of things continued. But
from 1790 for twenty or thirty years, the period of

comparative peace with the Apaches, the veritable era

of Arizona's early prosperity, there can be no doubt
that many mines were opened from time to time, and
that some were profitably worked, though we have no
definite record of particulars, and though there is no
reason to believe that there were any very extensive

or wonderfully rich developments. It is to this period

almost exclusively that we must trace the old work-

ings discovered in later years, and also all the tradi-

tions of lost mines that have any other than a purely

imaginary foundation. I append a few items of in-

terest in this connection, without attempting to repro-

duce or analyze the many newspaper reports on the

ancient mines.*'

"^From the report of 1777 on the Tubac region, Yuma Sentinel, April
13, 1878, I quote as follows: 'There are many mines of very rich metals to
the west, in the vicinity of Aribao, at a distance of seven leagues; there are
three particularly in the aforesaid vicinity, one of which yields a silver mark
from one arroba of ore, the other 6 marks from a load, and the 31 a little

less. Three leagues beyond, in the valley of Babooomori, there are fine gold
placers examined by D. Jose de Toro and this whole population. After tliree

visits, which these people made with D. Jose at great risks, and by r3maining
over 3 days at each trip, it was verified by their having brought away ana
spent with two traders, who at this time have it, as much as |200 in gold.

In Sta Rita mountain and its environs, which is distant from Tubac 4 1., there
have been examined 5 silver mines—two have been tried with fire, and 3
with quicksilver, and with tolerable yield. All this is notorious among this

entire population, and they do not work them because there are Apaches in
all these places.' Anza, DnHcuhrimiento de 1774, ^I'S-. also says that in the
Aribao valley there were gold and silver' mines worked till 1767. Nuggets of

considerable size had been found. In the Ures Estrella de Ocddente, Nov. 9,

J860, it is stated that the Arizpe archives show an investigation at Tucson
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What has been said in this chapter, though relating

mainly to the eighteenth century, also includes nearly

all that can be known of the country's annals down to

1845 There are no data on which to found anything
like a chronologic record of events from 1800, and the

few items of local interest that are accessible have
already been presented. The prosperity that began
in 1790 may be regarded as having continued to about

1820, but as having disappeared entirely with the end
of Spanish rule in 1822. During these three decades

the Apaches were for the most part at peace under
treaties which by gifts and rations it was made their

interest to observe. Many of them came to live in

rancherfas near the presidios. At the same time the

presidial garrisons were vigilant, and with the aid of

friendly Pimas and Pd,pagos had little difficulty in

protecting the country from the occasional raids of the

distant and hostile bands. It was the golden era of

in the time of Viceroy Galvez in the case of a man accused of having bought
a gold nugget of ] 5 marks 2 oz. for a presidio horse. ' Las arenas del Rio
Colorado son un placer perenne de arenas de oro de buenos quilates, sea que:

por si mismo las cria 6 que desciendan con las corrientes que nacen de la

sierra en donde tiene su origen.' Frejes, Hist. Breve, 7. The existence of

quicksilver deposits in the Moqui region, as reported in ancient times, was
verified by expeditions of the comandantes of Tucson and Tubac about 1840-5.

Eeten, Portentosas Riquezas; Hall's Sorwra, MS., 251-2. Enormous masses of

virgin iron in the Madera Mt., between Tucson and Tubac. Velasco, Not.

Son., 221. Of the 'Arizona' mine, of especial interest on account of the

name, Anza says in 1774, Deacub., MS. :
' De esta mision (Sario) i, la Arizona

hay 8 leguas al Norte. No se ha desoubierto la veta madre. ' And Ziiniga,

Hdpida Ojeada, 32, writing in 1835, says that about 1833 he obtained from
Arizona, or the Planchas de Plata, a silver brick of 6 marks 5.^ oz., almost

pure, which he presented to the museum. He recommends moving the Altar

presidio to the Arroyo de Arizona, so that new discoveries and settlements

might follow. In Hi/iton's Hand-book, 72-4, 192, 195-7, and Arizona Hktory,

191-4, 202, 207, are some remarks on early mining discoveries. These writers

show a tendency to subdivide the Planchas de Plata discovery into several

lost mines. The former mentions an expedition of Dionisio Robles in 1817,

into the Sta Rita Mts, in search of the old mines. Much pure silver waj
found in old prospect holes. ' Quaint old chronicles ' and ' musty records ' are

cited, but not named. The other work notes the evidences of former placer

workings near the Quijotoas. In many Cal. and Ariz, newspapers of 1872 or

thereabouts were published articles about mines in Northern Ariz. , in the

region west of the Mojaves, whose traditions of Spaniards and Jesuits from

Upper California, who used to cross the Colorado into the mountains and
return with loads of silver, are corroborated—so we are gravely told—by
records of S. Jaan Capistrano mission, and also by records at S. Javier del

Bac of annual expeditions in the olden time to a wonderfully productive mine

some 200 1. north of the Gila !

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 26
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Pimeria history, though only so in comparison with

past and future misfortunes. Naturally under these

circumstances, not only were the missions somewhat
prosperous, as shown particularly by the magnificent

church structure at Bac, but mines were worked as

before explained, and stock-raising ranches and hacien-

das were built up in the region extending from Tucson
to the south-east and south-west. The ruins of these

establishments are yet to be seen at many points.^

Then during the last years of the war for indepen-

dence—which, however, in itself produced no direct

developments in connection with the history of this

far north—and especially in the early years of Mexi-
can rule, all this was changed and all prosperity van-

ished; the Apaches resumed their depredations, the

garrisons became demoralized, and all other establish-

ments were practically abandoned. The causes of

this radical change must apparently be sought, not in

any modification of policy in treating the savages nor

in any new feeling of hostility on the part of the

Apaches, but simply in the neglect of the presidios

by the government. Hitherto strict discipline had
been enforced, soldiers and officers had been promptly
paid, experience had taught the best methods of man-
agement, and the military organization was in every
way effective. But from 1811 money and food began
to be inadequately and irregularly supplied; credits,

discounts, and paper money began to do their work of

demoralization; official peculations and speculations

became rife; and discipline and vigilance began to be
relaxed. The Apaches, hostile as ever at heart, as

soon as their rations ceased to be furnished liberally

and regularly went on the war-path as the second best

way of making a living; the friars, from feelings of

loyalty to Spain and disgust at independence, gradu-

** Especially in and near the S. Pedro valley, not occupied in earlier

Spanish nor in later Mexican times. Indian outbreaks in 1802 and 1827 are
mentioned in the Ariz. Hist., 27, with no details or sources. See Hist. Aorth
4fex. States, ii., for Apache wars in general, 1813-19, with references to the
meagre sources.
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ally lost interest in the presidios that had protected

the existence of their missions; and the settlers,

harassed by the savages, deprived of protection, and
burdened by taxes, failed to give a hearty support to

the soldiers, and gradually abandoned their ranchos.

Finally all was desolation and disaster. This fatal

neglect of the presidial organizations has been more
fully set forth, so far as details are concerned, in the

annals of California, where, however, in the absence of

formidable foes, the results were much less disastrous.

Don Ignacio ZMiga, who had served for years as

commander of northern presidios, writing in 1835 on
the condition of Sonoran affairs, gives an excellent

idea of the Pimeria disasters and their causes, though
it is probable that he somewhat overrates the pre-

ceding prosperity. He declares that since 1820 no
less than 5,000 lives had been lost; that at least 100
ranchos, haciendas, mining camps, and other settle-

ments had been destroyed; that from 3,000 to 4,000
settlers had been obliged to quit the northern frontier

;

and that in the extreme north absolutely nothing was
left but the demoralized garrisons of worthless sol-

diers, though in the most recent years, for lack of

anything worth plundering and on account of the hos-

tility of the Pimas and Pdpagos, Apache raids had
been somewhat less frequent than before.*^ This
writer's plan was to restore everything as nearly as

possible to the old condition. The presidial companies
must, he thought, be discharged and new ones organ-

ized, to be paid and disciplined as in Spanish times;

control of the temporalities must be given again to

•* ZMiga, Sdpida Ojeada al estado de Sonora, dirigida y dedkada al Sit-

jfremo gobierrw de la nacion, por el C. Ignxicio ZMiga, natural del mixmo estado.

llexico, 1835, 8vo, 66 p. Says Hamilton, Resources of Ariz., 20: 'During the
regime of the mission fathers many prospecting and exploring parties pene-
trated southern Arizona, and a number of settlements were established. Be-
sides the presidios of Tucson and Tubac there were flourishing haciendas at

S. Bernardino, Barbacomari, S. Pedro, Arivaca, and Calabazas. These settle-

ments possessed large flocks of sheep and herds of cattle. Mining was also

prosecuted vigorously, especially at Arivaca and Cababi. After the breakir^-

up of the missions (1828) these prosperous colonies were despoiled by the sav-

ages and abandoned by those who escaped the tomahawk and the torch.

'
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,the friars ; colonists of good character must be sent to

occupy the deserted northern ranchos; some of the

presidios should be moved to better positions; and

finally the Colorado and Gila establishments should

be founded as proposed in the past century.** As a

matter of course, no such reforms were carried out.

The Sonora record shows a period of general war-

fare against the Apaches in 1832-6, ending in some

kind of a patched-up peace; also troubles with the

Pdpagos in 1840-1; and a little later serious revolts

of the Yaquis and Mayos.*' Unfortunately political

and revolutionary controversies introduced new com-

plications into Indian affairs, Gdndara and other par-

tisan leaders being accused of trying to advance their

own interests by inciting the Yaquis and Pdpagos to

revolt. Moreover this political warfare was most
disastrous in its effects on the frontier presidios, the

commandants being often called from their proper

duties to aid in sustaining the state government. For
the period of 1842-5 I have a large number of de-

tached fragmentary records, which, while not sufficing

for a complete chronologic narrative, give a very sat-

isfactory idea of the general condition of affairs on the

frontier. There is no indication that in Arizona any
Mexican settlement existed, except at Tucson and Tu-

bac, where under protection of soldiers a few settlers

still managed to live. From the two presidios com-
plaints of inadequate force, arms, horses, and other sup-

plies are frequent. In 1842-3 the Pdpagos and Gila

tribes were concerned in hostilities at the instigation of

^''In 1795, 1801, and 1823-6, there had been some slight agitation of the

project of establishing communication between Cal. and N. Mex guarded by
a presidio on the Colorado. Hist. Cal., i. 573; ii. 3^, 507-8; Borica, Informe,

sobre comunicadon con N. M(:.rko, 1796; Borbon, Parecor mhre el proyecto de

abrir via.. ..y establecer un presidio a la entrada de Rio Colorado, ISOl; Nava,
Informe, 1801: Roviero, Doc. relativas d la expedicion del capilan B. para ahrir

camino, 1823-6. All these being MSS. in the Arch. Cat Capt. Jose Romero
actually made the trip from Tucson to Cal. and back; and in connection with
his trip Gen. Figueroa also visited the Colorado. The corresp. is bulky, but
we have no diaries. The result was that all schemes of land communication
were abandoned. In later years, however, small well-armed parties not in-

frequently made the trip to and from Cal. by the Gila and Colorado route.

*'See Hint. North Mex. States, ii.
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Gdndara as was charged, but they became repentant

and were pardoned in May 1843. There were still ran-'

cherias of friendly Apaches at Tucson and Tubac, who
even served as allies of the Mexicans in various cam-
paigns; and some of the distant Apache bands were
generally well disposed; but others were constantly on

the war-path. Not much damage was done in Arizona
because there were no ranches left to be plundered,

but farther south disasters to life and property were
unceasing. On hearing of one of these raids, Captain

Comaduran of Tucson generally started to cut off the

retreating foe; several such campaigns are recorded,

including one on a larger scale under Colonel Narbona
in June 1843 ; and results at best were a few Apaches
killed, a few women and children captured, a few
cattle recovered, or perhaps the chief of some band
forced to sue for peace, with a never-ending sup-

ply of plausible reasons why no more could be accom-
plished. The reports are strikingly similar to those

we read in the newspapers of 1886 respecting Apache
warfare in the same region. In April 1845 Colonel

Elias Gonzalez made a full report on the condition

and needs of the frontier presidios, showing no im-

provement in the general state of affairs ; and at the

same time he presented a plan for a grand campaign
with over 1,000 men in August. In September, when
the forces had been united and all was nearly ready

for the start, Colonel Elias was summoned to the south

with his troops to support the governor in suppressing

a revolution. It was decided in a council of war at

Tucson to disobey the summons and go on with the

Apache campaign; but we have no record of results,

except that Comaduran in December, with a force of

155 men, succeeded in killing six Apaches.*^

*^ Pinart, Doc. Hist. Son., MS., iii., passim, including extracts from the

Voto de Sonm-a and other newspapers of the period. Col Elias Gonzalez' re-

port and plan of April 30, 1845, is a MS. on p. 231-44. The Tucson Council

of Sept. 11th is recorded in the Gentinela de Sormra, Oct. 10, 1845. See also

Pinart, Col. Doc, MS., and print, no. 11, 45, 57, 62, 147; Velasco, Not. Son.,

256-7. In connection with raids of 1845 the Apache chief Mangas Coloradas,

famous in late yeaxs, is mentioned.
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Of the missions and visitas down to 1827, there is

nothing to be added to the few local items already

presented, except to note the visit of Bishop Bernardo
del Espiritu Santo in 1821;*" and after 1827 there is

nothing to show the existence of the Arizona estab-

lishments. Hamilton states that they "were finally

abandoned by a decree of the government in 1828;"^

and though I have not found the original record, I

have no doubt that such was practically the truth.

The order of expulsion against Spaniards probably

caused the departure of some of the friars in 1827-8,

the management of the temporalities was taken away
from them, and some of the establishments—including

^11 in Arizona—were abandoned. South of the line,

however, the Queretaranos still remained at several

of the missions in charge of spiritual interests for many
years ; and even in the north the Pimas and Pdpagos
continued to live more or less continuously in commu-
nities at Bac, Tumacacori, and perhaps some of the

other pueblos.
^^

The only explorations of Arizona in Mexican times,

besides those effected by the military detachments in

pursuit of Apache raiders, were those of foreign trap-

pers, chiefly Americans from New Mexico. The ad-

ventures of some of these parties, as described by
James O. Pattie in a published narrative, have already

been noticed. The Patties first trapped on the Gila
and its branches in the autumn of 1825, ag-ain visitingf

the region in 1826, and in the same year going down
to the junction and up the Colorado in the track of
Garc^s. In the autumn of 1828 they again followed

" Tuhac, Lib. Mis., MS.
'^Hamilton's Resources, 20; also Ariz. Hist. (Elliott & Co.), 52.
'1 In 1828 P. Gonzalez at Caborca asks the ayuntamiento of Altar if it is

true the padres must go at once as ordered by the com. -gen. , or await orders
of civil authorities. Pinart, Doc. Hist. Son., MS., i. 122. In 1844 a padre
speaks of the missions having been destroyed, and the temporalities taken by
fhe govt. Id., iii. 181. Ziifliga, as we have seen, in 1835 recommended that
the missions be restored to the padres; and there are other such allusions^

Still the mission books of most of the establishments of Pimeria Alta show
the friara still in charge, perhaps practically as curates. In 1843 there was a
Uecree permitting the Jesuits to establish missions in Sonora.
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the Gila down to the Colorado, and made their way to

California/^ The narrative is devoted mainly to per-

sonal adventures and encounters with bears and In-
dians, having more fascination than real value. Of
the few trapping parties which may have preceded
those with which Pattie was connected, and the many
that followed them, very little is known ; but there
were few of the later years in \^'hich the Arizona
streams were not trapped to some extent. Pauline
Weaver was a famous pioneer who traversed the
country as early as 1832, as did Kit Carson perhaps
still earher. In 1829-32 the parties of Ewing Young
and David Jackson crossed Arizona to California, as

did a party of New Mexicans under Jos6 Antonio
Vaca; and many of the early trapping and trading
pioneers mentioned in the annals of California had
visited this country sooner or later, though the regular

route for trading parties and immigrants from Wolf-
skill's trip of 1831 was by a route north of the Colo-

rado.^^ Down to about 1836 the Apaches are said to

have been friendly to the Americans; but about that

time the famous chief Juan Jose was treacherously

killed with many of his people by one Johnson, and
the Apaches immediately attacked and killed Charles
Kemp's party of 22 trappers on the Gila, as well as

other parties farther east in New Mexico."

^'^ Pattie's Personal Narrative; see also this vol., p. 337-8, and Hist. Oal.,

Hi. 162-72.

^^See Hist. Cal., iii. 172-5, and chap. xiv.

^'Beuj. D. Wilson, Obsenations, MS., 2-18, gives the most complete ac-
count, having been encamped on the Gila at the time. His party was also

attacked, and several men were killed, Wilson being captured and barely
escaping with his life. James Johnson did not get the reward from the Mexi-
cans that he had hoped for, and came to Cal. , where he died in great poverty.
His accomplice was a man named Glisson. Gregg, Com. Prairies, i. 295-8,
also mentions this affair. An exploration of the Colorado mouth by Lieut:

Hardy in 1825-8 is mentioned in Bartktt's Pers. Narr., ii. 170-1; and in Vic-

tor s River of the West, 153, we are told that in 1834 a trapping party of 200
men of the Rocky Mt Fur Co. crossed from Bill Williams Forls to the Moqui
towns, where several trappers plundered the gardens and shot 15 or 20 peace-

ful Moquis who objected to such ^eatment.



CHAPTER XVII.

AMERICAN OCCUPATION OF NEW MEXICO.

1846-1847.

The Mexican Wak—Kearny's Army of the West—The Maech—Mis-

sion OE Cooke and Magoffin—Plans for Bloodless Conquest—Ar-

Mijo's Preparations and Flight—From Bent's Fort to Las Vegas—
Santa Fe Occupied—Kearny's Proclamation—Tour in the South
—Doniphan in Command—Turbulent Volunteers—Price and the

Mormons—Navajo Treaty—Chihuahua Campaign—Civil Govern-

ment AND Kearny Code—Plots of Ortiz asb Archuleta—Grounds

of Complaint—Revolt op 1847

—

Murder of Governor Bent—Dis-

asters at Taos, Arroyo Hondo, and Mora—Price's Compaiqn—
Fights at Canada, Emeudo, and Taos—Further Troubles with In-

surgents and Indians—Executions.

In 1846 the United States began a war against

Mexico for the acquisition of territory. This war
and its causes are treated fully in other parts of this

series devoted to the history of Mexico, of Texas, and
of California. New Mexico and Arizona, except in

the mere fact of being parts of the territory to be
acquired, figured very slightly, if at all, in the prelim-

inaries of the proposed conquest. There was, it is

true, a claim that Texas extended south and west to

the Rio Grande, by which shallow pretence the gov-
ernment of the northern republic managed to aflbrd

some comfort to the national conscience, on the plea

that the defence of this 'disputed' tract by Mexico
was the first act of war. It should be remarked,
however, that the field of the first hostilities—of the
Mexican invasion!—was not on the New Mexican
frontier, but farther south-east.^

' I have the Confidential Circular of May 13th, with the autograph of James
Buchanan, containing the declaration that war ' exists. ' ' The truth is, that

(408)
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War, or its 'existence,' having been declared, an
army of the west was organized at Fort Leaven-
worth in June. Its commander was Colonel Stephen
W. Kearny, its mission the occupation of the broad
territory stretching from New Mexico to California,

and also if practicable cooperation with other branches
of the army in operations farther south. The advance
division of this force consisted of 300 regulars of the first

United States dragoons under Major Edwin V. Sum-
ner, a regiment of mounted volunteers called out by
Governor Edwards of Missouri for this campaign, and
commanded by Colonel Alexander W. Doniphan, and
five additional companies of volunteers, including one
of infantry and two of light artillery, or a total of

nearly 1,700 men. The second, or reserve division,

comprised another regiment of Missouri volunteers

under Colonel Sterling Price, a battalion of four

companies under Lieutenant-colonel Willock, and the

Mormon Battalion, in all about 1,800 men. The ad-

vance, or army of conquest, left Fort Leavenworth
late in June; the long supply train of over 1,000

mules was soon augmented by the 400 wagons of the

annual Santa Fe caravan; and all the companies,

except the artillery, were encamped at the beginning

of August near Bent's Fort on the Arkansas, after

a tedious but uneventful march of some 650 miles

across the plains.^ An advance guard of four com-

we had endured so many insults and grievous wrongs from Mexico, with such
unexampled patience, that at the last she must have mistaken our forbear-

ance for pusillanimity. Encouraged, probably by this misapprehension, her

army has at length crossed the Del Norte—has invaded the territory of our

country—and has shed American blood upon the American soil." Lnrkin's

Doc. Hkl. Cal., MS., iv. 121. Prince, Historical Sketches of Mew Mexico,

290-327, devotes two chapters to the ' American Occupation ' and ' Revolt of

1847.' His treatment of the subject is excellent, and in almost every respect

satisfactory; but I can hardly agree with his preliminary statement, ' suffice

it to say that the origin of the hostilities '—that is, of the Mexican war as

shown by the context— ' was found in the dispute as to the ownership of the

territory between the Rio Grande and the Nuecea River.' This is also

affirmed on p. 240.

''Hughes' DonipJian's Expedition; containing an account of the Conquest of
New Mexico; General Kearney's overland expedition to California; Doniphan's

campaign against the Navajos; his unparalleled march upon Chihuahua and Du-
rango; and the operations of General Price at Santa Fi. With a sketch of the

life of Col Doniplian. Illustrated wiih plans of battle-fields, a map, and fins
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panies had made an unsuccessful attempt to overtake

a party of traders believed to have in their posses-

sion arms and ammunition for the enemy.
From Bent's Fort, Lieutenant Decourcy was sent

with twenty men to Taos to learn the disposition of

the people, rejoining the army later with some prison-

ers and a report that resistance might be expected at

engravinrjs. By John T. Hughes, A. B., of ilie First regiment of Mismnri cav-

alry. Cincinnati, 1850, 12nio. Ihave also ed. of Cin., 1849, 8vo; and there

are ed. of Cin., 1848, and apparently 1847. Tliis work is a standard authority

on the campaign, written in a clear and pleasing style, and with an accuracy

that has not, I believe, been questioned, though the author, like others of his

time and class, takes an ultra-American view of most questions, and has no
doubt of the entire righteousness of the war against perfidious Mexicans.

There were apparently 5 companies of the 1st U. S. dragoons. I have fonnd
no record of the company organization, but the officers were captains Elwiu
V. Sumner (act. major), Philip St George Cooke, Thomas Swords (asst. Q.

M.), Benj. I). Moore, John H. K. Burgwin, Henry S. Turner (adj. gen.),

Abraham B. Johnston, and Philip R. Thompson (some of whom were prob-

ably lieutenants at the start); and lieut. Patrick Noble, Thomas C. Ham-
mond, Rufus Ingalls, John W. Davidson, Joseph McElvain, C. J. L. Wilson,

and Oliver P. H. Taylor. I take this imperfect list from the U. S. Official

Eegister, 1845-7, and from occasional mention in the different narratives.

Officers of the 1st Mo. volunteers. Col Alex. W. Doniphan (a Uwyer who
had enlisted as a private, elected colonel June 18th); lieut. -colonel, C. F. Ruff;

major, Wm Gilpin (both of whom were elected from the ranks); captains of

the 8 companies (856 men rank and file) each enlisted in a county of Mo.,
Waldo, Walton, Moss, Reid, Stephenson, Parsons, Jackson, and Rodgers;

sutler, C. A. Perry; adjutant, G. M. Butler; surgeon, Geo. Penn; asst surgeons,

T. M. Morton and I. Vaughn.
A battalion of liglit artillery, under Major Clark, consisted of two compa-

nies from St Louis, under captains Weightman and Fischer, about 250 men.
A battalion of infantry had 145 men in two companies, commanded by cap-

tains Angney and Murphy. There was also a troop of volunteer cavalry from
St Louis; the Laclede Rangers, 107 strong, under Capt. Hudson, attached to

the dragoons. Also lieutenantsWm H. Emory, W. H. Warner, J. W. Ahert,
and W. B. Peck of the U. S. topographical engineers, Warner commanding
the artillery on the march to Sta Fe.

The 2(1 regiment of Mo. volunteers was mustered into the service at Ft
Leavenworth, about the 1st of August. Its officers were Sterling Price colo-

nel, D. D. Mitchell lieut. -colonel, Edmoudson major. It numbered about
1,000 men. There was also a separate battalion under Lieut. -col Willock,

300 men in four companies, captains Smith, Robinson, Morin, and Hendley;
and a small artillery detachment under officers of the regular army.

The Mormon Battalion consisted of about 500 Mormons, who entered the
service as a means of reaching California, where, according to the terms of

their enlistment, they were to be discharged. It was organized at Council
Bluffs in June, by Capt. James Allen of the 1st dragoons, who was to com-
mand the battalion as lieut. -colonel, but died before departure. Lieut. A. J.

Smith commanded on the march to Sba Fe, and Lieut. -colonel P. St Geo.
Cooke on that to Cal. The captains of the 5 companies were Jefferson Hunt,
Jesse D. Hunter, James Brown, Nelson Higgins, and Daniel C. Davis; Adju-
tant Geo. P. Dykes, and later P. C. Merrill; surgeon Geo. B. Sanderson. For
a full history of the Mormon Battalion, see Hist. Cat, v., chap, xviii., this

series; also Tyler s Mormon Battalion.
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every point. Similar reports had previously been re-

ceived from Major Howard and the mountaineer Fitz-

patrick. From Bent's Fort, also, Captain Cooke,
with twelve picked men, was sent in advance, nomi-
nally as a kind of ambassador to treat with Governor
Armijo for the peaceful submission of eastern New
Mexico,^ but really to escort James Magoffin, the
veritable ambassador, intrusted with a secret mission

at Santa Fe. To send an army of 1,700 men, mainly
composed of undisciplined volunteers, on a march of a
thousand miles over a desert occupied by hostile sav-

ages, to conquer, by force of arms, so populous an
interior province, and one so well defended, at least by
nature, as New Mexico, was on its face a very hazard-

ous enterprise. It was a radically different matter
from the proposed occupation by naval forces of a

coast province like California. In the annals of the

latter country we have seen, however, what agencies

were relied on by the government, acting through
Consul Larkin as a confidential agent, to insure a

bloodless victory, though the success of the plan was
seriously impaired by the blundering and criminal dis-

obedience of another and subordinate agent. These
complications of the farthest west are now well known
in every particular.* That the policy respecting New
Mexico was similar in its general features, there can

be no doubt, though most details have never come to

light. During the past years, the Santa Fe traders,

both American and Mexican, had done much to make
the condition and disposition of each people well

known to the other, to convince the New Mexicans

' ' My mission . . . was in fact a pacific one. The general had just issued a

proclamation of annexation of all the territory east of the Bio Grande; the

government thus adopting the old claim of Texas' (the procl. of July Slst,

as given in Cutis Oonq., 42, the only one I have found, contains no such propo-

sition), ' and thus manifestly, in a statesman's view, a bloodless process would
lead to its confirmation in the treaty of peace; aud the population would be

saved from the bitterness of passing suhjutjum. The difficulty of a half-meas-

ure remains; it cuts the isolated province in two! There must be an influential

Mieawber in the cabinet. At a plaintive compliment, that I went to plant the

olive, which he would reap a laurel, the general endeavored to gloss the barren

field of toil to which his subordinates, at least, were devoted. ' Cooke's Coiiq. , 7.

*See Hist. Cat., v., this series.
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how futile must be any attempt to resist the United
States, and the Americans how easy would be the

occupation of Santa Fd. Doubtless, certain prominent

traders had been at work virtually as secret agents of

the government at Washington, which from their re-

ports had come to believe that no serious opposition

was to be expected to the change of flag. It was
understood that the New Mexicans, after long years

of neglect and so-called oppression, had retained but a

nominal allegiance to Mexico; that many influential

citizens, from motives of personal interest as traders

or land-owners, desired the downfall of Mexican rule;

that many others were convinced that resistance Avould

be useless, and more than half convinced that the

change would be a benefit; that prominent officials

were already disposed, or might be influenced by cer-

tain appeals to their love of gain, or ambition for office,

to submit without a struggle to the inevitable; that

the masses might be controlled for the most part

through the leaders; and that finally, any opposition

based on pride, patriotism, or prejudice of race or re-

ligion, must be more than counterbalanced by lack of

unity, of leaders, of arms, and other resources. Thus
Kearny's army of the west was sent to occupy, not

literally to conquer, New Mexico. Nevertheless, the

enterprise was one attended with many risks.

Magoffin, or Don Santiago, was an Irish Kentuck-
ian, long in the Santa Fe trade, a man of wealth, with
unlimited capacity for drinking wine and making
friends, speaking the Spanish language, and on friendly

terms with most of the leadins: men in New Mexico
and Chiliuahua. At Washington he was introduced

by Senator Benton to the president and secretary of

war, and at the request of the three agreed to accom-
pany the expedition, professing his ability to prevent

any armed resistance on the part of Governor Armijo
and his officers.^ Cooke's party, without adventures

''Benton's Thirty Years' View, ii. C82-4. lu the Cal. and N. Mex., Mess.

and Doc, 1850, p. 240-1, are letters of June 18th, from Sec. Maroy to Kearny
and to the commandant of the Chihuahua expedition, introducing Magoliia
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requiring notice, arrived the 12th of August at Santa
F6, where he was hospitably received by Armijo, who,
although he "seemed to think that the approach of
the army was rather sudden and rapid," concluded to
send a commissioner in the person of Dr Connelly,
with whom the captain set out next day on his return
to meet, the army.® Meanwhile, according to Benton,
our only authority, and as there Is perhaps no reason
to doubt, Magoffin easily prevailed on the governor to

promise that no defence should be made at Apache
Canon, a point on the approach to Santa F6 which
might have been held by a small force. He had more
difficulty with Archuleta, the second in command, but
by appealing to his ambition, and suggesting that by
a pronunciamiento he might secure for himself western
New Mexico, on which Kearny had no designs, he at

length overcame that officer's patriotic objections, and
thus secured an open road for the army.'^

as a man regarded by the president as one who could render important ser-

vices. Magoffin was accompanied by a friend, Gonzalez, a trader of Chihua-
hua; and after accomplishing his purpose at Sta Fe, he went south to prepare
the way for Gen. Wool as he had done for Kearny. Here, however, he was
suspected, and kept a prisoner for a long time. After the peace he returned
to Washington, where Benton, in a secret session of the senate, obtained for
him an appropriation of $50,000 for secret services, of which sum a new ad-
ministration, after much haggling, paid $30,000, a sum barely covering M.'s
expenses and losses. Says Benton: ' The paper which he filed in the war office

may furnish some material for history—some insight into the way of making
conquests—if ever examined. This is the secret history of Gen. Kearny's
expedition, given because it would not be found in the documents.' In the
Oal. and N. Mex., Mess., p. 236, is another letter of Sec. Marey of May 27th
to Kearny, announcing that the president has determined to send a catholic
of good standing, able to speak Spanish, to serve as a kind of chaplain, with
a view of allaying religious prejudices of the New Mexicans against the U. S.

I have no record that such a man was sent.
^ 27ie Conquest ofNew Mexico and California ; an historical and personal nar-

rative. By P. St Oeo. Cooke, brigadier, brevet major-peneral U. S. A., author

of ' Scenes andA dventures in theA miy; or, Romance of Military Life, 'etc. N. Y.

,

1878, 12mo. The diary of this advance trip is found on p. 0-34, and there

follow good accounts of later events, the march to Cal., etc.
' While, as I have said, there may be no reason to question the general

accuracy of Benton's version, or to doubt that Magoffin really obtained these

promises from Armijo, Archuleta, and others, yet it is probable that there is

much exaggeration in the implied opinion that the U. ST relied mainly on, or

that Kearny's success was due mainly to, M.'s negotiations at this time. M.'s

efforts were rather the supplement or conclusion to a long chain of investiga-

tions and negotiations by himself and others. Kearny's immunity from armed
opposition of a serious nature rested on something more than Magoffin's abil-

ity to manage the N. Mexican leaders.
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Unfortunately we have no definite information froijj?

New Mexican sources respecting Armijo's prepara-

tions, real or pretended, for defence; and the frag-

mentary rumors that found their way into current

narratives are meagre, contradictory, and of no value.

The governor understood perfectly his inability to

make any effective resistance; and all that he did in

that direction was with a view merely to 'save his

responsibility ' as a Mexican officer, even if he did not,

as is probable, definitely resolve and promise not to

fight. The people were called upon, as usual in such

cases, to rise and repel the invader; and a considerable

force of militia was organized and joined the two or

three hundred soldiers of the army. These auxili-

aries were, however, but half in earnest and most
inadequately armed. If any considerable portion of

them or their officers ever thought seriously of fight-

ing the Americans, their patriotic zeal rapidly disap-

peared as the numbers and armament of the invaders

became more clearly known from returning scouts,

who, in many instances, were captured and released

by Kearny. "With perhaps 2,000 men—though Ameri-
can reports double the number—Armijo seems to have
marched out to Apache Canon with the avowed inten-

tion of meeting the enemy; but on the last day, in

consequence of diflferences of opinion between the gen-

eral and his officers, the former dismissed the auxili-

aries to their homes, and with his presidial troops

retreated to the south by way of Galisteo, near which
point he left his cannon. Armijo was blamed by
the many who were hostile to the invaders and who
were ashamed to see their country thus surrendered
without a struggle. Doubtless the governor, had he
desired it, might have waged a guerilla warfare that

would have given the foe much trouble; and there is

much cause to believe that his reason for not doing so

was not a praiseworthy desire to prevent the useless

shedding of his subjects' blood.

^

'In Biistamante, Nuevo Bernal Diaz, ii. 103-5, is an account of the N. Mex.
affair made up from newspaper articles founded on information from Chihua-
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Kearny's army left Bent's Fort on the 2d of Au-
gust. The route was nearly identical with the later

line of stage travel, and differed but slightly from
that of the modern Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
railroad. The march was a tedious one, there being
many cases of fatal illness among the volunteers.

Through some miscalculation or mismanagement of
the supply trains, the men were on short rations for a
larger part of the way; and it was besides a season of
drought. The advance was in several divisions, by
slightly different routes from day to day, in order to

utilize the scanty wate^ and grass. Fitzpatrick was
the guide, Robidoux the interpreter, while Bent com-
manded a company of spies. After the settlements

were reached, American residents, such as Towle,
Bonney, Wells, and Spry, were met, and gave infor-

mation respecting the state of things at Santa Fe and
Taos. Small parties of Mexican scouts were also fre-

quently captured, or came voluntarily into camp, where
they gave vague and contradictory accounts of Armi-
jo's preparations for defence, and whence, being set at

liberty, they carried back exaggerated reports of the
American force and cannon, with copies of Kearny's
proclamation. On the 14th, 15th, and 16th, respect-

ively, the army reached Las Vegas, Tecolote, and
San Miguel del Vado. At each of these places,

Kearny—now brigadier-general by a commission re-

ceived at Las Vegas—made a speech from a house-

top, absolving the people from their allegiance to

hua. With several blunders it contains very little definite and accurate in-

iormation. Kearny's force is put at 3,000, with 1,000 in the rear, guarding a
caravan whose goods amounted to |1,000,000. Armijo retreated because he
could not control his men, who showed a disposition to pass over to the
enemy, though the people blamed him. He had gone to Bl Paso, where a
stand would be made, as 400 men from Chih. had started too late for the pro-

tection of N. Mex. At the Caflon de Pecos, on Aug. 14th, he had 2,000 men,
of whom 270 were regular troops, with 7 guns. On the 15th, disputes with
the auxiliary officers caused him to dismiss the force. The guns were spiked
near Galisteo, and A. went south with only 60 men. Kearny had made
Magoffin gov. at Sta Fe. Connelly, in the name of the new govt, had written

to invite Armijo to return to his post as gov. with guaranties, but the offer

was not accepted. The caravan will proceed south to El Paso, with troops

to seize the custom-house. There are also brief notices ia El Tiempo, April

19, 1846; and Iris de Espafla, Deo. 12, 1846.
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Armijo, and promising protection to the life, property,

and religion of all who should peaceably submit tothe
new order of things; and the alcalde, and in some
cases the militia officers of each town, being induced
more or less willingly to take an oath of allegiance to

the United States, were continued in office. A letter

was received from Armijo, making known his purpose
to come out to meet Kearny ; but whether as friend

or foe, the vague wording did not clearly indicate.

Cooke and Connelly were met at Tecolote, but the

message brought by the latter is not known to the

chroniclers. Among the men and subordinate offi-

cers, there was an expectation of having to encounter

from 2,000 to 10,000 foes in the mountain defile; but
the general is said to have borne himself as coolly as

as if on parade, as indeed well he might, knowing
how slight was the danger of a conflict. At San
Miguel a Mexican officer was captured—Salazar, son

of the officer with whom the Texaiis had to do in

184 1—who reported the flight of Armijo. On the 1 7th
the army passed the ruins of Pecos; and on the 18th,

marching without the slightest opposition through
the famous canon, the Americans entered Santa Fe
at 6 p. M., being accorded a friendly reception by
Juan B. Vigil, the acting governor. The flag of the
United States was raised at sunset, and saluted with
thirteen guns. General Kearny slept in the old

palacio, and the army encamped on an adjoining emi-

nence. Thus was the capital of New Mexico occu-

pied without the shedding of blood.
^

° If Greneral Kearny ever made a detailed report of this campaign I have
not found it. A brief statement is found in his letter of Aug. 24th, on p.
59-60 of Cutts' The Conquest of Calsfornia and New Mexico, by theforces of the

United States, in the years 1846 and ISJfl. By James Madiioii Cutts, with en

-

ffratxngs, plans of battle, etc., Phil., 1847, 12mo. This is an excellent narrative
en resume of the whole conquest, the earliest published, and supplemented
with many original documents, a few of which I have not found elsewhere.
The most complete original record of the march to Sta Fe is to be found on
p. 15-32 of Emory's Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, from. Fort Leavenworth,
in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including part of the Arkansas, Del
Norte, and Gila rivers. By Lieut.-col W. H. Emory. Made in 1846-7, with

the advance guard of the ' Army of the West.' Wash., 1848, 8vo [U. S. Govt
Doc, 30th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doe. 41, Sen. Ex. Doc. 7). This is a
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On the day following his entry into the capital,

General Kearny caused the people to be assembled
in the plaza, where through an interpreter he made a
speech. Then the acting governor, secretary, alcal-

des, and other officials took the required oath of al-

legiance, Governor Vigil also delivering a brief address
and reading the general's earlier proclamation. The
exercises were similar, if somewhat less hurried, to

the earlier ones at Las Vegas and San Miguel. The
New Mexicans as subjects of the United States from
this time were assured of full protection for their

lives, property, and religion, not only against Ameri-
can depredators, but against the Mexican nation. Gov-
ernor Armijo, and their Indian foes. Three days
later Kearny's position was fully explained in the
formal proclamation which is appended.^"

diary day by day down to and including the march to Cal. It i3 largely de-
voted to a scientific description of the country visited, and contains drawings.
HJ-mm-y's Journal (unofficial), extending from Aug. 2d to Sept. 5th, was pub-
lished in the newspapers, and I find it in files' Register, Ixxi. 138-40, 157-9;
174—5. In Id. , 90-2, is a fragment of the journal of some officer not named,
covering the period of Aug. 13th-23d. Cooke's diary. Conquest, 34 et seq.,

also includes the march of the main army from the 15th of Aug., and of

course it is described by Hughes and the rest. Says Cooke: ' I commanded
the advance guard, and held to the main road, not receiving orders to take
the obscure route, known to the general, which turned the position at the
canon. As I passed it I concluded that important information had been re-

ceived in the night. So it proved, and I found at the rocky gorge only a
rude breastwork of large trees felled across it. It had evidently proved im-
possible to give coherence to the wretched mass of our opponents who were
now for the first time assembled together. They became panic-stricken at
once on the approach of such an imposing array of horsemen of a superior
race, and it appeared, overestimated our numbers, which the reports ofugno-
rance and fear had vastly magnified.

'

'" ' Proclamation ! As by the act of the republic of Mexico, a state of war
exists between that government and the U. S., and as the undersigned, at the
head of his troops, on the 18th took possession of Sta Fe, . . .he now announces
his intention to hold the department, with its original boundaries (both sides

of the Del Norte)'—so it seems the original boundaries were on both sides !

—

'as a part of the U. S., and under the name of the territory of New Mexico.
The undersigned has come to N. Mex. with a strong military force, and an
equally strong one is following close in his rear. He has more troops than
necessary to put down any opposition that can possibly be brought against

him, and therefore it would be folly and madness for any dissatisfied or

discontented persons to think of resisting him. The undersigned has instruc-

tions from his govt to respect the religious institutions of N. Mex., to protect

the property of the church, to cause the worship of those belonging to it to

be undisturbed, and their religious rights in the amplest manner preserved

to them. Also to protect the persons and property of all quiet and peace-

able inhabitants within its boundaries, against their enemies the Utes, Nava-
jos, and others. And while he assures all that it will be his pleasure as well'

Hist. Abiz. ahd N. Mex 27
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From the 9th for many days representatives of other

towns, of the Indian pueblos, and in some cases of

Navajo, Yuta, and even Apache bands, came to listen

to the general's explanations of United States policy,

and to offer peaceful submission to his authority.

Many among the ignorant populace had been led to

believe that they would be robbed, outraged, or mur-
dered by the Americanos; and many of a higher class

had left the city with their families in fear of insults

from a lawless soldiery; but these fears were to a

considerable extent removed by the general's words

and acts, and many of the fugitives returned to their

homes. A flag-staff to bear the stars and stripes was
raised in the plaza. Captain Emory on the 19th

selected a site for a fort, and four days later work was
begun on Fort Marcy, an adobe structure commanding
the city from an adjoining hill. The animals were

sent to the region of Galisteo to a grazing camp guarded

by a detachment under Lieutenant^colonel Ruff. On
the 23d and following Sundays the general and staff

attended church; an express for the states was de-

spatched on the 25th ; and in the evening of the 27th

as his duty to coniply with those instructions, he calls upon them to exert

themselves in preserving order, in promoting concord, and in maintaining

the authority and efficiency of the laws; to require of those who have left

their homes, and taken up arms against the troops of the U. S., to return
forthwith to them, or else they will be considered aa enemies and traitors (!),

subjecting their persona to punishment and their property to seizure and
confiscation for the benefit of the public treasury. It is the wish and inten-

tion of the U. S. to provide for N. Mex. a free govt, with the least possible

delay, similar to those in the U. S., and the people of N. Mex. will then be
called on to exercise the rights of free men in electing their own representa-

tives to the territorial legislature; but until this can be done, the laws
hitherto in existence will be continued until changed or modified by compe-
tent authority; and those persons holding office will continue in the same for

the present, provided they will consider themselves good citizens and willing

to take the oath of allegiance to the U. S. The undersigned hereby absolves

all persons residing witliin tlie boundary of N. Mex. from further allegiance

to the republic of Mexico, and hereby claims them as citizens of the U. S.

Those who remain quiet and peaceable will be considered as good citizens and
receive protection. Those who are found in arms, or instigating others

against the U. S., will be considered as traitors (!), and treated accordingly;
Don Manuel Armijo, the late gov. of this department, has iled from it. The
undersigned has taken possession of it without firing a gun or shedding a drop
of blood—in which he most truly rejoices; and for the present will be considered
as governor of this territory. Given, etc., Sta Fe, Aug. 22, 1896. By the
Governor, S. W. Kearny, Brigadier-General.' The copy in Cutts reads S. W.
Kearny, brig-gen. U. S. A., by the governor, JuanBautista Vigil y Alarid.'
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Kearny gave a grand ball to officers and citizens.

Minor military movements, such as the arrival of small
parties that had lagged on the way and the stationing

of local detachments, need not be noticed in detail.

There were unfounded rumors of hostile preparations
in the south, and that Colonel Ugarte was approaching
with a Mexican force from Chihuahua, which caused
Kearny to march down the river with nearly half his

army. This tour extended to Tom^, occupied the time
from the 2d to the 13th of September, and revealed
no indications of hostility among the abajefios.

Back at Santa Fe, the general sent strong detach-
ments under Major Gilpin and Lieutenant-colonel

Jackson, who had succeeded Ruff by election of the
volunteers—to Abiquiii and Cebolleta on the Navajo
frontier; and gave his attention to the organization

of a civil government put in operation on the 22d of

September. Then on the 25th, he set out on the
march to California by the Gila route, with his 300
dragoons, two thirds of which number, however, were
presently sent back, when Kit Carson was met with
the inaccurate news that the conquest of California

had already been accomplished." Orders left were to

the effect that the Mormon Battalion should follow

the general to California, and that Doniphan's regi-

ment, on the arrival of Price's to take its place, should
march south to join General Wool at Chihuahua.
Among the volunteers of both regiments there was
much sickness, caused to a considerable extent by in-

dulgence in tlie various dissipations of the New Mex-
ican metropolis. Some 300 of the Missourians are

said to have been buried at Santa Fe. There was
also a great scarcity of supplies, the commissary de-

partment of the army of the west being grossly

"See Hist. Cal., v., for the conquest of Cal., including Kearny's march
across the continent, and disaster at S. Pascual. Emory's Notes is the most
complete narrative of the march. Carson was met on Oct. 6th, and 3 of the

6 companies were sent back. It was on Oct. loth that Kearny left the Rio
Grande, in about lat. 33° 20', to strike off westward to the Gila, which river

he followed down to the Colorado. I shall say more of his march across N.
Mex. and Aria, a little later.
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mismanaged, as it appears. Provisions must be

bought from fellow-citizens, not seized, as in an en-

emy's country; and even the money furnished the

troops was not apparently of a kind that could be

utilized, to say nothing of exorbitant prices. The
men were profoundly disgusted with the country

and its people, and their complaints were doubtless

somewhat too highly colored. Moreover, the re-

straints of military life were irksome to the Mis-

sourians. They were willing to fight the Mexicans,

but could not understand their obligation as soldiers

to work on the fort, wear their coats under a hot sun,

observe petty regulations, or obey orders against the

propriety of which, as American citizens, they could pre-

sent strong arguments. The popularity of the officers

was therefore in inverse ratio to their knowledge and

enforcement of discipline. Brawls and arrests for

insubordination were of not infrequent occurrence.

Yet amusements were not wanting, among which
were theatrical performances by a company of military

amateurs. ^^

Colonel Price with his 2d Missouri volunteers ar-

rived at Santa Fd about the 1st of October. ^^ The

'^In Niles' Register, Ixx.-iii. passim, are many items from various sources

OH all phases of the N. Mex. campaign, iucluding-many complaints from the
volunteers. The disorders and insubordination are also narrated by Hughes
and others, who often defend the volunteers and condemn the officers. iJeut. -

col RufiF was much disliked, and the qualities that made him unpopular pro-

cured him a captain's commission in the regular army. A private was elected

to fill his place over the major. Geo. F. Ruxton, Adventures in Mexico and
the Roch/ Mountains, N. Y., 1848, p. 178-90, an English traveller who wrote
from personal observation, pronounced the volunteers ' the dirtiest, rowdiest
crew I have ever seen collected together;' and he gives a much more unfavor-

able account of their lack of discipline in camp and lawless conduct in town,
than any other writer—probably too unfavorable; yet he admits they were
good fighters. Cutts, Conquest, 220-1, gives a programme of the theatrical

performance on Christmas evening.
A Campaign in New Mexico imth Colonel Doniphan. By Franl- S. Edwards,

a volunteer. With a map of the route, and a table of the distances traversed,

Phil., 1847, 12mo. This is an interesting though brief narrative of the cam-
paign in N. Mex. and Chihuahua, though more attention is given to the coun-
try and people than to the historic sequence of events. Another anonymous
narrative is T/ie Gcmquest of Santa Fi and subjugation of Xew Mexico, Phil.,

1847, 8vo.
'^ Perhaps a little earlier, as the arrival was made known to Kearny on his

march Oct. 2J or 3d. I have found no narrative or report devoted especially

to the movements of Price's regiment.
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Mormon Battalion under Lieutenant Smith arrived

in two divisions on the 9th and 12th. On account of
illness about 150 of the men with most of the families

were detached and sent to winter at Pueblo, in what
was later Colorado, from which point they found their

way the next year to Salt Lake. The rest of the
battalion, 340 strong, was put under the command of

Lieutenant-colonel Cooke, and started on the 19th to

follow Kearny and open a wagon-road across the con-

tinent. Meeting the returning dragoons on the 23d
and turning off from the Rio Grande November 13th,

they found it impracticable to find a way for their

wagons toward the west, and accordingly directed

their course farther southward to the San Bernardino
rancho on the later frontier, and thence marched by
Tucson to Kearny's route on the Gila. The adven-

tures of the battalion from its organization pertain to

the history of California rather than to that of New
Mexico.""

Orders came back from Kearny that Doniphan be-

fore starting for Chihuahua should undertake a cam-
paign in the Navajo country. In September, as we
have seen, Lieutenant-colonel Jackson with three com-
panies had been sent to Cebolleta on the frontier; and
from this point, apparently before Kearny's last orders

were known. Captain Reid, with thirty volunteers

and a chief called Sandoval as guide, starting the 20th

of October, had in twenty days made a somewhat
remarkable entry far to the west and north into the

heart of the Navajo country. He met the head chief

Narbona, found the Indians well disposed toward the

Americans, made arrangements for a treaty council at

Santa F6, and returned to Cebolleta. Major Gilpin,

who had been stationed at Abiquiii in September, had

made an expedition into the Yuta country, and had

brought some 60 leading men of that nation to Santa

F^, where a treaty was made on October 13th. Un-

'* See Hist. Gal., v., chap, xviii., this series. For the march the authorities

are Tykr's History; JBigl^'s Diary, MS.; Cooke's Journal; Id., Report; Id.,

Conquest.
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der the new orders, Gilpin left Abiquiii on the 22d
with his two companies, reen forced by 65 pueblo and
Mexican allies; went up the Chama, crossed to the
San Juan, descended that river, reached the Chelly
canons, thence apparently turned eastward and by
way of the Laguna Colorada reached a place called

Ojo del Oso, or Bear Spring, on the 20th of Novem-
ber. ^^ Meanwhile Doniphan left Santa F^ on Octo-

ber 26th, but from Alburquerque sent most of his

force down the river to Valverde to protect the cara-

van of traders and make prepartions for the march to

Chihuahua.^* With a small party he then went to

Covero, whither Jackson had moved his force from
Cebolleta. From this point, having received a de-

spatch from Gilpin on the San Juan, and sent in reply

orders to assemble as many Navajos as possible at

Ojo del Oso, Doniphan with Jackson and 150 men
started on the 15th toward the headwaters of the

Puerco and thence north-westward, toiling through
the deep snows and over the mountains, and joining

Major Gilpin on the 21st. There were about 500
Navajos present, including the chiefs of many bands.

They professed friendship and admiration for the

Americans, but had much difficulty in comprehending
why the new-comers should interfere with their war-
fare against the detested Mexicans. At last, however,

^*I do not find this spring on the maps, but suppose it was not far from
Red Lake, n. e. from Ft Defiance, in the later Navajo reservation. Doni-
phan's report states that Gilpin reached the Little Colorado; and Hughes'
narrative indicates a limit very far west for both Gilpin and Reid; but in the
absence of original diaries I suppose that neither went much farther west
than the Chelly, from which the Ojo del Oso was 1 day's march possibly west
but probably east.

^^The Valverde detachment of 3 companies wels under Capt. Walton, start-

ing south on Nov. 2d from a point opposite Alburquerque. Capt. Burgwiu
with his dragoons also went to the relief of the traders. There was a rumor
of a Mexican force advancing from the south. The Navajos had also been
raiding Isleta and the southern towns, and Lieut. Grier pursued one party,
killing 3, and recovering captives and live-stock. Walton reached Valverde
on Nov. 24th. All kinds of rumors were current; sheep and cattle were re-

peatedly run off by Indians and others; and two volunteers were killed by
the savages. An Englishman came as ambassador to induce the traders to

dismiss all American teamsters and guards, trust the Mexicans, pay 13 cents

per lb. on their goods, and enter Chihuahua unmolested. Some were inclined

to accept this proposition; but Walton seat a force to Fra Cristobal to pre-

vent the passage of any part of the caravan.
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after a day of speech-makiBg, they consented to a

treaty, which was formally signed on the 22d by Doni-
phan, Jackson, and Gilpin on the one side, and four-

teen chieftains on the other." Its terms included "a
firm and lasting peace" between the Navajos and
Americans—the latter to include New Mexicans and
Pueblos; mutual free trade, including visits for trading

purposes ; mutual restoration of all captives, and of all

property taken since the 18th of August. Gifts were
exchanged, and then the parties separated. The Amer-
icans returned by different routes, one division with

the three regimental officers and a few native chief-

tains going by way of Zuni, where on the 26th a
treaty was concluded between the Zunis and Navajos.

All were reunited at Valverde about December 12th.

The treaties, like dozens of earlier' ones with the same
tribes, had but slight practical effect; but the journals

of the different branches of this complicated campaign
if extant would doubtless furnish many interesting

and valuable items of geographical information.^*

Before the colonel's return from the Navajo cam-
paign James Magoffin with Dr Connelly and a few
others ventured southward, but were arrested at El
Paso and carried as prisoners to Chihuahua; the trad-

ers also started in advance of the army, by which they

were overtaken on the way ; and a company of volun-

teers known as the Chihuahua Rangers left Santa Fd
on December 1st under Captain Hudson, with the idea

of opening communication with General Wool, but

they also turned back to join the army before reach-

ing El Paso. Finally Doniphan's army of about 900

men left Valverde in three divisions on the 14th,

" The treaty of Ojo del Oso is given in Huglies' Doniphan's Exped., 188-9.

'^ There is a very brief undated report of the campaign by Col Doniphan
in the documents accompanying the president's message of Dec. 7, 1847.

CT. S. Govt Doc., 30th cong. 1st sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. i., p. 496. A deftailed

report is promised, but I have not found it. The most complete narrative,

and a very satisfactory one except in certain geographic respects, is that in

Hughen' Doniphan's Exped., 143-94. The subject is also recorded more or less

fully in the other narratives already cited in this chapter. Collins, in Jnd.

Aff. Report, 1858, p. 188, tells us that the conditions of the treaty were not

observed by the Indians, who continued to murder and steal aa before.
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16tli, and 19th of December. After passing the
Jornada del Muerfco all were reunited on the 22d at

Dona Ana, including Hudson's company and the trad-

ers. Two Mexican scouts were killed with one bullet

on the 24th; and at El Bracito, some 30 miles below
Dona Ana, on Christmas afternoon a force of the

enemy, estimated at about 600 regulars—Vera Cruz
dragoons, with cavalry and infantry from Chihuahua
—and 500 El Paso militia, was encountered. These
troops, commanded by an officer named Ponce de
Leon, made a charge upon the Americans, but being

met by a volley of rifle bullets at short range were
forced to retreat, pursued for a short distance, and los-

ing perhaps thirty men killed. ^^ No further opposi-

tion was encountered, and on December 27th, Doni-
phan took possession of El Paso, the citizens having
come out to meet him with a white flag, offering

surrender and asking for clemency and protection.

After a stay of forty-two days, and being reenforced

by 117 men of the artillery batallion under Clark and
Weightman from Santa F^, the army marched on
February 8, 1847, for Chihuahua, which city they
occupied at the beginning of March, after a brilliant

victory over four times their own number of Mexican
troops at Sacramento. General Wool was not here,

and after holding the town about two months to await
orders and protect the traders in the sale of their

goods, Doniphan marched on to Saltillo, presently

returning by water via New Orleans to Missouri as

the time of the volunteers had expired. The expedi-

•" Semi-official report of Lieut. C. H. Kibben of tbe artillery in GiiUi
flonq., 77; Brooks' Campaign, 169-71. K. saya 'the number of their dead is

said to be at least 30; that of their wounded was slight so far as ascertained.'
Brooks, p. 87, says the Mexican loss in killed and wounded was about 200
menl Hughes, Doniphan's Exped., 206, puts the loss at 71 killed, 5 prison-
ers, and not less than 150 wounded including their general, Ponce de Laon.
The Mexicans also lost a cannon. Tlie American loss was 7 or 8 wounded.

Some additional references for the N. Mox. campaign in general are Rip-
ley's War with Mexico, i. 270-80; Furber's Twelve Montlis' Volunteer, 247-G3,
437, etseq.; Jenkins' Hist. Mex. War, 135-40; Mansfiell's Mcx. War, 78-83;
Davis' M Gringo, 93 et seq. ; Miller, in Sta Fi, Centennial, 24^6; Brarkett's
.Hist. U. S.-Cavalry, 69-71, 104-7; also mention in many other works on Mex.,
N. Mex., and the war.
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tion of the regiment had been a remarkable one, in

some respects almost without parallel, though its most
brilliant features do not pertain directly to the annals

of New Mexico.
General Kearnjr's original instructions of June 3,

1846, from the secretary of war, included the follow-

ing :
" Should you conquer and take possession of New

Mexico and California, or considerable places in either,

you will establish temporary civil governments therein

—abolishing all arbitrary restrictions that may exist,

so far as it may be done with safety. In perform-

ing this duty it would be wise and prudent to con-

tinue in their employment all such of the existing

officers as are known to be friendly to the United
States, and will take the oath of allegiance to them.

You may assure the people of these provinces that it

is the wish and design of the United States to provide

for them a free government with the least possible

delay, similar to that which exists in our territories.

They will then be called upon to exercise the rights

of free men in electing their own representatives to

the territorial legislature. It is foreseen that what
relates to the civil government will be a difficult and

unpleasant part of your duty, and much must neces-

sarily be left to your own discretion. In your whole

conduct you will act in such a manner as best to con-

ciliate the inhabitants, and render them friendly to

the United States."^' Kearny's proclamation of Au-
gust 22d, more or less in accordance with these

instructions, though going in certain respects far

beyond their letter, has already been presented in

this chapter. From the first day of occupation, Cap-

tain Waldo, of the volunteers, was set at work trans-

lating all the Spanish and Mexican laws that could

be found at Santa Fe; while Colonel Doniphan, a

lawyer by profession, aided by Willard P. Hall—

•

elected to congress during this absence—busied him-

'''' These instniotioua may be conveniently consulted in CwtW Conquest,

24&-7, though often repeated elsewhere.
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self with the preparation of a code of laws founded in

part on Waldo's fragmentary translations, but mainly

on the laws of Missouri and Texas. Finally, on the

22d of September, the general published this code

—

still in force in New Mexico down to 1886—printed

in English and Spanish with the old press and type

found at the capital, and at the same time his appoint-

ment of governor and other officials, thus organizing

the civil government deemed necessary.^^ With the

code was submitted to the government at Washington
an "organic law of the territory of New Mexico,"

which provided for a permanent territorial organiza-

tion under the laws of the United States, naming .the

first Monday in August 1847 as the day for electing

a delegate to congress. ^^

It was noticeable that Kearny's proclamations ig-

nored the old theory that eastern New Mexico be-

longed to Texas. A still more notable feature was
the clearly announced intention of retaining the coun-

try as a perinanent possession of the United States.

This was the first open avowal of the administration's

real purpose to make this a war for the acquisition of

territory, and not, as had been pretended, for the pro-

^' Sept. 22, 1846, Kearny's report on the code and its publication; also his

appointment of officers, iu CutPi' Conqtiest, 64-5. The latter reads: 'Being
duly authorized by the pres. of the U. S. of America, I hereby make the fol-

lowing appointments for the government of N. Mex., a territory of the U. S.

The officers thus appointed will be obeyed and respected accordingly.' Gov-
ernor, Charles Bent, part owner of Bent's Fort, married to a native of Taos;
secretary, Donaciano Vigil, a native of New Mexico, of long official experience
in various civil and military positions; marshal, Richard Dallam, an Ameri-
can mining operator at Los Placeres; district attorney, Francis P. Blair, Jr,

in later years somewhat famous as congressman and politician; treasurer,
Charles Blumner; auditor, Eugene Leitzendorfer, a Sta F6 trader, married to
a daughter of the former governor, Santiago Abreu; judges of the superior
court, Joab Houghton, a lawyer of later prominence iu the territory, Antonio
Jose Otero, of a prominent and influential Spanish family, and Charles Beau-
bien, a pioneer of 1827, married to a native wife. The biographic items are
from Prince's Hist. Sketches, 367-8. The Kearny code, with the precedent
bill of rights issued on the same date, may be found in S'ew Mexico, Compiled
Laws, Sta Fe, 1885, p. 82-129.

22 U. S. Oov. Doc, 29th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 19. I have not seen
this document in its original form. Most of the papers are reprinted in Cvtts'

Conq., and elsewhere, but not the organic law, which was not approved at
Washington. Cooke, Conquest, 66, gives the date fixed for the election; also in
Nlies' Beg., Ixxii. 48, where it is stated that the whole doc. as printed filled

115 pages.
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tection of Texan boundaries, the avenging of past

wrongs, and the obtaining of indemnity for just claims.

This brought the subject before congress, which body
called on the president for all the instructions that

had been given respecting- civil government in New
Mexico and California. In the debates this subject

was utilized chiefly as a basis for attacks on the ad-

ministration and denunciations of the war for conquest.

Nobody cared what was done at Santa F6 except as

it could furnish material for arguments on one side or

the other of the great and complicated national strug-

gle for political supremacy between the north and
south. Belligerent rights were, however, pretty

thoroughly discussed ; and it was clearly shown that

a temporary civil government might be, if the people

were submissive and friendly, a legitimate and proper

feature of a conqueror's military rule. This whole

subject and others closely connected with it have been

somewhat fully presented in the History of California,

and repetition is not deemed necessary here.^^ Gen-
eral Kearny as a conqueror had absolute power, lim-

ited only by the requirements of humanity and justice,

or international usage. He might enforce strict mar-

tial law, or protect the people's rights and interests by

civil methods, as he saw fit. He had no power to make
New" Mexico a territory of the United States, or the

people citizens, or non-submissive enemies traitors,

nor could he in a sense exact an oath of allegiance to

the United States. All these matters .would be set-

tled by the final treaty closing the war. But he might

perhaps promise or threaten these things, or almost

any others, and he might exact from officials any oath

they could be induced to take. His promises the gov-

ernment at Washington, if the treaty should cede the

territory, would be in equity under obligation to fulfil

;

but it would have no right to carry out his threats.

23 See ffist. CaL, v., chap, xxii., especially pp. 601 et seq. withref. to U. S.

Govt. Doc. and Gong. Globe. Cal. and N. Mex. were in precisely the same

position, since the pretended rights of Texas were at this time practically

Ignored.
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The president in his reply of December 22d, furnish-

ing the desired information, declared that Kearny's
acts, so far as they purported to establish a permanent
territorial government, and to give the inhabitants

political rights as citizens, under the constitution of

the United States, had not been recognized or approved;

but that otherwise his acts, and. the instructions on
which they were based, "were but the amelioration of

martial law, which modern civilization requires, and
were due, as well as the security of the conquest, to

the inhabitants of the conquered territory;" and more-
over, "it will be apparent that if any excess of power
has been exercised, the departure has been the off-

spring of a patriotic desire to give to the inhabitants

the privileges and immunities so cherished by the peo-

ple of our own country, and which they believed cal-

culated to improve their condition and promote their

prosperity. Any such excess has resulted in no prac-

tical injury, but can and will be early corrected in a
manner to alienate as little as possible the good feel-

ings of the inhabitants of the conquered country."^

As I have remarked, congress paid very little atten-

tention to the matter, except as indicating the intention

of permanent occupation, which th.e president did not
pretend to deny. Respecting the actual operations of

the civil government in 1846-7, practically nothmg is

recorded ;
probably there was very little to record.

From the first there had been occasional rumors of

intended revolt among the natives as well as of attack

by forces from the south, but such rumors could be
traced to no definite foundation, and at the time of

Doniphan's departure no danger was apprehended.
Price had nearly 2,000 men with whose aid to keep
the province in subjection, though many of them were
on the sick-list. The main force was stationed at

Santa F^, but detachments were posted at other

points, including the dragoons under Captain Burg-

^* U. S. Govt. Doc, and Cutis' Conquest, as in note 22.
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^in at Alburquerque, a company under Captain
Hendley in the Mora valley, and another near
CeboUeta on the Navajo frontier. Soon after Doni-
phan left the capital, disquieting rumors again became
prevalent, and in December these became of so defi-

nite a nature that many arrests were made. The
result of an investigation is affirmed to have been the
disclosure of a carefully devised plot to regain posses-
sion of the country by killing the Americans and all

natives who had espoused their cause. The leaders
were Tomds Ortiz and Diego Archuleta, who under
the new regime were to be governor and comandante
general respectively; several of the priests were
prominent in the plot, notably padres Juan Felipe
Ortiz and Jos^ Manuel Gallegos ; and many leading
citizens of the northern sections were involved.

Meetings were held at the house of Tomds Ortiz;
plans were minutely discussed and arranged

; parts
were assigned to the leaders, who secretly visited

the different towns to incite the lower classes of
Mexicans and pueblo Indians; and the 19th of De-
cember was fixed for the rising. This date was sub-

sequently changed to Christmas night, when the town
would be crowded with natives, and the Americans,
by reason of the festivities, would be off their guard.

Before this time, however, the plot was revealed,

.perhaps by the mulatto wife of one of the conspira-

tors, and many of the alleged leaders were arrested

by order of Colonel Price, though Ortiz and Archu-
leta escaped to the south.

^'

^ This version is given with a few unimportant variations in all the gen-
eral narratives that have been cited. Among the best is that in Pnnce's Hist.

Sketches, who, however, mainly follows Davis and Hughes. Prince says: 'It

was agreed that on the night o£ the appointed day those engaged in the con-

spiracy in Sta Fe were to gather in the parochial church, and remain con-

cealed. Meanwhile friends from the surrounding country under the lead of

Archuleta were to be brought into the city, and distributed in various houses

where they would be unobserved. At midnight the church bell was to sound,

and then the men within the church were to sally forth, and all were to ren-

dezvous immediately in the plaza, seize the cannon there, and aim them so as

to command the leading points, while detachments under special orders were

to attack the palace and the quarters of the American commandant, and
make them prisoners. The people throughout the whole north of the terri-

tory had been secretly notified, and were only awaiting news of the rising
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From the meagre details of testimony extant, as

repeated in substance by the different writers, from
the fact that no positive evidence could be found against

the parties arrested, and from the confidence felt by
the authorities that all danger ended with the revela-

tion of the plot, it would appear that not very much
was brougth to light by the investigation, or rather

that the conspiracy had not assumed any very for-

midable proportions. There is no reason to doubt,

however, from this testimony and later developments
that Ortiz and Archuleta had really plotted a rising,

and had found many adherents, though nothing like a

general consent of the leading men of different sections

and different classes had been secured. Perhaps the

only wonder under the circumstances is, that the move-
ment was not more wide-spread. No blame or taint

of treason could be imputed to the New Mexican peo-

ple—except to individual officials who had promised

at Sta F^ to join in the revolt and make it a sure success.' Says Col Price,

in his report of Feb. 15, 1847: 'About the loth of Dec. last I received infor-

mation of an attempt to excite the people of this territory against the Ameri-
can govt. This rebellion -was headed by Thomas Ortiz and Diego Archuleta.
An officer, formerly in the Mexican service, was seized, and on his person
was found a list of all the disbanded Mex. soldiers in the vicinity of Sta Fe.
Many other persons supposed to be implicated were arrested, and a full in-

vestigation proved that many of the most influential citizens in the northern
part of this territory were engaged in the rebellion. After the arrest above
mentioned and the flight of Ortiz and Archuleta, 'the rebellion appeared to be
suppressed; but this appearance was deceptive. Sta Fi, Conq., 27-8. On
Dec. 26th, Gov. Bent writes: 'On the 17th inst I received information from
a Mexican, friendly to our govt, that a conspiracy was on foot among the
native Mexicans .... I immediately brought into requisition every means in

my power to ascertain who were the movers in the rebellion, and have suc-

ceeded in securing 7 of the secondary conspirators. The military and civil

officers are now both in pursuit of the two leaders and prime movers .... So
far as I am informed, this conspiracy is confined to the 4 northern counties
of the territory, and the men considered as leaders cannot be said to be men
of much standing.' After securing information, etc., the gov. turned the
the matter over to the military authorities. N. Mex. and CdL, Mess, and
Doc, July 24, 1848; U. S. Govt Doc, 30th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 70,

p. 17. The only definite and literally preserved testimony of the time is that
of Jose Maria Sanchez. He says that on Dec. 15th (from other sources it

appears that the Ist meeting had been held on the 12th) he was summoned
by Miguel Pino to a meeting at the house of Ortiz. He found there Tomas
Ortiz, Diego Archuleta, NicoUs and Miguel Pino, Santiago Armijo, Manuel
Chavez, Domingo Vaca, Pablo Dominguez, and Juan Lopez. Tomis Vaca,
Bias Ortega, and the priest Leiva are also named. (Prince says that several

of these men proved their innocence, notably Chavez and the Pinos.) Then
he narrates the plottings substantially as given above in this note. Sta F6,

Conq., 27.
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allegiance—had they chosen to rise in a body against

the American invaders. The temptation for such a
rising was strong. The national pride of many leading

citizens had been deeply wounded by Armijo's dis-

graceful surrender of their country without a struggle.

High officials might naturally feel that in Mexico they
would be regarded as implicated in the general's actions

and regarded as traitors. The American occupation

had as yet brought no benefit to the country. The
natural bitterness of the lower and middle classes had
been aggravated rather than appeased by recent occur-

rences. The situation was somewhat similar to that

in southern California just before the Flores revolt.

We have no positive evidence of gross outrages or

oppression of the natives; indeed, in a sense, the efforts

of the American authorities were constant and gen-

erally effective to protect them in their legal rights;

but the volunteers were overbearing, abusive, and

quarrelsome, taking no pains to conceal how much they

despised all that was Mexican; and instances of indi-

vidual insult and outrage were frequent. The natives

were naturally revengeful, many of them vicious,

ignorant, and ready to listen to the exaggerated charges

and promises of the few reckless characters, who from

motives of ambition or resentment were bent on stir-

ring up a revolt. Moreover, the New Mexicans noted

the inroads of sickness among their invaders, their

difficulty in obtaining supplies, their comparatively

small number, and their distance from reinforcements.

Again, they probably received false news respecting

Mexican successes and prospects in the south; and it

is not unlikely that they heard of the Californian

revolt. There wasmuch jealousy against those natives

who had been given office on the part of those who
had lost their old positions; and it was asserted by

Senator Benton that Archuleta's hostility arose from

the fact that the Americans had not kept their prom-

ises of leaving the western country to his control.

Yet notwithstanding all this, so strong was the influ-
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ence of those who had directly or indirectly espoused

the American cause, of those whose interest required

a continuance of the new regime, and of those who
realized the impossibility of a revolt that should be
permanently successful, that the masses of the people

looked with little favor on the movement, and it was
practically abandoned, as I have no doubt, on the flight

of Ortiz and Archuleta.

But the embers of revolt were left smouldering

among the Indians of Taos, and they were fanned

into flame by a few reckless conspirators, who trusted

that once begun the revolt would become general.

Governor Bent—having on January 5th issued a
proclamation in which he announced the discovery of

the plot, the flight of the leaders, and also the victory

of Doniphan at El Bracito^"—believing that all danger
was past, went on the 14th with Sheriff Lee and others

to Taos, his home. On the 19th, the Indians cam<?

from their pueblo to demand the release of two pria

oners. On this being refused, they killed the sheriff

and prefect; then attacked the governor's house, kill-

ing and scalping Bent and two others.^' Messengers
were at once despatched in all directions to announce
that the first blow had been struck, and to urge a gen-

eral rising. It does not clearly appear that the Taos
outbreak had been definitely planned in advance,

though most writers state that such was the case, as

indeed it may have been. Many Mexicans at once
joined the Indians. At Arroyo Hondo, some twelve

miles away, eight men were attacked on the sami
day at Turley's mill and distillery, and seven of them
killed after a desperate resistance of two days.^ Two

'^In Cum' Conq., 218.
^' The victims were Charles Bent, gov. ; Stephen Lee, sheriflf; James W.

Leal, circuit attorney; Cornelio Vigil, prefect; Narciso Beaubien, son of the
judge; and Pablo Jaramillo, brother-in-law of Bent.

2* The victims were Simeon Turley, Albert Turbush (or Cooper), Wm
Hatfield, Louis Tolque, Peter Robert, Joseph Marshall, and Wm Austin.
John Albert, though wounded, escaped, and reached a camp on the Arkan-
sas. Ruxton, Adven., 203, 227-30, was encamped there at the time, and
fives the most complete account ot the fight as related by Albert. The two
illed at Rio Colorado were Mark Head and Wm Harwood; at Mora, Waldo>

Benj. Prewitt, R. Culver, Noyes, and others not named.
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other Americans were killed at Eio Colorado; and
at Mora, eight traders who had just arrived in a
wagon from Las Vegas, including L. L. Waldo,
brother of Captain Waldo of the volunteers. At
Las Vegas the alcalde not only fulfilled his oath of
allegiance, but induced the people to remain quiet.

Through intercepted letters from the rebels, calling
for aid. Colonel Price at Santa Fe heard of the revolt
on the 20th. Ordering reenforcements from Albur-
querque, he marched northward on the 23d with 353
men, including Angney's infantry and a company of
Santa F6 volunteers under Captain St Vrain,^^ and
four howitzers under Lieutenant Dyer. The enemy,
1,500 strong, as was estimated, and commanded by
Jesus Tafoj^a, was encountered on the 24th near La
Canada, or Santa Cruz, and put to flight with a loss

of 36 killed, including General Tafoya. Price lost

two men.^" Four days later, at Los Luceros, reen-

forcements came up under Captain Burgwin; on the
29th the foe was again driven from a strong position

at the pass of El Embudo, with a loss of twenty killed;

and the 3d of February, after a hard march through
deep snow, the army reached the pueblo of Taos,

within whose ancient structures the rebels had forti-

fied themselves. A hard day's fighting on the 4th,

marked by a continuous cannonade and several as-

saults, put the Americans in possession of the church
and that part of the pueblo west of the stream.

About 150 of the Indians are said to have been
killed, including one of their leaders, Pablo Chavez;
while the American loss of seven killed and 45

wounded—many of them fatally—included Captain
Burgwin. Next morning the Indians sued for peace,

^'Prince gives the muster-roll of this company. Capt. Ceran St Vraiii,

Xiient. Charles Metoalf and George Peacock; rank and file 65 men. There
are several Spanish names.

'•'Price's report of the campaign, dated Feb. 15th, as given in Cults' Ooii-

guest, 223-31, and in several of the narratives, is the best authority. In N.
Mem. and CaL, Mess., July 24, 1848, pp. 18 et eeq., are several reports and
proclamations of Acting Gov. Vigil during the campaign. Prince, Hist. Sk.,

319, tells us that the S. Juan Indians, who had joined the rebels under com-
pulsion, surrendered before the fight.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 28
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which was granted on their giving up Tomds, one of the
leading conspirators, who was soon killed in the guard-
house by a private. Pablo Montoya, another leader,

also fell into the hands of Price, and was hanged on
the 7th, after which only one of the chief conspirators,

Manuel Cortes, survived. The army returned to the

capital, where, on the 13th, occurred the funeral cere-

monies of Governor Bent and Captain Burgwin.^

''Price's report is found in Niks' Reg., Ixxii. 121; and there is also

another diary of the campaign in Id., 119-20. I have plana of the three
battles of La Cafiada, Embudo, and Taos, in Mex. War Col, v. no. 26.

Rosters of troops in 1846-7, with losses, etc., in U. S. Oovt Doc, 31st cong.
1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 24. Also lists of casualties in Niks' Reg., Ixxii. 128.

The remains of Burgwin, Hendley, and other officers were later in the year
removed from Sta Fe to their homes in the states. Hughes, 397.

Unfortunately on the revolt as on the American occupation we have
practically nothing of real value from Mexican sources. Most items in

Mexican newspapers and other publications are mere inaccurate references

to the fact that a revolt had taken place. Others dwell on and perhaps
exaggerate the oppressive conduct of the Americans provoking the revolt;

and generally exaggerate its success throughout the year 1747. Says Busta-
mante, Invasion de los Americanos, MS., 66: 'Con bastante temor estoy
respecto de N. Mex., donde se frustrd uu alzamiento que estaba i, punto de
realizarse y lo evitd un nuevo-mexicano denunciante; habian ya tomado dos
caiiones y tuvieron que devolverselos. Han cometido crimenes horribles

exigiendoles tambien una contribucion de 80,000 pesos. El alma de esta sub-
levacion fue el cura Ortiz de Sta Fe. Aquel pueblo ha recibido un triste

disengaflo de lo que son y deben prometerse de tales malvados, a quienes
tenian afecciones por un comercio proveyendose de cuanto necesitaban, y que
no son lo mismo comerciantes que oonquistadores orgullosos.' Notice of

Gov. Bent's death in Id., Mem. Hist., MS., March 11, 1847. In Id., 207,
Apr. 13th, it is announced that the N. Mexicans had killed 1,200 of the
Americans. 'Esteesel verdadero modo derecobrarla libertad.' In/ii.,vii.

11-12, May 4th, the outbreak is said to have originated in the killing by a
N. Mex. of his wife whom a Yankee had seduced and carried to the cuartel.

A mob formed to support the native; the troops brought out 2 cannon, but did
not fire them from fear of killing Amer. in the crowd, and made a charge;
then a by-stander fired the cannon in their rear into the crowd of friends and
foes; and the ciholos took advantage of the slaughter and fright to enter the
cuartel, seize the arms, and kill ' a cuanto pintaba en Yankee. '

' It is added
that Padre Ortiz is marching on Chihuahua with 4,000 Ind. and N. Mexi-
cans '

! In Id., May 8th, it is said that the Yankee invaders of Chih. (Doni-
phan's army) are retreating on account of the news of a general slaughter in
the north. The N. Mex. were aided by the Navajos. And on July 28th,
Id., 164, more of the Iriwnfo en N. Mexico, where only 300 Amer. were left

who would soon be exterminated. The Sonorense of March 5, 1S47, copies
from the Registro Oficial of Durango an account of the failure of the 1st plot,
revealed by a, friend of the ' infamous ' Vigil y Alarid. However, a new
movement was daily expected, which would wipe out the Yankees, who had
lost their horses and wagons, and had no money. Conflicts are frequent,
caused by the outrages of the soldiers, who, except 300 veterans (the dragoons),
are chiefly Irish and Italians ! The N. Mexicans are very sad at being
deemed allies of the Yankees, whom they detest. They carried off 2 cannon
from the plaza, but had to give them up. See also Id., May 28th, Aug. 20th,
Nov. 12th; M Razonador, Oct. 30th, Dec. Uth; Iris Espailol, May 8th, June
12th; Arco Iris, Aug. 7th.
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With the exception of Price's report of this cam-
paign, there does not exist, and cannot be formed, any-
thing like a continuous record of the insurrection, or
of the subsequent annals of the year. After the defeat
at Taos, it was only east of the mountains, and chiefly
under the direction of Manuel Cortes, that hostilities

were continued. At the first, as we have seen, Waldo
and party had been killed at Mora, but Las Vegas
had been kept in subjection by the efforts of the al-

calde, and the presence of Captain Isaac R. Hendley
with his company. He occupied Las Vegas on Janu-
ary 20th, concentrated his grazing guards, and on the
24th appeared with 225 men before Mora, where he
attacked several hundred insurgents, killing 25 or 30
and capturing fifteen prisoners, but was himself killed

with a few of his men, and the party was repulsed,

A little later Captain Morin renewed the attack, and
drove the inhabitants into the mountains, destroying
the town and a large supply of grain. In May a graz-

ing party and also a wagon train were attacked, one
or two men killed, and a large number of horses and
mules driven oflF. Following the marauders' trail,

Major Edmonson overtook them, 300 or 400 strong, in

a deep canon of the Red River, but after a fight of

several hours, in which he killed many of the Mexicans
and Indians, and lost only one man, he was forced to

retire. Next morning the enemy had fled. Late in

June there was trouble at Las Vegas. Lieutenant
Robert T. Brown and three men, pursuing horse-

thieves, were killed; whereupon Edmonson made an
attack, killed ten or twelve men, found indications of

a new revolt, captured the town, and sent some fifty

prisoners to Santa Pe, also burning a mill belonging

to the alcalde, who was charged with complicity. In

July a party of 3 1 soldiers was attacked at La Cienega

not far from Taos, Lieutenant Larkin and five others

being killed. On the approach of reenforcements,

however, the enemy fled. In the same month, Ed-
monson is said to have destroyed the town of Las
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Pia8(?) with considerable loss to the foe, and to have
inarched by way of Anton Chico to La Cuesta, where
were some 400 insurgents under Cortds and Gonzalez.

Fifty captives were taken, the rest fleeing to the moun-
tains, and many horses were recovered. After July
we have no definite record of hostilities.

Of the prisoners brought to the capital by Price,

and sent in later by his officers, some fifteen or twenty,

perhaps more, were tried by court-martial, sentenced

to death, and executed. These included six of the

murderers of Brown, who were hanged on the 3d of

August. Many others are said to have been flogged

and set at liberty. Others accused of complicity in

the original plot were turned over to the civil author-

ities. In March four of these were indicted by the

grand jury for treason, 25 being discharged for- want
of evidence, and one of the four convicted and sen-

tenced to death. This was Antonio Maria Trujillo,

father-in-law of Diego Archuleta, an infirm old man
of high standing, in whose behalf a petition for pardon
was sent to Washington by Governor Vigil and others.

At the same time District Attorney Blair asked for

instructions, since the accused had pleaded lack of

jurisdiction on the part of the court. In reply the sec-

retary of war for the government took the ground
that, while the New Mexican insurgents might prop-

erly be punished even with the death penalty for their

offence against the constituted authorities, they could

not be prosecuted for treason against the United States,

since they were not yet citizens. For similar reasons

the president declined to pardon Trujillo, but counselled

mercy in his case. Apparently, he and others con-

victed at the May term were discharged or pardoned
by Price or the governor; but not, as is stated by some
writers, by the president. ^^

While Indians from some of the pueblos were aid-

ing the insurgent Mexicans in their guerilla warfare

"Correap. in N. Mex. and Gal., Mess., July 24, 1848, p. 26-34. Prince
gtates that 15 were executed in all, 8 Mexicans and 7 Indians.
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against the Americans, with aid from various bands
of Apacbes and others, the tribes of the plains—the

Comanches, Pawnees, and Arapahoes, incited and
aided, as the Americans believed, by Mexicans—be-

came troublesome from April to August on the Santa
Y6 trail. Hardly a party, large or small, traders or

soldiers, crossed the plains without suffering from their

depredations. Many were killed, and large numbers
of horses, mules, and oxen were lost. Lieutenant
Love, with a company of dragoons escorting govern-

ment funds, had five of his men killed, and lost his

animals in June. Later in the year comparative se-

curity was restored by the stationing of troops at dif-

ferent points; and then the Indians, in their turn,

were made the objects of outrage, as when a party of

Pawnees were treacherously massacred at Fort Mann.
In the west and north-west the Navajos had paid no

heed to their treaty with Doniphan, but continued

their raids for plunder on the settlements of the Rio
Grande.^*

'^ Oa Indian troubles, which I make no attempt to present in detail, see

Cutis' Conquest, 234-5, 240-3; Hurj}i£s' Doniplian's Exped., 403-5; Niks' Reg.,

Ixxii.-iii. ;
passim; Honolulu Polynesian, iv. 89; Arco Iris, July 5, 1847; Ind.

Aff. Reft, 1858, p. 188. Gov. Bent had been ex-officio superintendent of

Ind. affairs; and his report on the various tribes and means to keep them in

subjection, dated Nov. 10, 1846, is given in Oal. and N. Max., Mess, and Doc.,

1850, pp. 191 et seq. He estimates their number as 36,950, but this includes

tribes whose range extended far beyond N. Mex. proper.

Some additional references for the U. S. occupation, and the revolt in

1876-7, areas follows: Patton's Hist. U. S., 738-41; S. F. Califomian, May
29, 1847; Frost's ilex. War, 217, 219, 285-90; Taos Co. Herald, Aug. 22,

1884; Honolulu Polynesian, iv. 43; Mayer's Mex. Aztec, i. 343, So3; Frost's

ind. Wars, 291-3; Young's Hist. Mex., 287, 436-40; Amy's Centen. Oratktn,

24r-7; Spaniards inN. Mex., MS., 13; Bancroft's New Mex., Miscel, MS., 16;

S. F. Cc I. Star, Apr. 24, May 22, 29, Oct. 9, 16, 1847; Harper's Mag., July

1880, p. 191-2; Murray's Pict. Hist. U. S., 474r-6; Oswald, OaU/ormen, 82;

Amer. Quar. Reg., i. 14; Harrison's Battle/elds, 435-7, 446-8; Sta Fe Centen.,

24^6; Lossing's Hist. U. S., 486-7; Watts'^ Sta Fi Affairs, MS., 11-14; Peter-

torts Mil. Heroes, ii. 66-73.
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At Santa F^ and in the settlements generally for

six months after the revolt, the state of affairs was
far from satisfactory, worse in every respect than
before. For a time, indeed, a greater degree of vigi-

lance and discipline was observed; but the former,

with its accompaniments of severe punishments, habit-

ual distrust, and oppressive regulations, rapidly de-

stroyed the confidence and friendliness before shown
by large portions of the native population ; while the
latter soon became relaxed, and the soldiers more
turbulent and unmanageable than ever. The New
Mexicans were regarded as at heart deadly foes, and
were treated accordingly. Sickness continued its

ravages; supplies were still obtained with difficulty;

the Indians constantly attacked the caravans on the
plains; Navajo raids on the settlements never ceased,

there being some reason to believe that they were not
discouraged by the Americans so long as directed

(438)
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against the natives; and the situation was still further
complicated by disagreements between military and
civil authorities, and by serious dissensions among mili-

tary officers, there being much dissatisfaction with
Colonel Price's management.^
The volunteers' terms of enlistment expired at

different dates from June to August, causing fears that
the country would be left without sufficient protection

against a new revolt. At the same time, however, a
new volunteer force was organized in Missouri for

this service. On the 6th of August a company of the

1st Dragoons, Lieutenant Love, reached Santa Pe
with $350,000 of government funds. On the 17th
Colonel Price, leaving besides the three dragoon
companies a battalion of reenlisted volunteers under
Lieutenant-colonel Willock, started with his men for

1 It is fair to state that there Tvas a strong political element, and therefore
presumably more than one side in the Price controversy. 'The soldiery

have degenerated into a military mob, are the most open violators of law and
order, and daily heap insult and injury upon the people.' No protection
against Indians as promised by Kearny. ' One half the captains do not know
the number of their men nor where they are to be found; and they themselves
are to be seen nightly in fandangos and even less reputable places of dissipa-

tion. The soldiers are never drilled or mustered; all is insubordination, mis-

rule, and confusion. About one fifth of the whole command have died from
the effects of dissipation. . .The want of ability and military knowledge in

the commander, added to his inability to control his officers or soldiers, can
only produce the strongest feelings of disgust and hatred, and desire to rebel

among the native inhabitants. . .It is certain that if such a state of things

were to be found in any of the territories of the U.S., neither the civil nor
military govt would exist for a week.' Letter in Niks' Reg., Ixxii. 252:

Since the suppression of the revolt, 'I regret to say, nearly the whole terri-

tory has been the scene of violence, outrage, and oppression by the volunteer
soldiery against all alike . . . The civil authorities find themselves utterly

powerless. . .The mil. authorities are incapable of controlling this lawless

soldiery or are entirely indifferent.' By the Navajos over '50 citizens have
been killed or carried into captivity, and more than 60,000 head of horses,

mules, and sheep carried off from the Rio Abajo.' The Amer. therefore ap-

pear to the N. Mex. as practically allies of their savage foes. Id., Ixxiii. 155.

'AH is hubbub and confusion here; discharged volunteers leaving, drunk;
and volunteers not discharged remaining, drunk.' Another letter in /rf. New
Mex. under neither U. S. nor Mex. laws; 'los caprichos, los rencores, y el

aguardiente estan posesionados del gobierno civil y militar. ' Sonoreme, Nov.
12, 1847, from El Faro of Oct. 26th. Hughes, Doniphan's Exped., 399^00,
tells us that the Mex. could no longer carry arms or ride about the country

•with impunity. The soldiers ' scarcely spared the innocent and unoffending,

'

though there were no acts of violence (!) and a ' suspicious quietude ' prevailed.

June 26th the sec. of war writing to Price alludes unofficially to rumors of

lax discipline, which of course are not believed; still it would be well for P.

to 'brace up ' somewhat and be very careful. N. Nex. and Cal., Mess., July
24, 1848, p. 34.
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the states, meeting on the way various bodies of the

new troops. These included two regiments of volun-

teers, one of infantry under colonels Newby and
Boyakin, the other of cavalrj'- under Ralls and Jones;

also an infantry battalion under Lieutenant-colonel

Easton, and later another battalion of cavalry and
artillery under Lieutenant-colonel Gilpin, known as

the Indian Battalion, "and at first stationed on the

plains to keep hostile tribes in order. There is nothing

of importance recorded respecting military affairs at

Santa Fe after August; but in December Price came
back as a brigadier-general to resume the command.
The force was now nearly 3,000 men, with a part of

which the general marched south, and in March 1848

fought the last battle of the war at Santa Cruz de

Resales near Chihuahua.^ On their return north and
the announcement of peace, the volunteers, except two
companies, went home to the states, starting in

August or September. At the same time the force

of regulars was slightly increased by reenforcements

from Chihuahua. In 1849 the force was still further

increased till it numbered 885 men, including a garri-

son at El Paso. Four companies of volunteers were
also called into service in March 1849; and a com-
pany of Mexicans and pueblo Indians served in a

Navajo compaign. During Price's absence the

military command had been held by Colonel E. W.
B. Newby in 1847, and by Major Benjamin L. Beall

in 1848. Major John M. Washington assumed the

command in September of that year, and in Octo-

ber 1849 was succeeded by Lieutenant-colonel John
Monroe.*

^On military movements and distribution of troops, see N. 2^'cj;. and Cal,
Mess., July 24, 1848, p. 28; jVi(cs' Register, Ixxii. 375; Ixxiii. 76-7, 155, 24G,

256, 305; Hughes' Doniphan's Exped., 398, 405-7; Cutts' Conq., 240; Bmcketl's

U. S. Cavalry, 122; and especially, on the Chihuahua campaign and Maj.
Crilpin's operations against the Indians, U. S. Govt Doc., 30th cong. 2d sess.,

H. Ex. Doe. 1, p. 113-51.

"We have but few details of military matters in 1848-9, except certain

Ind. campaigns and explorations to be noted later. One comp. of horse artill.

svnd one of 2d dragoons came with Washington from Chili, in Sept. 1848.

Go. C 1st dragoons, Lieut. Whittlesey, was stationed at Taos in Oct. In
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We have seen that the government at Washington,
"while not ostensibly recognizing General Kearny's
acts so far as they made New Mexico a territory

—

and its people citizens—of the United States, did

recognize his right to establish a temporary civil gov-
ernment for the management of territorial afl'airs.

Charles Bent as governor, and other officials as already

named, were appointed in September 1846, the native

prefects, alcaldes, and other local authorities being
for the most part continued in office on taking the

oath of allegiance. During the last months of 1846
very little for good or bad was done by the new civil

authorities; and after the revolt their powers were
still further subordinated to those of the military, a
state of things causing many complaints on the part

of the people. On the death of Governor Bent in

January 1847, Secretary Vigil became acting gover-

nor. He desired the appointment of a successor,

recommending Ceran St Vrain, but the authorities at

Washington disclaimed all powers in the matter, and
in December Vigil himself was appointed governor

by General Price. In the same month a legislative

assembly met at Santa F^, accomplishing and at-

tempting nothing of importance, so far as can be

Nov. the force was 3 comp. 1st dragoong, 1 comp. 2d dragoons, and 1 battery

3d artillery. lu 1849, 4 comp. 3d inf., and 2 comp. 2d artiH., arrived in

June; 1 comp. 2,1 dragoons came from it Leavenworth July 11th; 2 comp. of

the same left Cal. to relieve the 1st dragoons; 4 comp. 3d infantry and 2
comp. 2d artill., Lieut. -col Alexander, came from Ft Leavenworth July 23d;

and 6 comp. 3d inf., Maj. Van Horn, arrived at El Paso Sept. 8th. Thus in

Nov. 1849, there was a force of 885 men stationed at 7 posts, as follows: Sta

Fe 1 comp. 2d artill. ; Taos 1 comp. 2d drag. ; AU'urquerque, ditto; Dona Ana,

ditto; Socorro part of 1 comp., ditto; El Paso, 6 comp. 3d inf.; for posts to be
established 1 comp. 2d artill. , and 4, comp. 3d inf. N. Mexico formed the

9th military department. Adj. -gen. 's reports, etc., in If. S. OmtDoc, 30th

cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. i., l(il-2, 165, 225; Id., 31st cong. 1st sess., H.
Ex. Doc. 1, pt i., p. 1C2, 184; Id., 31st cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 1, ptii.,

p. 291-301; also Maj. W.'a reports 1848-9, in Id., 31st cong. 1st sess., H. Ex.

Doc. 5, p. 104-16. Oct. 13, 1848, sec. war to Maj. Washington, presumes
the volunteers will have departed; cannot send more regulars before June
1849. Id., 31st cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 17, p. 263. The payment of

volunteers' claims for services against Ind., etc., in N. Mex. in 48 et seq.,

wag still before congress in '60-3. Id., 36th cong. 1st sess., H. Com. no. 537;

.S7th cong. 3d sess., H. Com. no. 52; also in 1870-1. Gong. Globe, 1870-1, p.

633; and in '74, 43d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 272. See also military

items in Nihs' Beg., Ixxiv.-v., passim.
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known.* Vigil's rule seems to ha^e continued nomi-

nally until October 1 1, 1848. A newspaper, the Santa

Fe Republican, was published from the 4th of Sep-

tember.

By the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, finally ratified

on May 30, 1848, and proclaimed at Santa Fe in

August, New Mexico became part of United States

territory, the boundary on the south being the Rio

Grande, the Upper Gila, and a line—of which more

will be said later—uniting these rivers just above the

latitude of El Paso. The people were given a choice

of citizenship between the two republics, and pending a

decision were assured of full protection for their per-

sons, property, and religious faith. News of the treaty

produced practically no immediate changes in the ter-

ritory, except the departure of the volunteer troops.

In the matter of civil government, the new status of

the country involved some perplexing questions, which

seem, however, not to have greatly troubled the New
Mexican mind at first. The military regime was
properly at an end, and the civil government organ-

ized as a temporary phase of the military occupation,

strictly speaking, ended with it; but the position

assumed by the administration at Washington, and
carried out by the military commanders, was that

"the termination of the war left an existing govern-

*Ritoh, Legislative Blue-hook of the Territory ofN. Mexico, Sta F^, 1887-

excellent compendiuin of official annals—gives on p. 98-9 the members of the

assembly which met on Dec. 6th, and an extract on educational matters from

Gov. Vigil's message. Of the council Antonio Sandoval was president, Henry
Henrie, clerk, and James Hnbble, doorkeeper. Members, central district,

Jose Fran. Vaca, J. A. Sandoval, Juan TuUis; northern district, Nicolas

Luoero, Pascual Martinez; southern district. Ant. Sandoval, Juan Otero;

house-speaker, Wm Z. Angney; clerk, James Giddings; doorkeeper, E. J.

Vaughan; members, Sta Fe county, Manuel Alvarez, Angney, Ant. M.
Ortiz; Sta Ana co., Tomas Vaca, Jesus Sandoval; S. Miguel co., Miguel
Sanchez, Ant. Sais, Levi J. Keithlay; Rio Arriba co., Jose R. Vigil, Jose
Ant. Mauzanares, Mariano Lucero; Taos Co., Jose Martin, G«o. Gold, Ant.
Jose Ortiz; Bernalillo co., Juan Perea, Rafael Armijo; Valencia co., Wm
Skinner, Juan Cruz Vaca, Juan C. Chavez, Rafael Luna, Juan Sanchez. Ac-
cording to Id., Chron. Annals, 19, Gov. Vigil's appointment was on Dec.
I7th, and P. Jose Ant. Martinez headed a petition for U. S. citizenship.

According to Niks' Reg. , Ixxiii. 305, a bill was passed to authorize the elec-

tion of delegates to consider annexation to the U. S. In the Sta Fi Nexo
Mexican, Aug. 28, 1877, is a synopsis of Gov. V.'s message.
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ment, a government de facto, in full operation; and
this will continue, M'ith the presumed consent of the
people, until congress shall provide for them a ter-

ritorial government." Accordingly, Governor Vigil
ruled for a few months, and after him the command-
ants Washington and Monroe, there being no attempt
to appoint a purely civil successor to Vigil. The
state of things was like that in California, in the his-

tory of which country the reader will find some addi-

tional matter on the general subject. ° This solution

of the difficulty was, perhaps, as satisfactory as any
that could have been devised ; and the New Mexicans
did well in following the advice of the president "to
live peaceably and quietly under the existing govern-
ment" for a "few months," until congress should
attend to their civil needs. Senator Benton, how-
ever, took it upon himself to give contrary advice.*

Declaring all that had been done by the military

authorities to be null and void, he counselled the

people "to meet in convention—provide for a cheap
and simple government—and take care of yourselves

until congress can provide for you." And they did

hold a convention at the call of Governor Vigil on
October 10th; which body, however, contented itself

with sending a memorial, or petition, to congress,

asking for the "speedy organization by law of a ter-

ritorial civil government;" and at the same time

protesting against dismemberment in favor of Texas,

and against the introduction of slavery.^

^ See Hist. Cat, v., chap, xxii., this series. In Cal., however, the treaty

found the military governor already in possession of the civil power. I have
found no definite orders or reasons assigned for not having continued Vigil in

power, or appointed a successor; but I suppose there were orders similar to

those sent to Kearny and Mason in Cal., but of later date.

•* Benton's latter of Aug. 28, 1848, to people of Cal. and N. Mex., in Niks'

Eeg., Ixxiv. 244-5. '

' Record of the convention in Ritch's Blue-booh, 99-100. Ant. Jose Marti-

nez was pres., J. M. Giddings clerk, Henry Ilenrie interpreter, and Thos
White doorkeeper. Ex-gov. Fran. Sarracino, Gov. Vigil, J. H. Quinn, and
Juan Perea were appointed as a committee to prepare a memorial, which was

signed Oct. 14th, by A. J. Martinez, Elias P. White, Juan Perea, Ant. Sais,

Santiago Archuleta, James H. Quinn, Manuel A. Otero, Don. Vigil, Fraa.

Sarracino, Gregorio Vigil, Ramon Luna, Chas Beauljien, and Jose Pley.

The mem. was sent to Benton and John M. Clayton, with a request to repre-
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The expenses of the civil government were partly

paid during the military regime by the duties on im-

ports; and after February .1848, General Price or-

dered a duty of six per cent to be still collected on
imports from the United States. The citizens and
traders held meetings in August to protest against

such illegal exaction on goods introduced from one

part of the United States to another. Price declined

to modify the order, which he regarded as a measure
of absolute necessity, the only source of revenue ; but

the government at Washington sustained the people,

and in October ordered the refunding of all duties col-

lected since the 30th of May. Consequently, salaries

and other expenses went for the most part unpaid, and
in 1851, when the old regime came to an end, there

was a debt of $31,562.^

sent the territorial interests at AVashington. It was received in the senate

Dec. 13th, evoking a little storm of comment, especially from southern men
who were astounded at tlie 'insolence ' of the N. Mexican claim. Niles' Seg.,

Ixxiv. 407. Nov. 8th, Maj. Washington to sec. of war, mentioning the conven-
tion, stating that the Kearny code was still in force, and representing the im-
portance of fixing a permanent system as soon as possihle. U. S. Govt Doc.

,

31st cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 5, p. 104. Davis version, El Gringo, 109,

is as follows: ' In the fall of 1848, Wm Z. Angney, a lawyer of very consid-
erable talent, and late a captain in the army, . . . returned from Missouri full

of the idea set forth in Mr Benton's letter, and endeavored to induce the
people of N. Mex. to follow the course he recommended. Col Washington,
. . .finding that an excitement was growing up on the subject, issued a proc-
lamation, dated the 23d of Nov., 1848, commanding the inhabitants to abstain
from "participating in or being movers of seditious meetings;" after which
public meetings ceased for a time, and all things went on quietly. In Dec.
of the same year ' (the dates must be wrong) 'a convention. . .assembled in
Sta Fe, and memorialized congress for a territorial govt, but none was granted
during that session. . . .N. Mex. not having a repres. in W^ash. . . .the people
resolved to send an agent there. A movement to this effect was put on foot
in May 1849, which resulted in Hugh N. Smith being sent, . . .his expenses
being borne by an association of private individuals. This begat an opposi-
tion on the part of certain gentlemen who coveted the position for one of

their own number, . . .mainly Maj. Weightman and Mr Angney, who stirred
up the public mind, and held several meetings at Sta Fe. ' Then followed
Beall'a proclamation, and the convention which elected Smith as a delegate, as
narrated a little later in my text.

* Meetings, etc., at Sta F6. Niles' Eeg., Ixxiv. 259-60, from Si Louis Hepub-
lican and Sta Fi RepuhUcan. Order of sec. war, Oct. 12th, in Cat and N.
Mex., Me-ss., 1850, p. 261. In his message of July 24th, the president said
the civil govt had been supported out of military exactions and contributions
from the enemy. ' No part of the expense has been paid out of the tresisury

of the U. S. ' Gov. Washington on Nov. 8th wrote that there would be no
govt funds unless Price's order was enforced. A report of the sec. war. May
5, 1852, is devoted to the matter of civil expenses and the debt. U. S. Govt
Doc, 32d cong. 1st sess., Sen. Ex. Doc, 71, It contains several conununicatioua
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In September 1849 another convention assembled
at Santa F^, consisting of nineteen delegates elected

by the people under a proclamation issued by Lieu-

tenant-colonel Beall, acting as governor in Major
Washington's absence. This body proceeded to elect

Hugh N. Smith as a delegate to congress, to adopt a

plan, or basis, for the territorial government, the es-

tablishment of which he was to urge at Washington,
and to prepare a series of instructions for his guid-

ance. A notable feature of these documents, as dis-

tinguished from the petition of 1848, was the absence

of protests against slavery and Texan encroachments.

The territory was simply to be bounded on the east

by Texas.* Governor Washington, it appears, de-

on the subject, including a tabular statement extending from Sept. 22, 1846,

to March 31, 1850. The amount already paid to Dec. 22, 1850, was §12,098;

amount due |26,504, or with estimate to March 22, 1851, $81,562. The official

list seems worth preserving, and is as follows: Gov.—salary 82,000—Charles

Bent from Sept. 22, '46, Donaciano Vigil from Jan. 19, '47, J. M. Washington
from Oct. 11, '47, John Monroe from Oct. 23, '49; judges of supreme court

—salary |1,500—Joab Houghton, Ant. J. Otero, and Charles Beaubien from
Sept. 22, '46; secretary—salary $1,200—Donaciano Vigil from Sept. 22, '46;

auditor—salary $250—Eugene Leiteiisdorfer from Sept. 22, '46; Joseph Naugle
from June 1, '49, Richard Owens from July 20, '50; treasurer^$250—Chas
Blumuer fr. Sept. 22, '46; attorney-general—$250—Hugh N. Smith fr. Oct.

1, '46, Murray F. Tuley fr. June 25, '49, Merrill Ashurst fr. Oct. 2, '50; at-

torney of southern dist.—$125—James H. Quinn fr. Oct. 19, *46, Elias P.

West fr. Aug. 21, '49, M. i\ Tuley fr. Nov. 29, '49, M. Ashurst fr. Oct. 2,

'50; attorney of north dist.—$125—James W. Leal fr. Dec. 10, '46, Theo. D.

Wheaton fr. Mar. 29, '47; U. S. attorney—$500—F. P. Blair and B. Dal-

lam fr. Sept. 22, '46, to June 22, '47; prefects—$200—Sta Fe, Lucien F.

Thurston fr. Aug. 18, '46, Fran. Ortiz fr. Feb. 18, '48; Sta Ana, Fran. Sando-

val fr. Dec. 1, 46, Miguel Montoya fr. Sept. 22, '48; S. Miguel, Manuel A.

Vaca fr. Dec. 1, '46, Herman Grolman fr. Sept. 22, '48; Rio Arriba, Salvador

Lucero fr. Dec. 1, '40, Jose P. Gallegos fr. Sept. 2, '48; P. Jose A. Manza-
nares fr. Apr. 29, '49. Salv. Lucero fr. Aug. 12, '50; Taos, Comelio Vigil fr.

Dec. 1, '46, Vicente Martin fr. Feb. 10, '47, Jose M. Valdes fr. Sept. 22, '48,

S. H. Quinn fr. Apr. 10, '49, Robt Carey fr. June 19, '49, J. M. Valdes fr.

Feb. 15, '50; Valencia, Jose M. Sanchez fr. Jul. 16, '47, James L. Hubbell

fr. Sept. 22, '48, Manuel A. Otero fr. June 15, '49, Ramon Luna fr. Apr.

15, '50; Bernalillo, Fran. Sarracino fr. Sept. 22, '46. The terms end Dec.

22, '50. Ihe salaries are as fixed by the Kearny code.

' Jiew Mexico, Journal of ihe cmvozntion of the Territory, ISJfi, in U. i'.

Oovt Doc., 31st cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 17, p. 93-104. Rather

Btrangely Mr Ritch does not mention this convention at all. Ritch's Legis.

Blue-book, 100. 'The meetings were held Sept. 24r-26th. The members were,

from Bernalillo co., Manuel Armijo, Ambrosio Armijo, Rio Arriba, Jos.

Naugle, Salv. Lucero: S. Miguel, Greg. Vigil, Manuel A. Vaca; Sta Ana,

Miguel Montoya, Fran. T. Vaca; Sta Fe, Manuel Alvarez, E. V. Deroin, W.
Z. Angney; Taos, Ceran St Vrain, Ant. J. Martin, Ant. Leroux; Valencia,

Juan J. Sanchez, Wm C. Skinner, Mariano Silva, Ant. J. Otero, Manuel A.

Otero. The president was the cura, Ant. Jos6 Martinez, sec. J. H. Quinn,
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clined to recognize officially the acts of this conven-
tion ; but Smith soon started for Washington, where,
in July 1850, the house, by a vote of 92 to 86, after

a long discussion, refused to admit him as a delegate.'"

But even before Delegate Smith's failure to secure

recognition for New Mexico as a territory,, yet

another experiment had been tried in the form of an
attempted organization as a state, this being in accord-

ance with advice from Washington.^^ By proclamaion

doorkeeper E. J. Vaughn. The com. to report a plan, etc., was composed
of W. Z. Angney, Jos. Naugle, Wm C. Skinner, F. T. Vaca, and A. J. Otero.

Gov. Washington, Justice Houghton, and Sec. Vigil accepted seats in the
convention. On plan there was a majority report by Skinner and a minority
report by Naugle, both of which are given. Fran. Sarracino was chosen as

substitute delegate to congress. The final 'instructions,' as adopted, took
the form of a series of modest requests for aid and protection.

'"Oct. 16th, J. S. Calhoun, Ind. agent, to sec. interior. Gat and N. Mex.,
Mess., 1850, p. 90-1; debate in Cong. Globe, 1849-50, p. 1376-1408. A dele-

gate from Utah, or Deseret, was refused admission.
"Nov. 19, 1849, Sec. War Crawford to Lieut. -col Geo. A. McCall, on his

way to join his regiment in N. Mex., in Gal. and N. Mex., Mess., 1850, p.
280-1. ' Since their annexation these territories, in respect to their civil

govt, have in a great measure depended on the officers of the army there in

command; a duty it is considered as falling beyond their appropriate spheres
of action. . .This condition has arisen from the omission of congress to pro-

vide suitable governments, and in regard to the future there is reason to
believe that the difficulties of the past are still to be encountered. . .It is not
doubted that the people of N. Mex. desire and want a govt organized. . .The
question readily recurs, how that govt can be supplied. I have already
adverted to past and still existing difficulties that have retarded and may
continue to retard the action of the U. S. in respect to this necessary
and first want. To remove it may, in some degree, be the part of the duty
of officers of the army, on whom, under the necessities of the case, has been
devolved a partial participation in their civil affairs. It is therefore deemed
proper that I should say that it is not Jjelieved that the people of N. Mex.
are required to await the movements ofthe Federal govt, in relation to a plain

of govt for the regulation of their own internal concerns. The constitution
of the U. S. and the late treaty with Mexico guarantee their admission into
the union of our states, subject only to the judgment of congress. Should
the people of N. Mex. wish to take any steps toward this object, . . .it will

be your duty, and the duty of others with whom you are a.ssociated, not to
thwart but to advance their wishes. It is their right to appear before con-
gress and ask for admission into the union. ' Doubtless similar instructions
were sent to other officers.

Davis, El Gringo, 111-12, gives the best connected narrative of political

events of this period in N. Mex. He says: ' About this time two opposite
parties sprang up, one in favor of a state, and the other a territorial govt,

which engendered a deal of excitement and ill feeling. Several large pubUc
meetings were held by tne lespective parties in Sta Fe. . . At one of these
meetings the excitement ran so high that it almost led to bloodshed ' (on
account of Texan complications, of which more presently). ' The agitation

of the question of a state govt originated with the national administration . .

.

In the spring of 1849, James S. Calhoun went to N. Mex. as Ind. agent, but
upon his arrival he declared that he had secret instructions from the govt at

Wash, to induce the people to form a state govt. For a time the plan received
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of Governor Monroe, issued in April 1850, a conven-
tion assembled at Santa F6 the ISth of May, under
the presidency of James H. Quinn, and after sessions

of ten days framed a constitution for the state of New
Mexico. This document prohibited slavery, and fixed

as the eastern and "western boundaries the 100th and
111th meridians respectively.^^

It was submitted to the people by the military

governor's order of May 28th, requiring an election

to be held on the 20th of June, at which the electors

were to vote on a separate ballot "for governor, lieu-

tenant-governor, representatives to congress, and hr
senators and representatives to a state legislature to

convene at the capital on Monday, the 1st day of July

next. It being provided and understood that the

election of all officers can only be valid by the adop-

tion of the constitution by the people, and otherwise

null and void; and that all action of the governor,

lieutenant-governor, and of the legislature shall re-

main inoperative until New Mexico be admitted as

but little support, but in the course of the summer and fall an excitement was
raised, and both parties, state and territorial, published addresses to the

people, the former being headed by Calhoun, Alvarez, and Pillans, and the

latter i>y St Vrain, Houghton, Beaubien, and others. The matter continued

to be discussed without much effect in favor of the state until the spring of

1850, when Col Geo. A. McCall arrived from the states, upon a like mission

as Calhoun. He informed the people that no territorial govt would be

granted by congress, and that Pres. Taylor was determined that N. Max.
should be erected into a state govt, in order to settle the question of slavery,

and also that of boundary with Texas. The delegate in congress, Mr Smith,

wrote home to the same effect.' In view of the neglect of congress, threats

of Texas, and disgust of military rule, ' the territorial party at last yielded

and joined in the advocacy of a state govt. Accordingly, resolutions to that

effect were adopted at a meeting at Sta Fe, Apr. 20th, and also requesting

Col Monroe to issue a proclamation, calling upon the people to elect delegates

to a convention to be convened on the 15th of May. ' The proclamation is

found in U. S. Govt Doc, 31st cong. 1st sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. 60.
^'' This constitution in its essential parts is given in the Amer. Quart.

Beginter, iv. 582 et seq. I have not found the journal or list of members, but

in number and personnel this convention was probably similar to that of

1849. The constitution was dated May 25th. The boundary as defined was

as follows: From the irrigating dam of the Bio Grande just above El Paso,

east to 100th parallel, north to Arkansas River, up the river to its source,

thence by a straight line to where the Rio Colorado is intersected by the

111th parallel, south to the Gila, up the Gila to the intersection of the west

line of N; Mex. as it shall be determined by the boundary com., along the

national boundary to the Rio Grande, and down that river to the place of

starting. Davis tells us that the constitution was drafted by Joab Houghton

amd M. F. Tuley.
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a state under said constitution, except sucK acts as

may be necessary for the primary steps of organiza-

tion and the presentation of said constitution properly

before the congress of the United States. The pres-

ent government shall remain in full force until, by the

action of congress, another shall be substituted."^^ At
the election of June 20th, the constitution was adopted

by a vote of 8,371 to 39; while Henry Connelly and

Manuel Alvarez were elected governor and lieutenant-

governor by a large majority over the opposing candi

dates, Vaca and St Vrain. William S. Messervy was
chosen as representative to congress."

The newly elected legislature assembled at Santa

¥6 at the beginning of July, Alvarez acting as gov-

ernor in the absence of Connelly. Francis A. Cun-
ningham and Richard H. Weightman were elected

United States senators; appointments were made;
and elections for local officials were ordered for August.

The intention at once became apparent to put the state

government into immediate and full operation, without

waiting for approval from Washington ; to put an end
to the existing regime, without regard to the condi-

tions clearly expressed in Monroe's proclamation. This

led to a controversy, into the developments and merits

of which it is not necessary for us to enter minutely.

The military governor declared the election proclama-

tion, and any others emanating from the new authori-

ties, to be null and void, instructing prefects that "the

state government of New Mexico has no legal exist-

ence, until New Mexico shall be admitted into the

union as a state by the congress of the United States;

and that, until otherwise determined by competent
authority, the present government continues and will

''Gov. Monroe's procl. of May 2S, 1S50, in N. Mex., Corre.vp. on Civil

Affairs, 1850, p. 93-4. In Cal. the date and manner of the election were
fixed in the schedule of the constitution itself, and Gov. Riley in his procla-

mation clearly announced his intention to surrender his powers to the new
governor if the constitution should be ratified. taU and N. Mex., Mess., 1850,

p. 858-9.
" U. S. Govt Doc, 31at cong. 2d sess., Sen. Doc. 26, p. 16; Bitclis Legis.

Blue-book, 100.
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be sustained." And this position he successfully main-
tained to the end, notwithstanding the protests and
arguments of his adversaries, who rather forcibly cited
as a precedent for Monroe the submission of Riley in

California under similar circumstances."

Respecting the civil status of the newly acquired
territories after the treaty and before congressional
action, there were substantially three theories, in some
phases tolerably distinct, in others perplexingly in-

terlaced. First, that the treaty put an end to the
Mexican system and to the temporary system of the
military regime, leaving no government at all, but a

right on the part of congress to impose a government,

^''New Mexico, Oorrespondence on the subject of dvil affairs, 1850, inSlst cong.
2d sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. 1, p. 92-109. This collection includes, 1st, Monroe
to adj.-gen., July 16th, a report of the whole matter; 2d, M.'s procl. of May
28th; 3d, M. to legisl., July 4th, has no communication to make; 4th and 5th,

notes of M. and Alvarez, July 11th, 12th; 6th, Alvarez to M., a long defence
of his course, or of the state govt. He claims the people had a right to or-

ganize a civil govt without consulting the mil. gov. ; that any private citizen

might have issued the proclamation; that in the absence of congressional legis-

lation, the people of N. Mex. had as good a right to form or remodel their

old system, or establish a new one, as the people of N. Y. or Va; that Mon-
roe's civil power could be no greater than that of the president; and that the
president had never pretended to have the power to make a govt for N. Mex.,
or insist on the old one; but that the president's instructions and all others
from Wash, simply advised temporary submission to the old govt as exist-

ing by presumed consent of the people. That consent had been withdrawn,
and a new govt organized; which must be recognized, until congress should
refuse to sanotion it. 7th, M.'s reply to A., July 12th, insisting on adherence
to the terms of his original procl., and on a continuance of the old regime
pending congressional action; 8th, A. to M., July 12th, deploring the contro-

versy, but asserting that the people cannot surrender their dearest rights,

etc. ; 9th, mem. of legislative action, on a state seal, county of Socorro, cen-

sus in 1852, election of alcaldes, etc., election of senators, memorial to con-

gress, etc. A sec. state, 4 judges, auditor, and treasurer were nominated and
confirmed by both houses. 10th, M. to adj. -gen., July 31st, enclosing doc;
11th, M. and Calhoun to local Indian authorities, assuring them that no
change is to be made, June 29th; 12th, M. by Sec. Vigil to prefects, July 23d,

directing that no attention be paid to Alvarez' orders, etc.; 13th, A. 's procl.

of July 20th for elections; 14th, extract of the legislature's law on elections;

15th, M. to adj. -gen., Aug. 26th, transmitting the following papers; 16th,

resolutions of the house and senate, signed by W. Z. Angney, speaker, and
Joseph Mangle, speaker, July loth, approving the position taken by Alvarez;

17th, Lewis D. Shutz, sec. state, July 17th, transmitting the preceding to

Monroe; 18th, Alvarez to people, Aug. 8th, no ofiicer elected or appointed

under the state govt will attempt to exercise any jurisdiction until after Nov.

1st, or until duly commissioned to act as such. (This is by a joint resolution

of the legislature, and may indicate a kind of compromise.) 19th, M. by
Vigil to prefects, Aug. 9th, no obstruction to be offered to, and no part to be

taken in, the state elections of the 12th Aug., but officials elected are not to

be recognized; 20th, sec. war to M., Sept. 10th, in reply to M.'s letter of July

16th, the difficulty removed by act of congress.

Hisi. Ariz, and N. Mex. 29
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and on the part of the people, pending congressional

action, to organize one for themselves. This was the

settlers' theory. Second, that the laws ofNew Mexico,

that is, the Mexican laws, not inconsistent with the

constitution and treaties of the United States, were

still in force, and must still continue in force till

changed by competent authority ; that is, by that of

congress; meanwhile the military commandant was
civil governor. This was the position assumed for a

time by Governor Riley of California." Third, that

the temporary system of the military interregnum,

virtually the Mexican law as modified by necessity,

remained in force as a de facto government with the

consent of the people, a consent presumed as an alter-

native of a state of anarchy, and could be changed
only by congress. This theory, in a practical sense

not differing much from the second, was that held by
the administration at Washington, and inculcated in

various instructions to officers in New Mexico and
California, and it was virtually the one maintained to

the end in the former territory. Respecting the merits

of these conflicting theories no final decision was ever

rendered by competent authority. In a practical sense,

most differences were slight. No one seems ever to

have seriously questioned the right of the people to

organize a government and submit it to congress for

approval. The administration at first simply advised

them to submit to the de facto government resting on
their presumed consent, but a later administration

favored the withdrawal of that consent and the ap-

plication for admission as states. In both sections

of the new territory this was done. As to the real

status of the new governments as organized before

approval or disapproval by congress, the only important
practical question at issue, there was no decision.

Riley in California, under instructions from Washing-
ton, though expi'essing grave doubts on the legality

'"Royce, Califoitiia, 246 et seq., the best treatment of the whole subject
extant, is ' advised by good authority that Riley's position, in so far as he
consistently held to it, was no doubt sounder than the opposing views.

'
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of this course, surrendered his civil authority, and
permitted the new government to go at once into

operation, as indeed he had promised to do in his

order for the electioVi ; this being in a sense approved

by the admission of California as a state. Monroe
in New Mexico, more consistently but also under in-

structions,* inserted in his election order a condition

which was subsequently enforced. The people as rep-

resented by Alvarez made out a very plausible case,

but the Washington plans must not be disturbed, and
any change , from a state government in full operation

to a territorial system might have been awkward.
For it must be understood that the whole matter was
manipulated by a few men at Santa Fd. In Califor-

nia, the gold-seeking new-comers included a multitude

of politicians, with 'a right smart sprinkling' of men
who believed themselves statesman, so that there was
a strong public sentiment on various matters; but in

New Mexico the masses took little or no interest in

theories as to civil government. They had a degree

of prejudice against the existing military rule, and
partially realized the desirability of a permanent civil

system; but the various conventions and petitions and

plans in no sense emanated from the New Mexicans,

being the Avork of a few Americans who acted for

their own personal interest or that of their party or

section in the states, and aroused popular enthusiasm

only slightly by false appeals to native fears—notably

that of Texan encroachment. A few of those politi-

cians thought they saw an opportunity to serve them-

selves by interfering with the plan and putting the

state government into immediate operation, as had

been done in California ; but their attempt was not

successful.

Turning from Santa F6 to Washington, I find it by

no means necessary to follow congressional debates,

or even to chronicle the many successive measures

proposed for the government of the new territories.

Even a brief resumd would extend far beyond the
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space at my disposal here, and the subject does not
properly belong to New Mexican history at alL

Somewhat more attention is given to it in other
volumes of this series on California;" but the whole
matter belongs to the great national controversy; and
nothing that was done or left undone in New Mexico,
nothing in the needs or wishes of the people, had any
real weight in congress. The territory belonged to

the United States, and the necessity, or at least pro-

priety, of providing for it a regular system of govern-
ment was obvious to all. Neither was the task in

itself a difficult or complicated one. The south pro-

posed simply to extend national laws over the new
territories by the organization of territorial govern-

ments. This was on its face a natural and proper

course, and under ordinary circumstances all details

might have been readily arranged. But a controlling

element in the north refused to admit the territories

under any system, except with conditions prohibiting

slavery. The south had made the war expressly to

gain new southern territory, and consequent extension

of southern power in the national councils. The north
had opposed the war mainly because of the geographic
position of the territory to be acquired. This opposi-

tion had failed, as had the attempt to make the acqui-

sition of territory conditional on the Wilmot proA^so

prohibiting slavery; but now the north was stronger

and more fully aroused, and was resolved to take a

firm stand against the extension of the peculiar insti-

tution. Southerners maintained their right under
the constitution of holding slaves in the territories,

though many doubted that any considerable portion

of the country in question would naturally become in

the end slave territory; they held, moreover, that if

there was any doubt respecting their position, or
respecting particular points—such as the effect of old

Mexican laws abolishing slavery—the question should
be decided by the courts; they favored compromise,

"See Hist. Cal., v., chap, xxii.; vi., chap. xiii.
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founded on mutual concessions, such as the admission
of free and slave states in equal numbers, or a geo-

graphic line like that of the Missouri compromise.; and
they protested against an aggressive and offensive

policy on the part of the northerners, who would lis-

ten to no compromise, and would give southern
institutions no standing whatever in the newly ac-

quired domain. And indeed, the northern position

was radically aggressive; but if on the face of the

matter and on the points immediately at issue there

was a degree of unfairness, it was believed to be justi-

fied by the political trickery on the other side that

had led to the present complication, by the irrepres-

sible nature of the great sectional conflict that had
begun, and especially by the great moral question at

issue between slavery and freedom. The fight in con-

gress was a long and bitter one, most ably fought on
both sides; but, as I have said, the record of its

details and the discussion of its merits do not belong

in this work.^^

There was, however, one phase of this controversy

that did directly affect New Mexico, and in which
her people took a real interest, though their wishes

had very little weight in congress; and this was the

question of eastern boundary. As we have seen,

Texas had claimed since 1836 the Rio Grande from
its mouth to its source as her western bound, relying,

so far as it was deemed necessary to rely on anything

but repeated asseverations, on the treaty signed by
Santa Anna as a prisoner—a treaty never confirmed

but always repudiated by Mexico, and never entitled

to the slighest consideration from any point of view.

For two centuries and a half New Mexico had been

ruled continuously as a Spanish and Mexican province,

and Texas had never for a day exercised any sort of

jurisdiction over any portion of the province, but had,

on the contrary, been disastrously defeated in her only

'^See Congressional Globe, 1845-50, 29th to Slat cong., aa per index head-

inga, N. Mexico, California, Utah, Texas, Slavery in the Territories, Compro-
mise Bill, etc.
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attempted invasion. As I have before stated or im-

plied, the claim of Texas as dgainst Mexico or New
Mexico never had any real foundation in fact or jus-

tice. But against the United States after the treaty

of 1848, the claim assumed in some respects a different

aspect. In annexing Texas the United States had in

a sense taken her side in the boundary dispute against

Mexico;^' and they hiad still more definitely assumed
that ground by regarding the crossing of the Rid
Grande by the Mexicans as an invasion and declara-

tion of war. Again during the military occupation,

while from motives of policy the Texan claim was
virtually ignored by Kearny and his successors, yet

in reply to the complaints, or inquiries, of Texas, the

president explained that the civil government organ-

ized as a temporary expedient at Santa F^ was by no
means to be considered as interfering with the ulti-

mate rights of Texas ;^'' and the military governor was
a little later instructed definitely not to interfere with

the exercise of Texan authority east of the Rio
Grande.^* Thus while the administration gradually

assumed the ground th^t there was a question to be
settled by congress and the state, yet in an important

sense the national government was committed to the

justice of the Texan claim. Meanwhile the Texans
at home and at Washington constantly asserted their

claim with an earnestness that almost leads the reader

" True, in the act of annexation there was an adjustment of boundaries

left to congress; but this adjustment might naturally and properly be re-

garded as aifecting the rights of Mexico only. It furnished, however, a some-
what plausible basis for a different view.

21 A^. Mex. and Mess., July 24, 1848.
21 < With respect to that portion of the instructions which is in the follow-

ing words: "In regard to that part of what the Mexicans called N. Mexico,
lying east of the Rio Grande, the civil authority which Texas has established

or may establish there is to be respected, and in no manner interfered with by
the military force in that department, otherwise than to lend aid on proper
occasions in sustaining it, " I have to remark that it is not expected Texas
will undertake to extend her civil government over the remote region desig-

nated; but should she do so, you will confine your action, under the clause

above cited, to arranging your command in such a manner as not to come into

conflict with the authorities so constituted. On the claim of Texas to any or

the whole of N. Mexico east of the Rio Grande, it is not necessary to give an
opinion, as congress and that state alone have the power of adjusting it.' Sec
war to com. N. Mex. March 26, 1849, in. Cal. and N. Mex., Mess., 1850, p. 272.
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to think they really believed it a just one; and the
state had also contracted a debt, based on the 'full

extent' of its domain, so that the interests and rights

of 'innocent thirdi parties' became involved. To dis-

member New Mexico would be an outrage ; still, some7
thing was due to Texas.

I. find no very definite record of Vfhat occurred in,

this connection at Santa F6; but it appears that the

Texan legislature went so far as to organize a, county
government for New Mexico, to give that county a

right to one representative, to pass acts regulating

the militia, to; establish a judicial circuit, and to

appoint a judge to hold court in the Rio Grande
valley.^^ Says Davis; "Early in the spring of 1850
Texas sent a commissioner, Robert S. Neighbors, into

New Mexico, with instructions to divide the country
east of the Rio del Norte into several counties of that

state, and to hold elections in them for county officers.

Upon the mission of Neighbors being kpown, it was
loudly denounced in public meetings throughout the

territory, and a very strong opposition was raised

against him and the objects he had in view. He
issued a proclamation fixing time and places for an
election, but nobody went to the polls, and the matter

fell to the ground.^ In congress, while Texan repre-

22 See Nilei' Reg., Ixxiv. 211, 224, with references to the Sta Fi Republican,

which journal thinka Texas would do well to go slow; if she wishes to avoid, a

coat of tar and feathers for her representatives. The judge who started for

Sta Fe to hold court is called Beard. ,-

''^ Davis' El Oringo, 110-11. He adds that the state party'favored Neigh-
bors and the Texan scheme, while the territorial party took the opposite

view; but this seems hardly possible, as there was nothing west of the river

to make a state of. Probably the territorial party tried to make capital

against their opponents by charging them with secret favor to Texas. Ace.

to Ford in Cremhaur'a Route to Col., 4, Maj. Neighbors was aocom,panied by
J). C. Sullivan, A. D. Neal, and Dr John S. Ford, with a party of Indians,

starting in March 1849. Says Thrall, Hist. Texas, 360: 'In 1847 Gov. Hen-
derson had called the attention of the legislature to our claim to Sta Fe; and
in 1848 a bill passed the legislature extending the laws of Texas over that

portion of N. Mex. east of the Rio Grande River, ai;d Judge Beard was sent

there to hold district court. Col Munroe paid no attention to the Texas
judge, and proceeded to order an election of a territorial delegate to the U. S.

congress. Gov. Wood requested the legislature to put the whole military

power of the state under his control, that he might enforce the claim; but in

a corresp. with the state dept at Washington he was notified that if Texas

attempted a forcible possession of Sta Fe the Texans would be treated as
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sentatlves never lost an opportunity of declaiming on
the unquestionable validity of their claim, there was
touch difference of opinion, even among southern

members, on its original merits; but in this, as in

every phase of the whole matter, all was merged in

the slavery issue. Texas was a slave state, and east-

ern New Mexico, if decided to be a part of Texas,

would be an immense territory gained at once for the

south, whatever might be the final result farther

west. This was the only real strength of the Texan
claim in congress beyond the zealous efforts of the

Texans themselves, among whom, however, as we
shall see, a new motive soon became potent in the

matter. This phase of the slavery question also

caused northern members to favor a territorial gov-

ernment in New Mexico, as a choice of evils, even if

slavery could not be prohibited.

Early in 1850 the great battle in congress reached

its height, and so hot and bitter had the struggle be-

come that conservative leaders on both sides were
seriously alarmed at the possibility of a sectional con-

flict, which might disrupt the union. Therefore the

idea of compromise gradually gained ground, even
among northern members. A new and wonderful in-

dustrial development and growth of population, result-

ing from the discovery of gold, had not only fitted

California for immediate statehood, but had made it

apparent that slavery could never exist in the north,

though the south still made a struggle for a possible

slave state of the future in southern California. In
Texas, the idea of relinquishing the claim to New
Mexico for a money consideration from the United
States rapidly grew in favor, being powerfully sup-

ported at Washington by a lobby representing the

intruders. In the heat of the controversy some of our writers contended that

if the delegate from N. Mex. was admitted to his seat in congress, the Texas
delegates should withdraw, and the state resume her separate nationality.

This question, like that of the settlement of the public debt, was left for the

next administration. ' In the 2d sess. of the 30th cong. there was consider-

able discussion of this Texan matter without definite results. Cong. Ghbe,
1848-9.
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state creditors. In January Mr Clay introduced in

the senate a series of compromise resolutions, the con-

tents of which, in variously modified forms, afforded

matter for a -complicated and exciting debate of six

months. These resolutions were not adopted, and
various compromise bills, embodying provisions of a

somewhat similar nature, were, as a whole, defeated

;

but nevertheless the ideas involved became firmly

rooted, and enough conservative votes on each side

were gained to adopt separately the compromise meas-

ures, which became laws in September.

By this action the south gained a more satisfactory

fugitive slave law than had before existed; while the

north secured the prohibition of slave trade in the

District of Columbia. California was admitted as a

free state. New Mexico and Utah, embracing all the

rest of the newly acquired domain, were admitted as ter-

ritories, without conditions prohibiting slavery. And
finally, Texas was paid $10,000,000, about half of

which amount may be regarded as having gone to pay
for her New Mexican claim. Thus each portion of the

region wrested from Mexico got the government best

suited to its condition, and so far as local interests,

rights, and needs were concerned, the solution was emi-

nently a satisfactory one. It was hardly less so as a

temporary compromise of the great sectional struggle.

The south won the main point at issue by defeating

all measures designed to prohibit slavery in the terri-

tories, but lost a possible chance of making southern

California a slave state; while the north, though
forced to recede from its original uncompromising po-

sition, gained a free state, and made no permanent
concession to slavery, since the great question of the

right to hold slaves in the territories was left open

—

to be fought out, to the ultimate triumph of freedom,

in the greatest war of modern times.

The senate passed the Texas boundary bill on the

7th, and the bill providing a territorial government
for New Mexico on the 15th of August; the two bills
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were joined by the house, came back to the senate on
September 9th, and were signed by the president on
the same day. The act was not, however, to go into

effect until the general assembly of Texas should have
formally accepted the boundary, which was done on
the 25th of November.^* The territory, as thus organ-
ized in 1850, included substantially the New Mexico
and Arizona of later years, ^° with a small part of Colo-
rado. Congress reserved the right to divide the
territory, or to attach any portion of it to any other
territory or state. When admitted as a state. New
Mexico was to be received with or without slavery as

her constitution might prescribe. The new govern-

ment did not go into actual operation at Santa F6
until March 1851; and it may be noted here that a

memorial of the legislature, received in congress after

the passage of the territorial bill, excited some fears,

real or pretended, of an attempt on the part of the

north to admit the state after all ; also that Senator-

elect Weightman made his appe'arance, and vainly

tried to collect his mileage of $2,000 on the plea, sup-

ported by several in the senate, that his position, so

far as mileage was concerned, was identical with that

of the senators from California.^®

2*1 take this date from ThralVs Hist. Texas, 367. In V. S. Gfovt. Doc,
31st Cong., 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 8, is the message from Texas, formally an-
nouncing the agreement.

''^ The boundary was as follows: ' Beginning at a point in the Colorado Kiver
where the boundary line with the republic of Mex. crosses the same; thence
eastwardly with the said boundary line to the Rio Grande; thence following
the main channel of said river to the parallel of the 32° north lat. ; thence
east with said degree, to its intersection with the 103° long, west of Green-
wich; thence north with said degree of long, to the parallel of 38° north lat.;

thence west with said parallel to the summit of the Sierra Madre; thence
south with the crest of said mountains to the 37° north lat. ; thence west with
said parallel to its intersection with the boundary line of the state of Califor-

nia; thence with said boundary line to the place of beginning.' That part
lying west of long. 109° was detached in 1863 to form Arizona; and that part
above lat. 37° in 1867 was attached to Colorado. There was also a large ad-
dition iu 1854 by the Gadsden purchase, most of which was detached with
Arizona. Utah as organized in 1850 included the later Nevada, Utah, and
those parts of Colorado and Wyoming wliioh lie south of lat. 42° and west of

the mountains. There was a little strip of the territory acquired from Mex-
ico, lying between lat. 38°, the mountains, and the Arkansas River, that does
not seem to have been provided for in the final settlement of 1850.

^"Cong. Globe., 1849-50, p. 1808, 1828, 1933-5, 1948-9. See also, on the
general subject of the debate and final settlement, Benton's Debates, xvi. 592-
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The treaty brought within the limits of the United
States about 120,000 Indians as was estimated at the

time, over one fourth of which number were in New
Mexico, or a still greater proportion if all on the

frontiers were included. The government had assumed
the obligation of protecting the province from the in-

cursions of hostile tribes, an obligation it could by no
means fulfil, especially in the first years. The military

force was altogether inadequate, the local authorities

had little skill or experience, and the failure of the

Americans was even more complete than that of the

Mexicans in earlier times. Never had the condition

of the province in this respect been worse than in

1848-50. Doubtless this unfortunate state of things

was due largely to unavoidable results of the late war,

to the presence and acts of the Missouri volunteers in

1846-7, to delays in substituting a proper force of

regulars in 1848-9, and especially to bitterness, dis-

sensions, and lack of confidence between the Americans
and Mexicans growing out of the revolt of 1847. The
Navajos and Apaches were as always the country's

chief terror, and their raids for murder and plunder

were unceasing. The Navajos, who were rich and
prosperous at home as well as valiant warriors, made
the stealing of live-stock a regular business by which
to increase their wealth, openly declaring that they

would long ago have exterminated the Mexicans had
it not been deemed more profitable to use them as

shepherds. The Apaches came to regard their raids

as a legitimate occupation, their only means of gain-

ing a livelihood; and they were generally on friendly

terms with a disreputable gang of Mexican and Amer-
ican traders, through whom they carried on a profitable

trade in stolen articles, including women and children

captured in the Sonora towns, they being sometimes

at peace with Chihuahua, and drawing regular supplies

at Janos. The pueblo Indians were peaceable and

5; Amei: Quar. Register, iv. 54^60; v. 9-31, 86-7, 537-9; North Amer. Review,

Ixxi. 221-51; Lossing's Hist. U. S., 499; auskey's Pol. Text-book, 117-19.
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well disposed toward the Americans, but their status

involved many perplexino- problems to be solved under
conditions that were far from favorable.

James S. Calhoun arrived at Santa F6 in July

1849, with a commission as Indian agent for the ter-

ritory. He seems to have been a zealous and intelli-

gent official, who, while he could do little toward
putting an end to the depredations of savages, per-

formed well his dutj- of reporting to the government
the exact state of affairs, and the measures and means
required for the country's protection. His correspond-

ence of 1849-51 contains a large amount of valuable

information respecting the numbers and disposition of

the different tribes, advice as to the appointment of

subagents and stationing of garrisons, earnest appeals

on the most urgent necessity of immediately increasing

the military force, and a mention of many events of

Indian warfare.^' Besides Calhoun's correspondence,

^' Callwuns Reports of an Indian agent at Sta Fi, 1849-61. The corresp.

of 1849 is found in 31st cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 17, p. 191-228; that of

1849-50, in 31st cong. 2d sess.. Sen. Ex. Doc. 1, p. 125-43, and that of

1850-1, in 32d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 2, p. 448-67. These references

also include Calhoun's instructions, etc., and a few communications from
other men on Ind. affairs. He was appointed April 7, 1849, at a salary of

$1,500, the whole expense of the agency not to exceed §3,800. Gov. Bent's
report of 1846 was furnished as a sort of base on which to build up informa-

tion. He arrived at Sta Fe July 22d. In his report of Oct. 4th he gives the
Pueblo population as 6,524 above 5 years of age, not including the Moquis, as

per census of 1847; and in this and other reports he dwells on the importance
of protecting and improving these superior natives, both as a matter of justice

and of policy. The Pueblos, by reason of their thrift, were favorite victims
of the savage raids. Oct. 5th, Bent's Fort has been burned by the owners;
Ind. more troublesome than ever; ' this whole country requires a thorough
purging, which can be accomplished only by a thorough exploration of every
hole and corner in it. . . Military roads should be opened, and posts and
depots established.' Oct. 13th, 'But a short time since a band said to be
commanded by an Englishman, well known in Sta Fe, ordered, in the name
of the U. S., the pueblo of Laguna to furnish them with 25 horses and to call

upon the quartermaster in Sta Fe for payment. The order was promptly
obeyed, and the Ind. do not yet understand the contrivance by which they
lost their horses.' Oct. 15th, the Zuilis are confident of their ability to form
a combination of Pueblos which can defeat the Navajos and Apaches if arms
are furnished by U. S. , and especially if the operations of the roving traders,

who sell arms and circulate false reports, etc., can be stopped. Calhoun has
much to say of the harm done by these traders who are never molested by
the savages; and he thinks there is a class of Mexican citizens, including
some priests, who stir up trouble deliberately witli a view of keeping Ameri-
can settlers out of the country. Difficulties arising from the fact that the
Apaches live on both sides of the Mex. boundary are also noted. ' Expend
your million now, if necessary, that you may avoid the expenditure of millions
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the records on this subject, if far from complete, are
somewhat voluminous, and not without interest ; but
it is almost impossible to make any adequate use of

them here, since I have no space for a chronologic

catalogue of depredations and resulting campaigns.
Indeed, the history of Indian warfare in these coun-

tries for centuries is made up of items, for all of which
one record might almost suffice if blanks were left to

be filled in with dates, names, and localities. Watch-
ing for an opportunity, the savages attack some rancho

or settlement, kill few or many of the inhabitants,

according to the resistance offered, and run off as many
stolen animals as possible. The alarm is given at the

nearest post, and a party of regulars, generally reen-

forced by volunteers, sets out in pursuit. Often the

savages cannot be overtaken before the horses of the

pursuers are worn out or their supplies exhausted. If

overtaken, they lose part or all of their plunder, and
generally a few lives; but they also kill a few soldiers,

and charge the difference to profit and loss, hoping for

better luck next time. Occasionally, by a combined
movement of troops, or a rapid succession of move-

hereafter. ' The Ind. should be confined to certain limits, and made to realize

the strength of the U. S. If allowed to roam, they will never keep their

treaty promises. Agencies should be established at Taos, to include the

Yutas, at Zani for the Navajos, and at Socorro to look after Apaches and
Comanches. For a year, at least, there should be a subagent in every pueblo.

Nov. 17th, suggestions on amendments of the act of congress on trade, etc.,

with Ind. March 29, 1850, explanation of a map showing Ind. tribes and
pueblos. March 30th, plans and financial estimates. March 31st, four re-

turned captives and their stories. In Oct. the Moquis sent a deputation to

learn the views and purposes of the govt toward them, complain of Navajo
depredations, claim that their pueblo of Oraibe can turn 100 warriors. In
the autumn of 1850 the savages were somewhat less troublesome, but in the

spring of 1851 were worse than ever. The losses of live-stock in Sta Ana and
Bernalillo counties in 1846-50, exclusive of govt animals, are given as 150,231

sheep, 893 horses, 761 mules and asses, and 1,234 cows. (In Bartlett's Pers.

Narr., ii. 386, the total losses in 1846-50 are given as 453,293 sheep,

12,887 mules, 7,050 horses, and 31,581 cattle. See also 35th cong. 1st sess.,

H. Ex. Doc. 123.) There is much complaint from natives respecting the in-

efficient manner in which the troops pursue the raiders. In 1851 Calhoun

was governor, but continued to report many details of Ind. affairs, and on

Aug. 31st writes: 'Without a dollar in our territorial treasury, without

munitions of war, without authority to call out our militia, without the co-

operation of the military authorities of this territory, and with numberless

complaints and calls for protection, do you not perceive I must be sadly em-

barrassed and disquieted ?

'
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merits in some particular direction, a tribe is forced to

make a treaty, whicla is observed as long as the inter-

est of the Indians seems to require it. It must be

added that outrage and bad faith were by no means
confined to the Indians; but were frequent on both
sides, so far as individuals and small parties were con-

cerned, neither side having to go far back for plausible

pretexts. The Americans had better arms than the

Mexicans of earlier times, and there was less red tape

in the fitting-out of their expeditions; but for some
years they had less experience in this kind of warfare,

their movements were slower and more in accordance

with military rules, they did not know the country so

well, and their general success, as compared with that

of their predecessors, was pot remarkable.^

'^ Washington's Reports, 1849, 31st cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Poc. 5, p. 104
7-14, give many items. On May 30th the Apaches killed 10 persons in Alii-

quiil valley, and Capt. Chapman pursuing killed 20, losing two. Also Id., pt
i., p. 91, 93-4, rept of sec. vfp-r; Id., pt iii., p. 951-4, ,994^1102; Id., acts and
resol., 222-9. A campaign of Maj. Steen in July is described in RodenbougJi'a

Everglade to Caflon with the Sd Dragoons, 163-4. Some items of 1848 in Niles"

Reg., Ixxiv. 68, 224, 251; Ixxv. 340. Inspector-general Geo. A. McCall's
Lettersfrom the Frtmtiers, Phil., 1868, p. 490et seq., contains two very valuable
reports of July and Deo. 1850 on the general condition of the country, in-

cluding much information respecting the Indians, and the best methods of

controlling them. The author believes that the .future prosperity of N. Mex.
' will depend in great measure on the impression now to be made on these
Indians. It may be apprehended that if they are iiot in the beginning im-
pressed with the ability and the settled purpose of .the U. S. to chastise those
who plunder and murder its citizens, if acts of this kind, now of almost
monthly occurrence, and utterly beyond the power of the present miEtary
force to check, are continued longer unpunished, the Ind. will hold us in the
contempt with which they now look upon the Mexicans, whom they have
wantonly robbed and murdered for two centuries. And the inevitabls conse-
quences will be sooner or later a war with the surrounding tribes.' Toward
the Pueblos, 10,000 in number, a mild and conciliatory and helpful policy
should be shown, to inspire them with confidence and make them friends and
allies. The Navajos, 10,800, the richest of all and most civilized, except 'the

Moquis, might probably by a strong military force in their country, to show
that a treaty is something more than idle talk, be induced to settle penpa-
nently like the Pueblos, and thus in time be controlled, in which case tliey

would be invaluable as allies. The Moquis, thought to number 2,450, are
friendly, and their friendship should be cultivated in every way. The Yutas,
4,000 or 5,000, do not exteiid their raids far south, though they often Eiid the
Jioarilla Apaches. They might easily be held in check if the Navajos were
friendly. The Comanches, over 12,000, rarely commit depredations in ^N.

Mex., but join the Apaches in raids for live-stock and captives in Chihualma,
also trading their plunder with N. Mexicans. The Apaches, some 4,000 ex-

clusive of the Gila bands, seem to be incorrigible robbers, and have no other
means of living. Possibly they may be improved, but it will take time, and
at first they must be fed while some scheme is being devised and put in prac-
tice. The least force that can suffice for the present protection of the country
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Colonel Doniphan's treaty with the Navajos in 1846,
a treaty which had no effect whatever, has been noted
in the preceding chapter. Colonel Newby made a
similar expedition and treaty in 1848.^* In 1849
Major Washington repeated the operation, starting

from Jemes on August 22d with 350 men, and being
accompanied by Indian-agent Calhoun. On the SOtib

at Tunicha several hundred Navajos were met who
professed a willingness to submit to the United States,

attributing recent depredations to bad and uncontrol-

lable men of their tribe. They gave up some animals

and began the negotiation of a treaty; but there was
a dispute about a horse, and when Washington ordered

its seizure the Indians ran away and were fired at, los-

ing several men, including their great chief Narbona.
On the 6th of September the army reached the Chelly
Canon, where on the 9th a treaty of 'lasting peace'

was signed. The Indians gave up three captives and
some property, agreeing to surrender the rest at Jemes
a month later. The return march was by way of Zuni,

Laguua, and Alburquerque. The Navajos, it is need-

less to add, did not appear at Jemes as agreed, but
they had a good excuse, having been informed, as

they said, by Mexican traders-—after they had col-

lected the plunder and set out for the rendezvous—
that the Americans were coming to attack them;^"

Amonof the most notable of Indian outraffes was the
killing of White and party of seven or eight at Point
of Rocks on the way from the states to Santa Fe, in

is 2,200 men, of whom at least 1,400 should be mounted. Stations are sug-
gested for the detachments, including 450 men in the Navajo country, 450
among the eastern Apaches, and 300 on the Grila. See also on Ind. affairs of

1850, reports of sec. int. and com. ind. affairs in 31st cong. 2d sess., H. Ex.
Doc. 1, p. 28-30, 423; Id., pt ii. 67-75, 292-300; /d.. Sen. Doc. 26, p. 5, 10-

19; 3uth cong. Ist sess., Sen. Mis. Doc. 45; Hayes' Scraps, Ind., iii. no. 45, 47;
iv. 14^16; V. 5-6, 10-14; Brackett's U. S. Cav., 127-8; and Cremony's Life
among the Apaches, passim. This author spent some 6 months at the Copper
mine near the Gila, with the boundary commission.

^Ind. Aff. Rept, 1858, p. 188.
^ Washington's Eeports, 111-15, including the treaty; Calhoun's Reports,

202-10; and especially Simpson's Journal. In the Ind. Aff. Rept, 1858, p. 188,

it is stated that after this treatythe Navajos reached the settlements before

the soldiers, and stole mules almost in sight of the Sta Fe flag-staff.
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October 1849. Mrs White and daughter of ten years
were at first spared by the Apaches, but the former
was soon killed. Calhoun made every possible effort,

and congress voted $1,500, to effect the girl's rescue,

but without success. ^^

The annals of New Mexico in the early years of

American occupation would not be complete without
mention of the geographical and other scientific in-

formation about the country acquired and published

at this period—or rather of the various explorations

by which this information was gained and of the
books where it may be found, for obviously my. space
will permit nothing more. A Wislizenus left Inde-

pendence in May 1846, with Speyer's trading caravan,

and from Santa Fe went to El Paso and Chihuahua,
finally joining Doniphan's army as physician. His
tour was mainly scientific in its purposes, and the re-

sulting memoir contains a considerable amount of

original and valuable data on New Mexico as well as

the regions farther south. ^^ In all the narratives that

have been cited on the conquest and following events,

there is more or less matter of a descriptive nature,

but particularly in Emory's diary of the march from
Fort Leavenworth by Bent's Fort to Santa Fe and
thence down the Rio Grande and to California by
the Gila.^^ Captain Abraham R. Johnston's printed

journal also covered the march from Santa Fe to the
California frontier.^ Philip St George Cooke de-

scribed the march to Santa F6 and the later one to

=11 CaVmun's Septs, 226; McCalVs Letters, 493-4; U. S. Chvt Doc, 31st cong.
2d aesa., H. Ex. Doc. 1, p. 29-30, 42-3.

^'^ Memoir of a Tour to Nort/iern Mexico, connected with Col Doniphan's
expedition, in 184S cmd 1847. By A. Wislizenus, M. D. [with a scientific

appendix and three maps]. Wash., 1848, 8vo, 141 p. (30tli cong., 1st sess.

Sen. Miscel., no. 26.) Also translation, Denkschrift iiber eine Reise nach
Nord-Mexiho, etc. Aus dem Englischen iibertragen von George M. von Ross, etc.

Braunschweig, 1850, 8vo, 211 p.
^^ Emory's Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, Wash., 1848, with plates,

scientific appen., and tables; also Abert's notes of the journey as far as Bent's
Fort, as a brief note by Maj. Cooke.

'* Johnston's Journal, attached to Emory's Notes as part of 30th cong. lat
seas., Ex. Doc, no. 41. It contains some cuts of antiquities.
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California, in which, with the Mormon Battalion, he
opened a wagon-road by a route farther south than
Kearny's. His writings, however, contain somewhat
less of scientific description, if more of philosophy, than
those of the other officers.^^ Lieutenant J. W. Abert,

of the topographical engineers, was left ill at Bent's

Fort by Kearny end Emory at the end of July, 1846.

The first part of his report includes the results of his

observations at the fort, on the journey to New Mex-
ico, and in the vicinity of Santa ¥6, where he arrived

on the 27th of September.^^ Kearny had left instruc-

tions for a survey of the country to he made by Abert
and Peck, which was made between October 8 th and
the 23d of December, with results constituting the

second part of the report. The' route was south-west-

ward to the junction of the Jemes and Bio Grande,

San Felipe, Santo Domingo, and Santa Ana being

visited; thence down the main river past Alburquer-
que, and westward to the Puerco and to CeboUeta.

After exploring the Laguna group of pueblos, includ-

ing Acoma,' they returned to the Rio Grande and
went down to the Isleta region, and eastward to

Chilili and Tajique, thence southward to Quarra and
Ab6, and back to the river, down which they went to

Valverde and returned to Santa F^. The third part

of the report is the diary of the return from New
Mexico to Port Leavenworth, December 28th to

March Ist.^^ The author added to his text valuable

engravings of towns, ruins, landscapes, and native

types; and he also gave attention to the fauna and

*' CooJce's Report of his mcarch from Santa Fi, New Mexico, to San Diego,

ITpper California, 1846. Attached to Emory's Notes, p. 549 et seq., with a
map of the route; Cooke's Journalof the march oftlys Mormon Battalion, etc., in

U. S. Govt Doc., 30th cong. special sess., Sen. Doc. 2, 85 p.; Coolce's Conquest

ofNew Mexico and California. Some descriptive matter is also to be found in

the other narratives of the march of the Mormons, Tyler's Hist, and Bigler's

Diary, MS.
'" This part includes also a tour to the gold placers and the notes of Lieut.

Peck on the region north of Sta Fe to Taos, examined by P. and Warner be-

fore Abert's arrival.
'' Seport of Lieut. J. W. Abert of his examinution ofNew Mexico in the years

I84S-47. With Emory's Notes, 417-548. Also a resume in Warren's Memoir,.

53-4.
Hist. Akiz. and N. Mex. 30
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flora of the country, and to native vocabularies and
traditions with other ethnographic matter, producing
on the whole a most excellent report.

The campaign of Doniphan and the others against

the Navajos, though involving the first American ex-

ploration of a broad region, has left in print but little

of geographic or descriptive value; and the same may
be said of the campaigns resulting from the insurrec-

tion of 1847. In this connection may be mentioned
a report of Thomas Fitzpatrick, describing a trip from
Fort Leavenworth to Santa F^ in the summer of

1847, though it is mainly devoted to Indian affairs.^^

For 1848 we find very little of recorded exploration,

but may note the narrative of an overland trip with

Kit Carson from Los Angeles to Taos and Santa F^,

the author being perhaps Lieutenant Brewerton of

Stephenson's regiment, and the story of slight value.
^'

It was also in the winter of 1848-9 that Captain Fre-

mont, in his fourth exploration, attempting to cross the

mountains at the head of the Rio Grande, in what is

now Colorado, met his great disaster, attributed by
him to the incompetence of his guide, the famous Bill

Williams, losing eleven of his men by cold and starva-

tion. With the rest he succeeded in reaching Taos,

where the company was broken up, and himself pro-

ceeded early in 1849 to California by a southern over-

land route.*^ In 1849—50 the reports of Calhoun, the
Indian agent, as already cited, contained a limited

amount of general information not pertaining directly

'* Dated Bent'a Fort, Sept. IStli. Tlie author was -with Lieut. Love's party
when attacked by the Indians. U. S. Govt Doc, 30th coug. 1st sesa.. Sen.
Ex. Doc. 1, app. p. 238^9.

'' Van Tramp {John C), Prairie and Rocky Mountain Adventures, or Life i>i

the Far West, etc. St Louis, 1S60. This is a somewhat trashy collection of
material from various sources. Brewerton'a narrative is on p. 172-236, but
it is not quite clear how much of it is B. 's work, nor is it stated from what
source it was obtained. It is called an abridgment. The route was by the
regular Sta Pe trail north of the Colorado.

* Mrs Fremont's Year of Amer, Travel, 69 et seq., contains the captain's

letters from N. Mex. narrating this disaster. See also Bigelow's Menu Fre-
mont, 357-78. The diaries of the 3d and 4th expeditions have not been pub-
lished, though probably included in Frimont's Memoirs of my Life, the early
publication of which is announced as I write, in June 1886.
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to the author's special subject;*^ and the same maybe
said of the correspondence of governors Washington
and Monroe, and of other officials in the same years.

In April 1849, Lieutenant James H. Simpson made
an exploring tour from Fort Smith, Arkansas, west-
ward to Santa Fd; and later in the year Captain
Marcy, coming from Fort Smith by the same route,

went down the river to Doha Ana, and thence crossed

an unexplored country eastward to Preston, Texas.*^

But by far the most notable and valuable of the ex-

ploration records to be mentioned in this connection

is that of Lieutenant Simpson's tour to the Navajo
country and Chelly Canon, returning by way of Zuni.

The author accompanied Governor Washington's ex-

pedition of 1849, and his journal is filled with the

most interesting and valuable descriptions of physical

features of the country, towns, natives, and relics of

antiquity, being illustrated with excellent drawings,

which are especially important as showing the won-
derful ruins of the Chaco and Chelly and the records

at Inscription Kock.^ It should be added that in

1849-50 the California immigrants crossed New Mex-
ico in considerable numbers, both by the old Santa
Fd trail and by the new southern routes.

The survey of a boundary line between the United
States and Mexico under the treaty of Guadalupe

" Calhmtns Seports, passim. In Oct. 1849 he sent to Washington Major
H. L. Kendrick's Table of marches made in tliesuTnmer of lS49,J'rom Ft Leaven-

worth to Sania F4, in CaJ,. and N. Mex., Mess., 1850, p. 91-2.
" U. S. Govt Doc, 31st cong. 1st sess.. Sen. Ex. Doc. 12, and H. Ex.

Doc. 45, with maps; also Warren's Memoir, 56-7. In the spring of 1849 Dr
John S. Ford accompanied Maj. Robert S. Neighbors, the Texan commis-
sioner, from Austin, Texas, to El Paso, by a partially new route. Ford, in

Creuzbaur's Baute to Cal., 4r-5. See also reports of routes from Texas to El
Paso in 31st cong. Ist sess., H. Ex. Doc. 5, pt 1, p. 281-93; 31st cong. 2d
sess., H. Ex. Doc. 1, pt ii., p. 302-23; also lieut. Michler's report on route

from Sta Fe north in 31st cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 67; and a reeonnois-

sance of the Rio Pecos in 1850 by R. H. Kem, in Warren's Mem., 62.
*' Simpson {James H. ), Journal of a mlitary reconnaissance, from Santa

Fe, New Mexico, to the Navajo, made vMh the troops vmder command of BrevH^

jMutenant-colmiel John M. Washington, etc., in 1849. By James H. Simpson,

A. M., first lieutenant corps of topographical engineers. Phil., 1852, Svo, 140 p.,

plates. Also in U. S. Govt Doc., 31st cong. 1st sess., Sen. Ex, Doc. 64, with

map; resume in Warren's Memoir, 56-7.
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Hidalgo is properly noticed here, so far as it affects

New Mexico, though it extends chronologically beyond
the limits of the chapter. In the west, from the

Pacific to the Colorado the lin© was, surveyed before

Eebruary 1850.** In November of the same year the

new commissioner, John Russell Bartlett, arrived with
his party at El Paso, having crossed Texas from the

coast; General Pedro Garcia Conde, the Mexican
commissioner, soon made his appearance; and before

the end of the year several meetings were held at

which the initial point and other preliminaries were
decided. Active operations in the field began early

in 185] ; the American party had its headquarters

for several months at the Santa Rita copper mines,

Colonel Craig commanding an escort of 85 men; and
though there were some vexatious delays and contro-

versies, resulting in part from the tardy arrival of

Gray and Graham, by September the region from El
Paso to the San Pedro had been explored and the

boundary line partly surveyed—to its full extent, in-

deed, by the Mexicans. Then Bartlett went to Sonora
and California^ returning east to publish his narrative

ip) 1854.*^ Lieutenant Whipple went down the Gila;

"John B. W^eller was the first U. S. commissioner, and the Gal. survey
•was made from June 1849 to Feb. 1850 by Andrew B. Gray as surveyor and
'Wm H. Emory as astronomer. The commission then adjourned to meet at

El Paso in Nov. John C. Fremont was appointed to succeed Weller, but
resigned, and John Riissell Bartlett was appointed in June. Under Bartlett
Gray was still surveyor till succeeded by Emory in Nov. 1851; Col John Mc-
Olellan was astronomer—succeeded by Lieut. -col J. D. Graham in Oct. 1850,
and he by Emory in Oct. 1851—and Lieut. A. W. Whipple assistant eistron-

omer.
*^ Personal Narraiive of Explorations and incidents in Texas, New Mexico,

QaXifornia, Sonora, and Chihuahua, connected with the United Stales and Mexican
voundary commission, during the years 1850, '51, '5S, and 'S3. By John Russell
Bartlett, United Stales commissioner dwinrj that period. In two volumes, with
Tnap and illustrations, N. Y., 1854, 8vo, 2 vol. This has always been regarded
aa a standard work, containing in pleasing form much original and valuable
iTiformation on the countries visited as well as the author s personal adven-
tures and a history of the survey. Bartlett became the author of several
other works of good repute especially some of a bibliographic nature. He
was for many years in charge of the famous Carter Brown collection of Ameri-
cana, and as I write, in June 1886, news comes of his death at an advanced
age. John C. Cremony was interpreter for the U. S. commissioner, and his
Life Among the Apaches, S. F., 1868, is devoted to a considerable extent to
his experiences in this exploration, which, however, he erroneously dates
1849-50 instead of 1«50-1.
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Garcia Conde died in Sonora; and the survey was
Suspended for a time, to be resumed and completed,

on the Rio Grande at least, in 1852-3 by Robert H.
Campbell as commissioner and W. H. Emory ag

astronomer and surveyor.** Partictilars, whether of

exploration or adventure, can of course find no placfe

here. Still less is it possible or necessary to chronicle

the complicated series of quarrels between Bartlett,

McClellan, Graham, GrAy, and others, which seriously

retarded practical operations, and the record of which
fills the larger part of tWo volumes published by the

government.*'^ There was, however, one question re-

specting the boundary itself that merits fui'ther notice.

By the terms of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgb
of 1848, the line was to follow the Rio Grande up "tb

the point where it strikes the southern boundary of

New Mexico ; thence westward along the whole south-

ern boundary of New Mexico (which runs north

of the town called Paso) to its western termination;

thence northward along the western line ofNew Mexico
until it intersects the first branch of the river Gila

(or if it should not intersect any branch of that river,

*^ U. S. and Hex. Bomndary Survey {1$54-^. Report of Wm H. Emory,
Wash., 1857, 4to, S vol. This is a report of a later survey under a new treaty;'

but in his 1st chapter Emory gives ail outline history of operations under the

treaty of 1848, with severe criticisms of Bartlett's acts. He saya that when
he arrived in the field, NoV. 1851, 'th6 commissioner was absent on an ex-

pedition into- Sonora, the commission was in debt, and not one cent was at

my disposal to prosecute the survey. Beyohd funning an erroneous line it

degree and a half west of the del Norte, and starting a party with limited

means under Lieut. Whipple to survey the Gila, and another to survey the

feio del NortS, nothing had been acdoinplished. ' After his arrival, survejrb

seem to have been confined to the Rio Grande, and I find no record of any
subsequent survey under the old treaty between that river and the Gila.

" Mex. and U. S. Soiendary Siiritiy. Report of the Secretary of the Inieriof;

etc., July 1852, in f. S. Govt Doc, 32d cong. 1st sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. 119)

8vo, 515 p., with maps. See also an earlier report and doc. of 1850 in 31st

aong. 1st sess.. Sen. Ex. Doc. 34. In 32d cong: 1st sesS., Sen. Ex. Doc. 121

(250 p.), is a report of Aug. 1852, containing OraihxmUs Report on Boundary
Line between the U. S. and Mexico, with a mass of accompanying doc. Graham
gives a diary of proceedings after Bartlett s departure till the survey was
suspended. See also Warren's Memoir, 82 et seq. The quarrel was a dis-

graceful one, growing mainly out of jealousies between the military, civil, and
Scientific branches of the commission; also to some extent founded on unfit

appointments by political influence. Bartlett blames Graham chiefly, and
vice versa. I do not meddle with the merits of the flatter. The volumes
cited contain also, if life were long enough to search out the items, a tolerably

complete record of exploring operations.
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then to the point on the said line nearest to such branch,

and thence in a direct Hne to the same); thence down
the middle of said branch and said river until it empties
into the Rio Colorado. " The southern boundary ofNew
Mexico had indeed been somewhat definitely fixed at

one point as just above El Paso, leaving that town in

Chihuahua; but I have found no evidence that any
western boundary had ever besn fixed at all, or even
thought of There may have been, however, a kind
of tacit agreement, as on a matter of no practical im-

portance, that the line between Chihuahua and Sonora,

that is, a line between Janos and Fronteras in about
longitude 108° 30', extended northward indefinitely.

In no other sense had New Mexico a western boundary

;

and in equity, had the treaty gone no further, this

should have been the line adopted. But the treaty

contained an additional provision that "the southern
and western limits of New Mexico, mentioned in this

article, are those laid down in" Disturnell's map of

Mexico, edition ofNew York, 1847.** This map shows
an irregular dotted line extending westward from the

river just above El Paso about 180 miles, and thence
northward. To locate this line was therefore the only
duty of the boundary commission ; but in locating it,

should its latitude and longitude be considered, or its

distance north of El Paso and west of the Rio Grande ?

This was the question, and an important one, for on
the treaty map the town was some 30 minutes too far

north and the river some two degrees and a half too
far west. The complication will be more clearly under-
stood from the appended map. Garcia Conde of

course claimed the determination by parallels as most
favorable to his nation, while Bartlett for like reasons'

favored the other basis of settlement. I think there
can be no doubt that the latter was technically in the
right ; but he yielded one point by consenting to fix the
initial monument in latitude 32° 22' on the river; while

"A copy of part of this map is included in the volume cited in note 45;
also in various editions of the treaty.
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the Mexican commissioner yielded the other by con-

senting to the extension of the Une 180 miles westward
from the river. Bartlett's concession was severely

The Boundaky Question.

A B C is the line as determined by distances from the town and river, the
extreme claim of the U. S. commissioner. D E F is the extreme Mexican
claim, or the line as fixed by lat. and long. D G C is the line adopted as a
compromise. A H I would have been the equitable boundary if Disturnell's

map had not been mentioned in the treaty. A L M is the line said to have
been finally fixed by the U. S. surveyor, under the treaty of 1848. A H J K is

the boundary under the later treaty of 1853 and survey of 1854r-5.

criticised ; but if his solution of the difficulty is regarded

as a compromise it was a wise one, since the territory

gained would have been more valuable than that lost.

But Bartlett's line is said to have been rejected by
his government and a new line adopted on latitude

31° 54' 40" from the Rio Grande west to longitude 109°

37', and on that meridian north to the Santo Domingo-
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River, though I have not been able to find the record

of such an agreement or survey.**

Under the treaty, citizens of New Mexico might
leave the territory or remain either as citizens of the
TiJnited States or of Mexico, but such as should not

within one year make known their clioice were to

become citizens of the United States. Although I

find no very definite records on the subject, it appears

that many declared their intention of retaining their

Mexican nationality, some of these departing and
others formally wdthdrawing the declaration, while of

those who departed some came back. It was esti-

mated that in 1848-9 the territory thus lost only

about 1,200, though in 1850 a considerable number
of wealthy hacendados withdrew with their peones and
possessions to Chihuahua.^" The Mexican govern-

ment made an appropriation to aid its migrating citi-

zens, and in 1849 Padre Ramon Ortiz and Manuel
Armendariz were sent as commissioners to promote
the movement. Ortiz claimed that in the first county
visited, that of San Miguel del Vado, 900 out of 1,000

families eagerly agreed to go, and that the whole
number of emigrants was likely to reach 80,000; but
that the territorial authorities, frightened at the pros-

pect, threw obstacles in the way. For this reason,

or because of financial difficulties, or because the peo-

ple became on reflection less desirous of quitting the
land of their birth—to say nothing of the possibility

that the honest presbitero greatly exaggerated the

*' It ia so stated in WarreiUs Memoir, 84, a good authority, but without the
author's usual reference to his sources; and Emory, U. S. and M&i. Bound.,
16, also says that Bartlett's line was ' finally repudiated by the government.

'

Jiater records connected with the new treaty of 1853-4 simply show a dispute
but no settlement. I think that Bartlett's opponents may have surveyed the
new line and reported it to the govt, which did not perhaps formally approve
either. Besides the survey of a boundary line, the commissioners were to
explore the country for a railroad within one league north or south of the
Gila, this railroad to be the subject of subsequent agreement between the two
republics. Neither of the lines considered, however, would have given the
U. S. a railroad route. Bartlett's.work, published in 1854, seems to imply
ithat his line was the one approved.

^McCaU's Letters, 496.
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original enthusiasm—very little was actually accom-
plished. °^

"Ortiz' letter of June 9, 1849, to Gov. MSs of Chih., in Pino, Not. Hint.,
92-8, with other corresp.; Mexico, Mem. Eel., 1849, p. 14; Id., 1850, p. 22.
The prooeedinga were under the colonization law of Aug. 19, 1848. Mexico'-
Col. Leyes y Decretos, I848, p. 309. It appears that the governor obliged
Ortiz to suspend his personal visits to the different counties, alleging that
there was danger of a revolt or popular tumult. He consented at first to the
appointment of subagents, but suspended also this privilege as soon as it

became clear that the desire for emigration was so general. These orders are
given in Pino's work as cited. Ortiz also claims that previous to his visit,

unfair means had been taken to prevent the citizens from making the formal
declarations required by the treaty. I am inclined to think there is much
truth in his statements, as well as a degree of exaggeration. Mexico had
appropriated $200,000, of which only $25,000 was available, and Ortiz esti-

mated that $1,653,342 would be needed I The allowance was |25 for an
adult, and $12 for children. There was aJso some trouble about the transfer
of property, and about Ortiz' official status. In 1850 a Mexican consul was
sent to attend to this and other matters.
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ANNALS OF ARIZONA.

1846-1854.

Affairs in Pimeria Alta— Apache Raids— Tttbac Abandoned—The
Mexican War—Explorations—Kearny's March—Cooke and the

Mormons—Wagon Road—Graham's Dragoons—Treaty and Boun-

dary—Whipple and Bartlett—Sitgreaves—Railroad Surveys—
Parke's Explorations—Overland Emigration to California—
Hayes' Diary—Indians—The Oatman Massacre—Colorado Ferry
AND Camp Calhoun—Glanton's Outrages—Fort Yuma Established
—Colorado City—Navigation of the River—Derby's Survey—The
First Steamers.

That part of the country known later as Arizona
remained a Mexican possession down to the signing

of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, and aU
south of the Gila, the only portion inhabited by any
but Indians, for five years longer, or untU the signing

of the treaty of December 1853, or its approval in

1854. The annals of this southern region, the an-

cient Pimerfa Alta, might almost be disposed of bj""

adding ' et cetera ' to the chapter in which the record

has been brought down to 1845.^ That is, the Mexi-
cans under the Sonora government barely maintained

a precarious possession of Tucson and a few other es-

tablishments in the Santa Cruz valley. The Apaches
continued their raids, sometimes driving off live-stock

from under the very walls of the presidios. Retalia-

tory raids of the soldiers became less and less effect-

ive, though the Pdpago allies were somewhat more
successful in repelling and pursuing the savages.

There was a constant diminution of the population,

' See chap, xvi., this volume.

(«4)
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and most of the few remaining ranches were aban-

doned. A census report of September 1848, gave
Tucson 760 inhabitants, and Tubac 249.^ In Decem-
ber of the same year, after an attack in which nine

persons were killed, Tubac and the adjoining settle-

ment of Tamacdcori were abandoned, the people

transferring their residence to Tucson.^ Between
this presidio and that of Santa Cruz south of the line

it does not clearly appear that a single Mexican es-

tablishment of any kind remained, though before 1852
a small garrison had reoccupied Tubac* In the mea-
gre and fragmentary record of Mexican annals down
to 1854, I find only an occasional complaint of impend-
ing ruin, as in earlier times, with appeals for aid, men-
tion of a few Apache depredations and campaigns, and
the names of a few officials, but nothing from which
to form anything like a continuous narrative, or to

form any more definite idea of the general condition

of affairs than that expressed in this paragraph.^

^ Pinart, Col. Doc, print, no. 980. This is a list furnished by Gov. G&idara
for election purposes.

^ Sonoreme, Feb. 21, 1849. Some details of Apache wars in these years
are found in Hist. North Mex. States, ii., this series. The Mexicans believed
that the Indians were incited by Americans. Doubtless the unfortunate state

of a£fairs in N. Mex., and the acts of disreputable American and Mex. traders,

had much to do with Indian troubles.

^Bartlett's Pers. Narr., ii. 302 et seq., where a very good account of the
state of things in the Sta Cruz valley is given.

*I give some items, chiefly from the Sonorense and MS. records of the
Pinart collection, omitting many more of similar nature but of even less im-
portance. In Sept. 1847 the Pinaleno Apaches pretended to desire peace at

Tuscon, but continued their attacks on Tubac. A combined exped. from the
three presidios, consisting of 77 soldiers and a force of 133 citizens, Pimas,
and friendly Apaches, marched against them, killing 17 and capturing 14,

with a loss of two men. Son., Oct. 8th. A year later Capt. Comaduran re-

ports a, successful exped. of the Papagos, bringing in the ears of many
Apaches. Id., Dec. Ist. In March 1849 the inhab. appealed for aid to the
Sonora congress, declaring their purpose if not aided to go and live among
the Gila tribes ! Id. , Sept. 28th. Congress promised arms and ammunition,
and the com. -gen. assured the people of his desire and power to afford full

protection. Pinart, Col. Doc, MS., 113. Sept.-Oct., Col Elias made a suc-

cessful campaign to the Gila. Id., Doc Hist. Son., MS., 166-70, with many
details. Jan. 1850, over 100 cattle driven off from Tucson. Son.. Feb. 1st.

Feb. 7th, decree of gov. fixing bounds for the presidios of the ' Colonias mili-

tares de Ocoidente,' including Tubac and Tucson. Id., Feb. 15th. The
abandonment of Tucson in March 1850 was reported in the Cal. papers, but
doubtless without foundation. Aug. , the paymaster with funds for the colo-

nists at Tucson from Arizpe was attacked and lost several men, but saved his

money. Son., Sept. 20th. In Dec. the presidio was assaulted in the daytime.
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The war of 1846-8, except in the treaty that ended
it, had but slight bearing on the history of Arizona.
The plans of the United States did not include the
occupation of the Pimeria towns south of the Gila,

and north of that river there were no towns to be
occupied, though in a certain sense the conquest of

California on the west and New Mexico on the east

may be regarded as having included that of the broad
region lying between the two. The war also led to

the crossing of this region in the southern parts by
several parties, thus involving its first exploration by
Americans but for the previous exploits of Pattie

and other trappers and traders. In August, 1846,

G-eneral Castro, driven from California, found his way
by the Colorado and Papagueria to Altar in Sonora,

accompanied by a small party;* and at the end of the

same month Kit Carson went east by the Gila route

as the bearer of despatches from Commodore Stockton,

all the live-stock outside the walls carried off, and 3 or 4 persons killed; then
the foe sued for peace (!), offering to give up all their booty, and asserting
that there was a division in their ranks as to peace or war. While negotia-

tions were in progress Papago reenforcements arrived, and the Apaches were
attacked and driven off. Son., Jaja. 10, 1851. June 1851, miL comandante
aco. to instruc. of this date had no authority over vecinos except in case of

an attack. Id. , June 27th. July, friendly Apaches attacked by hostiles, and
59 either killed or carried off. /A, Oct. 24th. Pay of the colony for Oct.-
Nov., $2,077; paymaster, Jose M. Elias Carrillo. Id., Nov. 14th. Feb.-April
1852, campaign of Luguez with Pimas and Papagos. Pinart, Dot. Hist.

Son., MS., V. 21-2. In March an exped. from Tubac was defeated by the
Ind. Id., 14^15. June, Tucson again attacked and cattle driven off, but by
the prompt action of Capt. Agustin Romauos, now com., aided by the juez
de paz and his vecinos, and also by Apaches and Papagos, and by 20 French
settlers, the plunder Was recovered. In following the foe, tracks of ' Ameri-
can shoes ' were found, perhaps not on the feet of Americans. Id., v. 37-41.
The French settlers were 57 in number, who this year became citizens, prob-
ably with a view of cooperating with Raousset de Boulbon in his filibustering

project in Sonora, as most of them joined his party. Id., 60-9, 99. In Nov.
Capt. Andres Zeuteno was put in command. Id., 34-6. In 1853 similar items
on Apache warfare appear; no indication of any radical change. In July
there were 112 friendly Apaches living at Tubac. Pinart, Col. Doc, MS., 118.

See items of 1853-4, in Pinart, Doc. Hist. Son., MS,, chiefly from El Sonoren.ie,

v. 176-8, 180-1, 186-90, 192, 212-13, 252-3. Jose Paredes was com. at Tu-
bac in Sept. 1853. Id., Col. Dor., MS., np. 130. Americans join the Mex.
against Apaches in Oct. 1854, killing 21.

'^ Hist. Cal., v. 277-8, this series. The crossing of Arizona between Cal.

and Sonora, both by the Tucson and Sonoita routes, was in this and the
preceding years not a very unusual or dangerous matter, the Indians being
generally well disposed.
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announcing somewhat prematurely the conquest of

the coast province/

Meeting Carson and inducing him to turn back as

guide, General Kearny, with a force of 200 dragoons,

left the Rio Grande in the middle of October, reach-

ing the Gila, by way of the copper mines, and on the

22d crossed what was later the Arizona boundary.

The march of some 400 miles across the entire width
of the territory, following the river—except at the

big bend^-down to the Colorado junction, occupied

exactly a month. The journey was marked by no
startling adventures or hardships, except the exhaus-

tion of the mules and horses. The few Apaches met
were suspicious and would sell no mules ; the Pimas far-

ther down the river were altogether friendly and eager

for trade, but had no animals for sale ; but near the Colo-

rado the army's needs in this respect were supplied

from a band of horses that a party of Mexicans under

Captain Segura were driving from California to Sonora.

The narratives, especially that of Captain Emory,
eontain a good description of the country ti'aversed,

with its plants, and animals; and rehcs of the ancient

inhabitants, in the form of ruins, pottery, and rock-

inscriptions—uow for the first time examined by
Americans—attracted much attention. This may be
regarded as the first in the series of scientific trans-

continental surveys in the south.*

Following Kearny, but taking a more southern

route that a way might be found for wagons, came Lieu-

tenant-colon,el Cooke with the Mormon battalion, ar-

riving on the 2d of December at the rancho of San
Bernardino near the south-eastern corner of what was
later Arizona. Cooke's route from this point to the

intersection with Kearny's, also a new one to any but

''Id., 286, 336: There were several subsequent crossings of Arizona in

1847-9 by bearers of despatches, which I do not deem it necessary to record

in this volume, as not belonging properly to Arizona annals.

^Bmoi-y's Notes of a Military Recormoissance, 63-94; Johnston's Journal;

Griffin's Journnl, MS. Names used by Emory, and apparently applied at this

time on the upper Gila, were Night Creek, Steeple Book, Mt Graham, Mt
TurnbuU; Sad<fie-back Mt, and Mineral Greek.
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Indians and Mexicans, was west to the Rio San Pedro,'

down that river northward some fifty miles, thence
across to Tucson by the line of the later railroad, and
north-westward, still not far from the railroad route,

to the Gila. The march of the Mormons, by reason

of their duty of opening a wagon road and their char-

acter as infantry, was much more difficult than that of

the dragoons; but they were under a special divine

protection presumably not accorded to the less saintly

branch of the service. Their only active foes were a

herd of wild bulls on the San Pedro, with which they
had a battle on the 11th of December, several men
being wounded, one of them Lieutenant George Stone-

man, since governor of California. Six days later the

army camped at Tucson. Captain Comaduran had
sent a request to the Americans not to pass through
the town, as he had orders to prevent it; and Cooke
had in turn proposed the turning-over of a few arms as

a token of surrender, binding them not to fight during

the war. This was declined, and the comandante with
his garrison abandoned the presidio, as did most of the

inhabitants. Accordingly, Cooke left a friendly letter

for Governor Gd,ndara, reminding him of Sonora's

wrongs at the hands of Mexico and the Indians, and
suggesting that "the unity of Sonora with the states

of the north, now her neighbors, is necessary effect-

ually to subdue these Parthian Apaches;"* then he
marched on, reaching the Gila on the 21st and the

Colorado on January 9, 1847. The wagon road thus
opened was not only utilized by the California emigrants

in the following years, but as a possible railroad route

it was a potent element in prompting the later purchase

by the United States of territory south of the Gila.^"

'Dec. I7th, Capt. Comaduran wrote to the com. gen. of Sonora that an
Amer. force of 500 men had arrived at Tucson. Deo. 28th, the com. gen.
issued a circular stating that on receipt of the news he began organizing a
force to repel the invaders, hut soon heard that the enemy had evacuated
Tucson and marched ' precipitately ' for Alta California. Sonorense, Jan. 1,

1847. There was in the night of the 17th a false alarm of attack from tha
Mexicans, which caused much excitement in camp.

'» Coohe's Journal, in U. S. Ocmt Doc., 30th cong. spec, sess., Sen. Doc. 2; Id.,

Report, in Emory's Notes, 549-62, with maps of route; Id., Conquest, 138-72,
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During the war there were no more explorations

or marches across Arizona to be noticed here ; but in

1848, after the treaty of peace, a battalion of dragoons
under Major Lawrence P. Graham marched from
Chihuahua to California. Coming from Janos this

party reached San Bernardino the 4th of October, but
instead of following Cooke's trail, Graham kept on
south of the line to Santa Cruz presidio, and thence

followed the river down to Tucson. The Gila was
reached at the end of the month, and the Colorado
on the 22d of November. The Americans were
delighted, as had been those under Kearny and
Cooke, with the hospitality of the Gila Pimas,
and the thrift displayed at their villages exceeding

anything elsewhere seen in the transcontinental jour-

ney. Owing to the drunkenness and consequent in-

competence of the leader, this party endured greater

hardships than either of the preceding. No narrative

of this march has ever been published, but I have
Captain Cave J. Coutts' manuscript diary, which con-

tains an excellent account of adventures on the way,
and many valuable notes on the country."

The treaty of 1848 adopted the Gila as the inter-

national boundary, so far as Arizona is concerned,

except that the Bartlett line on latitude 32° 22' and
longitude about 109° 50'—and the corrected line on
latitude 31° 54', longitude 109° 20', and the Santo
Domingo River—gave the United States a small tract

south of the Gila. The survey in 1851, under com-
missioners Bartlett and Garcia Conde, has been re-

corded in the preceding chapter. ^^ The river, as a

natural boundary, hardly required a formal survey,

with map; Tyler's Hist. Mormon Battalion, 211-40; Bigler's Diary of a Mor-
mon, MS. Leroux and Charbonneaux were the principal guides; Stephen
C. Foster served as interpreter. Says Tyler, when at the Pima villages on
the Gila: ' Colonel Cooke very kindly suggested to our senior officers that

this vicinity would be a good place for the exiled saints to locate. A propo-

sition to this eflfect was favorably received by the Indians.' The Mormons
take much pride in having thus been the pioneer surveyors of the Southern

Pacific Railroad, while their companions at Salt Lake were ' paving the way
for the Union Pacific.

'

" Coutts' Diary of a March to Cali/orma in I848, MS., p. 62-98.
'^ See p. 467 et seq., this volume, and maps.
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especially after Emory's reconnoissance of 1846; still

the most complete possible exploration of the region

for general purposes, and particularly the search for a
railroad route, were deemed essential. So far as can

be learned from the confused records, the results were
not very important. Mr Bartlett, departing from the

copper-mine region in September 1851, for Sonora,

and not returning on account of illness, left on the

San Pedro a party under Gray and Whipple to com-

plete the survey of the Gila. Gray, with two men,

subsequently crossed the country to Tucson, went up
the river, and met Bartlett again at Santa Cruz,

returning to the San Pedro on the 2d of October.

Next day the whole party started for the Gila, reaching

it on the 9th at a point just below the San Carlos

junction; and by December 24th the survey had
been completed to a poimt within about 60 miles of

the Colorado, when it was suspended for want of sup-

plies, and the explorers found their way to San Diego
in January 1852. Here they met Bartlett again,

who in May, with Whipple and party, started for

the Gila to complete the survey. Before reaching

the Colorado, Colonel Craig, commanding the escort,

was killed by deserters whom he was trying to arrest.

The Yumas were found to be hostile, but an escort

to the Pima villages was furnished from the garrison

at Port Yuma. The journey through Arizona, up
the Gila and Santa Cruz, was accomplished between
June 18th and July 24th. This seems to be all that

IS necessary, or possible in the space at my command,
to say about the boundary survey under the treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo, so far as it effects the subject of

this volume, though there were many complications

of some interest. It should be added that Bartlett's

narrative contains an excellent description of the

country visited, with notes on early history, and the

aborigines, and views illustrating physical features,

and especially ruins and relics of antiquity.'*

" Bartlett's Personal Narrative, i. 355-405, from copper mines to Sta Cruz;
map of the regions surveyed; ii. 156-313, return from Ft Yuma in 185^
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It was in 1851 that the first government explora-

tion was made across northern Arizona. Captain L.
Sitgreaves was ordered to follow the Zuni, Colorado
Chiquito, and Colorado rivers down to the gulf.

With a party of twenty he left Zuni in September,
but did not attempt to follow the river through the

great canons, turning off to the west on the 8th of

October, crossing the country just above the parallel

of 35°, approximately on the route followed by Padre
Garc^s in 1776, reaching the Mojave region on the

Colorado, November 5th, and following the main
river south to Fort Yuma, where he arrived at the

end of November. The condition of the animals and
lack of supplies had not permitted this expedition to

accomplisli all that had been expected of it, but the

result of this first exploration was an interesting itin-

erary, a map of the route, and various scientific reports

on a new region."

Sitgreaves' exploration was followed in 1853-4 by
the 35th parallel Pacific Railroad survey under Lieu-

tenant A. W. Whipple. With Lieutenant J. C. Ives

as chief assistant in a corps of twelve, and an escort

of the 7th U. S. infantry under Lieutenant John M.
Jones, Whipple, having completed the survey from

Fort Smith across New Mexico, left Zuni on Novem-
ber 23, 1853. His route was for the most part some-

what south of that followed by Sitgreaves, though

and p. 597-602, Lieut Whipple's report of the trip down the Gila. Another
report of Whipple is attached to Graham's Report, 32d cong. 1st sess., Sen.

Ex. 'Doc. 121, p. 221-5. See also, on the killing of Craig, Webb's report, etc.,

in U. S. Govt Doc., special sess., 1853, Sen. Doc. 129, p. 125-36. See also

Mex. and U. S. Boundary Survey, 32d cong. 1st sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. 119,

passim, especially reports of A. B. Gray, on p. 267-9, 305-7, and that of

Thos H. Webb, sec. of the commission, p. 465-8. Gray states that monu-
ments were erected all along the line.

'* Sitgreaves, report of an Expedition down the Zufli and Colorado rivers, by

Captain L. Sitgreaves, corps topographical engineers. Accompanied by maps,

sketches, views, ami illustrations. Wash., 1853, 8to, 198 p., 80 pi. and map.
The appendices are Woodhmtse {S. W.), Report on the Natural History, with

chapters on zoology, botany, etc., by different men; and Woodhouse, Medical

Report. The plates are many of them colored. The party consisted of Capt.

Sitgreaves, Lieut. J. 6. Parke, Dr S. W. Woodhouse, physician and naturalist,

R. H. Kern, draughtsman, Antoiue Leroux, guide, 5 Americans, and 10

Mexicans, packers, etc. An escort of 30 men of tine 2d artill. was com-

manded by Maj . H. L. Hendrick.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 31
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his survey covered the same region. Descending the

Zuni, and Colorado Chiquito, and later the Santa Maria
and Bill Williams fork, this party reached the Colo-

rado the 20th of February, followed that river up to

latitude 34°, 50', and thence in March continued the

survey across California. The resulting report as

published by government, though of similar nature, is

very much more elaborate and extensive than that of

Sitgreaves, containing an immense amount of the

most valuable descriptive, geographic, and scientific

matter on northern Arizona, profusely illustrated by
fine colored engravings and maps.^^

The Mexican government having permitted, a little

in advance of the new treaty, the survey for a ra-il-

road route south of the line, Lieutenant John G.

Parke with a party of about 30 and an escort under
Lieutenant George Stoneman left San Diego January
24, 1854, and began his survey at the Pima villages

on the Gila. He reached Tucson the 20th of Febru-
ary, thence proceeding to the San Pedro and eastward

by a route somewhat north of Cooke's wagon road for

a part of the way, known as Nugent's trail. Coming
again into Cooke's road on March 7th, he followed it

to the Rio Grande.^® Again in May 1855 Lieuten-

'* Whipple, Report of Explorations /or a railway route, near the thirty-ffth

parallel of north latitude, from the Mississippi Biver to the Pacific Ocean, by Lieu-

tenant A. W. Whipple, corps of topographical engineers, assisted by Lieutenant

J. C. Ives, etc., 1853-^. Wash., 1856, 4to, being vol. iii. of the Pacific Rail-

road Reports, 33d oong. 2d sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. 78. There is an introduction

consisting of extracts from Whipple's preliminary report, 36 pages; then
Part i.. Itinerary, 136 p. (the Arizona matter being on p. 67-120); Part ii.,

Report of Topographical Features, 77 p.; Part iii., Whipple, Ewbank, and
Turner, Report upon the Indian Tribes, 127 p., a standard authority on the
subject, with many colored plates, resumes of aboriginal traditions and Span-
ish history, etc.; Part iv., Report on the geology of the route, 175 p., maps.
Whipple's preliminary report may be found in 33d cong. 1st sess., Ex. Doc.
129, with maps. Also in Pac. R. R. Repts, i. 1-134, passim, is some informa-

tion on this route in doc. attached to the report of the sec. war, Feb. 27,

1855. Excellent resumes of this and other surveys maybe found in Warren's
Memoir. The principal members of the corps were J. M. Bigelow, surgeon
and botanist, Jules Marcou, geologist, C. B. R. Kennerly, physician and
naturalist, A. H. Campbell, railroad engineer, H. B. Mollhausen, topographer
and artist. The Tagebuch einer Reise von Mississippi nach den KUsten der

Siidsee V071 Baldwin Mollhausen, Leipzig, 1858, 4to, 499 p., colored plates, map,
is an excellent narrative of the same exploration.

^^ Parke, Report of Explo7-ations, etc., between Dofia Ana and Pimas Villages

on the Oila, in Pac. R. R. Repts, ii., no. 6, 28 p.
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ant Parke with another party started from San Diego
for the Pima villages, and made a more careful survey-

by several routes of the country stretching eastward
from the San Pedro."

After the discovery of gold in California, emigrants
in large numbers began to cross southern Arizona,
from Sonora and other Mexican states in 1848, and
from the eastern United States in 1849. Of this

movement, which continued for many years, we have
naturally no records except for a few parties. The
route followed was by the Santa Cruz and Gila val-

leys, though some Mexican parties preferred to cross

Papaguerfa ; and the Americans reached Tucson from
the Rio Grande for the most part by Cooke's wagon
road of 1846, though various cut-offs were likewise

attempted. It was a journey of much hardship
always, and especially so in seasons of drought, though
not more diflficult apparently than on other routes.

The experiences of the gold-seekers on any of the

great lines of travel to California would supply ma-
terial for a fascinating volume, but only a few of the

diaries are extant, and not even one of them can be
closely followed here. The journal kept by Benjamin
Hayes in 1849 is the most complete that I have seen,

minutely describing the events of each day's progress

of his large party from the end of October, when they
left the Rio Grande, to the end of December, when
they crossed the Colorado into California. The tedious

march, novel features of the country and its products

noted, the search for grass and water, petty accidents

to men and mules, occasional meeting with Indians,

" Parke, Report of Explorations from the Pima Villages to the Rio Grande,
1854-5, ia Pac. B. R. Bepts, vii., pt ii. pp. 19-42, with maps. Description

of the country and colored plates of scenery. See also Woolen's Memoir,
80-1. In El Nadonal, March 24, 1854, is a communication from Ayud. In-

spector Bemabe Gomez at Tucson, dated March 2d, reporting Parke's

arrival to survey boundaries.

In Brown's Apache Country, 18-19, is a mention of exploring expeditions

in these years, which is repeated substantially in Sinton s Band-book, 32-3,

Hamilton's Besources, 21, Arizona Hist. (Elliott & Co.), 62-3, and in other

works. This would seem to be a carelessly prepared record, omitting some
explorations and adding others that did not reach Arizona,
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the frequent and careful perusal of records left on

trees and rocks by preceding parties, delays caused

by illness and occasional deaths, passing the graves of

earlier emigrants, discussions on the route and specu-

lations on the prospects oifered by the land of gold,

and the thousand and one petty items that make up
this journal and hundreds of others written and un-

written—all give a strong fascination to the monoto-
nous record, but all resist condensation, or if condensed

show simply that an emigrant party once on a time

passed that way. The parties numbered hundreds,

and the emigrants tens of thousands, but details must
and may safely be left to the imagination.^*

Both exploring and emigrant parties had occasional

troubles with the Apaches, who could not always

resist the temptation to steal animals, though their

chief fury was directed against the Mexicans, and they

often professed friendship for the Americans, and even

aided them for compensation. Large parties with

due vigilance had no serious difficulty in Apacberia,

but small and careless companies were sometimes less

fortunate;" and after 1854 depredations seem to have
increased. The most notable, or at least the best re-

corded, of their outrages before that date was the

Oatman massacre of 1851. Roys Oatman, with his

wife and s&ven children, left Independence, Missouri,

in August 1850, witli a party of about 50 emigrants,

part of whom remained at Tucson and the rest at the

^^Hayes {Benj.), Diary ofajoumey overlandfrc/m Socorro to Warner s Ranch,
1849-60. Autograph MS. presented by the author. There are many scat-

tered items in books and newspapers about individuals and parties who
crossed the plains by the southern route, but none of these seem to require
notice in connection with Arizona history. Information about the country is

better derived from the official surveys. The journals of the explorers, how-
ever, often note the meeting with an emigrant party.

"In Barlktt's Pers. Narr., and Cremony's Life among the Apaches, as well
as in the journals of other railroad and boundary surveyors, are found many
items of Indian affairs; others are given in such works as Ccczens' JIarvellous

Country; and many more in newspaper records, though the latter are often
indefinite in respect of date and other details. Arizona was in these years a
part of New Mexico, and much that is recorded of Indian affairs in the annals
of that territory as given in government reports may be applied to this west-
ern region. April 11, 1849, John C. Hays is appointed sub-Indian agent for

the Gila tribes. Cal. & N. Mux., Mess., 1850, p. 230-1.
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Pima villages, while Oatman and his family went on
alone in February 1851. He was passed on the 15th
by John Lecount, by whom he sent a letter to Major
Heintzelman at Fort Yuma, asking for aid.^" A few
days later while encamped on the Gila just below the

big bend, at a place since known by his name, he was
visited by a party of Indians who seemed friendly at

first but soon attacked the family, and killed father,

mother, and four children, leaving one son, Lorenzo,

aged 14, stunned and presumably dead, and carrying

off as captives two daughters, Olive aged 16, and Mary
Ann a girl of 10. The Indians are said to have been

Tonto Apaches, though there was some doubt on this

point not yet entirely removed, I think. Lorenzo
Oatman recovered and found his way back to the

Pima villages, thence going with the other emigrant

families to Fort Yuma, and to San Francisco. The
commandant of the post, on the receipt of the letter,

sent two men with supplies ; but on hearing of the

disaster did not feel at liberty to pursue the savages

or attempt the captives' recovery, because the mas-

sacre had been committed on Mexican soil."^ The
captive girls were carried northward into the moun-
tains, and after a time sold to the Mojaves. The
younger died after a year or two, but Olive was kept

as a slave until 1857, when, chiefly by the efforts of a

^I have this original letter, furnished by Capt. Gr. 0. Smith, U. S. A., at

Camp Grant, A. T., in 1877. Misel. Hist. Pap., MS., 18; also a letter ot

Heintzelman of March 27th in which he says he has heard from a party of

emigrants that 0. had been killed on Feb. I8th, probably by Maricopas; also

the testimony of Lorenzo D. Oatman on the occurrence.
'^ The excuse seems to me insufficient under the circumstances. Stratton

and young Oatman bitterly complained of Heintzelman's refusal to succor the

emigrants or pursue the murderers, stating that he brutally disregarded the

entreaties of his men and others. There is probably much exaggeration in

the charges. It seems that Hewitt and Lecount wrote to the newspapers on

the subject, but Heintzelman answered in the S. 'S. AUa of July 24, 1851,

claiming that he could not have prevented the disaster, since it occurred two
days before he received Oatman s letter, giving his reasons as in my text for

not pursuing the Indians, and stating that Hewitt and Lecount were acting

in a spirit of revenge because he had refused to furnish an escort for their

gold-hunting operations. Bartlett, Pers. Narr., ii. 203-4, who was at the

fort in 1852, says: ' The major immediately despatched a party of soldiers with

provisions for those still behind, and with orders to scour the country, and
endeavor if possible to recover the missing girls. But they saw no Indians,

nor has it yet been ascertained by what tribe the outrage was committed.'
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Mr Grinell, she was ransomed, brought to the fort,

and joined her brother, the two soon going east to

live in New York. Her sufferings as a captive had
of course been great, though her fate was in some
respects less terrible than might have been expected.

A volume founded on her statements and those of her

brother had a very wide circulation.^^

The number of emigrants crossing the Colorado

near the Gila junction before the end of 1851 has

been probably overestimated at 60,000, but they

were very numerous.^^ They and the Indians and the

soldiers made this the most bustling point in the

country for several years. The Indians were not at

first openly hostile, though they required constant

watching, and the different tribes were often at war
with each other, but rendered the emigrants some aid

in crossing. Lieutenant Cave J. Coutts, commanding
an escort to the boundary surveyors under Whipple,

established Camp Calhoun on the California side at

the end of September 1849, and for two months
greatly aided the worn-out and hungry gold-seekers,

^'' Stratum, Captimty of the Oatman girls; idng an interesting narrative of life

among the Apache and Mohave Indians; containing also an interesting account of
the massacre of the Oatman family by the Apache Indians in 1851; the narrow

escape of Lorenzo D. Oatman; tlve capture of Olive A. and Mary A. Oatman; tite

death by starvation of the latter; the five years' suffering and captivity of Olive A.
Oatman; also, her singular recapture in 1856; as given by Lorenzo D. and Olive

A. Oatman, the only surviving members of the family, to the author, R. B. Strai-

ten. S. F., 1857, 12mo, 231 p., portraits, map, and cuts. Also the same, 3d
ed., 26th thousand, N. Y. (1858), 12mo, 290 p. The subject was a most fas-

cinating one, as shown by the large sale; but the intrinsic interest was, or
should have been, wellnigh destroyed by the dress of literary fustian in

which it pleased the Rev. Strattou to present the narrative of the captive

woman. The Oatman massacre is mentioned in nearly all Arizona books and
articles. Conklin, Picturesque Arizona, 195-6, says that Olive Oatman died in

a N. Y. insane asylum before 1877. I have a daguerreotype likeness taken
just after her release, belonging to the Hayes' collection. In the 8. Diego
Union, April 25, 1856, is a narrative founded on an interview with the re-

leased captive. See also a letter of Capt. Nauman to Capt. Jones, in U. S.

Govt Doc, 34th cong. 1st sess.. Sen. Doc. 66, p. 67-8; act of relief by Cal.

legislature. Cal. Jour. Ass., 1856, p. 923; Jour, Sen., 906; Hayes' Scraps, Ind.,

ii. 75-81; Id., Angeles, xviii. 11-15.
^* An excellent guide-book for emigrants by this route was the Roiutefrom

tlte Oulf of Mexico and the Lower Mississippi Valley to Oal^omia and the Pacific

Ocean, illustrated by a general map and sectional maps; with directions to trav-

ellers. Compiled by Robert Crewzbaur, 1849. N. Y., 1849, 16mo, 40 p. This
book is made up chiefly of extracts from official diaries of the explorers; hence
its comparative excellence.
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whose arrival is noted almost every day.^* The 1st

of November there arrived a flat-boat which had
made the voyage down the Gila from the Pima vil-

lages with Mr Howard and family and two men, a

doctor and a clergyman, on board. During this voy-

age, also, a son was born to Mrs Howard, perhaps the

first child of American parents born in Arizona, and

named, as Coutts tells us, Gila. The lieutenant is

understood to have purchased the craft, which plied

as a ferry-boat during the remainder of his stay, and

was then transported to San Diego, where it was used

on the bay. Such was the history of the first Colo-

rado ferry. ^^ After the departure of Coutts, the

Mexican surveying party remained till the end of the

year, and the ferry service—perhaps with another boat

—was continued by the officer commanding the es-

cort.^'

Early in 1850, Lincoln seems to have engaged in

the business of running the Colorado ferry, soon form-

''* Coutts' Diary, MS., 128-67, extending .from Sept. 14th, when he left S.

Diego, to Nov. 22d, not long before he left the Colorado on hia return, the

diary terminating abruptly. It is a very interestiag and amusing narrative

of the officer's experience in attending to the complicated wants of the scien-

tists, the emigrants, and the various bands of Indiaus. Several parties of

U.S. officials, in different branches of the service, also passed that way, and one

of these, Capt. Thorn, was drowned with three companions on Nov. 16th, by
the upsetting of a canoe.

''' Coutts' Diary, MS., 165. The author does not mention the purchase or

any ferry; but many pioneers remember crossing the river on his ferry. E.

H. Howard, in the S. F. Bulletin, July 8, 1885, gives the most complete

record. He says the boat, 16 ft long by 5 ft 6 in. wide, was built for the trip,

and first launched on Lake Michigan, being mounted on wheels for land ser-

vice, but used to cross rivers on the way. The writer sailed in her later on

S. Diego Bay; and he says the boy born on the GUa is still living in Lake Co.,

Cal. See other letters, in Id., July 10th and Aug. 24th. One writer thinks

the institution was not properly a ferry, because skiffs and canoes had been

used at the crossing before. Some writers imply that Coutts' boat remained

at the Colorado for the next season. I think there may be some doubt about

its having been carried that year to S. Diego.

'^ Hayes' Diary, MS., 143r-6. H. crossed on Dec. 31st. He found a rope

stretched across the river, by which the boat (not described) was guided. The
charge was $2 for a man or mule, which caused some swearing among the

Missourians; but Iturbide (son of the ex-emperor), who was interpreter for

the boundary commission, had been educated at the same school as Hayes,

and obtained a reduction in the ferry rates. Col Carrasco estimated the emi-

grants of the season at 12,000. It was complained that Coutts had collected a

tax from all Mexican emigrants. C. in his diary mentions that he was advised

to do so, but does not tell us if he followed the advice. It was understood

that the Indians had a ferry for emigrants farther down the river.
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ing a partnership with one John Glanton, described as

leader of a gang of cutthroats, who had been engaged
in hunting Apaches for a scalp premium in Sonora
and Chihuahua, but had been driven out by the gov-

ernment, when it was discovered that they brought
in the scalps of friendly Indians or even of Mexicans.
On the Colorado these villains continued their evil

ways, plundering emigrants and attributing their dep-

redations to the Indians. The Yumas were at first

friendly, but soon became hostile, especially when the

manager of their opposition ferry—said to have been
a deserter from the army—was killed by Glanton;
and they attacked their white rivals, killing about a
dozen, including the leaders.^' A little later, in July
of the same year, we are told that another party under
Jaeger and Hartshorne reestablished the ferry, bring-

ing lumber from San Diego for the construction of

their boat, and continuing the business profitably for

over a year. On November 27, 1850, Heintzelman
arrived from San Diego to establish a garrison and
protect the emigrants. His post was called at first

Camp Independence, but was transferred in March
1851 to the site of the old Spanish mission, and was
soon named Fort Yuma. There was much trouble

about supplies, but the Indians were not hostile, and
in June the fort was left in charge of Lieutenant L.

W. Sweeney with ten men. Soon the Yumas became
troublesome, killing some immigrants and even attack-

ing the post; the scurvy also became prevalent and
supplies exhausted ; Captain Davidson took command
in November; and in December fort and ferry were
abandoned. Heintzelman came back in February
1852 to rebuild the fort and permanently reestablish

2' Yuma Sentinel, Aug. 11, 1877; S. Diego World, Feb. 1, 1873; Ariz. Hist.

(Elliott &, Co.), 245; Hamilton's Resources, 85. It is generally implied that aU
thia occurred in 1849, which is hardly possible. Tl^ee men are said to haie
escaped, C. 0. Brown, Joe Anderson, and another. In the Ariz. Hist., 60-1,
John Galantin is named as leader of the scalp-hunters, and is said to have
been engaged in driving sheep from N. Mex. to Cal., being killed by the Yu-
mas with all his gang, and 21 other American sheep-drivera. There is evi-

dently some confusion here.
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the garrison. Complicated Indian hostilities, chiefly

on the California side, continued until late in the same
year, when a treaty was made, though the Yumas and
Cocopas still fought occasionally among themselves.^*

Fort Yuma was in California, and across tlie Colo-
rado there seems to have been no permanent settle-

ment until 1854, though temporary structures may
have stood there at times in connection with the ferry.

In 1854 a store was perhaps built, and a site for Col-

orado City was formally surveyed; but in 1861 there

were still only one or two buildings, which were
washed away in the flood of 1862; and the real growth
of the place, later called Arizona City and finally

Yuma, seems not to have begun until about 1864.^*

The early navigation of the Colorado is a subject

demanding notice in this connection. When Major
Heintzelman was ordered to establish a military post

at Yuma, an exploration of the river was determined
on with a view to the furnishing of supplies by that

route. Lieutenant George H. Derby, of later fame
as a humorist under the name of John Phoenix, was
put in charge of the survey, and sailed from San
Francisco, November 1, 1840, on the schooner Invin-

cible, Captain A. H. Wilcox. The month of January
1851 was spent in the river, up which the schooner,

'* The early annals of Ft Yuma are given with apparent care and accuracy
in a series of articles published in the Yuma Sentinel, May 4, 11, 18, 25, 1878.

In Oct. 1852, the Yumas are said to have numbered 972. Oct. 26th, a fire

destroyed most of the buildings. In Dec. an earthquake made some changes
in the river. In 1853 there was much fighting between the Indian tribes.

In April 1854 some of Walker's filibusters arrived from the mouth of the

Colorado. In July Capt Geo. H. Thomas took command. In Jan. 1855 a
new treaty with Yumas and Cocopas. Changes in commanders, etc., down to

1861 are given. It should be noted that in Jan. 1851 the proprietors of the

ferry are named by Lieut. Derby, who met them on the river, aa Ogden and
Henchelwood. Derby's Report, 18.

^'See references in two preceding notes. Also Los Angeles Star, Nov. 16,

1854; Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 109; Id., S. Diego, i. 18; Minion's Band-book,

247. Pumpelly, .ilcj-OM .America, 60, found but one house in 1861. He heard

from a frieud (C. D. Poston) that the town survey in 1854 had been simply a

device to pay ferry charges. The friend and party were bound to California

and had no money; the engineer (Ehrenberg) was set to work on the survey,

and the German ferry-man (Jaeger) became so enthusiastic over the prospect-

ive rise of his property that he gladly took city lots for ferriage. Lieut.

Michler, in Yimia Sentinel, Feb. 16, 1878, also mentions the city on paper in

1854.
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drawing eight or nine feet of water, could only ascend
some 25 miles to latitude 30° 50', but in his boat
Derby went up 60 miles farther, meeting Heintzelman
and a party from Yuma.^" It appears that also in the
spring of 1851 George A. Johnson arrived at the
river's mouth on the schooner Sierra Nevada with
supplies for the fort, and lumber from which were
built flat-boats for the trip up the Colorado. In 1852
the first steamer, the Uncle Sam, was brought by
Captain TurnbuU on a schooner to the head of the

gulf, and there put together for the river trip. She
reached Fort Yuma at the beginning of December,
but had been obliged to land her cargo of supplies

some distance below. After running on the river for

a year or two, the Uncle Sam grounded and sank,

being replaced in January 1854 by the General Jesup,

under Captain Johnson, the new contractor, but ex-

ploding in August. The Colorado, a stern-wheeler
120 feet long, was put on the route in the autumn of

1855, and from this time the steam navigation, with
an occasional opposition line, seems to have been con-

tinuous.^^

^ Derby {Geo. H.), Reconnoissance of the Gulf of California and the Colorado
River, 1850-1. Wash., 1852, 8vo, 28 p., cuts and maps, being report of sec
war, June 15, 1852, 32d cong. 1st sess.. Sen. Ex. Doc. 81.

21 Yuma Sentinel, May 4, 25, 1878; J. A. Mellen, in Ariz. Hisbrry, 318-19,
245; Hinton's Hand-book, 247-8. In Hayes' Scraps, Mining, v. 60-2, I find
the articles of incorporation of the Gila Mining and Steam Navigation Com-
pany, organized at S. Francisco in Nov. 1853.
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On December 30, 1853, James Gadsden, United
States minister to Mexico, concluded a treaty by which
the boundary line was moved southward so as to give

the United States, for a money consideration of

$10,000,000, all of modern Arizona south of the Gila,

an effort so to fix the line as to include a port on the

gulf being unsuccessful.^ The treaty was first con-

cluded on the 13th of December, but in consequence

^Text of the Gadsden treaty in New Mexico, Compiled Laws, 38-44; D. S.

Govt Doc, 33d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 109; 47th cong. 2d seas., H. Mis.

Doc. 45; Mexico, LegisJacion Mejicana, June-Dec. 1854, 117-32; DvljUm and
Lozano, Legislacion Me}., vii. 261-4; Ariz., Howell Code, 482-5; and elsewhere

often repeated. The boundary as fixed by this treaty was the Rio Grande
up to lat. 31° 47', due west 100 miles; south to lat. 31° 20'; west on that

parallel to long. 111°; thence in a straight line to a point in the Colorado

River 20 miles below the Gila junction; up the middle of the Colorado to the

intersection of the former line (that is, to mouth of the Gila); and thence on

the former line to the Pacific. This is the line as it still exists in 1887. Be-

sides the boundary changes, the U. S. gained by this treaty two important

advantages: 1st, by art. 11, a release from the responsibility for outrages by

U. S. Indians in Mex. territory, art. 12 of the former treaty being abrogated;

and 2d, by art 8, free railroad transit across the isthmus of Tehuantepec.

(491)
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of new instructions from Washington was modified

on the 30th. Again it was changed—notably by re-

ducing the price from twenty to ten millions—by the

United States senate. In June 1854 it came back

with Mexican approval to Washington; on the 28th

and 29th, after much debate in the house, a bill appro-

priating the money was passed by congress;^ on the

30th the treaty was published by President Pierce,

and by President Santa Anna on the 20th of July.

Of the preliminary negotiations and the successive

modifications of terms, not much is definitely known

;

but the latter may probably have included, not only

the reduction of -price and the introduction of the

Tehuantepec concession, but also a reduction of* terri-

tory—perhaps involving the cession of a gulf port

—

and the omission of an article making the United
States responsible for filibustering expeditions across

the line.^

On the face of the matter this Gadsden treaty was
a tolerably satisfactory settlement of a boundary dis-

pute, and a purchase hy the United States of a route

for a southern railroad to California. Under the

treaty of 1848, the commissioners, as we have seen,

had agreed on latitude 32° 22' as the southern boun-

dary of New Mexico, but the United States surveyor

had not agreed to this line, had perhaps surveyed
another in 31° 54', and the New Mexicans claimed

2 See debates in Cong. Globe, 1853-4, p. 1466, 1476, 1519-68, passim.
The treaty had to be ratified before June 30th, and as it was presented to
congress on the 21st the appropriation bill had to be passed in a hurry.
Friends of the measure would not permit the passage of a resolution calling

on the president for instructions to Gadsden and correspondence on the
treaty; and opposition was based—nominally at least—on unwillingness to
vote money for a treaty whose true inwardness was not known, especially as

many mysterious rumors were current of stock-jobbing schemes and far-reach-

ing political intrigues of the administration and of the south. The bill was
passed in the house by a vote of 103 to 62, and in the senate by 34 to 6.

''In Rivera, Hint. Jalapa, iv. 418-19, 458-9, 487-9, 499, is given what pur-
ports to be a resume of the treaty in its original form. Art. 4 provided for

a junta to decide on Mex. claims not in the final treaty; art. 8 Dound both
governments to prevent filibustering, replaced finally by the Tehuantepec
clause. Ihe original boundary is not given. Santa Anna, however, A sus

Compatriotas, April 12, 1858, in a defence of his policy, says that the boun-
dary was modified, and that he rejected Gadsden s propositions for a cession
of Baja Cal. and parts of Chili, and Sonora.
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the Mesilla valley between the two lines as part of

their territory. The United States were, to some
extent, bound by the act of their comniissioner; but
Mexico, besides being wrong on the original proposi-

tion, was not in condition to quarrel about so unim-
portant a matter. On the other hand, the northern
republic could afford to pay for a railroad route

through a country said to be rich in mines; and
Mexico, though national pride was strongly opposed
to a sacrifice of territory, was sadly in need of money,
and sold a region that was practically of no value to

her.* In both countries there was much bitter criti-

cism of the measure, and a disposition to impute hid-

den motives to the respective administrations. I am
not prepared to say that there were not such motives

;

but I find little support for the common belief that

the Gadsden purchase was effected with a definite

view to the organization of a southern confederacy,

though this theory was entertained in the north at

the time. It is a remarkable circumstance that in

Mexico, both by the supporters and foes of the meas-
ure, it was treated as a cession of the Mesilla val-

ley in settlement of the boundary dispute, though
that valley was, in reality, but a very small and unim-
portant portion of the territory ceded.

William H. Emory was appointed United States

commissioner and surveyor to establish the new
boundary line, Jos6 Salazar Ilarregui being the Mexi-
can commissioner, and Francisco Jimenez chief engi-

neer. The commissioners met at El Paso at the end
of 1854, and the initial monument was fixed on Janu-

ary 31, 1855. In June the survey had been carried

*A3 to the abrogating of art. 11 of the treaty of 1848, Santa Anna de-

clared

—

A sus Ccmi/p., 8-11—that he had never for a moment expected the

U. S. to keep their agreement by paying for damages done by the Indians;

while in the U.S. this was held oat as a great gain in view of immense prospec-

tive claims on the part of Mexico. It was at least a release from embarrassing
promises which never would have been kept. On the Gadsden treaty, see

also Zamacois, Hist. Mej., xiii. 776; Domenech, Hist. Mej., ii. 262-6; Mex.,

Mem. Relac, 1870, p. 410-11, 433; and most other histories of Mexico; also

mention in most works on Arizona and New Mexico, including Johnaaria

Hist. Ariz., 24.
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westward to Los Nogales, or longitude 111°. Mean-
while Lieutenant N. Michler arrived at Fort Yuma
at the end of 1854, and was occupied until May 1855,

with Salazar, in fixing the initial monument on the

Colorado and surveying the line for a short distance

eastward toward Sonoita; but they were obliged to

suspend operations for lack of water, and proceeded

by the Gila and Tucson route to Nogales, where they
met Emory in June, and before the end of August
completed the survey westward. There were no con-

troversies in connection with the operations under
Emory and Ilarregui, the Mexicans and Americans
working in perfect harmony for a speedy and economi-

cal termination of the work, and all being in marked
contrast to the disgraceful and costly wranglings of

the former commissions. There was nothing in the

personal experiences of the surveying parties that

calls for notice here. The published report contains

an excellent description of the country with various

scientific appendices of great value.^

Besides the boundary survey, there are but few offi-

cial explorations to be noted, though by prospectors

and Indian fighters the whole country was pretty

thoroughly explored in these years. In 1857 Ed-
ward F. Beale opened a wagon road on the 35th par-

allel, following nearly the route of Whipple and Sit-

greaves. He left Zuni in August, and reached the

^ United States and Mexican Boundary Survey. Seport of William H. Emory,
Major first cavalry and U. S. commissioner. Wash., 1857, 4to, 3 vol., many
fine engravings and colored plates. The narratives of Emory and Michler,
with other matter directly connected with the geographic survey, fill 252 p.
of vol. i., the rest of the work being devoted to the geology, botany, and zo-

ology of the expedition. Along the line aa surveyed, monuments of stone or
iron were erected at frequent stations, from each of which careful sketches of

the topography in different directions were made, in order that the sites of the
monuments, if destroyed by the Indians—as they often were—might be
easily found without a repetition of the complicated observations and calcu-
lations. The Mexicans were eager to complete the work, because $3,000,000
of the purchase-money was paysible only on such completion. At the begin-
ning of 1855 there was some complaint in Mexico that the TJ. S. had taken
possession at one or two points without waiting for a formal survey or trans-
fer, and it was feared they might delay operations to prevent payment of the
money. Oorreo de Bspafla, }a.n. n,'\855. There was also much trouble about
the collection and disposition of the funds; but this does not concern us here.
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Colorado in January 1858. The steamer General
Jesup was waiting in the Mojave region to carry this

party across the river, but Beale with twenty nien re-

turned to New Mexico, thus proving the practicability

of his road for winter travel.® Another important ex-

ploration was that of Lieutenant Joseph C. Ives. In
November 1857, he arrived at the head of the gulf on
a schooner from San Francisco, which also brought an
iron stern-wheel steamer fifty feet long, built for the
trip in Philadelphia, and named the Explorer. On
this craft, launched the 30th of December, Ives left

Tort Yuma on January 11, 1858, and on March 12th
had passed through the Black Canon of the Colorado
and reached the mouth of Virgin River. Returning
from this point to the Mojave villages, he sent the

boat down to the fort, and with part of his scientific

corps, being joined also by Lieutenant Tipton with
an escort of twenty men, he started eastward by land.

His route after a little was to the north of that fol-

lowed by earlier explorers, including the canons of

the Colorado Chiquito and other streams, and also,

for the first time since the American occupation, the

Moqui pueblos. Ives reached Fort Defiance in May,
and his report, illustrated by fine engravings of new
scenery, is perhaps the most fascinating in all the

series of government explorations.'^ Besides the Beale

' Beale {Edward F.), Wagon Boad from Fort Defiance to the Colorado River.

Report of the Superintendent, April 26, 1858, in U. S. Oovt Doc, 35th cong.

1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 124, with map showing route, with those of Sitgreaves
and Whipple. Beale used camels on this trip, and declared them better
adapted than mules to the service.

In Cindnnatus' Travels on the western slope of the Mexican Cordillera, 336-51,
is an account by H. S. Washburn, deputy U. S. surveyor, of a trip from Ft
Yuma up the GUa to Tucson, and back by way of Altar and Sonoita in 1856.

' Ives Report upon the Colorado River of the West, explored in 1857 and 18B8
hy Lieutenant Joseph O. Ives, corps of topographical engineers under the direction

of the office of explorations and surveys, A. A. Humphries, captain topographical

engineers, in charge. By order of the Secretary of War. Wash., 1861, 4to, 131,

154, 30, 6, 32 p., with plates and maps. U. S. Oovt Doc, 36th cong. 1st sess.,

H. Ex. Doc. 90; see also 35th cong. 2d sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. 582; Id., H. Ex.
Doc. 2, p, 608-19; 34th cong. 1st sess., H. Miscel. Doc. 86; Sen. Miscel. Doc.
39. Molhausen, Reisen, i. 116-443, ii. 1-139, 144-5, map, who had been with
Whipple, was also with Ives as artist, etc., and gives a full narrative. Capt.

A. D. Byrd, for seven years a pilot on the Colorado, published in 1864 a new
chart of that river. Browne's L. Cat, 47. In the S. F. Call of April 9, 1877,
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road in the north, another was opened in the south by
Superintendent James B. Leach and Engineer N. H.
Hutton. This corresponded largely with the Cooke
road of 1846, but led down the San Pedro to the ArJ-

vaipa, and thence to the Gila, 21 miles east of the

Pima villages, thus saving 40 miles over the Tucson
route, and by improvements about five days for wagons.

The work was done by Leach and Hutton from the

Rio Grande to the Colorado, between October 25,

1857, and August 1, 1858.^ Over this road ran in

1858-60 Arizona's first stage, the Butterfield overland

line from Marshall, Texas, to San Diego, carrying the

mails and passengers twice a week, until the service

was stopped by Indian depredations.^

It was not until 1856 that the United States took

military possession of the Gadsden purchase by send-

ing a detachment of four companies of the First Dra-

goons, which force was stationed at Tucson and later

at Calabazas. In 1857 a permanent station was
selected, and Fort Buchanan was established on the

Sonoita about 25 miles east of Tubac. The site was
afterward deemed to have no special advantages, and
no buildings worthy the name of fort were erected.

There were various other temporary camps occupied

in the following years according to the demands of

the Indian service, the force being from 120 to 375

is an account by Capt. John Moss of his voyage down the Colorado through
all the canons on a raft in 1861. If performed as described, it was a, most
extraordinary exploit.

^Campbell (Albert H.), Report wpon the Padjic Wagon Roads, 18S9, p.
9-12, and Hutton s Report, ElPasoand Fort Yuma Wagon Road, in Id., 77-100,
with map; 35th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 108.

'Under act of congress of March 3, 1857, bids were received for an over-

land mail service, and that of John Butterfield for a semi-weekly service by
the southern route at $600,000 per year was accepted, the contract being
signed Sept. 16th. Many particulars in Overland Mail Service to Cal. Ifi. p.,

1857), 8vo, 45 p.; Overland Mail Co., Memorial, 1860, 7 p.; Id., Observations, 5
p. See also Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 247, 251, 277, 299; S. F. papers of

1858-60. According to Ariz. Hist. (EUiott & Co.), 316-17, Burch and
Woods ran the stage for a year before Butterfield began; and from the news-
papers of the time it appears that for a time two lines were running. There
was in 1859 a branch stage from Ft Buchanan to Tubac, and there were
probably several others on short routes in the territory. Fred Huselman,
P. M. at Tubac, made arrangements in 1859 for a weekly mail to and from
Sonora. See Estrella de Ocddente, Dec. 30, 1859.
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men, besides that of parties from abroad occasionally
engaging in campaigns. In some years only two com-
panies are mentioned. Late in 1858 Fort Mojave
near Beale's crossing of the Colorado was established

with three companies of infantry; and late in 1859
Fort Breckenridge at the junction of the San Pedro
and Arivaipa with part of the garrison from Fort
Buchanan. The soldiers did much good service and
had many hard fights with the Apache foe; but the
force was of course utterly inadequate for the protec-

tion of the country. On the outbreak of the war in

1860-1, all the forts were destroyed and abandoned,
and the troops removed.^"

The territory of the Gadsden purchase was believed

to be rich in precious metals. Americans had long
been more or less conversant with Mexican traditions

of immensely rich mines discovered in Jesuit times
and abandoned in consequence of Apache raids—tradi-

tions for the most part false in their details, and so far

as the Jesuits were represented as miners, but well

founded to the extent that prospectors had actually

found many rich deposits of silver. Reports of the

various government explorers, who had in all directions

noted indications of mineral wealth, corroborated the

current traditions, and made Arizona a most attractive

country for adventurers, and all the more so because

of the recent successes of gold-seekers in California.

'•I have followed the U. S. adj. -general's reports of 1856-61 attached to

the messages of the president in the 1st volumes of Ex. Doc. of each session.

U. S. Govt Doc. Maj. E. Steen was in command at Ft Buchanan in 1857 ; Capt.

E. H. Fitzgerald in 1858; Capt. J. D. V. Reeve in 1859; Capt. R. S. Ewell in

1860. Lieut. J. R. Cooke commanded 67 men at Ft Breckenridge in 1860.

In 1861 the report mentions no troops in Arizona, though Ft Mojave, estab-

lished by Col Hoffman, is said not to have been abandoned till May 1861.

In the south Col Morrison is said to have succeeded Ewell in 1860, and in-

fantry to have been substituted for the cavalry, though I find nothing of this

in the military records. See also on forts, with many dates and names not

agreeing with the original reports, Hamilton'a Resources, 22-3, 110; Hinton's

Hand-hook, 308-18; Ariz. Hist., 209, 221; Hayes' Scraps, Mining, v. 16-17; fd.,

Ariz., V. 259-307. Inld., Angeles, viii. 179, is mentioned aFt Floyd, changed
to Ft McLane in 1861; and in l/. S. Surgeon-generaTs Circular, 8, p. 552, a

Camp Verde is mentioned in 1861. In Sept. 1855 the Mex. garrison at Tucson.

26 men, was commanded by Capt. Hilariou Garcfa. Pinart, Col. Doc, MS.,

no. 153-4.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 32
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The Ajo copper mines in the Sonoita region, which
had been discovered by Mexicans, was worked by a

San Francisco company from 1855.^^ Charles D.
Poston with Herman Ehrenberg, after a preliminary

tour in 1854-5 from the gulf coast, formed a company
in the east, and in 1856 began the development on a
large scale of silver mines near Tubac. Half a dozen

other companies in this and the following years under-

took similar operations in the same region, that is, in

the mountain ranges on both sides of the Santa Cruz
valley in the southern part of the territory. The
garrison at Fort Buchanan afforded protection to a

certain extent, and the laborers employed were chiefly

Sonorans from across the line. Fuel and water were
scarce, apparatus and supplies of all kinds were ob-

tained only at an excessive cost by reason of the long

and difficult routes of transportation, and the Indians

were troublesome; but many of the mines were rich

and even under such unfavorable circumstances yielded

a large amount of bullion. Developments extended
over a wide region, including mines of copper and gold

as well as silver, especially in the east on the New
Mexican border; and prospecting operations, often

with great success, were extended to the upper and
lower Gila and even into the unexplored regions far-

ther north. Tucson recovered something of its old-

time prosperity; Tubac became a flourishing little town
of some 500 inhabitants, where the first Arizona news-
paper was published in 1858-60 ;^^ a few ranches were
established, including several in the Gila valley on
the stage route; and the American population in-

creased to several thousands. Emigrants continued,

though in diminished numbers, to cross Arizona by

" In the Yuma Sentinel, March 30, 1878, ia an account by one of the party,
fitted out to search for the famous Plajiohas de Plata in Sonera, some of whose
members turned aside to take possession of the Ajo mines.

"The weekly Arimnian, often cited inCal. newspapers of these years.
See Barton's Directory of Tucson, 1881, p. 10; Tucson Star, Dec. 4, 1879; S. F.
Bulletin, March 22, 1850; Hinton's Band-book, 40, 186; Ariz. Hist., 260. The
paper was moved to Tucson in 1860, and suspended in 1861, the office furni-
ture—two derringers—being advertised for sale.
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the southern route, and many of them remained here

for a while before going on to California.
^^

Fort Yuma, on the Colorado side of the Colorado,

was occupied continuously by United States troops,

affording much better protection to this part of Ari-

zona than was enjoyed in the south-east. Steamers
continued to ply on the Colorado; the ferry did a
prosperous business; the overland stage had a station

here ; and much teaming was done in the transporta-

tion of supplies and ores to and from the copper mines

in Papagueria and the silver mines by the Gila route.

The settlement on the Arizona side known as Colorado

City and Arizona City is often mentioned as a thriving

town, as under the circumstances it should have been

;

but the more definite of current items reduce it to a

very few buildings, mostly destroyed in the flood of

18Gl-2.^* In 1858 gold placers were discovered on

^ On Arizona mining before 1863, including companies, districts, particu-

lar mines, colonization and prospecting parties, with naturally much on In-

dian troubles, the cataloguing of the complicated and often vaguely recorded
details being obviously impracticable here, see Hayes' Scraps, Mining, v., pas-

sim; Id., Ariz., i. v., passim; California newspapers, especially the Sac. Union,

March 22, Oct. 12, 1854; April 25, May 29, June 13, 17, Aug. 12, Nov. 28,

Djc. 15, 1857; March 31, Oct. 22, Nov. 1, 3, 8, 11, 12, 16, Dec. 11, 20,, 28,

29, 30, 1858; Jan. 3, 20, March 14, April 15, May 11, 14, 16, June 10, 1859;

Feb. 24, May 23, June 28, July 9, 14, Nov. 3, 17, 1860; April 17, May 13,

21, June 27, 1861; Feb. 10, 1862; S. ff. Alta Cat., March 6, Aug. 21, 1854;

Aug. 25, Oct. 14, 1856; May 29, Aug. 21, Sept. 6, 1857; Jan. 18, March 12,

27, April 15, 27, May 11, 21, June 3, Nov. 2, 6, 7, 12, 25, Dec. 21, 24, 27, 31,

1858; Jan. 11, 19, 24, 26, Feb. 6, 11, March 1, 10, 21, April 3, 4, 8, 13, 15,

21, May 11, 17, 22, June 3, 28, July 8, 23, 25, 31, Aug. 8, Sept, 12, Dec. 12,

31, 1859; June 17, 1860; March 18, June 27, July 17, 1861; July 30, Oct. 14,

1802; S. F. Bulletin, March 14, 1856; April 13, May 11, 12, Sept. 15,'Oct. 30,

Nov. 6, 11, 13, 17, 26, Dec. 9, 17, 18, 1858; Jan. 3, 10, 11, 26, Feb. 4, 11, 12,

14, 28, March 12, April 7, 8, 27, May 9, 12, 14, 23, 27, June 5, 8, 24, July 18,

28, Aug. 20, 27, 1859; May 24, June 10; 16, 18, July 9, 14, 18, 21, 22, 28,

Aug. 1, 28, Sept. 3, 10, 26, Oct. 10, Nov. 21, 1802; Yuma Sentinel, Jan. 12,

March 30, 1878; Jan. 7, 1883; Poston's Arizona, in Id., May 7, 1873; Mning
Moi/azine, i. 1-15, 243, 321-2; ii 83; ix. 383-4; x. 335-6; Ha/rper'a Mag.,

xxix. 5C7-60, 690-2; Hamilton's Resources, 22, 145-7; Hu^'s Merch. Mag.,
xxxiv. 759-60; xUi. 117; xliv. 242-3; Bublan and Lommo, Legis. Mex, vii.

621-2; Himton's Hand-booh, 32-42, 185; Arizona, Hist. (EUjott & Co.), 63, 201,

207-10, 220-2, 244, 301-2; Arizona Scraps, passim; Hodge's Ariz., 61-5, 69,

124-9; U. S. Census, 9th, p. 665; Box's Adven., 317-34; Conklm's Picl. Ariz.,

186; Browne's Miru Besources, 136, 142, 156-9, 466; Id., Apache Ooimtry, pas-

sim; Ind. Aff. Kept, 1862, p. 327; Sonora, Doc. Hist., Mg!, iv. 174^7; Niks'

Reg., Ixxv. 348; Hall's Sonora, MS., 72-3; ajadi Mowry's Works on Ariz., pas-

sim.

''The most definite and most flattering statement that I have seen is tha(

in the S. F. Bulletin of Aug. 9, 1859, which states that Colorado City had but

one house, of adobe, and used as a custom-house; Arizona City had half (
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the Gila some twenty miles above the junction, but
extending for several miles along the river; and a new
town of shanties sprang into existence, under the name
of Gila City. Five hundred miners or more were at

one time at work here, some of them very successfully;

but there was great difficulty in getting water, the
richest diggings being several miles from the river,

and before 1862 the glory of these placers had de-

parted, and the city was destroyed by the flood.
^*

There was no settlement north of the Gila, though
prospecting was carried on in different directions, a
few emigrants came over the Beale wagon road, and
Fort Mojave, as we have seen, was garrisoned from
1858.'*

For five or six years after the American occupation,

the Indians caused comparatively little trouble, though
constant vigilance was required, and petty depreda-

tions never ceased entirely. The Yumas, not a nu-

merous tribe, were kept in control by the garrison and
rarely molested Americans except as pilferers, though

dozen adobe tuildings, including 2 stores, 2 saloons, and a post-office; while
at the ferry, a mile below the Gila junction, was the stage station, 2 stores,

2 blacksmith shops, a hotel, and several houses, the tlu-ee ' cities ' being all

within the space of a mile. Most items, except those that simply speak of a
flourishing town, mention only one or two buildings, but perhaps refer ouly
to that portion known as Colorado City. See Id., Oct. 13, Nov. 17, 1857;
Nov. 8, 1858; Hayes' Scraps, Angeles, iv. 33; Id., S. Diego, i. 192-200; Yuma
Sentinel, May 23, 1878; Hinton's Hand-book, 246; S. F. Alta, Aug. 25, 1857;
May 27, 1839; Feb. 11, 1862; Sac. Union, April 9, 1856; S. F. Jlerald, Dec.
18, 1857; Arizona, Hut., 245. The receipts of the ferry in 1857 are given as

1)2,000 a day.
'* The references in note 13 include the Gila mines. See also on GUa City,

Hayes' Scraps, Mining, v. 78; S. F. Alta, Dec. 27, 1858; Sac. Union, Feb. 12,

18G2, according to which Gila City was also destroyed by the flood. Conklin,
Pict. Ariz., 84-5, describes the city—which had had 1,200 inhab. in 1861—as
being ia 1877 a stage station, with stable, corral, 'Gila Hotel,' and kennel,
and containing by a census made at the time 9 inhabitants, including 3 dogs,
squaw, and papoose.

"Here may be noted that in 1862 Maj. D. Fergusson made a reconnois-
sance of a route from Tucson to the gulf, with a view to opening a shorter
and cheaper way for the transportation of supplies to the Arizona mines. He
found no serious impediment to travel, and pronounced the ports of Libertad
and Lobos well fitted for the purpose. Fergusson's Report on the country, etc.,

and the route between Tucfon and Lobos Bay, 1863. Letter of sec. war in U. S.

Oovt Doc., 37 cong., spec, sess.. Sen. Ex. Doc. 1, 22 p., maps. In 1860,

Gov. Pesqueira had, by decree, permitted the transit of U. S. merchandise
through Sonora. Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 311-12; Id., Angeles, viii. 24; Es-
trella de Occidente, Jan. 25, 1801; S. F. Alta, Mar. 8, 1861.
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often in trouble with their neighbors. In 1857, with
Mojave, Cocopa, and Tonto aUies, they attacked the

Pimas and Pdpagos up the river, and in a great battle

were almost annihilated. The Mojaves were more
hostile and treacherous, committing many depreda-

tions on emigrants and others in 1858; but during this

year and the next were brought into subjection by
Colonel Hoffman's efforts, and by the establishment

of the fort. The Pimas, numbering about 4,000, the

Maricopas 500, and the Pd.pagos 3,000, were uni-

formly friendly, and of great assistance in keeping
hostile tribes in check. From 1859 John Walker was
Indian agent for these Indians, residing at Tucson,

being succeeded by Abraham Lyons in 1862. By
act of congress, February 28, 1859, a sum of $1,000
was appropriated for a survey of the Pima and Mari-
copa lands on the Gila, and $10,000 for gifts in the

form of implements and clothing. The survey was
made by Colonel A. B. Gray, and the presents were
distributed by Lieutenant Sylvester Mowry before

the end of the year. As to the Apaches, estimated

at about 10,000 in number, under the care of M.
Steck as agent, and after a campaign by Colonel

Bonneville in 1857, they were for a time, compara-
tively speaking, at peace, though continuing their raids

across the line, attacking Mexicans wherever they
could be found, and often committing petty depreda-

tions against small parties of Americans. Agents
reported some progress in inducing the Mescalero

Apaches to till the soil and refrain from hostilities;

and it was urged by all familiar with the subject that

all the Apaches must be induced to settle north of the

Gila, there to be instructed, aided, and watched, while

the southern passes must be guarded by garrisons at

several points. Nothing was done, however, except

the division of the military force, and the establish-

ment of Fort Breckenridge on the San Pedro. In

1860 hostilities became more frequent and general,

and were greatly aggravated by bad management and
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injustice on the part of the officers, by which Cochise,

a prominent chieftain, was made the hfe-long foe of

the Americans. Soon all were on the war-path, mur-
ders and robberies were of daily occurrence, and even
the soldiers were hard pressed. Then in 1861, when
for other reasons the stage line was abandoned, and
the troops recalled from Arizona, the Indians natu-

rally regarded this as their triumph, redoubled their

efforts, and for over a year were masters of the terri-

tory, having killed or driven out all the white inhabi-

tants except a few hundred who took refuge within

the walls of Tucson."

In 1856-7 Henry A. Crabb of California had at-

tempted a filibustero conquest of Sonora under the

" Ind. Aff. Reports, 1857-63, reports of agents and others in N. Mexico
and Arizona. ' The arrival of the Cal. column under Gen. Carleton in June
1862 found the country between the Colorado and Rio Grande a desolation,

marked by new-made graves.' Poston, in Id., 1863, p. 383-4. Ihe California

and Sonora papers of 1861-3 contain many items; also Hayes' Scraps, Ariz.;

and each of the general works on Arizona narrates a few of the disasters,

though not much reliance can be placed in details, which I do not attempt to

catalogue. See Pwmpelly's Across Amer., 1-67, for an excellent account of

Arizona affairs in these years; also Ross Browne's Adventures in Apache Country,

chap. i. Says Hinton, Hand-booh, 41-2: ' A few American miners held on to

their locations in the Cerbat and Hualapai mountains. In the Salt River
valley there was a ranch or two; and elsewhere, except at Tucson and Yuma,
there was nothing of lite to be found except a few Mexicans, the Pimas and
Papagos, with the hostile Indians at every turn.' And Hamilton, Resources,

23: 'The Apache marauders swept down from their mountain strongholds,

and carried death and destruction throughout southern Arizona mines;
ranches and stock-ranges were abandoned, and the few whites left in the
country took refuge within the walls at Tucson. The savages indulged in a
saturnalia of slaughter, and the last glimmer of civilization seemed about to
be quenched in blood. The horribly mutilated bodies of men, women, and
children marked nearly every mile of the road to the Rio Grande, 'ihis

frightful condition of things existed for nearly a year after the withdrawal
of the troops.' In the S. F. Alia, Dec. 16, 1872, is an article by Gov. Saf-

ford giving a history of Cochise's career. Besides Cochise, Mangas Coloradas
was the most famous of Apache chiefs. It should be noted that in all these
years a remnant of the tame Apaches continued to live near Tucson, taking
no part in the hostilities of their people. Hamilton, Resources, 108-9, gives

a good account of the beginning of the war in I860. Lieut. Bascom, a young
West Point graduate, was sent to Apache Pass to recover some live-stock

which a settler had lost. Cochise, the chief, said his tribe had not taken the
property, but he would try to find and return it. Next day Cochise Jind his
warriors were invited to a ' big talk, ' and having assembled were surrounded
and told they would be held as hostages till the cattle and a captive were re-

stored. A desperate struggle ensued, in which several were wounded anS.

six warriors captured, including the chief's brother; but Cochise escaped
though badly wounded. He declared life-long war on the Americans, and
kept his threat. The troops had a narrow escape, and the six captives were
hanged.
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guise of colonization, counting on the support of one
of the two contending factions. With an advanoe
party of 100 men he crossed Arizona from Yuma to

Sonoita and Caborca, but was defeated and shot with
all his companions. A party of thirty went from
Tucson to his rescue, but were too late and barely es-

caped sharing his fate.^* Crabb's ill fortune prevented
later attempts of a similar nature ; but the spirit of

filibusterism was potent in Arizona, and the Sonoran
authorities were always fearful and suspicious. Sono-
ran laborers of a vicious class were employed in the

mines, and were accused of many robberies and mur-
ders, being hardly less feared than the Apaches.
Another prominent and but little better element of

the population was that of outlaws and desperados

from California and Texas, who looked with contempt
after the manner of their class on all of Mexican blood.

There were public meetings held to urge the expulsion

of the hated 'greasers' from the mines and from the

country. A war of races at times seemed impending.

Even before the withdrawal of troops enabled the

savages to take possession of the country, broils, mur-
ders, robberies, duels, and outrages perpetrated in the

name of vigilantes were of constant occurrence, and
created perhaps a more disgraceful and disastrous

condition of affairs than is elsewhere revealed in west-

ern annals. After the abandonment of the country,

Sonoran marauders are said to have crossed the line

to' steal or destroy any petty remnant of property left

by the Apaches.^*

Arizona, besides its Apaches and outlaws, had during

ing this period its politics and politicians, though not

much government. From 1851 to 1854 it was a part

of the territory of New Mexico, and was theoretically

divided into five or six counties; that is, the boundaries

•8 For details of the Crabb affair, aee Hist. North Mex. States, ii., this series.

*' I follow Cal. and Sonora newspaper items, besides the general accounts

given in works that have been cited. All authorities agree in the outline and
coloring, though not many particulars are clearly recorded. One of the most

famous duels was that between Lieut. Mowry and Editor Cross at Tubac ia

1859. It was fought with rifles, and nobody hurt.
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of the New Mexican counties extended west to Califor-

nia;^" but as Arizona—north of the Gila, the only part

belonging then to New Mexico or the United States

—

had no settlements, there existed hardly the semblance
of county jurisdiction. By act of congress, August 4,

1854, the Gadsden purchase was added to New Mex-
ico; and by act of the legislature, January 18, 1855,

it was attached to Dona Ana county, a part of which
it remained till 1863.^^ In records of the time, how-
ever, the only indication ofcounty rule is the occasional

sending of a criminal to Mesilla for trial. There were
also justices of the peace at Tucson and perhaps else-

where. From the first, there was much complaint that

the country was not and could not be properly governed
from Santa F^, with corresponding petitions for a sepa-

rate territorial organization, the Mesilla district making
common cause in this matter with Arizona proper,

being separated from the capital by the Jornada del

: Muerto.
A convention was held at Tucson on August 29,

•1856, which resolved, not only to send a memorial to

congress urging the organization of a territory of

Arizona, but to send a delegate to Washington. The
memorial was signed by some 260 names, and Nathan
.P. Cook was in September elected delegate.^^ He
was not admitted to a seat, but his mission was brought
before the house in January 1857. The committee on
territories reported against a territorial organization,

because of the limited population, but recognized the
unfortunate condition of the people, and recommended

''" See Jfew Mex., Comp. Laws, sees. 242 et seq., for the county lines. Dona
Ana county included a small area of Ariz, south of the Gila.

^^Conij. Globe, 1853-4, p. 2207; JST. Mex., Camp. Laws, sec. 277. On Feb.
3, 1855, an act divided the Mesilla valley into three precincts, Id., sec. 254;
but there is no mention of the Arizona settlements proper.

^'' The president of the convention was Mayor M. Alilrich of Tucson; vice-
pres. James Douglas of Sopori, Jose M. Martinez of S. Javier; sec. G. K.
Terry and W. N. Bonner; N. P. Cook, G. H. Oury, H. Ehrenberg, Ign. Or-
tiz, and I. D. L. Pack were the committee on resolutions and memorial. The
white population was estimated at 10,000 ( !). Oury was elected member of the
N. Mex. legislature. Cook arrived at S. Diego Sept. 22d, and soon sailed for
Washington. Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 244-5; S. F. Alta, Oct. 27, 1856; Sac.
Union, Oct. 16, 30, 1856; Arizona Sa-aps, 445.
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a bill to organize a judicial district south of the Gila,

to appoint a surveyor-general, and to provide for rep-

resentation at Santa Fe as well as for the regulation

of land claims and mining titles. Such a bill was
passed by the senate in February, but was not acted

upon by the house.^^ The president, in his messages

of 1857-8, recommended a territorial government;

Senator Gwin in December 1857 introduced a bill to

organize such a government for the Gadsden purchase,

under the name of Arizona; the legislature of New
Mexico in February 1858 passed resolutions in favor

of the measure, though recommending a north and
south boundary line on the meridian of 109, and also

the removal of all New Mexican Indians to northern

Arizona; several favorable petitions were received

from different parts of the union; and in an election

held at Tucson in September 1857, the people had

prepared a new petition and chosen Sylvester Mowry
as a delegate to congress. The delegate was not ad-

mitted, and Gwin's bill was not passed.^* In the fol-

lowing years Mowry continued his efforts with much
zeal and no success, being reelected as delegate ; other

"^Cmg. Ghbe, 1856-7, p. 815-21, 830; 34th oong. 3d sess., H. Rept 117;

H. Jour. 515; 35th cong. 1st sesa., H. Jour. 137, 210. The bill passed the

senate Feb. 21st, and was still before the house in Jan. 1858. It was a long

and complicated bill, dealing with the many complications of Mexican land

titles, etc. ; and this seems to have been the chief ground of opposition in the

senate, led by Mr Crittenden. There was no discussion on its merits in the

house. Mowry, Mem., 25, says the bill passed both houses, but owing to

minor differences and the lateness of the session, failed to become a law.
''^ Gwin's bUl included, not only the Gadsden purchase, but Dona Ana

county in N. Mex., extending east to Texas. It was introduced Dec. 17,

1857; reported with an amendment by the com. on territories Apr, 8, 1858;

postponed on June 14th to Dec. ; recommitted Dec. 13th; and adversely re-

ported Feb. 8, 1859. (I. S. Govt Doc, 35th cong. 1st. sess., Sen. Jour. 47, 329,

719; Cone/. Globe, 1857-8, p. 13, 62, 1531, 3042; 1858-9, p. 48, 103. Also on

N. Mex. memorial and other preliminaries, Sen. Miscel. Doc. 208; H. Miscel.

Doe. 101; Sen. Jour. 41, 52, 245, 296; H. Jour. 524, 271; president's mes-

sages, in H. Ex. Doc. 2, p. 26; 35th oong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 2, p. 19. I find

no authority for the statement in Ariz., Jour. 1st Legis., 11, that Gwin's biU
' was defeated by a decided vote. ' Of the election in Arizona I find no more
definite record than the statement in a letter of S. Warner from Tucson,

Mom-y's Mem. , 22, that it was held on the 1st Monday in Sept. 1857. Mowry
was already at Washington, whither his certificate of election was sent. This

document was presented to congress in Jan. 1858, and excited some debate,

though on purely parliamentary points. Cong. Globe, 1857-8, p. 312. See also

S. F. AUa, Feb. 8„ Mar. 23, May 13, Aug. 15, 1858.
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bills of similar nature were introduced but defeated;

and the people of Arizona held other meetings, and
sent more memorials, to which little attention was paid.^

As a rule, there was no debate on these bills, so that

the ground of opposition is not very clearly indicated

;

but it was doubtless founded mainly on the old sec-

tional quarrel growing out of the slavery question,

though the exact force of the slavery issue in Arizona
is not very apparent, or the proper time to raise that

issue would seem to have been in 1854, when the Gads-
den purchase was attached to New Mexico. But the

purchase had been a southern measure, the coun-

try was in southern hands, and it was felt that the

territorial organization must be in some way a scheme
for southern aggrandizement. Moreover, the popula-

tion—represented as from 8,000 to 10,000—and the

country's need of a government were thought to be

exaggerated, and it was feared the whole project was
that of a few office-seeking speculators in mines or

lands; so that the measure could not command the
full support even of the democratic party, while of

course the north was not strong enough to organize

the territory witb any kind of Wilmot proviso.

In 1860, from the 2d to the 5th. of April, there was

^*0n Dec. 10, 1858, a bill was iBtroduced in the house by McKibben,
and another by Stephens Jan. 20, 1859. This was laid on the table by a vote
of 121 to 79, on Feb. 16th. During the debate, an amendment was offered

by Grow to the effect that slavery remain abolished as per Mex. laws. Cong.

Ohhe, 1858-9, p. 657, 1063; 35th cong. 2d sess., H. Jour. 58, 223, 278, 419;
Sen. Jour. 50-1, 284. In his message of Jan. 1858, the gov. of Cal. recom-
mended action in favor of Arizona as a territory. Cal. Jour. Ass., 1858, p. 56.

On June 19, 1859, a convention met at Mesilla, presided over by Jas A. Lucas
with S. W. Cozzens as sec. ; and in its resolutions reaffirmed the resolutions

of a similar convention of Sept. 3, 1858, complained that no court had been
held south of the Jornada del Muerto for 3 years, declared that the south
would take no part henceforth in N. Mex. elections, favored an election for
delegate on Sept. 1st, approved the acts of Mowry (who addressed the meet-
ing) and nominated him for reelection, and sent representatives of each town
to a convention to be held at Tucson on June 27th. Hayes' Scraps, Ai-iz., v.

253-4. The Tucson meeting was held July 3d, John Walker president, J. H.
Wells sec, was addressed by Mowry, and adopted resolutions similar to
those of the Mesilla convention. Mowry thought the prospects good if he
were reelected. Id. , 264-5. He was reelected almost unanimously, receiving
2,164 votes at the Sept. election. Id., 269-71. See also Sac. Union, May 20,

1859; S. F. Bulletin, Jan. 31, May 18, June 7, 1859; S. F. Alia, May 22,
June 23, 1859.
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lleld at Tucson a constitutional convention composed
of 31 delegates, which proceeded to "ordain and estab-

lish" a provisional constitution to remain in force

"until congress shall organize a territorial government
and no longer." The new territory included all of

New Mexico south of latitude 33° 40', and was divided

by north and south lines into four counties. A gov-

ernor was elected in the person of Dr L. S. Owings
of Mesilla; three judicial districts were created, the

judges to be appointed by the governor, as were also

an attorney-general, lieutenant-governor, and other

officials; a legislature of nine senators and eighteen

representatives was to be elected and convened at the

governor's order; provision was made for organizing

the militia; an election of county officers was called

for May; the general laws and codes of New Mexico
were adopted ; and the records of the convention,

schedule, constitution, and governor's inaugural ad-

dress were printed at Tucson in what was, so far as I

know, the first book ever published in Arizona.^* If

anything was done under this soi-disant government
beyond the election and appointment of officials, I

have found no record of the fact. In November,
Edward McGowan, district judge under the new
regime, and somewhat notorious in California annals,

'^^ Arizona, The Constitution of the PromskmaX Government of the Territory of
Arizona-, and the proceedingn of the convention held at Tucson. Tucson, J. How-
ard Wells, publisher, 1860, 12mo, 23 p. James A. Lucas was president, and
the sec. were G. H. Oury and T. M. Turner. The places represented were
Mesilla, Sta Rita del Cobre, Las Cruces, Doiia Ana, La Mesa, Sto Totnas,

Picacho, A moles, Tucson, Arivaca, Tubac, Sonoita, Gila City, and Calahazas.

Capt. R. S. Ewell, U. S. A., occupied a seat by invitation. Thanks were
voted to Mowry, and to Ewell and the military officers; and a protest was
adopted against the removal of any part of the troops. The counties were,

1, Dona Ana, all east of the Rio Grande; 2, Mesilla, from the river west to

the Chiricahui Mts. ; 3, Ewell, from the mts west of a line crossing the Little

Desert, near the centre; and 4, Castle Dome, all west of Ewell county. See
also newspaper records of the convention and matters connected therewith in

Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 205-320, passim. The governor's appointments were
as follows: Lieut. -gov., Ignacio Orantia; sec. state, James A. Lucas; con-

troller, J. H. Wells; treasurer, M. Aldrich; marshal, Sam. G. Bean; district

judges, G. H. Oury (chief justice), S. H. Cozzens, and Edward McGowan;
district attorneys, R. H. Glenn, Rees Smith, Thos J. Mastin; major-general,

W. C. Wordsworth; adj. -gen., Palatine Robinson. See also S. F. newspa-
pers of tfee year; Barter's Directory of Tucson, 1881, p. 11-12.
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was elected delegate to congress to succeed Mowry.''^

The New Mexican legislature this year passed new
resolutions in favor of a division; and also by act of

February 1st created a new county called Arizona,

from the western portion of Dona Ana county, with
Tucson as county seat; but no attention was paid to

this act, and it was repealed two years later/* In
December a bill to organize the territory came up
again in congress, but without success, even though
the proposed name was changed to Arizuma to suit

the whim of some theorist. There was some debate,

but all on the slavery question, and without definite

reference to Arizona, as was indeed natural enough at

this time of secession acts/*

Finally, in March 1862, the Arizona bill was again

introduced and discussed in congress. The southern

element being eliminated, the measure was now a re-

publican one, containing a proviso against slavery,

though it met opposition from members of both
parties. Unlike former bills, this adopted a north

and south boundary on the meridian of 109°, and
named Tucson as the capital. Watts, the New ^lexi-

can delegate, and Ashley, of Ohio, were its chief

advocates in the house, and Wheeler of New York
the opposition spokesman. On the one side it was
argued that Arizona's white population of 6,500 and
4,000 civilized Indians were entitled to a protection

and a civil government as citizens of the United
States, which they had not received and could receive

under the territorial rule of New Mexico, the vast
mineral wealth of the country amply justifying the
necessary expenditure. On the other side, it was
claimed that the population had never been sufficient

'"Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 283, 286, 310.

''^U. a. Govt Doc, 36th eong. 1st sess., Sen Miscel. Doc. 21; N. Mex.,
Comp. Laws, sec. 267. The law is uot given, but only the repealing act. It
is mentioned also in congressional debates.

''^Cong. Globe, 18G0-1, pp. 195 et seq. Jefferson Davis was the author of
this bill. Id., 18G1-2, p. 2027. I have found no indication of McGowan's
presence at Washington, except a, reference, lb., to three delegates having
been sent—that is. Cook, Mowry, and McGowau. Nor is there any allusion
in congress to the provisional govt.
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for a territory, that the 6,500 of the census included

Mexicans and half-breeds unfit for citizens, that the
American population had now been driven out, and
the territory was in possession of rebels and hostile

Indians. It was alleged that under such circum-

stances a civil government would be no real protection,

and M'ould be indeed a mere farce ; that in the midst

of a great war, with an overburdened treasury, con-

gress had no right to appropriate money for the bene-

fit of territorial office-seekers; but that the money
should be spent, if at all, in efforts to protect the

country by military methods from its rebel and savage

foes. There was also an idea that the measure was
favored by a certain element, not because of its pro-

priety or necessity, but solely because the territory

could now be organized with an anti-slavery proviso.

But it passed the house by a small majority on the

8th of May. In the senate, after a similar debate, the

bill was postponed from June to December; but came
up finally in February 1863, when, under the cham-
pionship of Senator Wade, the clause fixing Tucson as

the capital being removed, it was passed by a vote of

25 to 12 on the 20th, becoming a law on the 24th.^''

'"Oong. Ghhe, 1861-2, p. 1341-2, 2023-30, 2569-72, 3093; Id., 1862-3,

p. 1125-9, 1306. Senator Trumbull led the opposition, and McDougal of

Cal. was an earnest advocate of the bill. See text of the act in U. 8. Govt

Doc, 37th cong. 3d sess., Acts and resol., 46-7; Id., Public Laws, 664-5;

Ariz., Comp. Laws, 13; Id., Jour. Legis., 1864, p. 3-4. Charles D. Poston,

Reminiscences, gives the following account of the preliminary wire-pulling of

1882 at Washington: 'At the meeting of congress in Dec. 1862 I returned to

Washington, made friends with Lincoln, and proposed the organization of the

terr. of Arizona. Oury ' (who I suppose had been elected delegate in '62 to

succeed McGowan) 'was in Richmond, cooling his heels in the ante-chambers
of the confederate congress without gaining admission as a delegate from
Arizona. Mowry was a prisoner in Yuma, cooling his head from the political

fever which had afflicted it, and meditating on the decline and fall of a West
Point graduate. There was no other person in Washington, save Gen.

Heintzelman, who took any interest in Arizona affairs. They had something
else to occupy their attention, and did not even know where Ariz. was. Old
Ben Wade, chairman of the senate com. on territories, took a lively and bold

interest in the organization of the territory, and Ashley, chairman of the

com. in the house, told me how to accomplish the object. . . He said there were

a number of members of the expiring congress, who had been defeated in

their own districts for the next term, who wanted to go west and offer their

political services to the "galoots," and if they could be grouped and a satis-

factory slate made, they would have influence enough to carry the bill through

congress. Consequently, an "oyster supper" was organized, to which the
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Having thus recorded the acquisition from Mexico
in 1853-4 of southern Arizona, or the Gadsden pur-

chase, and the boundary and railroad surveys immedi-

ately following; having noted the establishment of

military posts, the influx of seekers for precious

metals, the rapid development of mining industry, the

opening of wagon roads, the establishment of the

overland stage line, the journeyiugs of immigrants to

California, the Yuma ferry, and navigation of the

Colorado; having chronicled in a general way the

depredations of hostile Indians, filibuster outrages,

troubles with vicious Sonoran laborers, the lawless

proceedings of adventurers from Texas and California,

and their oppression of the native or Mexican popula-

tion; having given somewhat more minute attention

to the country's politics, to the people's well-founded

complaints of neglect by the government at Santa Fe
and Washington, to the successive efforts to secure a

territorial organization from congress, and to the final

success of those efforts; and having mentioned inci-

dentally in connection with all these topics the dis-

astrous happennings of 1861-2, which involved the

withdrawal of the troops, the suspension of the over-

land mail, the ruin of mining and other industries, the

triumph of the bloodthirsty Apaches, and the murder
or flight of most of the white inhabitants—it only

remains, in order to complete the annals of Arizona as

a part of New Mexico, to notice more particularly the

immediate cause of the country's misfortunes; that

is, the war of the rebellion, or the confederates in

Arizona. Records on the subject I have found ex-

tremely meagre.

Confederate plans respecting the south-west belong

"lame ducks " were invited, and then and there the slate was made, and the
territory was virtually organized. . . So the slate was made and the bargain
concluded, but toward the last it occurred to my obfusticated brain that

my name did not appear on the slate, and in the language of Daniel Webster
I exclaimed, "Gentlemen, what is to become of me?" Gourley politely re-

plied, *
' 0, we will make you Indian agent. " So the bill passed, and Lin-

coln signed all the commissions, and the oyster supper was paid for, and we
were all happy, and Arizona was launched upon the political sea.'
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in their general scope to the history of California,

which country was the chief prize in view;^^ and in

details of actual operations to that of New Mexico, as

recorded in a later chapter of this volume. Here it

suffices to say that those plans, in which the Texans
were especially enthusiastic and active, included the

occupation of all the southern frontier regions to the

Pacific. It was hoped that California, or at least

southern California, might decide to unite its destinies

to the confederacy ; otherwise, the western movement
was not prospectively of much permanent importance.

Arizona in itself had no special value to the south

except by reason of its geographic position. There
were, however, some military stores worth capturing;

an open line of communication would encourage prompt
action on the part of Californian secessionists; the

occupation of so broad a territory could be made to

appear at Richmond and in Europe a great achieve-

ment; and it presented no difficulties whatever.

Public sentiment in Arizona was almost unanimously
southern and disunion, and no secret was made of the

feeling in this respect, the few union men having little

or nothing to say. In 1861 a convention at Tucson
seems to have formally declared the territory a part

of the confederacy, and in August of that year

Granville H. Oury was elected delegate to the south-

ern congress. ^^ It was openly asserted that the coun-

try's misfortunes were due to neglect of the govern-

ment, and that this neglect arose from Arizona's well-

known and patriotic devotion to the southern cause.

Most officers serving at the south-western posts were

'^ See Hist. Cal., vii., this series.
^'' Tucmn Armman, Aug. 10, 1861, in S. F. AUa, Sept. 2d. The election

took place the preceding Monday. There were only 68 Amer. voters at

Tucson, when the 'eleven starred banner' was then waving. Tubac had
been abandoned on the 3d. Violent deaths since 1857 had numbered 111

Amer. and 57 Mex. out of an average population of 750. It is said that

McGowan, elected delegate in 1860, had instructions to apply for admission

to the southern congress, should secession be effected; but 1 have no proof of

that, and I have found no definite record of the convention which resolved on

secession. Evidently there was such action, else no delegate would have

been openly elected.
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southerners who made haste to join the confederate

army, though the privates are said to have remained
faithful to their government almost without exception.

Captain Ewell, commanding in Arizona, became prom-
inent as a confederate general.

In July 1861 Lieutenant-colonel John R. Baylor,

with a Texan force, entered the Mesilla valley, and
took possession for the confederacy. In a proclama-

tion of August 1st, he declared the territory of Ari-

zona to comprise all that part of New Mexico south

of latitude 34°; that all offices under the laws of 'the

late United States' or of the territory were vacant;

continued in force all laws not inconsistent with those

of the confederate states; made Mesilla the capital;

and organized a military government with himself as

governor. The next day he appointed territorial

officials, including James A. Lucas as secretary, M.
H. McWille attorney-general, and E. Angerstein

treasurer.*' On Baylor's approach the officers in com-
mand at forts Buchanan and Breckenridge were
ordered to abandon those posts, destroying the build-

ings with all military stores that could not be removed,

and march eastward to the Rio Grande. This order

was obeyed, and, all military protection being with-

drawn, the Apaches, as already related, took posses-

'^See more details of Baylor's operations in chap, xxvii., this vol. He
created two judicial districts, the 1st including all east of Apache Pass. His
appointments were for the 1st district, H. C. Cook being judge, Frank Hig-
gins probate judge, and J. A. Roberts sheriff. The proclamations are given
in Hayes' Scraps, Angeles, vi. 104, 107.

I find no definite information as to the source of the order to evacuate the
Arizona posts. It doubtless came through Maj. Isaac Lyude, commandiug
the southern district of N. Mex. at Ft Fillmore near Mesilla. Before the
arrival of the Arizona troops, some 400 in number, Lyude made a most dis-

graceful surrender of his 700 men as prisoners of war to Baylor, the confeder-

ate commander, leaving the whole district in rebel possession. The Arizona
troojjs, hearing of this on the march, destroyedj most of their impedimenta
and marched to Ft Craig. It was believed at Tucson that the country was
abandoned to the Apaclies because of the people's southern sympathies, and
this idea possibly had some foundation in fact; on the other hand, the order

may have been legitimately, if not very wisely, given with a view to reen-

forcR Lynde and repel the Texan invaders; or again it may have been simply
a part of Lynde's scheme to surrender the united force and leave the whole
country open to tlie invaders. The stage service was suspended at this time,

or perhaps a few months earlier, several writers stating that the route was
clianged by act of congress.
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sion of the country, killing all who could not either

escape from the country or take refuge at Tucson.
Sonoran adventurers are said to have crossed the line

to supplement the work of plunder and devastation.

Early in 1862 a force of two or three hundred Texans,
under Captain Hunter, marched westward from Me-
silla, and in February took possession of Tucson for

the confederacy. There was of course no opposition,

union men, if there were any left, fleeing across the

line into Sonora.^* Not much is really known of

Hunter's operations in Arizona so far as details are

concerned, even the date of his arrival being doubtful.^'^

Besides holding Tucson, driving out men suspected of

union sympathies, confiscating a few mines belonging

to northerners, and fighting the Apaches to some ex-

tent, he sent a detachment to the Pima villages, and
possibly contemplated an attack on Fort Yuma. But
—to say nothing of the recent floods, which had
greatly increased the difficulties ofthe route, destroying

Gila and Colorado cities—the news from California was
not reassuring, and Hunter deemed it best to retire.^*

This news was to the effect that California troops

were on the march eastward. These troops, about

1,800 strong, consisted of several volunteer regiments

or parts of regiments organized at the beginning of

^* It seems there had been some effort to induce Gov. Pesqneira to throw
off the allegiance of Sonora to Mexico and join the confederacy; indeed, many
believed all the filibustering projects of late years to have been really part of

the great southern scheme. In 1861 there had been corresp. between the

U. S. and Mex. respecting the transit of U. S. troops through Sonora. U. S.

Gmit Doc, 39th cong. 1st sess., Sen. Doc. 17. Gen. Wright, com. in Gal.,

had also recommended the temporary seizure of Guaymaa to prevent the

rebels doing so. Vega, Doc, MS., 788-98. The exploration by Maj. Fergus-

son of the route to gulf ports in 1862 has alreajdy been noted.
^* Feb. 27th is given as the date by Browne and those who have followed

him. As early as Nov. 1861 , the report reached Yuma that the rebels had
sent 300 men to take Tucson; and in Jan. 1862 it was reported that the town
had been taken by 900 Texans under Baylor. S. F. AUa, Dec. 8, 1861; Feb.

11, 1862. In Id., Sept. 8, 1861, Nov. 19, 1862, are found general accounts of

Lynde'a operations on the Rio Grande, one of them from the Mesilla Times

of Aug. 10, 1861. See also Hayes' New Mex. Campaign oflS6^, p. 172.
^* I have found no definite original records beyond a few newspaper items.

The narrative given by Ross Browne, Adventures in Apache Country, 24r-6,

agreeing with that of the newspapers, has been followed in substance by

Hinton, Hamilton, and other recent writers.

Hist. Akiz. and N. Mex. 33
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ihe war, and which, on receipt of inteUigence that

Arizona had been invaded, were ordered to Yuma and
Tucson, constituting what was known as the Califor-

nia column, under the command of Colonel James H.
Carleton/^ The main body of this army in detach-

ments, whose exact movements now and later I do
not attempt to follow in detail, left Los Angeles and
was concentrated at Yuma in April, and in May fol-

lowed the Gila route to Tucson. But previously

Lieutenant-colonel West, commanding the advance,*^

had sent out some parties from Yuma, and these were
the only troops that came in contact with the confed-

erates. Jones, in February, was sent with despatches

to Tucson and fell into the hands of Hunter, who re-

leased and sent him back by another route, bearing

the first definite news that Tucson had been occupied.

Captain William McCleave of company A, first cavalry,

being sent out to look for Jones, was captured with
three men at the Pima villages on the 6th of April,

and was carried to Mesilla, where he was soon ex-

changed. Captain William P. Calloway was next

sent up the Gila with a stronger force to rescue Mc-
Cleave. At the Pima villages he heard of a confed-

erate detachment of 16 men under Lieutenant Jack
Swilling, and sent Lieutenant James Barrett with 12

men to cut them off. Pursuing the enemy into a
chaparral Barrett was killed with two of his men,
one or two of the foe being also killed and three

taken prisoners. .This was the only skirmish of the
campaign with confederates, and it occurred on the
15th of April at a spot known as El Picacho.

"For more details of the organization of Cal. regiments, see ffitii. Cal,
vii., this series; also Cai., Adj.-general's Reports, 1861 et seq. The so-called
California cqlumu consisted of the 1st regiment infantry, 10 companies. Col
Carleton, Lieut. -col Joseph R. West; battalion of 1st cavalry, 5 companies,
Lieut. -col Edward E. Eyre; 5 or 6 companies of the 5th infantry, some of
which did not go beyond Ft Yuma; Col Geo. W. Bowie, Co. B, 2d cavalry,
Capt. John C. Cremony; and Lieut. Shinn's light battery belonging to Co.
A, U. S. artillery.

''West was at Yuma in Nov. 1861, guarding the ferry and keeping a
sharp lookout for rebel messengers and correspondence; for it appears that
the Texans were in constant communication with sympathizers in Cal., who
sent not only information but aid and men.
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It seems to have been on May 20tli that Lieuten-
a!nt-colonel West with the advance of the CaUfornia
Column raised the stars and stripes again over Tucson.
Captain Hunter had retreated to the Rio Grande,
losing several men and much property on the way in

a fight with the Apaches. The Californians left a
garrison at the Pima villages, naming the post Fort
Barrett in honor of the only officer killed by con-

federate bullets in Arizona. Forts Buchanan and
Breckenridge were reoccupied, the latter being re-

named Fort Stanford, but both positions were pres-

ently abandoned, as the sites were undesirable and
the buildings had been destroyed. A post was also

established at what was later called Camp Lowell
seven miles from Tucson. There was a hard fight

with the Indians at Apache Pass in the east, and
there Fort Bowie was established. Early in June
Colonel Carleton arrived at Tucson, where in an order

of the 8th he proclaimed the news of a territorial

organization by congress, and declared the territory

under martial law. Good order was easily preserved,

the most violent rebel partisans having departed with

Hunter, all being required to take the oath of alle-

giance, turbulent and undesirable characters being

easily driven away by threats of arrest for disunion

sentiments, and a few union men finding their way
back from Sonora. Some 20 political prisoners were
arrested and sent to California, one of the number
being no less a personage than Sylvester Mowry, cap-

tured at his Patagonia mine, which was confiscated.

He was accused of having given aid and encouragement
to the rebels; but probably certain personal jealousies

and the spirit of the time, requiring reprisals for some
of Hunter's acts, were the real causes of his arrest;

at any rate, after a long imprisonment he was acquitted

on trial, and his property seems to have been at least

nominally restored to him.

Carleton was made brigadier-general, and a little

later put in command of the department. From June
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to August a large part of the California troops were
transferred to New Mexico, where they did good ser-

vice in the following years in garrison and Indian

service. A part of the force was left to garrison the

Arizona posts under Major David Fergusson, who was
made commandant of the western district, Major
Theodore Coult also serving for a time in that capa-

city. During this and the following years the soldiers

fought the Apaches and prospected the country for

precious metals, but there was nothing in their ad-

ventures requiring special notice here.^^

^^ No complete and detailed narrative of the operations of the Cal. col-

nmu has ever been published so far as I know, though such a work would
have much interest as a contribution to the history of the war as well as to

that of Cal., Ariz., and N. Mex. I have prepared my resume mainly from
correspondence in the San Francisco and Los Angeles newspapers, most of

which is collected in Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., i., v., passim, especially v. 325-84.

Capt. Cremony's Life among the Apaches contains some details of adventures
with the Indians in this campaign; and I think C. was also the correspond-

ent of the Alta. See also Arizona Hist. (Elliott & Co.), 74-9, 251-2. On the
Mowry mine confiscation, see also U. S. Govt Doc, 38th cong. 1st sess., Sen.

Doc. 49.

Among the works relating wholly or mainly to the Gadsden purchase in

1854-63, the most important are those written by Sylvester Mowry, who
went to the country as a lieut. in the XJ. S. A. in 1855, became an enthusiast

in all pertaining to the territory's advancement, purchased and worked the
Patagonia or Mowry silver mine, was twice elected delegate to congress, but
was finally arrested on account of his southern proclivities. The first of his

published works was the Memoir ofthe Proposed Territory o/Arizona, by Sylvester

Mowry, U. S. A., delegate elect. Wash., 1857, 8vo, 30 p., and map. It con-
tains a description of the country with its mineral wealth and other resources
drawn from the author's personal knowledge and from the explorations of

Col A. B. Gray of the boundary survey; an eirgument on the territory's need
of protection and government; extracts from the corresp. of such men as
Poston, Douglas, Oury, Warner, Fitzgerald, and Ehrenberg; and a petition
signed by 500 citizens. Next was The Geography and Resources of Arizona
and Sonora; An Address before the American Geographical and Statistical

Society. By Hon. Sylvester Mowry, of Arizona. New York, Februarys, 1859.
Pvblished by t/ie Society. Wash., 1859, 8vo, 47 p. This covers in a sense the
same ground as the Memoir, but gives more information on early history, on
the Indiana, and on the state of Sonora, containing as an appendix extracts
from the speech of Jefferson Davis in the U. S. senate, Jan. 1859, on the
Pacific Railroad bill, favoring the 32d parallel route. The Geography, etc. By
Sylvester Mowry, of Arizona, graduate of the U. S. military academy at West
Point, late lieutenant third artillery, U. S. A., corresponding member of tlie

American Institute, late U. S. boundary commissioner, etc. . . .A new edition with
appendix. S. F. and N. Y., 1863, 8vo, 124 p. The title is self-explanatory.
This edition contains besides the original address a preface written after con-
gress had passed the territorial bill. The new appendix gives, 1st, the history
of the country and its mines smoe 1859, including the author's arrest and re-
lease after six months, with severe criticism of Gen. Carleton's course through-
out the campaign; 2d, 'the mines of Arizona,' by F. B(iertu), Feb. 1861, a
description of the various mines and their prospects; 3d, about 50 p. on the
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mines of Sonora and Chihuahua; 4th, a note on the Apaohea, 'devils,' or
' wolves. ' The author says ' the Apaches are not a serious obstacle to the

working of mines in Arizona. The danger to be apprehended is on the roads;

and this can be avoided by ordinary caution . . . There is only one way to wage
war against the Apaches. A steady, persistent campaign must be made, fol-

lowing thera to their haunts—hunting them to the " fastnesses of the moun-
tains. They must be surrounded, starved into coming in, surprised, or

inveigled—by white flags or any other method, human or divine—and then
put to death. If these ideas shock any weak-minded individual, who thinks

himself a philanthropist, I can only say I pity without respecting his mis-

taken sympathy. A man might as well have sympathy for a rattlesnake or

a tiger; ' and 5th, letters from S. W. Inge, C. E. Bennett, Joseph Lane, John
C. Hays, John Nugent, and Miguel A. Otero, on the wealth, population, and
needs of the country. A 3d edition is entitled Ariwna and Sonora; the geog-

raphy, histoi-y, and resources of the silver region of North America. By Sylves-

ter Mowry of Arizona, etc. Third edition remsed and enlarged. N. Y., 1864,

12 mo, 251 p. Besides new notes by the author, this ed. contains a chapter

from Ross Browne's work, and an extract from Ward's Mexico. It also in-

cludes as one of its chapters a reprint of the following pamphlet: The Mines

of tlw. \Vest. Shall tlue government seize themf The. mining states. How sJiall

they be taxed 1 By Sylvester Mowry of Arizona. N. Y., 1864, 8vo, 16 p.,

from the N. Y. Herald. In the form of this final 3d edition Momry's Ari-

zona is doubtless the best work published down to 1864, and hardly excelled

by any published since.

Charles D. Postou was another prominent pioneer, whose writing on his-

torical subjects have not, however, the book form. Postons Narrative, form-

ing chap. xxiv. of Browne's Adventures, is an extract from his original MS.
journal, describing his first tour through Arizona in 1854. Boston's Remi-

mscences, covering in a sense the period from 1854 to 1864, was an article

contributed to the Tucson Citizen of April 15, 1884, and reproduced in Arizona

History, 207-10. These brief sketches have much interest and value, but it is

unfortunate that we have no more complete record of this pioneer's recollec-

tions. The author is an intelligent, active, and somewhat eccentric man.

The Speech of Charles D. Boston, of Arizona, on Indian affairs, delivered in the

House of Representatives, Thursday, March S, 1865, N. Y., 1865, 8vo, 20 p., is

explained by the title. In later years he published The Sun-worshipern of
Asia. By Charles D. Boston. Reprintedfrom the London edition. S. F., 1864,

16mo, 103 p. , the materials for which ' lecture were collected during an ofl&cial

visit to India, China, Japan, etc. , accredited by the govt of the U.S.' Still

later appeared Apacht-kmd. By Charles D. Boston, of Arizona. S. F., 1878,

12mo, 141 p., with portrait. This is a poem not without merit, though some

of the rhymes and measures would make an Apache's hair stand on end.

Adventures in the Apache country: a tour through Arizona and Sonera, with

notes on the silver mines ofNevada. By J. Ross Browne, author of, etc. Illus-

trated by the author. N. Y., 1871, 12mo, 535 p. (292 j). on Arizona), is a work
which, though describing a visit in 1863^, belongs historically here, since it

describes the country's condition as it was after the disasters described in

this chapter, and before the work of regeneration had made much progress,

besides narrating incidentally many events of the preceding years. 'The work
was first published in Harper's Magazine, xxix.-xxx., 1864-5. The author

accompanied Poston in his tour as Indian agent; his skill as a writer is too

well known to require notice here; and though his ridicule and sarcasm, as

applied to certain matters, have been regarded by some as inj urious to the

interests of Arizona and Nevada, yet no other work gives so vivid and inter-

esting or more accurate account of the country as it actually was. Of it, in

conclusion, he says: 'I believe it to be a territory wonderfully rich in min-

erals, but subject to greater drawbacks than any of our territorial possessions.

It will be many years before its mineral resources can be fully and fairly de-

veloped. Emigration must be encouraged by increased military protection;

capital must be expended without the hope of immediate and extraordinary
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returns; civil law must be established on a finn basis, and facilities of com-
munication fostered by legislation of congress. No country that I have yet
visited presents so many striking anomalies. With millions of acres of the
finest arable lands, there was not a single farm under cultivation; with the
richest mines, paper money is the common currency; with forts innumerable,
there is scarcely any protection; with extensive pastures, there is little or no
stock; with the finest natural roads, travelling is beset with difficulties; with
rivers through every valley, a stranger may die of thirst. Hay is cut with a
hoe, and wood with a spade or mattock. In January one enjoys the luxury
of a bath as under a tropical sun, and sleeps under double blankets at night.
There are towns without inhabitants, and deserts extensively populated;
vegetation where there is no soil, and soil where there is no vegetation.
There are Indians the most docile in North America, yet travellers are mur-
dered daily by Indians the most barbarous on earth. The Mexicans have
driven the PSpagos from their southern homes, and now seek protection from
the Apaches in the Papago villages. Fifteen hundred Apache warriors,
beaten in every fight by the Pimas, Maricopas, and P^pagos, keep these and
all other Ind. closed up as in a corral. Mines without miners and forts with-
out soldiers are common. Politicians without policy, traders without trade,

store-keepers without stores, teamsters without teams, and all without
means, form the. mass of the white population.'

Across America and Asia. Notes of a jive years^ joicrTiey around tlie world
amd of residence in Arizona, Japan, and, China. By SapJiael Pumpelly, pro-

fessor in Harvard University, and sometime mining engineer in the service of the

Chinese and Japa/iese governments. Third edition revised, N. Y., 1870, 8vo,
454 p. (67 p. on Arizona), illustrations and maps. The author went to Ari-
zona in 1860, to take charge as mining engineer of the Sta Hita silver mines,
and was driven out by the Apaches in IStJl, many of his companions being
killed. As a description of the country visited, as a narrative of personal
experiences, and as a philosophic view of topics connected with Indian affairs,

social conditions, etc., Pumpelly's work merits high praise. On the Indian
question he writes :

' One cannot but look upon the history of our intercourse
with the original owners of our country as a sad commentary on the protes-
tant civilization of the past two centuries. . .The example of duplicity set by
the early religious colonists of New England has been followed by an ever-
growing disregard for the rights of the Indian. . .While our forefathers made
at least a show of paying the natives for the land taken from them, there is

now not even a pretence of such compensation. . .As by far the greater
number are solely hunters, the area necessary to their support is out of all

proportion to that required for the subsistence of an equal number of agricul-
turists. With the influx of a mining population, the Indians, unable to
encroach upon the territory of neighboring tribes, are gradually driven to the
most barren parts of the mountains, and with the disappearance of game are
reduced to the verge of starvation. Whether they oppose bravely at first

the inroads of the whites, or submit peacefully to every outrage nntU. forced
by famine to seek the means of life among the herds of the intruder, the re-
sult is tlie same. Sometimes hunted from place to place in open war; some-
times their warriors enticed away under peaceful promises by one party,
while a confederate band descends on the native settlements, massacring
women and children, old and young; they are always fading away before the
hand of violence. No treaty or flag of truce is too sacred to be disregarded,
no weapons too cruel or cowardly to be used or recommended by Americans.
Read the following quotation from a late work [Mowry as quoted in this
note]. I Iiave quoted this passage because it expresses the sentiment of the
larger part of those directly interested in the extermination of the Indians,
who are exercising a constant pressure on the govt, and making healthy and
just legislation in the matter impracticable. If it is said that the Indians are
treacherous and cruel, scalping and torturing their prisoners, it may be an-
swered that there is no treachery and no cruelty left unemployed by the
whites. Poisoning with strychnine, the wilful dissemination of the small-
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pox, and the possession of bridles braided from the hair of scalped victims
and decorated with teeth knocked from the jaws of living women—these are
heroic facts among many of our frontiersmen.

'

2'Ae Marvellous Country; or, Three Years in Arizona and New Meanco, tlte

Apaches' home. Compi'ising a description of this wonderful country, its immense
7nineral wealth, its ma<jnificeni mountain scenery, tlte ruins of ancient towns and
cities found therein, with a complete history qfthe Apache tribe, and a description

of the autltors guide, Cochise, tlie great Apache war chief. The whole interspersed

with strange events and adventures. By Samuel Woodworth Coezen^. Illustrated

by upwards ofone hundred engravings. Boston, etc. (1874), 8vo, 532 p. The
author visited tlie country in 1858-60, being interested in mines and taking
some part in politics. He seems, however, to have drawn much of his matter
from other sources, and the book is of a somewhat sensational type, written

mainly to sell, though not grossly inaccurate.

Amerkxm Pioneering, an address before the Travellers' Club. By B. E. Dun-
har (N. Y.), 1863, 8vo, 45 p. The author was interested in the Ajo copper

mine from 1855-6. 'I escaped out of Arizona, a territory teeming with the

precious and other metals, in the spring of 1858, and came to Washington,
believing in my verdancy that I should be able to excite some interest for

that most important but suffering and neglected frontier. I encountered a
member of congress from one of the eastern states. He was puffing a cigar

and toasting his feet before a good fire at WUlard's Hotel. I approached this

member of congress in my most bland and winning manner, and after begging

his pardon. . .recounted to him in thrilling tones and impressive manner the

trials, difficulties, and dangers we were encountering in opening the new ter-

ritory to civilization. The member of congress quietly heard what I had to

say, and then cooUy turning to me, inquired: "What the devil did you go to

such a God-forsaken country for ? " This tells the whole story of my Wash-
ington experience in attempting to excite an interest on behalf of Arizona.

'
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Now that we have at last reached a period when
our territory has legally a name of its own, it is well

to devote a few lines to that name, mainly for the

purpose of correcting prevalent errors respecting its

origin. Arizona, probably Arizonac in its original

form, was the native and probably Pima name of the

place—of a hill, valley, stream, or some other local

feature—just south of the modern boundary, in the

mountains still so called, on the headwaters of the
stream flowing past Saric, where the famous Planchas
de Plata mine was discovered in the middle of the
eighteenth century, the name being first known to

Spaniards in that connection and being applied to the

mining camp, or real de minas. The aboriginal mean-
ing of the term is not known, though from the common
occurrence in this region of the prefix ari, the root

son, and the termination ac, the derivation ought not

to escape the research of a competent student.^ Such
' Prof. Alphonse Pinart told me that he had discovered the derivation of

the name, but I am not acquainted with his conclusions.
(520)
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guesses as are extant, founded on the native tongues,
offer only the barest possibihty of partial and acci-

dental accuracy; while similar derivations from the
Spanish are extremely absurd.^ The oft-repeated

assertion that the original Spanish form was Arizuma
has no other foundation than a misprint in some old

book or map. The name should properly be written

and pronounced Arisona, as our English sound of the
z does not occur in Spanish. Suggestions, for the
legal name were Arizuma, Arizonia, Pimerfa, and
Gadsonia. Pimeria would have been in some respects

more appropriate than Arizona—as being of provin-

cial and not merely local application—and quite as

euphonious.

The territorial act having been passed by congress

in February 1863, and officials appointed by Presi-

dent Lincoln in March, the whole party of emigrant
statesmen, headed by Grovernor John N. Goodwin of

Maine,^ started in August for the far west, leaving

Leavenworth on September 25th, Santa Fd Novem-
ber 26th, and Alburquerque December 8th, under
the escort of troops from Missouri and New Mexico.
It was on the 27th that the party crossed the merid-

ian of 109° into Arizona, and two days later in camp
at Navajo Spring, the government was formally

organized in the wilderness. The flag was raised and
cheered; a prayer was said by H. W. Read; the oath

^Of the former class may be mentioned the following: ari, 'maiden,' and
zon, ' valley, ' from the Pima; ara and sunea, or urnia, the sun's beloved, from
the Mojave; ari, ' few, ' and zoni, ' fountains; ' ari, ' beautiful, ' and the Spanish
zona; Arizuma, Aztec for 'silver-bearing; ' Arezunia, an Aztec queen; Arizunna,
' the beautiful;' Arizonia, the maiden queen or goddess who by immaculate
conception gave being to the Zuni Indians; also the meaning 'little creek ' is

given. Of the second class we may note arrezafe, a country covered with

brush-wood; drida zona, or an arid zone or region; and narizona, a big-nosed

woman ! Accurate results are rarely, if ever, reached by the favorite method
of seeking for similar sounds in various languages.

^ See official list at the end of this chapter. Of the original appointments,

John A. Gurley of Ohio was governor, but died Aug. 18th, and Uoodwin was
appointed on the 21st, Goodwin being succeeded as chief justice by Turner.

John Titus of Penn. was the original district attorney, his place being taken

by Gage before starting. The surveyor-gen., Bashford, was appointed May
26th.
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of office was taken by the officials; and a proclama^

tion of Governor Goodwin was read, in which the

vicinity of Fort Whipple, established only a month
earlier by Major Willis of the California column, was
named as the temporary seat of government; and
here all arrived on January 22, 1864. In May the

fort was moved some 20 miles to the south-west, and
near it by July a town had been founded on Granite

Creek to become the temporary capital. It was
named Prescott, in honor of the historian.

Meanwhile the governor made a tour of inspection

in the south, and other parts of the territory ; by proc-

lamation of April 9th three judicial districts were

created, and the judges assigned;* the marshal was
instructed to take a census; and an election procla-

mation was issued on the 26th of May. Accordingly,

at the election of July 18th, there were chosen a

council of nine members, and a house of eighteen;^

also a delegate to congress in the person of Charles

D. Poston.* The legislature was in session at Pres-

cott from September 26th to the 10th of November.
Besides attending to the various routine duties, and
passing special acts, some of which, for this as for

other sessions, will be noticed elsewhere, this body
adopted a mining law, and a general code of laws,

prepared by Judge Howell, and called in his honor

*The 2d district included all west of long. 114°; Allyn, judge, court at La
Paz; 1st district, all east of 114°, and south of the Grila; Howell, judge, court

at Tucson; 3d district, all east of 114°, and north of the Gila; Turner, judge,

court (fixed a little later) at Prescott. On May 11th the gov. at Tucson
appointed municipal officers for that town.

* See note at end of this chapter for members of this and later legislatures.

* Poston, as supt ind. affairs, had not come to Ariz, with the rest, hut by
way of California, whence in company with Ross Browne—see Adven. in

ApacJie Country—he made a tour for the inspection of the friendly Indian
tribes, and the distribution of supplies furnished for the govt, subsequently
continuing his tour for electioneering purposes. Poston seems to have been
nominally a union candidate, and Charles Leib was another, W. D. Bradshaw
being the democratic candidate. The customary cliarges of trickery and ras-

cality, of secessionists masquerading as union men, of rebels, Sonorans, and
PApagos allowed to vote, while loyal teamsters and soldiers were denied the
right, etc. There was also much hostility to the new government, the gar-

rison at Ft Whipple in April signing a set of resolutions in which the terri-

torial officials were accused of various shortcomings, such as selling for their

own profit stores furnishea by the govt. Hayes Scraps, Cal. Politics^ vi. 150;
Jd., Ariz., i., passim.
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the Howell Code, being based mainly on the codes of
New York and California/ It also divided the ter-

ritory into four counties under the aboriginal names
of Pima, Yuma, Mojave, and Yavapai;* and adopted
a territorial seal, though for nearly 20 years a dif-

ferent seal appears to have been in use. Both are

shown in the annexed cut.*

It is not my purpose to attempt any minute rdsume
or analysis of legislative proceedings. Much of the
most important legislation was connected with Indian
affairs, mining, and other subjects that will be noticed

in other chapters ; and at the end of this will be found
a note, in which a few of the more notable measures
adopted at the successive sessions are cited. In the

same note is given a list of all federal and territorial

officials from the beginning to 1885, together with the

names of members and officers of both branches of

tlie legislature at its thirteen consecutive sessions.^"

' Tlie Howell Code, Adapted by the first Legislative Assembly of the Territory

ofArizona. Session begun, etc. Prescott, 1865, 8vo, 401 p. Arizona, Mining
Law of the Territory of. Prescott, 1864, 8vo, 18 p. In the title an 'N ' with
the side lines cut out was made to do duty for a ' Z, ' which was apparently
lacking in the font.

^Arizona, Comp. Laws, 31, where, however, the date, Oct. 11, 1864, is not
given. Pima co., capital Tucson, included all east of long. 113° 20', and
south of the Gila (subsequently divided into 5 counties or parts of counties);

Yuma CO., capital La Paz, all west of long. ]13° 20' and south of Bill Wil-
liams fork, and the Sta Maria (never changed); Mojave co. (officially but
incorrectly written Mohave), capital Mojave City, all west of 113° 20' and
north of Bill Williams fork and the Sta Maria (as it still exists but for the

loss of the part joined to Nevada, and an addition from Yavipai, north of the
Colorado in 1883; see map); and Yavapai, capital Prescott, all east of 113°

20' and north of the Gila (subsequently divided into 6 counties and parts of

counties). See county map and annals in chap, xxiv., this volume.
"The seal described in the act of 1864

—

Arizona Compiled Laws, 542—is

the upper one in the cut. I find it used for the first time—in print—in the

Laws of 1883. The earlier seal, the lower of the cut, of origin unknown to

me, is printed in the Journals and Acts as late as 1879. For humorous com-
ments on this seal, see Uoss Browne, in Harper's Mag., xxix. 561.

The best authority on the organization of the territorial govt in 1863-4 is

the introduction and appendix of the Arizona, Journals of the First Legislative

Assembly, Prescott, 1865, 8vo, 250, xviii., p., to the contents of which the

various writers have added nothing. The Jl rizona, Message of the Oovevnor,

1864, Prescott, 1864, 12mo, 9 p., was separately published, as were later

messages, which will not be specially noticed, as they are contained in the

journals.

'"The authorities are, of course, the Arizona, Journals, 1864^85; a,nd Ari-

zona, Acts, Resolutions, and Memorials of the First (second, etc.) Legislative

Assembly, Prescott, 1865 (et seq.), 8vo, 79
i>.,

with some slight supplementary

information from other sources. After 1868 the sessions were biennial.
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If we credit the statements of political and personal'

foes, the members of council and house, like terri-

torial and federal officials, were for the most part a
sad set of rogues and fools ; but judging by the record

Seals op Akizona.

of their acts, they compare favorably, in respect of

honor, ability, and patriotic devotion to their country's

needs, with representatives of other territories and
states in the west and east.

Arizona has been ruled by a line of eight governors.
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appointed at Washington, as the custom is, more
through political influence than a consideration of the
country's needs, yet as a rule with fairly good results,

as follows: John N". Goodwin in 1863-5, Richard Mc-
Cormick in 1865-9, A. P. K. Safford in 1869-77,
John P. Hoyt, acting, in 1877-8, John C. Fremont
in 1879-81, John J. Gosper, acting, in 1881-2, P. A.
Tritle in 1882-5, and G M. Zulick from 1885. The
last, appointed by President Cleveland, is a democrat

;

all the rest have been more or less republican in poli-

tics. Governors McCormick and SaflFord, ruling for

the longest terms, were more fully identified than the

others with the real interests of the territory, and
perhaps were more efficient rulers; but the rest seem
to have been for the most part honorable and intelli-

gent men. In a general way their acts call for no
further criticism, favorable or otherwise. One of the

number should be well enough known to readers of

my history of California ; but Fremont was appointed

merely that his chronic poverty might be relieved;

and in Arizona he seems to have done nothing worse

than neglect his duties. Delegates in congress were
not less zealous and intelligent men, being in politics

union, or republican, to 1874, democratic to 1884, and
then republican again." Though working with due

zeal at Washington, the delegates, as is true for most
territories, have been able to accomplish but little for

the advancement of Arizona, since congress contented

"The vote and politics of the 12 elections for delegate were as follows:

1st, 1864, Poston, union; Bradshaw, democrat; Leib, un. ; vote not found.

2d, 1864, Goodwin, un., 707; Allyn, un., 376; Poston, un., 260; total, 1,343.

3d, 1866, Bashford, republican, 1,009; Poston, rep., 518; Sam. Adams, indep.,

168; total, 1,695. 4th, 1868, McCormick, rep., 1,237; John A. Rush, dem.,

836; Adams, indep., 32; total, 2,105. 5th, 1870, McCormick, 1,882; Peter

R. Brady, dem., 832; total, 2,714. 6th, 1872, McCormick, 2,522; total, 2,522.

7th, 1874, Stevens, indep. dem., 1,442; Bean, rep., 1,076; John Smith, rep.,

571; total, 3,089. 8th, 1876, Stevens, 1,194; W. H. Hardy, rep., 1,099;

Oury, dem., 1,007; total, 3,250. 9th, 1878, Campbell, dem., 1,452; A. E.

Davis, rep. and granger, 1,097; Stevens, dem., 1,090; K. S. Woolsey, indep.

dem., 822; total, 4,461. 10th, 1880, Oury, dem., 4,095 (or 4,176); Stewart,

rep., 3,606 (or 3,778); total, 7,701 (or 7,954). 11th, 1882, Oury, 6,121; Por-

ter, rep., 5,141 (or 5,243); total, 11,262 (or 11,364). 12tli, 1884, Beau, rep.,

Head, dem. Tlie figures are from Hamilton's Besources, 102-5, and A^iz.,

Hist. (Elliott & Co.), 316.
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itself for the most part witli the annual appropriations

for routine expenses.^^

On the question of a permanent capital the legisla-

tures of 1864-5-6 could not agree. Representatives
of the first district were not quite strong enough to

decide in favor of Tucson, to which town undoubtedly
at that time the honor belonged; but they were able

to defeat the pretensions of Prescott. It was a barren

victory, however, since by the governor's proclamation

from year to year the legislature was convened at

Prescott as the temporary seat of government. In

1867, however, the tables were turned, and by a ma-
jority of one vote Tucson was made the capital, five

sessions of the legislature being held there; until in

1877 the northern combination was in turn trium-

phant, and Prescott has been the capital ever since.

Agitation on the subject is by no means at an end,

but Tucson is thought to have but slight chance of

regaining its old position, though a change in favor of

Phcenix or some other town of the central region

seems not unlikely in the future,^^

'^See U. S. Acts, etc., for congressional action; also Cong. Globe (through
index under ' Arizona ') and Journals of senate and house for discussions and
unsuccessful efforts. The appropriation for ordinary expenses of the govt
down to 1868 was $33,500 per year; with |5,000 extra in 1866, besides §5,000
for compiling the laws, and $4,160 for a census. After 1868 the amount was
from |_33,500 to $40,000 for years when the legislature met, and $13,500 to
$23,000 in other years. For the Indian service, that is, for Ind. on reserva-
tions and friendly tribes, there was a varying but increasing appropriation of

$10,000 to $172,000 (in 1881 as high as $346,000 apparently); besides a yearly
amount from $150,000 to $425,000 for the reservation Apaches after 1872, this
including, however, part of the N. Mex. Apaches. For surveys, besides the
expenses of the oflSce for Cal. and Ariz., there was an appropriation of $5,000
to $10,000 down to 1870; and later $20,000 or less, sometimes nothing; be-
sides $6,000 to $9,500 for the surveyor-gen. and his office. Seme of the spe-
cial acts of congress will be noted in other connections. A few not thus noted
are as follows: 1867, internal revenue of 1866-8, devoted to the building of a
penitentiary; 1869, sessions of the legislature to be biennial; 1870, salaries of
justices to be $3,000, and $2,000, appropriated for a law library; 1878, council
not to exceed 12 and house 24 members at $4 per day.

'^In the original bill, as introduced in congress, Tucson was named as
capital, but on final passage that clause was removed, and thus the gov. was
left to select a temporary and the legislature a permanent capital. Why
Goodwin selected a spot so far away from the settlements is not clearly ex-
plained. Possibly he fliought Prescott likely to become the centre of popula-
tion, or was influenced by certain personal interests of his associates, and
probably the secession proclivities of Tucson had much to do with his choice.
The Tucson people were disappointed and angry. Poston, Reminiscences, 210,
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As we have seen, four counties were created in

1864. In 1865 Pah-Ute county was organized from
northern Mojave ; but the next year congress attached
the north-western corner of Arizona—all north and
west of the Colorado and longitude 114°—to Nevada;
and the legislature, after vain protests against this

change, finally in 1871 repealed the act creating Pah-
Ute, and restored what was left of that county to

Mojave, which in 1883 was extended eastward, north
of the Colorado, from longitude 113° 20' to Kanab
Wash. Utah also tried in 1865 to get a slice of
northern Arizona, without supcess; while Arizona's

effort of 1877 to annex Grant county, New Mexico,
was equally unsuccessful. Maricopa county was
created in 1571; Pinal in 1875; Apache in 1879;
Cochise, Graham, and Gila being organized in 1881.

Thus the number of counties was increased to ten, a

tier of four being created in the central or Gila re-

gion, while Yavapai in the north and Pima in the

south were each divided by a north and south line.

Boundaries as they now stand are shown on the map.

says Prescott was selected by influence of Carleton, and against his own ad-
vice. In the legislature representatives of the 1st district voted solid against
Prescott, trying to gain a vote or two from the opposition by favoring suc-

cessively La Paz, Walnut Grove, and a town to be called Aztlan, at the junc-

tion of the Verde and Salado; but they had lost one of their members of the

house by death, and the members from the 2d and 3d district gave 9 votes to

8 in favor of Prescott. In the council, however, there was a vacancy in the

2d district, so that the vote was » tie, 4 to 4. In the session of 1865 the

council voted 4 to 1 in favor of Prescott, but in the house the matter was in-

definitely postponed, vote not given. As 3 members of the council and 8 of

the house were not in attendance, this action may indicate magnanimity on
the part of Yavapai—perhaps. In 1866 the bill in favor of Prescott was de-

feated in council by a tie vote of 4 to 4, Yuma and Pah-Ute joining Pima in

the fight. In 1867 it was Yavapai against the field, but the best this county
could do against Tucson was to gain one Yuma vote for La Paz, Mojave and
Pah-Ute in the house deserting their northern allegiance, and Prescott was
defeated 9 to 7, and 5 to 4 in council where Mojave voted for Prescott. At
this session a minority report opposed Tucson on the ground that a majority

of the population lived outside of Pima co. ! On this basis it would be hard to

locate a capital in any of the U. S. Poston, Eemin., 210, says that McCor-
miok by his influence gave the capital to Tucson on a promise of support for

delegate. In 1875 there was a vote for Tucson, which xs not quite intelligible

(see note on 8th sess., p. 541, this vol.). In 1877 the northern population had
considerably increased, and by united action gave 12 votes to 6 for Prescott

in the house, and 5 to 4 in the council. If later or intermediate agitation ever

took the form of bills introduced and not passed, such bills have escaped my
notice.
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Yuma alone has retained its original extent, yet not

without a boundary dispute. It had doubtless been

the original intention that the Colorado should be

the boundary between Arizona and California, but

Counties of Arizona.

owing to a peculiar bend of the river, the line as cor-

rectly surveyed from the Gila junction toward San
Diego left a small area south and west of the Colo-

rado opposite Fort Yuma, technically in California.

On this area was a considerable amount of taxable
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property, including the ferry buildings. The Ari-
zona legislature rather indiscreetly asked congress for

the land in 1864-5; California took the hint; the

property was taxed by both Y-uma and San Diego
counties; and a spirited controversy was carried on
from about 1867, each claimant ridiculing the other's

absurd pretensions. In 1871 there seems to have
been some kind of a decision at Washington in favor

of Arizona, and after 1873 I find no trace of the dis-

pute."

The white population of Arizona—that is, of Ari-

zona county, New Mexico—according to the some-

what doubtful census of 1860, was 2,421, or perhaps

6,481, including all Mexicans and mixed breeds.

During the disasters of 1861-3, the number was
perhaps reduced to 500 or 600.^^ After the organ-

ization of the government, the first territorial census

of 1866 showed a total—excluding Indians—of 5,526

;

and the second, 7,200 in 1867.'* The United States

census of 1870 shows a population of 9,658 ;'' and
the figures in 1872 and 1874 were 10,748 and 11,480,

respectively, with a notable increase to 30,192 in

1876.'* The federal census of 1880 raised the fig-

ures to 40,440." For later years we have no accurate

'*See governor's message, in Ariz., Jour., 1871, p. 55; Id., 1867, passim;

Id., 1868, p. 189-92; also, not only on this controversy, but particularly on
all the county boundaries and their successive changes, note on legislative

proceedings at end of this chapter, and local annals in chap. xxiv. On July

28, 1873, the com. of pub. lands at Wash, informed the surv.-gen. of Ariz, of

a decision in favor of the territory. Yuma Sentinel, Sept. 13, 1873.

^ Hinton, Hand-book, 44, gives the pop. in 1863 as 581. Mowry, Arizona,

71, grossly overestimates the number in 1864 as 20,000.

"Governor's report in Arh., Journal, 1866, p. 264-5; Id., 1867, p. 259.

" U. S. Census, 9th. The total included 26 negroes, 20 Chinamen, and 31

Indians; no. of citizens (males above 21 years) 3,397; native (U. S.) born

3,845, of whom 1,221 born in Ariz.; foreign bom 5,809, of whom 4,339 in

Mexico; males 6,887, females 2,771; families 2,290; dwellings 2,822. En-

gaged in agrio. 1,285; in professional and personal service 3,115; in trade and
transportation 591; in mming, manuf., and mechanical industries 1,039.

'Mnz., Jour., 1874, p. 78; Id., Acts, 1876, p. 123; ffintm, 44, 377; Ariz.,

Hist. (E. &Co.), 30.

"f/. 8. Census, 10th. Of the 40,440, there were 155 negroes, 1,630

Chinese, and 3,493 Indians. Citizens 18,046; native born 24,391, of whom
8, 166 in Ariz.; foreign bom 16,049, of whom 9,330 in Mexico; males 28,202,

females 12,238; families 9,536; dwellings 9,033. Engaged in agriculture

3,435; in profession and personal service 8,210; in trade and transportation.

3,252; in mining, manuf., and mechanical industries 7,374.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Hex. 34
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statements; but the population in 1886 should not be
less than 75,000.^°

In former years, immigration to Arizona depended
mainly on the varying prospects of the mines, though
by no means all immigrants were miners. Of late,

however, it has been clearly demonstrated that the
country possesses a great variety of resources, and is

capable of supporting a large miscellaneous popula-
tion, though here, as elsewhere, attempts at coloniza-

tion have met with indifferent success.^^ It is certain

that the land possesses in abundance two of the three

great sources of wealth—mining and agriculture—and
to develop them only the industry of man is needed.

Together with her large area of grazing and arable

lands, the territory contains nearly every variety of

mineral, and in her valleys can be raised all kinds of

cereals, vegetables, and fruit, the citrus belts of south-

ern Arizona being destined at no very distant day to

rival those of California.

Among the early settlers were the Mormons, who
in 1868 had a settlement at St Thomas, in Pah-Ute
county, a region later attached to Nevada. In 1873
the authorities in Utah formed a plan of colonization,

and a pioneer party of 700 men was sent south, in-

tending to get a start by working on the Texas Pa-

*»Gov. Tritle's estimate was 75,000 for 1884, aco. to Aiiz., Hist. (E. &.

Co.), 30. Hamilton, Resources, 97, gives a pop. of 82,976 in 1882, and that

from a census; but I suppose there can be no real authority for so large a fig-

ure. Perhaps the fact that in 1882 Ariz, was seeking admission as a state

had some influence on this report.
^' In 1871 is mentioned a scheme to introduce as colonists the better classes

of the French communist prisoners at govt expense, C. D. Poston being inter-

ested in the project, with much encouragement, it is seiid, from the French
ministry. S. F. Gall, Aug. 21, 1871. Again, in 1873, a French colony is

mentioned as having a large grant, and proposing to build a railroad from
Guaymas. S. F. Bulletin, Feb. 27, 1873; Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 131. In
1876-8 we hear of the Arizona Colonization Company of Boston, under the
presidency of Cozzens, author of the Marvellous Country, I suppose, which en-

listed over 200 colonists for the Colorado Chiquito region. The first party of

45 arrived in May of this year, but they soon became disgusted and scattered

to seek employment at the towns. Another party is said to have been on the
way, but I find no definite record that any colony was established. Conklins
Pict. Ariz., 352-3; Anaheim Gazette, May 20, 1876. In 1882 G. W. Webb is

named as the agent of a company which had constructed a ditch and proposed
to found a kind of Arizonian Riverside in the Gila valley. Yuma Sentinel,

Jan. ,28, 1882.
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cific Railroad, but became discontented with the pros-
pect and -went home.^^ The project was revived in

1876-7, and a beginning was made in two districts

—

on the Upper Colorado Chiquito and on Salt River.
At a meeting held at Salt Lake City, in January
1876, missionaries were present from different parts

of Utah, and an organization was effected under Lot
Smith as president. The first party arrived in March
at the Sunset crossing, and soon the camps of Sunset,
Allen, Ballinger, and Obed were established. Progress
was slow, the first season's crop not sufficing for the
colony's needs, and teams having to be sent to Utah
for supplies; but the pioneers were resolute men, and
though many, first and last, abandoned the enter-

prise, at the end of 1877 the mission numbered 564
souls, and a year later 587. In 1884 the population

is given by the newspapers as 2,507, the chief settle-

ments being Sunset, St Joseph, and Brigham City.^*

^^ Ladd's Little Colorado Settlemenie, MS., 1; Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., vi. 126;
S. F. Bulletin, Feb. 4, July 14, 1873.

^^ The original leaders, each at the head of saints from some neighborhood
in Utah, were Lot Smith, Geo. Lake, Wm C. Allen, and Jesse 0. Ballinger.

Smith's camp was called Sunset, but was moved the 1st year 2 miles north.
Allen's camp was renamed St Joseph in 1878. Lake's camp -was called Obed,
about 2 m. west of Allen, but was abandoned in 1877 on account of fever and
ague. Ballinger's camp was named Brigham City ia 1878. Woodruff was
founded in 1877, 25 m. above St Joseph. Moan Coppy, iu Yavapai co., 36°

on the road to Lee's ferry, was founded by Lamanites in 1877; also in that
year Forest Dale in the south. Taylor, near Brigham City, was founded in

1878, but soon abandoned, and a new settlement estab., which "was later

known as Snowflake. In 1876 much damage was done by floods; but forts of

logs and stone were built, and a steam saw-mill was started in the Mogollon
Mts, 40 m. w. of Sunset, sometimes called Millville. A tannery was later in

operation here, but the mill was sold in '81, and removed to the eastern stake.

In 1877 a grist-mill was built near Ballinger's, horse-power having been used
before, and a reenforcement from the southern states, under A. P. Beebe,
arrived. In 1878 occurred another flood; the Little Colorado ' stake of Zion

'

was organized, with Smith as pres., Jacob Hamilton and L. H. Hatch as

councillors, and bishops Geo. Lake, L. M. Savage, John Bushman, and John
Kaitchum. Also the stake of eastern Ariz, was set off, the dividing line be-

ing the Berado rancho on the Col. Chiq. 1879 was a year of good crops, and
dairying was carried on in Pleasant valley, 40 m. w. of Sunset; a woollen
factory at Moan Coppy; WiUord Woodruff at work as missionary, and extend-

ing his efforts to the Laguna and Xsleta Ind. in N. Mex. 1880 was a bad
year, with poor crops; Brigham City was nearly abandoned, and the saints

regarded themselves as cheated in the count of votes at election. In 1881

crops were also bad in many places, and a flood destroyed dams, also carrying

away the bridge at Sunset. Brigham City was nearly abandoned by the

Mormons, the site being turned over to the church, and sold to Adams,
Whiting, and Company; yet this was the headquarters of the Mormon con-
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The settlements of this region were in 1878 organized

into tlie Little Colorado stake of Zion; and at the

same time an eastern Arizona stake was organized in

the region about St John, but I have no details on
the annals of this stake.

The Salt River settlements, later Maricopa stake,

above Phcenix, were begun in March 1877 by nine

families from Utah, organized at St George by Brig-

ham Young, under Daniel W. Jones as president.

There were 71 persons in the colony, the settlement

being called successively Camp Utah, Utahville, Jones-

ville, and finally Lehi. The Utah ditch was constructed

by the incorporated Utah Irrigating and Farming
Company. Elder Jones had some troubles with his

flock, the site of the village seems to have been slightly

changed once or twice, and in 1884 the population

was less than 200.^* In January 1878 there arrived

from Salt Lake City—part of the members coming
from Idaho—another colony of 77 saints, including

the Sirrines, formerly of Brannan's California colony.

They declined to join Smith in the north, failed to

make a satisfactory arrangement with Jones, and so

founded Mesa City, four miles from Jonesville, incor-

porating a new company for the construction of a

ditch, by which at a cost of $43,000 about 5,000 acres

have been reclaimed from the desert. The population

was about 600 in 1884. Jesse H. Perkins was pre-

siding elder from October 1878, and A. F. McDonald

tractors on the A. & P. R. R. Here ends my only defeuled authority, the
Settlements of the LittU Colorado, Arizona, MS., prepared for my use by S. Gr.

Ladd. See also, on these settlements, Yuma Sentinel, Mar. 18, 1876; Not.
17, 1877; Nov. 2, 1878; Anaheim Gazette, Dec. 16, 1876; Hinton's Hand-book,
296; Prescott Miner, Sept. 19, 1879; June 25, 1880; Salt Late Herald, Dec. 1,

1877. Elliott & Co. state that in the latest years the Col. Chiq. farms have
proved a failure, on account of alkali, and possibly the pop. given in my text

from newspaper authority may be too large. It includes, however, the east-

ern stake.

'^Maricopa Stake, MS., by Chas J. Bobson, one of the pioneers. The
original company consisted of D. W. Jones, P. C. Merrill, Henry C. Rogers,
Thos Biggs, Joseph McBae, D. J. Merrill, Isaac Turley, Geo. E. Steel, and

Williams, all with families. P. E. Robson taught the 1st school at Lehi
in 1878. See also Salt Lake Herald, May 5, 1877; Aug. 12, 1880; Pluenix

Herald, July 30, 1880; Prescott Miner, Oct. 19, 1877; Los Ang. Express, April
14, 1877; -S. Luis Ob. Tribune, Jlily 28, 1877; Ariz., Hist. (E. & Co.), £84.
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president from February 1880, the Maricopa stake
being permanently organized in December 1882.^^

In 1878 P. C. Merrill and four families left the
Jones colony and founded St David on the San Pedro.
In 1879 Joseph K. Rogers with four families came
from the eastern Arizona stake and settled at Smith-
ville—called Pima from 1883—on the upper Gila in

Graham county. Other settlements formed in 1881-4
were Curtis, Graham, Thatcher, Central, Layton, and
McDonald on the San Pedro. All those south-east-
ern establishments were organized in February 1883
into the stake of St Joseph under Christopher Layton
as president. Pima is the chief town, and had in 1885
about 600 inhabitants.^*

The Mormons have always been regarded as among
the best of Arizona settlers, being quiet, industrious,

and economical in their habits, and not disposed to in-

trude their religious peculiarities. As a rule polyg-
amy has not been practised, though there are many
exceptions. Their neat adobe houses, orchards, gar-

^^ Robsons Maricopa Stake, MS. The original colony consisted of F. M.
Pomeroy, E. Pomeroy, John H. Pomeroy, Wm Newell, C. J. Robson, G. W.

,

W. L., L. C, and P. P. Sirrine, Chas Mallory, Wm Schwartz, J. H. Smith,
Chas Crismon, J. D. Hobson, Wm Crismou, and J. H. Blair, most of them
with families. H. C. Rogers and G. W. Sirrine were councillors; and from
1882 E. Pomeroy and ThosC. Jones bishops. In 1884 the Tempe branch was
organized with Sam. Openshaw as bishop. Mesa being divided into 2 wards,
with 0. M. Stewart as bishop of Alma. 1st Sunday school 1880, under C. J.

Robson; Mutual Improvement Assoc. 1880, C. J. Robson pres. ; Relief Soc.

1880, Sarah Phelps pres.; 1st school taught by Miss Ursula Pomeroy. In
Ariz., Hist. (E. & Co.), 282-4, is an account of the Mesa colony, with view on
p. 168, and sketch of Pres. McD. on p. 299-300. See also Prescott Miner,
Peb. 1, 1878; 8. F. Chronicle, Aug. 6, 1883.

2^ James H. Martineau's Settlements in Arizona, MS. The St David
pioneers were the 4 or 5 Merrills, Geo. E. Steel, Jos. McRae, and A. 0.

Williams. It was named for David Patten, the martyr. The bishops have
been D. P. Kimball, H. J. Homer, W. D. Johnson, and M. H. Merrill. The
Pima pioneers were Rogers, Teeples, Haws, Welch, and Dall, Rogers being the

bishop to 1885. Curtis was founded in 1881 by 3 Curtis families, Moses M.
Curtis being the bishop. Graham in 1881 by Jorgenson, Skinner, Anderson,
and Wilson, with Jorgenson as bishop. Thatcher in 1882 by Moody, Pace,

and others. Moody being succeeded by Sam. Clearidge as bishop. Central

in 1C82 by Bishop Jos. Cluff, Clemons, Young, and Witbeck. McDonald was
made a ward in 1883, H. J. Horner bishop. Hill, Hoops, and other settlers.

Lajrton, near SafFord, in 1884 by John Welker bishop, A. Welker, B. Peel,

etc. A settlement in Sulphur Spring valley, founded by Elder Wm Fife in

1882, has been nearly abandoned. There are good schools and churches;

grist-mill at Curtis, saw-mill at Mt Graham. Central and St David have

each about 250 inhab., the others 50 to 150 each.
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dens, and well-tilled fields form veritable oases in tlie

desert. Their lands are held by the community,
work and trade are carried on for the most part on
the cooperative plan, and they even live in commu-
nity houses, eating at a common table, though each
family has its separate rooms. It has been their aim
to produce all that they eat and wear, sugar-cane and
cotton being among their crops. Notwithstanding
their community system, much freedom is conceded
to individuals, who may in most respects live as they
please and mingle freely with the gentiles. Less de-

spised and persecuted than in Utah, they are naturally

less clannish, peculiar, and exclusive. In politics they
are nominally democratic, but often divide their vote

on local issues, or put their united vote where it will

do most good for their own interests. As a rule, they
are prosperous but not yet wealthy farmers. Polyg-
amy has led them into trouble, as it has others of their

faith, and in 1884-5 several of their prominent mem-
bers have been sent to prison.^

Of the Salt River valley a brief description may
here be inserted; further mention will be made in a

later chapter. It contains one of the largest bodies

of agricultural land between the states of Califor-

nia and Kansas. It is walled in by mountains, and wa-

tered by a stream which has its source in one of the

loftiest ranges, and is fed by the melting snows and

by a hundred tributaries. Near the river is found a

dark alluvial mold, with a depth of from six to fifteen

feet, adapted to cereals and grasses ; back from this

is a belt of rich loam of remarkable fertility, and near

the foothills the surface is of a light and porous nature,

suited to the cultivation of fruit.

As the average rainfall of Arizona does not exceed

ten inches, the people depend largely on irrigation for

the watering of their farms and orchards. In this

2' S. F. Chronicle, Nov. 28, Dec. 5, 1884; Sac. Record-Union, Apr. 8, 13,

1885; Tucson Star, Dec. 4, 1880.
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valley alone eight main canals had been constructed
up to 1887, at an expense of nearly $1,000,000, with
a water-way of about 160 miles, and a total carrying
capacity of 70,000 miners' inches, these being the
largest and most expensive works of the kind in the
entire territory. At that date the area reclaimed
was estimated at 168,000 acres.

In 1887 not more than 50,000 acres were under
cultivation, of which about 12,000 were in wheat,

16,500 in barley, 15,000 in alfalfa, 5,600 in fruit, and
1,000 in miscellaneous crops. Of cereals, grasses,

fruits, and vegetables, nearly every variety can be
raised; of textile plants, there are cotton, hemp, jute,

and flax; while tobacco and the sugar-cane are also

cultivated, the latter being equal to the best products

of Louisiana. Of fruit, the yield is almost unprece-

dented, from the fig-tree being gathered two and even
three crops a year; while few portions of this coast are

better adapted to the cultivation of grapes, the product

of which reached six or seven tons to the acre. For
cattle-raising the valley is also well adapted, beeves

fattened on the alfalfa pastures being little inferior to

the stall-fed animals of the eastern states. Thus, by
means of irrigation and by the enterprise and ingenu-

ity of man, has a lifeless solitude been transformed

into one of the fairest valleys of the Pacific slope.

Among Arizona explorations of later years. Major
J. W. Powell's adventurous trip down the Colorado

deserves especial mention. With a party of ten, in

four boats built expressly for the purpose, Powell left

the railroad and started down Green River, late in

May 1869. In the early days of August he crossed

the Arizona line, and for about a month was whirled

by the torrent through the tortuous channel of the

great canons, whose precipitous sides towered to a

height of several thousand feet—sometimes over a

mile—above the voyagers' heads. The river proved

a succession of rapids and whirlpools: each days' ad-

vance brought its new perils and toil; hairbreadth
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escapes from destruction were of frequent occurrence;

one of the boats was lost; and the supply of instru-

ments, food, and clothing gradually disappeared in the

never-ending series of accidents. On the 27th three

of the party resolved to scale the cliffs and make an
attempt to reach the settlements. It is believed that

they were killed by Indians. The rest continued their

voyage in two of the boats, and in three days found
succor and reached the mouth of the Rio Virgen.

From this point three men went on down the Colo-

rado, while Powell and the rest found their way
to Salt Lake City. In this connection also should

be mentioned the surveys of Captain George M.
Wheeler and his corps in 1871-8, by which a large

portion of Arizona was for the first time accurately

mapped.-^

^^ (Pmvell), Exploration of ike Colorado River of the West, and Us Tributaries,

explored in 1869, 1870, 1871, and 187$, under the direction of the Secretai-y of
the Smithsonian Institution. Wash., 1875, 4to, xi., 291 p., with illustrations and
maps. See also Scrib-ner's Monthly, vol. ix. ; Appleton's Joui'nal, xi. ; Popular
Science Monthly, xl. .385-99; xlii. 670-80; U. S. Govt Doc, 42d cong. 1st sess.,

H. Mis. Doc. 37; 42d cong. 2d sess., no. 173; 42d cong. 3d sess., no. 76; 43d
cong. 1st sess. , no. 265. Wheeler's explorations are recorded in If. S. Oeog.

Sm-vey Went of 100th Meridian, Annual Reports, 1871-8, 8vo, with atlas, maps,
and 4to vols on scientific branches.

A bill for the admission of Arizona as a state was introduced in congress

by delegate Oury in 1871. Not many years should be required to raise the
population to the required figure; whether political obstacles can be as

quickly removed, is another question.

Notwithstanding the territory's general characteristic of extreme dryness,

floods are of not infrequent occurrence, especially in the Gila and Salt River
valleys. The inundations are caused by heavy rains and so-called cloud-bursts

in the mountains, subsiding rapidly, but often doing considerable damage to
settlements and farms on the river banks. The flood of Sept. 1868 was per-

haps the most destructive ever known, destroying three of the Pima villages

and a large amount of property on the lower Gila. 1872 was also a season of

heavy rains, during which the levee at Yuma City was broken. 1876 was
another year of high water. In 1883 cloud-bursts did much damage at Silver

King, riorence, and near Tombstone. Yuma was again flooded in 1884, the
R. R. bridge being carried away. No severe earthquakes have been known,
in Arizona, though shocks are reported at Prescott in March 1870, at Yuma
in 1872, and at Indian Wells in 1874.

ARIZONA OFFICIAL LIST.

Governor, 1863-5, John N. Goodwin; 1865-9, Richard C. McCormick:
1869-77, A. P. K. Safford; 1877-8; John P. Hoyt (acting); 1879-81, John C.
Fremont; 1881-2, John J. Gosper (acting); 1882-5; F. A. Tritle; 1885-7, C.
M. Zulick.

Secretary, 1863-5, R. C. McCormick (H. W. Fleury, asst in 1865-7);
1866-9, James P. T. Cartter; 1870-6, Coles Bashford; 1876-8, John P. Hoyt;
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1879-81, John J. Gosper; 1883-5, H. M. Van Arman (asstH. P. Garthwaite);
1885-7, James A. Bayard (asst T. E. Farish).

Justices, 1863-4, Wm b". Turner (0. J.), Wm T. Howell, Jos. P. Allyn;
1865-6, Turner (C. J.), Henry T. Backus, Allyn; 1867-70, Turner (0. J.),

Backus, Harley H. Oartter; 1870-2, John Titus (C. J.), Isham Reavis, 0. A.
Tweed; 1873-^, Titus (C. J.), Tweed, Deforest Porter; 1875, E. F. Dunne
(C. J.), Tweed, Porter; 1875-8, C. G. W. French (C. J.), Tweed. Porter;
1879-80, French (0. J.), Porter, Chaa Silent; 1881, French (0. J.), Porter,
W. H. Stilwell; 1882, French (C. J.), Stilwell, W. W. Hoover; 1880-5,
French, and later Sumner Howard, (C. J.), D. H. Pinney, A. W. Sheldon,
and later W. S. Fitzgerald; 1885-8, J. C. Shields, W. W. Porter, and W. H.
Barnes.

MEMBERS OE THE LEGISLATURE.

1st session, 1864. Council, 1st district: Coles Bashford, Francisco S.

Leon, Mark Aldrich, Patrick H. Dunne; 2d dist: Geo. W. Leihy, Jos^ M.
Redondo; 3d dist: King S. Woolsey, Robert W. Groom, Henry A. Bigelow.
President, Bashford; sec, Almon Gage. House, 1st dist: W. C. Jones, John
G. Capron, Gregory P. Harte, Henry D. Jackson, Jesus M. Elias, Daniel H.
Stiokney, Nathan B. Appel, Norman S. Higgins, Gilbert W. Hopkins; 2d
dist: Luis G. Bouchet, Geo. M. Holaday, Thos H. Bidwell, Ed. D. Tuttle,Wm Walter; 3d dist: John M. Boggs, James Garvin, James S. Giles, Jack-
son McCrackin. Speaker, Jones; clerk, Jaa Anderson; chaplain, H. W.
Fleury; translator, W. C. Jgnes.

2d session, 1865. Council, Yavapai co., K. S. Woolsey, R. W. Groom,
H. A. Bigelow; Mojave Co., Wm H. Hardy; Yuma, Manuel Ravena; Pima,
Coles Bashford, F. S. Leon, P. H. Dunne; pres., Bigelow; sec, Jas Anderson.
House, Yavapai, Jas S. Giles, J. McCrackin, Daniel Ellis, Jas 0. Robinson;
Mojave, Octavius D. Gaso, Converse W. Rowell; Yuma, Peter Doll, Alex.
MoKey, Wm K. Heninger; Pima, D. H. Stickney, and 8 members who did
not attend. Speaker, Giles; clerk, J. E. McCaffry; translator, McKey.

3d session, 1866. Council, Yavapai, John W. Simmons, Dan. S. Lount,
Lewis A. Stevens; Mojave, Wm H. Hardy; Pah-Ute, 0. D. Gass; Yuma,
Alex. McKey; Pima, Mark Aldrich, Mortimer R. Piatt, Henry Jenkins;
pres., Aldrich; sec, John M. Rountree. House, Yavapai, John B. Slack,
Dan. Ellis, Hannibal Sypert, Wm S. Little, Underwood C. Barnett; Mojave,
Alonzo E. Davis; Pah-Ute, Royal J. Cutter; Yuma, Marcus D. Dobbins,
Robert F. Piatt, Wm H. Thomas; Pima, G. H. Oury, Wm J. Osborn, Henry
McWard, Jas S. Douglas, Oscar Buckalew, Michael McKeuna, S. W. Cham-
bers, Thos D. Hutton. Speaker, Oury; clerk, J. S. Giles and H. A. Bige-
low; chaplain, Chas M. Blake; translator, 0. D. Gass.

4th session, 1867. Council, Yavapai, John W. Simmons, D. S. Lount,
Lewis A. Stevens; Mojave, W. H. Hardy; Pah-Ute, O. D. Gass; Yuma,
Alex. McKey; Pima, D. H. Stickney, M. R. Piatt, H. Jenkins; pres., Gass;
sec , Gage. House, Yavapai, J. S. Giles, John A. Bush, John H. Matthews,
Ed. J. Cook, Allen Cnllnmber, John T. Dare; Mojave, Nathaniel S. Lewis;
Pah-Ute, Royal J. Cutler; Yuma, Oliver Lindsey, John Henion; Pima, Chas
W. Lewis, John B. Allen, Marvin M. Richardson, U. C. Barnett, Francis M.
Hodges, S. W. Chambers, Philip Drachman. Speaker, Lindsey; clerk,

FoUett G. Christie; chaplain, Thos H. Head.
5th session, 1868. Council, Yavapai, John G. Campbell, John L. Alsap,

F. M. Chapman; Mojave and Pah-Ute, 0. D. Gass; Yuma, Jos. K. Hooper;
Pima, Estevan Ochoa, Hen. Jenkins, D. H. Stickney, Alex. McKey; pres.,

Alsap; sec, G. W. Pierce; chaplain, A. B. Salpointe. House, Yavapai, Thos
W. Brooks, F. G. Christie, Wm S. Little, John Smith, E. Lumbley, G. R.
Wilson; Mojave, U. C. Doolittle; Pah-Ute, Andrew S. Gibbons; Yuma, Jas

P. Lugenbul, Thos J. Bidwell, Oliver Lindsey; Pima, J. M. Elias, Francis H.
Goodwin, Hiram S. Stevens, John Owen, John Anderson, Sol. W. Chambers,
Robt M. Crandal. Speaker, Bidwell; clerk, J. E. MoCafiry.
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6th session, 1871. Council, Yavapai, J. T. Alsap, H. H. Carter, Andrew
J. Marmaduke; Yuma, John H. Philips; Pima, H. S. Stevens, D. H. Stick-
ney, E. Ochoa, F. S. Leon; pres., Stickney, and after his death Carter; sec,
John Anderson; chaplain, Antonio Jouveneeau. House, Yavapai, J. H.
Fitzgerald, John L. Taylor, Wm J. O'Neill, G. A. WUson, Jos. Melvin,
James L. Mercer; Yuma, Marcus D. Dobbins, C. H. Brinley, T. J. Bidwell;
Pima, J. W. Anderson, F. H. Goodwin, Wm Morgan, W. L. Fowler, Ramon
Romano, Juan Elias, Rees Smith. Speaker, Dobbins; clerk, Wm J. Boyd,
and J. E. McCaffry; chaplain, Peter Bemal.

7th session, 1873. Council, Yavapai, J. P. Hargrave, A. 0. Noyes; Y.
and Maricopa, K. S. Woolsey; Yuma, Thos J. Bidwell; Y. and Mojave, W.
F. Henning; Pima, H. S. Stevens, Mark Aldrich, Juan Elia«, Levi Ruggles.
Pres., Hargrave; sec, J. T. Alsap; chaplain. Rev. G. A. Reeder. House.
Yavapai, Joim fl. Behan, Wm Cole, Fred. Henry, Thos Stonehouse, Henry
Wiokenberg; Maricopa, G. H. Oury; Yuma, C. W. C. Rowell, J. M. Re-
dondo, C. H. Brinley; Yuma and Mojave, Geo. Gleason; Pima, John B.

Allen, Wm C. Davis, Lionel M. Jacobs, J. S. Josberg, F. M. Larkin, John L.

Smith, John Montgomery, John W. Sweeney. Speaker, Oury; clerk, Hyler
Ott; chaplain. Rev. Ant. Jouvencean.

8th session, 1875. Council, Yavapai, J. P. Hargrave, John G. Campbell,
L. S. Stevens; Maricopa, K. S. Woolsey; Mojave, A. E. Davis; Yuma, J.

M. Redondo; Pima, Wm Zeokendorf, S. R. Delong, P. R. Brady. Pres.,

Woolsey; clerk, E. S..Penwell. House, Yavapai, C. P. Head, Hugo Rich-
ards, A. L. Moeller, Levi Bashford, W. J. O'Neil, Gideon Brook; Maricopa,
J. T. Alsap, G. H. Oury; Yuma, H. Goldberg, Sam. Purdy, Jr, R. B. KeUy;
Mojave, S. W. Wood; Pima, F. M. Griffin, John Montgomery, Geo. H.
Stevens, Alphonso Stevens, S. H. Drachman, J. M. Elias. Speaker, Alsap;
clerk, Andrew Crouly.

9th session, 1877. Council, Yavapai, John A. Rush, Geo. D. Kendall, Lewis
A. Stevens, A. L. Moeller; Maricopa, K. S. Woolsey; Yuma, J. M. Redondo;
Pinal, Levi Ruggles; Pima, F. H. Goodwin, F. G. Hughes. Pres., Woolsey;
clerk, Alsap. House, Yavapai, W. W. Hutchinson, C. B. Foster, S. C. Mil-
les, G. Hathaway, Hugo Richards, John H. Marion, Wm S. Head, Ed. 6.
Peck; Maricopa, J. A. Parker, M. H. Calderwood; Yuma, J. W. Dorring-
ton; Mojave, James P. BuU; Pinal, Geo. Scott; Pima, D. A. Bennett, Wm
Ohnesorgen, Estevan Ochoa, M. Samaniego, Geo. H. Stevens. Speaker, Cal-

derwood; clerk, Crouly.

10th session, 1879. Council, Yavapai, C. C. Bean, W. S. Head, W. A.
Rowe, E. W. Wells; Maricopa, E. H. Gray; Yuma, F. D. Welcome; Pinal,

P. Thomas; Pima, F. G. Hughes, J. M. Kirkpatrick. Pres., Hughes; clerk,

Hinson Thomas. House, Yavapai, W. M. Buffum, John Davis, Thos Fitch,

Pat Hamilton, P. McAteer, E. R. Nicoles, J. A. Park, Jas Stinson; Maricopa,
J. T. Alsap, J. D. Rumburg; Yuma, Sam. Purdy, Jr; Mojave, Joim H.
Behan; Pinal, W. K. Meade; Pima, A. E. Fay, C. P. Leitch, Jas Speedy,
M. W. Stewart, Walter L. Vail. Speaker, Stewart; clerk, B. A. Fickas.

11th session, 1881. Council, Yavapai, Murat Masterton; Apache, S.

Barth; Maricopa, A. C. Baker, R. S. Thomas; Yuma, J. W. Dorrington;
Mojave, A. Cornwall; Pinal, J. W. Anderson; Pima, B. H. Hereford, B. A.
Fickas, Geo. H. Stevens, W. K. Meade, H. G. Rollins. Pres., Masterton;
clerk, Jos. C. Perry. House, Yavapai, Geo. E. Brown, R. B. Steadmem, L.
Wollenberg; Apache, J. Barton, G. R. York; Maricopa, N. Sharp, P. J.

Bolan, J. B. McCormack; Pinal, D. Robb, A. J. Doran; Mojave, D. South-
worth; Yuma, G. W. Norton, J. F. Knapp; Pima, H. M, Woods, J. K..

Rodgers, M. G. Samaniego, John Roman, John McCjifferty, Thos Dunbar, E.

H. Smith, John Haynes, E. B. Gifford, M. S. Synder, M. K. Lurty. Speaker,
Knapp; clerk, Richard Rule.

12th session, J 883. Council, Yavapai, E. W. Wells, M. Goldwater, M.
Masterton, F. K. Ainsworth; Apache, H. E. Lacy; Maricopa, A. D. Lemon;
Pinal, J. W. Davis; Yuma and Mojave, L. S. Welton; Pima, J. F. Knapp,
F. G. Hughes; Cochise co., E. H. Wiley; C. and Graham, P. J. Bolan.
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Prea., Wiley; clerk, J. A. Carpenter; chaplain, E. G. Fowler. House,
Yavapai, C. A. Randall, A. Allen, R. McCallum, R. Connell, E. H. Gobin,
John Ellis, Chas Taylor, W. A. Rowe; Apache, C. A. Franklin; Maricopa,
J. P. Holoomb, S. F. Webb; Pinal, J. W. Anderson; Yuma, J. W. Dorring-
ton; Mojave, L. J. Lassell; Pima, R. C. Brown, E. B. Gifford, Moye Wicks,
J. H. Fawoett; Cachise, W. H. Savage, D. K. Wardwell, J. F. Duncan; Gra-
ham, A. Solomon, D. Snyder; Gila co., Wm Graves. Speaker, Rowe; clerk,
A. E. Fay; chaplain, U. S. Truett.

13th session, 1885. Council, Yavapai, W. G. Stewart; Apache, E. S.

Stover; Maricopa, R. B. Todd; Pinal, Thos Weedin; Mojave, John Howell;
Pima, R. N. Leatherwood; Cochise, W. A. Harwood; Graham, W. G. Brid-
well; Gila, Alonzo Bailey; Yuma, J. W. Dorrington; northern district, F.
K. Ainsworth; southern district, C. C. Stephens. President, Ainsworth;
clerk, A. E. Fay; chaplain, Nathan Guthrie. House, Apache, J. D. Houck,
Luther Martin; Cochise, W. F. Frame, T. T. Hunter, W. F. Nichols, Hugh
Percy, D. K.. Wardwell; Gila, W. C. Watkins; Graham, James Sias; Mari-
copa, J. S. Armstrong, Deforest Porter; Mojave, Wm Imus; Pima, E. W.
Aram, G. W. Brown, S. M. Franklin, E. W. Risley, H. G. Rollins; Pinal,
Levi Ruggles; Yavapai, D. J. Branuan, J. A. Brown, B. Connell, L. P. Nash,
W. H. Robbins; Yuma, S. Purdy. Speaker, Rollins; clerk, Morris Gold-
water; chaplain, J. M. Greene.

14th session, 1887. Council, Yavapai, C. B. Forster; Apache, J. H. Breed;
Pinal, J. W. Anderson; Maricopa, L. H. Goodrich; Yuma, Isaac Lyons; Mo-
jave, E. L. Burdick; Pima, C. R. Drake; Cochise, L. W. Bliun; Graham, G.
H. Stephens; Gila, R. C. Robertson; at large, north, A. Cornwall; at large,

south, W. C. Watkins. President, Cornwall; clerk, Charles DriscoU; chap-
lain, J. G. Eberhart. House, Yavapai, A. G. Oliver, W. H. Ashurst, J. J.

Fisher, H. T. Andrews, 0. C. Felton; Apache, J. Q. Adamson, James Scott;

Pinal, A. J. Doran; Maricopa, J. Y. T. Smith, Samuel Webb; Yuma,
Charles Baker; Mojave, P. F. Collins; Pima, R. N. Leatherwood, J. B. Scott,

A. A. Bean, C. R. Wores, A. McKey; Cochise, F. W. Heyne, J. M. Brace-

well, Scott WTiite, B. L. Peel, Michael Gray; Graham, D. H. Ming; Gda,
Eugene Trippel. Speaker, Webb; clerk, Richard Rule; chaplain, J. 0.

Houghton.
ACTS OF THE LEGISLATURE.

1st session, 1864. Acts, incorporating 6 road companies and two railroad

companies—the Castle Dome R. R. Co. and Arizona B. R. Co.
,
granting ex-

clusive ferry rights at Mojave and La Paz; incorporating the Hualapai Min.

Co. and Arizona Hist. Soc. ; providing for a territorial map; giving f1,500 to

certain schools; authorizing the raising of rangers and a loan to pay expenses

of an Apache campaign; allowing soldiers to vote and hold mining claims;

providing for government expenses; protecting possessory titles in lands; and
for the benefit of several individuals, including a divorce. The resolutions

included thanks to most territorial officials; invitations for the delivery of

lectures; instructions to the delegate in congress on mails, arms, and surveys;

publication of laws, etc., in Spanish; the purchase of books for a territorial

library; and a protest against the recent expulsion of Sylvester Mowry by
Gen. Carleton. The memorials asked for the tract of land in the Colorado

bend opposite Ft Yuma; for an increase of salaries; for $150,000 for placing

the Colorado Ind. on a reservation; $250,000 for Apache warfare; and $150,000

to improve the navigation of the Colorado.

2d session, 1865. Acts, creating county of Pah-Ute from Mojave (later

for the most part attached to N evada) ; repealing a previous act for stay of

proceedings on foreign indebtedness; creating boards of supervisors for the

counties; securing liens to mechanics, etc. Resolutions, on national affairs;

on the importance of surveying territorial boundaries, with a view of getting

for Ariz, the Yuma land, and perhaps the Rio Virgen settlements of Utah;

on the library; on C. D. Poston's attempt to contest Goodwin's seat in con-

gress. Memorials, for improvement of the Colorado; for the land at Yuma;
for a separate land district and surveyor-general; for Ind. reservations on the
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lower Gila; for an increase of military force. This year Utah tried to obtain
a part of northern Ariz. Utah, Acts, 1865, p. 91-2.

3d session, 1866. Acts, creating the offices of district attorney and audi-

tor; providing for the location and registration of mines. Resolutions, of

thanks to Ariz, volunteers and to several officials. Memorials, against the ces-

sion of Pah-Ute to Nevada; for new mail routes; and urging the importance
of a southern Pac. R. R,

4fch session, 1867. Acts, permanently locating the capital at Tuscon (see

Ariz., Compiled Laws, 1871, p. 564); moving the county seat of Pah-Ute to 8t
Thomas; authorizing the digging of wells on desert lands; providing for pub-
lic schools. Resolution, asking that Ariz, be separated from the com. of

Gen. McDowell, and made a separate mil. department. Memorials, for a
separate customs district; for the construction of military roads; and against
the cession of Pah-Ute to Nevada. On the dispute about taxes, involving the
ownership of the land opposite Ft Yuma by Cal. or Ariz. See, for this year,

(7a/., Jour, Sen., appen., no. 53, 70; also, for original corresp. and doc. Savage
Doc. Hist. Cal., MS., iv. 81-98, 115.

5th session, 1868. Acts, locating the territorial prison at Phoenix; creating

offices of attorney-general and county surveyor; and establishing public

schools. Resolutions, asking for mail routes; recommending a U. S. deposi-

tory in Ariz. ; instructing the officials of Yuma co. to assess all property
within the limits as fixed by the Howell Code {that is, to disregard the claim
of Cal. ); and in favor of artesian wells. Memorials, asking appropriations

for capitol buildings, territorial library, and codification of the laws; also the

appointment of a surveyor-gen., and an appropriation for surveys. On the

boundary question there is a full report of a com. against the pretensions of

Cal. in the Journal, p. 189-92.

6th session, 1871. Acts, changing county seat of Yuma to La Paz; di-

vorcing several couples; creating county of Maricopa from that part of Yava-
pai south of lat. 34° and west of the S. Carlos, county seat at Phoenix; re-

pealing the act to create Pah-Ute co., and attaching what was left of it in

Ariz, to Mojave; providing for biennial sessions from Jan. 1873; authorizing

the publication of information to attract immigration; establishing schools;

providing for roads, bridges, and ferries; and for the revision and printing

of the laws. Memorials, asking protection from Ind. ; and a modification of

excise laws. In the Journal are several reports relating to outrages by Mexi-
cans, and attempts to arrest the offenders. On the Yuma boundary dispute,

see S. DierfO Union, Apr. 14, 1870; Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 167. This year
was published The Compiled laws of ike Territory of Arizona, including the

Howell Code and the session lawsfrom 186Jf to 1871 inclusive . . . Compiled by Coles

Bashford. Albany, N. Y., 1871, 8vo, 627 p. (A later edition of the Compiled
Laws was that prepared by John P. Hoyt, and published at Detroit 1877.)

7th session, 1873. Acts, to divorce several persons, including the gov-

ernor, and changing the names of others; changing the name of Arizona City
to Yuma; authorizing a levee on the Gila and Colorado; encouraging the
sinking of artesian wells; prohibiting the sale of liquor to Indians; providing
for the incorporation of religious, social, and benevolent societies; and adding
to Maricopa co. that part of Pima north of lat. 32° 34' and west of about long.
112° 6' (as it still exists south of the Gila). Resolutions, expressing satis-

faction with Gen. Crook's methods of fighting Apaches. Memorials, asking
for a reduction of the White Mt Ind. reservation; for a donation of land for

artesian wells; and for school lands. On Cal. boundary dispute, see Hayes'
Scraps, Ariz., v. 175; Ariz. Sentinel, April 12, 1873.

8th session, 1875. Acts, creating county of Pinal, with county seat at

Florence, from Pima, Maricopa, and Yavapai (boundaries complicated but
about the same as on map, except in the N. E. corner, including Globe); tax-

ing net product of mines; on fences and trespassing animals; on compulsory
education; abolishing office of attorney-gen.; transferring Mojave to 3d
judicial district; providing for a census; and to locate the capital permanently
at Tucson. (Approved Feb. 12th, aco. to Acts, p. 121, butvetoedacc. to Jour.,
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SOl-2. The gov. says he has received three acts, one fixing the capital at
Prescott, and another at Phoenix. It is not clear why an act was needed in
favor of Tucson.) Resolution, thanking Gen. Crook. Memorial, on Pima and
Maricopa Ind., and on mail service. An appendix to the Acts contains XJ. S.
and Ariz, mining laws, treaties, and rules of the supreme court.

9th session, 1877. Acts, to permanently locate the capital at Prescott;
to transfer Maricopa to 2d jud. district; to make Mineral Park the county
seat of Mojave; to define the boundaries of Maricopa (extending it on the
east from the S. Carlos to long. 110°; and slightly changing the central parts
of the N. line, as still existing; see map); to incorporate the city of Tucson;
to authorize a comp. of volunteer Ind. fighters; to extend the w. boundary of

Pinal CO. (so as to include a small isolated tract in the N. w. which had appar-
ently been left in Pima by the act creating Pinal); to provide for the revision
and publication of the laws; and to divorce many couples. Memorials, for an
increase of the council to 13 and the house to 27 members; for the annexation
of Grant co., N. Mex.

10th session, 1879. Acts, creating Apache co. (all of Yavapai east of

long. 119° 45', as it still exists, except that the portion south of Black River
has been added to Graham co. ), county seat at Snowflake (moved to Spring-
erville the next year); authorizing lotteries to raise funds for various public
purposes; and 64 other acts, none of which can be singled out as of especial

importance. Memorials, asking for a mint at Florence, an assay-office at the
capital, and a special mail agent.

11th session, 1881. Acts, to fix county seat of Apache at St Johns; to
create the county of Cochise from eastern Pima (boundaries as still existing;

see map), county seat at Tombstone; to create the county of Graham from
Pima and Apache (boundaries as in map), county seat at Safford; to create

the county of Gila from Maricopa a5id Pinal (boundaries as in map, except
that the south-eastern line was a, northern continuation of the Pinal line

instead of the S. Carlos), county seat at Globe; to incorporate the cities of

Tombstone, Phtenix, and Prescott; to restrict gambling; to provide for a
census; to redistrict the territory (1st district, Pima, Pinal, and Cochise (and
Graham?); 2d dist, Yuma, Maricopa, and Gila; 3d dist, Yavapai, Mojave,
and Apache; to create the office of geologist. Memorials, against extension

of the Navajo reservation; for privilege of mining on Mex. border; for open-
ing parts of the S. Cirlos reservation to settlers. At this and later sessions

the council had 12 members and the house 24.

12th session, 1883. Acts, to locate county seat of Graham at Solomou-
ville; to transfer Cochise from 1st to 2d district; to change boundary of

Mojave co. (so as to include that part of Yavapai north of the Colorado and
west of Kanab Wash, as per map); to provide for funding debt and issuing

bonds; to aid construction of several railroads; to create the office of attor-

ney-general; to thank the president of the U. S. for suppressing lawlessness;

to prevent export of timber. Memorials, for an investigation of matters at

the Pipage reservation; aid for the public schools; improvement of the Colo-

rado; and removal of the Apaches. From this sess. the title of the Acts, etc.,

is changed to Laws of the Territory of Arizona. Twelfth (etc.) Legislative

Assemhy; imth Memorials and Resolutions. Prescott, 1883 et seq.

13th session, 1885. Acts, creating county courts for the different coun-

ties; for an election to permanently locate the county seat of Mojave;
authorizing a railroad and telegraph from Fairbanks to Tombstone, from
Phosnix to the S. P. R. R., from Prescott to the A. & P. R. R., from Globe

to the A. & P. R. R. at or near Flagstaff, and from Phoenix of Wioken-
burg; creating the office of commissioner of immigration; to promote breed-

ing of live-stock; to build a levee on the Gila at Yuma; to establish a public

school system; to change the eastern boundary of Gila co. (to the S. Carlos

on the east, as per map); to transfer Cochise co. to 1st judicial district, and
Pinal to 2d district; to organize the university of Arizona; and to incor-

porate the Ariz. Industrial Exposition Assoc. Resolutions, inquiring into

imprisonment of Americans at Magdalena, Sonora; amd thanking Gen. Crook
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for Apache operations. Memorials, to change the southern boundary of the
White Mt Ind. reservation so as to open the coal mines; to urge the payment
of old claims for Ind. depredations; against interference with the silver coin-

age; for the restoration to settlement of S. P. R. R. land claims; for a fourth

judge and increase of salary from $3,000 to $5,000; for improvement of

Colorado navigation; for the purchase from Mexico of that part of Sonera
west of long. 111° and north of lat. 30°, so as to give Ariz, a post; for the
appointment of residents as territorial officials; against the projected leasing

of U. S. grazing lands; for authority to control and dispose of school lands;

for the removal of the Apaches and throwing open the reservation to settle-

ment; and for an appropriation of $160,000 to dig artesian wells.



CHAPTER XXII.

INDIAN AFFAIRS OF ARIZONA.

1864-1886.

The Friendlt Tribes— StrPEKiNTENDEirrs and Agents—The Yumas—
MOJAVES— HXTALAPAIS— YaVAPAIS— SUPPAI— MOQUIS— PiMAS AND
Makicopas—Pi.PAGOs

—

Thb Apaches—Early Hostilities—Errors of
THE Government—Forts and Camps—A Thousand Victims—Carle-

ton's Campaign—General Mason —Wallen, Lovell, Gregg, and
Crittenden—Devin and Wheaton—Popular Indignation—A Mili-

tary Department under Stoneman—Camp Grant Massacre—Crook
rs Command—Peace Policy—Colyer and Howard—More War—
Peace in 1873-4

—

The Apaches on Reservations—Concentration---

Kautz, Willcox, and Ceook again—Raids or Renegade Chirica-

huas—Exploits op Geronimo—General Miles—Success at Last—
Prospects—Crime and Lawlessness.

The aborigines of Arizona in 1863-4 numbered
about 25,000, slightly less than two thirds belonging

to the friendly tribes as distinguished from the

Apaches. In 1886 there are left about 18,000, not

including in either estimate the Navajos, treated in

this volume as a New Mexican tribe, though their

home has always been partly in Arizona.^ I may
state at the outset that it is not my purpose to at-

tempt any index or classification of the sources for

Indian affairs. The principal of these are named in

the appended note ; and only for special purposes shall

I make more minute references or cite additional

authorities.^ In considering modern annals of the

' The primitive condition of aU the tribes has been treated in another work
of this series. For manners and customs, geog. diatrib., etc., see Native

Bcuxa, i. 471-555, 591-603, on Apache and Pueblo families; for myths, etc.,

iii., first half, passim; languages, iii. 680-705; material relics, iv. 680-805.

^The chief sources are the annual Ind. Aff. Eepts, 1863 et seq. ; U. S. Govt

Doc. of the different classes by congress and session, especially military re-

(643)
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Arizona Indians, let us first glance at the friendly

tribes.

"When the territory was created, Charles D. Poston
came as superintendent of Indian affairs in 1864, mak-
ing a tour with Ross Browne, but supplementing his

report with his resignation in September. George
W. Leihy then held the office until November 1866,
when he was killed by Indians. G. W. Dent served

in 1867-9; George L. Andrews in 1869-70; and H.
Bendell in 1871-2. After 1872 the office was abol-

ished, agents reporting directly to the commissioner at

Washington. Special inspectors were, however, sent

by the government from time to time to visit the

agencies.^

The Yumas were formerly a numerous and power-
ful tribe, of fine physique and war-like nature. My
readers will remember their old-time thirst for Chris-

tianity, and their massacre of the padres and settlers

in 1781. Their home was about the Gila junction on
both sides of the Colorado. In Spanish and Mexicau
times they were alternately hostile and friendly, but
suffered much in wars with other tribes. Later the
tribe was kept in order by the American garrison at

Fort Yuma, but its strength was broken in 1857, when
its grand 'army' was almost annDiilated in a war with
the Pimas. Since that time the Yumas have been
worthless but harmless vagabonds, though cultivating

small patches of ground in the Colorado bottoms,

catching fish, and doing odd jobs for the whites.

Pascual has been their most famous chief; and their

number is now about 1,000. They have never been

porta in those of the sec. of war for each year; the governor's annual mes-
sages and other legislative matter in Ariz., Jour., 1864 et seq.; files of CaL
newspapers, notably the S. F. Bulletin, Alta, Chronicle, and iiac. Union; and
especially Hayes' Scrap-books, Ariz., i.-vi., containing classified clippings from
the journals of southern Cal. and Arizona. The leading modern works, Hin-
ton's Hand-booh, Ariz. Hist. (E. & Co.), and Hamilton's Resources, like most
other works on Ariz, named in these chapters, contain much on Ind. affairs.

It will be understood that all have been utilized, but space does not permit
repeated citation or a pointing-out of discrepancies.

* Before 1864 an agent at Mesilla had merely nominal control of the Ari-
zona Ind.
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willing to settle at the up-river agency, but in late

years a reservation has been set apart for them on the

California side at Fort Yuma.* The Mojaves—^Yama-
jabs or Amajabas of early times—living originally on
both sides of the Colorado above Williams fork, a

people whose intercourse with Padre Garces in 1774-
6 will be recalled, and who sometimes appear in the

Spanish annals of California, were also a brave tribe,

whose good qualities have for the most part disap-

peared. Their hostility to Americans ended with

their defeat and the founding of Fort Mojave in 1858
-9. In 1864 Poston selected a reservation on the

river bottom at Half Way Bend, in latitude 34°, and
the land was set apart by act of 1865. It was in-

tended for all the river tribes, and for the Hualapais

and Yavapais ; but only the Chemehuevis and half of

the Mojaves could ever be induced to occupy it per-

manently. Agriculture depended on the annual over-

flow of the river, and crops often failed. A canal

was dug in 1867-74 for nine miles at a cost of $28,000,

but was not a success ; and a system of water-wheels

proved likewise a failure. The Indians took much
interest in these experiments, and even did a large

amount of hard work; but the outside tribes, grad-

ually losing their confidence in the white man's ability

to control the elements, declined to come in ; and the

Mojaves—about 800, under Iriteba down to his death

in 1874—learned to depend chiefly on government aid.

* Hamilton's Resources, 299. I have seen no original record of this reserva-

tion. A school at the old fort in 1884 is mentioned in Ariz., Hist. (E. & Co.),

244. In 1864 Francis Hinton was employed by Supt Poston as agent for the

Yumas, but later they were nominally in charge of the Mojave, or Colorado,

agency. Forty years of intereourse with white men has had a most perni-

cious effect on this people, especially through the prostitution of the women
and indulgence in strong drink. Except some slight and irregular gifts, they
have received no aid from the government. The Cocopas are a tribe living on
the Colorado below the Yumas, whom they resemble somewhat in character

and modern history. They live mainly in Mexican territory, though coming
in contact more with Americans. The Chemehuevis and Pah-Utes are Sho-

shone tribes, both frequenting north-western Arizona to some extent in early

times. The former in later years live, about 300 in number, on the Cal. side

of the Colorado; while the latter belong mainly to Nevada and Utah, though
still found to some extent in Ariz, north of the Colorado. These tribes require

no further notice here.

Hist. Ariz, and N. Mex. 35
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The rest lived near Fort Mojave and fared somewhat
better, a crowd of them being still seen at the Atlantic

and Pacific railroad stations in this region. In all

they number from 1,000 to 1,200, addicted to gam-
bling and intoxication, nearly all tainted with syphilitic

diseases, a hopelessly wretched and depraded race, or

at least past regeneration by any methods yet applied

;

yet they are peaceful, and in a sense honest and indus-

trious. A school was in operation at times from 1873,

and a native police from 1881. No real progress has

ever been made, though the agents have occasionally

reported encouraging features, generally not visible to

their successors.^

The riualapais, or Apache-Yumas, and Yavapais,

or Apache-Mojaves, were, before 1864, tribes of 1,500

and 2,000 souls, allied in race and character to the

river tribes on the west and the Apaches on the east.

For some years, during the flush times of the Colo-

rado placers, they were friendly, living at times on the

reservation; but in 1866-8, being suspected of certain

depredations, they were the victims of several dis-

graceful outrages, and went on the war-path until

1871-2. The Yavapais became identified with the

Apaches, and with them were transferred to the San
Cdrlos reservation in 1874. The Hualapais, after

submission, did good service against the Apaches, were

gathered at Beale Spring, and were moved against their

will to the Colorado agency in 1874. Running away

' The Colorado agency was in charge of Herman Ehreuberg and John C.

Dunn in 1864-6, John Feudge in 1866-9, Helenas Dodt in 1870, J. A. Tonner
i.a 1871-5, W. E. Morford in 1876-7, JohnC. Mallory inlS77-8, Henry R.
Mallory in 1878-80, Jonathan Biggs in 1880-2. Ehrenberg, an engineer, re-

ported against the selected reservation at the first, ^d his objections proved
well founded. For executive orders of Nov. 22, 1873, Nov. 16, 1874, and
May 15, 1876, extending and deliniug the boundaries, see report sec. int. in

U. S. Govt Doc, 47th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doo. 1, pt 5, p. 304. Its area in

1874 is given as 200 sq. miles; in 1884 by Hamilton and others as 600 sq.

ra. It extends from a point four miles above Ehrenberg some 45 miles up the

river, including a tract occupied by 200 Chemihuevis on the Gal. side. Com-
fortable adobe buildings were constructed from 1867. In 1882 the Ind.

were reported as living on govt rations, on affrio- labor, and on natural pro-

ducts of the soil in about equal proportions. They owned a few horses, used
only for racing, and of no advantage. At Camp Colorado, near the agency,

wail posted a small garrison at times.
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tlie next year, but professing friendship, they were
permitted to live in their old haunts, living on the

country's natural products, and more than once saved

from starvation by the charity of settlers. A tract of

2,000 square miles on the Grand Canon bend of the

Colorado was set apart for them in 1881—3, and there

they now live, 600 to 800 in number, mustering in

force at Peach Spring at the passage of each railroad

train. Though superior to the reservation Mojaves,

they are a destitute and vicious lot of beggars, wholly

non-progressive.

The Suppai, or Ava-Supies, 200 or 300 in number,

of whom little is known, but probably renegades origi-

nally from other tribes, have, since 1880, a reserva-

tion of 60 square miles on Cataract Creek, just above

latitude 36°, a fertile tract on the creek bottom be-

tween precipitous cliflfs, accessible only at two points

by a narrow trail. Here they raise fruits, grain, and
vegetables, trading with the Moquis and Hualapais,

prosperous and contented, but rarely visited by white
men.*

Of the Moquis much has been recorded in this vol-

ume. The Mexicans had little if any intercourse with
them; but several American explorers visited their

towns, beginning with Ives in 1858. An agency was
maintained from 1869, the agent living at Fort Defiance

down to 1875, but later at buUdings erected fifteen

miles east of the first town. These peculiar, super-

stitious, and childishly variable Indians were always

friendly, except that the Oraibe chief was sometimes,

as of old, reserved and sulky. There was a school in

several years, and in 1882 a missionary was preparing

to get ready to begin his teachings. The Moquis
were always temperate, chaste, and industrious, tilling

their barren lands, where crops often failed for want
of water, keeping a few sheep and cattle, gladly ac-

cepting the meagre government pittance, and some-

'Orders of 1880-2 on the reserv., in rept sec. interior, 1883, p. 306-7.

In Arizona Serape, 133, is an account of a visit in 1880 by Beokman and
Young.
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times disposed to the theory that the 'great father' at
Washington should and perhaps would support his Mo-
qui children in idleness. They would never listen to
proposals of removal from their cliif homes of so many
centuries, but they were sometimes induced to culti-

vate fields at some distance ; they farmed on shares
with the Colorado Chiquito Mormons ; and it is even
said that the saints have made some Moqui converts.

Their reservation of 4,000 miles was set apart in 1882,

adjoining that of the Navajos; and their numbers
since 1869 have perhaps increased from 1,500 to 2,000.

There is no more interesting aboriginal people in

United States territory.^

Turning again to the south, we find the Pimas living

on the Grila, where their home has been for centuries,

and on a reservation set apart for them and the Mari-
copas in 1859. They have always been foes of the

Apache and friends of the American, it having been
their boast for years that they had never killed a
white man. They are an industrious agricultural

people, producing a large surplus of grain for sale.

Living in a dozen villages of conical willow huts, they
have never changed materially their manner of life,

but there is no improvement, except that some children

have learned to read ; and in many respects there has
been a sad deterioration during forty years of contact

with civilization, notably by acquiring habits of intem-

perance, prostitution, and pilfering; yet they are still

vastly superior to most other tribes. For several

'Agents were A. D. Palmer in 1869-70, W. D. Crothers in 1871-2, W. S.

Defrees in 1873-4, W. B. Xruax in 1875-6 (agency abandoned in Oct. '76 to

Feb. 78), Wm R. Mateer in 1878-9, John H. Sullivan in 1S80-1, J. D. Flum-
ming in 1882. In 18G4 the Moquis are said to have sent to SaJt Lake City
for aid against the Navajos. Poston named John Moss as agent. Kit Carson
made a visit in 1864, and Vincent Colyer in 1839, both overestimating the
pop. as 4,000. In 1866, the gov. says, the Moquis had sent delegates to Pres-
cott, and were willing to be removed to the Tonto Basin. It was understood
that in 1855-6 and in 1883-7, the towns were temporarily abandoned on ac-

count of small-pox and drought; but there is no foundation for the oft-repeated
statement that the name vioqni means death, and was of modern application.

Among the recent descriptions of Moqui manners and customs may be men-
tioned Capt. John G. Bourlce's The Siitke-danceqfthe Moquis of Aiixmta, Semg
a narrative of a journey from, Santa F6, etc. N. Y., 1884, 8vo, xvii., 371 p.,
plates.
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years, from 1868, serious troubles with them seemed
imminent. Presuming on tlieir miUtary services and
past immunity from all restraint, tliey became insolent

and aggressive, straying from the reservation, robbing

travellers, refusing all satisfaction for inroads of their

horses on the settlers' fields, the young men being

beyond the chiefs' control. Swindling traders had
established themselves near the villages to buy the

Indians' grain at their own prices, and even manipulate

goTernment goods, the illegal traffic receiving no check,

but rather apparently protection from the territorial

authorities. Whiskey was bought at Adamsville or

from itinerant Mexicans; the agents were incompe-

tent, or at least had no influence, the military refused

support or became involved in profitless controversies.

Worst of all, white settlers on the Gila used so much
of the water that the Pimas in dry years had to leave

the reservation or starve. General Howard deemed
the difficulties insurmountable, and urged removal.

Had it not been for dread of the Pima numbers and
valor, the Apaches still being hostile, very likely

there might have been a disastrous outbreak. But
from 1874, for reasons only partially apparent, there

was a marked improvement. Copious rains for several

years prevented clashing with the settlers; several

chiefs visited the Indian territory and talked favor-

ably of removal; there was less friction between
authorities. In 1876-82 the Pima reservation was
considerably extended, and a new tract on Salt River
below Fort McDowell was finally set apart, making
the whole extent about 275 square miles. A school

has been kept up with some success, a little mission-

ary work was done, and a native police, until disorgan-

ized by whiskey, did something to prevent disorder.

Yet the old troubles are sleeping rather than dead.

There is still much popular dissatisfaction on various

phases of the matter ; and in view of the non-progress-

ive nature of the Indians, the large extent of their

lands, the growing white population, and the agricul-
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tural prospects of the Gila and Salt valleys under an
extensive system of irrigation, there can be little doubt
that difficulties will increase, and the Pimas sooner or
later will have to quit their old home.*
The Pdpagos have been regarded as the best Indians

of Arizona. They were of the same race and language
As the Pimas; but there is no foundation for the the-

ory that they were simply Pima converts to Chris-

tianity, pdpago meaning 'baptized.' They were, how-
ever, converts, retaining a smattering of foreign faith,

with much pride in their old church at Bac. They
differ but little from Arizona Mexicans, if of the latter

we except a few educated families and a good many
vicious vagabonds. More readily than other Indians

they adapt themselves to circumstances, tilling the
soil, raising live-stock, working in the mines, or doing
anything that offers. As the reader knows, they some-
times had trouble with the Spaniards and Mexicans,
but they have always been friends of Americans and
deadly foes to Apaches. Without having escaped the
taint of vice, they are not as a rule addicted to drink,

gambling, or licentiousness. They have received very
little aid from the government. In 1874 a reservation

was set off for them at San Javier, and in 1882 another
at the Gila bend, 200 square miles in all. From 1876
their agency was consolidated with that of the Pimas.
Their number has remained at about 5,000, some 2,000

8 Pima agents: A. M. White to 1865, Levi Ruggles in 1866-9 (C. H. Lord
deputy in 1867), F. E. Grossman in 1869-70, J. H. Stout in 1871-5, 1877-8,
Charles Hudson in 1876, A. B. Ludlam in 1879-80, E. B. Townsend in 1881,
R. G. Wheeler in 1881-2, A. H. Jackson in 1882. Innumber the Pimas have
increased slightly, between 4,500 and 5,000. The Maricopas are a small frag-
ment from farther down the river, allied in race to the Yumas, but for many
years living with the Pimas, whom they resemble in habits. The Pimas make
gome rude pottery. They have received comparatively little aid from the
govt, and often complain that the Apaches are treated much better. Mor-
mons have favored the Ind. more than other settlers. Rusling, Aa-oss Amer-
ica, 309-72, describes the villages in 1867. In 1870 the agent surveyed an
extension, which, through the legislature's inllueuoe, was not approved. By
order of Aug. 31, 1876, additions were made on the s. E. In 1877 the legisla-

ture tried to have the Ind. removed from Salt River, but Inspector Watkins
in 1878 reported against this as inhuman. An order of Jan. 10, 1879, extended
the reserve E. to that of Wliite Mt, but this was cancelled by the order of
July 14th, setting apart the Salt River tract and making other additions, still

further increased by order of May 5, 1882.
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living on the reservations or near Tucson, while the

rest are scattered through Papagueria or live across the

Mexican line.^

Indians of Arizona.

' Agents for this tribe were M. 0. Davidson in 1864-5, Levi Ruggles and

C. H. Lord in 1866 et seq., R. A. Wilbur in 1871^, and John W. Cornyn

in 1875. A school has been kept up at S. Javier, with good success, under

the sisters of St Joseph, though sectarian attacks on the Catholics have not

been wanting. The principal fault of the Papagos has been their possession

of so much valuble land near the city. There were many encroachments by

wood-cutters, and many settlers held on to their farms till 1882, when they

were forcibly ejected by the Ind. under Agent Wheeler. This led to appeals

from the legislature on behalf of the settlers, and to much controversy. In

1885 a sheriff attempting to serve a writ was forcibly resisted by the military;,
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. The Apache country proper was that part of Ari-
zona lying east of the Santa Cruz in the south, and of

the Verde in the north. In 1864 the Apaches had
for several years waged war upon the whites, hostili-

ties being for the most part confined to the south-east,

because the north was not yet occupied by Americans.
From 1862, however, the Colorado gold placers drew
a crowd of miners, who pushed their operations east-

ward to the Prescott region. They were not much
troubled by the Indians at first; but from 1865, as

Apache land was penetrated by prospectors, and the
frontier became settled, the war was transferred, or

rather extended, to the north-west; and with the dis-

a,fFection of the Hualapais and Yavapais, mainly caused

by outrages of the whites, the field of hostilities was
widened to a considerable distance west of Prescott.

For about ten years this warfare was continuous and
deadly. During this period about 1,000 men, women,
and children were murdered by the Apaches, of whom
perhaps 2,000 were killed, with a loss of probably not

over 150 soldiers. The loss of live-stock and destruc-

tion of other property was of course great, and all real

progress in the territory was prevented. The Apaches
did not fight battles, except when cornered; their idea

being primarily to steal, and then to kill without being
killed. They attacked individuals or small parties

from ambush, and fled to their mountain strongholds,

often inhumanly torturing their captives. By nature

and the education of centuries, they were murderous
thieves; and they looked forward to a life-long strug-

gle with the whites as a natural and their only means
of subsistence. The people of Arizona, feeling that

they were entitled to protection, but appealing for it

and the same year there was a threatened war with the Papagos, in conse-

quence of a quarrel about the possession of a spring. The Ind. rescued a
prisoner from the sheriff, and a force of volunteers marched out from Tucson,
but an amicable settlement was finally reached. Ariz., Laws, 12th sess., 291-2;
S. F. Chronicle, May 9, 1883; Sew. Record-Union, March 9, May 18-20, 1885.

I have seen no original record of the Gila reserv. of 1SS2, but it is shown on
govt maps, and mentioned in Ariz., Hist. (E. & Co.), 179, where is given a list

of the 15 PApago ranoherlas, with a pop. of 2,925. A few Papagos have al-

ways lived with the Pimas,'aud a few Apaches Mausos with the PSpagos.
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in vain, became excited and desperate as the years
passed by, doing and countenancing many unwise and
even criminal acts. The government at Washington,
vaguely aware that there were Indian troubles in Ari-
zona, which were very expensive, and not realizing any
difference between Apaches and other hostile Indians,

simply furnished from 1,000 to 3,000 troops to garrison

the posts, made imperfect arrangements for supplies,

with an occasional change of commander or military

organization, ignored for the most part all appeals,

and left the problem to solve itself Officers and sol-

diers did their duty well enough, striking many hard
blows, which after a long time became in a cumulative

sense effective. If any of these parties is to be blamed
on the whole, it is not the citizens, the military, the

Apaches, or even the newspapers and Indian agents,

but the government, for its half-way measures, its des-

ultory warfare, and its lack of a definite policy, even
that of 'extermination,' which is sometimes attributed

to it. True, a somewhat consistent policy was devel-

oped in the end; but I cannot think there was any
need of so long and bloody and costly a process of ev-

olution. From the first there was no real difference

of opinion among men with practical knowledge of the

Apaches respecting the proper policy to be adopted.

The Apache must first be whipped into a temporary
or partial submission, then made to understand that it

was for his interest to keep the peace, and finally

watched and taught, if possible, better methods of life.

The result might have been effected, so far at least as

it ever has been effected, in two years.

I shall not here chronicle the series of Apache
atrocities, name the victims, or even summarize the

record for places or periods. Neither is it proposed

to detail the military record of campaigns, or deal

minutely with annals of companies, commanders, or

posts. Still less shall I find room for the many con-

troversies that continuously arose from one phase or

another of this unfortunate Apache business. To
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treat all these matters in such a manner as to utilize

fully the mass of evidence before nie with justice to

all interests involved, would require a whole volume.
Yet though compelled by limitation of space to avoid
particulars, especially in relation to persons, I hope to

present all the general aspects of the subject in a
clear and impartial manner.^"

We left the Arizona posts, as part of the depart-

ment of New Mexico, garrisoned in 1863 by the Cali-

fornia volunteers. In 1864, having had much success

in fighting eastern Apaches and the Navajos, General
James H. Carleton turned his attention to the west,

confidently expecting to subdue the foe and remove
i» My general authorities are cited iu note 2. Additional references are

mainly to other and special sources. Here should be mentioned Massacres oj

the Mountains. A Hintoi-y of the Indian Wars of the Far West. By J. P.
Dunn, Jr, M. S., LL. B. Illustrated. N. Y., 1886, 8vo, ix., 784 p., map.
Chap, xii., 'death to the Apache, ' and xxi., 'cruelty, pity, and justice,'re-

late to my present subject. This book is the latest, best, and indeed almost
the only connected view of the Apache wars extant. Both in matter and
manner it merits high praise.

Military commanders in Ariz, were: Gen. J. H. Carleton, 1864-5; Gen.
John S. Mason, 1865-6; Col H. D. Wallen in the north, and Col C. S. Lovell
in the south, 1866-7; Gen. J. I. Gregg and Gen. T. L. Crittenden, 1867-8;
Gen. T. C. Devin, 1868-9; Gen. Wheaton, 1869-70; Gen. Geo. Stoneman,
1870-1; Gen. Geo. Crook, 1871-5; Col A. Kautz, 1875-7; Gen. O. B. Willcox,
1877-82; Gen. Geo. Crook, 1882-6; Gen. Nelson Miles, 1886.

The principal or permanent forts and camps in Arizona are as follows: Ft
Whipple, named for the explorer, in Yavapai co. near Prescott, established
in 1863 in Chino valley, over 20 m. farther north, but transferred in 1864,
and later made headquarters of the department. Ft Verde, named for the
river, iu Yavapai co., was estab. in 1864 as Camp Lincoln, the site being
slightly changed in 1871. Here was an Ind. reserv. for several years. Camp
Date Creek, in s. w. cor. of this co., was estab. as C. McPherson in 1866, the
name being changed in 1868. Here also was a temporary asylum for Ind.,

and when the Ind. were moved in 1879 to Verde the post was abandoned.
Ft McDowell, named for the general, in Maricopa co., was estab. in 1865. Ft
Apache, in Apache co., was estab. in 1870, and was known as C. Mogollon,
C. Ord, and perhaps C. Thomas. This fort was on the Ind. reserv. estab. in

1870, the agency being later moved to S. Carlos. Ft Mojave, in Mojave co.

,

was estab. in 1858, being abandoned for a time in 1861-3. Camp Thomas,
named for the general, in Graham co., was estab. in 1875, on the G-ila, above
the site of old Camp Goodwin of earlier years. Fprt Grant, in Graham co.,

was originally from 1862 at the junction of the S. Pedro and Arivaipa, where
Ft Breokenridge had been estab. since 1859. It was transferred to its present
site in 1873. Camp Lowell, in Pima co., named for Gen. C. R. Lowell, was
the Tucson post from 1862, permanently estab. and named in 1866. Ft Hua-
chuca, Cochise Co., named for the mountain range, was estab. in 1876, but
had been preceded by C. Wallen since 1874, a little farther north; that by C.

Crittenden farther west, in Pima co., in 1867-74; and that by the old Ft
Buchanan of 1855-61. C. Rucker was a post farther east after 1880. Fort
Bowie, in Cochise CO., named for the colonel of a Cal. regiment, was estab.

by the volunteers in 1862, becoming a permanent post from 1863.
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the humbled survivors to the Pecos reservation of

Bosque Redondo. The people were equally hopeful,

and for nearly a year active war was waged in differ-

ent directions. The result was over 200 Apaches
killed, but very slight perceptible progress toward
permanent success. The general was, of course, se-

verely criticised, and his grand campaign declared a

failure; yet there is really little fault to be found with
Carleton's policy or his general 'management. The
radical error was that the' means were not supplied for

properly following up his blows."

The great war between north and south was now
ended, but instead of sending 10,000 troops to Ari-

zona with authority to raise two or three regiments

of native volunteers, the government transferred the

territory from the military department of New Mexico
to that of California. General McDowell sent Gen-
eral John S. Mason to take command, with a reen-

forcement of California volunteers, raising the force

to about 2,800 men. Four companies of Arizona
volunteers, two of them composed of Pimas and
Pd,pagos, were also mustered in, doing excellent ser-

vice. Mason took command in June 1865, but for

want of supplies, and by reason of various blunders con-

nected with the change of departments and command-
ers, preparations were not complete till November;
and the following campaign, though including sev-

eral effective expeditions, was on the whole perhaps

even less successful than that of Carleton. Mason
was not a very brilliant Indian fighter, and did not

escape abuse, yet it does not clearly appear how any

" A company of volunteers under King S. Woolsey took a prominent part
in thia campaign, beginning operations before Carleton arrived, and being
warmly commended by the legislature. Ariz., Jour., 1864, p. 44, 127, 244;
Id., Act«, 1864, p. 68-9. One of the Woolsey's achievements, the 'Pinole

treaty,' has been condenmed as an outrage. Fifty Tontos, being assembled
in v?hat is now Gila co. for a big talk, were attacked at a signal and 31 (or 19
as some reports have it) were killed. W. claimed to have knowledge of in-

tended treachery on the part of the Ind. A few days later Capt. Tidball
and his Californians killed 63 of the same tribe. For memorial to congress
for aid against the Apaches, see U. S. Govt Doc, 38th cong. 2d sess., H. Mis.
Doc. 18, 19. See also Poston'i Speech, in H. of R., Mar. 2, 1865.
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officer could have done much better in his place. In
April 1866 he reported 900 Apaches on a temporary
reservation at Camp Goodwin, and believed that by
offering on the one hand food and protection, and on
the other incessant attack from all directions, perma-
nent success might be achieved. But the campaign
was interrupted by the gradual withdrawal of the vol-

unteers; and in May or June Mason was removed. ^^

Mason's successors were Colonel H. D. Wallen in

the north and Colonel Charles S. Lovell in the south.

They were succeeded by General J. I. Gregg and
General T. L. Crittenden, respectively, early in 1867.

The volunteers had been replaced by regular troops

to the number of 1,500 or 2,000, soon considerably

increased. In October Arizona was formally declared

a military district by order of General Halleck. Mc-
Dowell visited this part of his department in Decem-
ber. In 1868 General T. C. Devin assumed the

command, being succeeded apparently for a time in

1869-70 by General Wheaton. General Ord, the

new department commander, visited Arizona in 1869.

^^ During tliis period there was comparative security in the s. E. ; but
in tlie Prescott region the Apaches were worse than ever, tlie Yavapais
and Hualapais being also ou the war-path. Of the Cal. volunteers, all

mustered out in 1866, a good account is given in the S. F. C'nll, Aug. 3,

1886. The reenforcements of 1865 included the 7th int. Cal. vol.. Col
Charles H. Lewis, and the 1st battalion Native Cal. cavalry, Maj. Salva-

dor Vallejo, and later John C. Cremony. On the Ariz, volunteers, also mus-
tered out before Oct. 1886, see report of adj. -gen. in Ariz. Jour., 1866, p.

250-4. Gov. Goodwin went to Cal. to work for the interests of his territory,

returning with Gen. Mason. In Dec. '65 a comp. of rangers killed 23 Apaches
85 miles E. of Prescott. In Feb. '66 Lieut. Gallegos with his Ariz. vol. killed

30 or 40 in a three-days raid from C. Lincoln. In March Lieut. Cervantes in

the same region killed 22, and the Piiuas in a raid from their villages killed

25. In July the settlers were ordered by the Ind. to quit Skull valley, and
at a ' big talk ' on the subject, Lieut. Hatton having arrived with reenforce-

ments, and the Ind. making a treacherous attack, 32 were killed. In '66

there was a false report widely circulated that 2,000 lud. had taken Ft Good-
win and killed all the garrison. It was in Nov. '66 that Supt Leihy and his

clerk, W. H. Everts, were killed by Ind. at Bell's CaiSou. For tabular state-

ment of Ind. depredations 1865-75, see U. S. Oort Doc, 43d cong. 2d, sess.,

H. Ex. Doc. 65; 4.'id cong. 1st sess., Sen. Rept 12; H. Mis. Doc. 16. Glu.
C. A. Whittier made a tour of inspection in the spring of 1806; and Gen.
James F. Rusling in the winter of 1866-7. The latter 's report is found in

U. S. Govt Doc, 40th con^. 2d sess., H. Mis. Doc. 153, 36 p. The narra-

tive portion was expanded into Across America: or, The Great West and the

Pacific Coast. By James F. Rusling, latf Brent Brigadier-General U. S. A.
N. Y., 1874, 12mo, 503 p., with cuts. Pages 355-424 relate to Arizona.
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Meanwhile the war continued much as before in

1866-70, there being no cessation of Apache hostili-

ties, and the troops, though in some respects less effi-

cient than the volunteers, engaging in many expeditions

that were by no means without results. I cannot
entirely agree with the idea of Dunn and others that

the experience of these years was a trial and failure

of the 'extermination' policy. It seems to me that

while none of these officers was the equal in skill or

experience of him who finally achieved success, yet

their policy did not differ very radically from his, and
their effiDrts contributed in the aggregate very largely

to his success. Moreover, Carleton's efforts to remove
the Indians to a New Mexican reservation, and the

protection and feeding of hundreds of Apaches at

Camp Goodwin and elsewhere under Mason and his

successors, show the germs of later success in this

direction also. Indeed, as I have said before, in both

branches of the matter was success being slowly

evolved, where no evolution was really necessary,

could the government have been persuaded to do its

duty.^*

''Gen. Devin's report for 1868 shows that in the northern districts in 46
expeditions 114 Ind. had been killed, 61 wounded, and 35 captured. In the

south little had been done, though Cochise had promised to keep the peace.

Much work had been done at the forts, and several new posts had been es-

tablished. The force this year was two regiments of infantry, and 9 comp.
of cavalry. Gen. Halleck thought a larger force was needed, that nego-

tiations were useless, and that Ariz, should be made a separate department.

The inspector favored concentration of forces and the abandonment of small

posts, which was not approved by Gen. McDowell. In 1869, according to re-

port of Inspector Jones, the Camp Goodwin temporary reserv., estab. by
Gen. McDowell in 1866, was broken up at the end of 1868, Gen. Devin stop-

ping rations because the Ind. would not surrender murderers or agree to

settle permanently; there had also been a temporary reserv. at Camp Grant,

where many Pinal Apaches were fed in 1867-8, but this was also abandoned,

the Ind. refusing to agree to proposed terms. At Camp Reno in 1869, how-
ever, Delche's band of Tontos and others were at peace, and doing some work
for whites. In Pima co. for the year ending July 17, 18U9, 52 whites were

killed and 18 wounded by Apaches; and in the next year 47 killed and six

wounded, besides the destruction of property worth §10,000 according to lists

pub. in tlie papers. In 1870 Delegate McCormiok presented in congress a

list of 144 murdered recently by Apaches, stating that this was not over half

the real number of victims. In 1870 special efforts were made without much
success to organize and arm the militia. A member of the legisl. , A. M, Er-

win, was among those killed in 1868. Ariz. Jour., 1868, p. 269, PoiveU's Ex-

plor., 126-31, and Tyler's Posts and Stations, 3, contain some information for

1869 et seq. Sae also Overland Monthly, i. 202-9; Clifford's Overl. Tales, 309;
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In these years the people of Arizona became dis-

couraged, not to say exasperated, and clamorous for

various reforms. They declared the force utterly in-

adequate, and regular troops unfit for Indian service;

complained that they were not permitted to raise vol-

unteers and finish the war in their own way; desired

Arizona to be made a separate department; were in-

dignant at the suggestion of any policy but that of

incessant warfare ; and protested against all half-way

measures. They regarded the temporary reservations

and feeding-stations as so many depots of supplies

where the Apaches could recruit their strength for

new atrocities. Newspapers of Arizona and Califor-

nia reechoed the popular outcry. Governor and legis-

lature were in full sympathy with the people. There
was much differenpe of opinion between military in-

spectors and other officers as to what should be done.

It was a period of excitement and exaggeration, of

intemperate expression, of unreasonable views, of nu-

merous outrages perpetrated upon the Indians. And
the people as a whole are not to be blamed. It is not

easy to be calm and philosophical while one's relatives

and friends are being butchered from week to week.

As a result of this agitation, or at least in the midst
of it, in 1869 Arizona and southern California were
formed into a military department with headquarters

at Fort Whipple; and in the middle of 1870 General
George Stoneman assumed command. The war went
on as before, and mainly because the change failed to

bring any immediate relief, the new general was cen-

sured even more severely than his predecessors. He
Hbbbs' Wild Life, 316-39. A memorial of the legial. to congress in 1870,
Ariz., Acts, 1871, p. 142-3; U. S. Govt Doc, 42d cong. 1st sess., H. Mis. Doc.
16, was published in pamphlet form as Araona, Memorial and Affidavits sliomng
outrages perpetrated by tJte Apache Indians in the Territoi'y qf Arizona, during
the years 1889 and 1870. Published by autfiority qf the legislature qf ilie Terri-

tory of Arimna. S. F., 1871, 8vo, 32 p. The affidavits show 178 murders,
and 3, 768 head of cattle and horses stolen. See also McCormick's speeches
in congress Feb. 28 and July 11, 1870, in Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., iii. 136; Cong.
Gflobe, 1869-70, app. 615-18. Gov. Safford's Narrative, MS., 42-7, contains a.

study of the lud. troubles; Conklin's Pict. Ariz., passim, contains much on the
subject; as does the Arizona Resources, etc., S. F,, 1871, pub. by authority of

the legislature.
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was thought to spend too much time in red-tape de-

tails of military organization, in establishing new posts

and improving the old ones ; while he also looked with

too much favor on the feeding-stations where the

Indians continued to assemble in increasing numbers.

At the same time Stoneman was blamed in the east

for his excessive severity in attacking all Apaches for

the offences of a few ! I find in his theory and prac-

tice little ground for censure. He believed that by
furnishing rations and blankets to a few he could in-

duce others to come in and thus advance the work of

subduing all. The temporary reservations proved

that progress had been made, being an essential link

in the evolutionary chain ; but the people feared, with

some reason, such apparent success as might result in

a patched-up peace, a suspension of campaigns, and a

reduction of force, to be followed inevitably by a new
and more disastrous outbreak.

Unfortunately, the popular feeling led to the commis-

sion of a gross outrage. In the spring of 1871 a band
of Apaches surrendered to Lieutenant R. E. Whit-
man at Camp Grant, and being unwilling to go to the

White Mountain reservation recently set apart tem-

porarily by Stoneman, they were allowed to live near

the post on the Arivaipa, rationed as prisoners of war,

performing some useful work, especially in the cutting

of hay, behaving well so far as could be known to the

officers in chargjp, and increasing in number to about

300. The citizens were indignant at this feeding of

the Apaches, refused to believe that they had sub-

mitted in good faith, and found satisfactory evidence

that the unceasing depredations in the south-east were
committed by these very Indians. At the end of

April 40 citizens and 100 Pd,pagos from Tucson and
vicinity marched out to the camp and killed 85, all

women and children but eight, and captured some 30,

who were sold by the Pdpagos as slaves. The per-

petrators of this crime to the number of 108 were

tried for murder later in the year and acquitted.
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Whether the Arivaipa Apaches were guilty of the
thefts and murders imputed to them it is impossible

to know, strong evidence being produced by the citi-

zens on one side and by the officers on the other; but
in any case the massacre of women and children was
a crime in justification of which nothing can be said.^*

In June 1871 General George Crook succeeded Stone-
man in command of the department. His reputation

as an Indian-fighter gained in other fields, his openly

expressed condemnation of the vacillating policy and
desultory warfare of the past, his idea of a reservation

as a place where the Apache must be forced to remain

and work for a living, and above all his energetic

preparations for an eflective campaign against the

hostiles, won for him at once the confidence and ad-

miration of the people. For three months Crook
carried on his preliminary operations to culminate in

a general aggressive movement from which the great-

est results were expected by all, when the good work
was interrupted in a manner that was most exasperat-

ing to all but the Apaches.
In 1867 a board of peace commissioners for the

management of Indian afiairs had been appointed at

Washington, being made permanent in 1869, and the

'*The act was generally excused and defended by the Arizona press and
people. Lieut. Whitman, though a worthless fellow in several respects,

seems to have had remarkaole tact in gaining the confidence of Indians, many
of whom, persuaded that the military had no part in the outrage, were in-

duced to return under their chief Bskimenzin; but soon one of the returning

parties, by some blunder not clearly explained, was fired upon by a squad of

soldiers, and the Indians fled to the mountains more hostile than ever. The
trial of the C. Grant murderers is reported in the S. F. AUa, Feb. 4, 1872.

Whitman's report is in Ind. Aff. E&pt, 1871, p. 69; andagood account of the

whole affair is found in Dunn's Massacres, 719 et seq. The Prencott Jlhier of

Oct. 14, 1871, gives a list of 301 persons killed by the Apaches since 1SG4.

In May Lieut. H. B. Gushing was killed in a tight with the foe. In Nov. the

Wickenburg and La Paz stage was attacked, Eind six men were killed, in-

cluding Fred. W. Loring, a young man of literary and scientific attainments
connected with Wheeler's survey, whose fate made a sensation in the east,

doing much to call attention to the real state of affairs. I met him in S. F.

earlier in the year. The day before his departure for Ariz, he had his hair

cut very short, jocularly remarking in my Library that the Apaches would
find it difficult to take his scalp. The gov. in his message of this year pre-

sented a very gloomy picture of the prospects. There had been reports in

Feb. about abandoning many posts and reducing the force; indeed, such

orders seem to have been issued.
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movement being warmly supported by President
Grant and many other prominent military men and
civilians throughout the nation. The feeling that led

to this movement, and that actuated the board in its

operations, namely, the desire to protect the Indian
from injustice, and to establish a uniform and benevo-
lent policy for his improvement, was worthy of all

praise, and of the hearty support it received from all

Americans of the better class. The movement re-

sulted, moreover, in great good throughout the Indian

country of the far west. Yet in some phases of its

practical application, and notably in the theory that

the Arizona Apaches could be subdued by kindness or

influenced by other motives than those of fear and
self-interest, the new 'peace policy' was a sad mis-

take.^^ The commission had exerted an influence in

the setting-apart of temporary reservations during

Stoneman's command ; but its first direct interference

in Arizona was marked by unfortunate blunders on

'*Iii 1867 a joint special committee of congress, appointed by act of 1865,

had made an elaborate report on the condition of the tribes and their treat-

ment by civil and military authorities, though this report contained very
little on Arizona. Ind. Aff. Rept Joint Spec. Com., 1867, 8vo, 532 p. Says
Dunn, Massacres, 717, referring to the operations of the later commission:
' Unfortunately for the Indian, the feeling in his favor wandered off into the
channel of abstract compliment. From a demon, he was raised to the posi-

tion of a temporal deity by the extremists, who were now given an opportu-
nity to aid him. The gentlemen who wrote the reports of the commissioners
revelled in riotous imaginations and discarded facts as a part of the old and
offensive regime which was henceforth to be abandoned. ' I think that Dunn,
however, is inclined to draw too sharp a distinction between the ' extermina-
tion ' policy of 1864-9 and the ' peace policy of later years. Instead of any
sudden change of policy in which the people of Arizona and the military were
compelled to acquiesce somewhat unwillingly, there was simply a gradual
awakening on the part of the government and people of the U. S. to the
truth, as realized in Ariz, from the first, that the Apaches must be forced

upon reservations and then protected. The ' extermination ' talk of certain

classes, and the ultra ' persuasion ' rot of certain others, were mere excres-

cences that never had much real weight with practical men of any class.

And indeed, Dunn wisely remarks of the earlier period: 'Although extermi-

nation was not being satisfactorily accomplished in Arizona, the legitimate

object of war was being obtained. The Apaches were gradually being brought
to a realization that peace was a better mode of life than war. They were
learning that their enemies could invade their homes, destroy their property,

and keep them in constant apprehension of death. Some of them were ready
to live peaceably at places where they could be protected, but for this result,

which ought to have been the primary object of the war, there had been no
adequate preparation.

'

Hist. Ariz, and N. Mex. 36
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both sides, at a time when prospects were brighter
than ever before. On the one side was the Camp
Grant massacre; on the other—though prompted
largely by that outrage—the sending of Vincent Col-

yer of the commissioners, an ultra fanatic, with full

powers to settle the Apache question.

Colyer, who had visited New Mexico, and even
reached the Moqui towns in 1869, arrived in August
1871. Cook, in obedience to his orders, suspended
military operations, and Governor Safford issued orders

for the commissioner's protection, with a view to re-

strain the popular fury. Colyer came fully imbued
with the belief that the Apaches were innocent vic-

tims of oppression, and the whites wholly to blame
for past hostilities ; and he would listen to nothing not

confirm<atory of his preconceived views, scorning to

seek information from the rascally citizens, the bloody-

minded officers, or anybody else who knew anything
about the real state of affairs. Protected by an escort,

he visited the posts and met several bands of Apaches,
just then disposed by the destitution arising from past

reverses to come in, make peace, and be fed. From
them he got all the testimony he desired on their

peaceful and harmless disposition. He approved or

selected temporary reservations or asylums at camps
Grant, Apache, Verde, McDowell, Beale Spring, and
Date Creek ; then he went on to California in Octo-

ber, followed by the curses of Arizonans, but fully

convinced that the Apache question was settled. If

let alone, the Indians would gladly come upon the

reservations, eager for peace and civilization. Should
there be new troubles, the whites might quit the

country, or, staying, comfort themselves for the mur-
der of their families and loss of their property with
the thought that all these evils were due to ancient

or modern aggressions of their own race. Colyer's

mission did perhaps some good by calling attention in

the east to Arizona; its harm was the suspension of

Crook's operations for a long time, and the encourage-
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ment of Apache hopes that a new era of protection

for their great industry of plunder had dawned.^*

Within a year from Colyer's arrival, the Apaches
are known to have made 54 raids, and killed 41 citi-

zens. The absurdities of his report were somewhat
apparent even at Washington; and though his acts

were approved, orders were sent' to Crook through
General Schofield in November 1871, not only to en-

force strict measures on the reservations, but to wage
war on all who refused to submit. February 1872
was fixed as the date before which all must come in,

or take the consequences. In April, however, General
O. O. Howard came as a special commissioner to pro-

tect the Indians, persuade them to submit, and ad-

vance the reservation work in general. While he
was not to interfere directly with Crook's operations,

his mission had practically the effect to postpone the

campaign till late in the year. Remembering Colyer,

the Arizonans were prejudiced against Howard; but

"Colyer's preliminary report of 1869 is found in Ind. Aff. Rept, 1870, p.

70 et seq.; and that of 1871 in Id., 1871, p. 41-95, with much matter bearing
on the general subject in other parts of the same vol. Dunn, Massacres, 726,
thinks that while Colyer ' was notoriously ultra in his peace theories, and
evidently did not understand the situation in Ariz.,' yet 'he was quite as

correct as his assailants.' 'His changes of the location of the Ind. were
rather extensive, and none of them produced good results.' The reference is

mainly to the change from CaQada Alamosa to the Tularosa val. in N. Mex.,
where some of the Mimbrenos and Chiricahuaa went unwillingly, the latter

soon returning to their old home. The rest were later moved to Ojo Caliente,

whence the name Hot Spring Apaches.
Notwithstanding my slighting allusions to Colyer's mission, it must be

understood that I do not deny the truth of his allegations that the Apaches
had often been grossly wronged. Many such instances have been recorded
by me. Much may be urged, moreover, against the right of a foreign race to

take from the Indians their country, and very little in defence of Spanish or

English treatment of the aborigines from the beginning. A white man's
reservation, under Apache control, would be somewhat more in accordance
with the eternal principles of justice than the present state of affairs. I do
not blame the Apaches for defending their homes and liberties in their own
way. But as there was no proposition or possibility in the case of Arizona to

turn back to the first page and begin a new record, I am disposed to doubt
that a consideration of the ancient or modem short-comings of their race re-

quired the Arizona settlers to submit to plunder and murder, or even to quit

the country, to believe that they were entitled to the protection of their gov-

ernment, and to deny that there was ever a time, in this century at least,

when the Apaches could be controlled by kindness and justice. As Dunn
says, ' no warlike Indians ever submitted to reservations until he had been
whipped. ' There was ample room for the application of our limited supply

of benevolence and fair treatment after forciug the Indians to submission.
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the latter was a very different mao, his peace theories

being strongly tinged with common sense. He con-

sulted the people freely, and found them reasonable, if

not very strong in faith, respecting reservation and
treaty success. Mutual respect, if not entire agree-

ment of opinion on certain phases of the Apache ques-

tion, was developed by the intercourse. Howard
visited the posts; did much to encourage the submis-

sive bands; made treaties between Apaches and their

Pima and Pdpago foes; changed the Camp Grant
reservation to the Gila, naming it San Cdrlos; and
carried away some chiefs on a visit to Washington.
In the autumn he came back to complete his work,

making several changes. He abolished the asylums
at McDowell, Date Creek, and Beale Spring, permit-

ting the Indians to choose homes at the other reser-

vations. But his principal achievement, though as it

proved an unfortunate one, was to visit Cochise at his

mountain home, receive that chief's submission, and
establish the Chiricahua reservation in the south-

eastern corner of the territory.

Then, in ] 872-4, General Crook waged a continuous

and effective war on the hostiles. For the first time

all departments were working in harmony under a
definite policy. As the governor put it in his message,

Howard had ojffered the olive-branch, and Crook, with

the sword, was enforcing its acceptance. Half-sub-

dued bands often left their reservations to resume their

raids, but such were hard pressed, not only by the

troops, but by Apache warriors, whose submission was
evidently not all pretence, and whose services were
most profitably utilized. As before, I attempt no
record of the campaign in its complications. By the
middle of 1873, the last of the Tontos, Hualapais, and
Yavapais had submitted; and in 1874, with the defeat

of several renegade bands, the war was regarded as at

an end. In a sense, and for large portions of the ter-

ritory, the peace proved lasting. The great mass of

the Apaches was now under military control on the
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reservations. The people and territorial authorities

regarded Indian troubles as practically at an end.

General Crook was deservedly the hero of the time.^''

Notwithstanding this peace, which in a sense, aa

already remarked, was permanent in the north and
west, the south-eastern frontier region in Arizona and
New Mexico, after a few years, was for another de-

cade to be the scene of Apache warfare, several times

devastated with deadly results by renegade bands
from the reservations. This result was due, not only

to the savage instincts and ineradicable hostility of

some of the worst Apache tribes, but also and largely

to mismanagement. An outline of reservation annals

is given in the appended note, including brief mention
of the principal outbreaks.'* In 1874 control of the

" Some details respecting the final campaigns, for which I have no space,

may be found in Hamilton's work and others of recent years. Crook's merits,

which were very great, have doubtless been exaggerated in view of his success

by those who have forgotten the similar if less brilliant efforts of his pre-

decessors. He was the best Indian-fighter of aU, but by no means the only
one. He had a firm grasp of both branches of his task. His energy and skill

in carrying on a military expedition were not more marked than his tact in

managing Indians in council, and gaining their confidence, or his earnest
eiforts in behalf of justice and fairness on the part of both races. He fully

understood the Indian character, exercised practical good sense in all he un-
dertook, being unaffected by sickly sentimentalism on one side, or extermi-
nating vengeance on the other. Yet in earlier years his success might have
been much less complete; and for a comparative failure on one later occasion,

he was condemned by Arizonans much as other commanders had been in

earlier times.

'^Apache reservations. The White Mountain reserv. had its origin when
Maj. John Green in 1869 found a band of friendly Coyoteros there. In June
1870 he established Camp Ord (later called Ft Apache), and gathered 1,043
Ind. His favorable reports led to a corresp. between the peace com. and mil.

authorities; and in April 1871 the reserv. was set apart by Gen. Stoneman,
being approved by Colyer, and confirmed by exec, order of Deo. 14, 1872,

which also added a tract s. of the Gila, and abolished the C. Grant reserv.,

thus creating the S. Cirlos agency. (There were thus two agencies, S. Car-
los and Ft Apache on the White Mt reserv. , but as the northern agency was
later discontinued, the name S. Carlos came to be commonly applied to the
whole reserv.) In 1872 Gen. Howard found and caused to be recalled an ordei'

suspending rations, and appointed Dr Milan Soule to succeed Maj. Dallas i^

charge. In 1873-4 James E. Robert was agent, and the population increased

to 1,800. The Ind. behaved and worked well, being apparently content and
showing some interest in their fields and ditches. In Oct. came an order for

their removal to S. Carlos, which was effected much against their wishes, but
without the use of force, in July 1875. A considerable number, however, re-

mained behind; and in 1881 some 500 were living on Cibicu Cr. in the ex-

treme N. w. of the reserv. The arrest of a medicine-man who professed to

bring dead warriors to life caused an outbreak in June, 10 soldiers and 8 cit-

izens being killed, and Ft Apache being once attacked. The friendly scouth

joined the foe, for which three were hanged and two sent to Cal. as prisoners.
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reservations passed from the war department to the
Indian bureau, with unfortunate results. General

Before Sept. 21st, the hostiles came in and surrendered in small parties. (See
notes on S. Carlos below.)

At Camp Date Creek in July 1870, there were gathered 225 Ind., mostly
Yavapais, who for a year were allowed to get a living by hunting, etc., but
from June 1871 were given rations, though not subject to much control so
long as they kept the peace. In Sept. 1872 the number had increased to

750, including some rather turbulent characters. Lieut. F. H. E. Ebsteiu in

charge was succeeded, in July 1872, by Dr Josephus Williams. At the end
of 1872, by advice of the agent and others. Gen. Howard discontinued this
feeding station, and the Ind. were transferred in May 1873 to the C. Verde
reserv., which had been set apart by Colyer in 1871, and where a large num-
ber of Tontos had been gathered. Williams became agent at Verde, and the
highest number of Ind. in 1873 was 2,000, 900 running away in Aug., but
400 returning in Sept. W. S. Schuyler succeeded Williams; there was much
sickness, and the site of the agency was changed more than once; in Feb.
1874 there were 1,078 Ind., but the soldiers brought in more till in June
there were 1,544. Later in the year much progress had been made in agric,
buildings, etc. ; the Ind. seemed well disposed, and prospects were considered
good. But to the great displeasure of the natives and against the protest of

Gen. Crook they were removed in March 1875, in charge of Special Commis-
sioner Dudley to the S. Carlos reserv., the Tontos and Yavapais having on
the way a fight among themselves, in which five were killed.

The Chiricahua reserv., including approximately that portion of Cochise
Co. lying east of the Dragoon Mts, was estab. in Oct. 1872 by Gen. Howard,
on the conclusion of a treaty with the chief Cochise, and the failure of all

attempts to induce this tribe to leave their old homes. The reserv. was set

apart by exec, order of Deo. 14th, and by the end of the year over 1,000
Apaches were being fed according to the report of the agent, ThosT. Jeffords.

The agency was at Sulphur Spring, Cienega de S. Simon, Pinery Canon, and
Apache Pass successively. Cochise remained faithful to his death in Juna
1874, and was succeeded by his son Taza, though neither had fuU control of

all the bands. There was no farming land, but the Chiricahuas were not
farmers, and did not care to learn the business. The reserv. being on the
Mexican border, there was much raiding across the line; but Agent Jeffords
insisted that these depredations were committed by Ind. from S. Carlos aud
Hot Spring, and Mexico, and never by his Chiricahuas, a statement not im-
plicitly believed outside the reserv. Jeffords admitted, however, some slight

troubles with visiting aud renegade Apaches and Mex. traders and soldiers.

Supt L. E. Dudley of N. Mex. endeavored to have the Chiricahuas removed
to Hot Spring, but they refused to go. Finally, in April 1876, serious trouble
arose from the sale of whiskey by one Rogers at Sulphur Spring station, the
drunken Ind. fighting among themselves, killing the liquor-dealer and his

assistant, going on the war-path, and committing many depredations. Ac-
cordingly, by the influence of Gov. Safford and against the advice of Gen.
Kautz then in command, the removal of all the Ind. was ordered. A band
of 140 went to Hot Spring; 325 under Taza were sent to S. Carlos in June;
and the rest—400 according to Jeffords' figures, the accuracy of which has
been questioned—ran away to commit depredations on the frontier. The
reserv. was restored to the public domain by exec, order of Oct. 30, 1876.

The S. Carlos division of the White Mt reserv. originated iu 1872 with
the abolishment of the C. Grant reserv. (which also seems to have been moved
to the region of the mouth of the S. Pedro at first). Records of the change,
which was not completed till Feb. 1873, are not very clear. The successive
agents in 1872-4 were Ed. C. Jacobs, Geo. H. Stevens, H. R. Wilbur, C. F.

Larrabee, W. H. Brown, J. E. Roberts, and John P. Clum. There were from
9J0 to 1,800 Ind. on the rolls, but from some mismanagement or frequent
cliange of agents there were constant troubles, desertions, and recaptures.
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Crook should have been left for several years at least

in full control. From 1875 the policy of concentrat-

In May 1873 there was a plot to kill all the whites. It was discovered in

time, but Lieut. Almy was shot, and three chiefs with their bands fled to the
mountains. These Ind. were harassed for a year, and not permitted to re-

turn till they had killed the three chiefs. In Jan. 1874 other serious troubles

occurred, resulting in the flight of several bands, and in six months of war
before all submitted. Still considerable progress in agric. was reported.

There were 1,000 of the original S. Cdrlos Ind. in Sept. 1875, besides 1,400

who had come from 0. Verde in March, and 1,800 from Ft Apache in July,

or a total of 4,200, who got no rations except in payment for labor. In June
1876 the Chiricahuas, 325 strong, were brought in from the south; from Oct.

the troops were removed, and reliance was placed on the native police, not
only to preserve order, but also to pursue renegades; and Clum took 25 of

his Apaches east to the centennial fair. In May 1877 the renegade Chiri-

cahuas having joined the Hot Spring Ind. in depredations, it decided to break
up the Hot Spring reserv., and 453 Ind were transferred to S. Carlos, Vio-

torio and 40 warriors escaping to avoid the transfer, and 300 of the 453 escap-

ing in Sept., though about 190 of them were perhaps brought back before the

end of the year. The renegades did bloody work m N. Mex. Clum claimed

that no depredations were committed by his reserv. Ind. proper, and that all

was prosperous, but his reports may have been somewhat highly colored.

Meanwhile the exec, order of Dec. 14, 1872, creating the reserv., was supple-

mented by several new orders. That of Aug. 5, 1873, out off all the GUa
valley above old C. Goodwin, or about 110° 5', and that of July 21, 1874, all

east of long. 109° 30' (the reserv. had at first extended to the N. Mex. line).

That of April 27, 1876, cut off a strip on the east; that of Jan. 26, 1877, a
tract of 7,421 acres in N. ji. comer; and that of March 31, 1877, the s. w. cor-

ner s. of the Gila. Sept Sec. Int., 1882, p. 309-11. As left, the reserv. contains

4,440 sq. miles. H. L. Hart was agent in 1877-8, AduaR. Chaffee in 1879-80,

J. C. Tiffany in 1880-1, Phil. P. Wilcox in 1882-3, G. Ford in 1884. Though
the presence of many different and mutually hostile bands necessitated their

separation to some extent into distinct camps, there were no serious troubles

with the masses; the native police rendered good service; and fair progress was
reported in agriculture. In 1878 about 400 Apaches were absent, working
in the mines, etc., and giving no cause for complaint. In the same year
mining discoveries in the N. w. at McMillan's caused some complaint of en-

croachment on the reserv. In 1879 the pop. was 4,652; there were 2,000
cattle and horses; and 5,000 lbs. of barley were sold. The taking of water
from the Gila above the reserv. caused some fears. The Apaches were gen-
erally disarmed, and the use of tiswin, the native liquor, was prevented.
Apache women were as a rule chaste, but habits of prostitution, with result-

ing disease, had been brought to some extent by the Colorado River bands.
In 1880 the renegade chiefs Juh and Gerdnimo, with 108 Chiricahuas, were
brought in from Mexico. Another chief, Victorio, continued his raids on the
border until killed by the Mexicans. In 1881 Nane, Victorio's associate,

continued his depredations; and Juh and Nachez with a party of Chiricahuas
ran away from the reserv. in Sept., and after a fight were driven into Mexico.
Petty disturbances increased somewhat; whiskey sellers at Globe caused
some trouble; but notwithstanding a flood, goods crops were raised, live-stock

increased, good buildings were completed, and a school was taught by A. B.

Ross and wife. The discovery of rich coal deposits this year introduced new
complications for which no solution has yet been found, though there has
been much discussion of the subject in Ariz, and in congress. The people are

eager to have the mining tract restored to the public domain; while on the

other hand is advocated either the working of the coal mines by the Ind., or

a lease for their benefit. It should be stated, however, that serious doubts
were finally thrown on the accuracy of Agent Tiffany's favorable reports on
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ing all the Apaches at San Cdrlos was enforced.'

Those of forts Verde and Apache were transferred in

March and July; the Chiricahuas in June 1876; and
the Hot Spring bands in May 1877. While in a gen-
eral way this policy of concentration may have been
well founded, while some changes were probably neces-

sary—notably at the Chiricahua reservation on the
Mexican border—and while no policy would have en-

tirely prevented the subsequent troubles, yet there

can be no question that nearly all the later outbreaks

and disasters may be traced directly to these transfers.

The Indians were naturally unwilling to quit the re-

gions in which they had, been born or which they had
chosen, which, as they understood it, the government
had given them for permanent homes, and where insome
instances they were making progress; many of them
objected particularly to the San Carlos tract; besides

their aversion to any change and their special objec-

tions to the new home, there was much fear of their

new neighbors ; and the mingling or near approach of

so many distinct and hostile bands—which had never

agreed on any proposition except that of hostility to

the whites—was sure to make serious trouble. With
the special reasons assigned for the change, the mis-

conduct of certain renegade bands or turbulent char-

acters, the masses of the Apaches at each point had
little to do; and in some cases the influence of whites

coveting the reservation lands was a controlling mo-
tive. General Crook protested earnestly against the

first transfer, that of the Verde Indians ; but he was
removed to another department to fight the Sioux,

and was succeeded in March 1875 by General August
V. Kautz. This officer also opposed the changes, and
in connection with the removal of the Chiricahuas and
resulting depredations of renegades, he became in-

volved in serious controversies with Governor Safford,

the condition of affairs. From 1882 the reservation was practically under
control of the military commander; and the condition of affairs was for the
most part satisfactory, but for the escape of renegade bands in 1885, and

I their depredations on the border.
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w^hich finally led to his removal in 1878, his successor

being General O. B. Willcox.'^

On the transfer of the Chiricahuas in June 1876, a
considerable number escaped, went on the war-path,
and in four months killed 20 persons. On the trans-

fer of the Hot Spring bands in May 1877, Victorio

and party escaped to Mexico; and in September 300
escaped from San Cdrlos. The ensuing pursuits,

fights, surrenders, and reescapes are too complicated

for detailed record here; but large numbers of the

renegades, while sometimes submitting in New Mexico,
refused to be removed to San Cdrlos, and ran away
every time it was attempted. Resulting depredations,

sometimes exaggerated by the citizens and news-
papers, and perhaps underrated by the military, were
constant and serious on the border, especially in New
Mexico; and for years the warfare was almost as

deadly as ever. From this time the Indians were well

armed with repeating rifles, and pursuits by the troops

were generally fruitless. In 1879 Victorio came from
the south, was reenforced by various renegade bands,

and killed 73 victims before he could be driven back

into Mexico. He was killed in 1880 by Mexicans,
while Juh and Gerdnimo, with 110 Chiricahuas, were
brought in to the reservation. In 1881 occurred the

Cibicu Creek outbreak, as mentioned elsewhere ; Nand,
Victorio's successor, made a bloody raid from across

the line, and part of the Chiricahuas, under Juh and
Nachez, ran away from San Cdrlos. In April 1882
these were followed by Ger6nimo and the rest of the

renegade Chiricahuas, with Loco and his Hot Spring

'' The gov. accused Kautz of inefficiency in Ind. warfare against the rene-

gades, and in his message of 1877 called on the legisl. to raise a force of militia

or Ind. scouts to protect the country, since the military were doing nothing.

Ariz. Jour., 1877, p. 233-4. Both parties wrote severe letters for the news-

papers, and Safi'ord made an effort to have Kautz removed. The general de-

fends himself at length in his regular report of Aug. 15, 1877. 17. S. Govt Doc,
45th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. ii. 133-49. Hoyt, Leading Events, MS., 15

et seq., says that Kautz was a little later court-martialed and reprimanded
for publishing a pamphlet reflecting on Judge-advocate-gen. Dunn. Though
the north was generally spoken of as being at peace, Kautz' report shows
several expeditions in the C. Verde region, in which 38 Ind. were killed and
42 captured.
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band. Further trouble occurred on the reservation,

and the general outlook was very discouraging. Mili-

tary men were nearly unanimous in the opinion that

all these later troubles were due to the disturbance of

Crook's plans, the turning-over of the reservations to

the Indian bureau in 1874, the unwise concentration

of the Apaches at San Cdrlos, and subsequent mis-

management on the part of civil agents with the re-

sulting controversies. It is clear that this view of the

matter is to a considerable extent well founded.

In 1882 General Crook came back to relieve Gen-
eral Willcox, to whom, however, no special fault was
imputed. A treaty was made by which Indians might
be pursued across the boundary by United States and
Mexican troops, respectively. And with Crook's re-

turn there came about rather mysteriously, as Dunn
remarks, " a reasonable harmony between representa-

tives of the Indian bureau and war department in

Arizona." He found the reservation Indians sullen,

suspicious, and discontented, complaining of wrongs at

the hands of their late agent, distracted with rumors
of intended attack, disarmment, and removal, and dis-

posed to go again on the war-path as a choice of evils.

With his old tact the general made them understand

that war was just what their enemies desired, and
peace their only means of saving their reservation.

The old system of strict discipline, metal tags, and
frequent roll-calls was restored, and the native police

reorganized. Confidence being restored. Crook per-

mitted a large number of the Indians to leave the

river agency and live in the northern part of the res-

ervation without rations. They succeeded so well

that about 1,500, or one tliird of the whole number,
were soon living in the north and almost self-sustain-

ing.

Meanwhile, Ger6nimo and the rest were raiding in

Mexico; and in March 1883, Chato with fifty Indians

crossed the line and killed a dozen persons in Arizona,

including the family of Judge McComas. With about
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50 soldiers and 200 Apache scouts, having fortunately-

secured the services as guide of a chief who had de-

serted from the foe, and having made arrangements

for the cooperation of the Mexican forces, Crook
marched in May to the Apache stronghold in the

Sierra Madre—a place never reached by troops before,

and which could not have been reached without the

services of the guide. A complete surrounding and

surprise of the foe was prevented by the hasty firing

of the scouts; but Chato's band was defeated with a

loss of nine killed and five captives; and the rest

entered into negotiations. Finally, they offered to

surrender on the condition that past offences should

be forgotten, and all be settled on the reservation.

Because a successful prosecution of the campaign at

this time and in this country was impossible, because

to withdraw and await a more convenient opportunity

of surprising the foe would involve renewed disaster

to the scattered settlers, and because the Chiricahua

outbreak had been caused to a considerable extent

by unfair treatment. Crook accepted the terms and
brought back to San Cd,rlos nearly 400 renegades,

including Ger6nimo, Chato, Nachez, Loco, and all

the chiefs except Juh, who had escaped. For two
years these Indians under military management be-

haved well, and it was hoped that the Apache ques-

tion had been at last settled.^"

" Annual Sepmi of Brigadier-general George Crook, U. S. Army, command-
ing departmeni of Arimna, 1883, n. p., ]2mo, 17, 1, 2, 3, 12, 1, 3 p.; Id., 1884,
12mo, 10 p. In Ariz. Laws, 1883, p. 292-6, is a memorial of the legisl., ex-

planatory of the situation and asking that all the Apaches be removed. An
Apac/ie Campaign in the Sierra Madre; an account of tli£ expedition in pursuit of
the hostile Chiricahua Apaches in the spring of 1883. By John O. Bourke, Gapt.

Third Cavalry, etc., N. Y., 1886, 12mo, 112 p., furnishes also a good narrative

of Creole's campaign. Crook says: 'From my experience of late years I can
state, unhesitatingly, that since the Ind. have learned the strength of our
people, in almost every Ind. war which I have known anything, about, the

prime cause has been, either the failure of our govt to make good its pledges,

or the wrongs perpetrated upon them by unscrupulous whites. That Ind. are

often robbed of their rations, goods, etc., . . .by rascally agents and other un-
scrupulous white men, is a fact within the knowledge of any one having
relations with them. These are the men who are responsible for this unset-

tled state of affairs. Public sentiment in frontier communities does not

consider the malicious killing of an Ind. murder, nor the most unblushing

plundering theft ... I have no knowledge of a case on record where a white
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Yet once more in the early summer of 1885, Gerd-
nirao and Nachez, with a part of their Chiricahua
warriors, fled from the reservation, and resumed their

deadly raiding on the settlers on both sides of the line.

No definite reason for the outbreak is known, though
the chief's detection in the illicit manufacture of tis-

win, the native liquor, has been suggested ; and later

Ger6nimo has talked vaguely of plots against his life.

This occurrence, while not affecting the wisdom of

Crook's general policy, or proving that past troubles

had not been largely due to reservation changes and
mismanagement, or even justifying the suspicion that

the general had been so far carried away by his theo-

ries as to become a dupe of Apache cunning—yet

shows clearly enough that even with just and careful

treatment under military auspices the Apache could

not be trusted, that the problem had not been so near

an easy solution as Crook had believed, and that past

outbreaks were due in part to inherent savagism.

Again, with his accustomed vigor, and with the aid

of Apache scouts, under Captain Crawford—who was
killed in an unfortunate encounter with Mexicans

—

Crook pursued the renegades into Sonora, and in

man has been convicted and punished for defrauding an Indian. I am not
an apologist for the Chiricahuas—they are bad Ind., probably the very worst
on the continent. ' 'An Ind. in his mode of warfare is more than the equal
of the white man, and it would be practically impossible with white soldiers

to subdue the Chiricahuas in their own haunts.' He thinks the Ind. should
own their lands in severalty, as most of them desire. To disarm them he
believes impossible and undesirable; they must have arms for protection
against lawless whites. ' Their removal would bring on the bloodiest Ind.
war this country has ever experienced. ' But the general goes much too far

in urging that the ballot should be given the Ind. In his report of 1884,
after a year of peace, Crook expresses great satisfaction with the progress
made, and the prospects, notwithstanding certain obstacles—notably the ex-
tortions of traders. One chief, for making warlike speeches, was arrested,

tried, and convicted—all by natives—and sent to L'.il. for imprisonment.
Gerdnimo and Nachez are among the most successful fanners. Crops of the
season were 3,850,000 lbs. corn, 550,000 lbs. barley, 54,000 lbs. beans, 20,000
lbs. potatoes, 50,000 lbs. wheat, 200,000 pumpkins, and 90,000 melons, in spite

of some bad luck caused by freshets.

It should be noted here that there is extant in Arizona a theory that in
the campaign of 1883 Gen. Crook, through placing too much confidence in
his scouts, found himself really in the power of the Chiricahuas, and was
obliged to accept Gerdnimo's terms. I have not attached mucti importance
to this theory, though the events of 1885-6 tend somewhat to give it plausi-

bility.
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March 1886 forced them to promise surrender. But
before entering Arizona, not obtaining satisfactory

guaranties of restoration to reservation life, and fear-

ing the punishment his crimes deserved, the wily

Geronimo and his companions effected their escape to

ravage the frontier with death and desolation for five

months more. This misfortune, or blunder, brought
upon Crook a storm of abuse which resulted in his

removal; and General Nelson Miles was appointed

to take his place. Under the new commander and
his subordinates, notable among whom was Captain

Lawton, the campaign was continued;, and after va-

rious delays and contretemps that did not fail to

arouse a clamor of popular criticism, the Chiricahua

band of some 20 warriors was in August forced to

surrender without conditions.

As I write, not only these captives, but all the

Chiricahuas and Hot Spring Indians at San Cdrlos

have been sent to Florida. Arizona is again joyful

in the belief that her Indian troubles are forever at

an end. General Miles is the hero of the day, natu-

rally, and justly to the extent that he has well per-

formed his duty, but unfairly in so far as his service

of a few months is made to outweigh the still more
valuable work of Crook for years. Whether Ger6-
nimo will' be hanged, as he should be, is not yet set-

tled, and for the welfare of Arizona it is immaterial.

There is no reason to doubt that there will be other

troubles with the Apaches; but they should not be

very serious, especially if the policy of exiling all

renegades sliall be strictly enforced.

As to the general prospects of the reservation Indians

of all tribes, they cannot be said to be encouraging.

A mountainous mining country on the national fron-

tier, where white men can hardly be made to behave

themselves, is not fit for an Indian reservation. It

would be better for Arizona that all should be re-

moved; and better for the Indians, if there be any
region where success with other tribes is at all en-
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couraging. Yet the removal would be very difficult,

perhaps impossible. Though no real progress has as

yet been made, reservation annals furnish many items

to indicate seemingly that the seeds of advancement
might easily be made to take root. The Indians often

show traits of docility, patience, industry, and ambi-

tion to improve, of which it would seem advantage
might be taken ; but with these traits are inextricably

mingled others of stupid perversity and savagism that

practically bar the way to all improvement; and the

monumental capacity for blundering, the rascality, the

bigotry, the lack of skill, the fondness for controversy

on the part of agents, teachers, missionaries, and all

who undertake the management of Indians, have thus

far cooperated most effectually against success. Prob-
ably no radical change is to be expected in either red

men or white; probably a foreign civilization cannot

be ingrafted on aboriginal stock ; apparently the In-

dians, non-progressive savages, ever the victims of

injustice, must dwindle in numbers and finally disap-

pear; or, at best, the germs of civilization be planted

in a few individuals surviving the tribal annihilation.

Yet the line of our nation's duty is clear in the mat-

ter. The Indians must be fully protected in their

rights. Outrages upon them must be promptly and
severely punished. Every attempt at improvement
must be encouraged. As fast as possible the tribal

relation must be broken up. Lands must be given in

severalty to all who are capable of utilizing them.
Government aid must be mainly in the form of im-

plements and instruction and protection. Primary
schools must be liberally supported ; but religion must
be made a secondary matter. Above all, earnest,

honest, practical men must be put in charge and paid

for their services. The survival of the fittest must
be encouraged. If any must perish, let it be the

good-for-nothing; if any are to be helped, let it be
those who are disposed to help themselves.
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Apaches have not been the only outlaws who have
afflicted Arizona. Acts of lawless violence, includ-

ing murders, robberies, and lynchings, have been but
too common throughout the territory's history. Yet
such irregularities have not been greater but rather

much less than was to be expected under the peculiar

circumstances, in consideration of which Arizona's

record is not worse than that of the other western
regions. The Indian wars in themselves, during

which every citizen's life was in constant danger,

tended strongly to establish the habit of reliance on
force rather than legal forms for protection from
other foes. Desperadoes might always commit out-

rages with a fair chance of their being attributed to

Indians. The geographic position of the territory

contributed to the same result. Mexican outlaws of

a peculiarly vicious class frequented the frontier dis-

tricts, easily escaping after the commission of crimes

into Sonora, where their punishment, by reason of

endless complications of international red tape, was
generally impracticable. These Mexicans, bad as

they were, had like the Indians to bear the responsi-

bility for hundreds of offences they never committed.

The native population of Spanish race, here as in

other border regions of the United States, has often

been the object of most unfair treatment. Too often

has there been a popular clamor for the expulsion of

all Mexicans from some mining camp, innate race

prejudice being aggravated by the acts of a few out-

laws, and the result being utilized by designing des-

peradoes or politicians of another race for the carrying-

out of their various designs. A sparsely settled

mining country is never a favorable field for the

proper enforcement of law; and Arizona for many
years, by reason not only of its Indian troubles, but

of its undeserved reputation as a desert unfit for

homes, was chiefly attractive to the least desirable

class of adventurers from California, Nevada, Colorado,

and Texas. Again the long and unprotected stage
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and express routes over which rich bullion prizes were
carried, have furnishfed especial temptations and facili-

ties for highway robbery. And it must be admitted
that the combination of national and territorial author-

ity has not always been favorable to the administra-

tion of justice; and that locally the qualities of energy
and bravery required in officers of justice have been
too often sought in men more or less identified with
the criminal element. It is not my purpose to pre-

sent a chronicle of Arizona crimes and criminals,

though I append some items and references in a note.

While it can hardly be hoped that troubles of this

class are at an end, yet constant progress in the right

direction and growth of proper public sentiment are

to be noted. With railroads, agricultural develop-

ment, and increase of law-abiding population, scenes

of violence will be more and more confined, as they

have been for the most part in late years, to new
mining districts and isolated frontier settlements.^^

^^ Some items on Ariz, committees of vigilance, etc., may be found in my
Popular Tribunals, i. 722 et seq. In his message of 1868 the gov. compli-

ments the Mex. pop. for their obedience to law and general good character.

Down to this time there have been no special complaints of lawlessness

except before 1864. In '08, however, the gov. offers a reward of §300 for the

arrest of a murderer. Ariz. Jour., 1868, p. 272. From 70 murders and rob-

beries attributed to Mex. became frequent on the Gila. Three Amer. were
killed at Mission Camp. A reward of $1,000 was offered, and an agent was
sent to Sonora, but Gov. Pesqueira declined to give up .the criminals. Id.,

1871, p. 53^, 157-9, 163-4, 222-8, 234-8; Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., Hi. 101.

Baker and family were murdered at Blue Water Station in Dec. '71. Id., iii.

289-91, 312, 315; U. S. Govt Doc, 42d cong. 3d sess., H. Ex. Doc, i. 383-6,

411-12; and many newspaper articles. Four or five murders are noted in

72. There were also complaints on the Sonora side of outrages on Mex.
Estrella de Occid., Mar. 29, 1872; Mex., Mem. Eel., 1875, annex 1, p. 3-13.

In 1873 there were several vigilance organizations, and also the 1st legal exe-

cution—that of one Fernandez at Yuma. Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 165, 169, 188,

199, 210; vi. 160, 167-8, 172, 193; Ariz. Scraps, 165. In 1S77 the gov. an-

nounced that for 2 years but slight troubles had occurred; yet predicted that
with increasing wealth the temptation for robbery would increase; and ad-

vised the legislature to continue its appropriations for the arrest of criminals,

and to make highway robbery a capital offence. And indeed, from 1878 mur-
ders and robberies are frequently catalogued in the newspapers each year.

The Mex. do not seem to have been prominently accused in these years,

but some corresp. on the subject is found in Mex. Corresp. Diplomdiica, i.

779-84; U. S. Govt Doc, 46th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc, i. 734. In 79 the
Phoenix stage was robbed 4 times in as many months; Gov. Gosper offered

$500 for, the killing and $300 for the arrest of a stage robber; and several

lynchings are recorded. Ariz. Sc7-aps, 129; Phcenix Herald, June 25, '80;

Prescoti Miner, Dec. 3, '80; S. P. Bulletin, Aug. 22, '79; 5'. F. Chronicle, Aug.
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23, '79. In '80-2 matters assumed their worst aspect, stage robbers were

lynched, cowboys attacked some of the towns, sheriffs and their posses were

often resisted, bloody affrays occurred between Amer. and Mex., an emi-

grant train was attacked by robbers, and several legal executions are

recorded. Tombstone was a centre of lawless operations, the U. S. marshal

was shot, and several bloody fights took place between the desperadoes and

scarcely 'less desperate officers of justice. The citizens were at last fully

aroused; money was contributed, and a volunteer force raised; the president

of the U. S. issued a proclamation; and in '83 quiet was restored, and the

prisons were full. See files of Tombstone and other newspapers in these

years; also Ariz. Jour., 12th legis. ass. 30-2; U. S. Govt Doc, 47th cong. 1st

sess., H. Ex. Doc. 188. The last serious trouble was at Bisbee in Dec. '83,

when five armed men deliberately and openly robbed a store and killed 5

citizens in cold blood. The 5 culprits were speedily convicted and hanged at

Tombstone in March '84; while another accomplice, being condemned to im-

prisonment for life, was lynched by citizens in Feb. See Ariz. Hist. (E. &
Co.), 154-5; and the newspapers.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 37



CHAPTER XXIII.

ARIZONAN INDUSTRIES AND INSTITUTIONS.

1864-1886.

Mining—Eakly Operations—The Gold Placees—Effect of Apache
Wars—Other Obstacles—Final Success—Statistics—Silver and
Gold Belt—The Four Groups, Mojave, Yavapai, Gila, Pima, and
Cochise—Some Local Items—Famous Mines—Tombstone—Copper
Mines—Diamond Hoax—Modern Works on Arizona—Agriculture
—Climate and Products—Stock-raising—Government Lands—Mex-
ican Grants—Manufactures and Trade—^Roads, Stages, and Mails
—Railroads and Telegraphs—Education—Library—Historical

Society—Churches—Newspapers.

From the time when it first became known to

Europeans, Arizona has been especially noted for its

mineral wealth. There is no evidence that its mines
were ever worked by the aborigines; but by the
Spaniards its treasure of precious metals was much
talked of, even before beinof found. It was enouo^h to

know that the country was in the mysterious north,

and occupied by savage tribes ; its wealth was taken
for granted. On its partial exploration, however, and
the establishment of missions and presidios on its bor-
ders early in the eighteent|i century, abundant indica-

tions of gold and silver were found in all directions.

Yet so broad and rich was the mineral field farther

south, and so feeble the Spanish tenure in Alta Pime-
ria by reason of Indian hostility, that not even the
wonderfully rich 'planchas de plata' at the Arizona
camp, giving name to the later territory though not
within its limits, led to the occupation of the northern
parts by miners. As I have already explained, the
current traditions of extensive mining in Spanish

( r,78

)
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times are greatly exaggerated. The Jesuits worked
no mines; and in their period, down to 1767, nothing
was practically accomplished beyond irregular pros-

pecting in connection with military expeditions and
the occasional working of a few veins or placers for

brief periods, near the presidios. It is doubtful that

any traces of such workings have been visible in mod-
ern times. Later, however, in about 1790-1815,
while the Apaches were comparatively at peace and
all industries flourished accordingly, mines were worked
on a small scale in several parts of what is now Pima
county, and the old shafts and tunnels of this period

have sometimes been found, though the extent of such
operations has been generally exaggerated. With
Mexican independence and a renewal of Apache raids,

the mining industry was entirely suspended, only to

be resumed in the last years, if at all, on a scale even
smaller than before 1790.

Still the fame of hidden wealth remained and mul-
tiplied; and on the consummation of the Gadsden
purchase in 1854, as we have seen, Americans like

Poston and Mowry began to open the mines. East-

ern capital was enlisted ; several companies were
formed; mills and furnaces were put in operation;

and for some six years, in the face of great obstacles

—notably that of expensive transportation—the south-

ern silver mines were worked with considerable success

and brilliant prospects, until interrupted by the war of

the rebellion, the withdrawal of troops, and the triumph
of the Apaches in 1861. The mining properties were
then plundered and destroyed, many miners were
killed, and work was entirely suspended, not to be

profitably resumed in this region for many years.

During this period the Ajo copper mines in Papague-
ria were also worked with some success ; and on the

lower Gila from 1858 gold placers, or dry washings,

attracted a thousand miners or more, being somewhat
profitably worked for four years, and never entirely

abandoned. In 1862 the placer excitement was trans-
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ferred northward across the Gila, and up the Colorado

to the region where La Paz, Olive City, and Ehren-
berg soon came into existence. For several years

these Colorado placers attracted a crowd of Califor-

nians, and a large amount of coarse gold was obtained

;

but as a rule the dry washing processes were too

tedious for the permanent occupation of any but Mex-
icans and Indians; and the Americans pushed their

prospecting north-eastward, under the pioneers Pauline

Weaver and Joseph Walker, for whom new and rich

districts in what is now Yavapai county were named
in 1863. Not only was the placer field thus extended,

but rich gold and silver bearing veins were found, giv-

ing promise of a permanent mining industry for the

future.^

Such was the state of affairs in 1864-5, when the

territory of Arizona was organized; and the mining

'The Cal. papers of 1862-3 are full of corresp. on the Colorado placers,

and there is a large col. of this corresp. in Hayes' Scrap-books, Ariz.,i., passim.

The number of miners in 1862 is estimated from 500 to 1,500. Reports are

contradictory; but nobody seems to be making much money. There is much
discussion of tlie best routes from Los Angeles, the number of miners retiim-

ing in disgust being apparently about equal to those starting out in high hopes.

In 1 863-i the La ]?az fields are comparatively deserted for the north and east;

and we hear more aiid more of veins and lodes of gold, silver, and copper.

Olive City was then called Olivia. Many discoveries are mentioned in iXojave

CO. , and we hear much of the Moss lode, Eldorado Canon, and HardjTiUe.
The placer excitement ended about 1864, though tlie deposits continued to be
worked, and often with profit. According to Raymond's rept of 1 870, the
placer gold of the Gila and Colorado fields is of local origin from small gash-

veins in slates and greenstone. The gravel is angular and not rounded by
water, having little or no earth witli it. Only coarse gold had been saved,

and there was more left than had been taken out. From 1870 there was a
revival of interest in the placers, though they had never been wholly aban-
doned. A machine for dry washing was used on the Colorado; and on
the Gila a company pumped water into a reservoir on the hills. Hamilton
says the Yuma oo. placers have yielded over $2,000,000. The census report

and King give the placer yield of 18S0 as $30,000. Lynx Creek and the
Weaver district in Yavapai are said to have produced over $1,000,000 each
from gravel; and there were several other rich districts, the placer yield of

1873 being put at $43,003. Richmond Basin, Gilaco., was a most remark-
able placer, over $103,000 in nuggets being picked from the surface, and
there being 10 feet of gold-bearing mud on the bed-rock. In tlie Quijotoa
region, Pima co., dry placers have been worked by Mexicans and Papagos.
Extensive placers are mentioned in the Sta Rita Mts. In Graham co., on S.

Francisco River, is a broad tract of gravel which is thought to promise well

for hydraulic work. Hardly a year has passed without a placer discovery in

some part of Ariz., chiefly in Yavapai; and work has been continuous and in

a small way profitable, though interrupted often in one section or another by
drought. Statistics of production in this branch of mining are naturally

very meagre and unreliable
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excitement in Yavapai doubtless had much influence

in making Prescott the capital. This excitement con-

tinued for years, new and rich discoveries being fre-

quent; but the richest lodes were always those to be
discovered a little farther on in the Apache country.

The Apache war soon made mining and even pros-

pecting extremely perilous in most regions, at the same
time preventing the influx of capital from abroad ; and
in many of the mines that could be worked it was soon

found that the ores were too refractory for reduction

by the crude processes and with the imperfect machin-

ery ofthe pioneers. One or two mines ofextraordinary

richness were continuously profitable; a few others

paid well at times; many men gained a living by
working placers and small veins; and some mines near

the Colorado made a profit by sending selected ores at

enormous cost to San Francisco. Meanwhile every

military expedition was also a prospecting tour; and
the attitude of the people was one of most impatient

waiting for the time when, with the defeat of the

Apache and the return of peace, the development of

mineral wealth might begin in earnest. Enthusiasm
over the country's prospects was unbounded; the local

newspapers were full of rose-colored predictions; the

governor and legislature were strong in the faith ; and
the government commissioners of mining statistics,

Ross Browne and R. W. Raymond, gave some prom-^

inence to Arizona in their reports.^

^ See annual messages of the gov. in Ariz., Journals, 1865 et seq. Reports

upon the Mineral Resources of the United States, by special commissioners J. Ross
Browne andJames W. Taylor {ior 1856). Wash., 1887. This contains on Ai-iz.

only Gov. McCormick's message, and the mining law, p. 135, 249. Report of
J. Ross Browne on the Mineral Resources of the States and Territories west of tlie

Roclcy Mountains (for 1887). Wash, and S. F., 18G8; also published as Re-

sources of the Pacific Slope, etc., S. F., 1869. This report, p. 443-81, contains

a good account of Ariz, mines, made up in part from the author's observations,

but mainly from notes of various writers, especially those furnished by Gov.

McCormick. Statistics of Mines and Mining in the States and Territories west of
the Rocky Mountains; being thefirst (eiglith) annual report ofRossiter W. Raymond,
United States commissioner of Mining Statistics (1837-75). Wash., 1869-77,

being published in the House Ex. Doc, from the 40th cong. 3d sess. to 44th

cong. 1st sess. The report of 1870 is founded mainly on the personal observa-

tions of Prof. A. Eilers, a deputy commissioner, and is very complete in its

account of the geology of Ariz., and the various districts and mines. The last
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With the end of Apache war in 1874 came the ex-

pected revival and development of mining industry,

old mines being worked with profit, and many new
lodes being brought to light, notably in the central

region of Gila and Pinal counties. The revival ex-

tended to the old districts of Pima county in the south,

where the mines had been practically abandoned for

thirteen years. While, however, there was marked
progress in discoveries and workings, and in the in-

flux of population, the output of bullion beginning

also to assume proportions, yet the grand 'boom' was
hardly so immediate or complete as Arizonans, in their

long pent enthusiasm, had hoped for. Capital was
still somewhat timid and tardy in its approach; the

Indians became again to a certain extent troublesome;

and above all, the cost of transportation was enormous.

The railroad then became the prospective panacea for

all the territory's ills. It reached the Colorado bor-

der in 1878, and five years later two lines extended

completely across the country from east to west. The
railroad, with its policy of demanding "all the traffic

will bear," by no means put an end to excessively high
rates, yet it afforded some relief; and meanwhile the

discovery of the Tombstone bonanzas, aided by the

failure of the Comstock lode as a paying property,

gave to Arizona in 1880-4 a very high and previously

unexcelled degree of prosperity. In 1884-6, how-
ever, the extremely low price of silver and copper
bullion, together with labor troubles and a disastrous

fire in the south-east, and the bursting of the Quijo-

toa bubble, have thrown over the country's progress

a cloud, which it is hoped will soon disappear.

The total gold and silver product of the Arizona
mines has been perhaps about $60,000,000. For the

decade ending in 1869 it was estimated, on no very

report, of 1875, is also extensive. The others are shorter, being madenp from
information derived from residents.

For mining laws of Ariz., see Ariz., Mining Laic, Preseott, 1864, 12mo,
21 p.; Id., Acts., 1875, p. 152-5; Id., Com'pHed Laws, 532-4; U. S. Govt
Doc, 38th oong, 2d sess., H. Mis. Doe. 14; Hinton's Hand-book, app. 1-12;

Shinn's Min. Camps, 282.
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secure basis, at $1,000,000 per year on an average.

Then it fell off to $800,000, to $600,000, and in 1873-4
to $500,000, being $750,000 in 1875. For the next

four years it averaged about $2,000,000. For 1880
the amount is given as $5,560,000; for 1881 it was
$8,360,000; and for 1882 over $8,500,000. In 1883-4
the production fell off to about $6,000,000, and to a

still less figure probably in 1886. Down to the end
of the Apache war the amount of gold largely ex-

ceeded that of silver, but later was only about one

sixth, though exceeding $1,000,000 in 1881-2.^

The most notable general characteristics of the Ari-

zona lodes would seem to be the great extent of min-
eral-bearing lands, the extremely varied and compli-

cated nature of the deposits, and their extraordinary

richness, especially on and near the surface. No
description even en resumd is possible within my
limits. Arizona resembles a kind of la,boratory where
nature has tried experiments preliminary to a general

distribution of minerals in the Pacific states. The
experienced miner from abroad is puzzled by the array

^ For statistics, besides the reports of Browne and Raymond already cited,

see Horatio 0. Burchard's Report of the Director of the Mint upon the Statistics

of the production of the precious metals in the United States (for 1880 et seq.),

Wash., 1881 et seq. For 1878-9-81, between the reports of Raymond and
Burchard, the condition of the mines was treated in reports of the governor.
U. S. Govt Doc, 45th cong. 3d. sess., H. Ex. Doc, ix., pt 5, p. 1089-90; 40th
cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc, x., pt 5, p. 390-6; 47th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex.
Doc, X. 929-32 (report of Patrick Hamilton); Id., xi., pt 5, p. 354, pi.

xlviii.-ix. (Kiag's Geol. Report); also mint statistics in the annual reports of

the sec. treasury. Alex. Delmar's History of the Precious Metals from tlie

earliest times to the present, Lond., 1880, contains, p. 168, a table of production
for Ariz. in. 1869-78, based on the U. H. Monetary Commission, Eepoi-t, 1876,
or on the estimates of Valentine, supt of Wells, Fargo, & Co. 's express. See
also 9th and 10th U. S. Census Reports, the former for 1870 containing nothing
of any value. The Arizona newspapers contain some valuable estimates.

Among the states and territories in 1880 Ariz, ranked in the production of

gold 9, silver 5, total 7; or in prod, per sq. mile 8, per capita 4. In '81 there

were 56 mills running, with 590 stamps, in 75 districts; 123 districts in 1882.

Down to 1876 the no. of mines recorded was 11,605. Hinton. About 630 are
named in the index of Burchard's report of 1883. Hinton gives for 1877-8
long lists of mines for the different counties. As an instance of varying esti-

mates may be noted those of 1875. That of Wells, Fargo, & Co. is $109,093;
that of Surv.-gen. Wasson $1,500,000; a newspaper estimate $2,000,000; and
that of Raymond |750,000. Clarence King and the census give the yield of

1880 as $2,399,211 in bullion, but the assay value as $4,723,638. As Bur-
chard's figures are $5,566,601, this suggests uncertainty as to what is meant
by the figures for other years.
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of new combinations and strange geologic conditions,'

though he generally finds, sooner or later, all that he
has known in other states. To a greater extent than
in other regions, rich veins near the surface have been
worked on a small scale, but profitably, by individuals

with limited capital ; but the prospects for deep min-
ing in the future are understood to be encouraging on
the whole. The natural facilities for mining, in the

supply of wood and water—except in a few sections,

and for placer mines—and especially in climate for

continuous working, are excellent in comparison with
those of other states; while agricultural resources

more than suffice for the support of a dense mining

population. Of the whole area, about 72,000,000
acres, nearly one half is described as mineral-bearing.

Ores producing from $1,000 to $20,000 per ton in gold

and silver have been of frequent occurrence ; but here,

as elsewhere, such are not the deposits that promise

the greatest permanent results. Nowhere has more
money been wasted in blundering mismanagement;
and even rascality in certain directions has not been
wanting

;
yet Arizona has not been famous as the field

( f stock-board swindles ; and her record has been for

the most part one of dividends rather than assessments.

In the north-eastern section of the territory, the

region tributary to the Colorado, above the big bend,

an area of about 40,000 square miles out of the entire

100,000, including northern Mojave, about three

fourths of Yavapai, and nearly all of Apache counties,

no rich deposits of the precious metals have been
found; yet the extreme north-east, beyond the Colo-

rado Chiquito, with the region of Fort Defiance and
the Moqui towns as a centre, contains immense coal-

fields that can hardly fail to assume great importance
in time.* All the rest of the territory, except a broad

* On these Apache co. coal-beds, see Rintons Hand-book, S5-7 ; HamiUons
Resources, 243-5; and Ai-iz., Hist. (E. & Co.), 204r-5. The coal is bituminous,
and said to be of good quality, having been tested by use on the A. & P. R. R.,

and considerable quantities shipped to Cal. Petroleum, according to Hamil-
ton, has been found near the coal-fields, wliicli extend into Utah and N. Mex.,
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tract of the Gila valley, and adjoining deserts, is dotted

with mines; but the great silver and gold belt may be
described as a tract from 60 to 70 miles wide, and 400
miles long, adjoining the non- metallic region above
described on the south-west, extending from the Colo-

rado, just below the big bend, south-eastward to Gila

county, and thence south to the Mexican boundary.

The principal mines of this belt may be noticed briefly

in four groups.

The first group in the north-west includes the

mines of Mojave county explored to some extent from
1858, and worked in considerable numbers from 1863,

though operations were much interrupted in 1866-70
by Hualapai hostilities. The number of claims re-

corded down to 1882 was about 2,700. All the moun-
tain ranges are rich in minerals, promising discoveries

have been made each year, and the county has often

seemed on the verge of great developments, which
from one cause or another—mainly the great cost of

transportation preventing the working of ores pro-

ducing less than $500 per ton—have never come. The
completion of the railroad in 1883, however, seems to

have removed the worst of Mojave's disadvantages.'*

being perhaps second in extent only to those of Pennsylvania. In the Los
Angeles Star of Feb. 6, 1864, and News of Feb. 5th, is noted the discovery
of valuable coal-beds by Tyson, in the La Paz region. Five lodes were ex-

plored and named, and fine specimens sent to Los Angeles and S. Francisco,
one of the papers pronouncing the coal anthracite; but I find nothing more
about this Yuma co. coal. In his message of 1871, the gov. mentions the dis-

covery of extensive coal deposits in the White Mts, near C. Thomas; and in

1879 he recommends a survey of the coal-fields as most important in connec-
tion with R. R. developments. Coal discoveries on the S. Pedro and Arivaipa
are occasionally mentioned from 1878, some of the coal being described by
Hinton and the newspapers as anthracite. The deposits discovered in 1881,
on Deer Greek, Pinal co., on the S. Carlos reservation, have been mentioned
in the preceding chapter. In 1885 the secretary of the interior recommended
the segregation of these lands, and by fair means or foul the coal will doubt-
less be made available.

"The product of the Mojave mines in 1880-3 is given as, gold $20,000,

125,000, gl5,000, and $20,000; silver, $210,000, $75,000, $50,000, and $150,003.
Hinton gives the product in 1887 as $200,000 per month. Hamilton, 1884,

says that 3,000 tons of silver ore are shipped at Kingston on the R. R. each
month. In 1864-7, the Eldorado Canon mines in the extreme north are

much talked of in the newspapers. The Cerbat, or Hualapai, district in the

region around Mineral Park, with the country eastward to Hackberry in

the Maynard district, was the chief silver-producing district before 1875. The
Moss gold mine near Hardyville was one of the earliest discoveries, and with
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Off the main belt, and not included in the four groups,

are the Yuma county mines of gold, silver, lead, and
copper. The gold placers of the Gila and Colorado,

which caused great excitement in 1858-64, and have
been worked with some profit ever since, have been
noticed elsewhere. The silver lodes near the junction

of the two rivers, though the ores are of low grade,

have had the advantage of comparatively cheap river

transportation, are near the railroad, and in recent

years are attracting renewed attention.

The second group, hardly separated from the first,

includes the mines of southern Yavapai and northern

Maricopa, in the region south of Prescott, on the head-

waters ofthe HassayampaandAgua Frio. These mines
were discovered during the placer 'rush' of 1863-4,

and have been the chief gold-producers of Arizona.

Down to 1876 there had been recorded 7,300 mines.

Gold was found everywhere; the placers yielded richly

for years, and are still worked with profit in wet sea-

sons; immensely rich gold veins were worked near the

surface ; but with increasing depth the lodes became
chiefly silver- bearing. Apache raids, and ores that

proved refractory under the rude process in vogue,

were the earlier obstacles to perfect success; and in

its great body of free-milling gold-bearing ore was for years regarded as the
coming bonanza. Much money was spent on mills, tunnels, etc.; and for

final failure or abandonment no other reason is assigned than unwise man-
agement. The MoCrackeu and Signal silver mines in the south wer: dis-

covered in 1874, and became the largest bullion producers, the total yield

being over $1,000,000, and the ore running from $60 to $600 per ton in silver

and lead. The mills were at Greenwood and Virginia. But work on these
mines was suspended about 1880.

Southward across the Bill Williams River in Yuma co. are the Planet cop-

per mines, and others, which have since 1863 sent over 8,000 tons of ore,

yielding 20 to 60 per cent of copper, to S. Francisco. Wood and water are very
scarce in this district. The Castle Dome mines in the south were discovered
in 1863 and supposed to be immensely rich, but were abandoned when it was
learned that the ore was chiefly lead. Large quantities of lead were subse-
quently shipped to S. F. ; and from 1869-70 the mines were profitably worked.
The ore yields 50 to 70 per cent of lead, and $23 to $190 per ton of silver, the
cost of working being $40 and of freight $28. Before 1?181 the district had
produced $2,000,000. The Silver district, just north of Castle Dome, has
been very prominent in late years, and there are many other somewhat pros-
perous districts. The bullion product of Yuma co. in 1874 is given, as gold
$50,000, silver and copper $138,500; 1880, about $60,000; 1881, gold $30,000,
silver $105,000; 1882, gold $20,000, silver 250,000; 1883, gold $30,000, sUver
175,000.
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later years remoteness from the railroad has been a
serious drawback, soon to be remedied now. The lead-

ing districts are Weaver, Hassayampa, Lynx Creek,
Turkey Creek, Humbug, Peck, and Martinez or Date
Creek. But the most famous mine of all was the Vul-
ture in Maricopa county, discovered in 1863 by Henry
Wickenburg—for whom the town near by was named
—and in the next ten years producing over $3,000,000
in gold, though the ore had to be hauled some 15 miles

to mills on the Hassayampa. Large quantities of low-

grade ore were left when work was suspended; and
from 1879, with water brought in iron pipes for an 80-

stamp mill, the mine started on a new career of pros-

perity.*

Still farther south-east, across the Verde, in Gila

and Pinal counties, between the Gila and Salt rivers,

is the third group of the belt ; the leading districts be-

ing Pioneer and Globe, and the veins being remark-
able for their variety and richness in silver, gold, and
copper. Development began in 1875 with the dis-

covery of the famous Silver King, and the equally

«The gold product of Yavapai in 1873 is put at $103,600; 1880, gold $5,000,
silver $265,000; 1881, gold $50,000, silver $450,000; 1882, gold $30,000, silver

$400,000; 1883, gold $25,000, silver $800,000. Product of Maricopa, 1880,

gold $120,000, silver $280,000; 1881, gold $240,000, silver $75,000; 1882, gold

$250,000, silver $75,000; 1883, gold $330,000, silver $25,000. An average
assay from 10 mines in the Humbug dist was over $1,000 per ton. Lynx
or Walker Creek was perhaps the richest stream in Ariz., yielding over

$1,000,000 from gravel. The ores were base, and mills stopped running
in 1870. Tiptop from small rich veins produced $2,000,000, giving for-

tunes, as HamEton observes, to many small chloriders. Turkey Creek
district, without surface indications, gave almost pure silver at a slight

depth, sometimes in 'chunks' worth $14 a pound. Here the Goodwin
mine was the oldest, and the Hidden Treasure, Wonder, and Pine Spring
have been prominent in late years. Rich Hill, in Weaver dist, yielded

$600,000 in nuggets from an acre on the summit 4,000 ft high, and
$500,000 more from gulches on its sides. The Peck lode produced in 1875-8

$1,200,000, some ore running from $10,000 to $17,000 per ton; depth, 312 ft.

In 1879-82 work was suspended through legal complications, but has since

been resumed. The Vulture produced .$254,110 in 1868, the ore yielding $24
per ton. In 1870 the cost is given as $4.12 for mining, $8 for freight, and
$2.81 for milling. In 1881 the jproduct was $240,000, but involving, aoc. to

JBurchard, a loss, the cost being $2.81 and yield $2.69 per ton; Hamilton puts

the cost at $2.50, and yield at $4 to $6. The Tiger, adjoining the Vulture,

also produced a large amount of gold; and there are several other districts,

including the Myers dist, south of the Gila, with the Gunsight and Burro
Burro mines. In late years Maricopa, in the production of gold, is second

only to Cochise.
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wonderful lodes at Richmond Basin and McMillan-'

ville. The Silver King lode differs from any other

known, being a circular chimney of ore, with thou-

sands of veins centring in it. The mine has reached

a depth of over 800 feet, and though the ores are re-

fractory, the production has been over $6,000,000 in

silver, and nearly $2,000,000 have been paid in divi-

dends. The Mack Morris mine, in Richmond Basin,

and the Stonewall Jackson, at McMillanville, are

among the best of other mines, but the mountains in

all this region abound in rich lodes, and the prospects

are most encouraging, though railroad facilities are

sadly needed. The product of this Gila and Pinal

group in 1884, when work at Tombstone was partially,

suspended, is said to have been greater than that of

any other in the territory.^

Southward across the Grila, and past the Casa Grande
and Arivaipa, or Defreese, districts, we find the fourth

and final group in Pima and Cochise counties, mainly

in the ranges bordering on the Santa Cruz and San
Pedro valleys. This was the exclusive field of all'

Spanish and Mexican mining down to 1854, and but

for the lower Gila placers, of all American operations

down to 1861. From that date to 1873-4 the mines
were for the most part abandoned, but in later years

have been worked in great numbers with constantly

increasing profits, producing more bullion than all

others in Arizona combined. The Tombstone mines,

the most productive of all, having yielded about

$30,000,000, were discovered in 1878 by Ed.

' Product of Pinal, 1880, |1,404,380; 1881, gold §25,000, silver .?1, 250,000;

1882, gold $20,000, silver $900,000; 1883, gold §20,000, silver fflM.MJ. Pro-

duct of Gila, 1882, gold ^50,000, silver $570,000; 1883, gold $15,000, silver

$120,000. The Silver King was first discovered by Stonemau's soldiers iii

i871, and on their reports rediscovered by four farmers in 1875; l.oOJ lbs.,

)>roken off the croppings as a sample, were sold for $800. Ore assays, ace. to

Hinton, $1,030 to $20,000 per ton. Product in 1880, $505,642; in 1883,

$592,504. Dividends to Jan. 1884, $1,309,000; deptli, 814 ft. In the Globe
dist, says Hinton, ' such a mine as the Comstock would not be looked at '!

Nine tons from the Stonewall sent to S. F. vielded $200,000 in silver, ace. to

Hamilton. The Mack Morris, to 1881, yielded $300,000. The Silver Nugget
is another rich mine. The Golden Eagle is the chief gold mine of Globe dist.

South Ol the Gila is the Casa Grande dist, the Vekol being the chief silveB

mine, and not far off the Copperosity, a copper mine.
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Schieffelin, and named from the dismal forebodings of

his friends on his departure from Port Huachuca.
The first stamps began to run in 1879, and from 1880

bullion in large quantities was produced. The veins

are larger than elsewhere, and the ore is easily worked,

yielding, in one of the principal mines, $73 in silver

and 1 4 in gold per ton on an average. There are

over 3,000 locations in the district, the most famous
mines or companies being the Contention, Grand Cen-

tral, and Tombstone. The depth reached is over 750

feet, and extensive pumping machinery for working

below the water level was completed in 1883. Little

doubt is entertained respecting the future productive-

ness of the lodes at greater depths. The Bisbee

copper mines of Cochise county produced, in 1881,

over $3,000,000; and other prominent districts of

the county are the California, Turquoise, and Swis-

shelm. The Quijotoa silver mines of Papagueria,

Pima county, were discovered by Alexander McKay
in 1883, and passing into the hands of the great 'bon-

anza firm' of California, were confidently expected to

become the richest in all Arizona. Respecting the

results of extensive workings, not much is definitely

known; but the general impression is, that Quijotoa

has proved a complete failure, though many still be-

lieve that vast treasures will be uncovered when silver

shall be restored to its legitimate value, or when the

public shall be deemed ripe for plunder by a stock

'boom.' Other districts in Pima county, as the Em-
pire, Arivaca, Harshaw or Patagonia. Silver Belt,

Oro Blanco, and Aztec, rival the famous lodes dis-

covered by Schieffelin.**

* Edward Schieffelin, a Pennaylvanian by birth, came with his family to

Cal. in 1857, lieing then only 10 years of age. At 17 we find him working a

mining claim in Jackson, Or. Thenceforth he engaged in sundry occupations,

principally mining and prospecting, until 1878, almost by accident, he dis-

covered the Tombstone district. In 1880 he disposed of his interest and set-

tled at Los Angeles, removing in 1884 to Alameda, where he has since resided,

though making occasional trips for pleasure, health, or profit from Arizona

northward to Alaska.
Product of Pima co. in 1880. $3,012,222; 1881, gold $15,000, silver

$750,000; 1882, gold $70,000, silver $150,000; 188.3, gold, $85,000, silver

$230,000. Product of Cochise co., 1881, gold $645,000, silver, $4,065,000;
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Arizona is almost as famous for its copper mines as

for its deposits of silver and gold. The ores are

widely distributed and of high grade, often yielding

from 60 to 80 per cent of metal. Production on a
large scale began in 1881, from which date the total

product per year was about six, seventeen, twenty-five,

and perhaps thirty-five million pounds in 1884. Lead-
ing mines, or groups, are the Planet, Centennial, and
Copper King of Bill Williams River in northern Yuma;
the United Verde Company's mines in the Black Hills

of Yavapai ; the Globe district lodes of Gila ; the old

Ajo mines in western Pima; and the Copper Queen
and others of Bisbee in southern Cochise. But at the
head of all stand the wonderful copper deposits near

Clifton in Graham county, where rich ore is quarried

rather than mined, and whence a railroad has been
built to carry the product to the main line of the

Southern Pacific.^

1882, gold 1600,000, sUver §5,200,000; 1883, gold 8410,000, silver $3,050,000.
Product of Graham oo., 1882, gold 110,000, silver $5,000; 1883, gold 815,000.
silver $30,000. The Tombstone mills were at first on the S. Pedro; but later

some of them at the mines, supplied with water from the mines and by pipes
from the Dragoon and Huachuca Mts, 8 and 25 miles away. The ores are

said to yield 90 per cent of assay value by stamping process. The Contention
produced §1,676,000 in 1882; and down to May 1883, with a depth of 600 ft,

had produced $5,000,000 and paid $2,475,000 in dividends. The cost of

working is about one third that of the Comstock ores. The pumps cost

$350,000. The Grand Central in 1883 had reached a depth of 750 feet and
produced $3,000,000. The Tombstone, including 11 mines, down to 1883 had
produced $2,870,000, and paid in dividends $1,650,000. The Bronkow mine in

this region was discovered as early as 1858, and relocated in 1880. A gold
mine at Apache Pass is mentioned by the gov. in 1869 as just starting with a
10-stamp mill and good prospects; but the superintendent. Stone, was killed

by Apaches in Oct. The Empire district, with the Total Wreck as the prin-

cipal mine, is described in 1882 as having $4,000,000 in sight and a 20-stamp
mill nearly ready. In 1883 the mill in a run of 5 months had produced
$450,000; depth, 360 ft.; assay value, $60 per ton. The Arivaca dist is de-
scribed by Hamilton as not very prosperous on account of bad management;
but the Cerro Colorado mine had produced $2,000,000. The Hermosa is the
principal mine of the Harshaw dist, producing $700,000, but the mill being
idle in 1883—4. The famous Mowry mine is not successful in late years. Hin-
ton says that 975 mines were recorded in Pima co. down to 1876.

'The copper product in 1883 was worth about $4,000,000. Twenty fur-

naces were running, with a capacity of 1,000 tons per day. Leading items of

this year's production are given by Elliott & Co. as follows: Arizona Co.
(Clifton), 4, 106,000 lbs.; Detroit Co. (Clifton), 4,035,000; Copper Queen (Bis-

bee), 7,950,000; Old Dominion (Globe), 4,590,000; Un. Verde Co. (Yavapai),
1,763,000. Many new comp. to begin operations in 1884, with good pros-
pects. Discov. of popper in 1863. S. F. Alta, Sept. 2, 1874. The Ajo mines,
though rich, were abandoned from 1870, on account of expensive freight
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In 1872 the alleged discovery of diamond-fields in

Arizona created a great excitement throughout the

nation. Arnold and Slack were the discoverers;

splendid diamonds and rubies were exhibited in New
York and San Francisco ; Harpending, Lent, Roberts,

Dodge, and other capitalists became sponsors for the

great find; Henry Janin visited the fields as an ex-

pert, reporting them rich in diamonds; a company
with a capital of ten millions was formed, with such

men as Latham, Selby, Ralston, Sloss, Barlow, and
General McClellan as directors ; a title to 3,000 acres

was obtained; large sums were paid for interests in

the scheme; and all was made ready, not only to work
the claim, but to offer the stock to a credulous and
excited public. Meanwhile the papers were full of the

matter, though there was less excitement in Arizona
than elsewhere; a dozen parties visited the fields,

some connected with the Harpending Company, and
others not; and most of them, finding the spot with-

out difficulty, brought back a variety of beautiful

stones. All agreed that the place was in the region

of Fort Defiance, some locating it across the line in

New Mexico, but most in the extreme north of Apache
county, near the junction of the Chelly and San Juan,

where the inscription Diamond Fields is to be seen on
modern maps. Arnold, however, said the spot was
south of the Moqui towns near the Colorado Chiquito.

through a waterless desert. Work was resumed after 1880. The Globe
mines, down to 1883, yielded 12,000 tons, and in 1883-4, 2,508 tons of 98 per
cent bullion. The Planet mine sent 6,000 tons of 20 to 60 per cent ore to

S. Francisco, work beginning in 1863. The United Verde, in a run of 230
days, produced 2,000 tons, besides 225,000 oz. of silver, paying $97,500 in

dividends. The Bisbee mines were discov. in 1875-6. The Copper Queen,
located in 1878, and worked from 1880 at a depth of 300 ft, had an ore body
1.50 by 80 ft, and sold for $1,250,000. It produced in 1881-4 $3,368,000, and
paid $1,225,000 in dividends. Average yield of ore 13.5 per cent; average

yield of bullion 98 per cent. Down to April 1, 1885, ace. to the statement of

Supt Williams, the Copper Queen has produced 15,929 tons of black copper,

worth $5,000,000. The leading mines of the CUfton group are the Long-
fellow, Coronado, Metcalf, and Queen. They were discovered in 1871, and
were somewhat profitable, when the copper, costing 5 cents per lb., was
shipped to Baltimore at a cost of 6 cents. The B. R. to Lordsbury, N. Mex.,

was completed in 1883. The mines have produced 20,000,000 lbs. of copper

down to 1882, and are mainly owned by a Scotch company.
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Finally, Clarence King, United States geologist, vis-

ited the fields, and discovered that the claim had been

artfully 'salted' with rough diamonds from Africa,

Brazil, and other parts of the world. Fortunately,

the exposure came in time to prevent the swindling

of the general public. Of the capitalists involved,

who were victims and who culprits was never exactly

known. The point of the whole matter, however, lies

in the fact that, while in all that was written, it was
tlie Arizona diamond-fields that were described, and
the 'Arizona diamond swindle' that was denounced,

not only were there no diamonds in Arizona, but the

salted claim was in nortli-western Colorado, hundreds

of miles from the Arizona line P"

In closing what I have to say of mining industries

in Arizona, it is proper to acknowledge my indebted-

ness to the works of Hinton, Elliott, and Hamilton,

who have treated the subject more minutely than I

have had space to do. And not only on the subject of

mining, but on all others pertaining to the history of

late years, and to the country's resources and condi-

tion, do these works deserve much praise, comparing

very favorably with such works of the better class

^"The S. F. papers of 1872 are fuU of this matter; and a good collection

of clippings is found in Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., iv. 258-90. Ai-uold's version

first appeared in the Laramie Sentinel in Aug. 1872. The goT., in his message
of 1873, expresses satisfaction that the Arizona press and people, much as they
desired immigration, had not encouraged the diamond excitement. Ariz,,

Jour., 1873, p. 38. And this was true as a rule; yet there was much search-

ing for precious stones in different parts of the territory; and even in Yuma
Co., near Arizona City, the finding of diamonds—one of them by a judge

—

was reported. A party from Prescott claimed to have found the Harpending
CO. 's notices posted in the northern part of Apache co., and it is possible that

such notices were posted there with intent to mislead treasure-seekers. Ob-
viously, it was desirable to conceal the real locality of the ' salted ' grounds, as

the diamond 'salt' cost many thousands of dollars in London; the Ariz, field

was too distant for the safety of such operations; but it ^^'us well fitted for the
false location, because it abounded in a variety of pretty stones, crystallized

quartz, petrifactions, garnets of slight value, etc. Even after the exposure of

the fraud, one Stanton seems to have made an effort to renew the Arizona ex-

citement by exhibiting a fine collection of alleged rubies, emeralds, etc. The
diamond company was called the S. F. & N. \ . llining and Commercial Co.

;

additional directors being A. Gansl, \Vm F. Babcock, Maurice Dore, and W.
M. Lent, with D. D. Colton as manager. It is probable that most of the di-

rectors were innocent victims; tliat there may have been one or two such
.^mong the original capitalists—Harpending, Roberts, Lent, Dodge, etc.; and
that Arnold and Slack were willing tools of the swindlers.
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relating to other parts of the country. Of the three,

Hinton's work is the earliest, and on many points is

followed by the others; Elliott's folio is the largest,

and has perhaps the greatest percentage of defects,

resulting mainly from its class rather than from any
fault of its editors; and Hamilton's book is the most
compact and readable presentment of the subject.

On aboriginal, Spanish, and Mexican annals these

works, as I have already had occasion to point out,

are very faulty, the author who has least to say

being the least inaccurate; but their defects in this

respect were to a large extent unavoidable, since the

writers had no access to the veritable sources.^'

'^ Tlie Hand-book to Armma: its resources, history, towns, mines, ruins, and
scenery. Amply illustrated. Accompanied with anew map of the territory. By
Riclmrd J. Hinton. S. F., 1878, 12mo, 431, c. p. The author was a promi-
nent journalist of S. Francisco, who had spent some time in Arizona. The
book is an excellent one of its class. History of Arizona Territory, shovdng its.

resources and advantages; with illustrations descriptive of its scenery, residences,

farms, mines, mills, hotels, bwiiness houses, schools, churches, etc., from original

drawings. Wallace W. ElUott & Co., publishers. S. F., 1884, fol., 323 p. The
writers or editors are not named; but it is stated that 'we visited every

county, village, and mining camp of importance, and by personal examina-
tion were enabled to give statements about all localities in Arizona, which
we think are substantially correct.' These pictorial subscription books of

the ' county-history ' variety, notwithstanding their peculiar blending of lit-

erature and business, contain a good deal of useful information, and deserve in

some respects a better repute than they enjoy. The Resources of Arixona. Its

mineral, fai-ming, grazing and timber lands; its history, climate, productions, civil

and military government, prehistoric ruins, early missionaries, Indian tribes, pioneer

days, etc. Third edition, revised and enlarged, with a new map and illustrations.

Sy Patrick Hamilton. S. F., 1884, 12mo, 414 p. I have also the ed. of Prescott,

1881, 8vo, 120 p. This work was originally a report embodied in that of the

gov. on the condition of the country. The author has been long a resident of

Ariz., and is an jntelligent, observant man, enthusiastic in admiration of his

territory. Hiram C. Hodge's Arizona as it is; or. The Coming Country, compiled

from iwtes of travel during the years 1874, l^^S, and 1876. N. Y., 1877, 12mo,

273 p.; and E. Conklin's Picturesque Arizona. Being tlie result of travels and
obsenatimis in Arizona during the fall and winter of 1877. N. Y., 1878, 12mo,

380 p., iUust.—are pleasing and useful little works, by travelling newspaper
men, sufficiently described by their titles, the former being much the more
valuable of the two.

On mining topics, other references—besides the Hayes' Scrap-books, Ariz.,

passim, and files of Cal. and Ariz, newspapers—are as follows: Silliman's Jour-

nal, xxxvi. 152; xl. 388; xli. 289; Ind. Aff. Repoits and Land Office Reports,

1864 et seq., passim; Movii-y's Arizona; The Miner, i., passim; Wheeler's Sur-

veys; Pacific Coast Directory, 1871-3; Anderson's Silver Country, 46-7, 69-75;

lioyt's Arizona, MS., 17-26, 31-4; The Mining Review, 1876 et seq.; The Cali-

fornian, July 1881, p. 50-3; Mining Industry, ii. 22; DisturneWs Business

Directory, 1881, p. 23-70; Atlantic <Ss Pac. R. R. Co. Prospectus; Silver King

Min. Co. Report, 1880; Hall's Great West, 74-88; Rand, McNally, <b Co.'s

Overl. Guide, 13.5-61; and especiaEy Wm R. Balch's Mines, Miners, and Min-

ing Interests of the United States, Phil., 1882, fol., 1191 p., illust.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 38
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Several tribes of aborigineb in Arizona were found

by the Spaniards in the sixteenth century, supporting

themselves wholly or in pai't by tilling the soil. These
tribes occupied but a limited area, but widely scattered

groups of ruins prove that in earlier centuries all the

principal valleys were inhabited by a numerous people

who could have lived only by agriculture ; and indeed,

in many districts clear traces of their irrigating canals

are still to be seen. From the eighteenth centurv,

the Spaniards irrigated and tilled small tracts m the

Santa Cruz valley, producing such grain, vegetables,

and fruits as were required for home consumption;

and they also introduced the new industry of stock-

raising. During the period of peace with the Apaches
in 1790-1815, many flourishing farms and haciendas

were • established in the southern region; and mean-
while the Indians, from the southern Pdpagos and
Pimas to the Moquis of the north, including some
bands of the Apaches, continued to depend to greater

or less extent on their crops. Some of the tribes

raised cattle and sheep on a small scale after the Span-
iards came ; other tribes preferred to steal their live-

stock.

To Americans in the earliest years, Arizona seemed,

except a small portion of the later acquired Gadsden
purchase, an utterly barren and worthless waste of

sandy deserts and rocky mountains, probably rich in

minerals, but of no agricultural value whatever. There
was no thought of seeking farms in Arizona ; but hav-

ing come there in search of silver and gold, the}' began
to till the soil in spots to supply their necessities, and
found it wonderfully productive wherever water could

be obtained. Progress has been constant if not very
rapid from the first; the press never tired of exalting

the country's advantages in soil and climate ; the gov-
ernor and legislature often called attention to the
subject; the Mormons came in as agricultural immi-
grants; and finally, about 100,000 acres have been
brought under cultivation with the most encouraging
results. The climate, agreeable in winter and in the
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mountains, the mean temperature at Prescott ranging
from 30° in January to 72° in July, though disagree-

ably hot in the lower valleys and ia summer, frequently

over 100° from May to September at Phoenix and
Tucson, and over 115° for the same period at Yuma,
is remarkably healthful, and altogether favorable to

farming operations. The soil, a sandy loam with rich

adobe on the banks of streams, is easily worked; and
its strength and recuperative power are shown by the

undiminished yield in spots cultivated by the Indians

for centuries. All the cereals, vegetables, and fruits

of temperate and semi-tropic climes are successfully

produced; cotton has always been raised in small

quantities; in recent years the culture of oranges,

grapes, and olives has passed far beyond the stage of

experiment; and sugar-cane is produced in consid-

erable quantities for the manufacture of syrup.

Still the area of farming lands, as limited by the

supply of water for irrigation, without which practi-

cally nothing can be produced, does not probably ex-

ceed 2,000,000 acres out of a total of 5^2,000,000;

though in the distant future, with constant cultivation

lessening the amount of water required, with the plant-

ing of trees, with artesian wells and other devices for

irrigation, a surprising encroachment on what is still

regarded as a desert may be expected. In the Colo-

rado bottoms of Yuma and Mqjave counties is a broad

tract of land that in time, with the construction of

expensive reclamation works on a large scale, bids fair

to produce large quantities of sugar, rice, tobacco,

cotton, and other crops. The largest body of avail-

able land, however, is found in the Gila and Salt

Kiver valleys of Maricopa and Pinal counties, about

Phoenix and Florence as centres. Here also have
been made the greatest improvements, though only

about 50,000 of the 500,000 acres have been brought

under cultivation. A dozen canals have been con-

structed to take water from the rivers, and their

number and extent are being constantly increased.

Here we have already a prosperous agricultural com-
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munity, which, must grow rapidly. In Pima county,

the field of early Spanish and Mexican cultivation, the

lands lie chiefly in the Santa Cruz, Sonoita, and Ari-

vaca valleys. Cochise has a limited but fertile area

in the San Pedro, Sulphur Spring, and San Simon
valleys. Pueblo Viejo valley in Graham has some
40,000 acres of excellent land in a body. Yavapai's

largest body is on the Rio Verde, but here many
small tracts are cultivated without irrigation. Apache
has a fertile tract of 13,000 acres on the Colorado

Chiquito, nearly all taken up by the Mormons. Other
agricultural tracts are scattered in small pieces.

A large portion of the agricultural area is still gov-

ernment land, and open to settlement; though part of

it in the south was burdened down to 1885 by a

doubtful railroad title to the alternate sections, other

parts are included in Indian reservations, and still

others held in grants not yet confirmed. Wild lands

in private ownership are sold at five to ten dollars per

acre, and improved lands at $15 to $40, prices that

are rapidly increasing. Limited as they are in ex-

tent, it will be seen that Arizona's lands, if the water
supply is properly utilized, are amply sufficient for the
requirements of a population ten or twenty times that

of the present. A country of mining camps, such as

Arizona promises to be for many years, afibrds the

best possible market for small farmers. In the export

of agricultural products—pending wide-spread recla-

mation of the Colorado bottoms—not much can be

expected from grain and the other ordinary crops ; but
fruits ripen nearly a month earlier than in California,

and if the industry of fruit-shipping in the latter state

proves as successful as it promises, there is no appar-

ent reason why Arizona should not receive a rich share

of the profits. The country also is admirably fitted

for the production and curing of raisins; and the export

of olive-oil may yet prove profitable/^

^' Agric. statistics from the 10th U. S. census, showing increase from 1870
to 1780, and supplemented in some items by figures from the U. S. agric.

rept of 1882, are as follows: no. of farms 172-767; acres ^1,807-135,573,
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Stock-raising was for many years unprofitable, on
account of Apache hostilities ; but the country's nat-

ural advantages for this industry have long been
known, and since 1875 flocks and herds have increased
rapidly. Over half of Arizona's area, or nearly
40,000,000 acres, is available for grazing lands of a
superior quality, the native gran) ma, bunch, and mez-
quite grasses affording an abundance of the most nu-
tritious food, the climate being peculiarly favorable,

both to the healthful development and inexpensive
care of animals, and their various diseases being as

acres improved 14,585-56,071, value |161, 340-11, 127,946; persons engaged
iuagrio. 1,285-3,435; product of barley 55,077-239,051-327,500 bush.; wheat
27,052-136, 427-220,OOJ bush.; corn 32,041-34,746-57,000 bush.; oats 25-504
bush.; hay 109-5,606-12,500 tons; tobacco 100-600 lbs. ; potatoes 575-26, 249-
72,750 bush. ; sweet potatoes 16-5,300 bush. The acreage and value in 1882
was, corn 2,709, $62,700; wheat 15,500, $308,000; barley 17,366, $311,125;
potatoes 970, $80,025; hay 12,000, $231,250; total 48,515, $993,100. Ham-
ilton's statement of acres cultivated in 1883 is, Maricopa 35,000, Apache
13,000, Pinal 7,000, Graham 7,000, Yavapai 6,500, Cochise 4,000, Pima
3,000, Gila 1,500, Yuma 1,500, Mojave 1,000, total 79,500, besides about
5,000 by Indians. His estimates of lands that might be cultivated seem
to foot up less than 1,000,000 acres. Hinton puts the area irrigable by
surface water at 2,800,000 acres, and thinks there are 10,000,000 or more
to be reclaimed for agric. by artesian wells. Farming by wliite men in
Maricopa dates from 1868; 32,000,000 lbs. of grain produced in 1883, 25
bush, per acre; 8 tons of alfalfa per acre in 4 crops; 4 irrigations on an aver-
age; planting Nov. to March, harvest June to July; average profit per acre
$8.50; 500 acres witli 50,000 fruit-trees, chiefly peaches; 400,000 vines.
The Arizona Canal on Salt River will be 40 miles long, and reclaim 100,000
acres, costing $500,000, and furnishing also a fine water-power. Several
canals projected near Gila Bend. Pinal co. in 1883 produced 450,000 lbs. of
grain, two crops per year being raised. In Yavapai corn is the cliief crop,
which does not flourish so well in the south. Some of the best land in Pima
CO., including 10,000 acres at Arivaca, is held under Spanish grants. In Co-
chise CO. water is very near the surface, and some flowing wells have been
found. In Mojave co. 1,000 acres are oultiv. in Big Sandy valley. Hemp is

cultivated on the Colorado Chiquito, the old Rio del Lino. In 1883 an act
was passed to encourage the cultivation of cotton. Ariz., Laws, 149. The gov.
gives attention to agric. in his biennial messages. Aiiz., Jour., 1864 et seq.

In 1875 he complains of a surplus product after all demand, has been supplied.
See also Land Office Heports, 1864 et seq.; Agric Reports, 1869 et seq.; Ham-
ilton's Resources, 81-90, 307-46, 361-70; Hinton's Hand-book, 168-243, passim,
273-307, appen. 49; Wlveeler's Surveys, iii. 573^, 583-603; Id., Reports, 1875,

p. 121-9; Id., 1876, p. 42-6; PorUr's The West, Census of 1880, p. 460;
Hodge's Arizona, 42-56; Conhlins Pict. Ariz., 116-28, 179-80; Ariz., Hist. (E.

& Co.), 127-38, 270-4; Goddard's Where to Immigrate, 134^5; Beadle's Western
Wilds, 123-6; Roberts' With the Invader, 107-9.

On irrigation, especially the efibrts to encourage the sinking of artesian
wells, for which the legislature offers premiums, see Ariz., Acts, 1868, p. 60;

1873, p. 61, 176-7; 1875, p. 21; Id., Jour., 1873, p. 42-3; 1875, p. 36; Id., Ccmp.
Laws, 501^; U. S. Govt Doc, 43d oong. 1st sess., H. Miscel. Doc. 57; Hin-
ton's Hand-booh, 68-9; Ariz., Hist. (B. & Co.), 32, 282-4.
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yet for the most part unknown. Considerable pro-

gress has alreiady been made in the introduction of

improved breeds of cattle, sheep, and horses. The
best ranges, with natural water supply, are already

occupied, but by means of an artesian supply, for

which the conditions are favorable, and of surface

wells and windmills, nearly the whole extent of graz-

ing land may be utilized; and it is believed that in

most sections agricultural operations can never en-

croach greatly on the ranges. As in all countries

where alfalfa flourishes, the fattening of cattle and
hogs on the valley farms also promises to become
profitable. Apparently the exportation of meat and
wool must increase rapidly, becoming, after—^perhaps

eventually before—mining, the territory's leading in-

dustry. ^^

A surveyor-general for Arizona was appointed in

1863, and made a report on the country's resources;

but in 1864 the territory was attached to the Xew
Mexico land district, Vv^hose surveyor-general made a
tour "with some estimates and suggestions, selecting

an initial point on the Grila opposite the mouth of Salt

River, finally adopted as fixing the base line and me-
ridian of Arizona surveys. In 1867 a land-ofiice was
created at Prescott, but the territory vras attached to

^^ The lOtli U. S. census gives the iacrease of live-stock ia. 1G70-S0 as fol-

lows: value C143, 993-51,107,989, cattle 3,C37-IM,843, sheep 803-73,524, horses
335-6,708, mules and. asses 431-801, oxen 53/-GJ4, milk-cows 9.0S-9,15G,

Bwiue 720-3,819, product of wool 679-313,008 lbs., butter 800-61,817 lbs.,

cheese 14,503-18,330 lbs. Hamilton's statislics for 1SS3 are as follows: Ya-
vapai CO., cattle 75,000, horses 6,000, mules 2,000, swiae 1,030, sheep 53,000;
Pima, c. 75,030, h. 6,030, m. 2,000, sw. 1,100, sh. 5,030; Cochise, c. 73,000,
h. 4,000, m. 3,030, sw. 530, sh. 5,030; Apache, c. 43,000, h. 3,030, m. 1,503,
sw. , sh. 600,000; Graham, c. 23,000, h. 4,C03, m. 1,033, sw. 5:3, sh.

10,030; Pinal, c. 25,000, h. 2,030, m. 1,000, sw. 633, sh. 3,533; GOo, c. 15,033,
h. 1,000, m. 803, sw. 300, sh. 3,003; Maricopa, c 8,030, h. 5,000, m. 1,500,
sw. 7,000, sh. 1,500; Mojave, c. 10,030, h. 1,000, m. 500, sw. 230, sh. 2,000;
Yuma, 0. 5,003, h. 803, m. 330, sw. 233, sh. ; total, cattle 346,000, horses
31,830, mules 13,600, swine 11,430, sheep 603,033; value, cattle, at ^25 per
head, $7,200,033, sheep about &2,3GO,000, wool for year 5,440,000 lbs., worth
4^1,190,830 (not including uhe wool product of the"Xavajos). Hamilton's Be-
sources, 256-88; Artoim Scra]).^. 11-20, 222; Gov.'s mess., etc., vaAriz., Jour.;
Surv.-gp.n. Seports; Arh., Hh-.l. (E. & Co.), lS9-4o; Wood Broiliers, Llix-slode
Movement; Nat. Conven. of Cattlemen, Proc, 12-13; Hoyt's Ariz., MS., 26;
17iompson's Law of the Farm, 82; Porter's West Census, 400-1. The gov., in
1879, notes Hardy's success in raising Angora goats in Mojave. '
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the California surveying district. It was not vintil'

1868 that a beginning of surveys was made, and thei

work was continued somewhat slowly from that year.

In 1870 a separate district was created, and John
Wasson appointed surveyor-general, holding the office

for twelve years. The Gila district was created in

1873, with office at Florence, removed in 1882 to

Tucson. The total area of public land surveyed down
to 1883 was a little over 8,000,000 acres, and that

disposed of by the various methods of sale, homestead,

timber-culture entry, etc., was about 270,000 acres."

Mexican land grants in Arizona are much less nu-

merous than in California and N"ew Mexico, being all

in Pima county and in the territory ceded to the

United States in 1853. Troubles resulthig from these

claims are similar to those arising in California,

though on a much smaller scale. Most of the claims

are doubtless equitably valid and will eventually be
confirmed, thouofh some are fraudulent. 17ot much is

known of them in detail, though since 1879 the sur-

^^ Land Office Reports, 1SG4 et seq., including annual reports of the sur-

veyor-general. In U. S. Govt Doc, 47th. cong. 2d sess., Hi Ex. Doc. 72, p.

143, is a statement of the lands disposed of from 1872 to 1882 as follows:

3,857 acres in 72, 6,790 in '73, 7,124 in '74, 9,034 in '75, 8,862 in '76, 52,500
in '77, 63,535 in '78, 23,231 in '79, 17,037 in '80, 19,203 in '81, 21,150 in '82,

and (aco. to Elliott & Co.) 33,878 in '83. Under the ti.nber-culture act in

1377-9, the entries -were 7,3-0 acres. Possibly the total of surveys should be
over 9,000,030, as there are in each set of annual reports two or three con-

Uic'-ing toials which mi^ht perhaps be understood if lire -were a little longer.

It was said in 1330 that the 5,830,000 acres surveyed included nearly all the
irrigable agricutural land; 13 military reservations in 1881 included 197,052
acres, ace. to a newspaper resume of the land-ofiice report in 13G6, 534,139
acres were disposed of in that year. The peculiar situation of large portions

of the farming lands in narrow strips along the streams added greatly to the

practical diSculties of surveying by the rectangular system, one instance be-

ing mentioned in which one claim included 44 corners ! The lack of a law,

by which the grazing lands^valueless in tracts of ICO acres—could be sur-

veyed and sold, has been the subject of constant complaint. Tlie timber
lands have also caused some trouble. The territory contains a broad extent

—^perhaps 15 or 20 thousand square miles—of magnificent forests, but these

grow on mineral and mountain land useless for agriculture, and not subject

to purchase or entry under the laws. In 1878, after much urging, congress

passed an act permitting the cutting of timber for home use, except by rail-

roads, on U. S. mineral lands in Ariz. ; and in 1873 the legislature forbade

the shipping of such lumber out of the territory. Ariz., Ads, 1873, p- 262.

The A. & P. R. R. grant, however, opens a vast lumbering region; and there

can be no doubt that the country's forests are to be an important element of

its natural wealth.
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veyor-general has investigated fourteen of them or

more, and recommended them for approval or rejec-

tion. This delay on the part of the government has

been entirely inexcusable, as the matter might have
been easily settled fifteen years ago. Since that time

lands have increased in value; conflicting interests

have come into existence; probably fraudulent schemes
have been concocted; and even a hope has been de-

veloped that all the Mexican titles might be defeated.

Owners have no real protection against squatters,

cannot sell or make improvements, and- in fact have
no other right than that of paying taxes; while on

the other hand the rights of settlers are jeopardized

by possibly invalid claims, and a generally unsettled

and unsatisfactory system of land tenure is produced.^*

'' The Land Office Reports contain nearly all that is known about this suh-

ject, though the newspapers have something to say about it. In 1865 the
legislature passed a law, apparently inoperative, requiring all claims to be
recorded in the county recorder's office before Jan. 1, 1866. There was no
national law on the subject until 1870, when the surveyor-gen. was required
by act of congress to investigate the titles and report to congress for the final

issuing of patents. But no definite instructions were issued or means fur-

nished until 1877, and the investigation was not begun tiU 1879, though the
surveyor-gen. constantly urged the importance of the matter, at the same
time declaring his inability to do justice to the subject, and recommending
the creation of a commission, or the devising of some other means of prompt
action. In 1875, however, an act was passed, on the governor's recommen-
dation, authorizing patents for small tracts occupied by Mex. claimants in the
Sta Cruz valley, on proof before the register and receiver of the land-office

that these tracts had been occupied for 20 years by claimants or their ances-
tors. Zabrislde's Land Laws, suppl. 1877, p. 75; Governors Hess., 187.3. I
suppose that some of these patents were issued, though I have found no
record of the fact. Meanwhile also, in 1873-^, corresp. was had with Mex.
national authorities, and R. C. Hopkins was sent to Mex. and Guadalajara,
with a view to find records of the Arizona grants; but none were found—in
Mexico because Ariz, had belonged to the rrovincias Intemas, and in Gua-
dalajara because most of the records had been destroyed by fire. U. S. Govt
Doc, 43d cong. 2d sess.. Sen. Doc. 3. The claims favorably reported by
Surv.-gon. Wasson in 1879-82 were as follows: S. Rafael del VaUe, 4 leagues,
Camon brothers; Tumacioori and Calabazas, 11 1., Sykesand Currey; S. Jose
Sonoita, 1J 1., Alsua; S. Ignacio de la Canoa, 4 1., Maish et al. ; Arivaca, 2 1.,

Poston and Ainza; S. Juan Boquillas y Nogales, 41., Howard and Hearst;
Lo3 Nogales de Elias, 2 1., Camon and Elias; unnamed small tracts of 4^03
acres, Otero et al.; Buena Vista, 41., Maish and DriscoU; Rancho de Mar-
tinez, small tract, Martinez et al. Those rejected as fraudulent were Paso
de Algodones, 5 1., Colorado comp.; and El Sopori, 31 1., Sopori Land Co.;
while S. Ignacio Babocomari, 81., Perrin et al.; and S. Rafael de la Zanja,
16 1., Romero et al., were cut down from the area claimed to that granted.
In the report of 1882 it is stated that most claims were not presented at all,

holders of valid ones being confident they must be finally confirmed, and
others not desiring investigation. Probably more have been investigated
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Manufacturing industries in Arizona call for no
special mention in an historical work, being confined to

a few establishments, chiefly flouring and lumber mills,

for the partial supply of territorial needs. Future
developments will naturally be limited for a long time
by home requirements, most of which may eventually

be supplied
;
yet with the growth of stock-raising it

would appear that tanning and the manufacture of

leather goods should assume larger proportions; and
doubtless other industries will in time produce articles

for export.^* Commerce may be disposed of for the most
part as summarily. The territory's trade has consisted

of the bringing from abroad and the distributing to

towns and camps of the various supplies required.

Each settlement has its shops for the supply of local

demands, and each of the dozen larger centres its

wholesale establishments, whence goods are hauled in

all directions. In these establishments, some of them
doing business on a large scale, many a fortune has

been made. There are no available statistics of value

or interest, except in local phases of the subject, for

which I have no space. The great question has

always been one of transportation routes and rates,

and the latter have been invariably high, with the

natural result of excessive prices. Before the build-

ing of the transcontinental railroads of the south, a

considerable amount of freight was brought in at

since 1882. A search of the archives in Son. and Chih. is recommended, not
only on account of the Ariz, grants, but in view of ' manifest destiny ' farther

south. !N o patents have been granted so far as I know, and difficulties will

probably be permitted to assume stiU larger proportions before the matter is

settled. Hinton, Hand-hook, 303, points out the facts that while sec. 5 of

the Gadsden treaty reenacts the provisions of the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, yet sec. 6 provides that no titles shall be valid unless recorded in

the Mcx. archives. Also, that a Mex. law of 1853, repealed in 1855, declared

invalid all grants by states and territories. Therefore, the Ariz, grants must,

he thinks, be defeated. Evidently there are legal quibbles enough on which

to found such action if the U. S. govt cares to engage in that kind of business.

'"Statistics of manuf. showing increase in 1870-80, from 10th U. S. cen-

sus: no. of estab. 18-C6, capital |150,700-|272,600, employes 84-220, wages

$45,580-^111,180, products $185,410-$618,365, raw material S110,090-$380,-
023. Of ihe estab., 13 were saw-mills, 8 flour-mills, 2 Tjutter and cheese, 1

brickyard. There are also some distilleries and breweries, and tobacco and

cigar factories.
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times by mule-teams from the terminus of the Denver
railroad, from Austin, Texas, by way of Mesilla, and
to a slight extent from Salt Lake City and through

Sonora from Guayraas; while there was frequent agi-

tation of a project to open a route from Tucson to the

nearer port of Libertad on the gulf; but the bulk of

all freight came in teams across the desert from San
Francisco via Los Angeles, or by the gulf and Colo-

rado River in boats. But the railroads gave the whole-

sale trade mainly to the eastern cities, and destroyed,

for the most part, the prominence of Yuma as a dis-

tributing centre in favor of Tucson and other inland

stations. It should also be noted that a flourishing

branch of Arizona commerce has been an extensive

contraband trade with Sonora, a large part of that

territory's supply of dry goods being smuggled across

the line from Tucson. According to the census, 591

persons in Arizona were engaged in trade in 1870,

and in 1880 the number had increased to 3,252.^'

1' Hinton gives the most complete details on routes of trade and transpor-

tation. In the early years there was much agitation of projects for improving

the navigation of the Colorado; but very little was ever done. The begin-

ning of steam navigation has been noted elsewhere. Down to 1871-2 sailing

vessels plied irregularly'to the head of the gulf, and freight was towed in

barges by small steamers np to Yuma and Hardyville. Subsequently, the

Col. Steam Nav. Co. ran a line of steamers regularly from S. F. to Yuma.
Hodge, Aiiz., 210, gives the amount of freight brought to Y'uma in 1S75 as

over 4,500 tons, and exports as over 10,000 tons, the largest item being hides.

On the efforts and explorations of 1864-70, including the operations of Capt.

S. Adams, see^Wz., Acts, 1864, p. 79; 1S65, p. 73, 77-8; 1866, p. 61; Jd.,

Jour., 1864, p. 161-2; 1865, p. 43; W. S. Gort Doc, 38th cong. 2d sess., H.
Mis. Doc. 17, 142, 153; Rept Sec. AVar, 865-6; 41st conL;. 2d sess., H. Ex.

Doc. 281; Sen. Mis. Doc. 17; 41st cong. 3d sess., H. Mis. Doc. 12; 42d cong.

1st sess., H. Mis. Doc. 37; 42d cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 166; 43d cong. 1st

sess., H. Jour., p. 1257; H. Ex. Doc. 154; 44th cong. 2d sess.. Sen. Rept 624;

56th cong. 3d sess., vol. xvi., pt 1, p. 842; U. S. Rept Chief of Eru/in.. 1868,

p. 1188-96; Hmjes' Scraps, Ariz., i. 105-6, 120, 125, 2311, 268; v. 141; Id.,

S. Dieqo, i. 203-10, 213; ii. 193; Ariz. Scraps, 437-43; .b\ F. Times, Nov. 6,

17, 1866; March 23, April 15, May 11, Sept. 28, Oct. 15, 16, 18, Nov. 2, 18,

1867.

In large partions of the territory the natural roads are excellent, so far at

least as grade is concerned, stage routes being practicable wherever watering-
places can be found. Many good mountain roads have also been constructed

from time to time, as mining and military needs have demanded. The legis-

lature from year to year incorporated many road companies; but only com-
paratively few of the enterprises were carried out. At each session of

congress also various mail routes were opened; but for a long time the mails

were carried on horseback. In his message of 1866 the gov. states that there

is not a stage running in the territory. Indian hostilities naturally interfered
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With two of the great transcontinental Hnes passing

through the territory from east to west, and a connect-

ing line to Guaymas on the gulf, Arizona is in a sense,

for so new a region, well supplied with railroads.

Branch roads in several directions are urgently

needed, and some of these have been or are being con-

structed. The complicated history of the main lines

pertains but very slightly to Arizona, though the mili-

tary necessities and prospective resources of that

territory may be supposed to have had some little

influence in favor of their construction. Therefore

that ' history is not given here, nor is any attempt

made to chronicle the hopes and fears and rumors
respecting routes current for many years among the

people on this vital matter. Early surveys, by which
the practicability of the routes by the '25tli and 32d
parallels was ascertained, have been recorded. From
1864 the subject was always under discussion, and vari-

ous projects took more or less definite shape ; but there

was a broad region to be crossed before the iron road

should even approach Arizona. In 1866 the Atlan-

tic and Pacific was chartered with a land grant on the

35th parallel, but no western progress was made. In
1870-1 this company was reorganized, making some
show of active work ; and the Texas and Pacific was

seriously vith the mails and stages; but progress was constant, if not so

rapid as the people desired, and before 1870 the service was tolerably com-
plete. The main stage line corresponded with the overland route of 1859-61

from Los Angeles, via Yuma and Tacson to Mesilla, N. Mex. Another line

was from Yuma to Wickenbnrg and Prescott, connecting with others to

Alburquerque in the east and Mojave in the west. At times, however, the

Prescott stage left the Cal. route west of the Colorado, crossing at Ehrenberg.
A line from Tucson afforded communication with Sonora. As the railroads

approached, of course the stage lines were constantly changed, until the sys-

tem became one of comparatively short routes from R. R. stations to the

various towns and districts. The most important have been those from the

A. & P. to Prescott, from the S. P. to Phcenix, Florence, Globe, and Graham
Co. in the north, and to Tombstone in the south. B. C. 'l ruman was sent to

Ariz, as mail agent in 1867. The subject of mails and stages was naturally

in all years, and especially in early times, one of great popular interest to

Arizonans, and therefore I find in public doc, newspapers, etc., a bulky mass
of data; but I have no space to chronicle details, and do not deem it neces-

sary to present even the latest catalogue of routes, mail statistics, etc. The
annual reports of the P. iX. general contain most that is essential on this

matter.
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organized to reach San Diego by the Gila route, with

a land grant like that of the Atlantic and Pacific, in-

cluding the alternate sections for a width of 80 miles

throughout the whole extent of Arizona from east to

wet^t. For a few years from 1872 Arizonans be-

lieved their railroad future assured from this source ;

but financial obstacles proved insuperable, and Scott's

line never reached the eastern line of the territory.

In 1877, however, the Southern Pacific from Cali-

fornia was completed to the Arizona line at Yuma,
and in the following years, not without some serious

complications with the rival company, was rapidly

continued eastward, reaching Tucson in 1880, and in

1881 effecting a junction with the Atchison, Topeka,

and Santa Fd road at Deming, New Mexico. Prac-

tically by the latter company the Sonora road, con-

necting Guaymas with the Southern Pacific at

Benson, was completed in 1882; and the company is

accredited with the intention of securing a through-
line to Guaymas, by building a new road from Deming
to Benson or Fairbanks. Meanwhile the completion

of the Atchison line down the Rio Grande valley en-

abled the Atlantic and Pacific to resume operations in

the west, and in 1880-3 this road was completed from
Isleta to the Colorado at the Needles, connecting there

witli the California Southern. As all these roads were
built, so they have been operated without any special

regard to the interests of Arizona
;
yet they have

necessarily—even as masters instead of servants of

the people, as they should be—been immensely bene-
ficial to the territory.^*

^^Mowry's Ariz, and Sonora, 217-31, gives a good idea of the R. R. situa-
tion in 1863^. In the governor's messages to the legislature may be found
a r(5sume of progress and prospects from time to time. Newspaper files of
Arizona and Cal., many clippings from which aa-e found in Hayes' Scraps,
contain a large amount of R. R. information and rumor. For incorporation
and subsidies to railroads in the territory, with some slight attempts by the
legislature to regulate fares and freights, see A)-k,., Acts, 1864, p. 25-7, 51-3;
1865, p. 45-7, 78; Id., Jour., 1865, p. 49-50, 216-17; Id., Acts, 1879, p. 42-60;
Id., Laws, 1881, p. 80, 118, 133; 1883, p. 61-5, 137, 150-5, 160-71, 221-3,
244-51, 423-6.

On most of the branch roads incorporated, no work lias ever been done.
The Ariz. Copper Co. has buUt a narrow-gauge road of 71 miles from Lords-
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The importance of education has been realized in

Arizona from the beginning. In early years, the
sisters of St Joseph maintained a small but useful

school at Tucson. The first legislature of 1864 not
only provided in the code for the establishing of com-
mon schools when needed, but appropriated small

sums for the mission school at Bac, and for public

schools at the larger towns. Prescott alone took ad-

vantage of this appropriation, maintaining a private

school in 1865. But no progress was made for years.

In 1871 the governor announced that with 1,923 chil-

dren Arizona had not a single public school, though
1868 is generally given as the date when the first was
founded, because in that year was passed an "act to

establish public schools," levying a tax of ten cents on
each hundred dollars, and creating a board of edu-

burg, N. Mex., on the S. P. R. R., to their mines at Clifton. On a road from
Tucson to Globe a few miles have been graded, the line receiTing a subsidy of

$200,000 from Pima co. A road is also projected from Tucson up the Sta
Cruz to Calabazas, connecting the S. P. R. R. by a direct line with the Guay-
mas road; and another from Tucson to Port Lobos on the gulf in Sonora.

Roads from Maricopa to Phoenix, and from Casa Grande to Florence and Silver

King, are talked of and needed. A line to connect Tombstone with one of the

main lines is among the probabilities of the near future; or perhaps the

Atchison extension may touch Tombstone on its way to Fairbanks. In the

north the Central Ariz. R. R. Co. is building a road from the A. & P. at a

point near Ash Fork southward. Some 30 miles have been completed, and
the road is expected to reach Prescott early in 1887. A branch is to be built

to Jerome; and the road is to be continued down the Agua Fria to Phcenix.

Among other possibilities are a road from Flagstaff on the A. & P., through
the lumber region to Globe and Benson, and an extension of the Cal. Southern
from the Needles to Wickenburg, Phoenix, and Florence. Predictions re-

specting these projected roads are very hazardous; but if the county is to

prosper, many branch roads must and will be built.

The telegraph was talked of from 1866, but nothing was done until 1873,

when with an appropriation from congress, and primarily for military purposes,

a line was constructed from S. Diego to Yuma, and thence to Prescott and
Tucson, being in a few years extended to all the military posts and to Sta Fe.

Three successive appropriations amounted to $120,000; and before the R. R.

reached Yuma in 1877 there were about 1,000 miles of wire in operation

within the territory. This military telegraph was regarded as an especial

benefit to Ariz., as the rates were much lower than on corporation lines.

Western Union wires were however added, and to some extent substituted,

on the completion of the R. R. ; and there are some private or mining co.

lines in operation. See gov.'s messages, 1864-71, 1875, 1877; U. S. Govt Doc,
42d cong. 2d sess.. Sen. Jour. 305, 445; Sen. Doc. 14; 3d sess., Sen. Doc.

12; 43d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 204, 232, 270; 2d sess., Rept Sec. War,

i. 195-6; 47th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc, vol. vii., p. 217-27, being a sta-

tistical table; see also Ariz, and Cal. newspapers, especially of 1873; Hamil-

tm's Sesaurces, 129; Hinton's Mandbooh, 318-19; Hodge's Ariz., 213-U; Elliott

& Co., 317.
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cation, with the governor and probate judges as ex-

officio territorial and county superintendents. Gov-
ernor Safford, particularly, distinguished himself by his

efforts in this direction ; a good beginning had been

made by 1873; and from the close of the Apache
wars, progress was rapid. A new act was passed m
1875, increasing the tax to 15 cents, and requiring a

county tax of .35 cents—subsequently increased to 50

cents—and making school attendance compulsory,

though this proved for the most part a dead letter.

Various supplemental acts were passed from session

to session; and in 1883 a new school law was framed,

under which M. H. Sherman became superintendent.

Still anotlaer law, with no very radical changes, was
enacted in 1885, and in that year R L. Long becLmo

superintendent. The system seems fully equal to

that in other states and territories, and the schools are

reported as prosperous. As in all new territories,

children in the more remote districts are inadequately

provided for; but in all the towns there are commo-
dious school buildings and competent teachers.^®

i** School statistics of 1882 show 98 districts, 1£6 teachers, 10,283 school

children, and value of school-houses 4116,750. The average salary of teach-

ers is $75 per month. The territorial apportionment of 1884 was ^,096, or 86
cents for each of 9,376 scholars. Couuty taxes for schools amount to about

$100,000. A uniform series of text-books has been used since 18S2. The
percentage of persons unable to read, .135 in 1880, is large, but this is largely

due to the Mex. popiilation. There are as yet no institutions for a higher

education, though there are a dozen private schools. In 1304-^ provision

was made for a university and regents v/ere appointed, but nothing was
accomplished. In 1881 congress granted 72 sections of govt land for a u:iiv.,

which were selected in the tinibcr region of the S. Francisco Mountains.
Finally, in IGSS, an act was passed by the legislature to organize such an in-

stitution at or near Tucson, with 6 regents, including the gov and supt ex
officio. A loan of $25,000 was authorized on condition of Pima co. giving
40 acres of land. What prospects of success this enterprise may have, I do
not know. The school law in its final form may be found iaArh., Laioi, 13th
sess., 138-70. Complete information on the progress of schools, etc., is given
in the governor's messages, inAi-iz., Jour., 1864etseq. ; Ariz., Act.^ (smi Laws),
1864 et seq. ; U. S. Coiiiwissioner of Educ. Seports, 1869etseq. ; U. S. Cen-
sus, 9th and 10th, 1870-80; U. S. Statutes, 46th cong. 3d sess., 3£6; U. S.

Oovt Doc, 43d cong. 1st sess., H. Jlis. Doc. 83; see also Ariz , Bi-'t. (E. & Co.),

147-9; Hamilton's Resources, 247-51; HiMon's Hand-book, 378; Hodge's Ariz.,

198-9; lioyt's Ariz., MS,, 5-7; Safford's Arizona, in S. F. Spirit of the Times,
Deo. 25, 1877; Ariz. Scraps, 57; Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., v. 10; vi. 91, 206.

Provision was made by the first legislature in 1864 for a territorial library
at the capital, to contain miscellaneous as well as law books; through the in-

fluence of McCormick, a considerable quantity of books was obtained from
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the east, as a beginning; and the journals of the early sessions contain cata-
logues of the collection. According to the governor's message of 1877, the
library then contained 2,200 vols, worth $8,200. Respecting the status of

this institution in recent years, I have found no information.
The library was to have a ' historical department ' for the especial perser-

vation of aU written and printed matter pertaining to the territory. When-
ever the accumulation of MS. was sufficient for a vol. of 200 p., it was to
be published at the public expense. At the same time an Historical Society
was organized and chartered. A few years later this society and a Pioneer
Association had united and opened a library and reading-room at Prescott;
but in the bloody ordeal through which Ariz, was called to pass, all these
praiseworthy enterprises come to naught. At the beginning of 1SS4, how-
ever, a new Pioneer Society was organized, which, I think, still exists, with
some prospects of usefulness. Anz. Hist. Son., Ohartei; etc., Prescott, 1864,
12mo, 16 p.; Id., Comp. Laws, 541; Howell Code, 171; Hayes' Scraps, Ariz.,

ii. 38-9, 120; Hmjt's Ariz., MS., 3-4; Sac. Uecord-Union, Feb. 2, 1884.

The various secret and other societies of Masons, Odd Fellows, etc. , are

firmly established in most of the Arizona towns; and a very good account of

such organizations is found in the work of Elliott & Co. Hamilton, Hesources,

p. 251-3, and E. & Co., p. 151-3, give church statistics, from which it appears
that there are 25 churches in the territory, of which the catholics—under J.

B. Salpointe as bishop of Tucson—have 8, the methodists—with G. H. Adams
as president of the mission—6, baptists 4, presbyterians 3, congregationalists

2, and episcoj)alians 9, besides the Mormon churches on the Colorado Chi-
quito, Gila, and Salt River. The figures given represent church buildings,

but the different associations do some missionary, charitable, and Sunday-
school work in other settlements. There are also some religious exercises

—

both Christian and aboriginal—on the different Ind. reservations. According
to the census of 1870, there were only 4 churches, worth .?24,000. The finest

edifice is the old mission church at Bac, where services are held every Sunday.
A list of Arizona newspapers in 1884 is given by Elliott & Co. as follows:

Phoenix (D. and W.) Ariz. Gazelle, from '83, H. H. McNeil, editor. Phcenix
(D. and W. ) Herald, from '79, N. A. Morford, ed. Phcenix (W. ) Union,, from
'83, Aguirre & C'elis, ed. Phcenix (W.) Mercurio, from '84, ]?. T. Ddvila, ed.

Clifton (W.) Clarion, from '83, D. L. Sayre, ed. Tucson (i). and W.) Citizen,

from '70, W. W. Hayward, ed. Tucson (W.) Mining Inde.r, from '83, O. W.
Barter, ed. Tucson (D. and W.) Star, from '77, L. C. Hughes, ed. Tucson
(W. ) Live Stock Journal, from '84, Cameron, ed. Tucson (W. ) Fronterizo, from
'78, C. I. Velasco, ed. Tucson (W.) Ariz. Methodist, from '81, Geo. H.
Adams, ed. Quijotoa (W. ) Prospector, from '84, H. Brook, ed. Globe (W.

)

Ariz. Silver Belt, from '78, A. H. Hackney, ed. Prescott (D. and W.) Ariz.

Journal, from '72, J. C. Martin, ed. Prescott (D. and W. ) Cnurier, from '82,

J. H. Marion, ed. Prescott (D. andW.) Ariz. Miner, from '64, W. 0. O'Neil,

ed. Flagstaff (W. ) Champion, from '83, A. E. Fay, ed. Tombstone (D. and
W.) Epitaph, from '80, C. D. Reppy, ed. Benson (W.) Herald, from '83, \\'.

A. Nash, ed. Florence (W. ) Ariz. Enterprise, from '80, L. F. Weedin, ed.

St John (W.) Orion Era, from '83, M. P. Romney, ed. St John (W.) Apaclte

Chief, from '84, Geo. A. McCarter, ed. Mineral Park (W. ) Mnjiwe Co. Miner,

from '82, J. J. Hyde, ed. Yuma (W.) Aria. Sentinel, from "71, J. W. Dor-
rington, ed. Holbrook (W.) Times, from '84, H. Reed, ed. Wilcox (W.)
Sulplmr Val. Neios, from '84, Montague, ed. Several other papers, suspended
before '84, have been incidentally mentioned elsewhere. The oldest was the

Arizonian, pub. at Tubac and Tucson, in 1858-9. The pioneer press used for

this paper was later used for the Tombstone Nuriyet, and was rendered worth-

less by one of the fires, ace. to E. & Co. The Mineral Park Miner of Aug. 30,

'85, mentions the Casa Grande Voice of Ariz., Phcsnix Territorial Chronicle,

one at Kingman, and another at Nogales, making 28 at that date. See also

Pettinrfdl's Newsp. Dir., 197 etseq.; Barter's Dir. Tiic.ton, 1881, p. 38-9; Pac.

Coast Dir., 1871-3, p. 154-5; Tucson D. Citizen, Oct. 14, 1880; S. F. Bulletin,

Feb. 6, 1882.



CHAPTEK XXIV.

COUNTIES AND TOWNS OF ARIZONA.

1864-1887.

County Map—Apache County—Coal, Live-stock, and' Mop.mons—St

John and Holbrook—Yavapai—Mines of Gold and Silver—Crrr

or Presoott—Mojavb and Pah-Ute—Mining Districts—Minebal

Park—Yuma—Colorado Bottom—Gold Placers—Hot Deserts—
Yuma City and Ehbenbeeg—Pima—A Land of History and Tra-

dition—Papagueria—Tucson the Metropolis—Quijotoa—Cochise—
Land oe the Chieicahuas—Mineral Wealth—Tombstone, Bisbeb,

Benson, and Willcox—New Counties oe the Gila Valley—Mari-

copa—Farms and Canals—Phcenix—Pinal County—Mining and

Agriculture— Florence— Casa Grande— Gila County— Globe—
Graham County—Grazing Lands and Copper Mines—Pueblo Viejo

Valley—Solomonvillb and Clifton.

A MAP showing the county boundaries, as accurately

as is possible on a small scale, is given on the next

page. Apache county, so named from the Indian

tribe, or perhaps immediately from the fort, has an
area of 20,940 square miles, ranking second in extent.

It was created from Yavapai by act of 1879 and cur-

tailed in 1881 by the cutting-ofF of that part of Gra-
ham between the Black and Gila rivers. The county
seat was originally at Snowflake, but was moved to

Springerville in 1880, and to St John in 1881. That
portion north of latitude 35°, or of the railroad, is a

region of plateaux and mesas from 4,000 to 7,000 feet

above the level of the sea, with peaks rising to nearly

twice those heights. The few streams run in deep
canons and are dry in summer, and though the plateau

produces good grass, the country is for the most part

valueless for agricultural purposes. Here, however,
(606)
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are immense coal deposits, which are sure to assume
great value in time. The northern portion is covered
by the Moqui and Navajo Indian reservations, having

Counties of Arizona.

practically no white inhabitants. The Moqui towns

and the ruins of Chelly Canon are among the most

interesting relics of antiquity to be found in the United

States; Fort Defiance is the oldest post in the county

;

and the famous 'diamond-fields,' of 1872 are to be

found—on the maps—in the extreme north. South
Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 39
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of the railroad the county is well watered by the

Colorado Chiquito and its branches, supporting a

population of nearly 6,000, a prominent element be-

ing the Mormons, numbering about 3,000, and whose
occupation dates from 1876-7. Besides the grazing

and farming lands, there are valuable forests of pine.

The extreme south, about Fort Apache, is included

in the San Cdrlos, or White Mountain, Indian reser-

vation. St John, the county seat, is a thriving village

of over 1,000 inhabitants, with two newspapers; and
Holbrook on the railroad, with a population of about

500 and one newspaper, is the distributing point for

all the county.^

Yavapai county, so named from the Indian tribe,

was one of the four original counties created by the

first legislature of 1864. At that time it included over

half of the whole territory—all north of the Gila and
east of the meridian of 113° 20'; and it still comprises

more than one fourth, with an area of about 28,000

square miles.^ North of latitude 35°, or of the rail-

' The successive county changes have been noticed in chap, xxi., in connec-
tion with legislati%'e proeeedings; so also the Ind. reservations, coal-fields.

Mormons, and some other topics in other chapters. Census statistics o£ 1880
are as follows: pop. 5,283; by towns, St John 546, Springerville 364, Snow-
flake 275, Brigham City 191, Walker 165, Sunset 161, Woodruff 66; no. of

farms 96, value $62,596, implements, etc., §4,384, produce $63,960; crops,

barley 20,761 bush., wheat 11,075, corn 4,368, oats 564; improved land 5,389
acres; horses 665, mules and asses 72, oxen 440, cows 1,693, cattle 3,857,
sheep 30,606, swine 96; wool 86,681 lbs., butter 5,742 lbs., cheese 94,85 lbs.,

value of live-stock $123,992; assessment |600,000, tax $15,570. Hamilton's
Stat, for 1882-3 are, pop. 6,816, St John 1,200, Holbrook 500 (200 ace. to E.

& Co.); land under cultivation 13,000 acres, cattle 43,000, horses 3,000, mules
1,500, sheep 600,000; assessed valuation of all property in 1884 $1,090,000.

The stock industry is rapidly increasing ia late years. E. & Co. state that
the Mormon settlements have been nearly abandoned on account of alkali in

the soil. The St John papers are the Apache Chief and Orion Era, the latter

a Mormon organ; at Holbrook is published the Times. Near Holbrook are
extensive petrified forests. Winslow is a new railroad town in the east, cor-

responding nearly to the old Brigham City. Eben Stanley of la, a soldier in

the war of 1861-4, first came to Ariz, with a di-ove of govt cattle in 1866,
returning in 1869. For seven years he was a chief of scouts under Gen. Crook,
and since 1879 has been raising stock near Springerville. He has a wife,

Mary Stickard, and two children. R. 0. Kinder, engaged in sheep-raising,

is a native of 111., who came from Cal. in 1876.
'^A part of Maricopa was cut off in 1871 and 1877, part of Pinal in 1875,

Apache in 1879, part of Gila in 1881, and finally a part of Mojave in 1883.

See legisl. acts in chap. xxi. Hamilton gives the area, as 30,015 sq. m., but
ia seems not to have accounted for the loss of the N. w. corner. E. & Co.

make the area 37,000 m.
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road, is the Colorado plateau, cut to a depth of 1,000
to 6,000 feet by the grand canon of the great river,

and by the hardly less wonderful canons of the Colo-
rado Chiquito and other branches. This region has
some fine forests and extensive grazing lands, but as a
rule little water available for agriculture ; and it is for

the most part unoccupied, except by the Hualapai and
Suppai Indians, and by a few Mormons on the Utah
frontier. South of latitude 35°, the country is moun-
tainous, but has many fertile valleys, of which that of

the Verde is most extensive. It is well timbered, and
has in most parts plenty of water, the climate being
the most agreeable to be found in the territory. Here
the lands are tilled to some extent without irrigation.

All the mountains are rich in the precious metals ; but
most of the mines, as of the population, about 10,000
souls—perhaps considerably more^—are in the south-

western corner of the county. Prescott, founded in

1864 on Granite Creek, at an altitude of about 5,500

feet, is delightfully situated, and has many fine build-

ings of wood, brick, and stone. More than others in

Arizona, it is described as resembling an eastern town.

In 1864-7, Prescott was the temporary seat of gov-
ernment, and since 1877 has been the permanent cap-

ital; it has many large mercantile establishments; is

Avell supplied with banks and with public buildings;

and has three daily newspapers, including the Arizona

Miner, the oldest journal of the territory. Its popu-

lation is about 2,000. Flagstafi", with perhaps 500 in-

habitants, is tlie leading railroad town, and the centre

of an active lumbering and mercantile industry. The
Arizona Central Railroad to connect Prescott with the

Atlantic and Pacific in the north, and with Phoenix

in the south, is expected to accomplish great things

for the capital and for the country.*

^Hamilton gives the pop. in 1882 as 27,680, which is doubtless a great ex-

aggeration, though I have no means of determining the correct figures. Aco.

to the U. S. census of 1880, Yavapai had a pop. of 5,013, and Prescott 1,836.

Hodge gives the county pop. as 13,738 in 1876. Hinton, 15,000 in 1878. All

this is very confusing.
* Census statistics of 1880 are as follows: no. of farms 244, extent 45,013 a.,

average size 184 a., improved 11,239 a.-, value |337,950, val. implements
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Mojave, named from the Indian tribe, was another

of the four counties organized in 1864. At that time

$20,352; 'horses 2,685, mules 267, oxen 286, milk-eows 1,936, cattle 12,034,

sheep 34,680, swine 570, value of live-stock |435,502; wool clip 201,320 lbs.;

milk sold 27,.376 gal., butter 31,895 lbs., cheese 7,050 lbs. ; crop of barley 16,944

bush., corn 14,841, wheat 5,070, value of farm produce $149,872, assessment

$1,808,402, debt $152,570, tax |.69,202. Hamilton's stat. for 1883 are, cattle

75,000, horses 6,000, mules 2,000, swine 1,000, sheep 50,000; land cultiv.

6,500 a.; assessment for 1884, $3,785,131. Vote in 1882, 2,171.

Prescott is also the military headquarters of the territory. Ft Whipple be-

ing situated at a distance of only one mile, and Camp Verde about cO m. east.

It has two territorial libraries, law and miscellaneous. There is a fine brick

schpol-house and 5 churches. The newspapers are the Miner (estab. by Gov.

McCormick in 1864), Journal, and Courier. Some of the fint things are as

follows: 1st house of logs Fleury's, still standing; 1st clergyman Wm
H. Reid, who estab. a Sunday-school in '64; 1st marriage J. H. Dickson

to Mary J. Ehle, Nov. 17, '64, by Gov. Goodwin; first chQd bom Molly Sim-

mons Jan. 9, '65; 1st ball Nov. 8, '64; 1st Masonic lodge '65, Odd Fellows

'68; 1st and only earthquake '71; telegraph '73. Town incorporated 1881 and
1883. Ariz., Acts, 11th sess., 136; 12th sess., 66-107. See also on Prescott, es-

pecially its earlier history, besides Hinton, Hamilton, and Elliott & Co.,

Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., i. 197, 200, 269; ii. 120-2; Hodi/e's Ariz., 14, 148-51;

lioyt's Ariz., MS., 27-8; U. S. Govt Doc, 39th cong. 2d sess., H. Miscel. Doc.

24; Ind. Aff. Reft, 1864, p. 155; Land Off. Rept, 1865, p. 120; McCormick's

Oration, July 4, 1864, 12mo, 15 p; Rusling's Across ylTner., 397-418; Ariz.

Scraps, 120-4; Prescott Miner, Jan. 26, Mar. 9, June 29, July 20, Dec. 21,

1877; Dec, 27, 1878; June 11, 1880; Truman, in S. F. Bulletin, May 3, 1867;

Prescott Arizonian, Aug. 17, 1879; Tucson Star, Mar. 6, 1879.

Other towns of Yavapai are simply mining camps, one of the most flour-

ishing being Jerome, at the United Verde Co. s copper mines, with about 400
inhab. Mines of this and other counties have been briefly noticed in the pre-

ceding chapter. Flagstaff is noted for its stone store, its elevation of 6,500

ft, and fine climate, its forests, mills, game, and farming lands. A trail leads

to the wonderful Grand Cafion, but Peach Springs is the R. R. station nearest

to that most wonderful natural attraction, and also to the Hualapai Ind. res-

ervation.

Pauline Weaver, one of the earliest Americans who visited Ariz.
,
perhaps

before 1830, certainly as early as 1832, was a native of Tenn., about whose
life in detail very little is known. He wais a famous trapper and explorer,

acquainted with all the broad interior and its Ind. tribes. He discovered in

18B2 the Colorado placers, and the next years the Hassayampa mines, in the
district bearing his name. In 1865 he was tilling a patch of land on the same
stream. I have not found the date or circumstances of his death. Joseph R.
Walker crossed Ariz, between 1830 and 1840, was captain of the prospectors
of 1861-3, and discoverer of many mines in Yavapai. For a biog. sketch of

this tamous guide and mountaineer, see Pioneer Register, in Hist. Gal., v.

A. E. Fay of N. Y. came to Ariz, in 1876, and for two years edited the Tuc-
son Star; was clerk of the 10th legisl.; establishei the Tombstone Nugget in

1879; was clerk of the house, 12th legisl.; and in 1883 started the Arizona
Champion at Flagstaff, where he now resides as proprietor and business editor
of the paper. His wife was Amanda Hicklin. Edmond W. Wells, a lawyer
of Prescott, is a native of Ohio, who came to the territory in 1864. He wzis

for a time clerk in the Q. M. dept, and has been three times a member of the
council. His wife was Rosa Baughart, and they have four children. Wra
Wilkerson of Mo. crossed the plains to Oiil. in 1853, and came to Ariz, in
1869, mining for a time at Lynx Greek. He was for many years clerk of the
district and supreme courts, and was four times elected county recorder. He
resides at Prescott with his wife, who was Hattie Skinkle. S. C. Dickenson,
a native of N. Y,, came to the territory in 1875, and is a farmer at Date
Creek, with a wife and several children. Joseph R. Walker, born in Mo.
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it included all that part of Nevada south of latitude
37,° the county seat being Hardyville. In 1865 all

north of Roaring Rapid, or about 35° 50', was set off

as Pah-Ute county, -with the county seat at Callville,

moved the next year to St Thomas. In 1866 that
part of both counties lying west of the Colorado and
longitude 114° was attached to Nevada; in 1871 what
was left of Pah-Ute was reattached to Mojave; in

1877 the county seat was moved to Mineral Park;

1S32, was one of the famous party of prospectors under his uncle, Capt. Joe
Walker, in 1861-3. Ind. -fighter and miner for many years, he was sheriff of
Yavapai in 1878-80, and since has raised stock and carried on a butchering
business at Prescott. Portrait in E. & Co.'s Hut, 60. W. J. Mulomon of
Mass. came in 1875 from N. Mex. He has been a miner; also deputy sheriff
and sheriff of Yavapai, residing at Prescott. Wm Powell of III. came from
Nebraska in 1875, and is a stock-raiser at Cherry Creek. His wife was Julia
A. Allen, and he has a family of six children. Charles B. Rush of Mo. came
overland via Cal. in 1877. He is a lawyer and stock-raiser of Prescott, hav-
ing held the oflSce of district attorney. He married Mary Givens in 1880,
and has two children.

Charles L. Spencer, a merchant of Prescott, is a native of Ohio, born in
1852. He was m Ariz. 1870-.S, and came back in 1875. W. W. Hutchinson,
a wealthy cattle-man of Prescott, came to Ariz, in 1870. He was born in
Mo., came across the plains to Cal. in 1850, and was subsequently a miner at
Frazer River and in Idaho. He was married in 1877 to Mary Hawkins, and
in 1885, while on a pleasure trip in the east with his wife and adopted
daughter, died suddenly at N. Orleans. He had been member of the legisla-

ture and county supervisor. James L. Hall of N. H. was a soldier in the 5th
U. S. inf., serving in the Navajo wars of 1860-1 in N. Mex. Later he was a
miner, trader, and butcher in Id., Or., and Cal., until he came to Ariz, in

1877. He is a butcher at Prescott, having also held the positions of mayor
and probate judge. His wife was Catharine Odell of Canada, who has borne
him five children. He sends me some items about Navajo customs.

James M. Baker, a Miasouriau who came overland to Cal. in 1853, and
travelled over the Pac. territories from 1861, came to Ariz, with Dr Jones
from Salt Lake in 1866, married Sarah Ehle in 1870, and has been engaged in
stock-raising near Prescott.

Frank Kenly Ainsworth, M. D., was born in Vt, and came to Ariz, in

1880. His wife is Nellie H. Trowbridge. He has been member of the coun-
cil, surgeon-general of the territory, and president of the Medical Soc, re-

siding at Prescott.

John Goulder Campbell is a Scotchman, aged 60, who came to C?.l. over-

land by way of Mexico and Mazatlan in 1849. In 1864 he came to Arizona,
becoming a prominent merchant and stockman at Prescott. He was twice a
member of the legislature, county supervisor in 1871-2, and delegate in con-

gress in 1879. He married in Cal. 1857, and again at Washington in 1880,

having three children. I. N. Berry sells liquor at Flagstaff. He came from
Indiana, and spent some years in N. Mex. ; wife, Mary Parker.

Charles S. Black, from Maine, drove a band of cattle from Cal. in 1873,

having a farm and stock ranch in Kirkland valley.

Robert Connell, a liquor merchant of Prescott, and member of the legisla-

ture in 1883, is a native of Ark., who carne from Col. in 1874. He went to

Dl., for a wife in 1878, and has several children.

John Chartz raises cattle in Thompson valley. He is a Canadian, age 30,

Who lias been a sailor, and came from Cal. in 1873.
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and in 1883 the county north of the Colorado was ex-

tended east some 50 miles to Kanab Wash. The
present area is about 12,500 square miles. The region

is traversed from north to south by a succession of

mineral-bearing mountain ranges, separated by narrow

valleys, fertile, but for the most part without water,

though prospectively valuable for grazing purposes

with the aid of artesian wells. The most valuable

agricultural lands are embraced in the Colorado bot-

tom. The county has many rich mines of gold, silver,

copper, and lead, and from the beginning has been the

field of frequent excitements, alternating with periods

of depression. The railroad, however, has brought

the promise of increased prosperity. Its population

is about 1,500, of which Mineral Park, the county

seat, contains nearly one third. It is built chiefly of

adobe, and is the distributing point of supplies for the

different mining camps. Kingman is the principal

railroad town.°

'•statistics from the 10th census are as follows: pop. 1,1.90, at Mineral
Park 318, Ft Mojave 78; no. farms 41, average size 84 ac, extent 3,430 a.,

improved 1,557 a., value $39,670; implements, etc., §1,925; value of farm
products $19,998; horses 388, mules 66, oxea 18, milk-cows 248, cattle 3,483,

swine 161; value of live-stock $62,555; crop of barley 5,817 bush., com 430,

wheat320; milk712gal., butterl,5651bs. Assessment $470,943, tax §13,731,

debt$23,253. Hamilton's stat., pop. 1,910, assessed val. of property $1,756, 000,

land cultivated 1,000 a., cattle 10,000, horses 1,000, mules 500, swine 200,

sheep 2,000.

The region north of the Colorado is for the most part uninhabited, and
but partially explored. A portion of the Mojave Ind. live near the fort, and
not on the reservation farther south, frequenting the station at the Needles,

where the R. R. crosses the river. Ft Mojave dates from 1S58. Hardyville,

so named from Wm H. Hardy, a prominent pioneer, is at the practical head
of navigation on the Colorado, was formerly county seat, and was in early

mining excitements a bustling place, but is now nearly deserted. Aubrey
Landing, at the junction of the Colorado and Williams fork, is a point of dis-

tribution for the southern mining districts of Mojave. Large quantities of

ore are shipped at Kingman station both east and west. The Mojave Miner
is published at Mineral Park.
Wm or ' Bill ' Williams, for whom a branch of the Colorado was named,

was a famous mountain man, who in early years visited most parts of Ariz,

as of other regions in the great interior. He is said to have been in Mo. &
Methodist preacher, and was finally killed by the Ind. I find no reliable

dates or details respecting his Ariz, explorations. Adamson Cornwall, a na-

tive of Oregon, and sometime teacher in Cal., resides since 1875 near Signal

as a ranchero. He has been a member of the legislative assembly.

Robert Steen, of N. Y., came to Nav. in 1859, served as sheriff of Nye
CO., and came to Ariz, in 1873. He v/as a miner until 18S2, and since that

time has been sheriff of Mojave oo., residing at Mineral Park.
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Yuma is another of the original counties, named
like the rest from its chief aboriginal tribe ; and it is

the only county whose boundaries have never been
changed. It has an area of 10,138 square miles, and
is for the most part an arid desert, marked in the west
by parallel north and south ranges, and in the east by
detached spurs. The chief characteristic of its climate

is extreme heat. It will never do to publish a work
on Arizona without repeating John Phoenix' old story

of the wicked Yuma soldier, who, after death, was
stationed in a region reputed to be hot, yet was obliged

to send back for his blankets. The heat, however, is

much less oppressive than the thermometer would in-

dicate, the air being pure and healthful. Agricultural

possibilities depend mainly on the reclamation of Colo-

rado bottoms by extensive irrigation works, and there

are also broad tracts of grazing lands that may be

utilized by means of wells. With these artificial aids,

it is by no means improbable that in time Yuma may
take a very prominent rank among the counties of the

territory. Its placers on the Gila and Colorado were
the foundation of several 'rushes' from 1858 to 1864,

and are still worked to some extent, the sands in many
places being rich in gold if water could be obtained

for washing. Deep mines, as elsewhere noted, have
yielded rich treasures of silver, lead, and copper, the

mining industry here having been less disastrously

affected than elsewhere by Indian hostilities, and by
transportation difficulties. Yuma, or the region about

the Gila and Colorado junction, figures prominently

in the early Spanish annals, as already presented in

this volume, though the ill-fated missions were on the

California side, where also in later emigrant and ferry

times Fort Yuma, now abandoned, was the centre of

desert life. A remnant of the Yuma Indians, a once

powerful tribe of the Gila valley, has now a reserva-

tion on the California shore at the old fort. Arizona

City, since called Yuma, opposite the fort, came into

existence with the old ferry establishment, and though
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Encountering many obstacles, including several partial

destructions by flood, it prospered exceedingly from
r864-5, as the principal distributing point for all the
tiiilitary posts, towns, and mining camps in the terri-

tory. The coming of the railroad in 1877-—and Yuma
had the honor of a first visit from the iron horse—took
away much of its commercial glory; but it is still a
town of about 1,000 inhabitants, site of the territorial

J)rison, with a brisk local trade, and an excellent news-
paper in the Arizona Sentinel; and its position on the

railroad and the great river gives promise of perma-
lient prosperity within somewhat narrow limits. The
county seat has been here since 1871, being removed
from La Paz, a town which rose and fell with the

Colorado mining excitement of 1862-7. Ehrenberg,
founded—as Mineral City—in 1863, a few miles be-

low on the river, flourished with the decay of La Paz
from 1867-9, and became an active trade centre,

though losing for the most part its prominence when
the stage gave way to the locomotive. The Colorado
Indian reservation above La Paz, where a part of the

Mojave tribe have their home, has been noticed in

another chapter.®

^Yuma CO. statistics of the 10th census: pop. 3,215, Yuma city 1,200,

Ehrenberg 248, Raw Hide 40, Plomosa 39; farms 2, average size 965 a., ex-

tent 1,930 a., improved 500 a., value $6,500, implements $900; horses 39,

mules 3, cows 7, cattle 25, sheep 100, swine 35, val. of live-stock .'51,100; wool
300 lbs., barley 3,000 b., corn 1,251 b., wheat 400 b., value of farm products

$9,000; assessment |419,397, tax |12,802, debt $60,000. Hamilton's stat.,

pop. 3,922, assessment $1,000,000; cattle 5,000, horses 800, mules 300, swine
200; acres cultiv. 1,500. Hodge puts the pop. at 2,212 in 1876, and of the
pity 1,500, Ehrenberg 300. For sketch of Yuma co. and its history, see Yuma
Sentinel, Nov. 10, 1877; Apr. 19, 1879. Name of Arizona city changed to

Yuma city in 1873. Ariz., Acts, 1873, p. 39. See also, on the town, Hayes'
Scraps, Ariz., iv. 182, 188, 193, 272; v. 37, 109-10, 150; Ark. Sa-aps, 122-5,

133; Prescott Miner, July 13, 1877; Distw-neWs Dir., 1881, p. 199-200. On
Ehrenberg, Conklin's Pict. Ariz., 168; Ariz. Scraps, 124. On La Paz, Id.,

500; S. P. Times, Sept. 18, 1868.

Herman Ehrenberg, a German engineer, after an adventurous career in

Texas and in Cal. from 1847, came to Ariz, in 1854, and was one of the terri-

tory's most notable pioneers and prospectors. He gave his name to the town,
and was killed by Ind. on the Cal. side of the Colorado. He was a writer as
well as adventurer. See Pioneer Register in Hist. Cal. 3. W. Dorrington is

a prominent newspaper man of Yuma, being editor and proprietor of the Ari-
zona Sentinel, a paper which next to the Prescott Miner furnishes more items
on territorial annals than any other. Dorrington was born in N. Y., 1843,
and came via Cal. in 1869. Serving as clerk in the district court at La Paz
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Pima county, bearing like the others the name of
its aboriginal inhabitants, included at the time of its

organization in 1864 all south of the Gila and east of
Yuma, or nearly all of the Gadsden purchase. A
part of Maricopa was cut off in 1873, of Pinal in 1875,
Cochise and a part of Graham in 1881. Its present
area is about 10,500 square miles. Tucson has always
been the county seat, and in 1867-77 was also the ter-

ritorial capital. Western and northern Pima, the
former known as Papagueria, is an arid plain sparsely

covered in spots with grass and shrubs; not without
fertility, but having for the most part no water, and
dotted here and there with isolated mountains and
short ranges. The south-eastern portion in and ad-

joining the valley of the Santa Cruz, the county's

only stream of importance, but sinking in the sand

before reaching the Gila, is a fertile and agreeable

region, though not well wooded or watered, and bor-

dered by lofty mountain ranges. Here were the only

Arizona settlements of Spanish and Mexican times,

the presidios and missions of the Apache frontier dat-

ing from early in the eighteenth century. This early

history has been as fully presented as the fragmentary

records permit, and need not be even outlined here.

The prosperity and antiquity of these establishments

have always been exaggerated by modern writers, but

their very existence under the circumstances was re-

and Yuma to 1876, he was later several times a member o£ the legislature and
council.

Charles Baker, a butcher at Yuma, is a New Yorker, who came overland

to Cal. in 1858, and to Ariz, in 1862. Wife Concepcion Rodriguez, 2 children.

Abraham Frank, of German birth, came to the U. S. in 1854, and to Ariz,

in 1867. He opened a store at Ehrenberg, which he still owns, having also a

store at Yuma, and being also a contractor for govt supplies. He married

Tomasa SortiUon in 1883, and has one child. Has been member of the legis-

lature and supervisor of Yavapai.
Geo. E. Bateman, whose P. O. address is Yuma, is interested in the

Blythe colony on the lower Colorado. He is a native of Mass., who came to

Cal. in 1849, and has lived and travelled much in Mex. Has a Mex. wife and

a son.

Geo. M. Thatcher of Me, a liquor merchant at Yuma, was a miner in

W. T., also visiting Australia, until he came to Ariz, in 1866 by way of Utah
and down the Colorado in a boat. He has been supt of the penitentiary and

county supervisor. His wife was Aurora Santoya, and they have two
children.
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luarkable. Their nearest approach to real prosperity
was in 1790 to 1815. The north-eastern and south-
eastern parts of tlie county are traversed by the
Southern Pacific and Guaymas railroads, respectively.

With about 15,000 inhabitants, Pima is the most
populous of all the counties, and many of its mining
districts, as elsewhere noted, give good promise of
future wealth. Tucson, founded in 1776, having at
times in the old regime a population of over 1,000,

but greatly reduced in the last days of Mexican and
first of American rule, gained something by the disas-

ters of 1861, which depopulated the rest of the county,

still more by the renewal of mining industry follow-

ing the peace of 1873-4, and received its last and
greatest impetus on the completion of the railroad.

With 10,000 inhabitants or a little more, about one
third being of Mexican race, Tucson is and is likely to

remain the territorial metropolis and centre of trade.

Large portions of the city have still tlie characteris-

tics of a Spanish American town with its adobe build-

ings; but recent improvements have been marked and
rapid, brick and wood replacing to a considerable ex-

tent the original building material. Its schools,

churches, and other public buildings are not dis-

creditable to an American town of the century, while

many merchants transact wholesale business on a

large scale. The other old settlements of the valley,

such as Bac, Tubac, Tumacdcori, and Calabazas, must
still seek their glory in the remote past or future.

At San Javier still stands the famous old church of

mission times, which constitutes the county's most
notable relic of modern antiquity. Here also is the

reservation set apart for the Pdpagos, an interesting

portion of Pima's population, and in many respects

Arizona's most promising aboriginal tribe. At Qui-

jotoa in the west two new towns sprang into existence,

Logan and New Virginia, but their future, depending

on that of the mines, is at present problematic or even

doubtful. Nogales is the frontier custom-house town
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on tlie railroad, part of it being in Sonora. With
Pima county's position on the Mexican border, its

strong element of foreign and Indian population, its

old-time history and traditions, its bloody Indian wars
perhaps finally ended in 1886, its peculiar political and
secession experiences of 1861—2, and its successive

periods of excitement and depression in mining indus-

try, it must be regarded as the representative county

of Arizona in the past; and in the future, "with its

metropolis, its undeveloped mineral resources, its fer-

tile though limited farming lands, and its existing and
projected railroad facilities, Pima is not unlikely to

retain its prominence/ '

' Pima statistics of the ICth census of 1880, including Cochise and Graham
at that time, as must be noted: pop. 17,C03, Tucson 7,C07, Smithville 14S,

Maxey 14:5, Ilarlowville 55, Ft Lowell £27; no. farms 137, average size

175 a., extent 23,986 a., improved 9,235 a., value $220,200, implements

S18,6£3; horses 1,328, mules 208, o::en 218, cows 3,171, cattle 8,353, sheep

11,125, swine 636, value of live-stock C2S5, 373; barley 33,511 b., com 9,406 b.,

wheat 9,890 b., wool 23,3C0 lbs., milk 6,280 gal., butter 8,390 lbs., cheese

1,COO lbs. , value of farm products ^iCS,837, assessment C2,85 1,212, tax CI 1 7, 325,

debts |G5,2C4. Hamilton's stat; of 1882-3: assessment £5,CC0,C00, pop.

17,425, catLle 75,000, horses 6,C30, mules 2,000, swine 1,103, sheep 5,000,

culiivated land 3,000 a. For sketches of the county, see Arizona Scraps,

123; Yuma Sentinel, March 15, Nov. 16, 1878; Jan. 18, 1879; Tucson Star,

Jan. 9, 1879.

Tucson was incorporated in 1877, extended in 1881, and reincorporated in

1833. Ariz., Acts, lG'/7, p. 52-G3; ]d., Laws, 1881, p. 20; 1CC3, p. lGl-211.

Hamilton says the Pimas pronounce Tucson ChooJcson, and that ii means ' black

creek. ' I question the firat part of this statement, or at leact that such was
the original Pima pronunciation. Tlie city has fine public buildings, cathe-

dral, 4 churches, 5 hotels, public and high school, opera house, two flour-

mills, R. R. shops, 8 newspapers—2 of them daily and 2 Spanish—electric

lights, and water brought m pipes 7 miles from the river. Hotel arrivals in

1882 were over 40,000. On Tucson, besides Hamilton, Hinton, and Elliott &
Co., see Barter's Directory, 1831, p. 9-13; Distumell's Bus. Dir., 1881, p.

184-7; Californian, Apr. 1880, p. 370-1; Hodge's Ariz., 153^5; Euslings

Across Amer., Zlir-5; Waslibum, in Cindnnaiits' Trav., 343; Hayes' Diary, MS.,

45-9; Huglies' [Law), Pima Co. and Tucson MS.; Ariz. Scraps, 37-8, 92, 123,

230, 502; Hayes' Scraps, Ariz., iii. 153, 1G4-5, 312-13; iv. 70, 111-12, 140-7,

301-2; v. 349-50; Tucson Star, W., Feb. 13, 1879, Jan. 1, Aug. 20, ICSO; D.,

Jan. 20, 1880; Id., Citizen, W., March 7, 1879; June 23, 1880; D., Aug. 11,

1880; Yuma Sentinel, Sept. 22, 1877; Phcenix Herald, June 12, 1032; Prescott

Miner, Feb. 5, 1875; S. F. Bulletin, Nov. 19, 1858; Mar. 1, 4, 1079; S. F.

Alta, Aug. 31, 1867; June 5, 1880; ,S. F. Herald, Jan. 18, 1C50; S. F. Times,

Oct. 24, 18C3; S. F. Clironicle, Mar. 14, 1881; S. F. Call, Apr. 2, 1881; S. F.

Post, Jan. 4, ICGl.

Many Pima co. pioneers have been mentioned in connection with terri-

torial annah. Samuel Hughes was born a V/ales, 1329, coming to the tJ. S.

in, 1838, and overland to Cal. in 1C;:0. In Cd. and Or. he had a varied ex-

peritoce as fisherman, cook, miner, cat:,le-tra(ler, and In:lian-fighter. In

1858 he camo to Ariz, and settled at Tucson, where he has become a wealthy

owner of live-stock and real estate. He has furnished many items for my
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Cocliise county, named for the famous chief of the
Chiricaiiua Apaches, lies east of Pima, from which it

was cut off in 1881, forming the south-eastern corner
of the territory, and having an area of 5,925 square
miles. The county seat is at Tombstone. It is a re-

gion of wooded mountains andgrassy valleys, affording

a considerable area of grazing lands, but only slight

agricultural promise, for lack of water. The San
Pedro is the only permanent stream, carrying but
little water in summer; but artesian wells have
proved successful in Sulphur Spring, one of the
county's eastern valleys. The stock-raising industry

promises well; but it is to the wonderful metallic

wealth of its hills that Cochise owes its world-wide

use respecting early times in Pima and the growth of Tucson. Solomoii
Warren, according to Elliott, came from Yuma in 1853, and opened the first

American store at Tucson. Teodoro Ramirez, a native and formerly an
ofiicial diiring the Mex. regime, died at Tucson in 1871, at the age of about
94. Amasa B. Sampson is a native of Mass., 'who went to Kansas in 1855,
serving wi'Jh. Gen. Lane's free-state forces, and later going to Pike's Peak,
where he was sheriff. In 1861-5 he served with the Col. volunteers in N.
Mex., and was subsequently a merchant at Helena, Jlout., and at S. Francisco,

Coming to Tucson in 1079 he has since carried on a large tobacco business,

and was elected county recorder in 1SS4. He married Anna Gallagher in
1035. Ha seems to be a deservedly popular man. Chas Tozer, a well-known
mining expert, was speaker of the 1st legislature. He came to Tucson about
1056, and ooamanded the party that attempted to rescue Crabb and his fili-

busters in Sonora. R. H. Paul, for several terms sheriff of Pima co., is a.

native of Mass., who was a sailor in early life, coming to Cal. in 1849. There
he was a miner in 1849-54 and 1861-72; constable and sheriff in Calaveras
CO. in 1854r-Gl; and from 1872 an employe of Wells, Fargo, & Co., in which
capacity he came to Ariz, in 1878. He married Margaret Coughlan in 1862, and
has three children. Portrait in E. & Co.'s Hist., 244. Geo. J. Roskmge, a
prominent surveyor and Freemason of Tucson, was born in England 1845,
coming to the U. S. in 1870, and to Ariz, from Col. in 1872. He came in a.

party seeking timber lands, and had at the start some exciting adventures
with Indians. Joining a surveying party as cook and packer, he became
chief draughtsman in the surv.-gen. s office, deputy surveyor of Ariz, and
N. Mex., and city and county surveyor. He was also supt of irrigation,

member of the board of education, and grand sec. of the Masons. H. E.
Lacy, an Englishman, came to the U. S. in 1834, and served with the Cal.

volunteers in Ariz. 1865-6. He came back to Ariz, in 1866, and was a trader
at Ft Goodwin and Camp Apache, representing Apache co. in the council of
1383, and now living at Tucson as a money-lender. Gilbert AY. Hopkins,
one of the early pioneers, was a member of the 1st legislature, and regent of

the university. He was killed by Apaches near Ft Buchanan in Feb. 1865.

B. H. Hereford, a native of Miss., went to Chih. in 1849, and to Cal. in 1853,
being for seven years clerk for his brother who was district attorney of Sac-
ramento CO. From 1863 he was county clerk, deputy sheriff, and book-keeper
for the Bonanza firm in Nev., coming to Ariz, in 1876, and there practising
law. Ho was a member of the council and district attorney of Pima, resid-

ing at Tucson. His son Frank was Gov. Tritle's private secretary.
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fame, and particularly to developments in the Tomb-
stone lodes, which have proved by far the most exten-

sive and productive in the territory. This region has
been the field of the most bloody and longest continued
Indian atrocities; and it has suffered much in later

3'ears from the pest of border outlaws ; but it is hoped
that its pioneer troubles and youthful irregularities

are for the most part at an end. Tombstone, where
the first house was built in 1879, and which has been
twice nearly destroyed by fire, has been the most
flourishing mining camp in the territory, and is now
a town of nearly 4,000 inhabitants, chiefly built of

adobe, but having many fine brick structures. An
ample and excellent supply of water is brought from
the Huachuca mountains, over 20 miles distant; and
the city is well supplied with newspapers, schools,

churches, and mercantile establishments, to say noth-

ing of saloons and other adjuncts of civilization. Bis-

bee, in the extreme south, is a town of nearly 500
inhabitants, built up at the works of the Copper
Queen Company, and the prospective centre of a rich

mining district. Benson is at the junction of the

Guaymas railroad with the main overland line, and
the centre of a large grazing district, having large

smelting-works, a newspaper, and a population of 500.

Fairbanks, on the Guaymas railroad, is the point of

departure of stages for Tombstone. Willcox, with

about the same population, is a railroad station in the

north-east, the point of departure for places in Graham
and Gila counties, having also its newspaper.^

^ The 10th census has no statistics for Cochise, then a part of Pima, except

the pop. of the following towns: Tombstone 973, Charleston 350, C. Bowie
184, Contention 150, Dos Cabezas 126. Hamilton's statistics are: pop. 9,640,

assessed value $4,263,684, cattle 70,000, horses 4,000, mules 3,000, swine 500,

sheep 5,000, cultivated land 4,000 a. Mining stat. have been given in another

chapter. Elliott & Co. 's stat. : cattle 52,0G0, horses 4,000, mules 2,200, swine

1,000, sheep 5,000, value of live-stock ^2,180,000. 5,000 of the 5,925 sq. m.

are agricultural lands! Something of the growth of 'lombstone has been re-

corded in connection with mining. The destructive fires were in 1881-2, but

the excellent water supply has now greatly reduced the danger, though it did

not prevent the destruction of the pumping-works in 1886. The public build-

,
ings include a county court-house of brick, costing J43,000, a fine city hall,

and school building. There are 4 churches, 2 hotels, theatre, and bank. The
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We now come to the four new counties along the
Gila, cut off at different dates since 1871 from Yavapai
on the north and Pima on the south. The eastern-

most is Maricopa, created in 1871, increased from Pima
in 1873, losing part of Pinal in 1875, extended in the
north-east to longitude 110° in 1877, and losing north-
ern Gila in 1881. Its present area is 9,354 square
miles, and its county seat has been Phoenix from the
first. The name, like those of all the counties before

mentioned, is that of the principal aboriginal tribe.

The extreme western portion does not differ much in

its natural features from Yuma, having in the north
the famous Vulture mines and in the south the Myers
district. Above the big bend, however, on the Gila,

Salt, and Verde rivers, the plain is favorably situated

for irrigation from the streams; and this eastern portion

of Maricopa, especially the Salt River valley, forms
the largest and most available body of farming land

in the territory. By canals that have been and are

being constructed, large areas of the desert are being

newspaper is the Epitaph,. For several years the city has been under a cloud,
but there seems to be no permanent foundation for depression. The city was
incorporated in 1881. Ariz., AcU, 11th leg. ass., 39-78. Thefilesof the Tomb-
stone Epitaph, Nugget, and Mecord contain of course much information about
the town, as also the San Francisco papers. See also Califorvian, July 1S81,

p. 53-7; Dislurnell's Bus. Dir., 1881, p. 171-5; Ariz., Scraps, 431; and of

course full descriptions in Hamilton and Elliott.

Ed Sohieifelin and Richard Gird, both residents of Cal. in later years,
were the discoverers of the Tombstone mines. W. H. Savage, county and city
attorney at Tombstone, is an Irishman who came to the U. S. in 1847. In
the war of 1861-5 he enlisted four times in the navy, cavalry, and infantry,
reaching the rank of lieut, J. V. Vickers is a real estate and insurance
agent at Tombstone, also interested in mining and stock-raising. He came
to Ariz, in 1880, being a native of Pa, and a merchant in N. Y. city in 1874r-

80. Benj. Williams, a native of England, came to the U. S. in 1855, to Oal.
in 1874, and from Nev. to Ariz, in 1878. He has furnished interesting and
useful information about the town and its mines. Among other prominent
citizens of Tombstone are the following: Judge W. H. Stilwell, in 1880 asso-
ciate judge of the supreme court; E. C. Dunn, M. D., who settled at Tomb-
stone in 1881; F. L. Moore, the vice-president and manager of the Cochise
Hardware and Trading Company; P. B.Warnekros, a general merchant; S. C.
Bagg, proprietor of the Tombstone Prospector; J. P. McAllister, a foundry-
man; B. S. Coffman, superintendent of the Water Vail Mining Company;
J. E. Durkee, the largest freighter in Arizona; J. J. Patton, who is in the
harness and saddlery business; J. S. Robbins, manager and half owner of the
Whitbeck Land and Cattle Co. ; S. L. Hart, a dealer in hardware and fire-

arms; and L. W. Blinn, a lumber merchant, and president of the Xempe
Land Improvement Company.
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transformed into grain-fields, orchards, vineyards, and
gardens. Apparently the county must always main-
tain its agricultural supremacy. Here is one of the
Pima Indian reservations, and here the Mormons have
their most prosperous settlements. The county's great
need is additional facilities for transportation, which
will be afforded by a railroad connecting the Atlantic
and Pacific and Prescott in the north with the South-
ern Pacific—which traverses Maricopa from east to

west, south of the Gila—and Tucson in the south.
The population is about 6,000. The first settlement
was at Wickenburg in the extreme north in 1863 ; but
the valley settlement, the digging of canals, the raising

of crops, and the building of houses date from 1867-8
;

and the founding of Phoenix—so called from the new
civilization that was expected to rise here from the
ashes of the past—from 1870. This is a thriving

town of some 3,000 inhabitants, built largely of adobe,
,but with many structures of brick and wood, on an
open plain formerly classified as desert but now distin-

guished among Arizona towns for its wealth of shade
trees and attractive homes. Excessive heat is the
only drawback to comfort in this favored region. The
city is reached by a stage route of about 30 miles from
Maricopa station on the Southern Pacific, but railroad

connection with the north and south cannot be long

delayed.'

'Maricopa (including northern Gila) statistics of the 10th census: pop.

6,689, Phcenix 1,708, Seymour 258, Mesa City 151, Tempe 135, Utahville
123, Wickenburg 104, Wheatlield 72; no. of farms 171, average size 205 a.,

e::ieut 35,011 a., improved 19,447 a., value $287,180, implements $24,465;
horses 1,151, mules 192, oxen 13, cows 1,623, cattle 2,954, sheep 8, swine

1,904, value of live-stock |161,406; wool 24 Iba., milk 4, 600 gal., butter $7,800
lbs.; barley 125,138 b., com 2,165, b., wheat 87,315; value of farm products

1210,785, assessment $915,131, tax $27,575, debt $76,394. Hamilton's stat.

of 1882-3: pop. 6,408, assessed value $2,078,147, cattle 8,000, horses 5,000,

mules 1,500, swine 7,000, sheep 1,500, land cultivated 35,000 a. Elliott & Co. 's

stat. of 1883: assessment $1,939,231, acres of alfalfa 3,973, vines 213,420,

fi-uit-trees 30,260; product of wheat 13,686,780 lbs. or 24§ b. per acre, barley

13,792,091 lbs. or 26^ b. per acre, wheat raised by Ihd. 2,000,000 lbs., cotton

3,390 lbs. on 5 a. These stat. were taken from the Phoenix Gazette. On the

organization of the county and successive changes in the boundaries, see Ariz.,

Acit, 1871, p. 53-4; 1873, p. 87; 1877, p. 12. On Maricopa co. and Salt River

valley, see, besides the references given below for Phoenix, Yuma Sentinel,
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Farther east on the G-ila is Pinal county, named
for its pine groves, or perhaps directly from the Pinal
Apaches, created in 1875 from Pima and Yavapai,
slightly extended westward in 1877 to correct an error

of boundary, and losing the Globe district of southern
Gila in 1881. Its present area is 5,210 square miles,

and its county seat Florence. The southern portion

of the county is largely a desert, traversed in the west
by the railroad and the underground channel of the

Santa Cruz, and in the east by the San Pedro and
several ranges of mineral-bearing mountains. In the

northern hills are several mining districts grouped

around the famous Silver King as a centre. Along
the Gila, which traverses the county from east to

west, is a body of fine irrigable land, similar to that

in Maricopa, though of less extent. In the west,

lying along the river, is the Pima reservation, parts

of which have been cultivated for centuries with

undiminished yield; while farther up the valley

eastward is a tract irrigated and utilized by settlers

in recent years, and closely resembling in most re-

spects that on Salt River. The lower San Pedro
also contains a limited amount of good farming land.

April 21, 1877; April 12, 1879; Prescott Miner, Nov. 2, 9, 1877; Tucson Citizen,

May 30, 1879; S. F. Call, Feb. 16, 1879; Arizona Scraps, 19, 123.

Phcsnix has 5 churches, 2 of adobe, 2 of brick, and one of wood; a two-
story brick school-house; fine brick court-house; 4 newspapers, the Herald,
Gazette, Mercurio, and Union; an ice-factory, brewery, and flouring mill which
in 1883 turned out 3,000,000 lbs. of flour. The city was incorporated in 18S1.

Ariz., Acts, 105-16. On the history and condition of Phoenix, the Plicenix

Herald file contains a large amount of information; see also Hayes' Scraps,

Ariz., vi. 110; Ariz. Scraps, 19, 133; Prescott Arizonian, July 19, 1879; Cal.

Agriculturist, ii. 10. Jonesville, the oldest Mormon settlement, dates from
1877, and has a pop. of about 150; Mesa City was founded in 1878; Tempo is

a pleasant village with a large flouring mUl.
John Y. T. Smith is named as the 1st settler in Salt River valley, and J.

W. Swilling as the originator of the 1st irrigating canal. Henry Wicken-
burg, for whom the town was named, came from CeJ. in 1862, and discovered

the famous Vulture mine. He was still living in 1875, and perhaps 10 years

later. James Stinson resides at Phoenix, and has a stock ranch in the Tonto
Basin. He is a native of Maine, came to Cal. in 1855, and after extensive

wanderings in the northern territories, to Ariz, from Colorado in 1873. His
wife was Melissa Bagley, and they have two children. M. H. Sherman of

N. Y. came in 1873 as principal of the Prescott schools. He was elected

supt of public instruction in 1880, and appointed adj. -gen. in 1883. He is

president of a bank at Phoenix.
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The railroad extends about 70 miles across the south-
western part of the county ; and in this region stands
also the famous Casa Grande, an adobe structure

which was probably seen by the Spaniards in 1540,
and was certainly built at a much earlier date. Flor-

ence, on the Gila, is the county seat and metropolis,

and has a population of over 1,000, in many respects

resembling the town of Phoenix. Casa Grande sta-

tion, with nearly 500 inhabitants, is the principal

railroad town, and Silver King and Pinal are the

most flourishing settlements of the mining region.

By reason of its situation and varied resources, this

county bids fair to be permanently one of the most
prosperous in Arizona. The Deer Creek coal-field, of

great prospective value, is on the eastern frontier of

Pinal, within the Indian reservation. A large por-

tion of the county is included in the Reavis land

grant.^"

'"Pinal statistics of the 10th census: pop. 3,044, Florence 902, Pinal 166;
Maricopa 96, Miami 53, Sanford 39, Casa Grande 33. no. of farms 76, average
size 215 a., extent 16,337 a., improved 7,841, value $173,750, implements |13,-

000, horses 542, mules 83, oxen 9, cows 478, cattle 3,537, sheep 5, swine 417,
value of live-stock |88,061, wool 14 lbs., milk 3,650 gal., butter 9,425 lbs.,

cheese 825 lbs., barley 33,800 b., corn 2,205 b., wheat 22,357, value of farm
products .$71,875, assessments $2,205,129, tax $36,831. Hamilton's statistics:

pop. 3,362, a.ssessed value $1,753,000, cattle 25,000, horses 2,000, mules 1,000;
swine 600, sheep 3,500, cultivated land 7,000 a., not including the Indian
farms. Assessed value in 1883, aoc. to E. & Co., $1,898,142. Florence was
founded in 1869, the 1st house having been built in 1866. Its buildings are of

adobe, and a laxge element of the pop. is Mexican. There are 2 hotels, 2
schools, catholic church, court-house, brewery, flouring mill, and many stores,

shops, etc. The newspaper is the Enterprise. Elliott notes Primrose Hill,

near the town, where Poston proposed to built a temple to the sun for the
Parsee worship, spending several thousand dollars in grading a spiral road to

the summit. Another of Poston's schemes was to establish an ostrich farm.

Pinal was formerly called Picket Post. It has a church and school, and a
pop. of nearly 400. Here are the mills of the Silver King Co. Its newspaper
is the Dnll. Silver King, with 500 inhab., is at the mine. It has 2 hotels,

and a fine hall. The mine was located in 1875. Casa Grande is an adobe
town, and is the principal shipping point and stage station for Florence,

Globe, and Quijotoa. Adamsville on the Gila is now abandoned. Levi Rug-
gles, the founder of Florence, where he resides as a merchant, came to Ariz,

in 1866 as Ind. agent. He was a member of the council in 1S73 and 1877,

also registrar and receiver of the land-ofSce. He is a native of Ohio, and hia

wife was Cynthia M. Tharp. Arthur Macy, born in N. Y. city, 1852, and
graduate of the school of mines, was R. R. and mining engineer, and expert

in N. Y., N. C, Col., and Id. down to 1883, when he came to Ariz, as supt
of the Silver King Mining Co. He has furnished an excellent account of the

discovery and history of this most famous of all Ariz, mines.

Hist. Akiz. and N. Mex. 40
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GUa county, named for the river, was created from
Maricopa and Pinal in 1881, being extended eastward
to the San Carlos in 1885. Globe City is its county
seat, and it is the smallest of Arizona counties, having
an area of 3,400 square miles, and a population of

about 1,500. Gila is essentially a mining county, its

settlement dating from the discovery of the Globe
district lodes in 1876, and all its many mountains and
ranges being rich in gold and silver, as noted in an-

other chapter. The mountains are also well timbered,

and the valleys, small but numerous, are fertile, with
abundance of grass, and some of them well watered

by the Salt River and its tributary creeks. Much of

the best land is, however, within the limits of the San
CArlos reservation, and thus closed to settlers. Globe
City, the chief town and county seat, is a flourishing

place on Pinal Creek, in the centre of the southern

part of the county, a town of wood and brick build-

ings, having nearly 1,000 inhabitants. The great need

of Globe, and of all the Gila camps, is railroad com-
munication with the outer world, the distance at

present to railroad stations, Willcox in the south-east

or Casa Grande in the south-west, being over 100

miles."

Graham county, so called probably from the moun-
tain peak of that name,^'^ was created in 1881 from

Thomas F. Weedin, editor and proprietor of the Florence Enterprise, is a
native of Mo., born in 1854, who learned his trade as printer at Kansas City,

first coming to the Pac. coast in 1875. He was a member of the 13th legis-

lature, and is a man enthusiastically devoted to the interests of his town and
county.

'' In the 10th census Gila is included in Maricopa and Pinal. The pop. of

Globe is given as 704. Hamilton's statistics of 1882-3: pop. 1,582, assessed

value 11,115,000, cattle 15,000, horses 1,000, mules 800, swine 300, sheep

3,000, cultivated land 1,500 acres. Globe may have been named from a

globe, or bowlder, of silver weighing 300 lbs., found here at the beginning.

The town has an altitude of over 4,000 ft, with an agreeable and healthful

climate. It has 2 churches, school, hotel, two newspapers—the Silver Belt

and Chronicle—bank, brewery, 12 stores, and all the usual establishments of

a mining camp and distributing point for other camps. Hamilton and Elliott

have but little to say in detail of the other camps, except in connection with the

mines, on which their existence depends. By reason of expensive transpor-

tation, with unwise and extravagant management, most of the mines have

been under a cloud in late years. Here, as in most other regions of Arizona,

.a railroad is projected.

'*The name Mt Graham is used by Emory in the report of his reconnois-
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Pima and Apache, the county seat being at first Saf-
ford, but moved to Solomonville in 1883. In 1885 a
small tract west of the San Cdrlos was cut off and
added to Gila, the remaining area being about 6,475
square miles. Its population is about 4,000. In the
north, west, and south are large tracts of excellent

grazing land, the half-dozen ranches of H. C. Hooker,
and especially the Sierra Bonita of 500 square miles,

with its thoroughbred horses and cattle, being famous
throughout the territory ; but a very large part of the
north-western region, about one fourth of the whole
county, is within the White Mountain Indian reserva-

tion. In the central portion of the Gila is a fine tract

of fertile and irrigable land, notably the Pueblo Viejo
valley, once inhabited by Pueblo tribes, as is indicated

by traces of aboriginal structures. This region is as

yet but sparsely settled, but is being gradually occu-

pied by Mormon and other settlers. In the east,

adjoining New Mexico on the tributaries of the San
Francisco, are the copper mines, which are among the

most productive in the world, this region being con-

nected by a narrow-gauge railroad with the Southern
Pacific at Lordsburg, New Mexico. Solomonville,

named for a pioneer family, is an adobe town of nearly

400 inhabitants, in the centre of the Pueblo Viejo

valley. Clifton, the metropolis, with a population of

about 1,000, is built in a canon of the San Francisco

River, where are the reduction-works of the Arizona
Copper Company, and is the terminus of the railroad.

Fort Grant and Camp Thomas are the county's mili-

tary posts, Smithville and Central are Mormon villages

on the Gila.
1^

sance of 1846, its origin not being stated. Otherwise, I should suppose it to

have been named for Graham, who was prominent in the boundary survey of

1850-2. The facts have escaped my search.
'^ Statistics of the 10th census: pop. of SolomonviUe 175, San Jose 186,

Safford 173, C. Thomas 112, C. Grant 243. Hamilton's stat.: pop. 4,229,

assessed value $1,181,064, cattle 20,000, horses 4,000, mules 1,000, swine 500,

sheep 10,000, cultivated land 7,000 acres. A large part of the pop. is Mexi-

can. Clifton has a newspaper, the Clarion, a school, 2 hotels, 8 stores, and
saloons more than sufficient for its needs. The town has all the characteris-

tics of a prosperous mining camp. Solomonville has a fine adobe court-house,
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Bchool, hotel, and the necessary stores and shops. It will doubtless become
the metropolis in time, being in the centre of a rich agricultural and grazing
region. Saflford, farther down the Gila, is a pleasant village, vr'uh a hotel,
flouring mill, and two stores. Fruits promise well in this region. The Mor-
mon settlements are below Safford. Thomas is a town of 10 stores, 2 hotels,

shops, etc., supported mainly by the adjacent military poit.
Geo. H. Stevens, county recorder, was born in Mass. 1844, and came to

Ariz, in 1866. He served as Indian agent at Camp Grant and S. Cirlos,
serving with Gen. Crook's scouts, being employed to remove the White Mfc
Apaches in 1875, and being post-treasurer at S. Clrlos till 1878, bsing abo the
owner of Eureka Springs raucho, and later of the Eagle Creek rancho, till

driven out by Ind. in loCO, when he settled in Pueblo Viejo valley. He was
three times a member of the legi:lature, clerk of board of supervisors, and
sheriff. Was at one time the only resident of the county. He resides at
Solomonville.

The fallowing residents of Arizona, who have kindly furnished me with

dictations, are also deserving of mention. In Tucson, M. G. Samaniego, in

1881 a member of the legislature, and in 1888 county assessor; G. N. Tich-

enor, a manufacturer and mining man; H. B. Tenney, editor and manager
of the Arizona Oitizen; A. Steinfeld, one of the leading merchants in Arizona;

A. Goldschmidt, a wholesale grocer; M. S. Snyder, a member of the legisla-

ture; C. A. Shibell, clerk and recorder of Pima county; G. H. Barnhart, a

mining man; F. L. Proctor, a stock-raiser; C. R. "Wores, the owner ot sam-

pling works; Major F. W. Smith, a native of Virginia; W. K. Meade, U. S.

marsh d; H. D. Underwood, a commission, mining, ami real estate man;
Gen, T. F. Wilson, a lawyer, and formerly U. S. consul to Brazil and eUe-

where; F. A. Austin, a merchant and mining man; Judge J. H. Wright,"

chief justice of Arizona. In Prescott, S. C. iliUer, a stock-raiser; C. S.

Hutchinson, a druggist; J. Lawler, a mining man; T. J. Eaman, a stock-

raiser; J. Dougherty, a general merchant; F. Q. Cockburn, manager of the

Arizona Sampling Works; Judge S. Howard, in 1884 chief justice of the ter-

ritory, and in 1 887 mayor of Prescott; T. W. Boggs, a mining man and ranch-

owner. In Phoanix, A. L. Meyer, in 1888 its mayor; 0. L. Mahoney, M. D.,

superintendent of thp insane asylum; W. J. Murphy, a contractor; H. E.

Kemp, whose business is in hardware and agricultural implements; E. Ganz,

a wholesale liquor merchant; A. C. Baker, the city attorney; J. W. Evans,

a real estate agent; C. Eschman, a druggist; J. Campliell, probate judge;

L. H. Chalmers and Judge W. Street, lawyers; F. Cox, district attorney;

F. M. Seofield, a ranch-owner; Col W. Christy, cashier, and E. J. Bennett,

assistant cashier, of the Valley Bank of Phcenix; C. Churchill, formerly attor-

ney-general of Arizona; Dr J. E. Wharton, county physician, etc.; S. E. Pat-

ton, a contractor and builder. In Nogales, G. Christ, a mine, ranch, and
hotel owner; J. T. Brickwood, a ranch and city real estate owner; J. J.

Chatham, proprietor of the Sunday Herald, and member of the legislature;

Major H. A. Read, a rdning man; Capt. John J. Noon, a native uf Ireland,

an experienced and successful mining man, having travelled extensively in

the territories of the Pacific coast, discoverer of the well-known Noon mine
in Nogales; Louis Proto, a substantial merchant and mining man. In Mayer,
G. E, Brown and J. Miller, and in Stoddard, Roberts and Wells, cattle-raisers.

Mention is also required of W. C. Land, a member of the well-known cattle

fir;ii of Tevis, Perrin, Land, & Co., whose interests are in Cochise and Pima
counties. To this gentleman I am indebted for a valuable dictation on the

cattle interests of Arizona and her adjoining territories.
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Organic Act— List of Governors and Other Officials— Civil versus
Military Authority—Sumner's Suggestions—Legislative Assem-
blies—Members and Acts—System Followed—Capital and Capitol
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In an earlier chapter the history of New Mexico
has been broutrht down to the organization of a terri-

tonal government by act of congress in 1850, and in

certain matters, notably the Mexican boundary con-

troversy and survey, has been carried somewhat
further.^ The organic act of September 9, 1850, was
similar to those by which other territories were cre-

ated, and need not be analyzed here, so far as minute
details are concerned. By its provisions the president

was to appoint for four years a governor at a salary of

$1,500, a secretary at $1,800, attorney at $250, mar-
shal at $200 and fees, and three justices of the supreme
court at $1,800 each. The governor was to act also

as superintendent of Indian affairs for a compensation

of $1,000 per year. The secretary was to act as gov-

ernor in the absence or disability of that officer. A
legislative assembly, consisting of a council of thirteen

members elected for two years, and house of 26 rep-

resentatives elected for one year, was to hold annual

' See chap, xviii. of this volume.
( 629

)
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sessions of 40 days at a compensation of three dollars

per day for each member, and mileage at the rate of
three dollars for 20 miles. All acts must be submitted
to congress, to be null and void if disapproved. The
supreme court was to consist of a chief justice and
two associates, appointed by the president for four

years at a salary of $1,800, each to reside and hold
district court in one of the three judicial districts

assigned him, besides an annual session of the whole
court at the capital. A delegate to each congress was
to be elected hy the people. The choice of a tempo-
rary seat of government, apportionment of representa-

tives, time and places of election, and the appointment
of local and subordinate officials were left at the be-

ginning v/ith the governor, but were subsequently to

be regulated by territorial law.^

The officials appointed by the president in 1851

were James S. Calhoun as governor, already in New
Mexico for some years as superintendent of Indian
affairs ; Hugh N. Smith, not confirmed by the senate,

and replaced by William S. Allen, as secretary;*

Grafton Baker as chief justice, with John S. Watts
and Horace Mower as associates;* Elias P. West as

attorney; and John Gr. Jones as marshal. Governor
Calhoun was inaugurated on the 3d of INIarch, and
thus, very quietly so far as the records show, the
territorial government went into operation; an elec-

tion was held by the governor's order, and the new
legislature was ready to begin work in June. I ap-

^See N. Mex., Compiled Laws, 45-54, for tlie organic act, followed, pp. 55
et seq. , by organic acts common to all the territories. The legislature was
prohibited from interfering with the primary disposal of lands, from taxing
VS. S. property, and from taxing the property of non-residents higher than that
of residents; otherwise, it might pass any acts not inconsistent with the
organic act or the constitution of the U. S.

" Delegate Weightman opposed the nomination of Smith and defeated him,
but could not secure the appointment of Manuel Alvarez as he desired. Cong.
Glohe, 1852-3, app. 108. Allen did not reach N. Mcx. till June, and D. V.
Whiting acted as sec. by appointment of the gov. from April 5th to June 20th.
Oorresj). about his claim for pay in U. S. Govt Doc, 32 cong. 1st sess., H. Ex.
Doc. 81.

' Ace. to list in X. Mex., Heports, i., these justices were appointed in 1852;
but Ritoh, Blue-Book, has it 1851, which I have no doubt is accurate. I have
found no original records of these early appointments.
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{)end a list of tlie territorial officials in 1851-63, the

imits of this chapter.* These early officials were for

* See, besides miscel. records in U. S. and N. Mex. documents, Bitch's Legis-

lative Bhie-Book, which is the best and most comprehensive list; for perhaps
that in McCartys Statistician, 1SS4, from material furnished by Ritcli; also

Amer. Almanac, 1851-63; and Camp's Year Bool; 1869, p. 69. The dates
given in the following lists are those of appointment or election. I have in

most cases found no original records of exact dates, and as to the years there
is some discrepancy, ejpecially respecting the judges of the sup. court, the
dates of the list in N. Mex. Repoj-ts, i., being apparently inaccurate in this

respect.

Governors, 1851-2, James S. Calhoun; 1852, Col E. V. Sumner, mil. com.,
acting as gov. for a few months; 1852, John Greiner, sec, acting as gov. for

2 months; 1852-3, Wm Carr Lane; 1853-4, Wm S. Messervy, sec, act. gov.

for 4 months; 1353-7, David Merriwether; 1854^7, W. H. H. Davis, sec,

act. gov. for ll months; 1857-61, Abraham Rencher; 1861 et seq., Henry Con-
nelly.

Secretaries. 1851, D. V. Wliiting, acting for a time by gov. 's appointment;
1851-2, V/m S. Allen; 1852-3, John Greiner; 1853-4, Wm S, Messervy;
1854-7, W. H. H. Davis; 1857-61, A. M. Jackson; 1861, Miguel A. Otero;

1S61-2, Jas H. Holmes; 1832 et seq., W. F. M. Arny.
Delegates in congress, 3Cd cong., 1851-2, R. H. Weightman; 33d cong.,

1853-4, Jos6 M. Gallegos; 34th to 36th cong., 1855-60, Miguel A. Otero;

37th cong., 18C1-2, John S. Watts.
Chiof justices, 1C51-3, Grafton Baker; 1853-8, Jas J. Davenport; 1858 et

seq., Kirby Benedict. The chief justice was assigned to the 1st district re-

siding at Sta Fe. Associate justices of 2d and 3d districts respectively (but

the districts were changed from 18G0), John S. Watts 1851-4 and Horace
Mower 1851-3; Perry E. Brocchus 1854-9 and Kirby Benedict 1853-8; W. F.

Boone 18C^9-61 and Wm G. Blackwood (preceded by L. L. Kabers and fol-

lowed by W. A. Davidson, who were apparently appointed but did not serve)

1858-61; Sydney A. Hubbell and Jos. S. Knapp 1861 et seq. Clerks of sup.

court, 1852^, Jas M. Giddings; 1854-6, Lewis D. Sheets; 1856-9, Augustine
Demarle; 1^59 et seq., Sam. Ellison.

Attorney-generals, 1852-4, Henry C. Johnson and Merrill Ashurst;

1854-8, Theo. D. Wheaton; 1858-9, R. H. Tompkins; 1859-60, Hugh N.
Smith (died in office); 1860-2, Spruce M. Baird; 1862, Chas P. Cleaver and
Sam. B. Elkins; 1863 et seq., C. P. Cleaver.

Treasurers, 1851-4 (from '46?), Chas Blumner; 1854^7, Chas L. Spencer;

1857, Hezekiah S. Johnson (resigned); 1857 et seq., Chas IBlumner.

Auditors, 1351, Jas W. Richardson; 1851-2, Robert T. Brent; 1852-3,

Lewis D. Sheets; 1853, J. W. Richardson (but named in laws of '51-2 as ap-

pointed in place of Sheets, resigned); 1853-6, Horace L. Dickenson; 1856-61,

Aug. Demarle; 1861 et seq., Demetrio Perez.

U. S. attorneys, 1851, E. P. West; 1853, W. H. H. Davis; 1855, Wm C.

Jones; 1858, R. H. Tompkins; 1860, T. D. Wheaton.
U. S. marshals, 1851, John G. Jones; 1853, Chas L. Rumley; 18.54, Chas

H. Merritt; 1856, Chas Blumner (but named in laws of '54-5); 1860, Chas P.

Cleaver; 1861, Abram Cutler.

Surveyor-generals, 1851^60, Wm Pelham, with C. B. Magruder as clerk

and D. V. Whitney as translator; 1860, Alex. P. Wilbar, with D. J. Miller

clerk and trans.; 1861 et seq., John A. Clark, with Miller.

Register of Sta Fe land-office, 1858. W. A. Davidson; 1860, 0. P. Richard-

son; 1861 et seq., Joab Houghton. Receiver, 1858 et seq., W. A. Stout.

Adjutant-general, 1861 et seq., C. P. Cleaver. Assessor of internal rev-

enue, 1862, J. M. Vaca (did not qualify); 1862, Vicente St Vrain. Collector

int. rev., 1832 et seq., Chas Blumner. In charge of U. S. depository, 1858 et

seq., Wm A. Stout. Librarian, 1852-4, John Ward; 1854r-7, Juan C. Tapia;

1857 et seq., vacant.
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the most part raen of fair ability and honesty, though
not as a rule appointed with any special view to their

fitness. Governor Calhoun was a politician of consid-

erable executive ability, honorable in his intentions,

popular, but intemperate, who was for some time un-

fitted by illness for his official duties, and died in June
1852 on his way to the states. Colonel E. V. Sum-
ner, the military commander, in the absence of the

secretary, took charge of civil affairs until Governor
Lane arrived in September. This act of Sumner, par-

ticularly his dealings with certain criminals, led to a

controversy. The people, or the little clique of poli-

ticians masquerading as the people, claimed the right

to choose their temporary rulers in the absence of the

appointees, and some public meetings were held to

protest against military despotism. On the other

hand, anarchy and even intended revolt were talked

of, all apparently without any real foundation. All

v/as indeed an outgrowth of the old quarrel of 1849-
50 between the advocates of state, territorial, and
military government, which for several years did not

wholly disappear. The masses knew but little and
cared less about the matter. Colonel Sumner in his re-

port ofMay took a very unfavorable viewof the country
and its prospects. No civil government emanating
from the United States could be maintained without
the army, making it virtually a military government,
costly and burdensome to the nation, without helping

the New Mexicans, who would become only the more
worthless the more public money was spent in the
country. " Withdraw all the troops and civil officers,"

was his advice, "and let the people elect their own
civil officers, and conduct their government in their

own way under the general supervision of our govern-

ment. It would probably assume a similar form to

the one found here in 1846; viz., a civil government
but under the entire control of the governor. This

change would be highly gratifying to the people.

There would be a pronunciamiento every month or
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two, but these would be of no consequence, as they
are -very harmless when confined to Mexicans alone."

The secretary of war went a step further, and suggested
the buying of all New Mexican property, either for

money or in exchange for other lands, and abandon-
ing the territory as much cheaper than employing a
military force at an annual cost of nearly half the
total value of real estate. And indeed, it would have
been cheaper in dollars if humanity, civilization, and
treaty rights might have been disregarded. But
Delegate Weightman spoke eloquently in defence of

the character of his constituents and their claim to

protection; and presumably there was no danger that

congress would seriously entertain so remarkable a

proposition.^ Nearly every prominent official became
involved in controversies and the object of divers ac-

cusations, into the merits of which, with the often

meagre and one-sided evidence at my command, I can-

not enter with any hope of doing justice to the parties

interested. Governor Lane was highly esteemed as

a man of superior ability, and his rule ended in his

attempt to be elected delegate and his defeat by Padre
Gallegos. Governor Merriwether had his foes, and
was even burned by them in effigy.' Secretary Davis
has become famous for his books on New Mexico else-

where noticed, in one of which he describes to some
extent his experiences in these years. Governor

Rencber was a lawyer who had been member of con-

gress and minister to Portugal. Governor Connelly

was an old resident and trader on the Santa Fe trail,

a man of good intentions, of somewhat visionary and

poetic temperament, of moderate abilities and not

much force. All these rulers performed their routine

''Sumner's reports in U. S. Govt Doc, 32cl cong. 2d sess., i. pt ii. 23-6;

Weightman's speech in C'onr/. Glohe, 1852-3, app. 103 et seq. Another

speech of W. Id., 1851-2. App. 323-36, contains an interesting narrative

of political wrangles for the jiast few years, but far too complicated to he

utilized here. EUimn's H!M. N. Mex., MS., contains notes on the character

of the early governors and other officials.

' Wingfield's Defence, 9, which work also contains many petty details of

prevalent complications.
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duties with commendable zeal and skill; and their

annual messages are filled with expressions of patriotic

and intelligent interest in the welfare of the territory.*

The first legislative assembly convened at Santa
Fe on June 2, 1851. A large majority of the mem-
bers of council and house were naturally native New
Mexicans. I append a list of members of this and
the later assemblies down to 1863.^ About twenty

® The governor's messages are printed in the N. Mex. Journal of each ses-

sion, and many, perhaps all, of them were also separately published in
pamphlet form.

' The names are to be found in the successive Laws and Journals; and a
satisfactory list is also given in BUch's Leijit. Blue-Book.

1st assembly, 1851. Council: president Ant. J. Martinez (2d sess. Juan F.
Ortiz), sergt-at-arms Robt Cary, clerk Fern. Pino; members, 1st dist (Taos
and Rio Arriba co.), Pablo Gallegos, Geo. Gold, Ant. J. Martinez, Vicente
Martinez, Ant. Ortiz; 2d dist (Sta Fe and S. Miguel co.), .Jose Fran. Leiva,
Juan F. Ortiz, Hugh N. Smith; 3d dist (Bernalillo and Sta Ana co. ), Tomas
C. Vaca, Jose M. Gallegos; 4th dist (Valencia and Socorro co.), Florencio
Castillo, Juan C. Chavez, Fran. A. Otero. House: speaker Theo. Wheaton,
clerk Robt A. Johnson (2d sess. Thos T>. Russell), sergt John M. CliflFord;

members, Taos co., Raimundo Cordova, Dionisio Gonzalez, Pascual Martinez,
Miguel Mascareua, Theo. Wheaton; Rio Arriba, Gerdnimo Jaramillo, Jose
Ant. Manzanares, Diego Salazar, Celedonio Valdes, Ramon Vigil; Sta Ana,
Jose A. Sandoval; Sta I?e, Candido Valdes, Palmer J. Pilans, Merrill Ashurst,
Hobt T. Brent; S. Miguel, Hilario Gonzalez, M. Sena y Quintana, M. Sena
y Romero; Bernalillo, Juan C. Armijo, Spruce M. Baird, Jose L. Perea; Va-
lencia, Juau C. Vaca, Juan J. Sanchez, Wm C. Skinner; Socorro, Juan Tor-
res, Esquipala (?) Vigil.

2d assembly, 1852-3. Council: pres. Juan F. Ortiz, clerk Tomas Ortiz,

sergt Fran. Vaca; members, 1st dist, Pablo Gallegos, Geo. Gold, Ant. J.

Martinez, Ant. Ortiz, Vicente Martinez; 2d dist, Jose F. Leiva, H. X. Smith,
Juan Fel. Ortiz; 3d dist, Tomas C. Vaca, Jose M. Ortiz; 4th dist, Fran. Cas-
tillo, Juan C. Chavez, Fran. A. Otero. House: speaker Wheaton, clerk Rus-
sell, sergt Fran. Ortiz; Taos, Wheaton, P. Martinez, Fran. Gonzalez, Jose G.
Gallegos, Bibiano Sisneros; Rio Arriba, G. Jaramillo, Jose L. Gallegos, Jose
M. Chavez, C. Valdes, Fran. Martinez; Sta Fe, Jose E. Ortiz, C. Ortiz, Doua-
ciano Vigil, Fern. Pino; S. Miguel, H. Gonzalez, Mig. SenayR., Juau M.
Varcla; Sta Ana, Jesus Silva; Bernalillo, J. C. Aj-mijo, Juan Perea, JIurray
F. Tuley; Valencia, Raf. Chavez, Mig. Otero; Socorro, Jose A. Vaca, Romu-
aldo Vaca; Dona Ana, John C. Craddock.

3d assembly, 1853-4. Council: pres. Jas H. Quinn, clerk Elias T. Clark,
sergt J. B. Edelen; members, Taos, J. H. Quinn, Geo. Gold, Jose M. Jlar-
tinez, V. Martinez; Rio Arriba, Jose A. Manzanares; Sta Fe, Tomas Ortiz;
Sta Ana, Fran. Sandoval; S. Miguel, Jose Ulibarri, Bernalillo, Hen. Con-
nelly; Valencia, JuanC. Vaca; Socorro, Jose A. Vaca, Ant. M. Vaca. House:
speaker Wheaton, clerk I>. V. Whiting, sergt Garcia Xocibio; members,
Taos, Albino Chacon, P. Martinez, luocencio Martinez, Jose M. Valdes,
Wheaton, Rio Arriba, Diego Archuleta, Lafayette Head, Jose A. Roibal, Cel.
Valdes, Ger. Jaramillo; Sta Fe, Jose Vaca y Delgado, Facundo I'ino, Chas
L. Spencer, Caleb Sherman; S. Miguel, Faustiuo Vaca, Juan N. Gutierrez,
Juan M. Vaca; Sta Alia, J. Sandoval; Bernalillo, Man. Armijo, Serafin Ra-
mirez, Morris (?) F. TuUy (?); Valemui, Damaso Cha\'ez, Jose Jaramillo; So-
corro, Jose Apodaca, Andres Romero.

4th assembly, 1854-5. Council: pres. Jose A. Vaca y Pino, clerk Clark,
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family names include a very large majority of the
membership for the whole period ; and indeed, a few

sergt Anioeto Valdes; members, Taos, Quinn, G-old, J. M. Martinez, Vie.
Martinez; Rio Arriba, Manzanares; Sta Fe, Anastasio Sandoval; S. Miguel,
Ulibarri, Ant. Vaca y Sisneros; Sta Ana, Sandoval; Bernalillo, Connelly;
Valencia, Vaca; Socorro, Vaca y P., Vaca. House: speaker Facundo Pino,
clerk Jesus M. Sena y Vaca, sergt Sebastian Abria; members, Taos, Juan
Bernadet, G-uad. Lujan, Fel. Sanchez, Pas. Martinez, Santiago Valdes; Rio
Arriba, Pablo Gallegos, Diego Archuleta, J. A. Roibal, Ger. Jaramillo, Fran.
Martinez; Sta Fe, F. Pino, Cand. Ortiz, J. Vaca y D., Mig. E. Pino; S. Mi-
guel, Man. Varela, Faust. Vaca, Juan Gutierrez; Sta Ana, Man. Vizcarra;
Bernalillo, S. Ramirez, Sidney A. Hubbell, Narciso Santlstevan; Valencia,
Man. Sanchez, Ant. Chavez; Socorro, Rom. Vaca, Celso C. Medina.

5th assembly, 1855-6. Council: pres. Facundo Pino, clerk Clark, sergt
Ant. J. Salazar; members, Taos, Jose A. Ortiz, Juan B. Valdes, Pas. Mar-
tinez; Rio Arriba, J. A. Martinez, Pablo Gallegos; Sta Fe, F. Pino, Simon
Delgado; S. Miguel, Man. D. Pino; Sta Ana, Fran. Sandoval; Bernalillo,

Connelly; Valeiicia, Jose Salazar; Socorro, Anast. Garcia; D. Ana, Domingo
Cubereo. House: speaker Celedonio Valdes, clerk Whiting, sergt Fran. Sa-

lazar; members, Taos, Juan A. Vaca, Julian Solis, Jose D. Giron, Domingo
Mendez (or Montes); Rio Arriba, D. Archuleta, Jesus Trujillo, Man. Trujillo,

Man. Valdes; Sta F^, Man. Vaca y D.', Vic. Garcia, Cand. Ortiz, Anast.
Sandoval; S. Miguel, Ant. VacayB., Jose Gonzalez, Jose G. Gallegos; Sta
Ana, Jesus M. C. Vaca; Bernalillo, Hubbell, S. Rimii-ez, Juan Montoya;
Valencia, Demesio Chavez, Juan Vigil; Socorro, Candelario Garcia, Pedro
Torres; D. Ana, Raf. Ruelas.

6fch assembly, 1856-7. Council: pres. Pino, clerk Clark, sergt Jose Ta-
foya; members, Taos, Ant. J. Ortiz, Pas. Martinez, L. Head; Rio Arriba, J.

A. Manzanares, P. Gallegos; Sta F6, F. Pino, S. Delgado; S. Miguel, M. D.

Pino; Sta Ana, F. Sandoval; Bernalillo, Connelly; Valencia, Salazar; Socorro,

Garcia; D. Ana, Cubero. House: speaker Jose S. Ramirez, clerk Chas B.

Magruder, sergt Fran. Sandoval; members, Taos, Santiago Vaca, Jesus Ve-
lasquez, Man. Martinez, Juan A. Romero, Jose D. Duran; Rio Arriba, D.

Archuleta, J. Trujillo, M. Trujillo, Man. Valdes, Jesus M. Vigil; Sta Fe,

Sam. BUison, Victor Garcia, Jas J. Webb, Jose Vaca y Delgado; S. Miguel,

M. Sena y Romero, Juan M. Vaca, J. M. Gutierrez; Sta Ana, Jose Molera,

Lorenzo Montano; ISernalillo, Juan Jose Luero (?), Jose S. Ramirez; Valencia,

Jose Pino, Juan C. Chavez; Socorro, Rom. Vaca, Jose A. Torres; D. Ana,

Cesario Duran.
7th assembly, 18S7-8. Council: pres. Donaoiano Vigil, clerk C. P^

Cleaver, sergt Seb. Gonzalez; member.s, Taos, Albino Chacon, L. Head, Jose

B. Martinez; Rio Arriba, Ger. Jaramillo, Pedro Salazar; Sta Fe, Nasario

Gonzalez; S. Miguel, Don. Vigil, Miguel Senay R.; Sta Ana, J. M. C. Vaca;

Bernalillo, Connelly; Valencia, Juan J. Sanchez; Socorro, Mariano Silva; D.

Ana, C. Duran. House: speaker Merrill Ashurst, clerk R. H. Tompkins,

sergt Max. Montoya; members, Taos, Sant. Valdes; R. Arriba, Jesus M.
Herrera, Fran. A. Salazar, Gervasio Ortega; Sta Fe, Fran. Ortiz y Delgado,

M. Ashurst; S. Miguel, Man. Pino; Bernalillo, Juan Perea, Juan C. Armijo;

other counties.

8th assembly, 1858-9. Council: pres. L. Head, clerk Nio. Quintana,

sergt Jesus Sandoval; members, Taos, J. B. Martinez, A. Chacon, Head; R.

Arriba, Ger. Jaramillo, Pedro Salazar; Sta Fe, Nasario Gonzalez; S. Miguel,

D. Vigil, M. Sena yR.; Sta Ana, J. M. C. Vaca; Bernalillo, Connelly; Va-

lencia, J. J. Sanchez; Socorro, M. Silva; D. Ana, C. Duran. House: speaker

Jose G. Gallegos, clerk J. M. Sena y B., sergt Lorenzo Martin; members,

Taos, Felipe Sanchez, Mateo Romero, Pedro Valdes, Raf. Vigd, Pedro

Maries (?); R. Arriba, Pedro Aragon, Ant. G. Cordova, Fran. E. Salazar,

Man. Jaramillo; Sta Fe, Bonifacio Romero, 0. P. Hovey, J. H. Herrera, Juan
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wealthy and influential families in each county, in con-

nection with the few American residents, natural-bom

politicians, controlled the election of representatives

and all other matters of territorial government, with

only the slightest interest or action on the part of the

masses. Yet the legislators were as a rule intelligent

and patriotic men, but rarely accused of corruption,

Boiiavides; S. Miguel, A. R. Aragoti, J. G. Gallegos, Man. Herrera; StaAna,
Nic. Lucero; Bernalillo, Mig. Gonzalez, Jose Lueras, Fran. Perea, Frau.

Lopez, Jose Vigil; Socorro, Apodaca; D. Ana, Mig. Salazar.

9th assembly, 1859-60. Council: pres. J. G. Gallegos, clerk J. M. Sean
yB., sergt Fel. Sandoval; members. Mora co., Fel. Romero; Taos, A. J.

Ortiz, Sant. Valdes; R. Arriba, Ant. M. Pacheco, Pedro B. Gallegos; Sta l'&,

M. Ashurst; S. Miguel, J. G. Gallegos, Fran. Lopez; Sta Ana, T. C. Vacar
Bernalillo, S. M. Baird; Valencia, Joaq. A. Bazan; Socorro, J. A. Torres; D.
Ana, Ignacio Orrantia. House;: speaker Levi Keitlily and C. C. Medina,
clerk Louis Febenthal, ser^t Clemente Ortiz; members, Mora, Agapito VigU;
Taos, Matias Medina, Jose V. Garcia, Mig. Ortiz, N. Gallegos; R. Arriba,

Man. S. Salazar, Jose M. Chavez, Vicente Trujillo, Agustin Sisneros, Jose

A. Martinez; Sta Fe, F. E. Kavanaugh, Pablo Delgado, Ramon Sena y
Rivera; S. Miguel, L. Keithly, Teod. Vaca, Ant. Tafoya; Sta Ana, Juan
Torres; Bsrnd-Uo, Fern. Aragon, Mig. Ant. Cobato; Valencia, J. A. Chavez;
Socorro, Caudel. Garcia, C. C. Medina; D. Ana, .

lOtli assembly, lSGO-1. Council: pres. J. G. Gallegos, clerk R. H. Tomp-
kins, sergt J. M. Bazan; members, same as in '59-60, except S. A. Hubbell
in Bernalillo. House: speaker J. M. Gallegos, clerk Facundo Pino, sergt

Man. Gonzalez; members. Mora, Jose Mestas; Taos, VFheaton, Sabino, Mon-
dragon, Fol. Sanchez, Jose A. Martinez; Rio Arriba, Juan A. Roibal, (jer.

Jaramillo, Pablo Gallegos, Fran. Salazar, Man. Trujillo; Sta Fe, J. M. Galle-

gos, Mig. E. Pino, Vie. Val.les; S. Miguel, L. Keithly, John Wliitlock, Elen-

terio Rael; Bernalillo, Jos^ A. Garcia, Mig. A. Lobato, Vic. Chavez; Sta Ana,
Hermenegildo Sanchez; Socorro, Rom. Vaca, Candel. Garcia; Valencia, D.

Ana and Arizona, .

11th assembly, 1861-2. Council: pres. F. Pino, clerk Sant. Vaca, sergt

Andres Salazar; members, Mora, Tomls Lucero; Taos, Pas. Martinez, Ant.
J. Martinez; Rio Arriba, Fran. Salazar, Fran. A. Mestas; Sta Fe, F. Pino;
S. Miguel, Prudencio Lopez, Ant. Vaca; Sta Ana and. Bernalillo, Tom. C.

Vaca, Diego A. Montoya; Valencia, Man. Sanchez y Castillo; Socorro, J. A.
Torres; D. Ana and Arizona. House: speaker J. M. Gallegos, clerk Ant.
Sena, sergt Ramon Ortega; members. Mora, Fel. Tafoya, J. M. Bernadet;
Taos, J. D. Gallegos, Juan A. Zamora, Man. A. Sanchez, Estevau Garcia; R.
Arriba, Luciano Herrera, Pablo Valdes, Man. Jaramillo; StaFe, J. M. Galle-

gos, Vicente Garcia, 0. P. Hovey; S. Miguel, Man. Gonzalez, Rdmulo Lucero,
Pascual Vaca, Faustino Vaca; Bernalillo, Pablo Perea, Pablo Vaca, Jose A.
Garcia; Sta Ana, Patricio Silva; Valencia, Perfecto C. Hidalgo, Juan Mon-
toya; Socorro, Rom. Vaca, J. J. Garcia; D. Ana and Ariz., .

12tli assembly, 18G2-3. Council: pres. F. Pino, clerk Kio. Quintana,
sergt Crescencio Torres; members, same as iu '61-2, except Meliton Vigil for

Sta Ana and Valencia. House: speaker J. M. Gallegos, clerk J. M. Sena,

sergt Canute Torres; members, Mora ; Tao^, Sant. Valdes, Pedro Sanchez
Man. Ateucio, Jos^ Tafoya; R. Arriba, D. Archuleta, Diego Salazar, Ant. M.
Vigil; Sta Fe, Fel. Delgado, J. M, Gallegos, Mig. E. Pino; S. Miguel, Valen-
tino Vasquez, J. J. Herrera, M. G. Montoya, Jesus G y Vigil; Bernalillo

and Sta Ana, John A. Hill, Win H. Henrie; Valencia, Fran. A. Chavez, Cresc
Chavez; Socorro, Candel. Garcia, Rom. Vaca.
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and probably superior in respect of honesty to repre-

sentatives of later years. All proceedings were car-

ried on in the Spanish language, the acts and journals
being printed in that language and also in English
translations. In session the members puffed their
cigarettes and indulged in other peculiarities of con-

duct unknown to American assemblies ; but the results

will I think compare favorably in most respects with
those of early legislative efforts in other territories.

In a note I give a resumd of legislative acts for the
successive sessions.^" ^ To a large part of these acts no

'" New Mexico, Laws of the Territory of , passed hy the first (et seq.

)

Legislative Assonlily, etc. [Id., Leyes, etc.,—same title in Spanish], Sta Fe, 1852,
et seq., 8vo. The Span, laws and Engl, translations are printed on alternate
pages. The first vol. has 412 p., containing as a prefix the constit. of the
U. S. and the organic act of 1850, Kearny code, etc. ; and as an appendix the
acts of 1S47. Succeeding volumes to 1861-2 vary from 71 to 148 p. each.
The 1st vol. contains both sessions of the 1st legislature. The early sessions
are numbered from 1st to 5ch, but when the numbering is again resumed in
'71-2 that session is called the 20th instead of 21st, one of the two sessions
of '51-2 being thus ignored. Mr Ritch in his Blue-Booh has carried this num-
bering back to the beginning, and I have found it most convenient to follow
him, applying the numbers to the assembly rather than to the sessions as

printed. The acts of the 1st sess. are also printed in U. S. Govt Doc, 32d
cong. 1st sess., H. Slis. Doc. 4.

1st assembly, 1851-2 (1st sess., June-July '51); acts declaring a bill of

rights; mailing Sta Fe the capital; appropriating $20,000 for expenses of

govt; providing that existing laws not repugnant to those of the U. S. and
the organic act be still in force, except tlie registry of lands under Kearny
code; for publication of laws in Engl, and Span. 500 copies; for a board of

com. to compile the code; the legisl. to meet 1st Monday in Dec; the gov.

to appoint a translator at a salary of $2,000; approp. money for a territorial

census; incorporating city of Sta Fe; incorp. order of Odd Fellows; organiz-

ing the militia; regulating contracts between master and servant; defining

judicial districts as follows: 1st di3t, under chief justice, counties of Sta F6,

S. Miguel, and Sta Ana; 2d dist, Taos and Rio Arriba; 3d dist, Bernalillo,

Valencia, Socorro, and Doiia Ana; and an election law providing for election

of delegate to congress and 13 councilmen, on 1st Monday in Sept. from '53

every two years, of £6 representatives yearly from '52, and of county officers

yearly from '51; voters must be white men, and not connected with the army.
Joint resolutions authorizing loan of 520,000 against U. S. approp.; asking

for protection of wood and timber, salt marshes, etc., and perpetuation of

Mex. mining law. Memorials asking for a road from Taos to Sta F6, and for

a geol. and min. survey of the territory.

1st assembly, 1851-2 (2d sess., Dec.-Jan. '51-2); acts dividing N. Mex.
into 9 counties (see Compiled Laws), providing that former bounds remain,

except a chan'je between Socorro and Dona Ana, changing seat of Valen-

cia to Tome, Rio Arriba to S. Pedro C'hamita, and Sta Ana to Pefia Blanca,

and apportioning numb, of legisl. as follows: for council, Taos and Arriba 5

memb., Sta Fe and S. Miguel 3, Sta Ana and Bernalillo 2, Valencia, Socorro,

and Dona Ana 3; house of rep., Taos 5, Rio Arriba 5, Sta Fe 4, S. Miguel 3,

Sta Ana 1, Bernalillo 3, Valencia 2, Socorro 2, Doiia Ana 1. Acts suspending

and repealing incorp. of Sta Fe; establishing an annual fair of 8 days from
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justice can be done in such a resumd. Many of tliem

at each session relate to the subdivision of counties

Aug. 8th at Lag Vegas; repealing ad valorem tax of i of one per cent on
merchandise (Kearny code) to all who pay the present license tax; making
occupation and improvement on public land a transferable intercot; provid-
ing for public acequlas and retention of the old regulation3; regulating wills

and inheritance; estab. justices' courts; making 6 per cent legal interest;

providing for a mechanics' lien; and licensing gambling-houses at co. seats at

lOOO. Joint resol. asking for 2 volunt. regiments and other aid against In-
dians; for legalization of this sess. of the legisl. ; for extension of sess. to 90
days; providing for spending the $20,000 approp. for public buildings; and
protesting against any treaty with the Navajos not including a restoration
Mex. captives and indemnity for past injuries.

2d assembly, 1852-3, acts amending the act on masters and servants; for-

bidding sale of liquor to Ind., excejjt Pueblos; enabling owners to obtain
property recoverei from Ind. by traders, paying not less than 10 per cent;
changing seat of Dona Ana co. to Las Cruces; estab. an annual fair of 8 days
from Feb. 2d, at Dona Ana; on robbery and its punishment;, on punishment
of drunkards, etc. ; pimps to get 30 lashes in public, and ride on an ass on a
feast day accomp. by the town-crier; for management of the ter. library,

librarian to get $100 per year; authorizing erection of pub. buildings; and an
act against vagrants. Joint resol. in favor of a regt of rangers, asking per-
mission to use for ter. unexpended balance of U. iS. approp. ; complimenting
deceased gov. Calhoun, and approp. lit'300 for a tablet; claiming the right to
hunt buffalo, etc., on the plains adjoining N. Mex., lately interfered with by
the mil. in behalf of the Ind. Memorials, asking that judges be men familiar

with the Span, language; asking for a penitentiary to cost $50,000, for a
yearly approp. for education, for roads to other states and ter., especially

the Mo. line, for mail facilities, and for wells on the Jornada.
3d assembly, 1853-4. Acts establishing annual fairs at Las Cruces, Al-

burquerque, and Socorro; changing seat of Bernalillo co. from ranches to
town of Alburquerque, and seat of Socorro co. to town of Socorro; incorporat-

ing Sta Fe Artesian Well Co., N. Mex. Mining Co., and order of Masons;
and authorizing gov. to appoint a person to revise the laws. Memorials on
roads, geological survey, artesian wells in the Jornada, archives, Indians,
Mex. land grants, piiblic buildings, and Fort Atkinson. Rasolutions on mail
route from Independence to California, and bridges across the Rio Grande.

4th assembly, 1854-5. Acts estab. annual fairs at Mesilla, 8 days from
March 1st, at Tome 12 d. from Sept. 1st, and at Sta Fe 8 d. from July 4th;
changing seat of Rio Arriba co. from S. Pedro to Los Luceros; authorizing
gov. to call out 1,000 volunteers for Ind. service when expedient; attaching
the Gadsden purchase to Doua Ana co. ; providing for govt of territ. prison;
and permitting probate judges to issue gambling licenses in and out of co.

seats. Joint resol. to choose a territ. printer; to appoint a com. to correct
and amend criminal law; thanking Lieiit Sturgis for service in an Apache
campaign; recoin. Ceran St Vrain as col of a vol. regiment; calling for the
organiz. of more volunteers. Memorials for payment of post Ind. claims, for

further protection, 1,000 stands of arms, active campaigns, etc. Memorials
asking aid for schools.

5th assembly, 1855-6. Acts changing seat of Dofla Ana co. to Mesdla;
cre;tting ofnce of public recorder; abolishing office of territorial translator;

organizing Atlantic & Pao. R. R. Co. ; and establishing means of education.
Memorials for pay of volunteers and militia, maih, bridges, roads, and Indian
depredations. Resolutions for removal of Justice Broochus, thanking the
army and volunteers, asking for establishment of forts and on Indian depre-

dations.

6Lh assembly, 1856-7. Acts changing seat of Socorro co. to Limitar; re

pealing acts permitting annual fairs, and act providing means of education;

restraining gambling, and closing stores on Sunday; on free negroes; iuoor.
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into precincts and other local matters which are here
altogether omitted. Another large class, also omitted,

poratiug Alburquerque Academy, and N. Mex. Mining & R. R. Co.
Memorials for mil. roadg, $50,000 to complete public buildings, and for pay-
ment of volunteers.

7th assembly, 1857-8. Acta authorizing election of a public printer; re-

pealing act establishing a penitentiary; incorporating N. Mex. Min. Co.
Resolutions on the Palacio and its grounds. Judge Brocchus, and school
lands.

8th assembly, 1858-9. Acts ' to provide for the protection of property in
slaves; ' for arrest of runaway servants; to require justices of the peace to
keep a record of all Ind. depredations; to create office of attorney-general,

salary $1,500 and fees; that owners of unfenced orchards, etc., cannot claim
damages in winter; assigning Justice W. F. Boone to 3d jud. district;

authorizing publication of decisions of sup. court at U. S. expense (no reports

were pub., I think, till 1881); to estab. a market in 8ta ¥i at county expense;
to appoint a com. for revision of the laws. Joint resol. to print 1,000 copies

of Gov. Rencher's mess., and the resol. of the legisl. on the Navajo war (not

given).

9th assembly, 1859-60. Acts providing for education of children; author-
izing any man to raise 200 or 250 volunteers and engage in Ind. campaigns;
forbidding Ind. to leave animals within a league of any cultiv. field, under
penalty of having to pay damages and $2 besides to recover the animal; to

prohibit the pasturing of cattle, etc., in considerable numbers, within 3 1. of

the settlements, creating Arizona co. from tlie Gadsden purchase, seat at Tu-
bac; also creating co. of Mora, with seat at Sta Gertrudis de Mora; changing
seat of Rio Arriba co. to Plaza del Alcalde, and that of S. Miguel to lower
plaza of Las Vegas, qualifying those who formerly signed the declaration to

remain Mex. citizens, but have since decided to become citizens of U. S. to

serve on juries; forbidding sale of liquor to officers and soldiers; prohibiting

the carrying of weapons, with strict rules for fandangos; providing that no
man sliall hold two offices of honor or profit; incorporating the N. Mex.
R. R. Co., Henry Connelly et al., the Rio Grande Co. to build a bridge near
Mesilla, the Mesilla Min. Co., and the Historical Soc. of N. Mex. Joint

resol. asking for a reestablishment of the overland mail route via Albur-

querque; asking information as to whether the Navajos have complied with

the conditions of the treaty of '59; urging the organiz. of volunteers, and an
approp. by congress, also of a mil. post in the Navajo country, one on the

Pecos, and others out on the plains.

10th assembly 1860-1. Acts requiring Ind. agents to make their distrib.

of goods at least 10 miles from any settlement; extending act of '60 on dam-
ages by animals of Ind. so as to include the Pueblos; proliibiting gambling,

and apparently doing away with the license system; to investigate means of

increasing water supjjly of Sta Fe; amending election law in details; to in-

corporate Pious Fraternity of the Co. of Taos, Mining Co. of the North, N.
Mex. Wool Manuf. Co., S. Miguel Feather Manuf. Co., S. Miguel Wool Manuf.

Co., Abiquiii, Pagosa, & Baker City Road Co., Sta Fe Fire Co., Montezuma
Copper Min. Co., Rio Arriba Bridge Co., and Rio del Norte Bridge Co.; to

change seat of Arizona co. from 'iubac to Tucson; to create co. of 8. Juan
in extreme N. w., seat at Baker City. Joint resol. calling tor reports on Ind.

depredations. Proclam. of gov., Feb. 6, '61, apportioning the representatives

which the legisl. had failed to do, as follows: council, Taos, S. Miguel, and
Rio Arriba 2 memb. each; Mora, Sta Fe, Sta Ana, Bernalillo, Valencia, and
Socorro, 1 each; Dona Ana and Arizona, 1 together; rei)res. Taos and S.

Miguel, 4 each; Rio Arriba and Sta F(S, 3 each; Mora, Burnalillo, Valencia,

Socorro, and Dona Ana, 2 each; Sta Ana and Arizona, 1 each.

nth assembly 1861-2. Acts authorizing the gov. to call into service the

whole force of the territory to aid U. S. troops in repelling invasion (by

Toxan rebels; repealing act of '61 to create S. Juan co., and also adding the
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is that relating to court sessions and legal methods in

civil and criminal practice. Of acts of still another

class, that bearing on the agricultural, stock-raising,

mining, and other industrial interests of the territory,

an analysis would seem desirable from certain points

of view, but is found to be absolutely impracticable

within the space at my command. The general method
observed in these matters was to continue the ancient

usages and the Mexican laws in respect of irrigating

ditches, herding, fencing, etc. The laws passed were
as a rule special and local, such as seemed to be called

for by the needs of the time and district. Though
this plan led to the accumulation of a mass of special

laws, complicated and even contradictory, which in

later years had to be replaced by general legislation,

yet it is probable that under the peculiar circumstances

no system likely to be adopted would have led to bet-

ter results. With the exception of the classes here

referred to, all important acts of the legislature are

mentioned in the note.

Among the acts thus mentioned in my resume, there

are many bearing upon a few special topics so clearly

historical in their nature that they may properly re-

ceive brief additional attention in my text, with fur-

ther information in some cases from other sources.

At the first session, the capital was fixed at Santa Fe,
where it had always been, and has since remained
without controversy. Congress had appropriated in

1850, for the erection of public buildings, $20,000,
with which the foundations of a grand capitol were
laid on a lot adjoining the old palacio. A new appro-

priation of $50,000 was obtained in 1854, and with it

the walls of the awkward and ill-planned structure

remaining parts of Arizona co. to Dona Ana; changing seat of S. Miguel co.

to S. Miguel; repealing the act for protection of slave property; calling for

reports of Ind. depred. ; declaring all public lands fit for grazing to be re-

served as public pastures for common use; repealing act of '57 'whicli prohib-
ited keeping stores open on Sundays; repealing act of '60 which prohibited
one man from holding more than one office; providing for vaccination; incor-
porating the Union Min. Co. A manifesto of the legislature is alluded to iu
a joint resol. to print 1,000 copies, but its purport is not given.
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were raised a story and a half in heiglat to stand in

the same condition for over 30 years." Meanwhile,
the adobe palacio served for all public purposes, fre-

quent efforts to obtain funds for proper repairs being
unsuccessful. The importance of preserving the Span-
ish archives was more or less fully realized, and often

urged ; but there was no money, and these invaluable,

records of the past were left for the movst part uncared
for, to be exposed in later years, as we shall see, to

still more disastrous neglect. An historical society

was organized in 1859-60,, but practically nothing was
accomplished.^^

The first legislature at its second session divided

New Mexico into nine counties—Taos, Rio Arriba,
Santa F6, San Miguel, Santa Ana, Bernalillo, Valen-
cia, Socorro, and Dona Ana—with names and bounds
substantially as in earlier times. In 1854-5 the
Gadsden purchase was added to Dona Ana county,

but in 1859—60, was organized into a new county of
Arizona with county seat at Tubac, and a little later

at Tucson. At the session of 1861-2, on the organi-

zation of Arizona territory, the county act was re-

pealed, and all of Arizona remaining in New Mexico
was restored to Doha Ana. In 1860 the county of

Mora was created in the north-east, with seat at

Santa Gertriidis de Mora. In 1861 was created the

county of San Juan in the north-west, with seat at

Baker City ; but the next year this act was repealed.

^' An approp. of |60,000 was made in '60, but it,was soon offset by a war
tax, and the money was never expended, or even raised. The governor's

message of 1871 contains a sketch of capitol history, and the subject ia often

mentioned in other messages.
12 W. J. Howard, John B. Grayson, D. V. Whiting, C. P. Cleaver, Dr

Sloan, and others are named in the act of incorporation. See also mention

in Historical Mag., ix. 77-8, 142-3. Ellison, ffist. N. Mex., MS., and Watts,

Sta Fi Affairs, MS., have much to say on the early neglect of the archives.

On some efforts in congress, see U. S. Oovt Doc, 33d coug. 2d sess., H, Jour.

245; 34th oong. 1st sess., H. Mis. Doc. 138. In response to the gov. 's urg-

ing, a law was passed in '(53 for the custody and preservation of the archives.

N. Mex., Revised Laws, 674. Congress approp. |500 for a territorial library

in '50, and with this sum a beginning was made, but the librarian's salary

was only $100 per year, for which no competent person could be employed,

and, the post was much of the time vacant. The census of 1860 shows 15

gubUp and 2 church libraries, with a total of 10,670 volumes.

UlST, Abiz. and N. Mex. 41
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Changes of county seats will be mentioned in a later

chapter on local matters, and a map will indicate the

boundaries as finally fixed.

In 1850, according to the United States census, New
Mexico had a population of 61,547, exclusive of In-

dians, and in 1860 the number had increased to

80,567. Of these numbers respectively, 58,415 and

73,856 were natives of the territory, 772 and 1,168

being natives of other parts of the United States,

while 2,151 and 5,479 were of foreign birth. I ap-

pend some details, deducting as accurately as possible

the figures for Arizona.^' Financially, as the salaries

of territorial officers and legislature were paid by the

United States, the burden of taxation was not heavy.

The total valuation of property, which was $5,174,471

in 1850, had in 1860, according to the census reports,

increased to $20,838,780, of which sum $7,015,260

is given as the value of real estate; $2,361,070

should be deducted for Arizona. The total taxation

in 1860 was $29,790, or $9,255 for territory, $12,485

for counties, $3,550 for towns, and $4,500 miscellane-

ous. A direct war tax of $62,648 per year was im-

posed in 1861, but this was offset a little later by the

capitol and road appropriations, and was never col-

lected. The territorial debt in 1860 was $3,673,

which was constantly diminished, until in 1863 there

was a surplus of $3,080, in the treasury.

'' U. f>'. Census Reports, 7th and 8th census, the figures being repeated in

various other works. Pop. by counties, the double numbers throughout rep-

resenting the two years 1850 and 1860: Bernalillo, 7,749, 8,574; Rio Arriba,

10,667, 9,329; Sta Ana, 4,644, 1,505; Sta Fe, 7,699, 7,995; S. Miguel, 7,070,

13,670; Taos, 9,507, 13,479; Valencia, 14,189, 8,482; new counties in '60,

Dona Ana, 6,239; Mora, 5,524; Socorro, 5,706; total of whites 61,525,

80,503; males, 31,725, 42,001; females, 29,800, 38,502. Free colored pop.

22, 64; slaves, . Natives of N. Mex., 58,415, 73,856; natives of U. S.,

772, 1,168; foreign, 2,151, 5,479; unknown, 209. Occupation: bakers, 11,

39; butchers, 4, 23; carpenters, etc., 215, 287; clerks, 60, 201; clergymen,

24, 37; coopers, 22, 6; drivers, 3, 37; farmers, 7,889, 5,922; goldsmiths and
silversmiths, 30, 37; hatters, 43, 6; herdsmen, 65, 412; hunters, 1, 55;

laborers, 6,128, 13,821; lawyers, 11, 23; mechanics, 44, 175; miners, 9, 917;

masons, 14, 101; merchants, 134, 363; musicians, 41, 68; officials (local), 22,

13; officials (U. S.), 184, 56; physicians, 9, 14; printers, 6, 15; servants,

1,264, 2,560; soldiers, 655, ; smiths, 132, 181; seamstresses, , 211;

students, 5, 19; traders, 12, 34; teachers, 8, 59; tailors, 97, 98; teamsters,

72, 551; weavers, 59, 50; all employments, 17,478, 28,933. Some deductions
should be made for a part of the territory finally added to Colorado.
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Nowhere in the United States was popular educa-
tion in so lamentable a condition as in New Mexico
during this period. Of the population in 1850 the
census showed a total of 25,085 adults, and in 1860
of 32,785, who could not read or write; and the cor-

rect figures would doubtless have been considerably-

larger. The reports of 1860 show that 600 pupils,

though one table makes the total attendance 1,466,

were being educated in four colleges, academies, or

private schools, and 17 public schools, with 33 teachers

and a revenue of $13,149. There were practically no
public schools at all. The priests, though in theory-

friends of education and somewhat awakening from
their apathy of centuries sufficiently to regret that

they had no funds to establish catholic schools, prac-

tically used their influence against any common-school
system. Territorial officials and leading citizens

realized the importance of educating the masses ; and
several memorials were sent to congress asking for

money aid in place of the usual land appropriations,

which as yet could not be utilized." At the session

of 1854-5 was passed an act establishing a system of

schools to be supported by a tax; but in four counties

this proposition was submitted to the people, with the

result of 5,016 votes against to 37 in favor of the

tax.^' In 1859-60 an act of the legislature provided

for a school in each settlement, to be supported by a

tax of fifty cents for each child, the justice of the peace

to employ a teacher and require attendance from

November to April, and the probate judge to act as

county superintendent. This was the system for many
years with but very slight modification.

All industries were at a standstill in those years.

There were no modifications of method worth noticing,

and it is not my purpose to present here the slight

available statistics and details of non-progressive mo-

"iV. Mex., Acta, 1854^5, p. 125; U. S. Govt Doc, 33cl cong. 2d sess., H.

Jour. 323; Sen. Jour. 208; 34th cong. 3d ses8., H. Mia. Doc. 40.

1* U. S. Govt Doc, 43d cong. 1st sess., Bept Sec. Int., ii. 326-8; Davis' El

Gringo, 193-5.
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fl(Otony. Some statistics of 1860 may be utilized, later

Cor purposes of comparison. Indian depredations, as

TSre shall preseia,tly see, were worse than ever, effectu-

ally preventing all progress in the old industries of

commerce, agriculture, and stock-raising as well as

the deyeliopment of mining and other new industries.

Merchandise to supply the needs of the people was
Sjtill brought in wagon trains from the Missouri' over

the old Santa Fe trail. We have few details of the
business, but Davis estimated the amount at from

$750,000 to $1,000,000 per year, the freight costing

liine or ten cents per pound> The trains arrived in

August, after a trip of 45 to 60 days. The circulating

medium was gold from California and silver from
Mexico, the merchants making their remittances to

the states in drafts obtained from United States offi-

cials. Merchants paid a license for transacting business,

and by the act of 1852 were relieved of the ad valorem
tax of the Kearny code. In 1862 Acting-governor
Arny had high hopes of being able to take advantage
of the United States and French blockades of Texan
and Mexican ports to supply large portions of Mexico
with goods by way of New Mexico and, restore the

past glories of the Santa Fe trade. The old-time

annual fairs were still a prominent feature of trade,

and the legislature in 1852-5 legally established these

fairs for eigJit or twelve days at Las Vegas, Dona Ana,
Mesilla, Tome, Las Cruces, Alburquerque, Socorro,

and Santa Fe. Trading at these periods was free from
all taxation, and gambling was permitted by payment
ofa small license ; at Santa Fe, indeed, all the prohibited
games might be played free of license, and the occa-

sion was to be marked by an oration and other literary

exercises, the pueblo Indians being invited to come
in and indulge in their characteristic dances. But the

acts establishing these fairs were repealed in 1856-7.
There Avas a marked increase in the number, size,

and value of farms in the decade of 1850-60, though
the census reports show a diminution in the acreage
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ot improved lands, the increase being in grazing farms.
Several acts bearing on irrigation, fencing, and other
matters connected with these leading industries are
mentioned in my resume of legislative proceedings,
and many more of a local nature are omitted. The
presence of the United States troops afforded an im-
proved market for many products; but at the same
time the money spent by the government gave am
opportunity for many to live with less exertion thaA
before, and that seems to have been now as ever the
main purpose of the masses. Seasons of drought were
thought to be of more frequent occurrence than in

earlier times. The boring of artesian wells for an in-

creased water supply was often urged, and sometimes
discussed in government reports. In 1858-9 a weti
was bored near Galisteo, as an experiment, to the
depth of 1,300 feet, but though it showed the practi-

cability of wells for the supply of travellers, it did not
bring water to the surface, and so far as irrigation was
concerned, was deemed a failure. Horses and mules
increased during the decade from 13,733 to 21,357';

cattle from 32,977 to 88,729; and sheep from 377,271
to 830,116, notwithstanding the constant depredations
of Indians, which were commonly asserted to have
paralyzed stock-raising. A large number of sheep
were driven from New Mexico to California, especially

in 1858-9.''

"Statistics from the census of 1850 and 1860: no. of farms 3,750, 5,086;
average acreage, 77,278; land improved 166,201, 149,274 ac; unimproveft
124,370, 1,265,635 ac; value of farms $1,653,922, §2,707,386; value of impW-
inents, etc., $77,960, |192,917. Farm products, wheat 196,516, 434,.%9 b.,

com 365,411, 709,304 b., tobacco 8,467, 7,044 lbs., beans and pease 15,688,

38,514 b., wine 2,3G3, 8,200 gal., garden produce 5(6,679, $17,664, fruits

$8,231, $19,651, wool 32,901, 492,645 lbs., butter 111, 13,259 lbs., cheese

6,848, 37,240 Ibs.^ molasses 4,236, 5,419 gal. Horses 5,079, 10,066, mules and
asses 8,654, 11,291, cows 10.635, 34,369, oxen 12,257, 25,266, other cattle

10,085, 29.094, sheep 377,271, 830,116, swine 7,314, 10,313. Value of live-

stock $1,404,629, $4,499,746; value of stock slaughtered £82,125, $347,105.

Davis' El Grinr/o is the best work on the condition of N. Mex. in 1851-7,

and on p. 195-207 he gives an excellent account of the condition and methods
of agriculture and stock-raising. See also U. S. OovtDoc, 31st cong. 2d sess..

Sen. Doc. 26, p. 4-9; 32d cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 65, p. 345-52; i«m-
ner's Report, in Id., Sen. Ex. Doc, i., p. 25; Pat. Office Reports, 1851-, ii., p.

478-92,495-511; 1852, ii. 345-52; McCall's Letters, 510; Beadle's Great West,

614-15; Porter's West Census of '80, p. 451; iV. Mex., Re-msed Laws, per.ihdex
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Closely connected with agricultural interests in a
new territory should be the disposal of public lands

;

but as in New Mexico nearly all the available, that is,

irrigable, lands had long been reduced to private own-
ership, and as there was practically no immigration,
the matter did not of itself assume any very impor-
tant phases in this period. The legislature in 1851-2
passed resolutions in favor of reserving mineral and
timber lands for public uses, and provided that a claim

or improvements on public lands should be a transfer-

able interest, and valid against all parties but the

United States. In accordance with the president's

recommendation of 1853, congress, by act of July 22,

1854, provided for the appointment of a surveyor-gen-

eral,*'^ extended the operation of the land laws over

the territory, and gave to every citizen residing there

before 1853, or settling before 1858, a donation of 160
acres, to be patented after four years' occupation. The
usual grant of two sections in each township, 16 and
36, for schools and two townships for a university was
made. Surveyor-general Pelham arrived in Decem-
ber, and in the following April established an initial

point for base and meridian lines at a hill on the west
bank of the Rio Grande, in latitude 30" 19'. From
this beginning the surveys were slowly advanced from
year to year, appropriations being small, the authori-

ties at Washington not deeming a rapid or extensive

survey desirable until private and Indian claims could

be settled, and the remoteness of the public lands from
the settlements rendering operations in the field often

dangerous. Down to 1863 there had been no sales,

though a land-office was opened at Santa Fe in 1858.^*

About 100 donation claims were filed, but only a few

on irrigation. On artesian well boring by govt, see U. S. Gmt Doc., 35th
cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 2, p. 590-608; 36th cong. 1st sess., Sen. Ex. Doc,
ii. 544-9; S. F. Bulletin, Sept. 6, 1859. The well was bored by Capt. John
Pope, U. S. Top. Engineers. On the driving of sheep to Cal., see Brevoort's
Sla Fi Trail, MS., 7-8; Sac. Union, Nov. 8, 1858; S. F. Alta, Nov. 6, '58;

Jan. 18, '59; S. F. Bulletin, Nov. 24, '58; Jan. 26, Mar. 4, '59.

" Duniop's Digent U. S. Laws, 427-9.
»s

If. S. Stat., 1857-8, p. 292.
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patented. The total area surveyed was 2,293,142
acres, the area of the territory being 77,568,640 acres,

or 121,201 square miles. ^^

New Mexico being an old province, settled for two
centuries and a half by an agricultural community, the
best portions of the territory along the rivers and sus-

ceptible of irrigation had naturally long been reduced
to private ownership under Spanish and Mexican
grants, protected in theory by the treaty of 1848. In
a general way, these New Mexican private claims, and
the problems arising in connection with them, were
the same as in California. There was the same care-

less informality in respect of title papers, and the same
vagueness in boundaries; the grants were, however,
more numerous, much more complicated by transfers

and subdivisions, more varied in their nature as origi-

nating from diflPerent national, provincial, sectional,

and local officials ; and the archives were much less

complete ; but on the other hand, there was no influx

of settlers and speculators to foment controversy and
fraud, and to create an active demand for the segrega-

tion of public lands. The proper policy of the United
States was or should have been clear enough. Com-
missioners and surveyors should have been promptly
sent to examine titles, take testimony on possessory

rights, and define boundaries, that patents might be

issued—all at government expense. There would have
been a certain amount of error and injustice; many
personal and local controversies would have been en-

countered, to be settled by arbitration, by the awarding
of other lands, or by litigation in territorial courts ; but

the great question of land tenure in its essential features

would have been easily and inexpensively solved, and

the country left in a proper condition for future devel-

opment. Otherwise serious troubles, including the suc-

cess of fraudulent claims and defeat of just ones, were

sure to result. The government did nothing until

" v. S. Land Cam. Septs, 1855-6.3, containing annual reports of the eur-

veyor-gen.
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1854, and then instriicted the surveyor-general to in-

vestigate the private and town claims, and report them
to congress for confirmation. That official had no fa-

cilities for this work, clerical assistance and appropria-

tions being entirely inadequate; but he searched the

archive records at Santa ¥6 to some extent, finding

Some thousands of documents bearing on about 200
iclaims ; and he notified claimants to present their titles.

Many in their ignorance were timid about surrender-

ing their papers, feeling moreover secure in their long

J)ossession, and noting presently how tardy was action

On the claims presented. Moreover, by the law of

1862, they had to bear all the expense of investigation

and survey, which temporarily put an end to the pre-

sentment. Down to 1863, however, out of 60 or more
claims filed, about 30 had been examined, and most of

them approved by the surveyor-general. He had also

approved the Indian pueblo claims, which to the num-
ber of 17 were confirmed by congress in the act of

December 22, 1858. By this act and the later one of

June 21, 1860, congsess also confirmed 19 private and
town claims. In 1861, there had been surveyed 25

claims of both classes covering an area of 2,070,094

acres. In 1 8'62—3 there had been examined of all classes

48 claims, and approved by congress 38. The sur-

veyor-general constantly protested his inability to do
justice to this work, urging the appointment of some
kind of a commission, and congressional committees
fully realized the impossibility of founding correct de-

cisions on the meagre data furnished, predicting much
more serious difficulties in the future; but no change
Was made in the system, and matters were allowed to

drift.'"

™ The pueblo claims confirmed by act of '58 were Jemez, Acoma, S. Juan,
Picurl, S. Felipe, Pecos, Oochiti, Sto Domingo, Taos, Sta Clara, Tezuque,
S. Ildefonso, Pojuaque, Cia, Saudia, Isleta, and Nambe. The private and
town claims confirmed by this act and that of '00 were: 1 Preston Breck Jr,

2 Town of Tom^, 3 Man. Martinez, 4 Chas Beaubien, 5 Town of Casa Colo-
rado, 6 Hugh Stevenson et al., 7 Town of Tecolote, 8 Bonaciano Vigil, 9
John ScoUy et al, 10 John Lany, 11 Town of Chilili, 12 Ant. Sandoval, 13
Town of Belen, 14 Scrafin Ramirez, 15 Chas Beaubien and Guad. Miranda,
16 Jose L. Perea, 17 C. St Vrain et al., 18 Alex. Yalle, not numbered E. W.
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The period of 1851-63 was in no sense one of min-
ing development. That the country was rich in min-
eral resources was not doubted, but such items and
statements as are extant on the subject deal almost
exclusively with mining successes of the remote past,

generally exaggerated as the reader of earlier annals

is aware, and with predictions of future successes rest-

ing on a much more solid foundation. On account of

the slight immigration, and especially of constant In-

dian hostilities, the conditions were most unfavorable

for mining; yet the soldiers and others accomplished

much work incidentally in the way of prospecting,

some discoveries being made in different sections, and

the prospects, as is customary in a country of hostile

Indians, being as a rule too highly colored. In the

last years of the period some actual work was done in

the south. The census reports of 1860 mention only

one silver and three copper mines, all in Dona Ana
county, employing 390 workmen, and producing

$212,000 ; but the governor in his message of 1861-2

alludes to 30 gold lodes at Pinos Altos, employing 300

miners and paying $40 to $250 per ton, to rich gold

placers near Fort Stanton, and to work at Placer

Mountain near Santa Fd, besides the copper mines at

Santa Rita and Hanover. There are other items of

information on these and other mines, but I have not

deemed it necessary to compile the meagre data,

though some items may be utilized in later mining-

annals. All work was suspended during the confed-

erate invasion of 1861-2, but from 1863 the industry

was in a small way revived. ^'^

Eaton. A few claims were limited by congress in extent; in a few cases, not

confirmed, the claimants were authorized to select other public lands; and

J. B. Vigil might bring suit for his rejected claim within two years. On the

subject of land claims, see U. S. Land Com. Report's, 1855-63; and also a large

amount of corresp. and documents in U. S. Govt Doc, 34th cong. 3d sess., H.

Ex. Doc. 36, 37, 73; H. Mis. Doc. 25; 35th cong. Ist sess., H. Ex. Doc. 57,

89, 261; H. Kept, i. 457; H. Mis. Doc. 37; Sen. Rept 4; .35th cong. 2d sess.,

H. Mis. Doc. 37; 36th cong. 1st sess., Sen. Rept 228; H. Rspt 321; H. Ex.

Doc. 14; 36th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 28, 57, 58; 37th cong. 2d sess.,

H. Ex. Doc. 112; 40th cong. Ist sess., H. Ex. Do3. 1.3.

2' On mining in 1851-63, see N. Max., Mining) Co., Preliminary lieport,

N. Y., 1864; Id., Mensages of governor, 1855-63; tf. S. Govt Doc, 31st cong.
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The New Mexican delea:ates to congress have been
named in this chapter. In some cases, the elections

were contested and charges of fraud freely made, but
evidence is much too meagre for impartial investiga-

tion of these contests on their merits. ^^ The struggle

was largely one between two factions of the catholic

church, one headed by Bishop Lamy—of French ori-

gin—and his new clergy, and the other by the Mexi-
can priests, who regarded the new-comers as intruders.

Gallegos elected in 1853 was a priest. His election

was contested unsuccessfully by Ex-governor Lane,
who claimed among other things that the votes of

pueblo Indians for him had been illegally rejected.

This appears to have been the main point, but congress

decided practically against the right of the Indians to

vote.^* Grallegos was again elected, according to the

governor's certificate, in 1855; but his seat was suc-

cessfully contested by Otero. The chief ground of

this contest was the voting of men who, after the treaty

of 1848, had chosen—not in due legal form as was
claimed—to remain citizens of Mexico, but had now
changed their minds. Congress was not disposed to

2d sess., Sen. Doc. 26; 42d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 10, p. 284; U. S.

Land Office Repts, 1855 et seq. ; Ind. Aff. Bept Spec. Com., 110 et seq. ; Hunt's
Merck. Mag., xxvi. ; xxviii. 763; xxx. 260; Wlutney's Metallic Wealth, 134;
Mining Mag., i. 79; N. Mex. Scraps, 21, 35; Domenech's Deserti, 192-5; Moll-
hausen, Tagebucli, 237; U. S. Census, 8th, Mairnf., 666-7; Hall's Greai West,
105-8; Hittell's Wash. Scrav-book, 117, 119; National Almanac, 1864, p. 456-

7; Mayer's Mex. Aztec, ii. 356-7; S. F. Herald, June 19, 1851; Sept. 23, Oct.

12, 1853; March 9, '54; S. F. Alta, Sept. 24, '53; Feb. 27, '54; Sept. 7, Oct
5, Nov. 13, Deo. 20, '56; July 11, '61; S. F. Bulletin, Jan. 16, 28, Feb. 3,

March 24, April 9, 10, May 23, Sept. 12, '63; Sac. Union, Jan. 17, March 11,

19, Sept. 5, '63.

^'^ According to a convenient list in Porter's Director}/ o/Lax Vegas, 46,
Weightman was elected in '51 over Messervy and A. W. Reynolds; Grallegos

in '53 overWm C. Lane; Otero in 1855 over Gallegos, in '57 over S. M. Baird,
and in '59 over Gallegos; and Watts in '61 over Diego Archuleta. In the
election of '59, Judge Watts made in a speech at Mesilla some remarks on the
family of Otero which led to a bloodless duel between the two. Hayes' Scraps,

Ariz., V. 269.

23 See U. S. Govt Doc, 33d cong. 1st sess., H. Rept 121; Cong. Globe,

1853-4, p. 490, etc. There were also charges of frauds in voting and counting,
whicli the committee found to be nothing more serious than the irregularities

of form natural in a new territory; also that the votes of Mex. citizens had
been received, but the com. held that this was not proved, and that if so the
number was not sufficient to change the result. The original vote for Gallegos
was 4,971 to 4,526 for Lane; cut down by rejecting votes to 2,806 against

2,267. The Ind. vote was 262 at Laguua and Taos.
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recognize these men as citizens of the United States,

but the controversy lasted many years. ^* The dele-

gates seated were men of fair abilities, and perhaps
did as much for their constituents as anybody could
have done, which was very little. Congress took but
slight interest in New Mexican affairs, and was con-

tent for the most part with making the annual appro-
priations called for by the organic act, with grudging
concessions of other small sums for special purposes,

and with much larger payments of Indian and mili-

tary expenses. A r^sum^ of congressional action is

appended in a note.^^

In an earlier chapter I have recorded the national

boundary survey, and noted the fact that the United
2* On Otero vs Gallegos, see U. 8. Govt Doc, 34th cong. 1st sess., H. Mis.

Doo. 5, 15, 114; H. Rept 90, •with voluminous testimony, arguments, and
lists of voters. The vote was 6,914 to 6,815, making G.'s majority 99. The
com. reported that O.'s majority was 290. There were about 1,400 of the
disputed Mex. votes. O. alleged, among many other frauds, that in one pre-

cinct the priest of S. .Juan received and read all the votes, rejecting all tliat

were not for G. On the other hand, the bishop and his French clergy worked
for 0. In 1862 a committee reported against extending citizenship to some
2,000 Mexicans of the class alluded to.

'"See U. 8. Statutes, 1850 et seq., per index; 1850, acts organizing terri-

tory and approp. |20,000 for public buildings and |5.000 for library; 1851,
acts approp. ^34,700 for ter. govt, |18,000 for Navajo'lnd., and $135,530 for

volunteers of 1849; 1852, acts approp. $31,122 for govt; 1853, acts approp.

S32,555 for govt, and .510,000 for Ind service; authorizing legisl. to hold extra
session of 90 days; authorizing employment of translator and clerks, sessions

of 60 instead of 40 days, payment of code commissioners; 1854, approp.

S31,620 for govt, S50, 000 for public buildings, roads $32,000, and Ind. service

§45,000; appointing surveyor-gen. and donating lands to settlers; increasing

salary of gov. to $3,000, and judges to $2,500; attaching Gadsden pur-
chase to N. Mex.; authorizing payment of civil salaries for 1846-51 under
Kearny code; and establishing a collection district; 1855, approp. for govt

$36,500, includ. $2,000 for archive vaults, Ind. service $52,500, surveys

$30,000, Texas boundary $10,000, raising gov.'s salary to $3,000 (?); 1858,

approp. for govt $33,000, Ind. service $85,000, road $150, creating a land
district confirming pueblo land grants, 1859, approp. for govt $17,000, Ind.

$75,000; 1830, approp. for govt $23,500, Ind. $50,000 oapitol $50,000,
confirming private and town land grants; 1861, approp. for govt $20,500,

Ind. $50,000, roads $50,000; act attaching all north of lat. 37 to Colorado;

1832, approp. for govt $33,500, includ. $5,000 to print laws; Ind. $50,000;

1863, approp. for govt $31,500, Ind. $25,000, U. S. depository $2,800; re-

Citablishing collection dist and facilitating col. of revenue. There are .some

slight appropriations for deficiencies, etc., and for surveyor-gen. 's office, not
mentioned in this note; aho some additional Ind. approp. which pertain to

N. Me.x. in connection with other territories; and largest of all the military

expenditures not given with the territorial appropriations. In the Cong.

Glohe, and house and senate Journals of the successive sessions, through the

index, may be found some congressional discussion, etc. , on bills passed and
defeated.
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States and Mexican commissioners agreed upon an
initial point on the Rio Grande, which gave the

Mesilla Valley to Mexico. Before this agreement, it

appears that a few settlers from Dona Ana, a little

farther north, had entered the valley; and after it a
Chihuahua colony under Rafael Ruelas had colonized

the district in 1849-50 as Mexican soil. While I find

no evidence, as I have before stated, that any other

line was ever agreed upon down to the date of the

Gadsden treaty, which settled the whole matter in

1853-4, yet there was a senate report against the

Bartlett line, and the appropriation bill forbade the

expendmg of money on the survey until it should

appear that the line was not farther north of El Paso
than it was laid down on Disturnell's map, the presi-

dent accordingly declining to authorize the expendi-

ture.^® In New Mexico there was much feeling on
the subject, involving a popular determination not to

give up Mesilla. Governor Lane, who it seems also

engaged with Bartlett in some written controversy,

by a proclamation of March 13, 1852, asserted the

jurisdiction of New Mexico over the disputed tract.

I must confess that I have not been able to find any
satisfactory original evidence as to what ensued.

Lossing, the historian, says that 'in 1854 Chihuahua
took armed possession of the disputed territory. For
a time war seemed inevitable between the United
States and Mexico." Newspapers of the time also

contained some warlike rumors, with very little defi-

nite information. We have seen that Bartlett was
probably wrong in the original concession ; but ob-

viously Mexico could not be blamed for regarding the

agreement of the commissioners as final; and while

there was a question whether the United States was
bound by the agreement—especially in view of the

refusal of the surveyor to sign it-—it was clearly a

matter to be settled by national negotiation as it was
settled by the final treaty. The only troublesome

2" U. S. Govt Doc, 32d coug. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc, i., pt i., p. 50-5.
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point left in later years was respecting the validity of
the Mexican colony grants made after 1848, and
therefore not protected by the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo.^^

The explorations of this period for railroa,d and other
purposes, such a,s those of Sitgreaves in 1851, Whipple
in 1853-4, Parke ip, 1854-5, Beale in 1857, and Ives
in 1858, though pertaining more or less to New Mex-
ico, have been sufficiently noticed with references to

the authorities in the annals of Arizona.^ In 1851
Captain John, Pope njade a reconnoissance from Santa
Fe to Fort Leavenworth by the Cimarron and Cedar
Creek.^^ The Texan explorations of captains Marcy
and McClellan in 1852 involved some matters pertain-

ing to different parts of New Mexico, and the routes

leading to that territory from the east.^" In Decem-
ber 1853 Major J. H. Carleton, with a detachment of

100 men, made an exploring expedition from Albur-
querque to Casa Colorada, Ab6, Quarra, and Gran
Quivira.^^ The railroad survey of the thirty-second

parallel from the Red River to the Rio Grande was
accomplished by Captain Pope in 1854.^^ Secretary

^'The most important record of the whole matter that I have seen is A
Review of the Boundary Question: aiul a vi?idication of Goreimor Lane^s action in

assuminrj jitrindiction aoer the Mesilla Valley. By Fernandez de Taos. Sta Fe,

1853, Svo, 32 p. See also Lossivgs Hist. U. S., 515; Cozzens' Marvellous

Country, 47-8; S. F. Alta, Deo. 31, '52; Jan. 7, 53; S. F. Herald, Apr. 29,

July 8, 31, '53; Eco de Fspafta, Sept. 10, '53. In the Review, p. 21-2, are

noted certain acts of the Mex. govt bearing on the boundary before 1848, not
cited in my earlier chapter, as follows: July 6, 1824, act of Mex. cong. creat-

ing state of Chihuahua, and making the northern boundary lines drawn east

and west from El Paso; 1833, ofEcixl rept of Gen. Coude, and map making the

line cross the river at 32° 30' and thence N. w. to 32° 57', so as to include the

copper mines; 1847, amendment of constitution of Chili., making the bound
32° 57' 43". These acts, as will be seen, furnish some testimony on both

sides, though the right of Chih. to change its boundaries was with much rea-

son denied.
2* See chap. xix. -xx, of this volume.
2' Warrens Memoir, 63. Parke's map of N. Mex. ordered printed in

1852. U. S. Govt Doc., 32d cong. 1st sess.. Sen. Jour. 295. See Frcebel, Aus
Amerilca, ii. 138-88, 369^03, for a descriptive narration of 1852-3.

^^ Marcy (R. B.) and McClellan (O. B. ), Exploration of the Red River of Louisi-

ana in the year 1852. Wash., 1853, Svo, 320 p., illust., maps, and tables, in

U. S. Govt Doc, 32d cong. 2d sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. 54. Also Pac. R. R. Repts,

xi. 64.

^^SmUhsonian Report, 1854, p. 296-316.

^''Pope {John), Repm-t of exphratim, of a route for ihs Pac. R. R. near the

SM parallel of north tat. from the Red River to the Rio Grande, by Brevet Ga/pt.
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Davis' book contains an interesting narrative of his

journeyings to and in New Mexico in 1854-5, though
these are not in the nature of explorations.** In 1859
Captain Macomb made an important exploration of

the north-western portions of the territory, and of the
adjoining parts of Colorado and Utah.^*

John Pope, 1854, ™ P"^- R- R- Septs, ii. no. 4, 5, 4to, 185, 50 p., with diary and
scientific appendices. See also Warren's Memoir, 79-80. In U. S. Govt Doc,
34th cong. 3d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 2, p. 212-16, is Capt. Humphreys' report of

1856 on Capt. Pope's survey of the Pecos country and Llano Estacado, with a
view to boring artesian wells.

'* Dams' El Oringo, passim.
^*Macomb (./. N. ), Report of tlie exploring expedition from Santa Fi, New

Mexico, to the junction of the Orand andOreen rivzrs of the gieat Colorado of the

West. In 1859, under the commavd of Capt. . With geological report by

Prof. J. 8. Newberry, geologist ofthe expedition. Wash. 1876, 4to, 147 p., plates,

and fine map. A new map of N. Mex. by Surv. -gen. Clark in 1862 is noticed

by the newspapers as superior to any of earlier date.
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INDIAN AND MILITARY AFFAIRS.

1851-1863.

Ninth Military Department—CoMMANrERs

—

Force—Forts—Govern-

ment Policy—Lack or System—Numbeb of Indians—Warfare—
PHTNDERING AS A PROFESSION

—

SuMNEr's EFFORTS—TREATIES BY LaNE
AND MeRRIWETHEE—LATER CAMPAIGNS

—

CaRLETON's PoLICY AND SnC-

OEss

—

Superintendents and Agents—Congressional Acts—Reserva-

tion Experiments—Utes and Jicakillas—Agencies at Abiquiu,

Taos, and Cimarron—Southern Apaches—Mescaleros at Fort
Stanton—The Mimbres—Confederate Invasion—The Pueblos—
Land Grants—The Navajos—Their Warfare on New Mexicans—
Treaties Made to be Broken—Chronologic Sketch—The War of

1858-63

—

Carson's Campaign.

New Mexico in 1851-63 was the ninth military-

department of the United States. It was commanded
in 1 8 5 1 by Colonel John Monroe ; in 1 8 5 1-2 by Colonel

E. V. Sumner, 4th artillery; in 1852-4 by Colonel

Thomas J. Fauntleroy, 1st dragoons; in 1854-8 by
General John Garland, 8th infantry; in 1858-9 by
Colonel B. L. E. Bonneville, 3d infantry;^ in 1859-60
by Fauntleroy again; in 1860-1 by Colonel W, H.
Loring; in 1861-2 by Lieutenant-colonel E. R. S.

Canby, 10th infantry; and in 1862-3 by General James
H. Carleton, 6th infantry and California volunteers.

The force under these commandants down to 1858
was from 1,400 to 1,800 men; and later from 2,000 to

4,000, distributed generally at from twelve to fifteen

posts or forts, of which the most important were forts

Union, Marcy, Defiance, Craig, Stanton, Fillmore,

Bliss, and Sumner. The military headquarters was

' Who also commanded temporarily in '56. See Bitch's Legis. Blue-Booh,

and the miscel. records on which this chapter rests.

(656)
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successively at Santa Fe, Fort Union, Alburquerque,
and again at Santa F6 from 1852. The troops in the
first years were the 1st and 2d dragoons, nine com-
panies; 3d infantry, ten companies; and 2d artillery,

two companies. In 1856-7' a regiment of mounted
riflemen was transferred from Texas for a time, and
two companies of the 8th infantry were added to the
force. In 1860-1 other companies of the 5th and
10th infantry were added, and three regiments of New
Mexico volunteer cavalry were called into service.

There were 58 companies in 1861, and in 1862-3 the
California volunteer regiment served in New Mexico,
some of the other troops, however, having been with-

drawn.^

The duty of the army, maintained at a cost of about
three million dollars a year on an average, was—ex-

cept during the Texan invasion connected with the

war of the rebellion in 1861-2—to afford to the New
Mexican people that protection from their Indian foes

' See annual reports o£ the sec. war, with tabular statements of posts and
distribution of forces. Ft Union, Mora co., was established by Col Sumner
in '51, as headquarters of the dept. At the same time a military farm was
attempted on Ocate Creek, which ^.fter a few years proved a failure. Ancient
Sta fe, MS., a ool. of items from late N. Mex. newspapers. Forts Union
and Marcy, at Sta Fe, were continuously garrisoned, though sometimes by a
$mall detachment, especially Ft Marcy. Cajitonment Burgwiu at Taos and
Alburquerque are mentioned in all the reports. Col Sumner in '51 found the
southern troops posted at Socorro, Dona Ana, El Paso, and S. Elizario; but
he moved them to two new posts. Ft Conrad—later called Ft Craig— being
established, near Valverde, and Ft Fillmore some 40 niiles above El Paso.
In '58, 634 citizens of Dofla Ana protested against the proposed abandonment
of Ft Fillmpre. It is named in the report of '60, but not in tliat of '61. Ft
Webster, at the copper mines, was abandoned in '54, though three comp. were
stationed there in '53; Parle's Beport, 12. Rayado, 40 m. from Taos, and
Abiquiil were garrisoned in the early part of '51,, also Cebolleta in that year,
all temporarily. A post in the Navajo country was estab. in '51, and from
'52 was known as Ft Defiance, just across the line iij Arizona. At Las Lunas
on the Rio Grande was a garrison in '53-7. Ft Massachusetts in '53 was
some 85 m. north of Taos, beyond the limits of N. Mex. ; and at or near the
same si te stood Ft. Garland from '56. Ft Stanton on, the Rio Bonito, and Ft
Bliss near El Paso, figure in the reports from '54^5; and Ft Thome, at the
upper end of Mesilla valley, established at the same time, was abandoned in

1859. Old Ft Wingate is said by Ritch to have been estab. in '57 and moved
in '60. Camp Loring on Red River is mentioned in '58. In '59-60 Hatch's
rancho on the Gallinaa, and Beqk's rancho, as well as the copper mines, were
military stations. Ft Lyon, Ft Wise, and Camp Cameron are new names of

'61, there being also a force at Abo Pass and Hubbell's rancho, and Ft Faun-
tleroy being mentioned in the Navajo country. And in 1S6'2 were established

Ft Wingate on the Gallo, Ft Sumner at Bosque Redondo on the Pecos, and
Ft West at Pines Altos.
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which had been promised by General Kearny in 1846,

and by the treaty of 1848. No such protection was
in reality aflforded, and Indian depredations were as

constant and disastrous, or more so, as was claimed by
many, as in any corresponding period of the Mexican
regime. Though the commanders were for the most
part competent men, and the soldiers fought bravely

in hundreds of toilsome campaigns, the force was in-

adequate, and no definite consistent policy was adopted

by the government at Washington. In general terms
there was no radical difference of opinion as to the

course that should be taken. The savage tribes must
be exterminated, which would require a large military

force, and which nobody really favored; or they must
be fed at government expense, which would cost a large

amount of money, though less for some years than

the policy of extermination; or a combination of the

two methods should be adopted, including the employ-

ment of an adequate military force to chastise the

hostile bands, forcing them to make treaties and settle

on reservations, together with strict vigilance and a

proper supply of food, until the Indians could be made
to understand the advantages of peace. The merits

of this last plan, though there were minor variations

of opinion respecting details, were clear enough to all

in the territory and at the national capital; there were
no very formidable obstacles in the way if men and
money could be supplied; but the government pre-

ferred to let matters drift in the old way, spending its

money in driblets, and accomplishing practically noth-

ing until the last years of this period. The system,

so far as any definite plan was followed, was to send

out detachments from the different posts in pursuit of

marauding bands, often unsuccessful, but often killing

a few Indians and recovering all or part of the plun-

der. Occasionally an expedition was organized on a

larger scale, to wage war on some tribe or district,,

generally resulting in a treaty, kept by the foe for

only a very brief period. Hardly anything was done
Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 42
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to remove the Indians' idea of past years and centu-

ries, that warfare for plunder, with occasional intervals

of peace and gifts and recuperation, with alternate

victory and defeat, was to be the main industry of

themselves and their descendants, as it had been of

their ancestors. And practically, the Mexican popu-
lation was to a considerable extent under the influence

of the same idea. Outrages perpetrated upon the

Indians were hardly less frequent than depredations

upon the people. Civil authorities, the military, and
the citizens were often at variance on almost cA'ery

phase of Indian affairs, these differences being the

natural result of the prevailing policy, or lack of pol-

icy, and no party, white or Indian, except the national

government, being much to blame. The people on
several occasions furnished volunteers to aid in the

military campaigns; sent out, ynth. partial authority

from the legislature and sometimes against the wishes

of federal and military officers, many badly managed
and ineffective private expeditions; and were always
clamorous for more soldiers, especially for license to

organize volunteer troops for the United States ser-

vice. They also urged congress in frequent memorials

to pay for the past services of volunteers, and for

property stolen and destroyed by the Indians since

1846; but no attention was paid to these demands,
founded in right, though often exaggerated as to

amount, during the period covered by this chapter.

The number of wild Indians—that is, excluding the

7,000 peaceful and friendly Pueblos—in New Mexico
was about 17,000; that is, 10,000 Navajos in the

north-west, 2,000 Utes in the north, and 5,000 Apaches
occupying the rest of the territory, though these num-
bers were usually overstated in reports of the earlier

years, and though it must be noted that hostile bands
from abroad—Apaches from the west and south, Utes
from the north, and especially Comanches, Kiowas,

and other natives of the plains from the east—often

extended their raids into New Mexico. There were
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three or four years of the thirteen covered by this

chapter which were regarded as years of peace, though
none which were entirely free from depredations ; bjit

in the other years, all or part, especially of the Nava-
jos and Apaches, were on the war-path. Much that

has been said of Indian warfare in Arizona may be

applied to that in New Mexico ; but here the Indians

as a rule did not kill for the sake of killing, as did the

Apaches of Arizona and of southern New Mexico in

later years, but only incidentally in the prosecution of

their profession as plundering raiders. Women and
children captured became servants or practically slaves,

many of those taken by the Indians being sold to dis-

tant tribes. In this constant warfare the Indians

were believed to be more successful than their adver-

saries in their capture of live-stock, while in the mat-
ter of captives the citizens had the best of it. There
are no definite or trustworthy records of casualties

except for brief periods, but the number of whites

killed was probably from ,200 to 300, and the property

lost may have amounted to a million dollars. I make
,no attempt to catalogue depredations or campaigns,

since I have neither space, nor in most cases sufficient

data, for a complete record. I shall first present a

general and brief view of military operations, then a
similar r^sum^ of Indian affairs in the territory as

managed by the civil authorities; and finally the

different tribes and sectioDs will be treated successively,

with somewhat more of detail in certain phases of the

subject.

Colonel Sumner assumed command in July 1851,

with instructions to select new sites for military posts,

to act in concert with the superintendent of Indian

affairs, to inflict severe punishment on the savage foe,

and to effect a reduction in military expenditures. In

all these things he was successful to a certain extent,

if one or two of the usual Navajo campaigns and tem-

porary treaties njay be regarded as the severe chas-
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tisement ordered. In the latter part of 1852 tHe
country was reported at peace, the Indians for the
most part friendly, and, particularly the Navajos and
Apaches, 'completely overawed.'^ This state of com-
parative peace lasted a little more than a year, during
which time a little progress was made by the civil

department. But this progress cost too much;
methods were not approved, and promises not kept;

so that in 1854-5 almost all the bands were again on
the war-path. General Garland and his subordinates

made active campaigns in all directions, especially

against the Mescaleros, Jicarillas, and Utes; a vol-

unteer force was called into the service; treaties were
made by Governor Merriwether—not destined to be
approved; and thus for 1856-7 a kind of precarious

peace was patched up.* Then in 1858 serious troubles

arose with the Navajos, and the war, with its many
campaigns under the direction of Garland, Bonne-
ville, Fauntleroy, and Canby, was continuous in 1859
-61, as will be more fully recorded a little later. At
the same time the southern Apaches took advantage
of the occasion to renew their raids; the Mormons

'Kept sec. vrar, and Jnd. Aff. Hept, 1852; Sumner's reports and other
corresp., in U. S. Govt Doc, 32d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc, ii., pt i., p. 125—
36; 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc, i., pt ii., p. 25-7. The corresp. on Ind. depred.
and minor expeditions indicates that many of the latter 'w^ere based on false

or exaggerated reports, very little being really accomplished by this desultory
warfare. The establishment of new posts has already been noticed; also
Sumner's discouraging view of future prospects, prompting a recommendation,
adopted by the sec. war, to abandon the territory for economic reasons. The
reduction of expenses did not please the people, not only because it indicated
less earnest operations against the Ind., but because the disbursement of

military funds was in a sense the country's main dependence. The Sonorans
accused the Americans of waging war on tlie Mex. territories through tlie

Indians, selling them arms and ammunition and buying captives. Sonorense,
March 28, Dec. 5, 1851.

* Brackett's U. S. Cavalry, 133-8, gives some details of campaigns made by
Sturgis, Evvell, Walker, Bell, Davidson, and Fauntleroy. See also reports of

Gen. G. and other officers, in U. 8. Govt Doc, 34:th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex.
Doc, i., pt ii., p. 66-72; and Merriwether, in Ind. Aff. Itept, 1854, p. 166-8.

The treaties were made in June-Sept. 1855. Casualties in 54 were estimated
at 50 killed or captured, and |112,000 worth of property lost. A memorial
of the legislature asked for payment for these losses, and also for $20,000 to
pay the volunteers. Though in '56-7 most of the bands were reported as
observing the treaties, the Navajos gave much trouble, and Brackett, p. 171
et seq. , mentions several expeditions, chiefly in the extreme south. Claims
before congress in '58 for property lost in past years amounted to §516,160.
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Were fhought to be tampering with the Utes ; troops

were brought in from abroad; and the volunteers

were somewhat irregularly reorganized for active

,

service.^

In 1861, when affairs were in this condition, and
the war still in progress, an invasion of the territory

by Texan confederates, an episode of New Mexican
annals to be treated in the following chapter, caused

the troops to be withdrawn from their Indian cam-
paigns for other service deemed more urgent; and for

over a year, while the Utes and Jicarillas remained

friendly, the Navajos and other Apache bands were
left free to devastate the settlements, without opposi-

tion except such as the citizens in small parties could

offer. It was alleged that the southern Apaches and
Texan tribes were incited and aided by the confed-,

erates ; and however this may have been, the latter

certainly had no motive for affording protection to

their foes. In 1862, when the invaders had been
driven out, and fears of further confederate operations

had for the most part disappeared, General Carleton,

succeeding Canby in September, his army being com-
posed largely of Californian and New Mexican volun-

teers, turned his attention most energetically to the

Indian foe. For the first time a definite policy was
adopted. Carleton's idea, and a very sensible one,

was to chastise the savages thoroughly, and show
them that there was to be no more trifling. No
treaties were to be made, and no terms accepted ex-

cept unconditional surrender as prisoners of war. In

the field no quarter was to be shown except to women
and children. At Bosque Eedondo, on the Pecos,

Port Sumner was established, and here all the Navajo

^See military reports and correspondence of 1858-60, in U. S. Qovt Doc,
35th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc, ii., pt ii., p. 278-329; Sen. Ex. Doc, ii., p.

278-329; 36th cong. 1st sess., Sen. Kx. Doc, ii., p. 256-354; H. Ex. Doc,
ix., no. 69; 2d sess.. Sen. Doc, ii., 51-69, with catalogue of exped., p. 199-205;

report of sec. war, 1860; Bradtett's U. 8. Cavalry, 194 et seq. The S. F.

newspapers also contain some news of Ind. troubles in 1 858-9. The official

reports here cited contain a large and complicated mass of details, mainly on
the Navajo war, but also giving much information on Apache expeditions

imd depredations. See later note of this chapter for additional authorities.
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and Apache jarisoners were to be brought as fast as
taken, to await later decisions as to their fate, but
with a plan of making this a permanent reservation

for those tribes. The general's force was not suffi-

cient for the full accomplishment of his plans; but
he went to work in earnest, and effected much. First
the Apaches Were taken in hand, and by the spring

of 1863 about 400 Mescaleros had submitted, and
Were living in peace at the Bosque, while the other
bands had been forced to suspend for a time their

raids, Fort West having meanwhile been garrisoned

at Pinos Altos. Then began the campaign against

the Navajos, carried on with such energy that by the
end of the year a considerable number of that tribe

were either at Fort Sumner or on the way thither,

and the prospect was encouraging for complete success

in the near future, though conflicts were still occur-

ring in many parts of the territory, and various obsta-

cles were yet to be encountered.®

In 1848-51 James S. Calhoun was general agent
for the New Mexican Indians. On the organization

of the territory, the governor became ex-officio super-

intendent of Indian affairs, and the position was held

successively by Calhoun in 1851-2, Lane in 1852-3,

and Merriwether in 1853-7. Then the offices were
separated, and James L. Collins, an old resident of

New Mexico, served as superintendent in 1857-63,
being succeeded by Michael Steck in 1863. These
superintendents appear to have been earnest and capa-

ble men, but their actions were so hampered by lack

of means, conflicting or insufficient instructions, lack of

a definite policy, and—especially in the early years

—

misunderstandings with the military authorities, tliat

'^Cnrleton's Con-espondence of1862-4, in Iml. Aff. Sept Spec. Com., 1867, p.

93 et seq. , eontaining an immense mass of details. On p. 247-57 is a chrono-
logic list of fights with Indians, with a tabular statement showing that in

1863-^ there were killed, in 143 encounters, 664 Ind. ; wounded 227, ajid

captured 8,793; officers and men killed 24; wounded 50; live-stock taken
by Ind., 28,587 sheep, 47 horses, 359 mules, 432 cattle; taken from Ind.,

36,550 sheep, 2,622 horses, 267 mules, 246 cattle, 35 asses.
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ihey could accomplish but little. They were in-

structed to accompany in person or by agents all

expeditions, and to make treaties with the Indian

tribes; but Calhoun in 1851 complained much of

the difficulties that surrounded him, of lack of sup-

port and cooperation by the military, of increasing

depredations, and of the efforts of designing men,
his enemies; to prevent his success, and even draMjr

the Pueblos into hostility; yet he made some kind
of a treaty with the eastern ApachesJ Congress in

February 1851 extended over New Mexico all exist-

ing laws on trade and intercourse with the Indians, at

the same time providing for the appointment of four

agents at a salary of $1,500 each/
The four agents appointed in April 1851 were

R. H. Weightman, soon elected to congress; John
Greiner, stationed for a time at Taos, and later terri-

torial secretary; Abram R. Wooley, of whom nothing

more appears; and Edward H. Wingfield, who was
stationed in 1852-3 at Fort Webster, was dismissed

in 1853, and who published a pamphlet in defence of

his conduct.' In 1852 Michael Steck and Spruce M.
Baird were appointed in place of Weightman and
Wooley; and in 1853 a new corps, consisting of Kit
Carson, Henry L. Dodge, James M. Smith, and
Edmund A. Graves. Subsequent changes are given

' See Ind. Af. Reportii, 1851-G3. The report of '51 contains CalhonnV
corresp. and complaints. There was evidently a strong feeling of antagonism
between the civil and military authorities. Sumner was inclined, as we have
seen, to regard the Ind. depredations and other prospective troubles as of

slight importance, though his view of the territory's prospects was in some
respects more discouraging than that of the governor. This antagonism par-

tially disappeared in later years.
* U. S. Statutes, 1 851 et seq . Congressional appropriations, not including

salaries of agents, also excluding certain amounts to be expended for N. Mex.
in connection with other territories, and omitting some small amounts for de-

ficiencies and other miscellaneous purposes, were as follows: 1851, $18,000 for

Navajo treaty of '49; 1852 (not found); 1853, $10,000; 1854, $30,000, plus.

$5,000 (continued in '55-6) for Navajo treaty, plus $10,000 for the Pueblos;.

1855, $25,000; '56, $47,500; '57 (not found); '58, $85,000; '59, $95,000; '60..

•61, '62, each $50,000; '63, $25,000.
' Wingfield, E. H., Defence o/Idn Acts as Indian Agent. Wash., 1854, 8vo,

16 p. After reaching N. Mex. he was sent to Wash, on a mission by Gov.

Calhoun. He was accused of excessive expenditures, and of absence from his

post, having great diflSculty in collecting his pay. One or two of the others,

seem also to have been in trouble and dismissed, bat I find no particulars.
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in a note or in a later portion of this chapter in the
annals of the different agencies.^"

Superintendent Lane in 1852-3 was a believer in

the policy of keeping the Indians quiet by feeding

them, as cheaper and more effective than fighting.

Accordingly, he made provisional treaties with some
of the north-eastern and south-western Apache bands,

agreeing to furnish food for five years, and some other

aid to all who would work. A considerable num-
ber in the north were induced to settle on a farm west
of the Rio Grande, and a like experiment was tried at

Tort Webster. We know but little of details, except

that, without waiting for approval of the treaties.

Lane spent about $20,000 in the execution of the

plan ; and when the rations were suspended for want of

funds, the Apaches became worse than ever. Super-

intendent Merriwether from 1853 found the Indians

for the most part hostile. His theory was that the
Indian title to all lands near the settlements should

be purchased, to be paid for in annuities, from which
the amount of depredations should be deducted. Be-
fore the end of his terra in 1857 he made several

treaties with different tribes, which were never ap-

proved. There was a general agreement in these and
later years that the Indians must be induced to settle

on reservations, and aided to a considerable extent for

some time, but the government was very slow to act.

Efforts to promote such settlement were, however,
recommended, appropriations were increased, and some
attention was paid to the various agencies, where goods

"See, besides, Ind. Aff. Reports, 1851 etseq.; the An-eiican AlmaTUic, ISol-
61 ; and National Almanac, 1863—4. Several of the names are not mentioned
m the official reports, and some of the appointees probably did not serve.

The Jist of '54-6 is Carson, Dodge, Steok, Lorenzo Labadi, and Sam. H. Mont-
gomery, replaced by A. G. Mayers. In '57-9 we have, besides Carson and
Steck, W. R. Harley (replaced by Silas F. Kendrick in '59), Diego Archu-
leta, S. M. Yost (temporarily replaced by R. S. Cowart in '58), and J.

Walker. In '61 John T. Rnssell appears instead of Yost. In '63-4 Carson's
name disappears; Jos6 A. Manzauares and John Ward take the places of

Archuleta, Kendrick, Russell, and Walker, the number being reduced to
four; and Fernando Maxwell takes the place of Steck, who became supt.

For acts of the legislature from session to session on Ind. affairs, see the
resume in the preceding chapter.
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were distributed each year. Under superintendents

Collins and Steck there was no change of a general

nature to be noted. It was, for the most part, a pe-

riod of constant warfare. The Texan invasion caused

most of the agencies to be abandoned for a time in

1861-2. The people, legislature, and all oflScials be-

came extremely impatient. Various views on details

of policy were expressed, various petitions and protests

made; the necessity of a definite reservation system
became more and more apparent ; and there were few
who did not approve, in a general way, General Carle-

ton's energetic measures of 1862-3, though some of

his acts and views led to bitter controversy."

The northern part of the territory, outside of the

Navajo country, was occupied or ranged over by the

Jicarilla Apaches—so named in early times from
the pottery made in small quantities by their women
—about 900 in number, and by three bands of Utes
—also written Utahs, and in earlier times by the

Spaniards, Yutas—^numbering 2,000 or more. The
Jicarilla country was properly east of the Rio Grande,
and the Mohuache Utes also came to regard this

region as their home, the agency for both tribes being

at Taos, and later at Cimarron, or Maxwell's rancho.

The Ute country was west of the river, stretching

north-westward into Colorado and Utah, where most
of the tribe lived, and the agency for the Capotes and
Pauches, or Tabuaches, as the New Mexican bands
were called during this period, was at Abiquiii. The
Utes and Jicarillas were, to some extent, related by
intermarriage, and in disposition and habits had much

" See acts of the legislature, governors' messages, repts of supt and agents,

etc. In U. S. Govt Doc, 3oth cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc., xi., p. 82, is Supt
Collins' report of '58, on taking a deputation of different tribes on a visit to

Washington. An effort was made by the legislature to obtaia full reports of

denredations for use in congress. The raising of volunteers also caused much
excitement. There was much complaint of the evil effects of selling liquor to

the Ind., and much declamation against the ' sickly sentimentality ' of eastern

people. It was often pointed out that the Ind. were as bad and the people

less protected than when the U. S. took possession, notwithstanding the

large expenditure of money.
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in common, being roving tribes, who were naturally-

averse to restraint, settlement, or civilization. Both
were alw'ays ready to be fed by the government, and
equally disposed to steal such supplies as were not
otherwise obtainable without much work. The Utes
were brave, warlike, better armed than other tribes,

and skilful hunters; bold in the assertion of their

right to the broad tract over which they ranged,

wholly opposed to farming or reservation life, but
willing to be friendly and abstain from depredations if

liberally supplied with food. Their ideal was to re-

tain their hunting-grounds, periodically visiting an
agency to receive their gifts—which must not be less

than other tribes received—and having free access to

the settlements, where whiskey could be procured.

The Jicarillas were equally fond of whiskey, somewhat
more treacherous and cruel, less brave and energetic

as warriors and hunters, making pottery, and some-
times planting on a small scale, and regarding theft as

a natural means of supporting themselves if no easier

way could be found. A large reservation near the

settlements, where they could lead an easy, vagabond,
drunken life, would have pleased them welh enough.
At the beginning, both tribes were engaged in con-

stant raids for plunder, and the Jicarillas were re-

garded as among the worst of Apaches. Yet Governor
Calhoun made some kind of a treaty with them in

1851; they were pleased with the distribution of goods
at Taos, and in 1853 Governor Lane induced 250 of

them to settle on a farm west of the Rio Grande, on
the Rio Puerco. But when Merriwether was obliged

to announce that Lane's treaties were not approved,

and to suspend the distribution of supplies, both Jica-

rillas and Utes in their disgust went on the war-path.

The former, after an active campaign by troops under
lieutenants Bell and Davidson, in one battle of which
over 20 dragoons lost their lives, were conquered, and
made a treaty in July 1854; while the latter were de-

feated by Colonel Fauntleroy in a campaign of March
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to May 1855.^^ From this time these tribes were
friendly, though committing occasional thefts, or even

worse depredations, and sometimes accused of other

offences of which they probably were not guilty. The
frequent raids of other tribes from the west and east

made it difficult in many cases to identify the real cul-

prits. The Indians did not live at or generally near

the agencies, and were only in the slightest degree

under the agents' control. They came in to get their

irregular allotments of goods, which were generally

exchanged as soon as possible for liquor. They be-

came, naturally, more and more a horde of drunken,

pilfering, destitute, and mendicant vagabonds. At
certain times and places they sho\\'ed indications of a

tendency to industry and good behavior, but the

abominable lack of system prevented any of these

rare exceptions being utilized as the nucleus of real

improvement. There was no progress, but constant

deterioration. Reports on their condition and pros-

pects varied with the point of view. Some agents,

considering their past history and present circum-

stances, wondered that they were no worse, and wrote

encouragingly; others, looking at the Indians as they

were, and unmindful of the environment, could see no

gleam of hope. The Jicarillas and Utes were, how-
ever, the only 'union' Indians, except the Pueblos,

during the war of 1861-2, which fact—in view of their

holding, as foes of the Navajos and tribes of the east-

ern plains, a kind of balance of power—with the addi-

tional circumstance that the Utes resisted the Mormon
efforts of 1858, made them in these and later years

the recipients of many complimentary allusions. All

agreed, however, that these Indians should be put on

.reservations, which should be far from the settlements.

Indeed, the suggestion was often made, as followed

" Gov. Merriwether's report of Sept. '54, in Ind. Aff. Mept; BracheU'a If. S.

Cm., 135-8; Frost's Ind. Battles, 393^8; Fauntleroy's reports of April-May
'55, in U. S. Govt Doc, 34th cong. Ist sess., H. Ex. Doc, i., pt ii., 56-72. Lieut.

Maxwell was liilled in June '54. A memorial of the legislature for a Jioarilla

reservation is mentioned in Id., 33d cong. Ist sesa., H. Miscel. Doc, no. 45.
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later, that the Jicarillas should be joined to the south-
ern Apaches, and the Utes to the Colorado bands/^

Respecting the northern agencies, agents, and
native bands in charge of each, there is some con-

fusion, the reports of early years being vague or

altogether lacking. In 1851-3 John Greiner seems
to have been stationed at Taos; then in 1853-9
Christopher Carson had charge of this agency." In
1860-1 special agents A. H. Pfeiffer and Henry Mer-
cure were in charge; in 1861 the agency was moved
from Taos to Cimarron, or Maxwell's rancho, W. F.

M. Arny being made agent, and his successor in

1862-3 was Levi Keithly. At the Abiquiu agency
of the Capote and Pauche Utes, E. A. Graves appears
as agent in 1853, Lorenzo Labadi in 1855-6, Diego
Archuleta in 1857; Lafayette Head in 1859-61, and
Jos6 A. Manzanares in 1862-3. Agent Head had
his headquarters at Conejos in 1860, and special agent
Henry Mercure was in charge of the Pauches in 1862,
on the Rio Chama, and in 1863 at Tierra Amarilla.

Of the southern Apaches during this period it is

difficult to present a definite and connected record.

The bands belonging properly to New Mexico were
the Mescaleros of the east, between the Pecos and
Rio Grande, and the Mimbres and MogoUones

—

sometimes grouped as Gila Apaches—of the west.

The number of these three bands at the first could

not have exceeded 4,000, was perhaps considerably

less—estimates of the time being very confusing—and
'^ There was a special appropriation of $5,000 for the XJtahs in '58. In '59

there were troubles between the Tabuaches and Pike Peak miners. Accord-
ing to reports of '62, there were 566 Mohuaches, 960 Jic, and 2,500 Capotes
and Pauches; but there is in different reports and estimates a wide discrep-

ancy. In '63 the Ute.s are reported as behaving much worse than the Jica-

rillas.

'* Carson Papers, MS. This is a collection of Kit Carson's original papers,
furnished for my use by Thomas 0. Boggs, the administrator of the Carson
estate. The papers relate chiefly to C. 's accounts as Indian agent, and though
bulky, the matter cannot be fully utilized here; but there are a few papers
which have furnished information of some value on other topics. Carson's
skill in the management of Indians and his official integrity were never called

in question; but he was a clumsy accountant, and he was often complained of,

and once even suspended for irregularities in this respect.
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constantly diminished before 1863; but the adjoining

bands of Arizona and Chihuahua frequently entered

New Mexico, as the lines were often crossed by the

New Mexicans. There were few years in which some
of these bands or parts of bands were not committing
ravages in one section or another, and few in which
other parties were not showing encouraging signs of

a willingness to abandon their raiding habits. In dis-

position they were not unlike the Arizona Apaches,
though not so bad as the worst of that territory.

They often extended their raids into Mexican terri-

tory, carrying on a constant trade in plunder and cap-

tives with Mexicans, New Mexicans, and Navajos.

In these early years they rarely molested the scattered

herders of the frontier regions, holding also free inter-

course with a disreputable class of traders, who kept

them supplied with whiskey and ammunition. They
were generally willing to abstain from theft on condi-

tion of being fed, and in several instances engaged in

farming; but they were of variable temperament, im-

patient of all restraint, the victims of mismanage-
ment and of frequent outrage.

In the first years but little appears about the

Apaches, but from the boundary survey and overland

mail and immigration records I infer that their hostili-

ties were not very continuous or serious.'^ In 1852-3
a considerable number of the Gila bands was collected

at Fort Webster, and under the care of Agent Wing-
field they were induced, under a promise of supplies

for a term of years—the arrangement being similar to

that made with the Jicarillas in the north—to promise
peace and make a beginning of farming. It was a

costly though somewhat successful experiment, but
naturally, when the treaty was not confirmed and the

supplies were stopped the Indians became worse than
ever. E. A. Graves is named as agent at Dona Ana
in 1854, resigning in June. At this time the Mesca-
leros began to give much trouble, and campaigns were

'* Cremony'8 Life among the Apaelies, 217-322, contains many items.
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made against them by Lieutenant Sturgis and Cap-
tain Ewell, with such success that in March 1855 they

were suing for peace/^ and in June a treaty was made
by Governor Merriwether, by which a reservation was
designated near Fort Stanton, a new post established

at this time and named for a captain killed in the

campaign. The treaty was not approved, but an
agency was from this time maintained at the fort under

Michael Steck as agent, and the Mescaleros, or a con-

siderable part of them, kept the peace, received their

goods, and in most seasons tilled the soil, for six years.

There were some drunken quarrels, troubles with

other Indians, and petty thefts. Once in 1856 they

all ran away to the mountains on Steck's refusal to

give them their supplies until stolen property had been

returned. The governor disapproved the agent's

action, but the Indians returned after a few months.

Agent Steck had great faith in the possibility of re-

forming the Apaches under a proper system, and he

went to Washington in 1860 in their interest, leaving

W. A. Sapp in charge at Fort Stanton.

Grovernor Merriwether also made a treaty in 1855

with the Mimbres, and they behaved nearly as well

as the Mescaleros, planting and keeping the peace,

though much demoralized by liquor and cheated by
citizens. The Mogollones were somewhat less trac-

table, and by Colonel Bonneville's campaign through
their country against the Coyoteros and other bands

of the Gila in 1857, an unfortunate movement in the

opinion of Agent Steck, both they and the Mimbres
were scattered, and rendered to a considerable extent

hostile." In 1858, however, many of both bands had
resumed their friendly attitude, planting on the Rio

'^On military operations of '54-5, see U. 8. Oovt Doc., 34th cong. 1st sess.,

H. Ex. Doc, i., pt ii,, 56 et seq. ; Brackett's U. S. Cav., 137^9; Bremorl's Sta Fi
Trail, MS. , J2-13. Sturgis received the thanks of the legislature for his ser-

vices, as did the volunteers who aided his force. N. Mex., Laws, 1854^, p.

2% 101, 1Q3, 105, 111.

"For reports of Bonneville's campaign, see U. S. Oovt Doc, 35th cong.

1st sess., H. Ex. Doc, ii., pt ii., 135-41; 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. no. 2, p. 20
et seq; Wilhelm's Eighth U. S. Irfantry, ii. 47-8, and Ind. Aff. Mepts. Agent
H. L. Dodge was killed by the Mogollones at this time.
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Palmas and Santa Lucia in 1857-8. From this time

a reservation on the Upper Gila for all the Apaches
was strongly recommended, and in 1860 such a reser-

vation was authorized and surveyed near the Arizona
line.

In 1861 the confederate invasion put an end to all

efforts of the civil department in behalfof the Apaches,
and all—including the Mescaleros on the abandonment
of Fort Stanton—threw off every restraint, and gave

themselves up to hostile raids, the agencies being

broken up. This state of affairs continued until 1863,

though Agent Labadi at Anton Chico made some
fruitless efforts to regain control of the Mescaleros,

who, in August 1862, killed forty men and six chil-

dren, besides taking some captives and a large amount
of live-stock. Before the end of the year they asked

for peace, but no faith was felt in their sincerity. In
1863 General Carleton's active operations resulted in

bringing about 400 of this tribe together at Fort
Sumner, or the Bosque Redondo, where they behaved
well, according to Agent Labadi's reports, though the

general regarded them as a band of murderous vaga-

bonds, in whose promises no reliance was to be placed.

The other Apaches were kept quiet, a garrison being

stationed at Fort West. Fernando Maxwell this

year appears as agent for the Southern Apaches at

Mesilla.^*

The Pueblos now, as before and later, led a quiet

and industrious life in their twenty communities, with

about 7,000 inhabitants.^® They never cost the United
States a dollar of warlike expenditure, and they re-

ceived much less aid from the civil department than

any of the hostile tribes. This was often noted by

^^ Carleton's Oorreapondence, and Iml. Affairs Reports. See also Hayes'

Scraps, Los Ana., vi. 113-16; N. Mex. Scra/ps, 19, 23; Overland Momihly, v.

222-32; NewlMs Prop. Ind. Policy, 43-5.

"See U. 8. Govt Doc, 40th cong. 2d sess., rept sec. int., p. 213, for ab-

stract of different censuses from 1770 to 1864; also the successive Ind. Aff.

Reports. The number was frequently given as 8,000 or more, and was per-

haps somewhat more than 7,000.
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them and others as an injustice, yet it was perhaps

only apparently so, since it was also remarked that a

man will surrender all his money to a highway robber
more readily than he will give a small sum to a de-

serving applicant for charity. In New Mexico and
at Washington, among officials and others, the high
merit of the Pueblos was constantly remarked, but
there were other more urgent appeals for money.
The only aid they got was $5,000 in 1855 and $10,000
in 1857 for the purchase of implements, only a small

portion of which was of any real use to them. Their
agents were A. G. Mayers in 1856, S. M. Yost from

1857, S. F. Kendrick in 1860, and John Ward in

1861-3. Reverend Samuel G-orman, a baptist clergy-

man, worked as a missionary among them from 1854,

having a school at Laguna at times. ^° In 1851 Gov-
ernor Calhoun expressed fears that these Indians

would be drawn into hostilitj^ but his fears had appar-

ently very slight foundation. In 1853, according to

Whipple's report, the small-pox carried off many of

the people, especially in the west. As a rule, there

was but slight change in condition during these years.

The Indians with their docility retained all their old

superstitions, even putting to death several persons

accused of witchcraft at Nambd in 1854. They were
nominally catholics, but the church did nothing for

their education, only a few pueblos having resident

priests, and the rest being but rarely t'isited. Yet
they were sufficiently under priestly control to give

protestants a chance to bewail their ecclesiastical

bondage. Politically each pueblo ruled itself in its

''"Gorman, Sam., Address brfore the Historical Society of N. Mex., N. Y.,
1860, 8vo, 25 p. This treats of the early history, manners, and customs, etc.,

of the Pueblos; and the same is true of most reports and other writings of the
period in which they are mentioned. With this subject my readers are al-

ready fully acquainted. MeUne, S,000 iVile.% 222, gives a table for 1863,
showing that the Pueblos had 671 horses, 64 mules, 818 asses, 2,143 cows, and
783 oxen. See also, in U. S. Land Off. Rept, 1861, p. 125-6, list of pueblos,
with location, population, extent, and wealth. The total of personal property
in 18 pueblos was §518,496. Most of them had about 17,500 acres of land;
Picuri had 34,706, Pecos 18,763, Cochiti 24,256, Sto Domingo 74,743, Pujua-
que 13,520, Sandia 24,187, Isleta 110,080, and Nambe 13,586.
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own way, but as Indians the people were, to a certain

extent, under control of the department, and there was
some clashing with territorial authority. The legis-

lature about 1855 declared the pueblos corporate

bodies, capable of suing and being sued, which led to

much vexatious litigation, and to the danger of all

property being eaten up in legal expenses. The In-

dians in some cases voted for delegate to congress, but
their votes were rejected. Indeed, in not being citi-

zens to be ruled by the civil laws, or Indians in the

sense of adaptability to regulations of the interior

department, or hostiles to be taken in hand by the
military, their position was anomalous and perplexing.

Yet in many respects they were the best people in

the territory. They were jealous of interference, es-

pecially with their lands, sometimes even declining to

receive gifts from the government for fear of incurring

a debt that might lead to a loss of their titles. In
this matter, however, the government acted with com-
parative pron)ptness and wisdom, and most of the

pueblo titles—some of them resting on written grants,

and others on testimony of long possession, with loss of

papers—being examined and approved by the sur-

veyor-general, were confirmed by congress in 1858, and
many of them surveyed for patent before 1863. The
grants contained generally about 17,500 acres, some
being much larger, and 'a few smaller. The necessity

of schools, and especially of industrial education, was
often urged, but nothing was practically accomplished

till a later period.

Of all the New Mexican tribes, the Navajos—Na-
vaj6es in the original form—caused the most trouble

and expense to people and government during these

thirteen years ; but in their case, also, was finally made
the greatest progress toward a final settlement. The
Navajos, about 10,000 in number, occupying a broad

tract in the north-west in this territory and what be-

came Arizona, were somewhat similar to the Apaches
'.g.U3T, Ariz, and N. Mez. 43
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in their predatory habits, though superior to them in

every respect except the immorahty of their women,
but also like the Pueblos in their stock-raising, culti-

vation of the soil, and manufacture of blankets. Con-
scious of their strength, they paid little heed to the

rights of other tribes, by all of whom they were hated.

For many years plundering raids on the Mexican flocks

and herds had been their leading though not their

only industry. In this warfare they had lost more
captives—to become slaves of the New Mexicans

—

than they had taken, but in the taking of live-stock

the advantage had been largely in their favor. On
the merits of the long struggle, except that it had
originated in the predatory instincts of the Indians,

each party was about equally to blame, instances of

treachery and outrage being frequent on both sides

for a century past. To the Americans, on their tak-

ing possession of the territory, the Navajos professed

friendship, but, as we have seen, could hardly under-

stand why that should interfere with their warfare on

the Mexicans; and presently they came to class the

Americans with their old foes, and to regard chronic

war with the United States as their normal occupa-

tion for the future. Having no realization of their

new enemy's power, they deemed the conditions of

the struggle about equal. Regarding the profler of

peace as an indication of weakness or fear, they were
willing when hard pressed at any point to make a

treaty, which they broke just as soon as their interest

seemed to require it. Treaty-making was simply an
incidental feature of their business, like treaty-break-

ing; and had plausible pretexts been deemed essential,

the New Mexicans, continuing like the Indians their

raids as of old, rarely failed to furnish them. Another
complicating circumstance was the fact that the Na-
vajos were much less completely than other tribes

under the control of their chiefs, so that one portion

of the nation often made war when the rest deemed
it not wrong but unwise. No tribe was more in need
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of or likely to be so much benefited by a sound whip-

ping.

The Navajos having broken, not only the treaty

made by Washington in 1849, but a new one made at

Jemes by Calhoun and Sumner in confirmation of the
former, Colonel Sumner in the winter of 1851-2 made
an expedition with his dragoons, and even penetrated
eight or ten miles into the famous Chelly Canon strong-

hold, but was obliged to retire without having accom-
plished anything. Fort Defiance, however, was
established about this time, just across the later Ari-

zona line, and not without some restraining effect.
^^

H. L. Dodge was put in charge as agent at the fort,

holding the position until his death in 1856 ; and some
distributions of goods were made; but only by a por-

tion of the tribe were depredations suspended. In
1853, on their refusal to surrender a murderer, Sum-
ner prepared for a campaign ; but by the new com-
mander and governor these preparations were sus-

pended, and all past offences were pardoned, including

the murder. Presently, in 1854, a soldier being

killed, the Navajo chiefs gained much credit by hang-
ing the murderer in presence of the troops. It was
known later that they had hanged a Mexican captive

instead of the real culprit! In 1855 Governor Merri-

wether formed a treaty with this as with other tribes,

respecting which not much is known, except that, like

the rest, it was never approved. The distribution of

goods continued, and though no successor to Dodge
was immediately appointed, comparative peace lasted

through 1857.''

In July 1858 occurred another murder, that of a

negro servant at Fort Defiance. A prominent Navajo
killed him simply because he had trouble with his wife,

"Carson, Carleton, and Allison, in Ind. Aff. Kept, Jmnt Spec. Com., 1867,

97, 323-^, 335; BracheU's U. S. Cav., 129-30; Hayes' Scraps, Angeles, yii. 39.

The legislature protested against any treaty not providing for restitution (by
the Navajos!) of captives and payment of indemnity for past wrongs.

^sCollins, in Ind. Aff. Eept, 1858, p. 189 et seq. One band under the chief

Sandoval remained faithful to the Americans now and later, and the wealthier

Navajos were often apparently in favor of peace; but there was always an
element that could not be controlled.
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and the usages of his tribe required that somebody must
die. In order to force the Indians to surrender the
murderer—which they never did—a constant warfare
was waged from August by Colonel D. S. Miles, the
new commander at the fort; captains McLane, Hatch,
and Lindsay, with Major Brooks, being the officers

prominent in the campaigns. The Navajos did not
fight so well as usual, a fact due, it was thought, to

their use of fire-arms instead of the customary bows
and arrows. It was alleged, with some show of sup-

porting testimony, that the guns had been supplied by
the Mormons of Utah. There were several fights, re-

sulting in the death of some fifty Indians and seven
or eight soldiers, with the serious wounding of Cap-
tain McLane ; but the Indians lost a large amount of

sheep and other live-stock, and in December were
suing for peace. An armistice was made on the 4th,

and a treaty of peace, involving indemnification in live-

stock for all depredations committed since August, the

liberation of all captives who might desire it, and the
fixing of bounds beyond which the Indians were not
to pass, was signed on the 25th.^

As usual, the Indians failed to comply with the con-

ditions of this treaty, which had been made by Colonel

BonneviUe, the successor of General Garland ; and in

1859 Major Simonson made an unsuccessful expe-

dition to enforce compliance, depredations continuing

as before. Alexander Baker was this year put in

charge of the agency, and was succeeded in September
by Silas F. Ke'ndrick.^*

2^ Reports of the campaigns, in U. S. Oovt Doc, 35th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex.
Doc, ii., pt ii., 293-399; 36th cong. 1st sess., Sen. Ex. Doc, ii. 256-354; Gov.
Benehero s reports, disapproving the war and also the armistice. Id. , 36th
cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc, vi. , no. 24. Capt. Elliott and Lieut. Averill are
also named; and Capt. Bias Lucero with his native company of spies did good
service. Dunn, JUaxsat-rci of tlie Moiodnin-t, chap, ix., gives an excelleuc ac-

count of the Navajos, and a narrative of this war of 1858. See also testimony
of Collins and Kennon, in Ind. Aff. Rept, Joint Spec. Com,, 1867, p. 330-4.
Kennon thinks the killing of the negro to have been only a pretext of Gen.
Garland for yielding to the great pressure from citizens for a war for plunder
and captives; or at least he says that Gen. G. resisted that pressure until the
killing of the hoy.

^' Ind. Aff. Mept, 1859-60. The agents and the citizens regarded the treaty
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la 1860 the Navajos became so bold aw to attack

Fort Defiance in April, though they were repulsed

without serious loss on either side.^^ An active cam-
paign was ordered from Washington, and was made
by Colonel Canby in the winter of 1860-1, the regu-

lar troops being aided by a large force of volunteers,

including many Pueblo and Ute Indians.^* So far as

fighting was concerned, not much was effected by
Canby, but by losses of live-stock the Indians were
led to sue for peace in February 1861, when an ar-

mistice of three months, later extended to twelve, was
agreed upon. In July all the troops were withdrawn,

except two companies at Fort Fauntleroy. Depreda-
tions were by no means suspended, and in September
the Navajos were rendered still more hostile by an
outrage at Fort Fauntleroy, where, in a dispute about
a horse-race, the Indians were fired upon, and a dozen
or more killed, the rest, with many wounded, tak-

ing to flight.^' The confederate invasion made it

impossible to send regular troops to the north-west,

and the governor's call on the militia for a campaign

as a blunder. The legislature passed resolutions asking the gov. for infor-

mation about the treaty, especially desiring to know if the Navajos had com-
plied with the conditions; also urging the organization of volunteers and a,

new post in the Navajo country.
"* Report of Capt. Shepherd, in U. S. Govt Doc, 36th cong. 2d sess., Sen.

Doc, ii. 51-63 et seq., with mention of many hostile acta.
^" There was i.iuch confusion and controversy about the employment of

this volunteer force. At the beginning of the year Gov. Rencher called on
Col Fauntleroy for arms, etc. , for volunteer companies organized under an
act of the legislature for raids on the Navajos; but F. declined. Later, when
troops had come from Utah, and the expedition was being organized, the peo-
ple, in a meeting at Sta Fe, called on the gov. to raiije a regiment of volun-
teers. He refused, and at another meeting they resolved to take the matter
into their own hands, and did so, in spite of a warning proclamation issued
by the gov. in August. Gov. R. disapproved this independent action, and
blamed the delegate in congress for having in a silly speech declared tlie N.
Mexicans fully capable of taking care of themselves. Lf. S. Govt Doc, 36tli

cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc., vi., no. 24.

^'Testimony of Capt. Hodt, in Ind. Aff. Hept, Joint Spec Com., 1867, p.
313-14. Lieut, -col Chavez was in command, and gave the order to open fire

with the artillery. Some women and children were killed with the bayonet.
Supt Collins, in Ind. Aff. Bept, 1861, p. 124, says that nearly 300 citizens

had been killed in the past 18 months, which is doubtless an exaggeration.
Agent Head, in Id., p. 162, says that the Navajos had compelled the aban-
donment of the S. Juan and Bio Auimaa mines, killing 40 Americans and 15

Mexicans ou the road.
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in October had no effect, though the governor, gen-

eral, and superintendent had a talk with the Navajo
chiefs, and obtained many assurances of friendly inten-

tions.^

There was no change in 1862, except that the Na-
vajos became somewhat bolder in their raids, which
extended to all parts of the country. There were no
campaigns by regular troops, though the establish-

ment of Fort Wingate moved the Indians in Decem-
ber to send in one of their petitions for peace. Some
raids were made by New Mexican companies, but all

efforts to organize a general movement by the militia

were unsuccessful. General Carleton took command
in September, but his attention for the rest of the

year was devoted mainly to the Apaches. In 1863
operations were carried on by Colonel Carson in the

north-west, the plan of removing all the Indians to

Fort Sumner on the Pecos was developed, July

20th was fixed as the date after which every Navajo
was to be treated as hostile, and orders were repeat-

edly issued to kill every male Indian capable of bear-

ing arms. While there were no great fights or victories

from a military point of view, and while there was
but slight diminution in the frequency and extent of

depredations, yet, by continuous and active operations

in all parts of the country, and by prompt refusal to

entertain any proposition of peace or the old-time

treaties, very great progress was made in the essen-

tial task of showing the ladians that their foe was at

last in earnest, and that they must yield or be exter-

minated. A beginning was also made at the Bosque
Redondo, where over 200 Navajo prisoners were gath-
ered, or were at least en route at the end of the year.

At the beginning of 1864 Carson and his forces

marched to the Chelly Canon, and while the direct

result of the campaign was only 23 killed, 34 cap-

tured, and 200 surrendered, and while there were con-

tinued hostilities in other regions, yet from this time

'' N. Mex., Omernor's Message, 1S62; Dunn's Massacres, 451.
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the Indians began to surrender in large numbers, and
before the end of the year the Navajo wars were prac-

tically at an end, and over 7,000 of the tribe were
living at Bosque Redondo. Their reservation life, and
the controversies arising from their transfer, will be

recorded in a later chapter.
^^

'' CarUtmCs Gm-respondence, ; Dunn's Massacres, 447-64, including some
details from Carson's MS. report, which has not been jjiiutedj Jnd. Aff, Kej>U,

1832-4.
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In a general way, so far as they had any knowledge
or feeling at all in the matter, the New Mexicans
were somewhat in sympathy with the southern states

as against those of the north in the questions growing
out of the institution of slavery. Their commercial
relations in early times had been chiefly with southern
men ; the army officers with whom they had come in

contact later had been largely from the south; and
the territorial officials appointed for the territory had
been in most cases politicians of strong southern sym-
pathies. Therefore most of the popular leaders, with
the masses controlled politically by them, fancied them-
selves democrats, and felt no admiration for republi-

cans and abolitionists. Yet only a few exhibited any
enthusiasm in national politics, apathy being the lead-

ing characteristic, with a slight leaning on general
principles to southern views.

(680)
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There were no negro slaves in the territory, except
a few body servants, brought in from time to time by
military and other officials. Yet two other forms of

slavery were prevalent; namely, that of peonage, or

voluntary servitude for debt, involving no loss of civil

rights, no sale or transfer of service, and no legal

obligation on the part of the children of peons ;^ and
that of the practical enslavement of Indian captives,

who were bought and sold, one or more serving in the

family of each citizen of the wealthier class. There were
few military or civil officials who did not own captive

slaves, and they were found even in the service of the

Indian agents.^ This enslavement of Indians seems
to have rested alone on long custom, and not on law,

except that no laws were invoked to prevent it. It

was abolished by the president's emancipation procla-

mation of 1865, and orders issued in consequence of

that measure. The actual freeing of the servants,

whose condition had been in most instances bettered

by their servitude, which was in a sense largely volun-

tary, was probably effected very slowly, but I have no
definite records.^

' Emory, Notes, 52, mentions an instance which clearly shows the nature
of peon slavery; that of an arriero serving a sutler in Kearny's army of 1846.

He owed his master $60, and was paying the debt by serving at .¥2 per month,
out of which he had to feed and clothe himself. Thus $60 was the price of a
man's labor for life, without any expense of maintenance on the part of the
employer. Davis, El Gringo, 231-3, gives a good account of the system,
showing that the negro slave's only practical disadvantage, as compared with
the peon, is in his being bought and sold; otherwise he has the advantage of

maintenance and better care. The peon's master is required by law to treat

him well and furnish food, etc., at reasonable prices; but the law is generally
disregarded. Practically, his family is also reduced to servitude, the sons in

all Mexican provinces feeling themselves under obligation to pay their father's

debts.
* Benedict, in Ind. Aff. Sept, Joint Spec. Com., 1867, p. 326, testifies on

this subject, noting that besides captives, orphans and children of the desti-

tute were also sold into slavery by their relatives. A healthy, intelligent

girl of 8 years was worth $400 or more. Their children were not regarded
as salable property, but treated as citizens. The number of these servants
was estimated at from 1,500 to 3,000. Under the laws these Ind. were en-

titled to their freedom, there being several decisions in their favor; but the

Ind. did not seek the aid of the courts. '

' Those who hold them are exceed-

ingly sensitive of their supposed interest in them, and easily alarmed at any
movements in the civil courts, or otherwise, to dispossess them of their

imagined property."
' iV. Mex., Message of Gov., 1862, 1866. In 1862 the gov. thinks that con-

gress should pay for the freedom of the captives, estimated at 600; since the
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Peonage, on the contrary, was sanctioned by terri-

torial law, as well as by the usage of Mexican prov-

inces. An act of 1851 regulated contracts between
masters and servants, preventing the latter from quit-

ting the former's service while in debt; an amend-
ment of 1853 made the regulations yet more stringent,

authorizing the sheriff in certain cases to contract the

debtor's services to the highest bidder; and in 1859

an act provided for the arrest of fugitive servants, and
prohibited the courts from interfering in the correc-

tion of servants by their masters, unless administered

"in a cruel manner with clubs or stripes."* This

system was not affected by the emancipation procla-

mation, not being regarded as 'involuntary servitude;'

but it was abolished by act of congress in 1867.^

The New Mexicans, as I have said, had no negro

slaves, and they desired none. As Mexicans they

had a strong feeling against the institution; and it

was well understood, not only by the natives, but by
all acquainted with the territory, that it was not a

promising field for the introduction of slave labor.

The organic act, however, as an enforced concession

to the south, had provided that New Mexico should

eventually be admitted as a slave or free state, as its

people in their constitution might decide, thus permit-

ting, in the view of all but partisan northerners, the

holding of slaves under the territorial organization;

at least, until congress and the courts should definitely

decide the great national question of slavery in the

territories. Thus, New Mexico was more or less a

thorn in the flesh of northern politicians, and was often

people could hardly be expected to lose their value, and at the same time add
them to the unmanageable Ind. population. And in 1806 he thinks there is

a question if their servitude is not really voluntary, and that it would be in-

human to remove them from the protection of the families for whom they
have worked. At any rate, N. Mex. cannot afford to stand the expense of

their release.

<iV. Mex., Acts, etc., 1851-2, 1852-3, 1858-9.

^Aot of March 2, 1807. Cmg. Olobe, 1866-7, appen. 238. In 1868 the
gov. reports that the law has been very generally and successfully enforced.

The penalty was a line of $1,000 to $5,000, and imprisonment of one to five

years. '1 he same penalty, with dismissal from service by court-martial, was
prescribed for military officers obstructing the execution of the law.
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mentioned in the endless congressional debates on
slavery. This, perhaps, had some reflex influence in

the territory on the politicians if not on the people,

and a kind of mild southern partisanship was devel-

oped. In 1857 a law was enacted, prohibiting, under
penalty of fine and hard labor in the penitentiary, the

residence of free negroes or mulattoes in the territory

for a period exceeding thirty days.^ And in 1859
was passed an act "to provide for the protection of

property in slaves in this territory." It punished the

enticing-away or aiding to escape of a slave, like steal-

ing him, with imprisonment from four to ten years;

prohibited the furnishing or sale of arms to slaves,

and all trade with thein except with the masters'

written consent; provided stringent and detailed reg-

ulations for the return of fugitive slaves, including his

sale if not claimed; forbade masters giving their

slaves the use of their time; permitted stripes for in-

solence and disorderly conduct, and branding for crime

;

declared that slaves could not testify in court against

free persons; prohibited and annulled all marriages

between whites and blacks ; forbade emancipation

;

required slaves to have passports when absent from
their masters' premises ; and expressly provided that

this law should not apply to peonage, but only to Af-

rican slavery.'' There was no need of any such ultra

pro-slavery measure, and its enactment was brought
about for political eflect by a few men. In congress

it brought out a resolution to annul all acts of the

New Mexican legislature authorizing involuntary ser-

vitude except for crime, which passed the house, but

not the senate. On the governor's suggestion that it

was too severe in some respects, however, the act was
repealed in December 1861. In 1865-6 the act of

1857 against free negroes was repealed ; and in 1866-7

"Act of Jan. 29, '57. 'iV. Mex., Revised Laws, 456. The act did not apply

to actual residents, except in requiring them to give bonds for good behavior.

The marriage of a negro or mulatto, free or slave, to a white woman was
prohibited. Any owner of a slave who might free him was required to

transport him beyond the territory within 30 days.

'iV. Mexico, Acts, 1858-9.
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an act was passed abolishing all involuntary servitude

in the territory.^

In view of the circumstances that have been noted,

and of the facts that New Mexico had so recently

been added by conquest to the United States, and that

the .territory had not received from the government

at Washington the protection that had been promised,

it might naturally have been expected, as indeed it

was expected by the south, that the people would

favor the secession movement. But when the test

came, even in the height of apparent confederate suc-

cess, they did nothing of the kind, the masses favoring

the union cause, and furnishing five or six thousand

troops, volunteers and militia, to resist the invasion.

A few prominent natives, including some branches of

the Armijo family and even the delegate in congress,

used their influence and money against the union, but

without avail, most of the wealthy and influential

families being pronounced union men.^ While this

sentiment of loyalty was undoubtedly real, reflecting

credit on the New Mexicans, yet its fervor should not

be exaggerated, apathy in national questions being a

characteristic of the people; and it should be under-

stood that their sentiment resulted largely from the

fact that the confederate invasion came from Texas,

the old hatred of the Texans being the strongest

popular feeling of the natives, far outweighing their

devotion to cither the south or north.

^U. S. Govt Doc, 36th cong. 1st sess., H. Rept 508; Sen. Miseel. Doc.
12, including an elaborate minority report of the house com. against the

right of congress to interfere with slavery in N. Max.; X. Mex., Message, 1881;

Id., Laws, 1861-2, p. 6; 1865-6 and 1866-7.
^ Lossing and others mention an address of Delegate Otero, published in

Feb. 1861, which incited the New Mexicans to rebellion. I have not seen the
document. Ritch, Leijis. Bhiehooh, ar)p. 11, names as among the natives who
distinguished themselves on the union side: Facundo Pino, Jose M. Gallegos,

Jose A. Martinez, Douaciano Vigil, Trinidad Romero, Pedro Sanchez, Fran-
cisco P. Abreu, Miguel E. Pino, J. F. Chavez, Francisco Perea, IMauuel Cha-
vez, Rafael Chacon, Jose D. Sena, and Manuel D. Pino. Says Gov. Wallace,
N. Mex., Message, 1880: 'I have yet to hear of one native born of a Mex.
mother who refused to support the old flag,' In his report to the sec. in-

terior in '81 the gov. states that N. Mex. furnished over 6,000 volunteers, who
did good service. See militia lists in V. S. Qovt Doc., 37th cong. 2d sess.,

H. Ex. Doc. 58.
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As my readers well know, the acquisition of frontier

territory by the Mexican war of 1846-8, and by the
negotiations resulting in the Gadsden purchase of

1853-4, had been a southern measure. It has been
often asserted by northern writers, and denied by
those of the south, that the acquisition was made with
a direct view to ultimate secession, and a southern
confederacy of the future to stretch from ocean to

ocean, and eventually to include still larger tracts of

Mexican territory. Doubtless, the territory was ac-

quired with a view to the extension of slave -state

power within the union, and it is wellnigh certain that

there were men who even in the early years looked

forward to a separation. I am not disposed to attach

too much importance to the partisan assertions of

later years, or to be overmuch indignant at the al-

leged iniquity of early southern plans, respecting

which I have no definite opinion to offer, since these

matters are beyond the field of my special research.

In 1861, however, whatever might have been the

nature and scope of earlier schemes, the confederates

intended to occupy all or a large portion of the terri-

tory accquired in 1846-54. This is shown by their

acts, as well as by statements in such documents as are

extant, though I cannot claim to have made any ori-

ginal research in this phase of the matter, or, indeed,

to have examined all that has been made public in the

voluminous war histories. It was hoped, as is shown
in another work of this series,^" that California, or at

least southern California, would be brought by inclina-

tion and intrigue into the confederacy. It was thought
that the strong southern element would be able to

control Colorado. Some reliance was probably placed

in the hostility of the Mormons to the government,

so far as Utah was concerned. Arizona was known
to be controlled by secessionists. The native New
Mexicans were confidently expected to espouse the

southern cause as soon as there might be a show of

^'See Hist. Cat, vii-; also Hist. Colcn-ado.
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success. And the Apaches and Navajos were loo'ked

upon, not exactly as partisans of the south, but as a

potent factor in the defeat of union forces. Troops
in the territory were barely sufficient for defensive

warfare against the Indians, and New Mexico was a

long way from Washington, even if there had not been
a need of all available forces nearer the national capital.

Moreover, there were military stores in the New
Mexican forts worth capturing, to say nothing of the

opportunity for a display of exuberant Texan patriot-

ism, even if the Californians and Coloradans, by failing

to perform their part of the contract, should render it

impossible to carry out the scheme in its grander

phases and extend the confederacy to the Pacific

shores. The project was a grand, and from a southern

point of view a legitimate, one, with good apparent

prospects of success. It failed, not only because the

confederate forces in general were as fully occupied

in the east as were the federals, so that the enterprise

had to be intrusted to the Texans alone, whose resources

were limited, but because New Mexican sympathy for

the south and animosity for the national government
proved less potent than their union proclivities, pre-

judice against African slavery, and hatred of Texas;

because California not only remained true to the union,

but sent a column of volunteer troops to drive the

rebels out of Arizona ; and above all, because Colorado
under energetic union management, not only was able

to control the strong secession element within her bor-

ders, but to send a regiment which struck the decisive

blow in ridding her southern neighbor of invaders.

My chief authorities for the subject-matter of this

chapter are mentioned in a note ; and it must be con-

fessed that in respect of originality and conclusiveness

on details of some phases they are less satisfactory

than would be desirable,- such being necessarily the

case in most attempts to chronicle a minor topic of

the great national struggle."

" The first place in national aspects ot the matter and in respect of origi-

nal research must be given to A. A. Hayes, Jr, in whose New Colorado and
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It is stated, on authority not very clearly defined,

that attempts were made in the autumn of 1860 and
spring of 1861 by Colonel W. H. Loring of the

mounted rifles, of later fame in Egypt as Loring
Pasha, temporarily in command of the department,
with the aid of Colonel George B. Crittenden, com-
manding an expedition against the Apaches, both
officers having been sent to the territory for that

special purpose, to attach the New Mexican troops

through the influence ot southern officers to the con-

federate cause; also, that this plan was defeated by the

efforts of Lieutenant-colonel B. S. Roberts. However
this may have been, the rank and file remained true

to their allegiance, with the exception of a single sol-

dier, and even he is not known to have joined the

enemy. Many of the officers, however, made haste

to espouse the confederate cause, including Loring

—

succeeded by Canby in the command—Crittenden,

and Major H. H. Sibley. This was in June 1861;
about the same time the territorial secretary. Alex-

ia Santa Fi Trail, N. Y., 1880, 8vo, 200 p., chapter xii., p. 160-73, of which is

An unioritten episode of the late war; and who contributed to the Magazine of
American History, of Feb. 1886, p. 170-84, an article entitled The New Mexi-
can campaign of 1S62. A stirrimj chapter of our late civil war. The writer has
consulted original records to a considerable extent, including several MS.
journals, and has conversed with many participants in the campaign, evidently
making a careful use of his material, though often unable to reconcile dis-

crepancies of testimony. J. M. Chivingtou, the fighting parson, major, and
later colonel of the Colorado troops, has furnished me, in his First Colorado
Eeciiment, MS., a concise and straightforward narrative of the campaign in

which he was the leading figure. Ovando J. Hollister's History of the First

Segiment of Colorado Volunteers, Denver, 1863, 8vo, 178 p., gives in the form
of a diary an interesting statement of events as witnessed by himself as a
soldier of the regiment, together with additional matter from other sources.

To the same subject is devoted chapter xiv., p. 72-89, of the History of the

City of Denver, Arapahoe County, and Colorado, published by Baskin & Co., at

Denver, 1880, which is also inserted in other local histories of the same firm.

Lossing, in his Pictorial History of the Civil War, ii. 184^8, records the in-

vasion of New Mexico, giving some information not found by me elsewhere,

and falling evidently into some errors. The Civil war in Arizona, including
events in New Mexico, is treated with some completeness on p. 09 et seq. of

Elliott & Co. 's Arizona History. It is to be regretted that we have no con-

secutive narrative from the confederate side, and very slight information from
N. Mexican sources, most pertaining to the doings of the Colorado troops.

See also testimony before coug. committee on the invasion, in U. S. Govt Doc,
37th cong. 3d sess.. Sen. Rept 108, p. 364-72; Overland, xiii. 337-9; Hatjes'

Scraps, Angles, vi. 101-20; Porter's West, Census, 448; /Sto Fi, Centen. Celeb.,

27-8; Melin&'s $,000 Miles, 115-16; S. F. Alta, Nov. 19, 1862; Morris' Address
before Soc. of Cal. Volunteers, S. F., 1866.
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ander M. Jackson, resigned his office to go south ; and
the project of invasion began to assume definite shape.^^

Major Sibley was made brigadier-general, and
ordered to Texas in July to organize and command
the expedition; Ex-secretary Jackson became his

assistant adjutant-general of the army of New Mex-
ico; and the order tor the brigade to advance from
San Antonio was given on November ] 6th. Before
Sibley's arrival, however, operations had been begun.

Lieutenant-colonel John R. Baylor, second mounted
rifles, C. S. A., occupied Fort Bliss on the Texas side in

July, crossing into New Mexico and occupying Mesilla

on the 25th. On the 1st of August he issued a proc-

lamation as governor, taking possession in the name
of the confederate states. ^^ Major Isaac Lynde, of

the seventh infantry, in command of the southern

district of New Mexico, had a force of about 700 men
at Fort Fillmore. He was a northern man, whether
a traitor or a coward is not quite clear ; but in a few
days, perhaps on July 27th, he surrendered his whole
force as prisoners of war to Baylor.^* A little earlier,

^' Hayes quotes briefly some original correspondence. Sibley writes from
El Paso, June 12th: 'We are at last under the glorious banner of the confed-

erate states ... I regret now more than ever the sickly sentimentality by
which I was overruled in my desire to bring my whole command with me. I
am satisfied of the disaffection of the best of the rank and file in N. Mex. *

June 30th, ' chief-justice ' M. H. McWille wrote from Mesilla: ' Now, might
it not be well, secretly, oiE course, and at an early moment, to fit out an ex-

pedition to N. Mex. ? . . . The stores, etc. , in N. Mex. and Ariz, are immense,
and I am decidedly of the opinion that the game is worth the ammunition. .

.

The exped. would relieve Texas, open communication to the Pacific, and
break the line of operations . . . designed to circumvallate the south . . . One
regiment of Cherokees or Choctaws would inspire more wholesome terror in

the N. Mex. population than an army of Americans. ' It is charged that Sec.

Eloyd, besides sending Loring and Crittenden to win over the troops, had
taken pains to send immense quantities of military stores to N. Mex., with a
view to their falling into confederate hands. To say nothing of the somewhat
threadbare nature of this charge, there is little in the prevalent complaints of

preceding years to indicate any marked excess in the quantity of such stores.
'^ The territory of which Baylor took possession was Arizona, to comprise

all south of lat. 34°. He declared all offices vacant, organized a military gov-
ernment, fixed the capital at Mesilla, divided the territory into two judicial

districts, and in a proclamation of Aug. 2d appointed civU officials, including
Jas A. Lucas as secretary, M. H. McWille as attorney-gen. , E. Angerstein
as treasurer, and Geo. M. Frazier as marshal; with H. C. Cook and Frank
Higgins as judges, and J. A. Roberts as sheriff of the 1st, or eastern, judicial

district. The proclamations are in Hai/e^' Scraps, Anr/elen, vi. 104, 107.
'* There are few reliable details on record respecting this disgraceful sur-

render. It appears that Lynde sent a party toward Mesilla, which had a
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orders had been sent to the Arizona commandants to

abandon forts Buchanan and Breckenridge, which
they did, destroying all property that could not be
removed. On the march these garrisons heard of the
surrender of Lynde, and directed their course, about
450 strong, to Fort Craig. In December Baylor's con-
federate force was estimated by Canby at 800 Texans,
besides 200 or 300 volunteers from the floating Mexi-
can population of Mesilla valley.

About tlie middle of December General Sibley with
his brigade of Texan rangers arrived, and issued his

proclamations, declaring martial law and taking pos-

session of the territory.^* Meanwhile, Colonel Canby
was striving to organize his forces and provide means
for defence. His reports show that he was greatly
embarrassed by the lack of military supplies. He re-

ported the people loyal but apathetic, and doubted
the possibility of raising a sufficient force within the

territory, placing but very slight reliance on the vol-

unteers or militia. But the legislature authorized the

governor to call into service the whole force of the

territory to resist invasion, volunteers were rapidly

slight skirmish with the Texans and retired to the fort. Then orders were
received to march the garrison to Ft Craig or Alburquerque, and soon after

starting, when, as is stated, the men had been given all the whiskey they
wanted, and were mostly drunk, they met a Texan force, to which the major,
after a council of officers, surrendered. It is said that the more sober of the
officers and men protested and wished to fight. The paroled prisoners were
allowed to go to Alburquerque, suffering intensely on the march. For this

act Maj. Lynde was dismissed from the army; and Capt. A. H. Plummer,
the commissary, who turned over to the enemy $17,000 in drafts, was merely
reprimanded and suspended for six months. The most detailed account of

the affair and of Baylor's operations is found in an article from the Mesilla

'Times and other clippings in Hayes' Scraps, Angeles, vi. 101 et seq. It ap-
pears that there was some fighting and loss of life at the taking of Mesilla, or

its attempted retaking by Lynde's force on July 25th; also that 14 federal

soldiers refused parole.
'^ In Miscel. Hist. Papers, 23, I have an original copy of Sibley's procl. of

Dec. 16th, at Ft Bliss, declaring martial law, 'anticipating a sincere and
hearty cooperation and firm support from the inhabitants.' From another
procl., of Dec. 20th, Hayes quotes as follows: 'To my old comrades in arms,

still in the ranks of the usurpers of their govt and liberties, I appeal in the

name of former friendship. Drop at once the arms which degrade you into

the tools of tyrants, renounce their service, and array yourselves under the

colors of justice and freedom. I am empowered to receive you into the ser-

vice of the confederate states, the oflBcers upon their commissions, the men
upon their enlistments.

'

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 44
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enrolled, and Governor Connelly in his message con-

gratulated the people on their patriotism, announcing
that the confederates had not come north of the Jor-

nada, and that the fedieral force was sufficient for tlieir

expulsion. ^° At the beginning of 1862 Canby estab-

lished his headquarters at Fort Craig, where he had a

force of about 4,000 men, of whom, however, 1,000

were useless militia, and less than 1,000 regular troops.

Sibley, on the other hand, had about 2,500 men,
Texan rangers, accustomed to Indian warfare, and
good fighters."

That branch of the confederate campaign pertain-

ing to Arizona has been recorded in another chapter

of this volume, ^^ and. may be briefly disposed of here.

Captain Hunter with a few hundred Texans of Sib-

ley's army was despatched to the west, and in January
or February occupied Tucson. There was no opposi-

tion, union men—if there were any such in southern

Arizona—fleeing into Sonora. Hunter sent a detach-

ment to the Pima villages on the Gila, and awaited

developments in the farther west, which developments,

from a Texan point of view, were most unsatisfactory.

The 'California column,' of 1,800 federal volunteers

under Colonel Carfeton, advanced eastward from Fort
Yuma, and the little confederate band had to retire

to the Rio Grande, A captain and three men of

Carleton's advance were captured by Hunter's men on

'"JV^. Mex., Message of Gm<., 1861; Id., Acts, 1861-2. A manifiestoof the
legisl. to the people is also alluded to, The^j-Jz., Hist. (E. &, Co.), 7'2, teUsua
that in Oct. there were two minor skirmishes near Ft (Jraig, in one of which
Capt, Mimk's comp. of N. Mex. volunteers was defeated by a party of

Texans, themselves routed in turn by regulars from the fort.

" Canby, according to Hayes, gave his aggregate force as 3,810, and Sib-

leys as 2, COO. Sibley gave his own force (on the march northward, some
being naturally left in garrison) as 1,750, while he attributed to Canby 5,000.

A letter from a Texan volunteer, published by Hollister, represents the con-
federate force leaving Ft Fillmore as 3,800 men. Canby 's army was made up
of 11 comp. of the 5th, 7th, and 10th U. S. inf.; 7 comp. of the 1st and 3d
U. S. cavalry; McRae's battery, manned by 2 comp. of 2d and 3d cavalry;
Capt. Dodd s comp. B, 2d Col. volunteers; Lieut. -col Kit Carson's 1st regt
N. Mex. vol.; 17 comp. of 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th N. Mex. vol.; a spy comp.;
and 1,000 militia. SiHey had the regiments of colonels Reilly and Green;
5 comp. of Steele's regt; 5 comp. of Baylor's regt; and Teel's and Riley's bat-
tery. Lossing, p. 186, gives a portrait of Gen. Sibley.

'*See chap. xx.
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the Gila; and on the 15th of April, in a skirmish be-

tween small parties under lieutenants Swilling and
Barrett, the latter with two men was killed on the

federal side, while the confederates lost one or two
killed and three prisoners. In May-, Tucson was occu-

pied by the Californians. The Apaches kept the

troops busy enough for a while ; but in July and Au-
gust they advanced to the Rio Grande, too late to aid

in expelling the invaders, but in time to do much
good service against the Indians in this and the fol-

lowing years.

Ira February 1862 Sibley advanced up the Rio
Grande on the western side by way of Mesilla and
Fort Thorn. On the 18th his army appeared before

Fort Craig,^^ and a cavalry force was sent out by
Canby to defeat the apparent intention of the foe to

pass to the west of the fort; but the Texans had no
idea of going in that direction or of attacking the

garrison. They were manoeuvring to protect their

crossing of the river, which was eflfected at the Pana.-

dero ford, several miles below. Next day Canby sent

an artillery force supported by volunteers to occupy
the bluff on the eastern bank, and here on the 20th
there was some firing. As in this skirmish the vol-

unteers behaved badly, as no harm could be done to

the Texans, and as the latter's purpose was clearly to

turn and not attack the position, the troops were with-

drawn at night, and Major Roberts with an infantry

force and two batteries was sent to occupy the upper,

or Valverde, ford, some seven miles ahove.^" The
•' According^ to HoUister, whose account, though made up from hearsay

after the Col. troops reached this region in April, is most detailed and clear-

est, the approach of the Texans was known some da.y-s earlier, when Grayden'a
party was driven in from a scout and Wingate with an infantry battalion was
sent down to the ford opposite Panadero. Subsequently, Canby came down
with his whole force, but soon returned to the fort, leaving the ford to the
enemy.

™ On his way 200 mules were captured, which greatly embarrassed Sibley's

transportation service. HoUister represents the mareh on both sides to have
been made in the night; but Hayes implies that it was in the morning of the
21st. It is said that in the skirmish, of the 20th Col., Pino's 2d regiment. N.
Mex. vol. was thrown into confusion, while Carson's lat regt stood firm; but
such is the prevalent confusion of testimony that I attach little importance to
such distinctions.
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confederates on the other side made for the same point

;

and at the ford a fight occurred early on the 21st, in

which Roberts had the advantage, crossing the river,

posting his batteries, and repulsing the confederate
advance.^^ Canby arrived on the field soon after noon,
and an advance was ordered, the batteries were pushed
forward, and fire was opened. One division of the

Texans charged Hall's battery and was repulsed ; but
the movement was apparently intended as a feint to

draw off supporting troops from the other battery.

This latter was then attacked most furiously by 1,000

Texans ; the struggle was desperate ; Captain McRae
was killed on his guns, and his gunners were wellnigh

annihilated; the supporting troops acted very badly;

the guns were lost ; and Canby's army was driven in

some disorder across the river to retire to the fort,

leaving the northern route open to the foe.

' This fight of Valverde, as it is known, reflected

little credit on the federal arms. Many individuals

and a few companies fought bravely, but such is the

discrepancy of testimony that I make no attempt to

point out cases of bravery or cowardice, blunders or

wise management. The Texans, though victorious,

lost probably more than the federals, whose loss

was about 90 killed and mortally wounded and 100
wounded.^^ The confederates marched on up the

river without opposition to Alburquerque, leaving

their sick and wounded at Socorro. We have no
details respecting Sibley's movements in these days,

or those of a detachment sent to occupy Santa Fe,

which was apparently accomplished without resistance.

^^ The Colorado company is accredited with having had a desperate fight

in this affair with two oomp. of Texan lancers, killing a large part of their

opponents and having 40 per cent of their own force put hors du com-
bat. The forces engaged in tliis preliminary conflict were about 700 men
on each side. HoUister says Canby arrived at 1 P. M. ; Hayes says it was
2.45.

'''HoUister gives the federal loss as 64 killed, 26 mortally wounded, 100
wounded; Texans 200 killed, 200 wounded. Lossing says the federals lost

02 killed and 142 wounded; Texans about the same. Hayes gives no figures.

Aco. to Ariz., Hist. {E. & Co.), there were about 60 killed and 140 wounded
on each side.
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The main force directed its march toward Fort Union,
where there were stores worth about $300,000, and
where Major Donaldson arrived on the 10th of March
with a train of 120 wagons from Alburquerque, where
he had destroyed such federal stores as could not be

removed. The Texan advance under Major W. R.
Scurry reached Apache Canon on the 25th. The
garrison at the fort was entirely inadequate for its

defence ; but aid had most opportunely arrived from
the north.

Colorado's experience in the civil war has been else-

where recorded in the volume devoted to that terri-

tory. Here it must suffice to state that by the

energetic efforts of Governor Gilpin and his asso-

ciates a union force was raised, which not only

defeated all confederate hopes at home, but was.

also able to go abroad and turn the scale in New
Mexico. Two companies, which later became A and
B of the second Colorado volunteers, were mustered
in December 1861, going to New Mexico in January
1862. Company B, Captain T. H. Dodd, served un-

der Canby at Valverde, as we have seen ;
^^ and Com-

pany A, Captain J. H. Ford, remained at Fort Union.
The first regiment of Colorado volunteers was com-
manded by Colonel J. P. Slough, S. F. Tappan being

lieutenant-colonel, and J. M. Chivington major. The
regiment was composed largely of ' Pike's Peakers,' the

best of fighting material, intensely loyal to the union,

always eager to go to the front, but not taking kindly

to the restraints of military discipline when there was
no fighting to be done. Whole companies were often

under arrest for mutiny; and an order to march to the

relief of Canby—obtained by Major Chivington from
General Hunter mainly with a view to prevent the

disintegration of the regiment-—was welcome to all.

The troops left Denver in February; the different

divisions united March 7th at the foot of the Raton

^ This company lost 5 killed and 38 wounded, killing 72 of Lang's Texan
lancers. Denver Hist.
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Pass; a march of 64 miles was once made in 24 hours,

and the regiment arrived at Fort Union on the 1 1-

I3th of March. Major G. R Paul, colonel of New-
Mexico volunteers, was in command of the post, but
was ranked by Colonel Slough, who assumed com-
mand of the united forces.^*

On March 22d Colonel Slough's army of 1,342

men, including 300 regular troops,^^ marched from
Fort Union toward Santa Fe, encamping at Bernal
Spring on the 24th. On the 25th the advance of 400
men, half of them mounted, encamped near the old

Pecos ruins; and a scouting party under Lieutenant

Nelson captured four men of the enemy's picket, five

miles farther west at Pigeon's rancho. Next morning
Major Chivington advanced with all his force, and
febout a mile beyond the rancho, at the mouth of the

Apache Canon proper, found a Texan battery posted,

which opened fire.^* This was about 2 p. m. The
federal infantry, deployed to the canon slopes as skir-

mishers, advanced to the attack, the cavalry remain-

ing behind a spur in the ravine, with orders to charge

when the battery showed signs of retreating. The
battery presently fell back a mile or more, but Cap-
tain Howland failed to charge as ordered. The new
position of the Texan guns was at a bend in the canon,

across a dry arroyo-bed, supported by the infantiy,

strongly posted among the rocks and on the summits.
Chivington repeated his former manoeuvre, but dis-

mounting; Howland's and Lord's men to strensrthen

the infantry on the flanks, he left the cavalry charge

to 100 Colorado horsemen under Captain Cook. After
a sharp fight on the flanks the battery yielded, and
Cook dashed forward, his horsemen leaping the arroyo

^* Chivington in his MS. narrative says that the famous forced march of 64
miles in 24 hours ended at Maxwell's rancho, and was prompted by messages
ft-om Fort Union that the post was in great danger. He also states that Maj.
faul had mined the fort and made preparations to destroy all public property
on the coming of the confederates, and theu march to meet the Coloradans.

^^ These troops included two companies of the 5th infantry and two light

batteries uader captains Ritter and Claflin. Denver Hist.
''" Chivington says that before this his force met the Texan advance guard

and captured a lieut. and 30 men before a gun was fired.
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with a yell, and charging through and through the

enemy's ranks. Cook fell, severely wounded, but
Lieutenant Nelson took his place. The infantry,

xinder captains Downing and Wyncoop, cooperated

most effectively; the Texans Were driven from the

field, and the fight of Apache Canon was won. State-

ments of casualties are conflicting; but the federals

seem to have lost from five to fifteen killed, and the

confederates from 20 to 40, with nearly 100 prisoners.

Chivington before night fell back to Pigeon's rancho
to bury his dead, care for the wounded, and send back
the prisoners, with a message to Colonel Slough and
the main army. That night or the next morning he
retired four or five miles farther, to Kolosky's rancho,.

where the water supply Was better; and here he was
joined by Slough and his troops in the night of the

27th.^'

^'Chivington and HoUister give tolerably clear accounts of the fight in

which they todk part. C. in his MS. does not give a statement of casualties;

but ace. to Hayes he reported a loss of 5 killed and 14 wounded, the enemy's
loss being 32 killed, 43 wounded, and 71 prisoners. Hollister says the fed-

erals lost 5 killed, 13 wounded, and 3 missing; and the confed. 16 killed,

30-40 wounded, and 75 pf-isoners, including 7 officers. The Denver Hist, has
it 13 fed. killed, 13 wounded, 3 missing; confed. 40, 75, and 108 respectively.

Hayes, who regards this affair as a drawn fight and gives few details, says
that the reports of Scurry and Sibley give no figures. Perhaps the Coloradans
exaggerate their victory, and it would seein that Hayes may have found some
evidence to this effect in the confed. reports, which he does not specify. The
Frenchman, Alex. Valle, known as 'Pigeon'—whence the name Pigeon's
rancho—described Chiviagton's operations to Hayes as follows: ' 'H pbot 'is

'ead down and foight loike mahd bull. ' Hollister prints a letter from a TexaA
to his wife, found at Mesilla, which gives a very vivid description of the fight,

and of their surprise when ' instead of Mexicans and regulars ' they saw ' they
were regular demons, that iron and lead had no effect upon, in the shape of

Pike's Peakers from the Denver gold mines. ' After the first retreat of the bat-

tery and the forming a line of battle at the new position, ' up came the cannonj
with the enemy at their heels; but when they saw us ready they stopped, but
only for a Short time, for in a few moments they could be seen on the moun-
tains jumping from fock to rock like so maily sheep. They had no sooner
got within shooting distance than up came a comp. of cavalry at full charge,

with sWords and revolvers drawn, looking like so many flying devils. On
they came, to what I Supposed certain destruction, but nothing like lead or

iron seemed to stop them, for we were pouring it into them from every side

like hail. In a moment these devils had run the gauntlet for half a mile and
were fighting hand to hand with our men in the road. ' Behind the ditch ' we
felt safe, but again we were mistaken, for no sooner did they see us than
some of them turned their horses, jumped the ditch, and like demons came
charging on us. . . .We expected to shdot the last one before they reached ust

but luck was against us, and after fighting hand to hand with them, and out
comrades being shot and cut down every mo.Tient, we were obliged to siir-
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On March 28tli Slough pushed forward with his

full force; but Chivington, with 400 or 500 men un-
der the guidance of Lieutenant-colonel Manuel Chavez,
was detached to cross the mountains and attack the
enemy's rear. His success will be noted j^resently.

The rest of the army, 700 or 800 strong, met the
Texans, sooner than Slough expected, half a mile

beyond Pigeon's rancho, about 9 a. m. From the
first the federals were outnumbered, acted on the

defensive, and though fighting bravely for about five

hours, were forced back to the rancho, to a new position

half a mile farther east, and finally to Kolosky's.

Had the enemy known the number of the troops

opposed to them, or had they not been somewhat over-

cautious as a result of the former battle, the federal

repulse might have been a disastrous defeat. The
federal loss is given as from 20 to 50 killed, 40 to 80
wounded, and 15 to 20 prisoners; that of the con-

federates 36 to 150 killed, 60 to 200 wounded, and
100 prisoners, the last figure apparently, however,
including both battles. ^^ Scurry, the Texan com-
mander, instead of following up hfs success, sent a
flag of truce, asking an armistice for the purpose

of burying his dead, and caring for his wounded.
This was granted by Slough, and the Texans took
advantage of the opportunity to fall back to Santa
Fe, which position they presently abandoned and
retreated down the Rio Grande.
The cause of Sibley's retreat, notwithstanding his

apparent victory, must be sought in the operations of

render. Now, who do you suppose it was that came charging and nearly
running over me, with a revolver pointed at my head, etc. ? It was Geo.
Lowe. . . . You know him well. . . . How one of the men that charged us ever
eacaped death will ever be a wonder to me. . . . About 80 of us were taken
prisoners and marched off toward Ft Union. How many were killed and
wounded I don't know, but there must have been a large number.'

''' Hayes gives the federal losses as 29 killed, 42 wounded, and 15 prison-
ers; confederate 36 killed and 60 wounded, as admitted by Scurry. Lossing
says the federals loss 23 k. and 50 w. ; confed. same as Hayes. Gov. Con-
nelly reported the confed. lost as 400 k. , w. , and prisoners. HoUister puts
the fed. loss at 46, 64, and 21; confed. 281, 200, 100 (prob. including both
battles). The Denver Hist, has it 134 k. and w. on the fed. side; and 151,

200, and 100.
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Chlvington. This officer, on the 28th, with 370 Colo-

rado v^olunteers and 120 regulars, had been guided by
Chavez over the mountains to the rear of the enemy,
where they arrived about noon. Descending the

precipitous cliffs in single file, they drove off the

Texan guard, capturing several of their number,
spiked the cannon, killed the mules, burned 64 wag-
ons, and destroyed all the enemy's supplies, thus

rendering it impossible for the confederates to con-

tinue their offensive operations. This virtually ended
the campaign; the 'Pike's Peakers' had proved more
than a match for the 'Texan rangers,' saving New
Mexico for the union ; and Chivington, presiding

elder of the methodist church in Colorado, had made
himself the hero of the war.^'

Orders now came from Canby to Slough to protect

Fort Union at all hazards; and, very much against

the wishes of the Coloradans, the army fell back to

the fort, arriving on the 2d of April. On the 5th,

under new orders, the army marched for the south,

under the command of Colonel Paul, Slough having
resigned his commission. Galisteo was reached on
the 10th, details of movements in these days having
very slight significance,^" and here was met an adjutant

from Canby. This officer, leaving Fort Craig gar-

risoned by volunteers under Carson, had marched
northward on April 1st with 860 regulars and 350
volunteers. The confederates, or a part of them, had
fallen back on Alburquerque; and against this town,

on the 8th, Canby 's troops made a demonstration,

^ Chivington's own narrative is most satisfactory, besides agreeing in most
respects with others. His officers were captains W. H. Lewis and A. B.

Carey of the regulars, and Wyncoop of the volunteers. Chivington says

that they bayoneted 1,100 mules. On their return they reached the camp
at Kolosky'a at midnight, entering it prepared to fight, with the idea that it

was a camp of the enemy.
^•' HoUister and the Denver Hist, give many such details. Slough seems

to have resigned in his disgust at not being permitted to pursue the retreat-

ing Texans. On the 9th, according to Hayes, Col Paul marched from Bernal
Spring toward Sta Fe, meeting on the way Maj. Jackson and party, with a

flag of truce, and soon learning that Sta Fe had been evacuated. On the 12th
he wrote from Galisteo that the Union troops had been cheered on entering

the capital.
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with but slight effect," thence turning to the right,

and joining Paul's force at Tijeras on the 13th. The
next day, Chivington having been appointed colonel

of the Colorado regiment, the united army marched
to the Rio Grande, and down that river to Peralta,

where the confederates were posted in the adobe town,
having abandoned Alburquerque. It was to some
extent a surprise, and a few pickets were captured.

Chivington was eager to take the town by assault, but
Canby would not permit it.

On the 15th a belated Texan train coming in sight

from Alburquerque was captured by 30 mounted
Coloradans, who lost one man and killed four, taking

one gun, a dozen prisoners, 70 mules, and 15 horses.

Presently the confederates opened fire with their ar-

tillery, which was answered, the firing being continued

to some extent all day, with but slight and unrecorded

effect. The Colorado troops retired to the river, and
planned an attack under cover of the banks, but Canby
forbade the movement. He is accused of an unwill-

ingness to kill his old comrades, of jealousy toward
the volunteers, and even of cowardice. Hayes, how-
ever, states that the reason for inaction was that he
"had no desire to capture men whom he could not
feed." The Texans took advantage of a tempestuous
night to ford the river and escape. On the 16th and
17th the armies advanced slowly southward in sight

of each other on opposite sides of the river,^^ the

Texans burning some of their baggage on the way,
to La Joya; but on the 18th the confederates had
disappeared, to be seen no more, leaving, however,

'' Hayes says that in this engagement, respecting which no details are
given, Maj. Duncan, 3d cavalry, was seriously wounded. Chivington says:
' They fought all day at long range, and at night Canby took a side route and
attempted to form a junction with us, and Sibley escaped down the Rio
Grande with his force.

'

'^Chivington says: 'They disputed our crossing for 4 days and nights
whenever we attempted to crois; and we tried to get sufficiently far in ad-

vance to cross without being subject to their artillery fire. On the 4th night
they burned their transportation, and abandoned everything except some
light vehicles, packed their provisions, and took to the mountains.' There is

no other evidence that Canby's force attempted to cross at all. See account
of fight at Peralta, in Las Vegas Chronicle, Feb. 21, 1885.
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some of their sick and .disabled, with, a few wagons,

which were found by Captain Grayden on a trip to

the western side. A day or two later Sibley destroyed

the rest of his baggage, and followed a trail over the

mountains far to the west of Fort Craig, and thence

to the Mesilla valley and to Fort Bliss, where he ar-

rived early in May.^^ In killed, wounded, prisoners,

and stragglers, they had left nearly half their original

force in New Mexico.^*

The federals advanced much at their leisure in three

columns under Paul, Chivington, and Captain Morris,

crossing the river at Limitar, just above Socorro, on
the 20th, and there learning definitely of the enemy's

flight.^* On the 22d they reached the old battle-field

of Valverde, where the volunteers encamped, and the

regulars took up their quarters at Fort Craig. There
was no thought of further pursuit. General Canby re-

turning to Santa Fe, and leaving Colonel Chivington

in command of the southern district, which position

he held until succeeded by Colonel Howe. Some
Texan rangers still remained in the Mesilla valley,

and in May a party of them appeared at the Panadero,

below the fort, but there was no fighting. On July
4th the Californian advance reached the Rio Grande,

and two days later the last of the invaders left the

territory. It does not seem necessary to record the

movements of the Colorado companies in garrison at

different posts and in a few Indian expeditions during

the following months. Before the end of the year the

last of them had left New Mexico for home and other

service, their places being taken by the California vol-

unteers, and General Carleton assuming command of

the department in September.

^'May 4th, according to Lossing; but on the 18th Canby, ace. to Hayes,

reported the confed. aa scattered along the valley from Dona Ana to El Paso.

^* Canby's report, as quoted in Ariz., Hist. (E. & Co.). A prisoner 'tells

me that out of the 3,800 men and 327 wagons that were with us when we left

Ft Fillmore, only ] ,200 men and 13 wagons remained together when they were
obliged to flee to the mountains. ' Letter of a Texan quoted by HoUister.

'" Hollister says that 30 prisoners came into camp on the 19th, and were
paroled, one of them being Ex-surveyor-gen. Felham. At Limitar 75 sick

and stragglers were taken.
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The legislature at the session of 1862-3 passed reso-

lutions thanking "the brave California and Colorado
troops for their timely aid in driving the traitors and
rebels from our soil," with an additional paragraph
especially complimentary to General Carleton and
the Californians, whose march across the desert was
regarded as "one of the most remarkable achieve-

ments of the age." This paragraph brought out a
letter from Governor Evans of Colorado, who, in view
of the fact that the Californians had not arrived until

the campaign was over, complained of injustice done
to the Coloradans, who had really expelled the invader.

Accordingly, at the next session, the legislature at-

tempted to set the matter right, solemnly affirming, in

a resolution respecting the Colorado troops, that "it

is not the intention to place these brave soldiers second

to none"P«

^N. Mex., Acts, 1862-3, 1863-4; Colorado, House Journal, Sdsess., p. 72-7.

In 1865 Kit Carson was promoted to brigadier-general of volunteers for hia

gallantry at Valverde and other services. Oarson, Papers, MS. These papers
contain a few documents bearing on details of this campaign, including cor-

respondence showing that Canby and Carson had some doubts about the
loyalty of the militia and some of the volunteers. Claims for damages done
by rebels were filed by citizens, and the subject was often agitated; but down
to 1880 at least none of these claims had been paid. N. Mex., Mess., ofChni.,

1880.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

CHRONOLOGIC AND OFFICIAL.

1864-1886.

Chronologic Msumie;—Governors—List of Officials—Members and
Officers of the Legislature for Each Session—Summary of Legis-

lative Acts—Changes in Sessions and Rules—Delegates in Con-
gress—Contested Seats—National Legislation—Public Buildings
—Historical Society—Finances—Claims against the United States
^Revised Laws—Supreme Court—Lawyers—Efforts to Secure
Admission as a State—Surveys and Boundaries—Crime and Dis-

order—Statistics OF Population.

In the history of New Mexico after 1863 chrono-
logic annals have but small part. The government
record, Indian affairs, industries and institutions, and
local matters will be treated in four successive chap-
ters. All these, and especially the first, will be de-

voted for the most part, not to a consecutive narra-

tion of events, but to classified records and statistical

matter showing the territory's condition and develop-

ment, a large part of which matter may be presented
most profitably in fine-print notes. I begin, however,
by appending a chronologic summary of the most im-

portant happenings of 1864-86, embracing many top-

ics to be noted more fully in the following pages and
chapters. And the completeness and utility of this

summary are increased by extending it backward, so

far as leading events are concerned, to the American
occupation in 1846; and even farther, in the briefest

of outlines, to the beginning of New Mexican annals.^

'Chronological summary of New Mexican history: Discovery and explo-

ration, 1540-97: see chap. i.-v. of this vol. 1535-6, Cabeza de Vaca, passing

through Texas and Chihuahua, hears of the N. Max. pueblos. 1540-2, Coro-

nado's army enters via Sin., Son., and Ariz., spending two winters in the Rio

(701)
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The territory was ruled from 1864 by a succession of

eight governors: Henry Connelly from 1864, Robert

Grande valley. 1581, Fr. Agustin Rodriguez enters N. Mex. from Chih.
1582-3, entrada of Espejo. 1583-95, several projects of conquest, without
results. 1590-1, illegal entry of Castaflo de Sosa from N. Leon via Texas.
1594-6, expeditions of Bonilla and Humaaa.

Spanish conquest and occupation: see chap, vi.-x. 1598-9, conquest by
Juan de Oftate. 1601-5, Onate s exped. to Quivira and mouth of the Colorado.

1615, Sta Fe founded about this date. 1630, from 50 to 100 missionaries
serving in from 90 to 150 pueblo missions. 1640, beginning of dissensions be-

tween govt and missionaries. 1650, beginning of serious troubles with the
Indians. 1664 et seq., Penalosa's filibustering schemes. 1670 et seq..

Apaches begin their raids; Navajdes mentioned; Span. pop. about 2,400, con-

verted Ind. 20,000. 1680, revolt of Pueblos, expelling Span., and killing

400; El Paso founded. 1681-2, Otermin's vain efBorts to reconquer the prov-

ince. 1692-6, reconquest by Diego de Vargas.
Spanish rule continued: see chap. xi.-iii. 1706, founding of Alburquerque.

1709, first important war and treaty with the Navajos. 1712 et seq., efforts

to conciliate or conquer the Moquis, who refused to submit. 1716 et seq., first

troubles with Comanches. 1730-42, controversies of Franciscajis with the

church and with the Jesuits. 1730, first visit by the bishop. 1750, Span,

pop. 4,000, Ind. converts 12,000. 1760, tour of Bishop Tamaron. 1760-1800,

a period of dissension, rascality; and decadence. 1774-6, active efforts for

exploration in west, and for conversion of the Moquis; exped. of Dominguez
and Escalante to Utah. 1776-7, organization of Provincias Intemas, including

N. Mex. 1780-1, ravages of small-pox, leading to consolidation of missions.

1786, new Apache policy. 1800, Span. pop. 18,000, Ind. 9,700. 1803,

Louisiana ceded to U. S. 1804^5, beginnings of Sta Fe trade; working of Sta
Rita copper mines. 1806-7, Pike's exploring exped. 1810, Pino sent to

Span, cdrtes from N. Mex. 1819, boundary treaty with U. S. 1821, N.
Mex. supports Iturbide. 1822, Span. pop. 30,000, Ind. 10,000.

Mexican rule: see chap. xiv. 1822, N. Mex. becomes a Mexican province.

1824, a territory of the Mex. republic; beginning of the legal Sta Fe trade.

1828, expulsion of Spaniards and partial secularization of missions; discovery

of the gold placers. 1833, visit of the bishop. 1835, first printing-preas and
newspaper. 1836, N. Mex. a department under a governor. 1837-8, rebel-

lion of Gonzalez and accession of Gov. Armijo. 1839, N. Mex. a separate

comandancia; discovery of the 'new' placers. 1841, Texan Sta Fe invasion.

1844, department divided into districts and partidos. 1S45, pop. about

70,000, Ind. 10,000; Texas annexed to U. S.

Rule of the United States: see chap, xvii., xxv.-vii. 1846, Mex. war;
occupation of N. Mex. by Gen. Kearny. 1847, revolt of the New Mexicans;
first legislature and first newspaper in English. 1848, treaty between U. S.

and Mex., the latter ceding N. Mex.; territorial convention. 1849-50, state

convention; debates in congress on slavery and Texan boundary. 1850, N.
Mex. admitted as a territory; pop. 61,547; vicarate of Sta Fe estab., Lamy
honorary bishop. 1850-1, Mex. boundary survey. 1851, organization of

territorial govt, and meeting of 1st legislature. 1851-9, severed R. R. eind

other explorations. 1853-4, dispute with Mex. for possession of the MesUla
valley. 1854-5, Gadsden purchase annexed to N. &Iex.; Ind. wars. 1853,

surveyor-general's office estab. 1858-60, pueblo, private, and town land
claims confirmed by congress. 1858-63, Navajo wars, ending with exped. of

'63-4 by Carleton and Carson. 1861, Cimarron Ind. agency estab. 1861-2,

confederate Texan invasion; territory of Colorado out on. 1863, Arizona cut

off; Fort Sumner and Bosque Redondo reservation estab.

Chronologic annals of 1864-86: see for details this and the three following

chapters. 1864, also Bitch's Biue-Book. 1864, gov. Connelly; gen. Carleton;

Ind. supt Stock; Navajos at Bosque Redondo. 1865, publication of revised

statutes; Ind. supt Delgado. 1866, gov. Mitchell; dd. supt Norton; re-
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B. Mitchell from 1866, William A. Pile in 1869-71,
Marsh Giddingsin 1871-5, Samuel B.Axtell in 1875-8,
LewisWallacein 1878-81, LionelA. Sheldon in 1881-4,
and Edmund G. Ross from 1885. I append a list of all

territorial and federal officials for the period.^ Most of

pairs on the palacio; Mescaleroa quit the Bosque Redondo reservation. 1867,
gen. Sykea and Getty; lud. aupt Webb; discovery of Moreno mines; peon-
age abolished; death of Padre Ant. J. Martinez; decision of sup. court that
Puebloa are citizens; soldiers' monument dedicated at Sta Fe. 1868, Grant
00. created; 1st daily mail from east; Navajos removed from Bosque Redondo
to their old home in th6 N. w.; 1st mil. telegraph in operation; death of Kit
Carson; Chavez, contestant, seated as delegate in congress; Fort Sumner
abandoned.

1869, gov. Pile; Ind. supt Gallegos and Clinton; Colfax and Lincoln
counties created; archives sold for waste paper; complaints against Justice
Houghton; earthquakes. 1870, Ind. supt Pope; population, 90,573; forts

Curamings and McRae garrisoned; sale of the Maxwell rancho; Apaches at
Canada Alamosa moved by Colyer to Tularosa; Ist national bank at Sta Fe.

1871, gov. Giddinga; gen. Granger (also 1875); biennial sessions of legisla-

ture; water found by Martin in the Jornada del Muerto; filing of land claims
resumed. 1872, Ind. supt (the last) Dudley; state constitution formed; new
public school law. 1873, gen. Gregg; Jesuit school at Alburquerque. 1874,

gen. Devin; Mescaleros on reserv. at Fort Stanton; Apaches moved to Hot
Springs; new land district in south at Mesilla; prot. episcopal missionary
iliooese. 1875, gov. AxteU; mil. telegraph, Sta Fe to Mesilla; archdiocese
of Sta Fe created; Rev. Tolby murdered in Colfax co. ; Jesuit schools at Las
Vegas and La Junta. 1876, col Wade and gen. Hatch; telegraph to Tucson;
R. R. at Trinidad, Col.; prefect system of co. govt abandoned; murder of

Hon. Louis Clark in Rio Arriba; Ft Selden abandoned. 1877, Apaches re-

moved to S. Carlos, Ariz.; telegraph to S. Diego; survey of land claims
resumed; grand Ipdge of masons organized. 1878, gov. Wallace; R. R.
crosses N. Mex. line at Raton Mt. ; war of stockmen begins in Lincoln co.

;

act incorporating Jesuits annulled by congress in '79; Sta Fe academy incor-

porated; Jicarillas moved to a reserv. in u. w. ; Utes removed to Col.;

Apache raids of Viotorio, '78-82, 1879, beginning of a 'boom' in mines;
White Oaks mines discovered; Los Cerrillos camps; R. R. reaches Las
Vegas; Hot Springs hotel opened; 1st prot. epis. church in N. Mex. dedi-

cated at Las Vegas; Alburquerque academy incorporated.

1880, R. R. reaches Sta Fe, Alburquerque, and Isleta; narrow-gauge
R. R. from north enters the territory; general incorporation act; Bureau of

Immig. and Historical Soc. organized; founding of New Alburquerque; Vio-
torio killed in Mexico; visit of Gen. Grant and Pres. Hayes; Maxwell Grant
CO., organized under laws of Holland; Bio Arriba, co. enlarged; gas at Sta
Fe; street R. R. at Alburquerque; Las Vegas academy; fire at Las Vegas;
pop. of the territory 109,793. 1881, gov. Sheldon; gen. Bradley and
Maokenaie; R. R. completed to Doming, El Paso, and Cal. ; also D. & G.

R. R. in the north, and A. & P. to the Arizona line; 1st territorial fair, and
congregational church at Alburquerque; educational assoc. organized; Ind.

school at Alburquerque; 1st vol. of N. Mex. sup. court reports published;

telephone at Sta. Fe. 1883, tertio-millennial celebration at StaFe; A. & P.

R. R. reaches Colorado River; Jicarilla Ind. removed to the Mescalero reser-

vation. 1884, Sierra co. created; Navajo reserv. extended and consolidated

with that of the Moquis; $200,000 approp. for completing public liuildiiigs;

wrangle about organization of the legislature. 1885, gov. Ross; publica-

tion of Compiled Laws. 1886, fire at Socorro; population probably 150,000.

^ New Mexico official list 1863 et seq. See Lmos and JourTiaU; also Bitch's

Legidlative Blue-Boole; Naiional Alma/nac; Tribune Almanac, etc.
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the rulers managed New Mexican aflFairs with com-
mendable tact and honesty, taking some pains to ac-

Governors: Henry Connelly 1861-5; W. F. M. Amy, acting, 1865-6;
Robert B. Mitchell 1866-9; Wm A. Pile 1869-71; Marsh Giddings 1871-5;
WmG. Ritch, acting, 1875; Samuel B. Axtell 1875-8; Lewis Wallace 1 878-81

;

Lionel A. Sheldon 1881-5; Edmund G. Ross 1885-6.
Secretaries (often acting as gov., especially Arny and Ritch): W. F. M.

Arny 1862-7, 1872-3; H. H. Heath 1867-70; Henry Wetter 1870-2; Wm G.
Ritch 1873-85; Sam. A. Losch 1885; Geo. W. Lane 1885-6.

Delegates^ 38th congress, 1863-4, Francisco Perea; 39th to 41st cong.,
1865-70, Jose Francisco Chavez (though C. P. Clever receiving the certifi-

cate of election held the seat in 1867-8); 42d cong., 1871-2, Jose Manuel Ga-
llegos; 43d and 44th cong., 1873-6, Stephen B. Elkihs; 45th cong., 1877-8,
Trinidad Romero; 46th cong., 1879-80, Mariano S.Otero; 47th cong., 1881-2,
Tranquilino Luna, 48th cong., 1883-4, Francisco A. Manzanares; 49th cong.,
1885-6, Anthony Joseph (reelected to 50th cong.).

Chief justices: 1858-66, Kirby Benedict; 1866-8, John P. Slough; 1868-9,
John S. Watts; 1869-76, Joseph G. Palen; 1876-8, Henry L. Waldo; 1878-9,
Charles McCandloss; 1879-82, L. Brandford Prince; 1882, Samuel B. Axtell,
Wm A. Vincent 1885, E. V. Long 1885-6.

Associate justices, 2d district, 1861-4, Sydney A. Hubbell; 1864^9, Perry
E. Brocchus; 1869-76, Hezekiah S. Johnson; 1876-7, John I. Redick;
1877-8, Samuel B. McLin; 1878-85, Joseph Bell; 1885-6, Wm H. Brinker;
3d district, 1801-5, Joseph G. Knapp; 1865-9, Joab Houghton; 1869-70,
Abraham Bergen; 1870-1, Benj. J. Waters; 1871-2, Daniel B. Johnson;
1872-85, Warren Bristol; 1885, Wm B. Flemming; 1885-6, Wm F. Hen-
derson.

Clerks of sup. court: 1859-66, 1868-9, Sam. Ellison; 1866-7, Wm M.
Guynnf; 1867-8, Peter Connelly; 1869-73, Wm Breeden; 1873-7, Rufus J.

Palen; 1877-80, John H. Thompson; 1880-2, Frank W. Clancy; 1882-5,
Charles W. Philips; 1885, R. W. Webb; 1885-6, R. M. Johnson.

Attorney-generals: 1863-7, C. P. Clever; 1867-9, Merrill Ashurst; 1869-
72, Thos B. Catron; 1872-80, Wm Breeden; 1880, Henry L. Waldo; 1880,
Eugene A. Fiske (not confirmed); 1881-6, Wm Breeden.

Treasurers: 1863-.5, Wm Ostertonand Anastasio Sandoval; 1865-6, Felipe
Delgado and A. Sandoval; 1866-9, Simon Delgado; 1869-72, Felipe and Pablo
Delgado; 1872-80, Antonio Ortiz; 1880-2, Juan Delgado; 1882-6, Antonio
Ortiz.

Auditors: 1863-5, Miguel E. Pino; 1865-7, Epifanio Vigil; 1867, Ana-
stasio Sandoval; 1867-9, Epifanio Vigil; 1869-72, A. Sandoval; 1872-86,
Trinidad Alarid.

U. S. attorneys: 1860-7, T. D. Wheaton; 1869-71, S. B. Elkins; 1871-2,
S. M. Ashenfelter; 1872-8, Thos B. Catron; 1878-82, S. M. Barnes; 1882-5,
Geo. W. Prichard; 1885, Thos Smith.

U. S. marshals: 1861-6, Abram Cutler; 1866-76, ThosB. Catron; 1876-S2,
John Sherman, Jr; 1882-5, A. L. Morrison; 1885-6, R«5mulo Martinez.

Surveyor-generals: 1861-8, John A. Clark; 1868-9, Benj. C. Cutler;
1869-72, T. R. Spencer; 1872-6, James K. Proudfit; 1876-85, Henry M.
Atkinson; 1885-6, Geo. W. Julian, clerk and translator; 1860-84, David J.

Miller.

Registers land-office Sta Fe: 1861-8, Joab Houghton; 1868-70, Ed. D.
Thompson; 1870-2, Eben Everett; 1872-5, Abram G. Hoyt; 1875-8, Jose D.
Sena; 1878-81, John C. Davis; 1881-4, Max Frost. Receivers: 1858-64,
W. A. Street; 1864-6, John Greiner; 1866-70, J. L. CoUins; 1870-6, E. W.
Little; 1876, Geo. R. Smith, C. M. Howard; 1876-7, A. G. Hoyt; 1877-81,
Elias Brevoort; 1881-5, W. H. Bailhache; 1885-6, C. F. Easley. Registers
at Mesilla land-office: 1876-82, Geo. D. Bowman; 1S82-5, John R. McFie.
Receivers: 1876-8, Lawrence Lepoint; 1878-80, Mariano Varela; lSSO-4,
S. W. Sherfey.

Adjutant-generals: 1861-5, C. P. Clever; 1865-7, John Gwiu; 1867-8,
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quaint themselves with the.territory's needs, so far as
can be determined from their messages, from the praise
of friends and censure of foes, and from the various
records of their official acts, though not appointed with
any special view to their fitness or the people's de-
sires, and having but slight opportunity for useful
service. Connelly, as we have seen, was a weak man,
of good intentions, who, notwithstanding his loyal
sentiments, made no very brilliant record as a 'war'
governor. He died in office, and was succeeded tem-
porarily by W. F. M. Arny, the secretary, a man
prominent in Indian affairs and other public matters,

involved in many controversies, but of good repute.

Governor Mitchell incurred the enmity of the legisla-

ture to such an extent as to call out from that body
a resolution for his removal. He was accused of hav-
ing absented himself during the session, removing on
his return the officials appointed by Secretary Heath,
and refusing to sanction a memorial passed in his ab-

sence. He even had the audacity to appoint a dele-

gate to congress to fill a vacancy ! It was resolved

to send laws not approved by him to congress for con-

firmation, at the same time asking for an abrogation of

the governor's absolute veto power, which was granted

by an amendment of the organic act in 1868. There
was a controversy between the governor and secretary,

the latter being denounced in public meetings at the

capital but sustained by two resolutions of the assem-

bly. Of Grovernor Pile, but little appears beyond the

stupid blunder by which half the old Spanish archives

were lost, as noticed elsewhere. He was later United
States minister in Venezuela. Governor Giddings

died in office in 1875, and was succeeded temporarily

by Secretary Hitch, a man who as secretary, acting

Clever and John T. Russell; 1868-70, Geo. W. Cook and James M. Wilson;

1870-1, Wm L. Rynerson; 1871, A. Sandoval; 1871-3, W. M. Giddings;

1873-80, Thos S. Tucker; 1880-1, J. H. Watts; 1881-2, Max. Frost; 1882-3,

Louis Felsenthal; 1883-6, B. L. Bartlett.

Librarians: 1869-71, Ira M. Bond; 1871-8, James McKenzie; 1878-80,

Aniceto Abeitia; 1880, R. H. Tompkins; 1880-6, Sam Ellison.

Hist. Abiz. amo N. Hex. 45
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governor, president of the Immigration Society, au-
thor, and citizen has been since 1873 one of the most
active and successful workers for the benefit of his

territory. Governor Axtell was later chief justice

;

Governor Wallace, famous as a general and as an
author; and Sheldon, a most efficient and popular
governor.

Next is appended a full list of the members of the
legislative assemblies from the thirteenth to the

twenty-sixth sessions.^ It will be noted that the rore-

' Members of the legislatures, 1864 et seq. See N. Mex. Laws: Id., Jour-
nals; and RitcKs Legisl. Blue-Boole.

13th asspmbly, 1863-4. Council: president Diego Archuleta, clerk Pedro
Valdes, sergt Jos6 Duran y B. ; members, Mora, Severiano Martinez; Taos,
Gabriel Vigil, Matias Medina; Rio Arriba, D. Archuleta, Man. Trujillo; Sta
Fe, Anastasio Sandoval; Sta Ana and Bernalillo, Serafin Ramirez, Nicolas
Lucero; Valencia, Clemente Chavez; Socorro, Dionisio Jaramillo; Dona Ana
and Arizona, Cristobal Sanchez. House: speaker Vicente Garcia, clerk Fran.
Salazar, sergt J. A. Martinez; members, Mora, Apol. Garcia, J. J. Gallegos;

Taos, Ventura Herrera, Jose Duran, Ramon Arellano, Cris. Mares; Rio Ar-
riba, Jose Salazar, Jesus M. Herrera, Jos^ M. Vigil; Sta Fe, Vicente Garcia,

Simon Delgado, Jesus M. Ortiz; S. Miguel, Desiderio Gallegos, Regino Uli-
barri, Jose Aragon y P., Celso Vaca; Sta Ana, Patricio Silva; Bernalillo,

H. L. Johnson, Tomis C. Gutierrez; Valencia, Greg. N. Otero, Filomeuo
Sanchez; Socorro, ; Dona Ana and Arizona, Frank Higgins.

14th assembly, 1864-5. Council: pres. D. Archuleta, clerk Nic. Quin-
tana, sergt Pelagic Ortiz; members, same as preceding session, except J. A.
Vaca for Medina in Taos; S. Miguel, Don. Vigil, Man. Herrera; Socorro, va-
cant. House: speaker Pedro Valdes, clerk Sant. Valdes, sergt Juan M.
Garcia; members, Mora, Felipe Sanchez, Nestor Martinez; Taos, Pedro Val-
des, Felipe Archuleta, Buenaventura Lobato, Nicanor Vigil; Rio Arriba,
Fran. Salazar, Jesus Lujan, M. Lucero; Sta Fe, Felipe Delgado, Man. Rod-
riguez, Theodore S. Greiner; S. Miguel, Arthur Morrison, Ed. Martinez,
Trinidad Romero, Desiderio Romero; Sta Ana, Fran. Vaca; Bernalillo, Wm
H. Henrie, W. P. Strachan; Valencia, Filomeno Sanchez, Roman Vaca;
Socorro, Candelario Garcia, Jose A. Vaca y Pino; Dona Ana, Stephen B.
Elkins.

15th assembly, 1865-6. Council: pres. Miguel E. Pino, clerk Fran. Sala-

zar, sergt Jos6 Sena; members, Mora, vacant; Taos, Pascual Martinez, Rafael
Chacon; Rio Arriba, Ant. G. Cordoba, Vicente Aragon; Sta Fe, M. E. Pino;
S. Miguel, Tomis D. Vaca, Man. Herrera; Sta Ana and Bernalillo, Jesus M.
Silva, Guadalupe Perea; Valencia, Man. Sanchez; Socorro, Jose A. Torres;
Dona Ana, . House: speaker Samuel Ellison, clerk J. M. H. Alarid,
sergt Estevan Garcia; members, Mora, Fel. Sanchez, Jose Mestas; Taos, Pel.

Montoya, Juan B. Cola, Ant. A. Mondragon, Juan N. Sanchez; Rio Arriba,
Tomis Salazar, Tomis Montana, Fran. Salazar; Sta F6, Sam. Ellison, C B.
Ortiz, Man. Vaca y Delgado; S. Mig\iel, Man. Flores, Pedro Archiveque;
iSta Ana, Nic. Valencia; Bernalillo, Vicente Chavez, Mateo Luna; Valencia,

Man. Salazar, Greg. N. Otero; Socorro, Jesus M. Chavez; Dofia AJna, Cesario

Duran, Ignacio Orrantia.

16th assembly, 1866-7. Council: pres. M. E. Pino, clerk Fran. Salazar,

sergt Pedro Sanchez; members, same as before, except Ant. M. for Mora;
Man. Herrera and M. Mestas for S. Miguel. House: speaker R. M. Stevens,

clerk Nic. Quintana, sergt Jose D. Tafoya; members, Mora, Jose Gallegos,
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ponderance of Spanish names is even more marked
than in the assemblies of earUer years. Indeed, until

Trinidad Lopez; Taos, Pedro Garcfa, Santos Mufliz, Jose A. Martinez y Me-
dina, Buen. Iiobato; Eio Arriba, Man. Jaramillo, Pablo Jaramillo, Jose R.
Ortega; Sta F^ R. M. Stevens, Vicente Garcia, Juan Gonzalez; S. Miguel,
Benigno Jaramillo, Matias Rivera, Man. Vaca, Jose M. Martinez; Sta Ana,
Sam. Ellison; Bernalillo, Benj. Stevens, Fran. Perea; Valencia, Pedro Torres,
Filomeno Sanchez; Dofia Ana, Frank Higgins.

ITth assembly, 1867-8. Council: pres. Anastasio Sandoval, clerk Rafael
Chaoou, sergt Jose Moutoya; members. Mora, Felipe Sanchez; Taos, J. B.
Valdes, Jesus M. Pacheco; Rio Arriba, D. Archuleta, Juan A. Martinez; Sta
Fe, A. Sandoval; S. Miguel, Severe Vaca, Celso Vaca; Sta Ana and Berna-
lillo, Fel. Sandoval, Andres Romero; Valencia, Juan Salazar; Socorro, Can-
delario Garcia; Dona Ana, Wm B. Rynerson. House: speaker Jos6 M.
Gallegos; members. Mora, Fernando Nolan, Fel. Tafoya; Taos, Pedro Galle-

gos, Rdmulo Martinez, Juan P. Romero, Juan I. Pacheco; Rio Arriba,

Gerdnimo JaramUlo, Fran. Jaramillo, Teodoro Esquibel; Sta Fe, J. M. Ga-
llegos, Michael Steck, Vicente Garcia; S. Miguel, Fran. P. Abreu, Aniceto
Salazar, Leandro Sanchez, Julian Aragon; Sta Ana, Simon Sandoval; Berna-
lillo, Wra H. Henrie, Vicente Chavez; Valencia, Greg. N. Otero, Pedro
Torres, Rdmulo Sanchez; Dona Ana, Ignacio Orantla, Pablo Melendrez.

18th assembly, 1868-9. Council: pres. Severo Vaca, clerk Raf. Chacon,
Ricardo Gallegos; members, same as before. House: speaker R. M. Stevens,

clerk Fran. Salazar, sergt Greg. Jaramillo; members. Mora, Fern. Nolan,
Lorenzo Romero; Taos, Jose G. Fernandez, A. D. Torres, S. H. Simpson,
Fran. Montoya; Rio Arriba, Man. Garcia, Mariano Larragoitia; Sta F6, R.
M Stevens, Juan Garcia, Benito Vaca; S. Miguel, Aniceto Salazar, Donaciano
Serrano, Dom. Trujillo, Desiderio Romero; Sta Ana, Esquipula Romero;
Bernalillo, Benj. Stevens, Henry Hilgert, Julian Sanchez; Socorro, Jesus M.
Chavez, Saturriino Vaca; Dofia Ana and Grant, Ign. Orautia.

i9th assembly, 1869-70. Council: pres. Nic. Pino, clerk Nicanor Vigil,

sergt Man. E. Pino; members, Mora and Colfax, Jesus M. Pacheco; Taos,

Sant. Abreu, Juan A. Vaca; Rio Arriba, D. Archuleta, Pablo Gallegos; Sta

Fe, Nic. Pino; S. Miguel, Benigno Jaramillo, Cris. Sanchez; Bernalillo, Sant.

Gonzalez; Sta Ana, Jesus M. Vaca; Socorro and Lincoln, Candelario Garcia;

Valencia, vacant; Dona Ana and Grant, Wm L. Rynerson. House: speaker

Greg. N. Otero, clerk Jesus M. Sena, sergt Juan Ortiz; members, Bernalillo,

Andres Romero, Wm H. Henrie; Colfax, H. S. Russell; Dona Ana, Apolonio

Varela; Grant, John D. Bail; Lincoln, ; Mora, Jose Mestas; Rio Arriba,

Donaciano Montoya, Ramon Aragon; Sta Ana, Nepomuceno Silva; Sta Fe,

R. M. Stevens, Vicente Garcia, Jose B. Ortiz; S. Miguel, Jose M. Vaca, Sac-

ramento Montoya, laidro Pino, Leandro Sanchez; Socorro, Jesus M. Chavez;

Taos, Jose D. Tafoya, Jose D. Mondragon, Pedro Garcia, Greg. Velarde;

Valencia, Greg. N. Otero, Lauriano Jaramillo.

20th asseuibly, 1871-2. Council: pres. Savero Vaca, clerk Fran. Salazar,

sergt L. JaramiUo; members, Bernalillo, Juan J. Gonzalez; Dona Ana and
Grant, Joseph P. Bennett; Mora and Colfax, Vicente St Vrain; Rio Arriba,

D. Archuleta, Dionisio Vargas; Sta Ana, J. M. Silva; Sta Fe, Nazario Gon-

zalez; S. Miguel, Severo Vaca, Benigno Jaramillo; Socorro and Lincoln,

Cand. Garcia; Taos, Nicanor Vigil, Pedro Sanchez; Valencia, Bonifacio Cha-

vez. House: speaker Milnor Rudolph, and after Jan. '72 Greg. N. Otero,

clerk J. M. Sena, sergt Pablo Pino; members, Bernalillo, Juan C. Chavez,

Vicente Chavez; Colfax, H. S. Russell; Dofia Ana, Eugenic Moreno, Man.

Nevares; Grant, J. R. Johnson; Lincoln, Wm Brady; Mora, Alex. Branch;

Rio Arriba, Evaristo Mestas, Isidore Martinez; Sta Ana, Florencio Sandoval;

Sta Fe, Juan C Romero, Jose A. Romero, Luis Griego; S. Miguel, Pascual

Vaca, Ladislas Gallegos, Julian Cianero, M. Rudolph; Socorro, Julian Mon-

toya; Taos, Juan A. Sanchez, Buen. Lobato, Ant. J. Gallegos, Raf. Martinez;

Valencia, Julian Sanchez, Greg. N. Otero, Silvestre Abeitia.
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the last sessions, almost the whole membership wa&
made up of native New Mexicans, all business being

21st assembly, 1873-4. Council: pres. Pedro Sanchez, clerk Ant. Salazar,
sergt Luciano Herrera; members, Bernalillo, Benj. Stevens; Dona Ana and
Lincoln, John D. Bail; Mora and Colfax, Vicente Romero; Rio Arriba, Fran.
Salazar ; Sta Fe and Sta Ana, Nic. Pino, Nepomuceno Silva; S. Miguel, Fran.
P. Abreu, Sant. Vaca; Socorro, Pablo Padilla; Taos, Pedro Sanchez, Marcelo
Vigil; Valencia, Juan Salazar, Bonif. Chavez. House: speaker Greg. N.
Otero, clerk Amado C. Vaca, sergt Apolonio Gutierrez; members, Bernalillo,

W. H. Henrie, J. C. Chavez; Colfax, Melvin W. Mills; Dona Ana, Xincoln,
and Grant, Wm T. Jones, Jacinto Armijo; Mora, Bernardo Salazar, Pablo
Mares; Rio Arriba, J. M. Herrera, Perfecto Esquibel; Sta Ana and Sta Fe,
Anast. Sandoval, Ramon Sena, Ant. Abreu, David C. Vaca; S. Miguel, J. M.
Gallegos, Donaciano Serrano, Agustin Vigil, Candelario Ulibarri, Rodrigo
Garcia; Socorro, Cand. Garcia, John M. Shaw; Taos, Luis Gallegos, Lorenzo
Lobato, J. M. Lesser; Valencia, Greg. N. Otero, Jose G. Chavez, Luciano
TrujiUo.

22d assembly, 1875-6. Council: pres. Pedro Sanchez, clerk Jos^D. Sena,

sergt Benj. Stevens; members, Bernalillo, Jose Armijo; Colfax and Mora, A.
J. Calhoun; D. Ana, Lincoln, and Grant, Jacinto Armijo; Rio Arriba, Louis
Clark; Sta Fe and Sta Ana, Wm Breeden, Esquipula Romero; iS. Jliguel,

Fran. P. Abreu, Roniualdo Vaca; Socorro, Ant. Abeitia; Taos, Pedro San-
chez, Tricanor Vigil; Valencia, J. F. Chavez, Juan Salazar. House; speaker
Roman A. Vaca, clerk Amado C. Vaca, sergt Estevan Vaca; members, Ber-
nalillo, Jose Chavez, Alej. Sandoval; Colfax, M. W. Mills; D. Ana, Grant,
and Lincoln, John M. Ginn, Eugenio Moreno; Mora, Sixto Chavez, Pedro J.

Gallegos; Sta Fe and Sta Ana, Anast. Sandoval, Aniceto Abeitia, Jesus Sena,
Agustin Quintana; S. Miguel, Hermenejildo Lucero, Man. Gonzalez, Jesus
C. Vaca, Ed. Martinez, Agustin Quintana (?); Socorro, Cand. Garcia, Jose A.
Romero; Valencia, Roman A. Vaca, Pablo Garcia, Eufemio Romero.

23d assembly, 1878. Council: pres. Sant. Vaca, clerk Jesus M. Sena,
sergt Gabriel Vigil; members, Bernalillo, Sant. Vaca, Fel. Garcia; Colfax and
Mora, Fern. Nolan; D. Ana, Grant, and Lincoln, JohnS. Crouch; Rio Arriba,
D. Archuleta; Sta Fe, Nic. Pino; S. Miguel, Lorenzo Lopez, Gabriel Rivera;
Socorro, Tomas Gonzalez; Taos, Juan G. Martin, Juan A. Sanchez; Valencia,
Greg. N. Otero, J. F. Chavez. House: speaker J. B. Patron, clerk Amado
Chavez, sergt Julian Vaca; members, Bernalillo, Jose M. Montoya, Jesus
Armijo, Man. Gonzalez; Colfax, Wilson L. South; D. Ana, Lincoln, and
Grant, John K. Houston, J. B. Patron; Mora, Raf. Romero, Alex. Branch;
Rio Arriba, Jose M. Sanchez, Perfecto Esquibel; Sta Fe, J. J. Padilla, Cris-
tino Montoya, Anast. Sandoval; S. Miguel, Roman Lopez, Atamasio Garcia,
Ramon Ulibarri, Benito Romero, Ant. J. Gallegos; Socorro, Jos6 J. Garcia,
Jose V. Padilla; Taos, Sant. Abreu, Jose L. Martinez, Matias Ortega; Va-
lencia, Julian P. Connelly, Man. Sanchez, Policarpio Garcia.

24th assembly, 1880. Council: pres. J. F. Chavez, clerk Amado Chavez,
sergt Jesus M. Lucero; members, Bernalillo, Jesus M. Perea, Florencio San-
doval; Colfax and Mora, Frank Springer; D. Ana, Lincoln, and Grant, S. B.
Nevifcomb; Rio Arriba, Pedro I. Jaramillo; Sta Fe, '\^'m Breeden; S. Miguel,
Pedro Valdes, Ed. Martinez; Socorro, Tomis Gonzalez; Taos, Sant. Valdes,
Man. A. Sanchez; Valencia, J. F. Chavez, Greg. N. Otero. House: speaker
Rat. Romero, clerk Marcos 0. Vaca, sergt Bias Chavez; members, Bernalillo,

JuanE. Varela, Melqufades Chavez, Feliciano Montoya; Colfax, AV. L. South;
D. Ana, Lincoln, and Grant, Robert Black, Man. Nevares; Mora, Raf. Ro-
mero, Macario Gallegos; Rio Arriba, Fran. Salazar, Teodoro Esquibel; Sta
Fe, Bernard Seligman, Atanasio Romero, Felipe Delgado; S. Miguel, Pablo
Aragon, Eugenio Gallegos, Fran. Lucero, T. C. Vaca, Raf. Rail (?); Socorro,
Nestor Gonzalez, Luciano Chavez; Taos, JoseG. Griego, Fel. Montoya, Salome
Jaquez; Valencia, Jesus H. Chavez, Tedfilo Chavez, Man. Sanchez.

25th assembly, 1882. Council: pres. Severo Vaca, clerk Ant. Ortiz, sergt
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transacted in the Spanish language, so that the jour-

nals and laws had to be translated into English for pub-
lication. A few prominent families in each county still

controlled the elections, though perhaps in somewhat
less degree than formerly. In politics the legislature

was generally and nominally republican, though politi-

cal considerations were always secondary to those of

a local and personal nature. There were a few petty
wrangles over organization; notably in 1884, when
the councilmen from Bernalillo and Santa Fe were re-

fused their seats on allegations of fraudulent election,

and the contestants without certificates were sworn in

by the secretary, on a vote of the other members that

they were entitled prima facie to the seats. This led

J. M. Martinez; members, Bernalillo, Wm C. Hazeltine, Sant. Vaca; Colfax
and Mora, Anastasio Trujillo; D. Ana, Grant, and Lincoln, John A. Miller;
Rio Arriba, Man. Garcia; Sta Fe, W. T. Thornton; S. Miguel, Severo Vaca,
Jose Raf. Martinez; Socorro, Jose M. Apodaca; Taos, Anthony Joseph, Juan
P. Romero; Valencia, J. F. Chavez, Narciso Pino. House: speaker Pedro
Sanchez, clerk Amado C. Vaca, sergt Ant. J. Martinez; members, Bernalillo,

Andres C. Vaca, Esquipula Romero, Fran. Chavez; Colfax, Narciso Valdes;
D. Ana, Grant, and Lincoln, D. M. Easton, Greg. Miranda; Mora, Norberto
Saavedra, Macario Gallegos; Rio Arriba, L. M. Ortiz, Ant. Vargas; Sta Fe,

Fran. Montoya, Sam. Bonner, N. B. Laughlin; S. Miguel, Pedro L. Pinard,
Jose L. Rivera, Fern. Vaca, Miguel Segura, Juan Jaramillo; Socorro, Jacinto
Sanchez, Jose A. Gallegos; Taos, Pedro Sanchez, Juan Santistevan, Jose P.

Sanchez; Valencia, I>emas Provencher, Jesus Sanchez, Casimiro Sais.

26th assembly, 1884. Council: pres. Jose Armijo, clerk Benj. M. Read,
sergt W. F. Hogan; members, Bernalillo, C. C. McComas, J. M. Montoya;
Colfax and Mora, Jose I. Valdes; D. Ana, Lincoln, and Grant, John A. Mil-

ler; Rio Arriba, Jose P. Gallegoa; S. Miguel, Andres Sena, W. H. Keller;

Sta Fe, T. B. Catron; Socorro, Jose Armijo; Taos, ; Valencia, .

House: speaker Amado Chavez, clerk David Martinez, sergt Juan D. Ro-
mero; members, Bernalillo, W. H. Whiteman, Raf. Chavez, Marcos C. Vaca;
Colfax, 0. P. McManes; Dona Ana and Lincoln, Nicolas Galles, Florencio

Gonzalez; Grant, Ed. E. Furman; Mora, A. L. Branch, Macario Gallegos;

Rio Arriija, D. Archuleta, Juan N. Jacques; S. Miguel, Juan Gallegos, Atana-
sio Sanchez, T. B. Mills, Dionisio Martinez; Sta Fe, J. L. Jenks, Librado
Valencia; Socorro, M. Cooney, R. E. McFarland; Valencia, Amado Chavez,

Jose R. Salazar, Tedfilo Chavez.

27th assembly, 1886-7. Council: pres. J. F. Chavez; members, Berna-

lillo, Thos Hughes, Pedro Perea; Dona Ana, James P. Booth; Grant, John
J. Bell; Mora, Rafael Romero; Rio Arriba, Thos D. Bumes; S. Miguel, Lor-

. enzo Lopez, Geo. W. Prichard; Sta Fe, N. B. Laughlin; Socorro, Candelario

Garcia; Taos, Pedro Sanchez; Valencia, J. F. Chavez. House: speaker M.
C. Vaca, clerk A. C. Vaca, sergt J. Gallegos, chaplain M. Roily; members,
Bernalillo, Wm Kuchenbecker, Jr, Z. Sandoval, Alej. Sandoval; Colfax,

Russell Marcy; Dofla Ana, C. H. Armijo; Grant and Sierra, E. P. Fest; Lin-

coln, C. H. Slaughter; Mora, S. E. Tipton, Desiderio Romero; Rio Arriba,

F. P. Chavez, Juan Garcia; S. Miguel, L. C. Fort, J. P. Rivera, M. C. Vaca,

Leandro Sanchez; Sta Fe, W. J, Davis, W. E. Dame; Socorro, E. V. Chavez,

J. A. GaUegos; Taos, Gavino VigU; Valencia, J. L. Teller, Casimiro Sais.
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to the organization of a rival council under the man-
agement of J. F. Chavez, and to much controversy

;

but I have found no record of the final decision as to
the legality of the acts of the legislature thus infor-

mally organized.

A resum^ of legislative proceedings is given in a
note.* General remarks in an earlier chapter may be

* New Mexico, Laws of the Territory, 12th to 26th sessions, 1863-86. Sta
Fe, 1863 et seq. Vrom 1813, the title ia Acts of t/ie Legislatiae Assembly. Also
Id., Journals, 1863 et seq. The Message of tlie Oovernor is included in the
Journals, and is separately printed for most sessions. A Report of tlie Governor
to the Secretary of the Interior is also separately published in pamphlet form
in the later years. I have several of them from 1879. For a resume of pro-

ceedings, 1st to 11th sessions, 1851-62, see chapter xxv., this volume.
12th assembly, 1862-3. Acts incorporating 'N. Mex. Wool Manuf. Co.'

and ' Bank of N. Mex. ;' creating a board of education, and incorporating an
'Industrial College of N. Mex.' at Sta Fe. Resolutions, accepting 30,000
acres of school lands granted by congress; recommending Capt. A. F. Garrison.

for promotion; asking that Conejos, Costilla, and Culebra be restored to
N. Mex. from Col. ; thanking volunteers of Cal. and Col. (see chap, xxvii. )

;

and calling a public meeting in each county to provide for strengthening forts

Union and Craig, in fear of another Texan invasion.

13th assembly, 1863-4. Acts incorporating ' Kansas, N. Mex., & Cal.

R. R. & Telegraph Co.' and the 'Gold & Copper Min. Co. of N. Hex.;' pro-

viding for militia and volunteer expeditions against the Indians, and for ob-

taining reports of depredations; declaring Mex. titles with occupation since

1846 to be valid, and providing for the obtaining of certified copies of records
respecting the Mesilla colony; changing seat of S. Miguel co., adding Sta
Ana CO. to 1st jud. district, and modifying boundaries of Sta Fe co. ; provid-
ing for further efforts to obtain water for Sta Fe, and regulating the market
built by act of 1859. Resolutions, thanking the Col. volunteers and correct-

ing injustice done them in a former resolution. Memorials, asking for

$105,000 to complete public buildings; for a survey of lands to induce settle-

ment, also a geol. survey; and for a road, Sta Fe to Taos, §150,000. U. S.

Govt Doc, 38th cong. 1st sess., H. Miscel. Doc. 69, 70, 72. The gov. vetoed
an act for revision of the laws.

14th assembly, 1864—5. Acts regulating pay of jurors and court officials;

concerning public pastures; and preventing fraudulent sales of animals; pro-

viding for the punishment of Ind. ; adopting the revised laws; concerning
mining claims, and amending incorp. of ' Gold & Copper Min. Co.;' incorp.

CO. to make a road from Taos over the mts via Piedras Coloradas, and the
' Alburquerque Bridge Co.;' opening road from Las Cruces to Mesilla; and
regulating the Sta Fe market.

15th assembly, 1865-6. Acts modifying act of '65 on mining claims; in-

corp. 'Bay State Finos Altos Min. Co.,' ' Market Gold Min. Co.,' ' Jlontezuma
Min. & Manuf. Co.,' 'Finos Altos Min. Co.,' and 'Mesilla Ferry Co.;' on
fences for special localities; repealing act of '57 on free negroes, and modify-
ing peonage regulations; and authorizing gov. to call a state convention.

Memorials, on public works, governor's veto power, and courts. U. S. Govt

Doc, 39th cong. 1st sess., H. Miscel. Doe. 58-61.

16th assembly, 1866-7. Acts providing for incorp. of debating, literary,

scientific, industrial, and benevolent societies; providing for a monument over

soldiers' graves, andapprop. Jif1,500 ($1,800 more in '67-8 to complete the mon-
ument); ajiprop. $40 for shelves for the library; incorp. ' Nacimiento Cop. Min.

Co.
,

'
' La Tijera Cop. Min. Co. , " Hanover Cop. Min. Co.,

'

' N. Mex. Telegraph
Co.,' and the Presbyterian church; for public schools; changing seat of So-
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applied to the proceedings during this later period;

and now, as before, there is a large mass of legislation,

corro CO. ; and declaring the Canada Alamosa hot spring to be a public spring,
free to all, for baths. Memorials, for additional mil. posts, for a commission
to examine claims for damages by rebels, for telegraph lines, an approp. for
schools, and increased pay for legislature and territorial officials.

ITth assembly, 1867-8. Acts creating a general incorporation act; pro-
viding for registration of voters; creating county of Grant; and changing
boundary between Taos and Mora counties. Resolutions, condemning Gov.
Mitchell's usurpations of power, etc. ; that the election of delegate to con-
gress was fraudulent; to send all acts not approved by gov. to congress for

approval; expressing confidence in Sec. Heath; defending Gen. Getty; and
complimenting Arny, who goes to Wash, on Ind. business. Memorials, for an
approp. of §70,000 to complete the capitol, to aid education of Ind. at Bosque
Redondo, to aid ' 0. S. & Mex. Telegraph Co.,' and an approp. of lands
outside of N. Mex. for schools in the territory; against the proposition to
attach Moreno mining district to Col. ; for authority to raise vol. regiments
for Ind. service; for a railroad; to take away the absolute veto power of the
gov. ; and for a road from Sta Fe to Taos. For the various resol. and mem.
in congress, see U. S. Govt Doc, 39th coug. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 101, p. 1^;
4ath cong. 1st sess., H. Miscel. Doc. 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 22; 40th cong. 2d sess.,

E. Miscel. Doc. 25, 33, 94.

ISth assembly, 18o8-9. Acts changing seat of Grant oo., creating coun-

ties of Lincoln and Colfax, and extending limits of Sta Fe co. ; repealing a.ct

of '60 which prohibited sale of liquor to soldiers; paying members of legisl.

§5 per day in addition to U. S. pay; providing that no person not a citizen

can hold land, that abandoned lands—except Mex. grants—may be occupied
by another, and that no person can hold Mex. colony lands unless the title

was registered before U. S. possession; imposing a tax on horned cattle

brought into the territory; fixing a sliding scale of prices for merchants'
licenses. Resolutions, on death of the Jesuit father Billanqui; and reaffirm-

ing confidence in Sec. Heath. Memorials, for mail service, for more troops

and posts; for an increase of councilmen from 13 to 18, representatives from
26 to 36, and justices from 3 to 4; for govt aid to the railroad, protection of

rights under Mex. grants, and for the removal of Justice Houghton.
19th assembly, 1869-70. Acts changing name of seat of Lincoln Co., unit-

ing Lincoln to Socorro for senatorial purposes, changing bound between
Socorro and Dofla Ana, also bet. Bernalillo and Valencia, and estab. seat of

Colfax at Elizabethtown; adopting a new revenue system; providing for the

legitimatizing or adoption of children; and changing dates of election, etc., for

biennial sessions. Resolutions, to ask for an approp. for the Jicarilla and Ute
Ind. ; and to appoint a com. to draft a state constitution, Memorials, for

annulling the treaty with the Utes, putting U. S. lands on the market as in

other states and territories, for increased mil. force, especially two regiments

of volunteers, and for a settlement of the war claims.

20th assembly, 1871-2. Acts restricting divorce; fixing bound bet.

Socorro and Dona Ana counties, changiag seat of Grant co., also of Colfax

and Valencia; providing for a bridge over the Pecos at Anton Chico upper

ford, and a road from Agua Negra to Taos; providing that foreigners may
hold real estate like natives; authorizing mortgaging or consolidation of

R. R. lines, counties to aid in construction of R. R., and providing forappaise-

ment of R. R. lands; amending the revenue law; providing for a school

board in each county; amending mining-claim act of 1865; and providing for

an election on state constitution. Memorials, for a reservation for the Mes-

caleros, removal of Jicarillas and tTtes, settlement of land grants and military

claims, and a recompilation of the laws.

21st assembly, 1873-4. Acts amending the revenue law; incorp. college

of Christian brothers, and the sisters of Loreto; and changing seat of Valen-

cia CO. Memorials, for annual sessions or an extra session, for various tele-
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important in a sense, which cannot be satisfactorily

summarized in the space at my disposal. It is not,

graph lines, speedy settlement of land claims, including those of citizens who
or whose ancestors bought of pueblo Ind., aid for the Jicarillas and Utes, and
admission sl^ a state.

22d assembly, 1875-6. Acts annexing Colfax co. to Taos for judicial pur-
poses, abolishing co. of Sta Ana and annexing to Bernalillo, fixing bound bet.

Mora and Colfax, and changing seat of Valencia; amending revenue law; im-
posing a license of $450 on merchants employing drummers; fixing salaries of
attorney-gen. at $600, district attorney $400, treasurer |1,000, auditor $1,000,
adj. -gen. $250, librarian $150; providing for observance of Sunday; regulat-

ing manner of locating mining claims; providing that sessions of the legisl.

begin 1st Monday in Jan. instead of Dec. ; appointing a com. to revise the
laws; and authorizing owners of two land grants to keep records, etc. Me-
morials, for admission as a state, payment of claims, revision of the laws,

military road, mail routes, and artesian wells.

23d assembly, 1878. Acts providing for the incorporation of R. R. com-
panies; permitting the occupation of 320 acres of U. S. lands, with title good
against all but govt; establishing district courts in each county; approp.

funds to comj^lete capitol; incorporating ' Society of Jesus,' ' Incorporation of

Mesilla ' or holders of the Mesilla grant, and town of Silver City; repealing

act to join Colfax to Taos, fixing bound between Dona Ana and l2ncoln,

authorizing an election to change seat of Bernalillo; aiding S. Vicente hos-

pital at Sta Fe; and providing for indexing real estate records. Resolution,

to appoint a com. to reapportion the legislature. Memorials, for settlement
of land titles, selling land to settlers who shall find or store water for grazing,

telegraph to forts Stanton and Wingate against reduction of tariff on wool,
Navajos to be kept on their reservation, and for defence of town of Lincoln
against a land claim.

24th assembly, 1880. Acts for incorp. of cities, societies, and giving for-

eign corporations the same privileges as local; for revisioii of laws; prohibit-

ing sale of liquor on election days; organizing a bureau of immigration;
protecting fish and game; selecting university lands; authorizing gov. to call

out volunteers for Ind. service; paying Lincoln mounted rifies for service in

keeping order in 1879; fixing bound bet. Sta Ana ajid Socorro counties,

changing bound of Grant co., changing seat of Rio Arriba, and changing
bound of Rio Arriba and Taos. Memorials, for survey of public lands and
settlement of private land claims, for increased mail facilities, for roads, for

a cession of public buildings by U. S. to the territory, and against enlarge-

ment of the Navajo reservation. Resolutions, on early completion of Prince's
revision of the la%ys, on completion of the R. R. to Sta Fe, and thanking Gen.
Hatch for his management of mil. afi'airs.

25th assembly, 1882. Acts estab. 'N. Mex. board of charities and indus-
trial schools' (repealed in '84); providing that sessions begin 1st Monday in
Jan. of odd years, 1883, '85, etc. (but this was not done); regulating the
library; protecting coal mines and miners; regulating R. R. fares and rates;

defining a system of revenue; taxing cattle owned in other states and terri-

tories; authorizing ransom of Apache captives; approp. $3,000 in aid of sis-

ters of charity at Sta Fe; changing seat of Colfax, bound bet. Colfax and
Mora, bet. Mora and S. Miguel, >Sta Fe and S. Miguel, and S. Miguel and
Valencia, and fixing seat of Doiia Ana at Las Cruces. ilemorials, for settle-

ment of land claims, for cession of the adobe palace to the Hist. Society, for
opening to settlement a part of the Mescalero reservation, for a special post-
office inspector, and for repeal of U. S. law of '78 forbidding troops to act as
posse comitatus.

26th assembly, 1884. Acts changing date of opening sessions to last Mon-
day in Dec. 1880-8-90, etc.; repealing gen. incorp. act of '80 and passing a
new one; preventing the introduction of diseased cattle; estab. public schools;

estab. orphan home and industrial school at Sta Fe under sisters of charity;
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moreover, my purpose to present in any sense a com-
pilation of the laws, but only an outline of the more
important acts from session to session. Several topics

of interest in this connection will be noticed later in

this chapter. Down to 1869-70 the sessions were
annual. In 1866-7 a bill was passed by the house
amending the organic act and providing for biennial

sessions; this became a law for all territories in 1869;
and from 1871 the assembly met biennially, though
in 1873-4 and again in 1876 memorials in favor of

yearly sessions were sent to Washington. By act of

congress in 1871 the legislature was authorized to

meet on the first Monday in December; but in 1876
this date was changed to the first Monday in January,
and the assembly met accordingly in 1878-84. The
same body again changed the date from the even to

the odd years, beginning with 1883, and members
were elected accordingly; but for want of an appro-

priation from congress no change was made. Very
nearly the same effect, however, was accomplished by
an act of 1884 changing the date from January to

December; and the 27th assembly met in December
1886. A memorial of 1866-7 called for increased pay
for legislators and other officials; and an act of 1869

added five dollars a day to the pay received from the

federal government, which in 1878 was fixed by con-

gress at four dollars, with six dollars for president and

providing for erection of capitol; creating oflSce of county assessor; providing

for a new compilation of the laws; aiding the Hist. Society; prohibiting higher

rate of interest than 12 per cent; requiring cultivated land to be fenced in a

part of the territory; incorp. the ' Colonial Grant' (Vaca) and ' Colony of Re-

fugio ' grant in Rio Arriba co. ; and creating the new co. of Sierra. Memorials,

protesting against unjust discrimination of mil. auth. against N. Mex. in

the purchase of supplies; asking that N. Mex. be made a mil. department.

Resolution, denouncing charges against Chief Justice Axtell as 'malicious,

scandalous, and false.

'

Dav. J. Miller was translator of the Laws of the 12th assemb., Chas Lieb,

of the New Mexican, being printer, and the work much better than in earlier

years. Theodore S. Greiner translator, l.jth assemb. ;
printer H. S. Johnson,

Alburquerque. 14th assemb. title missing. 15th to 19th assemb. ,
Manderfield

& Tucker public printers, Sta Fe; no translator named; English and Spanish

in separate volumes from the 18th assemb. 20th assemb., A. P. Sullivan

pub. printer. 21st to 23d assemb., M. & F. pub. printers; Jose D. Sena

translator for 21st; Sam. Ellison translator from 22d to 26th. R. W. Webb
printer 24th; Chas W. Green 25th; and N. Mex. Printing Co. 26th.
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speaker. At the same time the number of council-

men was limited to twelve and of representatives to

24, though an increase from 13 to 18 and from 26 to

36 had been asked for in 1868-9. In 1880 the ses-

sions were limited to 60 days. Congress passed a
special act legalizing the laws of 1866-7 signed by an
acting governor; and also legalized the election of

November 1882, which had been held with a view to

a session in 1883.

Congressional action on New Mexico is epitomized

in another note.^ It did not extend far beyond the

* Congressional appropriations for N. Mex. : 1864, govt $36,480, lucL ser-

vice $75,000; 1865, govt $33,500, Ind. $150,000; 1866, same; 1867, govt
$33,000, Ind. $250,000, survey of n. boundary $19,000, census of 1860, 8784;

1868, govt $33,000, Ind. $462,000; 1869, govt $14,000, Ind. $282,250; 1870,

govt $28,500, Ind. $50,000; 1871, govt $36,000, Ind. $166,000; 1872, govt

$14,500, Ind. $116,000; 1873, govt $36,950, Ind. $116,000, survey of E. bound.

$1,400, mil. road $25,000; 1874, govt $19,000, Ind. $230,000; 1875, govt

$41,878, Ind. $228,675, survey w. bound. $27,350, survey of private land claima

$10,000; 1876, govt $16,000, Ind. $129,175; 1877, govt $33,200, Ind. $221,840;

1878, govt $15,400, Ind. $100,840; 1879, govt $19,483; Ind. $78,000, survey
of private land cl. $10,351; 1880, govt $20,600, Ind. $46,000; 1881, govt
$33,279, Ind. $43,000, land claims $8,000; 1882, govt $15,500, Ind. $6,000;

1884, govt $35,815, Ind. $45,000, land claims $16,000. See U. S. Statutes,

1864 et seq. The annual approp. for the land-ofBce, N. Mexico's part of the
military approp., and some minor approp. for deficiences are not included in

this note.

Resume of congressional action in behalf of N. Mexico, excluding approp.
bills and a large number of bills that were simply introduced and referred to
committees, as well as mention of memorials, etc., received, as noted in legis-

lative proceedings, and action on contested elections, noted elsewhere. 1864—5,
joint resol. to facilitate commun. with N. Mex. ; joint commun. of delegates
of N. Mex. and other territories approving the constit. amendment abolishing
slavery; act estab. post-roads (later acts on this subject not noted). 1865-6,
bill to confirm land claim of J. S. Ramirez passed by senate. 1866-7, bill to
abolish peonage, passed sen. and house; bill to amend organic act so as to
prohibit restriction of suffrage on account of race or color, passed sen. and
house after much discussion; bill to provide for biennial sessions of the legisl.

Eassed the house. 1867, act legalizing acts of the legisl. at session of 1866-7;
ill to settle private land claims referred to com. (as were many other bills

earlier and later on this subject, as also on the war and Ind. claims, not men-
tioned in this note). 1867-8, resol. for relief of Navajo captives held as peons
passed by sen. and house; several bills on lands, railroads, claims, and other
subjects introduced by delegate Clever, but not finally acted on; bill for re-

lief and reservation of Navajos at Bosque Redondo, passed by house and
amended in sen. 1868-9, act on the Vigil and St Vrain land grants, for bene-
fit of settlers; act confirming 5 land claims; act providing for biennial ses-

sions of the legisl. ; also amending orgailio act on the passing of bills over the
governor's veto by a § vote; also making gov. supt of public buildings, at a
salary of $1,000; also making salary of sec. §2,000 from '67. 1869, act re-

pealing acts of legisl. to impose a capitation tax on bovine cattle introduced
from other states and territories. 1869-70, bill to annul part of a N. Jlex.

law on execution and mortgages, passed house and sen. , bill to authorize a
state constitution referred to com. ; act on details of Vigil and St Vrain land
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granting of the annual appropriations for government
expenses, which, in years when the legislature met,

were from $33,000 to $40,000, and about half as much
in other years, besides much larger amounts for In-

dian affairs and the military department. Bills re-

lating to this distant territory were, as a rule, referred

to committees, and never heard of again; but occa-

sionally, acts were passed, chiefly of a routine nature,

some of which have been mentioned in connection

with legislative proceedings, and others I shall have
occasion to notice in treating other topics.

Delegates to congress have been named in the offi-

cial list.® They did, apparently, all that territorial

delegates might do for their constituents, which was
very little.

grant; act increasing salary of justices to $3,000. 1870-1, bill to authorize

state constitution under the name of Lincoln, reported by sen. com (but

again referred to com. in sen. of 71); bill to pay volunteers' claims, tabled

in house; bill to confirm Rio Grande land claim, passed house and sen., appar-

ently (but referred to iouse com. in 71); act to sell mil. reservation at Ft
Sumner. 1871, act to authorize legisl. to meet on 1st Monday in Dec, and
authorizing an election. 1871-2, bill to enable land claimants to test the

validity of their claims ref. to sen. com. ; state of Lincoln bill tabled in house;

act to pay salary of sec. as supt of public buildings to June 72, but repealing

the act of '68 which gave that salary; act appointing A. P. Sullivan and C. P.

Clever corporators of Centen. Board of Finance; act granting right of way to

N. Max. & Gulf R. R. 1872-3, act for completing mil. road, Sta' F^ to Taos;

bill to survey private land grants at govt expense ref. to house com. ; bill to

donate 10 sections of land for finding water in the desert, tabled; bills to

extend time of voting on state coustit. and to create a new land district, ref.

to com. 1873-4, bill for state constit. passed by house, referred by sen.;

act creating anew land district. 1874-5, bill for state constit. passed by sen.

with amendments. 1876, bill for a state passed by sen., referred by house.

1876-7, house bill to pay Ind. depredation claims, tabled. 1877, bill to attach

Grant co. to Arizona ref. to house com. 1877-8, bill to annul act of the legisl.

incorporating society of Jesuits, passed by sen., ref. by house; bill for relief

of mounted volunteers, passed by sen., ref. by house. 1878, act providing

that the legislature is not to exceed 12 councilmen and 24 representatives, at

$i per day, the president and speaker getting $6. 1878-9, act annulling the

act of the legisl. incorporating soo. of Jesuits. 1§80-1, act limiting sessions

of the legisl. to 60 days. 1881-2, act legalizing election of legisl. of Nov. '80.

1883-4, act legalizing legisl. elected Nov. '82 to meet in Feb. '84. See IT. S.

Statutes, Senate and House Journals, Cong. Globe, and Cong. Record, 1864 et

seq.

'Perea, democrat, was elected in 1863 over Gallegos by a vote of 7,231 to

6,425; in 1865 Chavez, republican, over Perea, 8,511 to 6,180; in 1867 Clever,

dem., over Chavez, 8,891 to 8,794; in 1869 Chavez over Vicente Ro nero; in

1871 Gallegos over Chavez and Jose D. Sena; in 1873 Elkins over Gallegos;

in 1875 Elkins over Pedro Valdes; in 1877 Romero over Valdes; in 1879 Otero

over Benito Vaoa; in 1881 Luna over Miguel A. Otero; in 1883 Manzanares,

dem., over Luna, 13,376 to 12,287; in 1885 Joseph, dem., over L. B. Prince and

W. L. Rynerson, 12,271 to 9,930, and 5,192; in 1887 Joseph over J. W. Dwyer.
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The seat of Perea in 1863-4 was unsuccessfully
contested by Gallegos. For the congress of 1867-8
there was no election in New Mexico at the proper
time, and Governor Mitchell took the liberty of ap-

pointing John S. Watts as delegate ad interim, but
he was not admitted, all agreeing that the governor
had no such power. At the September election C.

P. Clever had a majority of 97 votes, his election

being certified by the governor, and pro forma by
the secretary, and the delegate taking his seat. But
Secretary Heath sent a separate certificate, to the
effect that the election was fraudulent, which was
supported by a resolution of the legislature ; and after

a long discussion Chavez, the contestant, was seated

in February 1869, so that Clever was virtually the
delegate in the fortieth congress.'' Again, in 1883,
though Luna received the certificate of election, Man-
zanares, the contestant, was seated by a unanimous
vote of the house.

On the public buildings, capitol and penitentiary,

no progress was made after 1857, when about $100,000
had been expended on the foundations, though there

were frequent appeals to congress for appropriations

to complt^e the structures. Meanwhile, the old adobe
'palace' was used for all public purposes. On this

building repairs to the extent of $5,000 were made
in 1866-7; but nothing more was done; the roof was
leaky, the exterior was unplastered, and the rooms
were small and inconvenient. "It is safe to say no
other legislative body in the United States, outside of

New Mexico, ever met inside of such disgraceful sur-

roundings," wrote SecretaryRitch in 1875. In 1877-8,
however, $2,260 was expended, of which $1,680 was
paid by the national government, and the balance pro-

vided for by act of the legislature. In 1880 congress

was asked to cede the site and foundations of the
new structures to the territory, and the legislature of

' U. S. GoH Doc, 40th coug. 2d sess., H. Mis. Doc. 154; 3d sess. H. Mia.
Doc. 14; H. Kept 18; Comj. Globe, 1867-8, p. 499-500, 778; N. ilex. Laws,
18U7-8, p. 148-50.
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1884 appropriated $200,000 in 20-year seven-per-cent

bonds for their completion.^

Meanwhile, despite an appropriation of $40 in

1866-7 for shelves, the territorial library and the

archives were in a fearful condition of neglect. Many
books were scattered, lost, or stolen; and the rest

were left in disorder and dirt. The sale of the old

Spanish archives for wrapping paper in the time of

Governor Pile, 1869-71, has been elsewhere noted.

Governor Giddings boxed up about five cords of such
remnants as could be rescued, to protect them from
the weather and further loss." In 1880 the Historical

Society of New Mexico was reorganized, and this

society, or rather Ritch, Prince, and a few other indi-

viduals acting in its name, has accomplished something
toward the preservation of relics and records and
awakening interest in historical matters.^" Since 1882,

under the care of Samuel Ellison as librarian, the

archives and library have been kept in order, and the

former to some extent classified.

The territory was never in very desperate straits

financially. In 1864 there was reported in the treas-

ury a surplus of $5,416, which, however, dwindled to

$15 in 1867, becoming a debt of $17,029 the next

year, and of $70,000 in 1871. The debt diminished to

$15,181 in 1880, was $25,372 in 1883, and was ap-

parently wiped out in 1884." The assessed value of

*See full reports of condition in 1867, in U. 8. Govt Doc, 40th cong. 2d
sess., H. Ex. Doc. 33. Mem. of legisl. for $70,000 to complete the work. Id.,

39th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 101, p. 1^. Mem. of the legisl. for $103,000

in 1864. Id., 38th cong. 1st sess., H. Mis. Doc. 69. In 1868-9 the sec. was
made ex-officio supt of public buildings, at an additional salary of !^1,000; but

the salary clause was repealed in 1872. Id., 42d cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc.

128; v. S. Stat., 1868-9, 1871-2. Estimates for repairs in 1875. H. Ex. Doc.

10, 44th cong. 1st sess.

'See Jf. Mex., Message of Gov., 1871.

^"N. Mex. Hitt. Soc, Charter, By-laws, etc., Sta Fe, 1881; Eitcli's Inau-

gural Address, Sta Fe, 1881. In '82 the legisl. sent a memorial asking that

tJie" adobe palace, as a relic of antiquity, be ceded to the Hist; Soc. , and in

'84 voted to permit the society to occupy rooms in the palace, besides appro-

priating S400 for the purchase of relics, etc. In '82 an act was passed regu-

lating the territorial library; and the librarian's report of 1883 contains a

catalogue of 1,810 volumes, and mentions 144 pasteboard boxes containing the

classified archives. N. Mex., Official Reports, 1882-3, p. 31-5.

"Af. Mex., Reports of Auditor and Treasurer, in Journals, and some of

them printed separately; also messages of gov. and reports to the sec. inte.
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property, which had been $20,000,000 in 1860, before

the cutting-off of Arizona and Colorado, was about

$18,000,000 in 1870, in 1880 apparently several mil-

lions less—though there is no agreement between
different reports—and in 1884 about $29,000,000.'^

The rate of taxation was never excessively high, the

total rate in 1884, according to the governor's report,

being eleven and one fourth mills on the dollar, of

which five were for the territory, three for schools,

tvt'o and one half for the counties, and the rest for

interest, the poll tax of one dollar being for the benefit

of schools.'^

Claims of New Mexican citizens against the United
States were of several different classes, including those

for losses in the revolt of 1847, for Indian depreda-

tions in the later years, for militia service against the

Indians, for similar service against the confedorates,

and for the destruction of property by the latter.

Almost every legislature in memorials, and the gov-

ernors in their messages, urged the payment of these

rior. The financial condition of '81 as given by Bitch, Blue-Book, 87, seema
less satisfactory than is indicated by the other reports, since, while it shows a
surplus of $13,415, besides delinquent taxes to the amount of 896,881, it also

mentions militia warrants outstanding to the amount of $527,170, -nhich I
suppose had not been paid in 1884. In 1871 territorial bonds were selling

for 40 cents. County finances were not in so satisfactory a condition gen-
erally as those of the territory. The U. A'. Census Seport of 1870 gives the

debt as $7,560.
'^ U. S. Census Reports; governor's reports; Hitch's Blue-Booh; auditor's

reports; differing widely in their figures in most years. The gov. in '84

notes an increase of $16,000,000 in three years, also stating that $4,000,000
of R. R. property would become taxable in '86, and $10,000,000 in 5 years.

Taxes amounted to 29 m. in '60, 61 m. in '70, 91 m. in '80, and 126 m. iu '83.

See also Porter's West. Census 'SO, p. 454; N. Mex., Business Directory, 1882,

p. 227. Internal revenue taxes seem to have been $34,380 in 1871-2 and
$44,021 in 1881-2.

'^ See r^sum^ of legislative acts for various revenue acts. The act of 1869-
70 was long and elaborate, imposing a tax of 20 cents on the $100 for territory,

and 5 cents for counties; exempting property to value of $500, and $100 for

provisions for family for one year, and certain implements, li\^e-stock, etc.

In 1871-2 licenses were abolished for many kinds of business; all property
was to pay one per cent; and the poll tas. was fixed at one dollar. A law
exempting debts on real estate was declared by the gov. in 1873 to work
badly. In 1873-4 and 1875-6 the revenue law was also amended; and the
revenue system was defined in 1882. N. Mex., Revenue Law. Sta Fe, 1882,

8vo, 33 p.; N. Mex., Business Directory, 1882, p. 198-204. In '83 the gov.

states the tax to be 1 per cent, 4 for territory, J for counties, \ for schools,

besides poll tax and small licenses on a few trades. Rept to Sec. Interior.

The office of co. treasurer was created in '69, and that of Co. assessor in '84.
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claims; and the subject came up at nearly every ses-

sion of congress after as well as before 1864; but I
cannot learn that any of the demands were ever paid."
A " Revised Code of New Mexico " had been pre-

pared in 1856, but not published, so far as I know.
In 1862 the governor, authorized by an act of 1859,
appointed Kirby Benedict, C. P. Clever, and Facundo
Pino as commissioners to codify the laws; but their
work was delayed by Pino's death and other causes.
In 1864 the legislature authorized the secretary to
appoint a commission, and Justice Houghton and four
others were appointed ; but Governor Connelly vetoed
the act, and apparently filled the old board or appointed
a new one, since the result was published in 1865.''

A new revision was urged by governor and legislature

in 1871-2 and again in 1875-6, an act of the latter year
authorizing the appointment of five commissioners;
but nothing was accomplished, apparently In 1880 a
similar act was passed, and a joint resolution rejoiced

in the early completion of Judge Prince's compilation,
at the same time asking for funds for its publication

;

"On the claims, see, 1854, U. S. Gmt Doc, 33d oong. 2d sess., H. Eept 38;
1855, Id., H. Jour. 323, Sen. Jour. 208; N. Mex., Laws, 1854-5, p. 11.3-19;
gov. 'a rept to sec. int., 1858, 35th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 123; H. Jour.
235, 314, 1199; H. Mis. Doc. 38; 1859-60, H. Rept 122, 537; Sen. Mis. 45;
1862, 37th cong. 3d sess., H. Rept 52; 1866-7, laws and memorials; mes-
sage of gov., Ind. Aff. Rept, 1866, p. 136, the amount of Ind. depred. being
$1,377,329; 1869-71, mem. of the legisl.; bill tabled in cong. Ohhe, 1870-1,
p. 633; mess, of gov., 1871 (the war claim of $100-$200,000 is said to have
been fraudulently magnified to $800,000; a commission recommended); '

1871-2, Laws, p. 72-4; 1873-4, 43d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 272; bills

referred in cong.; unfavorable rept of sec. war; 1874-5, 43d cong. 2d sess.,

H. Ex. Doc. 65; H. Rept 333, incl. tabular statement of Ind. depred., and
a favorable report on war claims; 1875-6, mem. of legisl. for payment of a
special claim for horses sent by Gen. Canby from Ft Craig to Bosque Redondo
and captured by Texans in 62, 45th cong. 2d sess., Sen. Rspt 495; 44th
cong. 1st sess., H. Mis. Doc. 88; 1876-7, bill for Ind. depred., tabled; 1877-8,
bill for relief of mounted volunteers passed the senate; 1879, claims of N.
Mex. volunteers to be presented to court of claims; 1880, nothing yet paid.

Mess, of gov.
^' Revised Statutes of tlte Territory of New Mexico, in force at the close of the

session of the I/egislative Assembly ending February 2, 1865. Puhlislied by au-
thority. St Louis, 1865, 8vo, 856 p. English and Spanish text on alternate

pages. The commissioners are not named, but the secretary certifies that

the work was done by a commission appointed by the gov., and that the work
was approved by the legisl. act of Jan. 24, 1865. Gov. O.'s veto message o£

the earlier act is in N. Mex., Jowrnal, 1863-4, p. 196.
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but we hear no more of this work.^^ Finally, under
an act of 1884, a new compilation was published in

1885."

From 1861 there were frequent efforts to secure

the admission of the territory of New Mexico into the

union as a state; and in 1872 a constitution was
formed by a convention formed for that purpose.

The population was sufficient, much larger than that

of some other states at the time of their admission,

but the prospective politics of the new state was gen-

erally not encouraging to the administration or the

^^Ritch's Legislative Blue-Book of 1882 contains a most useful compilation

of fundamental law, rules, etc.

" Compiled Laws ofNew Mexico. In accordance with an act oftlie Ugutlature,

cupproved April S, IS84. Including the constitution of tlie Unite I States, t/ie

treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the Oadsden treaty, the original act organizing the

territory, the orgavic acts as now in force, the original Kearny code, and a lid of
laws enacted sitice the compilation of 1865. Edward L. Bartlett, C/mrles W.
Oreene, Santiago Valdez, commission; Ireneo L. Chaves, secretary. St-, Fe, 1885,

8vo, 1706 p. Same title in Spanish, with English and Spanish text on alter-

nate pages.

The justices of the supreme court have been named in the official list.

The legislature often asked for an iucreetsed number of judges, and for in-

creased pay. The salary was fixed at $3,000 by act of congress in 1870. In
1869 there was a memorial asking for the removal of Judge Houghton and
the appointment of John Bail in his place. Non-residence, neglect of duties,

engaging in private practice of law, partisanship for Andrew Johnson, and
illegal decisions were the alleged grounds for removal. There was occasional

trouble about the apportionment of justices, efforts being made to change the

judges from one district to another on account of local interests or prejudices.

In 1872 an effort was made to send the chief justice to a remote district and
an associate to Sta Fe; but the act was vetoed by the gov. R. H. Tompkins
was recommended for chief justice by the legislature of 1878. A volume of

reports was published in 1881, Eeports of Cases argvx^d and determined in the

Supreme Court of the Territory of New Mexico, from January term, lSo3, to

January term, 1879, inclusive. Reported by Charles H. Gildersleere, Counsellor at

Law. San Francisco, 1881, 8vo, xii., 879 p. I think a 2d volume has since

been published. This 1st vol. contains a list of the judges, and also of the
attorneys practising in the court, as follows: Sam. T. Allen, Merrill Ashurst,

John D. Bail, Spruce M. Baird, Sidney M. Barnes, Marshall A. Breeden,
Thos B. Catron, Edgar Caypless, J. F. Chavez, W. B. Childers, Frank W.
Clancy, Ihos F. Conway, W. W. H. Davis, Francis Downs, Edmund F.

Dunne, Eugene A. Fiske, Jos. E. Gary, C. H. Gildersleeve, John M. Ginn,

Jesse C. Goodwin, Wm C. Graves, Wm C. Ha-sledine, Joab Houghton, Abram
G. Hoyt, Sidney A. Hubbell, Henry C. Johnson, John H. Knaebcl, Geo.

Lemon, Ira E. Leonard, Chas C. McComas, Melvin W. Mills, S. B. New-
comb, Palmer J. Pillians, G. G. Posey, Ed. S. Price, Geo. W. Prichard, Jas

H. Quinn, Jas R. Reynolds, John P. Risque, Wm G. Ritcli, Wm L. Ryner-
son, Jose D. Sena, Jas M. Shaw, Wm C. Skinner, Andrew Sloan, Hugh N.
Smith, Frank Springer, Benj. Stevens, Louis Sulsbaeher, Wm C. Terrill, Wm
T. Thornton, R. H. Tomkins, L. S. Trimble, Murray F. Tuley, Hanson Wait-
man, Henry L. Waldo, Milton J. Warner, W. W. Watson, Elias P. West,
Theodore D. Wheaton.
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dominant party in congress; and moreover, there was
a valid objection to the character of the native inhabi-

tants, whose language was foreign, and who had but
slight knowledge respecting the principles of Ameri-
can government. The subject was somewhat compli-

cated with Indian affairs and frontier controversies;

and it was feared that the admission of such a people

might establish a bad precedent for the future if new
territory should ever be acquired on the south.

Therefore, New Mexico's legitimate ambition for

statehood Has not been gratified. But the matter is

still agitated, and it is not unlikely that, under new
political exigencies and the aims of a democratic ad-

ministration, the desire of the people may be gratified

at no very distant day. For a time it was proposed

to call the new state Lincoln. I append a few details.^*

i^Efforta of 1861. U. 8. OmtBoc., 36tK cong. 2d seas., Sen. Mis. Doc. 11;

H. Journal 534, 560; Hayee' Scraps, Angeles, vi. 100. 1863, Sen. Journal
260, 293, 37th cong. 3d sess.; S. F. Bulletin, May 28, '63. 1866, act of legisl.

aiiithorizing gov. to call a convention, to be elected 1st Moud. in March, to

meet at Sta Fe 5th Mond. in April, and the constit. to be voted on 4th Mond.
in June. Laws, 1865-6; H. Mis. Doc. 57, 39th cong. 1st sess., with proclama-
tion. 1869-71, efforts to secure admission as state of Lincoln. Laws, 1869-70,

p. 190-5, append. 4; Id., 1871-2, p. 54-6; bills in congress referred and re-

ported. U. S. Acts, 41st cong. 2d and 3d sess.; Cong. Globe, 1869-71, as per
index, including a speech by Delegate Chavez in favor of the measure, in the

Globe of 1870-1, app. 244; Sen. Journal, 41st cong. 3d sess., 500; fd., 42d
cong. 1st sess. 203, H. Jour. 237. Meanwhile, a convention was held at Sta

Fe, and a constitution formed. Jf. Mix., Constitution of the Stale of. Sta Fe,

1872, 12mo, 47 p. This was approved by the gov. Feb. 1st, and an act of the

legisl. ordered an election for 1st Mond. in June, state officers to be elected,

if the constit. was adopted, on 1st Mond. in Sept. See also N. Mex., Journal,

1871-2, appendix. But the vote was not received in time to be legally counted

before the period expired, and the movement came to naught. N. Mex., Mess.

of gov., 1873, p. 17-18. The house bill on state of linooln was tabled in the

senate, Cong. Globe, 1871-2, p. 2950; and presently a bill to extend the time

of voting wais referred in the house. In the legisl. session of 1873-^ a new
memorial was sent, and in congress a bill was passed by the house, but re-

ferred by the senate. Gang. Globe, 1873-^; H. Kept 561, 43d cong. 1st sess.

There were many newspaper articles on the subject in 1874, the Mesilla Newg„
as quoted by the S. Diego Union^ Jan. 22d, opposing the movement. See aha
S. F. Examiner, June 4th; S. F. Alia, June 5th; S. F. Call, April 9th; Sac.

Utiion, June 6th; N. Mex., Scraps, 18. In 1875 the house bill was passed by
the sen. with amendments, a new resolution being received from the legist

44th cong. 1st sess., Sen. Rept 69; H. Mis. Doc. 63. In 1876 there was an-

other memorial and another bill, which passed the senate after much discus-

sion, but did not go beyond reference to a com. in the house. 43d cong. Ist

sess., H. Mis. Doc. 190; Ghbe, 1875-6, per index; 43d cong. 2d seas., H.

Jour. 577, 645; 44th cong. 1st sess., H. Kept 503. The report of the com.

was favorable, but I find no record of later a^tation^ except a-few newspaper

articles of 1885. See S. F. Bulletin, July 16, 1885.

Hist. Ariz, and N. Mex. 46
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The geologic and geographic surveys of the western
United States territories, executed under the charge
of Professor Hayden and Captain Wheeler in 1869-
78, included a considerable portion of New Mexico,
the reports and maps containing a vast amount of

valuable information, which cannot be even summa-
rized here.^^ The southern boundary having b3en
fixed by the national or treaty survey, the northern,

eastern, and western lines were successively surveyed
under appropriations of congress made in 1867, 1873,

and 1875, the work being simply the determination of

the different meridians and parallels, but furnishing,

naturally, considerable geographical and other infor-

mation.^" There were unsuccessful attempts to restore

the tract containing Conejos, Costilla, and Culebra
from Colorado to New Mexico ; to attach the Moreno
mining district to Colorado; and to set off Grant
county in the" south-west as part of Arizona.

In the matter of crime and disorder the territory

presents a record that is by no means unfavorable, con-

sidering the circumstances of position on the Mexican
frontier, constant ravages of Indian foes, defective or-

ganization of the courts, lack of suitable jails, the
ignorance and primitive character of the people, and
the presence of miners, soldiers, and liquor-traders in

remote parts of the country. Of course, there were
many irregularities and lawless acts, the record of
which is very imperfect and cannot be presented in

detail here even so far as it exists; but the New
Mexicans proved themselves to a much greater extent

than has generally been believed abroad a peaceful

and law-abiding people. From 1878 to 1882 the state

of affairs in most districts, particularly in the south,

" U. 8. Oeol. and Oeog. Survey, Hayden, especially the report of 1867-9, p.
106-7, 157-73; Bulletin, ii., no. 4, p. 279-308; iv., no. 1; U. S. Geog. Survey,
Wheeler, iii. 505-67, 603-16, 623-7, 638-61; Report for 1875, p. 40-150; Report
for 1876, p. 126-47; 1876, p. 199-202; 1877, p. 1273-8, 1295-1303; 1878, p.

103-6, 131-9; also maps in atlas. See also Daly's Address be/ore Amer. Oeog.

Soc, 1873, p. 14-15; Galaxy, xxi. 429-30.
'" The survey of the northern or Colorado boundary is described in the

U. S. Land Offi.ce Sept, 1869, p. 37-41; also later surveys in the report of 1872.
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was much worse than at other periods. ^^ The popula-
tion of New Mexico in 1860, with some imperfectly-
estimated deductions for the territory detached later,

has been given as 80,567, exclusive of Indians. In
1870 the figures had increased to 90,573, and in 1880
to 109,793. Of these numbers, in the two years re-

spectively, 180 and 1,015 were colored; and in 1880
there were also 57 Chinese. The number born in New
Mexico was 82,193 and 92,271; born in other parts
of tbe United States 2,760 and 9,471; born in Mexico
3,903 and 5,173; born in other foreign countries 1,717
and 2,878. The governor's ^^ estimate in 1883 was

^'Corresp. with Mex. on entry of Mex. troops in pursuit of robbers, 1864.
U. S. Govt Doc., 39th cong. 1st sess., Mex. affairs, ii. 266-75. 1868, killing
of Chief Justice Slough. N. Mex., Scraps, 82; S. F. Times, Jan. 17, 1868; June
21, 1869. Lynching in 1870. S. F. Bulktm, Nov. .9, 1870. Election riot at
Mesilla Sept. '71, in which 7 persons were killed. S. F. AUa, Sept. 21, '71;

Independence Indep., Oct. 14, '71. On sale in N. Mex. of live-stock stolen in
Mex. Mex., Informe Pesquisadm; 1874, p. 26, 101-2. 1874r-8, murders in
Lincoln co., U. S. troops called out; mob destroys a newspaper at Cimarron;
riot at El Paso. Jf. Mex., Scraps, 16, 82; S. F. Bulletin, Oct. 24, 77; S. F.
AUa, Oct. 22, '78. Troops crossing frontier in pursuit of trespassers. 45th
cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 13, p. 116-31, 227-8. 1879, lynching at Laa
Vegas. N. Mex. Scraps, 2. Disposition of criminals. N. Mex., Mess, of gov.,
$-9. 1880, troubles with cowboys and outlaws, lynching in Lincoln co. and
Las Vegas, killing an editor at Socorro, etc. Denver Tribune, June 19, July
15, Nov. 18, Dec. 26, 28, '80; Tucson Star, Feb. 12, Jan. 15, May 27, '80.

Similar items for 1881, including the killing of 'Billy the Kid' by the sheriff.

S. F. Chronicle, April 1, '81; Tombstone Epitaph, June 16, '81; Pinal Drill,
Aug. 6, '81; Sac. Hecord-Unum, July 27, '81; N. Mex., Acts, 1882, p. 191.
Items of 1882. S. F. Bulletin, Jan. 25, Feb. 13, Nov. 11, '82. Items of 1883,
including the 'rustler' war in Dona Ana co. N. Mex., Offic. Eepts, 1882-3, pt
iii., 64-84; S. F. Chronicle, Feb. 10, '83. 1884, see governor's message. 1885,
lynching, and riot at Springer. S. F. Bulletin, March 17, '85.

^^ Lionel A. Sheldon, in 1881 appointed governor of New Mexico, is of Nor-
man descent, his ancestors settlmg in Yorkshire, England, about the time of

the conquest, one of them being afterward appointed lord mayor of Loudon,
another bishop of Canterbury, ami a third lieutenant-general. In 1646 three
brothers of this family emigrated to America, and from one of them Lionel
is descended, his birthplace being Worcester, New York, and his birth-

day the 30th of August, 1831. After receiving a thorough legal training, at
the age of 21 he was elected justice of the peace, and soon afterward probate
judge for Lorain county. At the expiration of his terra he practised law, and
took an active part in political and military affairs. In 1858 he was appointed
brigadier-general of militia, and at the outbreak of the war joined the Union
army as captain of a cavalry company, soon afterward being promoted to a
colonelcy and brevet brigadier-general, and taking part in a number of

engagements. In 1868, and again in 1870 and '72, he was chosen for con-

gress from New Orleans, and later was attorney for the government in the

Alabama claims. In 1880 he was member of the Chicago convention which
nominated Garfield for the presidency, and for several weeks was his guest

at the White House. During his career as governor he thoroughly cleared

the territory of its lawless element, promoted industries and education.
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1,50,000, and the population may have reached that

figure in 1886.

ancl brought peace and prosperity to the land. Afterward he rendered
gqod service in ]3utting an end to the great labor strike ou th^ Texas and
Pacific Railroad, and as receiver for that line handled .§15,000,000 without
a, single discrepancy in his accounts. In January 1888 he settled at Los
Angeles, where he becaine interested ip, the Centjaela-Inglewood Company.
A man of strong character and of great physical strength, a thorough lawyer,
apd a ripe scholar, perhaps his strongest trait is his cool and unflinching de-
termination, as i? displayed in his war record, and in many incidents of his

eventful career.

Seal of New Mexico.



CHAPTER XXIX.

INDIAN AND MILITARY AFFAIRS.

1864^1887.

MiLiTAKT Commanders—Forces—Forts—Indian Population—SirPERiit-

TENDENTS— APPROPRIATIONS— CHRONOLOGY—THE NaVAJOS— BoSQUl!

Redondo--Carleton's Efforts—Controversy—The Reservation %

Failure—Removed to their Old Home—Agents—Prosperity in ths
North-west—Comanches—JiCArillas and Utes—Agencies at Cimar-

ron, AEiQurt, and Tierra Amarilla—Final Removal—The Puir-

blos—List op Agents and Chronologic Summary—^PresbyteriaS

Schools—The MescalBros—At Fort Sumner and Fort Stanton—
Agents and Annals—Southern Apaches—Hostile Bands—Reserva-

tions—CaSada Alamosa, Tularosa, and Ojo Caliente—Victorio's

Raids—Apaches Removed to Arizona.

The military comrnanders in New Mexico from
1864 were as follows: General James H. Carleton,

1864-6; General George Sykes, 1867; General Georgfe

W. Getty, 1867-71; General Gordon Granger, 1871-

3 and 1875-6; General J. I. Gregg, 1873-4; General

Thomas C. Devin, 1874-5; Colonel James F. Wade,
1876; General Edward Hatch, 1876-81; General

Luther P. Bradley, 1881; General R. S. Mackenzie,
1881-3.^ All seera to have been faithful and efficient

officers, if we may credit the annual reports of Gen-
eral Pope, commanding the division of the Missouri^

which included New Mexico. Most of them, how-
ever, as was inevitable, antagonized at one time or

another the Indian agents or some clique of citizens.

^ Carleton was major 6th inf. and brevet maj.-gen. volunteers; Sykes col

20th inf. and brevet maj.-gen. U. S. A.; Getty c6l 37th inf. and ditto;

Granger col I5th inf. and dittO; Devin lieut.-col 8th cavalry and brevet

brig. -gen. U. S. A.; Wade ttiaj. 9th eav. and brevet oolU. S. A., temporarily

in command; Hatch col 9th cav. and brevet maj.-gen. U. S. A.; Bradle^,

col 13th inf. and brevet brig. -gen. U. S. A.; Mackenzie col 4th cav. and

ditto; Bitch's BM-Booh, 125-6.
(725)
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For instance, Getty in 1867 and Hatch in 1880 were
denounced in public meetings, but sustained by reso-

lutions of the legislature. Details of these contro-

verses are not fully recorded, and if they were, would
hardly be worth reproducing.

The California volunteers were mustered out in New
Mexico on the expiration of their terms of enlistment

in 1865-6,^ and their places were taken by regular

troops. The force in 1867 was over 1,500 men, but was
gradually diminished, until in 1875 it was less than

600. Next year, however, it was 1,200, and was in-

creased until 1883, when it was nearly 1,600, and in

1884 perhaps 2,300.^ These troops, maintained at an
annual cost of nearly three millions, were distributed,

according to the varying exigencies of the Indian ser-

vice, at forts Bascom, Bayard, Craig, Cummings, Mc-
Rae, Marcy, Selden, Stanton, Sumner, Union, and
Wingate. The military headquarters was at Santa

F4; several of the older forts do not appear in the

records of this period ; and soine of those named were
new, and others abandoned before 1884.* The legis-

^Low (F. F.) and Gen. J. H. Carkton, Correspondence, in Cat, Journals,

appen. , IBth sess. There was some dissatisfaction among the men about the
place of discharge, mileage, delays in getting pay, and the supply of rations.

See also 39th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doe. 138.
* 2,356, according to JV. ifex., .4 cfe, 1884,p.236. I have no regular reports

after 1883.
' Reports of the general of the army in reports of sec. war, 1864, etc.

,

containing tables of the troops and their distribution from year to year. I

have no space to record garrison changes and commanders. Ft Bascom was
on the Canadian Kiv., in S. Miguel co., and was abandoned in 1871, declared

a mil. reserv. in 1869; area 8,840 acres; apparently on the Montoya grant, as

was Ft Butler, near by, occupied as a post before Bascom, and never declared

as a reserv. Ft Bayard, at Pinos Altos, corresponding to the former Ft West;
name changed before 1867; having one of the largest garrisons in. the terri-

tory, especially in the Apache troubles of '80 et seq. ; no mil. reservation. Ft
Craig, on the Rio Grande, garrisoned throughout the period; built on leased

land claimed as part of a Span, grant, and the claim causing much contro-

versy in 1870. U. S. Omit Doc, 41st cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 73; declared

a reserv. in 1869; area 24,805 acres. Ft Cummings, at Cook Spring, garri-

soned in 1870, and again in 1881-3; reserv. declared in 1870; area 2,500 acres;

abandoned by war dept, and sale recommended in 1875. Ft McRae, on the
Rio Grande, garrisoned from 1870 to 1876; reserv. declared in 1809; area

2,500 acres; like Craig, on the claimed Armendariz grant. Ft Marcy, at Sta
Fe, occupied by a small detachment, ace. to the reports of most years; reserv.

declared in 1868; area 17 acres. Ft Selden, near DoBa Ana; aband. as a post
after 1876, but again garrisoned in 1881-3; reserv. declared 1870; area 9,613
acres. Ft Stanton, Lincoln co., continuously garrisoned; reserv. 1859; re-
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lature now, as before, made frequent appeals for in-

creased force, and especially for authority to raise

volunteer regiments ; with occasional requests for mil-

itary posts at certain exposed points ; but there is no
indication that these efforts ever produced any results.

Something was, however, accomplished in the way of
organizing the militia force.

^

The Indian population of the territory in 1864-86
may be put at 26,000 to 28,000, with but little varia-

tion.^ The superintendents in charge down to 1874,
when the office was abolished, were Michael Steck in

1864, Felipe Delgado in 1865-6, A. B. Norton in

1866-7, Luther E. Webb in 1867-9, Jos6 M. Gallegos
in 1869, William Clinton in 1869-70, Nathaniel Pope
in 1870-2, L. E. Dudley in 1872-4.^ For the gen-
eral Indian service, congress made an annual appro-

priation, which was $75,000 in 1864, about $50,000 a
year in 1865-75, $18,000 to $30,000 in 1876-81, and

dnced ia 1872 from 12 miles sq. to 10,240 acres. Et Sumner, on the Pecos,
in S. Miguel co., abandoned in 1868, when the Navajos were removed; and
reserv. sold in 1871; but the cemetery, 320 acres, reserved by order of May
22, 1871. Ft Thorn, in Mesilla Valley, not garrisoned; reserv. never de-
clared; but surveyed in 1857; recom. in 1870 to be restored to public domain.
Ft Union, continuously garrisoned, and generally regarded as headquarters;
reserv. declared in 1808; area with timber reserves 66,880 acres; on the Mora
grant (also another reserv. of 5,120 acres on Mora Riv., declared in 1870). Ft
Wingate, near B. R. south of Navajo reserv.; continuously garrisoned (Ft

Defiance being abandoned); reserv. declared in 1870; area 64,000 acres. On
the mil. reservations and propositions for their sale, see Cong. Qlobe, 1870-1,
appen. 341; U. S. Govt Doc, 43d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 43, p. 103; 46th
cong. 3d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 47, p. 1180; pt v., vol. ix., p. 459; 47th cong. 1st

sess., H. Ex. Doc, ix., pt v., p. 784; 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 45, p. 1180; H.
Mis. Doc. 45, p. 252.

^ On the militia regulations and organization, with something of their ser-

vices in suppressing lawlessness, see Jf. Mex., Sept of Adj. -gen., 1882-3, ifl

Id., Official Reports, p. 61-144; Bitch's Blue-Book, 71-3.

«That is, after 1880 there were 16,000 Navajos, 9,000 Pueblos, and 3,000
Apaches. In the early years the general estimates from different sources were
19,000 or 20,000, wliich were too small, the Navajos especially being under-
estimated at about 11,000; there were also 1,500 to 1,800 Utes. The Pueblos
increased somewhat, and the Navajos considerably; but the Apaches steadily

decreased, and the Utes were removed from the territory. See estimates of

the different tribes and bands later in this chapter.
'' Ind. Aff. Reports, 1864 et seq. Subsequently, however, B. M. Thomas,

the Pueblo agent, was a kind of special agent for all tribes. In '66 J. K..

Graves is named as a special agent; and in '68 N. M. Davis was acting supt.

Besides certain differences with the mil. authorities on points to be noted in

connection with annals of the tribes, there is nothing requiring special notice

in the administration of the successive superintendents.
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$1,000 .to $5,000 later; besides special appropriations,
chiefly for the Navajos and Apaches, amounting to
about $2,000,000 in 1864-84.* The military expendi-
ture, as we have seen, was about $3,000,000 per year.

Respecting the subject of Indian affairs in New
Mexico since 1864 as a whole—that is, as distinct

from the history of the separate tribes and sections, to
be presented a little later—there is not much to be
profitably said. In all the general phases of its devel-

opment, including obstacles, controversies, and results,

nearly all that has been said on Indian history in Ari-
zona and other territories for the corresponding period,

and in this territory for the preceding period, might
be repeated without essential modification. I append
some general notes in chronologic order.® As a rule,

^ U. S. Statutes. See also resume of congressional action earlier in this

ichapter.
" 1864. The gov. reports depred. much less frequent and serious than in

former years, though the Apadies are hostile. The sujpt. declares that depred.
have been frequent, and might have been prevented by more liberal supplies of
food. The com. of Ind. affairs notes no improvement under mil. management,
})ut thinks some experience is being gained for future guidance. A mem. of
the legisl. gives losses at the bauds of Ind. in the past 15 months at 99 killed,

47 wounded, 18 captured; and property stolen to the value of §448,683. In
iiforra' Address are given statistics, etc.

1865. Supt complains of want of funds; commissioner, that most agents
^nnot speak English. Gov. in a procl. of May 4th forbids exped. by citizens,

,and all trade in captives.

1866. Special agent G-raves makes a report, generally adopted by the com.
and supt. The settlement of the claims of citizens for Ind. depred., breaking-
up of peonage a,nd ca,ptive slavery, and suspension of raids by citizens are
urged. Agents should be Americans, and their salary not less than §2,500
^instead of $1,500); a special com. should select reservations; and whites
ghould be strictly excluded. A few bad Ind. spoil the reputation of a whole
tribe. The Apaches may be made self-sustaining in 3 years by liberal approp.
and good management. The gov. says the Ind. must, 1st, be conquered; "id,

Jtlieir claimed right to roam taken away by treaty; 3d, reserv. defined, at a
distance from settlements; 4th, Ind. must be kept on and whites off the
reserv.; 5th, the U. S. must aid liberally in cloth, seeds, implements, etc., for

IP years; 6th, education must be enforced in an industrial school on each
reserv. A mem. of the legisl. and the gov.'s mess, give the losses since 1846
as 90 killed, 31 wounded, 20 captured (123, 32, and 21, ace. to Iiid. Aff. Hept);
and property to value of $1,377,329.

1867. Report of joint spec, com., devoted mainly to earlier annals and to
Carleton's corresp. Expend, since U. S. occupation $4,000,000 per year. It

would have been much cheaper to buy the whole territory and turn it over to

the Ind.

1868. Report, chiefly devoted to an argument against turning over Ind.
affairs to the war dept. Arny was sent to Wash, on a mission connected
with Ind. affairs. Cong. com. report against an increased and deficiency

approp. Gov. is bitter against the U. S. for not sending more troops, now
that the war of rebellion la over, also against the peace com. ; complains of
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t

while petty depredations never ceased entirely, the

loss of life and property was never serious after the

Navajos had been settled on their north-western res-

ervation, and before the southern Apache outbreaks

of 1880 and the following years. Finally, all the na-

tives were gathered on reservations or in their pue-

blos, and Indian wars have become, perhaps, a thing of

constant depred. ; and says the settlements must defend themselves, as it is

not best to call out the militia. Utes peaceful, Jicarillas ditto, but ' constitu-

tionally dishonest, ' other Apaches hostile, and but little to hope for the Na-
vajos.

1869. Com. disapproves treaties with Ind. as sovereign powers; no de-

cided improvement. Supt says nothing can be done till congress furnishes

means to carry out policy of feeding as cheaper than fighting Ind. 1870.

Nothing notable. Report on missionary work, in U. S. Govt Doc, 41st cong.

3d sess., Sen. Ex. Doc. 39, p. 98-113.

1871. Bigger approp. needed. Com. thinks Grant's peace policy has
improved the character of agents, etc. List and statistics of reservations, in

Ind. Aff. Sept, 683. CoUyer, in his report of Dec, says that for 15 years the
Apaches have desired peace, but the agents have had no means of feeding
them.

1872. Some general progress; but all rules fail when applied to Apaches.
It is better to feed than fight them, but neither will control them, though a
combination of the two in the hands of a discreet man will accomplish much.
The supt should have authority to investig. all claims. Reports on Ind. and
operations of troops, in U. 8. Govt Doc, 42d cong. 3d sess., H. Repts, iii. Dis-
cussion on Ind. aff., Cong. Globe, 1875-6, 5. 2607-11.

1873. Supt reports things generally in a satisfactory condition. Better
agents should be secured by higher salary. Prompt approp. would secure

lower prices for all goods. The com. thinks the plan of appointing agents on
recom. of religious bodies is working well. Gov. says Ind. depred. no longer
amount to anything, a false impression having gone abroad on that matter.
Bitch's Hist. N. Mex., MS., 4-6, gives some information about Ind. affairs from
1873.

1874. Supt Dudley at Wash, reports that not a single white had been
killed during his term. Official rept on education, in 4'3d cong. 2d sess., H.
Ex. Doc, viii., pt v., p. 515.

1875. Agents' reports show no troubles. Petition of citizens for removal
of Ind., noted in 43d cong. 2d sess., H. Jour. 270.

1876. Com. urges in general concentration, allotment of lands in sever-
alty, extension of V. S. court jurisd. over Ind. , and the removal of N. Mex.
Ind. to Ind. Territory. Sideing's A -Saddle, 83-6, contains some information
on the mismanagement of reserv. 1877-9. Nothing new, but southern
Apache troubles began at the end of '79. Nothing of general interest in
1880.

1881. The com. says: ' To allow the Ind. to drag along year after year
and generation after generation in their old superstitions, laziness, and filth,

when we have the power to elevate them, would be a lasting disgrace.' No
change to be expected as long as the Ind. are simply fed. All the Ind. of

southern N. Mex. should be moved north, away from the frontier. On this

latter proposition the mil. authorities were agreed. Nothing of general im-
portance in 1882-3.

1884. The gov. thinks no more raids like those of 1880-2 in the south
are lilcely to occur. The legisl. protests against discrimination against N.
Mex. iu the purchase of supplies, and asks that N. Mex. be made a mil.

departaneat, with headquarters at Sta Fe.
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the past. In New Mexico, as in the other territories,

however, the problem of educating and civilizing the
aborigines, of protecting their rights as well as those
of the citizens, remains to be solved, with but slight

prospects of success. Elements and conditions of the
problem are substantially the same here as elsewhere;
though certain qualities of the Pueblos and Navajos
should offer more than ordinary encouragement.

In a former chapter we left the Navajos, or over

7,000 of them, at the Bosque Redondo reservation, on
the Rio Pecos, where they had been brought in by the

campaigns of Carson and other officers, under the di-

rection of General Carleton, where they were kept as

prisoners of war under military management and
under guard of the garrison at Fort Sumner, and
where were also 400 Mescalero Apaches under Agent
Labadi. Subsequently, more Navajos were brought in,

and the greatest number at the Bosque was 8,491 in

1865. It was supposed by Carleton and others that

not more than 2,000 remained in their old home; but
it later appeared that not much more than half the
whole number, and these not the most troublesome,

had been removed. Finally, for want of accommoda-
tions and means of subsistence, orders had to be given
to send no more prisoners to Fort Sumner. At the

end of five years the number had been reduced by
deaths and escapes to 7,304; but the greater part of

the decrease was in 1864-5, when there were several

outbreaks and pursuits.^"

As a military measure, to gain complete control of

the Navajos, to show them the power of the govern-

ment, to make them appreciate the value of their old

home, to prepare the way for a treaty, and to teach

the Indians their true interest in keeping the treaty,

General Carleton's policy of removal, as compared with

'"On the Bosque Redondo experiment of 1864-8, see Ind. Aff. Reports,

especially Rept Joint Com., 1867, including Carleton's Correspondence- Dunn's
Massacres of the Mountains, 447-76, has an excellent chapter on the subject.
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any other likely to have been adopted at the time, must
be considered a wise one; and too much praise cannot

be accorded him for his energy in carrying out his

plans. But the Bosque Redondo as a reservation had
no merits whatever; and as a means of civilizing the

Indians, the project proved a total failure. Carleton

was disappointed in his belief that he had captured

nearly all of the Navajos, and in his hope that their

removal would open up a rich mining district in the

north-west. Still more was he disappointed in his

expectation that when the Indians had been conquered,

removed, and supported for a year or two at a cost of

over a million dollars, the government would be ready

with funds and a settled policy to take them off his

hands, and proceed in earnest with the work of teach-

ing them to be self-supporting. The government, as

usual, did nothing promptly or definitely.

Moreover, a bitter opposition to the scheme was
aroused from the first. Nobody in New Mexico de-

sired the raiding Navajos to remain permanently on

the Pecos, especially under the lack of control which

experience had taught the people to expect; though

the governor and others favored somewhat the Bosque
Redondo as a possible stepping-stone to the ultimate

removal of the Indians from the territory. Superin-

tendent Steck was a leader in the opposition, finally

going to Washington to urge his views; and the con-

troversy between Carleton and his opponents became
very hot, leading to much exaggeration on both sides."

" 1864. Preliminary discussion on the reserv. in Wash. U. S. Gcml Doc,
38th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 65, 70; Sen. Doc. 36; Sen. Mis. Doc. 97;

Gov. Connelly's ideas in his mess, of '63-4. Petition for Carson's appt as

supt at B. R. signed by gov. and many citizens. Carson, Papers, MS. 'ihere

was an approp. of $100,000 soon expended. T. W. Woolson was appointed

a, com. to investigate. Supt declared the scheme would cost $2,678,000 per

year. Much inform, in Carleton s Corresp. for 1864-5. C. says tliat Steck

favored the B. B. plan before he went east. The reserv. was 40 miles sq.

C. promised the Ind. that the reserv. should be permanent; and he favored

neglecting all other Ind. in favor of the Navajos. 1865. In April a board

under Maj. McCleave made a report on the management at B. E,. A board

of com., J. B. Doolittle pres., took much testimony, which is given in the re-

port of '67, p. 323-62. The commissioner at Wash, took no decided position

in the controversy, but says the Ind. seem to be doing well and cultivating

3,500 acres. Delgado, Steck's successor as supt, approved Carleton 's ideas.
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Meanwhile, on the reservation toatters went on from
bad to worse. The Navajos were not farmers, and
from lack of skill, ravages of the corn worm, and va-

rious other causes, the crops failed year after year.

Most of their flocks and herds had been lost, and the

grazing was not sufficient for the animals left. There
was the greatest difficulty in keeping them from star-

vation. They were once or twice attacked by the

Comanches and other Indians of the plains. They
quarrelled with the Mescaleros, who ran away in 1866,

after their agent had been driven off on a charge of

irregTjlar dealings in cattle. Under the new conditioins

the health of the Indians was much impaired, and the

ravages of syphilitic disease became alarming.

Finally, in May 1868, when the condition of affairs

had become hopelessly bad, the peace commissioners,

General Sherman and Colonel Tappan, arrived, and on
the 1st of June made a treaty for the removal of the

Navajos to a reservation of 5,200 square miles in theit*

old country, in the north-western corner of the terri-

tory. Each Indian was to receive five dollars in

clothing per year, and each one engaged in farming

or any trade was given ten dollars. The head of a

family could select 160 acres of land if he chose, and
was in that case given $100 in seeds and implements

the first year, and $25 for the second and third years.

15,000 sheep and 500 cattle were to be purchased for

the tribe; buildings Were to be erected at a cost of

$11,500; and a school-house and teacher were to be

1866. Spec, agent Graves favored B. B. as a perjnanent reserv. It was the
intention to turn over the Ind. to the interior department. Theodore H.
Dodd acted as a kind of agent from June. There were only 1,050 horses and
1, 100 sheep at B. B,. 1867. Approp. of $200,000, but no rations to be served

after July 1st, except in case of extreme necessity. Speech of Delegate Cha-
vez in congress protesting against refusal to make approp. for B. R. Contf.

Olohe, 1866-7, app. 149. Bill to authorize a treaty for removal of the Nava-
jos from B. R. and an approp. of jJ150,000, passed by house and amended by
senate. The legisl. asked for an approp. for education at B. R., favoring the
views of Father Bleiok. Five soldiers killed in a fight with ttie Ind. Re-
ports on unsuitable nature of the B. R. reserved. U. S. Oovt Doc., 40th cong.
2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 248, 308. 1868, More approp. urgently demanded. 7d.,

H. Ex. Doc. 185. Howsiey's claim for damages to his farms by Navajos. Id,,

42d cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 99. Treaty and removal.
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provided for each 30 pupils, the Indians binding them-
jjelves to compel the attendance of all children from
six to sixteen years of age. An appropriation of

$150,000 was made by congress to pay the cost of

removal, and make a beginning of reservation work
under the treaty. ^^

The removal was immediately effected, 7,304 Nava-
jos arriving at Fort Wingate, where the new agency
was temporarily established, on the 23d of July,

under the care of Agent Dodd. I append a list of

agents in later years. ^* From this date the Navajos
have lived more or less quietly on their reservation,

and with the exception of occasional misdeeds of

renegades for a few years, their old-time raids for

plunder and their broken treaties were at an end.

They have grown rich as a tribe in flocks and herds,

and from a military point of view have given the

government no trouble. Over 16,000 in number, and
constantly gaining, they fully understand, as they
did not in earlier times, that war is likely to prove

fatal to all their interests. Their reservation annals

have been similar in most respects to those of other

tribes. Some details are appended.^* The Navajos

"The total of approp. for the Navajos in 1864r-84 was about $2,000,000,

the largest amount being $422,000 in 1868, and the smallest $5,000 in 1882.

1' Navajo agents: Theo. H. Dodd 1866-8, J. C. French 1868-9, F. T. Ben-
nett 1869-71 (with Ford, succeeded by J. A. Mauley, as spec, agents in

1870), James H. Miller 1871-2, W. F. Hall 1872-3 (Kearnes in charge from
June to Sept. '72, between Miller's death and Hall's appointment), W. F. M.
Amy 1873-5, (I. D. Gould spec, agent in '73), Alex. Irvine 1875-8, J. E.

Pyle 1878-9, Galen Eastman 1879-83 (T. T. Bennett acting in '80), D. M.
Biordan 1883^.

'* 1869. Census for distrib. of goods 8,181: 2,000 or more roving or with
other tribes. Survey of reserv. being made by Capt. E. W. Darling. Com-
plaints of depred. caused Gov. Mitchell in Aug. to issue a procl. declaring the

whole tribe outlaws; but Gov. Pile in Sept. modified this so as to include

only the marauding bands.

1870. Survey completed; areagivenas6,120sq. m. Count8,234. Agency
estab. at mouth of the Cation Benito, 48 m. N. w. of Ft Wingate, and across

the Ariz, line (old Ft Defiance); 14,000 sheep and 1,000 goats distrib. in Nov.
'69 and doing well. Trouble in getting the money approp. Much planting

on widely scattered farms, l>u-t failure of crops and prospective destitution.

Many outrages by Mex. and Utes; a few slight depred. by Navajos. There
should be 5 subagencies. Miss Charity A. Gaston kept a school of 30 pupils

for several months, aided by Eev. J. M. Roberts. The lad. have fully kept

the treaty.

1871. Contipued failure of crops; 30,000 sheep, 8,000 horses, and a few
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were more intelligent and industrious than the Indians
of most other tribes, but their great advantage, or

cattle; more sheep needed. Great need of buildings. Only 1 acre in 50 of
the 3,916,800 acres of the reserv. tillable. Rev. Roberts and John Menaul
acting as missionaries, without much progress. Mrs (Charity Gaston) Menaul's
school has 40 pupils. Treaty with the Moquis and Zunis. Some disease con-
tracted at Bosque Redondo.

1872. Crops look well, but not enough raised for support. New farming
district in the S. Juan valley. 130,000 sheep, 10,000 horses. Census 9,114.
100 captives restored by Mex. settlers. School not very prosperous, on acct
of irregular attendance; industrial school needed. Mounted native police

did good service, 100 strong. Agent Miller killed by Utes in Sept.

1873. Crops bad again; reserv. not fit for agric, but half of it good for

stock; 175,O0Osheep; ^0-75,000 needed for food till next harvest. No school.

Arny favors an indust. school on S. Juan, but the supt disapproves this.

Seed and tools needed. The reserv. should be extended on the south. Police
disbanded. Supt thinks the Ind. will be self-supporting on expiration of

treaty.

1874. Good prospects. New police force of 200. Force of employes re-

duced by act limiting expense to $6,000. School taught by Prof. Freise, Mrs
C. A. Stowe matron; new school-house for 28 pupils; 85 taught in all. Cen-
sus 9,068. Many sheep killed by cold; crops generally suffice to Dec. 1st.

Bill to reduce reserv. in north and extend it in south approved by house com.
43d cong., 1st sess., H. Rept 638.

1875. Agent Amy and the teachers involved in a quarrel, and driven off,

as he says, by influence of the ' squaw men. ' He is very bitter against the'

military for refusing aid, favoring prostitution, etc. Hand[-looms introd., with
prospects of success, which were not realized.

1876. Grasshoppers destroyed the wheat crop. The agency should be
moved to the S. Juan, where extensive farming would be done but for the hos-
tility of the Utes. The southern extension asked for proves to be on R. R.
lands. The agency is close to the line and traders do much harm. No pro-

gress in schools. Mormons making advances. An Ind. being killed by a
herder, a herd of sheep was seized, and the mil. permitted 450 sheep to be
retained.

1877. All going well. 200,000 lbs. of wool sold, besides blankets and
skins. The horses a detriment. Most of the good land utilized. Chiefs ob-

ject to a census for distrib. of goods. Whiskey-selling does much harm.
School not prosperous. Steam saw-mill procured.

1878. Ind. prosperous and industrious, but best land on the S. Juan not.

utilized for fear of the Utes. Only half the Ind. on the reserv., which is too
small. Little or nothing accomplished for educ, because the govt has not
fulfilled the treaty obligations. Buildings in a bad condition. Rations
should be stopped. Treaty about to expire; but no danger, because of prop-

erty interests. Legisl. demands that the Ind. be kept on the reserv., which,,

by order of Oct. 29th, was extended westward in Ariz, to 110° long, north of
36° lat.

1879. Count of 11,400 Ind., but many never visit the agency. 500,000
sheep, 22,500 horses, 1,600 cattle. Only J crop, on acct of drought; 40,000
bush. corn. Only 11-15 children attending school, but they learn well.

Presbyt. missionary expected. Ind. have partially adopted dress of civiliza-

tion—also taste for whiskey and cards.

1880. Agent Eastman incurred the hatred of the Ind. by his efforts to

regulate their amusements, keeping Sunday, etc. To avoid an open rupture,

Gen. Pope put Capt. Bennett in charge, and quiet was restored. Pope
deemed E. an unfit man by reason of his fanaticism, and his view was sus-

tained at Wash. Rept Sec. War, p. 85. Only 7 per cent of subsistence fur-

nished by govt. 40,000 horses, 500 mules, 1,000 burros, 500 cattle, and
700,000 sheep; 800,000 lbs. of wool sold, 10,000 acres of laud cultivated.
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that of those attempting to control them, was their

incUnation to raise live-stock. In 1884 they had a
million sheep and 35,000 horses, though the latter

were practically of no use to them. The possession

of so much wealth made them fear war. In agricul-

ture they were not so successful, though showing
commendable industry under adverse circumstances,

cultivating at times over 10,000 acres. The farming
lands were, however, of limited extent and scattered

in small patches; the water supply was inadequate
and irregular; frosts and various pests were frequent

obstacles; and the crops were usually more or less

complete failures. Their chief disadvantages were
the gross immorality of their women ; their addiction

to strong drink, though some progress was made in

checking this evil ; the inability of the chiefs and rich

men to control the masses ; their living in widely scat-

tered bands from the necessities of farming and con-

Windmills and pumps introduced. Fine building being erected for a board-
ing-school. Rev. A. H. Donaldson died in April, soon after arrival. No
police organization, on acct of small pay allowed. Whiskey does much harm;
and some of the young men getting restless. Legisl. protests against order
of Jan. 6th, which added to the reserv. a strip 15 m. wide on the east and 6
m. on south.

1881. Pop. estim. at over 16,000. Agent Eastman restored, and com-
plaining of mil. interference and pretexts. Crops ruined by drought and
flood. No increase in stock since '/9. Approp. much too small. The R. R.
brings some evils. Homestead acts of '75 and '80 will enable Ind. to keep
their farms off the reserv. School not thriving, but Mr and Mrs Perkins
have done all they could. Arms are illegally sold to Ind. ; and illicit sexual
relations with whites are increasing. 5 per cent of subsistence from hunting
and 5 per cent from govt. Gen. Pope thinks there is great danger of trouble
since E. 's restoration. The tribe is very powerful, and must be carefully
treated. He expressed the same Wews later, also disapproving the extension
of the reserv., but he was finally pleased with Riordan's appointment.

1882. A good season until the frosts came. $5,000 an absurdly small
approp. School-house nearly done. No missionary work. 54 pupils. The
R. R. creates a market for blankets. Of the treaty approp. there was an un-
expended surplus of S156,651, and an effort was made to secure this for the
Ind.

1883. Gen. Pope deenxs the Mormons dangerous, and says there is no
doubt they incite the Ind. to hostility. No. of sheep said to be 900,000.
Native work in jewelry described in Matthewa' Navajo Silversmiths. Wash.,
1883, fol,, p. 171--8. Some troubles by roaming bands.

1884. Reserv. extended westward to long. 111° 30', and consolidated later

with the Moqui reserv. ; on the north the boundary was made the S. Juan
and Colorado rivers; but 46,000 acres were thus cut off in N. Mex., leaving
the area 8,159,360 acres. Estim. pop. 17,000; 15,000 acres of landcultiv.;
crops 220,000 bush, corn and 21,000 bush, wheat; 35,000 horses and 1,000,000
sheep; 50 men induced to build houses; 25 able to read.
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venience of grazing ; and their habit of burning" every

house in which a person had died, preventing the

wealtliy Indians from building permanent homes.
Except in the partial adoption of the white man's
dress, there was no modification of their old customs.

Toward their civilization no progress whatever was
made. A school was in existence much of the time,

but the attendance was very small, the tribe not com-
pelling attendance, as promised in the treaty, and the

government not fulfilling its treaty obligation to build

school-houses and furnish teachers. The old buildings

at Fort Defiance were always in a dilapidated condi-

tion; and the agency was so near the reservation lines

that outside whiskey-traders were given too great

facilities. The reservation was several times extended,

until it covered an area, for the most part sterile, of

over eight million acres. The railroad along their

southern border brought both good and evil to this

people. The Navajos still live, in the old way, where
they have lived for centuries; and while their pros-

perity in some respects has been remarkable, it is to

be noted that all is due to their own original and
inherent qualities, and nothing to their contact with a
superior race. Here, as elsewhere, prospects for the

future are not encouraging.

The Comanches, Kiowas, and other tribes of the

eastern plains were somewhat troublesome in 1864-6,

and several expeditions under Carson, McCleave, and
others were sent against them from Fort Bascom as a
base by General Carleton; but later, so far as New
Mexico was concerned, there were no hostilities, though
complaints of trading in stolen goods occasionally

appear.
^^

The Jicarilla Apaches, from 750 to 950 in number,

^^Carleton's Gorresp^, 268-9; Carson, Papers, MS.; Hayes' Scraps, Angeles,

viii. 443; Ariz., i. 274; 8. Cal, Wilmington, 59. Caraon had a fight in Nov.
'64, and in May '65 was ordered to estab. a post at Cedar Bluffs or Cold
Spring to protect the Cimarron route. An agency at Ft Bascom was pro'
posed in '66, and all trading licenses were revoked. Some complaints in

70-1.
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and the three bands of Utes, numbering from 1,500 to

1,800, continued to hve for the greater part of the

period under consideration in the northern portions

of the territory, with agencies at Cimarron, east of

the Rio Grande, and at Abiquiii, or finally at Tierra

Amarilla, in the west. I append lists of agents suc-

cessively in charge at the two agencies.^® What has
been said in an earlier chapter respecting the char-

acter and conduct of these Indians requires no modi-
fication or supplement here. They were always
nominally at peace, though committing many petty

thefts, and accused of many depredations of which
they were probably not guilty; they were worthless,

drunken vagabonds, especially the Jicarillas, visiting

the agencies only to receive their annual allowance of

goods, and spending their time in hanging about the

settlements, where they were a great nuisance, or

—

especially the Utes—in hunting expeditions ; and they

were always averse to settlement, work, or removal,

preferring and claiming the right to roam at will, and
to receive libera] annuities on condition of abstaining

from depredations.

In the chronologic record of Ute and Jicarilla affairs

there is nothing requiring notice except the efforts to

effect their removal and final settlement. There was
no improvement in their condition, and no effort was
made to improve or educate them. They were simply

'^Cimarron agenta, Jioarillas and Mohuache Utes: Levi J. Keithly 1864-5

(Ferd. Maxwell spec, agent in '64), Lorenzo Labadi 1865-6, Manuel S. Sala-

zar 1866, E. B. Dennison 1866-70, W. P. Wilson 1870, Charles F. Roedel
1 870-2. The agency was now abolished, but the Ind. remained, and were in

charge of R. H. Longwell 1872-3, Thos A. Dolan 1873^, Longwell 1874,

Alex. G. Irvine 1874-5, John E. Pyle 1875-6, and B. M. Thomas (Pueblo

agent) 1876-83, when the Ind. were finally removed.
Abiquiii and Tierra Amarilla agents. Capote and Payuche Utes, also some

Jicarillas at times: HeadorPfeiffer{?) 1864^5, Diego Archuleta 1865-7 (Manuel

Garcia spec, agent), W. F. M. Amy 1887-8, James C, French 1868-9, John
Ayers 1869, J. B. Hanson 1839-71 (Capt A. S. B. Keyes also named in '69),

John S. Armstrong 1871-2 (agency transf. from Abiquiii to Tierra Amarilla),

W. S. Defrees 1872-3, W. D. Crothers 1873-4 (C. Robbing and F. Salazar

also named as being in charge in '74), Sam. A. Russell 1874-8. 'The Utes

were removed and agency abolished in '78, but the remaining Jicarillas were

in charge of B. M. Thomas, the Pueblo agent, in 1878-83, and the farmers in

charge were J. M. Roberts 1878-9, J. B. Holt 1879-80, W. B. Jones 1880-2,

and F. W. Reed 1882-3.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 47
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igiven a small annual supply of goods, and thus in-

duced to keep the peace. Their homes were on pri-

vate lands, and it was understood by all that they must
go elsewhere. They were generally unwilling to

make any change; when they were favorably disposed

the government failed to act promptly until the

Indians had changed their mind, or perhaps selected

some destination that had never been favored by them.

The Utes at Abiquiii pretended at times a willingness

to settle on a reservation in the San Juan valley, but

this was not acceptable to the government, though
often recommended by agents. It was deemed desir-

able to move them to the reservation of their tribe in

Southern Colorado; and in 1868 a treaty was made
to that effect; but the Utes refused to go, alleging

that the treaty had been fraudulent, and dissatisfied

because an agency site had not been chosen on Los
Pinos Creek, as promised. Their view of the matter

was sustained by many, including the legislature. In
1872 the agency was moved from Abiquiii to Tierra

Amarilla, farther north. In 1873, by another treaty,

the Utes promised to go to Colorado 'after a while;'

but again became disgusted with the choice of an
agency site, and with having to go north for their

goods before final transfer. By several acts of con-

gress, however, of 1877-8, and by abolishing the

southern agency, they were finally removed to the Col-

orado reservation in April to July 1878; and New
Mexico was thus rid of them.

The Jicarillas it was at first desired to remove to

Bosque Redondo, but they were unwilling to go there,

and General Carleton was unwilling to receive them.

In 1870 the Maxwell rancho was sold, and this still

iurther complicated matters, as the Indians had an
idea that they were the real owners. The suspension

of annuities in 1871, a measure adopted for effect on

the Utes, greatly disgusted the Jicarillas. In 1872
the Cimarron agency was nominally abolished, and an
effort was made to move the Indians south to Fort
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Stanton or Tularosa, but most of them were permitted
to go to Tierra Araarilla, though rations were still

distributed in the east. In 1874 a reservation of 900
square miles was set off east of the Navajo reserve

and north of the river; but nothing further was done
toward moving the Indians, who seem to have been
willing, though refusing to go south. There was an
act of 1878 requiring them, on the departure of the

Utes, to be sent to Fort Stanton, and 32 of those at

Cimarron went there ; but the rest refused, and on the

suspension of supplies committed many thefts. In
1880 they desired a home in the north; five chiefs

visited Washington; the act of 1878 was repealed;

and in July a new reservation on the Rio Navajo was
selected, to which they were removed in December.
Here they lived until 1883, when, against the views of

the military authorities, they were again transferred

to Fort Stanton, where they have since remained."

(On April 13, 1887, the day that this page goes into

type, the newspapers announce that they are to be re-

turned to the northern reservation.)

A list of agents in charge of the pueblos is given
in a note,^^ to which is added a brief chronologic

" In a recent article in the Century (1887), it is stated that 100 Jicarillas

have left the regerv. and bought lands north of Sta Fe, paying in horses, and
founding a colony. Besides the annual Ind. Aff. Bepts, see U. S. Gmt Doc,
4l3t cong. 2d sess.. Sen. Mis. Doc. 97; 43d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 130;
Cd sess., H. Ex. Doc. 138; 45bh cong. 2d sess.. Sen. Doc. 8, 21; N. Mex., Lawn,
13S9-70, appen. 6-10; Id., 1870-2, p. 68-9; Dead Men's GulcJi, MS., 4; Dix-
on's White Conquest, i. 215, etc.; Sac. Rescue, June 13, 1872.

'* Pueblo agents: John Ward 1864-8 (Toribio Romero also in '66), Charles
L. Cooper 1869-71 (Geo. E. Ford spec, agent in '69), W. F. M. Aruy 1871-2,
John 0. Cole 1872-3, Ed. C. Lewis 1873-4, B. M. Thomas 1874^83, Pedro
Sanchez 1883^.

1864. Pueblo grants patented, aU but two, amounting to 687 sq. miles.

Retrograde in education since '46. In 10 years but one charge of theft against
a Pueblo Ind. in 1st district, embracing half of the pueblos. Pop. 7,066.

Grants of 15 towns cover 434,864 acres.

18G5. Crops largely lost by flood and grasshoppers. All the grants but
those of Laguna and Acoma patented.

1SG6. Supt urges that the sale of liquor be prohibited; also sales of lands,

past sales being annulled; and that suits against Ind. be brought only in U. S.

courts. None of the younger Ind. can read or write, nor do they learn to

speak Spanish or English. Catholic efforts for schools meet no encouragement
from Ind. or govt. Gov. says pop. is 7,066, families 1,282, children 2,084;

only 49 can read and write. 1867. Decision of Justice Slough that the Ind.

axe citizens.
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summary of their record for these years, as drawn from
agents' reports and other sources. Their number was

1868. Ind. complain that so much is clone for others and nothing for
them. No resident priests except at S. Juan and Isleta. Some encroach-
ment on Ind. lands; and some damage by floods. Report in favor of Sta Ana
land claim. U. S. Oovt Doc, 40th cong. 2d sess., H. Rept 70.

1809. Ind. much imposed on under the citizenship decision of '67, subse-
quently confirmed by Chief Justice Watts; case carried to U. S. sup. court;
agents oppose the decision, and Ind. do not wish to be citizens.

1870. Approp. of $5,000, and some implements distrib. Some Ind. de-
clined them because there were not enough for all. The gov. 's message con-
tains statistics.

1871. Approp. of irJjjOOO. Amy's report contains full statistics, as follows:

Ind. pop. 7,310, white pop. on pueblo grants 5,543; able to read and write
57; teachers 13 (but really no schools in actual operation). Zuui is not in-

cluded in the report. Zuni and Sta Ana had no grants of land; while those
of Laguna and Acoma were not surveyed. As to the white residents, the
Ind. were generally willing to let old settlers remain, and A. opposes their

removal, but would prohibit further sales and require each settler to prove 5
years' residence, no family to have over 160 acres. Yet there were many
disputes about land and water, and many complaints of illegal trade and
trespass. Pop. by pueblos as follows: Acoma 344, Cia 121, CochitI 243, Isleta

768, Jemes 344, Laguna 927, Nambe 78, Pecos 35 (living at Jemes), Picuri 1 27,

Pujuaque 32, S. Felipe 482, S. Ildefonso 153, S. Juan, Sandia 186, Sta Ana
1,530, Sta Clara 139, Sto Domingo 735, Taos 397, Tesuque 98.

1872. Pop. 7,683. Some controversy on relig. matters. Citizenship

question still pending. Ind. have served on juries. All teachers not able to

teacb English discharged; 5 or 6 schools doing fairly well. Arny went east

and made arrangements for teachers for 14 pueblos, paid half by govt and
half by religious bodies.

1873. Failure of crops. No drunkenness. No justice in ilex, courts.

Confirmation of the citizenship decision by U. S. sup. court feared, as it

would deprive the Ind. of all protection. Priests hinder all educational
efforts, not favoring instruction in English.

1874. Crops good. 8 schools with 298 pupils (or 6 with 170). Opposition
to eduo. decreasing. 1875. 7 schools, 139 pupils. Women's industrial

school at Cochiti. Some pueblos need more land. 1876. Presbyterian mis-
sion at Laguna under Rev. Menaul and wife.

1877. Numbers slowly decreasing (?). Six schools, 155 pupils; attendance
irregular. Mission at Laguna has 50 pupils and a printing-press. Bad crops.

Laud set apart forZuiii. Jemes in the courts succeeded in ejecting settlers.

Boundary troubles between Acoma and Laguna, caused by interference of

settlers.

1878. Good progress in schools. School at Jemes opened and doing well.

Zuiii school under Rev. H. K. Palmer and wife opened, but had to be closed.

Liewellin Harris, Mormon missionary, claims to have cured many of small-pox,
exciting jealousy of the presb. at Zuui. Near Z. was a Mormon settlement
of Savoya (Sevilla or CeboUa). Spencer's Labors in the Vineyard, 61—4.

1879. Zuni school under Rav. T. F. Ealy, M. D., 44 scholars, many of

whom died of small-pox. 20-30,000 sheep. Pop. 9,013. School at Jemes
under Dr Shields and 2 young women from Pa.

1880. The railroads cut several pueblo grants, causing mucli trouble
about right of way. Schools at Laguna, Zuui, and Jemes prosperous. 10
chihlren, half from Zuui, sent to Carlisle, Pa, for education. A witch exe-

cuted at Zufli.

1881. Exact census 9,060. School at Zuni, S. A. Bentley and Miss Hani-
maker; at Laguna Rev. Menaul and Miss Perry; at Jemes J. Jl. Shields

and Miss Harris; average attendance at the 3 schools 81. In Jan. a boarding
and industrial school opened at Alburquerque by presb., 40 pupils. 10 more
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given as from 7,000 to 9,000; but in the earlier estimates

and counts the Zunis seem to have been omitted, and
the real number may be regarded as having increased

from about 8,500 to somewhat over 9,000. They
are still the same peaceable and inoffensive, industrious,

simple, credulous, and superstitious people that they
have always been. In their character and primitive

manner of life there has been no essential change.

They were neglected during this later period by the
priests, and the work of protestant missionaries has

but slightly affected them; though at Laguna a body
of so-called protestants became strong enough to en-

gage in certain controversies. Except in paying an
agent's salary, appropriating $10,000 in 1871-2 for

implements, and paying a part of teachers' wages, the

government did nothing for them, and they have
given the military and civil authorities no trouble.

Their land grants were patented and surveyed, though
a few boundary disputes occurred later, and the Indians

have been often imposed upon by trespassing settlers.

For some seven or eight years from 1867 a decision

of the supreme court that the Pueblos were entitled

to the privileges of citizenship caused much trouble,

because, while they did not desire these privileges, a

way was opened to great wrong to them in suits with
settlers tried before local courts. I have not found
the final decision, if there was one, by the United
States courts ; but there seems to have been no com-

children sent to Pa. Map showing location of pueblo grants, in U. S. Govt
Doc, 47th cong. 1st sess., H. Mis. Doc, xx., 319.

1882. Trouble with R. R. at Sto ijomingo, the Ind. refusing right of

way and land for station. Schools somewhat prosperous, though the priests

work against them, and Ind. do not wish the children to be anything but
Ind. City of Alburquerque gave 65 acres of land for the school under J. 8.

Shearer, and later R. W. D. Bryan. A reader printed in Laguna language.
18 children at Carlisle, Pa, school when 5 Ind. went to visit them, and were
much pleased.

1S83-4. Good progress under Agent Sanchez, but the leasing of lands by
Ind. as at Acoma is bad. On the Alburquerque school, which had as high as

114 pupils of different tribes besides the pueblos, see N. Mex. Indian School,

a collection of printed sheets, from newspapers, etc.; also .Hrynis Alhur-
qtitrqiie Ind. Scliool, MS. 1 might add many references to descriptive matter
on the Pueblo manners and customs, language, origin, traditions, and early

annals; but these have properly no place in connection with my present sub-

ject.
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plaint since 1875. In education, from about 1873,
earnest efforts were made by the presbyterians, aided
by the government; and schools were established at

several pueblos with considerable success, especially

at Laguna, Zuni, and Jemes. Some 20 children were
also sent to Carlisle, Pennsylvania, to be taught; and
in 1881 an Indian boarding-school was founded at

Alburquerque, where in later years over 100 pupils

from all the tribes were gathered ; and at latest ac-

counts the results were most encouraging. This is

almost the only ray of light penetrating the blackness

of prospective Indian affairs in New Mexico.

Of the Apaches, the Mescaleros are the only band
besides the Jicarillas whose annals can be presented

separately. I append a list of their agents, and a

chronologic resume.^' The Mescaleros were in many

^'Mescalero agents: Lorenzo Labadi 1864-9 (though at times there was
practically no agent), A. G. Hennisee 1869-71, A. J. Curtis 1871-3, S. B.

Bushnell 1873-4, W. D. Crothers 1874^6, F. G. Godfrey 1876-9, S. A. Rus-
sell 1879-81, W. H. H. Llewellyn 1881^.

1864. At Bosque Redondo much dissatisfied with the presence of the Na-
vajos, of whom they killed 64 in two fights. Behaved well in other respects,

selling $4,000 worth of fruit and vegetables, but lost most of their corn crop.

Pop. 427.

I860. Pop. 472. No change. 1866. Did well until Nov. 3d, when aU but
9 left the reserv. on account of troubles with the Navajos, going more or less

on the war-path. The agent was accused of stealing cattle, or at least of ir-

regularities in trading, and was sent ofi' by Gen. Carleton. 1867. No change.
18G8. Agency nominally at AguaNegra, but the Ind., 525 strong, never

visited it, and continued their depred. No approp. for several years. They
would probably accept a reserv. at Ft Stanton, but never at the Bosque.

1869. No change. Ind. not seen except by Lieut. Stanwood on a scout.

Agency at Ft Stanton, where a reserv. with 500 acres of good land seems to
have been set off (probably the mil. reserve). 1870. No change, except that
the Mescalero and southern agencies are said to have been consolidated in

July.

1871. Agent Curtis found 27 Ind. on the reserv. and soon had 325, ex-

pecting the rest of the 760. Prospects good if means are supplied.

1872. Mescal, over 800 and other Apaches over 1,000 at Ft Stanton. Prom-
ises not kept by govt. Great need of clothing and of mil. protection, as the
Navajos have made some raids (?). Whiskey causes much trouble. Reserv. to
be chosen this winter. Legisl. recommends a reserv. s. E. of the fort. 300
Apaches from Tularosa came in, but the Mescal, were opposed to their remain-
ing.

1873. Reserv. set off, but not surveyed. Ind. roving and committing many
depred. In Sept. all but 200 ran away on account of the arrest of certain

Ind. as hostages for the return of stolen property. Traders too influential,

but Bushnell attempted reforms.

1874. Reserv. of 675 sq. m. by order of Feb. 29, '73, and Feb. 2, 74.
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respects similar to the Jicarillas. They sometimes,
however, engaged in farming, and they also at times

joined the other Apache bands in their raids. Their
number was between 600 and 800. About 400 were
gathered at the Bosque Redondo until November
1866, when, on account of their quarrels with the Na-

Froin 300 to 700 on or near the reserv. ; disposed to roam, but few depred.
Not much agric. land, and no disposition to engage in farming.

1875. Ind. accused of depred. and attacked by settlers in Jan. They ran
away and were again attacked and a few killed. They were brought back in

a starving condition. Inspector McNulta reported that the Ind. were not to

blame. A school-house ready.

1876. Beserv. extended by order of Oct. , but not yet suitable. Whiskey
and the proximity of 2 Mex. settlements do much harm. Ind. work well;

have 597 horses and 122 mules. Some feuds with Hot Spring Ind. Mescal,

can be made self-supporting in 3 years; they have been grossly misrepre-

1877. Reserv. unfit; agency or settlers must be removed. No buildings.

Agent has selected a site at Elk Spring, 15 m. east. Ind. behave well.

Would do better in stock-raising than agric. Work interrupted by small-

pox. Reserv. raided by Texans in July, and 13 horses driven off. Much
illegal traflSc. On account of disorders, agent will have to remove his fam-

ily-

1878. Settlers of two factions engaged in murderous warfare. Ind. much
alarmed. Two bands have quit the reserv. Agency must be moved from the

main road, and out of the way of Amer, and Mexicans. School doing well,

considering circumstances.

1879. Very little planting and only 600 acres fit for cultivation. Ind. kill

their horses to eat at feasts. No sphool; no proper buildings. Victorio and
his band came in from S. Cirlos, Ariz. Gen. Pope thinks the Mescaleros do
no more harm than other reserv. Ind., but still the reserv. is useless, and
serves as a scapegoat for all Ind. troubles, real and imaginary.

1880. Victorio left the reserv. soon after the last report, and induced over

200 Mescaleros to join him in his depredations. In April the rest were
alarmed by the coming of troops, and an attempt to disarm them, by Gen.

Pope's orders—the agent blaming Col Hatch—caused an affray in which sev-

eral were killed. Before this it had been proposed to move the Mescal, to

Hot Spring.

1881. All in confusion; contradictory reports. Lincoln co., 'under con-

trol of thieves and cutthroats, ' is no place for the Ind., who should be moved
north, which Gen. Pope also urges, as it is impossible to discriminate between
the hostile and peaceful. Agency 40 m. s. w. of the fort; reserv. 30 by 36

miles, the 'garden spot of N. Hex.' Ind. quiet; marked improvement (!);

school only moderately prosperous; Ind. falsely accused of taking part in

raids.

1882. The agencies of Mescal, and Jicarillas had been consolidated with

intention of moving Mescal, to north; but Inspector Howard decided to let

them remain, but to give up certain lands to miners, etc. ; hence the change

in reserv. Ind. doing fairly well; 85 acres cultivated; Ind. police of 20 suc-

cessful in preventing thefts and arresting renegades. They arrested emis-

saries from Hot Spring, and saved the agent's life in a fight in which several

Ind. were killed. Day-school well attended, and some children sent to Al-

burquerque, but Apache mothers will not part with their girls. The change

of reserv. at petition of the legisl. restored five townships to public domain

in favor of the Nogal mining district, and disposed of all private claims but

two; Ind. consented to the change.
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vajos, they left the reservation, and became roving
and hostile. In 1871 over 300 were reunited at Fort
Stanton, and the number increased to about 800 in

1872. Here a reservation was set off" in 1873-4, and
the Indians were kept under control more or less, and
a little progress was made in farming and education ;

though there were almost continuous feuds with set-

tlers, miners, and other Indian bands. The reserva-

tion boundaries were several times changed. In
1879-81 many of the Mescaleros joined the southern

Apaches in their raids ; and many serious complications

resulted, it being difficult or impossible to distinguish

between the guilty and innocent, and there arising

many controversies between the agents and the mili-

tary on these points. The location of the reservation

so near the frontier, where the Indians were exposed

to the raids and solicitations of the renegade bands,

was most unfortunate, and a change was often urged,

but never effected. From 1882 there was a slight re-

newal of good conduct and comparative progress ; in

1883 the Jicarillas were brought to this reservation;

and from that time neither band has caused any
serious trouble.

The southern Apaches of New Mexico, exclusive of

the Mescaleros, consisting chiefly of the Mimbrehos
and Mogollones—together known as the Gilenos—but
including at times a portion of the Arizona Chirica-

huas, numbered from 1,500 to 1,800. Their annals are

much less definite than those of other tribes, as they
were generally more or less beyond the control of

agents, and spent a part of the time in Arizona and
Mexico. The list of agents and a summary of annals

are appended.^" In 1864-9 these bands were gener-

™ Southern Apache agents: John Ayres 1868-9 (at Sta Fe), Charles E.

Drew 1869-70 (at Ft MoRae), A. G. Hennisee 1870-1 (at Ft Craig), 0. F.

Piper 1871-3 (Ayrea in charge '72), B. M. Thomas 1873-4, John m! Shaw
1874-6, James Davis 1876-7. Ind. nominally removed to S. Carlos, Ariz., in

1877.

1864. Gen, Carleton's mil. operations extending through this and the fol-

lowing years. 1865. Interview of Gen. Davis with Victorio, Nane, etc., at
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ally hostile, but were hard pressed by the troops.

Depredations were constant, but the loss of life was

the copper mines, and efforts to induce the Apaches to go to Bosque Redondo.
'ihe chiefs gave some encouragement; but depred. continued. Carleton de-
clined to permit Supt Steck to go for a talk with the Mimbres, who must
surrender without conditions.

1866. Intention to make a campaign against the Mimbres and estab. a
post. A Gila reserv. spoken of, but no Incl. on it. 1867. No change, but
continued hostilities. 1868. Agency at Limitar; constant depredations.

1869. Ind. thought to be tiring of war. Cliiefs interviewed by Agent
Drew and willing to go on a reserv. at Hot Spring, which is recommended.
1870. Over 500 Mimbres and MogoUones, with a few Mescaleros, being fed at
Canada Alamosa. Gen. Pope has no hope of estab. the Apaches on a reserv.

,

bub agent thinks differently. Agency consolidated with that of the Mesca-
leros i.i July, but there is no further trace of this change.

1871. From 1,200 to 1,900 Ind. at Canada Alamosa, who, however, ran off

when Colyer's escort appeared. Cochise and his Chiricahuas submitted this

year, and came in to the Canada. Colyer, the peace com. , decided to fix the
reserv. farther north-west, at Tularosa, because of the unsuitableness of the
Canada for agric, and the proximity and opposition of the settlers, who at a
public meeting complained of thefts of cattle and crops, and made prepara-
tions to use forcible measures.

1872. About 450 Ind. removed in April, much against their wishes, to the
new reserv. at Tularosa. The rest, including Cochise's band, had run away
to avoid removal. About 1,000 went for a time to the Mescalero reserv., and
many resumed their raids.

1873. From 600 to 700 on the reserv. very discontented; depred. frequent.

The efforts of Maj. Price to enforce the return of stolen cattle caused all to
run off, but 700 were caught and brought back.

1874. Ind. transferred, in accordance with their wishes, to the vicinity of

the Caflada, and a new reserv. of 750 sq. m. set off at the Ojo Caliente, or Hot
Spring, where they behaved better, and even worked a little. Cochise died
this year, and a Chiricahua reserv. was estab. in s. E. Arizona.

1875. Apaches quiet; 1,700 on the Hot Spring reserv., receiving their

rations and committing no depred. A little farming. Whiskey causes some
trouble. Settlers ejected, and new buildings being erected.

1876. General peace and a little progress. A slight trouble in April was
promptly quelled by military. About 250 Chiricahuas came to Hot Spring,
when their reservation was broken up, a part of the tribe being removed to

S. Carlos, and the rest going on the war-path.
1877. Ind. ace. to agent ' idle, dissolute, and drunken, ' yet some encour-

aging results in agric. Gen. Pope pronounces them ' squalid, idle vagabonds,
utterly worthless and hopeless.' In April-May 450 of the Hot Spring Ind.
were forcibly transferred to S. Carlos in accordance with the policy of concen-
tration, the rest running off before the removal, the 450 soon escaping from
S. Carlos, and all resuming their raids. There were many fights, Victorio be-

ing in command of the hostiles. About 200 surrendered in Oct., and were
returned to Hot Spring, but part of them ran off again. A party also came
in to the Mescalero reserv.

1878. Victorio in Feb. surrendered, but on the attempt to remove them
from Hot Spring ran away again. In June they came in voluntarily to the
Mescal, reserv., and it was decided to let them remain; but were frightened

off by the coming of county officials, the chiefs being under indictment tor

murder, and fearing arrest. After a destructive raid they were driven into

Mexico.
1 879-80. Congress decided against a proposition to move the Apaches to

the Ind. territory. Down to Sept. 1879, ace. to Gen. Pope's report, there

were no very serious troubles, though petty depred. never ceased; but then
Victorio with 60 Ind. came from Mex., and attacked the herders at Ojo Call-
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slight. Then in 1870-1 about 1,800 of the savag-es,

tiring somewhat of war, were fed at Canada Alamosa,
in the region of Tort Craig. By Vincent Colyer a
reservation was selected at Tularosa, where about 500
—the rest going on the war-path—were transferred
against their will, and lived in discontent and trouble
during 1872-3. In 1874 they were returned to near
their former home, and a reservation was set off at

Ojo Caliente, and here they lived in comparative quiet,

though without any real progress until 1877. Then
the unwise concentration policy caused the Hot Spring
reservation to be broken up, and 450 of the Apaches
were forcibly removed to San Cdrlos in Arizona.

From this time until 1882 southern New Mexico was
for the most part a bloody battle-ground. The suc-

cessive outbreaks and raids of Yictorio, Nane, Loco,
Chato, Geronimo, and others are mentioned in my
note, and more details are given in the chapter on
Indian affairs in Arizona. Since 1882, though the

renegades from Arizona have several times raided the
frontier district, there has been comparative peace.

The management of the southern Apaches has been
a difficult problem; but the Indian department has
much to answer for in the disasters of the last decade,

since most of these may be traced to unwise removals
against the wishes of the Indians, in disregard of

ente, killing several and driving off 46 horses. He was joined by 100 from
Mex. and by a large party of Mesoaleros, and a bitter warfare ensued. Col
Hatch took command and killed about 100 Ind., driving Victorio into Mex.
Hitherto the scattered Mex. herders in southern N. Mex. had been spared by
the Chiricahuaa, to whom they rendered much aid; but now their Mescalero
and Comanche allies spared nobody, and from 70 to 100 settlers were kiUed.
Victorio twice recrossed the frontier and was driven back, being finally kQled
in Mexico. The newspapers in these years are full of items respecting these
raids. A volunteer force was organized by the legisl.

18S1-2. In July 1881 and April 1882 the renegades, now under Nane,
made bloody raids across the border, and were driven back. They had been
largely reenforced by the Mesoaleros and by Chiricahuas from S. Carlos, under
Loco. The Hot Spring reserv. was now abolished, and all Apaches not at S.

Carlos or on the Ft Stanton reserv. were treated as hostiles. In 1SS2 an
arrangement was made by which the hostiles could be pursued across the
line.

1S83-5. No troubles except with the renegades from Arizona under Gero-
nimo and Chato, who committed many atrocities on the southern border, nota-

bly the killing of Judge McComas and family in April 'S3.
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promises made, and against the protests of the mili-

tary authorities. Of the Apaches, only the remnants

of the Jicarillas and Mescaleros remain in New Mex-
ico, and these under control on their reservation.

Serious outbreaks are probably at an end. The prob-

lem of ultimate improvement remains unsolved.



CHAPTEE XXX.

INDUSTRIES AND INSTITUTIONS.

1864-1887.

Mineral Wealth— Minlnq Notes of 1864-79— Great Peospects and
Small Results—Statistics of Production—The Mining Dismicrs

—

Gold, Silver, Copper, Coal, and Iron — The ' Boom ' feom 1880—
Authorities— ResumI of Developmen'ts— General P^esults and
Prospects—Spanish and Mexican Land Grants—List of Claims—
Public Lands and Surveys—Agriculture—Statistics—Slight Pro-

gress—Stock-raising—Cattle and Sheep— Monopoly and Other
Obstacles—Manufactures—Trade—Railroads—Telegraph Lines—
Stage and Mail Routes—Bureau of Immigration—Schools—Publi-

cations OF THE Jesuit College—^Newspapers—Church Affairs.

From the earliest times New Mexico's prospective

mineral wealth has been recognized, and there has
hardly ever been a year, perhaps never a decade, in

which a few mines of some sort have not been worked.

The early Spanish workings, never successful on a

large scale, have left traces at many points; but, as

elsewhere fully explained, have been habitually and
grossly overrated in modern times. Practically, noth-

ing but prospecting was ever done by the Spaniards

or Mexicans, and very little more by the Americans
for many years after their occupation of the territory.

Their small numbers, isolation, and lack of capital, the

general apathy of the native population, the heavy
cost of transportation, and frequent Indian troubles,

aiford sufficient explanation of the slight progress

made, while each year's operations furnished addi-

tional foundation for faith in ultimate success.

Such work as had been previously undertaken was
for the most part suspended, on account of the con-

(748)
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federate invasion of 1861-2 and the ensuing Indian
wars; though at Pinos Altos, in the south-west, a
nucleus for future operations still remained ; in Santa
!Fe county preparations for active work were being
pressed forward at the Old and New Placers; and
each year the natives washed out a considerable quan-
tity of gold in the wet season at many different points.

The annals of New Mexican mining in 1864-79 would
consist of a long series of detached items, not without
interest in themselves, but entirely too bulky for pre-

sentation here. I append some general notes and
references.^ The yield of gold and silver has been

*See N. Mex., Acts, 1864 et seq., as per resume already given, for legisla-

tive action on mines, including the incorporation of many companies. For
mining laws of the territory at diflfereut periods, seeiV^. Mex., Revised Laws,
726-32; Mills' Hand-book of Min. Laws, and Guide to N. Mex. Las Vegas,
n. d., 12mo, 35 p. ; RaymoviTs Silver and Gold (1873), p. 453-9; Band's Guide to

Colorado, 85; Avery's Hand-book ofN. Mex., 95-7; Rand &McNally s Overland
Guide, 236-7; N. Mex., Business Directm~y, 1882, p. 185-97; Ritch's Slue-Book,
127-8. For mining information in the successive years, see the annual
reports of the surveyor-gen. of N. Mex., in U. S. Land Office Reports, 1864
et seq. ; also Raymond's Reports on statistics of mines and mining, 1869 et

seq.

1864. .A''. Mex. Mining Comp., Preliminary Report. N. Y., 1864, 8vo, 21 p.
This comp. had been organized in '53, and incorporated in '58, to work the
Old Placer mines, having purchased the Ortiz grant. This pamphlet contains
by-laws, act of incorp., extracts from Gregg, etc., and corresp. intended to
' boom' the company s enterprise. Operations continued for several years,
with no very great success, so far as this comp. was concerned. Not much
done anywhere this year, on account of the Indians.

1805. Quartz-mill being built at the Ortiz mine. Furnaces at Las Cruces
at work on ore from the Organos Mts; 2-300 miners at work at Pinos Altos,

with good prospects. Owen (Richard E. ) and E. T. Cox, Report on tJie Mines
ofN. Mex Puhlislml by John S. Watts. Wash., 1865, 8vo, 59 p. This is a
report of a geologist and chemist, including an examination of several mines;
published in the interests of some comp., and showing everything in some-
what bright colors.

1866. Much prospecting and many discov., including the Moreno mines,
Colfax CO. N. Mex. Min. Co. at work; another comp. organized to work the
mines farther south in same district. Little progress in smelting at Las
Cruces, for want of capital. Machinery en route to Pinos Altos. Gold de-

posited at U. S. mint, |3,155. Gov. Amy's Message treats of 'mineral re-

sources, ' indicating that nothing much is being done. Copper discov. near
Ft Union. Meline's ^,000 Miles, 170-9, has a chapter on mines, with some-
thing of personal observation. Clifford's Overland Tales, 367-83, has a chap-
ter on 'my first experience in N. Mex.' in '66, a pleasing sketch of life at Ft
Bayard, and some information on the mines. Sir Morton Peto's Resources,

N. Y., 1866, p. 170-1, mentions the copper mines of the s. w.
18G7. Browne and Taylor's Report, 324 et seq., contains Com. J. W. Tay-

lor's report on N. Mex. mines, chiefly made up from old auth., and Gov.
Amy's message of '66. It is also found in Hunt's Merdi. Mng., Ivi. 208, and
Goddard's Where to Emigrate, 143. Much development at Pinos Altos; 1,000
men at work; 600 lodes within 6 miles; 15-stamp mill. Gold found near
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estimated at $125,000 to $250,000 per year down to

1868, $500,000 annually in 1869-74, and $400,000 in

Taos, and 400 men at work. Ore at Old Placera yields $27. Many discov.

of silver, but no work. Fifty silver mines in the Organos Mts.
1868. Moreno mines produced about $200,000 in placei gold. Some in-

form. , especially on the Ortiz mine, in the gov. 's message. The S. F. news-
papers of '68-9 have many items.

1869. Gol.l product, $500,000; no silver. The Moreno mines in 3 districts

—Ute Or., Willow Cr., and Elizabethtown—yielded $200,000, of which
$100,000 was from the Aztec mine. Hydraulic machinery at work in the
gulches; 270 lodes registered at Finos Altos and Central City; product from
quartz, $00-70,000. Mills at Old and New Placers badly managed; chief

mines, the Ciinningham, Ortiz, and Brahm. Coal being mined at the Placers.

Ditch projected from the Pecos. Gold and silver lodes on the Arroyo Hondo,
in north. Gold-washing near Abiquid. Carson lode in Manzano Mts very
rich. Lincoln co. mines, gold placers and quartz—Sierra Blanca, Carriza, and
Jicarilla—showing well. Recent discov. of copper and silver in the Magda-
lena Mts, Socorro co. The Organos Mts yield 80 per cent lead and $50 silver.

Prof. Hayden, U. S. Oeol. Survey, 1st, 3d rept, visited and described several

min. districts, and has much to say on coal and other minerals.

1870. Chief excitement at Ralston (Shakespeare), and Cienega, Grant co.,

where the silver lodes proved rich and numerous. Increased production of

the Moreno mines, the Aztec paying $62,000 in 3 months. In Sta F^ the N.
Mex. Min. Co. had suspended operations. Large deposits of iron, but as yet
no smelting. On anthracite and other coal beds, see Raymond's Report: and
McFarlane's Cool Regions, 72-6; S. F. Scientific Press, April 29, 1871. Mining
stat., in U. S. Census Reports, 9tli, Industries. Items and corresp. on the
Burro mines, or Virginia dist (Ralston), in Hayes' Scraps, Mining, iii. 206-9,

212-14, 217-26.

1871. Increased yield from Moreno quartz and placers; Maxwell rancho
sold to an English co. Artesian well of 300 ft at the Sta Fe placers not suc-

cessful. Details of Pinos Altos region in report of R. Sturenburg, in Land
Off. Rept; prospects good, but no true fissure veins yet discovered. Some
silver development in the Corona del Pueblo dist, Socorro co., but mines badly
managed and results exaggerated. Hayden 's t/. S. Oeol. Surv. Rept has in-

formation on coal deposits.

1872. No material improvement or important discov. Gold yield of

Moreno and the Placers $100,000; Aztec mill suspended. Grant co. pros-
perous, but operations stopped at Ralston for want of machinery. Prod, of

the CO. $350,000. Silver City lively, with 4 mills which produced $6,990 in a
week. Richness of Socorro co. mines confirmed. Ruby dist, in Rio Arriba
CO., shows some activity; includes the reported diamond-fields; many precious
stones exhibited by Ayres and Buckley. For 1872-4, see Raymond's Statis-

ttcs; Id., Silver and Gold; Id., Mining Industry; all being his annual reports,
separately published.

1873. Encouraging success at Silver City. Among the claims surveyed
are many in Ruby and Spring Hill dist. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Survey, iii.

632-6 and passim, contains much on the anthracite coal and other minerals.
Partly reproduced in Ritch's Illust. N. jSI?jc., 118-23.

1874. Eleven mining claims surveyed. Not much new development; but
great activity in the old districts, especially in Grant and Socorro.

1875. Eleven claims surv. ^^^leeler, U. S. Geog. Surv. Rept, 1876, p. 66-7,
143^, 201, describes the Aztec dist in Colfax, said to have yielded $1,000,000
since '68; 12 veins; greatest depth 180 ft; yield per ton $60; formerly a mill,

now only arrastras. Also the Sta Fe placers, where only a little rude wash-
ing is done; nothing on the rich veins. An article on the copper mines in
Coast Reiiew, vii. 375-7.

1876. Nothing new of importance. Many claims surveyed. Capital mnch
needed. Wheeler, in his report of 1877, p. 1295-1303, describes the northern
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1875-80. The total deposit of gold in United States

mints and assay offices down to 1867 was only $85,459.

The chief developments during this period were in

the districts of western Colfax and Taos counties,

where gold placers were profitably worked whenever
water could be obtained, where ditches were con-

structed and hydraulic " methods introduced to some
extent, and where, at intervals, stamp mills were run-

ning after 1868; in Sta Fe and Bernalillo counties, at

or near the old and new placers, where the customary
washing operations were supplemented by several not

very successful experiments in quartz-mining, though
the veins were rich, where a mica mine was worked
to some extent, and where a bed of pure anthracite

coal was opened ; in the Sandia and Manzano ranges

of Bernalillo and Valencia, where nothing beyond
prospecting was practically eff'ected ; in the Magdalena
Mountains of Socorro, where rich deposits of silver

and lead were found ; in the region of Fort Stanton, or

the Mescalero reservation, Lincoln county, where
were rich gold placers and numerous quartz veins ; in

the Organos Mountains of Dona Ana, the silver ores

from which were smelted without much real success

at Las Cruces ; and above all, in the counties of Grant
and the later Sierra in the south-west, where the old

copper mines were for the most part unworked, but

where gold was washed from many gulches, and where

minerals, quoting from a work by De Groot and Leembmzzen, pub. in Dutch
in 1874. See also Sta Fi, Centennial Cekh., 30-4.

1877. Fine deposits of mica worked 75 m. N. w. of Sta F^. Rich placers

near Ft Stanton, in Sierra Blanca, but great lack of water. The prod, of the

year is estimated by the surv.-gen. as $.304,000 gold, chiefly from placers;

^96,000 silver, chiefly from Grant Co.; 2,010,000 lbs. copper, chiefly from
Grant; and 850,000 lbs. lead, chiefly from Socorro.

1878. Increased yield. New impetus expected from early completion of

the R. R. Mica mines flourishing.

1879. The gov. in his report takes a very favorable view of the prospects,

declaring that the era of prosperity has begun in earnest. Las Animas Peak
gold dist, in Dona Ana, is a recent discov. of rising repute. Other new develop-

ments are at Hillsborough, Ft Stanton, in the Sandia and Manzano mts, near

Alburquerque, Los Cerrillos in Sta Fe, near Taos, and in Moreno district.

For statistics of production to 1879, chiefly founded on the estimates of

Valentine, of Wells, Fargo, & Co., see Balch's Mines, Miners, etc., 512; Del

Mar's Hist. Prec. MetaU, 168; Las Vegas Min. World, 149; U. S. Sec. Treas.,

Eept on Finances, 1866-7.
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many silver mines were developed and many more
discovered, especially in the districts of Pinos Altos,

Silver City, Burro Mountains, Hillsborough, and Lone
Mountain. This wsls. the most prominent section, hav-
ing several mills at work and producing more silver

bullion than all the rest of the territory.

From 1879-80 there was a veritable 'boom' in the
New Mexican mines, the railroad bringing a large

influx of prospectors, and, what was still more essen-

tial, of capitalists, from abroad. So numerous and
complicated were the new developments that only the

briefest resume can be presented here.^ Numerous

^Leading authorities are the Las Veqas Mining World, 1880 et seq., a.

paper devoted to the mining interests of N. Mex., and full of useful informa-
tion, especially in 1880-2, later articles being of a more general and less

valuable nature; Burchard, H. C, Report of the Director of Hie Mint upon the

production of the precious metals in the U. S., Wash., 1880-3; U. S. Land Office

Jfeports, 1880 et seq. ; Batch ( Wm R. ), The Mines, Miners, and Mining Inter-

ests of the U. S. in 1882, Phil., 1882, 4rto; N. Mexico, Scraps, a collection of

newspaper clippings; N. Mexico, A Complete Business Directory and Gazeleer

of the Territory, Sta Fe (1882), containing a description of the mineral re-

sources by counties; Santa Fi Trail, 1881 etseq. ; Ritch, Wm S., Illustrated

New Mexico (Sta Fe), 1883; Id., Aztlan, Boston, 1885, a later ed. of the same
work; N. Mex. Bureau of Immigration Report on Bernalillo Co., by Win C.

Hasledine (on Doila Ana by A. J. Fountain; Grant by W. H. Lawrence; Lin-

coln by J. J. Dolau; Mora by Wm Kroenig; Rio Arriba by Sam. Eldodt; S.

Miguel by G. W. Prichard; Sta Fe by C. W. Greene; Socorro by M. Fischer
and Ant. Abeitia; and Taos by L. C. Camp). All or most of these were pub-
lished as separate pamphlets in 1881-2; and all together in N. Mex. the

Tourist's Shrine, Sta Fe (1882), which contains also Ritch's N. Mex. and its

Resources, all with much mining matter; Avery's Hand-hook of New Mexico,
Denver, 1881, 16mo; Arizona History (Elliott & Co.).

1880. Total prod, of bullion: gold |677,499, silver $626,078; total of ore

raised from deep mines $861,309; worked §441,691; average yield of gold ore

$6.62, silver $52,65. Balch. Valentine's estimates of total prod, in '80,

$711,300; '79, $622,800. More discov. than in the past 20 years. Southern
placers at Pinos Altos, Hillsborough, Nogal, and Jicarillas doing well, but
lacking water. At the New Placers a pipe line nearly completed. Rich
placers found on the Rio Grande in north, and on Rio Hondo and Colorado.
Prof. Sillimau reports that the region from Embudo north contains very ex-

tensive deposits of gold gravel for hydraulic mining, 600 feet thick—the
most important gold discov. made since Cal. and Australia. The Old Pla-

cers or Ortiz grant sold to a N. Y. and Cal. cc, and in this region hj'draulic

min. to be done on a large scale. Grant co. mines booming; only one smelter
at work outside of Grant. Good results in Socorro mines. Other districts,

most of them new, which promise well are Silver Buttes, near New Placers,

Placitas in Sandia Mts, S. Simon, Shakespeare, Cook's Peake, and oNIoEvers

i I Grant co., White Oaks and Nogal in Lincoln, S. Agustin in Dona Ana,
ricuries in Taos, Las Vegas, or S. Carlos dist, in S. Miguel, Hell Caiiou, eeist

of Alburquerque, Black Range, in Socorro and Sierra, with many mines, and
Los Cerrillos in Sta Fe. Hayward, J. L., The Los Cerrillos Mines, South
Framingham, Mass., 1880, contains a brief history of the Cerrillos and Galis-

teo districts, with regulations, list of mines, and maps showing hundreds of
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as they are, these developments are confined for the

most part to the old regions, which, however, cover a

claims. Prof. Silliman also describes these mines, only a few of which were
developed. The ores were rich and the situation on the R. R. and near
coal-beds excellent. Here was a turquoise mine, and somewhat extensive
old Spanish workings. The Shahespeare Mining journal was published at St
Louis to boom the Burro mines. The Homestake mine. White Oaks dist, is

mentioned as the richest gold mine in N. Mex. Coal was found in several

new places, one of them near Alburquerque. The Cooney dist and gold
mines of Canon del Agua are described in Tucson Star, Nov. 24-5, '80.

1881. Wonderful development and almost daily discoveries, though pri-

vate land grants and Ind. are great obstacles. 40 claims surveyed, of which
Cooney, Encamacion, and Mimbres districts are new. Product of the year,

Valentine's estimate, $814,944, of which |705,000 was ore and base bullion,

exported; the local prod, being $32,944 gold and $77,000 silver. Mint de-

posits to June '81, $64,940 gold, $262,212 silver. Coal area on U. S. lauds
1,080 acres, sold 720 acres. The coal mines at Amargo, Rio Arriba, yield

225 tons per day. There is no other min. development in this co. Taos has
many rich mines; hydraulic operations on Rio Hondo, Bernalillo districts,

HeU Canon, Tijeras Cafion (copper, silver, and lead); New Placers, where
water has been brought 15 m. from SandSa mts; and Nacimiento, copper, in

the Jemes region. Mora co. believed to have much min. wealth, but unde-
veloped on account of the land grant. S. Miguel has Mineral Hill, S. Carlos,

Sweepstakes, and Blue Canon; but only slight development. Socorro's

prominent mines are Socorro TSinnel, Torrence, and Merritt; the richest in

Central N. Mex. ; 3,000 locations in past 6 months; bullion shipped to date
$1,067,834; R. R. of 8 m. to the coal-beds to be completed this year. In
Grant co. Silver City ranks 1st and Georgetown 2d for the whole territory in

prod, of bullion. One mine at Silver City has yielded $1,200,000. The
Lake Valley dist (Sierra co.) is wonderfully rich, perhaps the greatest de-

posit in the world, chlorides yielding $5,000 to $20,000 per ton. 4 groups
and comp., each with a capital of $5,000,000; smelters and mills being
built. The copper mines of the south-west not worked. New copper disoov.

in the Oscuraa mts, Socorro, said to be the best yet found.

1882. Total prod, of N. Mex. mines: gold $150,000, silver $1,800,000.

Of the total of 1,950,000, Sierra, Grant, and Socorro produced $1,820,000.
Bernalillo prod. $5,000 silver. The Sandiamts gold and silver and Nacimiento
copper mines promise well. La the N. w. are very extensive coal-beds, from
4 to 11 ft thick. Dona Ana (excluding what later became Sierra), prod, very
small, but fair prospects in Organos dist at Memphis, Merrimac, Modoc,
bon King, Little Buck, and Copper Duke mines; also copper, gold, and silver

in Jarilla dist. Colfax, prod. $20,000 gold. Copper mines on Pofiil Cr. 600,000
acres of coal-fields, extensively worked, at Raton. Grant, prod. $425,000 sil-

ver, $35,000 gold (but including, apparently, part of what was later Sierra co. ).

Leading districts: Percha, about Kingston; Silver City, where the Seventy-
six mine has prod, in 10 years $1,500,000; Pinos Altos, with much placer
and arrastra working, prod. $27,900; Central City, including the Sta Rita
Copper and Iron Co. s mines, greatest depth in the Romero 330 ft; Hanover,
copper, silver, iron, lead, and gold; Georgetown, extensive workings ia

many mines, prod. $287,898 in silver; Lone Mountain, rich chloride silver

ores, less worked than formerly; Burro mt. mines, including Oak Grove, Pas-

chal, Bullard's Peak, and Cow Springs dist; Cook's Peak, Tres Hermanns,
Victorio, Virginia, S. Simon, Telegraph, Eureka, Steeple Rock, Gillespie,

Florida mt., and Carizillo; nearly all having extensive developments, much
too complicated for mention here. Lincoln, prod. $40,000 gold, $25,000 sil-

ver; CO. particularly rich in free gold, with also silver, copper, iron, and
coal; not much development of deep mines; leading district White Oaks;
others, GuUimas, Jicarilla, Nogal, Rio Bonito, and Vera Cruz; great expeq^

Hist. Akiz. and N. Mex. 48
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very large part of the territory's area. Every county

Ras prdven rich in mineral Wealth, and in only a few

—

tations and preparations for work. Mora, rich prospects in gold, silver, cop-

per, iron; and coal; but no development, on account of the land grant. Rio
Arriba, great resources; but practically no wbrk done; districts, Blbomfield,

Aztec, and the coal mines of Amargo. San Miguel, some progress at Min-
bral Hill and Blue Caflon; but generally nothing but prospecting, with good
results. Sta Fe, jrod. ^{25,000 gold, $15,000 silver; numerous mines in Los
Cerrillos and New Pkoers dist; prod, of the S. Pedro works $20,000 gold,

$10,000 silver, 400,000 lbs. copper; 15,000 acres of anthracite coal; 400 tons

mined for Sta Fe market. Sierra (included in Dofla Ana), prod. $900,000
silver, $20,000 gold; chief district Lake Valley, where the Lincoln mine has
prod. $838,958 in buUion in '82; also the Hillsborough dist, with extensive

preparations for hydraulic mining. Socorro, prod. $430,000 silver, $10,000

fold; silver and copper deposits very extensive, but development hindered

y lack of capital and Ind. hostilities; districts, Socorro, Magdalena, Water,
MogoUon or Cooney, Black Range; Apache, Cuchillg Negro, Palomas 9.

Cristobal, Mound Springs; Ladrontes, Iron mt., Pueblo, Galbnas, Limitar,

Pittsburg, Sv Andres; Oscuras, Taos, no product; some rich developments of

^old, silver; and copper, especially in Picurles, Arroyo Hondo, and Rio Cristo-

bal dist, besides placer mines; Valencia: Spiegelberg, La Joya, andLadrones
dist; much low-grade ore in thesfe new dist not yet worked.

1883. Prod. $2,845,000 silver, $280,000 gold, total $3,125,000, of which all

but $99,000 was prod, in Grant, Sierra, and Socorro counties; Valentine's estim.

$3,418,519. A'Pfermanent Territorial Mineral Exhibit' estab. at Sta Fe
after the Tertio-millenial celebration The districts were mainly as before;

in the following resume by counties, from Burchard, only new and important
items are noted. Bernalillo, old Span, mine opened in Las Huertas Canon;
gold found in old bed of the Rio (Jrande, near Alburquerque; promising dis-

covery in Tijeras Caflon. Colfax, prod, of gold $25,000. Dona Ana, great
activity in the Organos, especially in the Memphis copper and lead mines;
also discov. in the Sacramento range. Grant, prod. $1,200,000 ailv., $110,000
gold; ridh discov. in Bald mt. and Bear mt. dist; Silver City is the centre
of mining activity in N. Mex. ; mUch progress in Steeple Rock gold mines;
Carroll is a iiew dist; Monument dist rich in copper and lead; Florida dist

rich in lead. Lincdln, prod. $24,000 gold, $10,00D sUv.; still much activity

in White Oaks and the other dist. Mora, strike in Poverty Hill mine, near
Ocate. Rio Arriba; gbod promise iii gold quartz and placers of the Heeid-
stone dist. S. Miguel, great excitement over gold d£cov. at Las Vegas.
Sta Fe, prod. $15,000 gold, $10,000 silver; new discov. of gold, silv., and
copper in the north; Pecos dist in east, copper and sUv. ; Sta Fe gold dist

3 m. from the city, and Thayer Camp copper mines 8 m. Sierra co. (with
Dona Ana), prod. $1,225,000 silv., $85,000 gold; Lake Valley, including
Sierra Grande, Sierra Bella, and Apache, still flourishing and prod. $100,000
per month; Hillsborough, witk the Bobtail mine, also productive. Socorro,
prod. $400,000 silv., $8,000 gold; many discov., more systematic working, de-
creased production; Iron Reef, new dist. 'Taos, $15,000 gold.

For 1884 the gov. reports ptod. greater than ever before, thougli no statis-

tics are obtainable. Prod, according to tlie newspapers $3,060,614. Bitch's

Aztlan, of 1885, presents a view of mining progress by counties, showing en-
couraging progress in most districts. This work has also a chapter on ' the
coal-fields of New Mexico. ' Immense copper deposits in Bernalillo are de-
scribed. Colfax, from its placers and gold quartz, has yielded $2-3,000,000
aince '68, having ako an unlimited extent of bituminous coal, worked only at
Raton. The Dona Ana, or Organos, mines promise great things, and rich
prospects are found in the Potrillas Range. Grant is still the banner county,
with its many districts and thousands of rich mines. In Lincoln the White
Oaks, with its famous Homestake mine, is still the central district; Red Cloud
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Hio Arriba^ Mora, Yalencia, and San Miguel—has
this wealth not been extensively dfeV^eloped. This

south-westerfl ddunties of Grant, Sierra, and Socorr6
have produtied nine tenths of all the bullion, and have
to some extent drawn attention fi*om the northern
region; though Santa F^ county mines are very
numerous. The bullion pt-oduct of gold and silver

is given as $1,300,000 in 1880, $815,000 in 1881,

$1,950,000 in 1882, $3^125,000 iii 1883, and $3,660,-

000 in 1884, most of which "Vvas produced in a fe\*^

districts and a few mines of those districts. The re-

sults seem small in view of the rosy-hued reports of

1880-2, after whidh years there was a noticeable

reaction from the somewhat extravagant boom. Therfe

was much exaggeration of mining values in most seC-

tidas, for speculative purposes, much mismanagement,
and especially much effort to work mines without
sufficient capital. The surface deposits were wonder-
fully rich and complicated; and much expensive ma-
chinery proved useless when mOre rebellious ores were
reached; Very few mines reached a depth of over

300 feet. The loW price of Copper atid lead, with
which the gold and silver were largely mixed, had a

very depressing effect. While the Lake Valley mines
and some others have shown large bodies of ore whose
richness has rarely, if ever, been equalled, it must be

confessed that no deep mines at all comparable to the

Comstock, Leadville, or Tombstone have been de-

veloped. Yet there is liothihg. So far as I know, to

and Bonito are other districta. Rio Arriba has had no bdom, but haa illimi-

table mineril wealth, miUioiia (!) having been taken out by former inhabitants.

The Amargo coal mines prod. 17^240 teha of coal ih '83. Hfeadstbne dist has

rich placers and yeinsi with coiisiderable develof)ment. Sta FS mines still

increasing in number, with good prospects of tin, rich gold discov. at Jumbo,
close to the city, and the invaluable beds of anthracite. S: Miguel shows little

development, but fine ore at Rociado, near Las Vegas. Sierra has Lake Val-

ley, the best district in the territory, and several other rich districts. At Lake
Valky $15,000,000 in sight, ore rilhhing $100 to $27,000 per ton. In the

'Biidal Chamber ' pure silver may be miSited off with a candle; and Gov. Saf-

ford offered $50,000 for the ore that he could extract unaided in 10 hours.

The Percha and Hillsborough dist hardly lesa rich. Socorro prod. $1,228,266

in '84; 53 districts; smelters of 240 tons per day capacity and 15 stampB.

Taos camps prdsperous. In Valencia, lieh mineral dfeposits, xmdeveloped.
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indicate that such developments may not be confidently

expected. New Mexico among the states and terri-

tories in 1880 ranked eighth in the production of silver

and thirteenth in gold, being tenth in production of

the precious metals in the aggregate, per square mile,

and per capita of population. There are no definite

statistics of the copper and lead production, though
these metals are found in immense quantities in many
parts. There is hardly any metal or mineral not found

in the territory. Mica and turquoise are mined suc-

cessfully not far from Santa Fe. Coal deposits ex-

tend in all directions, though extensively worked only

at Amargo and Raton in the north; and near the

capital are the only beds of anthracite to be found

west of Pennsylvania. Iron ore is reported as abun-

dant, and in close proximity to iron and limestone, a

fact that cannot fail to have a deep significance for

the future. Gravel deposits of gold are found in most
of the counties, so rich that they have paid fair returns

to miners who brought water in barrels or carried the

dirt long distances in a dry season ; and while hydraulic

mining has not yet been largely remunerative in the

few trials that have been made, there can be little

doubt of ultimate success. No country has a climate

better adapted to the mining industry; wood and
water are amply sufficient in most districts for deep
mining ; ores are rich and widely distributed ; practi-

cally, what has been done in the past is mere prospect-

ing; and there seems to be no good reason to doubt
that in the future, when land-grant difficulties are

settled, the best methods ascertained, transportation

facilities secured, and capital invested, this territory

will rank among the first in the production of gold,

silver, copper, iron, lead, and coal.

The whole number of private land claims filed in

the surveyor-general's office down to 1886, exclusive

of the earlier pueblo Indian claims, was 205. Of
these 13 were originally rejected and 141 approved,
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leaving 51 not acted upon. Of the approved claims
46 were confirmed by congress, leaving 95 still pend-
ing before that body; while patents were issued for

only 15 of the confirmed claims. 'Bj instructions from
the land-office, dated July 23, 1885, however, 35 of the
claims originally approved were re-examined by Sur-
veyor-general Julian before March 1887; and of these

23 were disapproved, six approved as equitable, three
approved in part, two fully approved, and in one case

a new survey ordered; so that of approved cases only

62 are now pending before congress. Meanwhile, all

the approved claims but 13 have been surveyed, and
found to embrace an area of 13,128,581 acres, the

pueblo claims containing in addition 1,092,266 acres.

I have thought it best to append a complete list of

the grants, showing all desirable data.*

'See p. 758. My authority for the list is the statements in the surveyor-
general's annual reports, in U. S. Land Office Reports, 1864 et seq. (also a
MS. letter of Surv.-gen. Julian, dated March 3, 1887, on transactions subse-
quent to July 1883), but a large portion of the same data from the same
source is found also in a table in Ritch's Legist. Blue-Book, 129 et seq., prepared
by Dav. A. Miller; also in Mills' Hand-Book, Las Vegas, n. d., 8vo, 35 p. See
also resume of legisl. proceedings for successive acts on matters connected
with Span, and Mex. grants. Many congressional bills on the subject are
recorded in the Globe and Journals, which, as they did not become laws, I
have not cited. Additional ref. in chronologic order, chiefly made up of the
surv.-gen.'s reports and congressional action on the same, are as follows:

1865. U. S. Govt Doc., 39th cong. 1st sess.; Mex. Aff., ii. 7, on the claim for

the site of Ft Craig. 1866. One claim confirmed. 1868. M , 40th cong. 2d
sess., H. Rept 71. 1869. Five claims confirmed by act of March 3d; mem.
of legisl. and rept of com. on other claims. Id., 40th cong. 3d sess., Sen.
Rept 198; Sen. Miscel. Doc. 2; Globe, 1868-9, appen. 304^5; U. 8. Statutes.

1870. One claim conf. 1871. Reports on various claims, with doc. J/. S. Coat
Doc, 41st cong. 3d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 106; 42d cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doe.
296; H. Mis. Doe. 181; discussion, chiefly on the R. Grande claim, see Cong.
Globe and ff. and Sen. Journals, per index. 1872. Reports and doc, includ-
ing a petition of citizens on the Maxwell (Beaubien & Miranda, No. 15) grant,
42d cong. 2d sess.. Sen. Jour. 344, 562; H. Mis. Doc. 181; 3d sess., H. Ex.
Doc. 68; Sen. Doc. 37, 40, 45., 50. 1873. Reports and doc, 42d cong. 3d
sess., H. Ex. Doc 37, 40, 128; 43d cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc 148-9, 206,

213, 258, 280; Sen. Doc 3, 35, 58. 1874. Ditto, 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 239;
Sen. Doc. 43, 56; 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 62; Sen. Doc 2, 3, 35, 38. Brevoort,
N. Mex., 124, says that as yet no fraudulent claims have been discovered and
few are believed to exist. N. Mex., A Voice from, on Private Land Claims,

Wash., 1874, 12mo, 7 p., is a defence of the grants, particularly of the
Maxwell grant, assailed by Sen. Sargent in debate. See also Catlin's Max-
well Dynasty, MS., 1875, 44th cong. Ist sess., H. Rept 50; Sen. Doc. 31.

1876. Discussion. Cong. Globe, 1873-6, per index. 1877. Id., 1876-7, 44th
cong. 2d sess., H. Rept 110-1 1. 1878. 45th cong. 2d sess., H. R«pt 149, 222,
463. 1879, 45th cong. 3d sess., H. Rept 59.
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Tablh of New Mexican Peivate Land (Jrants.—Grants, the pnmbers pf Trhfgjl
are marked *, have heen reexamined since July 18S6, and disapproved by the ear-
yeyor-gen^ral. Thppe ipftiJ^eii f have ijeeji on reexapiination approved only aff

Ho. Tract. Grantee.

1

2
3
4
•5

6
•7

8
9

40

11

12
13

U
15

16

17

18

19

flO

:20

ei
<22

23
«4
'25

•26

«7

81
'82

83
84
35
36
87
88
89
AO
41
42
43
44
A5'

Ojito del R. Galliuas.
Tome, toTifn

Tierya Amarilla
Sangre de Criato

Gasfi Col., tovrjj

Bracito
Tecolote, town
LpS Trigos.
La Junta
Nra @ra de la Luz

Chilili, town.

Agua Negra
Belem, town
S. Pedro....
Cimarron or Rincpn

.

Los Estero^
Las Animas

Canon de Pecos . .

.

S. Crist(5bfil

Vaoa Location 1
" "2

Vegas Grandes
ifias Vegas, town ....

Tajique, town
Torreon, town
Manzano, town
S. Isidro, town
Ca&on de S. Diego
Jornada del Muerto.

.

Las Trampas, town.

.

S. Jgaq. Nacimiento.

Anton Chioo, town.

.

Laguna tracts.

Mora, town
Valverde & Er. Cxistdbal

.

Bosque del Apache

.

Chamita, town
Tejon, town

Cafioucito or Sta Clara

.

CaQon del Agua

Gallinaa

Ortiz Mine
Espirito Sto Spr.

Aflil Spr

46 Cebolleta, town.

Juan E. Pino
J. V^irela et al

M. JVfartinez & sons.

Lee & Beaubien

]J. Gutierrez et al. .

.

J. A. Garcia et al

S. Montoya et al . . .

.

F. Trujilloetal
John Soolly et al . . .

.

C. Herrera

Preston Beck, Jr.

Bishop Lamy.

S. Padilla et al.

Ant. S?.ndoY?!l

D. T. Saiazar et al.

iJ. Jjlisra et al
,

Beaubien et al .

P. J' Perea
Vigil & St Vrain.

.

J. D. Pefia et al. .

.

J. S. Ramirez.

Dom. Fernandez

L. M. C. Vaca
L. M. C. Vaca
L. M. C. Vaoa
J. D. Maese et al

M. Sanchez et al

N. A. Montoya et al.

J. M. Trujilloetal..
Armenta et al

Garcia de Noriega et aL
A. J. Rivera et al.

.

J. ArgueUo et al . .

.

S. Martin

Alex. Valle

J. Estevan et al.

.

E. W. Eaton.

Heirs of Vaca.
Heirs of Vaca.
Heirs of Vaca.

S. Tapia et al

.

V. Duran de Armijo

.

J. Tapia et al

P. Armeudariz
P. Armendariz
A. Sandoval
A. Trujillo

S. Barreras et al

P. Sanchez
Gerv. Nolan
J. S. Ramirez
P. Montoya
Ant. Ortiz
Ortiz & Cano
L, M. C. Vaoa
J. Sutton

Bep. V. Duran etaL
G. Ortiz

Heirs of A.
Heirs of A.

Ramon Vigil

.

E. Whittlesey etal.

F. Aragon et al.
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tqitildble claims. Those marked} have been approved for a part of the claim; and
those marked 5, fully approved. The material for these and other late additions to
March 1887 have been kindly furnished me by 8urv.-Gen. Geo. W. Julian.

No. Date.

1 1823
2 1739
3 1832
4 1843
5 1823
6 1823

7 1824
8 1815
9 1846
10 1820

11 1841

12 1824
13 1740
14 1839
15 1841
16 1825
17 1843

18 1815

19 1827

( (1860)

'M\ (1860)

i 1835
20 183S
21 1834
22 1841

23 1829
24 1786
25 1798
26 1846
27 1751
28 1712

29 1822

30
31 1739
32 1835
33 1820
34 1820
35 1845
36 1724
37 1840
38 1742
39 1845
40 1844
41 1824
42 1819
43 1833
44 1815
45* 1838

46 1807

County.

S. Mig..
Valencia
Taos ...

Taos ...

Socorro

.

D. Ana .

S. Mig..
S. Mig..
Mora . .

.

StaFe..

Bern.

S. Mig..
Valencia
StaFe..
Colfax .

.

S. Mig..
(Colorado)

S. Mig..

Sta F^..

Bern
S. Mig. .

S. Mig. .

S. Mig. .

Valencia
Valencia
Valencia
Bern. . .

.

Bern
Socorro

.

Taos .. .

.

R. Arriba

.

S. Mig ...

.

Valencia .

.

StaF^....
Mora
Socorro...

.

SocoiTp.. .

.

Socorro . .

.

R. Aniba .

Bern
S.F.&Bern.
S. Mig. . .

.

StaFe....
S. Mig
S. Mig
StaFe....
Bern.
VaL

Filed.

1855
1856

1856
1855
1856
1856

J 855
1855
1856
1856

1857

1856
1857
1857
1B57
1857
1857

1857

1855

1855
1855
1855
1855

1857
1856
1856
1857
1859
1859
1859
1859

1859

1857
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1856
1856
1855
1859
1856

1857
1856
1856
1858

Appro.

1856
1856
1856
1856
1856
1856
1856
1857
1857

1857

1857

1857
1857
1857
1857
1857
1857

1857

1857

1858
1858
1858
1858
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
(rej.)

1859

1859

1859
1859

1859
1859
1869
1859
1859
1859
1859
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1861

1859 1861

COHF.

1860
1858
1860

1860
1858
1860
1858
1860
1860
1860

1858

1860
1858
1860
1860
1860
1860

1860

1860

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860

1860
1860

1860

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1800
1860
1860
1860

1866
1869

1869
1861

1869

1869

SURV.

1860
1859
1877

1877
1878

1859, '83-4

1860, 1877

1877
1861

1877
1859
1883

1877
1859
1866
i878
1871

1877

1860

1877
1861

1860
1877
1877
1877
1877

1877
1877

1883-4
1878
1860

1877
1860
i872

1872, 1878
1871

1877
i877
1877
1883
1866
1872
1877
1862

1877
1877

1878

1877

Pat.

1871

1874

1871

1875
1879
1877

1880

1881

1876

1878
1877

1875
1877
1877
1876

Acres.

318,699
121,9«4
594,5}5
(InOol.)

131,779
10,612

21,686
9,646

108,507

16,546
[ 23,626

38,435

17,3P1
194,463
35,594

1,714,7JB4

17,712

574

81,032
27,854
99,289

99,!2S9

496,446
7,185

14,146

17,360

11,476
116,286

46,461
51,367

383,8^6

389^662
101,510

57

827,621
397,235
95,030
60,ljl7

1,636

12,801
31,802

675,968
3,501

655,468
163,921

69,458
127,875
69,445

199,5|57

224,770
200,848
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No.

47
48
49

50'

51'

52

53

54
65*

56

57
58
59
60
61

62+
63

64

65
66*
67*

68:
69
70*

71-1

72
73
74
75*

76:

77
78
79*

80
81
82*

83
84
85
86
87*

88
89
90
91*

92
93*

94
95
96*

97
98*

99*

Tract.

Los Luceros
Rio Don Cdrloa
S. Fern. & S. Bias
CaOada de Apaches, or )

Alamos f

Middle Spr....

( Caflada de Alamos or
}

( Apaches
f

Cuyamunque
Encinas

La Grotera

Caflada S. Francisco
R. Rio Grande
Los Cerrillos

Galisteo, town
,

CeboUa
Cieneguilla

Caja del Rio

Mesita de T. Lopez

Cajou de R. Tesuque . .

.

S. Joaq. Nacimiento ....

S. Clemente
Chamigos Hill

Alamitos
Estanoia
Canon de Chama
Apache Spr
Piedra Lumbre
Chamizos Arr
Sierra Mosca
S. Ant. Rio Col., town.

.

Ojo Caliente, town
S. Miguel Spr
S. Lorenzo Arr

Cuyamunque, pueblo.. .

.

Cerroa Negros
Bernalillo, town
Angostura
Ancon de D. Ana
Mesilla

Sierra Mosca
StaFe, city

Talaya
Refugio
Alameda, town
Jacona, town
CaQon delB. Col

Una de Gato
Sevilleta

Chaco Mesa
Sta Teresa de Jesus

Caflada de Alamos
Nra Sra del Pilar

Geantee. Claimant.

p. VigU de S. et al. .

.

G.Nolan
Ant. Leroux

B. M Montaflo et al

A. Sedillo .

N. A. Montoya.

B. Sena et al...

J. B. Valdes....

J. D. Penaet al

J. F. Vaoa et al

J. M. Pena et al

F Sandoval et al

J Sanchez et al.

.

N. Ortiz.

D, Romero et al

J Luna et al

Xj. Armenta

F. A. Salazar et al. .

.

V Trujillo.

P. Martin.
Marquez & Padilla.

I. L. Ortiz

A. Chavez.
J. Mestas

F. Gutierrez

Colonisls. - .

Colonists

V. Duran de Armijo.

.

City
G. Ortiz

M. Trujillo

F. M. Vigil

Roibal et al. . .

.

Bernal & Lopez
C. Gabaldon et al

I. Chavez et al

I. Mestas
Miera y Pacheco et al.

.

F. Tafoyaetal
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No. Date. COUBTY. Filed. Appko. CONP. SUBV. Pat. Acres.

47 1743 Taos 1857 1861 1869 1877 126,024
48 1843 (Colorado). 1860 1861 1870
49 1753 Bern 1869 1870 1877 151,056

50* 1769 Bern 1871 1871 1877 88,079

51* 1831. Val 1863 1871 1877 3,546
52 1785 StaFe.... 1871 1871 1877 1,619

53 1785 StaFe 1856 1871 1877 13,706

54 1731 StaFe.... 1871 1871 1877 1,086
55* 1814 B. Arriba . 1871 1871 6,583

( 479( 1879
56 1830 StaFe 1871 1871 \ 1877 )

1883
•

\ 2,571

1 789
57 1840 Sta Fe 1871 1871 1877 1,589
58 1795 Taos 1872 1877,79-80 109,043
59 1788 StaFe.... 1871 1872 1877 2,287
60 1814

1845
StaFe....
Taos

1871

1872

(rej.)

187261 1877 17,159

62i 1795 Taos 1872 1872 1878 43,961
63 1742 StaFe.... 1871 1872 1877 62,343

64 1782 StaFe.... 1872 1872 1877* J
42,022

j 43,022
11,61965 1752 StaFe.... 1872 1872 1877

66' 1769 R. Arriba . 1871 1872 1879 131,725
67* 1716 Val 1855 1871 1877 ^ 89,403
68, 1732 StaFe.... 1872 1872 ...... 1879 444
69 1840 StaFe.... 1872 1872 1877 436
70 1845 Val 1855 1873 1877 415,036
711 1806 R. Arriba . 1861 1872 1877 472,736
79 1842 S. Mig. . .

.

R. Arr....
1872 (rej.)

187373 1766 1872 1877 48,336
74 1742 StaFe.... 1872 1873 1880 637
76" 1846 StaFe.... 1872 1873 1879 33,250

76, 1842 Taoa 1872 1874 1880 18,955

77 1793 R. Arr. . .

.

1873 1874 1878 38,590

78 1767 Bern 1873 1874 1877 25,176
79* 1825 Soc 1873 1874 1877 130,138

80 1699 Sta Fe.... 1872 1874 1878 1,686

81 1699 StaFe.... 1872 1874 1878 36
82* 1742 StaFe.... 1873 1874 1879, 1882 103,959
83 1701 Bern 1874 1874 1878 11,674

84 1745 Bern 1874 1874 1879 2,319

85 1839 D. Ana . .

.

1874 1874 1878 19,323

86 1853 D. Ana . .

.

1874 1874 1878 33,960
87* 1806 StaFe....

StaFe....
1873
1874

1874

1874
1879
187888 17,361

89 mi StaFe.... 1874 1874 1879 1,003

90 18.52 D. Ana . .

.

1874 1874 1878 26,130
91* 1710 Bern 1872 1874 1879 106,274

92 1702 StaFe.... 1874 1874 1878 46,341
93* 1836 Taos 1872 1874 1878 42,939

94 1839 Colfax .... 1874 1874 1878
95 1819

1768
Soc
Bern

1874
1874

1874
1874

224,770
96' 1879 243,046

97 1768 Bern 1874 1874 1877 3,632
98* 1768 Bern 1874 1874 1879 148,862
99* 1767 Bern 1874 1874 1877 22,578
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No.

100

101

102
103'

104

105t
106
107+
108*

109
110
111*

112

113*

114

11.51

116
117
118
119;

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

132+
133
134
135
136

137+

138t
139**

140
141
142
143
144
145
146

147
148
149
150
151

152

153

Tbact.

Bosque Grande.

Lagunitas

S. Mateo (Marcos) 3pr
Agua Salado
Encinal
Petaisa

,

Goat Spr
Socorro, tovn
Vallecito dp Lobato
Rancho Taos
S. Cristobal

Sta Teresa
i Mesilla , ..

I Arroyo Seco
Can. Fedemales
Sta Barbara

Ciei^eguilla

Lucpro de Godoy

.

Orejas del Llano.
Ojo de Borrego
S. Mig. del Vado.

Maragua
Canon de §. Diego.
S. Isidro.

.
,

Pefla Blanoa
S. Fern, de Taos.

.

Torreon

Las Truchas.

Alburquerque
Polyadero
Hermosa Estrella.

.

S. Mateo Spr
Can. de Cochiti

La Madera
Arroyo Hondo
Cail. Sta Clara
Sto Toni& Iturbide.

Abiquiii, town

StoDom. &S. Felipe.

Ocate
Las Huertas
Atrisco
El Tajo

Plaza Blanca . . .

.

Plaza Colorada.

.

CaA. de Camue .

El Eito
Guadalupita

Grantee.

M, & S. Mpntoya.

Ant. Vaoa

U. Montaflo. .

Jaramillo
Vaoa & sons . .

.

J. Martinez et i

Otero
Garcia et al . .

.

B/. Zamora. . .

.

A. Gijosa

& A. Martinez

.

Garcia
TrujiUo
Trujillo

B. Valdes
Martin etal. .

.

F. A. Almazan. . .

.

A. Martinez
J. J. Lucero
N. A. Montoya
L. Marquez et al. .

.

J. Dominguez
Vaoa et al

F. & J. A. Garcia.
I. S. Vergara
J. M. Vigil

Inhabitants

B. Vaca
B. E. Edwards
F. M. Vigil

J. M. Sanchez
Inhabitants
J. P. Martin
C. Ant. Salazar. .

.

S. Duran y Chavez.

.

Ant. Lucero
S. EAUiirez
Seb. Vargas
Indians of pueblo
Colonists

Inhab
Dom. Valdes
Inhab
Man. Alvarez
A. Aragon et al

Inhab
D. Padilla

J. A. Lucero
Man. Bustos
K,., J., & J. Valdes..
J. A. Lafoya et al . .

.

Town
P. A. Gallegos et al.

1 P. Gallegos & J. M.
j Maes '.

. .

.

Claimant.

Ant. B.. Jjiijan.

.
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Ko. Date. ConuTY. Filed. Appeo. CONP. SUEV. Pat. ACRES.

100

101

102
103*

104
105+
106*

107+
108*

1766

1762

1754
1769
1768
1836
1845

1846
1824
1715
1815
1790
1700
1707

1807
1796

1693

1716
1826
1768
1794
1702
1826
1788
1809

1754
1799
1819

'iisi'

1853

'1766'

1835

'i728'

1744

'i763'

1853
1754
1742
1770
1837

1767
1768
1718
1732
1739
1739
1819

'i837'

1790

Bern. .....

Bern

StaFe....
Bern
Bern
Taos
Val
Soc
Taos
Taos

1874

1874

1873
1874
1874
1875
1875
1875
1875

1874

1874

1874
1874
1874
1875
1875
1876
1875
1878

(rej.) '79

1879

J
1879 )

\ 1879 f

1879
1879

1879

1878
r.'79,'85

1880
1880

(rej.) '80

1880
1880
1881
1881
1881

(rej.) '82

1882
1882
1882
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883

(rej.) '84

1885
1885
1885

(rej.) '85

1885
(rej.) '85

(rej.) "85

1886

1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886

(rej.) '86

1886

1879

1878

1878
1870
1879
1878
1879
1878
1878

1880, '83-4

3,253
< 46,643

( 43,643

1,890
18,046
12,207

186,977
4,340

843,259

109 114,400
110 Taos..
111* P. Ana . .

.

StaFe
1883^
1880112-

StaF^ 5,999
113* R. Arr 1883-4

1880

1880

1880

114 Taos 18,489

I15t

116

StaF^

Taos

j 43,244

( 45,244
67,480

117 Taos
Bern

1877
118 1880

1880
60,214

119
190

S. Mig....
Taos

1857 315,300

191 Sta Fe 1883^
1880

J883-4
1883-t
1883^

122 Bern 9,752
123 Bern 1857
194
195 Taos
19fi Val
197 Val 1882 1883-4

1883-4

J883-4
1883-4
1883-4
1883-4
1883-4
1883-4
1885
1885

198 R. Arr....
D. AT,a

Bern
R. Arr

1882
1856
1882

19q

ISO
131 ....

13'>+

133 Mora
134
135*

136
137+

Bern
StaFe....
StaFe....
R. Arr. . .

.

D. Ana
R. Arr. . .

.

StaFe....
Bern
Mora
Bern
Bern
Bern
StaFe....
R. Arr....
R. Arr....
Bern
R.Arr....
Mora

StaF^....

1882
1857
1882
1882
1885
1883
1885
1884
1855

1862
1881

1872
1885

1861

1861

1871

1883
1885

1886

104,554
6,165

1381

isq*

140
141

142
143
144

. . f . .

.

1-1 'i

......

146
147
I'lS

149
150
151
152

153
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Claims Pending ief<yre the Sv/rveyor-General.

File
No.

Filed.

4 1855
5 1855

7 1855

23 1856

26 1856
35 1856

37 1856

f)9 1859

71 1859

72 1859

75 1861

76 1860

77 1860

79 1861

80 1861

81 1861

82 1861

86 1861

90 1858

91

92 1860
94 1866

98 1871

99 1872
100 1870
101 1870
103 1872
104 1872
105 1872
106 1872
107 1872
103 1873

109 1876

HO 1876

112 1876
113 1871

114 1863

183
185 1881

186 1881

190 1882
191 1882
192 1883

194 1883

195 1883

197 1883

198 1884

Tract,

Cienega .

Chaperito, town
Angostura de Pecos .

Cubero, town
Mora tract

Sta Rosalia. .'

Vallecito, town
Rio Picuries

Macho Bend
Arquito
Angostura
S. Antonito
Rito de S. Jose
Conejos
Arroyo Hondo
Can. de Mestenas ...

Talaya
Cardinal
S. Ant. Embudo

Guadalupita
Rio Tesuque
Ranches and towns

.

Arkansas colony . .

.

Lo de Vasquez
Sta Cruz

Guadalupe, town . .

.

Frijoles

Sta Rita del Cobre .

Sta Teresa

S. Jerdn. de Taos .

.

Rio del Oso
Pena Blanca, town .

Mesilla Val
Vallecito

S. Jos6 Spr
LaNaza
S. Mateo Spr

Elguea
Sitio de Navajo .

.

El Rito
Pueblo Colorado .

Grantee.

City of Ste Fe
J. Ortiz

S. Martin et al

J. M. Sanchez et al

.

Settlers

E. Sandoval et al . .

.

I. Cano
Settlers

R. Fernandez et al.

.

F. Gonzalez et al . .

.

R. Arcliiveque
Jer. Gonzalez
C. Jaramillo
P. Gonzalez et al

J. M. Martinez
N. Sisneros et al

V. Trujilloetal
J. M. Tafoya et al.

.

J. Chavez et al

J. Marquez et al. . .

.

G. Dftvalos et al

G. Gold et al

Settlers

Settlers

Royuela et al

J. Ortiz

L. M. Vaca
A. R. de Aguilar . .

.

Settlers

A. Montoya
F. M. Elguea

C. D. Serna
F. A. Luejosa. . .

.

J. A. Valdes
J. Pelaez
M. Guerra et al .

.

J. G. Mora et al.

.

P. Montoya et al

.

M. Lucero

County. Date.

Sta Fe . . .

.

Sta Fe . . .

.

S. Miguel.

.

S. Miguel.

.

Valencia .

.

Mora
Sta Fe . . .

.

Bernalillo .

Taos
S. MigueL

,

Bern
S. Miguel.
Bern
Valencia .

(Colorado)
Taos
Taos
Sta F«. . .

.

Sta F6 . .

.

Taos
D. Ana. .

.

Mora ....

St Fe . . .

.

Bern
(Several) .

Bern
Bern
Sta Fe . .

.

Taos
Bern
Grant

A. Salazar
A. Jacques et al.

Joaq. Garcia.
J. J. Lobato.

Taos
Taos
R. Arriba.
Bern
D. Ana . .

.

R. Arriba.

Bern
R. Arriba.

1715
1840
1846
1842
1834
1835
1833
1777
1832
1846
1840
1843
1826
1847
1833
1815
1828
1825
1846
1725
1846
1837

1832

R. Arr...
R. Arr...

1744
1854
1814
1804

1710
1715
1840
1695
1851
1807
1768

1780
1740
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It will be noticed that only eight claims were con-

firmed during the whole period, and only one after

1870; that down to that date only five claims were
filed and one approved; and that down to 1876 only
fiaur had been surveyed. From 1871 many claims

were filed and approved, and from 1877 surveys were
pressed forward, the law that required claimants to

pay the cost of survey having been repealed. Of the
128 claims surveyed, however, only 46 have been con-

firmed by congress.

On the general subject there is little to be added to

what has been said in an earlier chapter. All the

claims should have been confirmed and surveyed long

before 1864. Then, and for ten years later, there was
no fraud or serious temptation to fraud. The claims

were perfectly valid under the treaty and laws. The
urgent necessity of a prompt settlement was con-

tinuously urged by the people, the legislature, the

governor, and the surveyor-general; but always in

vain, for the government did nothing, neglecting even
to fix a limit date for filing claims. No change was
made in the system. The surveyor-general was con-

fessedly and obviously unable to do justice to the

investigation, taking as a rule only ex parte testimony

and forwarding it to Washington, where congress had
even less facilities for an impartial examination. The
claimants, confident in the validity of their claims, and
noting the slow action of the government, were apa-

thetic about filing their titles. From about 1874
frauds began to be discovered and suspected ; and the

danger of fraud constantly increased with delay.

Twenty-three claims, originally approved, have recently

been rejected on reexamination. I have neither space

nor data for a fair presentment of special cases; but

that many spurious claims or genuine ones fraudulently

changed or extended have been presented successfully,

there can be no question. One reason, and perhaps

the only intelligible one—beyond a vague feeling that

providence might one day show some way to annul
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all such iniquities as rights under Mexican or Spanish

grants—for the inaction of congress, was the fact that

minerals, not originally included with the land, could

not under United States laws be resetved after a

patent or quit-claim had been issued. As to the

validity of the Mexican colony grants made after the

treaty of 1848, I am not aware that any final decision

has been made. Oiie of them—the Santo Tom^s de

Iturbide—^has been rejected by the surveyor-general,

though new evidence has since changed his opinion.

in the early years of Indian troubles and slight

immigration, there was no demand for public lands,

and no silrveys were made in 1864-6; but from 1867
the work of surveying was carried on as fast as the

small appropriations would permit, the amount being

greatly increased from 1874. The fact that the

irrigable—and therefore the only desirable—land lay

in narrow strips along the streams caused the regular

township surveys to cover many unsalable tracts,

prompting many demands for a change of system,

which were not heeded. These surveys also extended
over more than a million acres of unsurveyed or unfiled

private grants. Another difficulty was the custom of

the natives to live in settlements for protection, which
custom interfered with the requirement of actual

residence on homestead or preemption claims. Down
to 1882 there had been surveyed about 21,000,000
acres of public lands, making the total surveys, in-

cluding private and pueblo grants, with Indian and
military reservations, nearly half of the territory's

whole area of 77,568,640 acres. For later years I

have no exact figures, but the increase in public lands

has been very large. Sales and entries of public lands

under the different acts amounted to about 415,000
acres, besides the mineral claims. A second land

district was created for the south at Mesilla in 1874.*

*See surv.-gen.'s annual reports, aiid tables connected therewith. The
approp. were $5-10,000 down to 1873, but later $30,000, more or less. A bill

for a change in system to accommodate settlers failed in congress 1866. For
bill of 1874 creating new land district, see Zaiiriskie's Land Latbs, snppl

,
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Agricultural progress has been slight in compari-

son with that of other regions; All the valley lands

susceptible of irrigation will produce in fair quantity

and excellent quality nearly all the crops of temperate
and semi-tropical latitudes; and there are limited

tracts in the mountain parks that are productive with-

out irrigation; but the quantity of agricultural land

in proportion to the whole area is much smaller than

in most other states and territories; Statistics from
the census reports of 1870 and 1880 are appended,

requiring no explanation or comment.^ Experience in

1877, p. 59. On homestead laws, see Smyth's Law of Homesteads and Exemp-
tions, S. F., 1875; pj 45, 467. Wheeler's maps, in U. S. Geog. Surv., contain a

classification of lands in parts of N. Mex. For desert land act of 1877, see

U. S. Stat., 49th cong., 2a sess., 377. 89 entries of desert lands were made in

1878-82. The unsurveyed irrigable lands were estimated in 1878 at 8,000,000
acres. In 1878 there was an act of the legisl. authorizing the occupation of

320 acres, with title good against all but the IT. S. ; and a memorial for the

privilege of buying 1-5^000 acres by a bona fide settler. In his message of

1883 the gov. notes that the homestead and preemption laws result in the
worst kind of morldpoly, since, with 160 acres about a spriflg; a vast tract was
controlled free from taxation. For table of sales in 1872-82, see 47th cong.

2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 72, p. 146.
* See U. 8. Census Reports, 9th and 10th census. The 1st figures in each caSe

are for 1870, the 2d for 1880, and the 3d for 1882, from the U. S. Agric.

Report, 47th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc, vol. xxv.-vi.

Improved land 143,007 acres, 237,392 a. Unimpr. 584,259 a. + 106,283 a.

of wood land, 393,739 a. + 219,224 a. wood. Nb. of farms, 4,480, 5,053.

Average size 186 a., 125 a. Value $2,260,139, $5,514,349 (assessment in

'82, land $7,100,744, improv. $4,300,265; '83, land 6,659,669, improv. $5,751,-

370). Value of implements, etc., $J24,114, $255,162. Amt of wages paid

$523,888, . Value of farm products $1,905,060, $1,897,974, $2,716,682.

Value of orchard prod. $13,609, $26,706. Market and garden prod. $64,132,

$42,679. Forest prod. $500, $77,468. Wheat 352,822 b., 706,641 b., 767,000

b. (wheat yields 12-50 b. per acre). Com 640,823 b., 633,786 b., 935,000 b.

(40-60 b. per acre). Oats 67,660 b., 156,527 b., 185,000 b. (35^5 b. per

acre). Barley 3,876 b., 50,053 b., 53,557 b. Rye 42 b., 240 b. Beans and
pease 28,856 b., 21,268 b. Potatoes 3, 102 b., 25, 100 b., 40,500 b. Hay 4,209

tons, 11,025 t., 13,000 t. Tobacco 8,587 lbs., 890 lbs. Wine 19,086 gal.,

. Flax seed , 834 lbs. Sorghum molasses 1,765 gal., 251 gal.

Butter 12,912 lbs., 44,827 lbs. Cheese 27,230 lbs, 10,501 lbs. Milk 813 gal.,

10,036 gal. Eggs , 238,858 doz. Honey , 450 lbs.

The rainy season is from June to September. On climate, with tables of

temperature, rainfall, etc., see Smithsonian Jnst. Rept, 1877, p. 323 etseq.

;

Jf. Mex., Governor's Report, 1872 et seq.; U. 8. Govt Doc, 45th cong. 2d
sess., H. Ex. Doc, vi. 90-1, 145-6, and passim, with charts; 3d sess. H.
Ex. Doc, vii. pt ii., 83, 114-19; 46th cong. 2d sess., H; Ex. Doc, vii., pt

ii., ]28-34, 251-8; 47th cong. 1st sess., H; Ex. Doc, vii. 92, 475, 586;

ScJiott's Precipitation, 70-3, 115; Id., Distribution and Variations, 54-5; WJieel-

er's U. 8. Geog. Sum., ii. 533, 568 et seq.; U. 8. Surg.-Oen., Circular 8,

p. 294^8, 302-6, 313. 1865. No probable increase in prod, since 1860. 1866.

Meline, 2,000 Miles, 158-61, describes Maxwell's farm of 5,000 acres as the

model aid. latgest in N. Mex. 1868. Gov. urges the great prospects of gra,pe

culture. 1869. Sugar-beet, long-staple oottoii, and tobacco do well; as silk
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the period of 1864-86 has done little more than con-

firm what was well enough known in past centuries

respecting the country's fertility. Farming is still

conducted for the most part by the old methods of

irrigation and tillage; and practically nothing has been

done to increase the water supply or prevent waste.

Floods occur occasionally, but the climate is remark-

ably healthful and well adapted to agricultural pur-

suits. A living is easily gained, and that is all that

the natives desire. There has been little or no expor-

tation of products, and such will perhaps always be

the case, unless wine, grapes, and certain fruits—in

the production of which New Mexico seems to have

some advantages over California—may prove an excep-

tion; yet the home market furnished by the mining

camps and towns is, and is likely to be, excellent for a

vastly increased production ; and with the settlement

of land titles, storing and proper use of water, and ade-

quate tillage of small farms, agriculture in the future

should be a remarkably prosperous industry.

A very large part of the territory, consisting of dry

mesa and mountain land unfit for farming, is available

for grazing, producing in large quantities the most

and tea ought to do. 1871. Many new vineyards coming into bearing. 1872.

Bill to donate 10 sections of land to John Martin for finding water in the

desert, tabled in congress. 1873. Govt aid for irrigation urged by surv.-gen.

1874-5. Many destructive floods. 1878. . Cotton successfully raised in the

south. 1879. Much testimony in U. S. Piib. LaTids Com. Sept (46th cong.

2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 46), p. 441-64, 619-22. Wine prod. 240,000 gal. 1880.

Severe drought. 1884. Floods.

The U. S. Dept Agric. Reports contain nothing on N. Mex. until 1869,

when a good sketch from a pamphlet by C. P. Clever is given; and the later

reports contain more or less information. The U. 8. Land Office Reports,

1864 et seq., give the condition of agric. from year to year in the surv.-gen.'3

reports; so do many of the governor's messages. Ritch's UltiM. Jf. Mex., and
Id. , Aztlan, passim, are useful authority for the late years; and the N. Mex.
Bureau of Immig., Report of Bernalillo Co. (and other counties), 1881-2, maybe
cited as especially valuable. See also Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Sui-v., iii. 573-S3,

601-3; Reports 1875-7, passim, and maps; iV. Mex., Scraps, passim; N. Mex.
Business Directory, 1882; McKenney's Bus. Dir., 308; Haydnns Great West,

190-3; N. Mex., A Political Problem; Palmer's Colonization in Colorado, 22-52,

59-79; Brevoort's N. Mex., 57-68; New Mex. and the New Mexicans, 2ir-5;

Ooddard's Where to Emigrate, 146-7; Oioen's Mines of N. Mex., 32-4, 45-7;
Beadle's West Wilds, 228-9; Porter's The West, Census of ISSO, 450-1; N. Mex.,
Pointers on tJie S. W., 58-9; Rand, McNally, <fc Co.'s Overl. Guide, 84-8; Rob-

erts' With the Invader, 25-9, 84-7; Copley's Kansas, 68-9; Hayden, in U. S.

Govt Doc, 42d cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc. 325.
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nutritious of wild grasses; while the climatic and other
conditions are all favorable for stock-raising. This
industry has therefore, as shown by the appended sta-

tistics,® far excelled that of agriculture or any other,

except perhaps mining, and is likely to retain its prece-

dence in the future. Yet success in raising cattle and
sheep has by no means been commensurate with the
country's natural advantages. Here the land laws
have worked against the industry. The land is worth-
less for farms, but cannot be sold in tracts sufficiently

large for grazing. By owning 160 acres about a spring

a few men have control each of an immense range, thus
monopolizing the business, very much to the disadvan-

tage of the territory. If the government would per-

mit the taking-up of 'pastoral homesteads' of 1-5,000
acres, sufficing for the support of a family as 160 acres

are supposed to suffice as a farm ; if it would offer lib-

eral areas for the finding of water by wells, with the

privilege of buying more ; or if the grazing lands were
simply offered for sale at reasonable prices in large

° U. S. Census Reports, 1870, 1880. Statistics for later years from other
sources are very contradictory. Value of animals slaughtered $224, 765, .

Value of live-stock, $2,389,157, (in '83, 118,159,465, Cattlemen, Proc.
1st Nat. Com., 12-13; abt $20,000,000 invested in '79, U. S. Puh. Lands Com.
Kept, 441-64,- 619-22; assessment in '82 $5,272,644; in '83 .$9,335,299. Auditor's

ReporU). Horses 5,033, 15,557 (in '82, 12,149, in '83, 19,072, Auditor; in '83,

16,640, Cattlemen). Mules and asses 6,141, 9,063 (in '82, 5,221; in '83, 8,440,

Auditor; in '83, 10,082, Cattlemen). Milch cows 16,417, 12,955. Oxen 19,774,

16,432. Other cattle 21,343, 137,314 (cattle in '82, 237,200; in '83, 471,121,
Auditor; in '79, 500,000, Om. and Surv.-gen.; in '83, 547,113, Cattlemen; in '84,

1,000,000, Gov.; in '85, 800.000, Eitch). Sheep 619,438, 2,088,831 (in '79,

5,000,000, Gov.; 10,000,000, Surv.-gen.; in '82, 1,339,718; in '83, 1,757,948,

Aud.; in '83, 3,960,000, CatthmAn; in '84, 1,000,000 and decreasing. Gov.; in

85, 5,000,000, Ritch; in '83, 25,000,000(1), N. Mex. Review, July 10, 1883).

Swine 11,267, 7,857 (in '82, 3,740; in '83, 4,044, And.; in '83, 19,300, Cattkmen).

Goats (in '82, 27,692; in '83, 34,003, .4wd—probably included with sheep in

other figures). Product of wool 684,930 lbs., 4,019,188 lbs. (in '84, 26,610,000
lbs., Ritch).

Cattle and sheep have no diseases except as introduced from abroad; and
in '84 an act was passed to prevent the introd. of diseased animals from Texas,

etc. There was always a conflict between cattle and sheep men, as cattle

and horses will not thrive where sheep are grazed; and in the later years it

has been thought that sheep must go to the wall; yet it is thought that with
careful attention sheep-raising is more profitable, though cattle require much
less care. 30 acres will support a beef or 5—6 sheep. Sheep have been worth
$1 to $1.50; cattle $15; and horses $20-35. The authorities cited in the pre-

ceding note on agric. contain also information on stock-raising; see also Watts'

Sta Fi Affairs, MS., 17-18; N. Mex., Its Resources and Advantages, 8; Wood
Brotli£rs' Live Stock Movement; Stone's Gen. View, MS., 8-9.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 49
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tracts—many of the obstacles to a grand success would
apparently be removed, and at least the lands would
pay their part of territorial taxes. But all the numer-
ous efforts to secure these reforms have thus far failed.

New Mexico can hardly be said to have as yet any
manufacturing industry; that is, the only establish-

tnents of this kind in existence, as shown in statistics

6f the census in 1870-80,'^ are the few and ordinary

ones that naturally spring up in any community to

supply in part local needs and furnish a livelihood to

those engaged. Flouring and lumber mills take the

lead, followed by the carpenter and blacksmith shops,

which can hardly be rated as manufacturing establish-

ments at all. It will be noted that the list includes

no woollen mills, though one was in operation in 1870,

and one or more have, I think, been established since

1880. And there Were then no tanneries, notwith-

standing the abundance of cattle and the existence of

a native plant, the canaigre, thought to be well adapted

to take the place of oak and hemlock. It would seem
that the manufacture of woollen fabrics and leather

' Estab. in '70, '80, 192, 144. Capital $1,450,695, $463,275. Hands em-
ployed 427, 559. Wages $167,281, $218,731. Value of materiab $880,957,

$871,352. Products $1,489,868, $1,284,846.

Statistics of 1880;

Estab. Capital. Hands. "Wages. Material. Product.

Blacksmith
Boots

11

6
22
1

1

1

2
1

3

1

2
5

2
1

6

51

26

1

$4,950
5,300

40,250
20,000

500
3,500

13,000
1,000

6,000

1,300
700

7,000

30,000
1,000

3,450

240,250

74,675
800

17

6
136
12
2
4

16

1

2
3

4
11

12

1

16

134

172
8

$5,944
3,650

90,075
9,500
2,100
3,600

11,000
40
410
800

2,000
5,900

10,100
550

12,800
35,416
24,240

600

$6,675
3,500

205,250
39,000
1,000

7,000
14,000

350
1,772

1,500

3,300
6,500

22,000
500

15,000

435,450

117,055
500

$20,550
11,4.S0

336,790
48,000
3,600

18,000
35,000

535
3,290
4,000

7,000
15,800
40,000
2,000

34,250
529,179
173,930

1,500

Carpenter

Furniture

Distilleries

Breweries
Wine
Masons

Tin and Copper
Tjbaoco
\yheelWrights
Flour-mills

Siw-mills
Brick
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sTiould assume some importance; and the possibilities

of future developments in the extensive working of
iron have already been noted.

_N"ew Mexican trade consists, as in Arizona, of the
bringing-in and distribution of merchandise required
for the supply of mining camps and towns, and for the
consumption of the people generally, no satisfactory

statistics being obtainable, and no comment on meth-
ods needed. The advent of railroads put an end to
the famous old Santa Fe trade, carried on by wagon-
trains across the plains, a trade which amounted in

1876 to over $2,000,000. There is no exportation of
products, except those of the mines and flocks; the
immense quantities of freight carried through the ter-

ritory to the Pacific states and Mexico form, of course,

no element of New Mexican trade proper; and I find

nothing in the distribution of goods from railroad

centres or the operations of the ordinary mercantile
establishments of the diflferent settlements that calls

for remark.

Of railroads the territory has over 1,200 miles, built

in 1878-85. They were not built with any view to

the benefit or business of New Mexico, but to com-
plete transcontinental connections between the east,

the Pacific, and Mexico. Therefore, I do not deem
the annals of the various companies, projects, and
complications as belonging in any important sense to

the history of New Mexico, even if there were space in

this chapter for such matter. I append, however, a

few miscellaneous notes.* The first passenger train

8 18.55-6. Act of legisl. inoorp. A. & P. R. R. Co. 1856-7. Id., incorp.

N. Mex. Mm. & R. R. Co. 1863^. Id., incorp. Kansas, N. Mex., Ariz., &
Cal. R. R. Co. 1864-5. Bill for R. R. and tel. through N. Mex. and Ariz,

tabled in congress, joint resol. to facilitate oomnmnication passed. 1866, etc.

Laws on A. & P. R. R. in rept sec. int., 1882, p. 596-602. 1867. R. R. pro-

jects. Copley's Kansas, 68-70; Sac. Umm, Nov. 2d. 1868. Mem. of legisl.

for R. R., as best means of settling Ind. troubles and giving N. Mex. the
protection promised by the treaty, often repeated; rept of cong. com. U. S.

Govt Doc, 40th cong. 2d sess., H. Rept 43. 1871. Kansas Pac. R. R. now
within 3 days' staging; other roads approaching. N. Mex., Mess, of gov.;

later messages record progress and prospects. 1872. Acts of legisl. giving

right of way to N. Mex. & Gulf R. R. (also act of congress); authorizing

county aid to R. R. ; and mortgage or consolidation; and appraisement of
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entered the territory in February 1879, bringing the

Colorado legislature to Otero over the Atchison, To-
peka, and Santa ¥6 line; work was rapidly pushed
forward, and for the most part completed in five years.

The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe line, known also

as the New Mexico and Southern Pacific, enters the

territory at the Raton tunnel, sending out a short

branch to the coal-beds; in 1879 reached Las Vegas,
whence a branch extends to the Hot Springs; in 1880
reached Santa Fe by a branch of 95 miles from Lamy

;

and in 1881, branching at Rincon, reached Deming
and El Paso. It has short branches in Socorro county

to the mines of Magdalena and Carthage; a narrow-

gauge extension of 46 miles from Deming to Silver

City; and has in all 680 miles of track. The Atlantic

and Pacific line, virtually a part of the Atchison, To-
peka, and Santa F^, began building at Alburquerque
in 1880, on the completion of the former line to that

point, and was rapidly pushed westward until in 1883
it reached the Colorado River, opening a new and
favorite route to California. This road has 179 miles

in New Mexico, including a five-mile siding to the

Gallup coal mines. The Southern Pacific from Cali-

R. R. lands; cong. bill to incorp. N. Mex. R. R. and Central R. R. 1S74 et

seq. 8urv.-gen. reports progress and prospects. 1878. Act of legisl. for in-

corp. of R. B. companies; Raton Mfc. being tunnelled; D. & Col. R. R. grailed

to north line of N. Mex. 1879. A. T. & StaFeR. R. completed tolas Vegas
in July. 1880. Completion of N. Mex. & South R. R. branch to Sta Fe in
Feb. ; A. & P. R. R. has 9 m. of track westward from Alburquerque; D. & R.
G. R. R. graded to Peua Blanca, track to near Embudo; see statistics, etc.,

in U. S. Govt Doc, 46th cong. 3d sess., H. Ex. Doc, xvi., pt ii., p. 227; Id.,

47th cong. 2d sess., H. Ex. Doc, xiii., pt iv., p. 56-9. 1881. A., T., & Sta Fe
R. R. completed to junctions witli the S. Pac. R. R. at Deming ami El Paso;
trains running to Ariz, and Cal. from May; S. Pac. R. B. has 155 m. in N.
Mex. D. & R. Gr. R. R. compl. to Espanola, 80 m., and 60 m. west on S.

Juan division. A. & P. R. R. extends 212 m. w. from Alburquerque. See
repts of gov. and surv.-gen. See N. Mex., Railroad Lauis,' compited hij Catron
and Thornton, Sta Fe, 1881, Svo, 61 p. 1882. Total miles R. R. in Jan. 1,096;
built during the past year 913 m. Act of legisl. to regulate R. R., proliibit
discrimination, and fix passenger rates at 6 ots per mile; also authorizing
Silver City to subsidize a R. R. See Bitch's Blue-Booh, 139-45, for details,

stations, distances, etc 1883. Narrow-gauge R. R. compl. from Deming to
Silver City, 40 m. ; and from Lordsburg to Clifton, 30 m. in N. Mex. ; some
work done on a line to join Sta Fe and Espaflola. Sje gov.'s rept and Bitch's
III. N'. Mex., 23-5. 1884. Mex. Central R. R. completed. See details in
McKiuney's Bw. Directory, 308; Mills' S. Miguel Co., 20-1. 1885. See excel-
lent summary in Bitch's Aztlan, 13-18, 2!>-6.
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fornia and Arizona has 232 miles in New Mexico,
including 50 miles of the Lordsburg and Clifton nar-

row-gauge road; joins the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa F^ line at Doming and El Paso; and thence
extending eastward through Texas forms another
overland line. The Denver and Rio Grande road
from Colorado in the north enters New Mexico near
Antonito, whence one division extends southward 79
miles to within 28 miles of Santa F^, and another
division 60 miles west through the San Juan country
to the Amargo coal mines, and thence northward into

Colorado. This road has 164 miles of track. Some
work has been done on an extension of the road from
Espanola to Santa Fe, and an extension to the Pecos
and to Galveston is projected. Other prominent pro-

jects are the Gulf, Colorado, and Santa F6 road, and
an extension of the Atlantic and Pacific eastward to

Indian Territory. Numerous branch lines are pro-

jected and will be built in time; meanwhile, the ter-

ritory, most fortunate in its position on the great
overland lines, must be regarded as well supplied with
railroads.

A military telegraph line from the north-east was
in operation from 1868; and ten years later the line

had been extended to all the forts except Wingate and
Stanton, and telegraphic communication was opened
with California by way of Tucson. Subsequently,
telegraph construction progressed with that of rail-

roads, until all the more important settlements are in

communication with the east and west.^

' 1866-8. Act iucorp. N. Mex. Tel. Co. and memorials for U. S. aid; as

there were mem. for increased facilities in later years. 1868. Uov. in his

mess, announces the opening of tel. communication. 1875-8. Items on con-
struction and projects. iV. Mex., Scraps, 6-1. 1878. Western Union line

from Sta Fe via Las Vegas, Ft Union, Cimarron, and Trinidad, Col. ; U. S.

mil. line to Alburquerque, Las Lunas, Belen, Ft Craig, Las Cruces, Mesilla,

Silver City, Tucson, and S. Diego. Surv.-r/en. liept. 1879. 1st tel. despatch
from N. Mex. received at San Francisco. S. F. Bulletin, Aug. 2l3t. Statistics
'81-2. U. S. Govt Doc, 47th cong. 1st sess., H. Ex. Doc, vii. 212-25.

All parts of the territory are tolerably well provided with stage and mail
routes from the R. R. stations, though there have been frequent petitions from
different sections for increased facilities. The U. S. Govt Doc. contain from
year to year the records of such petitions, with the opening of new routes,

etc. There is also quite a quantity of matter relating to military and other
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A bureau of immigration, established by an act of

the legislature in 1880, is an institution, which, under
the presidency of Prince and Ritch, has done much
to attract settlers, by the publication of information

respecting the country's resources and attractions.

The county reports of 1881-2, as published in pam-
phlet form, have already been noticed; and of Ritch's

work on the resources of New Mexico some 27,000

copies, in six editions, under different titles, have been
issued, and widely circulated from the central office

through the railroad companies and at various fairs

and expositions in the eastern states. It is estimated

that nearly 20,000 immigrants have been drawn to

the territory since 1880; and doubtless the bureau
has exerted a beneficial influence.^" An annual terri-

torial fair, or exposition, has been held at Alburquerque
since 1881.

Education, respecting which some statistical and
other items are given in a note," has remained in a

roads; but I have not thought it uecessary to reproduce these items, even in

a brief resume. Several incorporations of road and bridge companies are

mentioned in the resume of legisl. proceedings.

"JV. Mex., Bureau of Immig., Eeport, 1883; Id., County reports, 1881-2,

as noted earlier in this chapter; N. Mex., Acts, 24th sess., p. 74^; Mitch's

Illust. N. Mex. (4th ed.), 1883; Id., Aztlan (6th ed.), 1885, with lists of officers

and members, of which there was one commissioner for each county and 5 to

9 com. at large; the gov. being a com. ex officio. The bureau was ' investi-

gated ' by the legisl. in 1884, and was warmly praised in the committee's re-

port, all charges of extravagance and inefficiency being refuted. N. 21. Jour-

nals, 26th sess., pt ii., 38-42, 64^8. I have a pamphlet entitled N. J/pj-., Pre-
mium list of the N. Mex. Exposition and Driving Park Asiioc. 2'hird annual
fair, Alburquerque, 1883; also, N. Mex. Resources, prepared uiuler the auspices

of the Bureau of Immig. for the territorial fair. Sta Fe, 1881.
'' School statistics from the census of 1880: no. of pub. schools 162,

school buildings 46, seats in same 5,580, value of property .513,500, receipts

for year $32,171, expenditures .$28,973, teachers 164 (males 128, females 36);

average salary $30.67, average months of school 5.55, pupils 4,755 (males

2,484, females 2,271), average attendance 3,150, iuhab. over 10 years of age
unable to read 52,994 (percentage 60.2), unable to write 57,156 (percentage

65).

1863. Act of legisl. creating a board of educ. and estab. a system of

schools; incorp. 'Industrial College of N. Mex.' at Sta Fe. 1866. The
various statutes have no effect, but some activity in private schools. Meline's

^,000 Miles, 192-3. 1866. Not a single free public school; an approp. by the

U. S. urged by gov. and legisl. in this and other years. 1867. Act amending
and perfecting school system; probate judges to act as county superintend-

ents. 1868. Still no schools and no school tax collected, aoc. to gov. 's mes-
sage. 1871. In 4 counties, out of 5,053 votes, only 37 were in favor of a law
to support schools by taxation. 1870. Total school attendance ace. to census.
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backward condition, notwithstanding the advanced
views and earnest efforts of territorial officials and of

many citizens. In 1880 there were only 162 schools,

with an attendance of 3,150 pupils. By acts of the

legislature a public school system was created and
perfected at different dates from 1863 to 1884, when
it assumed a tolerably effective form, in theory at

least. One fourth of all taxes is devoted to educa-

tion, but in the collection and application of the funds

there have been great irregularities, on account of

the apathy of the native population. The mixture

of language and religion, with a great preponderance

of Spanish and the catholic faith, have been the great

obstacles; and the cause of education has been retarded

also by all the causes that have hindered progress in

other directions. With the increase of immigration,

however, there is noted a constant though slow growth

1,889. 1872. Act providing for county boards of 4 supervisors. 1875. 8
counties report 138 schools, 47 teachers, and 5,151 pupit, under law of '71

giving the schools J of tax and the poll tax. 1880. Act to select university-

lands. 1881. Educ. compulsory for 5 months per year. 1883. Gov. reports

not much progress under the system. 1884. Act establishing public schools,

with an elective county superintendent, one or more schools in each district,

under 3 directors, and a tax of 3 mills per dollar, with poU tax; school fund
this year to be 8100,000, or J of all taxes.

On educational matters, see N. Mex. , Message of gov. , from year to year;

U. S. Educational Beports, containing some details down to 1877, but not

much later; Brevoort's N. Mex., 105, showing statistics of 1873, when there

were 133 public and 26 private schools; Mills' S. Miguel Co., 19-20; Hitch's

Illust. N. Mex., 58-60; Id., Aztlan, 78-9; If. Mex., Business Direct.; N. Mex.,

Scraps, 81.

I have before me ABmrquerqne Academy, 6th Annual Report, etc., Alb.,

1883-4, 8vo, 15 p.; Univerdty of New Mexico, 1st Annual Oatalogue (StaFe),

1882, 8vo, 18 p., containing act of incorporation, officers, etc. ; Las Vegas Jesuii

College, Prospectus and Catalogue, Las Vegas, 1882, 58 p. , 1884, 68 p. This latter

institution has published iSpcffire^ .BooA/or the Use of Public Scliools ofN. Mex.,

Alburquerque, 1874, 16rao, 47 p.; Elementos de Aritmitica, Las Vegas, 1876,

16mo, 146 p.; Herrainz y Quiroz, Elementos de Gramdtica Castellana, Las V.,

1877, 16mo, 124 p.; and besides these educational works, the following of a

religious and general character: Balmes, La Religion Demostrada, Alb., 1873,

16mo, 110 p.; Los Protectores de la Juventud, Alb., 1874, 16mo, 151 p.; Lamy,

Constiitidones Eclesidsticas para la Didcesis de Sta Fi, Alb., 1874, 8vo, 37 p.;

Franco, Benjamina, Ncmela Contemporanea, Las V., 1877, 12mo, 140 p.; Id.,

Los Corazones Populares, Novela, Las V., 1878, 12mo, 167 p.; Id., La Po-

brecilla de Casamari, Ifovela Hist&rica, Lag V., 1879, 12mo, 293 p.; Centelas,

Lidlogos y Cartas, Las V., 1883, 12mo, 156 p.; Ambert, El Ileroismo en Sotana,

Las v., 1883, 12mo, 128 p.; Los Jesuitas, n. p., n. d., 16mo, 51 p.; Cokccion de

Cdnticos Espirituales, Las V., 1884, 16mo, 198 p.; Ripalda, Catecismo, Las V.,

1884, 16mo, 87 p.; and Classic English Poetry, Las V. (college press), 1884,

12mo, 139 p. AH, with one exception, bear the mark of 'Imprenta del Rio

Grande, ' from which press is also issued the Revista Catdlica.
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of a healthful sentiment in favor of schools; and en-

couraging progress is looked for in the future. There
is, besides, a considerable number of fairly prosperous

private institutions in the larger towns, including

several catholic colleges under the direction of the

Jesuits, Christian Brothers, Sisters of Loretto, and
Sisters of Charity, supported largely by public school

funds; and a few others under other religious denomina-
tions, supported by tuition fees and private contribu-

tions. The Jesuit college at Las Vegas, that of the

Christian Brothers at Santa Fe, and the academies at

Alburquerque and Las Vegas may be named as the

most prominent educational institutions.

Newspapers in 1850 were two in number, with a
circulation of 1,150; in 1860 the figures had not

changed; in 1870 there were five journals, but the

circulation had only increased to 1,525; while the

census of 1880 shows 18, with a circulation of 6,355.

In 1885 the number was 39, of which eight were
dailies, two semi-weekly, 27 weekly, and two monthly.

A list of those published in 1882, not much changed
since that date, is appended. ^^ Several of these news-

'^ U. S. Ceiisus Seports; RUch's Blue-Booh, 96-7; Id., Aztlan, 82; Las Vegas
Min. World, Jan. 1881, p. 147, of 1882; PettingilVs Newsp. Directory, 185;
Fisher's Newsp. Agency, 10; Browns Advert. Agency, 2-5.

List of N. Mex. newspapers in 1882: Alburquerque, Journal, daily and
weekly; Review, w. (pub. from '70 as Repuh. Review); Revista, w. ; Miner and
Manufacturer, w. (another Miner susp. in '80). Bernalillo, Xeios, w. (Xaiive
susp. in '80). Raton, News and Press, w. (at Cimarron '78-80); Guard, w.
Mesilla, Neivs, w. Las Cruces, Rio Grande Republican, w. (also Thirty-four
in '80). Lake Valley {Herald in '84). Silver City, New Southwest, w.;
Mining Chronicle, w. ; Telegram, s.-w. (Grant Co. Herald, in '78-80; Sentinel

in '84). Lordsburg (Advance in'Si). deoigetown, Silcer Brick, v.-. Deming,
Headlight, w. (and Tribune in '84). White Oaks, Golden Era, w. Tipton-
ville. Mora Co. Pioneer, w. Santa F6, New Mexican, d. and w. ; Mining Netos,

w. ; Nuevo Mexico, w. ; Christiati Adovcate, monthly; Democrat, w. ; Military
Review, s. -monthly (Rocky Mt. Sentinel ia '80). Golden, Retort, w. S. Pcilro,

w. Las Vegas, Gazette, d. and w.; Optic, A. and w.; Revista Catulica,

w. ; Mining World, s. -monthly (N. Mex. Advertiser in '78). S. Lorenzo, Red
River Chronicle, w. ; Crinica, w. Mineral Hill, Min. City News, w.

The following notes respecting newspaper history are chiefly from Ritch's

Blue-Book. The Taos Crepiisculo, 1835, was the 1st paper, published for only
4 weeks. The Sta Fe Republican, 1847, was the 1st paper in English. The
1st Sta F^ New Mexican was pub. in 1847; the 2d was started in 1863. The
Mesilla Newswa.s pub. in 1860-1; the later News from 1873. The Sta Fe
Gazette was pub. between 1851 and 1 860, on the press brought by Gen. Kearny
in 1846. 'The Alburquerque N. Mex. Pre%s of 1863 was changed to the
Republican. The Elizabethtown Lantern of 1869; changed to Railway Press;
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papers are published in Spanish, and several others in

English and Spanish. In quality they will compare
favorably with similar publications in other territories.

A Press Association was organized at Las Vegas
in 1880.

The religion of the territory is naturally for the
most part Roman Catholic. In 1870 that denomina-
tion had 152 of the 158 churches, with church property
valued at $313,321. The census of 1880 contains no
church statistics. In 1882 there were 72 priests,

serving a catholic population of 126,000. New
Mexico, with Arizona and Colorado, forms an arch-

bishopric under John B. Lamy since 1865. The
Jesuits—an act incorporating which society was
annulled by congress in 1878—are active, especially

in educational matters, as are the Christian Brothers
and Sisters of Charity and Mercy. There has been
some clashing between the old native priests and the

new-comers introduced by Lamy, but under the

bishop's . energetic management there has been a nota-

ble improvement in the tone of ecclesiastical affairs,

and an almost complete weeding-out of the old-time

laxity of morals that was remarked by early visitors.

Here, as elsewhere, the church is slow to adopt sweep-

ing reforms, and does not often favor educational ad-

vancement that it cannot entirely control ; but a good
work iias been slowly accomplished, and there is a

tolerably strong tendency to improvement, many of

the catholic institutions of education and charity being

consol. in 1875 with News and Press at Cimarron. Las Vegas, N. ilex.

Advertixer, 1870-8, Ist paper in S. Miguel co. Cimarron, Press, 1870, absorbed

the Neim in 1875. Las Vegas, Mail, 1870, changed to Gazette. Silver City,

Mining Life, 1873; suspended 1875; later revived as Herald. Las Cruces,

Eeo del Eio Orande, 1874, transferred to Globe, Ariz. Las Vegas, Revista

Catalica, started in 1875; Pevista Evangilica, 1876-9. Mesilla, Valley Indepen-

dent, 1879-9. Santa Fe, Illust. Monthly, Jan. -May 1878. Laguna, La Solona,

1878. Taos, Espejo, 1878; trans, to Bernalillo, and to Alburquerque 1879;

changed to Mirror; merged in Miner; suspended. Sta Fe, Rocky Ml Sentiml,

1878-9. Las Cruces, Thirty-four, 1878; Newman's Thirty-fom; 1881.

Silver City, Silver Record, 1879; suspended. Otero, Optic, 1879; trans, to

Las Vegas. N. Mex. Herald, 1879; trans, to Sta F6 in 1880 as Era Southwest-

ern; ch. to Democrat. Los Cerrillos Prospector, at Oarbonateville, 1879.

Alburquerque, Advance, 1880; trans to Socorro as Sun. Alb., Golden Gatt,

1880; ch. to Republican. White Oaks, Golden Era, 1880.
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well managed and effective. The Mormons, respecting

whose proselyting schemes there has been some excite-

ment, especially in 1875-7, as shown by the news-
papers, have a few churches on the eastern border,

but I find no definite information or statistics. Of
protestant denominations the episcopalians seem to

have the lead, with six clergymen under George Kelly
as primate in 1882, and three churches as early as

1870. The presbyterians and methodists are reported

as having a dozen or more clergymen and 700 com-
municants; while the baptists, congregationalists, and
southern methodists have each two or three clergymen,

protestant influence is, however, weak, and is confined

for the most part to the new and thriving towns,

most of which have one or more church edifices.
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County Map—Colfax—Akea and Annals—Stock-raising—Raton and
Springer—Dictations of Prominent Citizens—Mora—Fort Union
—Taos—A Gakden-spot—Old Pueblo—San Fernando—Rio Ar-

riba—San Juan Indians—Coal—Tierra Amarilla—Onate's Capi-

tal— Bernalillo— A Flourishing County— Tiguex— Pueblos—
Aleurquerque—Santa F^—Antiquity and Mines—The Capital—
Statements of Citizens—San Miguel—Farms and Ranchos—Las

Vegas—Testimony of Residents—Valencia and Las Lunas—Lin-

coln AND White Oaks—Socorro—Mining Activity—Grant—Silver

City and Deming—Dona Ana—Mesilla Valley—Las Cruces—
Sierra—Hillsborough and Lake Valley.

Boundakies of the thirteen counties of New Mexico
are shown on the appended map. Eight of them date

back to Mexican times ; one was added soon after the

territorial organization;'^ and four have since been

created.

Colfax county occupies an area of 7,000 square

miles in the north-eastern corner of the territory, its

altitude being from 5,500 to 8,000 feet, with some

lofty peaks. It was created by act of 1869, its boun-

daries being modified in 1876 and in 1882. The county

seat was first at Elizabethtown, which town was in-

corporated in 1870, but was moved to Cimarron in

1872, and finally to Springer in 1882. In 1876-8 the

county was attached to Taos for judicial purposes.

About half the area is mesa or prairie land, affording

'For the counties and boundaries as organized by the legislature of 1852,

see N. Mex., Compiled Laws, 252 et seq. The county areas as given by me are

computed from the map. The authorities differ so greatly, and in,some cases

are so clearly wrong, that I have hesitated to give their figures, though not

very confident that my own are always accurate.
•'

(779)
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excellent grazing, and supporting in 1880 about 29,000
cattle and 65,000 sheep, the numbers having greatly

increased since that date, 187,000 and 86,000 being

.li ir\^
^

M E f X -a
m X_:

Counties or New Mexico.

the figures in 1883. Along the watercourses are

numerous narrow tracts, successfully cultivated by irri-

gation. There are over half a million acres of coal-

fields, and the coal is somewhat extensively worked
in the region of Raton. The mountains are covered

with pine, affording lumber of fair quality in consider-
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able quantities. Of gold from the Moreno placers

and Ute Creek and other quartz mines several millions

of dollars have been produced since 1868, and copper
is also found. Over half the county is included in the
famous Maxwell rancho, or land grant of Beaubien and
Miranda, and here the Jicarilla Apaches and Ute bands
had their homes for many years, as related in an earlier

chapter. The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Pe Rail-

road, the first to enter the territory, crosses Colfax from
north to south, and on its line are the leading towns.
The population in 1880 was 3,398, and is now perhaps
5,000. The total assessed value of property in 1883
W9,s $5,437,640, the largest item being that of live-

stock. Raton, with over 2,000 inhabitants, is the
largest town, being of modern or railroad origin. Its

prominence arises from the proximity of the coal

mines, to which a branch road extends, and from the
location of the railroad shops here. The town has
good water-works, good schools, two newspapers—the

Guard and News and Press—the only ones published

in the county, and it aspires to future prominence as

a manufacturing centre. Springer, the county seat,

had but 34 inhabitants in 1880, but is now a thriving

village, with a fine court-house and a cement factory,

being also the shipping point for a large territory east

and west. Elizabethtown and Cimarron, formerly

honored as county seats, had respectively 175 and 290

inhabitants in 1880. The former is a mining town in

the Moreno districts; and the latter, formerly known
as Maxwell's rancho, may be considered the oldest

settlement in the county. Colfax has a smaller pro-

portion of native, or Mexican, population than most
parts of the territory.^

^ Among the publications of recent years which contain more or less de-

scriptive matter on the counties and towns are Hitch's Aztlan, his IHust. N.
Mex., and the various other editions of the same work; the county reports of

the N. Mex., Bureau of Immirj.; N. ilex., Biisiness Directm-y; McKennei/'s

Business Directoi-y ; N. Mex. , Pointers on the South-west: Rand, McNally, & Co.

,

Overland Guide: Id., Guide to Col; N. Mex., Real Estate, Sta F^, 1883;

Avery's Hand-Book and Travellers' Guide of N. Mex., Denver, 1881, 16mo;

Berger's Tourists' Guide to N. Mex., Kansas City, 1883. This last book has
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Mora county, lying south of Colfax, with an area

of 3,700 square miles, was created in 1860, being cut off

from Taos, and including Colfax down to 1869. There
were slight changes of boundary in 1868, 1876, and

1882. The county seat has been Mora, or Santa
Gertrudis, from the first. The population was 9,751

in 1880, and may be nearly 12,000 now, a majority

being of Spanish origin. The average elevation is

4-7,000 feet, the mountainous parts being in the

western fourth, while the mesa lands occupy three

a brief treatise on ' Pronunciation of Spanish Names,' which has the unusual
merit of being accurate. All the common errors are indicated as errors, and
not given, as is too common, for the correct pronunciation. The author,

however, is wrong in attributing these errors to N. Mex. especially, or to the

uneducated; for they are almost universal in Spanish America, and very com-
mon in many provinces of Spain.

The following stock men of Colfax county have given for my use inter-

esting Dictations or Statements in MS., containing biographic items and infor-

mation respecting the county's chief industry, the separate MSS. being

mentioned under the authors' names in my list of authorities: Thomas O.

Boggs, of Springer, is a son of Gov. L. W. Boggs of Mo., a man well known
in the annals of Cal. He came to N. Mex. in 1844, and later served as scout

in the Ind. wars. He furnished also the Carson Papers for my use, having
been the executor of Kit Carson's estate. J. B. Dawson, of Vermejo, is a

native of Ky, and first came with a herd of cattle from Tex. in 1866. For a

long time he was engaged in the purchase of cattle for the Colorado market.

He has 5,000 acres in his home rancho, and is a partner in several large cattle

companies. He has a large family at his home, including his aged father and
mother. Stephen Dorsey, a native of Vt, rose from private to colonel in the

war of 1861-5, was U. S. senator from Ark. from 187.3, came to N. Mex. in

1877, and became the owner of many ranchos. He has U. S. patents for

4-5,000 acres, including springs and streams, which give him control of im-

mense grazing ranges. He owns about 50,000 head of Durham and Hereford
cattle, being connected in the past with several companies, but gradually

severing this connection, with the idea of doing business for himself alone.

He is one of the most prominent stock-raisers in the territory. Oosepli W.
Dwyer is the owner, with J. S. Delano, of the Una de Gato rancho, which
grazes 12,000 cattle. He is a native of Ohio. Mrs S. C. Lacy, a native of

Ark., and widow of I. W. Lacy, who died in 1881, leaving 5 children, has a
ranclio at Vermejo, where she raises grain and vegetables, having also a range
in Colorado, with 12,000 cattle. John Love, born in Pa, came in 1880 as sec-

retary of S. W. Dorsey, a position which he still held in 1885. He is also

the owner of 1,000 cattle. Geoffrey McCroham is foreman of the Cimarron
Cattle Co., at Blue Water Hole Springs, where the co. has 26,000 cattle. He
has also a farm at Wagon Mound. He is an Englishman who came here
from Texas. Russell Marcy has been since 1873, when he came from Cal., a
cattle-raiser on Palo Blanco Creek. He is also a banker at Raton, a represent-

ative business man of the territory, and has served as constable and county
commissioner. Taylor F. Maulding, a native of Tenn., came in 1S6G, and
has a large rancho on the Vermejo. James E. Temple, of Cliico Springs, has

a home ranch of 2,000 acres. Ho is an Irishman who, after many wander-
ings in America, came to N. Mex. in 1867, engaging unprofitably in mining
at the Moreno placers, and later, with much success, in the dairy business

down to 1882. Since that date he devotes himself to raising cattle.
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fourths in the east. These grazing lands resemble
those of Colfax in a general way, but are more cut up
by ravines and timbered belts affording good protec-

tion from the winds. Thirty-eight thousand cattle

and 78,000 sheep are noted oy the assessor in 1883,
but these figures are more than doubled by other
authorities. The census of 1880 gives 576 farms, with
an average extent of 101 acres, not only cereals but
small fruits and sugar beets being successfully pro-

duced. In agricultural products for 1880 Mora, with
$301,190, stood second in the list of counties. The
total assessment in 1883 was $1,540,451. Mineral
resources, known to be considerable, have been but
very slightly developed, because the deposits are all

on the unsettled Mora grant of some 800,000 acres.

The railroad crosses the county from north to south,

the principal stations being Ocate, Evans, Wagon
Mound, Tiptonville, and Watrous. The latter has
about 500 inhabitants, a newspaper—the Pioneer,

formerly published at Tiptonville—and is the point of

distribution for stock-men in most parts of the county.

Mora, the county seat and the oldest town—dat-

ing from the issue of the land grant in 1835—had
a population of 915 in 1880, probably scattered over a

considerable area. Fort Union is one of the best

known military posts of the territory, having been
much of the time the military headquarters. The
reader will recall the unsuccessful attempt of the con-

federates to capture this fort in 1861-2.^

Taos county covers a tract of about 1,400 square

miles in the upper Rio Grande valley, directly west

of Colfax and Mora. It was one of the original Mexi-
can counties, including, as bounded by the act of 1852,

' The population of other towna in 1880 was, Coyote (upper and lower) 554,

Ft Union 1G4, Guadalupita 428, Sirhuela (?) 179, Tiptonville 128, Watrous
100. A woollen mill, shut down and for sale, is reported in 1883. The rais-

ing of horses is named as a prominent industry of the future. Wells are more
needed than in many parts, a large part of the grazing lands being available

only in the wet season. Ft Union is described in Woi-tMnrjtons Woman in

Battle, 601, and there is a plan ia Wheeler's U. S. Oeog. Surr., ii. 491. Wtn
Krouig's Report as to Mora Courdy, Las Vegas, 1881, is the source of most

that appears about the county in other works.
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all of the present counties of Colfax and Mora, a wide
strip of Rio Arriba extending westward to the Ari-

zona line, and all that part of the territory since an-

nexed to Colorado. Thus, from being one of the

largest it has become one of the smallest counties. It

takes its name from the pueblo of Taos, one of the

grandest found by Coronado's expedition of 1540, and
still standing as the chief attraction of the region for

visitors of to-day. Another of the ancient pueblos,

that of the Picuries, still stands as in the past centu-

ries. The chief town is also Taos—known as Fer-

nandez de Taos or Don Fernandez de Taos, a corruption,

I suppose, of San Fernando de Taos—situated several

miles from the old pueblo, having a population of

about 2,000, and having always been the county seat.

The average altitude of the county is 6,000 feet, and
it is one of the best watered and timbered regions of

the territory, having always been famous for its agri-

cultural excellence. That very much greater progress

has not been made in this direction is due chiefly to

the fact that four fifths of the 12,000 inhabitants are

of Mexican origin, and cling to their primitive methods
of cultivation; yet Taos produced $386,283 in agricul-

tural products in 1880, standing first in the list of coun-

ties. The assessment was $583,810 in 1883, when there

were about 2,000 cattle and 83,000 sheep. There were
in 1880, 888 farms, averaging 75 acres in size. The
Taos mines have been more fully developed than others

in the north, with good results from both quartz and
placers, as ielsewhere noted. The Denver and Rio
Grande narrow-gauge railroad extends through the

county, or along the western border, from north to

south, aflbrding easy access to what has been a compara-
tively isolated region ; and the result in respects of im-

migration from Colorado has already been felt. Taos
seems destined to be in the future as in the past one of

the garden-spots of the territory. There are no towns
of much importance, outside of the county seat, not

mentioned in the census of 1880; but among the small
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hamlets may be mentioned Ranchos de Taos, with a
fine flouring mill, Arroyo Seco, Arroyo Hondo, San
Antonio Cerro, Castilla, Ojo Caliente, Red River
Town, and Calabria/

Rio Arriba, or ' Up the River,' county occupies an
area of about 12,500 square-miles in the north-western
corner of the territory, lying west of Taos. It was
one of the old Mexican counties, but originally and as
organized in 1852 it did not include the northern strip

along the San Juan. This strip was in 1861 cut off

from Taos and organized as the county of San Juan,
with the seat at Baker City ; but the act was repealed
in 1862; and in 1880 the tract was added to Rio Arriba.
(In 1887, as this goes into type, San Juan has been
again created.) The county seat was in 1852 fixed at
San Pedro Chamita; but moved to Los Luceros in

1855, to Alcalde in 1860, and finally, in 1880, to Las
Nutrias, which was renamed TieiTa Amarilla. The
average altitude is nearly 7,000 feet. In the south-
eastern parts, near the Rio Grande, this county re-

sembles Taos, and has all the agricultural advantages
of its neighbor in respect of soil, water, and produc-
tions. Another fine agricultural tract, which in re-

cent years is rapidly being filled up with settlers, is

that in the valleys of the San Juan and Las Animas,
in the north-west. In 1880 the county had 915 farms
—Sheading the list—averaging &7 acres in size, and
yielding $176,641 of farm products. In 1883, accord-

ing to the assessor's report, its 80,054 acres were
* Theo. C. Camp's Report on Taos Co., Sta Fe, 1881, contains nearly aU that

appears in modern publications on the subject. See also an article in the
Las Vegas Remata Cattilica, 1881, p. 534 et seq. The county has no news-
paper. The reader will find Taos often mentioned, in the country's earlj
annals. At Taos was, for many years, the home of Kit Carson, and here lie

his remains. His career has been given in my History of California. Ko
man was better known or more respected in N. Mex. than this famous scout
and Indian-fighter, who became brevet-colonel of U. S. volunteers, and serve V

also as Indian agent. He died in 1868 at Ft Lyon, and his wife, josefa Jara-
millo, the same year. He left 7 children living, and a considerable amount of

property, as shown by his will and other documents among the Carson Papers,
MS. Santiago Vald^s, bom and educated at Taos, gave me in 1884 a brief

statement on Pvblic Affairs in New Mexico, MS. He has been county clerk,

many times member of the legislature, and probate judge. He names the
famous Padre Martinez as his father as well as teacher.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Mex. 50
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valued at $87,282; there were 13,791 cattle and
171,107 sheep, not including the extensive flocks of
the Navajos; and the total assessment was $788,180.
Natural advantages for farming and stock-raising are

excellent, but only to a comparatively slight extent

utilized; while the mineral resources, known to be
large, have been still less developed, though in late

years mines are successfully worked in several districts.

In the extreme west the Navajos have their immense
but somewhat barren reservation, as recorded in other

chapters; whUe in the eastern regions, about Abiquid
and Tierra Amarilla, the Jicarillas and Utes formerly
roved and had their agencies. The narrow-gauge
railroad from Colorado has its terminus at Espanola

;

while another branch extends through the northern
borders to and beyond Amargo, where coal mines are

worked. Tierra Amarilla, the county seat, is but a
small village, and the county has as yet no towns of

any special importance, or of more than a few hun-
dred inhabitants, except Santa Cruz, which is said to

have had 1,000 in 1883. The total population in

1880 was 11,023, but the number has since been con-

siderably increased by immigration. It will be re-

membered, by the reader that Rio Arriba has played
a prominent part in the country's early annals. Here
are seen the wonderful cliff dwellings, built by the
Pueblo tribes long before the Spaniards visited the
province. Here are the aboriginal pueblos of San
Juan, Santa Cruz, and Santa Clara. Here Onate in

1599 fixed his capital, at San Juan de Ics Caballeros,

at the junction of the Rio Grande and Chama ; and
here he proposed to build the great city of his prov-

ince, though circumstances required a change of plan,

and the town was built at Santa F6. Under Spanish
rule Santa Cruz de la Canada was a more or less

prosperous villa, ranking among the first, with Santa
F6 and Alburquerque, in population.'

' The pop. of Rio Arriba towns is given in the census of 1880 sis followa:

Caflonoito 147, Chimallo 175, El Cerro 228, Embudo 249, La Joya 347, Laa
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Bernalillo county lies south, of Rio Arriba, having
an area of some 6,500 square miles, a width of over 70
miles in the great valley, extending westward to the

Arizona line, and eastward in an absurd little strip,

far enough to make an entire length of about 250
miles. This was one of the original counties of 1852
and earlier, but its boundaries were changed in 1870.

The county seat in 1854 was changed from the

ranchos to the town of Alburquerque, where it has
since remained, though in 1878 an election for a
change was authorized. The north-eastern portion

was formerly Santa Ana, with seat at Santa Ana and
later Pena Blanca; but this little county—also one of

the original ones—was merged in Bernalillo by act

of 1876. In wealth and population this has always

been one of the leading sections of the territory. The
rich alluvial lands of the Rio Grande bottom, having

for 80 miles an average width of five miles, furnish

unsurpassed advantages for agricultural operations;

and the region is especially noted for its grapes and
small fruits. In 1880 there were only 112 farms,

with 3,821 acres of improved land, producing $94,730.

In 1883 the acreage is given as 116,037, valued at

$1,160,370. Thus the farming lands have not yet

been very fully utilized. Back from the river are

the mesa tracts, from ten to twenty miles in width,

on which, in 1883, grazed 475,000 sheep and 41,700

cattle, this county heading the list in the item of

sheep. Mines are successfully worked, especially in

the Sandia Mountains, at the New Placers on the

Santa Fe borders, and in the Nacimiento or Jemes
district. The total assessed value of property in 1883

was $4,328,605. The population in 1880 was 17,225,

Truchas 220, Los Sirceros (Luceros?) 155, Alcalde 168, Puente 195, Sta Cruz

196. Figures of 1883 are: Aztec 200, Espanola 150, Sta Cruz (1,000), Chama
300, Chamita (500), El Rito (1,000), Embudo (1,500), Porter City (Bloomfield)

300, Tierra Amarilla (1,200); but in case of the larger figures, including Sta

Cruz, I suppose the pop. is that of the township, and includes the scattered

farmers. Samuel Eldodt's Report as to Rio Arriba County, Sta Fe, 1881, is the

foundation which other writers have for the most part followed. See also

Las Vegas Remta Catdlica, 1881, p. 488 et seq.
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but has considerably increased in later years. Here,
in that part of the great valley adjoining the town of

Bernalillo, was Coronado's Tiguex, where he spent

the winter of 1540-2. Of the ancient pueblos, the

county contains Jemes, Cia, Santa Ana, Cochiti,

Santo Domingo, and Isleta; and the most of the

towns of the great valley are settlements with which
the reader is familiar from Spanish times, very slight

improvement being noted in modern times, notwith-

standing their exceptional advantages. Alburquerque,
the county seat, is, however, a notable exception. It

was founded in 1706, named for the viceroy of Mex-
ico, and was in Spanish times a flourishing town, often

mentioned in the earlier chapters of this volume.

New Mexicans usually write the name Albuquerque,
incorrectly, claiming the duke as governor, and being
greatly at sea respecting the early annals of the villa.

The modern city is of very recent growth, though ad-

joining the old one, dating from 1880, when the first

locomotive arrived over the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fd Railroad. Its growth has been remarkable,

the population in 1880 being 2,315, in 1883 about

3,500, and now claimed to be 10,000, making this the

metropolis of the territory. It is at the junction of

the two main lines of railroad, is looking for the ar-

rival of divers other lines, and bases its faith in future

greatness on its position as a railroad centre, as well

as on the surrounding country's resources. The new
town has many solid brick blocks, good hotels, fine

residences, several manufacturing establishments, be-

sides the railroad shops ; and it takes especial pride in

its schools, including the Alburquerque Academy and
the Indian school, and above all in its clearly mani-
fested spirit of progress. The second town is Berna-
lillo, with some 1,800 inhabitants; and the third

Golden, with about 1,000.*

*The pop. of towns by the census of 1880 was: Alameda 570 (650), Albur-
querque 2,315 (10,000), Algodones 376 (500), Baielas 350 (400), BerualUlo
1,273 (1,800), Cafion de Jemes 196, Casa de Salazar 200 (400), Corrales 664
(600), El Ranoho 400 (300), Guadalupe 161, La Ventura 122 (400), Los Griegoa
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Santa ¥6 county, lying east and north of Bernalillo,

has an area of 1,250 square miles. It is one of the
old counties, with seat of government always at the
city of Santa Fe, though the boundaries were slightly

changed by acts of 1864, 1869-70, and 188^. It is

the smallest subdivision of the territory, of broken and
mountainous surface, with a limited area of farming
lands and stiU more limited supply of water; yet, like

most other parts of New Mexico, blessed with a most
productive soil, with great agricultural possibilities in

proportion to its extent. In 1880 there were 313
farms, of 42 acres average size, farm products being

estimated at $59,107. In 1883 its 55,425 acres were
valued by the assessor at $389,265; there were 3,415

cattle and 22,250 sheep; and the total assessment of

property was $2,993,049. The population was 10,867
in 1880, and has since been largely increased. Min-
ing has been more actively prosecuted here than in

any other northern county, both in early and later

times, the Old and New Placers, Los Cerrillos, and
the turquoise mines being famous, as elsewhere re-

corded. Manufacturing industry here, as everywhere,

is yet dormant; but the invaluable beds of anthracite

coal, with other natural advantages, promise to make
Santa Fd a manufacturing centre of the future. The
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa F^ Railroad crosses the

county from east to west, sending out a branch from

Lamy station northward to the capital. The old

Indian pueblos are Nambe, Tesuque, Pujuaque, and

300 (400), Los Ranches 400, Madera 289, Nacimiento 350 (400), Padillas 350,

Pajarito 400 (500), Pena Blanca 504 (600), Placitas 283 (200), Ranohos de

Atrisco 740 (700), S. Francisco 130, S. Ignacio 152; and there are named in

1883, Golden 1,000, ChiliU 500, and S. Antonio 600. Wm C. Hazledine's Report

of New Mexico, N. Alburquerque, 1881, contains fuU information, gathered

from leading citizens and writers. See also Bernalillo News, Oct. 7, 1881,

See general descrip. of Albvirquerque in the Alb. Evening Democrat, Dec. 3, 84;

Alb. Morning Jour., July 4, "84. Other papers of the county are the Alb.

Review, Remsta, Miner, Bernalillo News, and Wallace Watchman. Wallace

is a R. R. station with possibilities of future importance. The Ojo Caliente,

above Jemes, is a resort of growing attractiveness for health and pleasurfe

seekers. The AUmrquerque Budnam Directory ot 1883 should be noticed as

containing an excellent presentment of the city in its modern phases, and as

inaccurate a sketch of early history as can be imagined.
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San Ildefonso. The towns outside of the capital are

small but flourishing villages in the mining districts,

including Los Cerrillos, Bonanza, Carbonateville, and
San Pedro.

The city of Santa F^—or San Francisco de Asis
de la Santa Fe—the county seat and territorial cap-

ital, has been from the first the centre of the historical

happenings recorded in this volume ; and no retrospect

is needed here. The town was founded shortly

—

perhaps several years—before 1617. Its oft-repeated

claim to greater antiquity, or to be considered the

oldest town in the United States, can rest only on the

possibility that it was founded on the site of a small

aboriginal pueblo, and is not a legitimate claim. The
city is old enougli and interesting enough without

such exaggeration. In Spanish, Mexican, and Amer-
ican times it has been the capital, metropolis, and
commercial centre of the territory; though in the

past few years it has, as is claimed, been surpassed in

population by Alburquerque, its chief rival in the past.

It had 6,635 inhabitants in 1880, and the population

is now about 8,000. During the past decade its

quaint old, Mexican, one-story adobes have given

way to a considerable extent to brick blocks and resi-

dences of modern style. It has gas and water works,

good hotels, and fine churches and schools. The town
is the archbishop's residence, and the catholics have
three churches besides the cathedral, with the San
Miguel college of the Christian Brothers, the convent

and academy of Nuestra Seiiora de Luz. Other edu-

cational institutions under protestant auspices are the

Santa F6 academy and the university of New Mex-
ico. At Fort Marcy, in the city, are the military

headquarters. Among relics of antiquity the old

adobe palacio holds the first rank, while the old foun-

dations of the more modern capitol and penitentiary

are also interesting ruins. The town has an altitude

of 7,044 feet, and is noted as a sanitarium. With this

advantage, its fascinating reminiscences of past centu-
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ries, its central position, its modern spirit of thrift,

its extensive mercantile establishments, and its half-
dozen newspapers, Santa F^ looks forward to a
future of prosperity, and has not the slightest idea of
ceding its supremacy, political, commercial, or in any
respect, to either Alburquerque or Las Vegas, its

most ambitious rivals/

'The census of 1880 names besides Sta Fe only Galisteo, with 506 inhab.
In 1883 Los Cerrillos is said to have a pop. of 1,800, and Golden of 300.
The Sta Fe newspapers are the New Mexican, Mining News, Nuevo Mejicano,
Christian Advocate, Democrat, and Military Review; while at Golden is pub-
lished the Retort, and S. Pedro has a weekly, the name of which is not given.
Eitch's Aztkm gives the best sketch of Sta Fe; but there is hardly a work
cited by me in these chapters that does not devote much space to the descrip-
tion of this old city.

Major John Ayers, often named in other chapters as Indian agent, is a
New Yorker, who after 10 years of sailor life went to Cal. in 1849. In 1861
he enlisted in the Cal. volunteers, and came to N. Mex. with Gen. Carleton,
being promoted in the service to lieut. and quartermaster. He dates the real
improvement of the native population from the coming of the soldiers; and
in hia Soldiers Experience in N. Mex., MS., 1884, he gives many valuable
items on military and Ind. affairs, land grants, and events generally. The
decoration of Sta Fe with trees began in 1866 at his instigation and under
his direction. Hon. Elias Brevoort is a native of Mich., who came in 1850,
after a long experience as trader among the Indians; and he has since travelled
extensively in this and other territories and in Mexico. He takes pride in
having ridden 300 miles from Dona Ana to Sta Fe in three days on one horse.
A printed work from his pen is noted elsewhere; he has given me much aid
in obtaining original material; and his Sta Fi Trail, MS., is an interesting
narrative ot his experience and observations. Judge Francis Downs, a promi-
nent lawyer of Sta Fe since 1880, is a Canadian by birth, who served four
years in the union army during the war of 1861-5, subsequently practising
law in Arkansas, being twice elected to the bench, and also a member of the
constitutional convention of 1874. He takes a deep interest in the early
annals of New Mexico; gave me a brief Dictation in 1885; and has otherwise
been of great service to me in obtaining items of information on various sub-
jects. Samuel Ellison, territorial librarian, is another who has given me
important aid in my researches, and has been named often in this voUime.
He is a Kentuckian, who went to Texas as a lieut. in 1837, served in the Mex.
war as quartermaster, and came to this territory from Mex. in 1848 with
Col Weishington. Later he was secretary, interpreter, translator, legislator,

and held various other positions before being made librarian and keeper ot

the archives in 1881. His History of N. Mex., MS., 1884, is not only a
sketch of his own life, but contains his important testimony on early events
and officials. Geo. W. Hickox is a nativ6>of Ohio, who came in 1880 and is

engaged in the manufacture of the famous Sta Fe gold and silver filagree

jewelry, employing 8 to 15 hands, and making annual sales of $75-110,000.
Wm G. Hitch has also been frequently named in a variety of connections.

He came as territorial sec. in 1873. He is a native of N. Y. For biog., see

Chicago Inter-Ocean, June 2, 1883. No man has worked more actively or
efficiently for the territorial welfare, especially in the cause of education,

and in making known the country's resources. As secretary, acting gov.,

and president of the Historical Society and Bureau of Immig., he has played
an important part from the first. His Hist. N. Mex., MS., contains some
hasty notes of much interest and covering a ^Tide range of topics. Lehman
Spiegelberg, a. prominent merchant of Sta Fe, is a Prussian, who came iit
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San Miguel county lies east of Santa F^ and Ber-
nalillo, extending eastward to the Texas line, with an
area of 10,600 square miles. It was one of the old

organizations, the boundaries being slightly modified
in 1882, and the county seat being changed from San
Miguel to Las Vegas and back again in 1860-2, but
finally fixed at Las Vegas from 1864. San Miguel
had a population of 20,638 in 1880, which has been
largely increased. Not only is it the most populous

and one of the largest counties, but it is probably in

most important respects—except that of mineral re-

sources, which exist but have not been much developed

—the best and richest. It is watered by the Pecos
and Canadian, with their branches, and contains a large

amount of the richest soil, well situated for irrigation,

while certain considerable tracts will produce crops

without artificially supplied water. In 1880 there

were 622 farms, averaging 283 acres in size, and
yielding $155,286 in products. In 1883 the valuation

of farm property was $362,443. The mesas of the

east and south furnish the best of grazing ranges, and
stock-raising is the county's industry. In 1883 there

were assessed 47,295 cattle and 385,799 sheep, San
Miguel taking second rank in each item; but in later

years there 'has been a very great development, and
now this county probably heads the list. The western

mountains are well wooded, and the lumber business

has assumed comparatively large proportions. In
climate and scenery this region is unsurpassed by any
in the territory. The abandoned pueblo of Pecos
—the Cicuye of Coronado in 1540—is an object of

historic interest, and there are many older ruins; the

1858, being preceded by four brothers in 1844-54, and followed by another
in 1861. His Gomrmrce of Sta Fi, MS., is a sketch of his journey across the

plains, and of his observations of trading matters in early times, and a gen-

eral idea of the country's progress in other respects. J, H. Watts is a son

of John S. Watts, one of the original justices of the supreme court. He is a
native of Ohio, and came in 1857 at the age of 18. He has had much expe-

rience as translator and surveyor in the military and land offices. His

Sta Fi Affairs, MS., 1878, is devoted largely to pointing out the sources of

historical information; also in part to his own observations in the country,

and to his father's services.
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t-oute of tlie old Santa F^ trading caravans was nearly
identical with that of the modern railroad ; here were
fought the battles of the confederate invasion of
1861-2. Las Vegas, the county seat, though its his-

tory dates back only to 1835, has grown steadily and
become the third town in New Mexico, with a popu-
lation of about 6,000, and with unlimited aspirations

for the future. It is in all respects a ' live ' town in

its commerce and industries, and perhaps the most
agreeable of all New Mexican towns as a place of

residence. It has several good newspapers, fine pub-
lic buildings and hotels, gas and water works, a street

railroad, several churches, and exceptionally good
educational institutions, headed by the Jesuit college.

The city expects to be a railroad centre when divers

inevitable lines shall have been built, is as well situated

as any other town for business, is the distributing

point for an immense stock and farming region in the

east, has enterprising merchants, who already do a

large trade, and will by no means yield the palm as

commercial metropolis of the future either to Santa
F6 or Alburquerque. Six miles away, with a branch

railroad, are the Las Vegas Hot Springs, with fine

and constantly increasing accommodations for pleasure-

seekers and invalids. The waters are claimed to be

unsurpassed, like the climate, and the property is for-

tunately controlled by the railroad company, which

has the means and disposition to make this the great

resort of the south-western interior. Outside of Las
Vegas the villages are. as yet of small population and

of no special importance. One of the smallest and

least important of these is San Miguel del Vado,

which in Spanish and Mexican times was the place

most frequently mentioned, and which gave a name
to the county.^

8The pop. of towns by the census of 1880 is as follows: Agua Zarca 128,

Cafion del Agua 186, El Bruno 139, La Cinta 117 (150), Las Colonias 148, S.

Lorenzo 249, Nietos 382, Pecos 241, Romero 159, Sabinosa 169, S. Jose 277,

Sapello 182, Tewlotenos (?) 176, VigQiaa 123. In 1883 are mentioned Anton

Chico 500, Gallinas Spr. 900, Glorieta 300, Liberty 200, Los Alamos 600,
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Valencia county lies south of Bernalillo, having the-

same length from east to west, and covering an area
of about 7,500 square miles. Its southern boundary
with that of San Miguel forms a dividing line between
northern and southern New Mexico. This is one of

the old counties, its boundaries having been modified

by acts of 1870 and 1882. The county seat was in

early times at Valencia, but in 1852 was moved to

Tome, to Belen in 1872, back to Tome in 1874, and
finally to Las Lunas in 1876. The population in

1880 was 13,095, ranking third in the list of counties.

There were 239 farms, of 97 acres average size, and
farm products were valued at $102,701. In 1883 the

Puerto de Luna 600, Red River Springs 23, S. Hilario 600, most of these fig-

ures including townships rather than villages. The nevi'spapera are the Las
Vegas Gazette, Optic, Revista, and Mining World; and the S. Lorenzo (or S.

Hilario) Red River Chronicle, Cr6nica, and Mineral City News. G. W.
Prichard's Report of San Miguel County was published at Las Vegas, 1882. See
also ff. T. Wilson's Historical Sketch ofLas Vegas, Chicago, n. d., an excellent

work; Porter's Directory ofLas Vegas, 1882-3; N. Mex., Climate of, and Las
Vegas Hot Springs, Chicago, 1885; Las Vegas Hot Springs, 3d ed., Spring-
field, 0., 1883; Alburquerque and Las Vegas Directory, 1883.

The following residents of S. Miguel co. have given me MS. Dictations cr
Statements, as noted in the list of authorities, on stock-raising and other in-

terests of their region: Frank W. Dale, from Ohio, has since 1883 been in

the cattle business at Carpenter's rancho, near Ft Bascom, where he is con-
stantly increasing his herd of Durhams. Henry Dold, of Las Vegas, is the
son of Andrew D., a German, who came in 1851 and became a prominent mer-
chant and govt contractor, being the owner of the Hot Springs property,
which he sold to the R. R. for $41,000. Dr E. C. Henriques, a practising
physician of Las Vegas since 1878, has also a large stock range in Valencia
CO. He is a native of Conn. James C. Leary, a native of Mass., came in

1879, and was for 6 years foreman for S. W. Dorsey. Later he organized the
Wagon Mound Cattle co., of which he is still secretary, being also largely
interested in other companies, besides doing a live-stock commission business
at Las Vegas. Francisco Lopez, a native of Sta Fe, was the founder of S.

Lorenzo in 1862. He was also in the sheep and later the cattle business.

W. H. McBroom, a Canadian, came to the territory in 1876, and lived at Sta
Fe for 9 years. Then he engaged in cattle-raising near Ft Sumner, where, by
owning water-rights, he controls a range of 800,000 acres. He is also inter-

ested in breeding fine horses. Benigno Romero, born at Sta Fe, is a merchant
at Las Vegas, in partnership with his brother, Don Hilario. To his Dictation

is appended a newspaper biog. of his mother, Dona Josefa Delgado de Romero.
Michael Slattery, a New Yorker, formerly engaged in freighting in Col. and
Montana, came to N. Mex. in 1867, and is manager of the Waddiugham
Ranges and Cattle-raising Assoc, which controls 100,000 acres near Ft Bas-
com, the Montoya rancho of 655,000 acres, and the P. P. P. range of 36,000
acres. Napoleon B. Stoneroad, residing with his family at Las Vegas, is a
member of the firm of S. Brothers, who raise cattle on a large scale at the
Cabra Springs range of 318,000 acres, having abandoned sheep as less profit-

able. He is a native of Ala. and a '49er of Cal., coming to N. Hex. with, a
drove of sheep in 1876.
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land waa assessed at $2,209,323, and all property at
$3, 8 34, 200, there being 12,066 cattle and 217,778 sheep.
These figures would indicate a good showing as com-
pared with those for other parts of the territory;
though most current descriptions point to a lack of
development. The agricultural land is for the most
part confined to the Rio Grande valley, whose length
in Valencia is limited, but the grazing lands are of
great extent, though standing in greater need of wells
than many other sections. Mineral resources are
almost entirely undeveloped, though several districts,

notably the Manzano, Ladrones, La Joya, and Spiegel-
berg, have shown good prospects. There are broad
coal-fields and fine deposits of salt. Las Lunas, the
county seat and chief town, has a population of about
2,000, and is a distributing point of some importance.
Belen, or Bethlehem, has nearly 1,500 inhabitants.

Tort Wingate, in the north-west, is near the Navajo
reservation, and is intended to keep the Indians in

subjection. Zuni and Acoma are the aboriginal pue-
blos, both famous in early annals. Coronado's route in

the sixteenth century led him past Zuni, or Cibola,

and the penol town of Acoma to the great valley, and
the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad follows nearly the
same route. The fall of Acoma was the deciding

event of Onate's conquest, and has been graphically

narrated in Villagrd's epic. Laguna, by its situation,

gives the overland passenger by rail his best view of

a pueblo, though it is of comparatively modern origin."

Lincoln county, lying south of San Miguel and Va-
lencia, and occupying the south-eastern corner of the

territory, is the largest of the counties, with an area

of 20,000 square miles, and has the smallest population,

only 2,513 in 1880. It was created in 1869, being

'The census of 1880 gives Las Lunas a pop. of 876, S. Mateo 311, and
Cubero 253. In 1883, according to the N. Mex. Bus. Directory, Las Lunas
had 2,000, Belen 1,500, Manzano 600, Peralta 1,000, S. Mateo 411, Zuni 2,000,

Laguna 1,200, Cubero 400. The R. R. stations have as yet assumed no im-

portance as towns. The county has no newspaper, and the settlements still

retain for the most part their old Mexican characteristics.
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cut off from Socorro, and the boundaries being defined

by act of 1878. The seat was fixed at Rio Bonito,

formerly called Las Placitas, and renamed Lincoln in

1870. The county was for a time attached to Socorro
for judicial purposes. It is watered by the Rio Pecos,
the old Rio de las Vacas, and its branches; and the
great valley is thought to possess great agricultural

possibilities for the future. In the east, adjoining

Texas, the plains are arid and largely unfit for grazing

except by nieans of wells. In the western plains and
mountain valleys the grazing is excellent. In 1883
Lincoln headed the list with 81,053 cattle, and stood

sixth with 137,013 sheep. The assessed value of prop-

erty was $2,053,176; and 18,283 acres of land were
valued at $60,628. In 1880 there were 60 farms,

averaging 224 acres in size, and producing $38,749.

Rich mines have been worked in the districts of White
Oaks, Nogal, Bonito, Red Cloud, and others in the

western mountains. Among the impediments to

progress the most serious have been Indian troubles,

the disorderly character of the population, and the lack

of means of transportation. Here, under the protec-

tion of Fort Stanton, is the Apache reservation, and
the field of countless raids in former years. Here
have been the most serious disturbances and 'rustler'

wars between Texan, native, and Mexican stock-men,

miners, and desperadoes. And this is the only county
that has no railroad, though several are projected.

Lincoln, the county seat, with 500 inhabitants, has no
special importance, except in being the county seat.

White Oaks, a mining town, has a population of about

1,000, and is the county metropolis. Roswell is re-

garded as the prospective site of an important agri-

cultural centre.^"

"Population by census of 1880: Ft Stanton 118, Lincoln 638, South Fork
196, White Oaks 268. The Ouadalu-pe MouvlcUns, n. p., n. d., is a pamphlet of

8 pages of descriptive matter. Oarrett {Pat. >'.), The Authentic Life qf BiUy
t/ie Kid, Sta Fe, 1882, 137 p., is a biog. of Wm H. Bonney, a famous outlaw and
murderer, by the sheriff who finally killed him. The book contains much
information about the ' Lincoln Co. War ' of stock-men ia 1878, etc.
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Socorro county covers an area of about 12,000 miles

west of Lincoln and south of Valencia. It originally

included all of southern New Mexico ; but Dona Ana
was cut off in 1852 and Lincoln in 1869; and the
boundaries were otherwise somewhat changed in 1870,
1872, and 1880. The county seat was removed to

Limitar in 1854, but restored to Socorro in 1867.

With its long stretch of fertile alluvial soil in the main
valley, and its 4-6,000,000 acres of grazing lands, this

county is believed to have unexcelled advantages for

agriculture and stock-raising, though both industries,

and especially the former, have hitherto been too

much neglected. In 1880, nevertheless, there were
728 farms, averaging 53 acres each, and producing

$217,295. In 1883 the assessment was $330,793 on
393,170 acres; there were 20,430 cattle and 66,615
sheep; and the total valuation of property was $2,450,-

193. According to Hitch, in 1882-4 cattle increased

from 9,000 to 70,000, while sheep decreased from
300,000 to 100,000. Mining activity dates from about

1881, and in the yield of silver, gold, and copper So-

corro has become one of the leading counties, with
over 50 districts and many remarkably productive

mines. With the growth of this great mining indus-

try the others retrograded at first, but in recent years

there are indications of revival; and a prosperous

future seems assured. Socorro, the county seat, is a

flourishing town of over 3,000 inhabitants, with every

sign of becoming' a commercial centre of great impor-

tance; and doubtless other settlements will eventually

enter the race of progress, though hitherto all have

been content with mere existence. The railroad down
the Rio Grande traverses the county from north to

south, two short branches extend to the mines at

Carthage and Magdalena, and here, as everywhere,

several cross-county roads are looked for in the early

future. In a certain sense Socorro may be regarded

as the oldest Spanish name in New Mexico, though

it is not quite certain that the pueblo or spot so named
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in the sixteenth century by Onate is exactly the site

of the present town. In this region was the southern-
most group of pueblos, noted by all the early explorers

coming from the south, or in the case of Coronado
from the north; and the name Nuestra Senora del

Socorro was given in 1598, in recognition of the succor

there found after crossing the southern deserts. Span-
ish and Mexican annals deal for the most part only
with the line of settlements along the river, where the

early pueblos have long since disappeared; but in the

north-east were several flourishing mission pueblos,

eventually destroyed by Apaches, the ruins of which
are still seen at Ab6, Gran Quivira, and other places."

Grant county occupies the south-western corner of

the territory, with an area of about 7,000 square miles,

being bounded on the west by Arizona and on the
south by Mexico. It is a new county, organized by
act of 1868. It was then cut off from Dona Ana, and
a small portion of its territory was included in the

Arizona county of 1860-1, before Arizona was or-

ganized as a territory. There was in 1877 an un-

successful attempt to attach it to Arizona ; and the

boundary was slightly changed in 1880. The county
seat was originally at Central City, but was moved to

Pinos Altos in 1 869 and to Silver City in 1872. This
region does not figure in the early records, except as

the Santa Rita copper mines were worked to some ex-

tent in Mexican and Spanish times. It is essentially

a mining county, the development of which began at

Pinos Altos in 1866, and the yield of which in 1872-81
was about $5,000,000. In this industry, as elsewhere

recorded, it heads the list of New Mexican counties.

Here was the home of the Apaches, and the scene of

many a bloody combat. The population was 4,539 in

'^ Socorro, with a population of 1,272, ia the only town noted in the census
of 1880. S. Marcial and Chloride are mentioned in 1883; -also as post-offices

Beaver, Ft Craig, Horse Springs, Magdalena, Paraje, S. Antonio, S. Fran-
cisco, Cherryville, and Clairmount. Ft Craig is a place of historical interest,

as is Valverde, the battle-field of 1862. Magdalena, Prospecttis of the Town, is

a pamphlet pub. at Sta Fe, 1885, 12mo, 24 p. M. Fischer and A. Abeytia are

the authors of the Report as to Socorro Co., Soc, 1881.
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18S0, and has been doubled since. The native or

Mexican element is comparatively small. There are

excellent agricultural tracts, especially in the valleys

of the Mimbres and Gila, where about 10,000 acres

are cultivated, the mining camps affording an advan-
tageous market. In 1880, 68 farms, with an average
extent of 144 acres, are noted as producing $145,167.

In 1883 the assessment was $64,350 on 5,052 acres;

total valuation of property $2,960,874. Grazing lands

are extensive, of good quality, and somewhat more fully

utilized than in other parts of the territory. In 1883
there were 15,871 cattle and 328,400 sheep. The
Southern Pacific Railroad crosses the county from west
to east, with a narrow-gauge branch from Lordsburg to

Clifton in Arizona; while the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fd road comes to Deming and has a branch to

Silver City. The county seat, Silver City, is the mining
centre, and though a new town, incorporated in 1878,

has a population of 3,000, with solid brick buildings and

all the characteristics of a thriving modern city. Dem-
ing, at the junction of the two great railroad lines, and

noted as the only competing railroad point in the

territory, has sprung up since 1880, and has a popula-

tion of nearly 2,000, with well-founded aspirations to

the position of county metropolis in the early future.

Georgetown, Pinos Altos, Santa Rita, Lordsburg,

Shakespeare, and Carlisle are the most prominent of

other settlements.^^

Doha Ana county covers an area of about 6,700

square miles on the southern frontier, between Grant

on the west and Lincoln on the east. It comprises a

considerable portion of the Gadsden purchase of 1853-

4, The county was cut off from Socorro in 1852, and

then included all of southern New Mexico. Besides

" The census figures of 1880 were: Central City 126, Georgetown 540, Pinos

Altoa 150, S. Lorenzo 284, Silver City 1,800. This county produced 15,222

lbs. of butter in 1880, more than double the product of any other. W. H.

Lawrence's Report as to Grant County, Silver City, 1881, contains nearly all

the information extant in other works. The newspapers are the Silver City

I^ew South-taest, Mining Chronicle, and Telegram; the Lordsburg Advance:

Georgetown Silver Brick; and Deming Headlight.
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the cutting-off of the other southern counties, as else-

where recorded, the boundary was modified by acts of

1870, 1872, and 1878. The county seat was origi-

nally Dona Ana, but was changed to Las Cruces in

1853, to Mesilla in 1856, and finally to Las Cruces
again in 1882. The population in 1880, including

most of Sierra county, was 7,612; and is now, alone,

probably much more. The lower Rio Grande valley

is known as the Mesilla valley, and is a veritable

garden-spot, famous not only for its general crops of

grain, but for its vegetables—especially onions—small

fruits, and above all, for its grapes and wine. Its soil

is fertile and easily irrigated; two crops in a year are

often raised, and hay can be cut on the mesas any day
in the year. In 1880 there are noted 431 farms,

averaging 107 acres, and producing $175,005. In
1883 the assessment was $474,817 on 36,584 acres;

and the total valuation of property was $1,417,354.

Back from the river the mesas furnish the same ad-

vantage for grazing that are found in other regions

;

but in 1883 only 7,248 cattle and 24,853 sheep are

reported. Rich mines have been worked, especially

in the Organos, Jarillas, and Potrillas mountains.

The county is traversed by the Southern Pacific Rail-

road from Deming to El Paso, and by the Atchison
road from Deming to Rincon, and from Rincon down
the Rio G-rande to El Paso, so that no region is better

supplied with railroads. Las Cruces, the county seat,

has about 1,500 inhabitants, a newspaper, the Rio
Grande Republican, and is the business centre. Me-
silla, with a population of 1,200, and another paper,

the News, is a close rival. Rincon and Nutt are rail-

road junction stations. This section has no early

history, except that it was traversed by all the ex-

plorers and travellers between new and old Mexico.
I have not even been able to learn from what particu-

lar Doha Ana the settlement derived its name; prob-

ably from the wife of one of the early explorers or

governors. The first settlement of the Mesilla valley
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was by a Chihuahua colony, after the boundary survey
had left this tract in Mexico, and before the Gadsden
treaty restoring it to the United States.^*

Sierra county is a new creation of 1884, when it

was formed from portions of Dona Ana, Grant, and
Socorro, with county seat at Hillsborough. It has an
area of about 2,100 miles, as I estimate it from the
map, though different figures are given by Ritch and
others. On account of its recent origin no statistics

are accessible. It is a mountainous region, with con-

siderable grazing ranges, which have been compara-
tively well utilized, and many fertile though small
valleys, which may in time be cultivated. The main
industry is, however, mining, in which the county
takes the highest rank in proportion to its size, and
very nearly so without reference to area. Only a few
mines have been developed, notably those of the Lake
Valley district, but these have proved by far the most
productive of the territory. Hillsborough, the county
seat. Lake Valley, and Kingston are connected with
the main railroad by a branch from Nutt station, and
are thriving mining centres, of small population as yet

;

and the northern settlements are Palomas, Fairview,

Grafton, Robinson, and Chloride. The Canada Alamosa
is known to the reader as the site of a former Indian

reservation ; and in the main Rio Grande valley, now
traversed by the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
Railroad, is the famous Jornada del Muerto, an object

of terror in early times to all who were compelled to

make the trip between old and new Mexico.

"La Luz and Tularosa, with pop. of 249 and 549, are the only towns
named in the census of 1880. The post-offices named in 1883 are Colorado,

near Hatch Station, 500, Dona Ana 600, Ft Selden, S. Agustin, Tularosa,

Chamberino, La Mesa, Thome, and Victoria. A. J. Fourtain's Report on
DofUi Ana Co., 1882, corresponds with the other county reports cited, and is

quoted by Ritch and others.

Hist. Abiz. and N. Mex. 51
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Bartlett, J. R., 91, 468-71, 479-80.

Bisootn, lieut, 502.

Bashford, Coles, 521.

Batenian, G. E , 617.

Baum, Peter, '298.

Baylor, John R., 512, 688 et seq.

Beile, Ei. F., 494-5, 500.

Beale Spring, 546, 562, 564.

Beall, lieut, 444-5.

Bean, Sam. G., 507.

Bear Spring, see 'Ojo del Oso.'

Beard, judge, 455.

Beaubien, Charles, 426.

Beaubien, Naroiso, 432.

Beaumont, Croiiica, 72-3.

Beckuell, capt., 299.

Beebe, A. P., 531.

Belen, 307, 794^6.

Bell, lieut, 666.

Beltran, Bernardino, 80, 84, 87, 89-

90.

Beltran, Manuel, 192.

Benavides, Alonso, Memorial and Heq-
veste, 70, 146, 160-2.

Bendell, H., 544.

Benedict, Kirby, 719.

Bennett, C. E., 517.

Bennett, E. J., 628.

Bennett, T. T., 734.

Benson, 604-5, 621.

Bent, gov., Charles, 335, 415, 426,

430, 432, 437, 441, 460.

Bent's Fort, see 'Forts.'

Bentley, S. A., 740.

Benton, Thos. H., 333, 412-13, 431,

443.

Berado rancho, 531.

Berger's Toui-ist's Guide, 781-2.

Bernal, Cris. M., 355-6.

Bernal, Juan, 177.

Bernal, Mariano, 298.

Bernal Spring, 694, 697.

Bernalillo, 52-3, 83, 217-18, 227-8,

788.

Bernalillo County, 787-8.

Beruave, J. C. Gil, 379, 384-5.

Berry, J. N., 613.

Bigelow, J. N., 482.

Biggs, Jonathan, 546.

Bigotes, 49 et seq., 55, 59.

Bill Williams, river and mt., 88, 155,

348, 366, 482, 590.

Billanqui, Jesuit, 711.

Billy the Kid, 796.

Biography, Ariz, pioneers, chap. xxiv.

Biography, N. Mex. pioneers, chap.
xxxi.

Bisbee, 577, 589 et seq., 621.

Bishop and bishopric, 161-2, 240-2,

257, 289, 307-8, 314, 342, 365, see

'Cliurch.'

Black, C. S., 613.

Black cafion, 495.
Black hills, 590.

Blair, F. P., 426.

Blinu, L. W., 628.

Blumner, Charles, 426.

Bocanegra, Juan G., 142.

Boggs, Thos 0., 668, 782.

Boggs, T. W., 628.

Bolas de Plata, 12, 345, 362.

Bolsas, Antonio, 205.

Bonanza, 790.

Bonilla, Ant,, Ajmntes, 20, 252, 263.

Bonilla, Fran. Leiva, 107-9, 138.
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Bonner, W. N., 504.

Bonneville, col, 501, 670, 676.

Bonney, Wm. H., 796.

Book, 1st in Ariz., 507.

Bordoy, Mariano, 379.

Bosque Redondo, 661-2, 671, 678-9,

730 et seq., 742 et seq.

Boundary and surveys, 290-1, 311,

344-5, 408, 442, 447, 453 et seq.,

457-8, 467 et seq., 477, 479-80, 491,

493 et seq., 504, 508, 527-9, 652,

722.

Boulbon, Raousset, 475.

Bourke, J. G., Sna&e-dcmce, 548.

Bove, 131.

Bowie, Geo. W., 514.

Boyakin, col, 440.

Braba, 50, 63, see 'Taos.'

Bracito, El, 432.

Brackett, A. G., Hist. U. S. Cavalry,

660.

Bradshaw, W. D., 522.

Brenham, R. T., 320.

Breevort, Elias, and his books, 191,

757, 791.

Brewertoa, lieut, 466.

Briceiio, see 'Peflalosa.'

Briokwood, J. T., 628.

Brigham City, 531.

BrigQoli, 322.

Bionkow mine, 590.

Brooks, maj., 676.

Brotoni, Fran., 230.

Brown, C. 0., 488.

Brown, G. E., 628.

Brown, John, 292.

Brown, J. C, 334.

Brown, Robt F., 435-6.

Brown, W. H., 566.

Browne, J. Ross, and his works, 517-

18, 522, 544, 581.

Bryan, R. W. D., 791.

Buchanan, James, 408-9.

Buena Esperanza riv., 155, 157, 348,

see 'Colorado riv.'

Buena Guia riv, 35.

Buenavista, 369, 390.

Buffaloes, 49, 51, 59-61, 72, 77, 90,

138, 210, see also 'Cibola.'

Burch & Woods, 496.

Burchard, H. C, Reports, 583, 752 et

seq.

Burgwin, oapt., 422, 428-9, 433^.

Burr, Aaron, 286.

Bushman, John, 531.

Bustamante, C. M., and his works,

319, 323, 414-15.

Bustamante, gov. Juan D., 238^2.

Bustamante and Gallegos, 77.

Busto, Ant. C, 238.

Butterfield stage line, 496.

Cabeza de Vaca, 9, 16-19, 27, 60, 75,

82, 158.

Caboroa, Mission, 353, 363, 393.

Cabrillo, Juan B., 9.

Cachupin, gov. TomSs Velez, 244-

58, 272-3.
Cadanchos, Rio, 157.

Cadena, Fr. Fran. Gomez, 180.

Cahiguas, 286.

Calabazas, 369, 385, 403, 507, 605.

Caldwell, Matthew, 320.

Calhoun, James S., 460 et seq., 446-7,

463, 630-2, 662-3.

California, 9, 13, 314, 338, 359, 364,

387-90, 394-7, 431, 448-51, 456-7,

467, 478, 483, et seq., 506, 511-14,

555, 558, 598.

California Southern R. R., 604^5.
California Volunteers, 513-16, 556,

690-1, 726.

Calle, Juan D., Memorial, HI, 158.

Calloway, capt. Wm P., 514.

CaUville, 613.

Calzade, Fr., 182.

Camargo, Fr. Ant., 234^-5.

Cambujos, 163.

Came val., 77.

Camp, L. C, 752, 785.

Camp Apache, see 'Fort Apache.

'

Camp Calhoun, 486.

Camp Goodwin, see 'Fort Goodwin.'
Camp Grant, 557, 559, 562, 565-6.

Camp Independence, 488.

Camp Lincoln, 556.

Camp Lowell, 515.

Camp McDowell, 562.

Camp Ord, 565.

Camp Reno, 557.

Camp Thomas, 585.

Camp Utah, 532.

Camp Verde, 562, 566-8.

CampbeU, A. H., 482.
Campbell, J., 628.

Campbell, J. G., 613.

Campo, Andres, 66-7.

Campos, Fr., 352, 359-61.

Canada, La, 178, 234, 274, 311, 317-

19, 433-4, 786, see also Santa Cruz.

Canada Alamosa, 563, 711, 745, 801.

Canadian, Rio, 53, 59, 157.

Canby, Col, 677 et seq., 687 et seq.

Cambar Lakes, 157.

Canon Bonita, 733.

Canuelas,' lieut, 268.

Capital Ariz,, 508, 512, 526-17.
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Capitol N. M., 640 ot seq., 716-17.

Captaia-Generals N. M., 353-4, 258.

Caravans, 296, 829 et seq.

Carbonateville, 790.

Cardenas, Garcia L., 47, 54, 56-7.

Cardona, 157.

Carey, A. B., 697.

Carlarna, chief, 236.

Carleton, Jas H., 514^, 527. 554^7,
661 et seq., 678-9, 690 et seq., 699-
700, 730 et seq., 736, 745 et seq.

Carlisle, 799.

Carlos, 322.

Carrascal, Pedro, 154.

Carrasco, Col, 357, 487.

Carrillo, Baltaaar, 379.

Carrillct, Jose M. Elias, 476.

Carrisoo, lieut-col, 303.

Carrizal, 306, 384.

Carson, Kit, 338, 407, 419, 466, 476-7,

fe48, 668, 678, 697, 700, 730-1, 736,

785.

Carter, Jacob, 292.

Carthage, 797.

Carzall, Juan, 379.

Casa Colorada, 653.

Casas Grande, 42, 355-6, 362, 365,

605, 625.

Casas Grandes, Chih., 73.

Casanate, 152.

Casas, Bernabe, 141-2, 147-SO.

Castaneda, Pedro, .37, 56.

Castano de Sosa, Caspar, 100-7, 130.

Castildavid, 77.

Castillo, Diego, 166.

Castillos, 138, 184.

Castle Dome, 586.

Castro, Jose, 476.

Castro, Juan M., 192, 221.

Cataract Creek, 547.

Catiti, Alonso, 175, 185, 189, 199.

Catlin's Maxwell Dynasty, 757.

Caudal de Hidalgo, 398-9.

Cavo, Andres, Tres Siglos, 170.

Caxco, 120 et seq.

Caypa, 131.

Cazorla, 108.

CeboUeta, 64, 247, 419-22, 429.

Cedulas, 20.

Celis, Jose Pedro R. de, 342.

Central, 533.

Central Arizona R. R. Co., 605.

Central City, 798-9.

Cerbat Mtns, 602.

Cerrillo, 214.

Cerrillos, Los, 790-1.

Cerro Azul, 168.

Cerro Colorado, 200-1.

Cervantes, lieut, 556.

Chaoa, 285.

Chaoo, 467.

Chacon, Fernando, Informe, 302-3.

Chacon Medina Salazar y Villasenoti

gov. Jose, 227-31, 268, 272, 28d,

284-5.

Chaffee, AdnaR., 557.

Chaguaguas, 247-8.

Chalohihuites, 104.

Chalmers, L. H., 628.

Chama, Rio, 131, 210, 295, 422.

Chambers, Samuel, 298.

Chamita, 785.

Ohamuscado, Fran. Sanchez, 75 et

seq., 78.

Chandler, capt., 328.

Chapman, capt., 462.

Charlefoux, 339.

Chartz, John, 613.

Chatham, J. J., 628.

Chato, chief, 570-1, 746 et seq.

Chavarria, Diego, 217, 221.

Chavez, Fern., 181.

Chavez, gov. Fran. J., 284.

Chavez, Ireneo, 720.

Chavez, Jose Ant., 287, 327.

Chavez, J. F., 710, 732.

Chavez, Manuel, 438,. 677, 696-7.

Chavez, Pablo, 433.

Chelly, Canon de, 285, 422, 463, 467,

609, 675, 679.

Chemehuevis, 545.

Chichilticale, 40-2, 68.

Chihuahua, 6-13, 74, 277-8, 297, 311,

336, 419, 422-4, 434, 459, 462, 492.

Chihuahua City, 12, 424.

Chilili, 170.

Chilescas, 163.

Chiuali, 239.

Chinese, 723.

Chirioahuas, 563-9, 573, 745-6.

Chivington, J. M., 687 et seq., 693 et

seq.

Chloride, 801.

Choteau, Auguste P., 298-9.

Christ, G., 628.

Christian Bros, N. M., 776-7, see alsa

'Church.'
Christy, W., 628.

Chrou. Summary, N. M. , 701 et seq.

Chump, Ind., 138, 143, 145.

Church, Ariz., 237-8, 307-8, 379-80,

607.

Church, N. M., 650-1, 777-8.

Churchill, C, 628.

Cia, 50, 58, 77, 86, 130, 182, 194^
200, 203, 206, 209-11, 216-17,
228-9.

Cibicu Creek, 565-569.

I

Cibola, 30-5, 68, 85> 154, see als6

I 'Zuiii.''
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Cicuye, 49-52, 58-9, 65-9, 158, see

also 'Pecos.'

Ciouique, 89, see also ' Pecos.

'

Cienega, La, 175, 435, 566.

Oieneguilla, 189, 208, 213, 221.

Cimarron, 665 et seq., 723, 737 et
seq., 779-81.

Civillffiitioii of the Indians, 1-5.

Claflin, capt., 694.

Claims against U. S., N. M., 718-19.
Claims, land, see land-grants.

Clark, 424.
Clark, Louis, 703.

Clay, senator, 457.

Clemente, Estevau, 168.

Clemente, Gaspar de, 379.

aever, C. P., 715-16, 719.

Clifford, Josephine, Overland Tales,

749.

Clifton, 590, 605, 627, 799.
Climate, Ariz., 594^.
Climate, N. M., 766-7.
Clum, John P., 566-7.

Coahuanas, 156, 348.

Coal, see Mines.
Coeapas, 156, 348.

Cochise, 502, 557, 564, 566.

Cochise Co., 527, 566, 588-90, 596,

598, 620 et seq.

Cochiti, 58, 179, 189, 195, 198, 200,

208-9, 21ft-17, 221, 228, 237.
Cockburn, F. Q., 628.

Coco, 50.

Cocomaricopas, 358, 367, 390.

Cocopas, 489, 501, 545.

Cocdspera, 353—4.

Codallos y Pviibal, gov. Joaq., 244, 249.

Coffman, B. S., 622.

Coleccion de Doc. Inediton, 22.

Colfax CO., 779 et seq.

Colleges, see 'Education.'

Collins, Jas L., 662, 677.

Colly, Solomon, 295.

C'olonias Militares de Occidente, 475.

Colony grants, N. M., 766.

Colorado City, 489 et seq., 499.

Colorado, Rio, 35, 39, 47-8, 88, 154-6,

346, 352, 357-9, .365-7, 386-96, 406-

7, 432-3, 469, 481-2, 489-91, 497-9,

527, 547, 580, 586, 595, 602-4.

Colorado, Rio, Ferry, 486-8.

Cc^orado, Rio, Navigation and Steam-
er, 489-90, 602.

Colorado Chiquito, Rio, 41, 48, 88,

154, 346, 422, 481-2, 495, 531, 591,

596, 610.

Colorado, State, 258, 292, 421, 592,

684 et seq., 692.

Colorados, Baron de los, see ' Peralta

de Cordoba,'

Colton, D. D., 592.
Colyer, Vincent, 548, 561-6, 729, 745-

6.

Comadurin, capt., 405, 475-8.
Oomanches, 171, 239, 249, 256-9, 264,

280, 285-6, 292, 437, 462, 658, 732,
736, 746.

Comandancia, N. M., 313.
Comba, Franklin, Narrative, 324.
Commerce, see Trade.
Compromise measures in Cong. , 456-

Concepcion, 397.
Concha, gov. Fernando de la, 268, 276.
Concha, gov. Hem. Ugarte y la, 165,

167-8.

ConchoB, 75.

Conchos, Rio, 76, 124.

Confederates in Ariz., 510 et seq.

Confederates in N. M., chap, xxvii.

Congregationalists, see Church.
Congress on Ariz., 504r-5, 525-6.

Congregationalists, see Church.
Congress on Ariz., 504-5, 525-6.

Congress on N. M., 427, 446, 451 et

seq., 651, 714-16.

Conibas Lake, 149.

Conejos, 295, 710, 722.

Conkliu, E., Picturesque Ariz., 593.

Connell, Robt, 613.

Connelly, gov. Henry, 413-16, 423,

448, 633, 690, 705, 719.

Conquest of Ariz, by U. S., 476 et

seq.

Conquest of N. M. by Spanish, chap.
vi.-vii., xvii., by U. S., chap.

Constitution of Ariz., 507.

Constitution of Mex. ,316.
Constitution N. M., 447-8, 720 et seq.

Contested seats in Cong., 716.

Contraband 'Trade' q. v.

Convention, Constit. Ariz., 504-7.

Convention, Confederate Ariz., 511.

Convention, Constit. N. M. 443-8.

Cooper, 55.

Cook, capt., 328, 694-5.

Cook, H. C, 512, 688.

Cook, Nathan P., 504.

Cook, Thomas, 298.

Cooke, lieut-col and works, 411 &t

seq., 416, 421, 464^, 477-9.

Cooke, P. St G., Conquest qf N. M.
amd Gal., 413.

Cooke, WmC, 320, 322.

Cooper, Stephen, 299.

Copala, 73.

Copala, Lake, 55, 155, 348.

Copper, see 'Mines.'

Coral, Rio, 157.

Corazones, 39,
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Odrdoba, Luis C, 112.

Cornwall, A., 6li.

C'ornyn, John W., 551.

(.'oro, 355.

Coronado, Francisco V., 10, 33-70,

84, 86, 88, 149, 158, 163, 188, 346,

355.

Corporations, N. M., 710 et seq.

Cortes of Spain, Delegate to, 283.

Cortes, Hernan, 7-9, 33, 35, 116.

Cortes, Juan, 143.

Cortes, 436.

Corufia, Viceroy, 92-3.

Corvera, Fran., 198.

Costilla, 710, 722.

Cotton, 31, 45, 154, 330, 534, 595.

Cotumbo, Ind., 141.

Coult, Theodore, 516.

Council, see 'Legislature.'

Counties Arii;., chap, xxiv., p. 503-4,

507, 523, 527, 539 et seq.

Counties, N. M., chap, xxxi., p. 312,

637 et seq., 641 et seq., 710 et seq.,

748-56 passim.
Courts, N. M., 630 et seq., 720.

Coutts, Cave J., Diaz, 479, 486-7.

Cox, E. T., see 'OwenB. E.'

Cox, F., 628.

Covero, 221,422.
Coyner, D.H

.
, Lost 7h-appers, 300-1 , 338.

Coyoteros, 670.

Cozzens, S. W., Marvellous Country,

373, 506-7, 519.

Crabb, Henry A., 502.

Craig, Col., 468, 480.

Crawford, Capt., 572.

Crawford, Sec. War, 446.

Cremony, John C. and Works, 468,

•514, 556, 669.

Crepiisculo, El, 'Newspaper,' 314,

341.

Crespo, Benito, and Memorial, 240-1.

Crespo, Francisco Ant., 391.

Creuzbaur, Bobert, 486.

Crime, Ariz., 503, 575-7.

Crime, N. M., 722-3.

Crist(5bal, Ind., 130.

Crittenden, Senator, 505.

Crittenden, Geo. B., 687 et seq.

Crittenden, T. L., 556.

Croix, Caballero de, 263, 276, 378.

Crook, Geo., and Reports, 560-8, 571-

3.

Cross, Editor, 503.

Crothers, W. D., 548.

Cruces, Las, 507, 800.

Cruz, Juan, 67, 81.

Cruzados, 155.

Cruzat, gov. Dom. J. P., 192^.
Cruzat y Gdngora, gov. Gerv. , 242-3.

Cuartalejo, 166, 229, 236-9.

Cubero, Eio, 221.

Cubero, Gov. Pedro B., 218 et seq.,

224-6, 363^.
Cuemo Verde, 264.

Cuervo y Valdes, gov. Fran., 227 et

seq.

Cuesta, La, 436.

Cuitoas, 166.

Culebra, 710, 722.

Culiacan, 8.

Culver, B., 432.

Cunames, see 'Punames.'
Cuquiarachi, 350.

Currency, N. M., 277-8.

Curtis, 533.

Cushing, H. B., 560.

Custom House, see 'Trade.'
Cutts, J. W., Comjuest, 416.

Cuyamanque, 206, 210, 217.
Cuyammique, 199.

Cuyamunque, 63.

D
Dale, F. W., 794.

Daley, 315.

Dallam, Bichard, 426.

Dallas, Maj., 565.

Dampier, voyage, 183.

Darm, F. P., Ariz. Reports, 536.
Darling, E. W., 733.

Date Creek, 562-6, 587.

Davidson, Capt., 488, 666.

Davidson, M. O., 551.

Davis, Gen., 744.

Davis, Jeff., 508.

Davis, W. H. H., and his works. 18,

23, 53, 58, 59, 62, 79, 81, 84-5, 88-
91, 109, 111 et seq., 131, 150, 157-8,
164, 176, 182-3, 194-7, 200, 203,
209, 212, 216-20, 305, 446-7, 455,
633, 645, 654, 681.

Dawson, J. B., 782.

Decourcy, Lieut, 410.

Deer Creek, 585.

Defrees, W. S., 548.

De Groot, 751.

De L'Isle, 71.

Delohe, Chief, 557.

Delegate to confed. cong. Ariz., 511.
Delegates to cong. Ariz., 504^9, 525.
Delegates to cong. N. il., 448, 650-1,

715-16.

Delegate to cdrtes N M., 287 et seq.
Delgado, Cdrlos, and works, 231, 243,

246-7, 250-1, 272.
Delgado, Fel., 731.

Doming, 604, 799.
Dent, G. W., 544.

Denver, Hust, 687 et seq.
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Denver & R. G. R. R., 784; see also,

'Railroads.'

Department of N. M., 311.
Derby, Geo. H., and works, 489-90.
Deseret, 446.

Desperados, see 'Crime.'
Devin, T. C, and Meport, 556-7.
Diamond Hoax, Ariz. , 591-2.
Diaz, Juan, 369, 379, 389.
Diaz, Melchor, 37, 39, 46-7.
Diaz, Rafael, 379.

Dickenson, S. C, 612.
Diez, Pedro R., 369.

Diputacion provincial, 311.
Di3covery of Ariz., chap. ii.

Discovery of N. Mex., chap, ii.-iii.,

pp. 16-19.

Districts, see Mines.
Disturnell's map, 469.
Documentos para la Hist, de Mex. , 22.

Documentos para la Hist, de N. Mex.,
20-1.

Dodd, Theo. H., 693 et seq., 732-3.
Dodge, Hiram C., Arn., 591-3.
Dodge, H. L., 675.

Dodt, Helenas, 546.

Dog, a faithful, 140.

Dolan, J. J., 752.

Dold, Henry, 794.

Dolores, 352.

Dominguez, Francisco A., 261-2, 392.
Dominguez, Jose, 216, 225.

Dominguez de ' Mendoza, ' q. v.

Dona Ana, 190, 424, 800.
Dona Ana Co., 504, 507, 723, 799-800.
Donaldson, Maj., 693 et seq.

Donaldson, A. H., 735.

Doniphan, A. W., 409, 421 et seq.,

424-5, 428-9, 432, 434, 437, 463.
Doolittle, J. R., 731.

Dorantes, Andres, 16, 27.

Dore, Maurice, 592.

Dorrington, J. W., 616.

Dorsey, Stephen, 782.

Dougherty, J., 628.

Douglas., James, 504.

Downing, Capt., 695.

Downs, Francis, 791.

Drama, 127.

Drought, 184^5, 214-15, 397.

Dryden, Wm, 321-2.

Dudley, L. E,, 506, 729.

Dunbar, E. E., American Pioneering,

519.

Duncan, Maj., 698.

Dunn, G. E , 628.

Dunn, John C, 546.

Dunn, J. P., Massacres, 554, 676, 679,

730 et seq.

Duran, Andres, 170, 180.

Duran, Rod., 119, 121.

Durango, 298, 311.

Durango, bishop of. Report, 271.

Durkee, J. E., 628.

Dwyer, Jos. W., 782.

Dyer, Lieut, 433.

E

Ealy, T. P., 740.

Ears, proof of killed Indians, 268.

Earthquakes, Ariz., 489, 535.

Eastman, Galen, 734-5.

Baston, Lieuteiiant-col, 440.

Ebstein, P. H. E., 566.

Edmondson, Maj., 4.S5-6.

Education, Ariz., 605 et seq.

Education, N. M., chap, xxix., p.

304-5, 341, 643, 710 et seq., 774^6.

Edwards, Gov. of Mo., 409.

Edwards, Frank S., Campaign, 420.

Ehrenberg, Ariz., 580, 603, 610.

Ehrenberg, H., 366, 489, 498, 504, 546.

Eilers, A., 581.

Eixarch, Tomis, 392, 394.

El Paso, 91, 128, 168, 170 et seq., 182-

3, 218, 274, 279, 297, 311, 415, 423-

4, 440-2, 468, 493.

Eldoldt, Sam., and works, 752, 787.

Eldorado Canon, 580, 585.

Elections, Ariz., 605, 522, 525.

Elguea, Francisco M.., 303.

Elias, Col, 475.

Elias, Simon, 305.

Elizabethtown, 779-80.

Elk Spring, 743.

Elliott & Co., Hiat. Ariz., 373, 592-3,

687.

Elliott, Capt., 676.

Ellis, Powhatan, 325.

Ellison. Sam., 19, 717, 791.

Eman, T. J., 628.

Emancipation, N. M., 681 et seq.

Emenes, Ind., 1.32; see also ' Jemes.'

Emexes, see 'Jemes.'

Emigration to Cal. via Ariz., 483, 486.

Emigration, N. M., 472-3; see also

'Immigration.'
Emory, W. H., and works, 416-19,

464, 468-9, 493-4.

Encinal, 248.

English designs, 94.

Episcopalians, see 'Church.'

Erwin, A. M., 557.

Escalaute, Sergt, 356.

Escalante, Silvestre V., and works,

19, 176-7, 261-2, 391-2.

Escalante and Barrnndo, 78.

Escalona, Juan, and Carta, 147, 150-

1, 154.
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Eaoalona, Luis, 67.

Eacanjaques, 149-50.

Eschman, C, 628.

Escobar, Fran., 154, 156, 158.

Esoudcro, Jose A. de, Nolicias, 289.

Esoudero, Man. S., 334.

Espejo, Ant., 52, 70, 78-91, 95-7, 154,

188, 346.

Espeleta, Chief, 222.

Espeleta,. Jose, 349.

Espihosa, Alonso, 182, 369.

Espinosa, Juan, Historia, 52.

Espiritu Santo, Bernardo del, 406.

Esquivel Fran., 119, 122.

Estado Interne del Norte, 311.

Estanoia de Dominguez, 188.

Estelric, Juan B., 385.

Estero, Largo, 190.

Estevan, Negro, 345.

Estevanioo, 27-32.

Estrada, Gov., see 'Ramirez.'

Estrada y Austria, Juan, 238.

Evans, Col, 700, 783.

Evans, J. W., 628.
Everts, W. H., 556.

Ewell, B. S., 507, 512, 670.

Ewell Co., 507.

Expeditions and Explorations, early
chaptel-s passim, see also names of

explorers.

Explorer, steamer, 495.

Exports, see 'Trade.'
Eyre, Edward E., 514.

Fairbanks, 605, 621.

Fairs, N. M., 277, 302, 644.

Fairview, 801
Falconer, Thos, Notes, 324.

Famine, 184-5, 214-15, 266, 397.

Faraon Apaches, 223, 232.

Farfan, Francisco, 165, 180, 206, 209,

213.

Farfan, Marcos, 124, 127, 139, 143,

147.

Fauntleroy, Col, 666, 677.

Fay, A. E., 612.

Fergusson, D., 500, 516.

Fernandez, 576.

Fernandez, Fr, 265.

Fernandez, Bartolome, 288, 293.

Fernandez, Jaime, 122.

Fernandez Duro, CeaSreo, works, 24,

37, 152, 170-1, 112, 115.

iFerry of the Colorado, 486 seq., 499-
500.

Feudge, John, 546.

Figueredo, Roque, Reladon, 115.

Figueroa, Joae, 182, 349.

Filibusters, Ariz., 502-3, 513.

Filibusters, N. M., 286, 320, 476.

Finance, N. M., 444, 642, 710, 717.

Fischer, M., 752, 798.

Fitzpatrick, Guide, 411, 415.

Fitzpatrick, Thomas, 466.

Flagstaff, 005, 611.

Fleming, J. D., 5*8.

Flint, Timothy, Narr. cfPaUie, 338.
Flon, Gov. Manuel, 268.

Floods, Ariz., 499 et seq., 513, 531,
535.

Florence, 32, 535, 595, 599, 603, 605,
624^.

Flores, Ag., 230.

Flores Mogollon, Gov. Juan I., 231
et seq.

Fonte, Pedro, 392, 394.

Fonte, Admiral, 170.

Ford, G., 567.

Ford, J, H., 693 et seq.

Ford, John S., 455.

Forest Dale, 631.

Fort Apache, 567-8.

Fort Barrett, 515.

Fort Bascom, 736.

Fort, Bent's, 409-11, 415, 460, 465,
Fort Bliss, 688 et seq., 699.

Fort Bowie, 515.

Fort Breokenridge, 49T-8, 501, 512,
515, 689.

Fort Buchanan, 496, 512, 515, 689.

Fort Craig, 512, 689 et seq., 746.
Fort Defiance, 422, 547, 584, 591, 675

et seq., 733, 736.

Fort FiUmore, 512, 688. et seq.

Fort Fauntleroy, 677.

Fort Goodwin, 556-7.

Fort McDowell, 549.

Fort Mann, 437.

Fort Marcy, 418, 790.
Fort Mojave, 395, 497, 500, 545-6.
Fort Smith, 481.

Fort Stanton, 670, 739, 742 et seq.,

796.

Fort Sumner, 671, 678, 730 et seq.

Fort Ihorn, 691.

Fort Union, 693 et seq., 783.

Fort Webster, 663-4, 669.

Fort West, 662, 671.

Fort Whipple, 522, 558.

Fort Wingate, 678, 733, 795.

Fort Yuma, 480-1, 485-90, 499, 513,

544r-5, 615.

Forts, Ariz., 496 et seq., 515, 554.

Ports, N. M., 655-6, 726j see also

Fountain, A. J., 752, 801.

Fra Cristo'bal, 83, 181, 190, 422.
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Franciscans in Ariz.j 349-50, 363-6,
375-80, 402-3.

Franciscans in N. M., 124, 147-51,
158-61, 166-7, 171-3, 179, 192, 203,
212-13, 216-17, 230, 238, 240-1,
246, 250-3, 269-75, 306-8, 341-2.

Francisco, Ind., 78-9.

Frank, Abr., 617.

Frazier, G. M., 688.

Freceno, Gov., see Trevifio.

Freight, see Trade.
Freise, Prof., 734.

Frejes, Francisco, HisUma, 112.

Fremont, Capt., 406.

Fremont, Gov. John C, 468, 525.

French, 222, 232, 236-9, 243-4, 476.
Freytas, Meladon, 24, 169-70.

Fria, 130, 132, see also 'Cia.'

Fronteras, 354-5, 378.

Fuerte, 350.

Fnerte, Rio del, 350.

Fugitive Slave Law; N. M., 663.

G

Gadsden, James, 491.

Gadsden Purchase, 491 et seq., 496,

504.

Gadsonia, 521.

Gage, 521.

Galantin, John, 488.

Galisteo, 64, 79, 89, 105, 132, 186,

198-200, 205, 214, 221, 228, 413-15,

418, 697.

Gallatin, Alb., Sur V Ancierme, 52, 53,

84.

Gallego, 46.

Gallegoa, Lieut, 556.

Gallegos, Jesus M., 311.

Gallegos, Jose M., 429, 650.

Gallegoa, Juan, 68.

Gallinas, Rio, 53, 59.

Galvez, 376.

Gambling, N. M., 644.

Gindara, Gov., 404-5, 475, 478.

Gansl, A., 592.

Ganz, E., 628.
Garaicoechea, Juan, 222, 226, 228.

Garces, Francisco, and works, 262,

379-81, 386-97.

Garcia, Fr, 265-6, 398.

Garcia, Alonso, 178, 181, 186, 193.

Garcia, Manuel, 287.

Garcia Conde, Pedro, 468-9, 479.

Garland, Gen., 676.

Garrett, Pat. F., 796.

Garrison, A, F., 710.

Garrucho, JoB^, 362.

Gaspar, Ind., 86.

Gaston, 0. A., 733-4.

General Jesnp, Steamer, 490,
Genlzaros, 269.
Georgetown, 799.
Gero'nimo, Chief, 567, 569-73, 746 et

seq.

Gerdnimo, Ind. servant, 78-9.
Getty, Gen., 711, 725-6.
Gicombo, Ind. 143.

Giddings, Gov. Marsh, 705, 717.
Gil, Alonso, 182.

Gila City, 500, 507.
Gila Co., 527, 580, 582, 585, 587, 590,

626.

Gila Land District, 599.
Gila, Rio and Valley, 31, 33-5, 37, 39,

41, 73, 156, 162-3, 245, 348-9, 354-
8, 364-6, 387-92, 404-7, 419, 479,
483^, 491, 496, 550, 579-80, 585-6,
595, 671.

Gildersleeve, C. H., 720.
Gilefio, Apaches, 286.
Gilpin, Gov., 419-23, 440, 693.
Gird, Rich., 622.

Glanton, John, 487.
Glenn, Capt., 299.
Glenn, R. H., 507.

Glisson, 407.

Gliateo, see ' Galisteo.'

Globe City, 567, 626.
Golden, 788, 791.

Goldschmidt, A., 628.

Gomara, 70.

Gomez, Fran., 178.

Gomez, Juan, 107.

Gonzalez, 436.

Gonzalez, Ant., 166.

Gonzalez, Iguaoio E., 358, 383, 405-6.
Gonzalez de Mendoza, q. v.

Goodwin, Gov. John If., 521-2, 525,
556.

Gorman, Sam., Address, 672.
Gordejuela, Juan, 147.

Gorden, Wm., 292.

Gosper, Gov., 576.
Gourley, 510.

Government, Ariz., 503 et seq., 521
et seq.

Government, N. M., chap, xviii.,

XXV., xxviii., p. 272 et seq., 287 et

seq., 304-5, 311 et seq., 425 et seq.

Governors, Ariz., 507, 525.

Governors, N. M., 158-61, 164-5, 192
et seq., 218, 220, 226-7, 231, 233-5,

242^, 253-7, 263^, 268, 284, 306,

310, 439^1, 448, 702.

Grafton, 801.

Graham, 533.

Graham Co., 527> 533, 580, 590, 596,
598, 603, 626-7.

Graham, J. D., 468.
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Graham, L. P., 479.

Gran ' Quivira, ' q. v.

Granada, 41, 43.

Grand Canon, 547.

Grande, Rio, see ' Bio Grande.

'

Granillo, Luis, 203, 208, 214, 219.

Granite Creek, 652.

Grant Co., 527, 722, 798-9.

Grant, President, 561.

Grapes, Ariz., 595.

Grasshoffer, Juan B., 362.

Graves, E. A., 669.

Graves, J. K., 728, 732.

Gray, Andrew B., 468, 480, 501.

Grayden, Capt., 699.

Green, John, 565.

Green River, 534.

Greene, C. W., 720, 752.

Greenwood, 586.

Gregg, Josiah, and works, 24, 109,

112, 182-3, 316-17, 329, 332, 335,

337, 342, 556.

Grier, lieut, 422.

Grinell, 486.

Grossman, F. E., 550.

Guadalajara, Diego, 166.

Guadalquivir, Rio, 76, see also 'Rio
Grande.

'

Guadalupe del Paso, 182-3, 192.

Gualpi, 234, 349.

Guaymas, 513, 602, 604.

Guerra, Ant., 187, 191, 221, 225.

Guerra, Juan, 121, 147.

Guerra, P. A., 296.

Guerrero, capt., 122-3.

Guerrero, Ant., 232.

Guevavi, 362-3, 369, 374, 384-5.

Guipui, 130.

Gurley, John A., 521.

Gutierrez, Clemente, 273.

Gutierrez, Jose, 288.

Gutierrez, Juan R., 229.

Gutierrez, Lorenzo, 305.

Gutierrez, Miguel, 222.

Gutierrez, Narciso, 379, 385.

Guzman, gov. Luis, 165.

Guzman, Nuno de, 8-9.

H

Haciendas, Ariz., 374, 402.

Hagli, Ind., 156.

Hah Hoo Keeah, 51.

Hakluyt, Richard, Voyages, 84, 86-8.

Halchedumas, 156, 348.

Half Way Bend, 545.

Hall, J. L., 613.

Hall, WillardP., 425-6.

HaUeck, gen., 556-7.

Hamtmoa, Bee ' Jumanos.'

Hamilton, Jacob, 531.

Hamilton, Pat., Beaources, 373, 406,

502, 592-3.

Hammaker, Miss, 740.

Hardy, lieut, 407.

Hardyville, 580, 585.

Haro, Lopez, 230.

Harpending, 591-2.

Harris, L., 740.

Harris, Miss, 740.

Hart, H. L., 567.

Hart, L. S., 622.

Hartshorne, 488.

Hartwood, Wm, 752.

Hassayampa, Rio, 586.

Hatch, capt., 676.

Hatch, gen. Ed., 712, 725-6, 743, 746.
Hatch, L. H., 531.

Hatfield, Wm, 432.

Hatton, lieut, 556.

Havico, 154.

Hayden, Prof., and works, 722, 750.

Hayes, A. A., works of, 687.

Hayes, Ben, ColUctUm and Diary,

483^, 487, 604.

Haynes, Henry W., 25-6.

Hays, John C, 484, 517.

Hayward, J. L., 752.

Hazledine, W. C, BernaMUo Co., 752,

789.

Head, Lafayette, 677.

Head, Mark, 432.

Heath, H. H., 705, 711.

Heintzelman, Gen., 488-90, 509,

Hemes, see 'Jemes.'
Henchelwood, 489.

Henderson, Gov., 455.

Hendley, Capt., 429, 434-5.

Hendrick, H. L., 481.

Henriques, E. C, 794.

Heredia, Gov. Alonso P., 164.

Heredia, Pedro, 81.

Hereford, B. H., 620.

Heman, Capt., 166.

Herrera, Nicolas, 383.

Herrera, Sebast., 181.

Hewitt, 485.

Hickox, Geo. W., 791.

Hidalgo's Revolution, 297 et seq.

Higgius, Frank, 512, 688.

HiUsborough, 801.

Hinojos, Agustin, 166.

Hinojosa, Joaquin, 202.

Hinton, Francis, 545.

Hinton, R. J., Band-booh, 373, 592-^
Historical Soe. Ariz., 607.

Historical Soo. N. M., 641, 717.

Hodge, H. C, Araona, 393.

Hodt, Capt., 677.

Hoffman, Col, 501.
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Holbrook, A., 610.

Holguin, Capt., .363.

Holguin, Tom, 229.

HoUister, 0. J., Hist. 1st Reg't, 687,

691.

Hooker, H. C, 627.

Hopkins, G. W., 620.

Hopkins, R. C, 600.

Horcasitas, 390.

Hosta, Ind., 91.

Hot Spring, 566, 569, 573, 743, 745.

Houghton, Justice, 711-19.

Houghton, Joab, 426, 447, 720.

Houghton, W. D., 320.

Howard, E., 628.

Howard, E. H , 487.

Howard, Major, 411.

Howard, Gila, 487.

Howard, Gen. 0. 0., 549, 563-6.

Howe, Col, 699.

Howell Code, 523.

Howell, Judge, 522.

Howlantl, executed, 322.

Howland, Capt., 694.

Hualapai Mts., 502.

Hualapais, 545-6, 552, 556, 564, 585.

Hubates, see 'Ubates.'

Hudson, Capt., 423.

Hudson, Charles, 550.

Hudson, R., 320.

Huerto, Toribio dp, 195.

Hughes, John T., Doniphan's Exped.,
409-10, 423.

Hughes, Sam, 619.

Huamafia, Juan, 107-9, 138, 149.

Hunter, Capt., 513-15, 690.

Hurall, 51.

Hurdaide, Capt., 350.

Hurricane, Ariz., 358.

Hurtado, Juan P., 203, 219, 227, 233,

235, 239.

Hurtado, Martin, 225.

Hurtado, Nic, 182.

Huselman, Fred., 496.

Hutchinson, C. S.. 628.

Hutchinson, W. W., 613.

Hutton, N. H., 496.

Ibarra, Francisco, 10, 72-3, 350.

Ibarra, Roque, 384.

Ice in Rio Grande, 69.

Ilarregui, Jose S., 493.

Ilzarbe, Fr., Informe, 271.

Immigration to Ariz., 530.

Immigration to Cal., 483.

Immigration, N. M., 774, see also

'Emigration.'

Zmports, see 'Trade.'

Independence,' Celeb, of N. M., 308-
9.

Indian Affairs, Ariz., Chap, xix.,

xxii., p. 156, 348, 377-9, 402 et

seq., 500 et seq., 516, 566, 570.
Indian Affairs, N. M., Chap, xxvi.,

xxix., p. 241, 245, 250-1, 267-9,
285-7, 273-4, 315-16, 335, 436-7,
459, 710.

Indian Battalion, 440.
Indian Wells, 535.

Industries Ariz. , 578.
Industries N. M., 275, 339-40, 643

et seq.

Inge, S. W., 517.
Ifiigo, 105,

Inquisition, 169, 172, 398.
Inscription Rock, 49, 145, 201, 467.
Insubordination, U. S. Troops, 420.
Invincible, Schooner, 489.

IrazSbal, Fran., 231, 233, 239.

Iriteba, Chief, 545.

Iron, see 'Mines.'
Irrigation, see 'Agriculture.'

Isleta, 55, 83, 130, 177-8, 180-1, 186-
92, 230, 296, 307, 422, 604.

Iturbide, 487.

Ives, J. C, and -works, 481, 495, 547.

Jaca, 175.

Jackson, 338.

Jackson, Lieut-col, 419, 421-3.

Jackson, Major, 697.

Jackson, A. H., 550.

Jackson, A. M., 688.

Jackson, David, 407.

Jackson, Jeremiah, 292.

Jacobs, Ed. C, 566.

Jacona, 199, 206, 217.

Jaeger, 488-9.

Jahnico, 170.

Jaimez, Alonso, 106.

Jalchedunes, 390.

Janin, Henry, 591.

Janos, 459, 479.

Januske, Fr., 352.

Jaramillo, Juan, 37-8, 40-1.

Jaramillo, Pablo, 432.

Javier, Francisco, 187.

Jefe, Politico, 310.

Jeffords, ThosT., 566.

Jefferys, Thos, 71.

Jemes, 63, 86, 91, 132, 167, 180, 182,

185, 191-2, l<t9-200, 202, 209-12,

216-17, 228, 230, 232, 239, 274, 463,

742.

Jemes, Rio, 63.

Jerome, 605.
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Jesuits, Ariz., chap. xv. 350-68, '375,

406, 497, 579, 775-7.

Jesuits, N. M., 237, 239, 246.

Jesus, Juan de, 211.

Jioarillas, 222-3, 229, 237, 239, 242,

665, 736 et seq.

Jimenez, Bartolome, 379.

Jimenez, Francisco, 493.

Jimenez, Lazaro, 157.

Jimeno, 369.

Jocomes, 356.

Johnson, Geo. A., 490.

Johnson, James, 407.

Johnston's Journal, 464.

Jones, Col, 440.

Jones Colony, 533.

Jones, Daniel W., 532.

Jones, Inspector, 557.

Jones, John M., 481.

Jonesville, 532.

Jorge, Ant., 211.

Jornada del Muerto, 187, 424, 504,

801.

Jose, Ind„ 108.

Joya, La, 698.

Juan Jose, Chief, 407.

Judicial Districts, Ariz., 507, 522,

Juh, Chief, 567, 569, 571.

Julian, 757.

Jumanas, 18, 82, 90, 138, 161, 163,

165, 192, 222, 236, 276, 286.

Jumancas, 170.

Junta Central de las Espanas, 287.

Junta Departamental, 311.

Juzgado de Distrito, N. M., 312.

K

Kaitohum, John, 531.

Kanab, Wash, 614.

Kautz, Gen. Aug. V., 566, 568-9.

Kearny, Gen. S. W., 409 et seq., 417-
18, 425-7, 439, 477.

Kearny Code, N. M., 426.

Keller, Ignacio J., 362, 365, 369.

Kelly, Geo., 778.

Kemp, Chas, 407.

Kemp, H. E., 628.

Kendall, Geo. W., Narrative, 316,

323-4.

Kendrick, S. F., 676.

Kennerly, C. B. K, 482.

Kennerman, Henry, 292.

Kern, R. H., 481.

Kern, B. M., 52.

Kibben, C. H., and Report, 424.

Kinder, R. C, 610.

King, Clarence, and works, 592.

Kingman, 614.

Kingston, 585, 801.

Kino, Eusebio F., 11, 33, 352-6-,

364, 373.

Kino's Map, 69.

Kiowas, 658, 736.

Kirker, James, 321-2.

Kolosky's ranoho, 695-7.

Kroenig, Wm, works of, 752, 783.

Labadi, Lorenzo, 671.

Labora, Fr., 369.

Lacy, H. E., 620.

Lacy, Mrs. S. C, 782.

Ladrones Mtns, 202.

Laet, Joannis, 79.

Lagera, Fran. P., 340.

Laguna, 50, 55, 83, 195, 221-2, 228,

231, 4fiB, 672, 741-2, 795.

Laguna Colorado, 323, 422.

Lajas, Rio, 102.

Lake, fabulous, 83, 87, 94.

Lake, Geo., 531.

Lake Valley, 801.

Lalande, Baptists, 291, 293, 295.

Lainanites, 531.

Lamar, President, 320.

Lamy, J. B., 777.

Land, W. C, 628.

Lands, Public, Ariz., 501, 598 et seq.

Lands, Public, N. M., 646-7, 765-6.

Land-grants, Ariz., 398-9, 505, 599-
600.

Land-grants, N. M., 194.-5, 647-8,

757-63.

Landin, Diego, 127.

Lane, Joseph, 517.

Lane, Gov. Wm C, 632-3, 650, 652,

664.

La ' Paz, ' q. v.

Larkin, Lieut, 435.

Larkin, Thos O., works of, 408-11.

Larrabee, C. F., 566.

Las 'Cruces,' q. v.

Las Vegas, 322, 415, 433, 435, 775,
792-4.

Latham, Senator, 691.

Lawler, J., 628.

Lawrence, W. H., and wjrks, 752, 799.

Laws, Ariz., chap, xxi., p. 512.

Laws, N. M., 425-7, 450, 710 et seq.,

719 et seq.

Layton, Capt., 573.

Lawyers, Ariz., 536.

Lawyers, N. M., 720.

Layton, 533.

Leach, James B., 496.

Leal, Fr., 358.

Leal, James W., 432.

Leary, J. C, 794.
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Lecount, John, 485.

Lee, Stephen, 432.

Legislature, Ariz., .522 et seq., 539 et
seq.

Legislature, N. M., 311, 441-2, 448,
634 et seq., 706 et seq.

Lehi, 532.

Leib, Chas, 522.

Leihy, Geo. W., 544.

Leitzendorfer, Eugene, 426.
Leiva, 430.

Leiva, Fran., see 'BoniUa.'
Leiva, Pedro, 181.

Leiva y Chavez, Salvador, 288.
Lent, W. M., 591.
Leroux, Ant., 481.

Letrado, Fr., 166.

Lewis, 326.

Lewis, Capt., 324.

Lewis, Chas H., 556.
Lewis, W. H.,697.
Lewis, Wm P., 320.

Lezaun, Juan S., NaUaae, 273.
Liberds, Ramon, 379, 385i,

Libertad, Port, 500, 602.
Libraries, Ariz., 606-7.
Libraries, N. M., 641, 717.
Limitar, 699, 745, 797.
Lincoln, 796.

Lincoln Co., 723, 795-6.
Lincoln, President, 521.
Lincoln State, 721.
Lindsay, Capt., 676.
Lino, Rio del, 41, 88.

Lists, Castano de Sosa's men, 101;
Choteau's men, 299; Coronado's
captains, 36; Counties, Ariz., 597-
8; Counties, N. M., 723; Dele-
gates to Cong., Ariz., 525; Dele-
gates to Cong., N. M., 715-16;
Emigrants to CaL, N. M., 339;
Espejo's men, 81, 89; Events in N.
M., 314-15, 701 et seq.; Forts,
Ariz., 554; Forts, N. M., 726;
Franciscans, 124, 151, 161, 171,

179, 204, 212-13, 216, 238, 241, 275;
Governors, Ariz., 525; Governors,
N. M., 164r-5, 253-4, 310, 702 et

seq., Indian Agts and Supts, Ariz.,

chap, xxii., passim, see names of

Tribes; Indian Agts and Supts, N.
M., chap., xxix., p. 662-4, 668,

672, 727, see names of Tribes; In-

dian Tribes, R. Colorado, 348;
Kearny's Officers and Troops, 410;
Land-grants, Ariz., 600; Land-
grants, N. M., 648, 757-63; Law-
yers, Ariz., 536; Lawyers, N. M.,
720; Members Legislature, Ariz.,

£37-9; Members Legislature, H.

M., 442, 634 et seq., 706; Members
Territorial Convention, Ariz., 504;
Members Territorial Convention,
N. M., 443-6; Military Command-
ers, Ariz., 554; Military Command-
ers, N. M., 655, 725; Military Offi-

cers, Ariz., 497; Mines, Ariz., 579-
92, passim; Mines, N. M., 748-56,
passim; Missions, Ariz., 369-71;
Mormons, Ariz., 531-3; Names on
early maps, 71; Newspapers, Ariz.,

607; Newspapers, N. M., 776-7;
Officers, Cal. Volunteers, 514; Offi-

cials, Ariz., 507, .535-9; Officials of
El Paso, 187; Officials, N. M., 218,
228, 238, 241, 287, 426, 445-6, 630
et seq.; 704 et seq.; Onate's Com-
pany, 125-6; Otermin's captains,
187; Pike's men, 292; Places, ran-
cherlas, etc., early explorations
Ariz., 201, 356-9, 366, 369-71, 387-
95, 507; Places, rancherlas, etc.,

early explorations N. M., 139, 187,
200, 236, 265; Public and Jesuit
Colleges, N. M., 775; Pueblos and
Missions, N. M., 135-7, 163-4,
172-3, 187, 212, 241, 252-3, 279-
82, 302, 312, 342-3, 739 et seq.;
Railroads, N. M., 771-2; Rod-
riguez* Companions, 75; Spanish
officers, p. 159, 193-4; Texas' offi-

cers^ 1841, p. 320; Translators and
Printers of Laws, 713; Union men,
N. M., 684; Vargas' officers, 203;
Victims, Acoma, 142, revolt of

1680, p. 179, of 1847, p. 432.
Literature, Ariz., 592-3, 607.
Literature, N. M., 775.

Little Colorado, See 'Colorado Chi-
quito.

'

Little Desert, 507.

Live-stock, see 'stock-raising.'

Lobato, Ventura, 328.

Lobos, Port, 605.

Local annals and descrip., Ariz.,

chap. xxiv.

Local annals and descrip., N. M.,
chap. xxxi.

Loco, Chief, 569, 571, 746 et seq.

Logan, 618.

Lomas y Colmenares, Juan B., 99-
100.

Lombarde, Fr., 182.

Long, R. L., 606.

Lopez, Capt., 57.

Lopez, Diego, 163.

Lopez, Fr., 75-80, 84, 158.

Lopez, Francisco, 794.

Lopez, Juan, 430.

Lopez, NicoUs, 192.
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Lopez, Ramon, 379.

Lopez, Vicente, 285.

Lopez de Haro, NoUJario, 157.

Lord, Capt., 694.

Lord, C. H., 550etseq.
Lordsburg, 604^5, 799.

Loring, Fred. W., 560.

Loring, W. H., 687 etseq.

Los Plaoeres, 426.

Lossing, B. J., works of, 684, 687 et

seq.

Louisiana Ter. , 286, 290 et seq.

Love, Lieut, 437, 439.

Love, John, 782.

Lovell, Chas S., 556.

Low, F. F., 726.

Lucas, Jas A., 506-7, 512, 688.

Lucero, Alferez, 178.

Lucero, Bias, 676.

Luceros, Los, 433, 785.

Ludlam, A. B., 550.

Luguez, 476.

Luis, Fr., 66-7.

Lujan, Gov., see 'Vargas.'

Lumber, Ariz., 599.

Lunas, Las, 794-6.

Lutherans, 94.

Lynde, Isaac, 512, 688 et seq.

Lynx Creek, 580, 587.

Lyons, Abraham, 501.

M

Macana, Nra Sra, de la, 195.

Macomb, J. N., 654.

Maoy, Arthur, 625.

Madariaga, 318.

Madera Mt., 401.

Madrid, Roque, de, 193, 202, 206-7,

216, 228, 232.

Magdalena, 797-8.

Magadalena Mts, 202.

Magoffin, James, 411-15, 423.

Magrias, see 'Magnas.'
Magna s, 84-5, 89.

Mahoney, 0. L., 628.

Mails, Ariz., 602-3.

Mainez, Gov. Alberto, 284, 298.

Maize, 61.

Maldonado, AlonsodelC, 16.

Maldonado, 0. deV., 27.

Maldonado, Juan, 379.

Maldonado, LUcas, 182.

Mallory, Henry K, 546.

Mallory, John C, 546.

Mangas Coloradas, 405, 502.

Mange, Juan M., and works, 354-5,

357.

Mangle, Joseph, 449.

Manrique, Jos^, 268, 284, 287.

Manso, TomSs, 161.

Mansos, 182, 192.

Manufacturers, Ariz., 601.

Manufacturers, N. M., 275-6, 303-4,

339^X), 770-1.

Manuscripts, 19-26.

Maps of 1779, p. 265; Boundaiy
Question, 471; Cabeza de Vaca's

route, 17; Coronado in N. M., 54;

Coronado and Niza in Ariz., 43;

Counties, Ariz., 528, 609; Counties,

N. M., 780; Earliest Explor., Ariz.,

347; Early routes to N. M., 76;

Espejo in N. M., 85; Font's 1777,

p. 393; Kino's Ariz., 360; Missions

of Ariz., 384; Id. of Pimeria Alta,

353; N. M. 16th Century, 137; Id.

17th Id., 176; Niza and Coronado
in Ariz., 43; Northwest in 1539, p.

29; Old, 71; Onate's Route, 123;

Pike 1806, p. 294; Sinaloa and
Sonora, 351; Venegas' 1757, p. 370;

Wytfliet-Ptolemy, 1597, p. 71.

Mar del Sur, 154 et seq., 346.

Marata, 31, 45, 80.

Maroon, Jules, 482.

Marcy, R. B., 467, 653, 782.

Maria de Jesus, 163.

Maricopa, 605.

Maricopa Co., 527, 586-7, 595, 598,

622 et seq.

Maricopa Stake, 532-3.

Maricopas, 485, 501, 518, 548, 550.

Marin del ' Valle, ' q. v.

Marquez, Diego, 95, 119, 124.

Marquez, Gerdnimo, 140, 143, 155.

Marshall, 496.

Marshall, Joseph, 432.

Martin, Cris., 94-5, 101.

Martin, John, 767.

Martinez, Alonso, 124, 134, 147, 341.

Martinez, Ant. J., 311, 703.

Martinez, Damian, Carta, 273-4.

Martinez, Gov. F^lix. 219, 231-5.

Martinez, Jose M., 382, 504.

Mason, John S., 555-6.

Masons, Ariz., 607.

Massacre > 437, 557-60.

Mastin, Thos J., 607.

Mata, Juan, 217.

Matanza, 108, 149.

Mateer, Wni R., 548.

Mather, Thos, 334.

Mauldin?, T. P., 782.

Maxwell, Fern., 667, 671.

NLiixwell, Rancho, 738, 781.

Mayo^, 350, 404.

McAllister, J. P., 628.

McBiowii. W. H., 794.

MoCall, Geo. A., LeUera, 446-7, 462.
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McCleave, Wm, 514, 731, 736.
MoClellan, G. B., 591, 653.
McOlellan, John, 468.

McComas, Judge, 570, 746.
McOormiek, Gov. Richard, 525, 557,
McCrohan, G., 782.

McDaniel, John, 327.

McDonald, A. F., 532-3.
McDonough, Michael, 298,

McDougal, 509.

McDowell, Gen., 555, 557, 564.
McFarlane, Coal Regiom, 750.
McGowan, Edward, 507, 511.
McKay, Alex., 589.

McKibben, 506.

McKnight, Robert, 297-9.
McLane, Capt , 676.

McLeod, Hugh, 320, 323.

McMillan's, 567.
McMillanville, 588.

MeNulta, 743.

McRae, Capt., 692.

McWillie, M. H., 512, 688.
Mead, W. K., 628.

Measles, Ariz., 386-7.
Medina, Capt., 225.

Medina, Gov. Juan, 165.

Meek, Wra E., 292.
Mejia, Haciend, 198, 200.

Melgares, Gov. Facundo, and works,
284-7, 296-7, 308-9.

Melgosa, Capt., 56.

Meline, Two Tlujusand Miles, 24, 220,
310, 749.

Menaugh, Hugh, 292.

Menaul, Rev., 740.

Menchero, Juan M., and Dedaracion,
245, 247-8, 252.

ifteudieta. 111.

Mendinueta, Gov. Pedro F. de, 258,

264, 280.

Mendizabal, Gov. Bern. L., 165.

Mendoza, Ana, 123.

Mendoza, Gov.Gaapar Dom. de, 243-i.

Mendoza, Juan Dom. de, 165-6, 168,

186, 193.

Mendoza, Gov. Mateo A. de, 257, 272,

371.

Mendoza, P. Gonzalez de, 79, 96.

Merrill, P. C, 533.

Merriwether, Gov. D., 633, 660, 664,

670, 675.

Mesa City, 532.

Mescaleros, 286, 688 et seq., 742 et

seq.

Mesilla, 504, 506-7, 512, 602-3, 688,

699, 723, 800.

Mesilla Colony, 652, 710.

Mesilla Valley, 493.

Messervy, Wm S., 448.

Hist. Aeiz. and N. Max. 52

Methodists, see 'Church.'
Meyer, A. L., 628.
Mexican Bound. Survey, 467 et seq.
Mexican Citizens in Ariz., 503, 575.
Mexican Citizens in N. M., 472-3.
Mexican Grants, see 'Land-grants.'
Mexican Rule in Ariz., 402 et seq.
Mexican Rule in N. M., chap. xiv.
Mexican War, 408 et seq.
Miohler, N., 494.
Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo, 265.
Miera y Pacheco, Cleto, 287.
Miles, D. S., 676.
Miles, Nelson, 573.
Military, Ariz., chap, xxii., p. 354,

377-9, 383, 402, 409 et seq., 439.
Military, N. M., chap, xviii., xxvi.-

vii., xxix., p. 305, 313, 322.
Militia, Ariz., 557.
Militia, N. M., 259-60, 205-6, 322.
Miller, David J., and works, 24, 158,

164, 180, 71.3.

Miller, J. H., 734.
Miller, S. C, 628.

Miller, Thee, 292.

Mills' Hand-book, 749 et seq.
Millville, 531.

Mimbrefios, 563, 668, 744 et seq.

Mineral City, 616.

Mineral Creek, 477.
Mineral Park, 585, 613-14.
Mines, Ariz., 346, 362, 374, 379, 383,

386, 399-^01, 497-500, 530, 552,
578-92, see also ' Co. names.

'

Mines, N. M., 72, 75, 78, 83^, 86-9,
93-4, 98, 105, 132, 139, 150, 160,

162, 168, 191, 195, 201, 207, 248,
253, 258, 275-6, 303^, 340-1, 649,
748-56.

Mines, Wm, 298.
Mingiies, Juan, 236.

Mirabal, Juan, 239.

Miracles, 130, 163, 182, 195, 216, 228,
241, 358.

Miranda, Ant., 222, 226, 229, 232,
234, 239.

Miranda, Gov. Juan, 165.

Mission Camp, 576.

Missionaries, see ' Missions.

'

Missions, Colorado River, 396-7.
Missions, Ariz., 332 et seq., 350, 352-

5, 366, 368, 373-80, 385, 389-90,
396-7, 402, 406, see also 'Lists.'

Missions, N. M., 172-3, 212-13, 247,
250-3, 266-70, 274, 279-82, 306-8,
341-2, see also 'Lists.'

Missouri Compromise, 453.

Missouri River, 237.

Missouri Volunteers, 410 et seq., 41S>-

20, 439 et seq., 459.
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Mitchell, Gov. R. B., 705, 711, 733.

Mizqula, L^zaro, 216.

Moan Ooppy, 531.

MogoUon, Gov., see 'Floras, M.'
MogoUon Mta, 234.

MogoUones, 668 et seq., 744 et seq,

Mohoce, 87, 96.

Mojave City, 523, see also 'Fort

Mojave.'
Mojave Co., 523, 527, 580, 585, 595,

598, 612 et seq.

Mojaves, 155, 485, 495, 501, 544-5,

see also ' Yamajabes.'
MoUliausen, H. B., 482.

Monroe, Gov. John, 440, 443, 446-9,

451, 455, 467.

Monterde, Jos6 M., 327, 329.

Monterey, 391-2.

Monterey, Viceroy, 117 et seq.

M6ntezuma, 4^5, 116, 180.

Montoya, Diego, 287.

Montoya, Nerio, 273.
j

Montoya, Pablo, 434.

Moore, F. L., 628.

Moqui Traders, 363.

Moquino, 64, 266.

Moquis, 42, 46-8, 73, 87-9, 154, 157,

159, 161, 166, 168, 173, 182, 185-6,

189, 201, 207, 209, 216, 221-30,

233-4, 237, 239, 243-4, 246, 256-7,

260-2, 265-7, 287, 344-6, 349, 362-

7, 391-8, 407, 461-2, 495, 547, 562,

584, 591, 594, 609.

Mora, 329, 432, 435, 782-3.

Mora Co., 782-3.

Mora, Fr. Ant., 182.

Mora, Jose G. de, 287.

Mora Valley, 429.

Morador, Jesus, 182.

Moraga, Salvador, 384.

Moreno, Fr., 214, 379.

Moreno, Juan Jose, 243.

Moreno, Jose M., 379.

Moreno Dist., 722.

Moreno Placers, 781.

Morfi, Juan A., and works, 263, 268-

9, 273-4, 278.

Morford, W. E, 546.

Morgan, L. H., 52.

Morm, Capt., 435.

Morlete, Juan, 107.

Mormon Battalion, 409-10, 419-21,

477-8.

Mormons in Ariz., 530-4, 548, 550,

594, 596, 607, 610.

Mormons, N. M., 660-1, 676, 684,

734-S, 740, 778.

Morris, Capt., 699.

Morrison, W., 291, 293.

Morro, El, 145, 157, 166, 200-2, 234.

Moss, John, 548.

Mota Padilla, Conq., 38, 55, 70, 80.

Mt Graham, 477.

Mt Tumbull, 477.

Mountjoy, Jacob, 292.

Mowry, Sylvester, and works, 373,

501, 503, 505-6, 509, 515-17, 579,

604.

Moxainavi, 349.

Mulomon, W. J., 613.

Mun, Julius de, 278-9.
Mufliz, Mig., 198.

Murphy, W. J., 628.

Muzaque, 41, 56.

N

Kacapan, 40.

Nachez, 567, 669, 572.

Nambe, 63, 132, 199, 206, 216-17,

274, 672.

Names, Alburquerque, 228, 788; Ari-

zona, 345, 520; El Paso, 128, 183;

Gila, 355; Moqui, 548; N. Mex.,

73, 91; Pipago, 550; Phoenix, 623;

Rio del Norte, 83; Rio Colorado,

154, 366; Socorro, 129; Tombstone,
589; Tucson, 619.

Nane, 567, 569, 744 et seq.

Napestle, Bio, 236.

Naranjo, Bart., 159.

Naranjo, Jose L., 222.

Naranjo, Man., 167.

Narbona, Ant., 285, 405.

Narbona, Chief, 421, 463.

Narso, Bart., see 'Naranjo.'
Narvaez, PSnfilo de, 8-9, 16.

Natchitoches, 293.

Nava, Gen., 268.

Navajo, Camp, 421-3.

Navajos, 162-3, 171, 201, 222-3, 227-
8, 230, 232, 247-8, 266, 268, 285-7,

307, 315, 397, 418-23, 434, 437-40,
459, 462-8, 467, 543, 548, 673 et

seq., 730 et seq.

Navarro, Gov. Fran. T., 264
Navarro, Jos^ Ant., 320, 323.

Navigation, 489 et seq., 499, 602.

Neal, A. D., 455.

Needles, 604-5.

Negro castas, 288.

Negro discoverer of Ariz., 27-32.
Negroes, N. M., 288, 681 et seq.

Neighbors, Robert S., 455.

Nelderrain, Juan B., 377.

Nelson, Lieut, 694-5.

Nemoroete, Capt., see 'Morlete.'

Nentoig, 369.

Nevada, 527.
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Kew Mexico, chap. m.-xiv., xvii.-
viii., xxv.-xxxi.; see table of con-
tents for details. Mention in Ariz.

chapters, 348-9, 389, 391, 397, 407,
603-8, 516, 527, 554, 569, 598.

N. Mex. Bureau Immigration, 752
N. Mex. Business Directory, 752.
N. Mex. Disatrso, 118-19.
N. Mex. lUnerairio, 118.

N. Mex. Memorial, 118.

N. Mex. Mining Co., 749.
N. Mex. Testimonio, 78.

N. Mex. Trashdo, 118-19.
N. Mex., Voicefrom, 757.

•New Placers,' N. M., 315, 340.

New Virginia, 618.

Newby, Col, 440, 463.

Newspapers, Ariz., 498, 558, 607.

Newspapers, N. Max., 314, 341, 442,

776-7, see also Co. names.
Nexpa, Rio, 40.

Niel, ApurOamientos, 21, ti, 109, 111,
186.

Night Creek, 477.
Niles' Register, 420.

Niza, Marcos de, 28-34, 36-7, 39, 45-6,

91, 195, 345-6, 355.

Nogales, Los, 494, 618-19.
Nolan Party, see Hist. N. Mex. States.

Noon, J. J., 628.

Noraguas, 388.

Norte, Kio del, 83, 282, 294, 455.

North Mex. States, resom^ of Hist.,

5 et seq.

North vs. South in Cong., 451-S.
Northern Mystery, 13 et seq., 70,

152, 155, 163, 246, 348.

Noyes, 432.

Nueces, Rio, 165-6.

Nuestra Sefiora de Loreto, 367.

Nueva Andalucfa, 91, 96, 350.

Nueva Sevilla, 129.

Nueva Vizcaya, 10.

Nuevo Mexico, see 'New Mexico.'
Nugent, John, 517.

Nugent's Trail, 482.

Nunez, A., see 'Cabeza de Vaoa.'
Nutrias, Las, 785.

Nutt, 800-1.

Oatman family and massacre, 484-6.
Obando, Capt., 57.

Obed, 631.

Obediencia y Vaaallaje a su, Magestad
134 et seq.

Ocate, 783.

Oconor, Hugo, 378, 382, 390. j

Officials, see 'Lists.'

Ogden, 489,

Ofeda, Bark, 195, 208, 210.

Ojo CaJiente, 210, 295.

Ojo del Oso, 422-3.
Olavide y Michelena, Gov. E., 242

et seq.

'01dPlacer3,'N. M., 340.
Olive City, 580.
Olives, Ariz., 595.
Olivia, see 'Olive City.'
Olivia, Fr., 366.
Onate, Alongo de, Pide se confinme, 119,

147-8.

Ofiate, Oris, de, 124, 148.

Onate, Juan de, and works, 110-51,
203, 346-8.

Onate brothers, 117.

Onis, Juan, 340.

Onorato, Fr., 28.

Opatsa, 350, 378.
Oraibe, 186, 201, 222, 233, 363, 398.
Oranges, Ariz., 595.

Orantia, Ignacio, 507.

Ord, Gen., 556.

Ordenal y Maza, Juan A., 250.
Orez, Pedro, 132.

Oro Blanco, 589.

Ortega, Bias, 430.

Ortega, Diego, 165.

Ortiz, 386.

Ortiz, Fr., 434.

Ortiz, Ant., 287-8.

Ortiz, Ignacio, 504.

Ortiz, Juan Felipe, 342, 429.
Ortiz, Juan Rafael, 288, 316.

Ortiz, Ramon, 472-3.

Ortiz, TomSs, 429-30, 432.

Osay Valley, 77.

Osio, Francisco, 288.

Otermin, Gov. Ant, and works, 165,

171, 176-8, 186-92.

Otero, Ant. Jose, 426.

Otero, Miguel A., 517, 650, 684.
Oury, G. H., 504, 507, 509, 511.
Outlaws, see 'Crime.'
Overland Mail, 496.

Overland Stage, 496, 499.

Owen, R. E., and B. T. Cox' Mept,
749.

Owings, L. S., 607.
Ozaras, 156, 348.

Pacheeo, Col Doc., 22.

Pacific R. R. Survey, see 'Railroad
Survey.'

Pack, L D. L., 504.

Padilla, Juan, 46-7, 66-7.

Padres, see ' Franciscans ' and
'Jesuits.'

Pagm^, 73.

Paguemi, 72.

Pah-Ute Co., 527, 630, 613.

Pah-Utes, 545.

Fajarito, 243.
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Palacio, Santa Pe, 640-1, 716-7
Palizade, Rio, 157.

Palma, Capt., 389, 393, 396.

Palmas, Rio, 670-1.

Palmer, A. D., 548.

Palmer, H. K., 740.

Palomas, 801.

Panadero, 691, 699.

Pananas, 236-7; see also 'Pawnees.'
Pipages, 352, 368, 379, 381, 387, 401-

6, 474-6, 501, 518, 550-2, 555, 559,

564, 594, 618.

Papagueria, 393, 483, 551, 579, 589,

617.

Paredes, Alonso, see 'Posadas.'

Paredes, Jose, 476.

Parke, J. G., and Report, 481-3.

Partidos, N. M., 312.

Pascual, 544.

Paso, see 'El Paso.'

Patarabueyes, 82.

Patriotism, N. M., 412.

Pattie, J. 0., 337-8, 406 et seq.

Patton, J. J., 622.

Patton, S. E., 628.

Paul, G. R., 694, 697.

Paul, R. H., 620.

Paver, Francisco, 362, 398.

Pawnees, 236-7, 437.

Paz, La, 522-3, 527, 580, 585, 616.

Peace commission, Ariz., 560 et seq.

Peach Spring, 547.

Pearls 157 166 '

Peoos,'50-1, 89-90, 103, 105, 132, 177,

179, 182, 185-6, 195, 199-200, 202-

6, 209, 214, 216, 223, 232, 274, 416,

694, 792; see also ' Cicuye.

'

Pecos reservation, 555.

Pecos, Rio, 59, 61, 64, 102 et seq.

Pelham, 699.

Pena, Jose M. de la, 273.

Pena, Juan, 230.

Pefia, Mariano de la, 288.

Pefia Blanca, 787.

Peiialosa y Briceno, Gov. Diego Dion.
de, 24, 149, 165, 168-70, 349.

'Peflol Patriots,' 346.

Pefion, Mariano, 307.

Pefluela, Marquis, see 'Chacon.
Peonage, N. M., 681 et seq., 714.

Peralta, 698.

Peralta, Gov. Pedro, 158.

Peralta land-grant, 398-9.

Perea, Estevan, 158, 161, 165-6.

Perez, Gov., 314, 316-18. ,

Perez, Jnan, 127.

Perkins, Jesse, 532.

Peinado, Alonso, 158.

Perry, Miss, 740.

Pesqueira, Gov., 500, 513, 576.

Peto, Morton, Resowces, 749.

Pfefferkom, Ignacio, 369.

Phoenix, 32, 595, 603, 605, 622-3.

Phoenix, John, see Derby, G. H.
Pias, Las, 435-6.

Picacho, 507, 514.

Picurles, 64, 104, 109, 132, 160, 175,

178, 180, 185, 195, 199, 204, 206,

210, 214, 216-17, 784.

Pierce, President, 492.

Pigeon's rancno, 694 et seq.

Pike, Z. M., and Accomnt of Exped.,
291-7, 303 et seq.

Pike's Peakers, 693 et seq.

Pllabo, 161.

Pilco, 141.

Pile, Gov. Wm A., 19, 705, 717, 733
Pillans, 447.

Pima, 533.

Pima CO., 523, 527, 557, 580, 582,

588-90, 596, 598, 605-6, 617 et seq.

Pimas, 31, 34, 42, 352-4, 361, 363,

368, 378-9, 388, 401, 403, 406, 47i5-

7, 479-80, 496, 513, 515, 518, 544,
548-50, 552, 555, 564, 594.

Pimas Bajos, 368.

Pimeria Alta, 11, 344, 352, 368, 372,
375, 380, 403, 521; see also 'Ari-

zona.'

Pimeria Baja, 391.

Pinal Apaches, 557.

Pinal CO., 527, 582, 585, 587, 595,

598, 624^5.

Pinaleno Apaches, 475.
Pinart, Alphonse, 20.

Pinero, Juan, 147.

Pinery canon,
Pino, Facundo, 719.

Pino, Ignacio, 243.

Pino, Jose, 287.

Pino, Jose F., 305.

Pino, Juan, 236.

Pino, Juan Estevan, 316.
Pino, Miguel, 430.
Pino, NicoKs, 430.
Pino, Pedro B., and Bkposicion, 112,

267, 273, 286-90, 302-3, 305, 307.
Pinole treaty, 555.

Pinos Altos, 726, 798-9.
Pinos Creek, Los, 738.

Pintados, 30.

Pioneers, Ariz., 607.

Pioneers of N. Mex., 125-6.

Piros, 64, 168, 175, 185, 187, 191.

Pitahaya, 155.

Placers, Ariz., 579-80.
Placers, N. M., 340, see also 'Mines.'
Placitas, Las, 796.

Planchas de Plata, 374, 399, 401,
J 520, 578, see also 'Bolas de Plata.'
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Pleasant Valley, 531.

Hummer, A. H., 689.

Poala, see 'Puara.'

Pobares, Francisco, 57.

Poetical Hist, of N. Mex., 112 et seq.

Point of Rocks, 463.

Poison Oak, 236.

Politics, Ariz., chap. xxi. p. 503 et

seq^.

Politics, N. M., chap, xxv., xxviii.,

p. 308, 446, 451.

Ponce de Leon, Gov., see 'Vargas.'
Ponce de Leon, Pedro, 118, 120-1.

Pooge, 158.

Pope, Chief, 170-1, 175 et seq., 184
et seq. , 199.

Pope, John, 653.

Pope, Nathaniel, 735 et seq., 743 et

seq.

Population, Ariz., 369, 377, 380, 382,

402, 474, 475, 498, 501, 504^9, 529-

31, 543, see also 'Co. names.'
Population, N. M., chap, xxxi., p.

90, 172, 221, 230, 244, 252-3, 274,

278-82, 300-2, 342-3, 459-60, 462,

642, 723^.
Porras, Fr., 166, 349.

Porter's Directory, 794.

Posadas, Alonso, and Inforrm, 21,

146, 149, 157, 166, 169-70.

Poston, Charles D. , and works, 489,

498, 509, 517, 522, 544-5, 548, 579,

625.

PoweU, J. W., and BhephraMon, 5Z4^
5.

Powell, Wm, 613.

Polygamy, Ariz., 534^

Prada, Fr., 307.

Prairie-dogs, 61.

Prefecturas, N. M., 312.

Presbyterians, see 'Church.'

Presoott, 154, 522, 526-7, 535, 552,

598, 603, 605-6.

Presidios, Ariz., 361, 364, 369, 378,

390 et seq., 402-3
Presidios, N. M., 259, 289, 305.

Preston, Texas, 467.

Prewitt, Benj., 432.

Price, Major, 745.

Price, Sterling, and Report, 409, 420

et seq., 428-30, 433, 435, 439^1.
Priohard, G. W., 8cm Miguel Co.,

752, 794.

Prince, L. B., and works, 23, 53, 55,

63, 85, 111 et seq., 158, 170, 185,

197, 199, 220, 230-1, 234, 285, 303,

310, 342, 409, 426, 429-30, 717, 719.

Printed Documents, 22.

Printing, Ariz., 426, 507.

Printing, N. M., 341,

Proctor, F. L., 628.

Projects of Conquest, chap. v.

Province of N. M., 310.

Provinciaa Intemaa, 263, 289, 311,
378, see also ' Hist. North Mex.
States,' this series.

Puara, 77-9, 83-5, 130 et seq.

Puarai, 138.

Puaray, see 'Puara.'
Public Buildings, N. M., 716-17.
Pueblo, Colorado, 421.

Pueblo Indians and Towns, chap,
xxxi., p. 1-5, 16-19, 72-3, 77-8,

83 et seq., 90, 103 et seq., 129, 135-

7, 163^, 172-3, 185 et seq., 252-3,

279-82, 400, 418, 423, 440, 459-60,
462, 671 et seq., 739, 788-90.

Pueblo land-grants, 194-5, 648, 673.

Pueblo, revolt of, 1680, p. 174 et seq.

Pueblo Viejo VaUey, 596, 627.

Puerco, Rio, 52, 59, 64, 83^, 129,

200, 422, 666.

Puerto de la Conversion de S. Pablo,

156.

Pujuaque, 63-4, 199, 206, 210, 223,

228, 319.

PumpeUy, Raphael, Across America,
518-19.

Punames, 86.

Pursley, James, 291.

Puruai, see 'Puara.'
Puruay, 188.

Q

Qualacu, 129, 190.

Quarac, 161, 170.

Quarra, 653.

Querechos, 60, 61, 86.

Queres, 58, 85, 89, 105, 160, 175, 177,

185-6, 194, 199, 208-9, 216, 221.

Quereses, see 'Queres.'

Queretaranos, 391, 406.

Quiburi, 355--6, see also ' San Pedro,
Rio.'

Quicksilver, 195, 201, 356.

Quijotoa, 580, 582, 589, 618.

Quilmurs, 390.

Quimao ranoheria, 368.

Quinn, James H., 447.

Quinones, Cris., 154.

Quintana, Luis, 178, 214.

Quiquima rancheria, 368.

Quiquimas, 359, 388.

Quiries, see 'Queres.'

Quirix, 52, 58.

Quivira, 59-65, 93-4, 108, 149-50,

163, 166, 168-70, 264.

Quivira, Gran, 63, 66-7, 170, 173,

182, 296, 653, 798.
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R

Railroad Survey, 481 et seq., 492-3,
653 et seq.

Railroads, Ariz., 582, 603-5.
Railroads, N. M., 710, 771-3.
Raisins, Ariz., 596.

Ralls, Ool, 440.

Ralston, 591.

Ramirez, Gov. Bart. E., 192.

Ramirez, J. G., 714.

Ramirez, Teodoro, 620.

Ranoherias, Ariz., 365-7, 374 et seq.,

387-95.
Raton, 780 et seq.

Raton Pass, 693-4.
Raymond, R. W., 581, 749.

Read, H. A., 628.

Read, H. W., 521.

Reavis, James A., Caudal de Hidalgo,
399.

Rebellion, Ariz., 510 et seq.

Reconqnest of N. M., 197 et seq.

Red River, 286, 298, 435.

Reeves, Benjamin, 334.

Reid, Capt., 421-2.

RenSier, Gov. A., 633, 676-7.
Reneros de Posada, Gov. Pedro, 194.

Reservations, Ariz., chap. xxii.

Reservations, N. M., chap. xxix.

ReviQa Gigedo, Carta, 167, 271-2, 272.

Revolts, 1640, p. 166 et seq.; 1680, p.

174 et seq.; 1696, p. 216; 1837-8,

p. 316-18; N. M. agst U. S., 428 et
seq., 433 et seq.; Pimaa 1695, p.

354; Id. 1750, p. 363.

Revolution, see 'Revolts.'

Reyes, 381.

Richmond Basin, 580, 583.

Rideing, 729.

Riego, Gerdnimo, 307.

Rijarch, Clemente, 379.

Riley, Major, 335.

Riley, G«n., 449-51.

Rincon, 800.

Rio, P. Jose del, 379..

Rio Abajo, 439.

Rio Arriba Co., 785-7.

Rio Bonita, 796.

Rio Bravo, 101.

Rio Grande, 51-65, 76, 83, 127, 298,

408, 419, 421, 437, 442, 453, 469,

491, 604.

Rio de Losa, Rodrigo, 91-3.

Ritch, Wm G., and works, 24, 310,

631, 705-6, 716-17, 752 et seq.,

774, 776, 791.

Ritter, Capt., 694.

Rivas, Juan Garcia, 235.

Rivera, Fernando, Diario, 152.

Rivera, Hist. Jahipa, 112, 492.

Rivera, Pedro, 239.

RiverayMoncada, FemandoJ.de, 397

Roads, Ariz., 478, 494^5, 602.

Roads, N. M., 333-4, 465.

Robbins, J. S., 622.

Robert, Peter, 432.

Roberts, 591-2.

Roberts, B. S., 687, 691-2.

Roberts, E., With the, Fnoader, 373-4

Roberts, J. A., 512, 688

Roberts, James E. , 565-6.

Roberts, J. M., 733^.
Roberta and Wells, 628.

Robidoux, 415.

Robinson, John H., 292-3, 295-6.

Robinson, Palatine, 507.

Robles, Dionisio, 401.

Robson, Chas J., Mancopa Stake,

532-3.

Rooha Gov. Francisco de la, 244.

Rocky Mt. Fur Co., 407.

Rodenbough, Everglade, 462.

Rodriguez, Agustin, 75-80, 84, 130,

172, 188.

Rogers, Joseph K., 533, 566.

Romelo, Bart., 166.

Romero, A. J. B., 383.

Romero, Benigno, 794.

Romero, Jose, 404.

Romeros, Bart., 124, 143.

Rosario, Jose, 384.

Rosas, Gov. Luis, 164, 166-7.

Rosenburg, 322.

Roskruge, G. J., 620.

RosweU, 796.

Rowland, John, 322.

Rowland, Thos, 322.

Roy, Alexander, 292.

Royce, GaUfornia, 450.

Rubl, Fr., 296.

Rubl, Jose Pedro, 307.

Rubl, Marques de, 258.

Ruelas, R., 652.

Ruff, Lieut-col, 420.

Ruggles, Levi, 550-1, 625.

Ruins, 4
Ruiz, Agustin, 75.

Ruiz, Joaquin, 271.

Ruiz, Juan, 217.

Rush, C. B, 613.

Rusling, Jas F., Across America, 556.

Rustler War, 723, 796.

Ruxton, Geo. F., Adventures, 420.

S

Sacramento Camp, 182.

Sacramento, Rio, 154, 348, 424.

Saddleback Mt, 477.
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Saeta, Pr., 354.

Saflford, 627-8.

SaflFord, Gov., 502, 525, 566, 568, 606,

755.

St David, 533.

St George, 532.

St John, 532, 608, 610.

St Joseph Sisters, 531, 533, 551, 605.

St Thomas, 530, 613.

St Vraiii, C^ran, 433, 441, 447-8.

Salado, Rio, 102, 357.

Salas, Juan, 163, 165.

Salazar, Oris., 119, 147.

Salazar, Dimaso, 322, 324r-6, 416.

Salazar, Francisco, 298.

Salazar, Juan F, 122.

Salcedo, Gen., 297.

Salinas or Salt Marshes, 77.

Salinas Mts, 202.

Salineros, 168.

Salmeron, Gerdnimo de Z., 21, 79,

159-60.

Salmeron, Pedro, Diario, 84, 107, 111,

146, 149, 152, 154, 157.

Salpointe, J. B., 607.

Salt, 77.

Salt River and Valley, 502, 531, 524^

5, 549, 595, 622 et seq.

Salt River Settlements, 532.

Saltelo Ignacio, 293.

Saltillo, 424.

Salvatierra, Fr., 355, 359.

Samaniego, Gov. Juan, 165.

Samaniego, M. G., 628.

Sampson, A. B., 620.

San Andres, 357.

San Andres Coata, 357.

San Andres, Rio, 155, 348.

San Antonio, Cerro, 235.

San Antonio, Rio, 154, 348.

San Antonio, Salvador, 203-4, 213.

San Bartolome, 74 et seq.

San Bartolome de Jongapavi, 349.

San Bartolome Valley, 10, 120, 122.

San Bernardino, 403, 479.

San Bernardino, rancho, 421, 477.

San Buenaventura, 132.

San Buenaventura, Fr., 154.

SanCdrlos, 377, 546, 564^73, 585, 745.

San Cayetanode 'Calabazas,' q. v.

San Cristobal, 52, 105, 132, 177, 186,

199, 206, 212, 214, 216.

San Diego, 496, 605.

San Dionisio, 359.

San Felipe, 58, 130, 154, 181-2, 189,

195, 200, 203, 206, 216, 274, 296.

San Felipe, province, 76-7, 91.

San Felipe de Sinaloa, 350.

San Felipe Uparch, 367.

San Feniando, 296,

San Francisco, 132-3, 159.

San Francisco Javier.

San Francisco, Kingdom, 33.

San Francisco Llanos, 77.

San Francisco Mts, 606.

San Francisco de Oraibe, 349.
San Francisco, Rio, 580.

San Gabriel, 63, 131, 133, 156, 172,
210, 394.

San Gerdnimo, 39.

San Gregorio, 74.

San Ignacio ' Sonoita,' q. v.

San Ildefonso, 63, 131-2, 199, 216-17,
225, 274, 317.

San Ildefonso Mesa, 206 et seq., 210-
11.

San Javier del ' Bac ' q. v.

San Jose, 154, 385.

San Juan, 131-3, 150, 154, 158-9,

172, 175, 182, 186, 195, 199, 202,
210, 212, 214, 307.

San Juan Indians, 433.

San Juan Bautista, 130-1, 354.

San Juan Capistrano, 401.

San Juan Co., 785.

San Juan, Rio, 422.

San Juan, VaUey, 734, 738.

San Judas Tadeo, 367.

San L4zaro, 177, 186, 199, 206, 212,
214.

San Lorenzo, 182, 231.

San Lorenzo Camp, 183, 187.

San Liicas, 105.

San Luis, 229.

San Marcos, 105, 131-2, 200, 207.

San Miguel, 132, 313, 330, 415-16,

472, 793.

San Miguel Chapel, Sta Fe, 204.

San Miguel Co., 792-4.

San Miguel de Culiacan, 8, 16, 349.

San Pablo, 79, 133.

San Fablo, custodia, 160.

San Pablo, Port, 348.

San Pascual, 190.

San Pedro, 357, 359, 403, 790.

San Pedro Alcintara Camp, 182.

San Pedro, Rio and VaUey, 40, 478,

480, 496, 501, 588, 620, see also

'Quiburi.'

San Pedro y San Pablo, 130, 397.

San Pedro y San Pablo, Rio, 61.

San Rafael 'Guevavi,' t^. v.

San Rafael Otaigui, 366.

San Simon, Valley, 596.

San Simon y Judas, 390.

San Vicente, Agustin F. de, 341-2.

Sanchez, Alonso, 108.

Sanchez, Jose Ignacio, 307.

Sanchez, JosS Maria, 430.

Sanchez, Marcos, 280.
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Sandfa, 62-3, 79, 158, 160, 181, 188-
90, 198, 253, 296.

Sandla Mtns, 202, 227.

Sandoval, Chief, 421, 675.

Sandoval, Antonio, 322.

Sandoval, Felipe, 306-7.

Sangre de Cristo, 340.

Santa Ana, 53, 58, 132, 194, 200, 203,

206, 210, 216, 274.

Santa Ana Co., 787.

Santa Anna, President, 314, 337, 398,

453, 492-3.

Santa Clara, 63, 178, 199, 206, 212,

217, 225, 228, 307.

Santa Cruz, 178, 213-14, 217-18, 228,

480, 786, see also ' Caflada.'

Santa Cruz de Queretaro, 375.

Santa Cmz, Rio and VaUey, 40-1,

345, 355, 357, 359, 373, 474^-5, 483,

498, 588, 591-6, 600, 605, 617.

Santa Cruz de Rosales, 440.

Santa Fe, chap, xvii., p. 132-3, 162,

164, 178 et seq., 185-6, 198, 203,

218, 259, 274, 297-9, 308-13, 317-

19, 322, 325, 363, 392, 411-12, 416-
19, 421-3, 425, 428, 433, 435, 438,

440-2, 444, 447, 455-6, 466, 504,

640, 692, 696, 790.

Santa Fe Caravans, 327-8.

Santa Fe Co., 789-92.

Santa Fe Trade, 291 et seq., 299, 320,
329-37 411-12.

Santa Fe' Traders, 327, 411-12.

Santa Fe TraU, 437, 467
Santa Isabel, 359.

Santa Lucia, Rio, 671.

Santa Maria, Agustin de, 349.

Santa Maria, Juan, 75 et seq., 79, 84.

Santa Maria del 'Agua Caliente,' q.

V.

Santa Maria de Grado, 228.

Santa Maria, Rio, 155, 348, 482.

Santa Rita del Oobre, 303, 468, 507,

see also ' Mines.

'

Santa Rita Mtns, 401, 580.

Santiago, 132.

Santiago, Don, see ' Magoffin, ' James.
Santo Domingo, 58, 105-6, 130, 132,

175, 181, 189, 195, 198, 200, 216-17,

221, 296.

Santo Domingo rancheria, 229,

Santo Domi igo Rio, 471.

Santo TomAs, 507.

Sapp, W. A., 670.

Savage, L. M., 531.

Savage, W. H., 622.

Sayaque, 53.

Sayota, 30.

Sohiefeliu, E. A., 588-9
Schieiflin, B., 622.

Scoiield, S. N., 628.

Scott, John, 298.

Scott, Tom, 604.

Scurry, W. R., 693.

Schuyler, W. 8., 566.

Seals, Ariz., 523^.
Seals, N. M., 724.

Sebastian, 67.

Secession in Ariz. , 510 et seq.

Secession in N. M., chap. xxviL
Secularization, 263, 274.

Sedelmair, Jacobo, Entrada, 365-8.

Segesser, Felipe, 362.

Segura, Capt., 477.

Selby, 591.

Senators, N. M., 448.

Senecii, 64, 161, 163, 171, 190-1.

Seris, 368.

Serna, Capt., 232, 235.

Serrano, Pedro, 272-3.

Seven Cities, 30, 45.

Sevilleta, 161.

Shakespeare, 753, 799.

Shea, John G., work of, 24, 170-1.

Shearer, J. G., 741.

Sheldon, L. A., 706, 723-4.

Shepherd, Capt., 677.

Sherman, M. H., 606, 624.

Sherman, W. T., 732.

Shibell, C. A., 628.
Shields, J. M. 740.

Shinn, Lieut, 514.

Shutz, L. D., 449.
Sia, see 'Cia.'

Sibley, Geo. C, 334.

Sibley, H. H., 687 et seq.

Sierra, Ant., 181.

Sierra Azul, 195.

Sierra Co., 801.

Sierra Madre, 571.

Sierra Morena, 77.

Sierra Nevada, 53.

Sierra Nevada, Schooner, 490.
Siglo Diez y Nueoe, 326.

Siguenza y G^ngora, 175, 197.
Silla, see 'Cia.'

Silva, Francisco N. Relaaon, 152.
Silva, Juan Jose, 288.

Silva, Gov. Manuel, 161,

Silver, see ' Mines.'

SUver City, 798-9.

Silver King, 535, 587-8, 605, 625.
Simonson, Maj., 676.

Simpson, J. H., a.Tii Journal, 38, 52-3,
91, 159, 182-3, 201, 467.

Sinaloa, 350.

Sitgreaves, L., and SepoH, 481, 494.
Situado, N. M.. 245.

Skull VaUey, 556.

Slack, 591.
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Slattery, Mich., 794.
Slavery, Ariz., 506.

Slavery, ST. M., 443, 445, 447-8, 451
et seq., 456, 680, 714.

Slaves, Indian, 213,
Sloas, 591.

Slough, J. P., 693 et seq., 723.

Small Pox, N. M., 266, 314, 672.
Smith, F. W., 628.

Smith, G. C, 485.

Smith, Hugh N., 444r-6.

Smith, J. Y. T., 624.

Smith, Jed., 335.

Smith, Lot, 531.

Smith, Pat., 292.

Smith, Rees, 507.

Smithville, 533.

Smuggling, 602.

Snively, Jacob, 327-8.

Slow, 104.

Snowflake, 531, 608.

Snyder, J. F., 237.

Snyder, M. S., 628.

Sobaipuris, 352, 354, 361, 368.

Sobaa, 352, 368.

Socorro, 77, 83, 129, 161, 181, 190-1,

202-3, 238, 692, 797-8.

Socorro Co., 797-8.

Solomonville, 627-8.

Sonoita, 350, 352, 357, 359, 36.3, 383,

385, 498, 503, 507, 596.
Sonora, 6-13, 344-6, 350, 368, 372,

377, 404, 478, 492, 496, 498, 500,
502, 513, 572, 575, 601.

Sonorans in Anz., 503.
Sopete, 60.

Sorcery, 175.

Sosa, see 'Castafio de Sosa.'

Soto, Hernando, 9.

Sotomayer, Pedro, 47-8.

Soule, Milan, 565.

South vs. North in Cong., 451-8.

Southern Pacific R. R., 479, 604, 799-
800.

Spaniards, expelled, N. M., 314.

Spanish Chroniclers, 21-2.

Spanish Cortes, 287-9.

Spanish Grrants, see ' Land-grants,

'

Spanish Outrages, 56.

Sparks, John, 292.

Spencer, 300.

Spencer, C. L., 613.
Spiegelberg, L., 791-2.
Springer, 779-80.
Springerville, 608,

Squier, K G., works of, 52.

Stage, overland, 496, 512, 603-3.

Stakes of Zion, Ariz., 531 et seq.

Stanley, Eben, 610.

State Party, N. M., 446-7, 435.

Stanton, 592.

Statistics; Agrictdture, Ariz., 596 et
seq.; Id., N. M., 645, 766-8; Aj
propriations, Ariz., 526; Id., 1
M., 159-62 passim; Education,

t
Ariz., 606; Id., N. M., 774^5;
Friars, 172-3, 252-3; Indians, chap,
xxix., p. 662; Land-grants, 757-64;
Live-stock, Ariz., 598; Id., N. M.,
645, 769; Manufacturers, Ariz.,

601; Id., N. M., 770; Mining,
Ariz., 582 et seq.. Id., N. M., 748-
56; N, M., 1760-1800, p. 279-82;
Id., 1801-22, p. 302-3; Population,
Ariz., .380, 382, 474^, 498, 501,
504-6; Id., N. M., 172-3, 252-3,
642, 723; Pueblos, 163-4, 172-3,
672; Santa Fe Trade, 332; Towns,
chap, xxiv., xxxi.; Troops, 690;
Votes, Ariz., 525; Id., N. M., 650-
1, 715.

Statutes, see 'Laws.'
Steamer, First on Colo. River, 490.
Steek, M., 501, 670, 731 et seq., 745.
Steen, Maj., 462.

Steen, Robert, 614.

Steeple Rock, 477.
Steiger, Gaspar, 362.
Steinfeld, A., 628.

Stephens, 506.

Stevens, Geo. H., 566, 628.

Stillwell, W. H., 622.
Stinson, Jas., 624.

Stock-raising, Ariz., 402, 594, 597-8.
Stock-raising, N. M., 68, 87-8, 276,

302, 767-70.

Stockton, Commodore, 476.
Stone, 590.

Stonemau, Geo., 478, 482, 558-9, 565.
Stoneroad, N. B., 794.

Storrs, Aug., Sta F6 Trade, 333.

Stout, J. H., 550.

Stoute, Freegift, 292.

Stowe, C. A., 7.34.

Strain, J. H., 320.

Strait of ' Anian, ' q. v.

Stratton, Oaptivity of the Oatman Olrls,

486.

Street, W., 628.

Sturgis, Lieut, 670.

Suamca, 353, 369, .375, 386.

Sugar, Ariz., 5.34, 595.

Sullivan, A. P., 715.

Sullivan, D. C, 455.

Sullivan, John H., 548.

Sulphur Spring, 566, 596.

Sumas, 192, 194, 231.

Sumner, Gov. E.V., 409,632-3,659,675.
Sunset, 531.

Suppai, 547, see also ' Ava-Supies.'
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Supreme Court, 720.

Surveys, Land, Ariz., 599.

Surveys, Land, N. M., 722, see also

'Land' and 'Bailroad Survey.'
Sutter, John A., 339.

Sutton, J. S., 320, 322.

Sweeney, L. W., 488.

Swilling, Jack, 514, 691.

Tabalan, Juan, 182.

Tabira, 161, 170.

TSbora, Capt., 142.

Tafique, 170.

Tafoya, Jesus, 433.

Tafoya, Jose M., 287.

Tagle, Juan, 230.

Tamaron, Bishop, and works, 257,
, 269-70, 398.

Tanos, 64, 79, 89-90, 96, 175, 177,

, 185-6, 191, 198, 203, 214, 219, 221,
228-30, 234, 363.

Taos, 50, 63-4, 89, 104, 132, 166, 168,

175, 177-8, 180-1, 185, 199, 206,

210, 214, 216-17, 223, 230, 232, 235,

257, 177, 298-9, 307, 311, 313, 322,

336-7, 340-1, 410, 426, 432-4 440,

461, 466, 665, 784.

Taos Co., 783-5.

Tappan, S. F., 693, 732.

Taxoo or Caxco, 120 et seq.

Taxes, see 'Finance.'

Tayberon, 132.

Taylor, 531.

Taylor, J. W., Beporf, 749.

Taylor, President, 447.

Taza, 566.

Tecolote.
Teguayo, El, 158, 166, 168, 264, 364,

Tehuas, 89, 104, 168, 170, 177-8, 180,

185, 199, 205, 211-12, 214, 216-17,
228, 230, 349, 363.

Tejas Indians, 149, 166, 168, 192.

Teipana, 129.

Telegraph, Ariz., 605.

Telegraph, N". M., 773.

Tellez, Rafael, 198, 202.

Tello, Jose Lopez, 230, 234.

Temple, Jas. E., 782.

Tempol, 141.

Tenabo, 161.

Tenney, N. B:, 628

Ternaux-Compans, Voyages, 22.

Terrenate, 362, 378, 386.

Territorial Annals, Ariz., 521 et seq.

Territorial Annals, N. M., chap. xxv.

Territorial Convention, N. M., 443-5.

Territorial Gov't, Ariz., 504 et seq.,

509.

Territorial Gov't, N. M., 443, 457-«.

Territorial Party, 455.

Terry, G. K., 504.

Tesnque, 63, 132, 177, 180, 199, 206,
209-10, 216, 228, 274

Texas, 12-13, 165-6, 319-29, 408,
426-7, 443, 447, 451, 453 et seq.,

457-8, 511-13.
Texas Pacific R. R., 530, 603^.
Texian Inviacibles, 328.
Teyas, 52, 60-1.

Thatcher, G. M., 533, 617.

Thomas, Geo. H., 489.

Thompson, Waddy, BecoUeeHons, ?SA,
S28

Ticheuor, G. N., 628.

Tierra Amarilla, 737 et seq., 785-6.

Tiffany, J. C, 567.

Tiguas, 52, 79, 83, 106, 185, 189, 191,

230, 243^, 246, 363-4.

Tiguex, 50-65, 67, 77, 84, 158, 188.

Tijuas, 698.

Timber, Ariz., 599.

Timber, N. M., 302.

Tindan, 108.

Tindaues, 150.

Tipton, Lieut, 495.

Tiptonville, 783.

Tithes, N. M., 303, 342.

Titlas, 163.

Titus, John, 521.

Tizon, Rio, 39, 47, 155, 157, 348.

Tlagalli, 348.

TlagUi, 156.

Tlalliguamayas, 156, 348.

Tlascala, 77.

TIasoaltec colony, 179.

Tobacco, N. M., 276, 302.

Tobar, Capt., 59, 65.

Tobar, Pedro, 46-7, 72, 87.

Tobosos, 82.

Tolby, 703.

Toledo, Juan Jose, 246.

Tobosa, Juan, 116.

Tolque, Louis, 432.

Tomis, 434.

Tomas, Ind., 130, 143.

Tombstone, 355, 577, 582, 588-90,

603, 605, 620 et seq.

Tome, 252, 296, 318, 419, 794-6.
Tompiros, 170, 185, 191.

Thompkins, R. H., 720.

Tonner, J. A.. 546.

Tonto Basin, 548.

Tontos, 501 , 557, 564, 566.

Torquemada, Juan, Monarquia, 79-80,

111, 147.

Torre, Rodriguez, 256.

Totontiac, 31, 45.

Tousac, see 'Tom6.
Towle, 415.

Towns, Ariz., chap, xxiv., see also

Co. names.
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Towns, N. M., chap, xxxi., p. 279,
312.

Townsend, E. B., 550.
Tozer, Chas, 620.
Trade, Ariz., 601 et seq.
Trade, N. M„ 238-9, 276-8, 291 et

seq., 297-9, 301, .329-39, 644, 771.
Trappers, 406 et seq.
Trasquillo, 186.

Treaties, Gadsden, 491 et seq.; Guad-
alupe Hidalgo, 442, 469, 479; see
also ' Indian Affairs.'

Trebol, 278.
Trebol, Gov. Pranoisco, 273.
Trenaguil, 83.

Trevino, Gov. JuanF., 165, 170.
Tribaldus, L., 111-12.
Trigo, Manuel S. J. N., Informe,

271.

Trinidad Island, 389.
Tritle, Gov. F. A., 525.
Truax, W. B., 548.
Trujillo, Ant. M., 436.
Trujillo, Jose, 349.
Truman, B. C, 603.
Trumbull, Senator, 509.
Tubac, 369, 374, 378, 381-3, 389, 392,

400, 404-5, 475, 496, 498, 503, 507.
Tubirans, 88.

Tubutama, 352, 367.
Tucson, 71, 369, 374, 378, 380-3, 389,

392, 397, 400-1, 404-5, 421, 474^,
478. 496, 498, 502, 504, 506-8, SH-
IS, 522-3, 526, 551, 599, 602-3,
605-7, 617-19, 690-1.

Tuerto, 340.

Tularosa, 563, 745.
Tuley, M. F., 447.
Tumacaoori, 355, 369, 385, 406.
Tunicha, 463.

TnpattI, 175, 185, 189, 199.
Turbush, Albert, 432.
Turoo, EI, or the Turk, 51, 55, 59, 60,

62.

Turley, Simeon, 432.
TumbuU, Oapt., 490.
Turner, T. M., 507.
Turner, Judge, 521-2.
Turou, Rio, 157.

Turquoise Mine, 753, 756.
Turquoises, 31, 45.

Tusayan, 46-8.

Tutahaco, 51, 55, 83.

Typhoid Epidemic, 314.
Tyson, 585.

Ugarte, Gen., 267, 276, 329, 378, 419.
Ugarte y Concha, Gov. H., 165.
Ulloa, Francisco, 9, 35.
UUoa y Lemos, Lope de, 119-21.
Uncle Sam, steamer, 490.
Underwood, H. D., 628.

Unionism, chap, xxvii.

United States, chap, xxiii., p. 283,
28B, 290 et seq., 334, 408, 411, see
also 'Congress.'

United States Commissioners, 334.
United States Military Rule, chap,

xxiii.

United States and Mex. Bound. Sur-
vey, 467 et seq. , 493.

Uranga, Francisco J. de, 268.
Urdinola, Francisco, 100.

Ures, 350.

Uribarri, Juan, 225, 228.
Urioste, Martin, 219.

Urraca, 103-5.

Urrisola, Gov. Man. P., 257.
Utah, 446, 457, 527, 5.30-1.

Utah Irrigation Co , 532.
Utah Lake, 261, 392.
Utahville, 532.

Utes, 665 et seq., 737.
Ute Creek Mine, 781.

Ubates, 89.

Ubeda, Luis, 67.

Vaoa, Gov., 334.
Vaca, Alonso, 157, 166.
Vaca, Ant., 167, 258.
Vaca, Baltasar, 273.
Vaoa, Bartolome, 288, 305.
Vaca, Domingo, 430.

Vaca, Jesiis, M., 341.
Vaca, Jose Ant., 338, 407.
Vaca, Miguel Ant., 287.
Vaca, TomSs, 430.
Vaca y Pino, Juan de los R., 288.
Vaca, see 'Cabeza de Vaca.'
Vacapa, 30, 33.

Vacas, Rio, 89-90, 97.

Valdes, Gov., 164.

Valdes, Dionisio, 284.
Valdes, Sant., 720, 785.
Vallada, Fr., 182.

Valladolid, 64, see also 'Taos.'

Valle, Alex., 695.
Valle, Gov. Francisco A. M., 256,

272, 276.

Vallejo, Salvador, 556.
Valencia, 253, 794.

Valencia Co., 794r-6.

Vallevicioso, 77.

Valverde, 313, 422-3, 692, 699.
Valverde Jose N., 239, 359, 361.
Valverde y Coslo, Capt., 231-2.
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Valverde y Coaio, Gov. Ant., 218-19,

2.35 et seq.

Van Horn, Major, 441.

Van Tramp, J. C, Prairie, etc., 466.

Vaqueros, 162.

Vargas, Gov. Diego, 196-7, 218 et

seq., 226-7, 349.

Vargas, JEuseb., 210.

Vargas, Francisco, 192, 213, 220-1.

Vargas, Francisco Diez, 97-8.

Varo, Fr., 157.

Vasquez, Baroney, 292.

Vega, 369.

Vegas, see 'Las Vegas.'

Velarde, Joaquin Ant., 379.

Velarde, Juan, 143.

Velasco, viceroy, 116-17.

Velasco, Fernandez, 151, 154, 157,

177.

Verde, Rio, 154, 348, 357, 596.

Vergara, Fr., 147, 154.

Vermejo, Rio, 41.

Vetancurt, A., Chronica, 111, 133,

156, 158, 172-3, 176-7.

Vial, Pierre, 276.

Viceroys, 220, 226, 231, 245, 247.

Viokers, J. V., 622.

Victorio, 567, 569, 743-5.

Vigil, A., Biographical Dictation, 192.

Vigil, Cornelio, 432.

Vigil, Cris., 273.

Vigil, Donaciano, 426, 449.

Vigil, Gov. Juan Bautista, 308-9,

311, 416, 441-3.

Vigilantes, see 'Crime.'

Vi5agr£, Gaspar, Historia, 80, 107,

111 et seq., 129, 140, 143-5, 147.

Villanueva, Gov. F., 165, 168.

Villanueva de Santa Cruz, 228.

Villapando, 339.

Villasenor, Teatro, 252-3.

ViUasur, Pedro, 246-7.

Virgin, River, 495, 535.

Virginia, 586.

Visitas, Ariz., 406.

Vivero, R., Notidas, 152.

Vizcaino, Sebastian, 11.

Vizcarra, Col, 335.

Vizcarra, Gov. Ant., 284.

Voyage Collections, 22.

Wade, Ben, 509.

"Wagon Mound, 783.

Wagon, First in Sta Fe Trade, 314,

333.

Waldo, Capt., 425-6.

Waldo, David, 332.

Waldo, L. L., 432-3, 43o.

Walker, see ' Lynx Creek.'

Walker, Joel P., 299.

Walker, John, 501, 506.

Walker, Joseph, 580.

Walker, J. R., 612.

Walker's Filibusters, 489.

Wallace, Lewis, 706.

Wallen, H. D., 556.

Walnut Grove, 527.

Walton, Capt., 422.

War of the Rebellion, see ' Secession.'

Warnekros, P. B., 622.

Warfield, Col, 327-8.

Warner, 465.

Warner, J. J., 335.

Warner, S., 505.

Warren, G. K., Memoirs, 472.

Warren, S., 620.

Washington, Gov. J. M., 440, 443-4,

463, 467.

Wasson, John, 599 et seq.

Watkins, 550.

Watrous, 783.

Watts, 508.

Watts, J. H., 792.

Watts, J. S., 650, 716.

Weaver, Pauline, 407, 580, 612.

Weedin, T. F., 626.

Weightman, Major, 424, 444, 458,

633.

Weller, John B., 468.

Wells, 415.

Wells, E. W., 612.

Wells, J. H., 506-7.

West, Lieut-col, 514-15.

Western Union Telegraph, 605.

Wharton, Capt., 335.

Wharton, J. E., 628.

Wheatou, Gen., 556.

Wheeler, 551.

^^^leele^, Geo. M., Reports, 535, 722,

750 et seq.

Wheeler, R. G., 550.

Whipple, A. W., RepoH, 468, 480-2,

494.

White, 463.

White, A. M., 550.

White Mt Reservation, 565.

White Mtns, 585.

White Oaks, 796.

Whitman, Lieut, 560.

WTiitney, R. E., 559.

Whittier, C. A., 556.

Whittlesey, Lieut, 440.

Wiekenburg, Henry, 587, 603, 605,

623^.
Wilbur, H. R., 566.

Wilbur, R. A., 551.

Wilcox, A. H., 489.

Wilcox, O. B., 569-70.

Wilcox, P. P., 567.

Wilkerson, Wm, 612.

Wilkinson, Lieut, 292 et seq.
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Wilkinson, James, 363.

Willard's Inland Trade, 334.

Willoox, 621.

Williams, 591.

Williams, Benj., 622.

Waiiams, Bill, 614.

Williams, Josephus, 566.

Willing, Geo. M., 399.

Willis, Major, 522.

Willock, Lieut-col, 409.

Wilmot, Proviso, 452, 506.

Wilson, B. B., Observations, 338, 407.

Wilson, F. r., 628.

Wingfield, E. H., 663, 669.

Winsor, Justin, 25-6.

Wislizenus, A. , and works, 464.

Witchcraft, 175.

Wolfskin, 338.

Wood, Gov., 455.

Woodhouse, S. W., 481.

Woodruff, Wilford, 531.

Woods, 496.

Wool, N. M., 302.

Woolson, T. W., 731.

Wordsworth, W. C, 507.

Wores, C. R., 628.

Workman, Julian, 300, 322.
' Workman-Rowland Party,' 339.

Wright, Gen, 513.

Wright, J. H., 628.

Wyncoop, Capt., 695.

Wytfliet-Ptolemy map of 1597, p. 71.

Xabe, 59-60, 65.

Xila, see 'Gila.'

Ximeria, 52.

Yamajabes, 394, see also 'Mojaves.'

Yaquis, 350, 404.

Yavapai Co., 523, 527, 586-7, 590,

596, 598, 610 et seq.

Yavapais, 545-6, 552 et seq., 556, 564,

566, 580-1.

Ye, Juan, 206, 209-10.
Young, Brigham, 532.

Young, Ewing, 338, 407.
Yuma, 489, 509, 514, 635, 576, 602-3,

605, 615 et seq.

Yuma Co., 523, 527-8, 580, 585-6,

590, 595, 598, 615.

Yuma Sentinel, 383, 400.

Yumas, 357-9, 367, 388-9, 394, 396,

480, 486 et seq., 488-9, 500, 544-5,
550.

Yuque-Yunque, 63, 131.

Yutas, 171, 181, 185, 210, 232, 235-6,
239, 247-9, 266, 276, 397, 418, 421,
462, see also 'Tjtes.'

Zaguato, 87.

Zaldlvar, Juan, 37, 111, 124, 129, 130,

139, 141.

Zaldlvar, V., and Selacion, 111, 117-
18, 129, 137^5, 151-2, 157.

Zamacois, N., Historia, 112, 168.

Zapata, see 'Vargas.'
ZSrate ' Salmeron, ' q. v.

Zavaleta, Alonso, 182.

Zavaleta, Juan, 228.

Zeinos, Diego de la Cassa, 214
Zenteno, Andres, 476.

Zia, see 'Cia.'

Zipias, 160, 166.

Zotylo, Gov. P., 161.

Zubia, Capt., 143.

Zuni, 32, 34, 40-8, 86-9, 139-40, 154,

159-61, 166, 170, 179, 182, 186, 195,

201-2, 207, 209, 216, 221-2, 225-31,

233, 346, 363, 423, 467, 481, 741-2.

Zuni, Rio, 481-2.

Ziiuio, 307, 423, 521.

Zduiga, 386, 397, 406.

Ziiniga, Garcia, 182.

Ziiniga, Ignacio, 403-4.

Zdniga, Jog(5, 397.

Ziiniga, Rapida Ojeada, 403.

Zutancalpo, 138, 143.

Zutucapan, 138, 140-1, 143.
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